
Introduction To The Prophetical Books Of The
Old Testament

The prophetical histories are followed in the Old Testament canon by the
prophetical books of prediction. The two together form the middle portion of
the threefold canon, under the common name of „YJIYBINi. On account of their
relative position in the canon, the former are also described as „YNIŠOJRIHF
„YJIYBINi, the first prophets, and the latter „YNIŒRXáJÁHF, the last prophets. In the
Masora this central portion is sometimes designated as JTfMiLEŠiJÁ, possibly
because it exhibits a complete and homogeneous whole. The first prophets are
in that case distinguished from the last, as JTFYiMFDiQA JTMLŠJ and JNFYFNiTI
JTMLŠJ.

The thorah is indeed also a prophetical work, since Moses, the mediator
through whom the law was revealed, was for that very reason a prophet
without an equal (Deu. 34:10); and even the final codification of the great
historical law-book possessed a prophetical character (Ezr. 9:11). But it would
not have been right to include the thorah (Pentateuch) in that portion of the
canon which is designated as “the prophets” (nebiim), inasmuch as, although
similar in character, it is not similar in rank to the other prophetical books. It
stands by itself as perfectly unique — the original record which regulated on all
sides the being and life of Israel as the chosen nation, and to which all other
prophecy in Israel stood in a derivative relation. And this applies not to
prophecy alone, but to all the later writings. The thorah was not only the type
of the prophetic histories, but of the non-prophetic, the priestly, political, and
popular histories also. The former followed the Jehovistic or Deuteronomic
type, and the latter the Elohistic. The thorah unites the prophetical and (so to
speak) hagiographical styles of historical composition in a manner which is
peculiar to itself, and not to be met with in any of the works included among the
„YN§JR „YJYBN.

Those who imagine that it is only because of their later origin, that the historical
words which are found among the hagiographa have not found their appropriate
place among the “first prophets,” have evidently no idea whatever of this
diversity in the style of historical writing. Ezra — whom we have good reason
for regarding as the author of the larger “book of the Kings,” which the
chronicler refers to under the title of “the story of the book of the Kings”
(midrash sepher hammelacim, 2Ch. 24:27), a compilation relating to the history
of Israel, to which he had appended the history of the time of the restoration as
the concluding part — is never called a prophet (nabi), and in fact was not one.



The chronicler — who not only had before him our book of Samuel, which has
been so arbitrarily divided into two parts, and our book of Kings, which has
been just as arbitrarily divided in the same manner, but used as his principal,
authority the book of Ezra just referred to, and who worked out from this the
compendium of history which lies before us, concluding with the memorabilia of
Ezra, which we possess in a distinct form as the book of Ezra — also asserts no
claim to be a prophet, and, judging from the liturgico-historical purpose of his
work, is more likely to have been a priest. Nehemiah, from whose memorabilia
our book of Nehemiah is an extract arranged in conformity with the book of
Ezra, was, as we well know, not a prophet, but a TirsaÑta, f1 i.e., a royal Persian
governor, and at the same time an Israelitish patriot, whose prayerful heart was
set upon the welfare of his people, and who had performed good service in
connection with the restoration of Jerusalem by the erection of buildings and
the introduction of reforms. The book of Esther, with its religious features kept
as they are in the background, is as far removed as possible from the prophetic
style of historical composition: it differs indeed from this quite as much as the
feast of purim — that Jewish carnival — differs from the feast of passover, the
Israelitish Christmas. It does appear surprising, however, that the book of Ruth
should stand among the hagiographa. This little book is so similar in character
to the concluding portion of the book of Judges (Jud. 17-21), that it might be
placed between Judges and Samuel. And in all probability it did stand there
originally, but for liturgical reasons it was added to the so-called five megilloth
(festal rolls), which follow one another in our editions, so to speak, according
to the calendar of feasts of the ecclesiastical year: for the Song of Solomon is
the lesson for the eighth day of the feast of passover; Ruth, that of the second
day of the feast of Shabuoth (pentecost); Kinoth (Lamentations), that of the
ninth Abib; Koheleth (Ecclesiastes), that of the third day of the feast of
tabernacles; and Esther, that of the feast of purim, which fell in the middle of
Adar.

This is also the simplest answer to the question why the Lamentations of
Jeremiah are not placed among the prophetic writings, and appended, as we
should expect, to the collection of Jeremiah’s prophecies. The Psalms are
placed first among the hagiographa — although David might be called a
prophet (Act. 2:30), and Asaph is designated “the seer” — for the simple
reason that they do not belong to the literature of prophecy, but to that of the
shir Jehovah, i.e., the sacred (liturgical) lyric poetry. Their prophetic contents
rest entirely upon a lyric ground, whereas it is the very reverse with the
Lamentations of Jeremiah, the lyric contents of which, though less prophetic in
themselves, presuppose throughout the official position and teaching of
Jeremiah the prophet. The canonical nebiim or prophets embrace only the
writings of such persons as were called to proclaim the word of God publicly,



whether in writing or by word of mouth; not like the priests, according to
definite modes prescribed by the law, but in a free unfettered manner, by virtue
of a special gift and calling. The word nabi is to be regarded, as we may judge
from its Arabic flexion, not as a passive, but as an active form; in fact, as an
emphatic form of the active participle, denoting the proclaimer, publisher,
speaker, namely, of God and of His secrets. The oldest use of the word (vid.,
Gen. 20: 7, cf., 18:17-19, and Psa. 105:15), which was revived by the
chronicler, is incomparably less restricted in its meaning than the later use. But
when used to designate the middle portion of the Old Testament canon,
although the word is not so limited as in Amo. 7:14, where it signifies a man
who has passed through a school of the prophets and been trained in
intercourse with other prophets, and has made prophetic teaching from the very
first the exclusive profession of his life; yet it is employed in a sense connected
with the organization of the theocratic life, as the title given to those who stood
forward as public teachers by virtue of a divine call and divine revelations, and
who therefore not only possessed the gift (charisma) of prophecy, but
performed the duties of a prophet both in preaching and writing, and held an
office to which, at least on Ephraimitish soil, the institution of schools of the
prophets gave the distinct stamp of a separate order. This will serve to explain
the fact that the book of Daniel was not placed among the nebiim. Daniel
himself was not a prophet in this sense. Not only was the mode in which the
divine revelations were made to him a different one from the prevailing
eÏpiÂpnoia profhtikhÃ, as Julius Africanus observes in his writing to Origen
concerning Susanna, but he did not hold the office of a prophet; and for this
reason even the Talmud (b. Megilla 3a), when speaking of the relation in which
the prophets after the captivity stood to him, says, “They stood above him, for
they were prophets; but he was not a prophet.” “A distinction must be drawn,”
as Witsius has said, “between the gift of prophecy, which was bestowed even
upon private persons, and consisted in the revelation of secret things, and the
prophetic office, which was an extraordinary function in the church, committed
to certain persons who were set apart by a special call from God.” f2

The reason, therefore, why all the historical and prophetic books which are to
be found among the hagiographa (cethubim, which the son of Sirach speaks of
in his prologue as “other books of our fathers,” and “the rest of the books”)
were excluded from the second or middle part of the Old Testament canon
called nebiim, rested upon a primary distinction between writings that were
strictly prophetic and writings that were not so, — a distinction which existed in
the domain of history as well as in that of prophecy. Thus the historical books
from Joshua to Kings, and the prophetical books from Isaiah to Malachi, were
separated, as works written by men whose vocation in life was that of a prophet
and therefore works of a prophetical character, from such books as Chronicles



and Daniel, which were written indeed under the influence of the Holy Spirit,
but not in the exercise of a prophetical calling received through a prophetical
impulse of the Spirit of God. The two different kinds of historical composition
are also perfectly unmistakeable. Each of them has its own peculiar history. Of
course it is quite possible for a prophetical history like the book of Kings, or an
annalistic history like that of Chronicles, to embrace within itself certain
ingredients which really belong to the other historical style; but when we have
once discovered the characteristics of the two styles, it is almost always
possible to single out at once, and with perfect certainty, those ingredients
which are foreign to the peculiar character of the work in which they are found,
and have simply been made subservient to the writer’s plan. It is very necessary,
therefore, that we should look more minutely at the two styles of historical
writing, for the simple reason that the literature of the books of prophecy
gradually arose out of the literature of the prophetical books of history, and so
eventually attained to an independent standing, though they never became
entirely separate and distinct, as we may see from the book of Isaiah itself,
which is interwoven with many fragments of prophetico-historical writing.

The oldest type of non-prophetic historical writing is to be found, as we have
already observed, in the priestly Elohistic style which characterizes one portion
of the Pentateuch, as distinguished from the Jehovistic or Deuteronomic style of
the other. These two types are continued in the book of Joshua; and taken as a
whole, the Jehovistic, Deuteronomic type is to be been in those sections which
relate to the history of the conquest; the priestly, Elohistic, in those which refer
to the division of the land. At the same time, they are coloured in many other
ways; and there is nothing to favour the idea that the book of Joshua ought to
be combined with the Pentateuch, so as to form a hexateuchical whole. The
stamp of prophetic history is impressed upon the book of Judges at the very
outset by the introduction, which shows that the history of the judges is to be
regarded as a mirror of the saving government of God; whilst the concluding
portion, like the book of Ruth, is occupied with Bethlehemitish narratives that
point to the Davidic kingdom, the kingdom of promise, which formed the direct
sphere of prophecy. The body of the book is founded, indeed, upon oral and
even written forms of the saga of the judges; but not without the intervention of
a more complete work, from which only extracts are given, and in which the
prophetic pencil of a man like Samuel had combined into one organic whole the
histories of the judges not only to the time of Samson, but to the entire
overthrow of the Philistian oppression. That the books of Samuel are a
prophetico-historical work, is expressly attested by a passage in the Chronicles,
of which we shall speak more fully presently; but in the passages relating to the
conflicts with the four Philistian children of the giants (2Sa. 21:15ff. =
1Ch. 20: 4ff.), and to the Davidic gibborim, i.e., the heroes who stood nearest



to him (2Sa. 23: 8ff. = 1Ch. 11:11ff.), they contain at least two remnants of
popular or national historical writing, in which we discern a certain liking for
the repetition of the same opening and concluding words, which have all the
ring of a refrain, and give to the writing very much of the character of an epic
or popular ode, suggesting, as Eisenlohr has said, the legend of Roland and
Artus, or the Spanish Cid. We find more of these remains in the Chronicles —
such, for example, as the list of those who attached themselves to David in
Ziklag, and, in fact, during the greater part of Saul’s persecutions. It
commences thus: “And these are they that came to David to Ziklag, whilst still
hard pressed on the part of Saul the son of Kish; and they belong to the heroes,
those ready to help in war, armed with bows, both with the right hand and the
left hand using stones and arrows by means of the bow.” Some of these
fragments may have fallen singly and unwrought into the hands of the later
historians; but so far as they are tabulated, the chronicler leaves us in no doubt
as to the place where they were chiefly to be found. After giving a census of the
Levites from thirty years old and upwards, in 1Ch. 23: 2-24a, he adds, in v. 24b
and the following verses, in a fragmentary manner, that David, taking into
account the fact that the hard work of past times had no longer to be
performed, lowered the age for commencing official service to twenty, “for in
the last words of David (dibre David ha-acheronim) the descendants of Levi
are numbered from the twentieth year of their age.” He refers here to the last
part of the history of David’s life in the “book of the kings of Israel” (sepher
malce Israel), which lay before him; and from what other work such lists as
these had been taken into this his main source, we may learn from 1Ch. 27:24,
where he follows up the list of the tribe-princes of Israel with this remark with
reference to a general census which David had intended to take: “Joab the son
of Zeruiah began to number, but he did not finish it; and there arose a bursting
forth of wrath upon Israel in consequence, and this numbering was not placed in
the numbering (RPSMB, read RPSB, ‘in the book’) of the chronicles (dibre
hayyamim) of David.” Consequently the annals or chronicles of David
contained such tabular notices as these, having the character of popular or
national historical composition; and they were copied from these annals into the
great king’s-book, which lay before the chronicler.

The official annals commenced with David, and led to those histories of the
kingdom from which the authors of the books of Kings and Chronicles for the
most part drew their materials, even if they did not do so directly. Saul’s
government consisted chiefly in military supremacy, and the unity of the
kingdom as renewed by him did not embrace much more than the simple
elements of a military constitution. But under David there grew up a reciprocal
relation between the throne and the people, of the most comprehensive
character; and the multiplication of government offices followed, as a matter of



course, from the thorough organization of the kingdom. We find David, as head
of the kingdom, asserting his official supremacy on all hands, even in relation to
religious affairs, and meet with several entirely new posts that were created by
him. Among these was the office of mazcir (recorder in Eng. ver.: Tr.), i.e., as
the LXX have often rendered it, uÎpomnhmatoÂgrafoj or (in 2Sa. 8:16) eÏpiÃ twÌn
uÎpomnhmaÂtwn (Jerome: a commentariis, a thoroughly Roman translation). The
Targums give a similar rendering, JyFNARFKidF‰LJA JnFMÁMi, the keeper of the
memorabilia (i.e., of the “book of records” or annals, 2Ch. 34: 8, cf., Ezr. 4:15,
Esther 6:10. The mazcir had to keep the annals of the kingdom; and his office
was a different one from that of the sopher, or chancellor. The sopher (scribe in
Eng. ver.: Tr.) had to draw up the public documents; the mazcir had to keep
them, and incorporate them in the connected history of the nation. Both of
these offices are met with throughout the whole of the East, both ancient and
modern, even to the remotest parts of Asia. f3

It is every evident that the office in question was created by David, from the
fact that allusions to the annals commence with the chronicles (dibre
hayyamim) of David (1Ch. 27:24), and are continued in the sepher dibre
Shelomoh (a contraction for sepher dibre hayyamim Shelomoh, “book of the
chronicles of Solomon,” 1Ki. 11:41). The references are then carried on in
Judah to the end of the reign of Jehoiakim, and in Israel to the end of the reign
of Pekah. Under David, and also under Solomon, the office of national annalist
was filled by Jehoshaphat ben-AhiluÑd. The fact that, with the exception of the
annals of David and Solomon, the references are always made to annals of the
“kings of Judah” and “kings of Israel,” admits of a very simple explanation. If
we regard the national annals as a complete and independent work, they
naturally divide themselves into four parts, of which the first two treated of the
history of the kingdom in its unity; the last two, viz., the annals of the kings of
Judah and Israel, of the history of the divided kingdom. The original archives,
no doubt, perished when Jerusalem was laid in ashes by the Chaldeans. But
copies were taken from them and preserved, and the histories of the reigns of
David and Solomon in the historical books which have come down to us, and
are peculiarly rich in annalistic materials, show very clearly that copies of the
annals of David and Solomon were taken and distributed with special diligence,
and that they were probably circulated in a separate form, as was the case with
some of the decades of Livy.

Richard Simon supposed the écrivains publics to be prophets; and upon this
hypothesis he founded an exploded view as to the origin of the Old Testament
writings. Even in more recent times the annals have occasionally been regarded
as prophetic histories, in which case the distinction between prophetic and
annalistic histories would unquestionably fall to the ground. But the arguments



adduced in support of this do not prove what is intended. In the first place,
appeal is made to the statements of the chronicler himself, with regard to certain
prophetic elements in the work which constituted his principal source, viz., the
great king’s-book; and it is taken for granted that this great king’s-book
contained the combined annals of the kings of Judah and Israel. But (a) the
chronicler speaks of his principal source under varying names as a book of the
kings, and on one occasion as dibre, i.e., res gestae or historiae, of the kings of
Israel (2Ch. 33:18), but never as the annals of the kings of Israel or Judah: he
even refers to it once as midrash sepher hammelacim (commentarius libri
regum), and consequently as an expository and more elaborate edition either of
our canonical book of Kings, or else (a point which we will leave undecided) of
an earlier book generally. (b) In this midrash the history of the kings was
undoubtedly illustrated by numerous comprehensive prophetico-historical
portions: but the chronicler says expressly, on several occasions, that these
were ingredients incorporated into it (2Ch. 20:34; 32:32); so that no conclusion
can be drawn from them with regard to the prophetic authorship of his principal
source, and still less as to that of the annals. We do not, in saying this, dispute
for a moment the fact, that there were prophetic elements to be found among
the documents admitted into the annals, and not merely such as related to
levitical and military affairs, or others of a similar kind; nor do we deny that the
interposition of great prophets in the history of the times would be there
mentioned and described. There are, in fact, distinct indications of this, of which
we shall find occasion to speak more fully by and by. But it would be the
greatest literary blunder that could be made, to imagine that the accounts of
Elijah and Elisha, for example, which have all the stamp of their Ephraimitish
and prophetic authorship upon the forefront, could possibly have been taken
from the annals; more especially as Joram the king of Israel, in whose reign
Elisha lived, is the only king of the northern kingdom in connection with whose
reign there is no reference to the annals at all. The kind of documents, which
were principally received into the annals and incorporated into the connected
history, may be inferred from such examples as 2Ch. 35: 4, where the division
of the Levites into classes is taken from “the writing of David” and “the writing
of Solomon:” whether we suppose that the documents in question were
designated royal writings, because they were drawn up by royal command and
had received the king’s approval; or that the sections of the annals, in which
they were contained, were really based upon documents written with the king’s
own hand (vid., 1Ch. 28:11-19). When we bear in mind that the account given
by the chronicler of the arrangements made by David with reference to priests
and Levites rests upon the annals as their ultimate source, we have, at any rate,
in 2Ch. 35: 4 a confirmation of the national, and so to speak, regal character of
the year-books in question.



A second argument employed to prove that the annals were prophetic histories,
is the fact that otherwise they would not have been written in a theocratic spirit,
especially in the kingdom of Israel. But (1) their official or state origin is
evident, from the fact that they break off just where the duties of the prophets
as historiographs really began. For fourteen of the references to the annals in
our book of Kings, from Rehoboam and Jeroboam onwards, are to be found in
the history of the kings of Judah (it being only in the case of Ahaziah, Amaziah,
and Jehoahaz that the references are wanting), and seventeen in the history of
the kings of Israel (the reference failing in the case of Joram alone); whilst in
both lines the annals do not reach to the last king in each kingdom, but only to
Jehoiakim and Pekah, from which we may conclude that the writing of annals
was interrupted with the approaching overthrow of the two kingdoms. Now, if
(b) we examine the thirty-one references carefully, we shall find that sixteen of
them merely affirm that the rest of the acts of the king in question, what he did,
are written in the annals (1Ki. 14:29; 2Ki. 8:23; 12:20; 15: 6, 36; 16:19; 21:25;
23:28; 24: 5; 1Ki. 15:31; 16:14; 2Ki. 1:18; 15:11, 21, 26, 31). In the case of
four Israelitish kings, it is simply stated in addition to this, that their geburah
(might, heroism, i.e., their bravery in war) is written in the annals (1Ki. 16: 5,
27; 2Ki. 10:34; 13: 8). But in the accounts of the following kings we find more
precise statements as to what was to be read in the annals concerning them,
viz.: Abijam carried on war with Jeroboam, as might be read in them
(1Ki. 15: 7); in the case of Asa they contained an account of “his heroism, and
all that he did, and the cities which he built” (1Ki. 15:23); in that of Jehoshaphat
— ”the heroic acts that he performed, and what wars he carried on”
(1Ki. 22:46); in that of Hezekiah — ”all his heroism, and how he made the
pool, and the aqueduct, and brought the water into the city” (2Ki. 20:20); in
that of Manasseh — ”all that he did, and his sin in which he sinned”
(2Ki. 21:17); in that of Jeroboam — ”what wars he waged, and how he
reigned” (1Ki. 14:19); in that of Zimri — ”his conspiracy that he set on foot”
(1Ki. 16:20); in that of Ahab — ”all that he did, and the ivory house which he
erected, and all the towns that he built” (1Ki. 22:39); in that of Joash — ”his
heroism, how he fought with Amaziah king of Judah” (2Ki. 13:12; 14:15); in
that of Jeroboam II — ”his heroism, how he warred, and how he recovered
Damascus and Hamath to Judah in Israel” (2Ki. 14:28); and in that of Shallum
— ”his conspiracy which he made” (2Ki. 15:15). These references furnish a
very obvious proof, that the annalistic history was not written in a prophetico-
pragmatical form; though there is no necessity on that account to assume, that
in either of the two kingdoms it stopped to courtly flattery, or became the mere
tool of dynastic selfishness, or of designs at variance with the theocracy. It
simply registered outward occurrences, entering into the details of new
buildings, and still more into those of wars and warlike deed; it had its roots in
the spirit of the nation, and moved in the sphere of the national life and its



institutions; in comparison with the prophetic histories, it was more external
than idea, — more purely historical than didactic, — more of the nature of a
chronicle than written with any special bias of intention: in short, it was more
distinctly connected with political than with sacred history.

From the time of Samuel, with whom the prophetic period in the history of the
legally constituted Israel strictly speaking commenced (Act. 3:24), the prophets
as a body displayed great literary activity in the department of historical
composition. This is evident from the numerous references made by the author
of the Chronicles to original historical writings by prophetic authors. At the
close of the history of David he refers to the dibre (Eng. ver. “book”) of
Samuel the seer, Nathan the prophet, and Gad the seer; at the close of the
history of Solomon (2Ch. 9:29), to dibre (Eng. ver. “book”) of Nathan the
prophet, nebuoth (Eng. ver. “the prophecy”) of Ahijah the Shilonite, and
chazoth (visions) of Ye’di (Ye’do; Eng. ver. Iddo) the seer; in the case of
Rehoboam (2Ch. 12:15), to dibre of Shemaiah the prophet and ‘Iddo the seer;
in that of Abijah (2Ch. 13:22), to the midrash (Eng. ver. “story”) of the prophet
‘Iddo; in that of Jehoshaphat (2Ch. 20:34), to dibre of Jehu ben Hanani, which
were included in the book of the kings of Israel; in that of Uzziah (2Ch. 26:22),
to a complete history of that king, which had been composed by Isaiah ben
Amoz; in that of Hezekiah (2Ch. 32:32), to a chazon (Eng. ver. “vision”) of
Isaiah, which was to be found in the book of the kings of Judah and Israel; and
in that of Manasseh (2Ch. 33:19), to dibre of Hosai. The question might be
raised, indeed, whether the dibre referred to in these passages are not to be
understood — as in 1Ch. 23:27, for example — as signifying the historical
account of such and such a person; but the following are sufficient proofs that
the chronicler used the expression in the sense of historical accounts written by
the persons named. In the first place, we may see from 2Ch. 27:22 how
customary it was for him to think of prophets as historians of particular epochs
of the history of the kings; secondly, even in other passages in which the name
of a prophet is connected with dibre, — such, for example, as 2Ch. 29:30;
33:18, — the former is the genitive of the subject or author, not of the object;
thirdly, in the citations given above, dibre is used interchangeably with
YRBD‰L ,̂ which requires still more decidedly that it should be understood as
denoting authorship: and fourthly, this is placed beyond all doubt by the
alternation of midrash Iddo (2Ch. 13:22), with dibre Iddo (2Ch. 12:15). At the
same time, it is evident that these accounts, which are called by prophets’
names, were not lying before the chronicler in the form of separate writings in
addition to the work which constituted his principal source, from the fact that,
with the exception of 2Ch. 33:18, 19, he never quotes the two together. They
were incorporated into the midrash sephere hammelakim (“the story of the
book of the kings,” Eng. ver.), which lay before him (2Ch. 24:27), though not



without showing their prophetic origin in distinction from the annalistic sources
of the work in question; and inasmuch as it is inconceivable that the authors of
our canonical books of Samuel and Kings should have made no use of these
prophetic records, the question is allowable, whether it is still possible for
critical analysis to trace them out either in whole or in part, with the same
certainty with which it can be affirmed that the list of officers which is employed
as a boundary-stone in 2Sa. 20:23-26, and the general survey of Solomon’s
ministers and court in 1Ki. 4: 2-19, together with the account of the daily
provision for the royal kitchen in 1Ki. 4:22, 23, and the number of stalls for the
king’s horses in 1Ki. 4:26, 27, and others of a similar kind, were taken from the
annals.

This is not the place in which to enter more minutely into such an analysis. It is
quite sufficient for our purpose to have exhibited, in the citations we have made
from the Chronicles, the stirring activity of the prophets as historians from the
time of Samuel onwards; although this is evident enough, even without
citations, from the many prophetico-historical extracts from the writings of the
prophets which we find in the book of Kings. Both authors draw either directly
or indirectly from annalistic and prophetic sources. But when we look at the
respective authors, and their mode of rounding off and working up the
historical materials, the book of Kings and the Chronicles exhibit of themselves,
at least as a whole, the two different kinds of historical composition; for the
book of Kings is a thoroughly prophetic book, the Chronicles a priestly one.
The author of the book of Kings formed his style upon the model of
Deuteronomy and the prophetic writings; whilst the chronicler so thoroughly
imitated the older dibre-hayyamim style, that it is often impossible to
distinguish his own style from that of the sources which came either directly or
indirectly to his hand; and consequently his work contains a strange admixture
of very ancient and very modern forms. The observation inserted in 2Ki. 17: 7ff.
shows clearly enough in what spirit and with what intention the writer of the
book of Kings composed his work. Like the author of the book of Judges, who
wrote in a kindred spirit (see Jud. 2:11ff.), he wished to show, in his history of
the kings, how the Israel of the two kingdoms sank lower and lower both
inwardly and outwardly till it had fallen into the depths of captivity, in
consequence of its contempt of the word of god as spoken by the prophets, and
still more because of the radical evil of idolatry; but how Judah, with its Davidic
government, was not left without hope of rescue from the abyss, provided it
would not shut its heart against such prophetic preaching as was to be found in
its own past history. The chronicler, on the other hand, whose love to the
divinely chosen monarchy and priesthood of the tribes of Judah and Levi is
obvious enough, from the annalistic survey with which he prefaces his work,
commences with the mournful end of Saul, and wastes no words upon the path



of sorrow through which David reached the throne, but passes at once to the
joyful beginning of his reign, which he sets before us in the popular, warlike,
priestly style of the annals. He then relates the history of Judah and Jerusalem
under the rule of the house of David, almost without reference to the history of
the northern kingdom, and describes it with especial completeness wherever he
has occasion to extol the interest shown by the king in the temple and worship
of God, and his co-operation with the Levites and priests. The author of the
book of Kings shows us in prophecy the spirit which pervaded the history, and
the divine power which moulded it. The chronicler exhibits in the monarchy and
priesthood the two chambers of its beating heart. In the former we see storm
after storm gather in the sky that envelopes the history, according to the
attitude of the nation and its kings towards the word of God; with the latter the
history is ever encircled by the cloudless sky of the divine institutions. The
writer of the Chronicles dwells with peculiar preference, and a certain partiality,
upon the brighter portions of the history; whereas, with the author of the book
of Kings, the law of retribution which prevails in the historical materials
requires that at least an equal prominence should be given to the darker side. In
short, the history of the book of Kings is more inward, divine, theocratic in its
character; that of the Chronicles more outward, human, and popular. The
author of the book of Kings writes with a prophet’s pen; the chronicler with the
pen of an annalist.

Nevertheless, they both of them afford us a deep insight into the laboratory of
the two modes of writing history; and the historical productions of both are rich
in words of the prophets, which merit a closer inspection, since they are to be
regarded, together with the prophetico-historical writings quoted, as precludes
and side-pieces to the prophetic literature, properly so called, which gradually
established itself in more or less independence, and to which the nebiim
acharonim (the last prophets) belong. The book of Kings contains the following
words and sayings of prophets:

(1) Ahijah of Shilo to Jeroboam (1Ki. 11:29-39);
(2) Shemaiah to Rehoboam (1Ki. 12:22-24);
(3) a man of God to the altar of Jeroboam (1Ki. 13: 1, 2);
(4) Ahijah to the wife of Jeroboam (1Ki. 14: 5-16);
(5) Jehu ben Hanani to Baasha (1Ki. 16: 1-4);
(6) a prophet to Ahab king of Israel (1Ki. 20:13, 14, 22, 28);
(7) a pupil of the prophets to Ahab (1Ki. 20:35ff.);
(8) Elijah to Ahab (1Ki. 21:17-26);
(9) Micha ben Yimla to the two kings Ahab and Jehoshaphat (1Ki. 22:14ff.);
(10) Elisha to Jehoram and Jehoshaphat (2Ki. 3:11ff.);
(11) a pupil of Elisha to Jehu (2Ki. 9: 1-10);
(12) a massa concerning the house of Ahab (2Ki. 9:25, 26);
(13) Jehovah to Jehu (2Ki. 10:30);



(14) Jonah to Jeroboam II (indirectly; 2Ki. 14:25-27);
(15) leading message of the prophets (2Ki. 17:13);
(16) Isaiah’s words to Hezekiah (2Ki. 19-20);
(17) threat on account of Manasseh (2Ki. 21:10-15);
(18) Huldah to Josiah (2Ki. 22:14ff.);
(19) threat of Jehovah concerning Judah (2Ki. 23:27).

Of all these prophetic words and sayings, Nos. 2, 9, and 18 are the only ones
that are given by the chronicler (2Ch. 11: 2-4, 18, and 34), partly because he
confined himself to the history of the kings of Judah, and partly because he
wrote with the intention of supplementing our book of Kings, which was no
doubt lying before him. On the other hand, we find the following words of
prophets in the Chronicles, which are wanting in the book of Kings:

(1) words of Shemaiah in the war between Rehoboam and Shishak (2Ch. 12: 7, 8);
(2) Azariah ben Oded before Asa (2Ch. 15: 1-7);
(3) Hanani to Asa (2Ch. 16: 7-9);
(4) Jahaziel the Asaphite in the national assembly (2Ch. 20:14-17);
(5) Eliezer ben Dodavahu to Jehoshaphat (2Ch. 20:37);
(6) letter of Elijah to Jehoram (2Ch. 21:12-15);
(7) Zechariah ben Jehoiada in the time of Joash (2Ch. 24:20);
(8) a man of God to Amaziah (2Ch. 25: 7-9);
(9) a prophet to Amaziah (2Ch. 25:15, 16);
(10) Oded to Pekah (2Ch. 28: 9-11).

To extend the range of our observation still further, we may add,

(1) the address of the maleach Jehovah in Bochim (Jud. 2: 1-5);
(2) the address of a prophet (ish nabi) to Israel, in Jud. 6: 8-10;
(3) that of a man of God to Eli (1Sa. 2:27ff.);
(4) Jehovah to Samuel concerning Eli’s house (1Sa. 3:11-14);
(5) Samuel to Israel before the battle at Ebenezer (1Sa. 7: 3);
(6) Samuel to Saul in Gilgal (1Sa. 13:13, 14);
(7) Samuel to Saul after the victory over Amalek (1Sa. 15);
(8) Nathan to David concerning his wish to build the temple (2Sa. 7);
(9) Nathan to David after his adultery (2Sa. 12);
(10) Gad to David after the numbering of the people (2Sa. 24).

If we take a general survey of these prophetic words and sayings, and compare
them with one another, there can be no doubt that some of them have come
down to us in their original form; such, for example, as the address of the man
of God to Eli, in the first book of Samuel, and the words of Samuel to Saul
after the victory over Amalek. This is guaranteed by their distinct peculiarity,
their elevated tone, and the manifest difference between them and the ordinary
style of the historian who relates them. In the case of others, at least, all that is
essential in their form has been preserved; as, for example, in the addresses of
Nathan to David: this is evident from the echoes that we find of them in the



subsequent history. Among the sayings that have been handed down verbatim
by the author of the book of Kings, we may include those of Isaiah, whose
originality several things combine to sustain, — viz. the massa in 2Ki. 9:25, 26,
the construction of which is peculiar and primitive; together with a few other
brief prophetic words, possibly in all that is essential the words of Huldah: for it
is only in the mouth of Huldah (2Ki. 22:19; 2Ch. 34:27) and Isaiah
(2Ki. 19:33), and in the massa referred to, that we meet with the prophetic
“saith the Lord” (HŒFHYi „JUNi), which we also find in 1Sa. 2:30, with other marks
of originality, whilst its great antiquity is attested by Gen. 22:16, the Davidic
Psalms, and 2Sa. 23: 1. In some of these sayings the historian is not at all
concerned to give them in their original words: they are simply prophetic voices
generally, which were heard at a particular time, and the leading tones of which
he desires to preserve, — such, for example, as Jud. 6: 8-10, 2Ki. 17:13; 21:10-
15. Reproductions of prophetic witnesses in so general a form as this naturally
bear the stamp of the writer who reproduces them. In the books of Judges and
Kings, for example, they show clearly the Deuteronomic training of their last
editors. But we can go still further, and maintain generally, that the prophecies
in the books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles contain marked traces of the
historian’s own hand, as well as of the sources from which they were indirectly
drawn. Such sayings as are common to the two books (Chronicles and Kings)
are almost word for word the same in the former as in the latter; but the rest
have all a marked peculiarity, and a totally different physiognomy. The sayings
in the book of Kings almost invariably begin with “Thus saith the Lord,” or
“Thus saith the Lord God of Israel” (also Jud. 6: 8, and 2Ki. 19:20, before the
message of Isaiah); and nothing is more frequent in them than the explanatory
phrase RŠEJá †JAYA, and such Deuteronomic expressions as SY K̂H, JY‹XH, DYB
†TN, and others; to which we may add a fondness for similes introduces with
“as” (e.g., 1Ki. 14:10, 15; 2Ki. 21:13). The thought of Jehovah’s choosing
occurs in the same words in 1Ki. 11:36 and 2Ki. 23:27; and the expression,
“that David may have a light alway,” in 1Ki. 11:36, is exclusively confined to
the Deuteronomic author of the work (vid., 1Ki. 15: 4, 2Ki. 8:19, cf.,
2Ch. 21: 7). The words, “I exalted thee from among the people, and made thee
prince over my people Israel,” are not only to be found in the second address of
Ahijah in 1Ki. 14: 7, but, with slight alteration, in the address of Jehu in ch.
16: 2. The words, “Him that dieth in the city shall the dogs eat, and him that
dieth in the field shall the fowls of the air eat,” are found in the same form in
Ahijah’s second address (1Ki. 14:11), in Jehu’s address (ch. 16: 4), and in that
of Elijah to Ahab (ch. 21:24). That threat, “I will cut off all that pisseth against
the wall, that is shut up and that is free in Israel, and will sweep behind the
house of Jeroboam,” is found, with trifling variations, in Ahijah’s second
address (1Ki. 14:10), in Elijah’s address to Ahab (ch. 21:21), and in Elisha’s



address to Jehu (2Ki. 9: 8); whilst it is evident from 1Ki. 16:11 and 2Ki. 14:26,
that the form of the threat is just in the style of the Deuteronomic historian.
There can be no question, therefore, that nearly all these prophetic sayings, so
far as a common impress can exist at all, are of one type, and that the common
bond which encircles them is no other than the prophetic subjectivity of the
Deuteronomic historian. A similar conclusion may be drawn with regard to the
prophetic sayings contained in the Chronicles. They also bear so decidedly the
evident marks of the chronicler’s own work, that Caspari himself, in his work
upon the Syro-Ephraimitish war, is obliged to admit that the prophetic address
in 2Ch. 15: 2-7, which is apparently the most original of all, recals the peculiar
style of the chronicler. At the same time, in the case of the chronicler, whose
principal source of information must have resembled his own work in spirit and
style (as we are warranted in assuming by the book of Ezra especially), it is not
so easy to determine how far his own freedom of treatment extended as it is in
the case of the author of the book of Kings, who appears to have found the
greater part of the sayings given in mere outline in the annals, and in taking
them thence, to have reproduced them freely, in the consciousness of his own
unity of spirit with the older prophets.

If these sayings had been handed down to us in their original form, we should
possess in them a remarkably important source of information with regard to
the historical development of the prophetic ideas and modes of expression. We
should then know for certain that Isaiah’s favourite phrase, “for the Lord hath
spoken it,” was first employed by Ahijah (1Ki. 14:11); that when Joel
prophesied “in Jerusalem shall be deliverance” (Joe. 2:32), he had already been
preceded by Shemaiah (2Ch. 12: 7); that Hosea (in Hos. 3: 4, 5, cf., 5:15) took
up the declaration of Azariah ben Oded, “And many days will Israel continue
without the God of truth, and without a teaching priest, and without law; but
when it turneth in its trouble,” etc. (2Ch. 15: 3, 4, where, as the parallel proves,
the preterites of v. 4 are to be interpreted according to the prophetic context);
that in Jer. 31:16, “for thy work shall be rewarded,” we have the echo of
another word of the same Azariah; that in the words spoken by Hanani in
2Ch. 16: 9, “The eyes of the Lord run to and fro throughout the whole earth,”
he was the precursor of Zechariah (Zec. 4:10); and other instances of a similar
kind. But, with the influence which was evidently exerted upon the sayings
quoted by the subjective peculiarities of the two historians (compare, for
example, 2Ch. 15: 2 with 13: 4 and 1Ch. 28: 9; 2Ch. 12: 5 with 24:20; also v. 7
with 2Ch. 34:21, and the parallel 2Ki. 22:13 and 2Ch. 15: 5, “In those times,”
with Dan. 11:14), and with the difficulty of tracing the original elements in these
sayings (it is quite possible, for example, that the thought of a light remaining to
David, 1Ki. 15: 4, 2Ki. 8:19, was really uttered first of all by Ahijah,
1Ki. 11:36), it is only a very cautious and sparing use that can be made of them



for this purpose. It is quite possible, since Deuteronomy is the real prophet’s
book, as compared with the other books of the Pentateuch, that the prophets of
the earlier regal times took pleasure in employing Deuteronomic expressions;
but it cannot be decided whether such expressions as “put my name there,” in
1Ki. 11:36, and “root up Israel,” etc., in 1Ki. 14:15, received their
Deuteronomic form (cf., Deu. 12: 5, 21; 14:24; 29:27) from the prophet
himself, or from the author of the book of Kings (cf., 1Ki. 9: 3, and the parallel
passages, 2Ch. 7:20; 9: 7, 2Ki. 21: 7, 8). At the same time, quite enough of the
original has been retained in the prophecies of these earlier prophets, to enable
us to discern in them the types and precursors of the later ones. Shemaiah, with
his threat and its subsequent modification in the case of Asa, calls to mind
Micah and his words to Hezekiah, in Jer. 26:17ff. The attitude of Hanani
towards Asa, when he had appealed to Aram for help, is just the same as that
which Isaiah assumed towards Ahaz; and there is also a close analogy in the
consequences of the two events. Hose and Amos prophesy against “the high
places of Aven” (Hos. 10: 8), and “the altars of Bethel” (Amo. 3:14; 9: 1), like
the man of God in Bethel. When Amos leaves his home in consequence of a
divine call (Amo. 7:15) and goes to Bethel, the headquarters of the image-
worship of the Israelites, to prophesy against the idolatrous kingdom; is there
not a repetition in this of the account of the prophet in 1Ki. 13? And when
Hanani is cast into prison on account of his denunciation of Asa; is not this a
prelude, as it were, to the subsequent fate of Micah ben-Imlah (1Ki. 22) and
Jeremiah (Jer. 32)? And so, again, Ahijah’s confirmation and symbolical
representation of what he predicted, by the rending in pieces of a new garment
(the symbol of the kingdom in its unity and strength), has its analoga in the
history of the earlier prophets (1Sa. 15:26-29) as well as in that of the latest
(e.g., Jer. 22). It is only such signs (mophethim), as that by which the prophet
who came out of Judah into Bethel confirmed his prophecy, that disappear
entirely from the alter history, although Isaiah does not think it beneath him to
offer Ahaz a sign, either in the depth or in the height above, in attestation of his
prophetic testimony.

There was no essential difference, however, between the prophets of the earlier
and those of the later times; and the unity of spirit which linked together the
prophets of the two kingdoms from the very first, notwithstanding the inevitable
diversity in their labours in consequence of the different circumstances in which
they were placed, continued all through. Still we do meet with differences. The
earlier prophets are uniformly occupied with the internal affairs of the kingdom,
and do not bring within their range the history of other nations, with which that
of Israel was so intimately interwoven. Their prophecies are directed exclusively
to the kings and people of the two kingdoms, and not to any foreign nation at
all, either to those immediately adjoining, or what we certainly might expect, to



Egypt and Aram. The Messianic element still remains in a somewhat obscure
chrysalis state; and the poetry of thoughts and words, which grew up
afterwards as the result of prophetic inspiration, only just manifests itself in
certain striking figures of speech. It is indeed true, as we have already seen, that
it is hardly possible to pronounce a decided opinion respecting the delivery of
these earlier prophets; but from a sufficiently reliable and general impression,
we may trace this distinction between the prophecy which prevailed till about
the reign of Joash and that of the later times, that the former was for the most
part prophecy in irresistible actions, the latter prophecy in convincing words. As
G. Baur has observed; in the case of the older prophets it is only as the modest
attendants of mighty outward acts, that we meet with words at all concerned to
produce clear inward conviction. For this very reason, they could hardly
produce prophetic writings in the strict sense of the word. But from the time of
Samuel downwards, the prophets had made the theocratic and pragmatic
treatment of the history of their own times a part of the regular duties of their
calling. The cloistral, though by no means quietistic, retirement of their lives in
the schools of the prophets, was very favourable to this literary occupation,
more especially in the northern kingdom, and secured for it unquestioned
liberty. We may see, however, from 2Ch. 20:34, that the prophets of Judah also
occupied themselves with writing history; for the prophet Jehu was a Judaean,
and, as we may infer from 2Ch. 19: 1-3, had his home in Jerusalem.

The literature of the prophetic writings, strictly so called, commenced in the
time of Jehoram king of Judah with a fugitive writing against Edom; if, as we
think we have proved elsewhere, the vision of OBADIAH was occasioned by the
calamity described in 2Ch. 21:16, 17, to which Joel and Amos also refer. He
was followed by JOEL, who had Obadiah’s prophecy before him, since he
introduces into the wider and more comprehensive range of his announcement,
not only Obadiah’s prophetic matter, but Obadiah’s prophetic words. We may
also see from Joel’s writings how the prophetic literature, in the stricter sense,
sprang out of prophetical histories; for Joel himself relates the result of the
penitential worship, which was occasioned by his appeal, in a historical
statement in Joe. 2:18, 19a, through which the two halves of his writings are
linked together. The time when he prophesied can be distinctly proved to have
been the first half of the reign of Joash king of Judah. Obadiah and Joel were
both of them contemporaries of Elisha. Elisha himself did not write anything,
but the schools under his superintendence not only produced prophetic deeds,
but prophetic writings also; and it is a characteristic circumstance, that the
writings which bear the name of Jonah, whom an ancient Haggada describes as
one of the sons of the prophets belonging to Elisha’s school, belong far less to
the prophetic literature in the strict sense of the term than to the prophetical
histories, and in fact to the historical writings of prophets. At what period it was



that Jonah’s mission to Nineveh took place, may be gathered to some extent
from 2Ki. 14:25, where Jonah ben-Ammitai, the prophet of Gath ha-Hepher, in
the territory of Zebulun, is said to have predicted the restoration of the kingdom
of Israel to its promised boundaries, — a prediction which was fulfilled in
Jeroboam ben-Joash, the third in succession from Jehu, and therefore was
uttered at the commencement of the reign of Jeroboam II, if not under Joash
himself. The mission to Nineveh may possibly belong to a somewhat earlier
period than this prediction, namely, to the time of the older Assyrian kingdom,
which was fast approaching its dissolution. Eusebius is probably correct in
making Sardanapalus the last ruler of the old kingdom of Ninos, who was
overcome by Arbaces the Mede, a contemporary of Jeroboam II. A glance at
the book of Amos, on the other hand, will show us that, at the time when he
prophesied, a new Asshur was arising, and had already made considerable
conquests. The date given in Amo. 1: 1, “two years before the earthquake,”
does not afford us any clue. But if Amos prophesied “in the days of Uzziah king
of Judah, and Jeroboam ben-Joash king of Israel;” assuming that Jeroboam II
reigned forty-one years, commencing with the fifteenth year of Amaziah
(2Ki. 14:23), and therefore was contemporary with Amaziah for fourteen years
and with Uzziah for twenty-seven, it must have been in the last twenty-seven
years of Jeroboam’s reign that Amos prophesied. At the time when his ministry
began, the kingdom of Israel was at the summit of its greatness in consequence
of the successes of Jeroboam, and the kingdom of Judah still continued in the
depression into which it had fallen in the time of Amaziah; and to both of them
he foretells a common fate at the hand of Asshur, which is indicated clearly
enough, although not mentioned by name. The commencement of the ministry
of Hosea coincides at the most with the close of that of Amos. The symbolical
portion (Isa. 1-3), with which his book commences, brings us to the five last
years of Jeroboam’s reign; and the prophetic addresses which follow are not at
variance with the statement in Isa. 1: 1, which is by a later hand, and according
to which he still continued to prophesy even under Hezekiah, and therefore until
the fall of Samaria, which occurred in the sixth year of Hezekiah’s reign. Hosea,
the Ephraimitish Jeremiah, was followed by Isaiah, who received his call, if
Isa. 6 contains the account of his prophetic consecration, in the last year of
Uzziah’s reign, and therefore twenty-five years after the death of Jeroboam II,
and continued his labours at least till the second half of Hezekiah’s reign,
possibly to the commencement of that of Manasseh. His younger contemporary
was Micah of Moresheth, whose first appearance took place, according to
Isa. 1: 1, within the reign of Jotham, and whose book must have been written,
according to the heading “concerning Samaria and Jerusalem, before the fall of
Samaria, in the sixth year of Hezekiah’s reign (with which the account in
Jer. 25:17ff. also agrees); so that his labours began and ended within the
incomparably longer period of Isaiah’s ministry. This also applies to NAHUM,



whose “burden of Nineveh” closes the prophetic writings of the Assyrian age.
He prophesied after the defeat of Sennacherib, when the power of Asshur was
broken, and also the yoke upon Judah’s neck (Isa. 1:13), provided, that is to
say, that Asshur did not recover itself again. HABAKKUK is linked on to Nahum.
He was the last prophet of Isaiah’s type in the book of twelve prophets, and
began to foretell a new era of judgment, namely the Chaldean. He prophesied in
the time of Josiah, before Zephaniah and Jeremiah, and possibly even as early as
the time of Manasseh.

With ZEPHANIAH the line of prophets of Jeremiah’s type begins. He resembles
Jeremiah in his reproductive, and, as it were, mosaic use of the words of the
older prophets. As JEREMIAH was called, according to Jer. 1: 2, in the thirteenth
year of Josiah’s reign, his ministry commenced before that of Zephaniah, since
we are compelled by internal grounds to assign the prophecies of the latter to
the period subsequent to the eighteenth year of Josiah’s reign. Jeremiah’s
labours in Judaea, and eventually in Egypt, extended over a period of more than
forty years. He gave, as a warrant of the threats contained in his last prophetic
address in Isa. 44, the approaching fall of Pharaoh Hophra, who lost his throne
and life in the year 570 B.C., upon the very spot where his great-grandfather
Psammetichus had obtained forcible possession of the throne of Egypt a century
before. Contemporaneous with Jeremiah was Ezekiel, who, though not
personally acquainted with him, so far as we know, laboured in the very same
spirit as he among the exiles of Judah. According to Isa. 1: 1, 2, the year of his
call was the thirteenth year, viz., of the era of Nabopolassar, which was really
the fifth years after the captivity of Jehoiachin, B.C. 595. The latest date given
in connection with his ministry (Isa. 29:17) is the seven-and-twentieth year of
the captivity, which was the sixteenth year from the destruction of Jerusalem,
the time between Nebuchadnezzar’s raising of the siege of Tyre and his
expedition against Egypt. We are aware, therefore, of twenty-two years of
active life on the part of this prophet, who may have been older when called
than Jeremiah, who was youthful still. Jeremiah and Ezekiel were the two great
prophets who spread their praying hands over Jerusalem as a shield as long as
they possibly could, and when the catastrophe was inevitable, saved it even in
its fall. Their prophecies bridged over the great chasm of the captivity (though
not without the co-operation of the “book of consolation,” Isa. 40-66, which
was unsealed in the time of exile), and prepared the way for the restoration of
the national community when the captivity was over. Into the community
HAGGAI infused a new spirit in the second year of Darius Hystaspis, through his
prediction of the glory which awaited the newly-built temple and the house of
David, that was raised to honour once more in the person of Zerubbabel.
ZECHARIAH began to prophesy only two months later. His last prophetic
address belongs to the third year of Darius Hystaspis, the year after the edict



requiring that the building of the temple should be continued. The predictions of
the second part of his book (Isa. 9-14) were hardly delivered publicly: they are
throughout eschatological and apocalyptical, and take earlier situations and
prophetic words as emblems of the last days. Prophecy was now silent for a
long time. At length the last prophetic voice of the old covenant has heard in
MALACHI. His book coincides with the condition of things which Nehemiah
found on his second sojourn in Jerusalem under Darius Notus; and his peculiar
calling in connection with the sacred history was to predict, that the messenger
who was appointed to precede the coming of Jehovah would soon appear, —
namely, Elijah the Tishbite, — and that he, the forerunner, a pioneer, would
then be followed by the Lord Himself, as “the Angle of the covenant,” i.e., the
Messenger or Mediator of a new covenant.

This general survey will show very clearly that the arrangement of the nebiim
acharonim (last prophets) in the canon is not a strictly chronological one. The
three “major” prophets, who are so called on account of the comparative size of
their books of prophecy, are placed together; and the twelve “minor” prophets
are also grouped together, so as to form one book (monobiblos, as Melito calls
it), on account of the smaller extent of their prophetic books (propter
parvitatem colligati, as b. Bathra says). To this the name of “the twelve,” or
“the twelve-prophet-book,” was given (vid., Wisd. 49:10; Josephus, c. Apion, i.
8; cf., Eusebius, h. e. iii. 10). In the collection itself, on the other hand, the
chronological order has so far been regarded, that the whole is divisible into
three groups, representing three periods of prophetic literature, viz., prophets of
the Assyrian period (Hosea to Nahum), prophets of the Chaldean period
(Habakkuk and Zephaniah), and prophets after the captivity (Haggai to
Malachi). And there is also an obvious desire to pair off as far as possible a
prophet of the kingdom of Israel with one of the kingdom of Judah, viz., Hosea
and Joel; Amos and Obadiah; Jonah and Micah; Nah. and Habakkuk (for the
Elkosh of Nahum, if not the town on the eastern bank of the Tigris near to
Mosul, was at any rate, according to Eusebius and Jerome, a Galilean town).
Hosea is placed first, not because the opening word techillath made this book a
very suitable one with which to begin the collection; still less because Hosea
was the first to be called of the four prophets, Hosea and Isaiah, Amos and
Micah, as b. Bathra affirms; but for the very same reason for which the Epistle
to the Romans is placed first among the Pauline epistles, viz., because his book
is the largest in the collection, — a point of view which comes out still more
prominently in the Septuagint, where Hosea, Amos, Micah, Joel, and Obadiah
follow one another, the first with fourteen chapters, the second with one, the
third with seven, the fourth with three, and the last with one, and then a new
series commences with Jonah. But the reason why Joel is placed next to Hosea
in the Hebrew canon, may possibly be found in the contrast which exists



between the lamentations of the former on account of the all-parching heat and
the all-consuming swarms of insects, and the dewy, verdant, and flowery
imagery with which the book of Hosea closes. Amos then follows Joel, because
he not only takes up again his denunciations of judgment, but opens with one of
the utterances with which Joel closes (Joe. 4:16): “Jehovah will roar out of
Zion, and utter His voice from Jerusalem.” Then follows Obadiah, on account
of the reciprocal relation between Oba. 1:19 and Amo. 9:12. And Jonah is
linked on to Obadiah: for Obadiah begins thus, “We have heard tidings from
Jehovah, and a messenger is sent among the nations;” and Jonah was such a
messenger. Such grounds as these, the further study of which we must leave to
the introduction to the book of the twelve prophets, also had their influence
upon the pairing of the prophets of Judah with those of Israel. The fact that
Zephaniah follows Habakkuk may be accounted for from a similar ground,
which coincides in this case with the chronological order; for a catchword in
Zephaniah’s prophecy, “Hold thy peace at the presence of Jehovah” (Zep. 1: 7),
is taken from Hab. 2:20. The prophets after the captivity (called in the Talmud
nebiim ha-acharonim, the last prophets), which necessarily followed one
another in the order determined by the date and contents of their books, bring
the whole to a close.

The so-called greater prophets are attached in the Hebrew canon to the book of
Kings; and in both the Hebrew and Alexandrian canons Isaiah stands at the
head. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel — this is the order in which they follow one
another in our editions, in accordance with the time of their respective labours.
In German and French codices, we occasionally meet with a different
arrangement, viz., Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah. This is the order given in
the Talmud, b. Bathra, 14b. The principle upon which it is founded is the
kindred nature of the contents, which also helped to determine the order of the
twelve. Jeremiah follows the book of Kings, because nearly all his predictions
group themselves around the Chaldean catastrophe, with which the book of
Kings closes; and Isaiah follows Ezekiel, whose book closes in a consolatory
strain, because that of Isaiah is, as the Talmud says, nothing but consolation.
But the other arrangement, adopted in the Masora and MSS of the Spanish
class, has prevailed over this talmudic order, which has been appealed to,
though without any good ground, by the opponents of the authenticity of
Isa. 40-66 as supporting their conclusions. f4



THE PROPHECIES OF ISAIAH

TRANSLATED BY
JAMES MARTIN

Introduction

(MORE ESPECIALLY TO THE FIRST PART. CH. 1-29) f5

TIME OF THE PROPHET

The first prerequisite to a clear understanding and full appreciation of the
prophecies of Isaiah, is a knowledge of his time, and of the different periods of
his ministry. The first period was in the reigns of Uzziah (B.C. 811-759) and
Jotham (759-743). The precise starting-point depends upon the view we take of
Isa. 6. But, in any case, Isaiah commenced his ministry towards the close of
Uzziah’s reign, and laboured on throughout the sixteen years of the reign of
Jotham. The first twenty-seven of the fifty-two years that Uzziah reigned run
parallel to the last twenty-seven of the forty-one that Jeroboam II reigned (B.C.
825-784). Under Joash, and his son Jeroboam II, the kingdom of Israel passed
through a period of outward glory, which surpassed, both in character and
duration, any that it had reached before; and this was also the case with the
kingdom of Judah under Uzziah and his son Jotham. As the glory of the one
kingdom faded away, that of the other increased. The bloom of the northern
kingdom was destroyed and surpassed by that of the southern. But outward
splendour contained within itself the fatal germ of decay and ruin in the one
case as much as in the other; for prosperity degenerated into luxury, and the
worship of Jehovah became stiffened into idolatry. It was in this last and longest
time of Judah’s prosperity that Isaiah arose, with the mournful vocation to
preach repentance without success, and consequently to have to announce the
judgment of hardening and devastation, of the ban and of banishment. The
second period of his ministry extended from the commencement of the reign of
Ahaz to that of the reign of Hezekiah. Within these sixteen years three events
occurred, which combined to bring about a new and calamitous turn in the
history of Judah. In the place of the worship of Jehovah, which had been
maintained with outward regularity and legal precision under Uzziah and
Jotham; as soon as Ahaz ascended the throne, open idolatry was introduced of
the most abominable description and in very various forms. The hostilities
which began while Jotham was living, were perpetuated by Pekah the king of
Israel and Rezin the king of Damascene Syria; and in the Syro-Ephraimitish



war, an attack was made upon Jerusalem, with the avowed intention of bringing
the Davidic rule to an end. Ahaz appealed to Tiglath-pileser, the king of
Assyria, to help him out of these troubles. He thus made flesh his arm, and so
entangled the nation of Jehovah with the kingdom of the world, that from that
time forward it never truly recovered its independence again. The kingdom of
the world was the heathen state in its Nimrodic form. Its perpetual aim was to
extend its boundaries by constant accretions, till it had grown into a world-
embracing colossus; and in order to accomplish this, it was ever passing beyond
its natural boundaries, and coming down like an avalanche upon foreign nations,
not merely for self-defence or revenge, but for the purpose of conquest also.
Assyria and Rome were the first and last links in that chain of oppression by the
kingdom of the world, which ran through the history of Israel. Thus Isaiah,
standing as he did on the very threshold of this new and all-important turn in the
history of his country, and surveying it with his telescopic glance, was, so to
speak, the universal prophet of Israel. The third period of his ministry extended
from the accession of Hezekiah to the fifteenth year of his reign. Under
Hezekiah the nation rose, almost at the same pace at which it had previously
declined under Ahaz. He forsook the ways of his idolatrous father, and restored
the worship of Jehovah. The mass of the people, indeed, remained inwardly
unchanged, but Judah had once more an upright king, who hearkened to the
word of the prophet by his side, — two pillars of the state, and men mighty in
prayer (2Ch. 32:20). When the attempt was afterwards made to break away
from the Assyrian yoke, so far as the leading men and the great mass of the
people were concerned, this was an act of unbelief originating merely in the
same confident expectation of help from Egypt which had occasioned the
destruction of the northern kingdom in the sixth year of Hezekiah’s reign; but
on the part of Hezekiah it was an act of faith and confident reliance upon
Jehovah (2Ki. 18: 7). Consequently, when Sennacherib, the successor of
Shalmaneser, marched against Jerusalem, conquering and devastating the land
as he advanced, and Egypt failed to send the promised help, the carnal defiance
of the leaders and of the great mass of the people brought its own punishment.
But Jehovah averted the worst extremity, by destroying the kernel of the
Assyrian army in a single night; so that, as in the Syro-Ephraimitish war,
Jerusalem itself was never actually besieged. Thus the faith of the king, and of
the better portion of the nation, which rested upon the word of promise, had its
reward. There was still a divine power in the state, which preserved it from
destruction. The coming judgment, which nothing indeed could now avert,
according to Isa. 6, was arrested for a time, just when the last destructive blow
would naturally have been expected. It was in this miraculous rescue, which
Isaiah predicted, and for which he prepared the way, that the public ministry of
the prophet culminated. Isaiah was the Amos of the kingdom of Judah, having
the same fearful vocation to foresee and to declare the fact, that for Israel as a



people and kingdom the time of forgiveness had gone by. But he was not also
the Hosea of the southern kingdom; for it was not Isaiah, but Jeremiah, who
received the solemn call to accompany the disastrous fate of the kingdom of
Judah with the knell of prophetic denunciations. Jeremiah was the Hosea of the
kingdom of Judah. To Isaiah was given the commission, which was refused to
his successor Jeremiah, — namely, to press back once more, through the might
of his prophetic word, coming as it did out of the depths of the strong spirit of
faith, the dark night which threatened to swallow up his people at the time of
the Assyrian judgment. After the fifteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign, he took no
further part in public affairs; but he lived till the commencement of Manasseh’s
reign, when, according to a credible tradition, to which there is an evident
allusion in Heb. 11:37 (“they were sawn asunder”), f6 he fell a victim to the
heathenism which became once more supreme in the land.

To this sketch of the times and ministry of the prophet we will add a review of
the scriptural account of the four kings, under whom he laboured according to
Isa. 1: 1; since nothing is more essential, as a preparation for the study of his
book, than a minute acquaintance with these sections of the books of Kings and
Chronicles.

I. Historical Account of Uzziah-Jotham. — The account of Uzziah
given in the book of Kings (2Ki. 15: 1-7, to which we may add 14:21, 22), like
that of Jeroboam II, is not so full as we should have expected. After the murder
of Amaziah, the people of Judah, as related in Isa. 14:21, 22, raised to the
throne his son Azariah, probably not his first-born, who was then sixteen years
old. It was he who built the Edomitish seaport town of Elath (for navigation
and commerce), and made it a permanent possession of Judah (as in the time of
Solomon). This notice is introduced, as a kind of appendix, at the close of
Amaziah’s life and quite out of its chronological position, because the conquest
of Elath was the crowning point of the subjugation of Edom by Amaziah, and
not, as Thenius supposes, because it was Azariah’s first feat of arms, by which,
immediately after his accession, he satisfied the expectations with which the
army had made him king. For the victories gained by this king over Edom and
the other neighbouring nations cannot have been obtained at the time when
Amos prophesied, which was about the tenth year of Uzziah’s reign. The attack
made by Amaziah upon the kingdom of Israel, had brought the kingdom of
Judah into a state of dependence upon the former, and almost of total ruin, from
which it only recovered gradually, like a house that had fallen into decay. The
chronicler, following the text of the book of Kings, has introduced the notice
concerning Elath in the same place (2Ch. 26: 1, 2: it is written Eloth, as in
1Ki. 9:26, and the Septuagint at 2Ki. 14:22). He calls the king Uzziahu; and it is
only in the table of the kings of Judah, in 1Ch. 3:12, that he gives the name as



Azariah. The author of the book of Kings, according to our Hebrew text, calls
him sometimes Azariah or Azariahu, sometimes Uzziah or Uzziahu; the
Septuagint always gives the name as Azarias. The occurrence of the two names
in both of the historical books is an indubitable proof that they are genuine.
Azariah was the original name: out of this Uzziah was gradually formed by a
significant elision; and as the prophetical books, from Isa. 1: 1 to Zec. 14: 5,
clearly show, the latter was the name most commonly used.

Azariah, as we learn from the section in the book of Kings relating to the reign
of this monarch (2Ki. 15: 1-7), ascended the throne in the twenty-seventh year
of Jeroboam’s reign, that is to say, in the fifteenth year of his sole government,
the twenty-seventh from the time when he shared the government with his
father Joash, as we may gather from 2Ki. 13:13. The youthful sovereign, who
was only sixteen years of age, was the son of Amaziah by a native of Jerusalem,
and reigned fifty-two years. He did what was pleasing in the sight of God, like
his father Amaziah; i.e., although he did not come up to the standard of David,
he was one of the better kings. He fostered the worship of Jehovah, as
prescribed in the law: nevertheless he left the high places (bamoth) standing;
and while he was reigning, the people maintained in all its force the custom of
sacrificing and burning incense upon the heights. He was punished by God with
leprosy, which compelled him to live in a sick-house (chophshuth = chophshith:
sickness) till the day of his death, whilst his son Jotham was over the palace,
and conducted the affairs of government. He was buried in the city of David,
and Jotham followed by him on the throne. This is all that the author of the
book of Kings tells us concerning Azariah: for the rest, he refers to the annals
of the kings of Judah. The section in the Chronicles relating to Uzziah (2Ch. 26)
is much more copious: the writer had our book of Kings before him, as
2Ch. 26: 3, 4, 21, clearly proves, and completed the defective notices from the
source which he chiefly employed, — namely, the much more elaborate
midrash.

Uzziah, he says, was zealous in seeking Elohim in the days of Zechariah, who
had understanding in divine visions; and in the days when he sought Jehovah,
God made him to prosper. Thus the prophet Zechariah, as a faithful pastor and
counsellor, stood in the same relation to him in which Jehoiada the high priest
had stood to Joash, Uzziah’s grandfather. The chronicler then enumerates singly
the divine blessings which Uzziah enjoyed. First, his victories over the
surrounding nations (passing over the victory over Edom, which had been
already mentioned), viz.:

(1) he went forth and warred against the Philistines, and brake down the wall of
Gath, and the wall of Jabneh, and the wall of Ashdod, and built towns b’ashdod and
b’phelistim (i.e., in the conquered territory of Ashdod, and in Philistia generally);



(2) God not only gave him victory over the Philistines, but also over the Arabians
who dwelt in Gur-Baal (an unknown place, which neither the LXX nor the
Targumists could explain), and the Mehunim, probably a tribe of Arabia Petraea;

(3) the Ammonites gave him presents in token of allegiance, and his name was
honoured even as far as Egypt, to such an extent did his power grow. Secondly, his
buildings: he built towers (fortifications) above the corner gate, and above the valley
gate, and above the Mikzoa, and fortified these (the weakest) portions of Jerusalem:
he also built towers in the desert (probably in the desert between Beersheba and
Gaza, to protect either the land, or the flocks and herds that were pasturing there);
and dug many cisterns, for he had large flocks and herds both in the shephelah (the
western portion of Southern Palestine) and in the mishor (the extensive pasture-land
of the tribe territory of Reuben on the other side of the Jordan): he had also
husbandmen and vine-dressers on the mountains, and in the fruitful fields, for he
was a lover of agriculture.

Thirdly, his well-organized troops: he had an army of fighting men which
consisted — according to a calculation made by Jeiel the scribe, and Maaseiah,
the officer under the superintendence of Nahaniah, one of the royal princes —
of 2600 heads of families, who had 307,500 men under their command, “that
made war with mighty power to help the king against the enemy.” Uzziah
furnished these, according to all the divisions of the army, with shields, had
spears, and helmet, and coats of mail, and bows, even with slinging-stones. He
also had ingenious slinging-machines (balistae) made in Jerusalem, to fix upon
the towers and ramparts, for the purpose of shooting arrows and large stones.
His name resounded far abroad, for he had marvellous success, so that he
became very powerful.

Up to this point the chronicler has depicted the brighter side of Uzziah’s reign.
His prosperous deeds and enterprises are all grouped together, so that it is
doubtful whether the history within these several groups follows the
chronological order or not. The light thrown upon the history of the times by
the group of victories gained by Uzziah, would be worth twice as much if the
chronological order were strictly observed. But even if we might assume that
the victory over the Philistines preceded the victory over the Arabians of Gur-
Baal and the Mehunim, and this again the subjugation of Ammon, it would still
be very uncertain what position the expedition against Edom — which was
noticed by anticipation at the close of Amaziah’s life — occupied in relation to
the other wars, and at what part of Uzziah’s reign the several wars occurred.
All that can be affirmed is, that they preceded the closing years of his life, when
the blessing of God was withdrawn from him.

The chronicler relates still further, in 2Ch. 26:16, that as Uzziah became
stronger and stronger, he fell into pride of heart, which led him to perform a
ruinous act. He sinned against Jehovah his God, by forcing his way into the holy
place of the temple, to burn incense upon the altar of incense, from the proud



notion that royalty involved the rights of the priesthood, and that the priests
were only the delegates and representatives of the king. Then Azariah the high
priest, and eighty other priests, brave men, hurried after him, and went up to
him, and said, “This does not belong to thee, Uzziah, to burn incense of
Jehovah; but to the priests, and sons of Aaron, who are consecrated to burn
incense: go out of the sanctuary, for thou sinnest; and this is not for thine
honour with Jehovah Elohim!” Then Uzziah was wroth, as he held the censer in
his hand; and while he was so enraged against the priests, leprosy broke out
upon his forehead in the sight of the priests, in the house of Jehovah, at the altar
of incense. When Azariah the high priest and the rest of the priests turned to
him, behold, he was leprous in his forehead; and they brought him hurriedly
away from thence, — in fact, he himself hasted to go out, — for Jehovah had
smitten him. After having thus explained the circumstances which led to the
king’s leprosy, the chronicler follows once more the text of the book of Kings,
— where the leprosy itself is also mentioned, — and states that the king
remained a leper until the day of his death, and lived in a sick-house, without
ever being able to visit the temple again. But instead of the statement in the
book of Kings, that he was buried in the city of David, the chronicler affirms
more particularly that he was not placed in the king’s sepulchre; but, inasmuch
as he was leprous, and would therefore have defiled it, was buried in the field
near the sepulchre. But before introducing this conclusion to the history of
Uzziah’s reign, and instead of referring to the annals of the kings of Judah, as
the author of the book of Kings has done, or making such citations as we
generally find, the author simply states, that “the rest of the acts of Uzziah, first
and last, did Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz, write.”

It cannot possibly be either the prophecies of Isaiah of the time of Uzziah, or a
certain historical portion of the original book of Isaiah’s predictions, to which
reference is here made; for in that case we should expect the same notice at the
close of the account of Jotham’s reign, or, at any rate, at the close of that of
Ahaz (cf., 2Ch. 27: 7 and 28:26). It is also inconceivable that Isaiah’s book of
predictions should have contained either a prophetical or historical account of
the first acts of Uzziah, since Isaiah was later than Amos, later even than Hosea;
and his public ministry did not commence till the close of his reign, — in fact,
not till the year of his death. Consequently the chronicler must refer to some
historical work distinct from “the visions of Isaiah.” Just as he mentions two
historical works within the first epoch of the divided kingdom, viz., Shemaiah’s
and Iddo’s, — the former of which referred more especially to the entire history
of Rehoboam, and the latter to the history of Abijah, — and then again, in the
second epoch, an historical work by Jehu ben Hanani, which contained a
complete history of Jehoshaphat from the beginning to the end; so here, in the
third epoch, he speaks of Isaiah ben Amoz, the greatest Judaean prophet of this



epoch as the author of a special history of Uzziah, which was not incorporated
in his “visions” like the history of Hezekiah (cf., 2Ch. 32:32), but formed an
independent work. Besides this prophetical history of Uzziah, there was also an
annalistic history, as 2Ki. 15: 6 clearly shows; and it is quite possible that the
annals of Uzziah were finished when Isaiah commenced his work, and that they
were made use of by him. For the leading purpose of the prophetical histories
was to exhibit the inward and divine connection between the several outward
events, which the annals simply registered. The historical writings of a prophet
were only the other side of his more purely prophetic work. In the light of the
Spirit of God, the former looked deep into the past, the latter into the present.
Both of them had to do with the ways of divine justice and grace, and set forth
past and present, alike in view of the true goal, in which these two ways
coincide.

Jotham succeeded Uzziah, after having acted as regent, or rather as viceroy, for
several years (2Ki. 15:32-38). He ascended the throne in the second year of
Pekah king of Israel, in the twenty-fifth year of his age, and reigned for sixteen
years in a manner which pleased God, though he still tolerated the worship
upon high places, as his father had done. He built the upper gate of the temple.
The author has no sooner written this than he refers to the annals, simply
adding, before concluding with the usual formula concerning his burial in the
city of David, that in those days, i.e., towards the close of Jotham’s reign, the
hostilities of Rezin of Damascus and Pekah of Israel commenced, as a judgment
from God upon Judah. The chronicler, however, makes several valuable
additions to the text of the book of Kings, which he has copied word for word
down to the notice concerning the commencement of the Syro-Ephraimitish
hostilities (vid., 2Ch. 27). We do not include in this the statement that Jotham
did not force his way into the holy place in the temple: this is simply intended as
a limitation of the assertion made by the author of the book of Kings as to the
moral equality of Jotham and Uzziah, and in favour of the former. The words,
“the people continued in their destructive course,” also contain nothing new,
but are simply the shorter expression used in the Chronicles to indicate the
continuance of the worship of the high places during Jotham’s reign. But there
is something new in what the chronicler appends to the remark concerning the
building of the upper gate of the temple, which is very bold and abrupt as it
stands in the book of Kings, viz., “On the wall of the Ophel he built much (i.e.,
he fortified this southern spur of the temple hill still more strongly), and put
towns in the mountains of Judah, and erected castles and towers in the forests
(for watchtowers and defences against hostile attacks). He also fought with the
king of the Ammonites; and when conquered, they were obliged to give him
that year and the two following a hundred talents of silver, ten thousand cors of
wheat, and the same quantity of barley. Jotham grew stronger and stronger,



because he strove to walk before Jehovah his God.” The chronicler breaks off
with this general statement, and refers, for the other memorabilia of Jotham,
and all his wars and enterprises, to the book of the Kings of Israel and Judah.

This is what the two historical books relate concerning the royal pair —
Uzziah-Jotham — under whom the kingdom of Judah enjoyed once more a
period of great prosperity and power, — ”the greatest since the disruption, with
the exception of that of Jehoshaphat; the longest during the whole period of its
existence, the last before its overthrow” (Caspari). The sources from which the
two historical accounts were derived were the annals: they were taken directly
from them by the author of the book of Kings, indirectly by the chronicler. No
traces can be discovered of the work written by Isaiah concerning Uzziah,
although it may possibly be employed in the midrash of the chronicler. There is
an important supplement to the account given by the chronicler in the casual
remark made in 1Ch. 5:17, to the effect that Jotham had a census taken of the
tribe of Gad, which was settled on the other side of the Jordan. We see from
this, that in proportion as the northern kingdom sank down from the eminence
to which it had attained under Jeroboam II, the supremacy of Judah over the
land to the east of the Jordan was renewed. But we may see from Amos, that it
was only gradually that the kingdom of Judah revived under Uzziah, and that at
first, like the wall of Jerusalem, which was partially broken down by Joash, it
presented the aspect of a house full of fissures, and towards Israel in a very
shaky condition; also that the Ephraimitish ox- (or calf-) worship of Jehovah
was carried on at Beersheba, and therefore upon Judaean soil, and that Judah
did not keep itself free from the idolatry which it had inherited from the fathers
(Amo. 2: 4, 5). Again, assuming that Amos commenced his ministry at about
the tenth year of Uzziah’s reign, we may learn at least so much from him with
regard to Uzziah’s victories over Edom, Philistia, and Ammon, that they were
not gained till after the tenth year of his reign. Hosea, on the other hand, whose
ministry commenced at the very earliest when that of Amos was drawing to a
close, and probably not till the last five years of Jeroboam’s reign, bears witness
to, and like Amos condemns, the participation in the Ephraimitish worship, into
which Judah had been drawn under Uzziah-Jotham. But with him Beersheba is
not referred to any more as an Israelitish seat of worship (Hos. 4:15); Israel
does not interfere any longer with the soil of Judah, as in the time of Amos,
since Judah has again become a powerful and well-fortified kingdom
(Hos. 8:14, cf., 1: 7). But, at the same time, it has become full of carnal trust
and manifold apostasy from Jehovah (Hos. 5:10; 12: 1); so that, although
receiving at first a miraculous deliverance from God (Hos. 1: 7), it is ripening
for the same destruction as Israel (Hos. 6:11).



This survey of the kingdom of Judah in the time of Uzziah-Jotham by the
Israelitish prophet, we shall find repeated in Isaiah; for the same spirit animates
and determines the verdicts of the prophets of both kingdoms.

II. Historical Account of Ahaz and the Syro-Ephraimitish War.
— The account of Ahaz, given in the book of Kings and in the Chronicles
(2Ki. 16, 2Ch. 28), may be divided into three parts: viz., first, the general
characteristics; secondly, the account of the Syro-Ephraimitish war; and thirdly,
the desecration of the temple by Ahaz, more especially by setting up an altar
made after the model of that at Damascus. f7

(1.) 2Ki. 16: 1-4. Ahaz ascended the throne in the seventeenth year of Pekah.
He was then twenty years old (or twenty-five according to the LXX at
2Ch. 28: 1, which is much more probable, as he would otherwise have had a
son, Hezekiah, in the tenth years of his age), and he reigned sixteen years. He
did not please God as his forefather David had done, but took the way of the
kings of Israel, and even made his son pass through the fire (i.e., burnt him in
honour of Moloch), according to the abominations of the (Canaanitish) people
whom Jehovah had driven out before Israel; and he offered sacrifice and burnt
incense upon the high places, and upon the hills, and under every green tree.
The Deuteronomic colouring of this passage is very obvious. The
corresponding passage in the Chronicles is 2Ch. 28: 1-4, where the additional
fact is mentioned, that he even made molten images for Baalim, and burnt
incense in the valley of Hinnom, and burnt his children in the fire (“his
children,” a generic plural like “the kings” in v. 16, and “the sons” in
2Ch. 24:25: “burnt,” Rˆ̃BiyAWA, unless the reading RB˜̂áyAWA be adopted, as it has
been by the LXX, “he caused to pass through.”)

(2.) 2Ki. 16: 5-9. Then (in the time of this idolatrous king Ahaz) the following
well-known and memorable event occurred: Rezin the king of Aram, and Pekah
the son of Remaliah king of Israel, went up against Jerusalem to war, and
besieged Ahaz, “but could not overcome him,” i.e., as we may gather from
Isa. 7: 1, they were not able to get possession of Jerusalem, which was the real
object of their expedition. “At that time” (the author of the book of Kings
proceeds to observe), viz., at the time of this Syro-Ephraimitish war, Rezin king
of Aram brought Elath to Aram (i.e., wrested again from the kingdom of Judah
the seaport town which Uzziah had recovered a short time before), and drove
the Judaeans out of Elath (sic); and Aramaeans came to Elath and settled there
unto this day. Thenius, who starts with the needless assumption that the
conquest of Elath took place subsequently to the futile attempt to take
Jerusalem, gives the preference to the reading of the Keri, “and Edomites
(Edomina) came to Elath,” and would therefore correct l’aram (to Aram) into
l’edom (to Edom). “Rezin,” he says, “destroyed the work of Uzziah, and gave



Edom its liberty again, in the hope that at some future time he might have the
support of Edom, and so operate against Judah with greater success.” But, in
answer to this, it may be affirmed that such obscure forms as „YMIŒRJá for
„YmIRÁJá are peculiar to this account, and that the words do not denote the
restoration of a settlement, but mention the settlement as a new and remarkable
fact. I therefore adopt Caspari’s conclusion, that the Syrian king transplanted a
Syrian colony of traders to Elath, to secure the command of the maritime trade
with all its attendant advantages; and this colony held its ground there for some
time after the destruction of the Damascene kingdom, as the expression “to this
day,” found in the earlier source of the author of the book of Kings, clearly
implies.

But if the conquest of Elath fell within the period of the Syro-Ephraimitish war,
which commenced towards the end of Jotham’s reign, and probably originated
in the bitter feelings occasioned by the almost total loss to Judah of the country
on the east of the Jordan, and which assumed the form of a direct attack upon
Jerusalem itself soon after Ahaz ascended the throne; the question arises, How
was it that this design of the two allied kings upon Jerusalem was not
successful? The explanation is given in the account contained in the book of
Kings (vv. 7-9): “Ahaz sent messengers to Tiglath-peÔlezer (sic) the king of
Asshur, to say to him, I am thy servant, and thy son; come up, and save me out
of the hand of Aram, and out of the hand of the king of Israel, who have risen
up against me. And Ahaz took the silver and the gold that was found in the
house of Jehovah, and in the treasures of the palace, and sent it for a present to
the king of Asshur. The king hearkened to his petition; and went against
Damascus, and took it, and carried the inhabitants into captivity to Kir, and
slew Rezin.” And what did Tiglath-pileser do with Pekah? The author of the
book of Kings has already related, in the section referring to Pekah
(2Ki. 15:29), that he punished him by taking away the whole of the country to
the east of the Jordan, and a large part of the territory on this side towards the
north, and carried the inhabitants captive to Assyria. This section must be
supplied here, — an example of the great liberty which the historians allowed
themselves in the selection and arrangement of their materials. The anticipation
in v. 5 is also quite in accordance with their usual style: the author first of all
states that the expedition against Jerusalem was an unsuccessful one, and then
afterwards proceeds to mention the reason for the failure, — namely, the appeal
of Ahaz to Assyria for help. For I also agree with Caspari in this, that the
Syrians the Ephraimites were unable to take Jerusalem, because the tidings
reached them, that Tiglath-pileser had been appealed to by Ahaz and was
coming against them; and they were consequently obliged to raise the siege and
made a speedy retreat.



The account in the Chronicles (2Ch. 28: 5-21) furnishes us with full and
extensive details, with which to supplement the very condensed notice of the
book of Kings. When we compare the two accounts, the question arises,
whether they refer to two different expeditions (and if so, which of the two
refers to the first expedition and which to the second), or whether they both
relate to the same expedition. Let us picture to ourselves first of all the facts as
given by the chronicler. “Jehovah, his God,” he says of Ahaz, “delivered him
into the hand of the king of Aram, and they (the Aramaeans) smote him, and
carried off from him a great crowd of captives, whom they brought to
Damascus; and he was also given into the hand of the king of Israel, who
inflicted upon him a terrible defeat.” This very clearly implies, as Caspari has
shown, that although the two kings set the conquest of Jerusalem before them
as a common end at which to aim, and eventually united for the attainment of
this end, yet for a time they acted separately. We are not told here in what
direction Rezin’s army went. But we know from 2Ki. 16: 6 that it marched to
Idumaea, which it could easily reach from Damascus by going through the
territory of his ally, — namely, the country of the two tribes and a half. The
chronicler merely describes the simultaneous invasion of Judaea by Pekah, but
he does this with all the greater fulness.

“Pekah the son of Remaliah slew in Judah a hundred and twenty thousand in
one day, all valiant men, because they forsook Jehovah, the God of their
fathers. Zichri, an Ephraimitish hero, slew Ma’asejahu the king’s son, and
Azrikam the governor of the palace, and Elkanah, the second in rank to the
king. And the Israelites carried away captive of their brethren two hundred
thousand women, boys, and girls, and took away much spoil from them, and
brought this booty to Samaria.” As the Jewish army numbered at that time three
hundred thousand men (2Ch. 25: 5; 26:13), and the war was carried on with the
greatest animosity, these numbers need not be regarded as either spurious or
exaggerated. Moreover, the numbers, which the chronicler found in the sources
he employed, merely contained the estimate of the enormous losses sustained,
as generally adopted at that time of the side of Judah itself.

This bloody catastrophe was followed by a very fine and touching occurrence.
A prophet of Jehovah, named Oded (a contemporary of Hosea, and a man of
kindred spirit), went out before the army as it came back to Samaria, and
charged the victors to release the captives of their brother nation, which had
been terribly punished in God’s wrath, and by so doing to avert the wrath of
God which threatened them as well. Four noble Ephraimitish heads of tribes,
whose names the chronicler has preserved, supported the admonition of the
prophet. The army then placed the prisoners and the booty at the disposal of the
princes and the assembled people: “And these four memorable men rose up, and
took the prisoners, and all their naked ones they covered with the booty, and



clothed and shod them, and gave them to eat and drink, and anointed them, and
conducted as many of them as were cripples upon asses, and brought them to
Jericho the palm-city, to the neighbourhood of their brethren, and returned to
Samaria.” Nothing but the rudest scepticism could ever seek to cast a slur upon
this touching episode, the truth of which is so conspicuous. There is nothing
strange in the fact that so horrible a massacre should be followed by a strong
manifestation of the fraternal love, which had been forcibly suppressed, but was
not rekindled by the prophet’s words. We find an older fellow-piece to this in
the prevention of a fratricidal war by Shemaiah, as described in 1Ki. 12:22-24.

Now, when the chronicler proceeds to observe in v. 16, that “at that time Ahaz
turned for help to the royal house of Assyria” (malce asshur), in all probability
this took place at the time when he had sustained two severe defeats, one at the
hands of Pekah to the north of Jerusalem; and another from Rezin in Idumaea.
The two battles belong to the period before the siege of Jerusalem, and the
appeal for help from Assyria falls between the battles and the siege. The
chronicler then mentions other judgments which fell upon the king in his
estrangement from God, viz.:

(1) “Moreover the Edomites came, smote Judah, and carried away captives;” possibly
while the Syro-Ephraimitish war was still going on, after they had welcomed Rezin
as their deliverer, had shaken off the Jewish yoke, and had supported the Syrian king
against Judah in their own land;

(2) the Philistines invaded the low land (shephelah) and the south land (negeb) of
Judah, and took several towns, six of which the chronicler mentions by name, and
settled in them; for “Jehovah humbled Judah because of Ahaz the king of Israel (an
epithet with several sarcastic allusions), for he acted without restraint in Judah, and
most wickedly against Jehovah.”

The breaking away of the Philistines from the Jewish dominion took place,
according to Caspari, in the time of the Syro-Ephraimitish war. The position of
v. 18 in the section reaching from v. 5 to v. 21 (viz., v. 18, invasion of the
Philistines; v. 17, that of the Edomites) renders this certainly very probable,
though it is not conclusive, as Caspari himself admits.

In vv. 20, 21, the chronicler adds an appendix to the previous list of
punishments: Tiglath-Pilnezer (sic) the king of Asshur came upon him, and
oppressed him instead of strengthening him; for Ahaz had plundered both
temple and palace, and given the treasures to the king of Asshur, without
receiving any proper help in return. Thenius disputes the rendering, “He
strengthened him not” (cf., Eze. 30:21); but Caspari has shown that it is quite in
accordance with the facts of the case. Tiglath-pileser did not bring Ahaz any
true help; for what he proceeded to do against Syria and Israel was not taken in
hand in the interests of Ahaz, but to extend his own imperial dominion. He did



not assist Ahaz to bring ether the Edomites or the Philistines into subjection
again, to say nothing of compensating him for his losses with either Syrian or
Ephraimitish territory. Nor was it only that he did not truly help him: he really
oppressed him, by making him a tributary vassal instead of a free and
independent prince, — a relation to Asshur which, according to many evident
signs, was the direct consequence of his appeal for help, and which was
established, at any rate, at the very commencement of Hezekiah’s reign. Under
what circumstances this took place we cannot tell; but it is very probable that,
after the victories over Rezin and Pekah, a second sum of money was demanded
by Tiglath-pileser, and then from that time forward a yearly tribute. The
expression used by the chronicler — ”he came upon him” — seems, in fact, to
mean that he gave emphasis to this demand by sending a detachment of his
army; even if we cannot take it, as Caspari does, in a rhetorical rather than a
purely historical sense, viz., as signifying that, “although Tiglath-pileser came,
as Ahaz desired, his coming was not such as Ahaz desired, a coming to help and
benefit, but rather to oppress and injure.”

(3.) The third part of the two historical accounts describes the pernicious
influence which the alliance with Tiglath-pileser exerted upon Ahaz, who was
already too much inclined to idolatry (2Ki. 16:10-18). After Tiglath-pileser had
marched against the ruler of Damascus, and delivered Ahaz from the more
dangerous of his two adversaries (and possibly from both of them), Ahaz went
to Damascus to present his thanks in person. There he saw the altar (which was
renowned as a work of art), and sent an exact model to Uriah the high priest,
who had an altar constructed like it by the time that the king returned. As soon
as Ahaz came back he went up to this altar and offered sacrifice, thus officiating
as priest himself (probably as a thanksgiving for the deliverance he had
received). The brazen altar (of Solomon), which Uriah had moved farther
forward to the front of the temple building, he put farther back again, placing it
close to the north side of the new one (that the old one might not appear to
have the slightest preference over the new), and commanded the high priest to
perform the sacrificial service in future upon the new great altar; adding, at the
same time, “And (as for) the brazen altar, I will consider (what shall be done
with it).” “And king Ahaz,” it is stated still further, “broke out the borders of
the stools, and took away the basons; and the sea he took down from the oxen
that bare it, and set it upon a stone pedestal (that took the place of the oxen).
And the covered sabbath-hall which had been built in the temple, and the outer
king’s entrance, he removed into the temple of Jehovah before the king of
Assyria.” Thenius explains this as meaning “he altered them” (taking away the
valuable ornaments from both), that he might be able to take with him to
Damascus the necessary presents for the king of Asshur. Ewald’s explanation,
however, is better than this, and more in accordance with the expression



“before,” viz., “in order that he might be able to secure the continued favour of
the dreaded Assyrian king, by continually sending him fresh presents.” But BSH
does not mean to alter, and `H TYB = H TYBB would be an unmeaning addition
in the wrong place, which would only obscure the sense. If the great alterations
mentioned in v. 17 were made for the purpose of sending presents to the king of
Assyria with or from the things that were removed, those described in v. 18
were certainly made from fear of the king; and, what appears most probable to
me, not to remove the two splendid erections from the sight of the Assyrians,
nor to preserve their being used in the event of an Assyrian occupation of
Jerusalem, but in order that his relation to the great king of Assyria might not
be disturbed by his appearing as a zealous worshipper of Jehovah. They were
changes made from fear of man and servility, and were quite in keeping with the
hypocritical, insincere, and ignoble character of Ahaz. The parallel passage in
the Chronicles is 2Ch. 28:22-25. “In the time of his distress,” says the
chronicler in his reflective and rhetorical style, “he sinned still more grievously
against Jehovah: he, king Ahaz. He sacrificed to the gods of Damascus, who
had smitten him. For the gods of the kings of Aram, he said, helped them; I will
sacrifice to them, that they may also help me. And they brought him and all
Israel to ruin. And Ahaz collected together the vessels of the house of God, and
cut them in pieces, and shut the doors of the house of Jehovah, and made
himself altars in ever corner of Jerusalem. And in every town of Judah he
erected high places to burn incense to other gods, and stirred up the displeasure
of Jehovah the God of his fathers.” Thenius regards this passage as an
exaggerated paraphrase of the parallel passage in the book of Kings, and as
resting upon a false interpretation of the latter. But the chronicler does not
affirm that Ahaz dedicated the new altar to the gods of Damascus, but rather
that in the time of the Syro-Ephraimitish war he attempted to secure for himself
the same success in war as the Syrians had obtained, by worshipping their gods.
The words of Ahaz, which are reported by him, preclude any other
interpretation. He there states — what by no means contradicts the book of
Kings — that Ahaz laid violent hands upon the furniture of the temple. All the
rest — namely, the allusion to his shutting the temple-gates, and erecting altars
and high places on every hand — is a completion of the account in the book of
Kings, the historical character of which it is impossible to dispute, if we bear in
mind that the Syro-Ephraimitish war took place at the commencement of the
reign of Ahaz, who was only sixteen years old at the time.

The author of the book of Kings closes the history of the reign of Ahaz with a
reference to the annals of the kings of Judah, and with the remark that he was
buried in the city of David (2Ki. 16:19, 20). The chronicler refers to the book of
the kings of Judah and Israel, and observes that he was indeed buried in the city
(LXX “in the city of David”), but not in the king’s sepulchre (2Ch. 28:26, 27).



The source employed by the chronicler was his midrash of the entire history of
the kings; from which he made extracts, with the intention of completing the
text of our book of Kings, to which he appended his work. His style was
formed after that of the annals, whilst that of the author of the book of Kings is
formed after Deuteronomy. But from what source did the author of the book of
Kings make his extracts? The section relating to Ahaz has some things quite
peculiar to itself, as compared with the rest of the book, viz., a liking for
obscure forms, such as Eloth (v. 6), hakkomim (v. 7), Dummesek (v. 10), and
Aromim (v. 6); the name Tiglath-peleser; f8 ‡KM instead of DYM, which is
customary elsewhere; the rare and more colloquial term jehudim (Jews); the
inaccurate construction TWNWKMH TWRGSMH‰TJ (v. 17); and the verb Rqb̃Á (to
consider, v. 15), which does not occur anywhere else. These peculiarities may
be satisfactorily explained on the assumption that the author employed the
national annals; and that, as these annals had been gradually composed by the
successive writings of many different persons, whilst there was an essential
uniformity in the mode in which the history was written, there was also of
necessity a great variety in the style of composition. But is the similarity
between 2Ki. 16: 5 and Isa. 7: 1 reconcilable with this annalistic origin? The
resemblance in question certainly cannot be explained, as Thenius supposes,
from the fact that Isa. 7: 1 was also taken from the national annals; but rather
on the ground assigned by Caspari, — namely, that the author of the Chronicles
had not only the national annals before him, but also the book of Isaiah’s
prophecies, to which he directs his readers’ attention by commencing the
history of the Syro-Ephraimitish war in the words of the portion relating to
Ahaz. The design of the two allies, as we know from the further contents of
Isa. 1, was nothing less than to get possession of Jerusalem, to overthrow the
Davidic government there, and establish in its stead, in the person of a certain
ben-TaÝbÿeÑl (“son of Tabeal,” Isa. 7: 6), a newly created dynasty, that would be
under subjection to themselves. The failure of this intention is the thought that
is briefly indicated in 2Ki. 16: 5 and Isa. 7: 1.

III. Historical Account of Hezekiah, more especially of the first
six years of his reign. — The account given of Hezekiah in the book of
Kings is a far more meagre one than we should expect to find, when we have
taken out the large section relating to the period of the Assyrian catastrophe
(2Ki. 18:13-20:19), which is also found in the book of Isaiah, and which will
come under review in the commentary on Isa. 36-39. All that is then left to the
author of the book of Kings is 2Ki. 18: 1-12 and 20:20, 21; and in these two
paragraphs, which enclose the section of Isaiah, there are only a few annalistic
elements worked up in Deuteronomical style. Hezekiah began to reign in the
third year of Hosea king of Israel. He was twenty-five years old when he came



to the throne, and reigned twenty-nine years. He was a king after the model of
David. He removed the high places, broke in pieces the statutes, cut down the
Asheroth, and pounded the serpent, which had been preserved from the time of
Moses, and had become an object of idolatrous worship. In his confidence in
Jehovah he was unequalled by any of his followers or predecessors. The
allusion here is to that faith of his, by which he broke away from the tyranny of
Asshur, and also recovered his supremacy over the Philistines. We have no
means of deciding in what years of Hezekiah’s reign these two events — the
revolt from Asshur, and the defeat of the Philistines — occurred. The author
proceeds directly afterwards, with a studious repetition of what he has already
stated in Isa. 17 in the history of Hosea’s reign, f9 to describe Shalmanassar’s
expedition against Israel in the fourth year of Hezekiah’s reign (the seventh of
Hosea’s), and the fall of Samaria, which took place, after a siege of three years,
in the sixth year of Hezekiah’s reign, and the ninth of Hosea’s. But as
Shalmanassar made no attack upon Judah at the time when he put an end to the
kingdom of Israel, the revolt of Hezekiah cannot have taken place till
afterwards. But with regard to the victory over the Philistines, there is nothing
in the book of Kings to help us even to a negative conclusion. In Isa. 20:20, 21,
the author brings his history rapidly to a close, and merely refers such as may
desire to know more concerning Hezekiah, especially concerning his victories
and aqueducts, to the annals of the kings of Judah.

The chronicler merely gives an extract from the section of Isaiah; but he is all
the more elaborate in the rest. All that he relates in 2Ch. 29: 2-31 is a historical
commentary upon the good testimony given to king Hezekiah in the book of
Kings (2Ki. 18: 3), which the chronicler places at the head of his own text in
Isa. 29: 2. Even in the month Nisan of the first year of his reign, Hezekiah re-
opened the gates of the temple, had it purified from the defilement consequent
upon idolatry, and appointed a re-consecration of the purified temple,
accompanied with sacrifice, music, and psalms (2Ch. 29: 3ff.). Hezekiah is
introduced here (a fact of importance in relation to Isa. 38) as the restorer of
“the song of the Lord” (Shir Jehovah), i.e., of liturgical singing. The Levitical
and priestly music, as introduced and organized by David, Gad, and Nathan,
was heard again, and Jehovah was praised once more in the words of David the
king and Asaph the seer. The chronicler then relates in 2Ch. 30 how Hezekiah
appointed a solemn passover in the second month, to which even inhabitants of
the northern kingdom, who might be still in the land, were formally and urgently
invited. It was an after-passover, which was permitted by the law, as the priests
had been busy with the purification of the temple in the first month, and
therefore had been rendered unclean themselves: moreover, there would not
have been sufficient time for summoning the people to Jerusalem. The northern
tribes as a whole refused the invitation in the most scornful manner, but certain



individuals accepted it with penitent hearts. It was a feast of joy, such as had
not been known since the time of Solomon (this statement is not at variance
with 2Ki. 23:22), affording, as it did, once more a representation and assurance
of that national unity which had been rent in twain ever since the time of
Rehoboam. Caspari has entered into a lengthened investigation as to the
particular year of Hezekiah’s reign in which this passover was held. He agrees
with Keil, that it took place after the fall of Samaria and the deportation of the
people by Shalmanassar; but he does not feel quite certain of his conclusion.
The question itself, however, is one that ought not to be raised at all, if we think
the chronicler a trustworthy authority. He places this passover most
unquestionably in the second month of the first year of Hezekiah’s reign; and
there is no difficulty occasioned by this, unless we regard what Tiglath-pileser
had done to Israel as of less importance than it actually was. The population
that was left behind was really nothing more than a remnant; and, moreover, the
chronicler draws an evident contrast between tribes and individuals, so that he
was conscious enough that there were still whole tribes of the northern
kingdom who were settled in their own homes. He then states in 2Ch. 31: 1,
that the inhabitants of the towns of Judah (whom he calls “all Israel,” because a
number of emigrant Israelites had settled there) went forth, under the influence
of the enthusiasm consequent upon the passover they had celebrated, and broke
in pieces the things used in idolatrous worship throughout both kingdoms; and
in 2Ch. 31: 2ff., that Hezekiah restored the institutions of divine worship that
had been discontinued, particularly those relating to the incomes of the priests
and Levites. Everything else that he mentions in 2Ch. 32: 1-26, 31, belongs to a
later period than the fourteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign; and so far as it differs
from the section in Isaiah, which is repeated in the book of Kings, it is a
valuable supplement, more especially with reference to Isa. 22: 8-11 (which
relates to precautions taken in the prospect of the approaching Assyrian siege).
But the account of Hezekiah’s wealth in 2Ch. 32:27-29 extends over the whole
of his reign. The notice respecting the diversion of the upper Gihon
(2Ch. 32:30) reaches rather into the period of the return after the Assyrian
catastrophe, than into the period before it; but nothing can be positively
affirmed.

Having thus obtained the requisite acquaintance with the historical accounts
which bear throughout upon the book of Isaiah, so far as it has for its starting-
point and object the history of the prophet’s own times, we will now turn to the
book itself, for the purpose of acquiring such an insight into its general plan as
is necessary to enable us to make a proper division of our own work of
exposition.



ARRANGEMENT OF THE COLLECTION

We may safely enter upon our investigation with the preconceived opinion that
the collection before us was edited by the prophet himself. For, with the
exception of the book of Jonah, which belongs to the prophetico-historical
writings rather than to the literature of prediction, or the prophetical writings in
the ordinary acceptation of the term, all the canonical books of prophecy were
written and arranged by the prophets whose names they bear. The most
important to our purpose is the analogy of the larger books of Jeremiah and
Ezekiel. No one denies that Ezekiel prepared his work for publication exactly as
it lies before us now; and Jeremiah informs us himself, that he collected and
published his prophecies on two separate occasions. Both collections are
arranged according to the two different points of view of the subject-matter and
the order of time, which are interwoven the one with the other. And this is also
the case with the collection of Isaiah’s prophecies. As a whole, it is arranged
chronologically. The dates given in Isa. 6: 1; 7: 1; 14:28; 20: 1, are so many
points in a progressive line. The three principal divisions also form a
chronological series. For Isa. 1-6 set forth the ministry of Isaiah under Uzziah-
Jotham; Isa. 7-39, his ministry under Ahaz and Hezekiah down to the fifteenth
year of the reign of the latter; whilst Isa. 40-66, assuming their authenticity,
were the latest productions of the deepest inner-life, and were committed
directly to writing. In the central part, the Ahaz group (Isa. 7-12) also precedes
the Hezekiah group (Isa. 13-39) chronologically. But the order of time is
interrupted in several places by an arrangement of the subject-matter, which
was of greater importance to the prophet. The address in Isa. 1 is not the
oldest, but is placed at the head as an introduction to the whole. The
consecration of the prophet (Isa. 6), which ought to stand at the beginning of
the Uzziah-Jotham group, if it relates to his original consecration to his office,
is placed at the end, where it looks both backwards and forwards, as a prophecy
that was in course of fulfilment. The Ahaz group, which follows next (Isa. 7-
12), is complete in itself, and, as it were, from one casting. And in the Hezekiah
group (Isa. 13-39) the chronological order is frequently interrupted again. The
prophecies against the nations (Isa. 14:24-22:24), which belong to the Assyrian
period, have a massa upon Babel, the city of the world’s power, for their
opening piece (Isa. 13-14:23); a massa upon Tyre, the city of the world’s
commerce, which was to be destroyed by the Chaldeans, for their finale
(Isa. 23); and a shorter massa upon Babel, for a party-wall dividing the cycle
into two halves (Isa. 21: 1-10); and all the prophecies upon the nations run into
a grand apocalyptic epilogue (Isa. 24-27), like rivers into a sea. The first part of
the Hezekiah group, the contents of which are pre-eminently ethnic (Isa. 13-
27), are interwoven with passages which may not have been composed till after
the fifteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign. The grand epilogue (Isa. 34-35), in which



the second portion of the Hezekiah group dies away, is also another such
passage. This second part is occupied chiefly with the fate of Judah, the
judgment inflicted upon Judah by the imperial power of Assyria, and the
deliverance which awaited it (Isa. 27-33). This prediction closes with a
declaration, in Isa. 34-35, on the one hand, of the judgment of God upon the
world of Israel’s foes; and on the other hand, of the redemption of Israel itself.
This passage, which was composed after the fifteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign,
is followed by the historical portions (Isa. 36-39), which enclose in a historical
frame the predictions of Isaiah delivered when the Assyrian catastrophe was
close at hand, and furnish us with the key to the interpretation not only of
Isa. 7-35, but of Isa. 40-66 also.

Taking the book of Isaiah, therefore, as a whole, in the form in which it lies
before us, it may be divided into two halves, viz., Isa. 1 to 39, and Isa. 40 to 66.
The former consists of seven parts, the latter of three. The first half may be
called the Assyrian, as the goal to which it points is the downfall of Asshur; the
second the Babylonian, as its goal is the deliverance from Babel. The first half,
however, is not purely Assyrian; but there are Babylonian pieces introduced
among the Assyrian, and such others, as a rule, as break apocalyptically through
the limited horizon of the latter. The following are the seven divisions in the
first half.

(1.) Prophecies founded upon the growing obduracy of the great mass of the people
(Isa. 2-6).

(2.) The consolation of Immanuel under the Assyrian oppressions (Isa. 7-12). These
two form a syzygy, which concludes with a psalm of the redeemed (Isa. 12), the
echo, in the last days, of the song at the Red Sea. The whole is divided by the
consecration of the prophet (Isa. 6), which looks backwards and forwards with
threatenings and promises. It is introduced by a summary prologue (Isa. 1), in which
the prophet, standing midway between Moses and Jesus the Christ, commences in
the style of the great Mosaic ode.

(3.) Predictions of the judgment and salvation of the heathen, which belong, for the
most part, to the time of the Assyrian judgment, though they are enclosed and
divided by Babylonian portions. For, as we have already observed, and oracle
concerning Babel, the city of the world-power, forms the introduction (Isa. 13-
14:23); an oracle concerning Tyre, the city of the world’s commerce, which was to
receive its mortal wound from the Chaldeans, the conclusion (Isa. 23); and a second
oracle on the desert by the sea, i.e., Babel, the centre (Isa. 21: 1-10).

(4.) To this so thoughtfully arranged collection of predictions concerning the nations
outside the Israelitish pale, there is attached a grand apocalyptic prophecy of the
judgment of the world and the last things (Isa. 24-27), which gives it a background
that fades away into eternity, and forms with it a second syzygy.

(5.) From these eschatological distances the prophet returns to the realities of the
present and of the immediate future, and describes the revolt from Asshur, and its



consequences (Isa. 28-33). The central point of this group is the prophecy of the
precious corner-stone laid in Zion.

(6.) This is also paired off by the prophet with a far-reaching eschatological
prediction of revenge and redemption for the church (Isa. 34-35), in which we
already hear, as in a prelude, the keynote of Isa. 40-66.

(7.) After these three syzygies we are carried back, in the first two historical accounts
of Isa. 36-39, into the Assyrian times, whilst the other two show us in the distance
the future entanglement with Babylon, which was commencing already.

These four accounts are arranged without regard to the chronological order, so
that one half looks backwards and the other forwards, and thus the two halves
of the book are clasped together. The prophecy in Isa. 39: 5-7 stands between
these two halves like a sign-post, with the inscription “To Babylon” upon it. It
is thither that the further course of Israel’s history tends. There, from this time
forward, is Isaiah buried in spirit with his people. And there, in Isa. 40-66, he
proclaims to the Babylonian exiles their approaching deliverance. The trilogical
arrangement of this book of consolation has been scarcely disputed by any one,
since it was first pointed out by Rückert in his Translation and Exposition of
Hebrew Prophets (1831). It is divided into three sections, each containing three
times three addresses, with a kind of refrain at the close.

THE CRITICAL QUESTIONS

The collection of Isaiah’s prophecies is thus a complete work, most carefully
and skilfully arranged. It is thoroughly worthy of the prophet. Nevertheless, we
should be unable to attribute it to him in its present form,

(1) if it were impossible that Isa. 13-14:23; 21: 1-10, 23, 24-27, 34, 35, could have
been composed by Isaiah, and
(2) if the historical accounts in Isa. 36-39, which are also to be found in 2Ki. 18:13-
20:19, have been copied from the book of Kings, or even directly from the national
annals.

For if the prophecies in question be taken away, the beautiful whole
unquestionably falls into a confused quodlibet, more especially the book against
the nations; and if Isa. 36-39 were not written directly by Isaiah, the two halves
of the collection would be left without a clasp to bind them together. It would
be irregular to think of deciding the critical questions bearing upon this point
now, instead of taking them up in connection with our exegetical inquiries. At
the same time, we will put the reader in possession at once of the more general
points, which cause us to dissent from the conclusions of the modern critics,
who regard the book of Isaiah as an anthology composed of the productions of
different authors.



The critical treatment of Isaiah commenced as follows: — It began with the
second part. Koppe first of all expressed some doubts as to the genuineness of
Isa. 1. Doderlein then gave utterance to a decided suspicion as to the
genuineness of the whole; and Justi, followed by Eichhorn, Paulus, and
Bertholdt, raised this suspicion into firm assurance that the whole was spurious.
The result thus obtained could not possibly continue without reaction upon the
first part. Rosenmüller, who was always very dependent upon his predecessors,
was the first to question whether the oracle against Babylon in Isa. 13-14:23
was really Isaiah’s, as the heading affirms; and to his great relief, Justi and
Paulus undertook the defence of his position. Further progress was now made.
With the first oracle against Babylon in Isa. 13-14:23, the second, in Isa. 21: 1-
10, was also condemned; and Rosenmüller was justly astonished when Gesenius
dropped the former, but maintained that the arguments with regard to the latter
were inconclusive. There still remained the oracle against Tyre in Isa. 23, which
might either be left as Isaiah’s, or attributed to a younger unknown prophet,
according to the assumption that it predicted the destruction of Tyre by
Assyrians or by Chaldeans. Eichhorn, followed by Rosenmüller, decided that it
was not genuine. But Gesenius understood by the destroyers the Assyrians; and
as the prophecy consequently did not extend beyond Isaiah’s horizon, he
defended its authenticity. Thus the Babylonian series was set aside, or at any
rate pronounced thoroughly suspicious. But the keen eyes of the critics made
still further discoveries. Eichhorn found a play upon words in the cycle of
predictions in Isa. 24-27, which was unworthy of Isaiah. Gesenius detected an
allegorical announcement of the fall of Babylon. Consequently they both
condemned these three chapters; and it had its effect, for Ewald transferred
them to the time of Cambyses. Still shorter work was made with the cycle of
predictions in Isa. 34-35, on account of its relation to the second part.
Rosenmüller pronounced it, without reserve, “a song composed in the time of
the Babylonian captivity, when it was approaching its termination.” This is the
true account of the origin of the criticism upon Isaiah. It was in the swaddling-
clothes of rationalism that it attained its maturity. Its first attempts were very
juvenile. The names of its founders have been almost forgotten. It was
Gesenius, Hitzig, and Ewald, who first raised it to the eminence of a science.

If we take our stand upon this eminence, we find that the book of Isaiah
contains prophecies by Isaiah himself, and also prophecies by persons who were
either directly or indirectly his disciples. The New Testament passages in which
the second half of the book of Isaiah is cited as Isaiah’s, are no proof of the
contrary, since Psa. 2, for example, which has no heading at all, is cited in
Act. 4:25 as David’s, merely because it is contained in the Davidic Psalter, and
no critic would ever feel that he was bound by that. But many objections
present themselves to such a conclusion. In the first place, nothing of the kind



can be pointed out in any of the other canonical books of prophecy, except
indeed the book of Zechariah, in which Isa. 9-14 is said to stand in precisely the
same position as Isa. 40-66, according to Hitzig, Ewald, and others; with this
difference, however, that Isa. 40-66 is attributed to a later prophet than Isaiah,
whereas Zec. 9-14 is attributed to one or two prophets before the time of
Zechariah. But even De Wette, who maintained, in the first three editions of his
Introduction to the Old Testament, that Zec. 9-14 was written before the
captivity, altered his views in the fourth edition; and Köhler has lately confirmed
the unity of the book of Zechariah after an unbiased investigation. It is
Zechariah himself who prophesies of the last times in Zec. 9-14, in images
drawn from the past, and possibly with the introduction of earlier oracles. It
remains, therefore, that not a single book of prophecy is open to any such
doubts as to the unity of its authorship and Hitzig admits that even the book of
Jeremiah, although interpolated, does not contain spurious sections.
Nevertheless, it is quite possible that something extraordinary might have taken
place in connection with the book of Isaiah. But there are grave objections even
to such an assumption as this in the face of existing facts. For example, it would
be a marvellous occurrence in the history of chances, for such a number of
predictions of this particular kind to have been preserved, — all of them bearing
so evidently the marks of Isaiah’s style, that for two thousand years the have
been confounded with his own prophecies. It would be equally marvellous that
the historians should know nothing at all about the authors of these prophecies;
and thirdly, it would be very strange that the names of these particular prophets
should have shared the common fate of being forgotten, although they must all
have lived nearer to the compiler’s own times than the old model prophet,
whose style they imitated. It is true that these difficulties are not conclusive
proofs to the contrary; but, at any rate, they are so much to the credit of the
traditional authorship of the prophecies attacked. On the other hand, the weight
of this tradition is not properly appreciated by opponents. Wilful contempt of
external testimony, and frivolity in the treatment of historical data, have been
from the very first the fundamental evils apparent in the manner in which
modern critics have handled the questions relating to Isaiah. These critics
approach everything that is traditional with the presumption that it is false; and
whoever would make a scientific impression upon them, must first of all declare
right fearlessly his absolute superiority to the authority of tradition. Now
tradition is certainly not infallible. No more are the internal grounds of the so-
called higher criticism, especially in the questions relating to Isaiah. And in the
case before us, the external testimony is greatly strengthened by the relation in
which Zephaniah and Jeremiah, the two most reproductive prophets, stand not
only to Isa. 40-66, but also to the suspected sections of the first half. They had
these prophecies in their possession, since they evidently copy them, and
incorporate passages taken from them into their own prophecies; a fact which



Caspari has most conclusively demonstrated, but which not one of the negative
critics has ventured to look fairly in the face, or to set aside by counter-proofs
of equal force. Moreover, although the suspected prophecies do indeed contain
some things for which vouchers cannot be obtained from the rest of the book,
yet the marks which are distinctly characteristic of Isaiah outweigh by far these
peculiarities, which have been picked out with such care; and even in the
prophecies referred to, it is Isaiah’s spirit which animates the whole, Isaiah’s
heart which beats, and Isaiah’s fiery tongue which speaks in both the substance
and the form.

Again, the type of the suspected prophecies — which, if they are genuine,
belong to the prophet’s latest days — is not thoroughly opposed to the type of
the rest; on the contrary, those prophecies which are acknowledged to be
genuine, present many a point of contact with this; and even the transfigured
form and richer eschatological contents of the disputed prophecies have their
preludes there. There is nothing strange in this great variety of ideas and forms,
especially in Isaiah, who is confessedly the most universal of all the prophets,
even if we only look at those portions which are admitted to be genuine, and
who varies his style in so masterly a way to suit the demands of his materials,
his attitude, and his purpose. One might suppose that these three counter-
proofs, which can be followed up even to the most minute details, would have
some weight; but for Hitzig, Ewald, and many others, they have absolutely
none. Why not? These critics think it impossible that the worldwide empire of
Babel, and its subsequent transition to Medes and Persians, should have been
foreseen by Isaiah in the time of Hezekiah. Hitzig affirms in the plainest terms,
that the very same caligo futuri covered the eyes of the Old Testament prophets
generally, as that to which the human race was condemned during the time that
the oracle at Delphi was standing. Ewald speaks of the prophets in
incomparably higher terms; but even to him the prophetic state was nothing
more than a blazing up of the natural spark which lies slumbering in every man,
more especially in Ewald himself. These two coryphaei of the modern critical
school find themselves hemmed in between the two foregone conclusions,
“There is no true prophecy,” and “There is no true miracle.” They call their
criticism free; but when examined more closely, it is in a vice. In this vice it has
two magical formularies, with which it fortifies itself against any impression
from historical testimony. It either turns the prophecies into merely
retrospective glances (vaticinia post eventum), as it does the account of
miracles into sagas and myths; or it places the events predicted so close to the
prophet’s own time, that there was no need of inspiration, but only of
combination, to make the foresight possible. This is all that it can do. Now we
could do more than this. We could pronounce all the disputed prophecies the
production of other authors than Isaiah, without coming into contact with any



dogmatical assumptions: we could even boast, as in the critical analysis of the
historical books, of the extent to which the history of literature was enriched
through this analysis of the book of Isaiah. And if we seem to despise these
riches, we simply yield to the irresistible force of external and internal evidence.
This applies even to Isa. 36-39. For whilst it is true that the text of the book of
Kings is the better of the two, yet, as we shall be able to prove, the true relation
is this, that the author of the book of Kings did not obtain the parallel section
(2Ki. 18:13-20:19) from any other source than the book of Isaiah. We have
similar evidence in 2Ki. 24:18ff. and 25, as compared with Jer. 52, that the text
of a passage may sometimes be preserved in greater purity in a secondary work
than in the original work from which it was taken. It was Isaiah’s prophetico-
historical pen which committed to writing the accounts in Isa. 36-39. The
prophet not only wrote a special history of Uzziah, according to 2Ch. 26:22,
but he also incorporated historical notices of Isaiah in his “vision” (2Ch. 32:32).
We reserve the fuller demonstration of all this. For whilst, on the one hand, we
consider ourselves warranted in rejecting those tendencies of modern criticism,
to which naturalistic views of the world have dictated at the very outset full-
blown negative results, and we do so on the ground of supernatural facts of
personal experience; on the other hand, we are very far from wishing to dispute
the well-founded rights of criticism as such.

For centuries, yea, for thousands of years, no objection was raised as to the
Davidic origin of a psalm headed “a psalm of David,” to say nothing of a
prophecy of Isaiah; and therefore no such objection was refuted. Apart from the
whims of a few individuals, f10 which left no traces behind them, it was
universally assumed by both Jewish and Christian writers down to the last
century, that all the canonical books of the Old Testament had the Holy Ghost
as their one auctor primarius, and for their immediate authors the men by
whose names they are called. But when the church in the time of the
Reformation began to test and sift what had been handed down; when the rapid
progress that was made in classical and oriental philology compelled the
students of the Scriptures to make larger if not higher demands upon
themselves; when their studies were directed to the linguistic, historical,
archaeological, aesthetic — in short, the human — side of the Scriptures, and
the attempt was made to comprehend the several aspects presented by sacred
literature in their progressive development and relation to one another, —
Christian science put forth many branches that had never been anticipated till
then; and biblical criticism sprang up, which from that time forward has been
not only an inalienable, but a welcome and even necessary, member in the
theological science of the church. That school of criticism, indeed, which will
not rest till all miracles and prophecies, which cannot be set aside exegetically,
have been eliminated critically, must be regarded by the church as self-



condemned; but the labour of a spiritual criticism, and one truly free in spirit,
will not only be tolerated, because “the spiritual man discerneth all things”
(1Co. 2:15), but will be even fostered, and not looked upon as suspicious,
although its results should seem objectionable to minds that are weakly strung,
and stand in a false and fettered attitude in relation to the Scriptures. For it will
be no more offended that the word of God should appear in the form of a
servant, than that Christ Himself should do so; and, moreover, criticism not
only brings any blemishes in the Scriptures to the light, but affords an ever-
deepening insight into its hidden glory. It makes the sacred writings, as they lie
before us, live again; it takes us into its very laboratory; and without it we
cannot possibly obtain a knowledge of the historical production of the biblical
books.

EXPOSITION IN ITS EXISTING STATE

It was at the time of the Reformation also that historico-grammatical exposition
first originated with a distinct consciousness of the task that it had to perform.
It was then that the first attempt was made, under the influence of the revival of
classical studies, and with the help of a knowledge of the language obtained
from Jewish teachers, to find out the one true meaning of the Scriptures, and an
end was put to the tedious jugglery of multiplex Scripturae sensus. But very
little was accomplished in the time of the Reformation for the prophecies of
Isaiah.

Calvin’s Commentarii answer the expectations with which we take them up; but
Luther’s Scholia are nothing but college notes, of the most meagre description.
The productions of Grotius, which are generally valuable, are insignificant in
Isaiah, and, indeed, throughout the prophets. He mixes up things sacred and
profane, and, because unable to follow prophecy in its flight, cuts off its wings.
Aug. Varenius of Rostock wrote the most learned commentary of all those
composed by writers of the orthodox Lutheran school, and one that even now is
not to be despised; but though learned, it is too great a medley, and written
without discipline of mind. Campegius Vitringa (†1722) threw all the labours of
his predecessors into the shade, and none even of his successors approach him
in spirit, keenness, and scholarship. His Commentary on Isaiah is still
incomparably the greatest of all the exegetical works upon the Old Testament.
The weakest thing in the Commentary is the allegorical exposition, which is
appended to the grammatical and historical one. In this the temperate pupil of
the Cocceian school is dependent upon what was then the prevalent style of the
commentary in Holland, where there was an utter absence of all appreciation of
the “complex-apotelesmatical” character of prophecy, whilst the most minute
allusions were traced in the prophets to events connected with the history of
both the world and the church. The shady sides of the Commentary are



generally the first to present themselves to the reader’s eye; but the longer he
continues to use it, the more highly does he learn to value it. There is deep
research everywhere, but nowhere a luxuriance of dry and dead scholarship.
The author’s heart is in his work. He sometimes halts in his toilsome path of
inquiry, and gives vent to loud, rapturous exclamations. But the rapture is very
different from that of the Lord Bishop Robert Lowth, who never gets below the
surface, who alters the Masoretic text at his pleasure, and goes no further than
an aesthetic admiration of the form.

The modern age of exegesis commenced with that destructive theology of the
latter half of the eighteenth century, which pulled down without being able to
build. But even this demolition was not without good result. The negative of
anything divine and eternal in the Scriptures secured a fuller recognition of its
human and temporal side, bringing out the charms of its poetry, and, what was
of still greater importance, the concrete reality of its history. Rosenmüller’s
Scholia are a careful, lucid, and elegant compilation, founded for the most part
upon Vitringa, and praiseworthy not only for the judicious character of the
selection made, but also for the true earnestness which is displayed, and the
entire absence of all frivolity. The decidedly rationalistic Commentary of
Gesenius is more independent in its verbal exegesis; displays great care in its
historical expositions; and is peculiarly distinguished for its pleasing and
transparent style, for the survey which it gives of the whole of the literature
bearing upon Isaiah, and the thoroughness with which the author avails himself
of all the new sources of grammatical and historical knowledge that have been
opened since the days of Vitringa. Hitzig’s Commentary is his best work in our
opinion, excelling as it does in exactness and in the sharpness and originality of
its grammatical criticisms, as well as in delicate tact in the discovery of the train
of thought and in thoroughness and precision in the exposition of well-pondered
results; but it is also disfigured by rash pseudo-critical caprice, and by a
studiously profane spirit, utterly unaffected by the spirit of prophecy.
Hendewerk’s Commentary is often very weak in philological and historical
exposition. The style of description is broad, but the eye of the disciple of
Herbart is too dim to distinguish Israelitish prophecy from heathen poetry, and
the politics of Isaiah from those of Demosthenes. Nevertheless, we cannot fail
to observe the thoughtful diligence displayed, and the anxious desire to point
out the germs of eternal truths, although the author is fettered even in this by
his philosophical standpoint. Ewald’s natural penetration is universally
recognised, as well as the noble enthusiasm with which he dives into the
contents of the prophetical books, in which he finds an eternal presence. His
earnest endeavours to obtain deep views are to a certain extent rewarded. But
there is something irritating in the self-sufficiency with which he ignores nearly
all his predecessors, the dictatorial assumption of his criticism, his false and



often nebulous pathos, and his unqualified identification of his own opinions
with truth itself. He is a perfect master in the characteristics of the prophets, but
his translations of them are stiff, and hardly to any one’s taste. Umbreit’s
Practical Commentary on Isaiah is a useful and stimulating production,
exhibiting a deep aesthetic and religious sensibility to the glory of the prophetic
word, which manifests itself in lofty poetic language, heaping image upon
image, and, as it were, never coming down from the cothrunus. Knobel’s prose
is the very opposite extreme. The precision and thoroughness of this scholar,
the third edition of whose Commentary on Isaiah was one of his last works (he
died, 25th May 1863), deserve the most grateful acknowledgment, whether
from a philological or an archaeological point of view; but his peculiar triviality,
which amounts almost to an affectation, seems to shut his eyes to the deeper
meaning of the work, whilst his excessive tendency to “historize” (historisiren,
i.e., to give a purely historical interpretation to everything) makes him blind
even to the poetry of the form. Drechsler’s Commentary was a great advance in
the exposition of Isaiah. He was only able to carry it out himself as far as
Isa. 27; but is was completed by Delitzsch and H. A. Hahn of Greifswald († 1st
Dec. 1861), with the use of Drechsler’s notes, though they contained very little
that was of any service in relation to Isa. 40-66. This was, comparatively
speaking, the best commentary upon Isaiah that had appeared since the time of
Vitringa, more especially the portion on Isa. 13-27. Its peculiar excellency is
not to be found in the exposition of single sentences, which is unsatisfactory, on
account of the comminuting, glossatorial style of its exegesis, and, although
diligent and thorough enough, is unequal and by no means productive, more
especially from a grammatical point of view; but in the spiritual and spirited
grasp of the whole, the deep insight which it exhibits into the character and
ideas of the prophet and of prophecy, its vigorous penetration into the very
heart of the plan and substance of the whole book. In the meantime (1850),
there had appeared the Commentary written by the catholic Professor Peter
Schegg, which follows the Vulgate, although with as little slavishness as
possible, and contains many good points, especially the remarks relating to the
history of translation. At the same time there also appeared the Commentary of
Ernst Meier, the Tübingen orientalist, which did not get beyond the first half. If
ever any one was specially called to throw fresh light upon the book of Isaiah, it
was C. P. Caspari of Christiania; but all that has yet appeared of his Norwegian
Commentary only reaches to the end of Isa. 5. Its further progress has been
hindered partly by the exhaustive thoroughness at which he aimed, and the
almost infinite labour which it involved, and partly by the fact that the
Grundtvig controversy involved him in the necessity of pursuing the most
extensive studies in ecclesiastical history. In the meantime, he has so far
expanded his treatise om Serapherne (on the Seraphim), that it may be regarded
as a commentary on Isa. 6; and rich materials for the prophetic sayings which



follow may be found in his contributions to the introduction to the book of
Isaiah, and to the history of Isaiah’s own times, which appeared as a second
volume of our biblico-theological and apologetico-critical Studien (1858), his
Programme on the Syro-Ephraimitish war (1849), and his comprehensive and
by no means obsolete article, entitled, “Jeremiah a witness to the genuineness of
Isa. 34, and therefore also to that of Isa. 40-66, 13-14:23, and 21: 1-10,” which
appeared in the Zeitschrift für d. ges. luth. Theologie u. Kirche (1843),
together with an excursus on the relation of Zephaniah to the disputed
prophecies of Isaiah.

We shall reserve those works which treat more particularly of the second part
of the book of Isaiah for our special introduction to that part. But there are two
other distinguished commentaries that we must mention here, both of them by
Jewish scholars: viz., that of the M. L. Malbim (Krotoshin 1849), which is
chiefly occupied with the precise ideas conveyed by synonymous words and
groups of words; and that of S. D. Luzzatto of Padua, — a stimulating work,
entitled Profeta Isaia volgarizzato e commentato ad uso degli Israeliti, which
aims throughout at independence, but of which only five parts have yet
appeared.



Exposition
In passing to our exposition of the book, the first thing which strikes us is its
traditional title — Yeshaiah (Isaiah). In the book itself, and throughout the Old
Testament Scriptures, the prophet is called Yeshayahu; and the shorter form is
found in the latest books as the name of other persons. It was a common thing
in the very earliest times for the shorter forms of such names to be used
interchangeably with the longer; but in later times the shorter was the only form
employed, and for this reason it was the one adopted in the traditional title. The
name is a compound one, and signifies “Jehovah’s salvation.” The prophet was
conscious that it was not merely by accident that he bore this name; for Š̂AY (̃he
shall save) and H F̂wŠYi (salvation) are among his favourite words. It may be
said, in fact, that he lived and moved altogether in the coming salvation, which
was to proceed from Jehovah, and would be realized hereafter, when Jehovah
should come at last to His people as He had never come before. This salvation
was the goal of the sacred history (Heilsgeschichte, literally, history of
salvation); and Jehovah was the peculiar name of God in relation to that
history. It denotes “the existing one,” not however “the always existing,” i.e.,
eternal, as Bunsen and the Jewish translators render it, but “existing evermore,”
i.e., filling all history, and displaying His glory therein in grace and truth. The
ultimate goal of this historical process, in which God was ever ruling as the
absolutely free One, according to His own self-assertion in Exo. 3:14, was true
and essential salvation, proceeding outwards from Israel, and eventually
embracing all mankind. In the name of the prophet the tetragrammaton HWHY is
contracted into WHY (HY) by the dropping of the second H. We may easily see
from this contraction that the name of God was pronounced with an a sound, so
that it was either called Yahveh, or rather Yahaveh, or else YahvaÝh, or rather
YahavaÝh. According to Theodoret, it was pronounced IÏabe (Yahaveh) by the
Samaritans; and it is written in the same way in the list of the names of the
Deity given in Epiphanius. That the ah sound was also a customary
pronunciation, may not only be gathered from such names as Jimnah, Jimrah,
Jishvah, Jishpah (compare Jithlah, the name of a place), but is also expressly
attested by the ancient variations, Jao, Jeuo, Jo (Jer. 23: 6, LXX), on the one
hand, and on the other hand by the mode of spelling adopted by Origen (Jaoia)
and Theodoret (Aia, not only in quaest, in Exo. § 15, but also in Fab. haeret. v.
4: “Aia signifies the existing one; it was pronounced thus by Hebrews, but the
Samaritans call it Jabai, overlooking the force of the word”). The dull-sounding
long a could be expressed by omega quite as well as by alpha. Isidor follows
these and similar testimonies, and says (Orig. vii. 7), “The tetragrammaton
consisted of ia written twice (ia, ia), and with this reduplication it constituted
the unutterable and glorious name of God.” The Arabic form adopted by the



Samaritans leaves it uncertain whether it is to be pronounced Yahve or Yahva.
They wrote to Job Ludolf (in the Epistola Samaritana Sichemitarum tertia,
published by Bruns, 1781), in opposition to the statement of Theodoret, that
they pronounced the last syllable with damma; that is to say, they pronounced
the name Yahavoh (Yahvoh), which was the form in which it was written in the
last century by Velthusen, and also by Muffi in his Disegno di lezioni e di
ricerche sulla lingua Ebraica (Pavia, 1792). The pronunciation Jehovah
(Yehovah) arose out of a combination of the keri and the chethib, and has only
become current since the time of the Reformation. Genebrard denounces it in
his Commentary upon the Psalms with the utmost vehemence, in opposition to
Beza, as an intolerable innovation. “Ungodly violators of what is most ancient,”
he says, “profaning and transforming the unutterable name of God, would read
Jova or Jehova, — a new, barbarous, fictitious, and irreligious word, that
savours strongly of the Jove of the heathen.” Nevertheless his Jehova (Jova)
forced its way into general adoption, and we shall therefore retain it,
notwithstanding the fact that the o sound is decidedly wrong. To return, then:
the prophet’s name signifies “Jehovah’s salvation.” In the Septuagint it is
always written HÎsaiìaj, with a strong aspirate; in the Vulgate it is written
Isaias, and sometimes Esaias.

In turning from the outward to the inward title, which is contained in the book
itself, there are two things to be observed at the outset:

(1.) The division of the verses indicated by soph pasuk is an arrangement for
which the way was prepared as early as the time of the Talmud, and which was
firmly established in the Masoretic schools; and consequently it reaches as far
back as the extreme limits of the middle ages — differing in this respect from
the division of verses in the New Testament. The arrangement of the chapters,
however, with the indications of the separate sections of the prophetic
collection, is of no worth to us, simply because it is not older than the thirteenth
century. According to some authorities, it originated with Stephen Langton,
Archbishop of Canterbury (†1227); whilst others attribute it to Cardinal Hugo
of St. Caro (†1262). It is only since the fifteenth century that it has been
actually adopted in the text.

(2.) The small ring or star at the commencement points to the footnote, which
affirms that Isa. 1: 1-28 (where we find the same sign again) was the
haphtarah, or concluding pericope, taken from the prophets, which was read
on the same Sabbath as the parashah from the Pentateuch, in Deu. 1: 1ff. It
was, as we shall afterwards see, a very thoughtful principle of selection which
led to the combination of precisely these two lessons.

Isa. 1: 1. Title of the collection, as given in v. 1:



“Seeing of Jesha’-yahu , son of Amoz, which he saw over Judah and Jerusalem in
the days of ‘Uzziyahu, Jotham, Ahaz, and Yehizkiyahu, the kings of Judah.”

Isaiah is called the “son of Amoz.” There is no force in the old Jewish doctrine
(b. Megilla 15a), which was known to the fathers, that whenever the name of a
prophet’s father is given, it is a proof that the father was also a prophet. And
we are just as incredulous about another old tradition, to the effect that Amoz
was the brother of Amaziah, the father and predecessor of Uzziah (b. Sota 10b).
There is some significance in this tradition, however, even if it is not true. There
is something royal in the nature and bearing of Isaiah throughout. He speaks to
kings as if he himself were a king. He confronts with majesty the magnates of
the nation and of the imperial power. In his peculiar style, he occupies the same
place among the prophets as Solomon among the kings. Under all
circumstances, and in whatever state of mind, he is completely master of his
materials — simple, yet majestic in his style — elevated, yet without affectation
— and beautiful, though unadorned. But this regal character had its roots
somewhere else than in the blood. All that can be affirmed with certainty is, that
Isaiah was a native of Jerusalem; for notwithstanding his manifold prophetic
missions, we never find him outside Jerusalem. There he lived with his wife and
children, and, as we may infer from Isa. 22: 1, and the mode of his intercourse
with king Hezekiah, down in the lower city. And there he laboured under the
four kings named in v. 1, viz., Uzziah (who reigned 52 years, 811-759), Jotham
(16 years, 759-743), Ahaz (16 years, 743-728), and Hezekiah (29 years, 728-
699). The four kings are enumerated without a Vav cop.; there is the same
asyndeton enumerativum as in the titles to the books of Hosea and Micah.
Hezekiah is there called Yehizkiyah, the form being almost the same as ours,
with the simple elision of the concluding sound. The chronicler evidently
preferred the fullest form, at the commencement as well as the termination.
Roorda imagines that the chronicler derived this ill-shaped form from the three
titles, were it is a copyist’s error for wHyFQIZiXIWi or HyFQIZiXIWi; but the estimable
grammarian has overlooked the fact that the same form is found in Jer. 15: 4
and 2Ki. 20:10, where no such error of the pen can have occurred. Moreover, it
is not an ill-shaped form, if, instead of deriving it from the piel, as Roorda does,
we derive it from the kal of the verb “strong is Jehovah,” an imperfect noun
with a connecting i, which is frequently met with in proper names from verbal
roots, such as Jesimiël from sim, 1Ch. 4:36: vid., Olshausen, § 277, p. 621).
Under these four kings Isaiah laboured, or, as it is expressed in v. 1, saw the
sight which is committed to writing in the book before us.

Of all the many Hebrew synonyms for seeing, HZFXF (cf., cernere, kriÂnein, and
the Sanscrit and Persian kar, which is founded upon the radical notion of
cutting and separating) is the standing general expression used to denote
prophetic perception, whether the form in which the divine revelation was made



to the prophet was in vision or by word. In either case he saw it, because he
distinguished this divine revelation from his own conceptions and thoughts by
means of that inner sense, which is designated by the name of the noblest of all
the five external senses. From this verb chazah there came both the abstract
chazon, seeing, and the more concrete chizzayon, a sight (visum), which is a
stronger from of chizyon (from chazi = chazah). The noun chazon is indeed
used to denote a particular sight (comp. Isa. 29: 7 with Job. 20: 8; 33:15),
inasmuch as it consists in seeing (visio); but here in the title of the book of
Isaiah the abstract meaning passes over into the collective idea of the sight or
vision in all its extent, i.e., the sum and substance of all that was seen. It is a
great mistake, therefore, for any one to argue from the use of the word chazon
(vision), that v. 1a was originally nothing more than the heading to the first
prophecy, and that it was only by the addition of v. 1b that it received the stamp
of a general title to the whole book. There is no force in the argument.
Moreover, the chronicler knew the book of Isaiah by this title (2Ch. 32:32); and
the titles of other books of prophecy, such as Hosea, Amos, Micah, and
Zephaniah, are very similar. A more plausible argument in favour of the twofold
origin of v. 1 has been lately repeated by Schegg and Meier, namely, that whilst
“Judah and Jerusalem” are appropriate enough as defining the object of the
first prophecy, the range is too limited to apply to all the prophecies that follow;
since their object is not merely Judah, including Jerusalem, but they are also
directed against foreign nations, and at Isa. 7 the king of Israel, including
Samaria, also comes within the horizon of the prophet’s vision. And in the title
to the book of Micah, both kingdoms are distinctly named. But it was necessary
there, inasmuch as Micah commences at once with the approaching overthrow
of Samaria. Here the designation is a central one. Even, according to the well-
known maxims a potiori, and a proximo, fit denominatio, it would not be
unsuitable; but Judah and Jerusalem are really and essentially the sole object of
the prophet’s vision. For within the largest circle of the imperial powers there
lies the smaller one of the neighbouring nations; and in this again, the still more
limited one of all Israel, including Samaria; and within this the still smaller one
of the kingdom of Judah. And all these circles together form the circumference
of Jerusalem, since the entire history of the world, so far as its inmost
pragmatism and its ultimate goal were concerned, was the history of the church
of God, which had for its peculiar site the city of the temple of Jehovah, and of
the kingdom of promise. The expression “concerning Judah and Jerusalem” is
therefore perfectly applicable to the whole book, in which all that the prophet
sees is seen from Judah-Jerusalem as a centre, and seen for the sake and in the
interests of both. The title in v. 1 may pass without hesitation as the heading
written by the prophet’s own hand. This is admitted not only by Caspari
(Micah, pp. 90-93), but also by Hitzig and Knobel. But if v. 1 contains the title
to the whole book, where is the heading to the first prophecy? Are we to take



RŠEJá as a nominative instead of an accusative (qui instead of quam, sc.
visionem), as Luzzatto does? This is a very easy way of escaping from the
difficulty, and stamping v. 1 as the heading to the first prophetic words in Isa. 1;
but it is unnatural, as HZX RŠJ †WZX, according to Ges. (§ 138, note 1), is the
customary form in Hebrew of connecting the verb with its own substantive. The
real answer is simple enough. The first prophetic address is left intentionally
without a heading, just because it is the prologue to all the rest; and the second
prophetic address has a heading in Isa. 2: 1, although it really does not need
one, for the purpose of bringing out more sharply the true character of the first
as the prologue to the whole.



First Half of the Collection

CH. 1-39

Part I

PROPHECIES RELATING TO THE ONWARD COURSE OF THE
GREAT MASS OF THE PEOPLE TOWARDS HARDENING

OF HEART (CH. 1-6)

Opening Address concerning the Ways of Jehovah with His
Ungrateful and Rebellious Nation — Ch. 1: 2ff.

Isa. 1: 2ff. The difficult question as to the historical and chronological
standpoint of this overture to all the following addresses, can only be brought
fully out when the exposition is concluded. But there is one thing which we may
learn even from a cursory inspection: namely, that the prophet was standing at
the eventful boundary line between two distinct halves in the history of Israel.
The people had not been brought to reflection and repentance either by the
riches of the divine goodness, which they had enjoyed in the time of Uzziah-
Jotham, the copy of the times of David and Solomon, or by the chastisements of
divine wrath, by which wound after wound was inflicted. The divine methods of
education were exhausted, and all that now remained for Jehovah to do was to
let the nation in its existing state be dissolved in fire, and to create a new one
from the remnant of gold that stood the fiery test. At this time, so pregnant with
storms, the prophets were more active than at any other period. Amos appeared
about the tenth year of Uzziah’s reign, the twenty-fifth of Jeroboam II; Micah
prophesied from the time of Jotham till the fall of Samaria, in the sixth year of
Hezekiah’s reign; but most prominent of all was Isaiah, the prophet par
excellence, standing as he did midway between Moses and Christ.

In the consciousness of his exalted position in relation to the history of
salvation, he commences his opening address in Deuteronomic style. Modern
critics are of opinion, indeed, that Deuteronomy was not composed till the time
of Josiah, or at any rate not earlier than Manasseh; and even Kahnis adduces
this as a firmly established fact (see his Dogmatik, i. 277). But if this be the
case, how comes it to pass, not only that Micah (Mic. 6: 8) points back to a
saying in Deu. 10:12, but that all the post-Mosaic prophecy, even the very
earliest of all, is tinged with a Deuteronomic colouring. This surely confirms the
self-attestation of the authorship of Moses, which is declared most distinctly in
Isa. 31: 9. Deuteronomy was most peculiarly Moses’ own law-book — his last
will, as it were: it was also the oldest national book of Israel, and therefore the



basis of all intercourse between the prophets and the nation. There is one
portion of this peculiarly Mosaic thorah, however, which stands not only in a
more truly primary relation to the prophecy of succeeding ages than any of the
rest, but in a normative relation also. We refer to Moses’ dying song, which has
recently been expounded by Volck and Camphausen, and is called shirath
haazinu (song of “Give ear”), from the opening words in Isa. 32. This song is a
compendious outline or draft, and also the common key to all prophecy, and
bears the same fundamental relation to it as the Decalogue to all other laws, and
the Lord’s Prayer to all other prayers. The lawgiver summed up the whole of
the prophetic contents of his last words (Isa. 27-28, 29-30), and threw them
into the form of a song, that they might be perpetuated in the memories and
mouths of the people. This song sets before the nation its entire history to the
end of time. That history divides itself into four great periods: the creation and
rise of Israel; the ingratitude and apostasy of Israel; the consequent surrender of
Israel to the power of the heathen; and finally, the restoration of Israel, sifted,
but not destroyed, and the unanimity of all nations in the praise of Jehovah, who
reveals Himself both in judgment and in mercy. This fourfold character is not
only verified in every part of the history of Israel, but is also the seal of that
history as a whole, even to its remotest end in New Testament times. In every
age, therefore, this song has presented to Israel a mirror of its existing condition
and future fate. And it was the task of the prophets to hold up this mirror to the
people of their own times. This is what Isaiah does. He begins his prophetic
address in the same form in which Moses begins his song. The opening words
of Moses are: “Give ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak; and let the earth hear
the words of my mouth” (Deu. 32: 1). In what sense he invoked the heaven and
the earth, he tells us himself in Deu. 31:28, 29. He foresaw in spirit the future
apostasy of Israel, and called heaven and earth, which would outlive his earthly
life, that was now drawing to a close, as witnesses of what he had to say to his
people, with such a prospect before them. Isaiah commences in the same way
(Isa. 1: 2a), simply transposing the two parallel verbs “hear” and “give ear:”
“Hear, O heavens, and give ear, O earth; for Jehovah speaketh!” The reason
for the appeal is couched in very general terms: they were to hear, because
Jehovah was speaking. What Jehovah said coincided essentially with the words
of Jehovah, which are introduced in Deu. 32:20 with the expression “And He
said.” What it was stated there that Jehovah would one day have to say in His
wrath, He now said through the prophet, whose existing present corresponded
to the coming future of the Mosaic ode. The time had now arrived for heaven
and earth, which are always existing, and always the same, and which had
accompanied Israel’s history thus far in all places and at all times, to fulfil their
duty as witnesses, according to the word of the lawgiver. And this was just the
special, true, and ultimate sense in which they were called upon by the prophet,
as they had previously been by Moses, to “hear.” They had been present, and



had taken part, when Jehovah gave the thorah to His people: the heavens,
according to Deu. 4:36, as the place from which the voice of God came forth;
and the earth, as the scene of His great fire. They were solemnly invoked when
Jehovah gave His people the choice between blessing and cursing, life and death
(Deu. 30:19; 4:26).

And so now they are called upon to hear and join in bearing witness to all that
Jehovah, their Creator, and the God of Israel, had to say, and the complaints
that He had to make: “I have brought up children, and raised them high, and
they have fallen away from me” (v. 2b). Israel is referred to; but Israel is not
specially named. On the contrary, the historical facts are generalized almost into
a parable, in order that the appalling condition of things which is crying to
heaven may be made all the more apparent. Israel was Jehovah’s son
(Exo. 4:22, 23). All the members of the nation were His children (Deu. 14: 1;
32:20). Jehovah was Israel’s father, by whom it had been begotten (Deu. 32: 6,
18). The existence of Israel as a nation was secured indeed, like that of all other
nations, by natural reproduction, and not by spiritual regeneration. But the
primary ground of Israel’s origin was the supernatural and mighty word of
promise given to Abraham, in Gen. 17:15, 16; and it was by a series of
manifestations of miraculous power and displays of divine grace, that the
development of Israel, which dated from that starting-point, was brought up to
the position it had reached at the time of the exodus from Egypt. It was in this
sense that Israel had been begotten by Jehovah. And this relation between
Jehovah and Israel, as His children, had now, at the time when Jehovah was
speaking through the mouth of Isaiah, a long and gracious past behind it, viz.,
the period of Israel’s childhood in Egypt; the period of its youth in the desert;
and a period of growing manhood from Joshua to Samuel: so that Jehovah
could say, “I have brought up children, and raised them high.” The piel (giddel)
used here signifies “to make great;” and when applied to children, as it is here
and in other passages, such as 2Ki. 10: 6, it means to bring up, to make great,
so far as natural growth is concerned. The pilel (romem), which corresponds to
the piel in the so-called verbis cavis, and which is also used in Isa. 23: 4 and
Eze. 31: 4 as the parallel to giddel, signifies to lift up, and is used in a “dignified
(dignitative) sense,” with reference to the position of eminence, to which, step
by step, a wise and loving father advances a child. The two verses depict the
state of Israel in the times of David and Solomon, as one of mature manhood
and proud exaltation, which had to a certain extent returned under Uzziah and
Jotham. But how base had been the return which it had made for all that it had
received from God: “And they have fallen away from me.” We should have
expected an adversative particle here; but instead of that, we have merely a Vav
cop., which is used energetically, as in Isa. 6: 7 (cf., Hos. 7:13). Two things
which ought never to be coupled — Israel’s filial relation to Jehovah, and



Israel’s base rebellion against Jehovah — had been realized in their most
contradictory forms. The radical meaning of the verb is to break away, or break
loose; and the object against which the act is directed is construed with Beth.
The idea is that of dissolving connection with a person with violence and self-
will; here it relates to that inward severance from God, and renunciation of
Him, which preceded all outward acts of sin, and which not only had idolatry
for its full and outward manifestation, but was truly idolatry in all its forms.
From the time that Solomon gave himself up to the worship of idols, at the
close of his reign, down to the days of Isaiah, idolatry had never entirely or
permanently ceased to exist, even in public. In two different reformations the
attempt had been made to suppress it, viz., in the one commenced by Asa and
concluded by Jehoshaphat; and in the one carried out by Joash, during the
lifetime of the high priest Jehoiada, his tutor and deliverer. But the first was not
successful in suppressing it altogether; and what Joash removed, returned with
double abominations as soon as Jehoiada was dead. Consequently the words,
“They have rebelled against me,” which sum up all the ingratitude of Israel in
one word, and trace it to its root, apply to the whole history of Israel, from its
culminating point under David and Solomon, down to the prophet’s own time.

Isa. 1: 3. Jehovah then complains that the rebellion with which His children
have rewarded Him is not only inhuman, but even worse than that of the brutes:

“An ox knoweth its owner, and an ass its master’s crib: Israel doth not know, my
people doth not consider.”

An ox has a certain knowledge of its buyer and owner, to whom it willingly
submits; and an ass has at least a knowledge of the crib of its master (the noun
for “master” is in the plural: this is not to be understood in a numerical, but in
an amplifying sense, “the authority over it,” as in Exo. 21:29: vid., Ges. § 108,
2, b, and Dietrich’s Heb. Gram. p. 45), i.e., it knows that it is its master who
fills its crib or manger with fodder (evus, the crib, from avas, to feed, is
radically associated with faÂtnh, vulgar paÂqnh, Dor. and Lac. paÂtnh, and is
applied in the Talmud to the large common porringer used by labourers). f11

Israel had no such knowledge, neither instinctive and direct, nor acquired by
reflection (hithbonan, the reflective conjugation, with a pausal change of the eÝ
into a long a, according to Ges. § 54, note). The expressions “doth not know”
and “doth not consider” must not be taken here in an objectless sense, — as, for
example, in Isa. 56:10 and Psa. 82: 5, — viz. as signifying they were destitute
of all knowledge and reflection; but the object is to be supplied from what goes
before: they knew not, and did not consider what answered in their case to the
owner and to the crib which the master fills,” — namely, that they were the
children and possession of Jehovah, and that their existence and prosperity were
dependent upon the grace of Jehovah alone. The parallel, with its striking



contrasts, is self-drawn, like that in Jer. 8: 7, where animals are referred to
again, and is clearly indicated in the words “Israel” and “my people.” Those
who were so far surpassed in knowledge and perception even by animals, and
so thoroughly put to shame by them, were not merely a nation, like any other
nation on the earth, but were “Israel,” descendants of Jacob, the wrestler with
God, who wrestled down the wrath of God, and wrestled out a blessing for
himself and his descendants; and “my people,” the nation which Jehovah had
chosen out of all other nations to be the nation of His possession, and His own
peculiar government. This nation, bearing as it did the God-given title of a hero
of faith and prayer, this favourite nation of Jehovah, had let itself down far
below the level of the brutes. This is the complaint which the exalted speaker
pours out in vv. 2 and 3 before heaven and earth. The words of God, together
with the introduction, consist of two tetrastichs, the measure and rhythm of
which are determined by the meaning of the words and the emotion of the
speaker. There is nothing strained in it at all. Prophecy lives and moves amidst
the thoughts of God, which prevail above the evil reality: and for that very
reason, as a reflection of the glory of God, which is the ideal of beauty
(Psa. 50: 1), it is through and through poetical. That of Isaiah is especially so.
There was no art of oratory practised in Israel, which Isaiah did not master, and
which did not serve as the vehicle of the word of God, after it had taken shape
in the prophet’s mind.

With v. 4 there commences a totally different rhythm. The words of Jehovah are
ended. The piercing lamentation of the deeply grieved Father is also the severest
accusation. The cause of God, however, is to the prophet the cause of a friend,
who feels an injury done to his friend quite as much as if it were done to himself
(Isa. 5: 1). The lamentation of God, therefore, is changed now into violent
scolding and threatening on the part of the prophet; and in accordance with the
deep wrathful pain with which he is moved, his words pour out with violent
rapidity, like flash after flash, in climactic clauses having no outward
connection, and each consisting of only two or three words.

Isa. 1: 4.

“Woe upon the sinful nation, the guilt-laden people, the miscreant race, the
children acting corruptly! They have forsaken Jehovah, blasphemed Israel’s Holy
One, turned away backwards.”

The distinction sometimes drawn between hoi (with He) and oi (with Aleph) —
as equivalent to oh! and woe! — cannot be sustained. Hoi is an exclamation of
pain, with certain doubtful exceptions; and in the case before us it is not so
much a denunciation of woe (vae genti, as the Vulgate renders it), as a
lamentation (vae gentem) filled with wrath. The epithets which follow point
indirectly to that which Israel ought to have been, according to the choice and



determination of God, and plainly declare what it had become through its own
choice and ungodly self-determination.

(1.) According to the choice and determination of God, Israel was to be a holy
nation (goi kadosh, Exo. 19: 6); but it was a sinful nation — gens peccatrix, as
it is correctly rendered by the Vulgate. J‹X̃O is not a participle here, but rather a
participial adjective in the sense of what was habitual. It is the singular in
common use for the plural „YJI«FXÁ, sinners, the singular of which was not used.
Holy and Sinful are glaring contrasts: for kadosh, so far as its radical notion is
concerned (assuming, that is to say, that this is to be found in kad and not in
dosh: see Psalter, i. 588, 9), signifies that which is separated from what is
common, unclean, or sinful, and raised above it. The alliteration in hoi goi
implies that the nation, as sinful, was a nation of woe.

(2.) In the thorah Israel was called not only “a holy nation,” but also “the
people of Jehovah” (Num. 17: 6, Eng. ver. 16:41), the people chosen and
blessed of Jehovah; but now it had become “a people heavy with iniquity.”
Instead of the most natural expression, a people bearing heavy sins; the sin, or
iniquity, i.e., the weight carried, is attributed to the people themselves upon
whom the weight rested, according to the common figurative idea, that
whoever carries a heavy burden is so much heavier himself (cf., gravis
oneribus, Cicero). †WÔ F (sin regarded as crookedness and perversity, whereas
J‹iX s̃uggests the idea of going astray and missing the way) is the word
commonly used wherever the writer intends to describe sin in the mass (e.g.,
Isa. 33:24; Gen. 15:16; 19:15), including the guilt occasioned by it. The people
of Jehovah had grown into a people heavily laden with guilt. So crushed, so
altered into the very opposite, had Israel’s true nature become. It is with
deliberate intention that we have rendered YŒg a nation (Nation), and „JA a
people (Volk): for, according to Malbim’s correct definition of the distinction
between the two, the former is used to denote the mass, as linked together by
common descent, language, and country; the latter the people as bound
together by unity of government (see, for example, Psa. 105:13). Consequently
we always read of the people of the Lord, not the nation of the Lord; and there
are only two instances in which goi is attached to a suffix relating to the ruler,
and then it relates to Jehovah alone (Zep. 2: 9; Psa. 106: 5).

(3.) Israel bore elsewhere the honourable title of the seed of the patriarch
(Isa. 41: 8; 45:19; cf., Gen. 21:12); but in reality it was a seed of evil-doers
(miscreants). This does not mean that it was descended from evil-doers; but the
genitive is used in the sense of a direct apposition to zera (seed), as in
Isa. 65:23 (cf., Isa. 61: 9; 6:13, and Ges. § 116, 5), and the meaning is a seed
which consists of evil-doers, and therefore is apparently descended from evil-



doers instead of from patriarchs. This last thought is not implied in the genitive,
but in the idea of “seed;” which is always a compact unit, having one origin, and
bearing the character of its origin in itself. The rendering brood of evil-doers,
however it may accord with the sense, would be inaccurate; for “seed of evil-
doers” is just the same as “house of evil-doers” in Isa. 31: 2. The singular of the
noun „Y ÎRM̃i is JARM̃,̃ with the usual sharpening in the case of gutturals in the
verbs ›̂ ,̂ R̂ÁM w̃ith patach, R̂FM w̃ith kametz in pause (Isa. 9:16, which see),
— a noun derived from the hiphil participle.

(4.) Those who were of Israel were “children of Jehovah” through the act of
God (Deu. 14: 1); but in their own acts they were “children acting destructively
(baÑnim mashchithim), so that what the thorah feared and predicted had now
occurred (Deu. 4:16, 25; 31:29). In all these passages we find the hiphil, and in
the parallel passage of the great song (Deu. 32: 5) the piel — both of them
conjugations which contain within themselves the object of the action indicated
(Ges. § 53, 2): to do what is destructive, i.e., so to act as to become destructive
to one’s self and to others. It is evident from v. 2b, that the term children is to
be understood as indicating their relation to Jehovah (cf., Isa. 30: 1, 9). The
four interjectional clauses are followed by three declaratory clauses, which
describe Israel’s apostasy as total in every respect, and complete the mournful
seven. There was apostasy in heart: “They have forsaken Jehovah.” There was
apostasy in words: “They blaspheme the Holy One of Israel.” The verb literally
means to sting, then to mock or treat scornfully; the use of it to denote
blasphemy is antiquated Mosaic (Deu. 31:20; Num. 14:11, 23; 16:30). It is with
intention that God is designated here as “the Holy One of Israel,” — a name
which constitutes the keynote of all Isaiah’s prophecy (see at Isa. 6: 3). It was
sin to mock at anything holy; it was a double sin to mock at God, the Holy One;
but it was a threefold sin for Israel to mock at God the Holy One, who had set
Himself to be the sanctifier of Israel, and required that as He was Israel’s
sanctification, He should also be sanctified by Israel according to His holiness
(Lev. 19: 2, etc.). And lastly, there was also apostasy in action: “they have
turned away backwards;” or, as the Vulgate renders it, abalienati sunt. RŒZNF is
the reflective of RwZ , related to RZANF and RwS, for which it is the word commonly
used in the Targum. The niphal, which is only met with here, indicates the
deliberate character of their estrangement from God; and the expression is
rendered still more emphatic by the introduction of the word “backwards”
(achor, which is used emphatically in the place of WYRXJM). In all their actions
they ought to have followed Jehovah; but they had turned their backs upon
Him, and taken the way selected by themselves.



Isa. 1: 5. In this verse a disputed question arises as to the words HME‰LJA (HME,
the shorter, sharper form of HMF, which is common even before non-gutturals,
Ges. § 32, 1): viz., whether they mean “wherefore,” as the LXX, Targums,
Vulgate, and most of the early versions render them, or “upon what,” i.e., upon
which part of the body, as others, including Schröring, suppose. Luzzatto
maintains that the latter rendering is spiritless, more especially because there is
nothing in the fact that a limb has been struck already to prevent its being struck
again; but such objections as these can only arise in connection with a purely
literal interpretation of the passage. If we adopted this rendering, the real
meaning would be, that there was no judgment whatever that had not already
fallen upon Israel on account of its apostasy, so that it was not far from utter
destruction. We agree, however, with Caspari in deciding in favour of the
meaning “to what” (to what end). For in all the other passage in which the
expression occurs (fourteen times in all), it is used in this sense, and once even
with the verb hiccaÑh, to smite (Num. 22:32), whilst it is only in v. 6 that the
idea of the people as one body is introduced; whereas the question “upon what”
would require that the reader or hearer should presuppose it here. But in
adopting the rendering “whereto,” or to what end, we do not understand it, as
Malbim does, in the sense of cui bono, with the underlying thought, “It would
be ineffectual, as all the previous smiting has proved;” for this thought never
comes out in a direct expression, as we should expect, but rather — according
to the analogy of the questions with lamah in Eze. 18:31, Jer. 44: 7 — in the
sense of qua de causa, with the underlying thought, “There would be only an
infatuated pleasure in your own destruction.”

Isa. 1: 5a. V. 5a we therefore render thus: “Why would ye be perpetually
smitten, multiplying rebellion?” DŒ̂ (with tiphchah, a stronger disjunctive
than tebir) belongs to wktU; see the same form of accentuation in Eze. 19: 9.
They are not two distinct interrogative clauses (“why would ye be smitten
afresh? why do ye add revolt?” — (Luzzatto), but the second clause is
subordinate to the first (without there being any necessity to supply chi,
“because,” as Gesenius supposes), an adverbial minor clause defining the main
clause more precisely; at all events this is the logical connection, as in Isa. 5:11
(cf., Psa. 62: 4, “delighting in lies,” and Psa. 4: 3, “loving vanity”): LXX
“adding iniquity.” SaÑraÑh (rebellion) is a deviation from truth and rectitude; and
here, as in many other instances, it denotes apostasy from Jehovah, who is the
absolutely Good, and absolute goodness. There is a still further dispute whether
the next words should be rendered “every head” and “every heart,” or “the
whole head” and “the whole heart.” In prose the latter would be impossible, as
the two nouns are written without the article; but in the poetic style of the
prophets the article may be omitted after col, when used in the sense of “the



whole” (e.g., Isa. 9:12: with whole mouth, i.e., with full mouth). Nevertheless
col, without the article following, never signifies “the whole” when it occurs
several times in succession, as in Isa. 15: 2 and Eze. 7:17, 18. We must
therefore render v. 5b, “Every head is diseased, and every heart is sick.” The
Lamed in locholi indicates the state into which a thing has come: every head in
a state of disease (Ewald, § 217, d: locholi without the article, as in
2Ch. 21:18). The prophet asks his fellow-countrymen why they are so foolish as
to heap apostasy upon apostasy, and so continue to call down the judgments of
God, which have already fallen upon them blow after blow. Has it reached such
a height with them, that among all the many heads and hearts there is not one
head which is not in a diseased state, not one heart which is not thoroughly ill?
(davvai an emphatic form of daveh). Head and heart are mentioned as the
noblest parts of the outer and inner man. Outwardly and inwardly every
individual in the nation had already been smitten by the wrath of God, so that
they had had enough, and might have been brought to reflection.

Isa. 1: 6. This description of the total misery of every individual in the nation is
followed by a representation of the whole nation as one miserably diseased
body.

V. 6. “From the some of the foot even to the head there is nothing sound in it: cuts,
and stripes, and festering wounds; they have not been pressed out , nor bound up,
nor has there been any soothing with oil.”

The body of the nation, to which the expression “in it” applies (i.e., the nation
as a whole), was covered with wounds of different kinds; and no means
whatever had been applied to heal these many, various wounds, which lay all
together, close to one another, and one upon the other, covering the whole
body. Cuts (from ĈÁpF to cut) are wounds that have cut into the flesh —
sword-cuts, for example. These need binding up, in order that the gaping
wound may close again. Stripes (chabburaÑh, from chaÑbar, to stripe), swollen
stripes, or weals, as if from a cut with a whip, or a blow with a fist: these
require softening with oil, that the coagulated blood of swelling may disperse.
Festering wounds, maccaÑh teriyaÑh, from taÑraÑh, to be fresh (a different word
from the talmudic word t’re, Chullin 45b, to thrust violently, so as to shake):
these need pressing, for the purpose of cleansing them, so as to facilitate their
healing. Thus the three predicates manifest an approximation to a chiasm (the
crossing of the members); but this retrospective relation is not thoroughly
carried out. The predicates are written in the plural, on account of the collective
subject. The clause †MEªFbÁ HKFkiRU JLOWi, which refers to HRWBX (stripes), so far
as the sense is concerned (olive-oil, like all oleosa, being a dispersing medium),
is to be taken as neuter, since this is the only way of explaining the change in
the number: “And no softening has been effected with oil.” Zoru we might



suppose to be a pual, especially on account of the other puals near: it is not so,
however, for the simple reason that, according to the accentuation (viz., with
two pashtahs, the first of which gives the tone, as in tohu, Gen. 1: 2, so that it
must be pronounced zóru), it has the tone upon the penultimate, for which it
would be impossible to discover any reason, if it were derived from zaÑraÑh. For
the assumption that the tone is drawn back to prepare the way for the strong
tone of the next verb (chubbaÑshu) is arbitrary, as the influence of the pause,
though it sometimes reaches the last word but one, never extends to the last but
two. Moreover, according to the usage of speech, zoraÑh signifies to be
dispersed, not to be pressed out; whereas zur and zaÑrar are commonly used in
the sense of pressing together and squeezing out. Consequently zoru is either
the kal of an intransitive zor in the middle voice (like boshu), or, what is more
probable — as zoru, the middle voice in Psa. 58: 4, has a different meaning
(abalienati sunt: cf., v. 4) — the kal of zaÑrar (= Arab. constringere), which is
here conjugated as an intransitive (cf., Job. 24:24, rommu, and Gen. 49:23,
where robbu is used in an active sense). The surgical treatment so needed by
the nation was a figurative representation of the pastoral addresses of the
prophets, which had been delivered indeed, but, inasmuch as their salutary
effects were dependent upon the penitential sorrow of the people, might as well
have never been delivered at all. The people had despised the merciful,
compassionate kindness of their God. They had no liking for the radical cure
which the prophets had offered to effect. All the more pitiable, therefore, was
the condition of the body, which was sick within, and diseased from head to
foot. The prophet is speaking here of the existing state of things. He affirms that
it is all over with the nation; and this is the ground and object of his reproachful
lamentations. Consequently, when he passes in the next verse from figurative
language to literal, we may presume that he is still speaking of his own times. It
is Isaiah’s custom to act in this manner as his own expositor (compare v. 22
with v. 23). The body thus inwardly and outwardly diseased, was, strictly
speaking, the people and the land in their fearful condition at that time.

Isa. 1: 7. This is described more particularly in v. 7, which commences with the
most general view, and returns to it again at the close.

V. 7. “Your land...a desert; your cities...burned with fire; your field...foreigners
consuming it before your eyes, and a desert like overthrowing by strangers.”

Caspari has pointed out, in his Introduction to the Book of Isaiah (p. 204), how
nearly every word corresponds to the curses threatened in Lev. 26 and Deu. 28
(29); Mic. 6:13-16 and Jer. 5:15ff. stand in the very same relation to these
sections of the Pentateuch. From the time of Isaiah downwards, the state of
Israel was a perfect realization of the curses of the law. The prophet
intentionally employs the words of the law to describe his own times; he



designates the enemy, who devastated the land, reduced its towers to ashes, and
took possession of its crops, by the simple term zarim, foreigners or barbarians
(a word which would have the very same meaning if it were really the
reduplication of the Aramaean bar; compare the Syriac baroÑye, a foreigner),
without mentioning their particular nationality. He abstracts himself from the
definite historical present, in order that he may point out all the more
emphatically how thoroughly it bears the character of the fore-ordained curse.
The most emphatic indication of this was to be found in the fact, which the
clause at the close of v. 7 palindromically affirms, that a desolation had been
brought about “like the overthrow of foreigners.” The repetition of a catchword
like zarim (foreigners) at the close of the verse in this emphatic manner, is a
figure of speech, called epanaphora, peculiar to the two halves of our
collection. The question arises, however, whether zarim is to be regarded as the
genitive of the subject, as Caspari, Knobel, and others suppose, “such an
overthrow as is commonly produced by barbarians” (cf., 2Sa. 10: 3, where the
verb occurs), or as the genitive of the object, “such an overthrow as comes
upon barbarians.” As mahpechaÑh (overthrow) is used in other places in which it
occurs to denote the destruction of Sodom, Gomorrah, etc., according to the
primary passage, Deu. 29:22, and Isaiah had evidently also this catastrophe in
his mind, as v. 8 clearly shows; we decide in favour of the conclusion that zaÑrim
is the genitive of the object (cf., Amo. 4:11). The force of the comparison is
also more obvious, if we understand the words in this sense. The desolation
which had fallen upon the land of the people of God resembled that thorough
desolation (subversio) with which God visited the nations outside the covenant,
who, like the people of the Pentapolis, were swept from off the earth without
leaving a trace behind. But although there was similarity, there was not
sameness, as vv. 8, 9 distinctly affirm. Jerusalem itself was still preserved; but in
how pitiable a condition! There can be no doubt that bath-Zion (“daughter of
Zion,” Eng. ver.) in v. 8 signifies Jerusalem. The genitive in this case is a
genitive of apposition: “daughter Zion,” not “daughter of Zion” (cf., Isa. 37:22:
see Ges. § 116, 5). Zion itself is represented as a daughter, i.e., as a woman.
The expression applied primarily to the community dwelling around the fortress
of Zion, to which the individual inhabitants stood in the same relation as
children to a mother, inasmuch as the community sees its members for the time
being come into existence and grow: they are born within her, and, as it were,
born and brought up by her. It was then applied secondarily to the city itself,
with or without the inhabitants (cf., Jer. 46:19; 48:18; Zec. 2:11). In this
instance the latter are included, as v. 9 clearly shows. This is precisely the point
in the first two comparisons.



Isa. 1: 8a.

“And the daughter of Zion remains lie a hut in a vineyard; like a hammock in a
cucumber field.”

The vineyard and cucumber field (mikshah, from kisshu, a cucumber, cucumis,
not a gourd, cucurbita; at least not the true round gourd, whose Hebrew name,
dalaath, does not occur in the Old Testament) are pictured by the prophet in
their condition before the harvest (not after, as the Targums render it), when it
is necessary that they should be watched. The point of comparison therefore is,
that in the vineyard and cucumber field not a human being is to be seen in any
direction; and there is nothing but the cottage and the night barrack or
hammock (cf., Job. 27:18) to show that there are any human beings there at all.
So did Jerusalem stand in the midst of desolation, reaching far and wide, — a
sign, however, that the land was not entirely depopulated. But what is the
meaning of the third point of comparison? Hitzig renders it, “like a watch-
tower;” Knobel, “like a guard-city.” But the noun neither means a tower nor a
castle (although the latter would be quite possible, according to the primary
meaning, cingere); and nezuraÑh does not mean “watch” or “guard.” On the
other hand, the comparison indicated (like, or as) does not suit what would
seem the most natural rendering, viz., “like a guarded city,” i.e., a city shielded
from danger. Moreover, it is inadmissible to take the first two Caphs in the
sense of sicut (as) and the third in the sense of sic (so); since, although this
correlative is common in clauses indicating identity, it is not so in sentences
which institute a simple comparison. We therefore adopt the rendering, v. 8b,
“As a besieged city,” deriving nezuraÑh not from zur, niphal naÑzor (never used),
as Luzzatto does, but from naÑzar, which signifies to observe with keen eye,
either with a good intention, or, as in Job. 7:20, for a hostile purpose. It may
therefore be employed, like the synonyms in 2Sa. 11:16 and Jer. 5: 6, to denote
the reconnoitring of a city. Jerusalem was not actually blockaded at the time
when the prophet uttered his predictions; but it was like a blockaded city. In the
case of such a city there is a desolate space, completely cleared of human
beings, left between it and the blockading army, in the centre of which the city
itself stands solitary and still, shut up to itself. The citizens do not venture out;
the enemy does not come within the circle that immediately surrounds the city,
for fear of the shots of the citizens; and everything within this circle is
destroyed, either by the citizens themselves, to prevent the enemy from finding
anything useful, or else by the enemy, who cut down the trees. Thus, with all
the joy that might be felt at the preservation of Jerusalem, it presented but a
gloomy appearance. It was, as it were, in a state of siege. A proof that this is
the way in which the passage is to be explained, may be found in Jer. 4:16, 17,
where the actual storming of Jerusalem is foretold, and the enemy is called
nozerim, probably with reference to the simile before us.



Isa. 1: 9. For the present, however, Jerusalem was saved from this extremity.
— V. 9. The omnipotence of God had mercifully preserved it:

“Unless Jehovah of hosts had left us a little of what had escaped, we had become
like Sodom, we were like Gomorrah.”

Sarid (which is rendered inaccurately speÂrma in the Sept.; cf., Rom. 9:29) was
used, even in the early Mosaic usage of the language, to signify that which
escaped the general destruction (Deu. 2:34, etc.); and ‹ F̂MikI (which might very
well be connected with the verbs which follow: “we were very nearly within a
little like Sodom,” etc.) is to be taken in connection with sarid, as the pausal
form clearly shows: “a remnant which was but a mere trifle” (on this use of the
word, see Isa. 16:14; 2Ch. 12: 7; Pro. 10:20; Psa. 105:12). Jehovah Zebaoth
stands first, for the sake of emphasis. It would have been all over with Israel
long ago, if it had not been for the compassion of God (vid., Hos. 11: 8). And
because it was the omnipotence of God, which set the will of His compassion in
motion, He is called Jehovah Zebaoth, Jehovah (the God) of the heavenly hosts,
— an expression in which Zebaoth is a dependent genitive, and not, as Luzzatto
supposes, an independent name of God as the Absolute, embracing within itself
all the powers of nature. The prophet says “us” and “we.” He himself was an
inhabitant of Jerusalem; and even if he had not been so, he was nevertheless an
Israelite. He therefore associates himself with his people, like Jeremiah in
Lam. 3:22. He had had to experience the anger of God along with the rest; and
so, on the other hand, he also celebrates the mighty compassion of God, which
he had experienced in common with them. But for this compassion, the people
of God would have become like Sodom, from which only four human beings
escaped: it would have resembled Gomorrah, which was absolutely annihilated.
(On the prefects in the protasis and apodosis, see Ges. § 126, 5.)

Isa. 1:10, 11. The prophet’s address has here reached a resting-place. The fact
that it is divided at this point into two separate sections, is indicated in the text
by the space left between vv. 9 and 10. This mode of marking larger or smaller
sections, either by leaving spaces of by breaking off the line, is older than the
vowel points and accents, and rests upon a tradition of the highest antiquity
(Hupfeld, Gram. p. 86ff.). The space is called pizka; the section indicated by
such a space, a closed parashah (sethumah); and the section indicated by
breaking off the line, an open parashah (pethuchah). The prophet stops as soon
as he has affirmed, that nothing but the mercy of God has warded off from
Israel the utter destruction which it so well deserved. He catches in spirit the
remonstrances of his hearers. They would probably declare that the accusations
which the prophet had brought against them were utterly groundless, and
appeal to their scrupulous observance of the law of God. In reply to this self-



vindication which he reads in the hearts of the accused, the prophet launches
forth the accusations of God. In vv. 10, 11, he commences thus:

“Hear the word of Jehovah, ye Sodom judges; give ear to the law of our God, O
Gomorrah nation! What is the multitude of your slain-offerings to me? saith
Jehovah. I am satiated with whole offerings of rams, and the fat of stalled calves;
and blood of bullocks and sheep and he-goats I do not like.”

The second start in the prophet’s address commences, like the first, with “hear”
and “give ear.” The summons to hear is addressed in this instances (as in the
case of Isaiah’s contemporary Micah, Mic. 3) to the kezinim (from kaÑzaÑh,
decidere, from which comes the Arabic el-Kadi, the judge, with the substantive
termination in: see Jeshurun, p. 212 ss.), i.e., to the men of decisive authority,
the rulers in the broadest sense, and to the people subject to them. It was
through the mercy of God that Jerusalem was in existence still, for Jerusalem
was “spiritually Sodom,” as the Revelation (Rev. 11: 8) distinctly affirms of
Jerusalem, with evident allusion to this passage of Isaiah. Pride, lust of the flesh,
and unmerciful conduct, were the leading sins of Sodom, according to
Eze. 16:49; and of these, the rulers of Jerusalem, and the crowd that was
subject to them and worthy of them, were equally guilty now. But they fancied
that they could not possibly stand in such evil repute with God, inasmuch as
they rendered outward satisfaction to the law. The prophet therefore called
upon them to hear the law of the God of Israel, which he would announce to
them: for the prophet was the appointed interpreter of the law, and prophecy
the spirit of the law, and the prophetic institution the constant living presence of
the true essence of the law bearing its own witness in Israel. “To what purpose
is the multitude of your sacrifices unto me? saith Jehovah.” The prophet
intentionally uses the word RMÁJYO, not RMÁJF: this was the incessant appeal of
God in relation to the spiritless, formal worship offered by the hypocritical,
ceremonial righteousness of Israel (the future denoting continuous actions,
which is ever at the same time both present and future). The multitude of
zebaÑchim, i.e., animal sacrifices, had no worth at all to Him. As the whole
worship is summed up here in one single act, zebaÑchim appears to denote the
shelamim, peace-offerings (or better still, communion offerings), with which a
meal was associated, after the style of a sacrificial festival, and Jehovah gave the
worshipper a share in the sacrifice offered. It is better, however, to take
zebachim as the general name for all the bleeding sacrifices, which are then
subdivided into ‘oloth and cheleb, as consisting partly of whole offerings, or
offerings the whole of which was placed upon the altar, though in separate
pieces, and entirely consumed, and partly of those sacrifices in which only the
fat was consumed upon the altar, namely the sin-offerings, trespass-offerings,
and pre-eminently the shelaÑmim offerings. Of the sacrificial animals mentioned,
the bullocks (paÑrim) and fed beasts (meri’im, fattened calves) are species of



oxen (bakar); and the lambs (cebaÑshim) and he-goats (atturim, young he-goats,
as distinguished from se’ir, the old long-haired he-goat, the animal used as a
sin-offering), together with the ram (ayil, the customary whole offering of the
high priest, of the tribe prince, and of the nation generally on all the high feast
days), were species of the flock. The blood of these sacrificial animals — such,
for example, as the young oxen, sheep, and he-goats — was thrown all round
the altar in the case of the whole offering, the peace-offering, and the trespass-
offering; in that of the sin-offering it was smeared upon the horns of the altar,
poured out at the foot of the altar, and in some instances sprinkled upon the
walls of the altar, or against the vessels of the inner sanctuary. Of such offerings
as these Jehovah was weary, and He wanted no more (the two perfects denote
that which long has been and still is: Ges. § 126, 3); in fact, He never had
desired anything of the kind.

Isa. 1:12. Jeremiah says this with regard to the sacrifices (Jer. 7:22); Isaiah
also applies it to visits to the temple: V. 12.

“When ye come to appear before my face, who hath required this at your hand, to
tread my courts?”

TŒJRFL ĩs a contracted infinitive niphal for TŒJRFHL̃i (compare the hiphil forms
contracted in the same manner in Isa. 3: 8; 23:11). This is the standing
expression for the appearance of all male Israelites in the temple at the three
high festivals, as prescribed by the law, and then for visits to the temple
generally (cf., Psa. 42: 3; 84: 8). “My face” (panai): according to Ewald, §
279, c, this is used with the passive to designate the subject (“to be seen by the
face of God”); but why not rather take it as an adverbial accusative, “in the face
of,” or “in front of,” as it is used interchangeably with the prepositions Li, TJ,̃
and LJE? It is possible that TŒJRFL ĩs pointed as it is here, and in Exo. 34:24 and
in Deu. 31:11, instead of TŒJRiLI, — like wJRFY f̃or wJRiYI, in Exo. 23:15; 34:20,
— for the purpose of avoiding an expression which might be so easily
misunderstood as denoting a sight of God with the bodily eye. But the niphal is
firmly established in Exo. 23:17; 34:23, and 1Sa. 1:22; and in the Mishnah and
Talmud the terms HyFJIRi and †ŒYJFR ãre applied without hesitation to
appearance before God at the principal feasts. They visited the temple diligently
enough indeed, but who had required this at their hand, i.e., required them to
do this? Jehovah certainly had not. “To tread my courts” is in apposition to
this, which it more clearly defines. Jehovah did not want them to appear before
His face, i.e., He did not wish for this spiritless and undevotional tramping
thither, this mere opus operatum, which might as well have been omitted, since
it only wore out the floor.



Isa. 1:13a. Because they had not performed what Jehovah commanded as He
commanded it, He expressly forbids them to continue it.

“Continue not to bring lying meat-offering ; abomination incense is it to me.”

Minchah (the meat-offering) was the vegetable offering, as distinguished from
zebach, the animal sacrifice. It is called a “lying meat-offering,” as being a
hypocritical dead work, behind which there was none of the feeling which it
appeared to express. In the second clause the Sept., Vulg., Gesenius, and others
adopt the rendering “incense — an abomination is it to me,” ketoreth being
taken as the name of the daily burning of incense upon the golden altar in the
holy place (Exo. 30: 8). But neither in Psa. 141: 2, where prayer is offered by
one who is not a priest, nor in the passage before us, where the reference is not
to the priesthood, but to the people and to their deeds, is this continual incense
to be thought of. Moreover, it is much more natural to regard the word ketoreth
not as a bold absolute case, but, according to the conjunctive darga with which
it is marked, as constructive rather; and this is perfectly allowable. The meat-
offering is called “incense” (ketoreth) with reference to the so-called azcarah,
i.e., that portion which the priest burned upon the altar, to bring the grateful
offerer into remembrance before God (called “burning the memorial,” hiktir
azcaÑraÑh, in Lev. 2: 2). As a general rule, this was accompanied with incense
(Isa. 66: 3), the whole of which was placed upon the altar, and not merely a
small portion of it. The meat-offering, with its sweet-smelling savour, was
merely the form, which served as an outward expression of the thanksgiving for
God’s blessing, or the longing for His blessing, which really ascended in prayer.
But in their case the form had no such meaning. It was nothing but the form,
with which they thought they had satisfied God; and therefore it was an
abomination to Him.

Isa. 1:13b. God was just as little pleased with their punctilious observance of
the feasts:

“New-moon and Sabbath , calling of festal meetings...I cannot bear ungodliness and
a festal crowd.”

The first objective notions, which are logically governed by “I cannot bear”
(LKAwJ‰JLO: literally, a future hophal — I am unable, incapable, viz., to bear,
which may be supplied, according to Psa. 101: 5, Jer. 44:22, Pro. 30:21),
become absolute cases here, on account of another grammatical object
presenting itself in the last two nouns: “ungodliness and a festal crowd.” As for
new-moon and Sabbath (the latter always signifies the weekly Sabbath when
construed with chodesh), — and, in fact, the calling of meetings of the whole
congregation on the weekly Sabbath and high festivals, which was a simple duty
according to Lev. 23, — Jehovah could not endure festivals associated with



wickedness. HRFCF á̂ (from RCÁ̂ F, to press, or crowd thickly together) is
synonymous with JRFQiMI, so far as its immediate signification is concerned, as
Jer. 9: 1 clearly shows, just as panhÂgurij is synonymous with eÏkklhsiÂa. †WEJF
(from †wJ, to breathe) is moral worthlessness, regarded as an utter absence of
all that has true essence and worth in the sight of God. The prophet
intentionally joins these two nouns together. A densely crowded festal meeting,
combined with inward emptiness and barrenness on the part of those who were
assembled together, was a contradiction which God could not endure.

Isa. 1:14. He gives a still stronger expression to His repugnance:

“Your new-moons and your festive seasons my soul hateth; they have become a
burden to me; I am weary of bearing them.”

As the soul (nephesh) of a man, regarded as the band which unites together
bodily and spiritual life, though it is not the actual principle of self-
consciousness, is yet the place in which he draws, as it were, the circle of self-
consciousness, so as to comprehend the whole essence of His being in the single
thought of “I;” so, according to a description taken from godlike man, the
“soul” (nephesh) of God, as the expression “my soul” indicates, is the centre of
His being, regarded as encircled and pervaded (personated) by self-
consciousness; and therefore, whatever the soul of God hates (vid., Jer. 15: 1)
or loves (Isa. 42: 1), is hated or loved in the inmost depths and to the utmost
bounds of His being (Psychol. p. 218). Thus He hated each and all of the
festivals that were kept in Jerusalem, whether the beginnings of the month, or
the high feast-days (moadim, in which, according to Lev. 23, the Sabbath was
also included) observed in the course of the month. For a long time past they
had become a burden and annoyance to Him: His long-suffering was weary of
such worship. “To bear” (JVNi, in Isaiah, even in Isa. 18: 3, for TJṼi or TJV ,̃
and here for TJVL̃F: Ewald, § 285, c) has for its object the seasons of worship
already mentioned.

Isa. 1:15. Their self-righteousness, so far as it rested upon sacrifices and festal
observances, was now put to shame, and the last inward bulwark of the sham
holy nation was destroyed:

“And if ye stretch out your hands, I hide my eyes from you; if ye make ever so much
praying, I do not hear: your hands are full of blood.”

Their praying was also an abomination to God. Prayer is something common to
man: it is the interpreter of religious feeling, which intervenes and mediates
between God and man; f12 it is the true spiritual sacrifice. The law contains no
command to pray, and, with the exception of Deu. 26, no form of prayer.
Praying is so natural to man as man, that there was no necessity for any precept



to enforce this, the fundamental expression of the true relation to God. The
prophet therefore comes to prayer last of all, so as to trace back their sham-
holiness, which was corrupt even to this the last foundation, to its real
nothingness. “Spread out,” parash, or pi. peÝreÝsh, to stretch out; used with
cappaim to denote swimming in Isa. 25:11. It is written here before a strong
suffix, as in many other passages, e.g., Isa. 52:12, with the inflection i instead of
e. This was the gesture of a man in prayer, who spread out his hands, and when
spread out, stretched them towards heaven, or to the most holy place in the
temple, and indeed (as if with the feeling of emptiness and need, and with a
desire to receive divine gifts) held up the hollow or palm of his hand (cappaim:
cf., tendere palmas, e.g., Virg. Aen. xii. 196, tenditque ad sidera palmas).
However much they might stand or lie before Him in the attitude of prayer,
Jehovah hid His eyes, i.e., His omniscience knew nothing of it; and even though
they might pray loud and long (gam chi, etiamsi: compare the simple chi,
Jer. 14:12), He was, as it were, deaf to it all. We should expect chi here to
introduce the explanation; but the more excited the speaker, the shorter and
more unconnected his words. The plural damim always denotes human blood as
the result of some unnatural act, and then the bloody deed and the
bloodguiltiness itself. The plural number neither refers to the quantity nor to the
separate drops, but is the plural of production, which Dietrich has so elaborately
discussed in his Abhandlung, p. 40. f13

The terrible damim stands very emphatically before the governing verb,
pointing to many murderous acts that had been committed, and deeds of
violence akin to murder. Not, indeed, that we are to understand the words as
meaning that there was really blood upon their hands when they stretched them
out in prayer; but before God, from whom no outward show can hide the true
nature of things, however clean they might have washed themselves, they still
dripped with blood. The expostulations of the people against the divine
accusations have thus been negatively set forth and met in vv. 11-15: Jehovah
could not endure their work-righteous worship, which was thus defiled with
unrighteous works, even to murder itself. The divine accusation is now
positively established in vv. 16, 17, by the contrast drawn between the true
righteousness of which the accused were destitute, and the false righteousness
of which they boasted. The crushing charge is here changed into an admonitory
appeal; and the love which is hidden behind the wrath, and would gladly break
through, already begins to disclose itself. There are eight admonitions. The first
three point to the removal of evil; the other five to the performance of what is
good.

Isa. 1:16. The first three run thus:



“Wash, clean yourselves; put away the badness of your doings from the range of my
eyes; cease to do evil.”

This is not only an advance from figurative language to the most literal, but
there is also an advance in what is said. The first admonition requires, primarily
and above all, purification from the sins committed, by means of forgiveness
sought for and obtained. Wash: rachatzu, from raÑchatz, in the frequent middle
sense of washing one’s self. Clean yourselves: hizzaccu, with the tone upon the
last syllable, is not the niphal of zaÑkak, as the first plur. imper. niph. of such
verbs has generally and naturally the tone upon the penultimate (see Isa. 52:11;
Num. 17:10), but the hithpael of zacah for hizdaccu, with the preformative Tav
resolved into the first radical letter, as is very common in the hithpael (Ges. §
54, 2, b). According to the difference between the two synonyms (to wash
one’s self, to clean one’s self), the former must be understood as referring to
the one great act of repentance on the part of a man who is turning to God, the
latter to the daily repentance of one who has so turned. The second admonition
requires them to place themselves in the light of the divine countenance, and put
away the evil of their doings, which was intolerable to pure eyes (Hab. 1:13).
They were to wrestle against the wickedness to which their actual sin had
grown, until at length it entirely disappeared. Neged, according to its radical
meaning, signifies prominence (compare the Arabic négd, high land which is
visible at a great distance), conspicuousness, so that minneged is really
equivalent to ex apparentia.

Isa. 1:17. Five admonitions relating to the practice of what is good:

“Learn to do good, attend to judgment , set the oppressor right, do justice to the
orphan, conduct the cause of the widow.”

The first admonition lays the foundation for the rest. They were to learn to do
good, — a difficult art, in which a man does not become proficient merely by
good intentions. “Learn to do good:” hetib is the object to limdu (learn),
regarded as an accusative; the inf. abs. JARH̃F in v. 16 takes the place of the
object in just the same manner. The division of this primary admonition into
four minor ones relating to the administration of justice, may be explained from
the circumstance that no other prophet directs so keen an eye upon the state
and its judicial proceedings as Isaiah has done. He differs in this respect from
his younger contemporary Micah, whose prophecies are generally more ethical
in their nature, whilst those of Isaiah have a political character throughout.
Hence the admonitions: “Give diligent attention to judgment” (daÑrash, to
devote one’s self to a thing with zeal and assiduity); and “bring the oppressor to
the right way.” This is the true rendering, as chaÑmotz (from chaÑmatz, to be
sharp in flavour, glaring in appearance, violent and impetuous in character)
cannot well mean “the oppressed,” or the man who is deprived of his rights, as



most of the early translators have rendered it, since this form of the noun,
especially with an immutable kametz like DŒGbF HDŒFGbF (cf., DQONF HdFQUNi), is not
used in a passive, but in an active or attributive sense (Ewald, § 152, b: vid., at
Psa. 137: 8): it has therefore the same meaning as chometz in Psa. 71: 4, and
aÑshok in Jer. 22: 3, which is similar in its form. But if chaÑmotz signifies the
oppressive, reckless, churlish man, RªJ̃I cannot mean to make happy, or to
congratulate, or to set up, or, as in the talmudic rendering, to strengthen
(Luzzatto: rianimate chi è oppresso); but, as it is also to be rendered in
Isa. 3:12; 9:15, to lead to the straight road, or to cause a person to keep the
straight course. In the case before us, where the oppressor is spoken of, it
means to direct him to the way of justice, to keep him in bounds by severe
punishment and discipline. f14

In the same way we find in other passages, such as Isa. 11: 4 and Psa. 72: 4,
severe conduct towards oppressors mentioned in connection with just treatment
of the poor. There follow two admonitions relating to widows and orphans.
Widows and orphans, as well as foreigners, were the protégés of God and His
law, standing under His especial guardianship and care (see, for example,
Exo. 22:22 (21), cf., 21 (20). “Do justice to the orphan” (ShaÑphat, as in
Deu. 25: 1, is a contracted expression for shaÑphat mishpat): for if there is not
even a settlement or verdict in their cause, this is the most crying injustice of all,
as neither the form nor the appearance of justice is preserved. “Conduct the
cause of the widows:” BYRI with an accusative, as in Isa. 51:22, the only other
passage in which it occurs, is a contracted form for BYRI BYRI. Thus all the
grounds of self-defence, which existed in the hearts of the accused, are both
negatively and positively overthrown. They are thundered down and put to
shame. The law (thorah), announced in v. 10, has been preached to them. The
prophet has cast away the husks of their dead works, and brought out the moral
kernel of the law in its universal application.

Isa. 1:18. The first leading division of the address is brought to a close, and v.
18 contains the turning-point between the two parts into which it is divided.
Hitherto Jehovah has spoken to His people in wrath. But His love began to
move even in the admonitions in vv. 16, 17. And now this love, which desired
not Israel’s destruction, but Israel’s inward and outward salvation, breaks fully
through. V. 18.

“O come, and let us reason together, saith Jehovah. If your sins come forth like
scarlet cloth, they shall become white as snow; if they are red as crimson, they shall
come forth like wool!”

Jehovah here challenges Israel to a formal trial: nocach is thus used in a
reciprocal sense, and with the same meaning as nishpat in Isa. 43:26 (Ges. § 51,



2). In such a trial Israel must lose, for Israel’s self-righteousness rests upon
sham righteousness; and this sham righteousness, when rightly examined, is but
unrighteousness dripping with blood. It is taken for granted that this must be
the result of the investigation. Israel is therefore worthy of death. Yet Jehovah
will not treat Israel according to His retributive justice, but according to His
free compassion. He will remit the punishment, and not only regard the sin as
not existing, but change it into its very opposite. The reddest possible sin shall
become, through His mercy, the purest white. On the two hiphils here applied
to colour, see Ges. § 53, 2; though he gives the meaning incorrectly, viz., “to
take a colour,” whereas the words signify rather to emit a colour: not colorem
accipere, but colorem dare. ShaÑni, bright red (the plural shaÑnim, as in
Pro. 31:21, signifies materials dyed with shaÑni), and tolaÑ, warm colour, are
simply different names for the same colour, viz., the crimson obtained from the
cochineal insect, color cocccineus. The representation of the work of grace
promised by God as a change from red to white, is founded upon the symbolism
of colours, quite as much as when the saints in the Revelation (Rev. 19: 8) are
described as clothed in white raiment, whilst the clothing of Babylon is purple
and scarlet (Isa. 17: 4). Red is the colour of fire, and therefore of life: the blood
is red because life is a fiery process. For this reason the heifer, from which the
ashes of purification were obtained for those who had been defiled through
contact with the dead, was to be red; and the sprinkling-brush, with which the
unclean were sprinkled, was to be tied round with a band of scarlet wool. But
red as contrasted with white, the colour of light (Mat. 17: 2), is the colour of
selfish, covetous, passionate life, which is self-seeking in its nature, which goes
out of itself only to destroy, and drives about with wild tempestuous violence: it
is therefore the colour of wrath and sin. It is generally supposed that Isaiah
speaks of red as the colour of sin, because sin ends in murder; and this is not
really wrong, though it is too restricted. Sin is called red, inasmuch as it is a
burning heat which consumes a man, and when it breaks forth consumes his
fellow-man as well. According to the biblical view, throughout, sin stands in the
same relation to what is well-pleasing to God, and wrath in the same relation to
love or grace, as fire to light; and therefore as red to white, or black to white,
for red and black are colours which border upon one another. In the Song of
Solomon (Son. 7: 5), the black locks of Shulamith are described as being “like
purple,” and Homer applies the same epithet to the dark waves of the sea. But
the ground of this relation lies deeper still. Red is the colour of fire, which
flashes out of darkness and returns to it again; whereas white without any
admixture of darkness represents the pure, absolute triumph of light. It is a
deeply significant symbol of the act of justification. Jehovah offers to Israel an
actio forensis, out of which it shall come forth justified by grace, although it has
merited death on account of its sins. The righteousness, white as snow and



wool, with which Israel comes forth, is a gift conferred upon it out of pure
compassion, without being conditional upon any legal performance whatever.

Isa. 1:19, 20. But after the restoration of Israel in integrum by this act of
grace, the rest would unquestionably depend upon the conduct of Israel itself.
According to Israel’s own decision would Jehovah determine Israel’s future.

Vv. 19, 20. “If ye then shall willingly hear, ye shall eat the good of the land; if ye
shall obstinately rebel, ye shall be eaten by the sword: for the mouth of Jehovah
hath spoken it.”

After their justification, both blessing and cursing lay once more before the
justified, as they had both been long before proclaimed by the law (compare v.
19b with Deu. 28: 3ff., Lev. 26: 3ff., and v. 20b with the threat of vengeance
with the sword in Lev. 26:25). The promise of eating, i.e., of the full enjoyment
of domestic blessings, and therefore of settled, peaceful rest at home, is placed
in contrast with the curse of being eaten with the sword. Chereb (the sword) is
the accusative of the instrument, as in Psa. 17:13, 14; but this adverbial
construction without either genitive, adjective, or suffix, as in Exo. 30:20, is
very rarely met with (Ges. § 138, Anm. 3); and in the passage before us it is a
bold construction which the prophet allows himself, instead of saying,
„KELiKAJtO BREXE, for the sake of the paronomasia (Böttcher, Collectanea, p.
161). In the conditional clauses the two futures are followed by two preterites
(compare Lev. 26:21, which is more in conformity with our western mode of
expression), inasmuch as obeying and rebelling are both of them consequences
of an act of will: if ye shall be willing, and in consequence of this obey; if ye
shall refuse, and rebel against Jehovah. They are therefore, strictly speaking,
perfecta consecutiva. According to the ancient mode of writing, the passage vv.
18-20 formed a separate parashah by themselves, viz., a sethumah, or
parashah indicated by spaces left within the line. The piskah after v. 20
corresponds to a long pause in the mind of the speaker. — Will Israel tread the
saving path of forgiveness thus opened before it, and go on to renewed
obedience, and will it be possible for it to be brought back by this path?
Individuals possibly may, but not the whole. The divine appeal therefore
changes now into a mournful complaint. So peaceful a solution as this of the
discord between Jehovah and His children was not to be hoped for. Jerusalem
was far too depraved.

Isa. 1:21.

“How is she become a harlot, the faithful citadel! she, full of right, lodged in
righteousness, and now — murderers.”



It is the keynote of an elegy (kinah) which is sounded here. HKFYJ,̃ and but
rarely ¥YJ,̃ which is an abbreviated form, is expressive of complaint and
amazement. This longer form, like a long-drawn sigh, is a characteristic of the
kinah. The kinoth (Lamentations) of Jeremiah commence with it, and receive
their title from it; whereas the shorter form is indicative of scornful
complaining, and is characteristic of the maÑshoÑl (e.g., Isa. 14: 4, 12; Mic. 2: 4).
From this word, which gives the keynote, the rest all follows, soft, full,
monotonous, long drawn out and slow, just in the style of an elegy. We may see
clearly enough that forms like YTIJáLIMi for TJÁLM̃i, softened by lengthening, were
adapted to elegiac compositions, from the first verse of the Lamentations of
Jeremiah, where three of these forms occur. Jerusalem had previously been a
faithful city, i.e., one stedfastly adhering to the covenant of Jehovah with her
(vid., Psa. 78:37). f15

This covenant was a marriage covenant. And she had broken it, and had thereby
become a zonaÑh (harlot), — a prophetic view, the germs of which had already
been given in the Pentateuch, where the worship of idols on the part of Israel is
called whoring after them (Deu. 31:16; Exo. 34:15, 16; in all, seven times). It
was not, however, merely gross outward idolatry which made the church of
God a “harlot,” but infidelity of heart, in whatever form it might express itself;
so that Jesus described the people of His own time as an “adulterous
generation,” notwithstanding the pharisaical strictness with which the worship
of Jehovah was then observed. For, as the verse before us indicates, this
marriage relation was founded upon right and righteousness in the broadest
sense: mishpat, “right,” i.e., a realization of right answering to the will of God
as positively declared; and tzedek, “righteousness,” i.e., a righteous state
moulded by that will, or a righteous course of conduct regulated according to it
(somewhat different, therefore, from the more qualitative tzedaÑkaÑh) . Jerusalem
was once full of such right; and righteousness was not merely there in the form
of a hastily passing guest, but had come down from above to take up her
permanent abode in Jerusalem: she tarried there day and night as if it were her
home. The prophet had in his mind the times of David and Solomon, and also
more especially the time of Jehoshaphat (about one hundred and fifty years
before Isaiah’s appearance), who restored the administration of justice, which
had fallen into neglect since the closing years of Solomon’s reign and the time
of Rehoboam and Abijah, to which Asa’s reformation had not extended, and re-
organized it entirely in the spirit of the law. It is possible also that Jehoiada, the
high priest in the time of Joash, may have revived the institutions of
Jehoshaphat, so far as they had fallen into disuse under his three godless
successors; but even in the second half of the reign of Joash, the administration
of justice fell into the same disgraceful state, at least as compared with the times
of David, Solomon, and Jehoshaphat, as that in which Isaiah found it. The



glaring contrast between the present and the past is indicated by the expression
“and now.” In all the correct MSS and editions, mishpat is not accented with
zakeph, but with rebia; and baÑh, which ought to have zakeph, is accented with
tiphchah, on account of the brevity of the following clause. In this way the
statement as to the past condition is sufficiently distinguished from that relating
to the present. f16

Isa. 1:22. The complaint now turns from the city generally to the authorities,
and first of all figuratively. V. 22.

“Thy silver has become dross , thy drink mutilated with water.”

It is upon this passage that the figurative language of Jer. 6:27ff. and
Eze. 22:18-22 is founded. Silver is here a figurative representation of the
princes and lords, with special reference to the nobility of character naturally
associated with nobility of birth and rank; for silver — refined silver — is an
image of all that is noble and pure, light in all its purity being reflected by it
(Bähr, Symbolik, i. 284). The princes and lords had once possessed all the
virtues which the Latins called unitedly candor animi, viz., the virtues of
magnanimity, affability, impartiality, and superiority to bribes. This silver had
now become l’sigim, dross, or base metal separated (thrown off) from silver in
the process of refining (sig, pl. sigim, siggim from sug, recedere, refuse left in
smelting, or dross: cf., Pro. 25: 4; 26:23). A second figure compares the leading
men of the older Jerusalem to good wine, such as drinkers like. The word
employed here (sobe) must have been used in this sense by the more cultivated
classes in Isaiah’s time (cf., Nah. 1:10). This pure, strong, and costly wine was
now adulterated with water (lit. castratum, according to Pliny’s expression in
the Natural History: compare the Horatian phrase, jugulare Falernum), and
therefore its strength and odour were weakened, and its worth was diminished.
The present was nothing but the dross and shadow of the past.

Isa. 1:23. In v. 23 the prophet says this without a figure:

“Thy rulers are rebellious, and companions of thieves; every one loveth presents,
and hunteth after payment; the orphan they right not, and the cause of the widow
has no access to them.”

In two words the prophet depicts the contemptible baseness of the national
rulers (saÑrim). He describes first of all their baseness in relation to God, with
the alliterative sorerim: rebellious, refractory; and then, in relation to men,
companions of thieves, inasmuch as they allowed themselves to be bribed by
presents of stolen goods to acts of injustice towards those who had been
robbed. They not only willingly accepted such bribes, and that not merely a few
of them, but every individual belonging to the rank of princes (cullo, equivalent
to haccol, the whole: every one loveth gifts); but they went eagerly in pursuit of



them (rodeph). It was not peace (shaÑlom) that they hunted after (Psa. 34:16),
but shalmonim, things that would pacify their avarice; not what was good, but
compensation for their partiality. — This was the existing state of Jerusalem,
and therefore it would hardly be likely to take the way of mercy opened before
it in v. 18; consequently Jehovah would avail himself of other means of setting
it right: —

Isa. 1:24.

“Therefore , saying of the Lord, of Jehovah of hosts, of the Strong One of Israel: Ah!
I will relieve myself on mine adversaries, and will avenge myself upon mine
enemies.”

Salvation through judgment was the only means of improvement and
preservation left to the congregation, which called itself by the name of
Jerusalem. Jehovah would therefore afford satisfaction to His holiness, and
administer a judicial sifting to Jerusalem. There is no other passage in Isaiah in
which we meet with such a crowding together of different names of God as we
do here (compare Isa. 19: 4; 3: 1; 10:16, 33; 3:15). With three names,
descriptive of the irresistible omnipotence of God, the irrevocable decree of a
sifting judgment is sealed. The word „JUNi, which is used here instead of RMÁJF
and points back to a verb „JÁNF, related to „HANF and HMFHF, corresponds to the
deep, earnest pathos of the words. These verbs, which are imitations of sounds,
all denote a dull hollow groaning. The word used here, therefore, signifies that
which is spoken with significant secrecy and solemn softness. It is never written
absolutely, but is always followed by the subject who speaks (saying of Jehovah
it is, i.e., Jehovah says). We meet with it first of all in Gen. 22:16. In the
prophetic writings it occurs in Obadiah and Joel, but most frequently in
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. It is generally written at the close of the sentence, or
parenthetically in the middle; very rarely at the commencement, as it is here and
in 1Sa. 2:30 and Psa. 110: 1. The “saying” commences with hoi (ah!), the
painfulness of pity being mingled with the determined outbreak of wrath. By the
side of the niphal nikkam min (to be revenged upon a person) we find the niphal
nicham (lit. to console one’s self). The two words are derived from kindred
roots. The latter is conjugated with eÔ in the preformative syllable, the former
with i, according to the older system of vowel-pointing adopted in the East. f17

Jehovah would procure Himself relief from His enemies by letting out upon
them the wrath with which He had hitherto been burdened (Eze. 5:13). He now
calls the masses of Jerusalem by their right name.

Isa. 1:25. V. 25 states clearly in what the revenge consisted with which
Jehovah was inwardly burdened (innakmah, a cohortative with the ah,
indicating internal oppression):



“And I will bring my hand over thee , and will smelt out thy dross as with alkali, and
will clear away all thy lead.”

As long as God leaves a person’s actions or sufferings alone, His hand, i.e., His
acting, is at rest. Bringing the hand over a person signifies a movement of the
hand, which has been hitherto at rest, either for the purpose of inflicting judicial
punishment upon the person named (Amo. 1: 8; Jer. 6: 9; Eze. 38:12;
Psa. 81:15), or else, though this is seldom the case, for the purpose of saving
him (Zec. 13: 7). The reference here is to the divine treatment of Jerusalem, in
which punishment and salvation were combined — punishment as the means,
salvation as the end. The interposition of Jehovah was, as it were, a smelting,
which would sweep away, not indeed Jerusalem itself, but the ungodly in
Jerusalem. They are compared to dross, or (as the verb seems to imply) to ore
mixed with dross, and, inasmuch as lead is thrown off in the smelting of silver,
to such ingredients of lead as Jehovah would speedily and thoroughly remove,
“like alkali,” i.e., “as if with alkali” (cabbor, comparatio decurtata, for
c’babbor: for this mode of dropping Beth after Caph, compare Isa. 9: 3,
Lev. 22:13, and many other passages). By bedilim (from baÑdal, to separate) we
are to understand the several pieces of stannum or lead f18 in which the silver is
contained, and which are separated by smelting, all the baser metals being
distinguished from the purer kinds by the fact that they are combustible (i.e.,
can be oxidized). Both bor, or potash (an alkali obtained from land-plants), and
nether, natron (i.e., soda, or natron obtained from the ashes of marine plants,
which is also met with in many mineral waters), have been employed from the
very earliest times to accelerate the process of smelting, for the purpose of
separating a metal from its ore.

Isa. 1:26. As the threat couched in the previous figure does not point to the
destruction, but simply to the smelting of Jerusalem, there is nothing strange in
the fact that in v. 26 it should pass over into a pure promise; the meltingly soft
and yearningly mournful termination of the clauses with ayich, the keynote of
the later songs of Zion, being still continued.

“And I will bring back thy judges as in the olden time , and thy counsellors as in the
beginning; afterwards thou wilt be called city of righteousness, faithful citadel.”

The threat itself was, indeed, relatively a promise, inasmuch as whatever could
stand the fire would survive the judgment; and the distinct object of this was to
bring back Jerusalem to the purer metal of its own true nature. But when that
had been accomplished, still more would follow. The indestructible kernel that
remained would be crystallized, since Jerusalem would receive back from
Jehovah the judges and counsellors which it had had in the olden flourishing
times of the monarchy, ever since it had become the city of David and of the
temple; not, indeed, the very same persons, but persons quite equal to them in



excellence. Under such God-given leaders Jerusalem would become what it had
once been, and what it ought to be. The names applied to the city indicate the
impression produced by the manifestation of its true nature. The second name is
written without the article, as in fact the word kiryah (city), with its massive,
definite sound, always is in Isaiah. Thus did Jehovah announce the way which it
had been irrevocably determined that He would take with Israel, as the only
way to salvation. Moreover, this was the fundamental principle of the
government of God, the law of Israel’s history.

Isa. 1:27. V. 27 presents it in a brief and concise form:

“Sion will be redeemed through judgment , and her returning ones through
righteousness.”

Mishpat and tzedaÑkaÑh are used elsewhere for divine gifts (Isa. 33: 5; 28: 6), for
such conduct as is pleasing to God (Isa. 1:21; 32:16), and for royal Messianic
virtues (Isa. 9: 6; 11: 3-5; 16: 5; 32: 1). Here, however, where we are helped by
the context, they are to be interpreted according to such parallel passages as
Isa. 4: 4; 5:16; 28:17, as signifying God’s right and righteousness in their
primarily judicious self-fulfilment. A judgment, on the part of God the righteous
One, would be the means by which Zion itself, so far as it had remained faithful
to Jehovah, and those who were converted in the midst of the judgment, would
be redeemed, — a judgment upon sinners and sin, by which the power that had
held in bondage the divine nature of Zion, so far as it still continued to exist,
would be broken, and in consequence of which those who turned to Jehovah
would be incorporated into His true church. Whilst, therefore, God was
revealing Himself in His punitive righteousness; He was working out a
righteousness which would be bestowed as a gift of grace upon those who
escaped the former. The notion of “righteousness” is now following a New
Testament track. In front it has the fire of the law; behind, the love of the
gospel. Love is concealed behind the wrath, like the sun behind the thunder-
clouds. Zion, so far as it truly is or is becoming Zion, is redeemed, and none but
the ungodly are destroyed. But, as is added in the next verse, the latter takes
place without mercy.

Isa. 1:28.

“And breaking up of the rebellious and sinners together; and those who forsake
Jehovah will perish.”

The judicial side of the approaching act of redemption is here expressed in a
way that all can understand. The exclamatory substantive clause in the first half
of the verse is explained by a declaratory verbal clause in the second. The
“rebellious” were those who had both inwardly and outwardly broken away
from Jehovah; “sinners,” those who were living in open sins; and “those who



forsake Jehovah,” such as had become estranged from God in either of these
ways.

Isa. 1:29. Ver. 29 declares how God’s judgment of destruction would fall upon
all of these. The verse is introduced with an explanatory “for” (chi):

“For they become ashamed of the terebinths, in which ye had your delight; and ye
must blush for the gardens, in which ye took pleasure.”

The terebinths and gardens (the second word with the article, as in Hab. 3: 8,
first binharim, then banneharim) are not referred to as objects of luxury, as
Hitzig and Drechsler assume, but as unlawful places of worship and objects of
worship (see Deu. 16:21). They are both of them frequently mentioned by the
prophets in this sense (Isa. 57: 5; 65: 3; 66:17): chaÑmor and baÑchar are also the
words commonly applied to an arbitrary choice of false gods (Isa. 44: 9; 41:24;
66: 3), and bosh min is the general phrase used to denote the shame which falls
upon idolaters, when the worthlessness of their idols becomes conspicuous
through their impotence. On the difference between bosh and chaÑpher, see the
comm. on Psa. 35: 4. f19

The word elim is erroneously translated “idols” in the Septuagint and other
ancient versions. The feeling which led to this, however, was a correct one,
since the places of worship really stand for the idols worshipped in those places.
f20

The excited state of the prophet at the close of his prophecy is evinced by his
abrupt leap from an exclamation to a direct address (Ges. § 137, Anm. 3).

Isa. 1:30. He still continues in the same excitement, piling a second
explanatory sentence upon the first, and commencing this also with “for” (chi);
and then, carried away by the association of ideas, he takes terebinths and
gardens as the future figures of the idolatrous people themselves.

“For ye shall become like a terebinth with withered leaves, and like a garden that
hath no water.”

Their prosperity is destroyed, so that they resemble a terebinth withered as to
its leaves, which in other cases are always green (nobeleth ‘aleah, a genitives
connection according to Ges. § 112, 2). Their sources of help are dried up, so
that they are like a garden without water, and therefore waste. In this withered
state terebinths and gardens, to which the idolatrous are compared, are easily
set on fire. All that is wanted is a spark to kindle them, when they are
immediately in flames.

Isa. 1:31. Ver. 31 shows in a third figure where this spark was to come from:



“And the rich man becomes tow, and his work the spark; and they will both burn
together, and no one extinguishes them.”

The form poalo suggests at first a participial meaning (its maker), but †ŒSXFHE
would be a very unusual epithet to apply to an idol. Moreover, the figure itself
would be a distorted one, since the natural order would be, that the idol would
be the thing that kindled the fire, and the man the object to be set on fire, and
not the reverse. We therefore follow the LXX, Targ., and Vulg., with Gesenius
and other more recent grammarians, and adopt the rendering “his work” (opus
ejus). The forms ŒL f̂pF and ŒL f̂pO (cf., Isa. 52:14 and Jer. 22:13) are two
equally admissible changes of the ground-form ŒL îPF (ŒL îpU). As v. 29 refers to
idolatrous worship, poalo (his work) is an idol, a god made by human hands
(cf., Isa. 2: 8; 37:19, etc.). The prosperous idolater, who could give gold and
silver for idolatrous images out of the abundance of his possessions (chaÑson is
to be interpreted in accordance with Isa. 33: 6), becomes tow (talm. “the refuse
of flax:” the radical meaning is to shake out, viz., in combing), and the idol the
spark which sets this mass of fibre in flames, so that they are both irretrievably
consumed. For the fire of judgment, by which sinners are devoured, need not
come from without. Sin carries the fire of indignation within itself. And an idol
is, as it were, an idolater’s sin embodied and exposed to the light of day.

The date of the composition of this first prophecy is a puzzle. Caspari
thoroughly investigated every imaginary possibility, and at last adopted the
conclusion that it dates from the time of Uzziah, inasmuch as vv. 7-9 do not
relate to an actual, but merely to an ideal, present. But notwithstanding all the
acuteness with which Caspari has worked out his view, it still remains a very
forced one. The oftener we return to the reading of this prophetic address, the
stronger is our impression that vv. 7-9 contain a description of the state of
things which really existed at the time when the words were spoken. There
were actually two devastations of the land of Judah which occurred during the
ministry of Isaiah, and in which Jerusalem was only spared by the miraculous
interposition of Jehovah: one under Ahaz in the year of the Syro-Ephraimitish
war; the other under Hezekiah, when the Assyrian forces laid the land waste but
were scattered at last in their attack upon Jerusalem. The year of the Syro-
Ephraimitish war is supported by Gesenius, Rosenmüller (who expresses a
different opinion in every one of the three editions of his Scholia), Maurer,
Movers, Knobel, Hävernick, and others; the time of the Assyrian oppression by
Hitzig, Umbreit, Drechsler, and Luzzatto. Now, whichever of these views we
may adopt, there will still remain, as a test of its admissiblity, the difficult
question, How did this prophecy come to stand at the head of the book, if it
belonged to the time of Uzziah-Jotham? This question, upon which the solution
of the difficulty depends, can only be settled when we come to Isa. 6. Till then,



the date of the composition of Isa. 1 must be left undecided. It is enough for the
present to know, that, according to the accounts given in the books of Kings
and Chronicles, there were two occasions when the situation of Jerusalem
resembled the one described in the present chapter.

The Way of General Judgment; or the Course of Israel from False
Glory to the True — Ch. 2-4

Isa. 2: 1. The limits of this address are very obvious. The end of Isa. 4
connects itself with the beginning of Isa. 2, so as to form a circle. After various
alternations of admonition, reproach, and threatening, the prophet reaches at
last the object of the promise with which he started. Ch. 5, on the other hand,
commences afresh with a parable. It forms an independent address, although it
is included, along with the previous chapters, under the heading in Isa. 2: 1:

“The word which Isaiah the son of Amoz saw over Judah and Jerusalem.”

Ch. 2-5 may have existed under this heading before the whole collection arose.
It was then adopted in this form into the general collection, so as to mark the
transition from the prologue to the body of the book. The prophet describes
what he here says concerning Judah and Jerusalem as “the word which he saw.”
When men speak to one another, the words are not seen, but heard. But when
God spoke to the prophet, it was in a supersensuous way, and the prophet saw
it. The mind indeed has no more eyes than ears; but a mind qualified to perceive
what is supersensuous is altogether eye.

The manner in which Isaiah commences this second address is altogether
unparalleled. There is no other example of a prophecy beginning with HYFHFWi.
And it is very easy to discover the reason why. The praet. consecutivum
vÿhaÑyaÑh derives the force of a future from the context alone; whereas the fut.
consecutivum vay’hi (with which historical books and sections very generally
commence) is shown to be an aorist by its simple form. Moreover, the Vav in
the fut. consecut. has almost entirely lost its copulative character; in the praet.
consec., on the other hand, it retains it with all the greater force. The prophet
therefore commences with “and”; and it is from what follows, not from what
goes before, that we learn that hayah is used in a future sense. But this is not
the only strange thing. It is also an unparalleled occurrence, for a prophetic
address, which runs as this does through all the different phases of the prophetic
discourses generally (viz., exhortation, reproof, threatening, and promise), to
commence with a promise. We are in a condition, however, to explain the cause
of this remarkable phenomenon with certainty, and not merely to resort to
conjecture. Vv. 2-4 do not contain Isaiah’s own words, but the words of
another prophet taken out of their connection. We find them again in Mic. 4: 1-
4; and whether Isaiah took them from Micah, or whether both Isaiah and Micah



took them from some common source, in either case they were not originally
Isaiah’s. f21

Nor was it even intended that they should appear to be his. Isaiah has not fused
them into the general flow of his own prophecy, as the prophets usually do with
the predictions of their predecessors. He does not reproduce them, but, as we
may observe from the abrupt commencement, he quote them. It is true, this
hardly seems to tally with the heading, which describes what follows as the
word of Jehovah which Isaiah saw. But the discrepancy is only an apparent one.
It was the spirit of prophecy, which called to Isaiah’s remembrance a prophetic
saying that had already been uttered, and made it the starting-point of the
thoughts which followed in Isaiah’s mind. The borrowed promise is not
introduced for its own sake, but is simply a self-explaining introduction to the
exhortations and threatenings which follow, and through which the prophet
works his way to a conclusion of his own, that is closely intertwined with the
borrowed commencement.

Isa. 2: 2. The subject of the borrowed prophecy is Israel’s future glory:

“And it cometh to pass at the end of the days, the mountain of the house of Jehovah
will be set at the top of the mountains, and exalted over hills; and all nations pour
unto it.”

The expression “the last days” (acharith hayyamim, “the end of the days”),
which does not occur anywhere else in Isaiah, is always used in an
eschatological sense. It never refers to the course of history immediately
following the time being, but invariably indicates the furthest point in the history
of this life — the point which lies on the outermost limits of the speaker’s
horizon. This horizon was a very fluctuating one. The history of prophecy is
just the history of its gradual extension, and of the filling up of the intermediate
space. In Jacob’s blessing (Gen. 49) the conquest of the land stood in the
foreground of the acharith or last days, and the perspective was regulated
accordingly. But here in Isaiah the acharith contained no such mixing together
of events belonging to the more immediate and the most distant future. It was
therefore the last time in its most literal and purest sense, commencing with the
beginning of the New Testament aeon, and terminating at its close (compare
Heb. 1: 1, 1Pe. 1:20, with 1Co. 15 and the Revelation). The prophet here
predicted that the mountain which bore the temple of Jehovah, and therefore
was already in dignity the most exalted of all mountains, would. one day tower
in actual height above all the high places of the earth. The basaltic mountains of
Bashan, which rose up in bold peaks and columns, might now look down with
scorn and contempt upon the small limestone hill which Jehovah had chosen
(Psa. 68:16, 17); but this was an incongruity which the last times would
remove, by making the outward correspond to the inward, the appearance to



the reality and the intrinsic worth. That this is the prophet’s meaning is
confirmed by Eze. 40: 2, where the temple mountain looks gigantic to the
prophet, and also by Zec. 14:10, where all Jerusalem is described as towering
above the country round about, which would one day become a plain. The
question how this can possibly take place in time, since it presupposes a
complete subversion of the whole of the existing order of the earth’s surface, is
easily answered. The prophet saw the new Jerusalem of the last days on this
side, and the new Jerusalem of the new earth on the other (Rev. 21:10), blended
as it were together, and did not distinguish the one from the other. But whilst
we thus avoid all unwarrantable spiritualizing, it still remains a question what
meaning the prophet attached to the word b’rosh (“at the top”). Did he mean
that Moriah would one day stand upon the top of the mountains that
surrounded it (as in Psa. 72:16), or that it would stand at their head (as in
1Ki. 21: 9, 12, Amo. 6: 7, Jer. 31: 7)? The former is Hofmann’s view, as given
in his Weissagung und Erfüllung, ii. 217: “he did not indeed mean that the
mountains would be piled up one upon the other, and the temple mountain upon
the top, but that the temple mountain would appear to float upon the summit of
the others.” But as the expression “will be set” (nacon) does not favour this
apparently romantic exaltation, and b’rosh occurs more frequently in the sense
of “at the head” than in that of “on the top,” I decide for my own part in
favour of the second view, though I agree so far with Hofmann, that it is not
merely an exaltation of the temple mountain in the estimation of the nations that
is predicted, but a physical and external elevation also. And when thus
outwardly exalted, the divinely chosen mountain would become the rendezvous
and centre of unity for all nations. They would all “flow unto it” (naÑhar, a
denom. verb, from naÑhaÑr, a river, as in Jer. 51:44; 31:12). It is the temple of
Jehovah which, being thus rendered visible to nations afar off, exerts such
magnetic attraction, and with such success. Just as at a former period men had
been separated and estranged from one another in the plain of Shinar, and thus
different nations had first arisen; so would the nations at a future period
assemble together on the mountain of the house of Jehovah, and there, as
members of one family, live together in amity again. And as Babel (confusion,
as its name signifies) was the place whence the stream of nations poured into all
the world; so would Jerusalem (the city of peace) become the place into which
the stream of nations would empty itself, and where all would be reunited once
more. At the present time there was only one people, viz., Israel, which made
pilgrimages to Zion on the great festivals, but it would be very different then.

Isa. 2: 3.

“And peoples in multitude go and say, Come, let us go up to the mountain of
Jehovah, to the house of the God of Jacob; let Him instruct us out of His ways, and
we will walk in His paths.”



This is their signal for starting, and their song by the way (cf., Zec. 8:21, 22).
What urges them on is the desire for salvation. Desire for salvation expresses
itself in the name they give to the point towards which they are travelling: they
call Moriah “the mountain of Jehovah,” and the temple upon it “the house of
the God of Jacob.” Through frequent use, Israel had become the popular name
for the people of God; but the name they employ is the choicer name Jacob,
which is the name of affection in the mouth of Micah, of whose style we are
also reminded by the expression “many peoples” (ammim rabbim). Desire for
salvation expresses itself in the object of their journey; they wish Jehovah to
teach them “out of His ways,” — a rich source of instruction with which they
desire to be gradually entrusted. The preposition min (out of, or from) is not
partitive here, but refers, as in Psa. 94:12, to the source of instruction. The
“ways of Jehovah” are the ways which God Himself takes, and by which men
are led by Him — the revealed ordinances of His will and action. Desire for
salvation also expresses itself in the resolution with which they set out: they not
only wish to learn, but are resolved to act according to what they learn. “We
will walk in His paths:” the hortative is used here, as it frequently is (e.g.,
Gen. 27: 4, vid., Ges. § 128, 1, c), to express either the subjective intention or
subjective conclusion. The words supposed to be spoken by the multitude of
heathen going up to Zion terminate here. The prophet then adds the reason and
object of this holy pilgrimage of the nations: “For instruction will go out from
Zion, and the word of Jehovah from Jerusalem.” The principal emphasis is
upon the expressions “from Zion” and “from Jerusalem.” It is a triumphant
utterance of the sentiment that “salvation is of the Jews” (Joh. 4:22). From
Zion-Jerusalem there would go forth thorah, i.e., instruction as to the questions
which man has to put to God, and debar Jehovah, the word of Jehovah, which
created the world at first, and by which it is spiritually created anew. Whatever
promotes the true prosperity of the nations, comes from Zion-Jerusalem. There
the nations assemble together; they take it thence to their own homes, and thus
Zion-Jerusalem becomes the fountain of universal good. For from the time that
Jehovah made choice of Zion, the holiness of Sinai was transferred to Zion
(Psa. 68:17), which now presented the same aspect as Sinai had formerly done,
when God invested it with holiness by appearing there in the midst of myriads
of angels. What had been commenced at Sinai for Israel, would be completed at
Zion for all the world. This was fulfilled on that day of Pentecost, when the
disciples, the first-fruits of the church of Christ, proclaimed the thorah of Zion,
i.e., the gospel, in the languages of all the world. It was fulfilled, as Theodoret
observes, in the fact that the word of the gospel, rising from Jerusalem “as from
a fountain,” flowed through the whole of the known world. But these
fulfilments were only preludes to a conclusion which is still to be looked for in
the future. For what is promised in the following verse is still altogether
unfulfilled.



Isa. 2: 4.

“And He will judge between the nations, and deliver justice to many peoples; and
they forge their swords into coulters, and their spears into pruning-hooks: nation
lifts not up the sword against nation, neither do they exercise themselves in war any
more.”

Since the nations betake themselves in this manner as pupils to the God of
revelation and the word of His revelation, He becomes the supreme judge and
umpire among them. If any dispute arise, it is no longer settled by the
compulsory force of war, but by the word of God, to which all bow with willing
submission. With such power as this in the peace-sustaining word of God
(Zec. 9:10), there is no more need for weapons of iron: they are turned into the
instruments of peaceful employment, into ittim (probably a synonym for ethim
in 1Sa. 13:21), plough-knives or coulters, which cut the furrows for the
ploughshare to turn up and mazmeroth , bills or pruning-hooks, with which
vines are pruned to increase their fruit-bearing power. There is also no more
need for military practice, for there is no use in exercising one’s self in what
cannot be applied. It is useless, and men dislike it. There is peace, not an armed
peace, but a full, true, God-given and blessed peace. What even a Kant
regarded as possible is now realized, and that not by the so-called Christian
powers, but by the power of God, who favours the object for which an Elihu
Burritt enthusiastically longs, rather than the politics of the Christian powers. It
is in war that the power of the beast culminates in the history of the world. This
beast will then be destroyed. The true humanity which sin has choked up will
gain the mastery, and the world’s history will keep Sabbath. And may we not
indulge the hope, on the ground of such prophetic words as these, that the
history of the world will not terminate without having kept a Sabbath? Shall we
correct Isaiah, according to Quenstedt, lest we should become chiliasts? “The
humanitarian ideas of Christendom,” says a thoughtful Jewish scholar, “have
their roots in the Pentateuch, and more especially in Deuteronomy. But in the
prophets, particularly in Isaiah, they reach a height which will probably not be
attained and fully realized by the modern world for centuries to come.” Yet they
will be realized. What the prophetic words appropriated by Isaiah here affirm, is
a moral postulate, the goal of sacred history, the predicted counsel of God.

Isa. 2: 5. Isaiah presents himself to his contemporaries with this older prophecy
of the exalted and world-wide calling of the people of Jehovah, holds it up
before them as a mirror, and exclaims in v. 5,

“O house of Jacob, come, let us walk in the light of Jehovah.”

This exhortation is formed under the influence of the context, from which vv. 2-
4 are taken, as we may see from Mic. 4: 5, and also of the quotation itself. The
use of the term Jacob instead of Israel is not indeed altogether strange to Isaiah



(Isa. 8:17; 10:20, 21; 29:23), but he prefers the use of Israel (compare Isa. 1:24
with Gen. 49:24). With the words “O house of Jacob” he now turns to his
people, whom so glorious a future awaits, because Jehovah has made it the
scene of His manifested presence and grace, and summons it to walk in the light
of such a God, to whom all nations will press at the end of the days. The
summons, “Come, let us walk,” is the echo of v. 3, “Come, let us go;” and as
Hitzig observes, “Isaiah endeavours, like Paul in Rom. 11:14, to stir up his
countrymen to a noble jealousy, by setting before them the example of the
heathen.” The “light of Jehovah” (‘or Jehovah, in which the echo of v’yorenu in
v. 3 is hardly accidental; cf., Pro. 6:23) is the knowledge of Jehovah Himself, as
furnished by means of positive revelation, His manifested love. It was now high
time to walk in the light of Jehovah, i.e., to turn this knowledge into life, and
reciprocate this love; and it was especially necessary to exhort Israel to this,
now that Jehovah had given up His people, just because in their perverseness
they had done the very opposite. This mournful declaration, which the prophet
was obliged to make in order to explain his warning cry, he changes into the
form of a prayerful sigh.

Isa. 2: 6.

“For Thou hast rejected Thy people , the house of Jacob; for they are filled with
things from the east, and are conjurors like the Philistines; and with the children of
foreigners they go hand in hand.”

Here again we have “for” (chi) twice in succession; the first giving the reason
for the warning cry, the second vindicating the reason assigned. The words are
addressed to Jehovah, not to the people. Saad., Gecatilia, and Rashi adopt the
rendering, “Thou has given up thy nationality;” and this rendering is supported
by J. D. Michaelis, Hitzig, and Luzzatto. But the word means “people,” not
“nationality;” and the rendering is inadmissible, and would never have been
thought of were it not that there was apparently something strange in so sudden
an introduction of an address to God. But in Isa. 2: 9; 9: 2, and other passages,
the prophecy takes the form of a prayer. And naÑtash (cast off) with aÑm (people)
for its object recals such passages as Psa. 94:14 and 1Sa. 12:22. Jehovah had
put away His people, i.e., rejected them, and left them to themselves, for the
following reasons:

(1.) Because they were “full from the east” (mikkedem: min denotes the source
from which a person draws and fills himself, Jer. 51:34, Eze. 32: 6), i.e., full of
eastern manners and customs, more especially of idolatrous practices. By “the
east” (kedem) we are to understand Arabia as far as the peninsula of Sinai, and
also the Aramaean lands of the Euphrates. Under Uzziah and Jotham, whose
sway extended to Elath, the seaport town of the Elanitic Gulf, the influence of
the south-east predominated; but under Ahaz and Hezekiah, on account of their



relations to Asshur, Aram, and Babylon, that of the north-east. The conjecture
of Gesenius, that we should read mikkesem, i.e., of soothsaying, it a very
natural one; but it obliterates without any necessity the name of the region from
which Judah’s imitative propensities received their impulse and materials.

(2.) They were onenim (= meonenim, Mic. 5:11, from the poel onen:
2Ki. 21: 6), probably “cloud-gatherers” or “storm-raisers,” f22 like the
Philistines (the people conquered by Uzziah, and then again by Hezekiah),
among whom witchcraft was carried on in guilds, whilst a celebrated oracle of
Baal-Zebub existed at Ekron.

(3.) And they make common cause with children of foreigners. This is the
explanation adopted by Gesenius, Knobel, and others. SaÑphak with cappaim
signifies to clap hands (Job. 27:23). The hiphil followed by Beth is only used
here in the sense of striking hands with a person. Luzzatto explains it as
meaning, “They find satisfaction in the children of foreigners; it is only through
them that they are contented;” but this is contrary to the usage of the language,
according to which hispik in post-biblical Hebrew signifies either suppeditare or
(like saphak in 1Ki. 20:10) sufficere. Jerome renders it pueris alienis
adhaeserunt; but yalde naÑcÿrim does not mean pueri alieni, boys hired for
licentious purposes, but the “sons of strangers” generally (Isa. 60:10; 61: 5),
with a strong emphasis upon their unsanctified birth, the heathenism inherited
from their mother’s womb. With heathen by birth, the prophet would say, the
people of Jehovah made common cause.

Isa. 2: 7, 8. In vv. 7, 8 he describes still further how the land of the people of
Jehovah, in consequence of all this (on the future consec. see Ges. § 129, 2, a),
was crammed full of objects of luxury, of self-confidence, of estrangement from
God:

“And their land is filled with silver and gold, and there is no end of their treasures;
and their land is filled with horses, and there is no end of their chariots. And their
land is filled with — idols; the work of their own hands they worship, that which
their own fingers have made.”

The glory of Solomon, which revived under Uzziah’s fifty-two years’ reign, and
was sustained through Jotham’s reign of sixteen years, carried with it the curse
of the law; for the law of the king, in Deu. 17:14ff., prohibited the multiplying
of horses, and also the accumulation of gold and silver. Standing armies, and
stores of national treasures, like everything else which ministers to carnal self-
reliance, were opposed to the spirit of the theocracy. Nevertheless Judaea was
immeasurably full of such seductions to apostasy; and not of those alone, but
also of things which plainly revealed it, viz., of elilim, idols (the same word is
used in Lev. 19: 4; 26: 1, from elil, vain or worthless; it is therefore equivalent



to “not-gods”). They worshipped the work of “their own” hands, what “their
own” fingers had made: two distributive singulars, as in Isa. 5:23, the hands and
fingers of every individual (vid., Mic. 5:12, 13, where the idols are classified).
The condition of the land, therefore, was not only opposed to the law of the
king, but at variance with the decalogue also. The existing glory was the most
offensive caricature of the glory promised to the nation; for the people, whose
God was one day to become the desire and salvation of all nations, had
exchanged Him for the idols of the nations, and was vying with them in the
appropriation of heathen religion and customs.

Isa. 2: 9-11. It was a state ripe for judgment, from which, therefore, the
prophet could at once proceed, without any further preparation, to the
proclamation of judgment itself. V. 9.

“Thus, then, men are bowed down, and lords are brought low; and forgive them —
no, that Thou wilt not.”

The consecutive futures depict the judgment, as one which would follow by
inward necessity from the worldly and ungodly glory of the existing state of
things. The future is frequently used in this way (for example, in Isa. 9: 7ff.). It
was a judgment by which small and great, i.e., the people in all its classes, were
brought down from their false eminence. “Men” and “lords” (aÑdaÑm and ish, as
in Isa. 5:15, Psa. 49: 3, and Pro. 8: 4, and like aÏÂnqrwpoj and aÏnhÂr in the Attic
dialect), i.e., men who were lost in the crowd, and men who rose above it, —
all of them the judgment would throw down to the ground, and that without
mercy (Rev. 6:15). The prophet expresses the conviction (al as in 2Ki. 6:27),
that on this occasion God neither could nor would take away the sin by
forgiving it. There was nothing left for them, therefore, but to carry out the
command of the prophet in v. 10:

“Creep into the rock, and bury thyself in the dust, before the terrible look of
Jehovah, and before the glory of His majesty.”

The glorious nation would hide itself most ignominiously, when the only true
glory of Jehovah, which had been rejected by it, was manifested in judgment.
They would conceal themselves in holes of the rocks, as if before a hostile army
(Jud. 6: 2; 1Sa. 13: 6; 14:11), and bury themselves with their faces in the sand,
as if before the fatal simoom of the desert, that they might not have to bear this
intolerable sight. And when Jehovah manifested Himself in this way in the fiery
glance of judgment, the result summed up in v. 11 must follow:

“The people’s eyes of haughtiness are humbled, and the pride of their lords is
bowed down; and Jehovah, He only, stands exalted in that day.”

The result of the process of judgment is expressed in perfects: nisgab is the
third pers. praet., not the participle: Jehovah “is exalted,” i.e., shows Himself as



exalted, whilst the haughty conduct of the people is brought down (shaÑphel is a
verb, not an adjective; it is construed in the singular by attraction, and either
refers to aÑdaÑm, man or people: Ges. § 148, 1; or what is more probable, to the
logical unity of the compound notion which is taken as subject, the constr. ad
synesin s. sensum: Thiersch, § 118), and the pride of the lords is bowed down
(shach = shaÑchach, Job. 9:13). The first strophe of the proclamation of
judgment appended to the prophetic saying in vv. 2-4 is here brought to a close.
The second strophe reaches to v. 17, where v. 11 is repeated as a concluding
verse.

Isa. 2:12. The expression “that day” suggests the inquiry, What day is referred
to? The prophet answers this question in the second strophe.

V. 12. “For Jehovah of hosts hath a day over everything towering and lofty, and
over everything exalted; and it becomes low.”

“Jehovah hath a day” (yom layehovah), lit., there is to Jehovah a day, which
already exists as a finished divine thought in that wisdom by which the course of
history is guided (Isa. 37:26, cf., 22:11), the secret of which He revealed to the
prophets, who from the time of Obadiah and Joel downwards proclaimed that
day with one uniform watchword. But when the time appointed for that day
should arrive, it would pass out of the secret of eternity into the history of time,
— a day of world-wide judgment, which would pass, through the omnipotence
with which Jehovah rules over the hither as well as lower spheres of the whole
creation, upon all worldly glory, and it would be brought low (shaphel). The
current accentuation of v. 12b is wrong; correct MSS have Lˆwith mercha,
JVN‰LK with tifcha. The word vÿshaÑphel (third pers. praet. with the root-
vowel eÝ) acquires the force of a future, although no grammatical future
precedes it, from the future character of the day itself: “and it will sink down”
(Ges. § 126, 4).

Isa. 2:13, 14. The prophet then proceeds to enumerate all the high things upon
which that day would fall, arranging them two and two, and binding them in
pairs by a double correlative Vav. The day of Jehovah comes, as the first two
pairs affirm, upon everything lofty in nature. Vv. 13, 14.

“As upon all the cedars of Lebanon, the lofty and exalted, so upon all the oaks of
Bashan. As upon all mountains, the lofty ones, so upon all hills the exalted ones.”

But wherefore upon all this majestic beauty of nature? Is all this merely
figurative? Knobel regards it as merely a figurative description of the grand
buildings of the time of Uzziah and Jotham, in the erection of which wood had
been used from Lebanon as well as from Bashan, on the western slopes of
which the old shady oaks (sindiaÑn and balluÑt) are flourishing still. f23



But the idea that trees can be used to signify the houses built with the good
obtained from them, is one that cannot be sustained from Isa. 9: 9 (10), where
the reference is not to houses built of sycamore and cedar wood, but to trunks
of trees of the king mentioned; nor even from Nah. 2: 4 (3), where
habberoshim refers to the fir lances which are brandished about in haughty
thirst for battle. So again mountains and hills cannot denote the castles and
fortifications built upon them, more especially as these are expressly mentioned
in v. 15 in the most literal terms. In order to understand the prophet, we must
bear in mind what the Scriptures invariably assume, from their first chapter to
the very close, namely, that the totality of nature is bound up with man in one
common history; that man and the totality of nature are inseparably connected
together as centre and circumference; that this circumference is affected by the
sin which proceeds from man, as well as by the anger or the mercy which
proceeds from God to man; that the judgments of God, as the history of the
nations proves, involve in fellow-suffering even that part of the creation which
is not free; and that this participation in the “corruption” (phthora) and “glory”
(doxa) of humanity will come out with peculiar distinctness and force at the
close of the world’s history, in a manner corresponding to the commencement;
and lastly, that the world in its present condition needs a palingenesia, or
regeneration, quite as much as the corporeal nature of man, before it can
become an object of good pleasure on the part of God. We cannot be surprised,
therefore, that, in accordance with this fundamental view of the Scriptures,
when the judgment of God fell upon Israel, it should also be described as going
down to the land of Israel, and as overthrowing not only the false glory of the
nation itself, but everything glorious in the surrounding nature, which had been
made to minister to its national pride and love of show, and to which its sin
adhered in many different ways. What the prophet foretold began to be fulfilled
even in the Assyrian wars. The cedar woods of Lebanon were unsparingly
destroyed; the heights and valleys of the land were trodden down and laid
waste; and, in the period of the great empires which commenced with Tiglath-
pileser, the Holy Land was reduced to a shadow of its former promised beauty.

Isa. 2:15, 16. The glory of nature is followed by what is lofty and glorious in
the world of men, such as magnificent fortifications, grand commercial
buildings, and treasures which minister to the lust of the eye.

Vv. 15, 16. “As upon every high tower, so upon every fortified wall. As upon all
ships of Tarshish, so upon all works of curiosity.”

It was by erecting fortifications for offence and defence, both lofty and steep
(baÑzur, praeruptus, from baÑzar, abrumpere, secernere), that Uzziah and Jotham
especially endeavoured to serve Jerusalem and the land at large. The chronicler
relates, with reference to Uzziah, in 2Ch. 26, that he built strong towers above



“the corner-gate, the valley-gate, and the southern point of the cheesemakers’
hollow,” and fortified these places, which had probably been till that time the
weakest points in Jerusalem; also that he built towers in the desert (probably in
the desert between Beersheba and Gaza, to increase the safety of the land, and
the numerous flocks which were pastured in the shephelah, i.e., the western
portion of southern Palestine). With regard to Jotham, it is related in both the
book of Kings (2Ki. 15:32ff.) and the Chronicles, that he built the upper gate of
the temple; and in the Chronicles (2Ch. 27) that he fortified the ‘Ofel, i.e., the
southern spur of the temple hill, still more strongly, and built cities on the
mountains of Judah, and erected castles and towers in the forests (to watch for
hostile attacks and ward them off). Hezekiah also distinguished himself by
building enterprises of this kind (2Ch. 32:27-30). But the allusion to the ships of
Tarshish takes us to the times of Uzziah and Jotham, and not to those of
Hezekiah (as Psa. 48: 7 does to the time of Jehoshaphat); for the seaport town
of Elath, which was recovered by Uzziah, was lost again to the kingdom of
Judah during the reign of Ahaz. Jewish ships sailed from this Elath (Ailath)
through the Red Sea and round the coast of Africa to the harbour of Tartessus,
the ancient Phoenician emporium of the maritime region watered by the Baetis
(Guadalquivir), which abounded in silver, and then returned through the Pillars
of Hercules (the Straits of Gibraltar: vid., Duncker, Gesch. i. 312-315). It was
to these Tartessus vessels that the expression “ships of Tarshish” primarily
referred, though it was afterwards probably applied to mercantile ships in
general. The following expression, “works of curiosity” (sechiyyoth
hachemdah), is taken in far too restricted a sense by those who limit it, as the
LXX have done, to the ships already spoken of, or understand it, as Gesenius
does, as referring to beautiful flags. Jerome’s rendering is correct: “et super
omne quod visu pulcrum est” (and upon everything beautiful to look at);
seciyyaÑh, from saÑcaÑh, to look (see Job, p. 468), is sight generally. The reference
therefore is to all kinds of works of art, whether in sculpture or paintings
(mascith is used of both), which delighted the observer by their imposing,
tasteful appearance. Possibly, however, there is a more especial reference to
curiosities of art and nature, which were brought by the trading vessels from
foreign lands.

Isa. 2:17. Ver. 17 closes the second strophe of the proclamation of judgment
appended to the earlier prophetic word:

“And the haughtiness of the people is bowed down , and the pride of the lords
brought low; and Jehovah, He alone, stands exalted on that day.”

The closing refrain only varies a little from v. 11. The subjects of the verbs are
transposed. With a feminine noun denoting a thing, it is almost a rule that the
predicate shall be placed before it in masculine (Ges. § 147, a).



Isa. 2:18. The closing refrain of the next two strophes is based upon the
concluding clause of v. 10. The proclamation of judgment turns now to the
elilim, which, as being at the root of all the evil, occupied the lowest place in
the things of which the land was full (vv. 7, 8). In a short verse of one clause
consisting of only three words, their future is declared as it were with a
lightning-flash. V. 18. “And the idols utterly pass away.” The translation shows
the shortness of the verse, but not the significant synallage numeri. The idols
are one and all a mass of nothingness, which will be reduced to absolute
annihilation: they will vanish caÑlil, i.e., either “they will utterly perish” (funditus
peribunt), or, as caÑlil is not used adverbially in any other passage, “they will all
perish” (tota peribunt, Jud. 20:40) — their images, their worship, even their
names and their memory (Zec. 13: 2).

Isa. 2:19. What the idolaters themselves will do when Jehovah has so
completely deprived their idols of all their divinity, is then described in v. 19:

“And they will creep into caves in the rocks, and cellars in the earth, before the
terrible look of Jehovah, and before the glory of His majesty, when He ariseth to put
the earth in terror.”

MeaÑraÑh is a natural cave, and mechillah a subterraneous excavation: this is
apparently the distinction between the two synonyms. “To put the earth in
terror:” laarotz haÑ-aretz, a significant paronomasia, which can be reproduced in
Latin, thus: ut terreat terram. Thus the judgment would fall upon the earth
without any limitation, upon men universally (compare the word haÑ-aÑdaÑm in v.
20, which is scarcely ever applied to a single individual (Jos. 14:15), excepting,
of course, the first man, but generally to men, or to the human race) and upon
the totality of nature as interwoven in the history of man — one complete
whole, in which sin, and therefore wrath, had gained the upper hand. When
Jehovah rose up, i.e., stood up from His heavenly throne, to reveal the glory
manifested in heaven, and turn its judicial fiery side towards the sinful earth, the
earth would receive such a shock as would throw it into a state resembling the
chaos of the beginning. We may see very clearly from Rev. 6:15, where this
description is borrowed, that the prophet is here describing the last judgment,
although from a national point of view and bounded by a national horizon.

Isa. 2:20. Ver. 20 forms the commencement to the fourth strophe:

“In that day will a man cast away his idols of gold and his idols of silver, which
they made for him to worship, to the moles and to the bats.”

The traditional text separates lachpor peroth into two words, f24 though without
its being possible to discover what they are supposed to mean. The reason for
the separation was simply the fact that plurilitera were at one time altogether
misunderstood and regarded as composita: for other plurilitera, written as two



words, compare Isa. 61: 1, Hos. 4:18, Jer. 46:20. The prophet certainly
pronounced the word lachparpaÑroth (Ewald, § 157, c); and chapharpaÑraÑh is
apparently a mole (lit. thrower up of the soil), talpa, as it is rendered by Jerome
and interpreted by Rashi. Gesenius and Knobel, however, have raised this
objection, that the mole is never found in houses. But are we necessarily to
assume that they would throw their idols into lumber-rooms, and not hide them
in holes and crevices out of doors? The mole, the shrew-mouse, and the bat,
whose name (atalleph) is regarded by Schultens as a compound word (atal-eph,
night-bird), are generically related, according to both ancient and modern
naturalists. Bats are to birds what moles are to the smaller beasts of prey (vid.,
Levysohn, Zoologie des Talmud, p. 102). The LXX combine with these two
words l’hishtachavoth (to worship). Malbim and Luzzatto adopt this rendering,
and understand the words to mean that they would sink down to the most
absurd descriptions of animal worship. But the accentuation, which does not
divide the verse at ŒL‰wV F̂, as we should expect if this were the meaning, is
based upon the correct interpretation. The idolaters, convinced of the
worthlessness of their idols through the judicial interposition of God, and
enraged at the disastrous manner in which they had been deceived, would throw
away with curses the images of gold and silver which artists’ hands had made
according to their instructions, and hide them in the holes of bats and in mole-
hills, to conceal them from the eyes of the Judge, and then take refuge there
themselves after ridding themselves of this useless and damnable burden.

Isa. 2:21, 22.

“To creep into the cavities of the stone-blocks, and into the clefts of the rocks,
before the terrible look of Jehovah, and before the glory of His majesty, when He
arises to put the earth in terror.”

Thus ends the fourth strophe of this “dies irae, dies illa,” which is appended to
the earlier prophetic word. But there follows, as an epiphonem, this nota bene
in v. 22:

Oh , then, let man go, in whose nose is a breath; for what is he estimated at?

The Septuagint leaves this verse out altogether. But was it so utterly
unintelligible then? Jerome adopted a false pointing, and has therefore given this
marvellous rendering: excelsus (baÑmaÑh!) reputatus est ipse, by which Luther
was apparently misled. But if we look backwards and forwards, it is impossible
to mistake the meaning of the verse, which must be regarded not only as the
resultant of what precedes it, but also as the transition to what follows. It is
preceded by the prediction of the utter demolition of everything which ministers
to the pride and vain confidence of men; and in Isa. 3: 1ff. the same prediction
is resumed, with a more special reference to the Jewish state, from which



Jehovah is about to take away every prop, so that it shall utterly collapse.
Accordingly the prophet exhorts, in v. 22, to a renunciation of trust in man, and
everything belonging to him, just as in Psa. 118: 8, 9; 146: 3, and Jer. 17: 5.
The construction is as general as that of a gnome. The dat. commodi „KELF (Ges.
§ 154, 3, e) renders the exhortation both friendly and urgent: from regard to
yourselves, for your own good, for your own salvation, desist from man, i.e.,
from your confidence in him, in whose nose (in cujus naso, the singular, as in
Job. 27: 3; whereas the plural is used in Gen. 2: 7 in the same sense, in nares
ejus, “into his nostrils”) is a breath, a breath of life, which God gave to him, and
can take back as soon as He will (Job. 34:14; Psa. 104:29). Upon the breath,
which passes out and in through his nose, his whole earthly existence is
suspended; and this, when once lost, is gone for ever (Job. 7: 7). It is upon this
breath, therefore, that all the confidence placed in man must rest, — a bad soil
and foundation! Under these conditions, and with this liability to perish in a
moment, the worth of man as a ground of confidence is really nothing. This
thought is expressed here in the form of a question: At (for) what is he
estimated, or to be estimated? The passive participle nechshaÑb combines with
the idea of the actual (aestimatus) that of the necessary (aestimandus), and also
of the possible or suitable (aestimabilis); and that all the more because the
Semitic languages have no special forms for the latter notions. The Beth is Beth
pretii, corresponding to the Latin genitive (quanti) or ablative (quanto), — a
modification of the Beth instrumenti, the price being regarded as the medium of
exchange or purchase: “at what is he estimated,” not with what is he compared,
which would be expressed by ‘eth (Isa. 53:12; compare metaÂ, Luke 22:37) or
‘im (Psa. 88: 5). The word is HmEbÁ, not HMEbI, because this looser form is only
found in cases where a relative clause follows (eo quod, Ecc. 3:22), and not
bammaÑh, because this termination with aÝ is used exclusively where the next
word begins with Aleph, or where it is a pausal word (as in 1Ki. 22:21); in
every other case we have bammeh. The question introduced with this quanto
(quanti), “at what,” cannot be answered by any positive definition of value. The
worth of man, regarded in himself, and altogether apart from God, is really
nothing.

The proclamation of judgment pauses at this porisma, but only for the purpose
of gathering fresh strength. The prophet has foretold in four strophes the
judgment of God upon every exalted thing in the kosmos that has fallen away
from communion with God, just as Amos commences his book with a round of
judgments, which are uttered in seven strophes of uniform scope, bursting like
seven thunder-claps upon the nations of the existing stage of history. The
seventh stroke falls upon Judah, over which the thunderstorm rests after finding
such abundant booty. And in the same manner Isaiah, in the instance before us,
reduces the universal proclamation of judgment to one more especially affecting



Judah and Jerusalem. The current of the address breaks through the bounds of
the strophe; and the exhortation in Isa. 2:22 not to trust in man, the reason for
which is assigned in what precedes, also forms a transition from the universal
proclamation of judgment to the more special one in Isa. 3: 1, where the
prophet assigns a fresh ground for the exhortation: —

Isa. 3: 1.

“For, behold, the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, takes away from Jerusalem and from
Judah supporter and means of support, every support of bread and every support of
water.”

The divine name given here, “The Lord, Jehovah of hosts,” with which Isaiah
everywhere introduces the judicial acts of God (cf., Isa. 1:24; 10:16, 33; 19: 4),
is a proof that the proclamation of judgment commences afresh here. Trusting
in man was the crying sin, more especially of the times of Uzziah-Jotham. The
glory of the kingdom at that time carried the wrath of Jehovah within it. The
outbreak of that wrath commenced in the time of Ahaz; and even under
Hezekiah it was merely suspended, not changed. Isaiah foretells this outbreak of
wrath. He describes how Jehovah will lay the Jewish state in ruins, by taking
away the main supports of its existence and growth. “Supporter and means of
support” (mash’en and mash’enah) express, first of all, the general idea. The
two nouns, which are only the masculine and feminine forms of one and the
same word (compare Mic. 2: 4, Nah. 2:11, and the examples from the Syriac
and Arabic in Ewald, § 172, c), serve to complete the generalization: fulcra
omne genus (props of every kind, omnigena). They are both technical terms,
denoting the prop which a person uses to support anything, whilst mish’an
signifies that which yields support; so that the three correspond somewhat to
the Latin fulcrum, fultura, fulcimen. Of the various means of support, bread
and wine are mentioned first, not in a figurative sense, but as the two
indispensable conditions and the lowest basis of human life. Life is supported by
bread and water: it walks, as it were, upon the crutch of bread, so that
“breaking the staff of bread” (Lev. 26:26; Eze. 4:16; 5:16; 14:13; Psa. 105:16)
is equivalent to physical destruction. The destruction of the Jewish state would
accordingly be commenced by a removal on the part of Jehovah of all the
support afforded by bread and water, i.e., all the stores of both. And this was
literally fulfilled, for both in the Chaldean and Roman times Jerusalem perished
in the midst of just such terrible famines as are threatened in the curses in
Lev. 26, and more especially in Deu. 28; and in both cases the inhabitants were
reduced to such extremities, that women devoured their own children
(Lam. 2:20; Josephus, Wars of Jews, vi. 3, 3, 4). It is very unjust, therefore, on
the part of modern critics, such as Hitzig, Knobel, and Meier, to pronounce v.
1b a gloss, and, in fact, a false one. Gesenius and Umbreit retracted this



suspicion. The construction of the verse is just the same as that of Isa. 25: 6;
and it is Isaiah’s custom to explain his own figures, as we have already observed
when comparing Isa. 1: 7ff. and 1:23 with what preceded them. “Every support
of bread and every support of water” are not to be regarded in this case as an
explanation of the general idea introduced before, “supporters and means of
support,” but simply as the commencement of the detailed expansion of the
idea. For the enumeration of the supports which Jehovah would take away is
continued in the next two verses.

Isa. 3: 2, 3.

“Hero and man of war , judge and prophet, and soothsayer and elder; captains of
fifty, and the highly distinguished, and counsellors, and masters in art, and those
skilled in muttering.”

As the state had grown into a military state under Uzziah-Jotham, the prophet
commences in both verses with military officers, viz., the gibbor, i.e.,
commanders whose bravery had been already tried; the “man of war” (ish
milchaÑmaÑh), i.e., private soldiers who had been equipped and well trained (see
Eze. 39:20); and the “captain of fifty” (sar chamisshim), leaders of the smallest
divisions of the army, consisting of only fifty men (pentekontarchos, 2Ki. 1: 9,
etc.). The prominent members of the state are all mixed up together; “the
judge” (shophet), i.e., the officers appointed by the government to administer
justice; “the elder” (zaÑkeÝn), i.e., the heads of families and the senators
appointed by the town corporations; the “counsellor” (yoÝetz), those nearest to
the king; the “highly distinguished” (nesu panim), lit., those whose personal
appearance (panim) was accepted, i.e., welcome and regarded with honour
(Saad.: waÿgÑh, from wa’gh, the face of appearance), that is to say, persons of
influence, not only on account of their office, but also on account of wealth,
age, goodness, etc.; “masters in art” (chacam charaÑshim: LXX sofoÃj
aÏrxiteÂktwn), or, as Jerome has very well rendered it, in artibus mechanicis
exercitatus easque callide tractans (persons well versed in mechanical arts, and
carrying them out with skill). In the Chaldean captivities skilled artisans are
particularly mentioned as having been carried away (2Ki. 24:14ff.; Jer. 24: 1;
29: 2); so that there can be no doubt whatever that charaÑshim (from cheresh) is
to be understood as signifying mechanical and not magical arts, as Gesenius,
Hitzig, and Meier suppose, and therefore that chacam charaÑshim does not mean
“wizards,” as Ewald renders it (chaÔraÑshim is a different word from chaÑraÑshim,
fabri, from chaÑraÑsh, although in 1Ch. 4:14, cf., Neh. 11:35, the word is
regularly pointed „YŠIRFXá even in this personal sense). Moreover, the rendering
“wizards” produces tautology, inasmuch as masters of the black art are cited as
nebon lachash, “skilled in muttering.” Lachash is the whispering or muttering
of magical formulas; it is related both radically and in meaning to nachash,



enchantment (Arabic nachs, misfortune); it is derived from laÑchash, sibilare, to
hiss (a kindred word to naÑchash; hence naÑchaÑsh, a serpent). Beside this, the
masters of the black art are also represented as kosem, which, in accordance
with the radical idea of making fast, swearing, conjuring, denoted a soothsayer
following heathen superstitions, as distinguished from the nabi, of false Jehovah
prophet (we find this as early as Deu. 18:10, 14). f25

These came next to bread and water, and were in a higher grade the props of
the state. They are mixed together in this manner without regular order,
because the powerful and splendid state was really a quodlibet of things Jewish
and heathen; and when the wrath of Jehovah broke out, the godless glory would
soon become a mass of confusion.

Isa. 3: 4. Thus robbed of its support, and torn out of its proper groove, the
kingdom of Judah would fall a prey to the most shameless despotism: “And I
give them boys for princes, and caprices shall rule over them.” The revived
“Solomonian” glory is followed, as before, by the times of Rehoboam. The king
is not expressly named. This was intentional. He had sunk into the mere shadow
of a king: it was not he who ruled, but the aristocratic party that surrounded
him, who led him about in leading strings as unum inter pares. Now, if it is a
misfortune in most cases for a king to be a child (na’ar, Ecc. 10:16), the
misfortune is twice as great when the princes or magnates who surround and
advise him are youngsters (neÿaÑrim, i.e., young lords) in a bad sense. It
produces a government of taalulim. None of the nouns in this form have a
personal signification. According to the primary meaning of the verbal stem, the
word might signify childishnesses, equivalent to little children (the abstract for
the concrete, like taÃ paidikaÂ, amasius), as Ewald supposes; or puppets,
fantocci, poltroons, or men without heart or brain, as Luzzatto maintains. But
the latter has no support in the general usage of the language, and the verb
yimshelu (shall rule) does not necessarily require a personal subject (cf.,
Psa. 19:14; 103:19). The word taalulim is formed from the reflective verb
hithallel, which means to meddle, to gratify one’s self, to indulge one’s caprice.
Accordingly taalulim itself might be rendered vexationes (Isa. 66: 4). Jerome,
who translates the word effeminati, appears to have thought of LlJ̃ATiHI in an
erotic sense. The Sept. rendering, eÏmpaiÌktai, is better, though eÏmpaiÂgmata
would be more exact. When used, as the word is here, along with ne’arim, it
signifies outbursts of youthful caprice, which do injury to others, whether in
joke or earnest. Neither law nor justice would rule, but the very opposite of
justice: a course of conduct which would make subjects, like slaves, the helpless
victims at one time of their lust (Jud. 19:25), and at another of their cruelty.
They would be governed by lawless and bloodstained caprice, of the most
despotic character and varied forms. And the people would resemble their



rulers: their passions would be let loose, and all restraints of modesty and
decorum be snapt asunder.

Isa. 3: 5.

“And the people oppress one another, one this and another that; the boy breaks out
violently upon the old man, and the despised upon the honoured.”

Niggas is the reciprocal niphal, as the clause depicting the reciprocity clearly
shows (cf., nilcham, Isa. 19: 2); nagas followed by Beth means to treat as a
tyrant or taskmaster (Isa. 9: 3). The commonest selfishness would then stifle
every nobler motive; one would become the tyrant of another, and ill-mannered
insolence would take the place of that reverence, which is due to the old and
esteemed from boys and those who are below them in position, whether we
regard the law of nature, the Mosaic law (Lev. 19:32), or the common custom
of society. Nikleh (from kaÑlaÑh, the synonym of LQAH,̃ Isa. 8:23; 23: 9; cf.,
Isa. 16:14, kal, to be light or insignificant) was a term used to denote whoever
belonged to the lowest stratum of society (1Sa. 18:23). It was the opposite of
nicbaÑd (from cabed, to be heavy or of great importance). The Septuagint
rendering, oÎ aÏÂtimoj proÃj toÃn eÏÂntimon is a very good one (as the Semitic
languages have no such antithetical formations with aÝ sterhtikoÂn). With such
contempt of the distinctions arising from age and position, the state would very
soon become a scene of the wildest confusion.

Isa. 3: 6, 7. At length there would be no authorities left; even the desire to rule
would die out: for despotism is sure to be followed by mob-rule, and mob-rule
by anarchy in the most literal sense. The distress would become so great, that
whoever had a coat (cloak), so as to be able to clothe himself at all decently,
would be asked to undertake the government. Vv. 6, 7.

“When a man shall take hold of his brother in his father’s house, Thou hast a coat,
thou shalt be our ruler, and take this ruin under thy hand; he will cry out in that day,
I do not want to be a surgeon; there is neither bread nor coat in my house: ye cannot
make me the ruler of the people.” “his father’s house”

— this is not an unmeaning trait in the picture of misery. The population would
have become so thin and dispirited through hunger, that with a little energy it
would be possible to decide within the narrow circle of a family who should be
ruler, and to give effect to the decision. “In his father’s house:” Beth aÑbiv is an
acc. loci. The father’s house is the place where brother meets with brother; and
one breaks out with the urgent petition contained in the words, which follow
without the introductory “saying” (cf., Isa. 14: 8, 16, and 22:16; 33:14). HKFLi
for ¦Li with He otians, a form rarely met with (vid., Gen. 27:37). HYEHitI, which
would be written YHIti before the predicate, is jussive in meaning, though not in



form. “This ruin:” macshelah is used in Zep. 1: 3 for that which occasions a
person’s fall; here it signifies what has been overthrown; and as caÑshal itself,
which means not only to stumble, strip, or slide, but also to fall in consequence
of some force applied from without, is not used in connection with falling
buildings, it must be introduced here with an allusion to the prosopopeia which
follows in v. 8. The man who was distinguished above all others, or at any rate
above many others, by the fact that he could still dress himself decently (even if
it were only in a blouse), should be made supreme ruler or dictator (cf., kaÑtzin,
Jud. 11: 6); and the state which lay so miserably in ruins should be under his
hand, i.e., his direction, protection, and care (2Ki. 8:20; Gen. 41:35, cf.,
Isa. 16: 9, where the plural is used instead of the ordinary singular yaÑd). The
apodosis to the protasis introduced with chi as a particle of time (when)
commences in v. 7. The answer given by the brother to the earnest petition is
introduced with “he will raise (viz., his voice, Isa. 24:14) in that day, saying.”
It is given in this circumstantial manner because it is a solemn protest. He does
not want to be a chobeÝsh, i.e., a binder, namely of the broken arms, and bones,
and ribs of the ruined state (Isa. 30:26; 1: 6; 61: 1). The expression ehyeh
implies that he does not like it, because he is conscious of his inability. He has
not confidence enough in himself, and the assumption that he has a coat is a
false cone: he not only has no coat at home (we must remember that the
conversation is supposed to take place in his father’s house), but he has not any
bread; so that it is utterly impossible for a naked, starving man like him to do
what is suggested (“in my house,” ubebethi with a Vav of causal connection:
Ges. 155, 1, c).

Isa. 3: 8. The prophet then proceeds, in vv. 8-12, to describe this deep, tragical
misery as a just retribution. V. 8.

“For Jerusalem is ruined and Judah fallen; because their tongue and their doings
(are) against Jehovah, to defy the eyes of His glory.”

Jerusalem as a city is feminine, according to the usual personification; Judah as
a people is regarded as masculine. f26

The two preterites caÑshÿlaÑh and naÑphal express the general fact, which
occasioned such scenes of misery as the one just described. The second clause,
beginning with “because” (chi), is a substantive clause, and attributes the
coming judgment not to future sin, but to sin already existing. “Again
Jehovah:” LJE is used to denote a hostile attitude, as in Isa. 2: 4, Gen. 4: 8,
Num. 32:14, Jos. 10: 6. The capital and the land are against Jehovah both in
word and deed, “to defy the eyes of His glory” (lamroth ÿeÝneÝ chebodo). YN˜̂̃is
equivalent to YNỸˆ̃; and lamroth is a syncopated hiphil, as in Isa. 23:11, and like
the niphal in Isa. 1:12: we find the same form of the same word in Psa. 78:17.



The kal maÑraÑh, which is also frequently construed with the accusative, signifies
to thrust away in a refractory manner; the hiphil himraÑh, to treat refractorily,
literally to set one’s self rigidly in opposition, obniti; mar, stringere, to draw
tightly, with which unquestionably the meaning bitter as an astringent is
connected, though it does not follow that maÑraÑh, himraÑh, and hemar
(Exo. 23:21) can be rendered parapikraiÂnein, as they have been in the
Septuagint, since the idea of opposing, resisting, fighting in opposition, is
implied in all these roots, with distinct reference to the primary meaning. The
Lamed is a shorter expression instead of †JAMÁLi, which is the term generally
employed in such circumstances (Amo. 2: 7; Jer. 7:18; 32:29). But what does
the prophet mean by “the eyes of His glory?” Knobel’s assertion, that chaÑbod is
used here for the religious glory, i.e., the holiness of God, is a very strange one,
since the chaÑbod of God is invariably the fiery, bright doxa which reveals Him
as the Holy One. but his remark does not meet the question, inasmuch as it does
not settle the point in dispute, whether the expression “the eyes of His glory”
implies that the glory itself has eyes, or the glory is a quality of the eyes. The
construction is certainly not a different one from “the arm of His glory” in
Isa. 52:10, so that it is to be taken as an attribute. But this suggests the further
question, what does the prophet mean by the glory-eyes or glorious eyes of
Jehovah? If we were to say the eyes of Jehovah are His knowledge of the
world, it would be impossible to understand how they could be called holy, still
less how they could be called glorious. This abstract explanation of the
anthropomorphisms cannot be sustained. The state of the case is rather the
following. The glory (chabod) of God is that eternal and glorious morphe which
His holy nature assumes, and which men must picture to themselves
anthropomorphically, because they cannot imagine anything superior to the
human form. In this glorious form Jehovah looks upon His people with eyes of
glory. His pure but yet jealous love, His holy love which breaks out in wrath
against all who meet it with hatred instead of with love, is reflected therein.

Isa. 3: 9. But Israel, instead of walking in the consciousness of being a
constant and favourite object of these majestic, earnestly admonishing eyes, was
diligently engaged in bidding them defiance both in word and deed, not even
hiding its sin from fear of them, but exposing them to view in the most
shameless manner. — V. 9.

“The look of their faces testifies against them, and their sin they make known like
Sodom, without concealing it: woe to their soul! for they do themselves harm.”

In any case, the prophet refers to the impudence with which their enmity against
God was shamelessly stamped upon their faces, without even the self-
condemnation which leads in other cases to a diligent concealment of the sin.
But we cannot follow Luzzatto and Jos. Kimchi, who take haccaÑrath as used



directly for azzuth (impudence), inasmuch as the Arabic hakara (hakir’a), to
which Kimchi appeals, signifies to be astonished and to stare (see at Job. 19: 3).
And in this case there would be nothing strange in the substantive form, which
would be a piel formation like HHFlFbÁ HJF«FXÁ. But it may be a hiphil formation
(Ewald, § 156, a); and this is incomparably the more probable of the two, as
hiccir panim is a very common phrase. It signifies to look earnestly, keenly, or
inquiringly in the face of a person, to fix the eye upon him; and, when used of a
judge, to take the part of a person, by favouring him unjustly (Deu. 1:17;
16:19). But this latter idea, viz., “their acceptance of the person, or partiality”
(according to Pro. 24:23; 28:21), is inadmissible here, for the simple reason that
the passage refers to the whole nation, and not particularly to the judges. “The
look of their faces” (haccaÑrath pÿneÝhem) is to be understood in an objective
sense, viz., the appearance (toÃ eiçdoj, Luke 9:29), like the agnitio of Jerome, id
quo se agnoscendum dat vultus eorum. This was probably the expression
commonly employed in Hebrew for what we designate by a very inappropriate
foreign word, viz., physiognomy, i.e., the expression of the face which reveals
the state of the mind. This expression of their countenance testified against
them (anah b’, as in Isa. 59:12), for it was the disturbed and distorted image of
their sin, which not only could not be hidden, but did not even wish to be; in a
word, of their azzuth (Ecc. 8: 1). And it did not even rest with this open though
silent display: they spoken openly of their sin (higgid in its simplest meaning,
palam facere, from naÑgad, nagaÑda, to be open, evident) without making any
secret of it, like the Sodomites, who publicly proclaimed their fleshly lusts
(Gen. 19). Jerusalem was spiritually Sodom, as the prophet called it in Isa. 1:10.
By such barefaced sinning they did themselves harm (gaÑmal, lit., to finish, then
to carry out, to show practically f27

Isa. 3:10, 11. The prophet’s meaning is evident enough. But inasmuch as it is
the curse of sin to distort the knowledge of what is most obvious and self-
evident, and even to take it entirely away, the prophet dwells still longer upon
the fact that all sinning is self-destruction and self-murder, placing this general
truth against its opposite in a palillogical Johannic way, and calling out to his
contemporaries in vv. 10, 11:

“Say of the righteous, that it is well with him; for they will enjoy the fruit of their
doings. Woe to the wicked! it is ill; for what his hands have wrought will be done to
him.”

We cannot adopt the rendering “Praise the righteous,” proposed by Vitringa
and other modern commentators; for although aÑmar is sometimes construed
with the accusative of the object (Psa. 40:11; 145: 6, 11), it never means to
praise, but to declare (even in Psa. 40:11). We have here what was noticed from
Gen. 1: 4 onwards, — namely, the obvious antiptoÑsis or antiphoneÑsis in the



verbs HJFRF (cf., Isa. 22: 9, Exo. 2: 2), D̂AYF (1Ki. 5:17), and RMÁJF (like leÂgein,
Joh. 9: 9): dicite justum quod bonus = dicite justum esse bonum (Ewald, § 336,
b). The object of sight, knowledge, or speech, is first of all mentioned in the
most general manner; then follows the qualification, or more precise definition.
BŒ‹, and in v. 11 R̂F ( R̂Á without the pause), might both of them be the third
pers. pret. of the verbs, employed in a neuter sense: the former signifying, it is
well, viz., with him (as in Deu. 5:30, Jer. 22:15, 16); the latter, it is bad (as in
Psa. 106:32). But it is evident from Jer. 44:17 that JwH BŒ‹ and JwH R̂Á may
be used in the sense of kalwÌj (kakwÌj) eÏÂxei, and that the two expressions are
here thought of in this way, so that there is no ŒL to be supplied in either case.
The form of the first favours this; and in the second the accentuation fluctuates
between YWJ tiphchah Š̂RL munach, and the former with merka, the latter
tiphchah. At the same time, the latter mode of accentuation, which is
favourable to the personal rendering of R̂, is supported by editions of some
worth, such as Brescia 1494, Pesaro 1516, Venice 1515, 1521, and is justly
preferred by Luzzatto and Bär. The summary assertions, The righteous is well,
the wicked ill, are both sustained by their eventual fate, in the light of which the
previous misfortune of the righteous appears as good fortune, and the previous
good fortune of the wicked as misfortune. With an allusion to this great
difference in their eventual fate, the word “say,” which belongs to both clauses,
summons to an acknowledgment of the good fortune of the one and the
misfortune of the other. O that Judah and Jerusalem would acknowledge their
to their own salvation before it was too late! For the state of the poor nation
was already miserable enough, and very near to destruction.

Isa. 3:12.

“My people , its oppressors are boys, and women rule over it; my people, thy
leaders are misleaders, who swallow up the way of thy paths.”

It is not probable that me’olel signifies maltreaters or triflers, by the side of the
parallel naÑshim; moreover, the idea of despotic treatment is already contained in
nogesaiv. We expect to find children where there are women. And this is one
meaning of me’olel. It does not mean a suckling, however, as Ewald supposes
(§ 160, a), more especially as it occurs in connection with yonek (Jer. 44: 7;
Lam. 2:11), and therefore cannot have precisely the same meaning; but, like
LLŒ̃̂ and LLŒF (̂the former of which may be contracted from meoleÝl), it refers
to the boy as playful and wanton (Lascivum, protervum) . Böttcher renders it
correctly, pueri, lusores, though meoleÝl is not in itself a collective form, as he
supposes; but the singular is used collectively, or perhaps better still, the
predicate is intended to apply to every individual included in the plural notion of
the subject (compare Isa. 16: 8; 20: 4, and Ges. § 146, 4): the oppressors of the



people, every one without exception, were (even though advance din years)
mere boys or youths in their mode of thinking and acting, and made all subject
to them the football of their capricious humour. Here again the person of the
king is allowed to fall into the background. but the female rule, referred to
afterwards, points us to the court. And this must really have been the case when
Ahaz, a young rake, came to the throne at the age of twenty (according to the
LXX twenty-five), possibly towards the close of the reign of Jotham. With the
deepest anguish the prophet repeats the expression “my people,” as he passes in
his address to his people from the rulers to the preachers: for the meassherim or
leaders are prophets (Mic. 3: 5); but what prophets! Instead of leading the
people in a straight path, they lead them astray (Isa. 9:15, cf., 2Ki. 21: 9). This
they did, as we may gather from the history of this crowd of prophets, either by
acting in subservience to the ungodly interests of the court with dynastic or
demagogical servility, or by flattering the worst desires of the people. Thus the
way of the path of the people, i.e., the highway or road by whose ramifying
paths the people were to reach the appointed goal, had been swallowed up by
them, i.e., taken away from the sight and feet of the people, so that they could
not find it and walk therein (cf., Isa. 25: 7, 8, where the verb is used in another
connection). What is swallowed up is invisible, has disappeared, without a grace
being left behind. The same idea is applied in Job. 39:27 to a galloping horse,
which is said to swallow the road, inasmuch as it leaves piece after piece behind
it in its rapid course. It is stated here with regard to the prophets, that they
swallow up the road appointed by Jehovah, as the one in which His people were
to walk, just as a criminal swallows a piece of paper which bears witness against
him, and so hides it in his own stomach. Thus the way of salvation pointed out
by the law was no longer to be either heard of or seen. The prophets, who
ought to have preached it, said mum, mum, and kept it swallowed. It had
completely perished, as it were, in the erroneous preaching of the false
prophets.

Isa. 3:13. This was how it stood. There was but little to be expected from the
exhortations of the prophet; so that he had to come back again and again to the
proclamation of judgment. The judgment of the world comes again before his
mind. — V. 13. “Jehovah has appeared to plead, and stands up to judge the
nations.” When Jehovah, weary with His long-suffering, rises up from His
heavenly throne, this is described as “standing up” (kum, Isa. 2:19, 21; 33:10);
and when He assumes the judgment-seat in the sight of all the world, this is
called “sitting down” (yashab, Psa. 9: 5, Joe. 4:12); when, having come down
from heaven (Mic. 1: 2ff.), He comes forward as accuser, this is called
“standing” (nizzab or amad, Psa. 82: 1: amad is coming forward and standing,
as the opposite of sitting; nizzab, standing, with the subordinate idea of being
firm, resolute, ready). This pleading (ribh, Jer. 25:31) is also judging (din),



because His accusation, which is incontrovertible, contains the sentence in itself;
and His sentence, which executes itself irresistibly, is of itself the infliction of
punishment. Thus does he stand in the midst of the nations at once accuser,
judge, and executioner (Psa. 7: 8). But among the nations it is more especially
against Israel that He contends; and in Israel it is more especially against the
leaders of the poor misguided and neglected people that He sets Himself.

Isa. 3:14, 15.

“Jehovah will proceed to judgment with the elders of His people, and its princes.
And ye, ye have eaten up the vineyard; prey of the suffering is in your houses. What
mean ye that ye crush my people, and grind the face of the suffering? Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah of hosts.”

The words of God Himself commence with “and ye” (v’attem). The sentence
to which this (et vos = at vos) is the antithesis is wanting, just as in Psa. 2: 6,
where the words of God commence with “and I” (va’ani, et ego = ast ego) . the
tacit clause may easily be supplied, viz., I have set you over my vineyard, but he
have consumed the vineyard. The only question is, whether the sentence is to be
regarded as suppressed by Jehovah Himself, or by the prophet. Most certainly
by Jehovah Himself. The majesty with which He appeared before the rulers of
His people as, even without words, a practical and undeniable proof that their
majesty was only a shadow of His, and their office His trust. But their office
consisted in the fact that Jehovah had committed His people to their care. The
vineyard of Jehovah was His people — a self-evident figure, which the prophet
dresses up in the form of a parable in Isa. 5. Jehovah had appointed them as
gardeners and keepers of this vineyard, but they themselves have become the
very beasts that they ought to have warded off. Rˆ̃bI is applied to the beasts
which completely devour the blades of a corn-field or the grapes of a vineyard
(Exo. 22: 4). This change was perfectly obvious. The possessions stolen from
their unhappy countrymen, which were still in their houses, were the tangible
proof of their plundering of the vineyard. “The suffering:” ‘ani (depressus, the
crushed) is introduced as explanatory of haccerem, the prey, because
depression and misery were the ordinary fate of the congregation which God
called His vineyard. It was ecclesia pressa, but woe to the oppressors! In the
question “what mean ye?” (mallaÑcem) the madness and wickedness of their
deeds are implied. HMF and „KELF are fused into one word here, as if it were a
prefix (as in Exo. 4: 2, Eze. 8: 6, Mal. 1:13; vid., Ges. § 20, 2). The keri helps
to make it clear by resolving the chethibh. The word mallaÑcem ought, strictly
speaking, to be followed by chi: “What is there to you that ye crush my
people?” as in Isa. 22: 1, 16; but the words rush forwards (as in Jon. 1: 6),
because they are an explosion of wrath. For this reason the expressions relating
to the behaviour of the rulers are the strongest that can possibly be employed.



JkFdI (crush) is also to be met with in Pro. 22:22; but “grind the face” (taÑchan
pÿne) is a strong metaphor without a parallel. The former signifies “to pound,”
the latter “to grind,” as the millstone grinds the corn. They grind the faces of
those who are already bowed down, thrusting them back with such unmerciful
severity, that they stand as it were annihilated, and their faces become as white
as flour, or as the Germans would say, cheese-white, chalk-white, as pale as
death, from oppression and despair. Thus the language supplied to a certain
extent appropriate figures, with which to describe the conduct of the rulers of
Israel; but it contained no words that could exhaust the immeasurable
wickedness of their conduct: hence the magnitude of their sin is set before them
in the form of a question, “What is to you?” i.e., What indescribable wickedness
is this which you are committing? The prophet hears this said by Jehovah, the
majestic Judge, whom he here describes as Adonai Elohim Zebaoth (according
to the Masoretic pointing). This triplex name of God, which we find in the
prophetic books, viz., frequently in Amos and also in Jer. 2:19, occurs for the
first time in the Elohistic Psalm, Psa. 69: 7. This scene of judgment is indeed
depicted throughout in the colours of the Psalms, and more especially recals the
(Elohistic) Psalm of Asaph (Psa. 82).

Isa. 3:16, 17. But notwithstanding the dramatic vividness with which the
prophet pictures to himself this scene of judgment, he is obliged to break off at
the very beginning of his description, because another word of Jehovah comes
upon him. This applies to the women of Jerusalem, whose authority, at the time
when Isaiah prophesied, was no less influential than that of their husbands who
had forgotten their calling. — V. 16, 17.

“Jehovah hath spoken: Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk about
with extended throat, and blinking with the eyes, walk about with tripping gait, and
tinkle with their foot-ornaments: the Lord of all makes the crown of the daughters of
Zion scabbed, and Jehovah will uncover their shame.”

Their inward pride (gaÑbah, as in Eze. 16:50; cf., Zep. 3:11) shows itself
outwardly. They walk with extended throat, i.e., bending the neck back, trying
to make themselves taller than they are, because they think themselves so great.
The keri substitutes the more usual form, TYOw‹Ni; but Isaiah in all probability
intentionally made use of the rarer and ruder form netuvoth, since such a form
really existed (1Sa. 25:18), as well as the singular naÑtu for naÑtui (Job. 15:22;
41:25: Ges. § 75, Anm. 5). They also went winking the eyes (mesakkeroth, for
which we frequently find the erratum meshakkeroth), i.e., casting voluptuous
and amatory glances with affected innocence (neuÂmata oÏfqalmwÌn, LXX).
“Winking:” saÑkar is not used in the sense of fucare (Targ. b. Sabbath 62b,
Jome 9b, Luther), — which is all the more inappropriate, because blackening
the eyelids with powder of antimony was regarded in the East of the Old



Testament as indispensable to female beauty, — but in the sense of nictare
(LXX, Vulg., Syr., syn. remaz, cf., sekar, Syr. to squint; Targ. = shaÑzaph,
Job. 20: 9). Compare also the talmudic saying: God did not create woman out
of Adam’s ear, that she might be no eavesdropper (tsaithaÑnith), nor out of
Adam’s eyes, that she might be no winker (sakraÑnith f28

The third was, that they walked incedendo et trepidando. The second inf. abs.
is in this case, as in most others, the one which gives the distinct tone, whilst the
other serves to keep before the eye the occurrence indicated in its finite verb
(Ges. § 131, 3). They walk about tripping (taÑphoph, a wide-spread onomato-
poetic word), i.e., taking short steps, just putting the heel of one foot against
the toe of the other (as the Talmud explains it). Luther renders it, “they walk
along and waggle” (schwaÑnzen, i.e., clunibus agitatis). The rendering is
suitable, but incorrect. They could only take short steps, because of the chains
by which the costly foot-rings (achaÑsim) worn above their ankles were
connected together. These chains, which were probably ornamented with bells,
as is sometimes the case now in the East, they used to tinkle as they walked:
they made an ankle-tinkling with their feet, setting their feet down in such a
manner that these ankle-rings knocked against each other. The writing
beragleÝhem (masc.) for beragleÝhen (fem.) is probably not an unintentional
synallage gen.: they were not modest virgines, but cold, masculine viragines,
so that they themselves were a synallage generis. Nevertheless they tripped
along. Tripping is a child’s step. Nevertheless they tripped along. Tripping is a
child’s step. Although well versed in sin and old in years, the women of
Jerusalem tried to maintain a youthful, childlike appearance. They therefore
tripped along with short, childish steps. The women of the Mohammedan East
still take pleasure in such coquettish tinklings, although they are forbidden by
the Koran, just as the women of Jerusalem did in the days of Isaiah. The
attractive influence of natural charms, especially when heightened by luxurious
art, is very great; but the prophet is blind to all this splendour, and seeing
nothing but the corruption within, foretells to these rich and distinguished
women a foul and by no means aesthetic fate. The Sovereign Ruler of all would
smite the crown of their head, from which long hair was now flowing, with scab
(v’sippach, a progressive preterite with Vav apodosis, a denom. verb from
sappachath, the scurf which adheres to the skin: see at Hab. 2:15); and Jehovah
would uncover their nakedness, by giving them up to violation and abuse at the
hands of coarse and barbarous foes, — the greatest possible disgrace in the eyes
of a woman, who covers herself as carefully as she can in the presence of any
stranger (Isa. 47: 3; Nah. 3: 5; Jer. 13:22; Eze. 16:37).

Isa. 3:18-23. The prophet then proceeds to describe still further how the Lord
would take away the whole of their toilet as plunder. Vv. 18-23.



“On that day the Lord will put away the show of the ankle-clasps , and of the head-
bands, and of the crescents; the ear-rings, and the arm-chains, and the light veils;
the diadems, and the stepping-chains, and the girdles, and the smelling-bottles, and
the amulets; the finger-rings, and the nose-rings; the gala-dresses, and the sleeve-
frocks, and the wrappers, and the pockets; the hand-mirrors, and the Sindu-cloths,
and the turbans, and the gauze mantles.”

The fullest explanation of all these articles of female attire is to be found in N.
W. Schröder’s work, entitled Commentarius de vestitu mulierum Hebraearum
ad Jes. 3:16-24, Ludg. Batav. 1745 (a quarto volume), and in that of Ant.
Theod. Hartmann, consisting of three octavo volumes, and entitled Die
Hebräerin am Putztische und als Braut (The Jewess at the Toilet-table, and as
Bride, 1809-10); to which we may also add, Saalschütz, Archaeologie, ch. iii.,
where he treats of the dresses of men and women. It was not usually Isaiah’s
custom to enter into such minute particulars. Of all the prophets, Ezekiel was
the one most addicted to this, as we may see, for example, from Eze. 16. And
even in other prophecies against the women we find nothing of the kind again
(Isa. 32: 9ff.; Amo. 4: 1ff.). But in this instance, the enumeration of the female
ornaments is connected with that of the state props in Isa. 3: 1-3, and that of
the lofty and exalted in Isa. 2:13-16, so as to form a trilogy, and has its own
special explanation in that boundless love of ornament which had become
prevalent in the time of Uzziah-Jotham. It was the prophet’s intention to
produce a ludicrous, but yet serious impression, as to the immeasurable luxury
which really existed; and in the prophetic address, his design throughout is to
bring out the glaring contrast between the titanic, massive, worldly glory, in all
its varied forms, and that true, spiritual, and majestically simple glory, whose
reality is manifested from within outwards. In fact, the theme of the whole
address is the way of universal judgment leading on from the false glory to the
true. The general idea of tiphereth (show: rendered “bravery” in Eng. ver.)
which stands at the head and includes the whole, points to the contrast
presented by a totally different tiphereth which follows in Isa. 4: 2. In
explaining each particular word, we must be content with what is most
necessary, and comparatively the most certain. “Ankle-clasps” (acaÑsim): these
were rings of gold, silver, or ivory, worn round the ankles; hence the denom.
verb (icces) in v. 16, to make a tinkling sound with these rings. “Head-bands,”
or “frontlets” (shebisim, from shaÑbas = shaÑbatz: plectere), were plaited bands
of gold or silver thread worn below the hair-net, and reaching from one ear to
the other. There is some force, however, in the explanation which has been very
commonly adopted since the time of Schröder, namely, that they were sun-like
balls (= shemisim), which were worn as ornaments round the neck, from the
Arabic ‘sumeisa (‘subeisa), a little sun. The “crescents” (saharonim) were little
pendants of this kind, fastened round the neck and hanging down upon the
breast (in Jud. 8:21 we meet with them as ornaments hung round the camels’



necks). Such ornaments are still worn by Arabian girls, who generally have
several different kinds of them; the hilaÑl, or new moon, being a symbol of
increasing good fortune, and as such the most approved charm against the evil
eye. “Ear-rings” (netiphoth, ear-drops): we meet with these in Jud. 8:26, as an
ornament worn by Midianitish kings. Hence the Arabic munattafe, a woman
adorned with ear-rings. “Arm-chains:” sheroth, from shaÑra, to twist.
According to the Targum, these were chains worn upon the arm, or spangles
upon the wrist, answering to the spangles upon the ankles. “Fluttering veils”
(reÿaÑloth, from raÑÿal, to hang loose): these were more expensive than the
ordinary veils worn by girls, which were called tza’iph.

“Diadems” (pe’erim) are only mentioned in other parts of the Scriptures as
being worn by men (e.g., by priests, bride-grooms, or persons of high rank).
“Stepping-chains:” tzeÿaÑdoth, from tzeÿaÑdah, a step; hence the chain worn to
shorten and give elegance to the step. “Girdles:” kisshurim, from kaÑshar
(cingere), dress girdles, such as were worn by brides upon their wedding-day
(compare Jer. 2:32 with Isa. 49:18); the word is erroneously rendered hair-pins
(kalmasmezayyah) in the Targum. “Smelling-bottles:” botte hannephesh,
holders of scent (nephesh, the breath of an aroma). “Amulets:” lechashim
(from laÑchash, to work by incantations), gems or metal plates with an
inscription upon them, which were worn as a protection as well as an ornament.
“Finger-rings:” tabbaÑÿoth, from taÑba, to impress or seal, signet-rings worn
upon the finger, corresponding to the chothaÑm worn by men upon the breast
suspended by a cord. “Nose-rings” (nizmeÝ haÑaph) were fastened in the central
division of the nose, and hung down over the mouth: they have been ornaments
in common use in the East from the time of the patriarchs (Gen. 24:22) down to
the present day. “Gala-dresses” (machalaÑtsoth) are dresses not usually worn,
but taken off when at home. “Sleeve-frocks” (maÿataÑphaÑh): the second tunic,
worn above the ordinary one, the Roman stola. “Wrappers” (mitpaÑchoth, from
taÑphach, expandere), broad cloths wrapped round the body, such as Ruth wore
when she crept in to Boaz in her best attire (Ruth 3:15). “Pockets” (charitim)
were for holding money (2Ki. 5:23), which was generally carried by men in the
girdle, or in a purse (cis). “Hand-mirrors” (gilyonim): the Septuagint renders
this diafanhÌ lakwnikaÃ, sc. iÎmaÂtia, Lacedaemonian gauze or transparent
dresses, which showed the nakedness rather than concealed it (from gaÑlaÑh,
retegere); but the better rendering is mirrors with handles, polished metal plates
(from gaÑlaÑh, polire), as gillaÑyon is used elsewhere to signify a smooth table.
“Sindu-cloths” (sedinim), veils or coverings of the finest linen, viz., of Sindu or
Hindu cloth (sindoÂnej), — Sindu, the land of Indus, being the earlier name of
India. f29

“Turbans” (tseniphoth, from tsaÑnaph, convolvere), the head-dress composed of
twisted cloths of different colours. “Gauze mantles” (redidim, from raÑdad,



extendere, tenuem facere), delicate veil-like mantles thrown over the rest of the
clothes. Stockings and handkerchiefs are not mentioned: the former were first
introduced into Hither Asia from Media long after Isaiah’s time, and a
Jerusalem lady no more thought of suing the latter than a Grecian or Roman
lady did. Even the veil (burko) now commonly worn, which conceals the whole
of the face with the exception of the eyes, did not form part of the attire of an
Israelitish woman in the olden time. f30

The prophet enumerates twenty-one different ornaments: three sevens of a very
bad kind, especially for the husbands of these state-dolls. There is no particular
order observed in the enumeration, either from head to foot, or from the inner
to the outer clothing; but they are arranged as much ad libitum as the dress
itself.

Isa. 3:24. When Jehovah took away all this glory, with which the women of
Jerusalem were adorned, they would be turned into wretched-looking prisoners,
disfigured by ill-treatment and dirt. — V. 24.

“And instead of balmy scent there will be mouldiness, and instead of the sash a
rope, and instead of artistic ringlets a baldness , and instead of the dress-cloak a
frock of sackcloth, branding instead of beauty.”

Mouldiness, or mother (mak, as in Isa. 5:24, the dust of things that have
moulded away), with which they would be covered, and which they would be
obliged to breathe, would take the place of the bosem, i.e., the scent of the
balsam shrub (baÑsaÑm), and of sweet-scented pomade in general; and nipaÑh that
of the beautifully embroidered girdle (Pro. 31:24). The meaning of this word is
neither “a wound,” as the Targums and Talmud render it, nor “rags,” as given
by Knobel, ed. 1 (from naÑkaph, percutere, perforare), but the rope thrown over
them as prisoners (from kaÑphaÑh = kaÑvaÑh, contorquere: LXX, Vulg., Syr.). f31

Baldness takes the place of artistic ringlets (HŠEQiMI HVE á̂MÁ, not HV˜̂áMÁ, so that
it is in apposition: cf., Isa. 30:20; Ges. § 113; Ewald, § 287, b) . The reference is
not to golden ornaments for the head, as the Sept. rendering gives it, although
miksheh is used elsewhere to signify embossed or carved work in metal or
wood; but here we are evidently to understand by the “artificial twists” either
curls made with the curling-tongs, or the hair plaited and twisted up in knots,
which they would be obliged to cut off in accordance with the mourning
customs (Isa. 15: 2; 22:12), or which would fall off in consequence of grief. A
frock of sackcloth (machagoreth sak), i.e., a smock of coarse haircloth worn
next to the skin, such as Layard found depicted upon a bas-relief at Kouyunjik,
would take the place of the pethigil, i.e., the dress-cloak (either from paÑthag, to
be wide or full, with the substantive termination Ñl, or else composed of pethi,
breadth, and gil, festive rejoicing); and branding the place of beauty. Branding



(ci = cevi, from caÑvaÑh, kaiÂein), the mark burnt upon the forehead by their
conquerors: ci is a substantive, f32 not a particle, as the Targum and others
render it, and as the makkeph might make it appear. There is something very
effective in the inverted order of the words in the last clause of the five. In this
five-fold reverse would shame and mourning take the place of proud,
voluptuous rejoicing.

Isa. 3:25. The prophet now passes over to a direct address to Jerusalem itself,
since the “daughters of Zion” and the daughter of Zion in her present
degenerate condition. The daughter of Zion loses her sons, and consequently
the daughters of Zion their husbands. — V. 25.

“Thy men will fall by the sword, and thy might in war.”

The plural methim (the singular of which only occurs in the form methu, with
the connecting vowel uÑ as a component part of the proper names) is used as a
prose word in the Pentateuch; but in the later literature it is a poetic archaism.
“Thy might” is used interchangeably with “thy men,” the possessors of the
might being really intended, like robur and robora in Latin (compare
Jer. 49:35).

Isa. 3:26. What the prophet here foretells to the daughter of Zion he sees in v.
26 fulfilled upon her:

“Then will her gates lament and mourn, and desolate is she, sits down upon the
ground.”

The gates, where the husbands of the daughters of Zion, who have now fallen in
war, sued at one time to gather together in such numbers, are turned into a state
of desolation, in which they may, as it were, be heard complaining, and seen to
mourn (Isa. 14:31; Jer. 14: 2; Lam. 1: 4); and the daughter of Zion herself is
utterly vacated, thoroughly emptied, completely deprived of all her former
population; and in this state of the most mournful widowhood or orphanage,
brought down from her lofty seat (Isa. 47: 1) and princely glory (Jer. 13:18),
she sits down upon the ground, just as Judaea is represented as doing upon
Roman medals that were struck after the destruction of Jerusalem, where she is
introduced as a woman thoroughly broken down, and sitting under a palm-tree
in an attitude of despair, with a warrior standing in front of her, the inscription
upon the medal being Judaea capta, or devicta. The Septuagint rendering is
quite in accordance with the sense, viz., kaiÃ kataleifqhÂshÄ moÂnh kaiÃ eiÏj thÃn
ghÌn eÏdafisqhÂshÄ (cf., Luke 19:44), except that BŠ̃T ĩs not the second person,
but the third, and HTFqFNI the third pers. pret. niph. for HTFqiNI, — a pausal form
which is frequently met with in connection with the smaller distinctive accents,
such as silluk and athnach (here it occurs with tiphchah, as, for example, in



Amo. 3: 8). The clause “sits down upon the ground” is appended aÏsundeÂtwj;
— a frequent construction in cases where one of two verbs defines the other in
a manner which is generally expressed adverbially (vid., 1Ch. 13: 2, and the
inverted order of the words in Jer. 4: 5; cf., 12: 6): Zion sits upon the earth in a
state of utter depopulation.

Isa. 4: 1. When war shall thus unsparingly have swept away the men of Zion, a
most unnatural effect will ensue, namely, that women will go in search of
husbands, and not men in search of wives. — Ch. 4: 1.

“And seven women lay hold of one man in that day, saying, We will eat our won
bread, and wear our own clothes; only let thy name be named upon us , take away
our reproach.”

The division of the chapters is a wrong one here, as this verse is the closing
verse of the prophecy against the women, and the closing portion of the whole
address does not begin till Isa. 4: 2. The present pride of the daughters of Zion,
every one of whom now thought herself the greatest as the wife of such and
such a man, and for whom many men were now the suitors, would end in this
unnatural self-humiliation, that seven of them would offer themselves to the
same man, the first man who presented himself, and even renounce the ordinary
legal claim upon their husband for clothing and food (Exo. 21:10). It would be
quite sufficient for them to be allowed to bear his name (“let thy name be named
upon us:” the name is put upon the thing named, as giving it its distinctness and
character), if he would only take away their reproach (namely, the reproach of
being unmarried, Isa. 54: 4, as in Gen. 30:23, of being childless) by letting them
be called his wives. The number seven (seven women to one man) may be
explained on the ground that there is a bad seven as well as a holy one (e.g.,
Mat. 12:45).

In Isa. 4: 1 the threat denounced against the women of Jerusalem is brought to
a close. It is the side-piece to the threat denounced against the national rulers.
And these two scenes of judgment were only parts of the general judgment
about to fall upon Jerusalem and Judah, as a state or national community. And
this again was merely a portion, viz., the central group of the picture of a far
more comprehensive judgment, which was about to fall upon everything lofty
and exalted on the earth. Jerusalem, therefore, stands here as the centre and
focus of the great judgment-day. It was in Jerusalem that the ungodly glory
which was ripe for judgment was concentrated; and it was in Jerusalem also that
the light of the true and final glory would concentrate itself. To this promise,
with which the address returns to its starting-point, the prophet now passes on
without any further introduction. In fact it needed no introduction, for the
judgment in itself was the medium of salvation. When Jerusalem was judged, it
would be sifted; and by being sifted, it would be rescued, pardoned, glorified.



The prophet proceeds in this sense to speak of what would happen in that day,
and describes the one great day of God at the end of time (not a day of four-
and-twenty hours any more than the seven days of creation were), according to
its general character, as opening with judgment, but issuing in salvation.

Isa. 4: 2.

“In that day will the sprout of Jehovah become an ornament and glory, and the fruit
of the land pride and splendour for the redeemed of Israel.”

The four epithets of glory, which are here grouped in pairs, strengthen our
expectation, that now that the mass of Israel has been swept away, together
with the objects of its worthless pride, we shall find a description of what will
become an object of well-grounded pride to the “escaped of Israel,” i.e., to the
remnant that has survived the judgment, and been saved from destruction. But
with this interpretation of the promise it is impossible that it can be the church
of the future itself, which is here called the “sprout of Jehovah” and “fruit of
the land,” as Luzzatto and Malbim suppose; and equally impossible, with such
an antithesis between what is promised and what is abolished, that the “sprout
of Jehovah” and “fruit of the earth” should signify the harvest blessings
bestowed by Jehovah, or the rich produce of the land. For although the
expression zemach Jehovah (sprout of Jehovah) may unquestionably be used to
signify this, as in Gen. 2: 9 and Psa. 104:14 (cf., Isa. 61:11), and fruitfulness of
the land is a standing accompaniment of the eschatological promises (e.g.,
Isa. 30:23ff., compare the conclusion of Joel and Amos), and it was also
foretold that the fruitful fields of Israel would become a glory in the sight of the
nations (Eze. 34:29; Mal. 3:12; cf., Joe. 2:17); yet this earthly material good, of
which, moreover, there was no lack in the time of Uzziah and Jotham, was
altogether unsuitable to set forth such a contrast as would surpass and outshine
the worldly glory existing before. But even granting what Hofmann adduces in
support of this view, — namely, that the natural God-given blessings of the
field do form a fitting antithesis to the studied works of art of which men had
hitherto been proud, — there is still truth in the remark of Rosenmüller, that
“the magnificence of the whole passage is at variance with such an
interpretation.” Only compare Isa. 28: 5, where Jehovah Himself is described in
the same manner, as the glory and ornament of the remnant of Israel. But if the
“sprout of Jehovah” is neither the redeemed remnant itself, nor the fruit of the
field, it must be the name of the Messiah. And it is in this sense that it has been
understood by the Targum, and by such modern commentators as Rosenmüller,
Hengstenberg, Steudel, Umbreit, Caspari, Drechsler, and others. The great
King of the future is called zemach, aÏnatolhÂ in the sense of Heb. 7:14, viz., as
a shoot springing out of the human, Davidic, earthly soil, — a shoot which
Jehovah had planted in the earth, and would cause to break through and spring



forth as the pride of His congregation, which was waiting for this heavenly
child. It is He again who is designated in the parallel clause as the “fruit of the
land” (or lit., fruit of the earth), as being the fruit which the land of Israel, and
consequently the earth itself, would produce, just as in Eze. 17: 5 Zedekiah is
called a “seed of the earth.” The reasons already adduced to show that “the
sprout of Jehovah” cannot refer to the blessings of the field, apply with equal
force to “the fruit of the earth.” This also relates to the Messiah Himself,
regarded as the fruit in which all the growth and bloom of this earthly history
would eventually reach its promised and divinely appointed conclusion. The use
of this double epithet to denote “the coming One” can only be accounted for,
without anticipating the New Testament standpoint, f33 from the desire to depict
His double-sided origin. He would come, on the one hand, from Jehovah; but,
on the other hand, from the earth, inasmuch as He would spring from Israel.
We have here the passage, on the basis of which zemach (the sprout of
“Branch”) was adopted by Jeremiah (Jer. 23: 5 and 33:15) and Zechariah
(Zec. 3: 8; 6:12) as a proper name for the Messiah, and upon which Matthew,
by combining this proper name zemach (sprout) with nezer (Isa. 11: 1, cf.,
53: 2), rests his affirmation, that according to the Old Testament prophecies the
future Messiah was to be called a Nazarene. It is undoubtedly strange that this
epithet should be introduced so entirely without preparation even by Isaiah,
who coined it first. In fact, the whole passage relating to the Messiah stands
quite alone in this cycle of prophecies in Isa. 1-6. But the book of Isaiah is a
complete and connected work. What the prophet indicates merely in outline
here, he carries out more fully in the cycle of prophecies which follows in
Isa. 7-12; and there the enigma, which he leaves as an enigma in the passage
before us, receives the fullest solution. Without dwelling any further upon the
man of the future, described in this enigmatically symbolical way, the prophet
hurries on to a more precise description of the church of the future.

Isa. 4: 3.

“And it will come to pass, whoever is left in Zion and remains in Jerusalem , holy
will he be called, all who are written down for life in Jerusalem.”

The leading emphasis of the whole verse rests upon kadosh (holy). Whereas
formerly in Jerusalem persons had been distinguished according to their rank
and condition, without any regard to their moral worth (Isa. 3: 1-3, 10, 11; cf.,
Isa. 32: 5); so the name kadosh (holy) would now be the one chief name of
honour, and would be given to every individual, inasmuch as the national calling
of Israel would now be realized in the persons of all (Exo. 19: 6, etc.).
Consequently the expression “he shall be called” is not exactly equivalent to
“he shall be,” but rather presupposes the latter, as in Isa. 1:26; 61: 6; 62: 4. The
term kadosh denotes that which is withdrawn from the world, or separated from



it. The church of the saints or holy ones, which now inhabits Jerusalem, is what
has been left from the smelting; and their holiness is the result of washing.
RTŒFnHA is interchanged with RJFŠiniHA. The latter, as Papenheim has shown in his
Hebrew synonyms, involves the idea of intention, viz., “that which has been left
behind;” the former merely expresses the fact, viz., that which remains. The
character of this “remnant of grace,” and the number of members of which it
would consist, are shown in the apposition contained in v. 3b. This apposition
means something more than those who are entered as living in Jerusalem, i.e.,
the population of Jerusalem as entered in the city register (Hofmann); for the
verb with Lamed does not mean merely to enter as a certain thing, but (like the
same verb with the accusative in Jer. 22:30) to enter as intended for a certain
purpose. The expression „YyIXÁLÁ may either be taken as a noun, viz., “to life”
(Dan. 12: 2), or as an adjective, “to the living” (a meaning which is quite as
tenable; cf., Psa. 69:29, 1Sa. 25:29). In either case the notion of predestination
is implied, and the assumption of the existence of a divine “book of life”
(Exo. 32:32, 33; Dan. 12: 1; cf., Psa. 139:16); so that the idea is the same as
that of Act. 13:48: “As many as were ordained to eternal life.” The reference
here is to persons who were entered in the book of God, on account of the
good kernel of faith within them, as those who should become partakers of the
life in the new Jerusalem, and should therefore be spared in the midst of the
judgment of sifting in accordance with this divine purpose of grace. For it was
only through the judgment setting this kernel of faith at liberty, that such a holy
community as is described in the protasis which comes afterwards, as in
Psa. 63: 6, 7, could possibly arise.

Isa. 4: 4.

“When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion , and shall
have purged away the bloodguiltinesses of Jerusalem from the midst thereof, by the
spirit of judgment and by the spirit of sifting.”

“When,” followed by a preterite (equivalent to a fut. exact. as in Isa. 24:13;
Ges. § 126, 5), introduces the circumstance, whose previous occurrence would
be the condition of all the rest. The force of the future yaÑdiach (“shall have
purged”) is regulated by that of the preterite raÑchatz, as in Isa. 6:11; for
although, when regarded simply by itself, as in Isa. 10:12, the future tense may
suggest the idea of a future prefect, it cannot have the force of such a future.
The double purification answers to the two scenes of judgment described in
Isa. 3. The filth of the daughters of Zion is the moral pollution hidden under
their vain and coquettish finery; and the murderous deeds of Jerusalem are the
acts of judicial murder committed by its rulers upon the poor and innocent. This
filth and these spots of blood the Sovereign Ruler washes and purges away (see
2Ch. 4: 6), by causing His spirit or His breath to burst in upon all the



inhabitants of Jerusalem, both male and female. This breath is called “the spirit
of judgment,” because it punishes evil; and “the spirit of sifting,” inasmuch as it
sweeps or cleans it away. Rˆ̃bF is to be explained, as in Isa. 6:13, in accordance
with Deu. 13: 6 (5, Eng. Ver.; “put the evil away”) and other passages, such
especially as Isa. 19:13; 21: 9. The rendering given in the Septuagint and
Vulgate, viz., “in the spirit of burning,” is founded upon the radical meaning of
the verb, which signifies literally to burn up, and hence to clear away or destroy
(see Comm. on Job, at 31:12, Eng. Tr.). Nevertheless, “burning” in connection
with judgment is not definite enough, since every manifestation of divine
judgment is a manifestation of fire; but it is not every judgment that has
connected with it what is here implied, — namely, the salutary object of burning
away or, in other words, of winnowing. The “spirit” is in both instances the
Spirit of God which pervades the world, not only generating and sustaining life,
but also at times destroying and sifting (Isa. 30:27, 28), as it does in the case
before us, in which the imperishable glory described in v. 5 is so prepared.

Isa. 4: 5.

“And Jehovah creates over every spot of Mount Zion, and over its festal assemblies,
a cloud by day, and smoke, and the shining of flaming fire by night: for over all the
glory comes a canopy.”

Just as Jehovah guided and shielded Israel in the days of the redemption from
Egypt in a smoke-cloud by day and a fire-cloud by night, which either moved in
front like a pillar, or floated above them as a roof (Num. 14:14, etc.), the
perpetuation of His presence at Sinai (Exo. 19: 9, 16ff.); so would Jehovah in
like manner shield the Israel of the final redemption, which would no longer
need the pillar of cloud since its wanderings would be over, but only the cloudy
covering; and such a covering Jehovah would create, as the praet. consec.
JRFBFw (“and He creates”) distinctly affirms. The verb baÑraÑh always denotes a
divine and miraculous production, having its commencement in time; for even
the natural is also supernatural in its first institution by God. In the case before
us, however, the reference is to a fresh manifestation of His gracious presence,
exalted above the present course of nature. This manifestation would consist by
day in “a cloud,” and as the hendiadys “cloud and smoke” (i.e., cloud in form
and smoke in substance) distinctly affirms, a smoke-cloud, not a watery cloud,
like those which ordinarily cover the sky; and by night in a fiery splendour, not
merely a lingering fiery splendour like that of the evening sky, but, as the words
clearly indicate, a flaming brightness (lehaÑbaÑh), and therefore real and living
fire. The purpose of the cloud would not only be to overshadow, but also to
serve as a wall of defence against opposing influences; f34 and the fire would not
only give light, but by flaming and flashing would ward off hostile powers. But,
above all, the cloud and fire were intended as signs of the nearness of God, and



His satisfaction. In the most glorious times of the temple a smoke-cloud of this
kind filled the Holy of holies; and there was only one occasion — namely, at the
dedication of Solomon’s temple — on which it filled the whole building
(1Ki. 8:10); but now the cloud, the smoke of which, moreover, would be turned
at night into flaming fire, would extend over every spot (maÑcoÝn, a more poetical
word for maÑkoÝm) of Mount Zion, and over the festal assemblies thereon. The
whole mountain would thus become a Holy of holies. It would be holy not only
as being the dwelling-place of Jehovah, but as the gathering-place of a
community of saints. “Her assemblies” (mikraÑehaÑ) points back to Zion, and is
a plural written defectively (at least in our editions f35), — as, for example, in
Jer. 19: 8. There is no necessity to take this noun in the sense of “meeting halls’
(a meaning which it never has anywhere else), as Gesenius, Ewald, Hitzig, and
others have done, since it may also signify “the meetings,” though not in an
abstract, but in a concrete sense (ecclesiae). f36

The explanatory clause, “for over all the glory (comes) a canopy,” admits of
several interpretations. Dr. Shegg and others take it in the general sense: “for
defence and covering are coming for all that is glorious.” Now, even if this
thought were not so jejune as it is, the word chuppaÑh would not be the word
used to denote covering for the sake of protection; it signifies rather covering
for the sake of beautifying and honouring that which is covered. ChuppaÑh is the
name still given by the Jews to the wedding canopy, i.e., a canopy supported on
four poles and carried by four boys, under which the bride and bridegroom
receive the nuptial blessing, — a meaning which is apparently more appropriate,
even in Psa. 19: 6 and Joe. 2:16, than the ordinary explanation thalamus to
torus. Such a canopy would float above Mount Zion in the form of a cloud of
smoke and blaze of fire. (There is no necessity to take chuppaÑh as a third pers.
pual, since HYEHitI, which follows immediately afterwards in v. 6, may easily be
supplied in thought.) The only question is whether coÔl-caÑboÝd signifies “every
kind of glory,” or according to Psa. 39: 6; 45:14, “pure glory” (Hofmann, Stud.
u. Krit. 1847, pp. 936-38). The thought that Jerusalem would now be “all
glory,” as its inhabitants were all holiness, and therefore that this shield would
be spread out over pure glory, is one that thoroughly commends itself. but we
nevertheless prefer the former, as more in accordance with the substantive
clause. The glory which Zion would now possess would be exposed to no
further injury: Jehovah would acknowledge it by signs of His gracious presence;
for henceforth there would be nothing glorious in Zion, over which there would
not be a canopy spread in the manner described, shading and yet enlightening,
hiding, defending, and adorning it.

Isa. 4: 6. Thus would Zion be a secure retreat from all adversities and
disasters. V. 6.



“And it will be a booth for shade by day from the heat of the sun, and for a refuge
and covert from storm and from rain.”

The subject to “will be” is not the miraculous roofing; for aÑnaÑn (cloud) is
masculine, and the verb feminine, and there would be no sense in saying that a
chuppaÑh or canopy would be a succaÑh or booth. Either, therefore, the verb
contains the subject in itself, and the meaning is, “There will be a booth” (the
verb haÑyaÑh being used in a pregnant sense, as in Isa. 15: 6; 23:13); or else Zion
(v. 5) is the subject. We prefer the latter. Zion or Jerusalem would be a booth,
that is to say, as the parallel clause affirms, a place of security and concealment
(mistor, which only occurs here, is used on account of the alliteration with
machseh in the place of sether, which the prophet more usually employs, viz., in
Isa. 28:17; 32: 2). “By day” (yoÝmaÑm, which is construed with LCL̃i in the
construct state, cf., Eze. 30:16) is left intentionally without any “by night” to
answer to it in the parallel clause, because reference is made to a place of safety
and concealment for all times, whether by day or night. Heat, storm, and rain
are mentioned as examples to denote the most manifold dangers; but it is a
singular fact that rain, which is a blessing so earnestly desired in the time of
choÝreb, i.e., of drought and burning heat, should also be included. At the
present day, when rain falls in Jerusalem, the whole city dances with delight.
Nevertheless rain, i.e., the rain which falls from the clouds, is not paradisaical;
and its effects are by no means unfrequently destructive. According to the
archives of Genesis, rain from the clouds took the place of dew for the first time
at the flood, when it fell in a continuous and destructive form. The Jerusalem of
the last time will be paradise restored; and there men will be no longer exposed
to destructive changes of weather. In this prediction the close of the prophetic
discourse is linked on to the commencement. This mountain of Zion, roofed
over with a cloud of smoke by day and the shining of a flaming fire by night, is
no other than the mountain of the house of Jehovah, which was to be exalted
above all the mountains, and to which the nations would make their pilgrimage;
and this Jerusalem, so holy within, and all glorious without, is no other than the
place from which the word of Jehovah was one day to go forth into all the
world. But what Jerusalem is this? Is it the Jerusalem of the time of final glory
awaiting the people of God in this life, as described in Rev. 11 (for,
notwithstanding all that a spiritualistic and rationalistic anti-chiliasm may say,
the prophetic words of both Old and New Testament warrant us in expecting
such a time of glory in this life); or is it the Jerusalem of the new heaven and
new earth described in Rev. 20:21? The true answer is, “Both in one.” The
prophet’s real intention was to depict the holy city in its final and imperishable
state after the last judgment. But to his view, the state beyond and the closing
state here were blended together, so that the glorified Jerusalem of earth and
the glorified Jerusalem of heaven appeared as if fused into one. It was a



distinguishing characteristic of the Old Testament, to represent the closing
scene on this side the grave, and the eternal state beyond, as a continuous line,
having its commencement here. The New Testament first drew the cross line
which divides time from eternity. It is true, indeed, as the closing chapters of
the Apocalypse show, that even the New Testament prophecies continue to
some extent to depict the state beyond in figures drawn from the present world;
with this difference, however, that when the line had once been drawn, the
demand was made, of which there was no consciousness in the Old Testament,
that the figures taken from this life should be understood as relating to the life
beyond, and that eternal realities should be separated from their temporal forms.

Judgment of Devastation upon the Vineyard of Jehovah — Ch.

CLOSING WORDS OF THE FIRST CYCLE OF PROPHECIES

The foregoing prophecy has run through all the different phases of prophetic
exhortation by the time that we reach the close of Isa. 4; and its leading
thought, viz., the overthrow of the false glory of Israel, and the perfect
establishment of true glory through the medium of judgment, has been so fully
worked out, that Isa. 5 cannot possibly be regarded either as a continuation or
as an appendix to that address. Unquestionably there are many points in which
Isa. 5 refers back to Isa. 2-4. The parable of the vineyard in Isa. 5: 1-7 grows,
as it were, out of Isa. 3:14; and in Isa. 5:15 we have a repetition of the refrain
in Isa. 2: 9, varied in a similar manner to Isa. 2:17. But these and other points of
contact with Isa. 2-4, whilst they indicate a tolerable similarity in date, by no
means prove the absence of independence in Isa. 5. The historical circumstances
of the two addresses are the same; and the range of thought is therefore closely
related. But the leading idea which is carried out in Isa. 5 is a totally different
one. The basis of the address is a parable representing Israel as the vineyard of
Jehovah, which, contrary to all expectation, had produced bad fruit, and
therefore was given up to devastation. What kind of bad fruit it produced is
described in a six-fold “woe;” and what kind of devastation was to follow is
indicated in the dark nocturnal conclusion to the whole address, which is
entirely without a promise.

Isa. 5: 1, 2. The prophet commenced his first address in Isa. 1 like another
Moses; the second, which covered no less ground, he opened with the text of
an earlier prophecy; and now he commences the third like a musician,
addressing both himself and his hearers with enticing words. V. 1a.

“Arise, I will sing of my beloved, a song of my dearest touching his vineyard.”

The fugitive rhythm, the musical euphony, the charming assonances in this
appeal, it is impossible to reproduce. They are perfectly inimitable. The Lamed



in liÝdiÝdiÝ is the Lamed objecti. The person to whom the song referred, to whom
it applied, of whom it treated, was the singer’s own beloved. It was a song of
his dearest one (not his cousin, patruelis, as Luther renders it in imitation of the
Vulgate, for the meaning of doÝd is determined by yaÑdid, beloved) touching his
vineyard. The Lamed in l’carmo is also Lamed objecti. The song of the beloved
is really a song concerning the vineyard of the beloved; and this song is a song
of the beloved himself, not a song written about him, or attributed to him, but
such a song as he himself had sung, and still had to sing. The prophet, by
beginning in this manner, was surrounded (either in spirit or in outward reality)
by a crowd of people from Jerusalem and Judah. The song is a short one, and
runs thus in vv. 1b, 2:

“My beloved had a vineyard on a fatly nourished mountain-horn, and dug it up and
cleared it of stones, and planted it with noble vines, and built a tower in it, and also
hewed out a wine-press therein; and hoped that it would bring forth grapes, and it
brought forth wild grapes.”

The vineyard was situated upon a keren, i.e., upon a prominent mountain peak
projecting like a horn, and therefore open to the sun on all sides; for, as Virgil
says in the Georgics, “apertos Bacchus amat colles.” This mountain horn was
ben-shemen, a child of fatness: the fatness was innate, it belonged to it by
nature (shemen is used, as in Isa. 28: 1, to denote the fertility of a nutritive
loamy soil). And the owner of the vineyard spared no attention or trouble. The
plough could not be used, from the steepness of the mountain slope: he
therefore dug it up, that is to say, he turned up the soil which was to be made
into a vineyard with a hoe (izzeÝk, to hoe; Arab. mi’zak, mi’zaka); and as he
found it choked up with stones and boulders, he got rid of this rubbish by
throwing it out sikkeÝl, a privative piel, lapidibus purgare, then operam
consumere in lapides, sc. ejiciendos, to stone, or clear of stones: Ges. § 52, 2).
After the soil had been prepared he planted it with sorek, i.e., the finest kind of
eastern vine, bearing small grapes of a bluish-red, with pips hardly perceptible
to the tongue. The name is derived from its colour (compare the Arabic zerka,
red wine). To protect and adorn the vineyard which had been so richly planted,
he built a tower in the midst of it. The expression “and also” calls especial
attention to the fact that he hewed out a wine-trough therein (yekeb, the trough
into which the must or juice pressed from the grapes in the wine-press flows,
lacus as distinguished from torcuÔlar); that is to say, in order that the trough
might be all the more fixed and durable, he constructed it in a rocky portion of
the ground (chaÑtseÝb bo instead of chaÔtsab bo, with a and the accent drawn back,
because a Beth was thereby easily rendered inaudible, so that chaÑtseÝb is not a
participial adjective, as Böttcher supposes). This was a difficult task, as the
expression “and also” indicates; and for that very reason it was an evidence of
the most confident expectation. But how bitterly was this deceived! The



vineyard produced no such fruit, as might have been expected from a sorek
plantation; it brought forth no ÿanaÑbim whatever, i.e., no such grapes as a
cultivated vine should bear, but only b’ushim, or wild grapes. Luther first of all
adopted the rendering wild grapes, and then altered it to harsh or sour grapes.
But it comes to the same thing. The difference between a wild vine and a good
vine is only qualitative. The vitis vinifera, like all cultivated plants, is assigned
to the care of man, under which it improves; whereas in its wild state it remains
behind its true intention (see Genesis, § 622). Consequently the word b’ushim
(from baÑÿash, to be bad, or smell bad) denotes not only the grapes of the wild
vine, which are naturally small and harsh (Rashi, lambruches, i.e., grapes of the
labrusca, which is used now, however, as the botanical name of a vine that is
American in its origin), but also grapes of a good stock, which have either been
spoiled or have failed to ripen. f37

These were the grapes which the vineyard produced, such as you might indeed
have expected from a wild vine, but not from carefully cultivated vines of the
very choicest kind.

Isa. 5: 3, 4. The song of the beloved who was so sorely deceived terminates
here. The prophet recited it, not his beloved himself; but as they were both of
one heart and one soul, the prophet proceeds thus in vv. 3 and 4:

“And now, O inhabitants of Jerusalem and men of Judah , judge, I pray you,
between me and my vineyard! What could have been done more to my vineyard that
I have not done in it? Wherefore did I hope that it would bring forth grapes, and it
brought forth wild grapes?”

The fact that the prophet speaks as if he were the beloved himself, shows at
once who the beloved must be. The beloved of the prophet and the lover of the
prophet (yaÑdid and doÝd) were Jehovah, with whom he was so united by a union
mystica exalted above all earthly love, that, like the angel of Jehovah in the
early histories, he could speak as if he were Jehovah Himself (see especially
Zec. 2:12-15). To any one with spiritual intuition, therefore, the parabolical
meaning and object of the song would be at once apparent; and even the
inhabitants of Jerusalem and the men of Judah (yoÝsheÝb and iÝsh are used
collectively, as in Isa. 8:14; 9: 8; 22:21, cf., 20: 6) were not so stupefied by sin,
that they could not perceive to what the prophet was leading. It was for them to
decide where the guilt of this unnatural issue lay — that is to say, of this
thorough contradiction between the “doing” of the vineyard and the “doing” of
the Lord; that instead of the grapes he hoped for, it brought forth wild grapes.
(On the expression “what could have been done,” quid faciendum est, mah-
la’asoth, see at Hab. 1:17, Ges. § 132, Anm. 1.) Instead of HMFLF (HmFLF) we
have the more suitable term JAwdMÁ, the latter being used in relation to the actual
cause (causa efficiens), the former in relation to the object (causa finalis). The



parallel to the second part, viz., Isa. 50: 2, resembles the passage before us, not
only in the use of this particular word, but also in the fact that there, as well as
here, it relates to both clauses, and more especially to the latter of the two. We
find the same paratactic construction in connection with other conjunctions (cf.,
Isa. 12: 1; 65:12). They were called upon to decide and answer as to this what
and wherefore; but they were silent, just because they could clearly see that they
would have to condemn themselves (as David condemned himself in connection
with Nathan’s parable, 2Sa. 12: 5). The Lord of the vineyard, therefore, begins
to speak. He, its accuser, will now also be its judge.

Isa. 5: 5.

“Now then, I will tell you what I will do at once to my vineyard: take away its
hedge, and it shall be for grazing; pull down its wall, and it shall be for treading
down.”

Before “now then” (vÿattaÑh) we must imagine a pause, as in Isa. 3:14. The
Lord of the vineyard breaks the silence of the umpires, which indicates their
consciousness of guilt. They shall hear from Him what He will do at once to His
vineyard (Lamed in l’carmi, as, for example, in Deu. 11: 6). “I will do:” ani
ÿoÝseh, fut. instans, equivalent to facturus sum (Ges. § 134, 2, b). In the inf. abs.
which follow He opens up what He will do. On this explanatory use of the inf.
abs., see Isa. 20: 2; 58: 6, 7. In such cases as these it takes the place of the
object, as in other cases of the subject, but always in an abrupt manner (Ges. §
131, 1). He would take away the mesucah, i.e., the green thorny hedge
(Pro. 15:19; Hos. 2: 8) with which the vineyard was enclosed, and would pull
down the gaÑreÝd, i.e., the low stone wall (Num. 22:24; Pro. 24:31), which had
been surrounded by the hedge of thorn-bushes to make a better defence, as well
as for the protection of the wall itself, more especially against being
undermined; so that the vineyard would be given up to grazing and treading
down (LXX katapaÂthma), i.e., would become an open way and gathering-place
for man and beast.

Isa. 5: 6. This puts an end to the unthankful vineyard, and indeed a hopeless
one. V. 6.

“And I will put an end to it: it shall not be pruned nor digged, and it shall break out
in thorns and thistles; and I will command the clouds to rain no rain over it.”

“Put an end:” baÑthaÑh (= battaÑh: Ges. § 67, Anm. 11) signifies, according to the
primary meaning of baÑthath (Twb, THAbI, see at Isa. 1:29), viz., abscindere,
either abscissum = locus abscissus or praeruptus (Isa. 7:19), or abscissio =
deletio. The latter is the meaning here, where shiÝth baÑthaÑh is a refined
expression for the more usual HLFKF HVF F̂, both being construed with the
accusative of the thing which is brought to an end. Further pruning and hoeing



would do it no good, but only lead to further disappointment: it was the will of
the Lord, therefore, that the deceitful vineyard should shoot up in thorns and
thistles (ÿaÑlaÑh is applied to the soil, as in Isa. 34:13 and Pro. 24:31; shaÑmir
vaÑshaith, thorns and thistles, are in the accusative, according to Ges. § 138, 1,
Anm. 2; and both the words themselves, and also their combination, are
exclusively and peculiarly Isaiah’s). f38

In order that it might remain a wilderness, the clouds would also receive
commandment from the Lord not to rain upon it. There can be no longer any
doubt who the Lord of the vineyard is. He is Lord of the clouds, and therefore
the Lord of heaven and earth. It is He who is the prophet’s beloved and dearest
one. The song which opened in so minstrel-like and harmless a tone, has now
become painfully severe and terribly repulsive. The husk of the parable, which
has already been broken through, now falls completely off (cf., Mat. 22:13;
25:30). What it sets forth in symbol is really true. This truth the prophet
establishes by an open declaration.

Isa. 5: 7.

“For the vineyard of Jehovah of hosts is the house of Israel, and the men of Judah
are the plantation of His delight: He waited for justice, and behold grasping; for
righteousness, and behold a shriek.”

The meaning is not that the Lord of the vineyard would not let any more rain
fall upon it, because this Lord was Jehovah (which is not affirmed in fact in the
words commencing with “for,” ci), but a more general one. This was how the
case stood with the vineyard; for all Israel, and especially the people of Judah,
were this vineyard, which had so bitterly deceived the expectations of its Lord,
and indeed “the vineyard of Jehovah of hosts,” and therefore of the omnipotent
God, whom even the clouds would serve when He came forth to punish. The
expression “for” (ci) is not only intended to vindicate the truth of the last
statement, but the truth of the whole simile, including this: it is an explanatory
“for” (ci explic.), which opens the epimythion. “The vineyard of the Lord of
hosts” (cerem Jehovah Zebaoth) is the predicate. “The house of Israel (beth
YisraÑel) was the whole nation, which is also represented in other passages
under the same figure of a vineyard (Isa. 27: 2ff.; Psa. 80, etc.). But as Isaiah
was prophet in Judah, he applies the figure more particularly to Judah, which
was called Jehovah’s favourite plantation, inasmuch as it was the seat of the
divine sanctuary and of the Davidic kingdom. This makes it easy enough to
interpret the different parts of the simile employed. The fat mountain-horn was
Canaan, flowing with milk and honey (Exo. 15:17); the digging of the vineyard,
and clearing it of stones, was the clearing of Canaan from its former heathen
inhabitants (Psa. 54: 3); the sorek-vines were the holy priests and prophets and
kings of Israel of the earlier and better times (Jer. 2:21); the defensive and



ornamental tower in the midst of the vineyard was Jerusalem as the royal city,
with Zion the royal fortress (Mic. 4: 8); the winepress-trough was the temple,
where, according to Psa. 36: 9 (8), the wine of heavenly pleasures flowed in
streams, and from which, according to Psa. 42 and many other passages, the
thirst of the soul might all be quenched. The grazing and treading down are
explained in Jer. 5:10 and 12:10. The bitter deception experienced by Jehovah is
expressed in a play upon two words, indicating the surprising change of the
desired result into the very opposite. The explanation which Gesenius, Caspari,
Knobel, and others give of mispaÑch, viz., bloodshed, does not commend itself;
for even if it must be admitted that saÑphach occurs once or twice in the
“Arabizing” book of Job (Job. 30: 7; 14:19) in the sense of pouring out, this
verbal root is strange to the Hebrew (and the Aramaean). Moreover, mispaÑch in
any case would only mean pouring or shedding, and not bloodshed; and
although the latter would certainly be possible by the side of the Arabic saffaÑch,
saffaÑk (shedder of blood), yet it would be such an ellipsis as cannot be shown
anywhere else in Hebrew usage. On the other hand, the rendering “leprosy”
does not yield any appropriate sense, as mispachath (sappachath) is never
generalized anywhere else into the single idea of “dirt” (Luzzatto: sozzura), nor
does it appear as an ethical notion. We therefore prefer to connect it with a
meaning unquestionably belonging to the verb XPS (see kal, 1Sa. 3:36; niphal,
14: 1; hithpael, 1Sa. 26:19), which is derived in ‡SAYF, ‡SAJF, ‡wS, from the
primary notion “to sweep,” spec. to sweep towards, sweep in, or sweep away.
Hence we regard mispach as denoting the forcible appropriation of another
man’s property; certainly a suitable antithesis to mishpaÑt. The prophet
describes, in full-toned figures, how the expected noble grapes had turned into
wild grapes, with nothing more than an outward resemblance. The introduction
to the prophecy closes here.

The prophecy itself follows next, a seven-fold discourse composed of the six-
fold woe contained in vv. 8-23, and the announcement of punishment in which
it terminates. In this six-fold woe the prophet describes the bad fruits one by
one. In confirmation of our rendering of mispaÑch, the first woe relates to
covetousness and avarice as the root of all evil.

Isa. 5: 8.

“Woe unto them that join house to house, who lay field to field, till there is no more
room, and ye alone are dwelling in the midst of the land.”

The participle is continued in the finite verb, as in v. 23, Isa. 10: 1; the regular
syntactic construction is cases of this kind (Ges. § 134, Anm. 2). The preterites
after “till” (there are to such preterites, for ‘ephes is an intensified †YJ ẽnclosing
the verbal idea) correspond to future perfects: “They, the insatiable, would not



rest till, after every smaller piece of landed property had been swallowed by
them, the whole land had come into their possession, and no one beside
themselves was settled in the land” (Job. 22: 8). Such covetousness was all the
more reprehensible, because the law of Israel and provided so very stringently
and carefully, that as far as possible there should be an equal distribution of the
soil, and that hereditary family property should be inalienable. All landed
property that had been alienated reverted to the family every fiftieth year, or
year of jubilee; so that alienation simply had reference to the usufruct of the
land till that time. It was only in the case of houses in towns that the right of
redemption was restricted to one year, at least according to a later statute. How
badly the law of the year of jubilee had been observed, may be gathered from
Jer. 34, where we learn that the law as to the manumission of Hebrew slaves in
the sabbatical year had fallen entirely into neglect. Isaiah’s contemporary,
Micah, makes just the same complaint as Isaiah himself (vid., Mic. 2: 2).

Isa. 5: 9, 10. And the denunciation of punishment is made by him in very
similar terms to those which we find here in vv. 9, 10:

“Into mine ears Jehovah of hosts: Of a truth many houses shall become a
wilderness, great and beautiful ones deserted. For ten yokes of vineyard will yield
one pailful, and a quarter of seed-corn will produce a bushel.”

We may see from Isa. 22:14 in what sense the prophet wrote the substantive
clause, “Into mine ears,” or more literally, “In mine ears [is] Jehovah Zebaoth,”
viz., He is here revealing Himself to me. In the pointing, YNFZiJFbI is written with
tiphchah as a pausal form, to indicate to the reader that the boldness of the
expression is to be softened down by the assumption of an ellipsis. In Hebrew,
“to say into the ears” did not mean to “speak softly and secretly,” as
Gen. 23:10, 16, Job. 33: 8, and other passages, clearly show; but to speak in a
distinct and intelligible manner, which precludes the possibility of any
misunderstanding. The prophet, indeed, had not Jehovah standing locally beside
him; nevertheless, he had Him objectively over against his own personality, and
was well able to distinguish very clearly the thoughts and words of his own
personality, from the words of Jehovah which arose audibly within him. These
words informed him what would be the fate of the rich and insatiable
landowners. “Of a truth:” JLO‰„JI (if not) introduces an oath of an affirmative
character (the complete formula is chai ani ‘im-lo’, “as I live if not”), just as
‘im (if) alone introduces a negative oath (e.g., Num. 14:23). The force of the
expression ‘im-lo’ extends not only to rabbim, as the false accentuation with
gershayim (double-geresh) would make it appear, but to the whole of the
following sentence, as it is correctly accentuated with rebia in the Venetian
(1521) and other early editions. A universal desolation would ensue: rabbim
(many) does not mean less than all; but the houses (baÑttim, as the word should



be pronounced, notwithstanding Ewald’s objection to Köhler’s remarks on
Zec. 14: 2; cf., Job, 2:31) constituted altogether a very large number (compare
the use of the word “many” in Isa. 2: 3, Mat. 20:28, etc.). †YJM̃ ĩs a double, and
therefore an absolute, negation (so that there is not, no inhabitant, i.e., not any
inhabitant at all). V. 10, which commences, with ci, explains how such a
desolation of the houses would be brought about: failure of crops produces
famine, and this is followed by depopulation. “Ten zimdeÝ (with dagesh lene,
Ewald) of vineyard” are either ten pieces of the size that a man could plough in
one day with a yoke of oxen, or possibly ten portions of yoke -like espaliers of
vines, i.e., of vines trained on cross laths (the vina jugata of Varro), which is
the explanation adopted by Biesenthal. But if we compare 1Sa. 14:14, the
former is to be preferred, although the links are wanting which would enable us
to prove that the early Israelites had one and the same system of land measure
as the Romans; f39 nevertheless Arab. fddaÑn (in Hauran) is precisely similar, and
this word signifies primarily a yoke of oxen, and then a yoke (jugerum) regarded
as a measure of land. Ten days’ work would only yield a single bath. This liquid
measure, which was first introduced in the time of the kings, corresponded to
the ephah in dry measure (Eze. 45:11). According to Josephus (Ant. viii. 2, 9),
it was equal to seventy-two Roman sextarii, i.e., a little more than thirty-three
Berlin quarts; but in the time of Isaiah it was probably smaller. The homer, a dry
measure, generally called a cor after the time of the kings, was equal to ten
Attic medimnoi; f40 a medimnos being (according to Josephus, Ant. xv. 9, 2)
about 15-16ths of a Berlin bushel, and therefore a little more than fifteen pecks.
Even if this quantity of corn should be sown, they would not reap more than an
ephah. The harvest, therefore, would only yield the tenth part of the sowing,
since an ephah was the tenth part of a homer, or three seahs, the usual
minimum for one baking (vid., Mat. 13:33). It is, of course, impossible to give
the relative measure exactly in our translation.

Isa. 5:11. The second woe, for which the curse about to fall upon vinedressing
(v. 10a) prepared the way by the simple association of ideas, is directed against
the debauchees, who in their carnal security carried on their excesses even in
the daylight. V. 11.

“Woe unto them that rise up early in the morning to run after strong drink ; who
continue till late at night with wine inflaming them!”

Boker (from baÑkar, bakara, to slit, to tear up, or split) is the break of day; and
nesheph (from naÑshaph, to blow) the cool of the evening, including the night
(Isa. 21: 4; 59:10); ‘ichër, to continue till late, as in Pro. 23:30: the construct
state before words with a preposition, as in Isa. 9: 2; 28: 9, and many other
passages (Ges. § 116, 1). SheÝcaÑr, in connection with yayin, is the general name
for every other kind of strong drink, more especially for wines made artificially



from fruit, honey, raisins, dates, etc., including barley-wine (oiçnoj kriÂqinoj) or
beer (eÏk kriqwÌn meÂqu in Aeschylus, also called bruÌton brutoÂn, zuÌqoj zuÂqoj,
and by many other names), a beverage known in Egypt, which was half a wine
country and half a beer country, from as far back as the time of the Pharaohs.
The form sheÝcaÑr is composed, like BNFˆ̃(with the fore-tone tsere), from shaÑcar,
to intoxicate; according to the Arabic, literally to close by stopping up, i.e., to
stupefy. f41

The clauses after the two participles are circumstantial clauses (Ewald, § 341,
b), indicating the circumstances under which they ran out so early, and sat till
long after dark: they hunted after mead, they heated themselves with wine,
namely, to drown the consciousness of their deeds of darkness.

Isa. 5:12. Ver. 12 describes how they go on in their blindness with music and
carousing:

“And guitar and harp, kettle-drum, and flute, and wine, is their feast; but they
regard not the work of Jehovah, and see not the purpose of His hands.”

“Their feast” is so and so („HEYTŠ̃iMI is only a plural in appearance; it is really a
singular, as in Dan. 1:10, 16, and many other passages, with the Yod of the
primary form, YtÁŠiMI = HtEŠiMI, softened: see the remarks on HFLÊ F at Isa. 1:30,
and HFYVE Ô at Isa. 22:11); that is to say, their feast consisted or was composed
of exciting music and wine. Knobel construes it, “and there are guitar, etc., and
wine is their drink;” but a divided sentence of this kind is very tame; and the
other expression, based upon the general principle, “The whole is its parts,” is
thoroughly Semitic (see Fleischer’s Abhandlungen über einige Arten der
Nominalapposition in den Sitzungsberichten der sächs. Gesellschaft der
Wissenschaft, 1862). Cinnor (guitar) is a general name for such instruments as
have their strings drawn (upon a bridge) over a sounding board; and nebel (the
harp and lyre) a general name for instruments with their strings hung freely, so
as to be played with both hands at the same time. Toph (Arab. duff) is a general
name for the tambourin, the drum, and the kettle-drum; chalil (lit. that which is
bored through) a general name for the flute and double flute. In this tumult and
riot they had no thought or eye for the work of Jehovah and the purpose of His
hands. This is the phrase used to express the idea of eternal counsel of God
(Isa. 37:26), which leads to salvation by the circuitous paths of judgment
(Isa. 10:12; 28:21; 29:23), so far as that counsel is embodied in history, as
moulded by the invisible interposition of God. In their joy and glory they had no
sense for what was the most glorious of all, viz., the moving and working of
God in history; so that they could not even discern the judgment which was in
course of preparation at that very time.



Isa. 5:13. Therefore judgment would overtake them in this blind, dull, and
stupid animal condition. V. 13.

“Therefore my people go into banishment without knowing; and their glory will
become starving men, and their tumult men dried up with thirst.”

As the word “therefore” (laÑceÝn, as in Isa. 1:24) introduces the threat of
punishment, gaÑlaÑh (go into captivity) is a prophetic preterite. Israel would go
into exile, and that “without knowing” (mibb’li-da’ath). The meaning of this
expression cannot be “from want of knowledge,” since the min which is fused
into one word with b’li is not causal, but negative, and mibb’li, as a
preposition, always signifies “without” (absque). But are we to render it
“without knowing it” (as in Hos. 4: 6, where hadda’ath has the article), or
“unawares?” There is no necessity for any dispute on this point, since the two
renderings are fundamentally one and the same. The knowledge, of which v. 12
pronounces them destitute, was more especially a knowledge of the judgment
of God that was hanging over them; so that, as the captivity would come upon
them without knowledge, it would necessarily come upon them unawares.
“Their glory” (ceboÝdoÝ) and “their tumult” (hamono) are therefore to be
understood, as the predicates show, as collective nouns used in a personal
sense, the former signifying the more select portion of the nation (cf.,
Mic. 1:15), the latter the mass of the people, who were living in rioting and
tumult. The former would become “men of famine” (meÔtheÝ raÑaÑb: YTM̃i, like
YŠ̃NiJÁ in other places, viz., 2Sa. 19:29, or YNb̃I, 1Sa. 26:16); the latter “men
dried up with thirst” ( tsicheÝh tsaÑmaÑh: the same number as the subject). There is
no necessity to read YTM̃ (̃dead men) instead of YTM̃i, as the LXX and Vulgate
do, or YZM̃i (HZM̃i) according to Deu. 32:24, as Hitzig, Ewald, Böttcher, and
others propose (compare, on the contrary, Gen. 34:30 and Job. 11:11). The
adjective tzicheh (hapax leg.) is formed like chireÝsh, ceÝheh, and other adjectives
which indicate defects: in such formations from verbs Lamed-He, instead of e
we have an ae that has grown out of ay (Olshausen, § 182, b). The rich gluttons
would starve, and the tippling crowd would die with thirst.

Isa. 5:14. The threat of punishment commences again with “therefore;” it has
not yet satisfied itself, and therefore grasps deeper still. V. 14.

“Therefore the under-world opens its jaws wide , and stretches open its mouth
immeasurably wide; and the glory of Jerusalem descends, and its tumult, and noise,
and those who rejoice within it.”

The verbs which follow laÑceÝn (therefore) are prophetic preterites, as in v. 13.
The feminine suffixes attached to what the lower world swallows up do not
refer to sheol (though this is construed more frequently, no doubt, as a feminine
than as a masculine, as it is in Job. 26: 6), but, as expressed in the translation, to



Jerusalem itself, which is also necessarily required by the last clause, “those who
rejoice within it.” The withdrawal of the tone from ZL˜̂FWi to the penultimate (cf.,
chaÑpheÝtz in Psa. 18:20; 22: 9) is intentionally omitted, to cause the rolling and
swallowing up to be heard as it were. A mouth is ascribed to the under-world,
also a nephesh, i.e., a greedy soul, in which sense nephesh is then applied
metonymically sometimes to a thirst for blood (Psa. 27:12), and sometimes to
simple greediness (Isa. 56:11), and even, as in the present passage and
Hab. 2: 5, to the throat or swallow which the soul opens “without measure,”
when its craving knows no bounds (Psychol. p. 204). It has become a common
thing now to drop entirely the notion which formerly prevailed, that the noun
sheol was derived from the verb shaÑal in the sense in which it was generally
employed, viz., to ask or demand; but Caspari, who has revived it again, is
certainly so far correct, that the derivation of the word which the prophet had in
his mind was this and no other. The word sheol (an infinitive form, like pekoÝd)
signifies primarily the irresistible and inexorable demand made upon every
earthly thing; and then secondarily, in a local sense, the place of the abode of
shades, to which everything on the surface of the earth is summoned; or
essentially the divinely appointed curse which demands and swallows up
everything upon the earth. We simply maintain, however, that the word sheol,
as generally sued, was associated in thought with shaÑaÔl, to ask or demand.
Originally, no doubt, it may have been derived from the primary and more
material idea of the verb LJŠ, possibly from the meaning “to be hollow,” which
is also assumed to be the primary meaning of L Š̂. f42

At any rate, this derivation answers to the view that generally prevailed in
ancient times. According to the prevalent idea, Hades was in the interior of the
earth. And there was nothing really absurd in this, since it is quite within the
power and freedom of the omnipresent God to manifest Himself wherever and
however He may please. As He reveals Himself above the earth, i.e., in heaven,
among blessed spirits in the light of His love; so did He reveal Himself
underneath the earth, viz., in SheoÑl, in the darkness and fire of His wrath. And
with the exception of Enoch and Elijah, with their marvellous departure from
this life, the way of every mortal ended there, until the time when Jesus Christ,
having first paid the luÂtron, i.e., having shed His blood, which covers our guilt
and turns the wrath of God into love, descended into Hades and ascended into
heaven, and from that time forth has changed the death of all believers from a
descent into Hades into an ascension to heaven. But even under the Old
Testament the believer may have known, that whoever hid himself on this side
the grave in Jehovah the living One, would retain his eternal germ of life even in
SheoÑl in the midst of the shades, and would taste the love of God even in the
midst of wrath. It was this postulate of faith which lay at the foundation of the
fact, that even under the Old Testament the broader and more comprehensive



idea of SheoÑl began to be contracted into the more limited notion of hell (see
Psychol. p. 415). This is the case in the passage before us, where Isaiah predicts
of everything of which Jerusalem was proud, and in which it revelled, including
the persons who rejoice din these things, a descent into Hades; just as the
Korahite author of Psa. 49 wrote (v. 14) that the beauty of the wicked would be
given up to Hades to be consumed, without having hereafter any place in the
upper world, when the upright should have dominion over them in the morning.
Hades even here is almost equivalent to the New Testament gehenna.

Isa. 5:15, 16. The prophet now repeats a thought which formed one of the
refrains of the second prophetic address (Isa. 2: 9, 11, cf., v. 17). It acquires
here a still deeper sense, from the context in which it stands. Vv. 15, 16.

“Then are mean men bowed down , and lords humbled, and the eyes of lofty men are
humbled. And Jehovah of hosts shows Himself exalted in judgment, and God the
Holy One sanctifies Himself in righteousness.”

That which had exalted itself from earth to heaven, would be cast down
earthwards into hell. The consecutive futures depict the coming events, which
are here represented as historically present, as the direct sequel of what is also
represented as present in v. 14: Hades opens, and then both low and lofty in
Jerusalem sink down, and the soaring eyes now wander about in horrible
depths. God, who is both exalted and holy in Himself, demanded that as the
exalted One He should be exalted, and that as the Holy One He should be
sanctified. But Jerusalem had not done that; He would therefore prove Himself
the exalted One by the execution of justice, and sanctify Himself (nikdash is to
be rendered as a reflective verb, according to Eze. 36:23; 38:23) by the
manifestation of righteousness, in consequence of which the people of
Jerusalem would have to give Him glory against their will, as forming part of
“the things under the earth” (Phi. 2:10). Jerusalem has been swallowed up twice
in this manner by Hades; once in the Chaldean war, and again in the Roman.
But the invisible background of these outward events was the fact, that it had
already fallen under the power of hell. And now, even in a more literal sense,
ancient Jerusalem, like the company of Korah (Num. 16:30, 33), has gone
underground. Just as Babylon and Nineveh, the ruins of which are dug out of
the inexhaustible mine of their far-stretching foundation and soil, have sunk
beneath the ground; so do men walk about in modern Jerusalem over the
ancient Jerusalem, which lies buried beneath; and many an enigma of
topography will remain an enigma until ancient Jerusalem has been dug out of
the earth again.

Isa. 5:17. And when we consider that the Holy Land is at the present time an
extensive pasture-ground for Arab shepherds, and that the modern Jerusalem



which has arisen from the dust is a Mohammedan city, we may see in this also a
literal fulfilment of v. 17:

“And lambs feed as upon their pasture , and nomad shepherds eat the waste places
of the fat ones.”

There is no necessity to supply an object to the verb w R̂FWi, as Knobel and
others assume, viz., the waste lands mentioned in the second clause; nor is
cedaÑbraÑm to be taken as the object, as Caspari supposes; but the place referred
to is determined by the context: in the place where Jerusalem is sunken, there
lambs feed after the manner of their own pasture-ground, i.e., just as if they
were in their old accustomed pasture (dober, as in Mic. 2:12, from daÑbaÔr, to
drive). The lambs intended are those of the gaÑrim mentioned in the second
clause. The gaÑrim themselves are men leading an unsettled, nomad, or pilgrim
life; as distinguished from geÝrim, strangers visiting, or even settled at a place.
The LXX have aÏÂrnej, so that they must have read either caÑrim or gedaÑim,
which Ewald, Knobel, and others adopt. But one feature of the prophecy, which
is sustained by the historical fulfilment, is thereby obliterated. ChaÑrboth meÝchim
are the lands of those that were formerly marrowy, i.e., fat and strutting about
in their fulness; which lands had now become waste places. Knobel’s statement,
that aÑcaÔl is out of place in connection with gaÑrim, is overthrown by Isa. 1: 7, to
which he himself refers, though he makes he-goats the subject instead of men.
The second woe closes with v. 17. It is the longest of all. This also serves to
confirm the fact that luxury was the leading vice of Judah in the time of Uzziah-
Jotham, as it was that of Israel under Jeroboam II (see Amo. 6, where the same
threat is held out).

Isa. 5:18. The third woe is directed against the supposed strong-minded men,
who called down the judgment of God by presumptuous sins and wicked
words. V. 18.

“Woe unto them that draw crime with cords of lying, and sin as with the rope of the
waggon.”

Knobel and most other commentators take maÑshak in the sense of attrahere (to
draw towards one’s self): “They draw towards them sinful deeds with cords of
lying palliation, and the cart-rope of the most daring presumption;” and cite, as
parallel examples, Job. 40:25 and Hos. 11: 4. But as maÑshak is also used in
Deu. 21: 3 in the sense of drawing in a yoke, that is to say, drawing a plough or
chariot; and as the waggon or cart (agaÑlaÑh, the word commonly used for a
transport-waggon, as distinguished from mercaÑbaÑh, the state carriage or war
chariot: see Genesis, pp. 562-3) is expressly mentioned here, the figure
employed is certainly the same as that which underlies the New Testament
eÎterozugeiÌn (“unequally yoked,” 2Co. 6:14). Iniquity was the burden which



they drew after them with cords of lying (shaÑvÿh: see at Psa. 26: 4 and
Job. 15:31), i.e., “want of character or religion;” and sin was the waggon to
which they were harnessed as if with a thick cart-rope (Hofmann, Drechsler,
and Caspari; see Ewald, § 221, a). Iniquity and sin are mentioned here as
carrying with them their own punishment. The definite †WÔ FHE (crime or misdeed)
is generic, and the indefinite HJF«FXÁ qualitative and massive. There is a bitter
sarcasm involved in the bold figure employed. They were proud of their
unbelief; but this unbelief was like a halter with which, like beasts of burden,
they were harnessed to sin, and therefore to the punishment of sin, which they
went on drawing further and further, in utter ignorance of the waggon behind
them.

Isa. 5:19. Ver. 19 shows very clearly that the prophet referred to the free-
thinkers of his time, the persons who are called fools (nabal) and scorners (leÝtz)
in the Psalms and Proverbs.

“Who say, Let Him hasten, accelerate His work, that we may see; and let the
counsel of the Holy One of Israel draw near and come, that we may experience it.”

They doubted whether the day of Jehovah would ever come (Eze. 12:22;
Jer. 5:12, 13), and went so far in their unbelief as to call out for what they could
not and would not believe, and desired it to come that they might see it with
their own eyes and experience it for themselves (Jer. 17:15; it is different in
Amo. 5:18 and Mal. 2:17-3: 1, where this desire does not arise from scorn and
defiance, but from impatience and weakness of faith). As the two verbs
denoting haste are used both transitively and intransitively (vid., Jud. 20:37, to
hasten or make haste), we might render the passage “let His work make haste,”
as Hitzig, Ewald, Umbreit, and Drechsler do; but we prefer the rendering
adopted by Gesenius, Caspari, and Knobel, on the basis of Isa. 60:22, and take
the verb as transitive, and Jehovah as the subject. The forms yaÑchishaÑh and
taboaÑh are, with Psa. 20: 4 and Job. 11:17, probably the only examples of the
expression of a wish in the third person, strengthened by the aÑh, which indicates
a summons or appeal; for Eze. 23:20, which Gesenius cites (§ 48, 3), and
Job. 22:21, to which Knobel refers, have no connection with this, as in both
passages the aÑh is the feminine termination, and not hortative (vid., Comm. on
Job, at 11:17, note, and at 22:21). The fact that the free-thinkers called God
“the Holy One of Israel,” whereas they scoffed at His intended final and
practical attestation of Himself as the Holy One, may be explained from
Isa. 30:11: they took this name of God from the lips of the prophet himself, so
that their scorn affected both God and His prophet at the same time.

Isa. 5:20. The fourth woe:



“Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil; who give out darkness for light,
and light for darkness; who give out bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter.”

The previous woe had reference to those who made the facts of sacred history
the butt of their naturalistic doubt and ridicule, especially so far as they were the
subject of prophecy. This fourth woe relates to those who adopted a code of
morals that completely overturned the first principles of ethics, and was utterly
opposed to the law of God; for evil, darkness, and bitter, with their respective
antitheses, represent moral principles that are essentially related (Mat. 6:23;
Jam. 3:11), Evil, as hostile to God, is dark in its nature, and therefore loves
darkness, and is exposed to the punitive power of darkness. And although it
may be sweet to the material taste, it is nevertheless bitter, inasmuch as it
produces abhorrence and disgust in the godlike nature of man, and, after a brief
period of self-deception, is turned into the bitter woe of fatal results. Darkness
and light, bitter and sweet, therefore, are not tautological metaphors for evil and
good; but epithets applied to evil and good according to their essential
principles, and their necessary and internal effects.

Isa. 5:21. The fifth woe:

“Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight.”

The third woe had reference to the unbelieving naturalists, the opponents of
prophecy (nebuaÑh); the fourth to the moralists, who threw all into confusion;
and to this there is appended, by a very natural association of ideas, the woe
denounced upon those whom want of humility rendered inaccessible to that
wisdom which went hand in hand with prophecy, and the true foundation of
which was the fear of Jehovah (Pro. 1: 7; Job. 28:28; Ecc. 12:13). “Be not wise
in thine own eyes,” is a fundamental rule of this wisdom(Pro. 3: 7). It was upon
this wisdom that that prophetic policy rested, whose warnings, as we read in
Isa. 28: 9, 10, they so scornfully rejected. The next woe, which has reference to
the administration of justice in the state, shows very clearly that in this woe the
prophet had more especially the want of theocratic wisdom in relation to the
affairs of state in his mind.

Isa. 5:22, 23. The sixth woe:

“Woe to those who are heroes to drink wine , and brave men to mix strong drink;
who acquit criminals for a bribe, and take away from every one the righteousness of
the righteous.”

We see from v. 23 that the drinkers in v. 22 are unjust judges. The threat
denounced against these is Isaiah’s universal ceterum censeo; and accordingly it
forms, in this instance also, the substance of his sixth and last woe. They are
heroes; not, however, in avenging wrong, but in drinking wine; they are men of
renown, though not for deciding between guilt and innocence, but for mixing up



the ingredients of strong artistic wines. For the terms applied to such mixed
wines, see Psa. 75: 9, Pro. 23:30, Son. 7: 3. It must be borne in mind, however,
that what is here called shecaÑr was not, properly speaking, wine, but an artificial
mixture, like date wine and cider. For such things as these they were
noteworthy and strong; whereas they judged unjustly, and took bribes that they
might consume the reward of their injustice in drink and debauchery (Isa. 28: 7,
8; Pro. 31: 5). “For reward:” eÝkeÔb (Arab. ‘ukb; different from aÑkeÝb, a heel, =
ÿakib) is an adverbial accusative, “in recompense,” or “for pay.” “From him”
(mimmennu) is distributive, and refers back to tsaddikim (the righteous); as, for
example, in Hos. 4: 8.

Isa. 5:24. In the three exclamations in vv. 18-21, Jehovah rested contented
with the simple undeveloped “woe” (hoi) . On the other hand, the first two
utterances respecting the covetous and the debauchees were expanded into an
elaborate denunciation of punishment. But now that the prophet has come to
the unjust judges, the denunciation of punishment bursts out with such violence,
that a return to the simple exclamation of “woe” is not to be thought of. The
two “therefores” in vv. 13, 14, a third is now added in v. 24:

“Therefore , as the tongue of fire devours stubble, and hay sinks together in the
flame, their root will become like mould, and their blossom fly up like dust; for they
have despised the law of Jehovah of hosts, and scornfully rejected the proclamation
of the Holy One of Israel.”

The persons primarily intended as those described in vv. 22, 23, but with a
further extension of the range of vision to Judah and Jerusalem, the vineyard of
which they are the bad fruit. The sinners are compared to a plant which
moulders into dust both above and below, i.e., altogether (cf., Mal. 3:19, and
the expression, “Let there be to him neither root below nor branch above,” in
the inscription upon the sarcophagus of the Phoenician king Es’mun’azar).
Their root moulders in the earth, and their blossom (perach, as in Isa. 18: 5)
turns to fine dust, which the wind carries away. And this change in root and
blossom takes place suddenly, as if through the force of fire. In the expression
ceÿecol kash leshon ÿeÝsh (“as the tongue of fire devours stubble”), which
consists of four short words with three sibilant letters, we hear, as it were, the
hissing of the flame. When the infinitive construct is connected with both
subject and object, the subject generally stands first, as in Isa. 64: 1; but here
the object is placed first, as in Isa. 20: 1 (Ges. § 133, 3; Ewald, § 307). In the
second clause, the infinitive construct passes over into the finite verb, just as in
the similarly constructed passage in Isa. 64: 1. As yirpeh has the intransitive
meaning collabi, to sink together, or collapse; either lehaÑbaÑh must be an acc.
loci, or chashash lehaÑbaÑh the construct state, signifying flame-hay, i.e., hay
destined to the flame, or ascending in flame. f43



As the reason for the sudden dissolution of the plantation of Judah, instead of
certain definite sins being mentioned, the sin of all sins is given at once, namely,
the rejection of the word of God with the heart (maÑÿas), and in word and deed
(niÿeÝts). The double ÿeÝth (with yethib immediately before pashta, as in eleven
passages in all; see Heidenheim’s MispeteÑ hateÿamim, p. 20) and vÿeÝth (with
tebir) give prominence to the object; and the interchange of Jehovah of hosts
with the Holy One of Israel makes the sin appear all the greater on account of
the exaltation and holiness of God, who revealed Himself in this word, and
indeed had manifested Himself to Israel as His own peculiar people. The
prophet no sooner mentions the great sin of Judah, than the announcement of
punishment receives, as it were, fresh fuel, and bursts out again.

Isa. 5:25.

“Therefore is the wrath of Jehovah kindled against His people, and He stretches
His hand over them, and smites them; then the hills tremble, and their carcases
become like sweepings in the midst of the streets. For all this His anger is not
appeased, and His hand is stretched out still.”

We may see from these last words, which are repeated as a refrain in the cycle
of prophecies relating to the time of Ahaz (Isa. 9:11, 16; 10: 4), that the
prophet had before his mind a distinct and complete judgment upon Judah,
belonging to the immediate future. It was certainly a coming judgment, not one
already past; for the verbs after “therefore” (ÿal-ceÝn), like those after the three
previous laÑceÝn, are all prophetic preterites. It is impossible, therefore, to take
the words “and the hills tremble” as referring to the earthquake in the time of
Uzziah (Amo. 1: 1; Zec. 14: 5). This judgment, which was closer at hand,
would consist in the fact that Jehovah would stretch out His hand in His wrath
over His people (or, as it is expressed elsewhere, would swing His hand:
Luther, “wave His hand,” i.e., move it to and fro; vid., Isa. 11:15; 19:16; 30:30,
32), and bring it down upon Judah with one stroke, the violence of which
would be felt not only by men, but by surrounding nature as well. What kind of
stroke this would be, was to be inferred from the circumstance that the corpses
would lie unburied in the streets, like common street-sweepings. The reading
TŒcXU must be rejected. Early editors read the word much more correctly
TŒCXU; Buxtorf (1618) even adopts the reading TŒCwX, which has the
Masoretic pointing in Num. 22:39 in its favour. It is very natural to connect
cassuchaÑh with the Arabic kusaÑcha (sweepings; see at Isa. 33:12): but kusaÑcha
is the common form for waste or rubbish of this kind (e.g., kulaÑme, nail-
cuttings), whereas cassuach is a form which, like the forms faÝoÝl (e.g., chaÑmoÝts)
and faÑuÑl (compare the Arabic faÑsuÑs, a wind-maker, or wind-bag, i.e., a boaster),
has always an intensive, active (e.g., channun), or circumstantial signification
(like shaccul), but is never found in a passive sense. The Caph is consequently



to be taken as a particle of comparison (followed, as is generally the case, with
a definite article); and suÝchaÑh is to be derived from suÝach (= verrere, to sweep).
The reference, therefore, is not to a pestilence (which is designated, as a stroke
from God, not by hiccaÑh, but by naÑgaph), but to the slaughter of battle; and if
we look at the other terrible judgment threatened in vv. 26ff., which was to
proceed from the imperial power, there can be no doubt that the spirit of
prophecy here points to the massacre that took place in Judah in connection
with the Syro-Ephraimitish war (see 2Ch. 28: 5, 6). The mountains may then
have trembled with the marching of troops, and the din of arms, and the felling
of trees, and the shout of war. At any rate, nature had to participate in what
men had brought upon themselves; for, according to the creative appointment
of God, nature bears the same relation to man as the body to the soul. Every
stroke of divine wrath which falls upon a nation equally affects the land which
has grown up, as it were, with it; and in this sense the mountains of Judah
trembled at the time referred to, even though the trembling was only discernible
by initiated ears. But “for all this” (Beth, = “notwithstanding,” “in spite of,” as
in Job. 1:22) the wrath of Jehovah, as the prophet foresaw, would not turn
away, as it was accustomed to do when He was satisfied; and His hand would
still remain stretched out over Judah, ready to strike again.

Isa. 5:26. Jehovah finds the human instruments of His further strokes, not in
Israel and the neighbouring nations, but in the people of distant lands. V. 26.

“And lifts up a banner to the distant nations, and hisses to it from the end of the
earth; and, behold, it comes with haste swiftly.”

What the prophet here foretold began to be fulfilled in the time of Ahaz. But the
prophecy, which commences with this verse, has every possible mark of the
very opposite of a vaticinium post eventum. It is, strictly speaking, only what
had already been threatened in Deu. 28:49ff. (cf., ch. 32:21ff.), though here it
assumes a more plastic form, and is here presented for the first time to the view
of the prophet as though coming out of a mist. Jehovah summons the nations
afar off: haggoÝyim meÝraÑchok signifies, as we have rendered it, the “distant
nations,” for meÝraÑchok is virtually an adjective both here and Isa. 49: 1, just as
in Jer. 23:23 it is virtually a substantive. The visible working of Jehovah
presents itself to the prophet in two figures. Jehovah plants a banner or
standard, which, like an optical telegraph, announces to the nations at a more
remote distance than the horn of battle (shophaÑr) could possibly reach, that they
are to gather together to war. A “banner” (neÝs): i.e., a lofty staff with flying
colours (Isa. 33:23) planted upon a bare mountain-top (Isa. 13: 2). JVFNF
alternates with „YRIH ĩn this favourite figure of Isaiah. The nations through
whom this was primarily fulfilled were the nations of the Assyrian empire.
According to the Old Testament view, these nations were regarded as far off,



and dwelling at the end of the earth (Isa. 39: 3), not only inasmuch as the
Euphrates formed the boundary towards the north-east between what was
geographically known and unknown to the Israelites (Psa. 72: 8; Zec. 9:10), but
also inasmuch as the prophet had in his mind a complex body of nations
stretching far away into further Asia. The second figure is taken from a bee-
master, who entices the bees, by hissing or whistling, to come out of their hives
and settle on the ground. Thus Virgil says to the bee-master who wants to make
the bees settle, “Raise a ringing, and beat the cymbals of Cybele all around”
(Georgics, iv. 54). Thus does Jehovah entice the hosts of nations like swarms of
bees (Isa. 7:18), and they swarm together with haste and swiftness. The plural
changes into the singular, because those who are approaching have all the
appearance at first of a compact and indivisible mass; it is also possible that the
ruling nation among the many is singled out. The thought and expression are
both misty, and this is perfectly characteristic. With the word “behold” (hinneÝh)
the prophet points to them; they are approaching meheÝraÑh kal, i.e., in the
shortest time with swift feet, and the nearer they come to his view the more
clearly he can describe them.

Isa. 5:27.

“There is none exhausted, and none stumbling among them: it gives itself no
slumber, and no sleep; and to none is the girdle of his hips loosed; and to none is the
lace of his shoes broken.”

Notwithstanding the long march, there is no exhausted one, obliged to separate
himself and remain behind (Deu. 25:18; Isa. 14:31); no stumbling one (coÝsheÝl),
for they march on, pressing incessantly forwards, as if along a well-made road
(Jer. 31: 9). They do not slumber (nuÝm), to say nothing of sleeping (yaÑsheÝn),
so great is their eagerness for battle: i.e., they do not slumber to refresh
themselves, and do not even allow themselves their ordinary night’s rest. No
one has the girdle of his armour-shirt or coat of mail, in which he stuck his
sword (Neh. 4:18), at all loosened; nor has a single one even the shoe-string,
with which his sandals were fastened, broken (nittak, disrumpitur). The
statement as to their want of rest forms a climax descendens; the other, as to
the tightness and durability of their equipment, a climax ascendens: the two
statements follow one another after the nature of a chiasmus.

Isa. 5:28. The prophet then proceeds to describe their weapons and war-
chariots. V. 28.

“He whose arrows are sharpened, and all his bows strung ; the hoofs of his horses
are counted like flint, and his wheels like the whirlwind.”

In the prophet’s view they are coming nearer and nearer. For he sees that they
have brought the sharpened arrows in their quivers (Isa. 22: 6); and the fact that



all their bows are already trodden (namely, as their length was equal to a man’s
height, by treading upon the string with the left foot, as we may learn from
Arrian’s Indica), proves that they are near to the goal. The correct reading in
Jablonsky (according to Kimchi’s Lex. cf., Michlal yofi) is WYTFTOªiQA with
dagesh dirimens, as in Psa. 37:15 (Ges. § 20, 2, b). As the custom of shoeing
horses was not practised in ancient times, firm hoofs (oÎÂplai karteraiÂ,
according to Xenophon’s Hippikos) were one of the most important points in a
good horse. And the horses of the enemy that was now drawing near to Judah
had hoofs that would be found like flint (tzar, only used here, equivalent to the
Arabic zirr). Homer designates such horses chalkopodes, brazen-footed. And
the two wheels of the war-chariots, to which they were harnessed, turned with
such velocity, and overthrew everything before them with such violence, that it
seemed not merely as if a whirlwind drove them forward, but as if they were the
whirlwind itself (ch. 56:15; Jer. 4:13). Nah. compares them to lightning
(Isa. 2: 5). Thus far the prophet’s description has moved on, as if by forced
marches, in clauses of from two to four words each. It now changes into a
heavy, stealthy pace, and then in a few clauses springs like a wild beast upon its
prey.

Isa. 5:29.

“Roaring issues from it as from the lioness: it roars like lions, and utters a low
murmur; seizes the prey , carries it off, and no one rescues.”

The futures, with the preceding ŒL HGFJFŠi which is equivalent to a future, hold
each feature in the description fast, as if for prolonged contemplation. The lion
roars when eager for prey; and such is now the war-cry of the bloodthirsty
enemy, which the prophet compares to the roaring of a lion or of young lions
(cephirim) in the fulness of their strength. (The lion is described by its poetic
name, JYBILF; this does not exactly apply to the lioness, which would rather be
designated by the term HyFBILi.) The roar is succeeded by a low growl (naÑham,
fremere), when a lion is preparing to fall upon its prey. f44

And so the prophet hears a low and ominous murmur in the army, which is now
ready for battle. But he also sees immediately afterwards how the enemy seizes
its booty and carries it irrecoverably away: literally, “how he causes it to
escape,” i.e., not “lets it slip in cruel sport,” as Luzzatto interprets it, but carries
it to a place of safety (Mic. 6:14). The prey referred to is Judah. It also adds to
the gloomy and mysterious character of the prophecy, that the prophet never
mentions Judah. In the following verse also (v. 30) the object is still suppressed,
as if the prophet could not let it pass his lips.

Isa. 5:30.



“And it utters a deep roar over it in that day like the roaring of the sea: and it looks
to the earth, and behold darkness, tribulation, and light; it becomes night over it in
the clouds of heaven.”

The subject to “roars” is the mass of the enemy; and in the expressions “over it”
and “it looks” (nibbat; the niphal, which is only met with here, in the place of
the hiphil) the prophet has in his mind the nation of Judah, upon which the
enemy falls with the roar of the ocean — that is to say, overwhelming it like a
sea. And when the people of Judah look to the earth, i.e., to their own land,
darkness alone presents itself, and darkness which has swallowed up all the
smiling and joyous aspect which it had before. And what then? The following
words, tzar vaÑÿoÝr, have been variously rendered, viz., “moon (= sahar) and sun”
by the Jewish expositors, “stone and flash,” i.e., hail and thunder-storm, by
Drechsler; but such renderings as these, and others of a similar kind, are too far
removed from the ordinary usage of the language. And the separation of the
two words, so that the one closes a sentence and the other commences a fresh
one (e.g., “darkness of tribulation, and the sun becomes dark”), which is
adopted by Hitzig, Gesenius, Ewald, and others, is opposed to the impression
made by the two monosyllables, and sustained by the pointing, that they are
connected together. The simplest explanation is one which takes the word tzar
in its ordinary sense of tribulation or oppression, and ÿoÝr in its ordinary sense of
light, and which connects the two words closely together. And this is the case
with the rendering given above: tzar vaÑÿoÝr are “tribulation and brightening up,”
one following the other and passing over into the other, like morning and night
(Isa. 21:12). This pair of words forms an interjectional clause, the meaning of
which is, that when the predicted darkness had settled upon the land of Judah,
this would not be the end; but there would still follow an alternation of anxiety
and glimmerings of hope, until at last it had become altogether dark in the
cloudy sky over all the land of Judah (‘ariphim, the cloudy sky, is only met with
here; it is derived from ÿaÑraph, to drop or trickle, hence also ÿaraÑphel: the suffix
points back to laÑÿaÑretz, eretz denoting sometimes the earth as a whole, and at
other times the land as being part of the earth). The prophet here predicts that,
before utter ruin has overtaken Judah, sundry approaches will be made towards
this, within which a divine deliverance will appear again and again. Grace tries
and tries again and again, until at last the measure of iniquity is full, and the
time of repentance past. The history of the nation of Judah proceeded according
to this law until the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans. The Assyrian
troubles, and the miraculous light of divine help which arose in the destruction
of the military power of Sennacherib, were only the foreground of this mournful
but yet ever and anon hopeful course of history, which terminated in utter
darkness, that has continued now for nearly two thousand years.



This closes the third prophetic address. It commences with a parable which
contains the history of Israel in nuce, and closes with an emblem which
symbolizes the gradual but yet certain accomplishment of the judicial, penal
termination of the parable. This third address, therefore, is as complete in itself
as the second was. The kindred allusions are to be accounted for from the
sameness of the historical basis and arena. During the course of the exposition,
it has become more and more evident and certain that it relates to the time of
Uzziah and Jotham, — a time of peace, of strength, and wealth, but also of
pride and luxury. The terrible slaughter of the Syro-Ephraimitish war, which
broke out at the end of Jotham’s reign, and the varied complications which king
Ahaz introduced between Judah and the imperial worldly power, and which
issued eventually in the destruction of the former kingdom, — those five
marked epochs in the history of the kingdoms of the world, or great empires, to
which the Syro-Ephraimitish war was the prelude, — were still hidden from the
prophet in the womb of the future. The description of the great mass of people
that was about to roll over Judah from afar is couched in such general terms, so
undefined and misty, that all we can say is, that everything that was to happen
to the people of God on the part of the imperial power during the five great and
extended periods of judgment that were now so soon to commence (viz., the
Assyrian, the Chaldean, the Persian, the Grecian, and the Roman), was here
unfolding itself out of the mist of futurity, and presenting itself to the prophet’s
eye. Even in the time of Ahaz the character of the prophecy changed in this
respect. It was then that the eventful relation, in which Israel stood to the
imperial power, generally assumed its first concrete shape in the form of a
distinct relation to Asshur (Assyria). And from that time forth the imperial
power in the mouth of the prophet is no longer a majestic thing without a name;
but although the notion of the imperial power was not yet embodied in Asshur,
it was called Asshur, and Asshur stood as its representative. It also necessarily
follows from this, that Isa. 2-4 and 5 belong to the times anterior to Ahaz, i.e.,
to those of Uzziah and Jotham. But several different questions suggest
themselves here. If Isa. 2-4 and 5 were uttered under Uzziah and Jotham, how
could Isaiah begin with a promise (Isa. 2: 1-4) which is repeated word for word
in Mic. 4: 1ff., where it is the direct antithesis to Isa. 3:12, which was uttered by
Micha, according to Jer. 26:18, in the time of Hezekiah? Again, if we consider
the advance apparent in the predictions of judgment from the general
expressions with which they commence in Isa. 1 to the close of Isa. 5, in what
relation does the address in Isa. 1 stand to Isa. 2-4 and 5, inasmuch as vv. 7-9
are not ideal (as we felt obliged to maintain, in opposition to Caspari), but have
a distinct historical reference, and therefore at any rate presuppose the Syro-
Ephraimitish war? And lastly, if Isa. 6 does really relate, as it apparently does,
to the call of Isaiah to the prophetic office, how are we to explain the singular
fact, that three prophetic addresses precede the history of his call, which ought



properly to stand at the commencement of the book? Drechsler and Caspari
have answered this question lately, by maintaining that Isa. 6 does not contain
an account of the call of Isaiah to the prophetic office, but simply of the call of
the prophet, who was already installed in that office, to one particular mission.
The proper heading to be adopted for Isa. 6 would therefore be, “The
ordination of the prophet as the preacher of the judgment of hardening;” and
Isa. 1-5 would contain warning reproofs addressed by the prophet to the
people, who were fast ripening for this judgment of hardening (reprobation), for
the purpose of calling them to repentance. The final decision was still trembling
in the balance. But the call to repentance was fruitless, and Israel hardened
itself. And now that the goodness of God had tried in vain to lead the people to
repentance, and the long-suffering of God had been wantonly abused by the
people, Jehovah Himself would harden them. Looked at in this light, Isa. 6
stands in its true historical place. It contains the divine sequel to that portion of
Isaiah’s preaching, and of the prophetic preaching generally, by which it had
been preceded. But true as it is that the whole of the central portion of Israel’s
history, which lay midway between the commencement and the close, was
divided in half by the contents of Isa. 6, and that the distinctive importance of
Isaiah as a prophet arose especially from the fact that he stood upon the
boundary between these two historic halves; there are serious objections which
present themselves to such an explanation of Isa. 6. It is possible, indeed, that
this distinctive importance may have been given to Isaiah’s official position at
his very first call. And what Umbreit says — namely, that Isa. 6 must make the
impression upon every unprejudiced mind, that it relates to the prophet’s
inaugural vision — cannot really be denied. but the position in which Isa. 6
stands in the book itself must necessarily produce a contrary impression, unless
it can be accounted for in some other way. Nevertheless the impression still
remains (just as at Isa. 1: 7-9), and recurs again and again. We will therefore
proceed to Isa. 6 without attempting to efface it. It is possible that we may
discover some other satisfactory explanation of the enigmatical position of
Isa. 6 in relation to what precedes.

The Prophet's Account of His Own Divine Mission — Ch. 6

Isa. 6: 1. The time of the occurrence here described, viz., “the year that king
Uzziah (UzÑyahu) died,” was of importance to the prophet. The statement
itself, in the naked form in which it is here introduced, is much more emphatic
than if it commenced with “it came to pass” (vay’hi; cf., Exo. 16: 6,
Pro. 24:17). It was the year of Uzziah’s death, not the first year of Jotham’s
reign; that is to say, Uzziah was still reigning, although his death was near at
hand. If this is the sense in which the words are to be understood, then, even if
the chapter before us contains an account of Isaiah’s first call, the heading to



Isa. 1, which dates the ministry of the prophet from the time of Uzziah, is quite
correct, inasmuch as, although his public ministry under Uzziah was very short,
this is properly to be included, not only on account of its own importance, but
as inaugurating a new ear (lit. “an epoch-making beginning”). But is it not
stated in 2Ch. 26:22, that Isaiah wrote a historical work embracing the whole of
Uzziah’s reign? Unquestionably; but it by no means follows from this, that he
commenced his ministry long before the death of Uzziah. If Isaiah received his
call in the year that Uzziah died, this historical work contained a retrospective
view of the life and times of Uzziah, the close of which coincided with the call
of the prophetic author, which made a deep incision into the history of Israel.
Uzziah reigned fifty-two years (809-758 B.C.). This lengthened period was just
the same to the kingdom of Judah as the shorter age of Solomon to that of all
Israel, viz., a time of vigorous and prosperous peace, in which the nation was
completely overwhelmed with manifestations of divine love. But the riches of
divine goodness had no more influence upon it, than the troubles through which
it had passed before. And now the eventful change took place in the relation
between Israel and Jehovah, of which Isaiah was chosen to be the instrument
before and above all other prophets. The year in which all this occurred was the
year of Uzziah’s death. It was in this year that Israel as a people was given up
to hardness of heart, and as a kingdom and country to devastation and
annihilation by the imperial power of the world. How significant a fact, as
Jerome observes in connection with this passage, that the year of Uzziah’s
death should be the year in which Romulus was born; and that it was only a
short time after the death of Uzziah (viz., 754 B.C. according to Varro’s
chronology) that Rome itself was founded! The national glory of Israel died out
with king Uzziah, and has never revived to this day.

In that year, says the prophet, “I saw the Lord of all sitting upon a high and
exalted throne, and His borders filling the temple.” Isaiah saw, and that not
when asleep and dreaming; but God gave him, when awake, an insight into the
invisible world, by opening an inner sense for the supersensuous, whilst the
action of the outer senses was suspended, and by condensing the supersensuous
into a sensuous form, on account of the composite nature of man and the limits
of his present state. This was the mode of revelation peculiar to an ecstatic
vision (eÏn eÏkstaÂsei, Eng. ver. “in a trance,” or eÏn pneuÂmati, “in the spirit”).
Isaiah is here carried up into heaven; for although in other instances it was
undoubtedly the earthly temple which was presented to a prophet’s view in an
ecstatic vision (Amo. 9: 1; Eze. 8: 3; 10: 4, 5; cf., Act. 22:17), yet here, as the
description which follows clearly proves, the “high and exalted throne” f45 is
the heavenly antitype of the earthly throne which was formed by the ark of the
covenant; and the “temple” (heÝcaÑl: lit., a spacious hall, the name given to the
temple as the palace of God the King) is the temple in heaven, as in Psa. 11: 4;



18: 7; 29: 9, and many other passages. There the prophet sees the Sovereign
Ruler, or, as we prefer to render the noun, which is formed from ÿaÑdan = duÝn,
“the Lord of all” (All-herrn, sovereign or absolute Lord), seated upon the
throne, and in human form (Eze. 1:26), as is proved by the robe with a train,
whose flowing ends or borders (fimbriae: shuÝlim, as in Exo. 28:33, 34) filled
the hall. The Sept., Targum, Vulgate, etc., have dropped the figure of the robe
and train, as too anthropomorphic. But John, in his Gospel, is bold enough to
say that it was Jesus whose glory Isaiah saw (Joh. 12:41). And truly so, for the
incarnation of God is the truth embodied in all the scriptural
anthropomorphisms, and the name of Jesus is the manifested mystery of the
name Jehovah. The heavenly temple is that super-terrestrial place, which
Jehovah transforms into heaven and a temple, by manifesting Himself there to
angels and saints. But whilst He manifests His glory there, He is obliged also to
veil it, because created beings are unable to bear it. But that which veils His
glory is no less splendid, than that portion of it which is revealed. And this was
the truth embodied for Isaiah in the long robe and train. He saw the Lord, and
what more he saw was the all-filling robe of the indescribable One. As far as the
eye of the seer could look at first, the ground was covered by this splendid
robe. There was consequently no room for any one to stand. And the vision of
the seraphim is in accordance with this.

Isa. 6: 2.

“Above it stood seraphim: each one had six wings; with two he covered his face,
and with two he covered his feet, and with two he did fly.”

We must not render ŒL LJAmAMI “near him;” for although LJA or LJAM ĩs applied
to a person standing near or over against another who is sitting down
(Exo. 18:13; Jer. 36:21; compared 2Ch. 26:19, where the latter is used to
signify “over against” the altar of incense), and is used in this sense to denote
the attitude of spirits (Job. 1:16; 1Ki. 22:19; Zec. 6: 5), and even of men
(Zec. 4:14), in relation to God when seated on His throne, in which case it
cannot possibly be employed in the sense of “towering above;” yet ŒL LJAmAMI,
the strongest expression for supra, cannot be employed in any other than a
literal sense here; for which reason Rashi and the Targums understand it as
signifying “above in the attitude of service,” and the accentuation apparently,
though erroneously, implies this (Luzzatto). What Isaiah meant by this standing
above, may be inferred from the use which the seraphim are said to have made
of their wings. The imperfects do not describe what they were accustomed to
do (Böttcher and others), but what the seer saw them do: with two of their six
wings he saw them fly. Thus they stood flying, i.e., they hovered or soared (cf.,
Num. 14:14), as both the earth and stars are said to stand, although suspended
in space (Job. 26: 7). The seraphim would not indeed tower above the head of



Him that sat upon the throne, but they hovered above the robe belonging to
Him with which the hall was filled, sustained by two extended wings, and
covering their faces with two other wings in their awe at the divine glory (Targ.
ne videant), and their feet with two others, in their consciousness of the depth
at which the creature stands below the Holiest of all (Targ. ne videantur), just
as the cherubim are described as veiling their bodies in Eze. 1:11. This is the
only passage in the Scriptures in which the seraphim are mentioned. According
to the orthodox view, which originated with Dionysius the Areopagite, they
stand at the head of the nine choirs of angels, the first rank consisting of
seraphim, cherubim, and throni. And this is not without support, if we compare
the cherubim mentioned in Ezekiel, which carried the chariot of the divine
throne; whereas here the seraphim are said to surround the seat on which the
Lord was enthroned. In any case, the seraphim and cherubim were heavenly
beings of different kinds; and there is no weight in the attempts made by
Hendewerk and Stickel to prove that they are one and the same. And certainly
the name serpahim does not signify merely spirits as such, but even, if not the
highest of all, yet a distinct order from the rest; for the Scriptures really teach
that there are gradations in rank in the hierarchy of heaven. Nor were they mere
symbols or fanciful images, as Hävernick imagines, but real spiritual beings,
who visibly appeared to the prophet, and that in a form corresponding to their
own supersensuous being, and to the design of the whole transaction. Whilst
these seraphim hovered above on both sides of Him that sat upon the throne,
and therefore formed two opposite choirs, each ranged in a semicircle, they
presented antiphonal worship to Him that sat upon the throne.

Isa. 6: 3.

“And one cried to the other, and said, Holy, holy, holy is Jehovah of hosts: filling
the whole earth is His glory.”

The meaning is not that they all lifted up their voice in concert at one and the
same time (just as in Psa. 42: 8 el is not used in this sense, viz., as equivalent to
c’neged), but that there was a continuous and unbroken antiphonal song. One
set commenced, and the others responded, either repeating the “Holy, holy,
holy,” or following with “filling the whole earth is His glory.” Isaiah heard this
antiphonal or “hypophonal” song of the seraphim, not merely that he might
know that the uninterrupted worship of God was their blessed employment, but
because it was with this doxology as with the doxologies of the Apocalypse, it
had a certain historical significance in common with the whole scene. God is in
Himself the Holy One (kaÑdoÝsh), i.e., the separate One, beyond or above the
world, true light, spotless purity, the perfect One. His glory (caÑbod) is His
manifested holiness, as Oetinger and Bengel express it, just as, on the other
hand, His holiness is His veiled or hidden glory. The design of all the work of



God is that His holiness should become universally manifest, or, what is the
same thing, that His glory should become the fulness of the whole earth
(Isa. 11: 9; Num. 14:21; Hab. 2:14). This design of the work of God stands
before God as eternally present; and the seraphim also have it ever before them
in its ultimate completion, as the theme of their song of praise. But Isaiah was a
man living in the very midst of the history that was moving on towards this
goal; and the cry of the seraphim, in the precise form in which it reached him,
showed him to what it would eventually come on earth, whilst the heavenly
shapes that were made visible to him helped him to understand the nature of
that divine glory with which the earth was to be filled. The whole of the book of
Isaiah contains traces of the impression made by this ecstatic vision. The
favourite name of God in the mouth of the prophet viz., “the Holy One of
Israel” (kedosh Yisrael), is the echo of this seraphic sanctus; and the fact that
this name already occurs with such marked preference on the part of the
prophet in the addresses contained in Isa. 1: 2-4: 5, supports the view that
Isaiah is here describing his own first call. All the prophecies of Isaiah carry this
name of God as their stamp. It occurs twenty-nine times (including Isa. 10:17;
43:15; 49: 7), viz., twelve times in Isa. 1-39, and seventeen times in Isa. 40-66.
As Luzzatto has well observed, “the prophet, as if with a presentiment that the
authenticity of the second part of his book would be disputed, has stamped both
parts with this name of God, ‘the Holy One of Israel,’ as if with his own seal.”
The only other passages in which the word occurs, are three times in the Psalms
(Psa. 71:22; 78:41; 89:19), and twice in Jeremiah (Jer. 50:29; 51: 5), and that
not without an allusion to Isaiah. It forms an essential part of Isaiah’s distinctive
prophetic signature. And here we are standing at the source from which it
sprang. But did this thrice-holy refer to the triune God? Knobel contents himself
with saying that the threefold repetition of the word “holy” serves to give it the
greater emphasis. No doubt men are accustomed to say three times what they
wish to say in an exhaustive and satisfying manner; for three is the number of
expanded unity, of satisfied and satisfying development, of the key-note
extended into the chord. But why is this? The Pythagoreans said that numbers
were the first principle of all things; but the Scriptures, according to which God
created the world in twice three days by ten mighty words, and completed it in
seven days, teach us that God is the first principle of all numbers. The fact that
three is the number of developed and yet self-contained unity, has its ultimate
ground in the circumstance that it is the number of the trinitarian process; and
consequently the trilogy (trisagion) of the seraphim (like that of the cherubim in
Rev. 4: 8), whether Isaiah was aware of it or no, really pointed in the distinct
consciousness of the spirits themselves to the truine God.

Isa. 6: 4. When Isaiah heard this, he stood entranced at the farthest possible
distance from Him that sat upon the throne, namely, under the door of the



heavenly palace or temple. What he still further felt and saw, he proceeds to
relate in v. 4:

“And the foundations of the thresholds shook with the voice of them that cried; and
the house became full of smoke.”

By ‘ammoth hassippim, the LXX, Vulgate, Syriac, and others understand the
posts of the lintels, the supporting beams of the superliminaria, which closed
the doorway at the top. But as saph is only used in other places to signify the
threshold and porch (limen and vestibulum), ‘ammoth hassippim must be
understood here in the (perfectly appropriate) sense of “the foundations of the
thresholds” (ÿammaÑh, which bears the same relation to „J,̃ mother, as matrix to
mater, is used to denote the receptive basis into which the door-steps with their
plugs were inserted, like the talmudic ammetaÑh dereÝchayyaÑh, the frame or box
of the hand-mill (Berachoth 18b), and ammath megeÝrah, the wood-work which
runs along the back of the saw and keeps it firmly extended (Kelim 21, 3);
compare the “Schraubenmutter,” literally screw-mother, or female screw,
which receives and holds the cylindrical screw). Every time that the choir of
seraphim (JRŒ̃qHA: compare such collective singulars as haÑÿoreb, the ambush, in
Jos. 8:19; hechaÑlutz, of men of war, in Jos. 6: 7, etc.) began their song, the
support of the threshold of the porch in which Isaiah was standing trembled.
The building was seized with reverential awe throughout its whole extent, and
in its deepest foundations: for in the blessed state beyond, nothing stands
immoveable or unsusceptible in relation to the spirits there; but all things form,
as it were, the accidentia of their free personality, yielding to their impressions,
and voluntarily following them in all their emotions. The house was also “filled
with smoke.” Many compare this with the similar occurrence in connection with
the dedication of Solomon’s temple (1Ki. 8:10); but Drechsler is correct in
stating that the two cases are not parallel, for there God simply attested His
own presence by the cloud of smoke behind which He concealed Himself,
whereas here there was no need of any such self-attestation. Moreover, in this
instance God does not dwell in the cloud and thick darkness, whilst the smoke
is represented as the effect of the songs of praise in which the seraphim have
joined, and not of the presence of God. The smoke arose from the altar of
incense mentioned in v. 6. But when Drechsler says that it was the prayers of
saints (as in Rev. 5: 8; 8: 3, 4), which ascended to the Lord in the smoke, this is
a thought which is quite out of place here. The smoke was the immediate
consequence of the seraphs’ song of praise.

This begins to throw a light upon the name seraphim, which may help us to
decipher it. The name cannot possibly be connected with saÑraÑph, a snake
(Sanscr. sarpa, Lat. serpens); and to trace the word to a verb saÑraph in the
sense of the Arabic ‘sarafa (‘sarufa), to tower high, to be exalted, or highly



honoured (as Gesenius, Hengstenberg, Hofmann, and others have done), yields
a sense which does not very strongly commend itself. On the other hand, to
follow Knobel, who reads shaÑraÑthim (worshippers of God), and thus presents
the Lexicon with a new word, and to pronounce the word serpahim a copyist’s
error, would be a rash concession to the heaven-storming omnipotence which is
supposed to reside in the ink of a German scholar. It is hardly admissible,
however, to interpret the name as signifying directly spirits of light or fire, since
the true meaning of saÑraph is not urere (to burn), but comburere (to set on fire
or burn up). Umbreit endeavours to do justice to this transitive meaning by
adopting the explanation “fiery beings,” by which all earthly corruption is
opposed and destroyed. The vision itself, however, appears to point to a much
more distinctive and special meaning in the name, which only occurs in this
passage of Isaiah. We shall have more to say upon this point presently.

Isa. 6: 5. The seer, who was at first overwhelmed and intoxicated by the
majestic sight, now recovers his self-consciousness. V. 5.

“Then said I, Woe to me! for I am lost; for I am a man of unclean lips, and I am
dwelling among a people of unclean lips: for mine eyes have seen the King, Jehovah
of hosts.”

That a man cannot see God without dying is true in itself, and was an Old
Testament conviction throughout (Exo. 33:20, etc.). He must die, because the
holiness of God is to the sinner a consuming fire (Isa. 33:14); and the infinite
distance between the creature and the Creator is sufficient of itself to produce a
prostrating effect, which even the seraphim could not resist without veiling their
faces. Isaiah therefore regarded himself as lost (nidmeÝthi, like oÏÂlwla, perii, a
preterite denoting the fact which, although not outwardly completed, is yet
effected so far as a man’s own consciousness is concerned), and all the more
because he himself was of unclean lips, and he was also a member of a nation of
unclean lips. The unholiness of his own person was doubled, in consequence of
the closeness of the natural connection, by the unholiness of the nation to which
he belonged. He designates this unholiness as uncleanness of lips, because he
found himself transported into the midst of choirs of beings who were praising
the Lord with pure lips; and he calls the King Jehovah, because, although he
had not seen Jehovah face to face, he had seen the throne, and the all-filling
robe, and the seraphim who surrounded and did homage to Him that sat upon
the throne; and therefore, as he had seen the heavenly King in His revealed
majesty, he describes the scene according to the impression that he had
received. But to stand here in front of Jehovah of hosts, the exalted King, to
whom everything does homage, and to be obliged to remain mute in the
consciousness of deep uncleanness, excited within him the annihilating anguish



of self-condemnation. And this is expressed in the confession made by the
contrite seer.

Isa. 6: 6, 7. This confession was followed by the forgiveness of his sins, of
which he received an attestation through a heavenly sacrament, and which was
conveyed to him through the medium of a seraphic absolution. Vv. 6, 7.

“And one of the seraphim flew to me with a red-hot coal in his hand, which he had
taken with the tongs from the altar. And he touched my mouth with it, and said,
Behold, this hath touched thy lips, and thine iniquity is taken away; and so thy sin is
expiated.”

One of the beings hovering round the Lord (there were, therefore, a large and
indefinite number) flew to the altar of incense, — the heavenly original of the
altar of incense in the earthly temple, which was reckoned as belonging to the
Most Holy Place, — and took from this altar a ritzpaÑh, i.e., either a red-hot
stone (Vulg. calculum, Ar. radfe or radafe), or, according to the prevailing
tradition, a red-hot coal (vid., raÑtzeÝph - raÑshaph, to scatter sparks, sparkle, or
glow: syn. gacheleth), and that with a pair of tongs, because even a seraph’s
hand cannot touch the vessels consecrated to God, or the sacrifices that belong
to Him. With this red-hot coal he flew to Isaiah, and having touched his mouth
with it, i.e., that member of his body of whose uncleanness he had more
especially complained (cf., Jer. 1: 9, where the prophet’s mouth is touched by
Jehovah’s hand, and made eloquent in consequence), he assured him of the
forgiveness of his sins, which coincided with the application of this sacramental
sign. The Vav connects together what is affirmed by naÑgaÿ (hath touched) and
saÑr (a taker away) as being simultaneous; the zeh (this) points as a neuter to the
red-hot coal. The future tecuppaÑr is a future consec., separated by Vav
conversive for the purpose of bringing the subject into greater prominence; as it
is practically impossible that the removal of guilt should be thought of as
immediate and momentary, and the expiation as occurring gradually. The fact
that the guilt was taken away was the very proof that the expiation was
complete. Cipper, with the “sin” in the accusative, or governed byLJA, signifies
to cover it up, extinguish, or destroy it (for the primary meaning, vid.,
Isa. 28:18), so that it has no existence in relation to the penal justice of God. All
sinful uncleanness was burned away from the prophet’s mouth. The seraph,
therefore, did here what his name denotes: he burned up or burned away
(comburit). He did this, however, not by virtue of his own fiery nature, but by
means of the divine fire which he had taken from the heavenly altar. As the
smoke which filled the house came from the altar, and arose in consequence of
the adoration offered to the Lord by the seraphim, not only must the incense-
offering upon the altar and this adoration be closely connected; but the fire,
which revealed itself in the smoke and consumed the incense-offering, and



which must necessarily have been divine because of its expiatory power, was an
effect of the love of God with which He reciprocated the offerings of the
seraphim. A fiery look from God, and that a fiery look of pure love as the
seraphim were sinless, had kindled the sacrifice. Now, if the fact that a seraph
absolved the seer by means of this fire of love is to be taken as an illustrative
example of the historical calling of the seraphim, they were the vehicles and
media of the fire of divine love, just as the cherubim in Ezekiel are vehicles and
media of the fire of divine wrath. For just as, in the case before us, a seraph
takes the fire of love from the altar; so there, in Eze. 10: 6, 7, a cherub takes the
fire of wrath from the throne-chariot. Consequently the cherubim appear as the
vehicles and media of the wrath which destroys sinners, or rather of the divine
doxa, with its fiery side turned towards the world; and the seraphim as the
vehicles and media of the love which destroys sin, or of the same divine doxa
with its light side towards the world. f46

Isa. 6: 8. When Isaiah had been thus absolved, the true object of the heavenly
scene was made apparent. V. 8.

“Then I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send, and who will go for
us? Then I said, Behold me here; send me!”

The plural “for us” (laÑnu) is not to be accounted for on the ground that, in a
case of reflection or self-consultation, the subject also stands as the object in
antithesis to itself (as Hitzig supposes); nor is it a pluralis majestatis, as Knobel
maintains; nor is the original abstract signification of the plural hinted at, as
Meier thinks. The plural is no doubt used here with reference to the seraphim,
who formed, together with the Lord, one deliberative council (soÝd kedoshim,
Psa. 89: 8), as in 1Ki. 22:19-22, Dan. 4:14, etc.; just as, from their very nature
as “sons of God” (bÿneÝ HaÑ-elohim), they made one family with God their
Creator (vid., Eph. 3:15), all linked so closely together that they themselves
could be called Elohim, like God their Creator, just as in 1Co. 12:12 the church
of believers is called Christos, like Christ its head. The task for which the right
man was sought was not merely divine, but heavenly in the broadest sense: for
it is not only a matter in which God Himself is interested, that the earth should
become full of the glory of God, but this is also an object of solicitude to the
spirits that minister unto Him. Isaiah, whose anxiety to serve the Lord was no
longer suppressed by the consciousness of his own sinfulness, no sooner heard
the voice of the Lord, than he exclaimed, in holy self-consciousness, “Behold
me here; send me.” It is by no means a probable thing, that he had already acted
as a messenger of God, or held the office of prophet. For if the joy, with which
he offered himself here as the messenger of God, was the direct consequence of
the forgiveness of sins, of which he had received the seal; the consciousness of
his own personal sinfulness, and his membership in a sinful nation, would



certainly have prevented him thereto from coming forward to denounce
judgment upon that nation. And as the prophetic office as such rested upon an
extraordinary call from God, it may fairly be assumed, that when Isaiah relates
so extraordinary a call as this, he is describing the sealing of his prophetic
office, and therefore his own first call.

Isa. 6: 9, 10. This is confirmed by the words in which his commission is
expressed, and the substance of the message. — Vv. 9, 10.

“He said, Go , and tell this people, Hear on, and understand not; and look on, but
perceive not. Make ye the heart of this people greasy, and their ears heavy, and
their eyes sticky; that they may not see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and
their heart understand, and they be converted, and one heal them.”

“This people” points back to the people of unclean lips, among whom Isaiah
had complained of dwelling, and whom the Lord would not call “my people.” It
was to go to this people and preach to them, and therefore to be the prophet of
this people, that he was called. But how mournful does the divine commission
sound! It was the terrible opposite of that seraphic mission, which the prophet
had experienced in himself. The seraph had absolved Isaiah by the burning coal,
that he as prophet might not absolve, but harden his people by his word. They
were to hear and see, and that continually as the gerundives imply (Ges. § 131,
3, b; Ewald, § 280, b), by having the prophet’s preaching actu directo
constantly before them; but not to their salvation. The two prohibitory
expressions, “understand not” and “perceive not,” show what the result of the
prophet’s preaching was to be, according to the judicial will of God. And the
imperatives in v. 10 are not to be understood as simply instructing the prophet
to tell the people what God had determined to do; for the fact that “prophets
are often said to do what they announce as about to happen,” in proof of which
Jer. 1:10 is sometimes quoted (cf., Jer. 31:28; Hos. 6: 5; Eze. 43: 3), has its
truth not in a rhetorical figure, but in the very nature of the divine word. The
prophet was the organ of the word of God, and the word of God was the
expression of the will of God, and the will of God is a divine act that has not yet
become historical. For this reason a prophet might very well be said to perform
what he announced as about to happen: God was the causa efficiens
principalis, the word was the causa media, and the prophet the causa
ministerialis. This is the force of the three imperatives; they are three figurative
expressions of the idea of hardening. The first, hishmin, signifies to make fat
(pinguem), i.e., without susceptibility or feeling for the operations of divine
grace (Psa. 119:70); the second, hicbiÝd, to make heavy, more especially heavy
or dull of hearing (Isa. 59: 1); the third, JAŠ̃H õr Š̂AH (̃whence the imperative
JAŠ̃HF or Š̂AHF), to smear thickly, or paste over, i.e., to put upon a person what
is usually the result of weak eyes, which become firmly closed by the hardening



of the adhesive substance secreted in the night. The three future clauses, with
“lest” (pen), point back to these three imperatives in inverse order: their
spiritual sight, spiritual hearing, and spiritual feeling were to be taken away,
their eyes becoming blind, and their ears deaf, and their hearts being covered
over with the grease of insensibility.

Under the influence of these futures the two preterites ŒL JPFRFWi BŠF affirm
what might have been the result if this hardening had not taken place, but what
would never take place now. The expression Li JPFRF is used in every other
instance in a transitive sense, “to heal a person or a disease,” and never in the
sense of becoming well or being healed; but in the present instance it acquires a
passive sense from the so-called impersonal construction (Ges. § 137, 3), “and
one heal it,” i.e., “and it be healed:” and it is in accordance with this sense that
it is paraphrased in Mar. 4:12, whereas in the three other passages in which the
words are quoted in the New Testament (viz., Matthew, John, and Acts) the
Septuagint rendering is adopted, “and I should heal them” (God Himself being
taken as the subject). The commission which the prophet received, reads as
though it were quite irreconcilable with the fact that God, as the Good, can only
will what is good. But our earlier doctrinarians have suggested the true
solution, when they affirm that God does not harden men positive aut effective,
since His true will and direct work are man’s salvation, but occasionaliter et
eventualiter, since the offers and displays of salvation which man receives
necessarily serve to fill up the measure of his sins, and judicialiter so far as it is
the judicial will of God, that what was originally ordained for men’s salvation
should result after all in judgment, in the case of any man upon whom grace has
ceased to work, because all its ways and means have been completely
exhausted. It is not only the loving will of God which is good, but also the
wrathful will into which His loving will changes, when determinately and
obstinately resisted. There is a self-hardening in evil, which renders a man
thoroughly incorrigible, and which, regarded as the fruit of his moral behaviour,
is no less a judicial punishment inflicted by God, than self-induced guilt on the
part of man. The two are bound up in one another, inasmuch as sin from its
very nature bears its own punishment, which consists in the wrath of God
excited by sin. For just as in all the good that men do, the active principle is the
love of God; so in all the harm that they do, the active principle is the wrath of
God. An evil act in itself is the result of self-determination proceeding from a
man’s own will; but evil, regarded as the mischief in which evil acting quickly
issues, is the result of the inherent wrath of God, which is the obverse of His
inherent love; and when a man hardens himself in evil, it is the inward working
of God’s peremptory wrath. To this wrath Israel had delivered itself up through
its continued obstinacy in sinning. And consequently the Lord now proceeded
to shut the door of repentance against His people. Nevertheless He directed the



prophet to preach repentance, because the judgment of hardness suspended
over the people as a whole did not preclude the possibility of the salvation of
individuals.

Isa. 6:11-13. Isaiah heard with sighing, and yet with obedience, in what the
mission to which he had so cheerfully offered himself was to consist. V. 11a.
“Then said I, Lord, how long?” He inquired how long this service of hardening
and this state of hardness were to continue, — a question forced from him by
his sympathy with the nation to which he himself belonged (cf., Exo. 32: 9-14),
and one which was warranted by the certainty that God, who is ever true to His
promises, could not cast off Israel as a people for ever. The answer follows in
vv. 11b -13:

“Until towns are wasted without inhabitant , and houses are without man, and the
ground shall be laid waste, a wilderness, and Jehovah shall put men far away, and
there shall be many forsaken places within the land. And is there still a tenth
therein, this also again is given up to destruction, like the terebinth and like the oak,
of which, when they are felled, only a root-stump remains: such a root-stump is a
holy seed.”

The answer is intentionally commenced, not with YkI‰DJA, but with „JI RŠEJá
DJA (the expression only occurs again in Gen. 28:15 and Num. 32:17), which,
even without dropping the conditional force of „JI, signified that the hardening
judgment would only come to an end when the condition had been fulfilled, that
towns, houses, and the soil of the land of Israel and its environs had been made
desolate, in fact, utterly and universally desolate, as the three definitions
(without inhabitant, without man, wilderness) affirm. The expression richak
(put far away) is a general and enigmatical description of exile or captivity (cf.,
Joe. 4: 6, Jer. 27:10); the literal term gaÑlaÑh has been already used in Isa. 5:13.
Instead of a national term being used, we find here simply the general
expression “men” (eth-haÑÿaÑdaÑm; the consequence of depopulation, viz., the
entire absence of men, being expressed in connection with the depopulation
itself. The participial noun haÑ azubaÑh (the forsaken) is a collective term for
places once full of life, that had afterwards died out and fallen into ruins
(Isa. 17: 2, 9). This judgment would be followed by a second, which would
expose the still remaining tenth of the nation to a sifting. HYFHFWi BŠF, to become
again (Ges. § 142, 3); Rˆ̃BFLi HYFHF, not as in Isa. 5: 5, but as in Isa. 4: 4, after
Num. 24:22: the feminine does not refer to the land of Israel (Luzzatto), but to
the tenth. Up to the words “given up to destruction,” the announcement is a
threatening one; but from this point to “remains” a consolatory prospect begins
to dawn; and in the last three words this brighter prospect, like a distant streak
of light, bounds the horizon of the gloomy prophecy. It shall happen as with the
terebinth and oak. These trees were selected as illustrations, not only because



they were so near akin to evergreens, and produced a similar impression, or
because there were so many associations connected with them in the olden
times of Israel’s history; but also because they formed such fitting symbols of
Israel, on account of their peculiar facility for springing up again from the root
(like the beech and nut, for example), even when they had been completely
felled. As the forms yabbesheth (dryness), dalleketh (fever), ‘avvereth
(blindness), shachepheth (consumption), are used to denote certain qualities or
states, and those for the most part faulty ones (Concord. p. 1350); so shalleceth
here does not refer to the act itself of felling or casting away, but rather to the
condition of a tree that has been hewn or thrown down; though not to the
condition of the trunk as it lies prostrate upon the ground, but to that of the
root, which is still left in the earth. Of this tree, that had been deprived of its
trunk and crown, there was still a mazzebeth kindred form of mazzebaÑh), i.e., a
root-stump (truncus) fast in the ground. The tree was not yet entirely
destroyed; the root-stump could shoot out and put forth branches again. And
this would take place: the root-stump of the oak or terebinth, which was a
symbol of Israel, was “a holy seed.” The root-stump was the remnant that had
survived the judgment, and this remnant would become a seed, out of which a
new Israel would spring up after the old had been destroyed. Thus in a few
weighty words is the way sketched out, which God would henceforth take with
His people. The passage contains an outline of the history of Israel to the end of
time. Israel as a nation was indestructible, by virtue of the promise of God; but
the mass of the people were doomed to destruction through the judicial
sentence of God, and only a remnant, which would be converted, would
perpetuate the nationality of Israel, and inherit the glorious future. This law of a
blessing sunk in the depths of the curse actually inflicted, still prevails in the
history of the Jews. The way of salvation is open to all. Individuals find it, and
give us a presentiment of what might be and is to be; but the great mass are
hopelessly lost, and only when they have been swept away will a holy seed,
saved by the covenant-keeping God, grow up into a new and holy Israel, which,
according to Isa. 27: 6, will fill the earth with its fruits, or, as the apostle
expresses it in Rom. 11:12, become “the riches of the Gentiles.”

Now, if the impression which we have received from Isa. 6 is not a false one, —
namely, that the prophet is here relating his first call to the prophetic office, and
not, as Seb. Schmidt observes, his call to one particular duty (ad unum
specialem actum officii), — this impression may be easily verified, inasmuch as
the addresses in Isa. 1-5 will be sure to contain the elements which are here
handed to the prophet by revelation, and the result of these addresses will
correspond to the sentence judicially pronounced here. And the conclusion to
which we have come will stand this test. For the prophet, in the very first
address, after pointing out to the nation as a whole the gracious pathway of



justification and sanctification, takes the turn indicated in Isa. 6:11-13, in full
consciousness that all is in vain. And the theme of the second address is, that it
will be only after the overthrow of the false glory of Israel that the true glory
promised can possibly be realized, and that after the destruction of the great
body of the people only a small remnant will live to see this realization. The
parable with which the third begins, rests upon the supposition that the measure
of the nation’s iniquity is full; and the threatening of judgment introduced by
this parable agrees substantially, and in part verbally, with the divine answer
received by the prophet to his question “How long?” On every side, therefore,
the opinion is confirmed, that in c. 6 Isaiah describes his own consecration to
the prophetic office. The addresses in Isa. 2-4 and 5, which belong to the time
of Uzziah and Jotham, do not fall earlier than the year of Uzziah’s death, from
which point the whole of Jotham’s sixteen years’ reign lay open before them.
Now, as Micah commenced his ministry in Jotham’s reign, though his book was
written in the form of a complete and chronologically indivisible summary, by
the working up of the prophecies which he delivered under Jotham, Ahaz, and
Hezekiah, and was then read or published in the time of Hezekiah, as we may
infer from Jer. 26:18, it is quite possible that Isaiah may have taken from
Micah’s own lips (though not from Micah’s book) the words of promise in
Isa. 2: 1-4, which he certainly borrowed from some quarter. The notion that this
word of promise originated with a third prophet (who must have been Joel, if he
were one of the prophets known to us), is rendered very improbable by the
many marks of Micah’s prophetic peculiarities, and by its natural position in the
context in which it there occurs (vid., Caspari, Micha, pp. 444-5).

Again, the situation of Isa. 6 is not inexplicable. As Hävernick has observed,
the prophet evidently intended to vindicate in Isa. 6 the style and method of his
previous prophecies, on the ground of the divine commission that he had
received. but this only serves to explain the reason why Isaiah has not placed
Isa. 6 at the commencement of the collection, and not why he inserts it in this
particular place. He has done this, no doubt, for the purpose of bringing close
together the prophecy and its fulfilment; for whilst on the one hand the
judgment of hardening suspended over the Jewish nation is brought distinctly
out in the person of king Ahaz, on the other hand we find ourselves in the midst
of the Syro-Ephraimitish war, which formed the introduction to the judgments
of extermination predicted in Isa. 6:11-13. It is only the position of Isa. 1 which
still remains in obscurity. If Isa. 1: 7-9 is to be understood in a historically
literally sense, then c. 1 must have been composed after the dangers of the
Syro-Ephraimitish war had been averted from Jerusalem, though the land of
Judah was still bleeding with the open wounds which this war, designed as it
was to destroy it altogether, had inflicted upon it. Ch. 1 would therefore be of
more recent origin than Isa. 2-5, and still more recent than the connected Isa. 7-



12. It is only the comparatively more general and indefinite character of Isa. 1
which seems at variance with this. But this difficulty is removed at once, if we
assume that Isa. 1, though not indeed the first of the prophet’s addresses, was
yet in one sense the first, — namely, the first that was committed to writing,
though not the first that he delivered, and that it was primarily intended to form
the preface to the addresses and historical accounts in Isa. 2-12, the contents of
which were regulated by it. For Isa. 2-5 and 7-12 form two prophetic cycles,
Isa. 1 being the portal which leads into them, and Isa. 6 the band which
connects them together. The prophetic cycle in Isa. 2-5 may be called the Book
of hardening, as it is by Caspari, and Isa. 7-12 the Book of Immanuel, as Chr.
Aug. Crusius suggests, because in all the stages through which the proclamation
in Isa. 7-12 passes, the coming Immanuel is the banner of consolation, which it
lifts up even in the midst of the judgments already breaking upon the people, in
accordance with the doom pronounced upon them in Isa. 6.

Part II

CONSOLATION OF IMMANUEL IN THE MIDST OF THE
ASSYRIAN OPPRESSIONS — CH. 7-12

Divine Sign of the Virgin's Wondrous Son — Ch. 7

Isa. 7: 1. As the following prophecies could not be understood apart from the
historical circumstances to which they refer, the prophet commences with a
historical announcement. V. 1.

“It came to pass, in the days of Ahaz the son of Jotham , the son of Uzziah
(UziyaÑhu), king of Judah, that Rezin the king of Aramaea, and Pekah (Pekach) the
son of Remaliah (RemalyaÑhu), king of Israel , went up toward Jerusalem to war
against it, and (he) could not make war upon it.”

We have the same words, with only slight variations, in the history of the reign
of Ahaz in 2Ki. 16: 5. That the author of the book of Kings copied them from
the book of Isaiah, will be very apparent when we come to examine the
historical chapters (36-39) in their relation to the parallel sections of the book
of Kings. In the passage before us, the want of independence on the part of the
author of the book of Kings is confirmed by the fact that he not only repeats,
but also interprets, the words of Isaiah. Instead of saying, “And (he) could not
make war upon it,” he says, “And they besieged Ahaz, and could not make
war.” The singular yaÑcol (he could) of Isaiah is changed into the simpler plural,
whilst the statement that the two allies could not assault or storm Jerusalem
(which must be the meaning of nilcham ‘al in the passage before us), is more
clearly defined by the additional information that they did besiege Ahaz, but to
no purpose (tzur ‘al, the usual expression for obsidione claudere; cf.,



Deu. 20:19). The statement that “they besieged Ahaz” cannot merely signify
that “they attempted to besiege him,” although nothing further is known about
this siege. But happily we have two accounts of the Syro-Ephraimitish war
(2Ki. 16 and 2Ch. 28). The two historical books complete one another. The
book of Kings relates that the invasion of Judah by the two allies commenced at
the end of Jotham’s reign (2Ki. 15:37); and in addition to the statement taken
from Isa. 7: 1, it also mentions that Rezin conquered the seaport town of Elath,
which then belonged to the kingdom of Judah; whilst the Chronicles notice the
fact that Rezin brought a number of Judaean captives to Damascus, and that
Pekah conquered Ahaz in a bloody and destructive battle. Indisputable as the
credibility of these events may be, it is nevertheless very difficult to connect
them together, either substantially or chronologically, in a certain and reliable
manner, as Caspari has attempted to do in his monograph on the Syro-
Ephraimitish war (1849). We may refer here to our own manner of dovetailing
the historical accounts of Ahaz and the Syro-Ephraimitish war in the
introduction to the present work (p. 23ff.). If we could assume that LKOYF (not
wLKiYF) was the authentic reading, and that the failure of the attempt to take
Jerusalem, which is mentioned here, was occasioned by the strength of the city
itself, and not by the intervention of Assyria, — so that v. 1b did not contain
such an anticipation as we have supposed (p. 24), although summary
anticipations of this kind were customary with biblical historians, and more
especially with Isaiah, — the course of events might be arranged in the
following manner, viz., that whilst Rezin was on his way to Elath, Pekah
resolved to attack Jerusalem, but failed in his attempt; but that Rezin was more
successful in his expedition, which was a much easier one, and after the
conquest of Elath united his forces with those of his allies.

Isa. 7: 2. It is this which is referred to in v. 2:

“And it was told the house of David, Aram has settled down upon Ephraim: then his
heart shook, and the heart of his people, as trees of the wood shake before the
wind.”

The expression nuach ‘al (settled down upon) is explained in 2Sa. 17:12 (cf.,
Jud. 7:12) by the figurative simile, “as the dew falleth upon the ground:” there it
denotes a hostile invasion, here the arrival of one army to the support of
another. Ephraim (feminine, like the names of countries, and of the people that
are regarded as included in their respective countries: see, on the other hand,
Isa. 3: 8) is used as the name of the leading tribe of Israel, to signify the whole
kingdom; here it denotes the whole military force of Israel. Following the
combination mentioned above, we find that the allies now prepared for a second
united expedition against Jerusalem. In the meantime, Jerusalem was in the
condition described in Isa. 1: 7-9, viz., like a besieged city, in the midst of



enemies plundering and burning on every side. Elath had fallen, as Rezin’s
timely return clearly showed; and in the prospect of his approaching junction
with the allied army, it was quite natural, from a human point of view, that the
court and people of Jerusalem should tremble like aspen leaves. N̂AyFWA is a
contracted fut. kal, ending with an a sound on account of the guttural, as in
Ruth 4: 1 (Ges. § 72, Anm. 4); and JAŒN, which is generally the form of the infin.
abs. (Isa. 24:20), is here, and only here, the infin. constr. instead of JAwN (cf.,
noach, Num. 11:25; shob, Jos. 2:16; moÝt, Psa. 38:17, etc.: vid., Ewald, § 238,
b).

Isa. 7: 3. In this season of terror Isaiah received the following divine
instructions. V. 3.

“Then said Jehovah to Isaiah, Go forth now to meet Ahaz, thou and Shear-jashub
thy son, to the end of the aqueduct of the upper pool, to the road of the fuller’s
field.”

The fuller’s field (sedeÝh coÝbeÝs) was situated, as we may assume with Robinson,
Schultz, and Thenius, against Williams, Krafft, etc., on the western side of the
city, where there is still an “upper pool” of great antiquity (2Ch. 32:30). Near to
this pool the fullers, i.e., the cleaners and thickeners of woollen fabrics, carried
on their occupation (coÝbeÝs, from caÑbas, related to caÑbash, subigere, which bears
the same relation to raÑchatz as pluÂnein to louÂein). Robinson and his
companions saw some people washing clothes at the upper pool when they
were there; and, for a considerable distance round, the surface of this favourite
washing and bleaching place was covered with things spread out to bleach or
dry. The road (mesillaÑh), which ran past this fuller’s field, was the one which
leads from the western gate to Joppa. King Ahaz was there, on the west of the
city, and outside the fortifications, — engaged, no doubt, in making provision
for the probable event of Jerusalem being again besieged in a still more
threatening manner. Jerusalem received its water supply from the upper Gihon
pool, and there, according to Jehovah’s directions, Isaiah was to go with his son
and meet him. The two together were, as it were, a personified blessing and
curse, presenting themselves to the king for him to make his own selection. For
the name SheaÑr-yaÑshub (which is erroneously accentuated with tiphchah
munach instead of merchah tiphchah, as in Isa. 10:22), i.e., the remnant is
converted (Isa. 10:21, 22), was a kind of abbreviation of the divine answer
given to the prophet in Isa. 6:11-13, and was indeed at once threatening and
promising, but in such a way that the curse stood in front and the grace behind.
The prophetic name of Isaiah’s son was intended to drive the king to Jehovah
by force, through the threatening aspect it presented; and the prophetic
announcement of Isaiah himself, whose name pointed to salvation, was to allure
him to Jehovah with its promising tone.



Isa. 7: 4. No means were left untried. V. 4.

“And say unto him, Take heed, and keep quiet; and let not thy heart become soft
from these two smoking firebrand-stumps: at the fierce anger of Rezin, and Aram,
and the son of Remaliah.”

The imperative RMª̃FHI (not pointed RMEªFHI, as is the case when it is to be
connected more closely with what follows, and taken in the sense of cave ne, or
even cave ut) warned the king against acting for himself, in estrangement from
God; and the imperative hashkeÝt exhorted him to courageous calmness, secured
by confidence in God; or, as Calvin expresses it, exhorted him “to restrain
himself outwardly, and keep his mind calm within.” The explanation given by
Jewish expositors to the word hisshameÝr, viz., conside super faeces tuas
(Luzzatto: vivi riposato), according to Jer. 48:11, Zep. 1:12, yields a sense
which hardly suits the exhortation. The object of terror, at which and before
which the king’s heart was not to despair, is introduced first of all with Min and
then with Beth, as in Jer. 41:46. The two allies are designated at once as what
they were in the sight of God, who sees through the true nature and future
condition. They were two tails, i.e., nothing but the fag-ends, of wooden pokers
(lit. stirrers, i.e., fire-stirrers), which would not blaze any more, but only
continue smoking. They would burn and light no more, though their smoke
might make the eyes smart still. Along with Rezin, and to avoid honouring him
with the title of king, Aram (Syria) is especially mentioned; whilst Pekah is
called Ben-Remaliah, to recal to mind his low birth, and the absence of any
promise in the case of his house.

The ya’an ‘asher (“because”) which follows (as in Eze. 12:12) does not belong
to v. 4 (as might appear from the sethume that comes afterwards), in the sense
of “do not be afraid because,” etc., but is to be understood as introducing the
reason for the judicial sentence in v. 7.

Isa. 7: 5-7.

“Because Aram hath determined evil over thee, Ephraim and the son of Remaliah
(Remalyahu), saying, We will march against Judah, and terrify it, and conquer it for
ourselves, and make the son of TaÑbÿeÑl king in the midst of it: thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, It will not be brought about, and will not take place.”

The inference drawn by Caspari (Krieg, p. 98), that at the time when Isaiah said
this, Judaea was not yet heathen or conquered, is at any rate not conclusive.
The promise given to Ahaz was founded upon the wicked design, with which
the war had been commenced. How far the allies had already gone towards this
last goal, the overthrow of the Davidic sovereignty, it does not say. But we
know from 2Ki. 15:37 that the invasion had begun before Ahaz ascended the
throne; and we may see from v. 16 of Isaiah’s prophecy, that the “terrifying”



(nekiÝtzennah, from kuÝtz, taedere, pavere) had actually taken place; so that the
“conquering” (hibkia’, i.e., splitting, forcing of the passes and fortifications,
2Ki. 25: 4, Eze. 30:16, 2Ch. 21:17; 32: 1) must also have been a thing
belonging to the past. For history says nothing about a successful resistance on
the part of Judah in this war. Only Jerusalem had not yet fallen, and, as the
expression “king in the midst of it” shows, it is to this that the term “Judah”
especially refers; just as in Isa. 23:13 Asshur is to be understood as signifying
Nineveh. There they determined to enthrone a man named TaÑbÿeÑl (vid.,
Ezr. 4: 7; it is written TaÑbÿal here in pause, although this change does not occur
in other words (e.g., Israel) in pause — a name resembling the Syrian name
Tab-rimmon), f47 a man who is otherwise unknown; but it never went beyond
the determination, never was even on the way towards being realized, to say
nothing of being fully accomplished. The allies would not succeed in altering the
course of history as it had been appointed by the Lord.

Isa. 7: 8, 9.

“For head of Aram is Damascus, and head of Damascus Rezin, and in five-and-
sixty years will Ephraim as a people be broken in pieces. And head of Ephraim is
Samaria, and head of Samaria the son of Remalyahu; if ye believe not, surely ye will
not remain.”

The attempt to remove v. 8b, as a gloss at variance with the context, which is
supported by Eichhorn, Gesenius, Hitzig, Knobel, and others, is a very natural
one; and in that case the train of thought would simply be, that the two hostile
kingdoms would continue in their former relation without the annexation of
Judah. But when we look more closely, it is evident that the removal of v. 8b
destroys both the internal connection and the external harmony of the clauses.
For just as 8a and 8b correspond, so do 9a and 9b. Ephraim, i.e., the kingdom
of the ten tribes, which has entered into so unnatural and ungodly a covenant
with idolatrous Syria, will cease to exist as a nation in the course of sixty-five
years; “and ye, if ye do not believe, but make flesh your arm, will also cease to
exist.” Thus the two clauses answer to one another: 8b is a prophecy
announcing Ephraim's destruction, and 9b a warning, threatening Judah with
destruction, if it rejects the promise with unbelief. Moreover, the style of 8b is
quite in accordance with that of Isaiah (on DŒ̂bI, see Isa. 21:16 and 16:14; and
on „ F̂M,̃ “away from being a people,” in the sense of “so that it shall be no
longer a nation,” Isa. 17: 1; 25: 2, and Jer. 48: 2, 42). And the doctrinal
objection, that the prophecy is too minute, and therefore taken ex eventu, has
no force whatever, since the Old Testament prophecy furnishes an abundance of
examples of the same kind (vid., Isa. 20: 3, 4; 38: 5; 16:14; 21:16; Eze. 4: 5ff.,
24: 1ff., etc.). The only objection that can well be raised is, that the time given
in v. 8b is wrong, and is not in harmony with v. 16. Now, undoubtedly the



sixty-five years do not come out if we suppose the prophecy to refer to what
was done by Tiglath-pileser after the Syro-Ephraimitish war, and to what was
also done to Ephraim by Shalmanassar in the sixth year of Hezekiah’s reign, to
which v. 16 unquestionably refers, and more especially to the former. But there
is another event still, through which the existence of Ephraim, not only as a
kingdom, but also as a people, was broken up, — namely, the carrying away of
the last remnant of the Ephraimitish population, and the planting of colonies
from Eastern Asia by Esarhaddon f48 on Ephraimitish soil (2Ki. 17:24;
Ezr. 4: 2). Whereas the land of Judah was left desolate after the Chaldean
deportation, and a new generation grew up there, and those who were in
captivity were once more enabled to return; the land of Ephraim was occupied
by heathen settlers, and the few who were left behind were melted up with these
into the mixed people of the Samaritans, and those in captivity were lost among
the heathen. We have only to assume that what was done to Ephraim by
Esarhaddon, as related in the historical books, took place in the twenty-second
and twenty-third years of Manasseh (the sixth year of Esarhaddon), which is
very probable, since it must have been under Esarhaddon that Manasseh was
carried away to Babylon about the middle of his reign (2Ch. 33:11); and we get
exactly sixty-five years from the second year of the reign of Ahaz to the
termination of Ephraim’s existence as a nation (viz., Ahaz, 14; Hezekiah, 29;
Manasseh, 22; in all, 65). It was then that the unconditional prediction,
“Ephraim as a people will be broken in pieces,” was fulfilled (yeÝchath meÝÿaÑm; it
is certainly not the 3rd pers. fut. kal, but the niphal, Mal. 2: 5), just as the
conditional threat “ye shall not remain” was fulfilled upon Judah in the
Babylonian captivity. †MÁJåNE signifies to have a fast hold, and †YMIJåHE to prove
fast-holding. If Judah did not hold fast to its God, it would lose its fast hold by
losing its country, the ground beneath its feet. We have the same play upon
words in 2Ch. 20:20. The suggestion of Geiger is a very improbable one, viz.,
that the original reading was YBI WNYMJT JL „J, but that YB appeared
objectionable, and was altered into YkI. Why should it be objectionable, when
the words form the conclusion to a direct address of Jehovah Himself, which is
introduced with all solemnity? For this YkI, passing over from a confirmative
into an affirmative sense, and employed, as it is here, to introduce the apodosis
of the hypothetical clause, see 1Sa. 14:39, and (in the formula HTfJA YkI)
Gen. 31:42; 43:10, Num. 22:29, 33, 1Sa. 14:30: their continued existence
would depend upon their faith, as this chi emphatically declares.

Isa. 7:10, 11. Thus spake Isaiah, and Jehovah through him, to the king of
Judah. Whether he replied, or what reply he made, we are not informed. He was
probably silent, because he carried a secret in his heart which afforded him more
consolation than the words of the prophet. The invisible help of Jehovah, and



the remote prospect of the fall of Ephraim, were not enough for him. His trust
was in Asshur, with whose help he would have far greater superiority over the
kingdom of Israel, than Israel had over the kingdom of Judah through the help
of Damascene Syria. The pious, theocratic policy of the prophet did not come
in time. He therefore let the enthusiast talk on, and had his own thoughts about
the matter. Nevertheless the grace of God did not give up the unhappy son of
David for lost. Vv. 10, 11.

“And Jehovah continued speaking to Ahaz as follows: Ask thee a sign of Jehovah
thy God, going deep down into Hades, or high up to the height above.”

Jehovah continued: what a deep and firm consciousness of the identity of the
word of Jehovah and the word of the prophet is expressed in these words!
According to a very marvellous interchange of idioms (communicatio
idiomatum) which runs through the prophetic books of the Old Testament, at
one time the prophet speaks as if he were Jehovah, and at another, as in the
case before us, Jehovah speaks as if He were the prophet. Ahaz was to ask for a
sign from Jehovah his God. Jehovah did not scorn to call Himself the God of
this son of David, who had so hardened his heart. Possibly the holy love with
which the expression “thy God” burned, might kindle a flame in his dark heart;
or possibly he might think of the covenant promises and covenant duties which
the words “thy God” recalled to his mind. From this, his God, he was to ask for
a sign. A sign (‘oth, from ‘uth, to make an incision or dent) was something,
some occurrence, or some action, which served as a pledge of the divine
certainty of something else. This was secured sometimes by visible miracles
performed at once (Exo. 4: 8, 9), or by appointed symbols of future events
(Isa. 8:18; 20: 3); sometimes by predicted occurrences, which, whether
miraculous or natural, could not possibly be foreseen by human capacities, and
therefore, if they actually took place, were a proof either retrospectively of the
divine causality of other events (Exo. 3:12), or prospectively of their divine
certainty (Isa. 37:30; Jer. 44:29, 30). The thing to be confirmed on the present
occasion was what the prophet had just predicted in so definite a manner, viz.,
the maintenance of Judah with its monarchy, and the failure of the wicked
enterprise of the two allied kingdoms. If this was to be attested to Ahaz in such
a way as to demolish his unbelief, it could only be effected by a miraculous sign.
And just as Hezekiah asked for a sign when Isaiah foretold his recovery, and
promised him the prolongation of his life for fifteen years, and the prophet gave
him the sign he asked, by causing the shadow upon the royal sun-dial to go
backwards instead of forwards (Isa. 38); so here Isaiah meets Ahaz with the
offer of such a supernatural sign, and offers him the choice of heaven, earth,
and Hades as the scene of the miracle.



QM˜̂áHA and hAbG̃iHA are either in the infinitive absolute or in the imperative; and
HLFJFŠi is either the imperative LJÁŠi with the He of challenge, which is written
in this form in half pause instead of HLFJáŠA (for the two similar forms with
pashtah and zakeph, vid., Dan. 9:19), “Only ask, going deep down, or
ascending to the height,” without there being any reason for reading HLFJFŠi
with the tone upon the last syllable, as Hupfeld proposes, in the sense of
profundam fac (or faciendo) precationem (i.e., go deep down with thy
petition); or else it is the pausal subordinate form for HLFJOŠi, which is quite
allowable in itself (cf., yechpaÑtz, the constant form in pause for yachpoÝtz, and
other examples, Gen. 43:14; 49: 3, 27), and is apparently preferred here on
account of its consonance with HLF̂ iMFLi (Ewald, § 93, 3). We follow the
Targum, with the Sept., Syr., and Vulgate, in giving the preference to the latter
of the two possibilities. It answers to the antithesis; and if we had the words
before us without points, this would be the first to suggest itself. Accordingly
the words would read, Go deep down (in thy desire) to Hades, or go high up to
the height; or more probably, taking QM Ĥ and HBGH in the sense of
gerundives, “Going deep down to Hades, or (ŒJ from HWFJF, like vel from velle
= si velis, malis) going high up to the height.” This offer of the prophet to
perform any kind of miracle, either in the world above or in the lower world,
has thrown rationalistic commentators into very great perplexity. The prophet,
says Hitzig, was playing a very dangerous game here; and if Ahaz had closed
with his offer, Jehovah would probably have left him in the lurch. And Meier
observes, that “it can never have entered the mind of an Isaiah to perform an
actual miracle:” probably because no miracles were ever performed by Göthe,
to whose high poetic consecration Meier compares the consecration of the
prophet as described in Isa. 6. Knobel answers the question, “What kind of sign
from heaven would Isaiah have given in case it had been asked for?” by saying,
“Probably a very simple matter.” But even granting that an extraordinary
heavenly phenomenon could be a “simple matter,” it was open to king Ahaz not
to be so moderate in his demands upon the venturesome prophet, as Knobel
with his magnanimity might possibly have been. Dazzled by the glory of the Old
Testament prophecy, a rationalistic exegesis falls prostrate upon the ground;
and it is with such frivolous, coarse, and common words as these that it tries to
escape from its difficulties. It cannot acknowledge the miraculous power of the
prophet, because it believes in no miracles at all. But Ahaz had no doubt about
his miraculous power, though he would not be constrained by any miracle to
renounce his own plans and believe in Jehovah. V. 12.

“But Ahaz replied, I dare not ask, and dare not tempt Jehovah.”



What a pious sound this has! And yet his self-hardening reached its culminating
point in these well-sounding words. He hid himself hypocritically under the
mask of Deu. 6:16, to avoid being disturbed in his Assyrian policy, and was
infatuated enough to designate the acceptance of what Jehovah Himself had
offered as tempting God. He studiously brought down upon himself the fate
denounced in Isa. 6, and indeed not upon himself only, but upon all Judah as
well. For after a few years the forces of Asshur would stand upon the same
fuller’s field (Isa. 36: 2) and demand the surrender of Jerusalem. In that very
hour, in which Isaiah was standing before Ahaz, the fate of Jerusalem was
decided for more than two thousand years.

Isa. 7:13. The prophet might have ceased speaking now; but in accordance
with the command in Isa. 6 he was obliged to speak, even though his word
should be a savour of death unto death. V. 13.

“And he spake, Hear ye now, O house of David! Is it too little to you to weary men,
that ye weary my God also?”

“He spake.” Who spake? According to v. 10 the speaker was Jehovah; yet what
follows is given as the word of the prophet. Here again it is assumed that the
word of the prophet was the word of God, and that the prophet was the organ
of God even when he expressly distinguished between himself and God. The
words were addressed to the “house of David,” i.e., to Ahaz, including all the
members of the royal family. Ahaz himself was not yet thirty years old. The
prophet could very well have borne that the members of the house of David
should thus frustrate all his own faithful, zealous human efforts. But they were
not content with this (on the expression minus quam vos = quam ut vobis
sufficiat, see Num. 16;9, Job. 15:11): they also wearied out the long-suffering
of his God, by letting Him exhaust all His means of correcting them without
effect. They would not believe without seeing; and when signs were offered
them to see, in order that they might believe, they would not even look.
Jehovah would therefore give them, against their will, a sign of His own
choosing.

Isa. 7:14, 15.

“Therefore the Lord, He will give you a sign: Behold, the virgin conceives, and
bears a son, and calls his name Immanuel. Butter and honey will he eat, at the time
that he knows to refuse the evil and choose the good.”

In its form the prophecy reminds one of Gen. 16:11, “Behold, thou art with
child, and wilt bear a son, and call his name Ishmael.” Here, however, the words
are not addressed to the person about to bear the child, although Matthew gives
this interpretation to the prophecy; f49 for TJRFQF is not the second person, but
the third, and is synonymous with HJFRiQF (according to Ges. § 74. Anm. 1),



another form which is also met with in Gen. 33:11, Lev. 25:21, Deu. 31:29, and
Psa. 118:23. f50

Moreover, the condition of pregnancy, which is here designated by the
participial adjective HRFHF (cf., 2Sa. 11: 5), was not an already existing one in
this instance, but (as in all probability also in Jud. 13: 5, cf., 4) something
future, as well as the act of bearing, since hinneÝh is always used by Isaiah to
introduce a future occurrence. This use of hinneh in Isaiah is a sufficient answer
to Gesenius, Knobel, and others, who understand haÑÿalmaÑh as referring to the
young wife of the prophet himself, who was at that very time with child. But it
is altogether improbable that the wife of the prophet himself should be intended.
For if it were to her that he referred, he could hardly have expressed himself in a
more ambiguous and unintelligible manner; and we cannot see why he should
not much rather have said YtIŠiJI or HJFYBIniHA, to say nothing of the fact that
there is no further allusion made to any son of the prophet of that name, and
that a sign of this kind founded upon the prophet’s own family affairs would
have been one of a very precarious nature.

And the meaning and use of the word ÿalmaÑh are also at variance with this. For
whilst bethulaÑh (from baÑthal, related to baÑdal, to separate, sejungere) signifies a
maiden living in seclusion in her parents’ house and still a long way from
matrimony, ÿalmaÑh (from ÿaÑlam, related to chaÑlam, and possibly also to „LÁJF, to
be strong, full of vigour, or arrived at the age of puberty) is applied to one fully
mature, and approaching the time of her marriage. f51

The two terms could both be applied to persons who were betrothed, and even
to such as were married (Joe. 2:16; Pro. 30:19: see Hitzig on these passages). It
is also admitted that the idea of spotless virginity was not necessarily connected
with ÿalmaÑh (as in Gen. 24:43, cf., 16), since there are passages — such, for
example, as Son. 6: 8 — where it can hardly be distinguished from the Arabic
surrÑje; and a person who had a very young-looking wife might be said to have
an ‘almah for his wife. But it is inconceivable that in a well-considered style,
and one of religious earnestness, a woman who had been long married, like the
prophet’s own wife, could be called haÑÿalmaÑh without any reserve. f52

On the other hand, the expression itself warrants the assumption that by
haÑÿalmaÑh the prophet meant one of the ÿalaÑmoth of the king’s harem (Luzzatto);
and if we consider that the birth of the child was to take place, as the prophet
foresaw, in the immediate future, his thoughts might very well have been fixed
upon Abijah (Abi) bath-Zechariah (2Ki. 18: 2; 2Ch. 29: 1), who became the
mother of king Hezekiah, to whom apparently the virtues of the mother
descended, in marked contrast with the vices of his father. This is certainly
possible. At the same time, it is also certain that the child who was to be born



was the Messiah, and not a new Israel (Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, 87, 88);
that is to say, that he was no other than that “wonderful” heir of the throne of
David, whose birth is hailed with joy in Isa. 9, where even commentators like
Knobel are obliged to admit that the Messiah is meant. It was the Messiah
whom the prophet saw here as about to be born, then again in Isa. 9 as actually
born, and again in Isa. 11 as reigning, — an indivisible triad of consolatory
images in three distinct states, interwoven with the three stages into which the
future history of the nation unfolded itself in the prophet’s view. If, therefore,
his eye was directed towards the Abijah mentioned, he must have regarded her
as the future mother of the Messiah, and her son as the future Messiah. Now it
is no doubt true, that in the course of the sacred history Messianic expectations
were often associated with individuals who did not answer to them, so that the
Messianic prospect was moved further into the future; and it is not only
possible, but even probable, and according to many indications an actual fact,
that the believing portion of the nation did concentrate their Messianic wishes
and hopes for a long time upon Hezekiah; but even if Isaiah’s prophecy may
have evoked such human conjectures and expectations, through the measure of
time which it laid down, it would not be a prophecy at all, if it rested upon no
better foundation than this, which would be the case if Isaiah had a particular
maiden of his own day in his mind at the time.

Are we to conclude, then, that the prophet did not refer to any one individual,
but that the “virgin” was a personification of the house of David? This view,
which Hofmann propounded, and Stier appropriated, and which Ebrard has
revived, notwithstanding the fact that Hofmann relinquished it, does not help us
over the difficulty; for we should expect in that case to find “daughter of Zion,”
or something of the kind, since the term “virgin” is altogether unknown in a
personification of this kind, and the house of David, as the prophet knew it, was
by no means worthy of such an epithet.

No other course is left, therefore, than to assume that whilst, on the one hand,
the prophet meant by “the virgin” a maiden belonging to the house of David,
which the Messianic character of the prophecy requires; on the other hand, he
neither thought of any particular maiden, nor associated the promised
conception with any human father, who could not have been any other than
Ahaz. The reference is the same as in Mic. 5: 3 (“she which travaileth,”
yoÝleÝdah). The objection that haÑÿalmaÑh (the virgin) cannot be a person belonging
to the future, on account of the article (Hofmann, p. 86), does not affect the
true explanation: it was the virgin whom the spirit of prophecy brought before
the prophet’s mind, and who, although he could not give her name, stood
before him as singled out for an extraordinary end (compare the article in
hanna’ar in Num. 11:27 etc.). With what exalted dignity this mother appeared
to him to be invested, is evident from the fact that it is she who gives the name



to her son, and that the name Immanuel. This name sounds full of promise. But
if we look at the expression “therefore,” and the circumstance which occasioned
it, the sign cannot have been intended as a pure or simple promise. We naturally
expect, first, that it will be an extraordinary fact which the prophet foretells; and
secondly, that it will be a fact with a threatening front. Now a humiliation of the
house of David was indeed involved in the fact that the God of whom it would
know nothing would nevertheless mould its future history, as the emphatic JwH
implies, He (auÏtoÂj, the Lord Himself), by His own impulse and unfettered
choice. Moreover, this moulding of the future could not possibly be such an one
as was desired, but would of necessity be as full of threatening to the
unbelieving house of David as it was full of promise to the believers in Israel.
And the threatening character of the “sign” is not to be sought for exclusively in
v. 15, since both the expressions “therefore” (laÑceÝn) and “behold” (hinneÝh)
place the main point of the sign in v. 14, whilst the introduction of v. 15 without
any external connection is a clear proof that what is stated in v. 14 is the chief
thing, and not the reverse. But the only thing in v. 14 which indicated any
threatening element in the sign in question, must have been the fact that it
would not be by Ahaz, or by a son of Ahaz, or by the house of David generally,
which at that time had hardened itself against God, that God would save His
people, but that a nameless maiden of low rank, whom God had singled out and
now showed to the prophet in the mirror of His counsel, would give birth to the
divine deliverer of His people in the midst of the approaching tribulations,
which was a sufficient intimation that He who was to be the pledge of Judah’s
continuance would not arrive without the present degenerate house of David,
which had brought Judah to the brink of ruin, being altogether set aside.

But the further question arises here, What constituted the extraordinary
character of the fact here announced? It consisted in the fact, that, according to
Isa. 9: 5, Immanuel Himself was to be a JLEpE (wonder or wonderful). He would
be God in corporeal self-manifestation, and therefore a “wonder” as being a
superhuman person. We should not venture to assert this if it went beyond the
line of Old Testament revelation, but the prophet asserts it himself in Isa. 9: 5
(cf., Isa. 10:21): his words are as clear as possible; and we must not make them
obscure, to favour any preconceived notions as to the development of history.
The incarnation of Deity was unquestionably a secret that was not clearly
unveiled in the Old Testament, but the veil was not so thick but that some rays
could pass through. Such a ray, directed by the spirit of prophecy into the mind
of the prophet, was the prediction of Immanuel. But if the Messiah was to be
Immanuel in this sense, that He would Himself be El (God), as the prophet
expressly affirms, His birth must also of necessity be a wonderful or miraculous
one. The prophet does not affirm, indeed, that the “ÿalmaÑh ,” who had as yet
known no man, would give birth to Immanuel without this taking place, so that



he could not be born of the house of David as well as into it, but be a gift of
Heaven itself; but this ”ÿalmaÑh” or virgin continued throughout an enigma in the
Old Testament, stimulating “inquiry” (1Pe. 1:10-12), and waiting for the
historical solution. Thus the sign in question was, on the one hand, a mystery
glaring in the most threatening manner upon the house of David; and, on the
other hand, a mystery smiling with which consolation upon the prophet and all
believers, and couched in these enigmatical terms, in order that those who
hardened themselves might not understand it, and that believers might
increasingly long to comprehend its meaning.

In v. 15 the threatening element of v. 14 becomes the predominant one. It
would not be so, indeed, if “butter (thickened milk) and honey” were mentioned
here as the ordinary food of the tenderest age of childhood (as Gesenius,
Hengstenberg, and others suppose). But the reason afterwards assigned in vv.
16, 17, teaches the very opposite. Thickened milk and honey, the food of the
desert, would be the only provisions furnished by the land at the time in which
the ripening youth of Immanuel would fall. HJFMiXE (from JMFXF, to be thick) is a
kind of butter which is still prepared by nomads by shaking milk in skins. It may
probably include the cream, as the Arabic semen signifies both, but not the
curds or cheese, the name of which (at least the more accurate name) if
gebiÝnaÑh. The object to D̂AYF is expressed in vv. 15, 16 by infinitive absolutes
(compare the more usual mode of expression in Isa. 8: 4). The Lamed prefixed
to the verb does not mean “until” (Ges. § 131, 1), for Lamed is never used as so
definite an indication of the terminus ad quem; the meaning is either “towards
the time when he understands” (Amo. 4: 7, cf., Lev. 24:12, “to the end that”),
or about the time, at the time when he understands (Isa. 10: 3; Gen. 8:11;
Job. 24:14). This kind of food would coincide in time with his understanding,
that is to say, would run parallel to it. Incapacity to distinguish between good
and bad is characteristic of early childhood (Deu. 1:39, etc.), and also of old
age when it relapses into childish ways (2Sa. 19:36). The commencement of the
capacity to understand is equivalent to entering into the so-called years of
discretion — the riper age of free and conscious self-determination. By the time
that Immanuel reached this age, all the blessings of the land would have been so
far reduced, that from a land full of luxuriant corn-fields and vineyards, it would
have become a large wooded pasture-ground, supplying milk and honey, and
nothing more. A thorough devastation of the land is therefore the reason for
this limitation to the simplest, and, when compared with the fat of wheat and
the cheering influence of wine, most meagre and miserable food. And this is the
ground assigned in vv. 16, 17. Two successive and closely connected events
would occasion this universal desolation.

Isa. 7:16, 17.



“For before the boy shall understand to refuse the evil , and choose the good, the
land will be desolate, of whose two kings thou art afraid. Jehovah will bring upon
thee, and upon thy people, and upon thy father’s house, days such as have not come
since the day when Ephraim broke away from Judah — the king of Asshur.”

The land of the two kings, Syria and Israel, was first of all laid waste by the
Assyrians, whom Ahaz called to his assistance. Tiglath-pileser conquered
Damascus and a portion of the kingdom of Israel, and led a large part of the
inhabitants of the two countries into captivity (2Ki. 15:29; 16: 9). Judah was
then also laid waste by the Assyrians, as a punishment for having refused the
help of Jehovah, and preferred the help of man. Days of adversity would come
upon the royal house and people of Judah, such as (‘asher, quales, as in
Exo. 10: 6) had not come upon them since the calamitous day (lÿmiyyoÝm, inde
a die; in other places we find l’min-hayyom, Exo. 9:18, Deu. 4:32; 9: 7, etc.) of
the falling away of the ten tribes. The appeal to Asshur laid the foundation for
the overthrow of the kingdom of Judah, quite as much as for that of the
kingdom of Israel. Ahaz became the tributary vassal of the king of Assyria in
consequence; and although Hezekiah was set free from Asshur through the
miraculous assistance of Jehovah, what Nebuchadnezzar afterwards performed
was only the accomplishment of the frustrated attempt of Sennacherib. It is with
piercing force that the words “the king of Assyria” (‘eth melek Asshur) are
introduced at the close of the two verses. The particle ‘eth is used frequently
where an indefinite object is followed by the more precise and definite one
(Gen. 6:10; 26:34). The point of the verse would be broken by eliminating the
words as a gloss, as Knobel proposes. The very king to whom Ahaz had
appealed in his terror, would bring Judah to the brink of destruction. The
absence of any link of connection between vv. 16 and 17 is also very effective.
The hopes raised in the mind of Ahaz by v. 16 are suddenly turned into bitter
disappointment. In the face of such catastrophes as these, Isaiah predicts the
birth of Immanuel. His eating only thickened milk and honey, at a time when he
knew very well what was good and what was not, would arise from the
desolation of the whole of the ancient territory of the Davidic kingdom that had
preceded the riper years of his youth, when he would certainly have chosen
other kinds of food, if they could possibly have been found. Consequently the
birth of Immanuel apparently falls between the time then present and the
Assyrian calamities, and his earliest childhood appears to run parallel to the
Assyrian oppression. In any case, their consequences would be still felt at the
time of his riper youth. In what way the truth of the prophecy was maintained
notwithstanding, we shall see presently. What follows in vv. 18-25, is only a
further expansion of v. 17. The promising side of the “sign” remains in the
background, because this was not for Ahaz. When Ewald expresses the opinion
that a promising strophe has fallen out after v. 17, he completely mistakes the
circumstances under which the prophet uttered these predictions. In the



presence of Ahaz he must keep silence as to the promises. But he pours out
with all the greater fluency his threatening of judgment.

Isa. 7:18.

“And it comes to pass in that day , Jehovah will hiss for the fly which is at the end of
the Nile-arms of Egypt, and the bees that are in the land of Asshur; and they come
and settle all of them in the valleys of the slopes, and in the clefts of the rocks, and
in all the thorn-hedges, and upon all grass-plats.”

The prophet has already stated, in Isa. 5:26, that Jehovah would hiss for distant
nations; and how he is able to describe them by name. The Egyptian nation,
with its vast and unparalleled numbers, is compared to the swarming fly; and the
Assyrian nation, with its love of war and conquest, to the stinging bee which is
so hard to keep off (Deu. 1:44; Psa. 118:12). The emblems also correspond to
the nature of the two countries: the fly to slimy Egypt with its swarms of insects
(see Isa. 18: 1), f53 and the bee to the more mountainous and woody Assyria,
where the keeping of bees is still one of the principal branches of trade. RJOYi, pl.
„YRIJOYi, is an Egyptian name (yaro, with the article phiaro, pl. yaroÑu) for the
Nile and its several arms. The end of the Nile-arms of Egypt, from a Palestinian
point of view, was the extreme corner of the land. The military force of Egypt
would march out of the whole compass of the land, and meet the Assyrian force
in the Holy Land; and both together would cover the land in such a way that the
valleys of steep precipitous heights (nachaleÝ habbattoth), and clefts of the rocks
(nekikeÝ hasselaÑÿim), and all the thorn-hedges (naÑÿazuÝziÝm) and pastures
(nahalolim, from niheÝl, to lead to pasture), would be covered with these
swarms. The fact that just such places are named, as afforded a suitable shelter
and abundance of food for flies and bees, is a filling up of the figure in simple
truthfulness to nature. And if we look at the historical fulfilment, it does not
answer even in this respect to the actual letter of the prophecy; for in the time
of Hezekiah no collision really took place between the Assyrian and Egyptian
forces; and it was not till the days of Josiah that a collision took place between
the Chaldean and Egyptian powers in the eventful battle fought between
Pharaoh-Necho and Nebuchadnezzar at Carchemish (Circesium), which decided
the fate of Judah. That the spirit of prophecy points to this eventful occurrence
is evident from v. 20, where no further allusion is made to Egypt, because of its
having succumbed to the imperial power of Eastern Asia.

Isa. 7:20.

“In that day will the Lord shave with a razor, the thing for hire on the shore of the
river, with the king of Assyria, the head and the hair of the feet; and even the beard
it will take away.”



Knobel takes the hair to be a figurative representation of the produce of the
land; but the only thing which at all favours the idea that the flora is ever
regarded by biblical writers as the hairy covering of the soil, is the use of the
term naÑzir as the name of an uncultivated vine left to itself (Lev. 25: 5). The
nation of Judah is regarded here, as in Isa. 1: 6, as a man stript naked, and not
only with all the hair of his head and feet shaved off (raglaim, a euphemism),
but what was regarded as the most shameful of all, with the hair of his beard
shaved off as well. To this end the Almighty would make use of a razor, which
is more distinctly defined as hired on the shore of the Euphrates (conductitia in
litoribus Euphratis: naÑhaÑr stands here for hannaÑhaÑr), and still more precisely as
the king of Asshur (the latter is again pronounced a gloss by Knobel and
others). “The thing for hire:” hasseciÝraÑh might be an abstract term (hiring,
conductio), but it may also be the feminine of saÑciÝr, which indicates an emphatic
advance from the indefinite to the more definite; in the sense of “with a razor,
namely, that which was standing ready to be hired in the lands on both sides of
the Euphrates, the king of Assyria.” In hasseciÝraÑh (the thing for hire) there was
involved the bitterest sarcasm for Ahaz. The sharp knife, which it had hired for
the deliverance of Judah, was hired by the Lord, to shave Judah most
thoroughly, and in the most disgraceful manner. Thus shaved, Judah would be a
depopulated and desert land, in which men would no longer live by growing
corn and vines, or by trade and commerce, but by grazing alone.

Isa. 7:21, 22.

“And it will come to pass in that day, that a man will keep a small cow and a couple
of sheep; and it comes to pass, for the abundance of the milk they give he will eat
cream: for butter and honey will every one eat that is left within the land.”

The former prosperity would be reduced to the most miserable housekeeping.
One man would keep a milch cow and two head of sheep (or goats) alive with
the greatest care, the strongest and finest full-grown cattle having fallen into the
hands of the foe (HyFXI, like HYFXåHE in other places: shteÝ, not shneÝ, because two
female sheep or goats are meant). But this would be quite enough, for there
would be only a few men left in the land; and as all the land would be pasture,
the small number of animals would yield milk in abundance. Bread and wine
would be unattainable. Whoever had escaped the Assyrian razor, would eat
thickened milk and honey, that and nothing but that, without variation, ad
nauseam. The reason for this would be, that the hills, which at other times were
full of vines and corn-fields, would be overgrown with briers.

Isa. 7:23-25. The prophet repeats this three times in vv. 23-25:

“And it will come to pass in that day, every place, where a thousand vines stood at
a thousand silverlings, will have become thorns and thistles. With arrows and with
bows will men go, for the whole land will have become thorns and thistles. And all



the hills that were accustomed to be hoed with the hoe, thou wilt not go to them for
fear of thorns and thistles; and it has become a gathering-place for oxen, and a
treading-place for sheep.

The “thousand silverlings” (‘eleph ceseph, i.e., a thousand shekels of silver)
recall to mind Son. 8:11, though there it is the value of the yearly produce,
whereas here the thousand shekels are the value of a thousand vines, the sign of
a peculiarly valuable piece of a vineyard. At the present time they reckon the
worth of a vineyard in Lebanon and Syria according to the value of the separate
vines, and generally take the vines at one piastre (from 2nd to 3rd) each; just as
in Germany a Johannisberg vine is reckoned at a ducat. Every piece of ground,
where such valuable vines were standing, would have fallen a prey to the briers.
People would go there with bow and arrow, because the whole land had
become thorns and thistles (see at Isa. 5:12a), and therefore wild animals had
made their homes there. And thou (the prophet addresses the countryman thus)
comest not to all the hills, which were formerly cultivated in the most careful
manner; thou comest not thither to make them arable again, because thorns and
thistles deter thee from reclaiming such a fallow. They would therefore give the
oxen freedom to rove where they would, and let sheep and goats tread down
whatever grew there. The description is intentionally thoroughly tautological
and pleonastic, heavy and slow in movement. The writer’s intention is to
produce the impression of a waste heath, or tedious monotony. Hence the
repetitions of haÑyaÑh and yihyeh. Observe how great the variations are in the use
of the future and perfect, and how the meaning is always determined by the
context. In vv. 21, 22, the futures have a really future sense; in v. 23 the first
and third yihyeh signify “will have become” (factus erit omnis locus), and the
second “was” (erat); in v. 24 JŒBYF means “will come” (veniet), and tihyeh “will
have become” (facta erit terra); in v. 25 we must render yeÝÿaÑdeÝruÝn,
sarciebantur (they used to be hoed). And in vv. 21, 22, and 23, haÑyaÑh is
equivalent to fiet (it will become); whilst in v. 25 it means factum est (it has
become). Looked at from a western point of view, therefore, the future tense is
sometimes a simple future, sometimes a future perfect, and sometimes an
imperfect or synchronistic preterite; and the perfect sometimes a prophetic
preterite, sometimes an actual preterite, but the sphere of an ideal past, or what
is the same thing, of a predicted future.

This ends Isaiah’s address to king Ahaz. He does not expressly say when
Immanuel is to be born, but only what will take place before he has reached the
riper age of boyhood, — namely, first, the devastation of Israel and Syria, and
then the devastation of Judah itself, by the Assyrians. From the fact that the
prophet says no more than this, we may see that his spirit and his tongue were
under the direction of the Spirit of God, who does not descend within the
historical and temporal range of vision, without at the same time remaining



exalted above it. On the other hand, however, we may see from what he says,
that the prophecy has its human side as well. When Isaiah speaks of Immanuel
as eating thickened milk and honey, like all who survived the Assyrian troubles
in the Holy Land; he evidently looks upon and thinks of the childhood of
Immanuel as connected with the time of the Assyrian calamities. And it was in
such a perspective combination of events lying far apart, that the complex
character of prophecy consisted. The reason for this complex character was a
double one, viz., the human limits associated with the prophet’s telescopic view
of distant times, and the pedagogical wisdom of God, in accordance with which
He entered into these limits instead of removing them. If, therefore, we adhere
to the letter of prophecy, we may easily throw doubt upon its veracity; but if we
look at the substance of the prophecy, we soon find that the complex character
by no means invalidates its truth. For the things which the prophet saw in
combination were essentially connected, even though chronologically separated.
When, for example, in the case before us (Isa. 7-12), Isaiah saw Asshur only,
standing out as the imperial kingdom; this was so far true, that the four imperial
kingdoms from the Babylonian to the Roman were really nothing more than the
full development of the commencement made in Assyria. And when he spoke of
the son of the virgin (Isa. 7) as growing up in the midst of the Assyrian
oppressions; this also was so far true, that Jesus was really born at a time when
the Holy Land, deprived of its previous abundance, was under the dominion of
the imperial power, and in a condition whose primary cause was to be traced to
the unbelief of Ahaz. Moreover, He who became flesh in the fulness of time, did
really lead an ideal life in the Old Testament history. He was in the midst of it in
a pre-existent presence, moving on towards the covenant goal. The fact that the
house and nation of David did not perish in the Assyrian calamities, was
actually to be attributed, as Isa. 8 presupposes, to His real though not His
bodily presence. In this way the apparent discrepancy between the prophecy and
the history of the fulfilment may be solved. We do not require the solution
proposed by Vitringa, and recently appropriate by Haneberg, — namely, that
the prophet takes the stages of the Messiah’s life out of the distant future, to
make them the measure of events about to take place in the immediate future;
nor that of Bengel, Schegg, Schmieder, and others, — namely, that the sign
consisted in an event belonging to the immediate future, which pointed typically
to the birth of the true Immanuel; nor that of Hofmann, who regards the words
of the prophet as an emblematical prediction of the rise of a new Israel, which
would come to the possession of spiritual intelligence in the midst of troublous
times, occasioned by the want of intelligence in the Israel of his own time. The
prophecy, as will be more fully confirmed as we proceed, is directly Messianic;
it is a divine prophecy within human limits.

Two Omens of the Immediate Future — Ch. 8: 1-4



Isa. 8: 1, 2. In the midst of the Syro-Ephraimitish war, which was not yet at an
end, Isaiah received instructions from God to perform a singular prophetic
action. Vv. 1, 2.

“Then Jehovah said to me, Take a large slab, and write upon it with common
strokes, ‘In Speed Spoil, Booty hastens;’ and I will take to me trustworthy witnesses,
Uriyah the priest, and Zecharyahu the son of Yeberechyahu.”

The slab or table (cf., Isa. 3:23, where the same word is used to signify a metal
mirror) was to be large, to produce the impression of a monument; and the
writing upon it was to be “a man’s pen” (cheret ÿenoÝsh), i.e., written in the
vulgar, and, so to speak, popular character, consisting of inartistic strokes that
could be easily read (vid., Rev. 13:18; 21:17). Philip d’Aquin, in his Lexicon,
adopts the explanation, “Enosh -writing, i.e., hieroglyphic writing, so called
because it was first introduced in the time of Enosh.” Luzzatto renders it, a
lettere cubitali; but the reading for this would be b’cheret ammath ‘ish. The
only true rendering is stylo vulgari (see Ges. Thes. s.v. ‘enosh) . The words to
be written are introduced with Lamed, to indicate dedication (as in Eze. 37:16),
or the object to which the inscription was dedicated or applied, as if it read, “A
table devoted to ‘Spoil very quickly, booty hastens;’ “ unless, indeed, lÿmaheÝr is
to be taken as a fut. instans, as it is by Luzzatto — after Gen. 15:12, Jos. 2: 5,
Hab. 1:17 — in the sense of acceleratura sunt spolia, or (what the position of
the words might more naturally suggest) with maheÝr in a transitive sense, as in
the construction Rˆ̃BFLi HYFHF, and others, accelerationi spolia, i.e., they are
ready for hastening. Most of the commentators have confused the matter here
by taking the words as a proper name (Ewald, § 288, c), which they were not at
first, though they became so afterwards. At first they were an oracular
announcement of the immediate future, accelerant spolia, festinat praeda (spoil
is quick, booty hastens). Spoil; booty; but who would the vanquished be?
Jehovah knew, and His prophet knew, although not initiated into the policy of
Ahaz. But their knowledge was studiously veiled in enigmas. For the writing
was not to disclose anything to the people. It was simply to serve as a public
record of the fact, that the course of events was one that Jehovah had foreseen
and indicated beforehand. And when what was written upon the table should
afterwards take place, they would know that it was the fulfilment of what had
already been written, and therefore was an event pre-determined by God. For
this reason Jehovah took to Himself witnesses. There is no necessity to read
HDFY ÎJFWF (and I had it witnessed), as Knobel and others do; nor HDFY ÎHFWi (and
have it witnessed), as the Sept., Targum, Syriac, and Hitzig do. Jehovah said
what He would do; and the prophet knew, without requiring to be told, that it
was to be accomplished instrumentally through him. Uriah was no doubt the
priest (Urijah), who afterwards placed himself at the service of Ahaz to gratify
his heathenish desires (2Ki. 16:10ff.). Zechariah ben Yeberechyahu (Berechiah)



was of course not the prophet of the times after the captivity, but possibly the
Asaphite mentioned in 2Ch. 29:13. He is not further known to us. In good
editions, ben is not followed by makkeph, but marked with mercha, according
to the Masora at Gen. 30:19. These two men were reliable witnesses, being
persons of great distinction, and their testimony would weigh with the people.
When the time should arrive that the history of their own times solved the riddle
of this inscription, these two men were to tell the people how long ago the
prophet had written that down in his prophetic capacity.

Isa. 8: 3, 4. But something occurred in the meantime whereby the place of the
lifeless table was taken by a more eloquent and living one. Vv., 3, 4.

“And I drew near to the prophetess; and she conceived, and bare a son: and
Jehovah said to me, Call his name In-speed-spoil-booty-hastens (Maher-shalal-
hash-baz): for before the boy shall know how to cry, My father, and my mother, they
will carry away the riches of Damascus, and the spoil of Samaria, before the king of
Asshur.”

To his son Shear-yashub, in whose name the law of the history of Israel, as
revealed to the prophet on the occasion of his call (Isa. 6), viz., the restoration
of only a remnant of the whole nation, had been formulated, there was now
added a second son, to whom the inscription upon the table was given as a
name (with a small abbreviation, and if the Lamed is the particle of dedication, a
necessary one). He was therefore the symbol of the approaching chastisement
of Syria and the kingdom of the ten tribes. Before the boy had learned to
stammer out the name of father and mother, they would carry away (yissaÑÿ, not
the third pers. fut. niphal, which is yinnaÑseÝÿ, but kal with a latent, indefinite
subject hannoÝseÝÿ: Ges. § 137, 3) the treasures of Damascus and the trophies
(i.e., the spoil taken from the flying or murdered foe) of Samaria before the king
of Asshur, who would therefore leave the territory of the two capitals as a
conqueror. It is true that Tiglath-pileser only conquered Damascus, and not
Samaria; but he took from Pekah, the king of Samaria, the land beyond the
Jordan, and a portion of the land on this side. The trophies, which he took
thence to Assyria, were no less the spoil of Samaria than if he had conquered
Samaria itself (which Shalmanassar did twenty years afterwards). The birth of
Mahershalal took place about three-quarters of a year later than the preparation
of the table (as the verb vaÑÿekrab is an aorist and not a pluperfect); and the time
appointed, from the birth of the boy till the chastisement of the allied kingdoms,
was about a year. Now, as the Syro-Ephraimitish war did not commence later
than the first year of the reign of Ahaz, i.e., the year 743, and the chastisement
by Tiglath-pileser occurred in the lifetime of the allies, whereas Pekah was
assassinated in the year 739, the interval between the commencement of the war
and the chastisement of the allies cannot have been more than three years; so
that the preparation of the table must not be assigned to a much later period



than the interview with Ahaz. The inscription upon the table, which was
adopted as the name of the child, was not a purely consolatory prophecy, since
the prophet had predicted, a short time before, that the same Asshur which
devastated the two covenant lands would lay Judah waste as well. It was simply
a practical proof of the omniscience and omnipotence of God, by which the
history of the future was directed and controlled. The prophet had, in fact, the
mournful vocation to harden. Hence the enigmatical character of his words and
doings in relation to both kings and nation. Jehovah foreknew the consequences
which would follow the appeal to Asshur for help, as regarded both Syria and
Israel. This knowledge he committed to writing in the presence of witnesses.
When this should be fulfilled, it would be all over with the rejoicing of the king
and people at their self-secured deliverance.

But Isaiah was not merely within the broader circle of an incorrigible nation ripe
for judgment. He did not stand alone; but was encircled by a small band of
believing disciples, who wanted consolation, and were worthy of it. It was to
them that the more promising obverse of the prophecy of Immanuel belonged.
Mahershalal could not comfort them; for they knew that when Asshur had done
with Damascus and Samaria, the troubles of Judah would not be over, but
would only then be really about to commence. To be the shelter of the faithful
in the terrible judicial era of the imperial power, which was then commencing,
was the great purpose of the prediction of Immanuel; and to bring out and
expand the consolatory character of that prophecy for the benefit of believers,
was the design of the addresses which follow.

Esoteric Addresses — Ch. 8: 5-12:

A. CONSOLATION OF IMMANUEL IN THE COMING DARKNESS
— CH. 8: 5-9:

Isa. 8: 5-7. The heading or introduction, “And Jehovah proceeded still further
to speak to me, as follows,” extends to all the following addresses as far as
Isa. 12. They all finish with consolation. But consolation presupposes the need
of consolation. Consequently, even in this instance the prophet is obliged to
commence with a threatening of judgment. Vv. 6, 7.

“Forasmuch as this people despiseth the waters of Siloah that go softly , and
regardeth as a delight the alliance with Rezin and the son of Remalyahu, therefore,
behold! the Lord of all bringeth up upon them the waters of the river, the mighty and
the great, the king of Asshur and all his military power; and he riseth over all his
channels, and goeth over all his banks.”

The Siloah had its name (Shiloach, or, according to the reading of this passage
contained in very good MSS, Shilloach), ab emittendo, either in an infinitive



sense, “shooting forth,” or in a participial sense, with a passive colouring,
emissus, sent forth, spirted out (vid., Joh. 9: 7; and on the variations in meaning
of this substantive form, Concord. p. 1349, s.). Josephus places the fountain
and pool of Siloah at the opening of the Tyropoeon, on the south-eastern side
of the ancient city, where we still find it at the present day (vid., Jos. Wars of
the Jews, v. 4, 1; also Robinson, Pal. i. 504). The clear little brook — a
pleasant sight to the eye as it issues from the ravine which runs between the
south-western slope of Moriah and the south-eastern slope of Mount Zion f54 (v.
Schulbert, Reise, ii. 573) — is used here as a symbol of the Davidic monarchy
enthroned upon Zion, which had the promise of God, who was enthroned upon
Moriah, in contrast with the imperial or world kingdom, which is compared to
the overflowing waters of the Euphrates. The reproach of despising the waters
of Siloah applied to Judah as well as Ephraim: to the former because it trusted
in Asshur, and despised the less tangible but more certain help which the house
of David, if it were but believing, had to expect from the God of promise; to the
latter, because it had entered into alliance with Aram to overthrow the house of
David; and yet the house of David, although degenerate and deformed, was the
divinely appointed source of that salvation, which is ever realized through quiet,
secret ways. The second reproach applied more especially to Ephraim. The ‘eth
is not to be taken as the sign of the accusative, for suÝs never occurs with the
accusative of the object (not even in Isa. 35: 1), and could not well be so used.
It is to be construed as a preposition in the sense of “and (or because) delight
(is felt) with (i.e., in) the alliance with Rezin and Pekah.” (On the constructive
before a preposition, see Ges. § 116, 1: suÝs ÿeÝth, like raÑtzaÑh ÿim.) Luzzatto
compares, for the construction, Gen. 41:43, vÿnaÑthoÝn; but only the inf. abs. is
used in this way as a continuation of the finite verb (see Ges. § 131, 4, a).
Moreover, VŒVMi is not an Aramaic infinitive, but a substantive used in such a
way as to retain the power of the verb (like ŝAMÁ in Num. 10: 2, and RpFSiMI in
Num. 23:10, unless, indeed, the reading here should be RPASF YMI). The
substantive clause is preferred to the verbal clause VVFWi, for the sake of the
antithetical consonance of VŒVMi with SJM. It is also quite in accordance with
Hebrew syntax, that an address which commences with YK † Ŷ should here lose
itself in the second sentence “in the twilight,” as Ewald expresses it (§ 351, c),
of a substantive clause. Knobel and others suppose the reproof to relate to
dissatisfied Judaeans, who were secretly favourable to the enterprise of the two
allied kings. But there is no further evidence that there were such persons; and
v. 8 is opposed to this interpretation. The overflowing of the Assyrian forces
would fall first of all upon Ephraim. The threat of punishment is introduced
with †KL̃FWi, the Vav being the sign of sequence (Ewald, § 348, b). The words
“the king of Asshur” are the prophet’s own gloss, as in Isa. 7:17, 20.



Isa. 8: 8. Not till then would this overflowing reach as far as Judah, but then it
would do so most certainly and incessantly. V. 8.

“And presses forward into Judah, overflows and pours onward, till it reaches to the
neck, and the spreading out of its wings fill the breadth of thy land, Immanuel.”

The fate of Judah would be different from that of Ephraim. Ephraim would be
laid completely under water by the river, i.e., would be utterly destroyed. And
in Judah the stream, as it rushed forward, would reach the most dangerous
height; but if a deliverer could be found, there was still a possibility of its being
saved. Such a deliverer was Immanuel, whom the prophet sees in the light of
the Spirit living through all the Assyrian calamities. The prophet appeals
complainingly to him that the land, which is his land, is almost swallowed up by
the world-power: the spreadings out (muttoth, a hophal noun: for similar
substantive forms, see v. 23, Isa. 14: 6; 29: 3, and more especially Psa. 66:11)
of the wings of the stream (i.e., of the large bodies of water pouring out on both
sides from the main stream, as from the trunk, and covering the land like two
broad wings) have filled the whole land. According to Norzi, Immanuël is to be
written here as one word, as it is in Isa. 7:14; but the correct reading is
ÿImmaÑnu El, with mercha silluk (see note on Isa. 7:14), though it does not
therefore cease to be a proper name. As Jerome observes, it is nomen proprium,
non interpretatum; and so it is rendered in the Sept., Meq’ hÎmwÌn oÎ QeoÂj.

Isa. 8: 9, 10. The prophet’s imploring look at Immanuel does not remain
unanswered. We may see this from the fact, that what was almost a silent prayer
is changed at once into the jubilate of holy defiance. — Vv. 9, 10.

“Exasperate yourselves, O nations, and go to pieces; and see it, all who are far off
in the earth! Gird yourselves, and go to pieces; gird yourselves , and go to pieces!
Consult counsel, and it comes to nought; speak the word, and it is not realized: for
with us is God.”

The second imperatives in v. 9 are threatening words of authority, having a
future signification, which change into futures in v. 19 (Ges. § 130, 2): Go on
exasperating yourselves (w R̂O with the tone upon the penultimate, and therefore
not the pual of H F̂RF, consociari, which is the rendering adopted in the Targum,
but the kal of ĴARF, malum esse; not vociferari, for which JAwR, a different verb
from the same root, is commonly employed), go on arming; ye will nevertheless
fall to pieces (choÝttu, from chaÑthath, related to caÑthath, confringi, consternari).
The prophet classes together all the nations that are warring against the people
of God, pronounces upon them the sentence of destruction, and calls upon all
distant lands to hear this ultimate fate of the kingdom of the world, i.e., of the
imperial power. The world-kingdom must be wrecked on the land of Immanuel;



“for with us,” as the watchword of believers runs, pointing to the person of the
Savour, “with us is God.”

Isa. 8:11, 12. There then follows in v. 11 an explanatory clause, which seems
at first sight to pass on to a totally different theme, but it really stands in the
closest connection with the triumphant words of vv. 9, 10. It is Immanuel
whom believers receive, constitute, and hold fast as their refuge in the
approaching times of the Assyrian judgment. He is their refuge and God in Him,
and not any human support whatever. This is the link of connection with vv. 11,
12:

“For Jehovah hath spoken thus to me, overpowering me with God’s hand, and
instructing me not to walk in the way of this people, saying, Call ye not conspiracy
all that this people calls conspiracy; and what is feared by it, fear ye not, neither
think ye dreadful.”

DyFHA, “the hand,” is the absolute hand, which is no sooner laid upon a man than
it overpowers all perception, sensation, and though: chezkath hayyaÑd (viz.,
ÿaÑlai, upon me, Eze. 3:14) therefore describes a condition in which the hand of
God was put forth upon the prophet with peculiar force, as distinguished from
the more usual prophetic state, the effect of a peculiarly impressive and
energetic act of God. Luther is wrong in following the Syriac, and adopting the
rendering, “taking me by the hand;” as chezkath points back to the kal
(invalescere), and not to the hiphil (apprehendere). It is this circumstantial
statement, which is continued in v’yissereni (“and instructing me”), and not the
leading verb ÿaÑmar (“he said”); for the former is not the third pers. pret. piel,
which would be v’yisserani, but the third pers. fut. kal, from the future form
yissoÝr (Hos. 10:10, whereas the fut. piel is vÿyasseÝr); and it is closely connected
with chezkath hayyaÑd, according to the analogy of the change from the
participial and infinitive construction to the finite verb (Ges. § 132, Anm. 2).
With this overpowering influence, and an instructive warning against going in
the way of “this people,” Jehovah spake to the prophet as follows. With regard
to the substance of the following warning, the explanation that has been
commonly adopted since the time of Jerome, viz., noli duorum regum timere
conjurationem (fear not the conspiracy of the two kings), is contrary to the
reading of the words. The warning runs thus: The prophet, and such as were on
his side, were not to call that kesher which the great mass of the people called
kesher (cf., 2Ch. 23:13, “She said, Treason, Treason!” kesher, kesher); yet the
alliance of Rezin and Pekah was really a conspiracy — a league against the
house and people of David. Nor can the warning mean that believers, when they
saw how the unbelieving Ahaz brought the nation into distress, were not to join
in a conspiracy against the person of the king (Hofmann, Drechsler); they are
not warned at all against making a conspiracy, but against joining in the popular



cry when the people called out kesher. The true explanation has been given by
Roorda, viz., that the reference is to the conspiracy, as it was called, of the
prophet and his disciples “ (sermo hic est de conjuratione, quae dicebatur
prophetae et discipulorum ejus”). The same thing happened to Isaiah as to
Amos (Amo. 7:10) and to Jeremiah. Whenever the prophets were at all zealous
in their opposition to the appeal for foreign aid, they were accused and branded
as standing in the service of the enemy, and conspiring for the overthrow of the
kingdom. In such perversion of language as this, the honourable among them
were not to join. The way of God was now a very different one from the way of
that people. If the prophet and his followers opposed the alliance with Asshur,
this was not a common human conspiracy against the will of the king and
nation, but the inspiration of God, the true policy of Jehovah. Whoever trusted
in Him had no need to be afraid of such attempts as those of Rezin and Pekah,
or to look upon them as dreadful.

Isa. 8:13-15. The object of their fear was a very different one. Vv. 13-15.

“Jehovah of hosts, sanctify Him; and let Him be your fear, and let Him be your
terror. So will He become a sanctuary, but a stone of stumbling and a rock of
offence (vexation) to both the houses of Israel, a snare and trap to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem. And many among them shall stumble, and shall fall; and be dashed to
pieces, and be snared and taken.”

The logical apodosis to v. 13 commences with vÿhaÑhaÑh (so shall He be). If ye
actually acknowledge Jehovah the Holy One as the Holy One (hikdiÝsh, as in
Isa. 29:23), and if it is He whom ye fear, and who fills you with dread (maÿariÝtz,
used for the object of dread, as moÝrah is for the object of fear; hence “that
which terrifies” in a causative sense), He will become a mikdaÑsh. The word
mikdaÑsh may indeed denote the object sanctified, and so Knobel understands it
here according to Num. 18:29; but if we adhere to the strict notion of the word,
this gives an unmeaning apodosis. MikdaÑsh generally means the sanctified place
or sanctuary, with which the idea of an asylum would easily associate itself,
since even among the Israelites the temple was regarded and respected as an
asylum (1Ki. 1:50; 2:28). This is the explanation which most of the
commentators have adopted here; and the punctuators also took it in the same
sense, when they divided the two halves of v. 14 by athnach as antithetical. And
mikdaÑsh is really to be taken in this sense, although it cannot be exactly
rendered “asylum,” since this would improperly limit the meaning of the word.
The temple was not only a place of shelter, but also of grace, blessing, and
peace. All who sanctified the Lord of lords He surrounded like temple walls; hid
them in Himself, whilst death and tribulation reigned without, and comforted,
fed, and blessed them in His own gracious fellowship. This is the true
explanation of vÿhaÑyaÑh lÿmikdaÑsh, according to such passages as Isa. 4: 5, 6,
Psa. 27: 5; 31:21. To the two houses of Israel, on the contrary, i.e., to the great



mass of the people of both kingdoms who neither sanctified nor feared Jehovah,
He would be a rock and snare. The synonyms are intentionally heaped together
(cf., Isa. 28:13), to produce the fearful impression of death occurring in many
forms, but all inevitable. The first three verbs of v. 15 refer to the “stone”
(‘eben) and “rock” (tzuÝr); the last two to the “snare” (pach), and “trap” or
springe (moÝkeÝsh f55

All who did not give glory to Jehovah would be dashed to pieces upon His
work as upon a stone, and caught therein as in a trap. This was the burden of
the divine warning, which the prophet heard for himself and for those that
believed.

Isa. 8:16. The words that follow in v. 16,

“Bind up the testimony, seal the lesson in my disciples,”

appear at first sight to be a command of God to the prophet, according to such
parallel passages as Dan. 12: 4, 9, Rev. 22:10, cf., Dan. 8:26; but with this
explanation it is impossible to do justice to the words “in my disciples”
(bÿlimmudaÑi). The explanation given by Rosenmüller, Knobel, and others, viz.,
“by bringing in men divinely instructed” (adhibitis viris piis et sapientibus), is
grammatically inadmissible. Consequently I agree with Vitringa, Drechsler, and
others, in regarding v. 16 as the prophet’s own prayer to Jehovah. We tie
together (RRÁCF, imperf. RŒC = RCO) what we wish to keep from getting
separated and lost; we seal (chaÑtham) what is to be kept secret, and only
opened by a person duly qualified. And so the prophet here prays that Jehovah
would take his testimony with regard to the future, and his instruction, which
was designed to prepare for this future, — that testimony and thorah which the
great mass in their hardness did not understand, and in their self-hardening
despised, — and lay them up well secured and well preserved, as if by band and
seal, in the hearts of those who received the prophet’s words with believing
obedience (limmuÝd, as in Isa. 50: 4; 54:13). For it would be all over with Israel,
unless a community of believers should be preserved, and all over with this
community, if the word of God, which was the ground of their life, should be
allowed to slip from their hearts. We have here an announcement of the grand
idea, which the second part of the book of Isaiah carries out in the grandest
style. It is very evident that it is the prophet himself who is speaking here, as we
may see from v. 17, where he continues to speak in the first person, though he
does not begin with YNIJáWA.

Isa. 8:17. Whilst offering this prayer, and looking for its fulfilment, he waits
upon Jehovah. V. 17.



“And I wait upon Jehovah, who hides His face before the house of Jacob, and hope
for Him.”

A time of judgment had now commenced, which would still last a long time; but
the word of God was the pledge of Israel’s continuance in the midst of it, and
of the renewal of Israel’s glory afterwards. The prophet would therefore hope
for the grace which was now hidden behind the wrath.

Isa. 8:18. His home was the future, and to this he was subservient, even with
all his house. V. 18.

“Behold, I and the children which Jehovah hath given me for signs and types in
Israel, from Jehovah of hosts, who dwelleth upon Mount Zion.”

He presents himself to the Lord with his children, puts himself and them into
His hands. They were Jehovah’s gift, and that for a higher purpose than every-
day family enjoyment. They subserved the purpose of signs and types in
connection with the history of salvation. “Signs and types:” ‘oth (sign) was an
omen or prognostic (shmeiÌon) in word and deed, which pointed to and was the
pledge of something future (whether it were in itself miraculous or natural);
mopheth was either something miraculous (teÂraj) pointing back to a
supernatural cause, or a type (tuÂpoj, prodigium = porridigium) which pointed
beyond itself to something future and concealed, literally twisted round, i.e., out
of the ordinary course, paradoxical, striking, standing out (Arab. aft, ift, res
mira, deinoÂn ti), from TPAJF (related to ¥PAHF, ¥BÁJF) = TPJ̃MO, like RSŒ̃M =
RSJ̃MO. His children were signs and enigmatical symbols of the future, and that
from Jehovah of hosts who dwelt on Zion. In accordance with His counsel (to
which the „ Î in „ ÎM p̃oints), He had selected these signs and types: He who
could bring to pass the future, which they set forth, as surely as He was Jehovah
of hosts, and who would bring it to pass as surely as He had chosen Mount
Zion for the scene of His gracious presence upon earth. Shear-yashub and
Mahershalal were indeed no less symbols of future wrath than of future grace;
but the name of the father (YeshaÿhaÑhu) was an assurance that all the future
would issue from Jehovah’s salvation, and end in the same. Isaiah and his
children were figures and emblems of redemption, opening a way for itself
through judgment. The Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. 2:13) quotes these words
as the distinct words of Jesus, because the spirit of Jesus was in Isaiah, — the
spirit of Jesus, which in the midst of this holy family, bound together as it was
only to the bands of “the shadow,” pointed forward to that church of the New
Testament which would be found together by the bands of the true substance.
Isaiah, his children, and his wife, who is called “the prophetess” (nebi’ah) not
only because she was the wife of the prophet but because she herself possessed
the gift of prophecy, and all the believing disciples gathered round this family,



— these together formed the stock of the church of the Messianic future, on the
foundation and soil of the existing massa perdita of Israel.

Isa. 8:19. It is to this ecclesiola in ecclesia that the prophet’s admonition is
addressed. V. 19.

“And when they shall say to you , Inquire of the necromancers, and of the
soothsayers that chirp and whisper: — Should not a people inquire of its God? for
the living to the dead?”

The appeal is supposed to be made by Judaeans of the existing stamp; for we
know from Isa. 2: 6; 3: 2, 3, that all kinds of heathen superstitions had found
their way into Jerusalem, and were practised there as a trade. The persons into
whose mouths the answer is put by the prophet (we may supply before v. 19b,
“Thus shall ye say to them;” cf., Jer. 10:11), are his own children and disciples.
The circumstances of the times were very critical; and the people were applying
to wizards to throw light upon the dark future. ‘Ob signified primarily the spirit
of witchcraft, then the possessor of such a spirit (equivalent to Baal ob), more
especially the necromancer. Yidd’oni, on the other hand, signified primarily the
possessor of a prophesying or soothsaying spirit (puÂqwn or pneuÌma touÌ
puÂqwnoj), Syr. yoduÑaÿ (after the intensive from paÑÿul with immutable vowels),
and then the soothsaying spirit itself (Lev. 20:27), which was properly called
yiddaÑÿoÝn (the much knowing), like daiÂmwn, which, according to Plato, is
equivalent to dahÂmwn. These people, who are designated by the LXX, both here
and elsewhere, as eÏggastroÂmuqoi, i.e., ventriloquists, imitated the chirping of
bats, which was supposed to proceed from the shadows of Hades, and uttered
their magical formulas in a whispering tone. f56

What an unnatural thing, for the people of Jehovah to go and inquire, not of
their won God, but of such heathenish and demoniacal deceivers and victims as
these (daÑrash ÿel, to go and inquire of a person, Isa. 11:10, synonymous with
shaÑÿal bÿ, 1Sa. 28: 6)! What blindness, to consult the dead in the interests of the
living! By “the dead” (hammeÝthim) we are not to understand “the idols” in this
passage, as in Psa. 106:28, but the departed, as Deu. 18:11 (cf., 1Sa. 28)
clearly proves; and DJAbI is not to be taken, either here or elsewhere, as
equivalent to tachath (“instead of”), as Knobel supposes, but, as in Jer. 21: 2
and other passages, as signifying “for the benefit of.” Necromancy, which
makes the dead the instructors of the living, is a most gloomy deception.

Isa. 8:20. In opposition to such a falling away to wretched superstition, the
watchword of the prophet and his supporters is this. V. 20.

“To the teaching of God (thorah, Gotteslehre), and to the testimony! If they do not
accord with this word, they are a people for whom no morning dawns.”



The summons, “to the teaching and to the testimony” (namely, to those which
Jehovah gave through His prophet, v. 17), takes the form of a watchword in
time of battle (Jud. 7:18). With this construction the following JLO‰„JI (which
Knobel understands interrogatively, “Should not they speak so, who, etc.?” and
Luzzatto as an oath, as in Psa. 131: 2, “Surely they say such words as have no
dawn in them”) has, at any rate, all the presumption of a conditional
signification. Whoever had not this watchword would be regarded as the enemy
of Jehovah, and suffer the fate of such a man. This is, to all appearance, the
meaning of the apodosis RXÁŠA ŒL‰†YJ R̃ŠEJá. Luther has given the meaning
correctly, “If they do not say this, they will not have the morning dawn;” or,
according to his earlier and equally good rendering, “They shall never overtake
the morning light,” literally, “They are those to whom no dawn arises.” The use
of the plural in the hypothetical protasis, and the singular in the apodosis, is an
intentional and significant change. All the several individuals who did not
adhere to the revelation made by Jehovah through His prophet, formed one
corrupt mass, which would remain in hopeless darkness. RŠEJá is used in the
same sense as in Isa. 5:28 and 2Sa. 2: 4, and possibly also as in 1Sa. 15:20,
instead of the more usual YkI, when used in the affirmative sense which springs
in both particles out of the confirmative (namque and quoniam): Truly they
have no morning dawn to expect. f57

Isa. 8:21, 22. The night of despair to which the unbelieving nation would be
brought, is described in vv. 21, 22:

“And it goes about therein hard pressed and hungry: and it comes to pass, when
hunger befals it, it frets itself, and curses by its king and by its God, and turns its
face upward, and looks to the earth, and beyond distress and darkness, benighting
with anguish, and thrust out into darkness.”

The singulars attach themselves to the ŒL in v. 19, which embraces all the
unbelievers in one mass; “therein” (baÑh) refers to the self-evident land (‘eretz) .
The people would be brought to such a plight in the approaching Assyrian
oppressions, that they would wander about in the land pressed down by their
hard fate (niksheh) and hungry (raÑÿeb), because all provisions would be gone
and the fields and vineyards would be laid waste. As often as it experienced
hunger afresh, it would work itself into a rage (v’hithkazzaqph with Vav apod.
and pathach, according to Ges. § 54, Anm.), and curse by its king and God,
i.e., by its idol. This is the way in which we must explain the passage, in
accordance with 1Sa. 14:43, where killel beÝholim is equivalent to killel bÿsheÝm
elohim, and with Zep. 1: 5, where a distinction is made between an oath
layehovaÑh, and an oath bÿmalcaÑm; if we would adhere to the usage of the
language, in which we never find a bI LLQ corresponding to the Latin execrari
in aliquem (Ges.), but on the contrary the object cursed is always expressed in



the accusative. We must therefore give up Psa. 5: 3 and 68:25 as parallels to
b’malco and beÝlohaÑiv: they curse by the idol, which passes with them for both
king and God, curse their wretched fate with this as they suppose the most
effectual curse of all, without discerning in it the just punishment of their own
apostasy, and humbling themselves penitentially under the almighty hand of
Jehovah. Consequently all this reaction of their wrath would avail them nothing:
whether they turned upwards, to see if the black sky were not clearing, or
looked down to the earth, everywhere there would meet them nothing but
distress and darkness, nothing but a night of anguish all around (meÿuÝph zuÝkaÑh
is a kind of summary; maÑÿuÝph a complete veiling, or eclipse, written with uÑ
instead of the more usual oÑ of this substantive form: Ewald, § 160, a). The
judgment of God does not convert them, but only heightens their wickedness;
just as in Rev. 16:11, 21, after the pouring out of the fifth and seventh vials of
wrath, men only utter blasphemies, and do not desist from their works. After
stating what the people see, whether they turn their eyes upwards or
downwards, the closing participial clause of v. 22 describes how they see
themselves “thrust out into darkness” (in caliginem propulsum). There is no
necessity to supply JwH; but out of the previous hinneÝh it is easy to repeat
hinno or hinnennu (en ipsum). “Into darkness:” ÿaÔpheÝlaÑh (acc. loci) is placed
emphatically at the head, as in Jer. 23:12.

Isa. 9: 1. After the prophet has thus depicted the people as without morning
dawn, he gives the reason for the assumption that a restoration of light is to be
expected, although not for the existing generation. Isa. 9: 1.

“For it does not remain dark where there is now distress: in the first time He
brought into disgrace the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, and in the last
He brings to honour the road by the sea, the other side of Jordan , the circle of the
Gentiles.”

YkI is neither to be taken as equivalent to the untranslatable oÎÂti recitativum
(Knobel), nor is there any necessity to translate it “but” or “nevertheless,” and
supply the clause, “it will not remain so.” The reason assigned for the fact that
the unbelieving people of Judah had fallen into a night without morning, is, that
there was a morning coming, whose light, however, would not rise upon the
land of Judah first, but upon other parts of the land. MuÝÿaÑph and muÝzaÑk are
hophal nouns: a state of darkness and distress. The meaning is, There is not,
i.e., there will not remain, a state of darkness over the land (laÑh, like baÑh in
Isa. 8:21, refers to ‘eretz), which is now in a state of distress; but those very
districts which God has hitherto caused to suffer deep humiliation He will bring
to honour by and by (heÝkal = heÝkeÝl, according to Ges. § 67, Anm. 3, opp.
hicbiÝd, as in Isa. 23: 9). The height of the glorification would correspond to the
depth of the disgrace. We cannot adopt Knobel’s rendering, “as at a former



time,” etc., taking Tˆ̃as an accusative of time and ki as equivalent to RŠEJákA,
for ki is never used conjunctionally in this way (see Psalter, i. 301, and ii. 514);
and in the examples adduced by Knobel (viz., Isa. 61:11 and Job. 7: 2), the
verbal clauses after Caph are elliptical relative clauses. The rendering adopted
by Rosenmüller and others (sicut tempus prius vilem reddidit, etc., “as a former
time brought it into contempt”) is equally wrong. And Ewald, again, is not
correct in taking the Vav in vÿhaÑ-acharoÝn as the Vav of sequence used in the
place of the ceÝn of comparison. †ŒŠJRIHF Tˆ̃kF and †WRXJH are both
definitions of time. The prophet intentionally indicates the time of disgrace with
ki, because this would extend over a lengthened period, in which the same fate
would occur again and again. The time of glorification, on the other hand, is
indicated by the accus. temporis, because it would occur but once, and then
continue in perpetuity and without change. It is certainly possible that the
prophet may have regarded haÑ-acharoÝn as the subject; but this would destroy
the harmony of the antithesis. By the land or territory of Naphtali (ÿartzaÑh, poet.
for ‘eretz, as in Job. 34:13; 37:12, with a toneless ah) we are to understand the
upper Galilee of later times, and by the land of Zebulun lower Galilee. In the
antithetical parallel clause, what is meant by the two lands is distinctly specified:

(1) “the road by the sea,” derek hayyaÑm, the tract of land on the western shore of the
sea of Chinnereth;
(2) “the other side of Jordan,” ÿeÝber hayyardeÝn, the country to the east of the Jordan;
(3) “the circle of the Gentiles,” geliÝl haggoÝyim,

the northernmost border-land of Palestine, only a portion of the so-called
Galilaea of after times. Ever since the times of the judges, all these lands had
been exposed, on account of the countries that joined them, to corruption from
Gentile influence and subjugation by heathen foes. The northern tribes on this
side, as well as those on the other side, suffered the most in the almost incessant
war between Israel and the Syrians, and afterwards between Israel and the
Assyrians; and the transportation of their inhabitants, which continued under
Pul, Tiglath-pileser, and Shalmanassar, amounted at last to utter depopulation
(Caspari, Beitr. 116-118). But these countries would be the very first that
would be remembered when that morning dawn of glory should break. Matthew
informs us (Mat. 4:13ff.) in what way this was fulfilled at the commencement of
the Christian times. On the ground of this prophecy of Isaiah, and not of a
“somewhat mistaken exposition of it,” as Renan maintains in his Vie de Jésus
(ch. 13), the Messianic hopes of the Jewish nation were really directed towards
Galilee. f58

It is true that, according to Jerome, in loc., the Nazarenes supposed Isa. 9: 1b
to refer to the light of the gospel spread by the preaching of Paul in terminos
gentium et viam universi maris. But “the sea” (hayyaÑm) cannot possibly be



understood as referring to the Mediterranean, as Meier and Hofmann suppose,
for “the way of the sea” (derek hayyaÑm) would in that case have been inhabited
by the Philistines and Phoenicians; whereas the prophet’s intention was
evidently to mention such Israelitish provinces as had suffered the greatest
affliction and degradation.

Isa. 9: 2. The range of vision is first widened in v. 2.:

“The people that walk about in darkness see a great light; they who dwell in the
land of the shadow of death, upon them a light shines.”

The range of vision is here extended; not to the Gentiles, however, but to all
Israel. Salvation would not break forth till it had become utterly dark along the
horizon of Israel, according to the description in Isa. 5:30, i.e., till the land of
Jehovah had become a land of the shadow of death on account of the apostasy
of its inhabitants from Jehovah (zalmaÑveth is modified, after the manner of a
composite noun, from zalmuÝth, according to the form kadruÝth, and is derived
from „LC, Aeth. salema, Arab. zalima, to be dark). f59

The apostate mass of the nation is to be regarded as already swept away; for if
death has cast its shadow over the land, it must be utterly desolate. In this state
of things the remnant left in the land beholds a great light, which breaks through
the sky that has been hitherto covered with blackness. The people, who turned
their eyes upwards to no purpose, because they did so with cursing (Isa. 8:21),
are now no more. It is the remnant of Israel which sees this light of spiritual and
material redemption arise above its head. In what this light would consist the
prophet states afterwards, when describing first the blessings and then the star
of the new time.

Isa. 9: 3. In v. 3 he says, in words of thanksgiving and praise:

“Thou multipliest the nation, preparest it great joy; they rejoice before Thee like
the joy in harvest, as men rejoice when they share the spoil.”

“The nation” (haggoi) is undoubtedly Israel, reduced to a small remnant. That
God would make this again into a numerous people, was a leading feature in the
pictures drawn of the time of glory (Isa. 26:15; 66: 8; Zec. 14:10, 11), which
would be in this respect the counterpart of that of Solomon (1Ki. 4:20). If our
explanation is the correct one so far, the only way to give an intelligible
meaning to the chethib JLO, taking it in a negative sense, is to render it, as
Hengstenberg, Hitzig, and others have done, “Thou multipliest the nation to
which Thou hadst formerly not given great joy,” which must signify, per litoten,
“the nation which Thou hadst plunged into deep sorrow.” But it is unnatural to
take any one of the prophetic preterites, commencing with hicbiÝd in v. 1, in any
other than a future sense. We must therefore give the preference to the keri ŒL,



f60 and render it, “Thou makest of the nation a great multitude, and preparest it
great joy.” The pronoun loÝ is written first, as in Lev. 7: 7-9, Job. 41: 4 (keri),
probably with the emphasis assumed by Drechsler: “to it, in which there was
not the smallest indication of such an issue as this.” The verbs “multiplied”
(higdaltaÑ) and “increased” (hirbithaÑ) are intentionally written together, to put
the intensity of the joy on a level with the extensiveness of the multitude. This
joy would be a holy joy, as the expression “before Thee” implies: the expression
itself recals the sacrificial meals in the courts of the temple (Deu. 12: 7; 14:26).
It would be a joy over blessings received, as the figure of the harvest indicates;
and joy over evil averted, as the figure of dividing the spoil presupposes: for the
division of booty is the business of conquerors. This second figure is not merely
a figure: the people that are so joyous are really victorious and triumphant.

Isa. 9: 4.

“For the yoke of its burden and the stick of its neck , the stick of its oppressor, Thou
hast broken to splinters, as in the day of Midian.”

The suffixes refer to the people (haÑÿaÑm). Instead of sobloÝ, from soÝbel, we have
intentionally the more musical formŒLbfSU (with dagesh dirimens and chateph
kametz under the influence of the previous u instead of the simple sheva) . The
rhythm of the verse of anapaestic. “Its burden” (subboÔlo) and “its oppressor”
(nogeÝs boÝ) both recal to mind the Egyptian bondage (Exo. 2:11; 5: 6). The
future deliverance, which the prophet here celebrates, would be the counterpart
of the Egyptian. But as the whole of the great nation of Israel was then
redeemed, whereas only a small remnant would participate in the final
redemption, he compares it to the day of Midian, when Gideon broke the seven
years’ dominion of Midian, not with a great army, but with a handful of resolute
warriors, strong in the Lord (Jud. 7). The question suggests itself here, Who is
the hero, Gideon’s antitype, through whom all this is to occur? The prophet
does not say; but building up one clause upon another with YkI, he gives first of
all the reason for the cessation of the oppressive dominion of the imperial
power, — namely, the destruction of all the military stores of the enemy.

Isa. 9: 5.

“For every boot of those who tramp with boots in the tumult of battle, and cloak
rolled in blood, shall be for burning, a food of fire.”

That which is the food of fire becomes at the same time a seÔreÝphaÑh, inasmuch
as the devouring fire reduces it to ashes, and destroys its previous existence.
This closing statement requires for †ŒJSi the concrete sense of a combustible
thing; and this precludes such meanings as business (Handel und Wandel),
noise, or din (= †ŒJŠF, Jerome, Syriac, Rashi, and others). On the other hand,



the meaning “military equipment,” adopted by Knobel and others, — a meaning
derived from a comparison of the derivatives of the Aramaean zuÝn, aÔzan, and
the Arabic zaÑna, fut. yezÑn (to dress or equip), — would be quite admissible; at
the same time, the interchange of Samech and Zain in this word cannot be
dialectically established. Jos. Kimchi has very properly referred to the Targum
seÝn, mesaÑn (Syr. also saÑuÑn with an essentially long a), which signifies shoe (see
Bynaeus, de calceo Hebraeorum), — a word which is more Aramaean than
Hebrew, and the use of which in the present connection might be explained on
the ground that the prophet had in his mind the annihilation of the Assyrian
forces. We should no doubt expect saÑÿuÑn (sandaloumenos) instead of soÝÿeÝn; but
the denom. verb saÑÿaÔn might be applied to a soldier’s coming up in military
boots, and so signify caligatum venire, although the primary meaning is
certainly calceare se (e.g., Eph. 6:15, Syr.). Accordingly we should render it,
“every boot of him who comes booted (des Einherstiefelnden) into the tumult
of battle,” taking the word ra’ash, not as Drechsler does, in the sense of the
noise made by a warrior coming up proudly in his war-boots, nor with Luzzatto
in the sense of the war-boot itself, for which the word is too strong, but as
referring to the noise or tumult of battle (as in Jer. 10:22), in the midst of which
the man comes up equipped or shod for military service. The prophet names the
boot and garment with an obvious purpose. The destruction of the hostile
weapons follows as a matter of course, if even the military shoes, worn by the
soldiers in the enemies’ ranks, and the military cloaks that were lying in daÑmim,
i.e., in blood violently shed upon the battle-field, were all given up to the fire.

Isa. 9: 6. Upon the two sentences with ci the prophet now builds a third. The
reason for the triumph is the deliverance effected; and the reason for the
deliverance, the destruction of the foe; and the reason for all the joy, all the
freedom, all the peace, is the new great King. — V. 6.

“For unto us a child is born , unto us a son is given; and the government rests upon
His shoulder: and they call His name, Wonder, Counsellor, mighty God, Eternal-
Father, Prince of Peace.”

The same person whom the prophet foretold in Isa. 7 as the son of the virgin
who would come to maturity in troublous times, he here sees as born, and as
having already taken possession of the government. There he appeared as a
sign, here as a gift of grace. The prophet does not expressly say that he is a son
of David in this instance any more than in Isa. 7 (for the remark that has been
recently made, that yeled is used here for “infant-prince,” is absurd); but this
followed as a matter of course, from the fact that he was to bear the
government, with all its official rights (Isa. 22:22) and godlike majesty
(Psa. 21: 6), upon his shoulder; for the inviolable promise of eternal
sovereignty, of which the new-born infant was to be the glorious fulfilment, had



been bound up with the seed of David in the course of Israel’s history ever since
the declaration in 2Sa. 7. In Isa. 7 it is the mother who names the child; here it
is the people, or indeed any one who rejoices in him: JRFQiyIWA, “one calls, they
call, he is called,” as Luther has correctly rendered it, though under the
mistaken idea that the Jews had altered the original JRq̃FyIWA into JRFQiyIWA, for the
purpose of eliminating the Messianic sense of the passage. But the active verb
itself has really been twisted by Jewish commentators in this way; so that Rashi,
Kimchi, Malbim, and others follow the Targum, and explain the passage as
meaning, “the God, who is called and is Wonder,’ Counsellor, the mighty God,
the eternal Father, calls his name the Prince of Peace;” but this rendering
evidently tears asunder things that are closely connected. And Luzzatto has
justly observed, that you do not expect to find attributes of God here, but such
as would be characteristic of the child. He therefore renders the passage, “God
the mighty, the eternal Father, the Prince of Peace, resolves upon wonderful
things,” and persuades himself that this long clause is meant for the proper
name of the child, just as in other cases declaratory clauses are made into
proper names, e.g., the names of the prophet’s two sons. But even granting that
such a sesquipedalian name were possible, in what an unskilful manner would
the name be formed, since the long-winded clause, which would necessarily
have to be uttered in one breath, would resolve itself again into separate
clauses, which are not only names themselves, but, contrary to all expectation,
names of God! The motive which prompted Luzzatto to adopt this original
interpretation is worthy of notice. He had formerly endeavoured, like other
commentators, to explain the passage by taking the words from “Wonderful” to
“Prince of Peace” as the name of the child; and in doing this he rendered ƒ̂ WY
JLP “one counselling wonderful things,” thus inverting the object, and
regarded “mighty God” as well as “eternal Father” as hyperbolical expressions,
like the words applied to the King in Psa. 45: 7a. But now he cannot help
regarding it as absolutely impossible for a human child to be called el gibbor,
like God Himself in Isa. 10:21. So far as the relation between his novel attempt
at exposition and the accentuation is concerned, it certainly does violence to
this, though not to such an extent as the other specimen of exegetical leger-
demain, which makes the clause from JLP to D ‰̂YBJ the subject to JRQYW.
Nevertheless, in the face of the existing accentuation, we must admit that the
latter is, comparatively speaking, the better of the two; for if WM§ JRQYW were
intended to be the introduction to the list of names which follows, WMŠwould
not be pointed with geresh, but with zakeph. The accentuators seem also to
have shrunk from taking el gibbor as the name of a man. They insert
intermediate points, as though “eternal Father, Prince of Peace,” were the name
of the child, and all that precedes, from “Wonder” onwards, the name of God,
who would call him by these two honourable names. But, at the very outset, it



is improbable that there should be two names instead of one or more; and it is
impossible to conceive for what precise reason such a periphrastic description
of God should be employed in connection with the naming of this child, as is
not only altogether different from Isaiah’s usual custom, but altogether
unparalleled in itself, especially without the definite article. The names of God
should at least have been defined thus, RŒbgIHA JLEp ƒ̃̂ Œ̃yHA, so as to distinguish
them from the two names of the child.

Even assuming, therefore, that the accentuation is meant to convey this sense,
“And the wonderful Counsellor, the mighty God, calls his name Eternal-Father,
Prince of Peace,” as appears to be the case; we must necessarily reject it, as
resting upon a misunderstanding and misinterpretation. f61

We regard the whole, from JLP onwards, — as the connection, the expression,
and the syntax require, — as a dependent accusative predicate to WM§ JRQYW
(they call his name), which stands at the head (compare JRQ, they call, it is
called, in Gen. 11: 9; 16:14, Jos. 7:26, and above Isa. 8: 4, JVY, they will carry:
Ges. § 137, 3). If it be urged, as an objection to the Messianic interpretation of
Isa. 7:14, 15, that the Christ who appeared was not named Immanuel, but Jesus,
this objection is sufficiently met by the fact that He did not receive as a proper
name any one of the five names by which, according to this second prophecy,
He was to be called. Moreover, this objection would apply quite as strongly to
the notion, which has been a very favourite one with Jewish commentators
(e.g., Rashi, A. E. Kimchi, Abravanel, Malbim, Luzzatto, and others), and even
with certain Christian commentators (such as Grotius, Gesenius, etc.), that the
prophecy refers to Hezekiah, — a notion which is a disgrace to those who
thereby lead both themselves and others astray. For even if the hopes held out
in the prophecy were attached for a long time to Hezekiah, the mistake was but
too quickly discovered; whereas the commentators in question perpetuate the
mistake, by forcing it upon the prophecy itself, although the prophet, even after
the deception had been outlived, not only did not suppress the prophecy, but
handed it down to succeeding ages as awaiting a future and infallible fulfilment.
For the words in their strict meaning point to the Messiah, whom men may for a
time, with pardonable error, have hoped to find in Hezekiah, but whom, with
unpardonable error, men refused to acknowledge, even when He actually
appeared in Jesus. The name Jesus is the combination of all the Old Testament
titles used to designate the Coming One according to His nature and His works.
The names contained in Isa. 7:14 and 9: 6 are not thereby suppressed; but they
have continued, from the time of Mary downwards, in the mouths of all
believers. There is not one of these names under which worship and homage
have not been paid to Him. But we never find them crowded together anywhere



else, as we do here in Isaiah; and in this respect also our prophet proves himself
the greatest of the Old Testament evangelists.

The first name is JLEpE, or perhaps more correctly JLEpI, which is not to be taken
in connection with the next word, ƒ̂ Œ̃Y, though this construction might seem to
commend itself in accordance with HCFˆ̃JYLIPiHI, in Isa. 28:29. This is the way
in which it has been taken by the Seventy and others (thus LXX, qaumastoÃj
suÂmbouloj; Theodoret, qaumastwÌj bouleuÂwn). If we adopted this explanation,
we might regard ƒ̂ WY JLP as an inverted form for JLP ƒ̂ WY: counselling
wonderful things. The possibility of such an inversion is apparent from
Isa. 22: 2, HJLM TWJŠT, i.e., full of tumult. Or, following the analogy of pereÿ
aÑdaÑm (a wild man) in Gen. 16:12, we might regard it as a genitive construction:
a wonder of a counsellor; in which case the disjunctive telishaÑh gedolaÑh in pele’
would have to be exchanged for a connecting mahpach. Both combinations
have their doubtful points, and, so far as the sense is concerned, would lead us
rather to expect HCFˆ̃JYLIPiMÁ; whereas there is nothing at all to prevent our
taking JLP and ƒ̂ WY as two separate names (not even the accentuation, which
is without parallel elsewhere, so far as the combination of pashta with telishah
is concerned, and therefore altogether unique). Just as the angel of Jehovah,
when asked by Manoah what was his name (Jud. 13:18), replied YLIpE (YJILipI),
and indicated thereby his divine nature — a nature incomprehensible to mortal
men; so here the God-given ruler is also pele’, a phenomenon lying altogether
beyond human conception or natural occurrence. Not only is this or that
wonderful in Him; but He Himself is throughout a wonder — paradocasmoÂj,
as Symmachus renders it. The second name if yoÝÿeÝtz, counsellor, because, by
virtue of the spirit of counsel which He possesses (Isa. 11: 2), He can always
discern and given counsel for the good of His nation. There is no need for Him
to surround Himself with counsellors; but without receiving counsel at all, He
counsels those that are without counsel, and is thus the end of all want of
counsel to His nation as a whole. The third name, El gibbor, attributes divinity
to Him. Not, indeed, if we render the words “Strength, Hero,” as Luther does;
or “Hero of Strength,” as Meier has done; or “a God of a hero,” as Hofmann
proposes; or “Hero-God,” i.e., one who fights and conquers like an invincible
god, as Ewald does. But all these renderings, and others of a similar kind,
founder, without needing any further refutation, on Isa. 10:21, where He, to
whom the remnant of Israel will turn with penitence, is called El gibbor (the
mighty God). There is no reason why we should take El in this name of the
Messiah in any other sense than in Immanu-El; not to mention the fact that El in
Isaiah is always a name of God, and that the prophet was ever strongly
conscious of the antithesis between El and aÑdaÑm, as Isa. 31: 3 (cf., Hos. 11: 9)
clearly shows. And finally, El gibbor was a traditional name of God, which



occurs as early as Deu. 10:17, cf., Jer. 32:18, Neh. 9:32, Psa. 24: 8, etc. The
name gibbor is used here as an adjective, like shaddai in El shaddai. The
Messiah, then, is here designated “mighty God.” Undoubtedly this appears to
go beyond the limits of the Old Testament horizon; but what if it should go
beyond them? It stands written once for all, just as in Jer. 23: 6 Jehovah
Zidkenu (Jehovah our Righteousness) is also used as a name of the Messiah, —
a Messianic name, which even the synagogue cannot set aside (vid., Midrash
Mishle 57a, where this is adduced as one of the eight names of the Messiah).
Still we must not go too far. If we look at the spirit of the prophecy, the
mystery of the incarnation of God is unquestionably indicated in such
statements as these. But if we look at the consciousness of the prophet himself,
nothing further was involved than this, that the Messiah would be the image of
God as no other man ever had been (cf., El, Psa. 82: 1), and that He would
have God dwelling within Him (cf., Jer. 33:16). Who else would lead Israel to
victory over the hostile world, than God the mighty? The Messiah is the
corporeal presence of this mighty God; for He is with Him, He is in Him, and in
Him He is with Israel. The expression did not preclude the fact that the Messiah
would be God and man in one person; but it did not penetrate to this depth, so
far as the Old Testament consciousness was concerned. The fourth name
springs out of the third: DJA‰YBIJá, eternal Father (not Booty Father, with which
Hitzig and Knobel content themselves); for what is divine must be eternal. The
title Eternal Father designates Him, however, not only as the possessor of
eternity (Hengstenberg), but as the tender, faithful, and wise trainer, guardian,
and provider for His people even in eternity (Isa. 22:21). He is eternal Father,
as the eternal, loving King, according to the description in Psa. 72. Now, if He
is mighty God, and uses His divine might in eternity for the good of His people,
He is also, as the fifth name affirms, sar-shaÑloÝm, a Prince who removes all
peace-disturbing powers, and secures peace among the nations (Zec. 9:10), —
who is, as it were, the embodiment of peace come down into the world of
nations (Mic. 5: 4). To exalt the government of David into an eternal rule of
peace, is the end for which He is born; and moreover He proves Himself to be
what He is not only called, but actually is.

Isa. 9: 7.

“To the increase of government and to peace without end, upon the throne of
David, and over his Kingdom, to strengthen it, and to support it through judgment
and righteousness from henceforth even for ever. The jealousy of Jehovah of hosts
will fulfil this.”

HbERi „Li (written with MeÑm clausum in the middle of the one word, and,
according to Elias Levita, properly to be read HbR̃Á „LF, iis magnificando, in
accordance with this way of writing the word f62 is not a participle here, but a



substantive after the forms HJERiMÁ, HVE á̂MÁ, and that not from HbFRiHI, but from
HBFRF, an infinitive noun expressing, according to its formation, the practical
result of an action, rather than the abstract idea. f63

Ever extending dominion and endless peace will be brought in by the sublime
and lofty King’s Son, when He sits upon the throne of David and rules over
David’s kingdom. He is a semper Augustus, i.e., a perpetual increaser of the
kingdom; not by war, however, but with the spiritual weapons of peace. And
within He gives to the kingdom “judgment” (mishpaÑt) and “righteousness”
(zedaÑkaÑh), as the foundations and pillars of its durability: mishpaÑt, judgment or
right, which He pronounces and ordains; and righteousness, which He not only
exercises Himself, but transfers to the members of His kingdom. This new
epoch of Davidic sovereignty was still only a matter of faith and hope. But the
zeal of Jehovah was the guarantee of its realization. The accentuation is likely
to mislead here, inasmuch as it makes it appear as though the words “from
henceforth even for ever” (meÿattaÑh vÿad ÿoÝlaÑm) belonged to the closing
sentence, whereas the eternal perspective which they open applies directly to
the reign of the great Son of David, and only indirectly to the work of the divine
jealousy. “Zeal,” or jealousy, kinÿaÑh, lit., glowing fire, from JNQ̃F, Arab. kanaa,
to be deep red (Deu. 4:24), is one of the deepest of the Old Testament ideas,
and one of the most fruitful in relation to the work of reconciliation. It is two-
sided. The fire of love has for its obverse the fire of wrath. For jealousy
contends for the object of its love against everything that touches either the
object or the love itself. f64

Jehovah loves His nation. That He should leave it in the hands of such bad
Davidic kings as Ahaz, and give it up to the imperial power of the world, would
be altogether irreconcilable with this love, if continued long. But His love flares
up, consumes all that is adverse, and gives to His people the true King, in whom
that which was only foreshadowed in David and Solomon reaches its highest
antitypical fulfilment. With the very same words, “the zeal of Jehovah of hosts,”
etc., Isaiah seals the promise in Isa. 37:32.

B. JEHOVAH’S OUTSTRETCHED HAND — CH. 9: 8-10:

Isa. 9: 8-10: 4. The great light would not arise till the darkness had reached its
deepest point. The gradual increase of this darkness is predicted in this second
section of the esoteric addresses. Many difficult questions suggest themselves in
connection with this section.

1. Is it directed against the northern kingdom only, or against all Israel?
2. What was the historical standpoint of the prophet himself?



The majority of commentators reply that the prophet is only prophesying
against Ephraim here, and that Syria and Ephraim have already been chastised
by Tiglath-pileser. The former is incorrect. The prophet does indeed commence
with Ephraim, but he does not stop there. The fates of both kingdoms flow into
one another here, as well as in Isa. 8: 5ff., just as they were causally connected
in actual fact. And it cannot be maintained, that when the prophet uttered his
predictions Ephraim had already felt the scourging of Tiglath-pileser. The
prophet takes his stand at a time when judgment after judgment had fallen upon
all Israel without improving it. And one of these past judgments was the
scourging of Ephraim by Tiglath-pileser. How much or how little of the events
which the prophet looks back upon from this ideal standpoint had already taken
place, it is impossible to determine; but this is a matter of indifference so far as
the prophecy is concerned. The prophet, from his ideal standing-place, had not
only this or that behind him, but all that is expressed in this section by perfects
and aorists (Ges. § 129, 2, b). And we already know from Isa. 2: 9; 5:25, that
he sued the future conversive as the preterite of the ideal past. We therefore
translate the whole in the present tense. In outward arrangement there is no
section of Isaiah so symmetrical as this. In Isa. 5 we found one partial approach
to the strophe in similarity of commencement, and another in Isa. 2 in similarity
of conclusion. But here Isa. 5:25b is adapted as the refrain of four symmetrical
strophes. We will take each strophe by itself.

Isa. 9: 8-12. Strophe 1. Vv. 8-12.

“The Lord sends out a word against Jacob, and it descends into Israel. And all the
people must make atonement, Ephraim and the inhabitants of Samaria, saying in
pride and haughtiness of heart, ‘Bricks are fallen down, and we build with square
stones; sycamores are hewn down , and we put cedars in their place.’ Jehovah raises
Rezin’s oppressors high above him, and pricks up his enemies: Aram from the east,
and Philistines from the west; they devour Israel with full mouth. For all this His
anger is not turned away, and His hand is stretched out still.”

The word (daÑbaÑr) is both in nature and history the messenger of the Lord: it
runs quickly through the earth (Psa. 147:15, 18), and when sent by the Lord,
comes to men to destroy or to heal (Psa. 107:20), and never returns to its
sender void (Isa. 55:10, 11). Thus does the Lord now send a word against
Jacob (Jacob, as in Isa. 2: 5); and this heavenly messenger descends into Israel
(naÑphal, as in Dan. 4:28, and like the Arabic nazala, which is the word usually
employed to denote the communication of divine revelation), taking shelter, as
it were, in the soul of the prophet. Its immediate commission is directed against
Ephraim, which has been so little humbled by the calamities that have fallen
upon it since the time of Jehu, that the people are boasting that they will replace
bricks and sycamores (or sycamines, from shikmin), that wide-spread tree
(1Ki. 10:27), with works of art and cedars. “We put in their place:” nachaliph



is not used here as in Job. 14: 7, where it signifies to sprout again (nova
germina emittere), but as in Isa. 40:31; 41: 1, where it is construed with XÁKO
(strength), and signifies to renew (novas vires assumere). In this instance, when
the object is one external to the subject, the meaning is to substitute
(substituere), like the Arabic achlafa, to restore. The poorest style of building
in the land is contrasted with the best; for “the sycamore is a tree which only
flourishes in the plain, and there the most wretched houses are still built of
bricks dried in the sun, and of knotty beams of sycamore.” f65

These might have been destroyed by the war, but more durable and stately
buildings would rise up in their place. Ephraim, however, would be made to feel
this defiance of the judgments of God (to “know,” as in Hos. 9: 7, Eze. 25:14).
Jehovah would give the adversaries of Rezin authority over Ephraim, and
instigate his foes: sicseÝc, as in Isa. 19: 2, from saÑcac, in its primary sense of
“prick,” figere, which has nothing to do with the meanings to plait and cover,
but from which we have the words ¥V ,̃ ¥S,̃ a thorn, nail, or plug, and which is
probably related to HKFVF, to view, lit., to fix; hence pilpel, to prick up, incite,
which is the rendering adopted by the Targum here and in Isa. 19: 2, and by the
LXX at Isa. 19: 2. There is no necessity to quote the talmudic sicseÝc, to kindle
(by friction), which is never met with in the metaphorical sense of exciting. It
would be even better to take our sicseÝc as an intensive form of saÑcac, used in
the same sense as the Arabic, viz., to provide one’s self with weapons, to arm;
but this is probably a denominative from sicca, signifying offensive armour,
with the idea of pricking and spearing, — a radical notion, from which it would
be easy to get at the satisfactory meaning, to spur on or instigate. “The
oppressors of Rezin” tzaÑreÝ RetziÝn, a simple play upon the words, like hoi goi in
Isa. 1: 4, and many others in Isaiah) are the Assyrians, whose help had been
sought by Ahaz against Rezin; though perhaps not these exclusively, but
possibly also the Trachonites, for example, against whom the mountain fortress
RezÑn appears to have been erected, to protect the rich lands of eastern Hauran.
In v. 12 the range of vision stretches over all Israel. It cannot be otherwise, for
the northern kingdom never suffered anything from the Philistines; whereas an
invasion of Judah by the Philistines was really one of the judgments belonging
to the time of Ahaz (2Ch. 28:16-19). Consequently by Israel here we are to
understand all Israel, the two halves of which would become a rich prize to the
enemy. Ephraim would be swallowed up by Aram, — namely, by those who
had been subjugated by Asshur, and were now tributary to it, — and Judah
would be swallowed up by the Philistines. But this strait would be very far from
being the end of the punish- ments of God. Because Israel would not turn, the
wrath of God would not turn away.

Isa. 9:13-17. Strophe 2. Vv. 13-17.



“But the people turneth not unto Him that smiteth it , and they seek not Jehovah of
hosts. Therefore Jehovah rooteth out of Israel head and tail, palm-branch and rush,
in one day. Elders and highly distinguished men, this is the head; and prophets,
lying teachers, this is the tail. The leaders of this people have become leaders
astray, and their followers swallowed up. Therefore the Lord will not rejoice in their
young men, and will have no compassion on their orphans and widows: for all
together are profligate and evil-doers, and every mouth speaketh blasphemy. With
all this His anger is not turned away, and His hand is stretched out still.”

As the first stage of the judgments has been followed by no true conversion to
Jehovah the almighty judge, there comes a second. DJA BwŠ(to turn unto)
denotes a thorough conversion, not stopping half-way. “The smiter of it”
(hammacceÝhu), or “he who smiteth it,” it Jehovah (compare, on the other hand,
Isa. 10:20, where Asshur is intended). The article and suffix are used together,
as in Isa. 24: 2, Pro. 16: 4 (vid., Ges. § 110, 2; Caspari, Arab. Gram. § 472).
But there was coming now a great day of punishment (in the view of the
prophet, it was already past), such as Israel experienced more than once in the
Assyrian oppressions, and Judah in the Chaldean, when head and tail, or,
according to another proverbial expression, palm-branch and rush, would be
rooted out. We might suppose that the persons referred to were the high and
low; but v. 15 makes a different application of the first double figure, by giving
it a different turn from its popular sense (compare the Arabic er-ru ÿuÑs w-
aledhnaÑb = lofty and low, in Dietrich, Abhandlung, p. 209). The opinion which
has very widely prevailed since the time of Koppe, that this verse is a gloss, is
no doubt a very natural one (see Hitzig, Begriff der Kritik; Ewald, Propheten, i.
57). But Isaiah’s custom of supplying his own gloss is opposed to such a view;
also Isaiah’s composition in Isa. 3: 3 and 30:20, and the relation in which this
verse stands to v. 16; and lastly, the singular character of the gloss itself, which
is one of the strongest proofs that it contains the prophet’s exposition of his
own words. The chiefs of the nation were the head of the national body; and
behind, like a wagging dog’s tail, sat the false prophets with their flatteries of
the people, loving, as Persius says, blando caudam jactare popello. The
prophet drops the figure of cippaÑh, the palm-branch which forms the crown of
the palm, and which derives its name from the fact that it resembles the palm of
the hand (instar palmae manus), and agmoÝn, the rush which grows in the
marsh. f66

The allusion here is to the rulers of the nation and the dregs of the people. The
basest extremity were the demagogues in the shape of prophets. For it had
come to this, as v. 16 affirms, that those who promised to lead by a straight
road led astray, and those who suffered themselves to be led by them were as
good as already swallowed up by hell (cf., Isa. 5:14; 3:12). Therefore the
Sovereign Ruler would not rejoice over the young men of this nation; that is to
say, He would suffer them to be smitten by their enemies, without going with



them to battle, and would refuse His customary compassion even towards
widows and orphans, for they were all thoroughly corrupt on every side. The
alienation, obliquity, and dishonesty of their heart, are indicated by the word
chaÑneÝph (from chaÑnaph, which has in itself the indifferent radical idea of
inclination; so that in Arabic, chanÑf, as a synonym of ÿaÑdil, f67 has the very
opposite meaning of decision in favour of what is right); the badness of their
actions by R̂FM (̃in half pause for R̂ÁM˜f68 = JARM̃,̃ maleficus); the vicious
infatuation of their words by nebaÑlaÑh. This they are, and this they continue; and
consequently the wrathful hand of God is stretched out over them for the
infliction of fresh strokes.

Isa. 9:18-21. Strophe 3. Vv. 18-21.

“For the wickedness burneth up like fire: it devours thorns and thistles , and burns
in the thickets of the wood; and they smoke upwards in a lofty volume of smoke.
Through the wrath of Jehovah of hosts the land is turned into coal, and the nation
has become like the food of fire: not one spares his brother. They hew on the right,
and are hungry; and devour on the left, and are not satisfied: they devour the flesh
of their own arm: Manasseh, Ephraim; and Ephraim, Manasseh: these together over
Judah. With all this His anger is not turned away, and His hand is stretched out
still.”

The standpoint of the prophet is at the extreme end of the course of judgment,
and from that he looks back. Consequently this link of the chain is also past in
his view, and hence the future conversives. The curse, which the apostasy of
Israel carries within itself, now breaks fully out. Wickedness, i.e., the constant
thirst of evil, is a fire which a man kindles in himself. And when the grace of
God, which damps and restrains this fire, is all over, it is sure to burst forth: the
wickedness bursts forth like fire (the verb is used here, as in Isa. 30:27, with
reference to the wrath of God). And this is the case with the wickedness of
Israel, which now consumes first of all thorns and thistles, i.e., individual
sinners who are the most ripe for judgment, upon whom the judgment
commences, and then the thicket of the wood (sib-che, f69 as in Isa. 10:34, from
sebac, Gen. 22:13 = sobec), that is to say, the great mass of the people, which
is woven together by bands of iniquity (vattizzath is not a reflective niphal, as in
2Ki. 22:13, but kal, to kindle into anything, i.e., to set it on fire). The contrast
intended in the two figures is consequently not the high and low (Ewald), nor
the useless and useful (Drechsler), but individuals and the whole (Vitringa). The
fire, into which the wickedness bursts out, seizes individuals first of all; and
then, like a forest fire, it seizes upon the nation at large in all its ranks and
members, who “whirl up (roll up) ascending of smoke,” i.e., who roll up in the
form of ascending smoke (hith’abbek, a synonym of hithhappeÝk, Jud. 7:13, to
curl or roll). This fire of wickedness was no other than the wrath (ÿebraÑh) of
God: it is God’s own wrath, for all sin carries this within itself as its own self-



punishment. By this fire of wrath the soil of the land is gradually but thoroughly
burnt out, and the people of the land utterly consumed: „TA F̂ aÎp. leg. to be red-
hot (LXX sugkeÂkautai, also the Targum), and to be dark or black (Arabic
‘atame, late at night), for what is burnt out becomes black. Fire and darkness
are therefore correlative terms throughout the whole of the Scriptures. So far
do the figures extend, in which the prophet presents the inmost essence of this
stage of judgment. In its historical manifestation it consisted in the most
inhuman self-destruction during an anarchical civil war. Destitute of any tender
emotions, they devoured one another without being satisfied: gaÑzar, to cut, to
hew (hence the Arabic for a butcher): zero’o, his arm, according to Jer. 19: 9,
equivalent to the member of his own family and tribe, who was figuratively
called his arm (Arabic ‘adud: see Ges. Thes. p. 433), as being the natural
protector and support. This interminable self-immolation, and the regicide
associated with the jealousy of the different tribes, shook the northern kingdom
again and again to its utter destruction. And the readiness with which the
unbrotherly feelings of the northern tribes towards one another could turn into
combined hostility towards Judah, was evident enough from the Syro-
Ephraimitish war, the consequences of which had not passed away at the time
when these prophecies were uttered. This hostility on the part of the brother
kingdoms would still further increase. And the end of the judgments of wrath
had not come yet.

Isa. 10: 1-4. Strophe 4. Ch. 10: 1-4.

“Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and to the writers who prepare
trouble to force away the needy from demanding justice, and to rob the suffering of
my people of their rightful claims, that widows may become their prey, and they
plunder orphans! And what will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the storm that
cometh from afar? To whom will ye flee for help? and where will ye deposit your
glory? There is nothing left but to bow down under prisoners, and they fall under the
slain. With all this His anger is not turned away, but His hand is stretched out still.”

This last strophe is directed against the unjust authorities and judges. The woe
pronounced upon them is, as we have already frequently seen, Isaiah’s ceterum
censeo. ChaÑkak is their decisive decree (not, however, in a denominative sense,
but in the primary sense of hewing in, recording in official documents,
Isa. 30: 8, Job. 19:23); and citteÝb (piel only occurring here, and a perfect,
according to Gesenius, § 126, 3) their official signing and writing. Their decrees
are chikekeÝ ÿaven (an open plural, as in Jud. 5:15, for chukkeÝ, after the analogy
of YLL̃iGE, YMIMiJA , with an absolute chaÔkaÑkiÝm underlying it: Ewald, § 186-7),
inasmuch as their contents were worthlessness, i.e., the direct opposite of
morality; and what they wrote out was ÿaÑmaÑl, trouble, i.e., an unjust oppression
of the people (compare poÂnoj and ponhroÂj f70).



Poor persons who wanted to commence legal proceedings were not even
allowed to do so, and possessions to which widows and orphans had a well-
founded claim were a welcome booty to them (for the diversion into the finite
verb, see Isa. 5:24; 8:11; 49: 5; 58: 5). For all this they could not escape the
judgment of God. This is announced to them in v. 3, in the form of three
distinct questions (commencing with uÝmaÑh, quid igitur). The noun pekuddah in
the first question always signifies simply a visitation of punishment; shoÿaÑh is a
confused, dull, desolate rumbling, hence confusion (turba), desolation: here it is
described as “coming from afar,” because a distant nation (Asshur) was the
instrument of God’s wrath. Second question: “Upon whom will ye throw
yourselves in your search for help then” (nuÝs ÿal, a constr. praegnans, only met
with here)? Third question: “Where, i.e., in whose hand, will ye deposit your
wealth in money and possessions” (caÑboÝd, what is weighty in value and
imposing in appearance); ÿaÑzab with b’yad (Gen. 39: 6), or with Lamed
(Job. 39:14), to leave anything with a person as property in trust. No one would
relieve them of their wealth, and hold it as a deposit; it was irrecoverably lost.
To this negative answer there is appended the following bilti, which, when used
as a preposition after a previous negation, signifies praeter; when used as a
conjunction, nisi (bilti ‘im, Jud. 7:14); and where it governs the whole
sentence, as in this case, nisi quod (cf., Num. 11: 6; Dan. 11:18). In the present
instance, where the previous negation is to be supplied in thought, it has the
force of nil reliquum est nisi quod (there is nothing left but). The singular verb
(caÑraÿ) is used contemptuously, embracing all the high persons as one
condensed mass; and tachath does not mean aeque ac or loco (like, or in the
place of), as Ewald (§ 217, k) maintains, but is used in the primary and local
sense of infra (below). Some crouch down to find room at the feet of the
prisoners, who are crowded closely together in the prison; or if we suppose the
prophet to have a scene of transportation in his mind, they sink down under the
feet of the other prisoners, in their inability to bear such hardships, whilst the
rest fall in war; and as the slaughter is of long duration, not only become
corpses themselves, but are covered with corpses of the slain (cf., Isa. 14:19).
And even with this the wrath of God is not satisfied. The prophet, however,
does not follow out the terrible gradation any further. Moreover, the captivity,
to which this fourth strophe points, actually formed the conclusion of a distinct
period.

C. DESTRUCTION OF THE IMPERIAL KINGDOM OF THE WORLD,
AND RISE OF THE KINGDOM OF JEHOVAH IN HIS ANOINTED

— CH. 10: 5-12:

Isa. 10: 5-12: 6. The law of contrast prevails in prophecy, as it does also in
the history of salvation. When distress is at its height, it is suddenly brought to



an end, and changed into relief; and when prophecy has become as black with
darkness as in the previous section, it suddenly becomes as bright and cloudless
as in that which is opening now. The hoi (woe) pronounced upon Israel
becomes a hoi upon Asshur. Proud Asshur, with its confidence in its own
strength, after having served for a time as the goad of Jehovah’s wrath, now
falls a victim to that wrath itself. Its attack upon Jerusalem leads to its own
overthrow; and on the ruins of the kingdom of the world there rises up the
kingdom of the great and righteous Son of David, who rules in peace over His
redeemed people, and the nations that rejoice in Him: — the counterpart of the
redemption from Egypt, and one as rich in materials for songs of praise as the
passage through the Red Sea. The Messianic prophecy, which turns its darker
side towards unbelief in Isa. 7, and whose promising aspect burst like a great
light through the darkness in Isa. 8: 5-9: 6, is standing now upon its third and
highest stage. In Isa. 7 it is like a star in the night; in Isa. 8: 5-9: 6, like the
morning dawn; and now the sky is perfectly cloudless, and it appears like the
noonday sun. The prophet has now penetrated to the light fringe of Isa. 6. The
name Shear-yashub, having emptied itself of all the curse that it contained, is
now transformed into a pure promise. And it becomes perfectly clear what the
name Immanuel and the name given to Immanuel, El gibbor (mighty God),
declared. The remnant of Israel turns to God the mighty One; and God the
mighty is henceforth with His people in the Sprout of Jesse, who has the seven
Spirits of God dwelling within Himself. So far as the date of composition is
concerned, the majority of the more recent commentators agree in assigning it
to the time of Hezekiah, because Isa. 10: 9-11 presupposes the destruction of
Samaria by Shalmanassar, which took place in the sixth year of Hezekiah. But it
was only from the prophet’s point of view that this event was already past; it
had not actually taken place. The prophet had already predicted that Samaria,
and with Samaria the kingdom of Israel, would succumb to the Assyrians, and
had even fixed the years (Isa. 7: 8 and 8: 4, 7). Why, then, should he not be able
to presuppose it here as an event already past? The stamp on this section does
not tally at all with that of Isaiah’s prophecy in the times of Hezekiah; whereas,
on the other hand, it forms so integral a link in the prophetic cycle in Isa. 7-12,
and is interwoven in so many ways with that which precedes, and of which it
forms both the continuation and crown, that we have no hesitation in assigning
it, with Vitringa, Caspari, and Drechsler, to the first three years of the reign of
Ahaz, though without deciding whether it preceded or followed the destruction
of the two allies by Tiglath-pileser. It is by no means impossible that it may have
preceded it.

Isa. 10: 5, 6. The prophet commences with hoi (woe!), which is always used
as an expression of wrathful indignation to introduce the proclamation of
judgment upon the person named; although, as in the present instance, this may



not always follow immediately (cf., Isa. 1: 4, 5-9), but may be preceded by the
announcement of the sin by which the judgment had been provoked. In the first
place, Asshur is more particularly indicated as the chosen instrument of divine
judgment upon all Israel. — Vv. 5, 6.

“Woe to Asshur, the rod of mine anger, and it is a staff in their hand, mine
indignation. Against a wicked nation will I send them, and against the people of my
wrath give them a charge, to spoil spoil, and to prey prey, to make it trodden down
like street-mire.”

“Mine indignation:” za’mi is either a permutation of the predicative JwH,
which is placed emphatically in the foreground (compare the JwH‰HTfJÁ in
Jer. 14:22, which is also written with makkeph), as we have translated it,
though without taking JwH as a copula (= est), as Ewald does; or else „DFYFBi
JwH is written elliptically for „DFYFBi JwH RŠEJá, “the staff which they hold is
mine indignation” (Ges., Rosenmüller, and others), in which case, however, we
should rather expect JWH YM Ẑ „DYB H‹MW. It is quite inadmissible, however,
to take za’mi as a separate genitive to matteh, and to point the latter with zere,
as Knobel has done; a thing altogether unparalleled in the Hebrew language. f71

The futures in v. 6 are to be taken literally; for what Asshur did to Israel in the
sixty year of Hezekiah’s reign, and to Judah in his fourteenth year, was still in
the future at the time when Isaiah prophesied. Instead ofŒMYVILiw the keri has
ŒM.WVLiw, the form in which the infinitive is written in other passages when
connected with suffixes (see, on the other hand, 2Sa. 14: 7). “Trodden down:”
mirmas with short a is the older form, which was retained along with the other
form with the a lengthened by the tone (Ewald § 160, c) .

Isa. 10: 7-11. Asshur was to be an instrument of divine wrath upon all Israel;
but it would exalt itself, and make itself the end instead of the means. V. 7.

“Nevertheless he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think so; for it is in his
heart to destroy and cut off nations not a few.”

Asshur did not think so (loÿ-ceÝn), i.e., not as he ought to think, seeing that his
power over Israel was determined by Jehovah Himself. For what filled his heart
was the endeavour, peculiar to the imperial power, to destroy not a few nations,
i.e., as many nations as possible, for the purpose of extending his own
dominions, and with the determination to tolerate no other independent nation,
and the desire to deal with Judah as with all the rest. For Jehovah was nothing
more in his esteem than one of the idols of the nations. Vv. 8-11.

“For he saith, Are not my generals all kings? Is not Calno as Carchemish, or
Hamath as Arpad, or Samaria as Damascus? As my hand hath reached the
kingdoms of the idols, and their graven images were more than those of Jerusalem



and Samaria; shall I not, as I have done unto Samaria and her idols, do likewise to
Jerusalem and her idols?”

The king of Asshur bore the title of the great king (Isa. 36: 4), and indeed, as
we may infer from Eze. 26: 7, that of the king of kings. The generals in his army
he could call kings, f72 because the satraps f73 who led their several contingents
were equal to kings in the extent and splendour of their government, and some
of them were really conquered kings (cf., 2Ki. 25:28). He proudly asks whether
every one of the cities named has not been as incapable as the rest, of offering a
successful resistance to him. Carchemish is the later Circesium (Cercusium), at
the junction of the Chaboras with the Euphrates (see above); Calno, the later
Ctesiphon, on the left bank of the Tigris; Arpad (according to MeraÑshid, i. p.
47, in the pashalic of Chaleb, i.e., Aleppo) and Hamath (i.e., Epiphania) were
Syrian cities, the latter on the river Orontes, still a large and wealthy place. The
king of Asshur had also already conquered Samaria, at the time when the
prophet introduced him as uttering these words. Jerusalem, therefore, would be
unable to resist him. As he had obtained possession of idolatrous kingdoms (Li
JCFMF, to reach, as in Psa. 21: 9: haÑ-ÿelil with the article indicating the genus),
which had more idols than Jerusalem or than Samaria; so would he also
overcome Jerusalem, which had just as few and just as powerless idols as
Samaria had. Observe there that v. 11 is the apodosis to v. 10, and that the
comparative clause of v. 10 is repeated in v. 11, for the purpose of instituting a
comparison, more especially with Samaria and Jerusalem. The king of Asshur
calls the gods of the nations by the simple name of idols, though the prophet
does not therefore make him speak from his own Israelitish standpoint. On the
contrary, the great sin of the king of Asshur consisted in the manner in which he
spoke. For since he recognised no other gods than his own Assyrian national
deities, he placed Jehovah among the idols of the nations, and, what ought
particularly to be observed, with the other idols, whose worship had been
introduced into Samaria and Jerusalem. But in this very fact there was so far
consolation for the worshippers of Jehovah, that such blasphemy of the one
living God would not remain unavenged; whilst for the worshipers of idols it
contained a painful lesson, since their gods really deserved nothing better than
that contempt should be heaped upon them. The prophet has now described the
sin of Asshur. It was ambitious self-exaltation above Jehovah, amounting even
to blasphemy. And yet he was only the staff of Jehovah, who could make use of
him as He would.

Isa. 10:12. And when He had made use of him as He would, He would throw
him away. V. 12.



“And it will come to pass, when the Lord shall have brought to an end all His work
upon Mount Zion and upon Jerusalem, I will come to punish over the fruit of the
pride of heart of the king of Asshur, and over the haughty look of his eyes.”

The “fruit” (peri) of the heart’s pride of Asshur is his vainglorious blasphemy of
Jehovah, in which his whole nature is comprehended, as the inward nature of
the tree is in the fruit which hangs above in the midst of the branches;
tiph’ereth, as in Zec. 12: 7, the self-glorification which expresses itself in the
lofty look of the eyes. Several constructives are here intentionally grouped
together (Ges. § 114, 1), to express the great swelling of Asshur even to
bursting. But Jehovah, before whom humility is the soul of all virtue, would
visit this pride with punishment, when He should have completely cut off His
work, i.e., when He should have thoroughly completed (bizza’, absolvere) His
punitive work upon Jerusalem (ma’aseh, as in Isa. 28:21). The prep. Beth is
used in the same sense as in Jer. 18:23, agere cum aliquo. It is evident that
ma’aseh is not used to indicate the work of punishment and grace together, so
that yebazza’ could be taken as a literal future (as Schröring and Ewald
suppose), but that it denotes the work of punishment especially; and
consequently yebazza’ is to be taken as a futurum exactum (cf., Isa. 4: 4), as we
may clearly see from the choice of this word in Lam. 2:17 (cf., Zec. 4: 9).

Isa. 10:13, 14. When Jehovah had punished to such an extent that He could
not go any further without destroying Israel, — a result which would be
opposed to His mercy and truth, — His punishing would turn against the
instrument of punishment, which would fall under the curse of all ungodly
selfishness. Vv. 13, 14.

“For he hath said, By the strength of my hand I have done it, and by my own
wisdom; for I am prudent: and I removed the bounds of the nations , and I plundered
their stores, and threw down rulers f74 like a bull. And my hand extracted the wealth
of the nations like a nest: and as men sweep up forsaken eggs, have I swept the
whole earth; there was none that moved the wing, and opened the mouth, and
chirped.”

The futures may be taken most safely as regulated by the preterites, and used,
like German imperfects, to express that which occurs not once merely, but
several times. The second of these preterites, YTIYVŒ̃Š, is the only example of a
poel of verbs H›L; possibly a mixed form from SSŠ̃O (poel of SSAŠF) and HsFŠI
(piel of HSFŠF). The object to this, viz., ‘athidoth (chethib) or ‘athudoth (keri),
is sometimes used in the sense of taÃ meÂllonta; sometimes, as in this instance, in
the sense of taÃ uÎpaÂrxonta. According to the keri, the passage is to be rendered,
“And I, a mighty one, threw down kings” (those sitting on thrones), cabbir
being taken in the same sense as in Job. 34:17, 24; 36: 5. But the chethib
caÑÿabbiÝr is to be preferred as more significant, and not to be rendered “as a



hero” (to which the Caph similitudinis is so little suitable, that it would be
necessary to take it, as in Isa. 13: 6, as Caph veritatis), but “as a bull,” ÿabbiÝr as
in Psa. 68:31; 22:13; 50:13. A bull, as the excavations show, was an emblem of
royalty among the Assyrians. In v. 14, the more stringent Vav conv. is
introduced before the third pers. fem. The Kingdoms of the nations are
compared here to birds’ nests, which the Assyrian took for himself (ÿaÑsaph, as
in Hab. 2: 5); and their possessions to single eggs. The mother bird was away,
so that there was not even a sign of resistance; and in the nest itself not one of
the young birds moved a wing to defend itself, or opened its beak to scare the
intruder away. Seb. Schmid has interpreted to correctly, “nulla alam movet ad
defendendum aut os aperit ad terrendum.” Thus proudly did Asshur look back
upon its course of victory, and thus contemptuously did it look down upon the
conquered kingdoms.

Isa. 10:15. This self-exaltation was a foolish sin. V. 15.

“Dare the axe boast itself against him that heweth therewith , or the saw magnify
itself against him that useth it? As if a staff were to swing those that lift it up, as if a
stick should lift up not-wood!”

“Not-wood” is to be taken as one word, as in Isa. 31: 8. A stick is wood, and
nothing more; in itself it is an absolutely motionless thing. A man is “not-
wood,” an incomparably higher, living being. As there must be “not-wood” to
lay hold of wood, so, wherever a man performs extraordinary deeds, there is
always a superhuman cause behind, viz., God Himself, who bears the same
relation to the man as the man to the wood. The boasting of the Assyrian was
like the bragging of an instrument, such as an axe, a saw, or a stick, against the
person using it. The verb heÝniÝph is applied both to saw and stick, indicating the
oscillating movements of a measured and more or less obvious character. The
plural, “those that lift it up,” points to the fact that by Him who lifts up the
stock, Jehovah, the cause of all causes, and power of all powers, is intended.

Isa. 10:16. There follows in the next verse the punishment provoked by such
self- deification (cf., Hab. 1:11). V. 16.

“Therefore will the Lord, the Lord of hosts, send consumption against his fat men;
and under Asshur’s glory there burns a brand like a firebrand.”

Three epithets are here employed to designate God according to His unlimited,
all-controlling omnipotence: viz., haÑÿaÑdoÝn, which is always used by Isaiah in
connection with judicial and penal manifestations of power; and adonaÑi zebaÑoth,
a combination never met with again, similar to the one used in the Elohistic
Psalms, Elohim zebaoth (compare, on the other hand, Isa. 3:15; 10:23, 24).
Even here a large number of codices and editions (Norzi’s, for example) have
the reading Jehovah Zebaoth, which is customary in other cases. f75



RaÑzoÝn (Isa. 17: 4) is one of the diseases mentioned in the catalogue of curses in
Lev. 26:16 and Deu. 28:22. Galloping consumption comes like a destroying
angel upon the great masses of flesh seen in the well-fed Assyrian magnates:
mishmannim is used in a personal sense, as in Psa. 78:31. And under the glory
of Asshur, i.e., its richly equipped army (caÑboÝd as in Isa. 8: 7), He who makes
His angels flames of fire places fire so as to cause it to pass away in flames. In
accordance with Isaiah’s masterly art of painting in tones, the whole passage is
so expressed, that we can hear the crackling, and spluttering, and hissing of the
fire, as it seizes upon everything within its reach. This fire, whatever it may be
so far as its natural and phenomenal character is concerned, is in its true essence
the wrath of Jehovah.

Isa. 10:17.

“And the light of Israel becomes a fire, and His Holy One a flame; and it sets on
fire and devours its thistles and thorns on one day.”

God is fire (Deu. 9: 3), and light (1Jo. 1: 5); and in His own self-life the former
is resolved into the latter. KaÑdoÝsh (holy) is here parallel to ÿoÝr (light); for the
fact that God is holy, and the fact that He is pure light, are essentially one and
the same thing, whether kaÑdash meant originally to be pure or to be separate.
The nature of all creatures, and of the whole cosmos, is a mixture of light and
darkness. The nature of God alone is absolute light. But light is love. In this
holy light of love He has given Himself up to Israel, and taken Israel to Himself.
But He has also within Him a basis of fire, which sin excites against itself, and
which was about to burst forth as a flaming fire of wrath against Asshur, on
account of its sins against Him and His people. Before this fire of wrath, this
destructive might of His penal righteousness, the splendid forces of Asshur
were nothing but a mass of thistles and a bed of thorns (written here in the
reverse order peculiar to Isaiah, shaÑmiÝr vaÑshaith), equally inflammable, and
equally deserving to be burned. To all appearance, it was a forest and a park,
but is was irrecoverably lost.

Isa. 10:18, 19.

“And the glory of his forest and his garden-ground will He destroy, even to soul
and flesh, so that it is as when a sick man dieth. And the remnant of the trees of his
forest can be numbered, and a boy could write them.”

The army of Asshur, composed as it was of many and various nations, was a
forest (ya’ar); and, boasting as it did of the beauty of both men and armour, a
garden ground (carmel), a human forest and park. Hence the idea of “utterly” is
expressed in the proverbial “even to soul and flesh,” which furnishes the
occasion for a leap to the figure of the wasting away of a SSÑO (hap. leg. the
consumptive man, from naÑsas, related to nuÝsh, ÿaÑnash, Syr. nÿsÑso, nÿshisho, a



sick man, based upon the radical notion of melting away, cf., maÑsas, or of
reeling to and fro, cf., muÝt, nuÝt, Arab. naÑsa, naÑta). Only a single vital spark
would still glimmer in the gigantic and splendid colossus, and with this its life
would threaten to become entirely extinct. Or, what is the same thing, only a
few trees of the forest, such as could be easily numbered (mispaÑr as in
Deu. 33: 6, cf., Isa. 21:17), would still remain, yea, so few, that a boy would be
able to count and enter them. And this really came to pass. Only a small
remnant of the army that marched against Jerusalem ever escaped. With this
small remnant of an all-destroying power the prophet now contrasts the
remnant of Israel, which is the seed of a new power that is about to arise.

Isa. 10:20.

“And it will come to pass in that day, the remnant of Israel, and that which has
escaped of the house of Jacob, will not continue to stay itself upon its chastiser, and
will stay itself upon Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, in truth.”

Behind the judgment upon Asshur there lies the restoration of Israel. “The
chastiser” was the Assyrian. While relying upon this, Israel received strokes,
because Jehovah made Israel’s staff into its rod. But henceforth it would
sanctify the Holy One of Israel, putting its trust in Him and not in man, and that
purely and truly (be’emeth, “in truth”), not with fickleness and hypocrisy. Then
would be fulfilled the promise contained in the name Shear-yashub, after the
fulfilment of the threat that it contained.

Isa. 10:21.

“The remnant will turn, the remnant of Jacob , to God the mighty.”

El gibbor is God as historically manifested in the heir of David (Isa. 9: 6).
Whilst Hosea (Hos. 3: 5) places side by side Jehovah and the second David,
Isaiah sees them as one. In New Testament phraseology, it would be “to God in
Christ.”

Isa. 10:22, 23. To Him the remnant of Israel would turn, but only the remnant.
Vv. 22, 23.

“For if thy people were even as the sea-sand, the remnant thereof will turn:
destruction is firmly determined, flowing away righteousness. For the Lord, Jehovah
of hosts, completes the finishing stroke and that which is firmly determined , within
the whole land.”

As the words are not preceded by any negative clause, ci ‘im are not combined
in the sense of sed or nisi; but they belong to two sentences, and signify nam si
(for if). If the number of the Israelites were the highest that had been promised,
only the remnant among them, or of them (boÝ partitive, like the French en),
would turn, or, as the nearer definition ad Deum is wanting here, come back to



their right position. With regard to the great mass, destruction was irrevocably
determined (raÑchatz, teÂmnein, then to resolve upon anything, aÏpotoÂmwj,
1Ki. 20:40); and this destruction “overflowed with righteousness,” or rather
“flowed on (shoÝteÝph, as in Isa. 28:18) righteousness,” i.e., brought forth
righteousness as it flowed onwards, so that it was like a swell of the penal
righteousness of God (shaÑtaph, with the accusative, according to Ges. § 138,
Anm. 2). That cillaÑyoÝn is not used here in the sense of completion any more
than in Deu. 28:65, is evident from v. 23, where caÑlaÑh (fem. of caÑleh, that which
vanishes, then the act of vanishing, the end) is used interchangeably with it, and
necheraÑtzaÑh indicates judgment as a thing irrevocably decided (as in Isa. 28:22,
and borrowed from these passages in Dan. 9:27; 11:36). Such a judgment of
extermination the almighty Judge had determined to carry fully out (ÿoÝseh in the
sense of a fut. instans) within all the land (b’kereb, within, not b’thok, in the
midst of), that is to say, one that would embrace the whole land and all the
people, and would destroy, if not every individual without exception, at any rate
the great mass, except a very few.

Isa. 10:24. In these esoteric addresses, whoever, it is not the prophet’s
intention to threaten and terrify, but to comfort and encourage. He therefore
turns to that portion of the nation which needs and is susceptible of consolation,
and draws this conclusion from the element of consolation contained in what
has been already predicted, that they may be consoled. — V. 24.

“Therefore thus saith the Lord , Jehovah of hosts, My people that dwellest in Zion,
be not afraid of Asshur, if it shall smite thee with the rod, and lift its stick against
thee, in the manner of Egypt.”

“Therefore:” laceÝn never occurs in Hebrew in the sense of attamen (Gesenius
and Hitzig), and this is not the meaning here, but propterea. The elevating
appeal is founded upon what has just before been threatened in such terrible
words, but at the same time contains an element of promise in the midst of the
peremptory judgment. The very words in which the people are addressed, “My
people that dwelleth on Zion,” are indirectly encouraging. Zion was the site of
the gracious presence of God, and of that sovereignty which had been declared
imperishable. Those who dwelt there, and were the people of God (the servants
of God), not only according to their calling, but also according to their internal
character, were also heirs of the promise; and therefore, even if the Egyptian
bondage should be renewed in the Assyrian, they might be assured of this to
their consolation, that the redemption of Egypt would also be renewed. “In the
manner of Egypt:” b’derek Mitzraim, lit., in the way, i.e., the Egyptians’ mode
of acting; derek denotes the course of active procedure, and also, as in v. 26
and Amo. 4:10, the course of passive endurance.



Isa. 10:25, 26. A still further reason is given for the elevating words, with a
resumption of the grounds of consolation upon which they were founded. Vv.
25, 26.

“For yet a very little the indignation is past, and my wrath turns to destroy them:
and Jehovah of hosts moves the whip over it, as He smote Midian at the rock of
Oreb; and His staff stretches out over the sea, and He lifts it up in the manner of
Egypt.”

The expression “a very little” (as in Isa. 16:14; 29:17) does not date from the
actual present, when the Assyrian oppressions had not yet begun, but from the
ideal present, when they were threatening Israel with destruction. The
indignation of Jehovah would then suddenly come to an end (caÑlaÑh zaÿam,
borrowed in Dan. 11:36, and to be interpreted in accordance with Isa. 26:20);
and the wrath of Jehovah would be, or go, ÿal-tablithaÑm. Luzzatto recommends
the following emendation of the text, „tOYI LBT̃‰̃LJA YpIJÁWi, “and my wrath
against the world will cease,” teÝbeÝl being used, as in Isa. 14:17, with reference
to the oikoumenon as enslaved by the imperial power. But the received text
gives a better train of thought, if we connect it with v. 26. We must not be led
astray, however, by the preposition ‘al, and take the words as meaning, My
wrath (burneth) over the destruction inflicted by Asshur upon the people of
God, or the destruction endured by the latter. It is to the destruction of the
Assyrians that the wrath of Jehovah is now directed; ‘al being used, as it
frequently is, to indicate the object upon which the eye is fixed, or to which the
intention points (Psa. 32: 8; 18:42). With this explanation v. 25b leads on to v.
26. The destruction of Asshur is predicted there in two figures drawn from
occurrences in the olden time. The almighty Judge would swing the whip over
Asshur (‘orer, agitare, as in 2Sa. 23:18), and smite it, as Midian was once
smitten. The rock of Oreb is the place where the Ephraimites slew the
Midianitish king ‘Oreb (Jud. 7:25). His staff would then be over the sea, i.e.,
would be stretched out, like the wonder-working staff of Moses, over the sea of
affliction, into which the Assyrians had driven Israel (yaÑm, the sea, an emblem
borrowed from the type; see Kohler on Zec. 10:11, cf., Psa. 66: 6); and He
would lift it up, commanding the waves of the sea, so that they would swallow
Asshur. “In the manner of Egypt:” b’derek Mitzraim (according to Luzzatto in
both instances, “on the way to Egypt,” which restricts the Assyrian bondage in
a most unhistorical manner to the time of the Egyptian campaign) signifies in v.
24, as the Egyptians lifted it up; but here, as it was lifted up above the
Egyptians. The expression is intentionally conformed to that in v. 24: because
Asshur had lifted up the rod over Israel in the Egyptian manner, Jehovah would
lift it up over Asshur in the Egyptian manner also.

Isa. 10:27. The yoke of the imperial power would then burst asunder. V. 27.



“And it will come to pass in that day, its burden will remove from thy shoulder, and
its yoke from thy neck; and the yoke will be destroyed from the pressure of the fat.”

We have here two figures: in the first (cessabit onus ejus a cervice tua) Israel is
represented as a beast of burden; in the second (et jugum ejus a collo tuo), as a
beast of draught. And this second figure is divided again into two fields. For
yaÑsuÝr merely affirms that the yoke, like the burden, will be taken away from
Israel; but chubbal, that the yoke itself will snap, from the pressure of his fat
strong neck against it. Knobel, who alters the text, objects to this on the ground
that the yoke was a cross piece of wood, and not a collar. And no doubt the
simple yoke is a cross piece of wood, which is fastened to the forehead of the
ox (generally of two oxen yoked together: jumenta = jugmenta, like jugum,
from jungere); but the derivation of the name itself, ‘ol, from ÿaÑlal, points to the
connection of the cross piece of wood with a collar, and here the yoke is
expressly described as lying round the neck (and not merely fastened against the
forehead). There is no necessity, therefore, to read chebel (chablo), as Knobel
proposes; chubbal (Arabic chubbila) indicates her a corrumpi consequent upon
a disrumpi. (On pÿneÝ, vid., Job. 41: 5; and for the application of the term
mippeneÝ to energy manifesting itself in its effects, compare Psa. 68: 3 as an
example.) Moreover, as Kimchi has observed, in most instances the yoke
creates a wound in the fat flesh of the ox by pressure and friction; but here the
very opposite occurs, and the fatness of the ox leads to the destruction of the
yoke (compare the figure of grafting employed in Rom. 11:17, to which Paul
gives a turn altogether contrary to nature). Salvation, as the double turn in the
second figure affirms, comes no less from within (27b) than from without (27a).
It is no less a consequence of the world-conquering grace at work in Isaiah,
than a miracle wrought for Israel upon their foes.

The prophet now proceeds to describe how the Assyrian army advances steadily
towards Jerusalem, spreading terror on every hand, and how, when planted
there like a towering forest, it falls to the ground before the irresistible might of
Jehovah. Eichhorn and Hitzig pronounce this prophecy a vaticinium post
eventum, because of its far too special character; but Knobel regards it as a
prophecy, because no Assyrian king ever did take the course described; in other
words, as a mere piece of imagination, as Ewald maintains. Now, no doubt the
Assyrian army, when it marched against Jerusalem, came from the southwest,
namely, from the road to Egypt, and not directly from the north. Sennacherib
had conquered Lachish; he then encamped before Libnah, and it was thence that
he advanced towards Jerusalem. But the prophet had no intention of giving a
fragment out of the history of the war: all that he meant to do was to give a
lively representation of the future fact, that after devastating the land of Judah,
the Assyrian would attack Jerusalem. There is no necessity whatever to
contend, as Drechsler does, against calling the description an ideal one. There is



all the difference in the world between idea and imagination. Idea is the
essential root of the real, and the reality is its historical form. This form, its
essential manifestation, may be either this or that, so far as individual features
are concerned, without any violation of its essential character. What the prophet
here predicts has, when properly interpreted, been all literally fulfilled. The
Assyrian did come from the north with the storm-steps of a conqueror, and the
cities named were really exposed to the dangers and terrors of war. And this
was what the prophet depicted, looking as he did from a divine eminence, and
drawing from the heart of the divine counsels, and then painting the future with
colours which were but the broken lights of those counsels as they existed in his
own mind.

Isa. 10:28-32. Aesthetically considered, the description is one of the most
magnificent that human poetry has ever produced. Vv. 28-32.

“He comes upon Ayyath, passes through Migron; in Michmash he leaves his
baggage. They go through the pass: let Geba be our quarters for the night! Ramah
trembles; Gibeah of Saul flees. Scream aloud, O daughter of Gallim! Only listen, O
Laysha! Poor Anathoth! Madmenah hurries away; the inhabitants of Gebim rescue.
He still halts in Nob today; swings his hand over the mountain of the daughter of
Zion, the hill of Jerusalem. Behold, the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, lops down the
branches with terrific force; and those of towering growth are hewn down , and the
lofty are humbled. And He fells the thickets of the forest with iron; and Lebanon, it
falls by a Majestic One.”

When the Assyrian came upon Ayyath (= Ayyah, 1Ch. 7:28 (?), Neh. 11:31,
generally haÑ-ÿai, or ‘Ai), about thirty miles to the north-east of Jerusalem, he
trod for the first time upon Benjaminitish territory, which was under the sway of
Judaea. The name of this ‘Ai, which signifies “stone-heap,” tallies, as Knobel
observes, with the name of the Tell el-hagar, which is situated about three-
quarters of an hour to the south-east of BeitÑn, i.e., Bethel. But there are tombs,
reservoirs, and ruins to be seen about an hour to the south-east of Beitin; and
these Robinson associates with Ai. From Ai, however, the army will not
proceed towards Jerusalem by the ordinary route, viz., the great north road (or
“Nablus road”); but, in order to surprise Jerusalem, it takes a different route, in
which it will have to cross three deep and difficult valleys. From Ai they pass to
Migron, the name of which has apparently been preserved in the ruins of Burg
Magrun, situated about eight minutes’ walk from Beitin. f76

Michmash is still to be found in the form of a deserted village with ruins, under
the name of MuchmaÑs, on the eastern side of the valley of Migron. Here they
deposit their baggage (hiphkid, Jer. 36:20), so far as they are able to dispense
with it, — either to leave it lying there, or to have it conveyed after them by an
easier route. For they proceed thence through the pass of Michmash, a deep and
precipitous ravine about forty-eight minutes in breadth, the present Wady



Suweinit. “The pass” (maÿbaÑraÑh) is the defile of Michmash, with two prominent
rocky cliffs, where Jonathan had his adventure with the garrison of the
Philistines. One of these cliffs was called Seneh (1Sa. 14: 4), a name which
suggests es-Suweinit. Through this defile they pass, encouraging one another,
as they proceed along the difficult march, by the prospect of passing the night in
Geba, which is close at hand. It is still disputed whether this Geba is the same
place as the following Gibeah of Saul or not. There is at the present time a
village called Geba’ below MuchmaÑs, situated upon an eminence. The almost
universal opinion now is, that this is not Gibeah of Saul, but that the latter is to
be seen in the prominent Tell (Tuleil) el-FuÑl, which is situated farther south.
This is possibly correct. f77

For there can be no doubt that this mountain, the name of which signifies
“Bean-hill,” would be a very strong position, and one very suitable for Gibeah
of Saul; and the supposition that there were two places in Benjamin named
Geba, Gibeah, or Gibeath, is favoured at any rate by Jos. 18:21-28, where
Geba and Gibeath are distinguished from one another. And this mountain,
which is situated to the south of er-RaÑm — that is to say, between the ancient
Ramah and Anathoth — tallies very well with the route of the Assyrian as here
described; whilst it is very improbable that Isaiah has designated the very same
place first of all Geba, and then (for what reason no one can tell) Gibeah of
Saul. We therefore adopt the view, that the Assyrian army took up its quarters
for the night at Geba, which still bears this name, spreading terror in all
directions, both east and west, and still more towards the south. Starting in the
morning from the deep valley between Michmash and Geba, they pass on one
side of Rama (the present er-RaÑm), situated half an hour to the west of Geba,
which trembles as it sees them go by; and the inhabitants of Gibeath of Saul,
upon the “Bean-hill,” a height that commands the whole of the surrounding
country, take to flight when they pass by. Every halting-place on their route
brings them nearer to Jerusalem. The prophet goes in spirit through it all. It is
so objectively real to him, that it produces the utmost anxiety and pain. The
cities and villages of the district are lost.

He appeals to the daughter, i.e., the population, of Gallim, to raise a far-
sounding yell of lamentation with their voice (Ges. § 138, 1, Anm. 3), and calls
out in deep sympathy to Laysha, which was close by (on the two places, both of
which have vanished now, see 1Sa. 25:44 and Jud. 18:29), “only listen,” the
enemy is coming nearer and nearer; and then for Anathoth (ÿAnaÑtaÑ, still to be
seen about an hour and a quarter to the north of Jerusalem) he utters this
lamentation (taking the name as an omen of its fate): O poor Anathoth! There is
no necessity for any alteration of the text; ÿanniyaÑh is an appeal, or rather an
exclamation, as in Isa. 54:11; and ÿanaÑthoth follows, according to the same
verbal order as in Isa. 23:12, unless indeed we take it at once as an adjective



written before the noun, — an arrangement of the words which may possibly
have been admissible in such interjectional sentences. The catastrophe so much
to be dreaded by Jerusalem draws nearer and nearer. Madmenah (dung-hill, see
Comm. on Job, at 9:11-15) flees in anxious haste: the inhabitants of Gebim
(water-pits) carry off their possessions (ZY ÎH,̃ from Zw ,̂ to flee, related to
chush, hence to carry off in flight, to bring in haste to a place of security,
Exo. 9:19, cf., Jer. 4: 6; 6: 1; synonymous with heÝniÝs, Exo. 9:20, Jud. 6:11;
different from ÿaÑzaz, to be firm, strong, defiant, from which maÑÿoz, a fortress, is
derived, — in distinction from the Arabic maÿaÑdh, a place of refuge: comp.
Isa. 30: 2, to flee to Pharaoh’s shelter). There are no traces left of either place.
The passage is generally understood as implying that the army rested another
day in Nob. But this would be altogether at variance with the design — to take
Jerusalem by surprise by the suddenness of the destructive blow. We therefore
render it, “Even to-day he will halt in Nob” (in eo est ut subsistat, Ges. § 132,
Anm. 1), — namely, to gather up fresh strength there in front of the city which
was doomed to destruction, and to arrange the plan of attack. The supposition
that Nob was the village of el-’Isawiye, which is still inhabited, and lies to the
south-west of AnaÑta, fifty-five minutes to the north of Jerusalem, is at variance
with the situation, as correctly described by Jerome, when he says: “Stans in
oppidulo Nob et procul urbem conspiciens Jerusalem.” A far more appropriate
situation is to be found in the hill which rises to the north of Jerusalem, and
which is called Sadr, from its breast-like projection or roundness, — a name
which is related in meaning to nob, naÑb, to rise (see Gen. p. 635). From this
eminence the way leads down into the valley of Kidron; and as you descend, the
city spreads out before you at a very little distance off. It may have been here, in
the prophet’s view, that the Assyrians halted. f78

It was not long, however (as the yenoÝpheÝph which follows aÏsundeÂtwj implies),
before his hand was drawn out to strike (Isa. 11:15; 19:16), and swing over the
mountain of the daughter of Zion (Isa. 16: 1), over the city of the holy hill. But
what would Jehovah do, who was the only One who could save His threatened
dwelling-place in the face of such an army? As far as v. 32a, the prophet’s
address moved on at a hurried, stormy pace; it then halted, and seemed, as it
were, panting with anxiety; it now breaks forth in a dactylic movement, like a
long rolling thunder. The hostile army stands in front of Jerusalem, like a broad
dense forest. But it is soon manifest that Jerusalem has a God who cannot be
defied with impunity, and who will not leave His city in the lurch at the decisive
moment, like the gods of Carchemish and Calno. Jehovah is the Lord, the God
of both spiritual and starry hosts. He smites down the branches of this forest of
an army: seÝÿeÝph is a so-called piel privativum, to lop (lit. to take the branches in
hand; cf., sikkeÝl, Isa. 5: 2); and pu’rah = pe’urah (in Ezekiel poÝÿrah) is used
like the Latin frons, to include both branches and foliage, — in other words, the



leafy branches as the ornament of the tree, or the branches as adorned with
leaves. The instrument He employs is maÿaraÑtzaÑh, his terrifying and crushing
power (compare the verb in Isa. 2:19, 21). And even the lofty trunks of the
forest thus cleared of branches and leaves do not remain; they lie hewn down,
and the lofty ones must fall. It is just the same with the trunks, i.e., the leaders,
as with the branches and the foliage, i.e., with the great crowded masses. The
whole of the forest thicket (as in Isa. 9:17) he hews down (nikkaph, third pers.
piel, though it may also be niphal); and Lebanon, i.e., the army of Asshur which
is now standing opposite to Mount Zion, like Lebanon with its forest of cedars,
falls down through a Majestic One (ÿaddiÝr), i.e., through Jehovah (Isa. 33:21,
cf., Psa. 76: 5; 93: 4). In the account of the fulfilment (Isa. 37:36) it is the angel
of the Lord (mal’ach Jehovah), who is represented as destroying the hundred
and eighty-five thousand in the Assyrian camp in a single night. The angel of
Jehovah is not a messenger of God sent from afar, but the chosen organ of the
ever-present divine power.

Isa. 11: 1. This is the fate of the imperial power of the world. When the axe is
laid to it, it falls without hope. But in Israel spring is returning. Ch. 11: 1.

“And there cometh forth a twig out of the stump of Jesse , and a shoot from its roots
bringeth forth fruit.”

The world-power resembles the cedar-forest of Lebanon; the house of David,
on the other hand, because of its apostasy, is like the stump of a felled tree
(geza’, truncus, from gaÑzaÿ, truncare), like a root without stem, branches, or
crown. The world-kingdom, at the height of its power, presents the most
striking contrast to Israel and the house of David in the uttermost depth
announced in Isa. 6 fin., mutilated and reduced to the lowliness of its
Bethlehemitish origin. But whereas the Lebanon of the imperial power is
thrown down, to remain prostrate; the house of David renews its youth. And
whilst the former has no sooner reached the summit of its glory, than it is
suddenly cast down; the latter, having been reduced to the utmost danger of
destruction, is suddenly exalted. What Pliny says of certain trees, “inarescunt
rursusque adolescunt, senescunt quidem, sed e radicibus repullulant,” is
fulfilled in the tree of Davidic royalty, that has its roots in Jesse (for the figure
itself, see F. v. Lasaulx, Philosophie der Geschichte, pp. 117-119). Out of the
stumps of Jesse, i.e., out of the remnant of the chosen royal family which has
sunk down to the insignificance of the house from which it sprang, there comes
forth a twig (choter), which promises to supply the place of the trunk and
crown; and down below, in the roots covered with earth, and only rising a little
above it, there shows itself a neÝtzer, i.e., a fresh green shoot (from naÑtzeÝr, to
shine or blossom). In the historical account of the fulfilment, even the ring of
the words of the prophecy is noticed: the neÝtzer, at first so humble and



insignificant, was a poor despised Nazarene (Mat. 2:23). But the expression
yiphreh shows at once that it will not stop at this lowliness of origin. The shoot
will bring forth fruit (paÑraÑh, different in meaning, and possibly f79 also in root,
from paÑrach, to blossom and bud). In the humble beginning there lies a power
which will carry it up to a great height by a steady and certain process
(Eze. 17:22, 23). The twig which is shooting up on the ground will become a
tree, and this tree will have a crown laden with fruit. Consequently the state of
humiliation will be followed by one of exaltation and perfection.

Isa. 11: 2. Jehovah acknowledges Him, and consecrates and equips Him for
His great work with the seven spirits. V. 2.

“And the Spirit of Jehovah descends upon Him, spirit of wisdom and understanding,
spirit of counsel and might, spirit of knowledge and fear of Jehovah.”

“The Spirit of Jehovah” (ruach Yehovah) is the Divine Spirit, as the
communicative vehicle of the whole creative fulness of divine powers. Then
follow the six spirits, comprehended by the ruach Yehovah in three pairs, of
which the first relates to the intellectual life, the second to the practical life, and
the third to the direct relation to God. For chocmaÑh (wisdom) is the power of
discerning the nature of things through the appearance, and biÝnaÑh
(understanding) the power of discerning the differences of things in their
appearance; the former is sofiÂa, the latter diaÂkrisij or suÂnesij. “Counsel”
(ÿetzaÑh) is the gift of forming right conclusions, and “might” (gebuÝraÑh) the
ability to carry them out with energy. “The knowledge of Jehovah” (da’ath
Yehovah) is knowledge founded upon the fellowship of love; and “the fear of
Jehovah” (yirÿath YehovaÑh), fear absorbed in reverence. There are seven spirits,
which are enumerated in order from the highest downwards; since the spirit of
the fear of Jehovah is the basis of the whole (Pro. 1: 7; Job. 28:28;
Psa. 111:10), and the Spirit of Jehovah is the heart of all. It corresponds to the
shaft of the seven-lighted candlestick, and the three pair of arms that proceeded
from it. In these seven forms the Holy Spirit descended upon the second David
for a permanent possession, as is affirmed in the perf. consec. HXFNFWi (with the
tone upon the ultimate, on account of the following guttural, to prevent its
being pronounced unintelligibly; f80 nuach like katabaiÂnein kaiÃ meÂnein,
Joh. 1:32, 33). The seven torches before the throne of God (Rev. 4: 5, cf., 1: 4)
burn and give light in His soul. The seven spirits are His seven eyes (Rev. 5: 6).

Isa. 11: 3. And His regal conduct is regulated by this His thoroughly spiritual
nature. V. 3.

“And fear of Jehovah is fragrance to Him ; and He judges not according to outward
sight, neither does He pass sentence according to outward hearing.”



We must not render it: His smelling is the smelling of the fear of God, i.e., the
penetration of it with a keen judicial insight (as Hengstenberg and Umbreit
understand it); for heÝriÝach with the preposition Beth has not merely the
signification to smell (as when followed by an accusative, Job. 39:25), but to
smell with satisfaction (like bI HJFRF, to see with satisfaction), Exo. 30:38,
Lev. 26:31, Amo. 5:21. The fear of God is that which He smells with
satisfaction; it is reÝach niÝchoach to Him. Meier’s objection, that fear of God is
not a thing that can be smelt, and therefore that heÝriÝach must signify to breathe,
is a trivial one. Just as the outward man has five senses for the material world,
the inner man has also a sensorium for the spiritual world, which discerns
different things in different ways. Thus the second David scents the fear of God,
and only the fear of God, as a pleasant fragrance; for the fear of God is a
sacrifice of adoration continually ascending to God. His favour or displeasure
does not depend upon brilliant or repulsive external qualities; He does not judge
according to outward appearances, but according to the relation of the heart to
His God.

Isa. 11: 4, 5. This is the standard according to which He will judge when
saving, and judge when punishing. Vv. 4, 5.

“And judges the poor with righteousness, and passes sentence with equity for the
humble in the land; and smites the earth with the rod of His mouth, and with the
breath of His lips He slays the wicked. And righteousness is the girdle of His loins,
and faithfulness the girdle of His hips.”

The main feature in v. 4 is to be seen in the objective ideas. He will do justice to
the dallim, the weak and helpless, by adopting an incorruptibly righteous course
towards their oppressors, and decide with straightforwardness for the humble
or meek of the land: ÿaÑnaÑv, like ÿaÑniÝ, from ÿaÑnaÑh, to bend, the latter denoting a
person bowed down by misfortune, the former a person inwardly bowed down,
i.e., from all self-conceit (hoÝciÝach lÿ, as in Job. 16:21). The poor and humble, or
meek, are the peculiar objects of His royal care; just as it was really to them that
the first beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount applied. But “the earth” and
“the wicked” (the latter is not to be understood collectively, but, as in several
passages in the Old Testament, viz., Psa. 68:22; 110: 6, Hab. 3:13, 14, as
pointing forward prophetically to an eschatological person, in whom hostility
towards Jehovah and His Anointed culminates most satanically) will experience
the full force of His penal righteousness. The very word of His mouth is a rod
which shatters in pieces (Psa. 2: 9; Rev. 1:16); and the breath of His lips is
sufficient to destroy, without standing in need of any further means (2 Thess.
2: 8). As the girdle upon the hips (mothnaim, LXX thÃn oÏsfuÂn), and in front
upon the loins (chaÔlaÑzaim, LXX taÃj pleuraÂj), fastens the clothes together, so
all the qualities and active powers of His person have for their band tzedaÑkaÑh,



which follows the inviolable norm of the divine will, and haÑÿemuÝnaÑh, which
holds immovably to the course divinely appointed, according to promise
(Isa. 25: 1). Special prominence is given by the article to ÿemuÝnaÑh; He is the
faithful and true witness (Rev. 1: 5; 3:14). Consequently with Him there
commences a new epoch, in which the Son of David and His righteousness
acquire a world-subduing force, and find their home in a humanity that has
sprung, like Himself, out of deep humiliation.

Isa. 11: 6-9. The fruit of righteousness is peace, which now reigns in humanity
under the rule of the Prince of Peace, and even in the animal world, with
nothing whatever to disturb it. Vv. 6-9.

“And the wolf dwells with the lamb , and the leopard lies down with the kid; and calf
and lion and stalled ox together: a little boy drives them. And cow and bear go to
the pasture; their young ones lie down together: and the lion eats shopped straw like
the ox. And the suckling plays by the hole of the adder, and the weaned child
stretches its hand to the pupil of the basilisk-viper. They will not hurt nor destroy in
all my holy mountain: for the land is filled with knowledge of Jehovah, like the
waters covering the sea.”

The fathers, and such commentators as Luther, Calvin, and Vitringa, have taken
all these figures from the animal world as symbolical. Modern rationalists, on
the other hand, understand them literally, but regard the whole as a beautiful
dream and wish. It is a prophecy, however, the realization of which is to be
expected on this side of the boundary between time and eternity, and, as Paul
has shown in Rom. 8, is an integral link in the predestined course of the history
of salvation (Hengstenberg, Umbreit, Hofmann, Drechsler). There now reign
among irrational creatures, from the greatest to the least, — even among such
as are invisible, — fierce conflicts and bloodthirstiness of the most savage kind.
But when the Son of David enters upon the full possession of His royal
inheritance, the peace of paradise will be renewed, and all that is true in the
popular legends of the golden age be realized and confirmed. This is what the
prophet depicts in such lovely colours. The wolf and lamb, those two hereditary
foes, will be perfectly reconciled then. The leopard will let the teazing kid lie
down beside it. The lion, between the calf and stalled ox, neither seizes upon its
weaker neighbour, nor longs for the fatter one. Cow and bear graze together,
whilst their young ones lie side beside in the pasture. The lion no longer thirsts
for blood, but contents itself, like the ox, with chopped straw. The suckling
pursues its sport (pilpel of ĴAŠF, mulcere) by the adder’s hole, and the child
just weaned stretches out its hand boldly and fearlessly to meÿuÝrath tziphÿoÝni. It
is evident from Jer. 8:17 that tziphÿoÝni is the name of a species of snake.
According to Aquila and the Vulgate, it is basiliskos, serpens regulus, possibly
from tzaph, to pipe or hiss (Ges., Fürst); for Isidorus, in his Origg. xii. 4, says,
Sibilus idem est qui et regulus; sibilo enim occidit, antequam mordeat vel



exurat. For the hapax leg. haÑdaÑh, the meaning dirigere, tendere, is established
by the Arabic; but there is all the more uncertainty about the meaning of the
hap. leg. HRWJM. According to the parallel RXU, it seems to signify the hollow
(Syr., Vulg., LXX, koiÂth): whether from RwJ = Rw ,̂ from which comes
HRF̂ FMi; or from RŒJ, the light-hole (like RŒJMF, which occurs in the Mishna,
Ohaloth xiii. 1) or opening where a cavern opens to the light of day. It is
probable, however, that meÿuÝraÑh refers to something that exerts an attractive
influence upon the child, either the “blending of colours” (Saad. renders
tziph’oni, errakas’, the motley snake), or better still, the “pupil of the eye”
(Targum), taking the word as a feminine of maÑÿoÝr, the light of the eye (b.
Erubin 55b - the power of vision). The look of a snake, more especially of the
basilisk (not merely the basilisk-lizard, but also the basilisk-viper), was
supposed to have a paralyzing and bewitching influence; but now the snake will
lose this pernicious power (Isa. 65:25), and the basilisk become so tame and
harmless, as to let children handle its sparkling eyes as if they were jewels. All
this, as we should say with Luthardt and Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 2, 567), is
only colouring which the hand of the prophet employs, for the purpose of
painting the peace of that glorified state which surpasses all possibility of
description; and it is unquestionably necessary to take the thought of the
promise in a spiritual sense, without adhering literally to the medium employed
in expressing it. But, on the other hand, we must guard against treating the
description itself as merely a drapery thrown around the actual object; whereas
it is rather the refraction of the object in the mind of the prophet himself, and
therefore a manifestation of the true nature of that which he actually saw.

But are the animals to be taken as the subject in v. 9 also? The subject that most
naturally suggests itself is undoubtedly the animals, of which a few that are
alarming and destructive to men have been mentioned just before. And the fact
that they really are thought of as the subject, is confirmed by Isa. 65:25, where
Isa. 11: 6-9a is repeated in a compendious form. The idea that w R̂ỸF requires
men as the subject, is refuted by the common H F̂RF HyFXÁ (compare the parallel
promise in Eze. 34:25, which rests upon Hos. 2:20). That the term yashchithu
can be applied to animals, is evident from Jer. 2:30, and may be assumed as a
matter of course. But if the animals are the subject, har kodshi (my holy
mountain) is not Zion-Moriah, upon which wild beasts never made their home
in historical times; but, as the generalizing col (all) clearly shows, the whole of
the holy mountain-land of Israel: har kodshi has just this meaning in Isa. 57:13
(cf., Psa. 78:54, Exo. 15:17). The fact that peace prevails in the animal world,
and also peace between man and beast, is then attributed to the universal
prevalence of the knowledge of God, in consequence of which that destructive
hostility between the animal world and man, by which estrangement and



apostasy from God were so often punished (2Ki. 17:25; Eze. 14:15, etc.: see
also Isa. 7:24), have entirely come to an end. The meaning of “the earth” is also
determined by that of “all my holy mountain.” The land of Israel, the dominion
of the Son of David in the more restricted sense, will be from this time forward
the paradisaical centre, as it were, of the whole earth, — a prelude of its future
state of perfect and universal glorification (Isa. 6: 3, “all the earth”). It has now
become full of “the knowledge of Jehovah,” i.e., of that experimental
knowledge which consists in the fellowship of love (H F̂d,̃ like HDFL,̃ is a
secondary form of TJAdA, the more common infinitive or verbal noun from D̂Y:
Ges. § 133, 1), like the waters which cover the sea, i.e., bottom of the sea
(compare Hab. 2:14, where laÑdaÿath is a virtual accusative, full of that which is
to be known). “Cover:” cissaÑh lÿ (like saÑcac lÿ, Psa. 91: 4), signifies to afford a
covering to another; the Lamed is frequently introduced with a participle (in
Arabic regularly) as a sign of the object (Ewald, § 292, e), and the omission of
the article in the case of mecassim is a natural consequence of the inverted
order of the words.

Isa. 11:10. The prophet has now described, in vv. 1-5, the righteous conduct
of the Son of David, and in vv. 6-9 the peace which prevails under His
government, and extends even to the animal world, and which is consequent
upon the living knowledge of God that has now become universal, that is to
say, of the spiritual transformation of the people subject to His sway, — an
allusion full of enigmas, but one which is more clearly expounded in the
following verse, both in its direct contents and also in all that it presupposes. V.
10.

“And it will come to pass in that day: the root-sprout of Jesse, which stands as a
banner of the peoples, for it will nations ask, and its place of rest is glory.”

The first question which is disposed of here, has reference to the apparent
restriction thus far of all the blessings of this peaceful rule to Israel and the land
of Israel. This restriction, as we now learn, is not for its own sake, but is simply
the means of an unlimited extension of this fulness of blessing. The proud tree
of the Davidic sovereignty is hewn down, and nothing is left except the root.
The new David is shoresh Yishai (the root-sprout of Jesse), and therefore in a
certain sense the root itself, because the latter would long ago have perished if
it had not borne within itself from the very commencement Him who was now
about to issue from it. But when He who had been concealed in the root of
Jesse as its sap and strength should have become the rejuvenated root of Jesse
itself (cf., Rev. 22:16), He would be exalted from this lowly beginning lÿneÝs
ÿammin, into a banner summoning the nations to assemble, and uniting them
around itself. Thus visible to all the world, He would attract the attention of the
heathen to Himself, and they would turn to Him with zeal, and His menuchaÑh,



i.e., the place where He had settled down to live and reign (for the word in this
local sense, compare Num. 10:33 and Psa. 132: 8, 14), would be glory, i.e., the
dwelling-place and palace of a king whose light shines over all, who has all
beneath His rule, and who gathers all nations around Himself. The Vulgate
renders it “et sepulcrum ejus gloriosum” (a leading passage for encouraging
pilgrimages), but the passion is here entirely swallowed up by the splendour of
the figure of royalty; and menuchah is no more the place of rest in the grave
than neÝs is the cross, although undoubtedly the cross has become the banner in
the actual fulfilment, which divides the parousia of Christ into a first and
second coming.

Isa. 11:11, 12. A second question also concerns Israel. The nation out of
which and for which this king will primarily arise, will before that time be
scattered far away from its native land, in accordance with the revelation in
Isa. 6. How, then, will it be possible for Him to reign in the midst of it? — Vv.
11, 12.

“And it will come to pass in that day, the Lord will stretch out His hand again a
second time to redeem the remnant of His people that shall be left, out of Asshur,
and out of Egypt, and out of Pathros, and out of Ethiopia, and out of ‘Elam, and out
of Shinar, and out of Hamath, and out of the islands of the sea. And he raises a
banner for the nations, and fetches home the outcasts of Israel ; and the dispersed of
Judah will He assemble from the four borders of the earth.”

Asshur and Egypt stand here in front, and side by side, as the two great powers
of the time of Isaiah (cf., Isa. 7:18-20). As appendices to Egypt, we have (1)
Pathros, hierogl. to-reÝs, and with the article petoreÝs, the southland, i.e., Upper
Egypt, so that Mizraim in the stricter sense is Lower Egypt (see, on the other
hand, Jer. 44:15); and (2) Cush, the land which lies still farther south than
Upper Egypt on both sides of the Arabian Gulf; and as appendices to Asshur,
(1) ‘Elam, i.e., Elymais, in southern Media, to the east of the Tigris; and (2)
Shinar, the plain to the south of the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris. Then
follow the Syrian Hamath at the northern foot of the Lebanon; and lastly, “the
islands of the sea,” i.e., the islands and coast-land of the Mediterranean,
together with the whole of the insular continent of Europe. There was no such
diaspora of Israel at the time when the prophet uttered this prediction, nor
indeed even after the dissolution of the northern kingdom; so that the
specification is not historical, but prophetic. The redemption which the prophet
here foretells is a second, to be followed by no third; consequently the
banishment out of which Israel is redeemed is the ultimate form of that which is
threatened in Isa. 6:12 (cf., Deu. 30: 1ff.). It is the second redemption, the
counterpart of the Egyptian. He will then stretch out His hand again (yoÝsiph,
supply lishloach); and as He once delivered Israel out of Egypt, so will He now
redeem it — purchase it back (kaÑnaÑh, opp. maÑcar) out of all the countries



named. The min attached to the names of the countries is to be construed with
liknoÝth. Observe how, in the prophet’s view, the conversion of the heathen
becomes the means of the redemption of Israel. The course which the history of
salvation has taken since the first coming of Christ, and which is will continue
to take to the end, as described by Paul in the Epistle to the Romans, is
distinctly indicated by the prophet. At the word of Jehovah the heathen will set
His people free, and even escort them (Isa. 49:22; 62:10); and thus He will
gather again (ÿaÑsaph, with reference to the one gathering point; kibbeÝtz, with
reference to the dispersion of those who are to be gathered together) from the
utmost ends of the four quarters of the globe, “the outcasts of the kingdom of
Israel, and the dispersed of the kingdom of Judah” (nidcheÝ YisraÑel uÝnephutzoÝth
YehuÝdaÑh: nidcheÝ = niddecheÝ, with the dagesh dropped before the following
guttural f81), both men and women.

Isa. 11:13. But this calls to mind the present rent in the unity of the nation; and
the third question very naturally arises, whether this rent will continue. The
answer to this is given in v. 13:

“And the jealousy of Ephraim is removed, and the adversaries of Judah are cut off;
Ephraim will not show jealousy towards Judah, and Judah will not oppose
Ephraim.”

As the suffix and genitive after tzoÝreÝr are objective in every other instance (e.g.,
Amo. 5:12), tzorêreÝ YehudaÑh must mean, not those members of Judah who are
hostile to Ephraim, as Ewald, Knobel, and others suppose, but those members
of Ephraim who are hostile to Judah, as Umbreit and Schegg expound it. In v.
13a the prophet has chiefly in his mind the old feeling of enmity cherished by
the northern tribes, more especially those of Joseph, towards the tribe of Judah,
which issued eventually in the division of the kingdom. It is only in v. 13b that
he predicts the termination of the hostility of Judah towards Ephraim. The
people, when thus brought home again, would form one fraternally united
nation, whilst all who broke the peace of this unity would be exposed to the
immediate judgment of God (yiccaÑreÝthu, will be cut off).

Isa. 11:14. A fourth question has reference to the relation between this Israel
of the future and the surrounding nations, such as the warlike Philistines, the
predatory nomad tribes of the East, the unbrotherly Edomites, the boasting
Moabites, and the cruel Ammonites. Will they not disturb and weaken the new
Israel, as they did the old? V. 14.

“And they fly upon the shoulder of the Philistines seawards; unitedly they plunder
the sons of the East: they seize upon Edom and Moab, and the sons of Ammon are
subject to them.”



CaÑtheÝph (shoulder) was the peculiar name of the coast-land of Philistia which
sloped off towards the sea (Jos. 15:11); but here it is used with an implied
allusion to this, to signify the shoulder of the Philistian nation (bêcaÑtheÝph =
bêceÔtheÔph; for the cause see at Isa. 5: 2), upon which Israel plunges down like
an eagle from the height of its mountain-land. The “object of the stretching out
of their hand” is equivalent to the object of their grasp. And whenever any one
of the surrounding nations mentioned should attack Israel, the whole people
would make common cause, and act together. How does this warlike prospect
square, however, with the previous promise of paradisaical peace, and the end
of all warfare which this promise presupposes (cf., Isa. 2: 4)? This is a
contradiction, the solution of which is to be found in the fact that we have only
figures here, and figures drawn from the existing relations and warlike
engagements of the nation, in which the prophet pictures that supremacy of the
future united Israel over surrounding nations, which is to be maintained by
spiritual weapons.

Isa. 11:15, 16. He dwells still longer upon the miracles in which the antitypical
redemption will resemble the typical one. Vv., 15, 16.

“And Jehovah pronounces the ban upon the sea-tongue of Egypt, and swings His
hand over the Euphrates in the glow of His breath, and smites it into seven brooks,
and makes it so that men go through in shoes. And there will be a road for the
remnant of His people that shall be left, out of Asshur, as it was for Israel in the day
of its departure out of the land of Egypt.”

The two countries of the diaspora mentioned first are Asshur and Egypt. And
Jehovah makes a way by His miraculous power for those who are returning out
of both and across both. The sea-tongue of Egypt, which runs between Egypt
and Arabia, i.e., the Red Sea (sinus Heroopolitanus, according to another
figure), He smites with the ban (hecherim, corresponding in meaning to the
pouring out of the vial of wrath in Rev. 16:12, — a stronger term than gaÑÿar,
e.g., Psa. 106: 9); and the consequence of this is, that it affords a dry passage to
those who are coming back (though without there being any necessity to read
hecheriÝb, or to follow Meier and Knobel, who combine hecheriÝm with chaÑruÝm,
Lev. 21:18, in the precarious sense of splitting). And in order that the dividing
of Jordan may have its antitype also, Jehovah swings His hand over the
Euphrates, to smite, breathing upon it at the same time with burning breath, so
that it is split up into seven shallow brooks, through which men can walk in
sandals. „YF îbÁ stands, according to the law of sound, for „YF̂ ábI; and the aÎp.
leg. „YF̂ á (with a fixed kametz), from „wˆ= „wX, „MÁXF, to glow, signifies a
glowing heat, — a meaning which is also so thoroughly supported by the two
Arabic verbs med. Ye ‘lm and glm (inf. ‘aim, gaim, internal heat, burning thirst,
also violent anger), that there is no need whatever for the conjecture of



Luzzatto and Gesenius, „CE ÔbI. The early translators (e.g., LXX pneuÂmati
biaiÂwÄ, Syr. beuchdono, with a display of might) merely give conjectural
renderings of the word, which had become obsolete before their time; Saadia,
however, renders it with etymological correctness suchuÑn, from sachana, to be
hot, or set on fire. Thus, by changing the Euphrates in the (parching) heat of
His breath into seven shallow wadys, Jehovah makes a free course for His
people who come out of Asshur, etc. This was the idea which presented itself to
the prophet in just this shape, though it by no means followed that it must
necessarily embody itself in history in this particular form.

Isa. 12: 1, 2. As Israel, when redeemed from Egypt beyond the Red Sea, sang
songs of praise, so also will the Israel of the second redemption, when brought,
in a no less miraculous manner, across the Red Sea and the Euphrates. Ch.
12: 1, 2.

“And in that day thou wilt say , I thank Thee, O Jehovah, that Thou wast angry with
me: | Thine anger is turned away, and Thou hast comforted me. | Behold, the God of
my salvation; | I trust, and am not afraid: | for Jah Jehovah is my pride and song, |
and He became my salvation.”

The words are addressed to the people of the future in the people of the
prophet’s own time. They give thanks for the wrath experienced, inasmuch as it
was followed by all the richer consolation. The formation of the sentence after
YkI is paratactic; the principal tone falls upon 1b, where yaÑshoÝb is written
poetically for vayyaÑshob (cf., Deu. 32: 8, 18; Psa. 18:12; Hos. 6: 1). We hear
the notes of Psa. 90:13; 27: 1, resounding here; whilst v. 2b is the echo of
Exo. 15: 2 (on which Psa. 118:14 is also founded). YzÎ F (to be read ‘ozzi, and
therefore also written YzÎ f) is another form of YzI Û, and is used here to signify the
proud self-consciousness associated with the possession of power: pride, and
the expression of it, viz., boasting. Zimrath is equivalent in sense, and probably
also in form, to zimraÑthi, just as in Syriac zemori (my song) is regularly
pronounced zêmoÝr, with the i of the suffix dropped (see Hupfeld on Psa. 16: 6).
It is also possible, however, that it may be only an expansion of the primary
form zimrath = zimraÑh, and therefore that zimrath is only synonymous with
zimraÑthi, as cheÝphetz in 2Sa. 23: 5 is with chephtzi. One thing peculiar to this
echo of Exo. 15: 2 is the doubling of the Jah in JaÑh JehoÝvaÑh, which answers to
the surpassing of the type by the antitype.

Isa. 12: 3-6. V. 3, again, contains a prophetic promise, which points back to
the commencement of v. 1:

“And with rapture ye will draw water out of the wells of salvation.”



Just as Israel was miraculously supplied with water in the desert, so will the
God of salvation, who has become your salvation, open many and manifold
sources of salvation for you (YNỸiJAMÁ as it is pointed here, instead of YNỸi îMÁ f82),
from which ye may draw with and according to your heart’s delight. This water
of salvation, then, forms both the material for, and instigation to, new songs of
praise; and vv. 4-6 therefore continue in the strain of a psalm: “And ye will say
in that day, Praise Jehovah, proclaim His name, | make known His doings
among the nations, | boast that His name is exalted. | Harp to Jehovah; for He
has displayed majesty: | let this be known in all lands. | Shout and be jubilant,
O inhabitants of Zion: | for great is the Holy One of Israel in the midst of
thee.” The first song of six lines is here followed by a second of seven lines: a
prophetic word of promise, inserted between them, separates the one from the
other. This second also commences with the well-known tones of a psalm
(compare especially Psa. 105: 1, 1Ch. 16: 8). The phrase, “Call upon the name
of Jehovah,” signifies, Make the name of Jehovah the medium of invocation
(Ges. § 138, Anm. 3*), i.e., invoke it, or, as here, call it out. GeÝÿuÝth is high,
towering dignity; here it is used of God, as in Isa. 26:10, with ÿaÑsaÑh: to prove it
practically, just as with laÝbeÝsh in Psa. 93: 1, to show one’s self openly therein.
Instead of the Chethib meyudda’ath in v. 5, the keri substitutes the hophal form
muÝdaÿath, probably because meyuddaÑÿ, according to the standing usage of
speech, denotes one well known, or intimate; the passive of the hophal is
certainly the more suitable. According to the preceding appeals, the words are
to be understood as expressing a desire, that the glorious self-attestation of the
God of salvation might be brought to the consciousness of the whole of the
inhabitants of the earth, i.e., of all mankind. When God redeems His people, He
has the salvation of all the nations in view. It is the knowledge of the Holy One
of Israel, made known through the word of proclamation, that brings salvation
to them all. How well may the church on Zion rejoice, to have such a God
dwelling in the midst of it! He is great as the giver or promises, and great in
fulfilling them; great in grace, and great in judgment; great in all His saving acts
which spread from Israel to all mankind. Thus does this second psalm of the
redeemed nation close, and with it the book of Immanuel.

Part III

COLLECTION OF ORACLES CONCERNING THE HEATHEN
— CH. 13-23

Oracle concerning the Chaldeans, the Heirs of the Assyrians
— Ch. 13: 1-14:27



Isa. 13-23. Just as in Jeremiah (Jer. 46-51) and Ezekiel (Eze. 25-32), so also in
Isaiah, the oracles concerning the heathen are all placed together. In this respect
the arrangement of the three great books of prophecy is perfectly
homogeneous. In Jeremiah these oracles, apart from the prelude in Jer. 25, form
the concluding portion of the book. In Ezekiel they fill up that space of time,
when Jerusalem at home was lying at her last gasp and the prophet was sitting
speechless by the Chaboras. And here, in Isaiah, the compensate us for the
interruption which the oral labours of the prophet appears to have sustained in
the closing years of the reign of Ahaz. Moreover, this was their most suitable
position, at the end of the cycle of Messianic prophecies in Isa. 7-12; for the
great consolatory thought of the prophecy of Immanuel, that all kingdoms are
to become the kingdoms of God and His Christ, is here expanded. And as the
prophecy of Immanuel was delivered on the threshold of the times of the great
empires, so as to cover the whole of that period with its consolation, the oracles
concerning the heathen nations and kingdoms are inseparably connected with
that prophecy, which forms the ground and end, the unity and substance, of
them all.

Isa. 13: 1. The heading in Isa. 13: 1,

“Oracle concerning Babel , which Isaiah the son of Amoz did see,”

shows that Isa. 13 forms the commencement of another part of the whole book.
MassaÑh (from JVFNF, efferre, then effari, Exo. 20: 7) signifies, as we may see
from 2Ki. 9:25, effatum, the verdict or oracle, more especially the verdict of
God, and generally, perhaps always, the judicial sentence of God, f83 though
without introducing the idea of onus (burden), which is the rendering adopted
by the Targum, Syriac, Vulgate, and Luther, notwithstanding the fact that,
according to Jer. 23:33ff., it was the scoffers who associated this idea with the
word. In a book which could throughout be traced to Isaiah, there could be no
necessity for it to be particularly stated, that it was to Isaiah that the oracle was
revealed, of which Babel was the object. We may therefore see from this, that
the prophecy relating to Babylon was originally complete in itself, and was
intended to be issued in that form. But when the whole book was compiled,
these headings were retained as signal-posts of the separate portions of which it
was composed. Moreover, in the case before us, the retention of the heading
may be regarded as a providential arrangement. For if this “oracle of Babel” lay
before us in a separate form, and without the name of Isaiah, we should not
dare to attribute it to him, for the simple reason that the overthrow of the
Chaldean empire is here distinctly announced, and that at a time when the
Assyrian empire was still standing. For this reason the majority of critics, from
the time of Rosenmüller and Justi downwards, have regarded the spuriousness
of the prophecy as an established fact. But the evidence which can be adduced



in support of the testimony contained in the heading is far too strong for it to be
set aside: viz.,

(1) the descriptive style as well as the whole stamp of the prophecy, which resembles
the undisputed prophecies of Isaiah in a greater variety of points than any passage
that can be selected from any other prophet. We will show this briefly, but yet amply,
and as far as the nature of an exposition allows, against Knobel and others who
maintain the opposite. And
(2) the dependent relation of Zephaniah and Jeremiah, — a relation which the
generally admitted muse-like character of the former, and the imitative character of
the latter, render it impossible to invert.

Both prophets show that they are acquainted with this prophecy of Isaiah, as
indeed they are with all those prophecies which are set down as spurious.
Stähelin, in his work on the Messianic prophecies (Excursus iv.), has
endeavoured to make out that the derivative passages in question are the
original passages; but stat pro ratione voluntas. Now, as the testimony of the
heading is sustained by such evidence as this, the one argument adduced on the
other side, that the prophecy has no historical footing in the circumstances of
Isaiah’s times, cannot prove anything at all. No doubt all prophecy rested upon
an existing historical basis. But we must not expect to be able to point this out
in the case of every single prophecy. In the time of Hezekiah, as Isa. 39 clearly
shows (compare Mic. 4:10), Isaiah had become spiritually certain of this, that
the power by which the final judgment would be inflicted upon Judah would not
be Asshur, but Babel, i.e., an empire which would have for its centre that
Babylon, which was already the second capital of the Assyrian empire and the
seat of kings who, though dependent then, were striving hard for independence;
in other words, a Chaldean empire. Towards the end of his course Isaiah was
full of this prophetic thought; and from it he rose higher and higher to the
consoling discovery that Jehovah would avenge His people upon Babel, and
redeem them from Babel, just as surely as from Asshur. The fact that so far-
reaching an insight was granted to him into the counsels of God, was not
merely founded on his own personality, but rested chiefly on the position which
he occupied in the midst of the first beginnings of the age of great empires.
Consequently, according to the law of the creative intensity of all divinely
effected beginnings, he surveyed the whole of this long period as a universal
prophet outstripped all his successors down to the time of Daniel, and left to
succeeding ages not only such prophecies as those we have already read, which
had their basis in the history of his own times and the historical fulfilment of
which was not sealed up, but such far distant and sealed prophecies as those
which immediately follow. For since Isaiah did not appear in public again after
the fifteenth year of Hezekiah, the future, as his book clearly shows, was from
that time forth his true home. Just as the apostle says of the New Testament
believer, that he must separate himself from the world, and walk in heaven, so



the Old Testament prophet separated himself from the present of his own
nation, and lived and moved in its future alone.

Isa. 13: 2. The prophet hears a call to war. From whom it issues, and to whom
or against whom it is directed, still remains a secret; but this only adds to the
intensity. V. 2.

“On woodless mountain lift ye up a banner , call to them with loud sounding voice,
shake the hand, that they may enter into gates of princes!”

The summons is urgent: hence a threefold signal, viz., the banner-staff planted
on a mountain “made bald” (nishpeh, from which comes shephi, which only
occurs in Isaiah and Jeremiah), the voice raised high, and the shaking of the
hand, denoting a violent beckoning, — all three being favourite signs with
Isaiah. The destination of this army is to enter into a city of princes (nêdiÝbiÝm,
freemen, nobles, princes, Psa. 107:40, cf., Psa. 113: 8), namely, to enter as
conquerors; for it is not the princes who invite them, but Jehovah.

Isa. 13: 3.

“I, I have summoned my sanctified ones, also called my heroes to my wrath, my
proudly rejoicing ones.”

“To my wrath” is to be explained in accordance with Isa. 10: 5. To execute His
wrath He had summoned His “sanctified ones” (mêkuddaÑshim), i.e., according
to Jer. 22: 7 (compare Jer. 51:27, 28), those who had already been solemnly
consecrated by Him to go into the battle, and had called the heroes whom He
had taken into His service, and who were His instruments in this respect, that
they rejoiced with the pride of men intoxicated with victory (vid., Zep. 1: 7, cf.,
3:11). ZYlIJA is a word peculiarly Isaiah’s; and the combination HWFJáGA YZỸlIJA is so
unusual, that we could hardly expect to find it employed by two authors who
stood in no relation whatever to one another.

Isa. 13: 4, 5. The command of Jehovah is quickly executed. The great army is
already coming down from the mountains. Vv. 4, 5.

“Hark , a rumbling on the mountains after the manner of a great people; hark, a
rumbling of kingdoms of nations met together! Jehovah of hosts musters an army,
those that have come out of a distant land, from the end of the heaven: Jehovah and
His instruments of wrath, to destroy the whole earth.”

KoÝl commences an interjectional sentence, and thus becomes almost an
interjection itself (compare Isa. 52: 8; 66: 6, and on Gen. 4:10). There is
rumbling on the mountains (Isa. 17:12, 13), for there are the peoples of Eran,
and in front the Medes inhabiting the mountainous north-western portion of
Eran, who come across the lofty Shahu (Zagros), and the ranges that lie behind
it towards the Tigris, and descend upon the lowlands of Babylon; and not only



the peoples of Eran, but the peoples of the mountainous north of Asia generally
(Jer. 51:27), — an army under the guidance of Jehovah, the God of hosts of
spirits and stars, whose wrath it will execute over the whole earth, i.e., upon the
world-empire; for the fall of Babel is a judgment, and accompanied with
judgments upon all the tribes under Babylonian rule.

Isa. 13: 6-8. Then all sink into anxious and fearful trembling. Vv. 6-8.

“Howl; for the day of Jehovah is near; like a destructive force from the Almighty it
comes. Therefore all arms hang loosely down, and every human heart melts away.
And they are troubled: they fall into cramps and pangs; like a woman in labour they
twist themselves: one stares at the other; their faces are faces of flame.”

The command wLYLIYH (̃not written defectively, wLYLIH)̃ is followed by the
reason for such a command, viz., “the day of Jehovah is near,” the watchword
of prophecy from the time of Joel downwards. The Caph in ceshod is the so-
called Caph veritatis, or more correctly, the Caph of comparison between the
individual and its genus. It is destruction by one who possesses unlimited power
to destroy (shoÝd, from shaÑdad, from which we have shaddai, after the form
chaggai, the festive one, from chaÑgag). In this play upon the words, Isaiah also
repeats certain words of Joel (Joe. 1:15). Then the heads hang down from
despondency and helplessness, and the heart, the seat of lift, melts (Isa. 19: 1) in
the heat of anguish. Universal consternation ensues. This is expressed by the
word vênibhaÑlu, which stands in half pause; the word has shalsheleth followed
by psik (pasek), an accent which only occurs in seven passages in the twenty-
one prose books of the Old Testament, and always with this dividing stroke
after it. f84

Observe also the following fut. paragogica, which add considerably to the
energy of the description by their anapaestic rhythm. The men (subj.) lay hold
of cramps and pangs (as in Job. 18:20; 21: 6), the force of the events
compelling them to enter into such a condition. Their faces are faces of flames.
Knobel understands this as referring to their turning pale, which is a piece of
exegetical jugglery. At the same time, it does not suggest mere redness, nor a
convulsive movement; but just as a flame alternates between light and darkness,
so their faces become alternately flushed and pale, as the blood ebbs and flows,
as it were, being at one time driven with force into their faces, and then again
driven back to the heart, so as to leave deadly paleness, in consequence of their
anguish and terror.

Isa. 13: 9, 10. The day of Jehovah’s wrath is coming, — a starless night — a
nightlike, sunless day. Vv. 9, 10.

“Behold, the day of Jehovah cometh, a cruel one, and wrath and fierce anger, to
turn the earth into a wilderness: and its sinners He destroys out of it. For the stars of



heaven, and its Orions, will not let their light shine: the sun darkens itself at its
rising, and the moon does not let its light shine.”

The day of Jehovah cometh as one cruelly severe (ÿaczaÑri, an adj. rel. from
ÿaczaÑr, chosh, kosh, to be dry, hard, unfelling), as purely an overflowing of
inward excitement, and as burning anger; laÑsuÝm is carried on by the finite verb,
according to a well-known alteration of style (= uÝlêhashmiÝd). It is not indeed
the general judgment which the prophet is depicting here, but a certain
historical catastrophe falling upon the nations, which draws the whole world
into sympathetic suffering. ‘Eretz, therefore (inasmuch as the notions of land
generally, and some particular land or portion of the earth, are blended
together, — a very elastic term, with vanishing boundaries), is not merely the
land of Babylon here, as Knobel supposes, but the earth. V. 10 shows in what
way the day of Jehovah is a day of wrath. Even nature clothes itself in the
colour of wrath, which is the very opposite to light. The heavenly lights above
the earth go out; the moon does not shine; and the sun, which is about to rise,
alters its mind. “The Orions” are Orion itself and other constellations like it,
just as the morning stars in Job. 38: 7 are Hesperus and other similar stars. It is
more probable that the term cesiÝl is used for Orion in the sense of “the fool” (=
foolhardy), f85 according to the older translators (LXX oÎ WÏriÂwn , Targum
nephilehon from nephila’, Syr. gaboro, Arab. gebbaÑr, the giant), than that it
refers to SuheÑl, i.e., Canopus (see the notes on Job. 9: 9; 38:31), although the
Arabic suheÑl does occur as a generic name for stars of surpassing splendour
(see at Job. 38: 7). The comprehensive term employed is similar to the figure of
speech met with in Arabic (called taglÑb, i.e., the preponderance of the pars
potior), in such expressions as “the two late evenings” for the evening and late
evening, “the two Omars” for Omar and Abubekr, though the resemblance is
still greater to the Latin Scipiones, i.e., men of Scipio’s greatness. Even the
Orions, i.e., those stars which are at other times the most conspicuous, withhold
their light; for when God is angry, the principle of anger is set in motion even in
the natural world, and primarily in the stars that were created “for signs
(compare Gen. 1:14 with Jer. 10: 2).

Isa. 13:11, 12. The prophet now hears again the voice of Jehovah revealing to
him what His purpose is, — namely, a visitation punishing the wicked,
humbling the proud, and depopulating the countries. Vv. 11, 12.

“And I visit the evil upon the world, and upon sinners their guilt, and sink into
silence the pomp of the proud; and the boasting of tyrants I throw to the ground. I
make men more precious than fine gold, and people than a jewel of Ophir.”

The verb paÑkad is construed, as in Jer. 23: 2, with the accusative of the thing
punished, and with LJA of the person punished. Instead of ‘eretz we have here
teÝbel, which is always used like a proper name (never with the article), to



denote the earth in its entire circumference. We have also ÿaÑriÝtziÝm instead of
nediÝbiÝm: the latter signifies merely princes, and it is only occasionally that it has
the subordinate sense of despots; the former signifies men naturally cruel, or
tyrants (it occurs very frequently in Isaiah). Everything here breathes the spirit
of Isaiah both in thought and form. “The lofty is thrown down:” this is one of
the leading themes of Isaiah’s proclamation; and the fact that the judgment will
only leave a remnant is a fundamental thought of his, which also runs through
the oracles concerning the heathen (Isa. 16:14; 21:17; 24: 6), and is depicted by
the prophet in various ways (Isa. 10:16-19; 17: 4-6; 24:13; 30:17). There it is
expressed under the figure that men become as scarce as the finest kinds of
gold. Word-painting is Isaiah’s delight and strength. ‘Ophir, which resembles
‘okir in sound, was the gold country of India, that lay nearest to the
Phoenicians, the coast-land of Abhira on the northern shore of the Runn
(Irina), i.e., the salt lake to the east of the mouths of the Indus (see at
Gen. 10:29 and Job. 22:24; and for the Egypticized Souphir of the LXX,
Job. 28:16).

Isa. 13:13. Thus does the wrath of God prevail among men, casting down and
destroying; and the natural world above and below cannot fail to take part in it.
V. 13.

“Therefore I shake the heavens, and the earth trembles away from its place,
because of the wrath of Jehovah of hosts, and because of the day of His fierce
anger.”

The two Beths have a causative meaning (cf., Isa. 9:18). They correspond to
ÿal-ceÝn (therefore), of which they supply the explanation. Because the wrath of
God falls upon men, every creature which is not the direct object of the
judgment must become a medium in the infliction of it. We have here the
thought of v. 9a repeated as a kind of refrain (in a similar manner to Isa. 5:25).
Then follow the several disasters. The first is flight.

Isa. 13:14.

“And it comes to pass as with a gazelle which is scared, and as with a flock without
gatherers: they turn every one to his people, and they flee every one to his land.”

The neuter vÿhaÑyaÑh affirms that it will then be as described in the simile and the
interpretation which follows. Babylon was the market for the world in central
Asia, and therefore a rendezvous for the most diverse nations (Jer. 50:16, cf.,
51: 9, 44) — for a paÂmmiktoj oÏÂxloj, as Aeschylus says in his Persae, v. 52.
This great and motley mass of foreigners would now be scattered in the wildest
flight, on the fall of the imperial city. The second disaster is violent death.

Isa. 13:15, 16.



“Every one that is found is pierced through, and every one that is caught falls by
the sword.”

By “every one that is found,” we understand those that are taken in the city by
the invading conquerors; and by “every one that is caught,” those that are
overtaken in their flight (saÑphaÑh, abripere, Isa. 7:20). All are put to the sword.
— The third and fourth disasters are plunder and ravage. V. 16.

“And their infants are dashed to pieces before their eyes, their houses plundered,
and their wives ravished.”

Instead of tisshaÑgalnaÑh, the keri has the euphemistic term tisshaÑcabnaÑh
(concubitum patientur), a passive which never occurs in the Old Testament text
itself. The keri readings shuccabt in Jer. 3: 2, and yishcaÑbennaÑh in Deu. 28:30,
also do violence to the language, which required „ Î BKŠand TJ (̃the latter as
a preposition in Gen. 19:34) for the sake of euphemism; or rather they
introduce a later (talmudic) usage of speech into the Scriptures (see Geiger,
Urschrift, pp. 407-8). The prophet himself intentionally selects the base term
shaÑgal, though, as the queen’s name Shegal shows, it must have been regarded
in northern Palestine and Aramaean as by no means a disreputable word. In this
and other passages of the prophecy Knobel scents a fanaticism which is
altogether strange to Isaiah.

Isa. 13:17. With v. 17 the prophecy takes a fresh turn, in which the veil that
has hitherto obscured it is completely broken through. We now learn the name
of the conquerors.

“Behold, I rouse up the Medes over them, who do not regard silver, and take no
pleasure in gold.”

It was the Medes (Darius Medus = Cyaxares II) who put an end to the
Babylonian kingdom in combination with the Persians (Cyrus). The Persians are
mentioned for the first time in the Old Testament by Ezekiel and Daniel.
Consequently MaÑdai (by the side of which Elam is mentioned in Isa. 21: 2)
appears to have been a general term applied to the Arian populations of Eran
from the most important ruling tribe. Until nearly the end of Hezekiah’s reign,
the Medes lived scattered about over different districts, and in hamlets (or
villages) united together by a constitutional organization. After they had broken
away from the Assyrians (714 B.C.) they placed themselves in 709-8 B.C.
under one common king, namely Deyoces, probably for the purpose of
upholding their national independence; or, to speak more correctly, under a
common monarch, for even the chiefs of the villages were called kings. f86

It is in this sense that Jeremiah speaks of “king of Madai;” at any rate, this is a
much more probable supposition than that he refers to monarchs in a generic



sense. But the kings of Media, i.e., the rulers of the several villages, are
mentioned in Jer. 25:25 among those who will have to drink the intoxicating
cup which Jehovah is about to give to the nations through Nebuchadnezzar. So
that their expedition against Babylon is an act of revenge for the disgrace of
bondage that has been inflicted upon them. Their disregarding silver and gold is
not intended to describe them as a rude, uncultivated people: the prophet simply
means that they are impelled by a spirit of revenge, and do not come for the
purpose of gathering booty. Revenge drives them on to forgetfulness of all
morality, and humanity also.

Isa. 13:18.

“And bows dash down young men; and they have no compassion on the fruit of the
womb: their eye has no pity on children.”

The bows do not stand for the bowmen (see Isa. 21:17), but the bows of the
latter dash the young men to the ground by means of the arrows shot from
them. They did not spare the fruit of the womb, since they ripped up the bodies
of those that were with child (2Ki. 8:12; 15:16, etc.). Even towards children
they felt no emotion of compassionate regard, such as would express itself in
the eye: chuÝs, to feel, more especially to feel with another, i.e., to sympathize;
here and in Eze. 5:11 it is ascribed to the eye as the mirror of the soul (compare
the Arabic chasyet el-ÿain ala fulaÑnin, carefulness of eye for a person: Hariri,
Comment. p. 140). With such inhuman conduct on the part of the foe, the
capital of the empire becomes the scene of a terrible conflagration.

Isa. 13:19.

“And Babel , the ornament of kingdoms, the proud boast of the Chaldeans, becomes
like Elohim’s overthrowing judgment upon Sodom and Gomorrah.”

The ornament of kingdoms (mamlaÑcoth), because it was the centre of many
conquered kingdoms, which now avenged themselves upon it (v. 4); the pride
(cf., Isa. 28: 1), because it was the primitive dwelling-place of the Chaldeans of
the lowlands, that ancient cultivated people, who were related to the Chaldean
tribes of the Carduchisan mountains in the north-east of Mesopotamia, though
not of the same origin, and of totally different manners (see at Isa. 23:13). Their
present catastrophe resembled that of Sodom and Gomorrah: the two eths are
accusative; mahpeÝcaÑh (katastrofhÂ) is used like deÿaÑh in Isa. 11: 9 with a
verbal force (toÃ katastreÂyai, well rendered by the LXX oÎÂn troÂpon
kateÂstreyen oÎ QeoÂj. On the arrangement of the words, see Ges. § 133, 3).

Isa. 13:20-22. Babel, like the cities of the Pentapolis, had now become a
perpetual desert. Vv. 20-22.



“She remains uninhabited for ever, and unoccupied into generation of generations;
and not an Arab pitches his tent there, and shepherds do not make their folds there.
And there lie beasts of the desert, and horn-owls fill their houses; and ostriches
dwell there, and field-devils hop about there. And jackals howl in her castles, and
wild dogs in palaces of pleasure; and her time is near to come, and her days will not
be prolonged.”

The conclusion is similar to that of the prophecy against Edom, in Isa. 34:16,
17. There the certainty of the prediction, even in its most minute particulars, is
firmly declared; here the nearness of the time of fulfilment. But the fulfilment
did not take place so soon as the words of the prophecy might make it appear.
According to Herodotus, Cyrus, the leader of the Medo-Persian army, left the
city still standing, with its double ring of walls. Darius Hystaspis, who had to
conquer Babylon a second time in 518 B.C., had the walls entirely destroyed,
with the exception of fifty cubits. Xerxes gave the last thrust to the glory of the
temple of Belus. Having been conquered by Seleucus Nicator (312), it declined
just in proportion as Seleucia rose. Babylon, says Pliny, ad solitudinem rediit
exhausta vicinitate Seleuciae. At the time of Strabo (born 60 B.C.) Babylon
was a perfect desert; and he applies to it (Isa. 16:15) the words of the poet,
eÏrhmiÂa megaÂlh ‘stiÃn hÎ megaÂlh poÂlij. Consequently, in the passage before us
the prophecy falls under the law of perspective foreshortening. But all that it
foretells has been literally fulfilled. The curse that Babylon would never come to
be settled in and inhabited again (a poetical expression, like Jer. 17:25; 33:16),
proved itself an effectual one, when Alexander once thought of making Babylon
the metropolis of his empire. He was carried off by an early death. Ten
thousand workmen were at that time employed for two months in simply
clearing away the rubbish of the foundations of the temple of Belus (the
Nimrod-tower). “Not an Arab pitches his tent there” (ÿAraÑbi, from ÿAraÑbaÑh, a
steppe, is used here for the first time in the Old Testament, and then again in
Jer. 3: 2; yaÔheÝl, different from yaÑheÝl in Isa. 13:10 and Job. 31:26, is a
syncopated form of LHJ̃ÁYi, tentorium figet, according to Ges. § 68, Anm. 2,
used instead of the customary LHAJåYE): this was simply the natural consequence
of the great field of ruins, upon which there was nothing but the most scanty
vegetation. But all kinds of beasts of the desert and waste places make their
homes there instead. The list commences with ziyyim (from zi, dryness, or from
ziyi, an adj. relat. of the noun zi), i.e., dwellers in the desert; the reference here
is not to men, but, as in most other instances, to animals, though it is impossible
to determine what are the animals particularly referred to. That ochim are
horned owls (Uhus) is a conjecture of Aurivillius, which decidedly commends
itself. On bênoth yaÿaÔnaÑh, see at Job. 39:13-18. Wetzstein connects yaÿaÔnaÑh
with an Arabic word for desert; it is probably more correct, however, to
connect it with the Syriac JN Ŷ, greedy. The feminine plural embraces ostriches



of both sexes, just as the ‘iyyim (sing. YJI = YWiJI, from ÿaÑvaÑh, to howl: see
Bernstein’s Lex. on Kirsch’s Chrestom. Syr. p. 7), i.e., jackals, are called benaÑt
aÝwa in Arabic, without distinction of sex (awa in this appellation is a direct
reproduction of the natural voice of the animal, which is called wawi in vulgar
Arabic). Tan has also been regarded since the time of Pococke and Schnurrer as
the name of the jackal; and this is supported by the Syriac and Targum
rendering yaruro (see Bernstein, p. 220), even more than by the Arabic name of
the wolf, tinaÑn, which only occurs here and there. YJI, ibnu aÝwa, is the common
jackal found in Hither Asia (Canis aureus vulgaris), the true type of the whole
species, which is divided into at least ten varieties, and belongs to the same
genus as dogs and wolves (not foxes). Tan may refer to one of these varieties,
which derived its name from its distinctive peculiarity as a long-stretched
animal, whether the extension was in the trunk, the snout, or the tail.

The animals mentioned, both quadrupeds (raÑbatz) and birds (shaÑcan), are really
found there, on the soil of ancient Babylon. When Kerporter was drawing near
to the Nimrod-tower, he saw lions sunning themselves quietly upon its walls,
which came down very leisurely when alarmed by the cries of the Arabs. And as
Rich heard in Bagdad, the ruins are still regarded as a rendezvous for ghosts:
saÑÿir, when contrasted with ÿattuÝd, signifies the full-grown shaggy buck-goat;
but here se’irim is applied to demons in the shape of goats (as in Isa. 34:14).
According to the Scriptures, the desert is the abode of unclean spirits, and such
unclean spirits as the popular belief or mythology pictured to itself were
se’irim. Virgil, like Isaiah, calls them saltantes Satyros. It is remarkable also
that Joseph Wolf, the missionary and traveller to BochaÑra, saw pilgrims of the
sect of Yezidis (or devil-worshippers) upon the ruins of Babylon, who
performed strange and horrid rites by moonlight, and danced extraordinary
dances with singular gestures and sounds. On seeing these ghost-like, howling,
moonlight pilgrims, he very naturally recalled to mind the dancing se’irim of
prophecy (see Moritz Wagner’s Reise nach Persien und dem Lande der
Kurden, Bd. ii. p. 251). And the nightly howling and yelling of jackals (ÿaÑnaÑh
after rikkeÝd, as in 1Sa. 18: 6, 7) produces its natural effect upon every traveller
there, just as in all the other ruins of the East. These are now the inhabitants of
the royal ‘armenoth, which the prophet calls ‘almenoth with a sarcastic turn, on
account of their widowhood and desolation; these are the inhabitants of the
palaces of pleasure, the luxurious villas and country-seats, with their hanging
gardens. The Apocalypse, in Isa. 18: 2, takes up this prophecy of Isaiah, and
applies it to a still existing Babylon, which might have seen itself in the mirror
of the Babylon of old.

Isa. 14: 1, 2. But it is love to His own people which impels the God of Israel
to suspend such a judgment of eternal destruction over Babylon. Isa. 14: 1, 2.



“For Jehovah will have mercy on Jacob , and will once more choose Israel, and will
settle them in their own land: and the foreigner will associate with them, and they
will cleave to the house of Jacob. And nations take them, and accompany them to
their place; and the house of Israel takes them to itself in the land of Jehovah for
servants and maid-servants: and they hold in captivity those who led them away
captive; and become lords over their oppressors.”

We have here in nuce the comforting substance of Isa. 46-66. Babylon falls that
Israel may rise. This is effected by the compassion of God. He chooses Israel
once more (iterum, as in Job. 14: 7 for example), and therefore makes a new
covenant with it. Then follows their return to Canaan, their own land, Jehovah’s
land (as in Hos. 9: 3). Proselytes from among the heathen, who have
acknowledged the God of the exiles, go along with them, as Ruth did with
Naomi. Heathen accompany the exiles to their own place. And now their
relative positions are reversed. Those who accompany Israel are now taken
possession of by the latter (hithnacheÝl, klhronomeiÌn eÎautwÌÄ, like hithpatteÝach,
Isa. 52: 2, luÂesqai; cf., p. 62, note, and Ewald, § 124, b), as servants and maid-
servants; and they (the Israelites) become leaders into captivity of those who led
them into captivity (Lamed with the participle, as in Isa. 11: 9), and they will
oppress (raÑdaÑh bÿ, as in Psa. 49:15) their oppressors. This retribution of life for
like is to all appearance quite out of harmony with the New Testament love.
But in reality it is no retribution of like for like. For, according to the prophet’s
meaning, to be ruled by the people of God is the true happiness of the nations,
and to allow themselves to be so ruled is their true liberty. At the same time, the
form in which the promise is expressed is certainly not that of the New
Testament; and it would not possibly have been so, for the simple reason that in
Old Testament times, and from an Old Testament point of view, there was no
other visible manifestation of the church (ecclesia) than in the form of a nation.
This national form of the church has been broken up under the New Testament,
and will never be restored. Israel, indeed, will be restored as a nation; but the
true essence of the church, which is raised above all national distinctions, will
never return to those worldly limits which it has broken through. And the fact
that the prophecy moves within those limits here may be easily explained, on the
ground that it is primarily the deliverance from the Babylonian captivity to
which the promise refers. And the prophet himself was unconscious that this
captivity would be followed by another.

Isa. 14: 3, 4a. The song of the redeemed is a song concerning the fall of the
king of Babel. Vv. 3, 4a.

“And it cometh to pass, on the day that Jehovah giveth thee rest from thy plague ,
and from thy cares, and from the heavy bondage wherein thou wast made to serve,
that thou shalt raise such a song of triumph concerning the king of Babel, and say.”



Instead of the hiphil hinniach (to let down) of v. 1, we have here, as in the
original passage, Deu. 25:19, the form heÝniach, which is commonly used in the
sense of quieting, or procuring rest. BCÊ O is trouble which plagues (as LMF̂ F is
trouble which oppresses), and roÝgez restlessness which wears out with anxious
care (Job. 3:26, cf., Eze. 12:18). The assimilated min before the two words is
pronounced miÔ, with a weak reduplication, instead of meÝ, as elsewhere, before
X, H, and even before R (1Sa. 23:28; 2Sa. 18:16). In the relative clause
¥bF‰DbÁ̂ U RŠEJá, RŠEJá is not the Hebrew casus adverb. answering to the Latin
ablative quaÑ servo te usi sunt; not do ¥bF … RŠEJá belong to one another in the
sense of quo, as in Deu. 21: 3, quaÑ (vitulaÑ); but it is regarded as an acc. obj.
according to Exo. 1:14 and Lev. 25:39, qu’on t’a fait servir, as in Num. 32: 5,
qu’on donne la terre (Luzzatto). When delivered from such a yoke of bondage,
Israel would raise a maÑshaÑl. According to its primary and general meaning,
maÑshaÑl signifies figurative language, and hence poetry generally, more especially
that kind of proverbial poetry which loves the emblematical, and, in fact, any
artistic composition that is piquant in its character; so that the idea of what is
satirical or defiant may easily be associated with it, as in the passage before us.

Isa. 14: 4-6. The words are addressed to the Israel of the future in the Israel of
the present, as in Isa. 12: 1. The former would then sing, and say as follows.
Vv. 4b -6.

“How hath the oppressor ceased! the place of torture ceased! Jehovah hath broken
the rod of the wicked, the ruler’s staff, which smote nations in wrath with strokes
without ceasing, subjugated nations wrathfully with hunting that never stays.”

Not one of the early translators ever thought of deriving the hap. leg. madhebaÑh
from the Aramaean dehab (gold), as Vitringa, Aurivillius, and Rosenmüller
have done. The former have all translated the word as if it were marheÝbaÑh
(haughty, violent treatment), as corrected by J. D. Michaelis, Doederlein,
Knobel, and others. But we may arrive at the same result without altering a
single letter, if we take BJÁdF as equivalent to BHAdF, Bwd, to melt or pine away,
whether we go back to the kal or to the hiphil of the verb, and regard the Mem
as used in a material or local sense. We understand it, according to madmenah
(dunghill) in Isa. 25:10, as denoting the place where they were reduced to
pining away, i.e., as applied to Babylon as the house of servitude where Israel
had been wearied to death. The tyrant’s sceptre, mentioned in v. 5, is the
Chaldean world-power regarded as concentrated in the king of Babel (cf.,
sheÝbeÔt in Num. 24:17). This tyrant’s sceptre smote nations with incessant blows
and hunting: maccath is construed with macceh, the derivative of the same
verb; and murdaÑph, a hophal noun (as in Isa. 8:23; 29: 3), with rodeh, which is
kindred in meaning. Doederlein’s conjecture (mirdath), which has been adopted
by most modern commentators, is quite unnecessary. Unceasing continuance is



expressed first of all with bilti, which is used as a preposition, and followed by
saÑraÑh, a participial noun like caÑlaÑh, and then with b’li, which is construed with
the finite verb as in Gen. 31:20, Job. 41:18; for bÿli chaÑsaÑk is an attributive
clause: with a hunting which did not restrain itself, did not stop, and therefore
did not spare. Nor is it only Israel and other subjugated nations that now
breathe again.

Isa. 14: 7, 8.

“The whole earth rests, is quiet: they break forth into singing. Even the cypresses
rejoice at thee, the cedars of Lebanon: ‘Since thou hast gone to sleep, no one will
come up to lay the axe upon us.’”

The preterites indicate inchoatively the circumstances into which the whole
earth has now entered. The omission of the subject in the case of paÑtzÿchu (they
break forth) gives the greatest generality to the jubilant utterances: paÑtzach
rinnaÑh (erumpere gaudio) is an expression that is characteristic of Isaiah alone
(e.g., Isa. 44:23; 49:13); and it is a distinctive peculiarity of the prophet to bring
in the trees of the forest, as living and speaking beings, to share in the universal
joy (cf., Isa. 55:12). Jerome supposes the trees to be figuratively employed here
for the “chiefs of the nations” (principes gentium). But this disposition to
allegorize not only destroys the reality of the contents, but the spirit of the
poetry also. Cypresses and cedars rejoice because of the treatment which they
received from the Chaldean, who made use of the almost imperishable wood of
both of them for ornamental buildings, for his siege apparatus, and for his fleets,
and even for ordinary ships, — as Alexander, for example, built himself a fleet
of cypress-wood, and the Syrian vessels had masts of cedar. Of the old cedars
of Lebanon, there are hardly thirty left in the principle spot where they formerly
grew. Gardner Wilkinson (1843) and Hooker the botanist (1860) estimated the
whole number at about four hundred; and according to the conclusion which
the latter drew from the number of concentric rings and other signs, not one of
them is more than about five hundred years old. f87

Isa. 14: 9. But whilst it has become so quiet on earth, there is the most violent
agitation in the regions below. V. 9.

“The kingdom of the dead below is all in uproar on account of thee, to meet thy
coming; it stirreth up the shades for thee, all the he-goats of the earth; it raiseth up
from their throne-seats all the kings of the nations.”

The notion of Hades, notwithstanding the mythological character which it had
assumed, was based upon the double truth, that what a man has been, and the
manner in which he has lived on this side the grave, are not obliterated on the
other side, but are then really brought to light, and that there is an immaterial
self-formation of the soul, in which all that a man has become under certain



divinely appointed circumstances, by his own self-determination, is, as it were,
reflected in a mirror, and that in a permanent form. This psychical image, to
which the dead body bears the same relation as the shattered mould to a cast, is
the shade-like corporeality of the inhabitants of Hades, in which they appear
essentially though spiritually just as they were on this side the grave. This is the
deep root of what the prophet has here expressed in a poetical form; for it is
really a maÑshaÑl that he has interwoven with his prophecy here. All Hades is
overwhelmed with excitement and wonder, now that the king of Babel, that
invincible ruler of the world, who, if not unexpected altogether, was not
expected so soon, as actually approaching. From RRŒ̃̂ onwards, Sheol,
although a feminine, might be the subject; in which case the verb would simply
have reverted from the feminine to the radical masculine form. But it is better to
regard the subject as neuter; a nescio quid, a nameless power. The shades are
suddenly seized with astonishment, more especially the former leaders (leading
goats or bell-wethers) of the herds of nations, so that, from sheer amazement,
they spring up from their seats.

Isa. 14:10. And how do they greet this lofty new-comer? V. 10.

“They all rise up and say to thee , Art thou also made weak like us? art thou become
like us?”

This is all that the shades say; what follows does not belong to them. The pual
chullaÑh (only used here), “to be made sickly, or powerless,” signifies to be
transposed into the condition of the latter, viz., the Repahim (a word which also
occurs in the Phoenician inscriptions, from JPFRF = HPFRF, to be relaxed or
weary), since the life of the shades is only a shadow of life (cf., eiÏÂdwla, aÏÂkikuj,
and possibly also kamoÂntej in Homer, when used in the sense of those who are
dying, exhausted and prostrate with weakness). And in Hades we could not
expect anything more than this expression of extreme amazement. For why
should they receive their new comrade with contempt or scorn? From v. 11
onwards, the singers of the mashal take up the song again.

Isa. 14:11.

“Thy pomp is cast down to the region of the dead, the noise of thy harps: maggots
are spread under thee, and they that cover thee are worms.”

From the book of Daniel we learn the character of the Babylonian music; it
abounded in instruments, some of which were foreign. Maggots and worms (a
bitter sarcasm) now take the place of the costly artistic Babylonian rugs, which
once formed the pillow and counterpane of the distinguished corpse. ĉAYU might
be a third pers. hophal (Ges. § 71); but here, between perfects, it is a third pers.
pual, like yullad in Isa. 9: 5. RimmaÑh, which is preceded by the verb in a



masculine and to a certain extent an indifferent form (Ges. § 147, a), is a
collective name for small worms, in any mass of which the individual is lost in
the swarm. The passage is continued with ¥YJ (̃on which, as a catchword of the
mashal, see at Isa. 1:21).

Isa. 14:12.

“How art thou fallen from the sky , thou star of light, sun of the dawn, hurled down
to the earth, thou that didst throw down nations from above?”

LLỸH ĩs here the morning star (from haÑlal, to shine, resolved from hillel, after
the form †JM̃,̃ Jer. 13:10, ‡ˆ̃S,̃ Psa. 119:113, or rather attaching itself as a
third class to the forms LKFYH,̃ „ROYˆ̃: compare the Arabic sairaf, exchanger;
saikal, sword-cleaner). It derives its name in other ancient languages also from
its striking brilliancy, and is here called ben-shachar (sun of the dawn), just as
in the classical mythology it is called son of Eos, from the fact that it rises
before the sun, and swims in the morning light as if that were the source of its
birth. f88

Lucifer, as a name given to the devil, was derived from this passage, which the
fathers (and lately Stier) interpreted, without any warrant whatever, as relating
to the apostasy and punishment of the angelic leaders. The appellation is a
perfectly appropriate one for the king of Babel, on account of the early date of
the Babylonian culture, which reached back as far as the grey twilight of
primeval times, and also because of its predominant astrological character. The
additional epithet choÝleÝsh ÿal-goÝyim is founded upon the idea of the influxus
siderum: f89 cholesh signifies “overthrowing” or laying down (Exo. 17:13), and
with ‘al, “bringing defeat upon;” whilst the Talmud (b. Sabbath 149b) uses it in
the sense of projiciens sortem, and thus throws light upon the cholesh (=
purah, lot) of the Mishnah. A retrospective glance is now cast at the self-
deification of the king of Babylon, in which he was the antitype of the devil and
the type of antichrist (Dan. 11:36; 2Th. 2: 4), and which had met with its
reward.

Isa. 14:13-15.

“And thou, thou hast said in thy heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God, and sit down on the mount of the assembly of gods in
the corner of the north. I will ascend to the heights of the clouds, I will make myself
like the Most High. Nevertheless, thou wilt be cast down into the region of the dead,
into the corner of the pit.”

An antithetical circumstantial clause commences with veattah, just as in v. 19,
“whilst thou,” or “whereas thou.” The har hammoÝeÝd (mount of assembly)
cannot be Zion, as is assumed by Schegg and others, who are led astray by the



parallel in Psa. 48: 3, which has been entirely misunderstood, and has no
bearing upon this passage at all. Zion was neither a northern point of the earth,
nor was it situated on the north of Jerusalem. The prophet makes the king of
Babylon speak according to the general notion of his people, who had not the
seat of the Deity in the midst of them, as the Israelites had, but who placed it on
the summit of the northern mountains, which were lost in the clouds, just as the
Hindoos place it on the fabulous mountains of KailaÑsa, which lie towards the
north beyond the Himalayas (Lassen, i. 34ff.). „YITAKFRiYA (with an aspirated K in a
loosely closed syllable) are the two sides into which a thing parts, the two legs
of an angle, and then the apex at which the legs separate. And so here, †ŒPCF
YTk̃iRiYA (with an unaspirated Caph in a triply closed syllable) is the uttermost
extremity of the north, from which the northern mountains stretch fork-like into
the land, and yarcethe-bor the interior of the pit into which its two walls slope,
and from which it unfolds or widens. All the foolhardy purposes of the
Chaldean are finally comprehended in this, “I will make myself like the Most
High;” just as the Assyrians, according to Ctesias, and the Persians, according
to the Persae of Aeschylus, really called their king God, and the Sassanidae call
themselves bag, Theos, upon coins and inscriptions (‘eddammeh is hithpael,
equivalent to ‘ethdammeh, which the usual assimilation of the preformative
Tav: Ges. § 34, 2, b). By the ¥JÁ in v. 14, the high-flying pride of the Chaldean
is contrasted with his punishment, which hurls him down into the lowest depths.
¥JÁ, which was originally affirmative, and then restrictive (as rak was originally
restrictive and then affirmative), passes over here into an adversative, just as in
Psa. 49:16, Job. 13:15 (a change seen still more frequently in †KJ̃F);:
nevertheless thou wilt be hurled down; nothing but that will occur, and not
what you propose. The prophetic tuÝrad is language that neither befits the
inhabitants of Hades, who greet his advent, nor the Israel singing the mashal;
but the words of Israel have imperceptibly passed into words of the prophet,
who still sees in the distance, and as something future, what the mashal
commemorates as already past.

Isa. 14:16, 17. The prophet then continues in the language of prediction. Vv.
16, 17.

“They that see thee look, considering thee, look at thee thoughtfully: Is this the man
that set the earth trembling, and kingdoms shaking? that made the world a
wilderness, and destroyed its cities, and did not release its prisoners (to their)
home?”

The scene is no longer in Hades (Knobel, Umbreit). Those who are speaking
thus have no longer the Chaldean before them as a mere shade, but as an
unburied corpse that has fallen into corruption. As teÝbeÝl is feminine, the suffixes
in v. 17 must refer, according to a constructio ad sensum, to the world as



changed into a wilderness (midbaÑr). PaÑthach, to open, namely locks and fetters;
here, with baithaÑh, it is equivalent to releasing or letting go (syn. shilleÝach,
Jer. 50:33). By the “prisoners” the Jewish exiles are principally intended; and it
was their release that had never entered the mind of the king of Babylon.

Isa. 14:18, 19. The prophet, whose own words now follow the words of the
spectators, proceeds to describe the state in which the tyrant lies, and which
calls for such serious reflections. Vv. 18, 19.

“All the kings of the nations, they are all interred in honour, every one in his
house: but thou art cast away far from thy sepulchre like a shoot hurled away,
clothed with slain, with those pierced through with the sword, those that go down to
the stones of the pit; like a carcase trodden under feet.”

Every other king was laid out after his death “in his house” (bÿbeÝthoÝ), i.e.
within the limits of his own palace; but the Chaldean lay far away from the
sepulchre that was apparently intended for him. The †MI in ¦RiBiqIMI signifies
procul ab, as in Num. 15:24, Pro. 20: 3. He lies there like neÝtzer nithÿaÑb, i.e.,
like a branch torn off from the tree, that has withered and become offensive, or
rather (as neÝtzer does not mean a branch, but a shoot) like a side-shoot that has
been cut off the tree and thrown away with disgust as ugly, useless, and only a
hindrance to the regular growth of the tree (possibly also an excrescence);
nithÿaÑb (cast away) is a pregnant expression, signifying “cast away with
disgust.” The place where he lies is the field of battle. A vaticinium post
eventum would be expressed differently from this, as Luzzatto has correctly
observed. For what Seder ‘Olam says — namely, that Nebuchadnezzar’s corpse
was taken out of the grave by Evilmerodach, or as Abravanel relates it, by the
Medo-Persian conquerors — is merely a conclusion drawn from the passage
before us, and would lead us to expect TFJCw̃H rather than TfKiLÁŠiHF. It is a
matter of indifference, so far as the truth of the prophecy is concerned, whether
it was fulfilled in the person of Nebuchadnezzar I, or of that second
Nebuchadnezzar who gave himself out as a son of Nabonet, and tried to restore
the freedom of Babylon. The scene which passes before the mind of the prophet
is the field of battle. To clear this they made a hole and throw stones (abneÝ-bor,
stones of the pit) on the top, without taking the trouble to shovel in the earth;
but the king of Babylon is left lying there, like a carcase that is trampled under
foot, and deserves nothing better than to be trampled under foot (muÝbaÑs, part.
hoph. of buÝs, conculcare). They do not even think him worth throwing into a
hole along with the rest of the corpses.

Isa. 14:20.

“Thou art not united with them in burial , for thou hast destroyed thy land,
murdered thy people: the seed of evil-doers will not be named for ever.”



In this way is vengeance taken for the tyrannical manner in which he has
oppressed and exhausted his land, making his people the involuntary
instruments of his thirst for conquest, and sacrificing them as victims to that
thirst. For this reason he does not meet with the same compassion as those who
have been compelled to sacrifice their lives in his service. And it is not only all
over for ever with him, but it is so with his dynasty also. The prophet, the
messenger of the penal justice of God, and the mouthpiece of that Omnipotence
which regulates the course of history, commands this.

Isa. 14:21.

“Prepare a slaughter-house for his sons, because of the iniquity of their fathers!
They shall not rise and conquer lands, and fill the face of the earth with cities.”

They exhortation is addressed to the Medes, if the prophet had any particular
persons in his mind at all. After the nocturnal storming of Babylon by the
Medes, the new Babylonian kingdom and royal house which had been
established by Nabopolassar vanished entirely from history. The last shoot of
the royal family of Nabopolassar was slain as a child of conspirators. The
second Nebuchadnezzar deceived the people (as Darius says in the great
inscription of Behistan), declaring, “I am Nabukudrac ara the son of Nabunita.”
LbÁ (used poetically for LJÁ, like YLIbI in Isa. 14: 6 for JLO) expresses a negative
wish (as pen does a negative intention): Let no Babylonian kingdom ever arise
again! Hitzig corrects „YRÎ F into „YyÎ I (heaps of ruins), Ewald into „YCIYRÎ F
(tyrants), Knobel into „Y ÎRF, and Meier into „YDÎ F, which are said to signify
conflicts, whilst Maurer will not take „YRI F̂ in the sense of cities, but of
enemies. But there is no necessity for this at all. Nimrod, the first founder of a
Babylonio-Assyrian kingdom, built cities to strengthen his monarchy. The king
of Asshur built cities for the Medes, for the purpose of keeping them better in
check. And it is to this building of cities, as a support to despotism, that the
prophet here refers.

Isa. 14:22, 23. Thus far the prophet has spoken in the name of God. But the
prophecy closes with a word of God Himself, spoken through the prophet. —
Vv. 22, 23.

“And I will rise up against them, saith Jehovah of hosts, and root out in Babel name
and remnant, sprout and shoot, saith Jehovah. And make it the possession of
hedgehogs and marshes of water, and sweep it away with the bosom of destruction,
saith Jehovah of hosts.”

RJFŠiw „Š̃and DKENEWF †YNI are two pairs of alliterative proverbial words, and are
used to signify “the whole, without exception” (compare the Arabic expression
“Kiesel und Kies,” “flint and pebble,” in the sense of “altogether:” Nöldecke,



Poesie der alten Araber, p. 162). Jehovah rises against the descendants of the
king of Babylon, and exterminates Babylon utterly, root and branch. The
destructive forces, which Babylon has hitherto been able to control by raising
artificial defences, are now let loose; and the Euphrates, left without a dam, lays
the whole region under water. Hedgehogs now take the place of men, and
marshes the place of palaces. The kippod occurs in Isa. 34:11 and Zep. 2:14, in
the company of birds; but according to the derivation of the word and the
dialects, it denotes the hedgehog, which possesses the power of rolling itself up
(LXX eÏÂrhmon wÎÂste katoikeiÌn eÏxiÂnouj), and which, although it can neither fly,
nor climb with any peculiar facility, on account of its mode of walking, could
easily get upon the knob of a pillar that had been thrown down (Zep. 2:14). The
concluding threat makes the mode of Babel’s origin the omen of its end: the city
of ‹Y‹I, i.e., Babylon, which had been built for the most part of clay or brick-
earth, would be strangely swept away. The pilpel J‹J̃‹I (or J‹J̃‹,̃ as Kimchi
conjugates it in Michlol 150ab, and in accordance with which some codices and
early editions read HFYTIJ‹J̃‹W̃i with double zere) belongs to the cognate root
which is mentioned at Psa. 42: 5, with an opening D, ‹, S (cf., Isa. 27: 8), and
which signifies to drive or thrust away. J‹J̃á‹iMÁ is that with which anything is
driven out or swept away, viz., a broom. Jehovah treats Babylon as rubbish, and
sweeps it away, destruction (hashmeÝd: an inf. absol. used as a substantive)
serving Him as a broom.

Isa. 14:24-27. There now follows, apparently out of all connection, another
prophecy against Asshur. It is introduced here quite abruptly, like a fragment;
and it is an enigma how it got here, and what it means here, though not an
enigma without solution. This short Assyrian passage reads as follows. Vv. 24-
27.

“Jehovah of hosts hath sworn, saying, Surely as I have thought, so shall it come to
pass; and as I have purposed, that takes place; to break Asshur to pieces in my land ,
and upon my mountain will I tread him under foot: then his yoke departs from them,
and his burden will depart from their neck. This is the purpose that is purposed over
the whole earth; and this the hand that is stretched out over all nations. For Jehovah
of hosts hath purposed, and who could bring it to nought? And His hand that is
stretched out, who can turn it back?”

It is evidently a totally different judicial catastrophe which is predicted here,
inasmuch as the world-power upon which it falls is not called Babel or
Chasdim, but Asshur, which cannot possibly be taken as a name for Babylon
(Abravanel, Lowth, etc.). Babylon is destroyed by the Medes, whereas Asshur
falls to ruin in the mountain-land of Jehovah, which it is seeking to subjugate,
— a prediction which was literally fulfilled. And only when this had taken place
did a fitting occasion present itself for a prophecy against Babel, the heiress of



the ruined Assyrian power. Consequently the two prophecies against Babel and
Asshur form a hysteron-proteron as they stand here. The thought which
occasioned this arrangement, and which it is intended to set forth, is expressed
by Jeremiah in Jer. 50:18, 19, “Behold, I will punish the king of Babylon and his
land, as I have punished the king of Assyria.” The one event was a pledge of the
other. At a time when the prophecy against Assyria had actually been fulfilled,
the prophet attached it to the still unfulfilled prophecy against Babylon, to give
a pledge of the fulfilment of the latter. This was the pedestal upon which the
MassaÑh BaÑbel was raised. And it was doubly suited for this, on account of its
purely epilogical tone from v. 26 onwards.

The Oracle concerning Philistia — Ch. 14:28-32

Among the punishments enumerated in 2Ch. 28: 5-21 as falling upon king
Ahaz, we find the following, viz., that the Philistines invaded the low country
(shephelah) and the south land (negeb), took several cities, six of which are
mentioned by name, and settled there. This offensive movement of the
Philistines against the government of Judaea was probably occasioned either by
the oppression of Judah on the part of Syria and Ephraim, or by the permanent
crippling of Judah through the Syro-Ephraimitish war. In either case, the fact
itself is quite sufficient to throw light upon the threatening prophecy which
follows.

Isa. 14:28. This is one of the prophecies the date of which is fixed in v. 28.

“In the year of the death of king Ahaz the following oracle was uttered.”

“The year of the death of king Ahaz” was (as in Isa. 6: 1) the year in which the
death of Ahaz was to take place. In that year the Philistines still remained in
those possessions, their hold of which was so shameful to Judah, and had not
yet met with any humiliating retribution. But this year was the turning-point; for
Hezekiah, the successor of Ahaz, not only recovered the cities that they had
taken, but thoroughly defeated them in their own land (2Ki. 18: 8).

Isa. 14:29. It was therefore in a most eventful and decisive year that Isaiah
began to prophesy as follows. V. 29.

“Rejoice not so fully , O Philistia, that the rod which smote thee is broken to pieces;
for out of the serpent’s root comes forth a basilisk, and its fruit is a flying dragon.”

SheÝbet macceÝk, “the rod which smote thee” (not “of him that smote thee,”
which is not so appropriate), is the Davidic sceptre, which had formerly kept
the Philistines in subjection under David and Solomon, and again in more recent
times since the reign of Uzziah. This sceptre was now broken to pieces, for the
Davidic kingdom had been brought down by the Syro-Ephraimitish war, and



had not been able to recover itself; and so far as its power over the surrounding
nations was concerned, it had completely fallen to pieces. Philistia was
thoroughly filled with joy in consequence, but this joy was all over now. The
power from which Philistia had escaped was a common snake (naÑchaÑsh), which
had been either cut to pieces, or had died out down to the very roots. But out
of this root, i.e., out of the house of David, which had been reduced to the
humble condition of its tribal house, there was coming forth a zepha’, a basilisk
(regulus, as Jerome and other early translators render it: see at Isa. 11: 8); and
this basilisk, which is dangerous and even fatal in itself, as soon as it had
reached maturity, would bring forth a winged dragon as its fruit. The basilisk is
Hezekiah, and the flying dragon is the Messiah (this is the explanation given by
the Targum); or, what is the same thing, the former is the Davidic government
of the immediate future, the latter the Davidic government of the ultimate
future. The figure may appear an inappropriate one, because the serpent is a
symbol of evil; but it is not a symbol of evil only, but of a curse also, and a
curse is the energetic expression of the penal justice of God. And it is as the
executor of such a curse in the form of a judgment of God upon Philistia that
the Davidic king is here described in a threefold climax as a snake or serpent.
The selection of this figure may possibly have also been suggested by
Gen. 49:17; for the saying of Jacob concerning Dan was fulfilled in Samson, the
sworn foe of the Philistines.

Isa. 14:30. The coming Davidic king is peace for Israel, but for Philistia death.
V. 30.

“And the poorest of the poor will feed , and needy ones lie down in peace; and I kill
thy root through hunger, and he slays thy remnant.”

“The poorest of the poor:” bêcoÝreÝ dallim is an intensified expression for bêneÝ
dallim, the latter signifying such as belong to the family of the poor, the former
(cf., Job. 18:13, mors dirissima) such as hold the foremost rank in such a
family, — a description of Israel, which, although at present deeply, very
deeply, repressed and threatened on every side, would then enjoy its land in
quietness and peace (Zep. 3:12, 13). In this sense w R̂FWi is used absolutely; and
there is no necessity for Hupfeld’s conjecture (Psa. ii. 258), that we should read
YRÁKFBi (in my pastures). Israel rises again, but Philistia perishes even to a root
and remnant; and the latter again falls a victim on the one hand to the judgment
of God (famine), and on the other to the punishment inflicted by the house of
David. The change of persons in v. 30b is no synallage; but the subject to
yahaÔroÝg (slays) is the basilisk, the father of the flying dragon. The first strophe
of the massah terminates here. It consists of eight lines, each of the two
Masoretic verses (29, 30) containing four clauses.



Isa. 14:31. The massah consists of two strophes. The first threatens judgment
from Judah, and the second — of seven lines — threatens judgment from
Asshur. V. 31.

“Howl, O gate! cry, O city! O Philistia, thou must melt entirely away; for from the
north cometh smoke, and there is no isolated one among his hosts.”

RJAŠA, which is a masculine everywhere else, is construed here as a feminine,
possibly in order that the two imperfects may harmonize; for there is nothing to
recommend Luzzatto’s suggestion, that R Š̂should be taken as an accusative.
The strong gates of the Philistian cities (Ashdod and Gaza), of world-wide
renown, and the cities themselves, shall lift up a cry of anguish; and Philistia,
which has hitherto been full of joy, shall melt away in the heat of alarm
(Isa. 13: 7, naÑmoÝg, inf. abs. niph.; on the form itself, compare Isa. 59:13): for
from the north there comes a singing and burning fire, which proclaims its
coming afar off by the smoke which it produces; in other words, an all-
destroying army, out of whose ranks not one falls away from weariness or self-
will (cf., Isa. 5:27), that is to say, an army without a gap, animated throughout
with one common desire. (D Œ̂FM, after the form BŠŒFM, the mass of people
assembled at an appointed place, or moÝÿed, Jos. 8:14, 1Sa. 20:35, and for an
appointed end.)

Isa. 14:32. To understand v. 32, which follows here, nothing more is needed
than a few simple parenthetical thoughts, which naturally suggest themselves.
This one desire was the thirst for conquest, and such a desire could not possibly
have only the small strip of Philistian coast for its object; but the conquest of
this was intended as the means of securing possession of other countries on the
right hand and on the left. The question arose, therefore, How would Judah fare
with the fire which was rolling towards it from the north? For the very fact that
the prophet of Judah was threatening Philistia with this fire, presupposed that
Judah itself would not be consumed by it.

And this is just what is expressed in v. 32:

“And what answer do the messengers of the nations bring? That Jehovah hath
founded Zion, and that the afflicted of His people are hidden therein.”

“The messengers of the nations” (malêaceÝ goi): goi is to be taken in a
distributive sense, and the messengers to be regarded either as individuals who
have escaped from the Assyrian army, which was formed of contingents from
many nations, or else (as we should expect peliteÝ in that case, instead of
malÿaceÝ) messengers from the neighbouring nations, who were sent to
Jerusalem after the Assyrian army had perished in front of the city, to ascertain
how the latter had fared. And they all reply as if with one mouth (yaaneh): Zion



has stood unshaken, protected by its God; and the people of this God, the poor
and despised congregation of Jehovah (cf., Zec. 11: 7), are, and know that they
are, concealed in Zion. The prophecy is intentionally oracular. Prophecy does
not adopt the same tone to the nations as to Israel. Its language to the former is
dictatorially brief, elevated with strong self-consciousness, expressed in lofty
poetic strains, and variously coloured, according to the peculiarity of the nation
to which the oracle refers. The following prophecy relating to Moab shows us
very clearly, that in the prophet’s view the judgment executed by Asshur upon
Philistia would prepare the way for the subjugation of Philistia by the sceptre of
David. By the wreck of the Assyrian world-power upon Jerusalem, the house of
David would recover its old supremacy over the nations round about. And this
really was the case. But the fulfilment was not exhaustive. Jeremiah therefore
took up the prophecy of his predecessor again at the time of the Chaldean
judgment upon the nations (Jer. 47), but only the second strophe. The
Messianic element of the first was continued by Zechariah (Zec. 9).

The Oracle concerning Moab — Ch. 15-16

Isa. 15-16. So far as the surrounding nations were concerned, the monarchy of
Israel commenced with victory and glory. Saul punished them all severely for
their previous offences against Israel (1Sa. 14:47), and the Moabites along with
the rest. The latter were completely subdued by David (2Sa. 8: 2). After the
division of the kingdom, the northern kingdom took possession of Joab. The
Moabites paid tribute from their flocks to Samaria. But when Ahab died, Mesha
the king of Moab refused this tribute (2Ki. 1: 1; 3: 4ff.). Ahaziah of Israel let
this refusal pass. In the meantime, the Moabites formed an alliance with other
nations, and invaded Judah. But the allies destroyed one another, and
Jehoshaphat celebrated in the valley of Berachah the victory which he had
gained without a battle, and which is commemorated in several psalms. And
when Jehoram the king of Israel attempted to subjugate Moab again,
Jehoshaphat made common cause with him. And the Moabites were defeated;
but the fortress, the Moabitish Kir, which was situated upon a steep and lofty
chalk rock, remained standing still. The interminable contests of the northern
kingdom with the Syrians rendered it quite impossible to maintain either Moab
itself, or the land to the east of the Jordan in general. During the reign of Jehu,
the latter, in all its length and breadth, even as far south as the Arnon, was taken
by the Syrians (2Ki. 10:32, 33). The tribes that were now no longer tributary to
the kingdom of Israel oppressed the Israelitish population, and avenged upon
the crippled kingdom the loss of their independence. Jeroboam II, as the
prophet Jonah had foretold (2Ki. 14:25), was the first to reconquer the territory
of Israel from Hamath to the Dead Sea. It is not indeed expressly stated that he
subjugated Moab again; but as Moabitish bands had disturbed even the country



on this side under his predecessor Joash (2Ki. 13:20), it may be supposed that
he also attempted to keep Moab within bounds. If the Moabites, as is very
probable, had extended their territory northwards beyond the Arnon, the war
with Joab was inevitable. Moreover, under Jeroboam II on the one hand, and
Uzziah-Jotham on the other, we read nothing about the Moabites rising; but, on
the contrary, such notices as those contained in 1Ch. 5:17 and 2Ch. 26:10,
show that they kept themselves quiet. But the application made by Ahaz to
Assyria called up the hostility of Joab and the neighbouring nations again.
Tiglath-pileser repeated what the Syrians had done before. He took possession
of the northern part of the land on this side, and the whole of the land on the
other side, and depopulated them. This furnished an opportunity for the
Moabites to re-establish themselves in their original settlements to the north of
the Arnon. And this was how it stood at the time when Isaiah prophesied. The
calamity which befel them came from the north, and therefore fell chiefly and
primarily upon the country to the north of the Arnon, which the Moabites had
taken possession of but a short time before, after it had been peopled for a long
time by the tribes of Reuben and Gad.

Isa. 15: 1. There is no other prophecy in the book of Isaiah in which the heart
of the prophet is so painfully affected by what his mind sees, and his mouth is
obliged to prophesy. All that he predicts evokes his deepest sympathy, just as if
he himself belonged to the unfortunate nation to which he is called to be a
messenger of woe. He commences with an utterance of amazement. V. 1.

“Oracle concerning Moab! for in a night ‘Ar-Moab is laid waste , destroyed; for in
a night Kir-Moab is laid waste, destroyed.”

The ci (for) is explanatory in both instances, and not simply affirmative, or, as
Knobel maintains, recitative, and therefore unmeaning. The prophet justifies the
peculiar heading to his prophecy from the horrible vision given him to see, and
takes us at once into the very heart of the vision, as in Isa. 17: 1; 23: 1. ‘Ar
Moab (in which ‘Ar is Moabitish for ‘Ir; cf., Jer. 49: 3, where we find ‘Ai
written instead of ‘Ar, which we should naturally expect) is the name of the
capital of Moab (Grecized, Areopolis), which was situated to the south of the
Arnon, at present a large field of ruins, with a village of the name of Rabba. Kir
Moab (in which Kir is the Moabitish for Kiryah) was the chief fortress of Joab,
which was situated to the south-east of Ar, the present Kerek, where there is
still a town with a fortification upon a rock, which can be seen from Jerusalem
with a telescope on a clear day, and forms so thoroughly one mass with the
rock, that in 1834, when Ibrahim Pasha resolved to pull it down, he was obliged
to relinquish the project. The identity of Kir and Kerek is unquestionable, but
that of Ar and Rabba has been disputed; and on the ground of Num. 22:36,
where it seems to be placed nearer the Arnon, it has been transposed to the



ruins on the pasture land at the confluence of the LejuÑm and Mujib (= “the city
that is by the river” in Deu. 2:36 and Jos. 13: 9, 16: see Comm. on
Num. 21:15), — a conjecture which has this against it, that the name Areopolis,
which has been formed from Ar, is attached to the “metropolis civitas Ar,”
which was called Rabba as the metropolis, and of which Jerome relates (on the
passage before us), as an event associated with his own childhood, that it was
then destroyed by an earthquake (probably in 342). The two names of the cities
are used as masculine here, like Dammesek in Isa. 17: 1, and Tzor in Isa. 23: 1,
though it cannot therefore be said, as at Mic. 5: 1, that the city stands for the
inhabitants (Ges. Lehrgebäude, p. 469). “In a night” (LYL ãbsolute, as in
Isa. 21:11, not construct, which would give an illogical assertion, as shuddad
and nidmaÑh are almost coincident, so far as the sense is concerned) the two
pillars of the strength of Moab are overthrown. In the space of a night, and
therefore very suddenly (Isa. 17:14), Moab is destroyed. The prophet repeats
twice what it would have been quite sufficient to say once, just as if he had been
condemned to keep his eye fixed upon the awful spectacle (on the asyndeton,
see at Isa. 33: 9; and on the anadiplosis, v. 8, Isa. 8: 9; 21:11; 17:12, 13). His
first sensation is that of horror.

Isa. 15: 2-4. But just as horror, when once it begins to reflect, is dissolved in
tears, the thunder-claps in v. 1 are followed by universal weeping and
lamentation. Vv. 2-4.

“They go up to the temple-house and Dibon, up to the heights to weep: upon Nebo
and upon Medebah of Moab there is weeping: on all heads baldness, every beard is
mutilated. In the markets of Moab they gird themselves with sackcloth; on the roofs
of the land, and in its streets, everything wails, melting into tears. Heshbon cries,
and ÿElaÑle ; even to Jahaz they hear their howling; even the armed men of Moab
break out into mourning thereat; its soul trembles within it.”

The people (the subject to HLF F̂) ascend the mountain with the temple of
Chemosh, the central sanctuary of the land. This temple is called hab-baith,
though not that there was a Moabitish town or village with some such name as
BeÑth-Diblathaim (Jer. 48:22), as Knobel supposes. Dibon, which lay above the
Arnon (Wady Mujib), like all the places mentioned in vv. 2-4, at present a heap
of ruins, a short hour to the north of the central Arnon, in the splendid plain of
el-Chura, had consecrated heights in the neighbourhood (cf., Jos. 13:17;
Num. 22:41), and therefore would turn to them. Moab mourns upon Nebo and
Medebah; LYLIYỸi, for which we find LYLIYHỸi in Isa. 52: 5, is written intentionally
for a double preformative, instead of LYLIYY (̃compare the similar forms in
Job. 24:21, Psa. 138: 6, and Ges. § 70, Anm.). LJA is to be taken in a local
sense, as Hendewerk, Drechsler, and Knobel have rendered it. For Nebo was
probably a place situated upon a height on the mountain of that name, towards



the south-east of Heshbon (the ruins of Nabo, Nabau, mentioned in the Onom.);
and Medebah (still a heap of ruins bearing the same name) stood upon a round
hill about two hours to the south-east of Heshbon. According to Jerome, there
was an image of Chemosh in Nebo; and among the ruins of Madeba, Seetzen
discovered the foundations of a strange temple. There follows here a
description of the expressions of pain. Instead of the usual WYŠFJRF, we read
WYŠFJRO here. And instead of geduÿaÑh (abscissae), Jeremiah (Jer. 48:37) has,
according to his usual style, geruÿaÑh (decurtatae), with the simple alteration of a
single letter. f90

All runs down with weeping (culloh, written as in Isa. 16: 7; in Isa. 9: 8, 16, we
have cullo instead). In other cases it is the eyes that are said to run down in
tears, streams, or water-brooks; but here, by a still bolder metonymy, the whole
man is said to flow down to the ground, as if melting in a stream of tears.
Heshbon and Elale are still visible in their ruins, which lie only half an hour
apart upon their separate hills and are still called by the names Husban and el-
Al. They were both situated upon hills which commanded an extensive
prospect. And there the cry of woe created an echo which was audible as far as
Jahaz (Jahza), the city where the king of Heshbon offered battle to Israel in the
time of Moses (Deu. 2:32). The general mourning was so great, that even the
armed men, i.e., the heroes (Jer. 48:41) of Moab, were seized with despair, and
cried out in their anguish (the same figure as in Isa. 33: 7). †k‰̃LJA, thereat,
namely on account of this universal lamentation. Thus the lamentation was
universal, without exception. Naphsho (his soul) refers to Moab as a whole
nation. The soul of Moab trembles in all the limbs of the national body; H F̂RiYF
(forming a play upon the sound with w ŶRIYF), an Arabic word, and in H F̂YRIYi a
Hebrew word also, signifies tremere, huc illuc agitari, — an explanation which
we prefer, with Rosenmüller and Gesenius, to the idea that R̂ÁYF is a secondary
verb to ĴARF, fut. R̂ÁY .̃ ŒL is an ethical dative (as in Psa. 120: 6 and 123: 4),
throwing the action or the pathos inwardly (see Psychology, p. 152). The heart
of the prophet participates in this pain with which Moab is agitated throughout;
for, as Rashi observes, it is just in this that the prophets of Israel were
distinguished from heathen prophets, such as Balaam for example, viz., that the
calamities which they announced to the nations went to their own heart
(compare Isa. 21: 3, 4, with Isa. 22: 4).

Isa. 15: 5a. The difficult words in which the prophet expresses this sympathy
we render as follows: V. 5a.

“My heart, towards Moab it crieth out; its bolts reached to Zoar, the three-year-old
heifer.”



The Lamed in l’Moab is the same both here and in Isa. 16:11 as in Isa. 14: 8, 9,
viz., “turned toward Moab.” Moab, which was masculine in v. 4, is feminine
here. We may infer from this that RJACO‰DJA HFXEYRIbI is a statement which
concerns Moab as a land. Now, berichim signifies the bolts in every other
passage in which it occurs; and it is possible to speak of the bolts of a land with
just as much propriety as in Lam. 2: 9 and Jer. 51:30 (cf., Jon. 2: 7) of the bolts
of a city. And the statement that the bolts of this land went to Zoar is also a
very appropriate one, for Kir Moab and Zoar formed the southern fortified
girdle of the land; and Zoar, on the south-western tongue of land which runs
into the Dead Sea, was the uttermost fortress of Moab, looking over towards
Judah; and in its depressed situation below the level of the sea it formed, as it
were, the opposite pole of Kir Moab, the highest point in the high land itself.
Hence we agree with Jerome, who adopts the rendering vectes ejus usque ad
Segor, whereas all the modern translators have taken the word in the sense of
fugitives. ÿEglath shêlishiyyaÑh, which Rosenmüller, Knobel, Drechsler, Meier,
and others have taken quite unnecessarily as a proper name, is either in
apposition to Zoar or to Moab. In the former case it is a distinguishing epithet.
An ox of the three years, or more literally of the third year (cf., meshullesheth,
Gen. 15: 9), i.e., a three-year-old ox, is one that is still in all the freshness and
fulness of its strength, and that has not yet been exhausted by the length of time
that it has worn the yoke. The application of the term to the Moabitish nation is
favoured by Jer. 46:20, where Egypt is called “a very fair heifer” (ÿeglaÑh
yepheÝh-phiyyaÑh), whilst Babylon is called the same in Jer. 50:11 (cf.,
Hos. 4:16; 10:11). And in the same way, according to the LXX, Vulg., Targum,
and Gesenius, Moab is called juvenca tertii anni, h. e. indomita jugoque non
assueta, as a nation that was still in the vigour of youth, and if it had hitherto
borne the yoke, had always shaken it off again. But the application of it to Zoar
is favoured

(1) by Jer. 48:34, where this epithet is applied to another Moabitish city;
(2) by the accentuation; and
(3) by the fact that in the other case we should expect bêriÝchaÑh (the three-year-old
heifer, i.e., Moab, is a fugitive to Zoar: vid., Luzzatto).

Thus Zoar, the fine, strong, and hitherto unconquered city, is now the
destination of the wildest flight before the foe that is coming from the north. A
blow has fallen upon Joab, that is more terrible than any that has preceded it.

Isa. 15: 5b,6. In a few co-ordinate clauses the prophet now sets before us the
several scenes of mourning and desolation. Vv. 5b, 6.

“For the mountain slope of Luhith they ascend with weeping; for on the road to
Horonayim they lift up a cry of despair. For the waters of Nimrim are waste places



from this time forth: for the grass is dried up, the vegetation wasteth away, the green
is gone.”

The road to Luhith (according to the Onom. between Ar-Moab and Zoar, and
therefore in the centre of Moabitis proper) led up a height, and the road to
Horonayim (according to Jer. 48: 5) down a slope. Weeping, they ran up to the
mountain city to hide themselves there (bo, as in Psa. 24: 3; in Jer. 48: 5 it is
written incorrectly YKIbE). Raising loud cries of despair, they stand in front of
Horonayim, which lay below, and was more exposed to the enemy. wRˆ̃̂ OYi is
softened from wRˆ̃RiJAYi (possibly to increase the resemblance to an echo), like
BKŒFk from BkFBikA. The Septuagint renders it very well, kraughÃn suntrimmouÌ
eÏcanagerouÌsin, — an unaccustomed expression of intense and ever renewed
cries at the threatening danger of utter destruction, and with the hope of
procuring relief and assistance (sheber, as in Isa. 1:28; 30:26). From the farthest
south the scene would suddenly be transferred to the extreme north of the
territory of Moab, if Nimrim were the Nimra (Beth-Nimra, Talm. nimrin) which
was situated near to the Jordan in Gilead, and therefore farther north than any
of the places previously mentioned, and the ruins of which lie a little to the
south of Salt, and are still called Nimrin. But the name itself, which is derived
from the vicinity of fresh water (Arab. nemir, nemÑr, clear, pure, sound), is one
of frequent occurrence; and even to the south of Moabitis proper there is a
Wadi Numere, and a brook called Moyet Numere (two diminutives: “dear little
stream of Nimra”), which flows through stony tracks, and which formerly
watered the country (Burckhardt, Seetzen, and De Saulcy). In all probability the
ruins of Numere by the side of this wady are the Nimrim referred to here, and
the waters of the brook the “waters of Nimrim” (me Nimrim). The waters that
flowed fresh from the spring had been filled up with rubbish by the enemy, and
would now probably lie waste for ever (a similar expression to that in
Isa. 17: 2). He had gone through the land scorching and burning, so that all the
vegetation had vanished. On the miniature-like short sentences, see Isa. 29:20;
33: 8, 9; 32:10; and on HYFHF JLO (“it is not in existence,” or “it has become not,”
i.e., annihilated), vid., Eze. 21:32.

Isa. 15: 7-9. As Moabitis has thus become a great scene of conflagration, the
Moabites cross the border and fly to Idumaea. The reason for this is given in
sentences which the prophet again links on to one another with the particle ci
(for). Vv. 7-9.

“Therefore what has been spared, what has been gained, and their provision, they
carry it over the willow-brook. For the scream has gone the round in the territory of
Moab; the wailing of Joab resounds to Eglayim, and his wailing to BeeÏr-Elim. For
the waters of Dimon are full of blood: for I suspend over Dimon a new calamity,
over the escaped of Moab a lion, and over the remnant of the land.”



YithraÑh is what is superfluous or exceeds the present need, and pekuddaÑh (lit. a
laying up, depositio) that which has been carefully stored; whilst ÿaÑsaÑh, as the
derivative passage, Jer. 48:36, clearly shows (although the accusative in the
whole of v. 7 is founded upon a different view: see Rashi), is an attributive
clause (what has been made, worked out, or gained). All these things they carry
across nachal haÑÿaraÑbim, i.e., not the desert-stream, as Hitzig, Maurer, Ewald,
and Knobel suppose, since the plural of ÿaraÑbaÑh is ÿaraÑboth, but either the Arab
stream (LXX, Saad.), or the willow-stream, torrens salicum (Vulg.). The latter
is more suitable to the connection; and among the rivers which flow to the
south of the Arnon from the mountains of the Moabitish highlands down to the
Dead Sea, there is one which is called Wadi Sufsaf, i.e., willow-brook
(TzaphtzaÑphaÑh is the name of a brook in Hebrew also), viz., the northern arm
of the Seil el-Kerek. This is what we suppose to be intended here, and not the
Wadi el-Ahsa, although the latter (probably the biblical Zered f91)

is the boundary river on the extreme south, and separates Moab from Edom
(Kerek from Gebal: see Ritter, Erdk. xv. 1223-4). Wading through the willow-
brook, they carry their possessions across, and hurry off to the land of Edom,
for their own land has become the prey of the foe throughout its whole extent,
and within its boundaries the cry of wailing passes from Eglayim, on the south-
west of Ar, and therefore not far from the southern extremity of the Dead Sea
(Eze. 47:10), as far as Beer-Elim, in the north-east of the land towards the
desert (Num. 21:16-18; DJA must be supplied: Ewald, § 351, a), that is to say, if
we draw a diagonal through the land, from one end to the other. Even the
waters of Dibon, which are called Dimon here to produce a greater resemblance
in sound to daÑm, blood, and by which we are probably to understand the Arnon,
as this was only a short distance off (just as in Jud. 5:19 the “waters of
Megiddo” are the Kishon), are full of blood, f92 so that the enemy must have
penetrated into the very heart of the land in his course of devastation and
slaughter. But what drives them across the willow-brook is not this alone; it is
as if they forebode that what has hitherto occurred is not the worst or the last.
Jehovah suspends (shith, as in Hos. 6:11) over Dibon, whose waters are already
reddened with blood, noÝsaÑphoÝth, something to be added, i.e., a still further
judgment, namely a lion. The measure of Moab’s misfortunes is not yet full:
after the northern enemy, a lion will come upon those that have escaped by
flight or have been spared at home (on the expression itself, compare Isa. 10:20;
37:32, and other passages). This lion is no other than the basilisk of the
prophecy against Philistia, but with this difference, that the basilisk represents
one particular Davidic king, whilst the lion is Judah generally, whose emblem
was the lion from the time of Jacob’s blessing, in Gen. 49: 9.



Isa. 16: 1. But just because this lion is Judah and its government, the summons
goes forth to the Moabites, who have fled to Edom, and even to Sela, i.e., Petra
(Wady Musa), near Mount Hor in Arabia Petraea, to which it gave its name, to
turn for protection to Jerusalem. Ch. 16: 1.

“Send a land-ruler’s tribute of lambs from Sela desert-wards to the mountain of the
daughter of Zion.”

This verse is like a long-drawn trumpet-blast. The prophecy against Moab takes
the same turn here as in Isa. 14:32; 18: 7; 19:16ff., 23:18. The judgment first of
all produces slavish fear; and this is afterwards refined into loving attachment.
Submission to the house of David is Moab’s only deliverance. This is what the
prophet, weeping with those that weep, calls out to them in such long-drawn,
vehement, and urgent tones, even into the farthest hiding-place in which they
have concealed themselves, viz., the rocky city of the Edomites. The tribute of
lambs which was due to the ruling prince is called briefly car moÝsheÝl-ÿeretz. This
tribute, which the holders of the pasture-land so rich in flocks have hitherto sent
to Samaria (2Ki. 3: 4), they are now to send to Jerusalem, the “mountain of the
daughter of Zion” (as in Isa. 10:32, compared with Isa. 18: 7), the way to
which lay through “the desert,” i.e., first of all in a diagonal direction through
the Arabah, which stretched downwards to Aelath.

Isa. 16: 2. The advice does not remain without effect, but they embrace it
eagerly. V. 2.

“And the daughters of Moab will be like birds fluttering about , a scared nest, at the
fords of the Arnon.”

“The daughters of Moab,” like “the daughters of Judah,” for example, in
Psa. 48:12, are the inhabitants of the cities and villages of the land of Moab.
They were already like birds soaring about (Pro. 27: 8), because of their flight
from their own land; but here, as we may see from the expression HNFYYEHiTI …
HYFHFWi, the simile is intended to depict the condition into which they would be
thrown by the prophet’s advice. The figure (cf., Isa. 10:14) as well as the
expression (cf., Isa. 17: 2) is thoroughly Isaiah’s. It is a state of anxious and
timid indecision, resembling the fluttering to and fro of birds, that have been
driven away from their nest, and wheel anxiously round and round, without
daring to return to their old home. In this way the daughters of Moab, coming
out of their hiding-places, whether nearer or more remote, show themselves at
the fords of the Arnon, that is to say, on the very soil of their old home, which
was situated between the Arnon and Wady el-Ahsa, and which was now
devastated by the hand of a foe. †ŒNRiJÁLi TŒRbF̂ iMÁ we should regard as in
apposition to benoth Moab (the daughters of Moab), if maÿbaÑroth signifies the



coast-lands (like ÿebreÝ in Isa. 7:20), and not, as it invariably does, the fords. It is
locative in its meaning, and is so accentuated.

Isa. 16: 3, 4a. There they show themselves, on the spot to which their land
once reached before it passed into the possession of Israel, — there, on its
farthest boundary in the direction towards Judah, which was seated above; and
taking heart, address the following petitions to Zion, or to the Davidic court, on
the other side. Vv. 3, 4a.

“Give counsel, form a decision, make thy shadow like night in the midst of noon;
hide the outcasts, do not betray the wanderers. Let mine outcasts tarry in thee ,
Moab; be a covert to it from before the spoiler.”

In their extremity they appeal to Zion for counsel, and the once proud but now
thoroughly humbled Moabites place the decision of their fate in the hands of the
men of Judah (so according to the Keri), and stand before Zion praying most
earnestly for shelter and protection. Their fear of the enemy is so great, that in
the light of the noon-day sun they desire to be covered with the protecting
shade of Zion as with the blackness of night, that they may not be seen by the
foe. The short-sentences correspond to the anxious urgency of the prayer (cf.,
Isa. 33: 8). PelilaÑh (cf., peliliyyaÑh, Isa. 28: 7) is the decision of a judge (paÑliÝl);
just as in Isa. 15: 5 shelishiyyaÑh is the age and standing of three years. The
figure of the shadow is the same as in Isa. 30: 2, 3; 32: 2, etc.; noÝdeÝd is the
same as in Isa. 21:14; niddaÑchai as in Isa. 11:12; seÝther as in Isa. 32: 2, and
other passages; shoÝdeÝd as in Isa. 33: 1; mippêneÝ as in Isa. 21:15. The whole is
word for word Isaiah’s. There is no necessity to read nidcheÝ instead of
niddaÑchai MoÿaÑb in v. 4; still less is ay a collective termination, as in Isa. 20: 4.
Nor are the words to be rendered “my outcasts...of Moab,” and the expression
to be taken as a syntaxis ornata (cf., Isa. 17: 6). On the contrary, such an
expression is absolutely impossible here, where the speaker is alluding to
himself. It is better to abide by the punctuation as we have it, with niddaÑchai
(zakeph) closing the first clause of v. 4a, and Moab (tebir, which is subordinate
to the following tiphchah, and with this to athnach) opening the second as an
absolute noun. This is the way in which we have rendered it above: “Moab...be
a shield to it...” (though without taking laÑmoÝ as equivalent to loÝ).

Isa. 16: 4b,5. The question then arises, By what means has Zion awakened
such reverence and confidence on the part of Moab? This question is answered
in vv. 4b, 5:

“For the extortioner is at an end , desolation has disappeared, treaders down are
away from the land. And a throne is established by grace, and there sits thereon in
truth in the tent of David one judging, and zealous for right, and practised in
righteousness.”



The imperial world-power, which pressed out both marrow and blood (meÝtz, a
noun of the same form as leÝtz, like miÝtz in Pro. 30:33, pressure), and devastated
and trod down everything (Isa. 29:20; 10: 6; 33: 1, cf., 8), is swept away from
the land on this side of the Jordan; Jerusalem is not subject to it now, but has
come forth more gloriously out of all her oppressions than ever she did before.
And the throne of the kingdom of Judah has not fallen down, but by the
manifestation of Jehovah’s grace has been newly established. There no longer
sits thereon a king who dishonours Him, and endangers His kingdom; but the
tent-roof of the fallen and now re-erected hut of David (Amo. 9:11) is spread
over a King in whom the truth of the promise of Jehovah is verified, inasmuch
as justice and righteousness are realized through all that He does. The
Messianic times must therefore have dawned (so the Targum understands it),
since grace and truth (chesed ve’emeth) and “justice and righteousness”
(mishpaÑt uÝtzedaÑkaÑh) are the divino-human signs of those times, and as it were
their kindred genii; and who can here fail to recal to mind the words of Isa. 9: 6
(cf., Isa. 33: 5, 6)? The king depicted here is the same as “the lion out of
Judah,” threatened against Moab in Isa. 15: 9. Only by thus submitting to Him
and imploring His grace will it escape the judgment.

Isa. 16: 6. But if Moab does this, and the law of the history of Israel, which is
that “a remnant shall return,” is thus reflected in the history of Moab; v. 6
cannot possibly contain the answer which Moab receives from Zion, as the
more modern commentators assume according to an error that has almost
become traditional. On the contrary, the prophecy enters here upon a new
stage, commencing with Moab’s sin, and depicting the fate of Moab in still
more elegiac strains. V. 6.

“We have heard of the pride of Moab, the very haughty (pride), his haughtiness,
and his pride, and his wrath, the falsehood of his speech.”

The future self-humiliation of Moab, which would be the fruit of its sufferings,
is here contrasted with the previous self-exaltation, of which these sufferings
were the fruit. “We have heard,” says the prophet, identifying himself with his
people. Boasting pompousness has hitherto been the distinguishing
characteristic of Moab in relation to the latter (see Isa. 25:11). The heaping up
of words of the same verbal stem (cf., Isa. 3: 1) is here intended to indicate how
thoroughly haughty was their haughtiness (cf., Rom. 7:13, “that sin might
become exceeding sinful”), and how completely it had taken possession of
Moab. It boasted and was full of rage towards Israel, to which, so far as it
retained its consciousness of the truth of Jehovah, the talk of Moab (WYdFbÁ from
DDAbF = JDFbF, J‹FbF, to talk at random) must necessarily appear as †K‰̃JLO, not-
right, i.e., at variance with fact. These expressions of opinion had been heard by



the people of God, and, as Jeremiah adds in Jer. 48:29, 30, by Israel’s God as
well.

Isa. 16: 7, 8. Therefore the delightful land is miserably laid waste. Vv. 7, 8.

“Therefore will Moab wail for Moab, everything will wail: for the grape-cakes of
Kir-Hareseth will ye whine, utterly crushed. For the fruit-fields of Heshbon have
faded away: the vine of Sibmah, lords of the nations its branches smote down; they
reached to Ja’zer, trailed through the desert: its branches spread themselves out
wide, crossed over the sea.”

The Lamed in l’Moab is the same as in Isa. 15: 5, and in laÿashisheÝ, which
follows here. Kir-Hareseth (written Kir-Heres in v. 11, and by Jeremiah;
compare 2Ki. 3:25, where the vowel-pointing is apparently false): Heres or
Hareseth may possibly refer to the glazed tiles or grooved stones. As this was
the principal fortress of Moab, and according to Isa. 15: 1 it had already been
destroyed, ÿashisheÝ appears to mean the “strong foundations,” — namely, as
laid bare; in other words, the “ruins” (cf., Jer. 50:15, and moÝsêdeÝ in Isa. 58:12).
But in every other passage in which the word occurs it signifies a kind of cake;
and as the devastation of the vines of Moab is made the subject of mourning
afterwards, it has the same meaning here as in Hos. 3: 1, namely raisin-cakes,
or raisins pressed into the form of cakes. Such cakes as these may have been a
special article of the export trade of Kir. Jeremiah has altered ÿaÔshisheÝ into
ÿansheÝ (Jer. 48:31), and thus made men out of the grapes. HaÑgaÑh is to be
understood in accordance with Isa. 38:14; 59:11 (viz., of the cooing of the
dove); ‘ac (in good texts it is written with mercha, not with makkeph)
according to Deu. 16:15. On the construction of the pluralet. shadmoth,
compare Hab. 3:17. We have rendered the clause commencing with baaleÝ
goyim (lords of the nations) with the same amphibolism as we find in the
Hebrew. It might mean either “lords of the nations (domini gentium) smote
down its branches” (viz., those of the vine of Sibmah; f93 haÑlam being used as in
Isa. 41: 7), or “its branches smote down (i.e., intoxicated) lords of the nations”
(dominos gentium; haÑlam having the same meaning as in the undisputed
prophecy of Isaiah in Isa. 28: 1). As the prophet enlarges here upon the
excellence of the Moabitish wine, the latter is probably intended. The wine of
Sibmah was so good, that it was placed upon the tables of monarchs, and so
strong that it smote down, i.e., inevitably intoxicated, even those who were
accustomed to good wines. This Sibmah wine was cultivated, as the prophet
says, far and wide in Moab, — northwards as far as Ja’zer (between Ramoth,
i.e., Salt, and Heshbon, now a heap of ruins), eastwards into the desert, and
southwards across the Dead Sea, — a hyperbolical expression for close up to
its shores. Jeremiah defines yaÑm (the sea) more closely as yam Ja’zer (the sea
of Jazer; vid., Jer. 48:32), so that the hyperbole vanishes. But what sea can the
sea of Jazer be? Probably some celebrated large pool, like the pools of



Heshbon, in which the waters of the Wady (Nahr) Sir, which takes its rise close
by, were collected. Seetzen found some pools still there. The “sea” (yaÑm) in
Solomon’s temple shows clearly enough that the term sea was also commonly
applied to artificial basins of a large size; and in Damascus the marble basins of
flowing water in the halls of houses are still called baharaÑt; and the same term is
applied to the public reservoirs in all the streets of the city, which are fed by a
network of aqueducts from the river BaradaÑ. The expression “break through the
desert” (taÑÿu midbaÑr) is also a bold one, probably pointing to the fact that, like
the red wines of Hungary at the present time, they were trailing vines, which did
not require to be staked, but ran along the ground.

Isa. 16: 9. The beauties of nature and fruitfulness of the land, which come into
the possession of any nation, are gifts from the riches of divine goodness,
remnants of the paradisaical commencement of the history of man, and types of
its paradisaical close; and for this very reason they are not matters of
indifference to the spirit of prophecy. And for the same reason, it is not
unworthy of a prophet, who predicts the renovation of nature and the perfecting
of it into the beauty of paradise, to weep over such a devastation as that of the
Moabitish vineyards which was now passing before his mind (cf., Isa. 32:12,
13). V. 9.

“Therefore I bemoan the vines of Sibmah with the weeping of Jazer; I flood thee
with my tears, O Heshbon and Elealeh, that HeÑdad hath fallen upon thy fruit-harvest
and upon thy vintage.”

A tetrastich, the Hebrew equivalent, in measure and movement, of a sapphic
strophe. The circumstantiality of the vision is here swallowed up again by the
sympathy of the prophet; and the prophecy, which is throughout as truly human
as it is divine, becomes soft and flowing like an elegy. The prophet mingles his
tears with the tears of Jazer. Just as the latter weeps for the devastated vines of
Sibmah, so does he also weep. The form ¥WEyFRÁJá, transposed from ¥YEwFRÁJá =
¥wRÁJá (cf., Ewald, § 253, a, where it is explained as being a rare “voluntative”
formation), corresponds to the elegiac tone of the whole strophe. Heshbon and
Elealeh, those closely connected cities, with their luxuriant fields (shedemoth, v.
8), are now lying in ruins; and the prophet waters them with tears, because
hedad has fallen upon the fruit-harvest and vintage of both the sister cities. In
other instances the term kaÑtziÝr is applied to the wheat-harvest; but here it is
used in the same sense as baÑtziÝr, to which it is preferred on account of Isaiah’s
favourite alliteration, viz., with kaytz (compare, for example, the alliteration of
mistor with seÝther in Isa. 4: 6). That it does not refer to the wheat-harvest here,
but to the vintage, which was nearly coincident with the fruit-harvest (which is
called kaytz, as in Isa. 28: 4), is evident from the figure suggested in the word
heÝdaÑd, which was the shout raised by the pressers of the grapes, to give the



time for moving their feet when treading out the wine (v. 10; Jer. 25:30). A
heÝdaÑd of this kind had fallen upon the rich floors of Heshbon-Elealeh, inasmuch
as they had been trodden down by enemies, — a Hedad, and yet no Hedad, as
Jeremiah gives it in a beautiful oxymoron (Jer. 48:33), i.e., no joyous shout of
actual grape-treaders.

Isa. 16:10, 11. The prophet, to whose favourite words and favourite figures
Carmel belongs, both as the name of a place and as the name of a thing, now
proceeds with his picture, and is plunged still more deeply into mourning. Vv.
10, 11.

“And joy is taken away, and the rejoicing of the garden-land; and there is no
exulting, no shouting in the vineyards: the treader treads out no wine in the presses;
I put an end to the Hedad. Therefore my bowels sound for Moab like a harp, and my
inside for Kir-Heres.”

It is Jehovah who says “I put an end;” and consequently the words, “My bowels
sound like a harp,” or, as Jeremiah expresses it (Jer. 48:36), like flutes, might
appear to be expressive of the feelings of Jehovah. And the Scriptures do not
hesitate to attribute meÝÿayim (viscera) to God (e.g., Isa. 63:15, Jer. 31:20). But
as the prophet is the sympathizing subject throughout the whole of the
prophecy, it is better, for the sake of unity, to take the words in this instance
also as expressing the prophet’s feelings. Just as the hand or plectrum touches
the strings of the harp, so that they vibrate with sound; so did the terrible things
that he had heard Jehovah say concerning Moab touch the strings of his inward
parts, and cause them to resound with notes of pain. By the bowels, or rather
entrails (viscera), the heart, liver, and kidneys are intended, — the highest
organs of the Psyche, and the sounding-board, as it were, of those “hidden
sounds” which exist in every man. God conversed with the prophet “in the
spirit;” but what passed there took the form of individual impressions in the
domain of the soul, in which impressions the bodily organs of the psychical life
sympathetically shared. Thus the prophet saw in the spirit the purpose of God
concerning Moab, in which he could not and would not make any change; but it
threw his soul into all the restlessness of pain.

Isa. 16:12. The ultimate reason for this restlessness is, that Moab does not
know the living God. V. 12.

“And it will come to pass, when it is seen that Moab is weary with weeping upon the
mountain height, and enters into its sanctuary to pray , it will not gain anything.”

HJFLiNI HJFRiNI, a pictorial assonance, such as Isaiah delights in. HJFRiNI is
transferred from the Israelitish worship (appearance before God in His temple)
to the heathen; syntactically, si apparuerit, etc., with Vav before the apodosis.



It would be with the Moabites as with the priests of Baal in the time of Elijah
(1Ki. 18:26ff.).

Isa. 16:13. The massa is now brought to a close, and there follows an epilogue
which fixes the term of the fulfilment of what is not predicted now for the first
time, from the standpoint of the anticipated history. V. 13.

“This is the word which Jehovah spake long ago concerning Moab. And now
Jehovah speaketh thus: In three years, like years of a hireling, the glory of Moab is
disgraced, together with all the multitude of the great; a remnant is left,
contemptibly small, not great at all.”

The time fixed is the same as in Isa. 20: 3. Of working time the hirer remits
nothing, and the labourer gives nothing in. The statement as to the time,
therefore, is intended to be taken exactly: three years, not more, rather under
than over. Then will the old saying of God concerning Moab be fulfilled. Only a
remnant, a contemptible remnant, will be left (RJFŠiw, cf., VŒVMiw, Isa. 8: 6, in
sense equivalent to RJÁŠFWi); for every history of the nations is but the shadow of
the history of Israel.

The massa in Isa. 15: 1-16:12 was a word that had already gone forth from
Jehovah “long ago.” This statement may be understood in three different senses.
In the first place, Isaiah may mean that older prophecies had already foretold
essentially the same concerning Moab. But what prophecies? We may get an
answer to this question from the prophecies of Jeremiah concerning Moab in
Jer. 48. Jeremiah there reproduces the massa Moab of the book of Isaiah, but
interweaves with it reminiscences

(1) out of the maÑshal on Moab in Num. 21:27-30;
(2) out of Balaam’s prophecy concerning Moab in Num. 24:17;
(3) out of the prophecy of Amos concerning Moab (Amo. 2: 1-3).

And it might be to these earlier words of prophecy that Isaiah here refers
(Hävernick, Drechsler, and others). But this is very improbable, as there is no
ring of these earlier passages in the massa, such as we should expect if Isaiah
had had them in his mind. Secondly, Isaiah might mean that Isa. 15: 1ff.
contained the prophecy of an older prophet, which he merely brought to
remembrance in order to connect therewith the precise tenor of its fulfilment
which had been revealed to him. This is at present the prevailing view. Hitzig, in
a special work on the subject (1831), as well as in his Commentary, has
endeavoured to prove, on the ground of 2Ki. 14:25, that in all probability Jonah
was the author of the oracle which Isaiah here resumes. And Knobel, Maurer,
Gustav Baur, and Thenius agree with him in this; whilst De Wette, Ewald, and
Umbreit regard it as, at any rate, decidedly non-Messianic. If the conjecture that
Jonah was the author could but be better sustained, we should heartily rejoice in



this addition to the history of the literature of the Old Testament. But all that
we know of Jonah is at variance with such a conjecture. He was a prophet of
the type of Elijah and Elisha, in whom the eloquence of a prophet’s words was
thrown altogether into the shade by the energy of a prophet’s deeds. His
prophecy concerning the restoration of the kingdom of Israel to its old
boundaries, which was fulfilled by the victories of Jeroboam II, we cannot
therefore imagine to have been so pictorial or highly poetical as the massa
Moab (which would only be one part of that prophecy) really is; and the fact
that he was angry at the sparing of Nineveh harmonizes very badly with its
elegiac softness and its flood of tears. Moreover, it is never intimated that the
conquerors to whom Moab was to succumb would belong to the kingdom of
Israel; and the hypothesis is completely overthrown by the summons addressed
to Moab to send tribute to Jerusalem. But the conclusion itself, that the oracle
must have originated with any older prophet whatever, is drawn from very
insufficient premises. No doubt it is a thing altogether unparalleled even in
Isaiah, that a prophecy should assume so thoroughly the form of a kinah, or
lamentation; still there are tendencies to this in Isa. 22: 4 (cf., Isa. 21: 3, 4), and
Isaiah was an inexhaustible master of language of every character and colour. It
is true we do light upon many expressions which cannot be pointed out
anywhere else in the book of Isaiah, such as baaleÝ goyim, hedaÑd, yêlaÑlaÑh, yaÑraÿ,
yithraÑh, maÑhir, meÝtz, nosaÑphoth, pekuddaÑh (provision, possession); and there is
something peculiar in the circular movement of the prophecy, which is carried
out to such an extent in the indication of reason and consequence, as well as in
the perpetually returning, monotonous connection of the sentences by ci (for)
and ÿal-ceÝn (laÑceÝn, therefore), the former of which is repeated twice in
Isa. 15: 1, three times in Isa. 15: 8, 9, and four times in succession in Isa. 15: 5,
6. But there is probably no prophecy, especially in Isa. 13-23, which does not
contain expressions that the prophet uses nowhere else; and so far as the
conjunctions ci and ÿal-ceÝn (laÑceÝn), are concerned, Isaiah crowds them together
in other passages as well, and here almost to monotony, as a natural
consequence of the prevailing elegiac tone. Besides, even Ewald can detect the
characteristics of Isaiah in Isa. 16: 1-6; and you have only to dissect the whole
rhetorically, syntactically, and philologically, with the carefulness of a Caspari,
to hear throughout the ring of Isaiah’s style. And whoever has retained the
impression which he brought with him from the oracle against Philistia, will be
constrained to say, that not only the stamp and outward form, but also the spirit
and ideas, are thoroughly Isaiah’s. Hence the third possible conjecture must be
the correct one. Thirdly, then, Isaiah may mean that the fate of Moab, which he
has just proclaimed, was revealed to him long ago; and the addition made now
is, that it will be fulfilled in exactly three years. ZJFM d̃oes not necessarily point
to a time antecedent to that of Isaiah himself (compare Isa. 44: 8; 48: 3, 5, 7,
with 2Sa. 15:34). If we assume that what Isaiah predicts down to Isa. 16:12



was revealed to him in the year that Ahaz died, and that the epilogue reckons
from the third or tenth year of Hezekiah, in either case the interval is long
enough for the meÑÿaÑz (from of old). And we decide in favour of this.
Unfortunately, we know nothing certain as to the time at which the three years
commence. The question whether it was Shalmanassar, Sargon, or Sennacherib
who treated the Moabites so harshly, is one that we cannot answer. In
Herodotus (ii. 141), Sennacherib is called “king of the Arabians and Assyrians;”
and Moab might be included in the Arabians. In any case, after the fulfilment of
Isaiah’s prophecy in the Assyrian times, there was still a portion left, the
fulfilment of which, according to Jer. 48, was reserved for the Chaldeans.

The Oracle concerning Damascus and Israel — Ch. 17

Isa. 17. From the Philistines on the west, and the Moabites on the east, the
prophecy relating to the neighbouring nations now turns, without any
chronological order, to the people of Damascene Syria on the north. The curse
pronounced on them, however, falls upon the kingdom of Israel also, because it
has allied itself with heathen Damascus, in opposition to its own brother tribe to
the south, as well as to the Davidic government; and by this unnatural alliance
with a zaÑr, or stranger, had become a zaÑr itself. From the period of Hezekiah’s
reign, to which the massa Moab belongs, at least so far as its epilogue is
concerned, we are here carried back to the reign of Ahaz, and indeed far
beyond “the year that Ahaz died” (Isa. 14:28), to the very border of the reigns
of Jotham and Ahaz, — namely, to the time when the league for the destruction
of Judah had only just been concluded. At the time when Isaiah incorporated
this oracle in his collection, the threats against the kingdoms of Damascus and
Israel had long been fulfilled. Assyria had punished both of them. And Assyria
itself had also been punished, as the fourth turn in the oracle indicates.
Consequently the oracle stands here as a memorial of the truthfulness of the
prophecy; and it answers a further purpose still, viz., to furnish a rich prophetic
consolation for the church of all times, when persecuted by the world, and
sighing under the oppression of the kingdom of the world.

Isa. 17: 1-3. The first turn: vv. 1-3.

“Behold, Damascus must (be taken) away out of the number of the cities, and will
be a heap of fallen ruins. The cities of Aroer are forsaken, they are given up to
flocks, they lie there without any one scaring them away. And the fortress of
Ephraim is abolished, and the kingdom of Damascus; and it happens to those that
are left of Aram as to the glory of the sons of Israel, saith Jehovah of hosts.”

“Behold,” etc.: hinneÝh followed by a participle indicates here, as it does
everywhere else, something very near at hand. Damascus is removed RY ÎM (̃=
RY Î TŒYHiMI, cf., 1Ki. 15:13), i.e., out of the sphere of existence as a city. It



becomes Y ÎMi, a heap of ruins. The word is used intentionally instead of Y Î, to
sound as much as possible like RY ÎM:̃ a mutilated city, so to speak. It is just the
same with Israel, which has made itself an appendage of Damascus. The “cities
of Aroer” (gen. appos. Ges. § 114, 3) represent the land to the east of the
Jordan: there the judgment upon Israel (executed by Tiglath- pileser) first
began. There were two Aroers: an old Amoritish city allotted to the tribe of
Reuben, viz., “Aroer on the Arnon” (Deu. 2:36; 3:12, etc.); and an old
Ammonitish one, allotted to the tribe of Gad, viz., “Aroer before Rabbah”
(Rabbath, Ammon, Jos. 13:25). The ruins of the former are Arair, on the lofty
northern bank of the Mugib; but the situation of the latter has not yet been
determined with certainty (see Comm. on Jos. 13:25). The “cities of Aroer” are
these two Aroers, and the rest of the cities similar to it on the east of the
Jordan; just as “the Orions” in Isa. 13:10 are Orion and other similar stars. We
meet here again with a significant play upon the sound in the expression ÿaÑreÝ
ÿAroÿeÝr (cities of Aroer): the name of Aroer was ominous, and what its name
indicated would happen to the cities in its circuit. Rˆ̃Ri Î means “to lay bare,” to
pull down (Jer. 51:58); and R F̂RiJA, YRIYRI á̂ signifies a stark-naked condition, a
state of desolation and solitude. After v. 1 has threatened Damascus in
particular, and v. 2 has done the same to Israel, v. 3 comprehends them both.
Ephraim loses the fortified cities which once served it as defences, and
Damascus loses its rank as a kingdom. Those that are left of Aram, who do not
fall in the war, become like the proud citizens of the kingdom of Israel, i.e., they
are carried away into captivity. All this was fulfilled under Tiglath-pileser. The
accentuation connects „RFJá RJFŠi (the remnant of Aram) with the first half of
the verse; but the meaning remains the same, as the subject to wYHiYI is in any
case the Aramaeans.

Isa. 17: 4-8. Second turn: vv. 4-8.

“And it comes to pass in that day , the glory of Jacob wastes away, and the fat of his
flesh grows thin. And it will be as when a reaper grasps the stalks of wheat, and his
arm mows off the ears; and it will be as with one who gathers together ears in the
valley of Rephaim. Yet a gleaning remains from it, as at the olive-beating: two, three
berries high up at the top; four, five in its, the fruit tree’s, branches, saith Jehovah
the God of Israel. At that day will man look up to his Creator, and his eyes will look
to the Holy One of Israel. And he will not look to the altars, the work of his hands;
and what his fingers have made he will not regard, neither the Astartes nor the sun-
gods.”

This second turn does not speak of Damascus, but simply of Israel, and in fact
of all Israel, the range of vision widening out from Israel in the more restricted
sense, so as to embrace the whole. It will all disappear, with the exception of a
small remnant; but the latter will return. Thus “a remnant will return,” the law



of Israel’s history, which is here shown first of all in its threatening aspect, and
then in its more promising one. The reputation and prosperity to which the two
kingdoms were raised by Jeroboam II and Uzziah would pass away. Israel was
ripe for judgment, like a field of corn for the harvest; and it would be as when a
reaper grasps the stalks that have shot up, and cuts off the ears. RYCIQF is not
used elliptically for RYCIQF ŠYJI (Gesenius), nor is it a definition of time
(Luzzatto), nor an accusative of the object (Knobel), but a noun formed like
JYBINF, LYLIpF, ƒYRIpF, and used in the sense of reaper (koÝtzeÝr in other cases). f94

The figure suggested here is more fully expanded in Joh. 4 and Rev. 14. Hardly
a single one will escape the judgment: just as in the broad plain of Rephaim,
which slopes off to the south-west of Jerusalem as far as Bethlehem, where it is
covered with rich fields of wheat, the collectors of ears leave only one or two
ears lying scattered here and there.

Nevertheless a gleaning of Israel (“in it,” viz., in Jacob, v. 4, Isa. 10:22) will be
left, just as when the branches of the olive tree, which have been already cleared
with the hand, are still further shaken with a stick, there still remain a few olives
upon the highest branch (two, three; cf., 2Ki. 9:32), or concealed under the
foliage of the branches. “Its, the fruit tree’s, branches:” this is an elegant
expression, as, for example, in Pro. 14:13; the carrying over of the H to the
second word is very natural in both passages (see Ges. § 121, b). This small
remnant will turn with stedfast gaze to the living God, as is becoming in man as
such (haÑÿaÑdaÑm), and not regard the idols as worthy of any look at all, at least of
any reverential look. As hammaÑnim are here images of the sun-god †MX L B̂,
which is well known from the Phoenician monuments, f95 ÿasheÝrim (for which
we find, though more rarely, ÿasheÝroth) apparently signifies images of the
moon-goddess. And the combination of “Baal, Asherah, and all the host of
heaven” in 2Ki. 23: 4, as well as the surname “queen of heaven” in Jer. 7:18;
44:18, 19, appears to require this (Knobel). But the latest researches have
proved that ÿAsheÝraÑh is rather the Semitic Aphrodite, and therefore the planet
Venus, which was called the “little luck” (es-sa’d el-as’gar) f96 by the Arabs, in
distinction from Musteri (Jupiter), f97 or “the great luck.” And with this the
name ‘Asherah the “lucky” (i.e., the source of luck or prosperity) and the
similar surname given to the Assyrian Istar agree; f98 for ‘Asherah is the very
same goddess as ‘Ashtoreth, whose name is thoroughly Arian, and apparently
signifies the star (Ved. stri = star; Zend. stare; Neo-Pers. sitaÑre, used chiefly
for the morning star), although Rawlinson (without being able to suggest any
more acceptable interpretation) speaks of this view as “not worthy of much
attention.” f99



Thus Asherim is used to signify the bosquets (shrubberies) or trees dedicated to
the Semitic Aphrodite (Deu. 16:21; compare the verbs used to signify their
removal, D̂G, TRK, ŠTN); but here it probably refers to her statues or images
f100 (2Ki. 21: 7; compare the miphletzeth in 1Ki. 15:13, which is used to denote
an obscene exhibition). For these images of the sun-god and of the goddess of
the morning star, the remnant of Israel, that has been purified by the smelting
furnace of judgment, has no longer any eye. Its looks are exclusively directed to
the one true God of man. The promise, which here begins to dawn at the close
of the second turn, is hidden again in the third, though only to break forth again
in the fourth with double or triple intensity.

Isa. 17: 9-11. Third turn: vv. 9-11.

“In that day will his fortified cities be like the ruins of the forest and of the
mountain top, which they cleared before the sons of Israel: and there arises a waste
place. For thou hast forgotten the God of thy salvation, and hast not thought of the
Rock of thy stronghold, therefore thou plantedst charming plantations , and didst set
them with strange vines. In the day that thou plantedst, thou didst make a fence; and
with the morning dawn thou madest thy sowing to blossom: a harvest heap in the day
of deep wounds and deadly sorrow of heart.”

The statement in v. 3, “The fortress of Ephraim is abolished,” is repeated in v. 9
in a more descriptive manner. The fate of the strongly fortified cities of Ephraim
would be the same as that of the old Canaanitish castles, which were still to be
discerned in their antiquated remains, either in the depths of forests or high up
on the mountains. The word ÿazubaÑh, which the early translators quite
misunderstood, signifies, both here and in Isa. 6:12, desolate places that have
gone to ruin. They also misunderstood RYMIJFHFWi ŠREXOHA. The Septuagint renders
it, by a bold conjecture, oiÎ AÏmorÏrÎaiÌoi kaiÃ oiÎ EuÏaiÌoi; but this is at once proved
to be false by the inversion of the names of the two peoples, which was very
properly thought to be necessary. RYMIJFHF undoubtedly signifies the top of a
tree, which is quite unsuitable here. But as even this meaning points back to
RMÁJF, extollere, efferre (see at Psa. 94: 4), it may also mean the mountain-top.
The name haÑÿemori (the Amorites: those who dwell high up in the mountains)
proves the possibility of this; and the prophet had this name in his mind, and
was guided by it in his choice of a word. The subject of wBZi F̂ is self-evident.
And the reason why only the ruins in forests and on mountains are mentioned is,
that other places, which were situated on the different lines of traffic, merely
changed their inhabitants when the land was taken by Israel. The reason why
the fate of Ephraim’s fortified castles was the same as that of the Amoritish
castles, which were then lying in ruins, was that Ephraim, as stated in v. 10, had
turned away from its true rocky stronghold, namely from Jehovah. It was a
consequence of this estrangement from God, that Ephraim planted „YNIMF̂ áNA



Yˆ̃‹iNI, plantations of the nature of pleasant things, or pleasant plantations
(compare on Psa. 78:49, and Ewald, § 287, ab), i.e., cultivated all kinds of
sensual accompaniments to its worship, in accordance with its heathen
propensities; and sowed, or rather (as zemoÝraÑh is the layer of a vine) “set,” this
garden-ground, to which the suffix ennu refers, with strange grapes, by forming
an alliance with a zaÑr (a stranger), namely the king of Damascus. On the very
day of the planting, Ephraim fenced it carefully (this is the meaning of the
pilpel, sigseÝg from GwV = GwS, not “to raise,” as no such verb as GwV = HGFVF,
JGFSi, can be shown to exist), that is to say, he ensured the perpetuity of these
sensuous modes of worship as a state religion, with all the shrewdness of a
Jeroboam (see Amo. 7:13). And the very next morning he had brought into
blossom what he had sown: the foreign layer had shot up like a hot-house plant,
i.e., the alliance had speedily grown into a hearty agreement, and had already
produced one blossom at any rate, viz., the plan of a joint attack upon Judah.
But this plantation, which was so flattering and promising for Israel, and which
had succeeded so rapidly, and to all appearance so happily, was a harvest heap
for the day of the judgment. Nearly all modern expositors have taken neÝd as the
third person (after the form meÝth, Ges. § 72, Anm. 1), and render it “the harvest
flees;” but the third person of DwN would be DNF, like the participle in Gen. 4:12;
whereas the meaning cumulus (a heap), which it has elsewhere as a substantive,
is quite appropriate, and the statement of the prophet resembles that of the
apostle in Rom. 2: 5. The day of the judgment is called “the day of HLFXiNA“ (or,
according to another reading, HLFXáNA), not, however, as equivalent to nachal, a
stream (Luzzatto, in giorno di fiumana), as in Psa. 124: 4 (the tone upon the
last syllable proves this), nor in the sense of “in the day of possession,” as
Rosenmüller and others suppose, since this necessarily gives to DN t̃he former
objectionable and (by the side of RYCIQF) improbable verbal sense; but as the
feminine of nachleh, written briefly for maccaÑh nachlaÑh (Jer. 14:17), i.e.,
inasmuch as it inflicts grievous and mortal wounds. Ephraim’s plantation is a
harvest heap for that day (compare kaÑtzir, the harvest of punishment, in
Hos. 6:11 and Jer. 51:33); and the hope set upon this plantation is changed into
ŠwNJF BJk̃i, a desperate and incurable heartfelt sorrow (Jer. 30:15). The organic
connection between vv. 12-14, which follow, and the oracle concerning
Damascus and Israel, has also been either entirely misunderstood, or not
thoroughly appreciated. The connection is the following: As the prophet sets
before himself the manner in which the sin of Ephraim is punished by Asshur, as
the latter sweeps over the Holy Land, the promise which already began to dawn
in the second turn bursts completely through: the world-power is the instrument
of punishment in the hands of Jehovah, but not for ever.

Isa. 17:12-14. Fourth turn: vv. 12-14.



“Woe to the roaring of many nations: like the roaring of seas they roar; and to the
rumbling of nations, like the rumbling of mighty waters they rumble! Nations, like
the rumbling of many waters they rumble; and He threatens it: then it flies far away,
and is chased like chaff of the mountains before the wind, and like a cloud of dust
before the gale. At eventide, behold consternation; and before the morning dawn it
is destroyed: this is the portion of our plunderers, and the lot of our robbers.”

It is the destruction of Asshur that the prophet is predicting here (as in
Isa. 14:24-27; 29: 5-8, etc.), though not of Asshur as Asshur, but of Asshur as
the imperial kingdom, which embraced a multitude of nations (Isa. 22: 6; 8: 9,
10; 14:26; 29: 7, 8) all gathered together under the rule of one will, to make a
common attack upon the church of God. The connection between this fourth
turn and the third is precisely the same as between Isa. 8: 9, 10, and Isa. 8: 6-8.
The exclamation of woe (hoi) is an expression of pain, as in Isa. 10: 1; and this
is followed by a proclamation of the judgment of wrath. The description of the
rolling wave of nations is as pictorial as the well-known illi inter sese, etc., of
the Cyclops in Virgil. “It spreads and stretches out, as if it would never cease to
roll, and roar, and surge, and sweep onward in its course” (Drechsler). In the
expression “it” (bo) in v. 13a, the many surging nations are kneaded together,
as it were, into one mass. It costs God simply a threatening word; and this mass
all flies apart (mimmerchaÑk like meÝraÑchoÝk, Isa. 23: 7), and falls into dust, and
whirls about in all directions, like the chaff of threshing-floors in high situations,
or like dust whirled up by the storm. The judgment commences in the evening,
and rages through the night; and before the morning dawns, the army of nations
raised by the imperial power is all destroyed (compare Isa. 29: 7, 8, and the
fulfilment in Isa. 37:36). The fact that the oracle concerning Damascus in its
fourth stage takes so comprehensive and, so far as Israel is concerned, so
promising a form, may be explained on the ground that Syria was the forerunner
of Asshur in the attack upon Israel, and that the alliance between Israel and
Syria became the occasion of the complications with Asshur. If the substance of
the massaÑ Dammesek (the oracle concerning Damascus) had been restricted to
the prophecy contained in the name Mahershalal, the element of promise so
characteristic of the prophecies against the nations of the world would be
entirely wanting. But the shout of triumph, “This is the portion,” etc., supplied a
terminal point, beyond which the massa could not go without the sacrifice of its
unity. We are therefore warranted in regarding Isa. 18 as an independent
prophecy, notwithstanding its commencement, which apparently forms a
continuation of the fourth strophe of Isa. 17.

Ethiopia's Submission to Jehovah — Ch. 18

Isa. 18. The notion that Isa. 18: 4-6 contains an account of the judgment of
Jehovah upon Ethiopia is quite an untenable one. The prophet is here predicting
the destruction of the army of Sennacherib in his usual way, and in accordance



with the actual fulfilment (Isa. 37:36). The view which Hofmann has adopted
from the Jewish expositors — namely, that the people so strangely described at
the commencement and close of the prophecy is the Israelitish nation — is
equally untenable. It is Ethiopia. Taking both these facts together, then, the
conclusion to which we are brought is, that the prophet is here foretelling the
effect that will be produced upon Ethiopia by the judgment which Jehovah is
about to inflict upon Asshur. But it is altogether improbable either that the
prophecy falls later than the Assyrian expedition against Egypt (as Schegg
supposes), or that the Ethiopian ambassadors mentioned here are despatched to
Judah to seek for friendship and aid (as Ewald, Knobel, Meier, and Thenius
maintain). The expedition was still impending, and that against Judah was the
means to this further end. The ambassadors are not sent to Judah, but carry
commands with the most stirring despatch to every province under Ethiopian
rule. The Ethiopian kingdom is thrown into the greatest excitement in the face
of the approaching Assyrian invasion, and the messengers are sent out to raise
the militia. At that time both Egypts were governed by the Ethiopian (or
twenty-fifth) dynasty, Sabako the Ethiopian having made himself master of the
country on the Lower Nile. f101

The king of Egypt who was contemporaneous with Sennacherib was the
Tirhaka of the Old Testament, the Tarakos of Manetho, and the Tearkon of
Strabo, — a great conqueror, according to Megasthenes, like Sesostris and
Nebuchadnezzar, who had carried his conquests as far as the Pillars of Hercules
(Strabo, xv. 1, 6). This explains the strangely sounding description given in vv.
2 and 7 of the Ethiopian people, which had the universal reputation in antiquity
of gigantic strength and invincibility. It is impossible to determine the length of
time that intervened between the composition of the prophecy and the
fourteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign, in which the Assyrian army commenced the
expedition across Judah to Egypt. The event which the prophecy foretells —
namely, that the judgment of Jehovah upon Asshur would be followed by the
submission of Ethiopia to Jehovah — was only partially and provisionally
fulfilled (2Ch. 32:23). And there is nothing to surprise us in this, inasmuch as in
the prophecies delivered before the destruction of Assyria the latter always
presented itself to the mind of the prophet as the kingdom of the world; and
consequently the prophecy had also an eschatological feature, which still
remained for a future and remote fulfilment.

Isa. 18: 1, 2a. The prophecy commences with hoi, which never signifies heus,
but always vae (woe). Here, however, it differs from Isa. 17:12, and is an
expression of compassion (cf., Isa. 55: 1, Zec. 2:10) rather than of anger; for
the fact that the mighty Ethiopia is oppressed by the still mightier Asshur, is a
humiliation which Jehovah has prepared for the former. Vv. 1, 2a:



“Woe to the land of the whirring of wings, which is beyond the rivers of Cush, that
sends ambassadors into the sea and in boats of papyrus over the face of the waters.”

The land of Cush commences, according to Eze. 29:10 (cf., 30: 6), where
Upper Egypt ends. The SeveÝneh (AswaÑn), mentioned by Ezekiel, is the
boundary-point at which the Nile enters Mizraim proper, and which is still a
depot for goods coming from the south down the Nile. The nahareÝ-Cush (rivers
of Cush) are chiefly those that surround the Cushite Seba (Gen. 10: 7). This is
the name given to the present SennaÑr, the Meroitic island which is enclosed
between the White and Blue Nile (the Astapos of Ptolemy, or the present Bahr
el-Abyad, and the Astaboras of Ptolemy, or the present Bahr el-Azrak).
According to the latest researches, more especially those of Speke, the White
Nile, which takes its rise in the Lake of Nyanza, is the chief source of the Nile.
The latter, and the Blue Nile, whose confluence (makran) with it takes place in
lat. 15° 25´, are fed by many larger or smaller tributary streams (as well as
mountain torrents); the Blue Nile even more than the Nile proper. And this
abundance of water in the land to the south of SeveÝneÝh, and still farther south
beyond Seba (or Meroë), might very well have been known to the prophet as a
general fact. The land “beyond the rivers of Cush” is the land bounded by the
sources of the Nile, i.e., (including Ethiopia itself in the stricter sense of the
word) the south land under Ethiopian rule that lay still deeper in the heart of the
country, the land of its African auxiliary tribes, whose names (which probably
include the later Nubians and Abyssinians), as given in 2Ch. 12: 3, Nah. 3: 9,
Eze. 30: 5, Jer. 46: 9, suppose a minuteness of information which has not yet
been attained by modern research. To this Ethiopia, which is designated by its
farthest limits (compare Zep. 3:10, where Wolff, in his book of Judith,
erroneously supposes Media to be intended as the Asiatic Cush), the prophets
give the strange name of eretz tziltzal cenaÑphaim. This has been interpreted as
meaning “the land of the wings of an army with clashing arms” by Gesenius and
others; but cenaÑphaim does not occur in this sense, like ‘agappim in Ezekiel.
Others render it “the land of the noise of waves” (Umbreit); but cenaÑphaim
cannot be used of waters except in such a connection as Isa. 8: 8. Moreover,
tziltzal is not a fitting onomatopoetic word either for the clashing of arms or the
noise of waves. Others, again, render it “the land of the double shadow”
(Grotius, Vitringa, Knobel, and others); but, however appropriate this epithet
might be to Ethiopia as a tropical land, it is very hazardous to take the word in
a sense which is not sustained by the usage of the language; and the same
objection may be brought against Luzzatto’s “land of the far-shadowing
defence.” Shelling has also suggested another objection, — namely, that the
shadow thrown even in tropical lands is not a double one, falling northwards
and southwards at the same time, and therefore that it cannot be figuratively
described as double-winged. Tziltzal cenaÑphaim is the buzzing of the wings of



insects, with which Egypt and Ethiopia swarmed on account of the climate and
the abundance of water: LCÁLFCi, constr. LCÁLiCI, tinnitus, stridor, a primary
meaning from which the other three meanings of the word — cymbal, harpoon
(a whirring dart), and grasshopper f102 — are derived. In Isa. 7:18 the forces of
Egypt are called “the fly from the end of the rivers of Egypt.” Here Egypt and
Ethiopia are called the land of the whirring of wings, inasmuch as the prophet
had in his mind, under the designation of swarms of insects, the motley swarms
of different people included in this great kingdom that were so fabulously
strange to an Asiatic. Within this great kingdom messengers were now passing
to and fro upon its great waters in boats of papyrus (on goÝme, Copt. ÔgoÝme,
Talm. gaÑmi, see at Job. 8:11), Greek bariÂdej papuÂrinai, bariÂj, from the
Egyptian bari, bali, a barque). In such vessels as these, and with Egyptian
tackle, they went as far as the remote island of Taprobane. The boats were
made to clap together (plicatiles), so as to be carried past the cataracts (Parthey
on Plutarch. de Iside, pp. 198-9). And it is to these messengers in their paper
boats that the appeal of the prophet is addressed.

Isa. 18: 2b,3. He sends them home; and what they are to say to their own
people is generalized into an announcement to the whole earth. Vv. 2b, 3.

“Go, swift messengers, to the people stretched out and polished, to the terrible
people far away on the other side, to the nation of command upon command and
treading down, whose land rivers cut through. All ye possessors of the globe and
inhabitants of the earth, when a banner rises on the mountains, look ye; and when
they blow the trumpets, hearken!”

We learn from what follows to what it is that the attention of Ethiopia and all
the nations of the earth is directed: it is the destruction of Asshur by Jehovah.
They are to attend, when they observe the two signals, the banner and the
trumpet-blast; these are decisive moments. Because Jehovah was about to
deliver the world from the conquering might of Assyria, against which the
Ethiopian kingdom was now summoning all the means of self- defence, the
prophet sends the messengers home. Their own people, to which he sends them
home, are elaborately described. They are memusshaÑk, stretched out, i.e., very
tall (LXX eÏÂqnoj meteÂwron), just as the Sabaeans are said to have been in
Isa. 45:14. They are also moÝraÑt = mêmoraÑt (Ges. § 52, Anm. 6), smoothed,
politus, i.e., either not disfigured by an ugly growth of hair, or else, without any
reference to depilation, but rather with reference to the bronze colour of their
skin, smooth and shining with healthy freshness. The description which
Herodotus gives of the Ethiopians, meÂgistoi kaiÃ kaÂllistoi aÏnqrwÂpwn paÂntwn
(iii. 20), quite answers to these first two predicates. They are still further
described, with reference to the wide extent of their kingdom, which reached to
the remotest south, as “the terrible nation HJFLiHFWi JwH‰†MI,” i.e., from this



point, where the prophet meets with the messengers, farther and farther off
(compare 1Sa. 20:21, 22, but not 1Sa. 18: 9, where the expression has a
chronological meaning, which would be less suitable here, where everything is
so pictorial, and which is also to be rejected, because JwH‰†MI cannot be
equivalent to JwH RŠEJáM;̃ cf., Nah. 2: 9). We may see from Isa. 28:10, 13,
what kaÑv (kaÔv, with connecting accusatives and before makkeph), a measuring
or levelling line, signifies, when used by the prophet with the reduplication
which he employs here: it is a people of “command upon command,” — that is
to say, a commanding nation; (according to Ewald, Knobel, and others, kaÑv is
equivalent to the Arabic kuÑwe, strength, a nation of double or gigantic
strength.) “A people of treading down” (sc., of others; mêbuÝsah is a second
genitive to goi), i.e., one which subdues and tramples down wherever it
appears. These are all distinctive predicates — a nation of imposing grandeur, a
ruling and conquering nation. The last predicate extols its fertile land. JZFbF we
take not in the sense of diripere, or as equivalent to baÑzaz, like SJÁMF, to melt,
equivalent to maÑsas, but in the sense of findere, i.e., as equivalent to ẐAbF, like
JMFgF, to sip = M̂ÁgF. For it is no praise to say that a land is scoured out, or
washed away, by rivers. Böttcher, who is wrong in describing this chapter as
“perhaps the most difficult in the whole of the Old Testament,” very aptly
compares with it the expression used by Herodotus (ii. 108), katetmhÂqh hÎ
AiÏÂguptoj. But why this strange elaboration instead of the simple name? There
is a divine irony in the fact that a nation so great and glorious, and (though not
without reason, considering its natural gifts) so full of self-consciousness,
should be thrown into such violent agitation in the prospect of the danger that
threatened it, and should be making such strenuous exertions to avert that
danger, when Jehovah the God of Israel was about to destroy the threatening
power itself in a night, and consequently all the care and trouble of Ethiopia
were utterly needless.

Isa. 18: 4-6. The prophet knows for certain that the messengers may be home
and announce this act of Jehovah to their own people and to all the world. Vv.
4-6.

“For thus hath Jehovah spoken to me: I will be still, and will observe upon my
throne during clear weather in sunshine, during a cloud of dew in the heat of
harvest. For before the harvest, when the blossom falls off, and the fruit becomes the
ripening grape: then will He cut off the branches with pruning-hooks; and the
tendrils He removes, breaks off. They are left altogether to the birds of prey on the
mountains, and to the cattle of the land; and the birds of prey summer thereon, and
all the cattle of the land will winter thereon.”

The prophecy explains itself here, as is very frequently the case, especially with
Isaiah; for the literal words of v. 6 show us unquestionably what it is that



Jehovah will allow to develop itself so prosperously under favourable
circumstances, and without any interposition on His part, until He suddenly and
violently puts an end to the whole, must as it is approaching perfect maturity. It
is the might of Assyria. Jehovah quietly looks on from the heavenly seat of His
glorious presence, without disturbing the course of the thing intended. This
quietness, however, is not negligence, but, as the hortative expressions show, a
well-considered resolution. The two Caphs in v. 4 are not comparative, but
indicate the time. He remains quiet whilst there is clear weather with sunshine
(YL˜̂á indicating continuance, as in Jer. 8:18, 1Sa. 14:32), and whilst there is a
dew-cloud in the midst of that warmth, which is so favourable for the harvest,
by causing the plants that have been thoroughly heated in the day and refreshed
at night by the dew, to shoot up and ripen with rapidity and luxuriance. The
plant thought of, as v. 5 clearly shows, is the vine. By liphneÝ kaÑtzir (before the
harvest) we are either to understand the period just before the wheat-harvest,
which coincides with the flowering of the grape; or, since Isaiah uses kaÑtzir for
baÑzri in Isa. 16: 9, the time at the close of the summer, immediately preceding
the vintage. Here again the Caph indicates the time. When the blossoming is
over, so that the flower fades away, and the fruit that has set becomes a
ripening grape (boser, as in Job. 15:33, not in the sense of labruscum, but of
omphax; and gaÑmal, maturescere, as in Num. 17:23, maturare), He cuts off the
branches (zalzallim, from zilzeÝl, to swing to and fro; compare the Arabic daÑliye,
a vine-branch, from dalaÑ, to hang long and loose) upon which the nearly ripened
grapes are hanging, and removes or nips off f103 the tendrils (netishoth, as in
Jer. 5:10, from naÑtash, to stretch far out; niphal, to twist about a long way,
Isa. 16: 8, compare Jer. 48:32); an intentional asyndeton with a pictorial sound.
The words of Jehovah concerning Himself have here passed imperceptibly into
words of the prophet concerning Jehovah. The ripening grapes, as v. 6 now
explains, are the Assyrians, who were not far from the summit of their power;
the fruit-branches that are cut off and nipped in pieces are their corpses, which
are now through both summer and winter the food of swarms of summer birds,
as well as of beasts of prey that remain the whole winter through. This is the act
of divine judgment, to which the approaching exaltation of the banner, and the
approaching blast of trumpets, is to call the attention of the people of Ethiopia.

Isa. 18: 7. What effect this act of Jehovah would have upon the Ethiopian
kingdom, if it should now take place, is described in v. 7:

“At that time will there be offered as a homage to Jehovah of hosts a nation
stretched out and polished, and from a terrible people, far away on the other side; a
nation of command upon command and treading down, whose land rivers cut
through, at the place of the name of Jehovah of hosts, the mountain of Zion.”



„JA (a people), at the commencement, cannot possibly be equivalent to „JAM˜
(from a people). If it were taken in this sense, it would be necessary to make the
correction accordingly, as Knobel has done; but the important parallels in
Isa. 66:20 and Zep. 3:10 are against this. Consequently ‘am and goi (people and
nation) must be rendered as subjects; and the †MI in „JAM m̃ust be taken as
partitive. Ethiopia is offered, i.e., offers itself, as a free-will offering to Jehovah,
impelled irresistibly by the force of the impression made by the mighty act of
Jehovah, or, as it is expressed in “the Titan among the Psalms” (Psa. 68:32,
probably a Davidic psalm of the time of Hezekiah), “there come kingdoms of
splendour out of Egypt; Cush rapidly stretches out its hands to Elohim.” In
order that the greatness of this spiritual conquest might be fully appreciated, the
description of this strangely glorious people is repeated here; and with this
poetical rounding, the prophecy itself, which was placed as a kind of overture
before the following massa Mitzraim when the prophet collected the whole of
his prophecies together, is brought to a close.

The Oracle concerning Egypt — Ch. 19

Isa. 19. The three prophecies in Isa. 18, 19 and 20 really form a trilogy. The
first (Isa. 18), which, like Isa. 1, the introduction to the whole, is without any
special heading, treats in language of the sublimest pathos of Ethiopia. The
second (Isa. 19) treats in a calmer and more descriptive tone of Egypt. The
third (Isa. 20) treats of both Egypt and Ethiopia in the style of historic prose.
The kingdom to which all three prophecies refer is one and the same, viz., the
Egypto-Ethiopian kingdom; but whilst Isa. 18 refers to the ruling nation, Isa. 19
treats of the conquered one, and Isa. 20 embraces both together. The reason
why such particular attention is given to Egypt in the prophecy, is that no
nation on earth was so mixed up with the history of the kingdom of God, from
the patriarchal times downwards, as Egypt was. And because Israel, as the law
plainly enjoined upon it, was never to forget that it had been sheltered for a long
time in Egypt, and there had grown into a great nation, and had received many
benefits; whenever prophecy has to speak concerning Egypt, it is quite as
earnest in its promises as it is in its threats. And thus the massa of Isaiah falls
into two distinct halves, viz., a threatening one (vv. 1-15), and a promising one
(vv. 18-25); whilst between the judgment and the salvation (in vv. 16 and 17)
there stands the alarm, forming as it were a connecting bridge between the two.
And just in proportion as the coil of punishments is unfolded on the one hand by
the prophet, the promise is also unfolded in just as many stages on the other;
and moving on in ever new grooves, rises at length to such a height, that it
breaks not only through the limits of contemporaneous history, but even
through those of the Old Testament itself, and speaks in the spiritual language
of the world-embracing love of the New Testament.



Isa. 19: 1. The oracle opens with a short introduction, condensing the whole of
the substance of the first half into a few weighty words, — an art in which
Isaiah peculiarly excelled. In this the name of Egypt, the land without an equal,
occurs no less than three times. V. 1.

“Behold, Jehovah rideth upon a light cloud, and cometh to Egypt; and the idols of
Egypt shake before Him, and the heart of Egypt melteth within it.”

Jehovah rides upon clouds when He is about to reveal Himself in His judicial
majesty (Psa. 18:11); and in this instance He rides upon a light cloud, because it
will take place rapidly. The word kal signifies both light and swift, because what
is light moves swiftly; and even a light cloud, which is light because it is thin, is
comparatively B F̂, i.e., literally dense, opaque, or obscure. The idols of Egypt
shake (JAwN, as in Isa. 6: 4; 7: 2), because Jehovah comes over them to judgment
(cf., Exo. 12:12; Jer. 46:25; Eze. 30:13): they must shake, for they are to be
thrown down; and their shaking for fear is a shaking to their fall (JAwN, as in
Isa. 24:20; 29: 9). The Vav apodosis in w N̂FWi together the cause and effect, as in
Isa. 6: 7. — In what judgments the judgment will be fulfilled, is now declared
by the majestic Judge Himself. Vv. 2-4.

“And I spur Egypt against Egypt: and they go to war , every one with his brother,
and every one with his neighbour; city against city, kingdom against kingdom. And
the spirit of Egypt is emptied out within it: and I swallow up its ready counsel; and
they go to the idols to inquire, and to the mutterers, and to the oracle-spirits, and to
the soothsayers. And I shut up Egypt in the hand of a hard rule; and a fierce king
will reign over them, saith the Lord, Jehovah of hosts.”

Civil war will rage in Egypt (on sicseÝc, see at Isa. 9:10). The people once so
shrewd are now at their wits’ end; their spirit is quite poured out (HQFBiNF, with
the reduplication removed, for HqFBÁNF, according to Ges. § 68, Anm. 11, — as,
for example, in Gen. 11: 7, Eze. 41: 7), so that there is nothing left of either
intelligence or resolution. Then (and this is also part of the judgment) they turn
for help, in counsel and action, where no help is to be found, viz., to their
“nothings” of gods, and the manifold demoniacal arts, of which Egypt could
boast of being the primary seat. On the names of the practisers of the black art,
see Isa. 8:19; ‘ittim, the mutterers, is from ÿaÑtat, to squeak (used of a camel-
saddle, especially when new), or to rumble (used of an empty stomach): see
Lane’s Lexicon. But all this is of no avail: Jehovah gives them up (RkS̃I, syn.
RYgISiHI, sugkleiÂein) to be ruled over by a hard-hearted and cruel king. The
prophecy does not relate to a foreign conqueror, so as to lead us to think of
Sargon (Knobel) or Cambyses (Luzzatto), but to a native despot. In comparing
the prophecy with the fulfilment, we must bear in mind that v. 2 relates to the
national revolution which broke out in Sais, and resulted in the overthrow of



the Ethiopian rule, and to the federal dodekarchy to which the rising of the
nation led. “Kingdom against kingdom:” this exactly suits those twelve small
kingdoms into which Egypt was split up after the overthrow of the Ethiopian
dynasty in the year 695, until Psammetichus, the dodekarch of Sais, succeeded
in the year 670 in comprehending these twelve states once more under a single
monarchy. This very Psammetichus (and the royal house of Psammetichus
generally) is the hard ruler, the reckless despot. He succeeded in gaining the
battle at Momemphis, by which he established himself in the monarchy, through
having first of all strengthened himself with mercenary troops from Ionia, Caria,
and Greece. From his time downwards, the true Egyptian character was
destroyed by the admixture of foreign elements; f104 and this occasioned the
emigration of a large portion of the military caste to Meroe. The Egyptian
nation very soon came to feel how oppressive this new dynasty was, when
Necho (616-597), the son and successor of Psammetichus, renewed the project
of Ramses-Miamun, to construct a Suez canal, and tore away 120,000 of the
natives of the land from their homes, sending them to wear out their lives in
forced labour of the most wearisome kind. A revolt on the part of the native
troops, who had been sent against the rising Cyrene, and driven back into the
desert, led to the overthrow of Hophra, the grandson of Necho (570), and put
an end to the hateful government of the family of Psammetichus.

Isa. 19: 5-10. The prophet then proceeds to foretell another misfortune which
was coming upon Egypt: the Nile dries up, and with this the fertility of the land
disappears. Vv. 5-10.

“And the waters will dry up from the sea, and the river is parched and dried. And
the arms of the river spread a stench; the channels of Matzor become shallow and
parched: reed and rush shrivel up. The meadows by the Nile, on the border of the
Nile, and every corn-field of the Nile, dries up, is scattered, and disappears. And the
fishermen groan, and all who throw draw-nets into the Nile lament , and they that
spread out the net upon the face of the waters languish away. And the workers of
fine combed flax are confounded, and the weavers of cotton fabrics. And the pillars
of the land are ground to powder; all that work for wages are troubled in mind.”

In v. 5 the Nile is called yaÑm (a sea), just as Homer calls it Oceanus, which, as
Diodorus observes, was the name given by the natives to the river (Egypt.
oham). The White Nile is called bahr el-abyad (the White Sea), the Blue Nile
bahr el-azrak, and the combined waters bahr en-Nil, or, in the language of the
BesharÑn, as here in Isaiah, yaÝm. And in the account of the creation, in Gen. 1,
yammim is the collective name for great seas and rivers. But the Nile itself is
more like an inland sea than a river, from the point at which the great bodies of
water brought down by the Blue Nile and the White Nile, which rises a few
weeks later, flow together; partly on account of its great breadth, and partly
also because of its remaining stagnant throughout the dry season. It is not till



the tropical rains commence that the swelling river begins to flow more rapidly,
and the yaÑm becomes a naÑhaÑr. But when, as is here threatened, the Nile sea and
Nile river in Upper Egypt sink together and dry up (nisshethu, niphal either of
shaÑthath = naÑshattu, to set, to grow shallow; or more probably from naÑshath, to
dry up, since Isa. 41:17 and Jer. 51:30 warrant the assumption that there was
such a verb), the mouths (or arms) of the Nile (nehaÑroth), which flow through
the Delta, and the many canals (ye’orim), by which the benefits of the overflow
are conveyed to the Nile valley, are turned into stinking puddles (wXYNIZiJEHE, a
hiphil, half substantive half verbal, unparalleled elsewhere, f105 signifying to
spread a stench; possibly it may have been used in the place of XÁYNIZiHI, from
XNFZiJÁ or XNFZiJE, stinking, to which a different application was given in ordinary
use). In all probability it is not without intention that Isaiah uses the expression
MaÑtzor, inasmuch as he distinguishes MaÑtzor from Pathros (Isa. 11:11), i.e.,
Lower from Upper Egypt (Egyp. sa-het, the low land, and sa-res, the higher
land), the two together being Mitzrayim. And ye’orim (by the side of nehaÑroth)
we are warranted in regarding as the name given of the Nile canals. The canal
system in Egypt and the system of irrigation are older than the invasion of the
Hyksos (vid., Lepsius, in Herzog’s Cyclopaedia) . On the other hand, yeÿoÝr in v.
7 (where it is written three times plene, as it is also in v. 8) is the Egyptian name
of the Nile generally (yaro). f106

It is repeated emphatically three times, like Mitzrayim in v. 1. Parallel to mizra’,
but yet different from it, is TŒR F̂, from HRF̂ F, to be naked or bare, which
signifies, like many derivatives of the synonymous word in Arabic, either open
spaces, or as here, grassy tracts by the water-side, i.e., meadows. Even the
meadows, which lie close to the water-side (pi = ora, as in Psa. 133: 2, not
ostium), and all the fields, become so parched, that they blow away like ashes.

Then the three leading sources from which Egypt derived its maintenance all
fail: — viz. the fishing; the linen manufacture, which supplied dresses for the
priests and bandages for mummies; and the cotton manufacture, by which all
who were not priests were supplied with clothes. The Egyptian fishery was very
important. In the Berlin Museum there is an Egyptian micmoreth with lead
attached. The mode of working the flax by means of serikaÑh, pectinatio
(compare QŒRSF, wool-combs, Kelim, 12, 2), is shown on the monuments. In
the Berlin Museum there are also Egyptian combs of this description with which
the flax was carded. The productions of the Egyptian looms were celebrated in
antiquity: choÝraÑy, lit., white cloth (singularet. with the old termination ay), is
the general name for cotton fabrics, or the different kinds of byssus that were
woven there (compare the bussiÂnwn oÏqoniÂwn of the Rosetta inscription). All
the castes, from the highest to the lowest, are not thrown into agonies of
despair. The shaÑthoÝth (an epithet that was probably suggested by the thought of



shethi, a warp, Syr. ‘ashti, to weave, through the natural association of ideas),
i.e., the “pillars” of the land (with a suffix relating to Mitzrayim, see at
Isa. 3: 8, and construed as a masculine as at Psa. 11: 3), were the highest castes,
who were the direct supporters of the state edifice; and RKEVE YV˜̂O cannot mean
the citizens engaged in trade, i.e., the middle classes, but such of the people as
hired themselves to the employers of labour, and therefore lived upon wages
and not upon their own property (RKEVE is used here as in Pro. 11:18, and not as
equivalent to RKESE, the dammers-up of the water for the purpose of catching
the fish, like †YRIkFSA, Kelim, 23, 5).

Isa. 19:11-13. The prophet now dwells upon the punishment which falls upon
the pillars of the land, and describes it in vv. 11-13:

“The princes of Zoan become mere fools, the wise counsellors of Pharaoh;
readiness in counsel is stupefied. How can ye say to Pharaoh, I am a son of wise
men, a son of kings of the olden time? Where are they then, thy wise men? Let them
announce to thee, and know what Jehovah of hosts hath determined concerning
Egypt. The princes of Zoan have become fools, the princes of Memphis are
deceived; and they have led Egypt astray who are the corner-stone of its castes.”

The two constructives YC˜̂áYO YMK̃iXÁ do not stand in a subordinate relation, but in
a co-ordinate one (see at Psa. 78: 9 and Job. 20:17; compare also 2Ki. 17:13,
keri), viz., “the wise men, counsellors of Pharaoh,” f107 so that the second noun
is the explanatory permutative of the first. Zoan is the Tanis of primeval times
(Num. 13:22), which was situated on one of the arms through which the Nile
flows into the sea (viz., the ostium Taniticum), and was the home from which
two dynasties sprang. Noph (per aphaer. = Menoph, contracted into Moph in
Hos. 9: 6) is Memphis, probably the seat of the Pharaohs in the time of Joseph,
and raised by Psammetichus into the metropolis of the whole kingdom. The
village of Mitrahenni still stands upon its ruins, with the Serapeum to the north-
west. f108

Consequently princes of Zoan and Memphis are princes of the chief cities of the
land, and of the supposed primeval pedigree; probably priest-princes, since the
wisdom of the Egyptian priest was of world-wide renown (Herod. ii. 77, 260),
and the oldest kings of Egypt sprang from the priestly caste. Even in the time of
Hezekiah, when the military caste had long become the ruling one, the priests
once more succeeded in raising one of their own number, namely Sethos, to the
throne of Sais. These magnates of Egypt, with their wisdom, would be turned
into fools by the history of Egypt of the immediate future; and (this is the
meaning of the sarcastic “how can ye say”) they would no longer trust
themselves to boast of their hereditary priestly wisdom, or their royal descent,
when giving counsel to Pharaoh. They were the corner-stone of the shebaÑtim,



i.e., of the castes of Egypt (not of the districts or provinces, nomoiÂ); but instead
of supporting and defending their people, it is now very evident that they only
led them astray. w T̂iHI, as the Masora on v. 15 observes, has no Vav cop.

Isa. 19:14, 15. In vv. 14 and 15 this state of confusion is more minutely
described:

“Jehovah hath poured a spirit of giddiness into the heart of Egypt, so that they have
led Egypt astray in all its doing, as a drunken man wandereth about in his vomit.
And there does not occur of Egypt any work, which worked, of head and tail, palm-
branch and rush.”

The spirit which God pours out (as it also said elsewhere) is not only a spirit of
salvation, but also a spirit of judgment. The judicial, penal result which He
produces is here called „Y ÎWi Î, which is formed from Wˆ̃Wi Î (root W ,̂ to curve),
and is either contracted from „YWÎ áWi Î, or points back to a supposed singular
H ÊWî I (vid., Ewald, § 158, b). The suffix in bÿkirbaÑh points to Egypt. The
divine spirit of judgment makes use of the imaginary wisdom of the priestly
caste, and thereby plunges the people, as it were, into the giddiness of
intoxication. The prophet employs the hiphil H F̂TiHI to denote the carefully
considered actions of the leaders of the nation, and the niphal H F̂TiNI to denote
the constrained actions of a drunken man, who has lost all self-control. The
nation has been so perverted by false counsels and hopes, that it lies there like a
drunken man in his own vomit, and gropes and rolls about, without being able
to find any way of escape. “No work that worked,” i.e., that averted trouble
(HVF̂ F is as emphatic as in Dan. 8:24), was successfully carried out by any one,
either by the leaders of the nation or by the common people and their flatterers,
either by the upper classes or by the mob.

Isa. 19:16, 17. The result of all these plagues, which were coming upon
Egypt, would be fear of Jehovah and of the people of Jehovah. Vv. 16, 17.

“In that day will the Egyptians become like women , and tremble and be alarmed at
the swinging of the hand of Jehovah of hosts, which He sets in motion against it. And
the land of Judah becomes a shuddering for Egypt; as often as they mention this
against Egypt, it is alarmed, because of the decree of Jehovah of hosts, that He
suspendeth over it.”

The swinging (tenuphaÑh) of the hand (Isa. 30:32) points back to the foregoing
judgments, which have fallen upon Egypt blow after blow. These humiliations
make the Egyptians as soft and timid as women (tert. compar., not as in
Isa. 13: 7, 8; 21: 3, 4). And the sacred soil of Judah (ÿadaÑmaÑh, as in Isa. 14: 1,
2; 32:13), which Egypt has so often made the scene of war, throws them into
giddiness, into agitation at the sight of terrors, whenever it is mentioned (RŠEJá



LKO, cf., 1Sa. 2:13, lit., “whoever,” equivalent to “as often as any one,” Ewald,
§ 337, 3, f; JgFXF is written according to the Aramaean form, with Aleph for He,
like JRFZE in Num. 11:20, JXFRiQF in Eze. 37:31, compare JlFkU, Eze. 36: 5, and
similar in form to HpFXU in Isa. 4: 5).

The author of the plagues is well known to them, their faith in the idols is
shaken, and the desire arises in their heart to avert fresh plagues by presents to
Jehovah.

Isa. 19:18. At first there is only slavish fear; but there is the beginning of a turn
to something better. V. 18.

“In that day there will be five cities in the land of Egypt speaking the language of
Canaan, and swearing to Jehovah of hosts: ‘Ir ha-Heres will one be called.”

Five cities are very few for Egypt, which was completely covered with cities;
but this is simply a fragmentary commencement of Egypt’s future and complete
conversion. The description given of them, as beginning to speak the language
of Canaan, i.e., the sacred language of the worship of Jehovah (comp.
Zep. 3: 9), and to give themselves up to Jehovah with vows made on oath, is
simply a periphrastic announcement of the conversion of the five cities. Li b̂ÁŠiNI
(different from bI b̂ÁŠiNI, Isa. 65:16, as Isa. 45:23 clearly shows) signifies to
swear to a person, to promise him fidelity, to give one’s self up to him. One of
these five will be called ‘Ir ha-Heres. As this is evidently intended for a proper
name, laÑÿechaÑth does not mean unicuique, as in Jud. 8:18 and Eze. 1: 6, but uni.
It is a customary thing with Isaiah to express the nature of anything under the
form of some future name (vid., Isa. 4: 3; 32: 5; 61: 6; 62: 4). The name in this
instance, therefore, must have a distinctive and promising meaning.

But what does ‘Ir ha-Heres mean? The Septuagint has changed it into poÂlij
aÏsedeÂk, equivalent to ‘Ir hazzedek (city of righteousness), possibly in honour of
the temple in the Heliopolitan nomos, which was founded under Ptolemaeus
Philometor about 160 B.C., during the Syrian reign of terror, by Onias IV, son
of the high priest Onias III, who emigrated to Egypt. f109

Maurer in his Lexicon imagines that he has found the true meaning, when he
renders it “city of rescue;” but the progressive advance from the meaning “to
pull off’ to that of “setting free” cannot be established in the case of the verb
haÑras; in fact, haÑras does not mean to pull off or pull out, but to pull down.
Heres cannot have any other meaning in Hebrew than that of “destruction.” But
as this appears unsuitable, it is more natural to read ‘Ir ha-cheres (which is
found in some codices, though in opposition to the Masora f110).



This is now generally rendered “city of protection” (Rosenmüller, Ewald,
Knobel, and Meier), as being equivalent to an Arabic word signifying divinitus
protecta. But such an appeal to the Arabic is contrary to all Hebrew usage, and
is always a very precarious loophole. ‘Ir ha-cheres would mean “city of the
sun” (cheres as in Job. 9: 7 and Jud. 14:18), as the Talmud in the leading
passage concerning the Onias temple (in b. Menahoth 110a) thinks that even
the received reading may be understood in accordance with Job. 9: 7, and says
“it is a description of the sun.” “Sun-city” was really the name of one of the
most celebrated of the old Egyptian cities, viz., Heliopolis, the city of the sun-
god Ra, which was situated to the north-east of Memphis, and is called On in
other passages of the Old Testament. Ezekiel (Eze. 30:17) alters this into Aven,
for the purpose of branding the idolatry of the city. f111

But this alteration of the well-attested text is a mistake; and the true explanation
is, that Ir-hahares is simply used with a play upon the name Ir-hacheres. This is
the explanation given by the Targum: “Heliopolis, whose future fate will be
destruction.” But even if the name is intended to have a distinctive and
promising meaning, it is impossible to adopt the explanation given by Luzzatto,
“a city restored from the ruins;” for the name points to destruction, not to
restoration. Moreover, Heliopolis never has been restored since the time of its
destruction, which Strabo dates as far back as the Persian invasion. There is
nothing left standing now out of all its monuments but one granite obelisk: they
are all either destroyed, or carried away, like the so-called “Cleopatra’s
Needle,” or sunk in the soil of the Nile (Parthey on Plutarch, de Iside, p. 162).
This destruction cannot be the one intended. But haÑras is the word commonly
used to signify the throwing down of heathen altars (Jud. 6:25; 1Ki. 18:30;
19:10, 14); and the meaning of the prophecy may be, that the city which had
hitherto been ‘Ir-ha-cheres, the chief city of the sun-worship, would become
the city of the destruction of idolatry, as Jeremiah prophesies in Jer. 43:13,
“Jehovah will break in pieces the obelisks of the sun-temple in the land of
Egypt.” Hence Herzfeld’s interpretation: “City of demolished Idols” (p. 561).
It is true that in this case ha-heres merely announces the breaking up of the old,
and does not say what new thing will rise upon the ruins of the old; but the
context leaves no doubt as to this new thing, and the one-sided character of the
description is to be accounted for from the intentional play upon the actual
name of that one city out of the five to which the prophet gives especial
prominence. With this interpretation — for which indeed we cannot pretend to
find any special confirmation in the actual fulfilment in the history of the church,
and, so to speak, the history of missions — the train of thought in the prophet’s
mind which led to the following groove of promises is a very obvious one.



Isa. 19:19, 20. The allusion to the sun-city, which had become the city of
destruction, led to the mazzeboth or obelisks (see Jer. 43:13), which were
standing there on the spot where Ra was worshipped. Vv. 19, 20.

“In that day there stands an altar consecrated to Jehovah in the midst of the land of
Egypt, and an obelisk near the border of the land consecrated to Jehovah. And a
sign and a witness for Jehovah of hosts is this in the land of Egypt: when they cry to
Jehovah for oppressors, He will send them a helper and champion, and deliver
them.”

This is the passage of Isaiah (not v. 18) to which Onias IV appealed, when he
sought permission of Ptolemaeus Philometor to build a temple of Jehovah in
Egypt. He built such a temple in the nomos of Heliopolis, 180 stadia (22 1/2
miles) to the north-east of Memphis (Josephus, Bell. vii. 10, 3), and on the
foundation and soil of the oÏxuÂrwma in Leontopolis, which was dedicated to
Bubastis (Ant. xiii. 3, 1, 2). f112

This temple, which was altogether unlike the temple of Jerusalem in its outward
appearance, being built in the form of a castle, and which stood for more than
two hundred years (from 160 B.C. to A.D. 71, when it was closed by command
of Vespasian), was splendidly furnished and much frequented; but the
recognition of it was strongly contested both in Palestine and Egypt. It was
really situated “in the midst of the land of Egypt.” But it is out of the question
to seek in this temple for the fulfilment of the prophecy of Isaiah, from the
simple fact that it was by Jews and for Jews that it was erected. And where, in
that case, would the obelisk be, which, as Isaiah prophesies, was to stand on the
border of Egypt, i.e., on the side towards the desert and Canaan? The altar was
to be “a sign” (‘oth) that there were worshippers of Jehovah in Egypt; and the
obelisk a “witness” (ÿeÝd) that Jehovah had proved Himself, to Egypt’s salvation,
to be the God of the gods of Egypt. And now, if they who erected this place of
worship and this monument cried to Jehovah, He would show Himself ready to
help them; and they would no longer cry in vain, as they had formerly done to
their own idols (v. 3). Consequently it is the approaching conversion of the
native Egyptians that is here spoken of. The fact that from the Grecian epoch
Judaism became a power in Egypt, is certainly not unconnected with this. But
we should be able to trace this connection more closely, if we had any
information as to the extent to which Judaism had then spread among the
natives, which we do know to have been by no means small. The therapeutae
described by Philo, which were spread through all the nomoi of Egypt, were of
a mixed Egypto-Jewish character (vid., Philo, Opp. ii. p. 474, ed. Mangey). It
was a victory on the part of the religion of Jehovah, that Egypt was covered
with Jewish synagogues and coenobia even in the age before Christ. And
Alexandra was the place where the law of Jehovah was translated into Greek,
and thus made accessible to the heathen world, and where the religion of



Jehovah created for itself those forms of language and thought, under which it
was to become, as Christianity, the religion of the world. And after the
introduction of Christianity into the world, there were more than one mazzebah
(obelisk) that were met with on the way from Palestine to Egypt, even by the
end of the first century, and more than one mizbeach (altar) found in the heart
of Egypt itself. The importance of Alexandria and of the monasticism and
anachoretism of the peninsula of Sinai and also of Egypt, in connection with the
history of the spread of Christianity, is very well known.

Isa. 19:21, 22. When Egypt became the prey of Islam in the year 640, there
was already to be seen, at all events in the form of a magnificent prelude, the
fulfilment of what the prophet foretells in vv. 21, 22:

“And Jehovah makes Himself known to the Egyptians, and the Egyptians know
Jehovah in that day; and they serve with slain- offerings and meat-offerings , and
vow vows to Jehovah, and pay them. And Jehovah smites Egypt, smiting and
healing; and if they return to Jehovah, He suffers Himself to be entreated, and heals
them.”

From that small commencement of five cities, and a solitary altar, and one
solitary obelisk, it has now come to this: Jehovah extends the knowledge of
Himself to the whole of Egypt ( D̂AŒN, reflective se cognoscendum dare, or
neuter innotescere), and throughout all Egypt there arises the knowledge of
God, which soon shows itself in acts of worship. This worship is represented by
the prophet, just as we should expect according to the Old Testament view, as
consisting in the offering of bleeding and bloodless, or legal and free-will
offerings: wDBi F̂Wi, viz., HŒFHYi‰TJE, so that DBÁ F̂ is construed with a double
accusative, as in Exo. 10:26, cf., Gen. 30:29; or it may possibly be used directly
in the sense of sacrificing, as in the Phoenician, and like HVF F̂ in the Thorah;
and even if we took it in this sense, it would yield no evidence against Isaiah’s
authorship (compare Isa. 28:21; 32:17). Egypt, though converted, is still sinful;
but Jehovah smites it, “smiting and healing” (naÑgoph vêraÑphoÿ, compare
1Ki. 20:37), so that in the act of smiting the intention of healing prevails; and
healing follows the smiting, since the chastisement of Jehovah leads it to
repentance. Thus Egypt is now under the same plan of salvation as Israel (e.g.,
Lev. 26:44, Deu. 32:36).

Isa. 19:23. Asshur, as we already know from Isa. 18, is equally humbled; so
that now the two great powers, which have hitherto only met as enemies, meet
in the worship of Jehovah, which unites them together. V. 23.

“In that day a road will run from Egypt to Asshur, and Asshur comes into Egypt,
and Egypt to Asshur; and Egypt worships (Jehovah) with Asshur.”



TJ ĩs not a sign of the accusative, for there can be no longer any idea of the
subjection of Egypt to Asshur: on the contrary, it is a preposition indicating
fellowship; and wDBî F is used in the sense of worship, as in v. 21. Friendly
intercourse is established between Egypt and Assyria by the fact that both
nations are now converted to Jehovah. The road of communication runs
through Canaan.

Isa. 19:24, 25. Thus is the way prepared for the highest point of all, which the
prophet foretells in vv. 24, 25:

“In that day will Israel be the third part to Egypt and Asshur, a blessing in the
midst of the earth, since Jehovah of hosts blesseth them thus: Blessed be thou, my
people Egypt; and thou Asshur, the work of my hands; and thou Israel, mine
inheritance.”

Israel is added to the covenant between Egypt and Asshur, so that it becomes a
tripartite covenant in which Israel forms the “third part” (shelishiyyaÑh, tertia
pars, like ÿasiriyyaÑh, decima pars, in Isa. 6:13). Israel has now reached the great
end of its calling — to be a blessing in “the midst of the earth” (bÿkereb
haÑÿaÑretz, in the whole circuit of the earth), all nations being here represented by
Egypt and Assyria. Hitherto it had been only to the disadvantage of Israel to be
situated between Egypt and Assyria. The history of the Ephraimitish kingdom,
as well as that of Judah, clearly proves this. If Israel relied upon Egypt, it
deceived itself, and was deceived; and if it relied on Assyria, it only became the
slave of Assyria, and had Egypt for a foe. Thus Israel was in a most painful vise
between the two great powers of the earth, the western and the eastern powers.
But how will all this be altered now! Egypt and Assyria become one in Jehovah,
and Israel the third in the covenant. Israel is lo longer the only nation of God,
the creation of God, the heir of God; but all this applies to Egypt and Assyria
now, as well as to Israel. To give full expression to this, Israel’s three titles of
honour are mixed together, and each of the three nations receives one of the
choice names, — nachali, “my inheritance,” being reserved for Israel, as
pointing back to its earliest history. This essential equalization of the heathen
nations and Israel is no degradation to the latter. For although from this time
forward there is to be no essential difference between the nations in their
relation to God, it is still the God of Israel who obtains this universal
recognition, and the nation of Israel that has become, according to the promise,
the medium of blessing to the world.

Isa. 19:25. Thus has the second half of the prophecy ascended step by step
from salvation to salvation, as the first descended step by step from judgment to
judgment. The culminating point in v. 25 answers to the lowest point in v. 15.
Every step in the ascending half is indicated by the expression “in that day.” Six
times do we find this sign-post to the future within the limits of vv. 16-25. This



expression is almost as characteristic of Isaiah as the corresponding expression,
“Behold, the days come” (hinneh yaÑmim baÑÿim), is of Jeremiah (compare, for
example, Jer. 7:18-25). And it is more particularly in the promising or
Messianic portions of the prophecy that it is so favourite an introduction
(Isa. 11:10, 11; 12: 1; compare Zec. 12, 13, 14). Nevertheless, the genuineness
of vv. 16-25 has recently been called in question, more especially by Hitzig.
Sometimes this passage has not been found fanatical enough to have emanated
from Isaiah, i.e., too free from hatred towards the heathen; whereas, on the
other hand, Knobel adduces evidence that the prophet was no fanatic at all.
Sometimes it is too fanatical; in reply to which we observe, that there never was
a prophet of God in the world who did not appear to a “sound human
understanding” to be beside himself, since, even assuming that this human
understanding be sound, it is only within the four sides of its own peculiar
province that it is so. Again, in vv. 18, 19, a prophecy has been discovered
which is too special to be Isaiah’s, in opposition to which Knobel proves that it
is not so special as is supposed. But it is quite special enough; and this can
never astonish any one who can discern in the prophecy a revelation of the
future communicated by God, whereas in itself it neither proves nor disproves
the authorship of Isaiah. So far as the other arguments adduced against the
genuineness are concerned, they have been answered exhaustively by Caspari,
in a paper which he contributed on the subject to the Lutherische Zeitschrift,
1841, 3. Hävernick, in his Introduction, has not been able to do anything better
than appropriate the arguments adduced by Caspari. And we will not repeat for
a third time what has been said twice already. The two halves of the prophecy
are like the two wings of a bird. And it is only through its second half that the
prophecy becomes the significant centre of the Ethiopic and Egyptian trilogy.
For Isa. 19 predicts the saving effect that will be produced upon Egypt by the
destruction of Assyria. And Isa. 19:23ff. announces what will become of
Assyria. Assyria will also pass through judgment to salvation. This
eschatological conclusion to Isa. 19, in which Egypt and Assyria are raised
above themselves into representatives of the two halves of the heathen world, is
the golden clasp which connects Isa. 19 and 20. We now turn to this third
portion of the trilogy, which bears the same relation to Isa. 19 as Isa. 16:13, 14
to Isa. 15-16:12.

Symbol of the Fall of Egypt and Ethiopia, and Its Interpretation —
Ch. 20

Isa. 20: 1, 2a. This section, commencing in the form of historic prose,
introduces itself thus: vv. 1, 2a.



“In the year that Tartan came to Ashdod, Sargon the king of Asshur having sent
him (and he made war against Ashdod, and captured it): at that time Jehovah spake
through Yeshayahu the son of Amoz as follows,”

i.e., He communicated the following revelation through the medium of Isaiah
(b’yad, as in Isa. 37:24, Jer. 37: 2, and many other passages). The revelation
itself was attached to a symbolical act. B’yad (lit. “by the hand of”) refers to
what was about to be made known through the prophet by means of the
command that was given him; in other words, to v. 3, and indirectly to v. 2b.
Tartan (probably the same man) is met with in 2Ki. 18:17 as the chief captain of
Sennacherib. No Assyrian king of the name of Sargon is mentioned anywhere
else in the Old Testament; but it may now be accepted as an established result
of the researches which have been made, that Sargon was the successor of
Shalmanassar, and that Shalmaneser (Shalman, Hos. 10:14), Sargon,
Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon, are the names of the four Assyrian kings who
were mixed up with the closing history of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. It
was Longperrier who was the first to establish the identity of the monarch who
built the palaces at Khorsabad, which form the north- eastern corner of ancient
Nineveh, with the Sargon of the Bible. We are now acquainted with a
considerable number of brick, harem, votive-table, and other inscriptions which
bear the name of this king, and contain all kinds of testimony concerning
himself. f113

It was he, not Shalmanassar, who took Samaria after a three years’ siege; and in
the annalistic inscription he boasts of having conquered the city, and removed
the house of Omri to Assyria. Oppert is right in calling attention to the fact, that
in 2Ki. 18:10 the conquest is not attributed to Shalmanassar himself, but to the
army. Shalmanassar died in front of Samaria; and Sargon not only put himself at
the head of the army, but seized upon the throne, in which he succeeded in
establishing himself, after a contest of several years’ duration with the legitimate
heirs and their party. He was therefore a usurper. f114

Whether his name as it appears on the inscriptions is Sar-kin or not, and
whether it signifies the king de facto as distinguished from the king de jure, we
will not attempt to determine now.f115

This Sargon, the founder of a new Assyrian dynasty, who reigned from 721-702
(according to Oppert), and for whom there is at all events plenty of room
between 721-20 and the commencement of Sennacherib’s reign, first of all
blockaded Tyre for five years after the fall of Samaria, or rather brought to an
end the siege of Tyre which had been begun by Shalmanassar (Jos. Ant. ix. 14,
2), though whether it was to a successful end or not is quite uncertain. He then
pursued with all the greater energy his plan for following up the conquest of
Samaria with the subjugation of Egypt, which was constantly threatening the



possessions of Assyria in western Asia, either by instigation or support. The
attack upon Ashdod was simply a means to this end. As the Philistines were led
to join Egypt, not only by their situation, but probably by kinship of tribe as
well, the conquest of Ashdod — a fortress so strong, that, according to
Herodotus (ii. 157), Psammetichus besieged it for twenty-nine years — was an
indispensable preliminary to the expedition against Egypt. When Alexander the
Great marched against Egypt, he had to do the same with Gaza. How long
Tartan required is not to be gathered from v. 1. But if he conquered it as
quickly as Alexander conquered Gaza, — viz. in five months, — it is impossible
to understand why the following prophecy should defer for three years the
subjugation of Ethiopia and Egypt. The words, “and fought against Ashdod,
and took it,” must therefore be taken as anticipatory and parenthetical.

Isa. 20: 2b. It was not after the conquest of Ashdod, but in the year in which
the siege commenced, that Isaiah received the following admonition: 2b.

“Go and loosen the smock-frock from off thy loins , and take off thy shoes from thy
feet. And he did so, went stripped and barefooted.”

We see from this that Isaiah was clothed in the same manner as Elijah, who
wore a fur coat (2Ki. 1: 8, cf., Zec. 13: 4, Heb. 11:37), and Joh. the Baptist,
who had a garment of camel hair and a leather girdle round it (Mat. 3: 4); for
sak is a coarse linen or hairy overcoat of a dark colour (Rev. 6:12, cf.,
Isa. 50: 3), such as was worn by mourners, either next to the skin (ÿal-habbaÑsaÑr,
1Ki. 21:27, 2Ki. 6:30, Job. 16:15) or over the tunic, in either case being
fastened by a girdle on account of its want of shape, for which reason the verb
chaÑgar is the word commonly used to signify the putting on of such a garment,
instead of laÑbash. The use of the word ÿaÑroÝm does not prove that the former
was the case in this instance (see, on the contrary, 2Sa. 6:20, compared with v.
14 and Joh. 21: 7). With the great importance attached to the clothing in the
East, where the feelings upon this point are peculiarly sensitive and modest, a
person was looked upon as stripped and naked if he had only taken off his
upper garment. What Isaiah was directed to do, therefore, was simply opposed
to common custom, and not to moral decency. He was to lay aside the dress of
a mourner and preacher of repentance, and to have nothing on but his tunic
(cetoneth); and in this, as well as barefooted, he was to show himself in public.
This was the costume of a man who had been robbed and disgraced, or else of a
beggar or prisoner of war. The word ceÝn (so) is followed by the inf. abs., which
develops the meaning, as in Isa. 5: 5; 58: 6, 7.

Isa. 20: 3, 4. It is not till Isaiah has carried out the divine instructions, that he
learns the reason for this command to strip himself, and the length of time that
he is to continue so stripped. Vv. 3, 4.



“And Jehovah said, As my servant Yesha’yahu goeth naked and barefooted, a sign
and type for three years long over Egypt and over Ethiopia, so will the king of
Asshur carry away the prisoners of Egypt and the exiles of Ethiopia, children and
old men, naked and barefooted, and with their seat uncovered — a shame to Egypt.”

The expression “as he goeth” (caÿasher haÑlac) stands here at the commencement
of the symbolical action, but it is introduced as if with a retrospective glance at
its duration for three years, unless indeed the preterite haÑlac stands here, as it
frequently does, to express what has already commenced, and is still continuing
and customary (compare, for example, Job. 1: 4 and Psa. 1: 1). The strange and
unseemly dress of the prophet, whenever he appeared in his official capacity for
three whole years, was a prediction of the fall of the Egypto-Ethiopian
kingdom, which was to take place at the end of these three years. Egypt and
Ethiopia are as closely connected here as Israel and Judah in Isa. 11:12. They
were at that time one kingdom, so that the shame of Egypt was the shame of
Ethiopia also. ÿErvaÑh is a shameful nakedness, and ‘ervath Mitzrayim is in
apposition to all that precedes it in v. 4. SheÝth is the seat or hinder part, as in
2Sa. 10: 4, from shaÑthaÑh, to set or seat; it is a substantive form, like †b,̃ ƒ̂ ,̃
R̂,̃ „Š̃, with the third radical letter dropt. ChashuÝphay has the same ay as the

words in Isa. 19: 9, Jud. 5:15, Jer. 22:14, which can hardly be regarded as
constructive forms, as Ewald, Knobel, and Gesenius suppose (although Y— õf
the construct has arisen from Y—A), but rather as a singular form with a
collective signification. The emendations suggested, viz., chasuÝpheÝ by
Olshausen, and chasuÝphiÝ with a connecting i by Meier, are quite unnecessary.

Isa. 20: 5, 6. But if Egypt and Ethiopia are thus shamefully humbled, what
kind of impression will this make upon those who rely upon the great power
that is supposed to be both unapproachable and invincible? Vv. 5, 6.

“And they cry together, and behold themselves deceived by Ethiopia, to which they
looked, and by Egypt, in which they gloried. And the inhabitant of this coast-land
saith in that day, Behold, thus it happens to those to whom we looked, whither we
fled for help to deliver us from the king of Asshur: and how should we, we escape?”

YJI, which signifies both an island and a coast-land, is used as the name of
Philistia and Zep. 2: 5, and as the name of Phoenicia in Isa. 23: 2, 6; and for this
reason Knobel and others understand it here as denoting the former with the
inclusion of the latter. But as the Assyrians had already attacked both
Phoenicians and Philistines at the time when they marched against Egypt, there
can be no doubt that Isaiah had chiefly the Judaeans in his mind. This was the
interpretation given by Jerome (“Judah trusted in the Egyptians, and Egypt will
be destroyed”), and it has been adopted by Ewald, Drechsler, Luzzatto, and
Meier. The expressions are the same as those in which a little further on we find
Isaiah reproving the Egyptian tendencies of Judah’s policy. At the same time, by



“the inhabitant of this coast-land” we are not to understand Judah exclusively,
but the inhabitants of Palestine generally, with whom Judah was mixed up to its
shame, because it had denied its character as the nation of Jehovah in a manner
so thoroughly opposed to its theocratic standing.

Unfortunately, we know very little concerning the Assyrian campaigns in Egypt.
But we may infer from Nah. 3: 8-10, according to which the Egyptian Thebes
had fallen (for it is held up before Nineveh as the mirror of its own fate), that
after the conquest of Ashdod Egypt was also overcome by Sargon’s army. In
the grand inscription found in the halls of the palace at Khorsabad, Sargon
boasts of a successful battle which he had fought with Pharaoh Sebech at
Raphia, and in consequence of which the latter became tributary to him. Still
further on he relates that he had dethroned the rebellious king of Ashdod, and
appointed another in his place, but that the people removed him, and chose
another king; after which he marched with his army against Ashdod, and when
the king fled from him into Egypt, he besieged Ashdod, and took it. Then
follows a difficult and mutilated passage, in which Rawlinson agrees with
Oppert in finding an account of the complete subjection of Sebech (Sabako?).
f116

Nothing can be built upon this, however; and it must also remain uncertain
whether, even if the rest is correctly interpreted, Isa. 20: 1 relates to that
conquest of Ashdod which was followed by the dethroning of the rebellious
king and the appointment of another, or to the final conquest by which it
became a colonial city of Assyria.f117

This conquest Sargon ascribes to himself in person, so that apparently we must
think of that conquest which was carried out by Tartan; and in that case the
words, “he fought against it,” etc., need not be taken as anticipatory. It is quite
sufficient, that the monuments seem to intimate that the conquest of Samaria
and Ashdod was followed by the subjugation of the Egypto-Ethiopian kingdom.
But inasmuch as Judah, trusting in the reed of Egypt, fell away from Assyria
under Hezekiah, and Sennacherib had to make war upon Egypt again, to all
appearance the Assyrians never had much cause to congratulate themselves
upon their possession of Egypt, and that for reasons which are not difficult to
discover. At the time appointed by the prophecy, Egypt came under the
Assyrian yoke, from which it was first delivered by Psammetichus; but, as the
constant wars between Assyria and Egypt clearly show, it never patiently
submitted to that yoke for any length of time. The confidence which Judah
placed in Egypt turned out most disastrously for Judah itself, just as Isaiah
predicted here. But the catastrophe that occurred in front of Jerusalem did not
put an end to Assyria, nor did the campaigns of Sargon and Sennacherib bring
Egypt to an end. And, on the other hand, the triumphs of Jehovah and of the



prophecy concerning Assyria were not the means of Egypt’s conversion. In all
these respects the fulfilment showed that there was an element of human hope
in the prophecy, which made the distant appear to be close at hand. And this
element it eliminated. For the fulfilment of a prophecy is divine, but the
prophecy itself is both divine and human.

The Oracle concerning the Desert of the Sea (Babylon) —
Ch. 21: 1-10

Isa. 21: 1-10. Ewald pronounces this and other headings to be the glosses of
ancient readers (proph. i. 56, 57). Even Vitringa at first attributed it to the
collectors, but he afterwards saw that this was inadmissible. In fact, it is hardly
possible to understand how the expression “desert of the sea” (midbar-yaÑm)
could have been taken from the prophecy itself; for yaÑm cannot signify the
south (as though synonymous with negeb), but is invariably applied to the west,
whilst there is nothing about a sea in the prophecy. The heading, therefore, is a
peculiar one; and this Knobel admits, though he nevertheless adheres to the
opinion that it sprang from a later hand. But why? According to modern critics,
the hand by which the whole massa was written was certainly quite late enough.
From Koppe to Knobel they are almost unanimous in asserting that it emanated
from a prophet who lived at the end of the Babylonian captivity. And Meier
asserts with dictatorial brevity, that no further proof is needed that Isaiah was
not the author. But assuming, what indeed seems impossible to modern critics,
— namely, that a prophet’s insight into futurity might stretch over hundreds of
years, — the massa contains within itself and round about itself the strongest
proofs of its genuineness. Within itself: for both the thoughts themselves, and
the manner in which they are expressed, are so thoroughly Isaiah’s, even in the
most minute points, that it is impossible to conceive of any prophecy in a form
more truly his own. And round about itself: inasmuch as the four massa’s
(Isa. 21: 1-10, 11-12, 13-17, and 22), are so intertwined the one with the other
as to form a tetralogy, not only through their emblematical titles (compare
Isa. 30: 6) and their visionary bearing, but also in many ways through the
contexts themselves. Thus the designation of the prophet as a “watchman” is
common to the first and second massa’s; and in the fourth, Jerusalem is called
the valley of vision, because the watch-tower was there, from which the prophet
surveyed the future fate of Babylon, Edom, and Arabia. And just as in the first,
Elam and Madai march against Babylon; so in the fourth (Isa. 22: 6) Kir and
Elam march against Jerusalem. The form of expression is also strikingly similar
in both instances (compare Isa. 22: 6, 7, with Isa. 21: 7). Is it then possible that
the first portion of the tetralogy should be spurious, and the other three
genuine? We come to the same conclusion in this instance as we did at
Isa. 13: 1ff.; and that, most truly, neither from a needless apologetical interest,



nor from forced traditional prejudice. Just as the massaÑ BaÑbel rests upon a
prophecy against Asshur, which forms, as it were, a pedestal to it, and cannot
be supposed to have been placed there by any one but Isaiah himself; so that
massa midbar-yaÑm rests, as it were, upon the pillars of its genuineness, and
announces itself velut de tripode as Isaiah’s. This also applies to the heading.
We have already noticed, in connection with Isa. 15: 1, how closely the
headings fit in to the prophecies themselves. Isaiah is fond of symbolical names
(Isa. 29: 1; 30: 7). And midbar-yaÑm (desert of the sea) is a name of this kind
applied to Babylon and the neighbourhood. The continent on which Babylon
stood was a midbaÑr, a great plain running to the south into Arabia deserta; and
so intersected by the Euphrates as well as by marshes and lakes, that it floated,
as it were, in the sea. The low-lying land on the Lower Euphrates had been
wrested, as it were, from the sea; for before Semiramis constructed the dams,
the Euphrates used to overflow the whole just like a sea (pelagiÂzein, Herod. i.
184). Abydenus even says, that at first the whole of it was covered with water,
and was called thalassa (Euseb. praep. ix. 41). We may learn from Isa. 14:23,
why it was that the prophet made use of this symbolical name. The origin and
natural features of Babylon are made into ominous prognostics of its ultimate
fate. The true interpretation is found in Jeremiah (Jer. 51:13; 50:38), who was
acquainted with this oracle.

Isa. 21: 1, 2. The power which first brings destruction upon the city of the
world, is a hostile army composed of several nations. Vv. 1, 2.

“As storms in the south approach , it comes from the desert, from a terrible land.
Hard vision is made known to me: the spoiler spoils, and the devastator devastates.
Go up, Elam! Surround, Maday! I put an end to all their sighing.”

“Storms in the south” (compare Isa. 28:21, Amo. 3: 9) are storms which have
their starting-point in the south, and therefore come to Babylon from Arabia
deserta; and like all winds that come from boundless steppes, they are always
violent (Job. 1:19; 37: 9; see Hos. 13:15). It would be natural, therefore, to
connect mimmidbaÑr with lachaloÝph (as Knobel and Umbreit do), but the
arrangement of the words is opposed to this; lachaloÝoÝph (“pressing forwards”)
is sued instead of yachaloÝph (see Ges. § 132, Anm. 1, and still more fully on
Hab. 1:17). The conjunctio periphrastica stands with great force at the close of
the comparison, in order that it may express at the same time the violent
pressure with which the progress of the storm is connected. It is true that,
according to Herod. i. 189, Cyrus came across the Gyndes, so that he
descended into the lowlands to Babylonia through Chalonitis and Apolloniatis,
by the road described by Isidor v. Charax in his Itinerarium, f118 over the Zagros
pass through the Zagros-gate (Ptolem. vi. 2) to the upper course of the Gyndes
(the present Diyala), and then along this river, which he crossed before its



junction with the Tigris. But if the Medo-Persian army came in this direction, it
could not be regarded as coming “from the desert.” If, however, the Median
portion of the army followed the course of the Choaspes (Kerkha) so as to
descend into the lowland of Chuzistan (the route taken by Major Rawlinson
with a Guran regiment), f119 and thus approached Babylon from the south-east,
it might be regarded in many respects as coming mimmidbaÑr (from the desert),
and primarily because the lowland of Chuzistan is a broad open plain — that is
to say, a midbaÑr. According to the simile employed of storms in the south, the
assumption of the prophecy is really this, that the hostile army is advancing
from Chuzistan, or (as geographical exactitude is not to be supposed) from the
direction of the desert of ed-Dahna, that portion of Arabia deserta which
bounded the lowland of Chaldean on the south-west. The Medo-Persian land
itself is called “a terrible land,” because it was situated outside the circle of
civilised nations by which the land of Israel was surrounded. After the thematic
commencement in v. 1, which is quite in harmony with Isaiah’s usual custom,
the prophet begins again in v. 2. ChaÑzuth (a vision) has the same meaning here
as in Isa. 29:11 (though not Isa. 28:18); and chaÑzuth kaÑshaÑh is the object of the
passive which follows (Ges. § 143, 1, b). The prophet calls the look into the
future, which is given to him by divine inspiration, hard or heavy (though in the
sense of difficilis, not gravis, caÑbeÝd), on account of its repulsive, unendurable,
and, so to speak, indigestible nature. The prospect is wide-spread plunder and
devastation (the expression is the same as in Isa. 33: 1, compare Isa. 16: 4;
24:16, baÑgad denoting faithless or treacherous conduct, then heartless robbery),
and the summoning of the nations on the east and north of Babylonia to the
conquest of Babylon; for Jehovah is about to put an end (hishbatti, as in
Isa. 16:10) to all their sighing (anchaÑthaÑh, with He raf. and the tone upon the
last syllable), i.e., to all the lamentations forced out of them far and wide by the
oppressor.

Isa. 21: 3, 4. Here again, as in the case of the prophecy concerning Moab,
what the prophet has given to him to see does not pass without exciting his
feelings of humanity, but works upon him like a horrible dream. Vv. 3, 4.

“Therefore are my loins full of cramp: pangs have taken hold of me , as the pangs of
a travailing woman: I twist myself, so that I do not hear; I am brought down with
fear, so that I do not see. My heart beats wildly; horror hath troubled me: the
darkness of night that I love, he hath turned for me into quaking.”

The prophet does not describe in detail what he saw; but the violent agitation
produced by the impression leads us to conclude how horrible it must have
been. ChalchaÑlaÑh is the contortion produced by cramp, as in Nah. 2:11; tzirim is
the word properly applied to the pains of childbirth; naÿavaÑh means to bend, or
bow one’s self, and is also used to denote a convulsive utterance of pain; taÑÿaÑh,
which is used in a different sense from Psa. 95:10 (compare, however,



Psa. 38:11), denotes a feverish and irregular beating of the pulse. The darkness
of evening and night, which the prophet loved so much (cheÝshek, a desire
arising from inclination, 1Ki. 9: 1, 19), and always longed for, either that he
might give himself up to contemplation, or that he might rest from outward and
inward labour, had bee changed into quaking by the horrible vision. It is quite
impossible to imagine, as Umbreit suggests, that nesheph chishki (the darkness
of my pleasure) refers to the nocturnal feast during which Babylon was stormed
(Herod. i. 191, and Xenophon, Cyrop. vii. 23).

Isa. 21: 5. On the other hand, what Xenophon so elaborately relates, and what
is also in all probability described in Dan. 5:30 (compare Jer. 51:39, 57), is
referred to in v. 5:

“They cover the table, watch the watch, eat, drink. Rise up, ye princes! Anoint the
shield!”

This is not a scene from the hostile camp, where they are strengthening
themselves for an attack upon Babylon: for the express allusion to the covering
of the table is intended to create the impression of confident and careless good
living; and the exclamation “anoint the shield” (cf., Jer. 51:11) presupposes that
they have first of all to prepare themselves for battle, and therefore that they
have been taken by surprise. What the prophet sees, therefore, is a banquet in
Babylon. The only thing that does not seem quite to square with this is one of
the infinitives with which the picture is so vividly described (Ges. § 131, 4, b),
namely tzaÑphoÝh hatztzaÑphith. Hitzig’s explanation, “they spread carpets” (from
tzaÑphaÑh, expandere, obducere, compare the Talmudic tziphaÑh, tziphtaÑh, a mat,
storea), commends itself thoroughly; but it is without any support in biblical
usage, so that we prefer to follow the Targum, Peshito, and Vulgate (the Sept.
does not give any translation of the words at all), and understand the hap. leg.
tzaÑphith as referring to the watch: “they set the watch.” They content
themselves with this one precautionary measure, and give themselves up with all
the greater recklessness to their night’s debauch (cf., Isa. 22:13). The prophet
mentions this, because (as Meier acknowledges) it is by the watch that the cry,
“Rise up, ye princes,” etc., is addressed to the feasters. The shield-leather was
generally oiled, to make it shine and protect it from wet, and, more than all, to
cause the strokes it might receive to glide off (compare the laeves clypeos in
Virg. Aen. vii. 626). The infatuated self-confidence of the chief men of Babylon
was proved by the fact that they had to be aroused. They fancied that they were
hidden behind the walls and waters of the city, and therefore they had not even
got their weapons ready for use.

Isa. 21: 6. The prophecy is continued with the conjunction “for” (ci). The tacit
link in the train of thought is this: they act thus in Babylon, because the
destruction of Babylon is determined. The form in which this thought is



embodied is the following: the prophet receives instruction in the vision to set a
metzappeh upon the watch-tower, who was to look out and see what more took
place. V. 6.

“For thus said the Lord to me, Go, set a spy; what he seeth, let him declare.”

In other cases it is the prophet himself who stands upon the watch-tower (v. 11;
Hab. 2: 1, 2); but here in the vision a distinction is made between the prophet
and the person whom he stations upon the watch-tower (specula). The prophet
divides himself, as it were, into two persons (compare Isa. 18: 4 for the
introduction; and for the expression “go,” Isa. 20: 2). He now sees through the
medium of a spy, just as Zechariah sees by means of the angel speaking in him;
with this difference, however, that here the spy is the instrument employed by
the prophet, whereas there the prophet is the instrument employed by the angel.

Isa. 21: 7. What the man upon the watch-tower sees first of all, is a long, long
procession, viz., the hostile army advancing quietly, like a caravan, in serried
ranks, and with the most perfect self-reliance. V. 7.

“And he saw a procession of cavalry, pairs of horsemen, a procession of asses, a
procession of camels; and listened sharply , as sharply as he could listen.”

Receb, both here and in v. 9, signifies neither riding-animals nor war-chariots,
but a troop seated upon animals — a procession of riders. In front there was a
procession of riders arranged two and two, for Persians and Medes fought
either on foot or on horseback (the latter, at any rate, from the time of Cyrus;
vid., Cyrop. iv. 3); and paÑraÑsh signifies a rider on horseback (in Arabic it is used
in distinction from raÑkib, the rider on camels). Then came lines of asses and
camels, a large number of which were always taken with the Persian army for
different purposes. They not only carried baggage and provisions, but were
taken into battle to throw the enemy into confusion. Thus Cyrus gained the
victory over the Lydians by means of the great number of his camels (Herod. i.
80), and Darius Hystaspis the victory over the Scythians by means of the
number of asses that he employed (Herod. iv. 129). Some of the subject tribes
rode upon asses and camels instead of horses: the Arabs rode upon camels in
the army of Xerxes, and the Caramanians rode upon asses. What the spy saw
was therefore, no doubt, the Persian army. But he only saw and listened. It was
indeed “listening, greatness of listening,” i.e., he stretched his ear to the utmost
(rab is a substantive, as in Isa. 63: 7, Psa. 145: 7; and hikshib, according to its
radical notion, signifies to stiffen, viz., the ear); f120 but he heard nothing,
because the long procession was moving with the stillness of death.

Isa. 21: 8. At length the procession has vanished; he sees nothing and hears
nothing, and is seized with impatience. V. 8.



“Then he cried with lion’s voice, Upon the watch-tower, O Lord, I stand continually
by day, and upon my watch I keep my stand all the nights.”

He loses all his patience, and growls as if he were a lion (compare Rev. 10: 3),
with the same dull, angry sound, the same long, deep breath out of full lungs,
complaining to God that he has to stand so long at his post without seeing
anything, except that inexplicable procession that has now vanished away.

Isa. 21: 9. But when he is about to speak, his complaint is stifled in his mouth.
V. 9.

“And, behold, there came a cavalcade of men, pairs of horsemen, and lifted up its
voice, and said, Fallen, fallen is Babylon; and all the images of its gods He hath
dashed to the ground!”

It is now clear enough where the long procession went to when it disappeared.
It entered Babylon, made itself master of the city, and established itself there.
And now, after a long interval, there appears a smaller cavalcade, which has to
carry the tidings of victory somewhere; and the spy hears them cry out in
triumph, “Fallen, fallen is Babylon!” In Rev. 18: 1, 2, the same words form the
shout of triumph raised by the angel, the antitype being more majestic than the
type, whilst upon the higher ground of the New Testament everything moves on
in spiritual relations, all that is merely national having lost its power. Still even
here the spiritual inwardness of the affair is so far expressed, that it is Jehovah
who dashes to the ground; and even the heathen conquerors are obliged to
confess that the fall of Babylon and its pesilim (compare Jer. 51:47, 52) is the
work of Jehovah Himself. What is here only hinted at from afar — namely, that
Cyrus would act as the anointed of Jehovah — is expanded in the second part
(Isa. 40-66) for the consolation of the captives.

Isa. 21:10. The night vision related and recorded by the prophet, a prelude to
the revelations contained in Isa. 40-60, was also intended for the consolation of
Israel, which had already much to suffer, when Babylon was still Assyrian, but
would have to suffer far more from it when it should become Chaldean. V. 10.

“O thou my threshing, and child of my threshing-floor! What I have heard from
Jehovah of hosts, the God of Israel, I have declared to you.”

Threshing (duÝsh) is a figure used to represent crushing oppression in Isa. 41:15
and Mic. 4:12, 13; and judicial visitation in Jer. 51:33 (a parallel by which we
must not allow ourselves to be misled, as Jeremiah has there given a different
turn to Isaiah’s figure, as he very frequently does); and again, as in the present
instance, chastising plagues, in which wrath and good intention are mingled
together. Israel, placed as it was under the tyrannical supremacy of the imperial
power, is called the meduÔsshaÑh (for meduÝshah, i.e., the threshing) of Jehovah,
— in other words, the corn threshed by Him; also His “child of the threshing-



floor,” inasmuch as it was laid in the floor, in the bosom as it were of the
threshing-place, to come out threshed (and then to become a thresher itself,
Mic. 4:12, 13). This floor, in which Jehovah makes a judicial separation of
grains and husks in Israel, was their captivity. Babylon is the instrument of the
threshing wrath of God. But love also takes part in the threshing, and restrains
the wrath. This is what the prophet has learned in the vision (“I have heard,” as
in Isa. 28:22), — a consolatory figure for the threshing-corn in the floor, i.e.,
for Israel, which was now subject to the power of the world, and had been
mowed off its own field and carried captive into Babylonia.

The Oracle concerning the Silence of Death (Edom)
— Ch. 21:11, 12

Isa. 21:11. This oracle consists of a question, addressed to the prophet from
Seir, and of the prophet’s reply. Seir is the mountainous country to the south of
Palestine, of which Edom took possession after the expulsion of the Horites.
Consequently the Dumah of the heading cannot be either the DuÑma of Eastern
Hauran (by the side of which we find also a Tema and a Buzan); or the Duma in
the high land of Arabia, on the great Nabataean line of traffic between the
northern harbours of the Red Sea and Irak, which bore the cognomen of the
rocky (el-gendel) or Syrian Duma (Gen. 25:14); or the Duma mentioned in the
Onom., which was seventeen miles from Eleutheropolis (or according to
Jerome on this passage, twenty) “in Daroma hoc est ad australem plagam,”
and was probably the same place as the Duma in the mountains of Judah, —
that is to say, judging from the ruins of Daume, to the south-east of
Eleutheropolis (see the Com. on Jos. 15:52), a place out of which Jerome has
made “a certain region of Idumaea, near which are the mountains of Seir.” The
name as it stands here is symbolical, and without any demonstrable
topographical application. DuÝmaÑh is deep, utter silence, and therefore the land
of the dead (Psa. 94:17; 115:17). The name „WDJ is turned into an emblem of
the future fate of Edom, by the removal of the a -sound from the beginning of
the word to the end. It becomes a land of deathlike stillness, deathlike sleep,
deathlike darkness. V. 11.

“A cry comes to me out of Seir: Watchman , how far is it in the night? Watchman,
how far in the night?”

Luther translates the participle correctly, “they cry” (man ruft; compare the
similar use of the participle in Isa. 30:24; 33: 4). For the rest, however, we have
deviated from Luther’s excellent translation, for the purpose of giving to some
extent the significant change from HLFYilÁMI and LYlM̃I. The more winged form of
the second question is expressive of heightened, anxious urgency and haste. The
wish is to hear that it is very late in the night, and that it will soon be past; min



is partitive (Saad.), “What part of the night are we at now?” Just as a sick man
longs for a sleepless night to come to an end, and is constantly asking what time
it is, so do they inquire of the prophet out of Edom, whether the night of
tribulation will not be soon over. We are not to understand, however, that
messengers were really sent out of Edom to Isaiah; the process was purely a
pneumatical one. The prophet stands there in Jerusalem, in the midst of the
benighted world of nations, like a sentry upon the watch tower; he understands
the anxious inquiries of the nations afar off, and answers them according to the
word of Jehovah, which is the plan and chronological measure of the history of
the nations, and the key to its interpretation. What, then, is the prophet’s reply?
He lets the inquirer “see through a glass darkly.”

Isa. 21:12.

“Watchman says, Morning cometh, and also night. Will ye inquire, inquire! Turn,
come!!”

The answer is intentionally and pathetically expressed in an Aramaean form of
Hebrew. JTFJF (written even with J at the end, cf., Deu. 33: 2) is the Aramaean
word for JŒb; and H F̂bF (J F̂bI) the Aramaean word for LJÁŠF, from the primary
form of which (YJAbF) the future tibÿaÑyuÝn is taken here (as in Isa. 33: 7), and the
imperative bêÿaÑyu (Ges. § 75, Anm. 4). wYTFJå, which is here pointed in the
Syriac style, wYTFJ,̃ as in Isa. 56: 9, 12, would be similarly traceable to YTJ (cf.,
Ges. § 75, Anm. 4, with § 23, Anm. 2). But what is the meaning? Luther seems
to me to have hit upon it: “When the morning comes, it will still be night.” But
v’gam (and also) is not equivalent to “and yet,” as Schröring explains it, with a
reference to Ewald, § 354, a. With the simple connection in the clauses, the
meaning cannot possibly be, that a morning is coming, and that it will
nevertheless continue night, but that a morning is coming, and at the same time
a night, i.e., that even if the morning dawns, it will be swallowed up again
directly by night. And the history was quite in accordance with such an answer.
The Assyrian period of judgment was followed by the Chaldean, and the
Chaldean by the Persian, and the Persian by the Grecian, and the Grecian by the
Roman. Again and again there was a glimmer of morning dawn for Edom (and
what a glimmer in the Herodian age!), but it was swallowed up directly by
another night, until Edom became an utter DuÝmaÑh, and disappeared from the
history of the nations. The prophet does not see to the utmost end of these
Edomitish nights, but he has also no consolation for Edom. It is altogether
different with Edom from what it is with Israel, the nocturnal portion of whose
history has a morning dawn, according to promise, as its irrevocable close. The
prophet therefore sends the inquirers home. Would they ask any further
questions, they might do so, might turn and come. In shuÝbuÝ (turn back) there



lies a significant though ambiguous hint. It is only in the case of their turning,
coming, i.e., coming back converted, that the prophet has any consolatory
answer for them. So long as they are not so, there is suspended over their future
an interminable night, to the prophet as much as to themselves. The way to
salvation for every other people is just the same as for Israel, — namely, the
way of repentance.

The Oracle in the Evening (against Arabia) — Ch. 21:13-17

Isa. 21:13-15. The heading BRF̂ ibÁ JvFMÁ (the ˆwritten according to the best
codd. with a simple sheva), when pointed as we have it, signifies, according to
Zec. 9: 1 (cf., Isa. 9: 7), “oracle against Arabia.” But why not massaÑ ÿAraÑb,
since massaÑ is followed by a simple genitive in the other three headings? Or
again, is this the only heading in the tetralogy that is not symbolical? We must
assume that the Beth by which this is distinguished is introduced for the express
purpose of rendering it symbolical, and that the prophet pointed it first of all
BRÊ EbF, but had at the same time BRF̂ ibÁ in his mind. The earlier translators
(LXX, Targum, Syr., Vulg., Ar.) read the second BRF̂ ibÁ like the first, but
without any reason. The oracle commences with an evening scene, even without
our altering the second BRÁ̂ ibÁ. And the massa has a symbolical title founded
upon this evening scene. Just as ‘Edom becomes Dumah, inasmuch as a night
without a morning dawn falls upon the mountain land of Seir, so will BRÁ̂ ibÁ
soon be BRÊ EbF, inasmuch as the sun of Arabia is setting. Evening darkness is
settling upon Arabia, and the morning-land is becoming an evening-land. Vv.
13-15.

“In the wilderness in Arabia ye must pass the night, caravans of the Dedanians.
Bring water to meet thirsty ones! The inhabitants of the land of Tema are coming
with its bread before the fugitive. For they are flying before swords, before drawn
swords, and before a bent bow, and before oppressive war.”

There is all the less ground for making any alteration in BRÁ̂ ibÁ RJAyAbÁ, inasmuch
as the second Beth (wilderness in Arabia for of Arabia) is favoured by Isaiah’s
common usage (Isa. 28:21; 9: 2; compare 2Sa. 1:21, Amo. 3: 9). ‘Arab , written
with pathach, is Arabia (Eze. 27:21; ÿaraÑb in pause, Jer. 25:24); and ya’ar here
is the solitary barren desert, as distinguished from the cultivated land with its
cities and villages. Wetzstein rejects the meaning nemus, sylva, with ya’ar has
been assumed to have, because it would be rather a promise than a threat to be
told that they would have to flee from the steppe into the wood, since a shady
tree is the most delicious dream of the Beduins, who not only find shade in the
forest, but a constant supply of green pasture, and fuel for their hospitable
hearths. He therefore renders it, “Ye will take refuge in the V’ar of Arabia,”
i.e., the open steppe will no longer afford you any shelter, so that ye will be



obliged to hide yourselves in the V’ar. Arab. wa’ur for example, is the name
applied to the trachytic rayon of the Syro-Hauranitic volcanoes which is
covered with a layer of stones. But as the V’ar in this sense is also planted with
trees, and furnishes firewood, this epithet must rest upon some peculiar
distinction in the radical meaning of the word ya’ar, which really does mean a
forest in Hebrew, though not necessarily a forest of lofty trees, but also a
wilderness overgrown with brushwood and thorn-bushes. The meaning of the
passage before us we therefore take to be this: the trading caravans (ÿaÑrchoÝth,
like haliÝcoth in Job. 6:19) of the Dedanians, that mixed tribe of Cushites and
Abrahamides dwelling in the neighbourhood of the Edomites (Gen. 10: 7;
25: 3), when on their way from east to west, possibly to Tyre (Eze. 27:20),
would be obliged to encamp in the wilderness, being driven out of the caravan
road in consequence of the war that was spreading from north to south. The
prophet, whose sympathy mingles with the revelation in this instance also, asks
for water for the panting fugitives (wYTFH,̃ as in Jer. 12: 9, an imperative
equivalent to wYTFJH =̃ wYTFJåHE; compare 2Ki. 2: 3: there is no necessity to read
wMDiQA, as the Targum, Döderlein, and Ewald do). They are driven back with
fright towards the south-east as far as Tema, on the border of Negd and the
Syrian desert. The Tema referred to is no the trans-Hauranian TeÑmaÑ, which is
three-quarters of an hour from Dumah, although there is a good deal that seems
to favour this, f121 but the Tema on the pilgrim road from Damascus to Mecca,
between Tebuk and Wadi el-Kora, which is about the same distance (four days’
journey) from both these places, and also from Chaibar (it is to be
distinguished, however, from Tihama, the coast land of Yemen, the antithesis of
which is ne’gd, the mountain district of Yemen f122).

But even here in the land of Tema they do not feel themselves safe. The
inhabitants of Tema are obliged to bring them water and bread (“its bread,”
lachmo, referring to noÝdeÝd: the bread necessary in order to save them), into the
hiding-places in which they have concealed themselves. “How humiliating,” as
Drechsler well observes, “to be obliged to practise their hospitality, the pride of
Arabian customs, in so restricted a manner, and with such unbecoming
secrecy!” But it could not possibly be done in any other way, since the weapons
of the foe were driving them incessantly before them, and the war itself was
rolling incessantly forward like an overwhelming colossus, as the repetition of
the word “before” (mippêneÝ) no less than four times clearly implies.

Isa. 21:16, 17. Thus does the approaching fate of Arabia present itself in
picture before the prophet’s eye, whilst it is more distinctly revealed in vv. 16,
17:

“For thus hath the Lord spoken to me , Within a year, as the years of a hired
labourer, it is over with all the glory of Kedar. And the remnant of the number of



bows of heroes of the Kedarenes will be small: for Jehovah, the God of Israel, hath
spoken.”

The name Kedar is here the collective name of the Arabic tribes generally. In
the stricter sense, Kedar, like Nebaioth, which is associated with it, as a
nomadic tribe of Ishmaelites, which wandered as far as the Elanitic Gulf. Within
the space of a year, measured as exactly as is generally the case where
employers and labourers are concerned, Kedar’s freedom, military strength,
numbers, and wealth (all these together constituting its glory), would all have
disappeared. Nothing but a small remnant would be left of the heroic sons of
Kedar and their bows. They are numbered here by their bows (in distinction
from the numbering by heads), showing that the righting men are referred to, —
a mode of numbering which is customary among the Indian tribes of America,
for example.f123

The noun sheÿaÑr (remnant) is followed by five genitives here (just as peri is by
four in Isa. 10:12); and the predicate w‹ F̂MiYI is in the plural because of the
copiousness of the subject. The period of the fulfilment of the prophecy keeps
us still within the Assyrian era. In Herodotus (2, 141), Sennacherib is actually
called “king of Arabians and Assyrians” (compare Josephus, Ant. x. 1, 4); and
both Sargon and Sennacherib, in their annalistic inscriptions, take credit to
themselves for the subjugation of Arabian tribes. But in the Chaldean era
Jeremiah predicted the same things against Kedar (Jer. 49) as against Edom;
and Jer. 49:30, 31 was evidently written with a retrospective allusion to this
oracle of Isaiah. When the period fixed by Isaiah for the fulfilment arrived, a
second period grew out of it, and one still more remote, inasmuch as a second
empire, viz., the Chaldean, grew out of the Assyrian, and inaugurated a second
period of judgment for the nations. After a short glimmer of morning, the night
set in a second time upon Edom, and a second time upon Arabia.

The Oracle concerning the Valley of Vision (Jerusalem) —
Ch. 22: 1-14

Isa. 22: 1-14. The chaÑzuÝth concerning Babylon, and the no less visionary
prophecies concerning Edom and Arabia, are now followed by a massaÑ, the
object of which is “the valley of vision” (geÝÿ chizzaÑyoÝn) itself. Of course these
four prophecies were not composed in the tetralogical form in which they are
grouped together here, but were joined together at a later period in a group of
this kind on account of their close affinity. The internal arrangement of the
group was suggested, not by the date of their composition (they stand rather in
the opposite relation to one another), but by the idea of a storm coming from a
distance, and bursting at last over Jerusalem; for there can be no doubt that the
“valley of vision” is a general name for Jerusalem as a whole, and not the name



given to one particular valley of Jerusalem. It is true that the epithet applied to
the position of Jerusalem does not seem to be in harmony with this; for,
according to Josephus, “the city was built upon two hills, which are opposite to
one another and have a valley to divide them asunder, at which valley the
corresponding rows of houses on both hills end” (Wars of the Jews, v. 4, 1;
Whiston). But the epithet is so far allowable, that there are mountains round
Jerusalem (Psa. 125: 2); and the same city which is on an eminence in relation
to the land generally, appears to stand on low ground when contrasted with the
mountains in the immediate neighbourhood (proÃj deÃ taÃ eÏxoÂmena tauÂthj
ghoÂlofa xqamaliÂzetai, as Phocas says). According to this twofold aspect,
Jerusalem is called the “inhabitant of the valley” in Jer. 21:13, and directly
afterwards the “rock of the plain;” just as in Jer. 17: 3 it is called the mountain
in the fields, whereas Zephaniah (Zep. 1:11) applies the epithet macteÝsh (the
mortar or cauldron) not to all Jerusalem, but to one portion of it (probably the
ravine of the Tyropaeum). And if we add to this the fact that Isaiah’s house was
situated in the lower town, — and therefore the standpoint of the epithet is
really there, — it is appropriate in other respects still; for the prophet had there
the temple-hill and the Mount of Olives, which is three hundred feet higher, on
the east, and Mount Zion before him towards the south; so that Jerusalem
appeared like a city in a valley in relation to the mountains inside, quite as much
as to those outside. But the epithet is intended to be something more than
geographical. A valley is a deep, still, solitary place, but off and shut in by
mountains. And thus Jerusalem was an enclosed place, hidden and shut off from
the world, which Jehovah had chosen as the place in which to show to His
prophets the mysteries of His government of the world. And upon this sacred
prophets’ city the judgment of Jehovah was about to fall; and the announcement
of the judgment upon it is placed among the oracles concerning the nations of
the world! We may see from this, that at the time when this prophecy was
uttered, the attitude of Jerusalem was so worldly and heathenish, that it called
forth this dark, nocturnal threat, which is penetrated by not a single glimmer of
promise. But neither the prophecies of the time of Ahaz relating to the Assyrian
age of judgment, nor those which were uttered in the midst of the Assyrian
calamities, are so destitute of promise and so peremptory as this. The massa
therefore falls in the intermediate time, probably the time when the people were
seized with the mania for liberty, and the way was prepared for their breaking
away from Assyria by their hope of an alliance with Egypt (vid., Delitzsch-
Caspari, Studien, ii. 173-4).

Isa. 22: 1-3. The prophet exposes the nature and worthlessness of their
confidence in vv. 1-3:

“What aileth thee , then, that thou art wholly ascended upon the house-tops? O full
of tumult, thou noisy city, shouting castle, thy slain men are not slain with the sword,



nor slaughtered in battle. All thy rulers departing together are fettered without bow;
all thy captured ones are fettered together, fleeing far away.”

From the flat house-tops they all look out together at the approaching army of
the foe, longing for battle, and sure of victory (cullaÑk is for culleÝk, Isa. 14:29,
31). They have no suspicion of what is threatening them; therefore are they so
sure, so contented, and so defiant. HJFLM̃i TŒJŠUti is inverted, and stands for
TŒJŠUti TJÁLM̃i, like XdFNUMi HLFPJ̃á in Isa. 8:22. HZFYlIJA is used to denote self-
confident rejoicing, as in Zep. 2:15. How terribly they deceive themselves! Not
even the honour of falling upon the battle-field is allowed them. Their rulers
(kaÑtzin, a judge, and then any person of rank) depart one and all out of the city,
and are fettered outside “without bow” (mikkesheth), i.e., without there being
any necessity for the bow to be drawn (min, as in Job. 21: 9, 2Sa. 1:22; cf.,
Ewald, § 217, b). All, without exception, of those who are attacked in
Jerusalem by the advancing foe (nimzaÑÿaik, thy captured ones, as in Isa. 13:15),
fall helplessly into captivity, as they are attempting to flee far away (see at
Isa. 17:13; the perf. de conatu answers to the classical praesens de conatu) .
Hence (what is here affirmed indirectly) the city is besieged, and in consequence
of the long siege hunger and pestilence destroy the inhabitants, and every one
who attempts to get away falls into the hands of the enemy, without venturing
to defend himself, on account of his emaciation and exhaustion from hunger.
Whilst the prophet thus pictures to himself the fate of Jerusalem and Judah,
through their infatuation, he is seized with inconsolable anguish.

Isa. 22: 4, 5.

“Therefore I say, Look away from me, that I may weep bitterly; press me not with
consolations for the destruction of the daughter of my people! For a day of noise,
and of treading down, and of confusion, cometh from the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, in
the valley of vision, breaking down walls; and a cry of woe echoes against the
mountains.”

The note struck by Isaiah here is the note of the kinah that is continued in the
Lamentations of Jeremiah. Jeremiah says sheber for shod (Lam. 3:48), and
bath-ammi (daughter of my people) is varied with bath-zion (daughter of Zion)
and bath-yehudah (daughter of Judah). MeÝreÝr babbeci (weep bitterly) is more
than baÑcaÑh mar (Isa. 33: 7): it signifies to give one’s self thoroughly up to bitter
weeping, to exhaust one’s self with weeping. The two similar sounds which
occur in v. 5, in imitation of echoes, can hardly be translated. The day of divine
judgment is called a day in which masses of men crowd together with great
noise (mehuÝmaÑh), in which Jerusalem and its inhabitants are trodden down by
foes (mebuÝsaÑh) and are thrown into wild confusion (mebuÝcaÑh). This is one play
upon words. The other makes the crashing of the walls audible, as they are
hurled down by the siege-artillery (mekarkar kir). KirkeÝr is not a denom. of kiÝr,



as Kimchi and Ewald suppose (unwalling walls), but is to be explained in
accordance with Num. 24:17, “he undermines,” i.e., throws down by removing
the supports, in other words, “to the very foundations” (kur, to dig, hence
karkaÑraÑh, the bottom of a vessel, Kelim ii. 2; kurkoreth, the bottom of a net, ib.
xxviii. 10, or of a cask, Ahaloth ix. 16). When this takes place, then a cry of
woe echoes against the mountain (shoÝaÿ, like shuÝaÿ, shevaÿ), i.e., strikes against
the mountains that surround Jerusalem, and is echoed back again. Knobel
understands it as signifying a cry for help addressed to the mountain where
Jehovah dwells; but this feature is altogether unsuitable to the God-forgetting
worldly state in which Jerusalem is found. It is also to be observed, in
opposition to Knobel, that the description does not move on in the same natural
and literal way as in a historical narrative. The prophet is not relating, but
looking; and in v. 5 he depicts the day of Jehovah according to both its ultimate
intention and its ultimate result.

Isa. 22: 6, 7. The advance of the besiegers, which leads to the destruction of
the walls, is first described in vv. 6, 7.

“And Elam has taken the quiver, together with chariots with men, horsemen; and
Kir has drawn out the shield. And then it comes to pass, that thy choicest valleys are
filled with chariots, and the horsemen plant a firm foot towards the gate.”

Of the nations composing the Assyrian army, the two mentioned are Elam, the
Semitic nation of Susiana (Chuzistan), whose original settlements were the row
of valleys between the Zagros chain and the chain of advanced mountains
bounding the Assyrian plains on the east, and who were greatly dreaded as
bowmen (Eze. 32:24; Jer. 49:35), and Kir, the inhabitants of the country of the
Cyrus river, which was an Assyrian province, according to 2Ki. 16: 9 and
Amo. 1: 5, and still retained its dependent position even in the time of the
Achaemenides, when Armenia, at any rate, is expressly described in the
arrowheaded writings as a Persian province, though a rebellious one. The
readiness for battle of this people of Kur, who represent, in combination with
Elam, the whole extent of the Assyrian empire from south to north, f124 is
attested by their “drawing out the shield” (ÿeÝraÑh maÑgeÝn), which Caesar calls
scutis tegimenta detrahere (bell. gall. ii. 21); for the Talmudic meaning
applicare cannot be thought of for a moment (Buxtorf, lex. col. 1664). These
nations that fought on foot were accompanied (beth, as in 1Ki. 10: 2) by
chariots filled with men (receb ÿaÑdaÑm), i.e., war-chariots (as distinguished from
ÿagaÑloth), and, as is added aÏsundeÂtwj, by paÑraÑshim, riders (i.e., horsemen
trained to arms). The historical tense is introduced with YHIYiWA in v. 7, but in a
purely future sense. It is only for the sake of the favourite arrangement of the
words that the passage does not proceed with Vav relat. wJLiMFw. “Thy valleys”
(ÿamaÑkaik) are the valleys by which Jerusalem was encircled on the east, the



west, and the south, viz., the valley of Kidron on the east; the valley of Gihon
on the west; the valley of Rephaim, stretching away from the road to
Bethlehem, on the south-west (Isa. 17: 5); the valley of Hinnom, which joins the
Tyropaeum, and then runs on into a south-eastern angle; and possibly also the
valley of Jehoshaphat, which ran on the north-east of the city above the valley
of Kidron. These valleys, more especially the finest of them towards the south,
are now cut up by the wheels and hoofs of the enemies’ chariots and horses;
and the enemies’ horsemen have already taken a firm position gatewards, ready
to ride full speed against the gates at a given signal, and force their way into the
city (shiÝth with a shoth to strengthen it, as in Psa. 3: 7; also siÝm in 1Ki. 20:12,
compare 1Sa. 15: 2).

Isa. 22: 8-11. When Judah, after being for a long time intoxicated with hope,
shall become aware of the extreme danger in which it is standing, it will adopt
prudent measures, but without God. Vv. 8-11.

“Then he takes away the covering of Judah , and thou lookest in that day to the
store of arms of the forest-house; and ye see the breaches of the city of David, that
there are many of them; and ye collect together the waters of the lower pool. And ye
number the houses of Jerusalem, and pull down the houses, to fortify the wall. And
ye make a basin between the two walls for the waters of the old pool; and ye do not
look to Him who made it, neither do ye have regard to Him who fashioned it long
ago.”

MaÑsaÑk is the curtain or covering which made Judah blind to the threatening
danger. Their looks are now directed first of all to the forest-house, built by
Solomon upon Zion for the storing and display of valuable arms and utensils
(neÝsheÔk, or rather, according to the Masora on Job. 20:24, and the older
editions, neÔsheÔk), and so called because it rested upon four rows of cedar
columns that ran all round (it was in the centre of the fore-court of the royal
palace; see Thenius, das vorexil. Jerusalem, p. 13). They also noticed in the city
of David, the southern and highest portion of the city of Jerusalem, the bad
state of the walls, and began to think of repairing them. To this end they
numbered the houses of the city, to obtain building materials for strengthening
the walls and repairing the breaches, by pulling down such houses as were
suitable for the purpose, and could be dispensed with (vattithtzu, from naÑthatz,
with the removal of the recompensative reduplication). The lower pool and the
old pool, probably the upper, i.e., the lower and upper Gihon, were upon the
western side of the city, the lower (Briket es-Sultan) to the west of Sion, the
upper (Birket el-Mamilla) farther up to the west of Akra (Robinson, i. 483-486;
v. Raumer, Pal. pp. 305-6). KibbeÝtz either means to collect in the pool by
stopping up the outflow, or to gather together in the reservoirs and wells of the
city by means of artificial canals. The latter, however, would most probably be
expressed by ‡SAJF; so that the meaning that most naturally suggests itself is,



that they concentrate the water, so as to be able before the siege to provide the
city as rapidly as possible with a large supply. The word saÑtham, which is used
in the account of the actual measures adopted by Hezekiah when he was
threatened with siege (2Ch. 32: 2-5), is a somewhat different one, and indicates
the stopping up, not of the outflow but of the springs, and therefore of the
influx. But in all essential points the measures adopted agree with those
indicated here in the prophecy. The chronicler closes the account of Hezekiah’s
reign by still further observing that “Hezekiah also stopped the outflow of the
upper Gihon, and carried the water westwards underground to the city of
David” (2Ch. 32:30, explanatory of 2Ki. 20:20). If the upper Gihon is the same
as the upper pool, there was a conduit (teêaÑlaÑh), connected with the upper
Gihon as early as the time of Ahaz, Isa. 7: 3. And Hezekiah’s peculiar work
consisted in carrying the water of the upper pool “into the city of David.” The
mikvaÑh between the two walls, which is here prospectively described by Isaiah,
is connected with this water supply, which Hezekiah really carried out. There is
still a pool of Hezekiah (also called Birket el-Batrak, pool of the patriarchs, the
Amygdalon of Josephus) on the western side of the city, to the east of the Joppa
gate. During the rainy season this pool is supplied by the small conduit which
runs from the upper pool along the surface of the ground, and then under the
wall against or near the Joppa gate. It also lies between two walls, viz., the wall
to the north of Zion, and the one which runs to the north-east round the Akra
(Robinson, i. 487-489). How it came to pass that Isaiah’s words concerning “a
basin between the two walls” were so exactly carried out, as though they had
furnished a hydraulic plan, we do not know. But we will offer a conjecture at
the close of the exposition. It stands here as one of those prudent measures
which would be resorted to in Jerusalem in the anticipation of the coming siege;
but it would be thought of too late, and in self-reliant alienation from God, with
no look directed to Him who had wrought and fashioned that very calamity
which they were now seeking to avert by all these precautions, and by whom it
had been projected long, long before the actual realization. HFYVE Ô might be a
plural, according to Isa. 54: 5; but the parallel hRFCiYO favours the singular (on
the form itself, from YVA Ô = HVÊ O, see Isa. 42: 5, and at Isa. 5:12; 1:30). We
have here, and at Isa. 37:26, i.e., within the first part of the book of Isaiah, the
same doctrine of “ideas” that forms so universal a key-note of the second part,
the authenticity of which has been denied. That which is realized in time has
existed long before as a spiritual pattern, i.e., as an idea in God. God shows this
to His prophets; and so far as prophecy foretells the future, whenever the event
predicted is fulfilled, the prophecy becomes a proof that the event is the work of
God, and was long ago the predetermined counsel of God. The whole of the
Scripture presupposes this pre-existence of the divine idea before the historical
realization, and Isaiah in Israel (like Plato in the heathen world) was the



assiduous interpreter of this supposition. Thus, in the case before us, the fate of
Jerusalem is said to have been fashioned “long ago” in God. But Jerusalem
might have averted its realization, for it was no decretum absolutum. If
Jerusalem repented, the realization would be arrested.

Isa. 22:12-14. And so far as it had proceeded already, it was a call from
Jehovah to repentance. Vv. 12-14.

“The Lord, Jehovah of hosts, calls in that day to weeping, and to mourning, and to
the pulling out of hair, and to girding with sackcloth; and behold joy and gladness,
slaughtering of oxen and killing of sheep, eating of flesh and drinking of wine,
eating and drinking, for ‘to-morrow we die.’ And Jehovah of hosts hath revealed in
mine ears, Surely this iniquity shall not be expiated for you until ye die, saith the
Lord, Jehovah of hosts.”

The first condition of repentance is a feeling of pain produced by the
punishments of God. But upon Jerusalem they produce the opposite effect. The
more threatening the future, the more insensibly and madly do they give
themselves up to the rude, sensual enjoyment of the present. ShaÑthoth is
interchanged with shaÑthoÝ (which is only another form of HTOŠF, as in Isa. 6: 9;
30:19), to ring with shaÑchoÝt (compare Hos. 10: 4). There are other passages in
which we meet with unusual forms introduced for the sake of the play upon the
words (vid., Isa. 4: 6; 8: 6; 16: 9, and compare Eze. 43:11, and the keri of
2Sa. 3:25). The words of the rioters themselves, whose conduct is sketched by
the inf. abs., which are all governed by hinneÝh, are simply “for tomorrow we
shall die.” This does not imply that they feel any pleasure in the thought of
death, but indicates a love of life which scoffs at death. Then the unalterable
will of the all-commanding God is audibly and distinctly revealed to the
prophet. Such scoffing as this, which defies the chastisements of God, will not
be expiated in any other way than by the death of the scoffer (cuppar, from
caÑphar, tegere, means to be covered over, i.e., expiated). This is done in the
case of sin either by the justice of God, as in the present instance, or by the
mercy of God (Isa. 6: 7), or by both justice and mercy combined (as in
Isa. 27: 9). In all three cases the expiation is demanded by the divine holiness,
which requires a covering between itself and sin, by which sin becomes as
though it were not. In this instance the expunging act consists in punishment.
The sin of Jerusalem is expiated by the giving up of the sinners themselves to
death. The verb temuÝthuÝn (ye shall die) is written absolutely, and therefore is all
the more dreadful. The Targum renders it “till ye die the second (eternal) death”
(moÝthaÑh thinyaÑnaÑh) .

So far as they prophecy threatened the destruction of Jerusalem by Assyria, it
was never actually fulfilled; but the very opposite occurred. Asshur itself met
with destruction in front of Jerusalem. But this was by no means opposed to the



prophecy; and it was with this conviction that Isaiah, nevertheless, included the
prophecy in the collection which he made at a time when the non-fulfilment was
perfectly apparent. It stands here in a double capacity. In the first place, it is a
memorial of the mercy of God, which withdraws, or at all events modifies, the
threatened judgment as soon as repentance intervenes. The falling away from
Assyria did take place; but on the part of Hezekiah and many others, who had
taken to heart the prophet’s announcement, it did so simply as an affair that was
surrendered into the hands of the God of Israel, through distrust of either their
own strength or Egyptian assistance. Hezekiah carried out the measures of
defence described by the prophet; but he did this for the good of Jerusalem, and
with totally different feelings from those which the prophet had condemned.
These measures of defence probably included the reservoir between the two
walls, which the chronicler does not mention till the close of the history of his
reign, inasmuch as he follows the thread of the book of Kings, to which his
book stands, as it were, in the relation of a commentary, like the midrash, from
which extracts are made. The king regulated his actions carefully by the
prophecy, inasmuch as after the threats had produced repentance, vv. 8-11 still
remained as good and wise counsels. In the second place, the oracle stands here
as the proclamation of a judgment deferred but not repealed. Even if the danger
of destruction which threatened Jerusalem on the part of Assyria had been
mercifully caused to pass away, the threatening word of Jehovah had not fallen
to the ground. The counsel of God contained in the word of prophecy still
remained; and as it was the counsel of the Omniscient, the time would surely
come when it would pass out of the sphere of ideality into that of actual fact. It
remained hovering over Jerusalem like an eagle, and Jerusalem would
eventually become its carrion. We have only to compare the temuÝthuÝn of this
passage with the aÏpoqaneiÂsqe of Joh. 8:21, to see when the eventual fulfilment
took place. Thus the “massa of the valley of vision” became a memorial of
mercy to Israel when it looked back to its past history: but when it looked into
the future, it was still a mirror of wrath.

Against Shebna the Steward — Ch. 22:15-25

(APPENDIX TO THE TETRALOGY IN CH. 21-22:14)

Isa. 22:15-25. Shebna (JNFBiŠE; 2Ki. 18:18, 26, HNFBiŠE) is officially described as
“over the house.” This was the name given to an office of state of great
importance in both kingdoms (1Ki. 4: 6; 18: 3), in fact the highest office of all,
and one so vastly superior to all others (Isa. 36: 3; 37: 2), that it was sometimes
filled by the heir to the throne (2Ch. 26:21). It was the post of minister of the
household, and resembled the Merovingian office of major domus (maire du
palais). The person “who was over the house” had the whole of the domestic



affairs of the sovereign under his superintendence, and was therefore also called
the soceÝn or administrator (from saÑcan, related to shaÑcan, to assist in a friendly,
neighbourly manner, or to be generally serviceable: see on Job. 22: 2), as
standing nearest to the king. In this post of eminence Shebna had helped to
support that proud spirit of self-security and self-indulgent forgetfulness of
God, for which the people of Jerusalem had in the foregoing oracle been
threatened with death. At the same time, he may also have been a leader of the
Egyptian party of magnates, and with this anti-theocratical policy may have
been the opponent of Isaiah in advising the king. Hence the general character of
Isa. 22: 1-14 now changes into a distinct and special prophecy against this
Shebna. The time at which it was fulfilled was the same as that referred to in
Isa. 22: 1-14. There was still deep peace, and the great minister of state was
driving about with splendid equipages, and engaged in superintending the
erection of a family sepulchre.

Isa. 22:15-19.

“Thus spake the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, Go , get thee to that steward there, to
Shebna the house-mayor. What has thou here, and whom hast thou here, that thou
hast hewn thyself out a sepulchre here, hewing out his sepulchre high up, digging
himself a dwelling in rocks? Behold, Jehovah hurleth thee, hurling with a man’s
throw, and graspeth thee grasping. Coiling, He coileth thee a coil, a ball into a land
far and wide; there shalt thou die, and thither the chariots of thy glory, thou shame
of the house of thy lord! And I thrust thee from thy post, and from thy standing-place
he pulleth thee down.”

JbO‰¥LE, go, take thyself in, — not into the house, however, but into the present
halting-place. It is possible, at the same time, that the expression may simply
mean “take thyself away,” as in Gen. 45:17 and Eze. 3: 4. The preposition LJE is
interchanged with LJA, which more commonly denotes the coming of a stronger
man upon a weaker one (1Sa. 12:12), and is here used to designate the
overwhelming power of the prophet’s word. “That steward there:” this
expression points contemptuously to the position of the minister of the court as
one which, however high, was a subordinate one after all. We feel at once, as
we read this introduction to the divine address, that insatiable ambition was one
of the leading traits in Shebna’s character. What Isaiah is to say to Shebna
follows somewhat abruptly. The words “and say to him,” which are added in
the Septuagint, naturally suggest themselves. The question, What hast thou to
do here, and whom hast thou to bury here? is put with a glance at Shebna’s
approaching fate. This building of a sepulchre was quite unnecessary; Shebna
himself would never lie there, nor would he be able to bury his relations there.
The threefold repetition of the word “here” (poh) is of very incisive force: it is
not here that he will stay, — here, where he is even now placing himself on a
bier, as if it were his home. The participles YBICiXO and YQIQiXO (with chirek



compaginis: see on Psa. 113) are also part of the address. The third person
which is introduced here is syntactically regular, although the second person is
used as well (Isa. 23: 2, 3; Hab. 2:15). Rock-tombs, i.e., a collection of tombs
in the form of chambers in the rocks, were indeed to be found to the east of
Jerusalem, on the western slope of the Mount of Olives, and in the wall of rock
to the west of Jerusalem; but the word maÑrom (“high up”), in connection with
the threefold “here” (poh), and the contemptuous “that administrator there,”
warrants us in assuming that maÑrom refers to “the height of the sepulchres of
the sons of David” (2Ch. 32:33), i.e., the eastern slope of Zion, where the
tombs of the kings were excavated in the rocks.

So high did Shebna stand, and so great did he think himself, that he helped after
his death to rest among kings, and by no means down at the bottom. But how
he deceived himself! Jehovah would hurl him far away (tuÝl, to be long; pilpel, to
throw or stretch out to a distance f125), RBEgF HLF‹L̃i‹A. This is either equivalent to
RBEgF TLÁ‹L̃i‹A HLF‹L̃i‹A, with a man’s throw (Rosenmüller), or RBEgF is in
apposition to Jehovah (Gesenius and Knobel). As talteÝlah stands too baldly if
the latter be adopted, for which reason the vocative rendering “O man,” which
is found in the Syriac, does not commend itself, and as such an elliptical
combination of the absolute with the genitive is by no means unusual (e.g.,
Pro. 22:21, Jer. 10:10), we give the preference to the former. Jerome’s
rendering, “as they carry off a cock,” which he obtained from the mouth of his
Hebraeus, cannot be taken into consideration at all; although it has been
retained by Schegg (see Geiger, Lesestücke aus der Mischna, p. 106). The verb
H‹F F̂ does not give a suitable sense as used in Jer. 43:12, where it merely
signifies to cover one’s self, not to wrap up; nor can we obtain one from
1Sa. 15:19; 25:14; 14:32, since the verbal forms which we find there, and which
are to be traced to ‹Y Î (from which comes ‹YIJA, a bird of prey), and not to
H‹ ,̂ signify “to rush upon anything” (when construed with either bI or LJE). It
is better, therefore, to take it, as Michaelis, Rosenmüller, Knobel, and others
do, in the sense of grasping or laying hold of. On the other hand, tzaÑnaph,
which is applied in other instances to the twisting of a turban, also signifies to
wrap up, make up into a bundle, or coil up. And cadduÝr, like tzeneÝphaÑh,
signifies that into which Shebna would be coiled up; for the Caph is not to be
taken in a comparative sense, since the use of cadduÝr in the sense of globus or
sphaera is established by the Talmud (see at Job. 15:24), whereas the Arabic
daur only means gyrus, periodus. Shebna is made into a round coil, or ball,
which is hurled into a land stretching out on both sides, i.e., over the broad
surface of Mesopotamia, where he flies on farther and farther, without meeting
with any obstacle whatever. f126



He comes thither to die — he who, by his exaggeration and abuse of his
position, has not only dishonoured his office, but the Davidic court as well; and
thither do his state carriages also come. There can be no doubt that it was by
the positive command of Jehovah that Isaiah apostrophized the proud and
wealthy Shebna with such boldness and freedom as this. And such freedom was
tolerated too. The murder or incarceration of a prophet was a thing of rare
occurrence in the kingdom of Judah before the time of Manasseh. In order to
pave the way for the institution of another in Shebna’s office, the punishment of
deposition, which cannot be understood in any other way than as preceding the
punishment of banishment, is placed at the close of the first half of the
prophecy. The subject in v. 19b is not the king, as Luzzatto supposes, but
Jehovah, as in v. 19a (compare Isa. 10:12).

Isa. 22:20-24. Jehovah first of all gives him the blow which makes him tremble
in his post, and then pulls him completely down from this his lofty station, f127 in
order that another worthier man may take his place. Vv. 20-24.

“And it will come to pass in that day, that I call to my servant Eliakim the son of
Hilkiah, and invest him with thy coat , and I throw thy sash firmly round him, and
place they government in his hand; and he will become a father to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem and to the house of Judah. And I place the key of David upon his
shoulder: and when he opens, no man shuts; and when he shuts, no man opens. And I
fasten him as a plug in a fast place, and he becomes the seat of honour to his
father’s house. And the whole mass of his father’s house hangs upon him, the
offshoots and side-shoots, every small vessel, from the vessel of the basins even to
every vessel of the pitchers.”

Eliakim is called the “servant of Jehovah,” as one who was already a servant of
God in his heart and conduct; the official service is added for the first time here.
This title of honour generally embraces both kinds of service (Isa. 20: 3). It is
quite in accordance with oriental custom, that this transfer of the office is
effected by means of investiture (compare 1Ki. 19:19): chizzeÝk, with a double
accusative, viz., that of the person and that of the official girdle, is used here
according to its radical signification, in the sense of girding tightly or girding
round, putting the girdle round him so as to cause the whole dress to sit firmly,
without hanging loose. The word memshaltekaÑ (thy government) shows how
very closely the office forfeited by Shebna was connected with that of the king.
This is also proved by the word “father,” which is applied in other cases to the
king as the father of the land (Isa. 9: 5). The “key” signifies the power of the
keys; and for this reason it is not given into Eliakim’s hand, but placed upon his
shoulder (Isa. 9: 5). This key was properly handled by the king (Rev. 3: 7), and
therefore by the “house-mayor” only in his stead. The power of the keys
consisted not only in the supervision of the royal chambers, but also in the
decision who was and who was not to be received into the king’s service. There



is a resemblance, therefore, to the giving of the keys of the kingdom of heaven
to Peter under the New Testament. But there the “binding” and “loosing”
introduce another figure, though one similar in sense; whereas here, in the
“opening” and “shutting,” the figure of the key is retained. The comparison of
the institution of Eliakim in his office to the fastening of a tent-peg was all the
more natural, that yaÑtheÝd was also used as a general designation for national
rulers (Zec. 10: 4), who stand in the same relation to the commonwealth as a
tent-peg to the tent which it holds firmly and keeps upright. As the tent-peg is
rammed into the ground, so that a person could easily sit upon it, the figure is
changed, and the tent-peg becomes a seat of honour. As a splendid chair is an
ornament to a room, so Eliakim would be an honour to his hitherto
undistinguished family. The thought that naturally suggests itself — namely,
that the members of the family would sit upon this chair, for the purpose of
raising themselves to honour — is expressed by a different figure. Eliakim is
once more depicted as a yaÑtheÝd, but it is as a still higher one this time, —
namely, as the rod of a wardrobe, or a peg driven high up into the wall. Upon
this rod or peg they hang (thaÑlu, i.e., one hangs, or there hangs) all the caÑboÝd of
the house of Eliakim, i.e., not every one who wished to be honoured and
attained to honour in this way (cf., Isa. 5:13), but the whole weight of his family
(as in Isa. 8: 7). This family is then subdivided into its separate parts, and, as we
may infer from the juxtaposition of the masculine and feminine nouns, according
to its male and female constituents. In „YJICFJåCE (offshoots) and TŒ̂PiCi (“side-
shoots,” from P̂ACF, to push out; compare JAYPiCF, dung, with HJFC,̃ mire) there
is contained the idea of a widely ramifying and undistinguished family
connection. The numerous rabble consisted of nothing but vessels of a small
kind (hakkaÑtaÑn), at the best of basons (aggaÑnoth) like those used by the priests
for the blood (Exo. 24: 6), or in the house for mixing wine (Son. 7: 3; Aram.
aggono, Ar. iggaÑne, ingaÑne, a washing bason), but chiefly of nebaÑlim, i.e.,
leather bottles or earthenware pitchers (Isa. 30:14). The whole of this large but
hitherto ignoble family of relations would fasten upon Eliakim, and climb
through him to honour. Thus all at once the prophecy, which seemed so full of
promise of Eliakim, assumes a satirical tone. We get an impression of the
favouring of nephews and cousins, and cannot help asking how this could be a
suitable prophecy for Shebna to hear.

Isa. 22:25. We will refer to this again. But in the meantime the impression is an
irresistible one; and the Targum, Jerome, Hitzig, and others, are therefore right
in assuming that Eliakim is the peg which, however glorious its beginning may
have been, comes at last to the shameful end described in v. 25:

“In that day, saith Jehovah of hosts, will the peg that is fastened in a sure place be
removed, and be cast down, and fall; and the burden that it bore falls to the ground:
for Jehovah hath spoken.”



The prophet could not express in clearer terms the identity of the peg
threatened here with Eliakim himself; for how is it conceivable that the prophet
could turn all that he has predicated of Eliakim in vv. 23, 24, into predicates of
Shebna? What Umbreit says — namely, that common sense must refer v. 25 to
Shebna — is the very reverse of correct. Eliakim himself is also brought down
at last by the greatness of his power, on account of the nepotism to which he
has given way. His family makes a wrong use of him; and he is more yielding
than he ought to be, and makes a wrong use of his office to favour them! He
therefore falls, and brings down with him all that hung upon the peg, i.e., all his
relations, who have brought him to ruin through the rapacity with which they
have grasped at prosperity.

Hitzig maintains that vv. 24, 25 form a later addition. But it is much better to
assume that the prophet wrote down Isa. 22:15-25 at one sitting, after the
predicted fate of the two great ministers of state, which had been revealed to
him at two different times, had been actually fulfilled. We know nothing more
about them than this, that in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah it was not Shebna,
but Eliakim, “who was over the house” (Isa. 36: 3, 22; 37: 2). But Shebna also
filled another office of importance, namely that of soÝpher. Was he really taken
prisoner and carried away (a thing which is perfectly conceivable even without
an Assyrian captivity of the nation generally)? Or did he anticipate the
threatened judgment, and avert it by a penitential self-abasement? To this and
other questions we can give no reply. One thing alone is certain, — namely, that
the threefold prediction of Shebna’s fall, of Eliakim’s elevation, and of
Eliakim’s fall, would not stand where it does, if there were any reason whatever
to be ashamed of comparing the prophecy with its fulfilment.

The Oracle concerning Tyre — Ch. 23

(CONCLUSION OF THE CYCLE OF PROPHECIES RELATING TO
THE HEATHEN)

Isa. 23. The second leading type of the pride of heathen power closes the series
of prophecies against the nations, as Stier correctly observes, just as Babylon
opened it. Babylon was the city of the imperial power of the world; Tyre, the
city of the commerce of the world. The former was the centre of the greatest
land power; the latter of the greatest maritime power. The former subjugated
the nations with an iron arm, and ensured its rule by means of deportation; the
latter obtained possession of the treasures of the nations in as peaceable a
manner as possible, and secured its advantages by colonies and factories. The
Phoenician cities formed at first six or eight independent states, the government
of which was in the hands of kings. Of these, Sidon was much older than Tyre.
The thorah and Homer mention only the former. Tyre did not rise into notoriety



till after the time of David. But in the Assyrian era Tyre had gained a kind of
supremacy over the rest of the Phoenician states. It stood by the sea, five miles
from Sidon; but when hard pressed by enemies it had transferred the true seat of
its trade and wealth to a small island, which was three-quarters of a mile farther
to the north, and only twelve hundred paces from the mainland. The strait
which separated this insular Tyre (Tyrus) from ancient Tyre (Palaetyrus) was
mostly shallow, and its navigable waters near the island had only a draught of
about eighteen feet, so that on one or two occasions a siege of singular Tyre
was effected by throwing up an embankment of earth, — namely, once by
Alexander (the embankment still in existence), and once possible by
Nebuchadnezzar, for Tyre was engaged in conflict with the Chaldean empire as
well as the Assyrian. Now which of these two conflicts was it that the prophet
had in his mind? Eichhorn, Rosenmüller Hitzig, and Movers say the Chaldean,
and seek in this way to establish the spuriousness of the passage; whereas
Gesenius, Maurer, Umbreit, and Knobel say the Assyrian, thinking that this is
the only way of sustaining its genuineness. Ewald and Meier say the same; but
they pronounce vv. 15-18 an interpolation belonging to the Persian era. De
Wette wavers between the genuineness and spuriousness of the whole. In our
opinion, however, as in that of Vitringa and those who tread in his footsteps,
the question whether the imperial power by which Tyre was threatened was the
Assyrian or the Chaldean, is a purely exegetical question, not a critical one.

Isa. 23: 1. The prophecy commences by introducing the trading vessels of
Phoenicia on their return home, as they hear with alarm the tidings of the fate
that has befallen their home. V. 1.

“Howl, ye ships of Tarshish; for it is laid waste, so that there is no house, no
entrance any more! Out of the land of the Chittaeans it is made known to them.”

Even upon the open sea they hear of it as a rumour from the ships that they
meet. For their voyage is a very long one: they come from the Phoenician
colony on the Spanish Baetis, or the Guadalquivir, as it was called from the
time of the occupation by the Moors. “Ships of Tarshish” are ships that sail to
Tartessus (LXX inaccurately, ploiÌa KarxhdoÂnoj). It is not improbable that the
whole of the Mediterranean may have been called “the sea to Tarshish;” and
hence the rendering adopted by the Targum, Jerome, Luther, and others, naves
maris (see Humboldt, Kosmos, ii. 167, 415). These ships are to howl (heÝliÝluÝ
instead of the feminine, as in Isa. 32:11) because of the devastation that has
taken place (it is easy to surmise that Tyre has been the victim); for the home
and harbour, which the sailors were rejoicing at the prospect of being able to
enter once more, have both been swept away. Cyprus was the last station on
this homeward passage. The Chittim (written in the legends of coins and other
inscriptions with Caph and Cheth) are the inhabitants of the Cyprian harbour of



Citium and its territory. But Epiphanius, the bishop of Salamis in the island of
Cyprus, says that Citium was also used as a name for the whole island, or even
in a still broader sense. Cyprus, the principal mart of the Phoenicians, was the
last landing-place. As soon as they touch the island, the fact which they have
only heard of as a rumour upon the open sea, is fully disclosed (niglaÑh), i.e., it
now becomes a clear undoubted certainty, for they are told of it by eye-
witnesses who have made their escape to the island. The prophet now turns to
the Phoenicians at home, who have this devastation in prospect.

Isa. 23: 2, 3.

“Be alarmed, ye inhabitants of the coast! Sidonian merchants, sailing over the sea,
filled thee once. And the sowing of Sichor came upon great waters, the harvest of the
Nile, her store; and she became gain for nations.”

The suffixes of JlM̃I (to fill with wares and riches) and HJFwBti (the bringing in,
viz., into barns and granaries) refer to the word YJI, which is used here as a
feminine for the name of a country, and denotes the Phoenician coast, including
the insular Tyre. “Sidonian merchants” are the Phoenicians generally, as in
Homer; for the “great Sidon” of antiquity (Zidon rabbaÑh, Jos. 11: 8; 19:28) was
the mother-city of Phoenicia, which so thoroughly stamped its name upon the
whole nation, that Tyre is called „NIDCI „J upon Phoenician coins. The meaning
of v. 3a is not that the revenue of Tyre which accrued to it on the great
unfruitful sea, was like a Nile-sowing, or an Egyptian harvest (Hitzig, Knobel).
Such a simile would be a very beautiful one, but it is a very unlikely one, since
the Phoenicians actually did buy up the corn-stores of Egypt, that granary of the
ancient world, and housed the cargoes that were brought to them “upon great
waters,” i.e., on the great Mediterranean. Sichor is a Hebraic form of Siris (the
native name of the upper Nile, according to Dionysius Perieg. and Pliny). It
signifies the black river (Meals, Eust. on Dion. Per. 222), the black slime of
which gave such fertility to the land. “The harvest of the Nile” is not so much
an explanation as an amplification. The valley of the Nile was the field for
sowing and reaping, and the Phoenician coast was the barn for this valuable
corn; and inasmuch as corn and other articles of trade were purchased and
bartered there, it thereby became gain (constr. of sachar, Ewald, § 213, a, used
in the same sense as in Isa. 18, Isa. 45:14, and Pro. 3:14), i.e., the means of
gain, the source of profit or provision, to whole nations, and even to many
such. Others render the word “emporium;” but saÑchaÑr cannot have this
meaning. Moreover, foreigners did not come to Phoenicia, but the Phoenicians
went to them (Luzzatto).

Isa. 23: 4. The address to the whole of the coast-land now passes into an
address to the ancestral city. V. 4.



“Shudder, O Sidon; for the sea speaketh, the fortress of the sea, thus: I have not
travailed, nor given birth, nor trained up young men, brought up maidens.”

The sea, or more closely considered, the fortress of the sea, i.e., the rock-island
on which Neo-tyrus stood with its strong and lofty houses, lifts up its voice in
lamentation. Sidon, the ancestress of Canaan, must hear with overwhelming
shame how Tyre mourns the loss of her daughters, and complains that, robbed
as she has been of her children, she is like a barren women. For the war to have
murdered her young men and maidens, was exactly the same as if she had never
given birth to them or brought them up. Who is there that does not recognise in
this the language of Isaiah (compare Isa. 1: 2)? — Even in Egypt the fate of
Phoenicia produces alarm. V. 5. “When the report cometh to Egypt, they
tremble at the report from Tzor.” In the protasis (v. 5a) lemitzraim (to Egypt)
the verb “cometh” is implied; the Caph in v. 5b signifies simultaneousness, as in
Isa. 18: 4 and 30:19 (Ges. Thes. p. 650). The news of the fall of Tyre spreads
universal terror in Egypt, because its own prosperity depended upon Tyre,
which was the great market for its corn; and when such a bulwark had fallen, a
similar fate awaited itself.

Isa. 23: 6-9. The inhabitants of Tyre, who desired to escape from death or
transportation, are obliged to take refuge in the colonies, and the farther off the
better: not in Cyprus, not in Carthage (as at the time when Alexander attacked
the insular Tyre), but in Tartessus itself, the farthest off towards the west, and
the hardest to reach. Vv. 6-9.

“Pass ye over to Tarshish; howl, ye inhabitants of the coast! Is this your fate, thou
full of rejoicing, whose origin is from the days of the olden time, whom her feet
carried far away to settle? Who hath determined such a thing concerning Tzor, the
distributor of crowns, whose merchants are princes, whose traders are the chief men
of the earth? Jehovah of hosts hath determined it, to desecrate the pomp of every
kind of ornament, to dishonour the chief men of the earth , all of them.”

The exclamation “howl ye” (heÝlilu) implies their right to give themselves up to
their pain. In other cases complaint is unmanly, but here it is justifiable
(compare Isa. 15: 4). In v. 7a the question arises, whether ÿallizaÑh is a
nominative predicate, as is generally assumed (“Is this, this deserted heap of
ruins, your formerly rejoicing city?”), or a vocative. We prefer the latter,
because there is nothing astonishing in the omission of the article in this case
(Isa. 22: 2; Ewald, 327, a); whereas in the former case, although it is certainly
admissible (see Isa. 32:13), it is very harsh (compare Isa. 14:16), and the whole
expression a very doubtful one to convey the sense of „KL RXJ HZYLˆHYRQ
TJZH. To ÿallizaÑh there is attached the descriptive, attributive clause: whose
origin (kadmaÑh, Eze. 16:55) dates from the days of the olden time; and then a
second “whose feet brought her far away (raglaim construed as a masculine, as



in Jer. 13:16, for example) to dwell in a foreign land. This is generally
understood as signifying transportation by force into an enemy’s country. But
Luzzatto very properly objects to this, partly on the ground that HFYLEGiRÁ HFwLBIYO
(her feet carried her) is the strongest expression that can be used for voluntary
emigration, to which laÑguÝr (to settle) also corresponds; and partly because we
miss the antithetical HTfJAWi, which we should expect with this interpretation.
The reference is to the trading journeys which extended “far away” (whether by
land or sea), and to the colonies, i.e., the settlements founded in those distant
places, that leading characteristic of the Tyro-Phoenician people (this is
expressed in the imperfect by yobiluaÑh, quam portabant; gur is the most
appropriate word to apply to such settlements: for meÝraÑchoÝk, see at Isa. 17:13).
Sidon was no doubt older than Tyre, but Tyre was also of primeval antiquity.
Strabo speaks of its as the oldest Phoenician city “after Sidon;” Curtius calls it
vetustate originis insignis; and Josephus reckons the time from the founding of
Tyre to the building of Solomon’s temple as 240 years (Ant. viii. 3, 1; compare
Herod. ii. 44). Tyre is called hammaÿatiraÑh, not as wearing a crown (Vulg.
quondam coronata), but as a distributor of crowns (Targum). Either would be
suitable as a matter of fact; but the latter answers better to the hiphil (as hikriÝn,
hiphriÝs, which are expressive of results produced from within outwards, can
hardly be brought into comparison). Such colonies as Citium, Tartessus, and at
first Carthage, were governed by kings appointed by the mother city, and
dependent upon her. Her merchants were princes (compare Isa. 10: 8), the most
honoured of the earth; Ydb̃ÁKiNI acquires a superlative meaning from the genitive
connection (Ges. § 119, 2). From the fact that the Phoenicians had the
commerce of the world in their hands, a merchant was called cena’ani or
cena’an (Hos. 12: 8; from the latter, not from cinÿaÑni, the plural cinÿaÑnim
which we find here is formed), and the merchandise cinÿaÑh. The verb chilleÝl, to
desecrate or profane, in connection with the “pomp of every kind of ornament,”
leads us to think more especially of the holy places of both insular and
continental Tyre, among which the temple of Melkarth in the new city of the
former was the most prominent (according to the Arrian, Anab. ii. 16,
palaioÂtaton wÌn mnhÂmh aÏnqrwpiÂnh diaswÂzetai). These glories, which were
thought so inviolable, Jehovah will profane. “To dishonour the chief men:”
lêhaÑkeÝl (ad ignominiam deducere, Vulg.) as in Isa. 8:23.

Isa. 23:10. The consequence of the fall of Tyre is, that the colonies achieve
their independence, Tartessus being mentioned by way of example. V. 10.

“Overflow thy land like the Nile, O daughter of Tarshish! No girdle restrains thee
any longer.”

The girdle (meÝzach) is the supremacy of Tyre, which has hitherto restrained all
independent action on the part of the colony. Now they no longer need to wait



in the harbour for the ships of the mother city, no longer to dig in the mines as
her tributaries for silver and other metals. The colonial territory is their own
freehold now, and they can spread themselves over it like the Nile when it
passes beyond its banks and overflows the land. Koppe has already given this as
the meaning of v. 10.

Isa. 23:11, 12. The prophet now proceeds to relate, as it were, to the
Pheonicio- Spanish colony, the daughter, i.e., the population of Tartessus, what
has happened to the mother country. Vv. 11, 12.

“His hand hath He stretched over the sea, thrown kingdoms into trembling;
Jehovah hath given commandment concerning Kena’an, to destroy her fortresses.
And He said, Thou shalt not rejoice any further, thou disgraced one, virgin daughter
of Sidon! Get up to Kittim, go over; there also shalt thou not find rest.”

There is no ground whatever for restricting the “kingdoms” (mamlaÑcoth) to the
several small Phoenician states (compare Isa. 19: 2). Jehovah, reaching over the
sea, has thrown the lands of Hither Asia and Egypto-Ethiopia into a state of the
most anxious excitement, and has summoned them as instruments of destruction
with regard to Kena’an (LJE, like LJA in Esther 4: 5). Phoenicia called itself
Kena’an (Canaan); but this is the only passage in the Old Testament in which
the name occurs in this most restricted sense. DYMIŠiLÁ, for DYMIŠiHALi, as in
Num. 5:22, Amo. 8: 4. The form HFYNEZî UMF is more rare, but it is not a deformity,
as Knobel and others maintain. There are other examples of the same resolution
of the reduplication and transposition of the letters (it stands for HFYZENi ÛMF,
possibly a Phoenician word; see Hitzig, Grabschrift, p. 16, and Levi,
Phoenizische Studien, p. 17), viz., wNMitÁ in Lam. 3:22 (vid., at Psa. 64: 7), and
ŒNBiQF in Num. 23:13, at least according to the Jewish grammar (see, however,
Ewald, § 250, b). f128

“Virgin of the daughter of Sidon” (equivalent to “virgin daughter of Sidon,”
two epexegetical genitives; Ewald, § 289, c) is synonymous with Kena’an. The
name of the ancestral city (compare Isa. 37:22) has here become the name of
the whole nation that has sprung from it. Hitherto this nation has been
untouched, like a virgin, but now it resembles one ravished and defiled. If now
they flee across to Cyprus (cittiyim or cittim), there will be no rest for them
even there, because the colony, emancipated from the Phoenician yoke, will
only be too glad to rid herself to the unwelcome guests from the despotic
mother country.

Isa. 23:13, 14. The prophet now proceeds to describe the fate of Phoenicia.
Vv. 13, 14.



“Behold the Chaldean land: this people that has not been (Asshur — it hath
prepared the same for desert beasts) — they set up their siege-towers, destroy the
palaces of Kena’an, make it a heap of ruins. Mourn, he ships of Tarshish: for your
fortress is laid waste.”

The general meaning of v. 13, as the text now runs, is that the Chaldeans have
destroyed Kena’an, and in fact Tyre. wMYQIH (̃they set up) points to the plural
idea of “this people,” and WYNFwXbÁ (chethib WYNFYXIbÁ) to the singular idea of the
same; on the other hand, the feminine suffixes relate to Tyre. “They (the
Chaldeans) have laid bare the palaces (‘armenoth, from ‘armoneth) of Tyre,”
i.e., have thrown them down, or burned them down to their very foundations
(RRŒ̃̂ , from RRÁ̂ F = HRF̂ F, Psa. 137: 7, like Rˆ̃Rî I in Jer. 51:58); it (the
Chaldean people) has made her (Tyre) a heap of rubbish. So far the text is clear,
and there is no ground for hesitation. But the question arises, whether in the
words „YyICILi hDFSFYi RwªJÁ Asshur is the subject or the object. In the former
case the prophet points to the land of the Chaldeans, for the purpose of
describing the instruments of divine wrath; and having called them “a nation
which has not been” (HYFHF JLO), explains this by saying that Asshur first founded
the land which the Chaldeans now inhabit for them, i.e., wild hordes
(Psa. 72: 9); or better still (as tziyyim can hardly signify mountain hordes), that
Asshur has made it (this nation, „ F̂ fem., as in Jer. 8: 5, Exo. 5:16) into
dwellers in steppes (Knobel), which could not be conceived of in any other way
than that Asshur settled the Chaldeans, who inhabited the northern mountains,
in the present so-called land of Chaldea, and thus made the Chaldeans into a
people, i.e., a settled, cultivated people, and a people bent on conquest and
taking part in the history of the world (according to Knobel, primarily as a
component part of the Assyrian army). But this view, which we meet with even
in Calvin, is exposed to a grave difficulty. It is by no means improbable, indeed,
that the Chaldeans, who were descendants of Nahor, according to Gen. 22:22,
and therefore of Semitic descent, f129 came down from the mountains which
bound Armenia, Media, and Assyria, having been forced out by the primitive
migration of the Arians from west to east; although the more modern
hypothesis, which represents them as a people of Tatar descent, and as mixing
among the Shemites of the countries of the Euphrates and Tigris, has no
historical support whatever, the very reverse being the case, according to
Gen. 10, since Babylon was of non-Semitic or Cushite origin, and therefore the
land of Chaldea, as only a portion of Babylonia (Strabo, xvi. 1, 6), was the land
of the Shemites. But the idea that the Assyrians brought them down from the
mountains into the lowlands, though not under Ninus and Semiramis, f130 as
Vitringa supposes, but about the time of Shalmanassar (Ges., Hitzig, Knobel,
and others), f131 is pure imagination, and merely an inference drawn from this
passage. For this reason I have tried to give a different interpretation to the



clause „YyICILi hDFSFYi RwªJÁ in my Com. on Habakkuk (p. 22), viz., “Asshur —
it has assigned the same to the beasts of the desert.” That Asshur may be used
not only pre-eminently, but directly, for Nineveh (like Kena’an for Tzor),
admits of no dispute, since even at the present day the ruins are called Arab. ÿl-
aÑtÜuÑr, and this is probably a name applied to Nineveh in the arrow-headed
writings also (Layard, Nineveh and its Remains).

The word tziyyim is commonly applied to beasts of the wilderness (e.g.,
Isa. 13:21), and „YyICILi DSAYF for HyFCI „VF (used of Nineveh in Zep. 2:13, 14)
may be explained in accordance with Psa. 104: 8. The form of the parenthetical
clause, however, would be like that of the concluding clause of Amo. 1:11. But
what makes me distrustful even of this view is not a doctrinal ground (Winer,
Real Wörterbuch, i. 218), but one taken from Isaiah’s own prophecy. Isaiah
undoubtedly sees a Chaldean empire behind the Assyrian; but this would be the
only passage in which he prophesied (and that quite by the way) how the
imperial power would pass from the latter to the former. It was the task of
Nah. and Zephaniah to draw this connecting line. It is true that this argument is
not sufficient to outweigh the objections that can be brought against the other
view, which makes the text declare a fact that is never mentioned anywhere
else; but it is important nevertheless. For this reason it is possible, indeed, that
Ewald’s conjecture is a right one, and that the original reading of the text was
„YNÎ áNAki ƒREJE †H.̃ Read in this manner, the first clause runs thus: “Behold the
land of the Canaaneans: this people has come to nothing; Asshur has prepared it
(their land) for the beasts of the desert.” It is true that HYFHF JLO generally means
not to exist, or not to have been (Oba. 1:16); but there are also cases in which
JLO is used as a kind of substantive (cf., Jer. 33:25), and the words mean to
become or to have become nothing (Job. 6:21, Eze. 21:32, and possibly also
Isa. 15: 6). Such an alteration of the text is not favoured, indeed, by any of the
ancient versions. For our own part, we still abide by the explanation we have
given in the Commentary on Habakkuk, not so much for this reason, as because
the seventy years mentioned afterwards are a decisive proof that the prophet
had the Chaldeans and not Asshur in view, as the instruments employed in
executing the judgment upon Tyre. The prophet points out the Chaldeans, —
that nation which (although of primeval antiquity, Jer. 5:15) had not yet shown
itself as a conqueror of the world (cf., Hab. 1: 6), having been hitherto subject
to the Assyrians; but which had now gained the mastery after having first of all
destroyed Asshur, i.e., Nineveh f132 (namely, with the Medo-Babylonian army
under Nabopolassar, the founder of the Neo-Babylonian empire, in 606 B.C.),
— as the destroyers of the palaces of Tyre. With the appeal to the ships of
Tarshish to pour out their lamentation, the prophecy returns in v. 14 to the
opening words in v. 1. According to v. 4, the fortress here is insular Tyre. As



the prophecy thus closes itself by completing the circle, vv. 15-18 might appear
to be a later addition. This is no more the case, however, here, than in the last
part of Isa. 19. Those critics, indeed, who do not acknowledge any special
prophecies that are not vaticinia post eventum, are obliged to assign vv. 15-18
to the Persian era.

Isa. 23:15, 16. The prophet here foretells the rise of Tyre again at the close of
the Chaldean world-wide monarchy. Vv. 15, 16.

“And it will come to pass in that day, that Tzor will be forgotten seventy years,
equal to the days of one king; after the end of the seventy years, Tzor will go,
according to the song of the harlot. Take the guitar, sweep through the city, O
forgotten harlot! Play bravely, sing zealously, that thou mayest be remembered!”

The “days of a king” are a fixed and unchangeable period, for which everything
is determined by the one sovereign will (as is the case more especially in the
East), and is therefore stereotyped. The seventy years are compared to the days
of such a king. Seventy is well fitted to be the number used to denote a uniform
period of this kind, being equal to 10 × 7, i.e., a compact series of heptads of
years (shabbathoth). But the number is also historical, prophecy being the
power by which the history of the future was “periodized” beforehand in this
significant manner. They coincide with the seventy years of Jeremiah (compare
2Ch. 36:21), that is to say, with the duration of the Chaldean rule. During this
period Tyre continued with its world-wide commerce in a state of involuntary
repose. “Tyre will be forgotten:” v’nishcachath is not a participle (Böttcher),
but the perf. cons. which is required here, and stands for HXFkiŠiNIWi with an
original T fem. (cf., Isa. 7:14, Psa. 118:23). After the seventy years (that is to
say, along with the commencement of the Persian rule) the harlot is welcomed
again. She is like a bayadere or troubadour going through the streets with song
and guitar, and bringing her charms into notice again. The prophecy here falls
into the tone of a popular song, as in Isa. 5: 1 and 27: 2. It will be with Tyre as
with such a musician and dancer as the one described in the popular song.

Isa. 23:17. When it begins again to make love to all the world, it will get rich
again from the gain acquired by this worldly intercourse. V. 17.

“And it will come to pass at the end of the seventy years: Jehovah will visit Tzor ,
and she comes again to her hire, and commits prostitution with all the kingdoms of
the earth on the broad surface of the globe.”

Such mercantile trading as hers, which is only bent upon earthly advantages, is
called zaÑnaÑh, on account of its recognising none of the limits opposed by God,
and making itself common to all the world, partly because it is a prostitution of
the soul, and partly because from the very earliest times the prostitution of the
body was also a common thing in markets and fairs, more especially in those of



Phoenicia (as the Phoenicians were worshippers of Astarte). Hence the gain
acquired by commerce, which Tyre had now secured again, is called ÿethnaÑn
(Deu. 23:19), with a feminine suffix, according to the Masora without mappik
(Ewald, § 247, a).

Isa. 23:18. This restoration of the trade of Tyre is called a visitation on the
part of Jehovah, because, however profane the conduct of Tyre might be, it was
nevertheless a holy purpose to which Jehovah rendered it subservient. V. 18.

“And her gain and her reward of prostitution will be holy to Jehovah: it is not
stored up nor gathered together; but her gain from commerce will be theirs who
dwell before Jehovah, to eat to satiety and for stately clothing.”

It is not the conversion of Tyre which is held up to view, but something
approaching it. Sachar (which does not render it at all necessary to assume a
form saÑchaÑr for v. 3) is used here in connection with ÿethnaÑn, to denote the
occupation itself which yielded the profit. This, and also the profit acquired,
would become holy to Jehovah; the latter would not be treasured up and
capitalized as it formerly was, but they would give tribute and presents from it
to Israel, and thus help to sustain in abundance and clothe in stately dress the
nation which dwelt before Jehovah, i.e., whose true dwelling-place was in the
temple before the presence of God (Psa. 27: 4; 84: 5; mecasseh = that which
covers, i.e., the covering; ÿaÑthik, like the Arabic ‘atik, old, noble, honourable).
A strange prospect! As Jerome says, “Haec secundum historiam necdum facta
comperimus.”

The Assyrians, therefore, were not the predicted instruments of the punishment
to be inflicted upon Phoenicia. Nor was Shalmanassar successful in his
Phoenician war, as the extract from the chronicle of Menander in the
Antiquities of Josephus (Ant. ix. 14, 2) clearly shows. Elulaeus, the king of
Tyre, had succeeded in once more subduing the rebellious Cyprians (Kittaioi).
But with their assistance (if indeed eÏpiÃ touÂtouj peÂmyaj is to be so interpreted
f133)

Shalmanassar made war upon Phoenicia, though a general peace soon put an
end to this campaign. Thereupon Sidon, Ace, Palaetyrus, and many other cities,
fell away from Tyrus (insular Tyre), and placed themselves under Assyrian
supremacy. But as the Tyrians would not do this, Shalmanassar renewed the
war; and the Phoenicians that were under his sway supplied him with six
hundred ships and eight hundred rowers for this purpose. The Tyrians,
however, fell upon them with twelve vessels of war, and having scattered the
hostile fleet, took about five hundred prisoners. This considerably heightened
the distinction of Tyre. And the king of Assyria was obliged to content himself
with stationing guards on the river (Leontes), and at the conduits, to cut off the



supply of fresh water from the Tyrians. This lasted for five years, during the
whole of which time the Tyrians drank from wells that they hand sunk
themselves. Now, unless we want to lower the prophecy into a mere picture of
the imagination, we cannot understand it as pointing to Asshur as the
instrument of punishment, for the simple reason that Shalmanassar was obliged
to withdraw from the “fortress of the sea” without accomplishing his purpose,
and only succeeded in raising it to all the greater honour. But it is a question
whether even Nebuchadnezzar was more successful with insular Tyre. All that
Josephus is able to tell us from the Indian and Phoenician stories of Philostratus,
is that Nebuchadnezzar besieged Tyre for thirteen years in the reign of Ithobal
(Ant. x. 11, 1). And from Phoenician sources themselves, he merely relates (c.
Ap. i. 21) that Nebuchadnezzar besieged Tyre for thirteen years under Ithobal
(viz., from the seventh year of his reign onwards). But so much, at any rate,
may apparently be gathered from the account of the Tyrian government which
follows, viz., that the Persian era was preceded by the subjection of the Tyrians
to the Chaldeans, inasmuch as they sent twice to fetch their king from Babylon.
When the Chaldeans made themselves masters of the Assyrian empire,
Phoenicia (whether with or without insular Tyre, we do not know) was a
satrapy of that empire (Josephus, Ant. x. 11, 1; c. Ap. i. 19, from Berosus), and
this relation still continued at the close of the Chaldean rule. So much is certain,
however, — and Berosus, in fact, says it expressly, — viz. that Nebuchadnezzar
once more subdued Phoenicia when it rose in rebellion; and that when he was
called home to Babylon in consequence of the death of his father, he returned
with Phoenician prisoners. What we want, however, is a direct account of the
conquest of Tyre by the Chaldeans. Neither Josephus nor Jerome could give
any such account. And the Old Testament Scriptures appear to state the very
opposite, — namely, the failure of Nebuchadnezzar’s enterprise. For in the
twenty-seventh year after Jehoiachim’s captivity (the sixteenth from the
destruction of Jerusalem) the following word of the Lord came to Ezekiel
(Eze. 29:17, 18): “Son of man, Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon has caused
his army to perform a long and hard service against Tyre: every head is made
bald, and every shoulder peeled; yet neither he nor his army has any wages at
Tyre for the hard service which they have performed around the same.” It then
goes on to announce that Jehovah would give Egypt to Nebuchadnezzar, and
that this would be the wages of his army. Gesenius, Winer, Hitzig, and others,
infer from this passage, when taken in connection with other non-Israelitish
testimonies given by Josephus, which merely speak of a siege, that
Nebuchadnezzar did not conquer Tyre; but Hengstenberg (de rebus Tyriorum,
1832), Hävernick (Eze. pp. 427-442), and Drechsler (Isa. ii. 166-169) maintain
by arguments, which have been passed again and again through the sieve, that
this passage presupposes the conquest of Tyre, and merely announces the
disproportion between the profit which Nebuchadnezzar derived from it and the



effort that it cost him. Jerome (on Ezekiel) gives the same explanation. When
the army of Nebuchadnezzar had made insular Tyre accessible by heaping up an
embankment with enormous exertions, and they were in a position to make use
of their siege artillery, they found that the Tyrians had carried away all their
wealth in vessels to the neighbouring islands; “so that when the city was taken,
Nebuchadnezzar found nothing to repay him for his labour; and because he had
obeyed the will of God in this undertaking, after the Tyrian captivity had lasted
a few years, Egypt was given to him” (Jerome).

I also regard this as the correct view to take; though without wishing to
maintain that the words might not be understood as implying the failure of the
siege, quite as readily as the uselessness of the conquest. But on the two
following grounds, I am persuaded that they are used here in the latter sense.

(1.) In the great trilogy which contains Ezekiel’s prophecy against Tyre
(Eze. 26-28), and in which he more than once introduces thoughts and figures
from Isa. 23, which he still further amplifies and elaborates (according to the
general relation in which he stands to his predecessors, of whom he does not
make a species of mosaic, as Jeremiah does, but whom he rather expands, fills
up, and paraphrases, as seen more especially in his relation to Zephaniah), he
predicts the conquest of insular Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar. He foretells indeed
even more than this; but if Tyre had not been at least conquered by
Nebuchadnezzar, the prophecy would have fallen completely to the ground, like
any merely human hope. Now we candidly confess that, on doctrinal grounds, it
is impossible for us to make such an assumption as this. There is indeed an
element of human hope in all prophecy, but it does not reach such a point as to
be put to shame by the test supplied in Deu. 18:21, 22.

(2.) If I take a comprehensive survey of the following ancient testimonies:

(a) that Nebuchadnezzar, when called home in consequence of his father’s death,
took some Phoenician prisoners with him (Berosus, ut sup.);

(b) that with this fact before us, the statement found in the Phoenician sources, to the
effect that the Tyrians fetched two of their rulers from Babylon, viz., Merbal and
Eirom, presents a much greater resemblance to 2Ki. 24:12, 14, and Dan. 1: 3, than
to 1Ki. 12: 2, 3, with which Hitzig compares it;

(c) that, according to Josephus (c. Ap. i. 20), it was stated “in the archives of the
Phoenicians concerning this king Nebuchadnezzar, that he conquered all Syria and
Phoenicia;” and

(d) that the voluntary submission to the Persians (Herod. 3:19; Xen. Cyrop. i. 1, 4)
was not the commencement of servitude, but merely a change of masters; — if, I say,
I put all these things together, the conclusion to which I am brought is, that the
thirteen years’ siege of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar ended in its capture, possibly
through capitulation (as Winer, Movers, and others assume).



The difficulties which present themselves to us when we compare together the
prophecies of Isaiah and Ezekiel, are still no doubt very far from being
removed; but it is in this way alone that any solution of the difficulty is to be
found. For even assuming that Nebuchadnezzar conquered Tyre, he did not
destroy it, as the words of the two prophecies would lead us to expect. The real
solution of the difficulty has been already given by Hävernick and Drechsler:
“The prophet sees the whole enormous mass of destruction which eventually
came upon the city, concentrated, as it were, in Nebuchadnezzar’s conquest,
inasmuch as in the actual historical development it was linked on to that fact
like a closely connected chain. The power of Tyre as broken by
Nebuchadnezzar is associated in his view with its utter destruction.” Even
Alexander did not destroy Tyre, when he had conquered it after seven months’
enormous exertions. Tyre was still a flourishing commercial city of considerable
importance under both the Syrian and the Roman sway. In the time of the
Crusades it was still the same; and even the Crusaders, who conquered it in
1125, did not destroy it. It was not till about a century and a half later that the
destruction was commenced by the removal of the fortifications on the part of
the Saracens. At the present time, all the glory of Tyre is either sunk in the sea
or buried beneath the sand, — an inexhaustible mine of building materials for
Beirut and other towns upon the coast. Amidst these vast ruins of the island
city, there is nothing standing now but a village of wretched wooden huts. And
the island is an island no longer. The embankment which Alexander threw up
has grown into a still broader and stronger tongue of earth through the washing
up of sand, and now connects the island with the shore, — a standing memorial
of divine justice (Strauss, Sinai und Golgotha, p. 357). This picture of
destruction stands before the prophet’s mental eye, and indeed immediately
behind the attack of the Chaldeans upon Tyre, — the two thousand years
between being so compressed, that the whole appears as a continuous event.
This is the well-known law of perspective, by which prophecy is governed
throughout. This law cannot have been unknown to the prophets themselves,
inasmuch as they needed it to accredit their prophecies even to themselves. Still
more was it necessary for future ages, in order that they might not be deceived
with regard to the prophecy, that this universally determining law, in which
human limitations are left unresolved, and are miraculously intermingled with
the eternal view of God, should be clearly known.

But another enigma presents itself. The prophet foretells a revival of Tyre at the
end of seventy years, and the passing over of its world-wide commerce into the
service of the congregation of Jehovah. We cannot agree with R. O. Gilbert
(Theodulia, 1855, pp. 273-4) in regarding the seventy years as a sacred number,
which precludes all clever human calculation, because the Lord thereby
conceals His holy and irresistible decrees. The meaning of the seventy is clear



enough: they are, as we saw, the seventy years of the Chaldean rule. And this is
also quite enough, if only a prelude to what is predicted here took place in
connection with the establishment of the Persian sway. Such a prelude there
really was in the fact, that, according to the edict of Cyrus, both Sidonians and
Tyrians assisted in the building of the temple at Jerusalem (Ezr. 3: 7, cf., 1: 4).
A second prelude is to be seen in the fact, that at the very commencement of the
labours of the apostles there was a Christian church in Tyre, which was visited
by the Apostle Paul (Act. 21: 3, 4), and that this church steadily grew from that
time forward. In this way again the trade of Tyre entered the service of the God
of revelation. But it is Christian Tyre which now lies in ruins. One of the most
remarkable ruins is the splendid cathedral of Tyre, for which Eusebius of
Caesarea wrote a dedicatory address, and in which Friedrich Barbarossa, who
was drowned in the Kalykadnos in the year 1190, is supposed to have been
buried. Hitherto, therefore, these have been only preludes to the fulfilment of
the prophecy. Its ultimate fulfilment has still to be waited for. But whether the
fulfilment will be an ideal one, when not only the kingdoms of the world, but
also the trade of the world, shall belong to God and His Christ; or spiritually, in
the sense in which this word is employed in the Apocalypse, i.e., by the true
essence of the ancient Tyre reappearing in another city, like that of Babylon in
Rome; or literally, by the fishing village of Tzur actually disappearing again as
Tyre rises from its ruins, — it would be impossible for any commentator to say,
unless he were himself a prophet.

Part IV

FINALE OF THE GREAT CATASTROPHE
CH. 24-27

Isa. 24-27. The cycle of prophecies which commences here has no other
parallel in the Old Testament than perhaps Zec. 9-14. Both sections are
thoroughly eschatological and apocryphal in their character, and start from
apparently sharply defined historical circumstances, which vanish, however, like
will-o’-the wisps, as soon as you attempt to follow and seize them; for the
simple reason, that the prophet lays hold of their radical idea, carries them out
beyond their outward historical form, and uses them as emblems of far-off
events of the last days. It is not surprising, therefore, that the majority of
modern critics, from the time of Eichhorn and Koppe, have denied the
genuineness of these four chapters (24-27), notwithstanding the fact that there
is nothing in the words themselves that passes beyond the Assyrian times.
Rosenmüller did this in the first edition of his Scholia; but in the second and
third editions he has fallen into another error, chiefly because the prophecy
contains nothing which passes beyond the political horizon of Isaiah’s own



times. Now we cannot accept this test of genuineness; it is just one of the will-
o’-the-wisps already referred to. Another consequence of this phenomenon is,
that our critical opponents inevitably get entangled in contradictions as soon as
they seek for a different historical basis for this cycle of prophecies from that of
Isaiah’s own times. According to Gesenius, De Wette, Maurer, and Umbreit,
the author wrote in Babylonia; according to Eichhorn, Ewald, and Knobel, in
Judah. In the opinion of some, he wrote at the close of the captivity; in that of
others, immediately after the overthrow of the kingdom of Judah. Hitzig
supposes the imperial city, whose destruction is predicted, to be Nineveh;
others, for the most part, suppose it to be Babylon. But the prophet only
mentions Egypt and Asshur as powers by which Israel is enslaved; and Knobel
consequently imagines that he wrote in this figurative manner from fear of the
enemies that were still dwelling in Judah. This wavering arises from the fact,
that what is apparently historical is simply an eschatological emblem. It is quite
impossible to determine whether that which sounds historical belonged to the
present or past in relation to the prophet himself. His standing-place was
beyond all the history that has passed by, even down to the present day; and
everything belonging to this history was merely a figure in the mirror of the last
lines. Let it be once established that no human critics can determine à priori the
measure of divine revelation granted to any prophet, and all possible grounds
combine to vindicate Isaiah’s authorship of Isa. 24-27, as demanded by its place
in the book of Isaiah. f134

Appended as they are to Isa. 13-23 without a distinct heading, they are intended
to stand in a relation of steady progress to the oracles concerning the nations;
and this relation is sustained by the fact that Jeremiah read them in connection
with these oracles (compare Isa. 24:17, 18, with Jer. 48:43, 44), and that they
are full of retrospective allusions, which run out like a hundred threads, though
grasped, as it were, in a single hand. Ch. 24-27 stand in the same relation to
Isa. 13-23, as Isa. 11, 12 to Isa. 7-10. The particular judgments predicted in the
oracle against the nations, all flow into the last judgment as into a sea; and all
the salvation which formed the shining edge of the oracles against the nations, is
here concentrated in the glory of a mid-day sun. Ch. 24-27 form the finale to
Isa. 13-23, and that in a strictly musical sense. What the finale should do in a
piece of music — namely, gather up the scattered changes into a grand
impressive whole — is done here by this closing cycle. But even part from this,
it is full of music and song. The description of the catastrophe in Isa. 24 is
followed by a simple hymnal echo. As the book of Immanuel closes in Isa. 12
with a psalm of the redeemed, so have we here a fourfold song of praise. The
overthrow of the imperial city is celebrated in a song in Isa. 25: 1-5; another
song in Isa. 25: 9 describes how Jehovah reveals himself with His saving
presence; another in Isa. 26: 1-19 celebrates the restoration and resurrection of



Israel; and a fourth in Isa. 27: 2-5 describes the vineyard of the church bringing
forth fruit under the protection of Jehovah. And these songs contain every
variety, from the most elevated heavenly hymn to the tenderest popular song. It
is a grand manifold concert, which is merely introduced, as it were, by the epic
opening in Isa. 24 and the epic close in Isa. 27: 6ff., and in the midst of which
the prophecy unfolds itself in a kind of recitative. Moreover, we do not find so
much real music anywhere else in the ring of the words. The heaping up of
paronomasia has been placed among the arguments against the genuineness of
these chapters. But we have already shown by many examples, drawn from
undisputed prophecies (such as Isa. 22: 5; 17:12, 13), that Isaiah is fond of
painting for the ear; and the reason why he does it here more than anywhere
else, is that Isa. 24-27 formed a finale that was intended to surpass all that had
gone before. The whole of this finale is a grand hallelujah to Isa. 13-23, hymnic
in its character, and musical in form, and that to such a degree, that, like
Isa. 25: 6, the prophecy is, as it were, both text and divisions at the same time.
There was no other than Isaiah who was so incomparable a master of language.
Again, the incomparable depth in the contents of Isa. 24-27 does not shake our
confidence in his authorship, since the whole book of this Solomon among the
prophets is full of what is incomparable. And in addition to much that is
peculiar in this cycle of prophecies, which does not astonish us in a prophet so
richly endowed, and so characterized by a continual change “from glory to
glory,” the whole cycle is so thoroughly Isaiah’s in its deepest foundation, and
in a hundred points of detail, that it is most uncritical to pronounce the whole to
be certainly not Isaiah’s simply because of these peculiarities. So far as the
eschatological and apocalyptical contents, which seem to point to a very late
period, are concerned, we would simply call to mind the wealth of
eschatological ideas to be found even in Joel, who prophesies of the pouring
out of the Spirit, the march of the nations of the world against the church, the
signs that precede the last day, the miraculous water of the New Jerusalem. The
revelation of all the last things, which the Apocalypse of the New Testament
embraces in one grand picture, commenced with Obadiah and Joel; and there is
nothing strange in the fact that Isaiah also, in Isa. 24-27, should turn away from
the immediate external facts of the history of his own time, and pass on to these
depths beyond.

The Judgment upon the Earth — Ch. 24

Isa. 24: 1-3. It is thoroughly characteristic of Isaiah, that the commencement
of this prophecy, like Isa. 19: 1, places us at once in the very midst of the
catastrophe, and condenses the contents of the subsequent picture of judgment
into a few rapid, vigorous, vivid, and comprehensive clauses (like Isa. 15: 1;
17: 1; 23: 1, cf., 33: 1). Vv. 1-3.



“Behold, Jehovah emptieth the earth, and layeth it waste, and marreth its form, and
scattereth its inhabitants. And it happeneth, as to the people , so to the priest; as to
the servant, so to his master; as to the maid, so to her mistress; as to the buyer, so to
the seller; as to the lender, so to the borrower; as to the creditor, so to the debtor.
Emptying the earth is emptied, and plundering is plundered: for Jehovah hath
spoken this word.”

The question, whether the prophet is speaking of a past of future judgment,
which is one of importance to the interpretation of the whole, is answered by
the fact that with Isaiah ”hinneÝh” (behold) always refers to something future
(Isa. 3: 1; 17: 1; 19: 1; 30:27, etc.). And it is only in his case, that we do meet
with prophecies commencing so immediately with hinneÝh. Those in Jeremiah
which approach this the most nearly (viz., Jer. 47: 2; 49:35, cf., 51: 1, and
Eze. 29: 3) do indeed commence with hinneÝh, but not without being preceded
by an introductory formula. The opening “behold” corresponds to the
confirmatory “for Jehovah hath spoken,” which is always employed by Isaiah at
the close of statements with regard to the future and occurs chiefly, f135 though
not exclusively, f136 in the book of Isaiah, whom we may recognise in the
detailed description in v. 2 (vid., Isa. 2:12-16; 3: 2, 3, 18-23, as compared with
Isa. 9:13; also with the description of judgment in Isa. 19: 2-4, which closes in a
similar manner). Thus at the very outset we meet with Isaiah’s peculiarities; and
Caspari is right in saying that no prophecy could possibly commence with more
of the characteristics of Isaiah than the prophecy before us. The play upon
words commences at the very outset. BaÑkak and baÑlak (compare the Arabic
balluÑka, a blank, naked desert) have the same ring, just as in Nah. 2:11, cf., 3,
and Jer. 51: 2. The niphal futures are intentionally written like verbs Pe-VaÑv
(tibboÝk and tibboÝz, instead of tibbak and tibbaz), for the purpose of making
them rhyme with the infinitive absolutes (cf., Isa. 22:13). So, again, caggêbirtaÑh
is so written instead of cigbirtaÑh, to produce a greater resemblance to the
opening syllable of the other words. The form HŠENO is interchanged with JŠENO (as
in 1Sa. 22: 2), or, according to Kimchi’s way of writing it, with JŠ̃NO (written
with tzere), just as in other passages we meet with JŠFNF along with HŠFNF, and,
judging from Arab. ns’, to postpone or credit, the former is the primary form.
NoÝsheh is the creditor, and ŒB JŠ̃NO RŠEJá is not the person who has borrowed
of him, but, as HŠFNF invariably signifies to credit (hiphil, to give credit), the
person whom he credits (with B obj., like bI VGANF in Isa. 9: 3), not “the person
through whom he is JŠ̃NO“ (Hitzig on Jer. 15:10). Hence, “lender and borrower,
creditor and debtor” (or taker of credit). It is a judgment which embraces all,
without distinction of rank and condition; and it is a universal one, not merely
throughout the whole of the land of Israel (as even Drechsler renders ƒREJFHF),
but in all the earth; for as Arndt correctly observes, ƒREJFHF signifies “the earth”



in this passage, including, as in Isa. 11: 4, the ethical New Testament idea of
“the world” (kosmos).

Isa. 24: 4-9. That this is the case is evident from vv. 4-9, where the accursed
state into which the earth is brought is more fully described, and the cause
thereof is given. Vv. 4-9.

“Smitten down, withered up is the earth; pined away, wasted away is the world;
pined away have they, the foremost of the people of the earth. And the earth has
become wicked among its inhabitants; for they transgressed revelations, set at
nought the ordinance, broke the everlasting covenant. Therefore hath the curse
devoured the earth, and they who dwelt in it make expiation: therefore are the
inhabitants of the earth withered up, and there are very few mortals left. New wine
mourneth, vine is parched, all the merry-hearted groan. The joyous playing of
tabrets is silent; the noise of them that rejoice hath ceased; the joyous playing of the
guitar is silent. They drink no wine with a song; meth tastes bitter to them that drink
it.”

“The world” (teÝbeÝl) is used here in v. 4, as in Isa. 26: 9 (always in the form of a
proper name, and without the article), as a parallel to “the earth” (haÑÿaÑretz),
with which it alternates throughout this cycle of prophecies. It is used poetically
to signify the globe, and that without limitation (even in Isa. 13:11 and 18: 3);
and therefore “the earth” is also to be understood here in its most
comprehensive sense (in a different sense, therefore, from Isa. 33: 9, which
contains the same play upon sounds). The earth is sunk in mourning, and has
become like a faded plant, withered up with heat; the high ones of the people of
the earth (meroÝm; abstr. pro concr., like caÑboÝd in Isa. 5:13; 22:24) are included
(„JA is used, as in Isa. 42: 5; 40: 7, to signify humanity, i.e., man generally).
wLLFMiJU (for the form, see Comm. on Job, at 18:16-19) stands in half pause,
which throws the subjective notion that follows into greater prominence. It is
the punishment of the inhabitants of the earth, which the earth has to share,
because it has shared in the wickedness of those who live upon it: chaÑnaph (not
related to taÑnaph) signifies to be degenerate, to have decided for what is evil
(Isa. 9:16), to be wicked; and in this intransitive sense it is applied to the land,
which is said to be affected with the guilt of wicked, reckless conduct, more
especially of blood-guiltiness (Psa. 106:38, Num. 35:33; compare the transitive
use in Jer. 3: 9). The wicked conduct of men, which has caused the earth also to
become chaneÝphaÑh, is described in three short, rapid, involuntarily excited
sentences (compare Isa. 15: 6; 16: 4; 29:20; 33: 8; also Isa. 24: 5; 1: 4, 6, 8; out
of the book of Isaiah, however, we only meet with this in Joe. 1:10, and
possibly Jos. 7:11). Understanding “the earth” as we do in a general sense, “the
law” cannot signify merely the positive law of Israel. The Gentile world had
also a toraÑh or divine teaching within, which contained an abundance of divine
directions (toÝroÝth). They also had a law written in their hearts; and it was with



the whole human race that God concluded a covenant in the person of Noah, at
a time when the nations had none of them come into existence at all. This is the
explanation given by even Jewish commentators; nevertheless, we must not
forget that Israel was included among the transgressors, and the choice of
expression was determined by this. With the expression “therefore” the
prophecy moves on from sin to punishment, just as in Isa. 5:25 (cf., v. 24). HLFJF
is the curse of God denounced against the transgressors of His law (Dan. 9:11;
compare Jer. 23:10, which is founded upon this, and from which HLFBiJF has
been introduced into this passage in some codices and editions). The curse of
God devours, for it is fire, and that from within outwards (see Isa. 1:31; 5:24;
9:18; 10:16, 17; 29: 6; 30:27ff., 33:11-14): chaÑruÝ (milel, since pashta is an acc.
postpos.), f137 from chaÑrar, they are burnt up, exusti. With regard to wMŠiJiYEWA, it
is hardly necessary to observe that it cannot be traced back to „ŠAJF = „ŠAYF,
„MÁŠF; and that of the two meanings, culpam contrahere and culpam sustinere,
it has the latter meaning here. We must not overlook the genuine mark of Isaiah
here in the description of the vanishing away of men down to a small remnant:
RJÁŠiNI (RJFŠi) is the standing word used to denote this; R F̂ZiMI (used with regard
to number both here and in Isa. 16:14; and with regard to time in Isa. 10:25 and
29:17) is exclusively Isaiah’s; and ŠŒNJå is used in the same sense as in Isa. 33: 8
(cf., Isa. 13:12). In v. 7 we are reminded of Joe. 1 (on the short sentences, see
Isa. 29:20; 16: 8-10); in vv. 8, 9 any one acquainted with Isaiah’s style will recal
to mind not only Isa. 5:12, 14, but a multitude of other parallels. We content
ourselves with pointing to ZYlIJA (which belongs exclusively to Isaiah, and is
taken from Isa. 22: 2 and 32:13 in Zep. 2:15, and from Isa. 13: 3 in Zep. 3:11);
and for basshir (with joyous song) to Isa. 30:32 (with the beating of drums and
playing of guitars), together with Isa. 28: 7. The picture is elegiac, and dwells
so long upon the wine (cf., Isa. 16), just because wine, both as a natural
production and in the form of drink, is the most exhilarating to the heart of all
the natural gifts of God (Psa. 104:15; Jud. 9:13). All the sources of joy and
gladness are destroyed; and even if there is much still left of that which ought to
give enjoyment, the taste of the men themselves turns it into bitterness.

Isa. 24:10-13. The world with its pleasure is judged; the world’s city is also
judged, in which both the world’s power and the world’s pleasure were
concentrated. Vv. 10-13.

“The city of tohu is broken to pieces; every house is shut up, so that no man can
come in. There is lamentation for wine in the fields; all rejoicing has set; the delight
of the earth is banished. What is left of the city is wilderness, and the gate was
shattered to ruins. For so will it be within the earth, in the midst of the nations; as at
the olive-beating, as at the gleaning, when the vintage is over.”



The city of tohu (kiryath toÝhu): this cannot be taken collectively, as
Rosenmüller, Arndt, and Drechsler suppose, on account of the annexation of
kiryath to tohu, which is turned into a kind of proper name; for can we
understand it as referring to Jerusalem, as the majority of commentators have
done, including even Schegg and Stier (according to Isa. 32:13, 14), after we
have taken “the earth” (haÑÿaÑretz) in the sense of kosmos (the world). It is rather
the central city of the world as estranged from God; and it is here designated
according to its end, which end will be tohu, as its nature was tohu. Its true
nature was the breaking up of the harmony of all divine order; and so its end
will be the breaking up of its own standing, and a hurling back, as it were, into
the chaos of its primeval beginning. With a very similar significance Rome is
called turbida Roma in Persius (i. 5). The whole is thoroughly Isaiah’s, even to
the finest points: tohu is the same as in Isa. 29:21; and for the expression JŒbMI
(so that you cannot enter; namely, on account of the ruins which block up the
doorway) compare Isa. 23: 1; 7: 8; 17: 1, also 5: 9; 6:11; 32:13. The cry or
lamentation for the wine out in the fields (v. 11; cf., Job. 5:10) is the mourning
on account of the destruction of the vineyards; the vine, which is one of Isaiah’s
most favourite symbols, represents in this instance also all the natural sources of
joy. In the term ÿaÑrbaÑh (rejoicing) the relation between joy and light is
presupposed; the sun of joy is set (compare Mic. 3: 6). What remains of the city
(RY ÎbF is partitive, just as Œb in Isa. 10:22) is shammaÑh (desolation), to which
the whole city has been brought (compare Isa. 5: 9; 32:14). The strong gates,
which once swarmed with men, are shattered to ruins (yuccath, like Mic. 1: 7,
for yuÝcath, Ges. § § 67, Anm. 8; HyFJIŠi, aÎp. leg., a predicating noun of
sequence, as in Isa. 37:26, “into desolated heaps;” compare Isa. 6:11, etc., and
other passages). In the whole circuit of the earth (Isa. 6:12; 7:22; haÑÿaÑretz is
“the earth” here as in Isa. 10:23; 19:24), and in the midst of what was once a
crowd of nations (compare Mic. 5: 6, 7), there is only a small remnant of men
left. This is the leading thought, which runs through the book of Isaiah from
beginning to end, and is figuratively depicted here in a miniature of Isa. 17: 4-6.
The state of things produced by the catastrophe is compared to the olive-
beating, which fetches down what fruit was left at the general picking, and to
the gleaning of the grapes after the vintage has been fully gathered in (caÑlaÑh is
used here as in Isa. 10:25; 16: 4; 21:16, etc., viz., “to be over,” whereas in
Isa. 32:10 it means to be hopelessly lost, as in Isa. 15: 6). There are no more
men in the whole of the wide world than there are of olives and grapes after the
principal gathering has taken place. The persons saved belong chiefly, though
not exclusively, to Israel (Joh. 3: 5). The place where they assemble is the land
of promise.

Isa. 24:14, 15. There is now a church there refined by the judgment, and
rejoicing in its apostolic calling to the whole world. Vv. 14, 15.



“They will lift up their voice, and exult; for the majesty of Jehovah they shout from
the sea: therefore praise ye Jehovah in the lands of the sun, in the islands of the sea
the name of Jehovah the God of Israel.”

The ground and subject of the rejoicing is “the majesty of Jehovah,” i.e., the
fact that Jehovah had shown Himself so majestic in judgment and mercy
(Isa. 12: 5, 6), and was now so manifest in His glory (Isa. 2:11, 17). Therefore
rejoicing was heard “from the sea” (the Mediterranean), by which the abode of
the congregation of Jehovah was washed. Turning in that direction, it had the
islands and coast lands of the European West in front (iyyi hayyaÑm; the only
other passage in which this occurs is Isa. 11:11, cf., Eze. 26:18), and at its back
the lands of the Asiatic East, which are called ‘urim, the lands of light, i.e., of
the sun-rising. This is the true meaning of ‘urim, as J. Schelling and Drechsler
agree; for Döderlein’s comparison of the rare Arabic word awr, septentrio is as
far removed from the Hebrew usage as that of the Talmud RŒJ JTfRiŒJ,
vespera. Hitzig’s proposed reading „YYJB (according to the LXX) diminishes
the substance and destroys the beauty of the appeal, which goes forth both to
the east and west, and summons to the praise of the name of Jehovah the God
of Israel, †k‰̃LJA, i.e., because of His manifested glory. His “name” (cf.,
Isa. 30:27) is His nature as revealed and made “nameable” in judgment and
mercy.

Isa. 24:16a. This appeal is not made in vain. V. 16a. “From the border of the
earth we hear songs: Praise to the Righteous One!” It no doubt seems natural
enough to understand the term tzaddiÝk (righteous) as referring to Jehovah; but,
as Hitzig observes, Jehovah is never called “the Righteous One” in so absolute a
manner as this (compare, however, Psa. 112: 4, where it occurs in connection
with other attributes, and Exo. 9:27, where it stands in an antithetical relation);
and in addition to this, Jehovah gives YBICi (Isa. 4: 2; 28: 5), whilst DŒBkF, and
not YBICi, is ascribed to Him. Hence we must take the word in the same sense as
in Isa. 3:10 (cf., Hab. 2: 4). The reference is to the church of righteous men,
whose faith has endured the fire of the judgment of wrath. In response to its
summons to the praise of Jehovah, they answer it in songs from the border of
the earth. The earth is here thought of as a garment spread out; cenaph is the
point or edge of the garment, the extreme eastern and western ends (compare
Isa. 11:12). Thence the church of the future catches the sound of this grateful
song as it is echoed from one to the other.

Isa. 24:16-20. The prophet feels himself, “in spirit,” to be a member of this
church; but all at once he becomes aware of the sufferings which will have first
of all to be overcome, and which he cannot look upon without sharing the
suffering himself. Vv. 16-20.



“Then I said, Ruin to me! ruin to me! Woe to me! Robbers rob, and robbing, they
rob as robbers. Horror, and pit, and snare, are over thee, O inhabitant of the earth!
And it cometh to pass, whoever fleeth from the tidings of horror falleth into the pit;
and whoever escapeth out of the pit is caught in the snare: for the trap-doors on
high are opened, and the firm foundations of the earth shake. The earth rending, is
rent asunder; the earth bursting, is burst in pieces; the earth shaking, tottereth. The
earth reeling, reeleth like a drunken man, and swingeth like a hammock; and its
burden of sin presseth upon it; and it falleth, and riseth not again.”

The expression “Then I said” (cf., Isa. 6: 5) stands here in the same apocalyptic
connection as in Rev. 7:14, for example. He said it at that time in a state of
ecstasy; so that when he committed to writing what he had seen, the saying was
a thing of the past. The final salvation follows a final judgment; and looking
back upon the latter, he bursts out into the exclamation of pain: raÑziÝ-liÝ,
consumption, passing away, to me (see Isa. 10:16; 17: 4), i.e., I must perish
(raÑzi is a word of the same form as kaÑli, shaÑni, ÿaÑni; literally, it is a neuter
adjective signifying emaciatum = macies; Ewald, § 749, g). He sees a dreadful,
bloodthirsty people preying among both men and stores (compare Isa. 21: 2;
33: 1, for the play upon the word with DGB, root DG, cf., keuÂqein tinaÂ ti, tecte
agere, i.e., from behind, treacherously, like assassins). The exclamation,
“Horror, and pit,” etc. (which Jeremiah applies in Jer. 48:43, 44, to the
destruction of Moab by the Chaldeans), is not an invocation, but simply a
deeply agitated utterance of what is inevitable. In the pit and snare there is a
comparison implied of men to game, and of the enemy to sportsmen (cf.,
Jer. 15:16, Lam. 4:19; yillaÑceÝr, as in Isa. 8:15; 28:13). The L în ¦YLÊ F is
exactly the same as in Jud. 16: 9 (cf., Isa. 16: 9). They who should flee as soon
as the horrible news arrived (min, as in Isa. 33: 3) would not escape
destruction, but would become victims to one form if not to another (the same
thought which we find expressed twice in Amo. 5:19, and still more fully in
Isa. 9: 1-4, as well as in a more dreadfully exalted tone). Observe, however, in
how mysterious a background those human instruments of punishment remain,
who are suggested by the word boÝgdim (robbers). The idea that the judgment is
a direct act of Jehovah, stands in the foreground and governs the whole. For
this reason it is described as a repetition of the flood (for the opened windows
or trap-doors of the firmament, which let the great bodies of water above them
come down from on high upon the earth, point back to Gen. 7:11 and 8: 2, cf.,
Psa. 78:23); and this indirectly implies its universality. It is also described as an
earthquake. “The foundations of the earth” are the internal supports upon which
the visible crust of the earth rests. The way in which the earth in its quaking first
breaks, then bursts, and then falls, is painted for the ear by the three reflective
forms in v. 19, together with their gerundives, which keep each stage in the
process of the catastrophe vividly before the mind. H F̂RO is apparently an error
of the pen for JARO, if it is not indeed a n. actionis instead of the inf. absol. as in



Hab. 3: 9. The accentuation, however, regards the ah as a toneless addition,
and the form therefore as a gerundive (like kob in Num. 23:25). The reflective
form JAˆ̃ROTiHI is not the hithpalel of JAwR, vociferari, but the hithpoel of ĴARF
(ƒCÁRF), frangere. The threefold play upon the words would be tame, if the
words themselves formed an anti-climax; but it is really a climax ascendens.
The earth first of all receives rents; then gaping wide, it bursts asunder; and
finally sways to and fro once more, and falls. It is no longer possible for it to
keep upright. Its wickedness presses it down like a burden (Isa. 1: 4;
Psa. 38: 5), so that it now reels for the last time like a drunken man (Isa. 28: 7;
29: 9), or a hammock (Isa. 1: 8), until it falls never to rise again.

Isa. 24:21-23. But if the old earth passes away in this manner out of the
system of the universe, the punishment of God must fall at the same time both
upon the princes of heaven and upon the princes of earth (the prophet does not
arrange what belongs to the end of all things in a “chronotactic” manner). They
are the secrets of two worlds, that are here unveiled to the apocalyptic seer of
the Old Testament. Vv. 21-23.

“And it cometh to pass in that day, Jehovah will visit the army of the high place in
the high place, and the kings of the earth on the earth. And they are imprisoned, as
one imprisons captives in the pit, and shut up in prison; and in the course of many
days they are visited. And the moon blushes, and the sun turns pale: for Jehovah of
hosts reigns royally upon Mount Zion and in Jerusalem, and before His elders is
glory.”

With this doubly expressed antithesis of maÑroÝm and ÿadaÑmaÑh (cf., 23:17b)
before us, brought out as it is as sharply as possible, we cannot understand “the
army of the high place” as referring to certain earthly powers (as the Targum,
Luther, Calvin, and Hävernick do). Moreover, the expression itself is also
opposed to such an interpretation; for, as v. 18 clearly shows, in which
mimmaÑrom is equivalent to misshaÑmaim (cf., Isa. 33: 5; 37:23; 40:26), „ŒRMF
JBFCF is synonymous with „YIMÁªFHA JBFCF; and this invariably signifies either the
starry host (Isa. 40:26) or the angelic host (1Ki. 22:19; Psa. 148: 2), and
occasionally the two combined, without any distinction (Neh. 9: 6). As the
moon and sun are mentioned, it might be supposed that by the “host on high”
we are to understand the angelic host, as Abravanel, Umbreit, and others really
do: “the stars, that have been made into idols, the shining kings of the sky, fall
from their altars, and the kings of the earth from their thrones.” But the very
antithesis in the word “kings” (malcheÝ) leads us to conjecture that “the host on
high” refers to personal powers; and the view referred to founders on the more
minute description of the visitation (paÑkad ÿal, as in Isa. 27: 1, 3, cf., 26:21),
“they are imprisoned,” etc.; for this must also be referred to the heavenly host.
The objection might indeed be urged, that the imprisonment only relates to the



kings, and that the visitation of the heavenly host finds its full expression in the
shaming of the moon and sun (v. 23); but the fact that the moon and sun are
thrown into the shade by the revelation of the glory of Jehovah, cannot be
regarded as a judgment inflicted upon them. Hence the commentators are now
pretty well agreed, that “the host on high” signifies here the angelic army. But it
is self-evident, that a visitation of the angelic army cannot be merely a relative
and partial one. And it is not sufficient to understand the passage as meaning
the wicked angels, to the exclusion of the good. Both the context and the
parallelism show that the reference must be to a penal visitation in the spiritual
world, which stands in the closest connection with the history of man, and in
fact with the history of the nations. Consequently the host on high will refer to
the angels of the nations and kingdoms; and the prophecy here presupposes
what is affirmed in Deu. 32: 8 (LXX), and sustained in the book of Daniel,
when it speaks of a sar of Persia, Javan, and even the people of Israel. In
accordance with this exposition, there is a rabbinical saying, to the effect that
“God never destroys a nation without having first of all destroyed its prince,”
i.e., the angel who, by whatever means he first obtained possession of the
nation, whether by the will of God or against His will, has exerted an ungodly
influence upon it. Just as, according to the scriptural view, both good and evil
angels attach themselves to particular men, and an elevated state of mind may
sometimes afford a glimpse of this encircling company and this conflict of
spirits; so do angels contend for the rule over nations and kingdoms, either to
guide them in the way of God or to lead them astray from God; and therefore
the judgment upon the nations which the prophet here foretells will be a
judgment upon angels also. The kingdom of spirits has its own history running
parallel to the destinies of men. What is recorded in Gen. 6 was a seduction of
men by angels, and one of later occurrence than the temptation by Satan in
paradise; and the seduction of nations and kingdoms by the host of heaven,
which is here presupposed by the prophecy of Isaiah, is later than either.

Isa. 24:22a. V. 22a announces the preliminary punishment of both angelic and
human princes: ÿaseÝphaÑh stands in the place of a gerundive, like talteÝlaÑh in
Isa. 22:17. The connection of the words ÿaseÝphaÑh ÿassir is exactly the same as
that of talteÝlaÑh gaÑbeÝr in Isa. 22:17: incarceration after the manner of
incarcerating prisoners; ÿaÑsaph, to gather together (Isa. 10:14; 33: 4), signifies
here to incarcerate, just as in Gen. 42:17. Both verbs are construed with ‘al,
because the thrusting is from above downwards, into the pit and prison (‘al
embraces both upon or over anything, and into it, e.g., 1Sa. 31: 4, Job. 6:16;
see Hitzig on Nah. 3:12). We may see from 2Pe. 2: 4 and Jude 6 how this is to
be understood. The reference is to the abyss of Hades, where they are reserved
in chains of darkness unto the judgment of the great day. According to this
parallel, yippaÑkedu (shall be visited) ought apparently to be understood as



denoting a visitation in wrath (like Isa. 29: 6, Eze. 38: 8; compare paÑkad
followed by an accusative in Isa. 26:21, also 26:14, and Psa. 59: 6; niphkad, in
fact, is never used to signify visitation in mercy), and therefore as referring to
the infliction of the final punishment. Hitzig, however, understands it as relating
to a visitation of mercy; and in this he is supported by Ewald, Knobel, and
Luzzatto. Gesenius, Umbreit, and others, take it to indicate a citation or
summons, though without any ground either in usage of speech or actual
custom. A comparison of Isa. 23:17 in its relation to Isa. 23:15 f138 favours the
second explanation, as being relatively the most correct; but the expression is
intentionally left ambiguous. So far as the thing itself is concerned, we have a
parallel in Rev. 20: 1-3 and 7-9: they are visited by being set free again, and
commencing their old practice once more; but only (as v. 23 affirms) to lose
again directly, before the glorious and triumphant might of Jehovah, the power
they have temporarily reacquired. What the apocalyptist of the New Testament
describes in detail in Rev. 20: 4; 20:11ff., and 21, the apocalyptist of the Old
Testament sees here condensed into one fact, viz., the enthroning of Jehovah
and His people in a new Jerusalem, at which the silvery white moon (lebaÑnaÑh)
turns red, and the glowing sun (chammaÑh) turns pale; the two great lights of
heaven becoming (according to a Jewish expression) “like a lamp at noonday”
in the presence of such glory. Of the many parallels to v. 23 which we meet
with in Isaiah, the most worthy of note are Isa. 11:10 to the concluding clause,
“and before His elders is glory” (also Isa. 4: 5), and Isa. 1:26 (cf., 3:14), with
reference to the use of the word zekeÝnim (elders). Other parallels are
Isa. 30:26, for chammaÑh and lebaÑnaÑh; Isa. 1:29, for chaÑpheÝr and boÝsh;
Isa. 33:22, for maÑlak; Isa. 10:12, for “Mount Zion and Jerusalem.” We have
already spoken at Isa. 1:16 of the word neged (Arab. ne’gd, from naÑgad, njd, to
be exalted; vid., opp. Arab. gaÑr, to be pressed down, to sink), as applied to that
which stands out prominently and clearly before one’s eyes. According to
Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, i. 320-1), the elders here, like the twenty-four
presbuteroi of the Apocalypse, are the sacred spirits, forming the council of
God, to which He makes known His will concerning the world, before it is
executed by His attendant spirits the angels. But as we find counsellors
promised to the Israel of the new Jerusalem in Isa. 1:26, in contrast with the
bad zêkeÝnim (elders) which it then possessed (Isa. 3:14), such as it had at the
glorious commencement of its history; and as the passage before us says
essentially the same with regard to the zekeÝnim as we find in Isa. 4: 5 with
regard to the festal meetings of Israel (vid., Isa. 30:20 and 32: 1); and still
further, as Rev. 20: 4 (cf., Mat. 19:28) is a more appropriate parallel to the
passage before us than Rev. 4: 4, we may assume with certainty, at least with
regard to this passage, and without needing to come to any decision concerning
Rev. 4: 4, that the zêkeÝnim here are not angels, but human elders after God’s
own heart. These elders, being admitted into the immediate presence of God,



and reigning together with Him, have nothing but glory in front of them, and
they themselves reflect that glory.

The Fourfold Melodious Echo — Ch. 25-26

A. FIRST ECHO: SALVATION OF THE NATIONS AFTER THE FALL
OF THE IMPERIAL CITY — ISA. 25: 1-8

There is not merely reflected glory, but reflected sound as well. The melodious
echoes commence with Isa. 25: 1ff. The prophet, transported to the end of the
days, commemorates what he has seen in psalms and songs. These psalms and
songs not only repeat what has already been predicted; but, sinking into it, and
drawing out of it, they partly expand it themselves, and partly prepare the way
for its further extension.

Isa. 25: 1-5. The first echo is Isa. 25: 1-8, or more precisely Isa. 25: 1-5. The
prophet, whom we already know as a psalmist from Isa. 12, now acts as choral
leader of the church of the future, and praises Jehovah for having destroyed the
mighty imperial city, and proved Himself a defence and shield against its
tyranny towards His oppressed church. Vv. 1-5.

“Jehovah, Thou art my God; I will exalt Thee, I will praise Thy name, that Thou
hast wrought wonders, counsels from afar, sincerity, truth. For Thou hast turned it
from a city into a heap of stones, the steep castle into a ruin; the palace of the
barbarians from being a city, to be rebuilt no more for ever. Therefore a wild people
will honour Thee, cities of violent nations fear Thee. For Thou provedst Thyself a
stronghold to the lowly, a stronghold to the poor in his distress, as a shelter from the
storm of rain, as a shadow from the burning of the sun; for the blast of violent ones
was like a storm of rain against a wall. Like the burning of the sun in a parched
land, Thou subduest the noise of the barbarians; (like) the burning of the sun
through the shadow of a cloud, the triumphal song of violent ones was brought low.”

The introductory clause is to be understood as in Psa. 118:28: Jehovah (voc.),
my God art Thou. “Thou hast wrought wonders:” this is taken from Exo. 15:11
(as in Psa. 77:15; 78:12; like Isa. 12: 2, from Exo. 15: 2). The wonders which
are now actually wrought are “counsels from afar” (meÝraÑchoÝk), counsels
already adopted afar off, i.e., long before, thoughts of God belonging to the
olden time; the same ideal view as in Isa. 22:11; 37:26 (a parallel which
coincides with our passage on every side), and, in fact, throughout the whole of
the second part. It is the manifold “counsel” of the Holy One of Israel
(Isa. 5:19; 14:24-27; 19:12, 17; 23: 8; 28:29) which displays its wonders in the
events of time. To the verb TFYVI F̂ we have also a second and third object, viz.,
†MEJO HNFwMJå. It is a common custom with Isaiah to place derivatives of the same
word side by side, for the purpose of giving the greatest possible emphasis to
the idea (Isa. 3: 1; 16: 6). HNFwMJå indicates a quality, †MEJO in actual fact. What



He has executed is the realization of His faithfulness, and the reality of His
promises. The imperial city is destroyed. Jehovah, as the first clause which is
defined by tzakeph affirms, has removed it away from the nature of a city into
the condition of a heap of stones. The sentence has its object within itself, and
merely gives prominence to the change that has been effected; the Lamed is
used in the same sense as in Isa. 23:13 (cf., 37:26); the min, as in Isa. 7: 8;
17: 1; 23: 1; 24:10. MappeÝlaÑh, with kametz or tzere before the tone, is a word
that can only be accredited from the book of Isaiah (Isa. 17: 1; 23:13). RY Î,
HYFRiQI, and †ŒMRiJÁ are common parallel words in Isaiah (Isa. 1:26; 22: 2; 32:13,
14); and zaÑrim, as in Isa. 1: 7 and 29: 5, is the most general epithet for the
enemies of the people of God. The fall of the imperial kingdom is followed by
the conversion of the heathen; the songs proceed from the mouths of the
remotest nations. V. 3 runs parallel with Rev. 15: 3, 4. Nations hitherto rude
and passionate now submit to Jehovah with decorous reverence, and those that
were previously oppressive (ÿariÝtzim, as in Isa. 13:11, in form like paÑriÝtzim,
shaÑliÝshiÝm) with humble fear. The cause of this conversion of the heathen is the
one thus briefly indicated in the Apocalypse, “for thy judgments are made
manifest” (Rev. 15: 4). LdA and †ŒYBiJE (cf., Isa. 14:30; 29:19) are names well
known from the Psalms, as applying to the church when oppressed. To this
church, in the distress which she had endured (ŒL RcAbÁ, as in Isa. 26:16; 63: 9,
cf., 33: 2), Jehovah had proved Himself a strong castle (maÑÿoÝz; on the
expression, compare Isa. 30: 3), a shelter from storm and a shade from heat (for
the figures, compare Isa. 4: 6; 32: 2; 16: 3), so that the blast of the tyrants
(compare ruach on Isa. 30:28; 33:11, Psa. 76:13) was like a wall-storm, i.e., a
storm striking against a wall (compare Isa. 9: 3, a shoulder-stick, i.e., a stick
which strikes the shoulder), sounding against it and bursting upon it without
being able to wash it away (Isa. 28:17; Psa. 62: 4), because it was the wall of a
strong castle, and this strong castle was Jehovah Himself. As Jehovah can
suddenly subdue the heat of the sun in dryness (tzaÑyoÝn, abstract for concrete, as
in Isa. 32: 2, equivalent to dry land, Isa. 41:18), and it must give way when He
brings up a shady thicket (Jer. 4:29), namely of clouds (Exo. 19: 9; Psa. 18:12),
so did He suddenly subdue the thundering (shaÑÿon, as in Isa. 17:12) of the
hordes that stormed against His people; and the song of triumph (zaÑmiÝr, only
met with again in Son. 2:12) of the tyrants, which passed over the world like a
scorching heat, was soon “brought low” (ÿaÑnaÑh, in its neuter radical
signification “to bend,” related to N̂AkF, as in Isa. 31: 4).

Isa. 25: 6. Thus the first hymnic echo dies away; and the eschatological
prophecy, coming back to Isa. 24:23, but with deeper prayerlike penetration,
proceeds thus in v. 6:



“And Jehovah of hosts prepares for all nations upon this mountain a feast of fat
things, a feast of wines on the lees, of fat things rich in marrow, of wines on the lees
thoroughly strained.”

“This mountain” is Zion, the seat of God’s presence, and the place of His
church’s worship. The feast is therefore a spiritual one. The figure is taken, as
in Psa. 22:27ff., from the sacrificial meals connected with the shelaÑmim (the
peace-offerings). ShêmaÑrim mêzukkaÑkim are wines which have been left to
stand upon their lees after the first fermentation is over, which have thus
thoroughly fermented, and have been kept a long time (from shaÑmar, to keep,
spec. to allow to ferment), and which are then filtered before drinking (Gr.
oiçnoj sakkiÂaj, i.e., diuÔlismeÂnoj or dihqikoÃj, from dihqeiÌn, percolare), hence
wine both strong and clear. MemuchaÑyiÝm might mean emedullatae (“with the
marrow taken out;” compare, perhaps, Pro. 31: 3), but this could only apply to
the bones, not to the fat meat itself; the meaning is therefore “mixed with
marrow,” made marrowy, medullosae. The thing symbolized in this way is the
full enjoyment of blessedness in the perfected kingdom of God. The heathen are
not only humbled so that they submit to Jehovah, but they also take part in the
blessedness of His church, and are abundantly satisfied with the good things of
His house, and made to drink of pleasure as from a river (Psa. 36: 9). The ring
of the verse is inimitably pictorial. It is like joyful music to the heavenly feast.
The more flexible form „YYIXFMUMi (from the original, YXÁMUMi = HXEMUMi) is
intentionally chosen in the place of „YXIMUMi. It is as if we heard stringed
instruments played with the most rapid movement of the bow.

Isa. 25: 7, 8. Although the feast is one earth, it is on an earth which has been
transformed into heaven; for the party-wall between God and the world has
fallen down: death is no more, and all tears are for ever wiped away. Vv. 7, 8.

“And He casts away upon this mountain the veil that veiled over all peoples , and
the covering that covered over all nations. He puts away death for ever; and the
Lord Jehovah wipes the tear from every face; and He removes the shame of His
people from the whole earth: for Jehovah hath spoken it.”

What Jehovah bestows is followed by what He puts away. The “veil” and
“covering” (masseÝcaÑh, from naÑsac = maÑsaÑc, Isa. 22: 8, from saÑcac, to weave,
twist, and twist over = to cover) are not symbols of mourning and affliction, but
of spiritual blindness, like the “veil” upon the heart of Israel mentioned in
2Co. 3:15. The pêneÝ halloÝt (cf., Job. 41: 5) is the upper side of the veil, the side
turned towards you, by which Jehovah takes hold of the veil to lift it up. The
second halloÝt stands for ‹lFHA (Ges. § 71, Anm. 1), and is written in this form,
according to Isaiah’s peculiar style (vid., Isa. 4: 6; 7:11; 8: 6; 22:13), merely for
the sake of the sound, like the obscurer niphal forms in Isa. 24: 3. The only
difference between the two nouns is this: in loÝt the leading idea is that of the



completeness of the covering, and in masseÝcaÑh that of its thickness. The
removing of the veil, as well as of death, is called l̂ÁbI, which we find applied
to God in other passages, viz., Isa. 19: 3, Psa. 21:10; 55:10. Swallowing up is
used elsewhere as equivalent to making a thing disappear, by taking it into
one’s self; but here, as in many other instances, the notion of receiving into
one’s self is dropped, and nothing remains but the idea of taking away, unless,
indeed, abolishing of death may perhaps be regarded as taking it back into what
hell shows to be the eternal principle of wrath out of which God called it forth.
God will abolish death, so that there shall be no trace left of its former sway.
Paul gives a free rendering of this passage in 1Co. 15:54, katepoÂqh oÎ qaÂnatoj
eiÏj niÌkoj (after the Aramaean netzach, vincere). The Syriac combines both
ideas, that of the Targum and that of Paul: absorpta est mors per victoriam in
sempiternum. But the abolition of death is not in itself the perfection of
blessedness. There are sufferings which force out a sigh, even after death has
come as a deliverance. But all these sufferings, whose ultimate ground is sin,
Jehovah sweeps away. There is something very significant in the use of the
expression H F̂MidI (a tear), which the Apocalypse renders paÌn daÂkruon
(Rev. 21: 4). Wherever there is a tear on any face whatever, Jehovah wipes it
away; and if Jehovah wipes away, this must be done most thoroughly: He
removes the cause with the outward symptom, the sin as well as the tear. It is
self-evident that this applies to the church triumphant. The world has been
judged, and what was salvable has been saved. There is therefore no more
shame for the people of God. Over the whole earth there is no further place to
be found for this; Jehovah has taken it away. The earth is therefore a holy
dwelling-place for blessed men. The new Jerusalem is Jehovah’s throne, but the
whole earth is Jehovah’s glorious kingdom. The prophet is here looking from
just the same point of view as Paul in 1Co. 15:28, and Joh. in the last page of
the Apocalypse.

B. SECOND ECHO: THE HUMILIATION OF MOAB — CH. 25: 9-12

Isa. 25: 9. After this prophetic section, which follows the first melodious echo
like an interpolated recitative, the song of praise begins again; but it is soon
deflected into the tone of prophecy. The shame of the people of God,
mentioned in v. 8, recals to mind the special enemies of the church in its
immediate neighbourhood, who could not tyrannize over it indeed, like the
empire of the world, but who nevertheless scoffed at it and persecuted it. The
representative and emblem of these foes are the proud and boasting Moab
(Isa. 16: 6; Jer. 48:29). All such attempts as that of Knobel to turn this into
history are but so much lost trouble. Moab is a mystic name. It is the prediction
of the humiliation of Moab in this spiritual sense, for which the second echo
opens the way by celebrating Jehovah’s appearing. Jehovah is now in His



manifested presence the conqueror of death, the drier of tears, the saviour of
the honour of His oppressed church. V. 9.

“And they say in that day, Behold our God, for whom we waited to help us: this is
Jehovah, for whom we waited; let us be glad and rejoice in His salvation.”

The undefined but self-evident subject to vÿaÑmar (“they say”) is the church of
the last days. “Behold:” hinneÝh and zeh belong to one another, as in Isa. 21: 9.
The waiting may be understood as implying a retrospective glance at all the
remote past, even as far back as Jacob’s saying, “I wait for Thy salvation, O
Jehovah” (Gen. 49:18). The appeal, “Let us be glad,” etc., has passed over into
the grand hodu of Psa. 118:24.

Isa. 25:10-12. In the land of promise there is rejoicing, but on the other side of
the Jordan there is fear of ruin. Two contrasted pictures are placed here side by
side. The Jordan is the same as the “great gulf” in the parable of the rich man.
Upon Zion Jehovah descends in mercy, but upon the highlands of Moab in His
wrath. Vv. 10-12.

“For the hand of Jehovah will sink down upon this mountain, and Moab is trodden
down there where it is, as straw is trodden down in the water of the dung-pit. And he
spreadeth out his hands in the pool therein, as the swimmer spreadeth them out to
swim; but Jehovah forceth down the pride of Moab in spite of the artifices of his
hands. Yea, thy steep, towering walls He bows down, forces under, and casts
earthwards into dust.”

Jehovah brings down His hand upon Zion (nuÝach, as in Isa. 7: 2; 11: 1), not
only to shelter, but also to avenge. Israel, that has been despised, He now
makes glorious, and for contemptuous Moab He prepares a shameful end. In
the place where it now is (WYTfXitÁ, as in 2Sa. 7:10, Hab. 3:16, “in its own
place,” its own land) it is threshed down, stamped or trodden down, as straw is
trodden down into a dung-pit to turn it into manure: hidduÝsh, the inf. constr.,
with the vowel sound u, possibly to distinguish it from the inf. absol. hiddosh
(Ewald, § 240, b). Instead of ŒMbI (as in Isa. 43: 2), the chethib has YMb̃I (cf.,
Job. 9:30); and this is probably the more correct reading, since madmeÝnaÑh, by
itself, means the dunghill, and not the tank of dung water. At the same time, it is
quite possible that b’mo is intended as a play upon the name Moab, just as the
word madmeÝnaÑh may possibly have been chosen with a play upon the Moabitish
MadmeÝn (Jer. 48: 2). In v. 11 Jehovah would be the subject, if b’kirbo (in the
midst of it) referred back to Moab; but although the figure of Jehovah pressing
down the pride of Moab, by spreading out His hands within it like a swimmer,
might produce the impression of boldness and dignity in a different connection,
yet here, where Moab has just been described as forced down into the manure-
pit, the comparison of Jehovah to a swimmer would be a very offensive one.
The swimmer is Moab itself, as Gesenius, Hitzig, Knobel, and in fact the



majority of commentators suppose. “In the midst of it:” b’kirbo points back in
a neuter sense to the place into which Moab had been violently plunged, and
which was so little adapted for swimming. A man cannot swim in a manure
pond; but Moab attempts it, though without success, for Jehovah presses down
the pride of Moab in spite of its artifices („ Î, as in Neh. 5:18; TŒbRiJF, written
with dagesh (according to the majority of MSS, from HbFRiJF, like the Arabic
urbe, irbe, cleverness, wit, sharpness), i.e., the skilful and cunning movement of
its hands. Saad. gives it correctly, as muchaÑtale, wiles and stratagems; Hitzig
also renders it “machinations,” i.e., twistings and turnings, which Moab makes
with its arms, for the purpose of keeping itself up in the water. What v. 11
affirms in figure, v. 12 illustrates without any figure. If the reading were
¦RECFBiMI TŒMŒX BgAViMI, the reference would be to Kir-Moab (Isa. 15: 1; 16: 7).
But as the text stands, we are evidently to understand by it the strong and lofty
walls of the cities of Moab in general.

C. THIRD ECHO: ISRAEL BROUGHT BACK, OR RAISED
FROM THE DEAD — CH. 26

Isa. 26: 1. Thus the second hymnic echo has its confirmation in a prophecy
against Moab, on the basis of which a third hymnic echo now arises. Whilst on
the other side, in the land of Moab, the people are trodden down, and its lofty
castles demolished, the people in the land of Judah can boast of an impregnable
city. V. 1.

“In that day will this song be sung in the land of Judah: A city of defence is ours;
salvation He sets for walls and bulwark.”

According to the punctuation, this ought to be rendered, “A city is a shelter for
us;” but Z Ô RY Î seem rather to be connected, according to Pro. 17:19, “a city
of strong, i.e., of impregnable offence and defence.” The subject of TYŠIYF is
Jehovah. The figure indicates what He is constantly doing, and ever doing
afresh; for the walls and bulwarks of Jerusalem (cheÝl, as in Lam. 2: 8, the small
outside wall which encloses all the fortifications) are not dead stone, but
yeshuaÑh, ever living and never exhausted salvation (Isa. 60:18). In just the
same sense Jehovah is called elsewhere the wall of Jerusalem, and even a wall
of fire in Zec. 2: 9, — parallels which show that yeshuaÑh is intended to be taken
as the accusative of the object, and not as the accusative of the predicate,
according to Isa. 5: 6, Psa. 21: 7; 84: 7, Jer. 22: 6 (Luzzatto).

Isa. 26: 2. In v. 1 this city is thought of as still empty: for, like paradise, in
which man was placed, it is first of all a creation of God; and hence the
exclamation in v. 2:



“Open ye the gates, that a righteous people may enter, one keeping truthfulness.”

The cry is a heavenly one; and those who open, if indeed we are at liberty to
inquire who they are, must be angels. We recal to mind Psa. 24, but the scene is
a different one. The author of Psa. 118 has given individuality to this passage in
vv. 19, 20. Goi tzaddik (a righteous nation) is the church of the righteous, as in
Isa. 24:16. Goi (nation) is used here, as in v. 15 and Isa. 9: 2 (cf., p. 53), with
reference to Israel, which has now by grace become a righteous nation, and has
been established in covenant truth towards God, who keepeth truth (‘emunim,
from ÿeÝmuÝn, Psa. 31:24).

Isa. 26: 3. The relation of Israel and Jehovah to one another is now a
permanent one. V. 3.

“Thou keepest the firmly-established mind in peace, peace; for his confidence rests
on Thee.”

A gnome (borrowed in Psa. 112: 7, 8), but in a lyrical connection, and with a
distinct reference to the church of the last days. There is no necessity to take
¥wMSF RCEY ãs standing for RCEY ¥̃wMSi, as Knobel does. The state of mind is
mentioned here as designating the person possessing it, according to his inmost
nature. RCEY (̃the mind) is the whole attitude and habit of a man as inwardly
constituted, i.e., as a being capable of thought and will. ¥wMSF is the same,
regarded as having a firm hold in itself, and this it has whenever it has a firm
hold on God (Isa. 10:20). This is the mind of the new Israel, and Jehovah keeps
it, shaÑlom, shaÑlom (peace, peace; accusative predicates, used in the place of a
consequential clause), i.e., so that deep and constant peace abides therein
(Phi. 4: 7). Such a mind is thus kept by Jehovah, because its trust is placed in
Jehovah. XÁw‹bF refers to RCEY ,̃ according to Ewald, § 149, d, and is therefore
equivalent to JwH XÁw‹bF (cf., Psa. 7:10; 55:20), the passive participle, like the
Latin confisus, fretus. To hang on God, or to be thoroughly devoted to Him,
secures both stability and peace.

Isa. 26: 4. A cry goes forth again, as if from heaven, exhorting Israel to
continue in this mind. V. 4.

“Hang confidently on Jehovah for ever: for in Jah , Jehovah, is an everlasting
rock.”

The combination Jah Jehovah is only met with here and in Isa. 12: 2. It is the
proper name of God the Redeemer in the most emphatic form. The Beth
essentiae frequently stands before the predicate (Ges. § 151, 3); here, however,
it stands before the subject, as in Psa. 78: 5; 55:19. In Jah Jehovah (munach,
tzakeph) there is an everlasting rock, i.e., He is essentially such a rock (compare
Deu. 32: 4, like Exo. 15: 2 for Isa. 12: 2).



Isa. 26: 5, 6. He has already proved Himself to be such a rock, on which
everything breaks that would attack the faithful whom He surrounds. Vv. 5, 6.

“For He hath bent down them that dwell on high; the towering castle, He tore it
down, tore it down to the earth, cast it into dust. The foot treads it to pieces, feet of
the poor, steps of the lowly.”

Passing beyond the fall of Moab, the fall of the imperial city is celebrated, to
which Moab was only an annex (Isa. 25: 1, 2; 24:10-12). The futures are
determined by the preterite; and the anadiplosis, which in other instances (e.g.,
Isa. 25: 1, cf., Psa. 118:11) links together derivatives or variations of form, is
satisfied in this instance with changing the forms of the suffix. The second
thought of v. 6 is a more emphatic repetition of the first: it is trodden down; the
oppression of those who have been hitherto oppressed is trodden down.

Isa. 26: 7. The righteous, who go astray according to the judgment of the
world, thus arrive at a goal from which their way appears in a very different
light. V. 7.

“The path that the righteous man takes is smoothness; Thou makest the course of
the righteous smooth.”

RŠFYF is an accusative predicate: Thou rollest it, i.e., Thou smoothest it, so that it
is just as if it had been bevelled with a rule, and leads quite straight (on the
derivative peles, a level, see at Job. 37:16) and without interruption to the
desired end. The song has here fallen into the language of a mashal of Solomon
(vid., Pro. 4:26; 5: 6, 21). It pauses here to reflect, as if at the close of a
strophe.

Isa. 26: 8, 9. It then commences again in a lyrical tone in vv. 8 and 9:

“We have also waited for Thee, that Thou shouldest come in the path of Thy
judgments; the desire of the soul went after Thy name, and after Thy remembrance.
With my soul I desired Thee in the night; yea, with my spirit deep within me , I
longed to have Thee here: for when Thy judgments strike the earth, the inhabitants
of the earth learn righteousness.”

In the opinion of Hitzig, Knobel, Drechsler, and others, the prophet here comes
back from the ideal to the actual present. But this is not the case. The church of
the last days, looking back to the past, declares with what longing it has waited
for that manifestation of the righteousness of God which has now taken place.
“The path of Thy judgments:” ÿorach mishpaÑteÝkaÑ belongs to the te; venientem
(or venturum) being understood. The clause follows the poetical construction
XRÁJO JŒb, after the analogy of ¥REdE ¥LÁHF. They longed for God to come as a
Redeemer in the way of His judgments. The “name” and “remembrance” ad the
nature of God, that has become nameable and memorable through self-assertion



and self-manifestation (Exo. 3:15). They desired that God should present
Himself again to the consciousness and memory of man, by such an act as
should break through His concealment and silence. The prophet says this more
especially of himself; for he feels himself “in spirit” to be a member of the
perfected church. “My soul” and “my spirit” are accusatives giving a more
precise definition (Ewald, § 281, c). “The night” is the night of affliction, as in
Isa. 21:11. In connection with this, the word shicheÝr (lit. to dig for a thing, to
seek it eagerly) is employed here, with a play upon shachar. The dawning of the
morning after a night of suffering was the object for which he longed, naphshi
(my soul), i.e., with his entire personality (Pyschol. p. 202), and ruchi b’kirbi
(my spirit within me), i.e., with the spirit of his mind, pneuÌma touÌ nooÂj
(Psychol. p. 183). And why? Because, as often as God manifested Himself in
judgment, this brought men to the knowledge, and possibly also to the
recognition, of what was right (cf., Psa. 9:17). “Will learn:” laÑmdu is a praet.
gnomicum, giving the result of much practical experience.

Isa. 26:10. Here again the shiÝr has struck the note of a maÑshaÑl. And
proceeding in this tone, it pauses here once more to reflect as at the close of a
strophe. V. 10.

“If favour is shown to the wicked man, he does not learn righteousness; in the most
upright land he acts wickedly, and has no eye for the majesty of Jehovah.”

Š̂FRF †XÁYU is a hypothetical clause, which is left to be indicated by the emphasis,
like Neh. 1: 8 (Ewald, § 357, b): granting that favour (cheÝn = “goodness,”
Rom. 2: 4) is constantly shown to the wicked man. “The most upright land:”
‘eretz necochoth is a land in which everything is right, and all goes honourably.
A worthless man, supposing he were in such a land, would still act knavishly;
and of the majesty of Jehovah, showing itself in passing punishments of sin,
though still sparing him, he would have no perception whatever. The prophet
utters this with a painful feeling of indignation; the word bal indicating denial
with emotion.

Isa. 26:11-13. The situation still remains essentially the same as in vv. 11-13:

“Jehovah, Thy hand has been exalted, but they did not see: they will see the zeal for
a people, being put to shame; yea , fire will devour Thine adversaries. Jehovah, Thou
wilt establish peace for us: for Thou hast accomplished all our work for us. Jehovah
our God, lords besides Thee had enslaved us; but through Thee we praise Thy
name.”

Here are three forms of address beginning with Jehovah, and rising in the third
to “Jehovah our God.” The standpoint of the first is the time before the
judgment; the standpoint of the other two is in the midst of the redemption that
has been effected through judgment. Hence what the prophet states in v. 11 will



be a general truth, which has now received its most splendid confirmation
through the overthrow of the empire. The complaint of the prophet here is the
same as in Isa. 53: 1. We may also compare Exo. 14: 8, not Psa. 10: 5; (ruÝm
does not mean to remain beyond and unrecognised, but to prove one’s self to
be high.) The hand of Jehovah had already shown itself to be highly exalted
(raÑmaÑh, 3 pr.), by manifesting itself in the history of the nations, by sheltering
His congregation, and preparing the way for its exaltation in the midst of its
humiliation; but as they had no eye for this hand, they would be made to feel it
upon themselves as the avenger of His nation. The “zeal for a people,” when
reduced from this ideal expression into a concrete one, is the zeal of Jehovah of
hosts (Isa. 9: 6; 37:32) for His own nation (as in Isa. 49: 8). Kinÿath ÿaÑm (zeal
for a people) is the object to yechezuÝ (they shall see); vÿyeÝboÝshuÝ (and be put to
shame) being a parenthetical interpolation, which does not interfere with this
connection. “Thou wilt establish peace” (tishpoÝt shaÑlom, v. 12) expresses the
certain hope of a future and imperturbable state of peace (pones, stabilies); and
this hope is founded upon the fact, that all which the church has hitherto
accomplished (ma’aseh, the acting out of its calling, as in Psa. 90:17, see at
Isa. 5:12) has not been its own work, but the work of Jehovah for it. And the
deliverance just obtained from the yoke of the imperial power is the work of
Jehovah also. The meaning of the complaint, “other lords beside Thee had
enslaved us,” is just the same as that in Isa. 63:18; but there the standpoint is in
the midst of the thing complained of, whereas here it is beyond it. Jehovah is
Israel’s King. He seemed indeed to have lost His rule, since the masters of the
world had done as they liked with Israel. But it was very different now, and it
was only through Jehovah (“through Thee”) that Israel could now once more
gratefully celebrate Jehovah’s name.

Isa. 26:14. The tyrants who usurped the rule over Israel have now utterly
disappeared. V. 14.

“Dead men live not again, shades do not rise again: so hast Thou visited and
destroyed them, and caused all their memory to perish.”

The meaning is not that Jehovah had put them to death because there was no
resurrection at all after death; for, as we shall see further on, the prophet was
acquainted with such a resurrection. In meÝthim (dead men) and rephaÑÿim
(shades) he had directly in mind the oppressors of Israel, who had been thrust
down into the region of the shades (like the king of Babylon in Isa. 14), so that
there was no possibility of their being raised up or setting themselves up again.
The †KL̃F is not argumentative (which would be very freezing in this highly
lyrical connection), but introduces what must have occurred eo ipso when the
other had taken place (it corresponds to the Greek aÏÂra, and is used here in the
same way as in Isa. 61: 7, Jer. 5: 2; 2:33, Zec. 11: 7, Job. 34:25; 42: 3). They



had fallen irrevocably into Sheol (Psa. 49:15), and consequently God had swept
them away, so that not even their name was perpetuated.

Isa. 26:15. Israel, when it has such cause as this for praising Jehovah, will have
become a numerous people once more. V. 15.

“Thou hast added to the nation , O Jehovah, hast added to the nation; glorified
Thyself; moved out all the borders of the land.”

The verb ‡SAYF, which is construed in other cases with LJA, LJE, here with L,
carried its object within itself: to add, i.e., to give an increase. The allusion is to
the same thing as that which caused the prophet to rejoice in Isa. 9: 2 (compare
Isa. 49:19, 20; 54: 1ff., Mic. 2:12; 4: 7, Oba. 1:19, 20, and many other
passages; and for richaktaÑ, more especially Mic. 7:11). Just as v. 13 recals the
bondage in Egypt, and v. 14 the destruction of Pharaoh in the Red Sea, so v. 16
recals the numerical strength of the nation, and the extent of the country in the
time of David and Solomon. At the same time, we cannot say that the prophet
intended to recal these to mind. The antitypical relation, in which the last times
stand to these events and circumstances of the past, is a fact in sacred history,
though not particularly referred to here.

Isa. 26:16-18. The tephillaÑh now returns to the retrospective glance already
cast in vv. 8, 9 into that night of affliction, which preceded the redemption that
had come. Vv. 16-18.

“Jehovah, in trouble they missed Thee, poured out light supplication when Thy
chastisement came upon them. As a woman with child, who draws near to her
delivery, writhes and cries out in her pangs, so were we in Thy sight, O Jehovah. We
went with child, we writhed; it was as if we brought forth wind. We brought no
deliverance to the land, and the inhabitants of the world did not come to the light.”

The substantive circumstantial clause in the parallel line,ŒMLF ¦RiSFwM,
castigatione tua eos affligente (L as in v. 9), corresponds to RcAbÁ; and ŠXÁLÁ
†wQCF, a preterite (QwC = QCÁYF, Job. 28: 2; 29: 6, to be poured out and melt
away) with Nun paragogic (which is only met with again in Deu. 8: 3, 16, the
yekoÝshuÝn in Isa. 29:21 being, according to the syntax, the future of koÝsh),
answers to paÑkad, which is used here as in Isa. 34:16, 1Sa. 20: 6; 25:15, in the
sense of lustrando desiderare. Lachash is a quiet, whispering prayer (like the
whispering of forms of incantation in Isa. 3: 3); sorrow renders speechless in the
long run; and a consciousness of sin crushes so completely, that a man does not
dare to address God aloud (Isa. 29: 4). Pregnancy and pangs are symbols of a
state of expectation strained to the utmost, the object of which appears all the
closer the more the pains increase. Often, says the perfected church, as it looks
back upon its past history, often did we regard the coming of salvation as



certain; but again and again were our hopes deceived. The first ŒMki is
equivalent to ki, “as a woman with child,” etc. (see at Isa. 8:23); the second is
equivalent to RŠEJákA, “as it were, we brought forth wind.” This is not an
inverted expression, signifying we brought forth as it were wind; but ŒMki
governs the whole sentence in the sense of “(it was) as if.” The issue of all their
painful toil was like the result of a false pregnancy (empneumatosis), a delivery
of wind. This state of things also proceeded from Jehovah, as the expression
“before Thee” implies. It was a consequence of the sins of Israel, and of a
continued want of true susceptibility to the blessings of salvation. Side by side
with their disappointed hope, v. 18 places the ineffectual character of their won
efforts. Israel’s own doings, — no, they could never make the land into T ÔwŠYi
(i.e., bring it into a state of complete salvation); and (so might the final clause
be understood) they waited in vain for the judgment of Jehovah upon the sinful
world that was at enmity against them, or they made ineffectual efforts to
overcome it. This explanation is favoured by the fact, that throughout the whole
of this cycle of prophecies yoÝshbeÝ teÝbeÝl does not mean the inhabitants of the
holy land, but of the globe at large in the sense of “the world” (v. 21, Isa. 24: 5,
6). Again, the relation of wLpiYI to the LYpItÁ in v. 19, land the figure previously
employed of the pains of child-birth, speak most strongly in favour of the
conclusion, that naÑphal is here used for the falling of the fruit of the womb (cf.,
Wisd. 7: 3, Il. xix. 110, katapeseiÌn and peseiÌn). And yoÝshbeÝ teÝbeÝl (the
inhabitants of the world) fits in with this sense (viz., that the expected increase
of the population never came), from the fact that in this instance the reference is
not to the inhabitants of the earth; but the words signify inhabitants generally,
or, as we should say, young, new-born “mortals.” The punishment of the land
under the weight of the empire still continued, and a new generation did not
come to the light of day to populate the desolate land (cf., Psychol. p. 414).

Isa. 26:19. But now all this had taken place. Instead of singing what has
occurred, the tephillah places itself in the midst of the occurrence itself. V. 19.

“Thy dead will live, my corpses rise again. Awake and rejoice, ye that lie in the
dust! For thy dew is dew of the lights, and the earth will bring shades to the day.”

The prophet speaks thus out of the heart of the church of the last times. In
consequence of the long-continued sufferings and chastisements, it has been
melted down to a very small remnant; and many of those whom it could once
truly reckon as its own, are now lying as corpses in the dust of the grave. The
church, filled with hope which will not be put to shame, now calls to itself, “Thy
dead will live” (¦YTEM w̃YXiYI, reviviscent, as in „YTImH̃A TyAXIti, the resurrection of
the dead), and consoles itself with the working of divine grace ad power, which
is even now setting itself in motion: “my corpses will rise again” (†wMQUYi YTILFBÑi,



nebeÝlah: a word without a plural, but frequently used in a plural sense, as in
Isa. 5:25, and therefore connected with †wMQUYi, equivalent to HNFMiQOTF: here
before a light suffix, with the eÝ retained, which is lost in other cases). It also
cries out, in full assurance of the purpose of God, the believing word of
command over the burial-ground of the dead, “Wake up and rejoice, ye that
sleep in the dust,” and then justifies to itself this believing word of command by
looking up to Jehovah, and confessing, “Thy dew is dew born out of
(supernatural) lights,” as the dew of nature is born out of the womb of the
morning dawn (Psa. 110: 3). Others render it “dew upon herbs,” taking TŒRŒJ
as equivalent to TŒQRFYi, as in 2Ki. 4:39. We take it as from HRŒFJ
(Psa. 139:12), in the sense of „YyIXÁHA RŒJ. The plural implies that there is a
perfect fulness of the lights of life in God (“the Father of lights,” Jam. 1:17).
Out of these there is born the gentle dew, which gives new life to the bones that
have been sown in the ground (Psa. 141: 7), — a figure full of mystery, which is
quite needlessly wiped away by Hofmann’s explanation, viz., that it is
equivalent to tal hoÝroÝth, “dew of thorough saturating.” Luther, who renders it,
“Thy dew is a dew of the green field,” stands alone among the earlier
translators. The Targum, Syriac, Vulgate, and Saad. all render it, “Thy dew is
light dew;” and with the uniform connection in which the Scriptures place ‘or
(light) and chayyiÝm (life), this rendering is natural enough. We now translate
still further, “and the earth (vaÑÿaÑretz, as in Isa. 65:17, Pro. 25: 3, whereas ƒREJEWi
is almost always in the construct state) will bring shades to the day” (hippil, as
a causative of naÑphal, v. 18), i.e., bring forth again the dead that have sunken
into it (like Luther’s rendering, “and the land will cast out the dead” — the
rendering of our English version also: Tr.). The dew from the glory of God falls
like a heavenly seed into the bosom of the earth; and in consequence of this, the
earth gives out from itself the shades which have hitherto been held fast beneath
the ground, so that they appear alive again on the surface of the earth. Those
who understand v. 18 as relating to the earnestly descried overthrow of the
lords of the world, interpret this passage accordingly, as meaning either, “and
thou castest down shades to the earth” (ƒRJ, acc. loci, = ƒRJ‰D ,̂ v. 5,
ƒRJL, Isa. 25:12), or, “and the earth causeth shades to fall,” i.e., to fall into
itself. This is Rosenmüller’s explanation (terra per prosopopaeiam, ut supra
24:20, inducta, deturbare in orcum sistitur impios, eo ipso manes eos reddens).
But although rephaim, when so interpreted, agrees with v. 14, where this name
is given to the oppressors of the people of God, it would be out of place here,
where it would necessarily mean, “those who are just becoming shades.” But,
what is of greater importance still, if this concluding clause is understood as
applying to the overthrow of the oppressors, it does not give any natural
sequence to the words, “dew of the lights is thy dew;” whereas, according to
our interpretation, it seals the faith, hope, and prayer of the church for what is



to follow. When compared with the New Testament Apocalypse, it is “the first
resurrection” which is here predicted by Isaiah. The confessors of Jehovah are
awakened in their graves to form one glorious church with those who are still in
the body. In the case of Ezekiel also (Eze. 37: 1-14), the resurrection of the
dead which he beholds is something more than a figurative representation of the
people that were buried in captivity. The church of the period of glory on this
side is a church of those who have been miraculously saved and wakened up
from the dead. Their persecutors lie at their feet beneath the ground.

Isa. 26:20, 21. The judgment upon them is not mentioned, indeed, till after the
completion of the church through those of its members that have died, although
it must have actually preceded the latter. Thus the standpoint of the prophecy is
incessantly oscillating backwards and forwards in these four chapters (24-27).
This explains the exhortation in the next verses, and the reason assigned. Vv.
20, 21.

“Go in, my people, into thy chambers, and shut the door behind thee; hide thyself a
little moment, till the judgment of wrath passes by. For, behold, Jehovah goeth out
from His place to visit the iniquity of the inhabitants of the earth upon them; and the
earth discloses the blood that it has sucked up, and no more covers her slain.”

The shiÝr is now at an end. The prophecy speaks once more as a prophet. Whilst
the judgment of wrath (za’am) is going forth, and until it shall have passed by
(on the fut. exact., see Isa. 10:12; 4: 4; and on the fact itself, acharith
hazza’am, Dan. 8:19), the people of God are to continue in the solitude of
prayer (Mat. 6: 6, cf., Psa. 27: 5; 31:21). They can do so, for the judgment by
which they get rid of their foes is the act of Jehovah alone; and they are to do so
because only he who is hidden in God by prayer can escape the wrath. The
judgment only lasts a little while (Isa. 10:24, 25; 54: 7, 8,. cf., Psa. 30: 6), a
short time which is shortened for the elect’s sake. Instead of the dual ¦YTELFdi
(as the house-door is called, though not the chamber-door), the word is pointed
¦TiLFdi (from HLFdF = TLEdE), just as the prophet intentionally chooses the
feminine YBIXá instead of HBX̃á. The nation is thought of as feminine in this
particular instance (cf., Isa. 54: 7, 8); because Jehovah, its avenger and
protector, is acting on its behalf, whilst in a purely passive attitude it hides itself
in Him. Just as Noah, behind whom Jehovah shut the door of the ark, was
hidden in the ark whilst the water-floods of the judgment poured down without,
so should the church be shut off from the world without in its life of prayer,
because a judgment of Jehovah was at hand. “He goeth out of His place”
(verbatim the same as in Mic. 1: 3), i.e., not out of His own divine life, as it
rests within Himself, but out of the sphere of the manifested glory in which He
presents Himself to the spirits. He goeth forth thence equipped for judgment, to
visit the iniquity of the inhabitant of the earth upon him (the singular used



collectively), and more especially their blood-guiltiness. The prohibition of
murder was given to the sons of Noah, and therefore was one of the stipulations
of “the covenant of old” (Isa. 24: 5). The earth supplies two witnesses:

(1) the innocent blood which has been violently shed (on daÑmim, see Isa. 1:15),
which she has had to suck up, and which is now exposed, and cries for vengeance;
and
(2) the persons themselves who have been murdered in their innocence, and who are
slumbering within her.

Streams of blood come to light and bear testimony, and martyrs arise to bear
witness against their murderers.

Isa. 27: 1. Upon whom the judgment of Jehovah particularly falls, is described
in figurative and enigmatical words in Isa. 27: 1:

“In that day will Jehovah visit with His sword , with the hard, and the great, and the
strong, leviathan the fleet serpent, and leviathan the twisted serpent, and slay the
dragon in the sea.”

No doubt the three animals are emblems of three imperial powers. The assertion
that there are no more three animals than there are three swords, is a mistake. If
the preposition were repeated in the case of the swords, as it is in the case of
the animals, we should have to understand the passage as referring to three
swords as well as three animals. But this is not the case. We have therefore to
inquire what the three world-powers are; and this question is quite a justifiable
one: for we have no reason to rest satisfied with the opinion held by Drechsler,
that the three emblems are symbols of ungodly powers in general, of every kind
and every sphere, unless the question itself is absolutely unanswerable. Now the
tannin (the stretched-out aquatic animal) is the standing emblem of Egypt
(Isa. 51: 9; Psa. 74:13; Eze. 29: 3; 32: 2). And as the Euphrates-land and
Asshur are mentioned in vv. 12, 13 in connection with Egypt, it is immediately
probable that the other two animals signify the kingdom of the Tigris, i.e.,
Assyria, with its capital Nineveh which stood on the Tigris, and the kingdom of
the Euphrates, i.e., Chaldea, with its capital Babylon which stood upon the
Euphrates. Moreover, the application of the same epithet Leviathan to both the
kingdoms, with simply a difference in the attributes, is suggestive of two
kingdoms that were related to each other. We must not be misled by the fact
that naÑchaÑsh baÑriach is a constellation in Job. 26:13; we have no bammaroÑm (on
high) here, as in Isa. 24:21, and therefore are evidently still upon the surface of
the globe. The epithet employed was primarily suggested by the situation of the
two cities. Nineveh was on the Tigris, which was called Chiddekel, f140 on
account of the swiftness of its course and its terrible rapids; hence Asshur is
compared to a serpent moving along in a rapid, impetuous, long, extended
course (baÑriach, as in Isa. 43:14, is equivalent to barriach, a noun of the same



form as ZYlIJA, and a different word from berriach, a bolt, Isa. 15: 5). Babylon,
on the other hand, is compared to a twisted serpent, i.e., to one twisting about
in serpentine curves, because it was situated on the very winding Euphrates, the
windings of which are especially labyrinthine in the immediate vicinity of
Babylon. The river did indeed flow straight away at one time, but by artificial
cuttings it was made so serpentine that it passed the same place, viz.,
Arderikka, no less than three times; and according to the declaration of
Herodotus in his own time, when any one sailed down the river, he had to pass
it three times in three days (Ritter, x. p. 8). The real meaning of the emblem,
however, is no more exhausted by this allusion to the geographical situation,
than it was in the case of “the desert of the sea” (Isa. 21: 1). The attribute of
winding is also a symbol of the longer duration of one empire than of the other,
and of the more numerous complications into which Israel would be drawn by
it. The world-power on the Tigris fires with rapidity upon Israel, so that the fate
of Israel is very quickly decided. But the world-power on the Euphrates
advances by many windings, and encircles its prey in many folds. And these
windings are all the more numerous, because in the prophet’s view Babylon is
the final form assumed by the empire of the world, and therefore Israel remains
encircled by this serpent until the last days. The judgment upon Asshur,
Babylon, and Egypt, is the judgment upon the world-powers universally.

D. THE FOURTH ECHO: THE FRUIT-BEARING VINEYARD UNDER
THE PROTECTION OF JEHOVAH — ISA. 27: 2-6

Isa. 27: 2-5. The prophecy here passes for the fourth time into the tone of a
song. The church recognises itself in the judgments upon the world, as
Jehovah’s well-protected and beloved vineyard. Vv. 2-5. “In that day

A merry vineyard — sing it!
I, Jehovah, its keeper,

Every moment I water it.
That nothing may come near it,

I watch it night and day.
Wrath have I none;

O, had I thorns, thistles before me!
I would make up to them in battle,

Burn them all together.
Men would then have to grasp at my protection,

Make peace with me,
Make peace with me.”

Instead of introducing the song with, “In that day shall this song be sung,” or
some such introduction, the prophecy passes at once into the song. It consists in
a descending scale of strophes, consisting of one of five lines (vv. 2, 3), one of



four lines (v. 4), and one of three lines (v. 5). The thema is placed at the
beginning, in the absolute case: cerem chemer. This may signify a vineyard of
fiery or good wine (compare cerem zaith in Jud. 15: 5); but it is possible that
the reading should be cerem chemed, as in Isa. 32:12, as the LXX, Targum, and
most modern commentators assume. Li HnF̂ I signifies, according to Num. 21:17,
Psa. 147: 7 (cf., Exo. 32:18, Psa. 88: 1), to strike up a song with reference to
anything, — an onomatopoetic word (different from HNF̂ F, to begin, literally to
meet, see p. 101). Cerem (the vineyard) is a feminine here, like RJb̃I, the well,
in the song of the well in Num. 21:17, 18, and just as Israel, of which the
vineyard here is a symbol (Isa. 3:14; 5: 1ff.), is sometimes regarded as
masculine, and at other times as feminine (Isa. 26:20). Jehovah Himself is
introduced as speaking. He is the keeper of the vineyard, who waters it every
moment when there is any necessity (lirgaÑÿim, like labbêkaÑrim in Isa. 33: 2,
every morning), and watches it by night as well as by day, that nothing may visit
it. LJA DQApF (to visit upon) is used in other cases to signify the infliction of
punishment; here it denotes visitation by some kind of misfortune. Because it
was the church purified through afflictions, the feelings of Jehovah towards it
were pure love, without any admixture of the burning of anger (cheÝmaÑh). This
is reserved for all who dare to do injury to this vineyard. Jehovah challenges
these, and says, Who is there, then, that gives me thorns, thistles! (YNINt̃iYI = YLI
†TỸI, as in Jer. 9: 1, cf., Jos. 15:19.) The asyndeton, instead of TYIŠAWF RYMIŠF,
which is customary elsewhere, corresponds to the excitement of the exalted
defender. If He had thorns, thistles before Him, He would break forth upon
them in war, i.e., make war upon them (baÑh, neuter, upon such a mass of bush),
and set it all on fire (TYCIH =̃ TYcIHI). The arrangement of the strophes requires
that we should connect HMFXFLimIbÁ with H F̂VfPiJE (var. H F̂ViPiJE), though this is
at variance with the accents. We may see very clearly, even by the choice of the
expression bammilchaÑmaÑh, that thorns and thistles are a figurative
representation of the enemies of the church (2Sa. 23: 6, 7). And in this sense
the song concludes in v. 5: only by yielding themselves to mercy will they find
mercy. ŒJ with a voluntative following, “unless,” as in Lev. 26:41. “Take hold
of:” hecheÔzik bÿ, as in 1Ki. 1:50, of Adonijah, who lays hold of the horns of the
altar. “Make peace with:” ÿaÑsaÑh shaÑloÝm lÿ, as in Jos. 9:15. The song closes
here. What the church here utters, is the consciousness of the gracious
protection of its God, as confirmed in her by the most recent events.

Isa. 27: 6. The prophet now adds to the song of the vineyard, by way of
explanation, — V. 6.

“In future will Jacob strike roots, Israel blossom and bud, and fill the surface of the
globe with fruits.”



We may see from „YJIbFHA (acc. temp. as in Ecc. 2:16, equivalent in meaning to
“Behold, the days come,” Jer. 7:32, etc.), that the true language of prophecy
commences again here. For the active wJLiMFw, compare Jer. 19: 4, Eze. 8:17,
etc. The prophet here says, in a figure, just the same as the apostle in
Rom. 11:12, viz., that Israel, when restored once more to favour as a nation,
will become “the riches of the Gentiles.”

Jehovah's Chastising and Saving Course towards Israel
— Ch. 27: 7-13

Isa. 27: 7, 8. The prophet does not return even now to his own actual times;
but, with the certainty that Israel will not be exalted until it has been deeply
humbled on account of its sins, he placed himself in the midst of this state of
punishment. And there, in the face of the glorious future which awaited Israel,
the fact shines out brightly before his eyes, that the punishment which God
inflicts upon Israel is a very different thing from that inflicted upon the world.
Vv. 7, 8.

“Hath He smitten it like the smiting of its smiter, or is it slain like the slaying of
those slain by Him? Thou punishedst it with measures, when thou didst thrust it
away, sifting with violent breath in the day of the east wind.”

“Its smiter” (macceÝhuÝ) is the imperial power by which Israel had been attacked
(Isa. 10:20); and “those slain by Him” (WYGFRUHá) are the slain of the empire who
had fallen under the strokes of Jehovah. The former smote unmercifully, and its
slain ones now lay without hope (Isa. 26:14). Jehovah smites differently, and it
is very different with the church, which has succumbed in the persons of its
righteous members. For the double play upon words, see Isa. 24:16; 22:18;
10:16. When Jehovah put Israel away (as if by means of a “bill of divorcement,”
Isa. 50: 1), He strove against it (Isa. 49:25), i.e., punished it, “in measure,” i.e.,
determining the measure very exactly, that it might not exceed the enduring
power of Israel, not endanger the existence of Israel as a nation (cf., bêmishpaÑt
in Jer. 10:24; 30:11; 46:28). On the other hand, Hitzig, Ewald, and Knobel read
HJFSiJiSAbI, from a word JSJ̃SI, f140 related to JAZ˜̂iZI, or even J‹J̃‹I, “when thou
didst disturb (or drive forth);” but the traditional text does not indicate any
various reading with H mappic., and the ancient versions and expositors all take
the word as a reduplication of HJFSi, which stands here as the third of an ephah
to denote a moderately large measure. The clause haÑgaÑh bêruÝchoÝ is probably
regarded as an elliptical relative clause, in which case the transition to the third
person can be best explained: “thou, who siftedst with violent breath.” HaÑgaÑh,
which only occurs again in Pro. 25: 4, signifies to separate, e.g., the dross from
silver (Isa. 1:25). Jehovah sifted Israel (compare the figure of the threshing-
floor in Isa. 21:10), at the time when, by suspending captivity over it, He blew



as violently upon it as if the east wind had raged (vid., Job, 2:77). But He only
sifted, He did not destroy.

Isa. 27: 9. He was angry, but not without love; He punished, but only to be
able to pardon again. V. 9.

“Therefore will the guilt of Jacob be purged thus: and this is all the fruit of the
removal of his son: when He maketh all altar-stones like chalk-stones that are
broken in pieces, Astarte images and sun-pillars do not rise up again.”

With the word “therefore” (laÑceÝn) a conclusion is drawn from the expression
“by measure.” God punished Israel “by measure;” His punishment is a way to
salvation: therefore it ceases as soon as its purpose is secured; and so would it
cease now, if Israel would thoroughly renounce its sin, and, above all, the sin of
all sins, namely idolatry. “Thus” (by this) refers to the ŒMwVbI which follows;
“by this,” namely the breaking to pieces of the altars and images of the moon
goddess; or possibly, to speak more correctly, the goddess of the morning-star,
and those of the sun-god as well (see Isa. 17: 8). By the fact that Israel put
away the fundamental cause of all mischief, viz., idolatry, the guilt for which it
had yet to make atonement would be covered, made good, or wiped away (on
cuppar, see at Isa. 22:14). The parenthesis (cf., Isa. 26:11b) affirms that this
very consequence would be all the fruit (coÔl-peri) desired by Jehovah of the
removal of the sin of Israel, which the chastisement was intended to effect.

Isa. 27:10, 11. The prophet said this from out of the midst of the state of
punishment, and was therefore able still further to confirm the fact, that the
punishment would cease with the sin, by the punishment which followed the sin.
Vv. 10, 11.

“For the strong city is solitary , a dwelling given up and forsaken like the steppe:
there calves feed, and there they lie down, and eat off its branches. When its
branches become withered, they are broken: women come, make fires with them; for
it is not a people of intelligence: therefore its Creator has no pity upon it, and its
Former does not pardon it.”

The nation without any intelligence (Isa. 1: 3), of which Jehovah was the
Creator and Former (Isa. 22:11), is Israel; and therefore the fortress that has
been destroyed is the city of Jerusalem. The standpoint of the prophet must
therefore be beyond the destruction of Jerusalem, and in the midst of the
captivity. If this appears strange for Isaiah, nearly every separate word in these
two verses rises up as a witness that it is Isaiah, and no other, who is speaking
here (compare, as more general proofs, Isa. 32:13, 14, and 5:17; and as more
specific exemplifications, Isa. 16: 2, 9; 11: 7, etc.). The suffix in “her branches”
refers to the city, whose ruins were overgrown with bushes. Synonymous with
„YpÎ ISi, branches (always written with dagesh in distinction from „YPi ÎSi,



clefts, Isa. 2:21), is kaÑtzir, cuttings, equivalent to shoots that can be easily cut
off. It was a mistake on the part of the early translators to take kaÑtzir in the
sense of “harvest” (Vulg., Symm., Saad., though not the LXX or Luther). As
kaÑtzir is a collective term here, signifying the whole mass of branches, the
predicate can be written in the plural, tisshaÑbarnaÑh, which is not to be explained
as a singular form, as in Isa. 28: 3. hTŒFJ, in the neuter sense, points back to
this: women light it (RYJIH,̃ as in Mal. 1:10), i.e., make with it a lighting flame
(RŒJ) and a warming fire (RwJ, Isa. 54:16). So desolate does Jerusalem lie,
that in the very spot which once swarmed with men a calf now quietly eats the
green foliage of the bushes that grow between the ruins; and in the place
whence hostile armies had formerly been compelled to withdraw without
accomplishing their purpose, women now come and supply themselves with
wood without the slightest opposition.

Isa. 27:12, 13. But when Israel repents, the mercy of Jehovah will change all
this. Vv. 12, 13.

“And it will come to pass on that day , Jehovah will appoint a beating of corn from
the water-flood of the Euphrates to the brook of Egypt, and ye will be gathered
together one by one, O sons of Israel. And it will come to pass in that day, a great
trumpet will be blown, and the lost ones in the land of Asshur come, and the outcasts
in the land of Egypt, and cast themselves down before Jehovah on the holy mountain
in Jerusalem.”

I regard every exposition of v. 12 which supposes it to refer to the return of the
captives as altogether false. The Euphrates and the brook of Egypt, i.e., the
Wady el-Arish, were the north-eastern and south-western boundaries of the
land of Israel, according to the original promise (Gen. 15:18; 1Ki. 8:65), and it
is not stated that Jehovah will beat on the outside of these boundaries, but
within them. Hence Gesenius is upon a more correct track, when he explains it
as meaning that “the kingdom will be peopled again in its greatest promised
extent, and that as rapidly and numerously as if men had fallen like olives from
the trees.” No doubt the word chaÑbat is applied to the beating down of olives in
Deu. 24:20; but this figure is inapplicable here, as olives must already exist
before they can be knocked down, whereas the land of Israel is to be thought of
as desolate. What one expects is, that Jehovah will cause the dead to live within
the whole of the broad expanse of the promised land (according to the promise
in Isa. 26:19, 21). And the figure answers this expectation most clearly and
most gloriously. ChaÑbat as the word commonly applied to the knocking out of
fruits with husks, which were too tender and valuable to be threshed. Such
fruits, as the prophet himself affirms in Isa. 28:27, were knocked out carefully
with a stick, and would have been injured by the violence of ordinary threshing.
And the great field of dead that stretched from the Euphrates to the



Rhinokoloura, f141 resembled a floor covered over with such tender, costly fruit.
There true Israelites and apostate Israelites lay mixed together. But Jehovah
would separate them. He would institute a beating, so that the true members of
the church would come to the light of day, being separated from the false like
grains sifted from their husks. “Thy dead will live;” it is to this that the prophet
returns. And this view is supported by the choice of the word shibboleth, which
combines in itself the meanings of “flood” (Psa. 69: 3, 16) and “ear” (sc., of
corn). This word gives a fine dilogy (compare the dilogy in Isa. 19:18 and
Hab. 2: 7). From the “ear” of the Euphrates down to the Peninsula of Sinai,
Jehovah would knock — a great heap of ears, the grains of which were to be
gathered together “one by one,” i.e., singly (in the most careful manner
possible; Greek, kaqeiÌj, kaq’ eÎÂna). To this risen church there would be added
the still living diaspora, gathered together by the signal of God (compare
Isa. 18: 3; 11:12). Asshur and Egypt are named as lands of banishment. They
represent all the lands of exile, as in Isa. 19:23-25 (compare Isa. 11:11). The
two names are emblematical, and therefore not to be used as proofs that the
prophecy is within the range of Isaiah’s horizon. Nor is there any necessity for
this. It is just as certain that the cycle of prophecy in Isa. 24-27 belongs to
Isaiah, and not to any other prophet, as it is that there are not two men to be
found in the world with faces exactly alike.

Part V

BOOK OF WOES;
OR HISTORICAL DISCOURSES RELATING TO ASSHUR

AND THE EGYPTIAN ALLIANCE
CH. 28-33

Isa. 28-33. These chapters carry us to the earliest years of Hezekiah’s reign,
probably to the second and third; as Samaria has not yet been destroyed. They
run parallel to the book of Micah, which also takes its start from the destruction
of Samaria, and are as faithful a mirror of the condition of the people under
Hezekiah, as Isa. 7-12 were of their condition under Ahaz. The time of Ahaz
was characterized by a spiritless submission to the Assyrian yoke; that of
Hezekiah by a casual striving after liberty. The people tried to throw off the
yoke of Assyria; not with confidence in Jehovah, however, but in reliance upon
the help of Egypt. This Egypticizing policy is traced step by step by Isaiah, in
Isa. 28-32. The gradual rise of these addresses may be seen from the fact, that
they follow the gradual growth of the alliance with Egypt through all its stages,
until it is fully concluded. By the side of this casual ground of trust, which
Jehovah will sweep away, the prophet exhibits the precious corner-stone in
Zion as the true, firm ground of confidence. We might therefore call these



chapters (28-33) “the book of the precious corner-stone,” just as we called
Isa. 7-12 “the book of Immanuel.” But the prophecy in Isa. 28:16 does not
determine and mould the whole of this section, in the same manner in which the
other section is moulded and governed by the prophecy of the Son of the
Virgin. We therefore prefer to call this cycle of prophecy “the book of woes;”
for censure and threatening are uttered here in repeated utterances of “woe,”
not against Israel only, but more especially against Judah and Jerusalem, until at
last, in Isa. 33, the “hoi concerning Jerusalem” is changed into a “hoi
concerning Asshur.” All the independent and self-contained addresses in this
cycle of prophecy commence with hoi (“woe:” Isa. 28, 29, 30, 31-32, 33). The
section which does not begin with hoi (viz., Isa. 32: 9-20) is the last and
dependent part of the long address commencing with Isa. 31: 1. On the other
hand, Isa. 29:15-24 also commences with hoi, though it does not form a distinct
address in itself, since Isa. 29 forms a complete whole. The subdivisions of the
sections, therefore, have not a uniform commencement throughout; but the
separate and independent addresses all commence with hoi. The climax of these
prophecies of woe is Isa. 30. Up to this point the exclamation of woe gradually
ascends, but in Isa. 31-32 it begins to fall; and in Isa. 33 (which contains an
epilogue that was only added in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign) it has
changed into the very opposite. The prophet begins with hoi, but it is a woe
concerning the devastator. This utmost woe, however, was not fulfilled at the
point of time when the fulfilment of “the utmost” predicted in Isa. 28-32 was
apparently close at hand; but Jerusalem, though threatened with destruction,
was miraculously saved. Yet the prophet had not merely to look on, as Jonah
had. He himself predicted this change in the purpose of God, inasmuch as the
direction of the “woe” in his mouth is altered, like that of the wrath of God,
which turns from Jerusalem to Asshur, and destroys it.

The First Woe — Judgment upon Samaria and Jerusalem, and
Consolation for Both — Ch. 28

Isa. 28: 1. Isaiah, like Micah, commences with the fall of the proud and
intoxicated Samaria. V. 1.

“Woe to the proud crown of the drunken of Ephraim, and to the fading flower of its
splendid ornament, which is upon the head of the luxuriant valley of those slain with
wine.”

The allusion is to Samaria, which is called (1) “the pride-crown of the drunken
of Ephraim,” i.e., the crown of which the intoxicated and blinded Ephraimites
were proud (Isa. 29: 9; 19:14), and (2) “the fading flower” (on the expression
itself, compare Isa. 1:30; 40: 7, 8) “of the ornament of his splendour,” i.e., the
flower now fading, which had once been the ornament with which they made a
show. This flower stood “upon the head of the valley of fatnesses of those slain



with wine” (cf., Isa. 16: 8), i.e., of the valley so exuberant with fruitfulness,
belonging to the Ephraimites, who were thoroughly enslaved by wine. Samaria
stood upon a beautiful swelling hill, which commanded the whole country
round in a most regal way (Amo. 4: 1; 6: 1), in the centre of a large basin, of
about two hours’ journey in diameter, shut in by a gigantic circle of still loftier
mountains (Amo. 3: 9). The situation was commanding; the hill terraced up to
the very top; and the surrounding country splendid and fruitful (Ritter,
Erdkunde, xvi. 660, 661). The expression used by the prophet is intentionally
bombastic. He heaps genitives upon genitives, as in Isa. 10:12; 21:17. The
words are linked together in pairs. ShêmaÑniÝm (fatnesses) has the absolute form,
although it is annexed to the following word, the logical relation overruling the
syntactical usage (compare Isa. 32:13, 1Ch. 9:13). The sesquipedalia verba are
intended to produce the impression of excessive worldly luxuriance and
pleasure, upon which the woe is pronounced. The epithet noÝbheÝl (fading:
possibly a genitive, as in v. 4), which is introduced here into the midst of this
picture of splendour, indicates that all this splendour is not only destined to
fade, but is beginning to fade already.

Isa. 28: 2-4. In the next three verses the hoi is expanded. Vv. 2-4.

“Behold, the Lord holds a strong and mighty thing like a hailstorm, a pestilent
tempest; like a storm of mighty overflowing waters, He casts down to the earth with
almighty hand. With feet they tread down the proud crown of the drunken of
Ephraim. And it happens to the fading flower of its splendid ornament, which is
upon the head of the luxuriant valley, as to an early fig before it is harvest, which
whoever sees it looks at, and it is no sooner in his hand than he swallows it.”

“A strong and mighty thing:”ƒYmIJÁWi QZFXF we have rendered in the neuter (with
the LXX and Targum) rather than in the masculine, as Luther does, although
the strong and mighty thing which the Lord holds in readiness is no doubt the
Assyrian. He is simply the medium of punishment in the hand of the Lord,
which is called yaÑd absolutely, because it is absolute in power, — as it were, the
hand of all hands. This hand hurls Samaria to the ground (on the expression
itself, compare Isa. 25:12; 26: 5), so that they tread the proud crown to pieces
with their feet (teÝraÑmasnaÑh, the more pathetic plural form, instead of the
singular teÝraÑmeÝs; Ges. 47, Anm. 3, and Caspari on Obad. 1:13). The noun
sa’ar, which is used elsewhere in the sense of shuddering, signifies here, like
HRFJASi, an awful tempest; and when connected with B‹EQE, a tempest
accompanied with a pestilential blast, spreading miasma. Such destructive
power is held by the absolute hand. It is soon all over then with the splendid
flower that has already begun to fade (LBÑO TCÁYCI, like †‹FqFHA YLk̃i in
Isa. 22:24). It happens to it as to a bikkuÝraÑh (according to the Masora, written
with mappik here, as distinguished from Hos. 9:10, equivalent to



kêbhikkuÝraÑthaÑh; see Job. 11: 9, “like an early fig of this valley;” according to
others, it is simply euphonic). The gathering of figs takes place about August.
Now, if any one sees a fig as early as June, he fixes his eyes upon it, and hardly
touches it with his hand before he swallows it, and that without waiting to
masticate it long. Like such a dainty bit will the luxuriant Samaria vanish. The
fact that Shalmanassar, or his successor Sargon, did not conquer Samaria till
after the lapse of three years (2Ki. 18:10), does not detract from the truth of the
prophecy; it is enough that both the thirst of the conqueror and the utter
destruction of Samaria answered to it.

Isa. 28: 5, 6. The threat is now followed by a promise. This is essentially the
same in character as Isa. 4: 2-6. The place of the false glory thus overthrown is
now filled by a glory that is divine and true. Vv. 5, 6.

“In that day will Jehovah of hosts be the adorning crown and the splendid diadem
to the remnant of His people; and the spirit of justice to them that sit on the
judgment-seat, and heroic strength to them that drive back war at the gate.”

“The remnant of His people” (RJFŠi with a fixed kametz, as in Isa. 21:17) is not
Judah, as distinguished from Ephraim that had utterly perished; but Judah and
the remaining portion of Ephraim, as distinguished from the portion which had
perished. After the perishable thin in which they gloried had been swept away,
the eternal person of Jehovah Himself would be the ornament and pride of His
people. He, the Lord of the seven spirits (Isa. 11: 1), would be to this remnant
of His people the spirit of right and heroic strength. There would be an end to
unjust judging and powerless submission. The judges are called “those who sit
ÿal-hammishpaÑt” in the sense of “on the seat of judgment” (Psa. 9: 5; 122: 5);
the warriors are called “those who press back milchaÑmaÑh shaÑÿraÑh” (war at the
gate), i.e., either war that has reached their own gate (Isa. 22: 7), or war which
they drive back as far as the gate of the enemy (2Sa. 11:23; 1 Macc. 5:22). The
promise in this last passage corresponds to Mic. 5: 4, 5. The athnach in v. 6
ought to stand at hammishpaÑt; the second clause of the verse may be completed
from the first, HRFwBGiLIWi being equivalent to HRWBG XWRLW, and YBY§M to
YBY§ML. We might regard 2Ch. 30 as a fulfilment of what is predicted in v. 6, if
the feast of passover there described really fell in the age succeeding the fall of
Samaria; for this feast of passover did furnish a representation and awaken a
consciousness of that national unity which had been interrupted from the time
of Rehoboam. But if we read the account in the Chronicles with unprejudiced
minds, it is impossible to shut our eyes to the fact that this feast of passover
took place in the second month of the first year of Hezekiah’s reign, and
therefore not after the depopulation of the northern kingdom by Shalmanassar,
but after the previous and partial depopulation by Tiglath-pileser (see pp. 33f.).
In fact, the fulfilment cannot be looked for at all in the space between the sixth



and fourteenth years of Hezekiah, since the condition of Judah during that time
does not answer at all to the promises given above. The prophet here foretells
what might be hoped for, when Asshur had not only humbled Ephraim, but
Judah also. The address consists of two connected halves, the promising
beginnings of which point to one and the same future, and lay hold of one
another.

Isa. 28: 7, 8. With the words, “and they also,” the prophet commences the
second half of the address, and passes from Ephraim to Judah. Vv. 7, 8.

“And they also reel with wine, and are giddy with meth; priest and prophet reel with
meth, are swallowed up by wine: they are giddy with meth, reel when seeing visions,
stagger when pronouncing judgment. For all tables are full of filthy vomit, without
any more place.”

The Judaeans are not less overcome with wine than the Ephraimites, and
especially the rulers of Judah. In wicked violation of the law of God, which
prohibited the priests from drinking strong drink when performing priestly
service, and that on pain of death (Lev. 10: 9, cf., Eze. 44:21), they were
intoxicated even in the midst of their prophetic visions (HJEROHF, literally “the
thing seeing,” then the act of seeing; equivalent to YJIRf, like HZEXO in v. 15 =
TwZXF; Olshausen, § 176, c), and when passing judicial sentences. In the same
way Micah also charges the prophets and priests with being drunkards
(Mic. 3: 1ff., cf., 2:11). Isaiah’s indignation is manifested in the fact, that in the
words which he uses he imitates the staggering and stumbling of the topers; like
the well-known passage, Sta pes sta mi pes stas pes ne labere mi pes. Observe,
for example, the threefold repetition of shaÑgu — taÑghu, shaÑgu — taÑghu, shaÑgu
— paÑqu. The hereditary priests and the four prophets represent the whole of the
official personages. The preterites imply that drunkenness had become the fixed
habit of the holders of these offices. The preposition bI indicates the cause
(“through,” as in 2Sa. 13:28 and Esther 1:10), and min the effect proceeding
from the cause (in consequence of wine). In v. 8 we can hear them vomit. We
have the same combination of the and C in the verb kotzen, Gothic kozan. All
the tables of the carousal are full, without there being any further room (cf.,
Isa. 5: 8); everything swims with vomit. The prophet paints from nature, here
without idealizing. He receives their conduct as it were in a mirror, and then in
the severest tones holds up this mirror before them, adults though they were.

Isa. 28: 9-10.

“Whom then would he teach knowledge? And to whom make preaching intelligible?
To those weaned from the milk? To those removed from the breast? For precept
upon precept, precept upon precept , line upon line, line upon line , a little here, a
little there!”



They sneer at the prophet, that intolerable moralist. They are of age, and free;
and he does not need to bring knowledge to them (da’ath as in Isa. 11: 9), or
make them understand the proclamation. They know of old to what he would
lead. Are they little children that have just been weaned (on the constructives,
see Isa. 9: 2; 5:11; 30:18; Ges. § 114, 1), and who must let themselves be
tutored? For the things he preaches are nothing but endless petty teazings. The
short words (tsaÑv, as in Hos. 5:11), together with the diminutive RYˆ̃Zi
(equivalent to the Arabic sugayyir, mean, from sagÑr, small), are intended to
throw ridicule upon the smallness and vexatious character of the prophet’s
interminable and uninterrupted chidings, as L (= L ,̂ LJ; comp. Li ‡SAYF,
Isa. 26:15) implies that they are; just as the philosophers in Act. 17:18 call Paul
a spermoloÂgoj, a collector of seeds, i.e., a dealer in trifles. And in the repetition
of the short words we may hear the heavy babbling language of the drunken
scoffers.

Isa. 28:11-13. The prophet takes the ki (“for”) out of their mouths, and carries
it on in his own way. It was quite right that their ungodliness should show itself
in such a way as this, for it would meet with an appropriate punishment. Vv.
11-13.

“For through men stammering in speech , and through a strange tongue, will He
speak to this people. He who said to them, There is rest, give rest to weary ones, and
there is refreshing! But they would not hear. Therefore the word of Jehovah becomes
to them precept upon precept, precept upon precept , line upon line, line upon line , a
little here, a little there, that they may go and stumble backwards, and be wrecked to
pieces, and be snared and taken.”

Jehovah would speak to the scoffing people of stammering tongue a language
of the same kind, since He would speak to them by a people that stammered in
their estimation, i.e., who talked as barbarians (cf., barbariÂzein and balbutire;
see Isa. 33:19, compared with Deu. 28:49). The Assyrian Semitic had the same
sound in the ear of an Israelite, as Low Saxon (a provincial dialect) in the ear of
an educated German; in addition to which, it was plentifully mixed up with
Iranian, and possibly also with Tatar elements. This people would practically
interpret the will of Jehovah in its own patios to the despisers of the prophet.
Jehovah had directed them, through His prophets, after the judgments which
they had experienced with sufficient severity (Isa. 1: 5ff.), into the true way to
rest and refreshing (Jer. 6:16), and had exhorted them to give rest to the nation,
which had suffered so much under Ahaz through the calamities of war
(2Ch. 28), and not to drag it into another way by goading it on to rise against
Assyria, or impose a new burden in addition to the tribute to Assyria by
purchasing the help of Egypt. But they would not hearken (JwBJF = wBJF,
Isa. 30:15, 16; Ges. § 23, 3, Anm. 3). Their policy was a very different one



from being still, or believing and waiting. And therefore the word of Jehovah,
which they regarded as en endless series of trivial commands, would be turned
in their case into an endless series of painful sufferings. To those who thought
themselves so free, and lived so free, it would become a stone on which they
would go to pieces, a net in which they would be snared, a trap in which they
would be caught (compare Isa. 8:14, 15).

Isa. 28:14-17. The prophet now directly attacks the great men of Jerusalem,
and holds up a Messianic prophecy before their eyes, which turns its dark side
to them, as Isa. 7 did to Ahaz. Vv. 14-17.

“Therefore hear the word of Jehovah, ye scornful lords, rulers of this people which
is in Jerusalem! For ye say, We have made a covenant with death, and with Hades
have we come to an agreement. The swelling scourge, when it cometh hither, will do
us no harm; for we have made a lie our shelter, and in deceit have we hidden
ourselves. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I am He who hath laid in
Zion a stone, a stone of trial, a precious corner-stone of well-founded founding;
whoever believes will not have to move. And I make justice the line, and
righteousness the level; and hail sweeps away the refuge of lies, and the hiding-
place is washed away by waters.”

With laÑkheÝn (therefore) the announcement of punishment is once more
suspended; and in v. 16 it is resumed again, the exposition of the sin being
inserted between, before the punishment is declared. Their sin is laÑtsoÝn, and this
free-thinking scorn rests upon a proud and insolent self-confidence, which
imagines that there is no necessity to fear death and hell; and this self-
confidence has for its secret reserve the alliance to be secretly entered into with
Egypt against Assyria. What the prophet makes them say here, they do not
indeed say exactly in this form; but this is the essential substance of the carnally
devised thoughts and words of the rulers of the people of Jerusalem, as manifest
to the Searcher of hearts. Jerusalem, the city of Jehovah, and such princes as
these, who either proudly ignore Jehovah, or throw Him off as useless, what a
contrast! ChoÝzeh, and chaÑzuÝth in v. 18, signify an agreement, either as a
decision or completion (from the radical meaning of the verb chaÑzaÑh; see p. 47),
or as a choice, beneplacitum (like the Arabic ray), or as a record, i.e., the
means of selecting (like the talmudic chaÑziÝth, a countersign, a raÿaÔyaÑh, a proof
or argument: Luzzatto). In shoÝt shoÝteÝph (“the swelling scourge,” chethib ‹YIŠA),
the comparison of Asshur to a flood (vv. 2, 8, 7), and the comparison of it to a
whip or scourge, are mixed together; and this is all the more allowable, because
a whip, when smacked, really does move in waving lines (compare Jer. 8: 6,
where shaÑtaph is applied to the galloping of a war-horse). The chethib RB în
v. 15 (for which the keri reads RBÔ áYA, according to v. 19) is to be read RBÁ̂ F
(granting that it shall have passed, or that it passes); and there is no necessity
for any emendation. The Egyptian alliance for which they are suing, when



designated according to its true ethical nature, is sheqer (lie) and kaÑzaÑbh
(falsehood); compare 2Ki. 17: 4 (where we ought perhaps to read sheqer for
qesher, according to the LXX), and more especially Eze. 17:15ff., from which
it is obvious that the true prophets regarded self-willed rebellion even against
heathen rule as a reprehensible breach of faith.

The laÑkheÝn (therefore), which is resumed in v. 16, is apparently followed as
strangely as in Isa. 7:14, by a promise instead of a threat. But this is only
apparently the case. It is unquestionably a promise; but as the last clause, “he
that believeth will not flee,” i.e., will stand firm, clearly indicates, it is a promise
for believers alone. For those to whom the prophet is speaking here the promise
is a threat, a savour of death unto death. Just as on a former occasion, when
Ahaz refused to ask for a sign, the prophet announced to him a sign of
Jehovah’s own selection; so here Jehovah opposes to the false ground of
confidence on which the leaders relied, the foundation stone laid in Zion, which
would bear the believing in immoveable safety, but on which the unbelieving
would be broken to pieces (Mat. 21:44). This stone is called ÿebhen boÝchan, a
stone of proving, i.e., a proved and self-proving stone. Then follow other
epithets in a series commencing anew with pinnath = ‘ebhen pinnath (compare
Psa. 118:22): angulus h. e. lapis angularis pretiositatis fundationis fundatae. It
is a corner-stone, valuable in itself (on yiqrath, compare 1Ki. 5:31), and
affording the strongest foundation and inviolable security to all that is built
upon it (muÝsaÑd a substantive in form like muÝsaÑr, and muÝssaÑd a hophal participle
in the form of those of the verba contracta pe yod). This stone was not the
Davidic sovereignty, but the true seed of David which appeared in Jesus
(Rom. 9:33; 1Pe. 2: 6, 7). The figure of a stone is not opposed to the personal
reference, since the prophet in Isa. 8:14 speaks even of Jehovah Himself under
the figure of a stone. The majestically unique description renders it quite
impossible that Hezekiah can be intended. Micah, whose book forms the side
piece of this cycle of prophecy, also predicted, under similar historical
circumstances, the birth of the Messiah in Bethlehem Ephratah (Mic. 5: 1).
What Micah expresses in the words, “His goings forth are from of old,” is
indicated here in the preterite yissad connected with hineni (the construction is
similar to that in Oba. 1: 2, Eze. 25: 7; compare v. 2 above, and Jer. 49:15;
23:19). It denotes that which has been determined by Jehovah, and therefore is
as good as accomplished. What is historically realized has had an eternal
existence, and indeed an ideal pre-existence even in the heart of history itself
(Isa. 22:11; 25: 1; 37:26). Ever since there had been a Davidic government at
all, this stone had lain in Zion. The Davidic monarchy not only had in this its
culminating point, but the ground of its continuance also. It was not only the
Omega, but also the Alpha. Whatever escaped from wrath, even under the Old
Testament, stood upon this stone. This (as the prophet predicts inŠYXIYF JLO



†YMIJámAHA: ŠYXIYF the fut. kal) would be the stronghold of faith in the midst of the
approaching Assyrian calamities (cf., Isa. 7: 9); and faith would be the condition
of life (Hab. 2: 4). But against unbelievers Jehovah would proceed according to
His punitive justice. He would make this (justice and righteousness, mishpaÑt
and tsêdaÑqaÑh) a norm, i.e., a line and level. A different turn, however, is given to
qaÑv, with a play upon vv. 10, 11. What Jehovah is about to do is depicted as a
building which He is carrying out, and which He will carry out, so far as the
despisers are concerned, on no other plan than that of strict retribution. His
punitive justice comes like a hailstorm and like a flood (cf., v. 2, Isa. 10:22).
The hail smites the refuge of lies of the great men of Jerusalem, and clears it
away (H F̂YF, hence ŶF, a shovel); and the flood buries their hiding-place in the
waters, and carries it away (the accentuation should be RTES t̃ifchah, „YIMÁ
mercha) .

Isa. 28:18, 19. And the whip which Jehovah swings will not be satisfied with
one stroke, but will rain strokes. Vv. 18, 19.

“And your covenant with death is struck out, and your agreement with Hades will
not stand; the swelling scourge, when it comes, ye will become a thing trodden down
to it. As often as it passes it takes you: for every morning it passes, by day and by
night; and it is nothing but shuddering to hear such preaching. For the bed is too
short to stretch in, and the covering too tight when a man wraps himself in it.”

Although bêriÝth is feminine, the predicate to it is placed before it in the
masculine form (Ges. § 144). The covenant is thought of as a document; for
khuppar (for obliterari (just as the kal is used in Gen. 6:14 in the sense of
oblinere; or in Pro. 30:20, the Targum, and the Syriac, in the sense of
abstergere; and in the Talmud frequently in the sense of wiping off = qinneÝaÔch,
or wiping out = maÑchaq, — which meanings all go back, along with the
meaning negare, to the primary meaning, tegere, obducere). The covenant will
be “struck out,” as you strike out a wrong word, by crossing it over with ink
and rendering it illegible. They fancy that they have fortified themselves against
death and Hades; but Jehovah gives to both of these unlimited power over
them. When the swelling scourge shall come, they will become to it as mirmaÑs,
i.e., they will be overwhelmed by it, and their corpses become like dirt of the
streets (Isa. 10: 6; 5: 5); „TEYYIHiWI has the mercha upon the penult., according to
the older editions and the smaller Masora on Lev. 8:26, the tone being drawn
back on account of the following ŒL. The strokes of the scourge come
incessantly, and every stroke sweeps them, i.e., many of them, away. YdM̃I (from
YdA, construct Yd,̃ sufficiency, abundance) followed by the infinitive,
quotiescunque irruet; laÑqach, auferre, as in Jer. 15:15, and in the idiom laÑqach
nephesh. These scourgings without end — what a painful lecture Jehovah is
reading them! This is the thought expressed in the concluding words: for the



meaning cannot be, that “even (raq as in Psa. 32: 6) the report (of such a fate)
is alarming,” as Grotius and others explain it; or the report is nothing but
alarming, as Gussetius and others interpret it, since in that case H F̂wMŠi JAMOŠi
(cf., Isa. 23: 5) would have been quite sufficient, instead of H F̂wMŠi †YBIHF.
There is no doubt that the expression points back to the scornful question
addressed by the debauchees to the prophet in v. 9, “To whom will he make
preaching intelligible?” i.e., to whom will he preach the word of God in an
intelligible manner? (as if they did not possess biÝnaÑh without this; H F̂wMŠi,
aÏkohÂ, as in Isa. 53: 1). As v. 11 affirmed that Jehovah would take up the word
against them, the drunken stammerers, through a stammering people; so here
the scourging without end is called the shêmuÝÿaÑh, or sermon, which Jehovah
preaches to them. At the same time, the word haÑbhiÝn is not causative here, as in
v. 9, viz., “to give to understand,” but signifies simply “to understand,” or have
an inward perception. To receive into one’s comprehension such a sermon as
that which was now being delivered to them, was raq-zêvaÑÿaÑh, nothing but
shaking or shuddering (raq as in Gen. 6: 5); JAwZ (from which comes H F̂WFZi, or by
transposition HWF á̂ZA) is applied to inward shaking as well as to outward tossing
to and fro. Jerome renders it “tantummodo sola vexatio intellectum dabit
auditui,” and Luther follows him thus: “but the vexation teaches to take heed
to the word,” as if the reading were †YBITf. The alarming character of the lecture
is depicted in v. 20, in a figure which was probably proverbial. The situation
into which they are brought is like a bed too short for a man to stretch himself
in (min as in 2Ki. 6: 1), and like a covering which, according to the measure of
the man who covers himself up in it (or perhaps still better in a temporal sense,
“when a man covers or wraps himself up in it,” cf., Isa. 18: 4), is too narrow or
too tight. So would it be in their case with the Egyptian treaty, in which they
fancied that there were rest and safety for them. They would have to
acknowledge its insufficiency. They had made themselves a bed, and procured
bed-clothes; but how mistaken they had been in the measure, how miserably and
ridiculously they had miscalculated!

Isa. 28:21. It would be with them as it was with the Philistines when David
turned their army into water at Baal-Perazim (2Sa. 5:20; 1Ch. 14:11), or when
on another occasion he drove them before him from Gibeon to Gezer
(1Ch. 14:13ff.). V. 21.

“For Jehovah will rise up as in the mountain of Perazim, and be wroth as in the
valley at Gibeon to work His work; astonishing is His work; and to act His act:
strange is His act.”

The Targum wrongly supposes the first historical reminiscence to refer to the
earthquake in the time of Uzziah, and the second to Joshua’s victory over the



Amorites. The allusion really is to the two shameful defeats which David
inflicted upon the Philistines. There was a very good reason why victories over
the Philistines especially should serve as similes. The same fate awaited the
Philistines at the hands of the Assyrians, as predicted by the prophet in
Isa. 14:28ff. (cf., Isa. 20). And the strangeness and verity of Jehovah’s work
were just this, that it would fare no better with the magnates of Judah at the
hand of Asshur, than it had with the Philistines at the hand of David on both
those occasions. The very same thing would now happen to the people of the
house of David as formerly to its foes. Jehovah would have to act in opposition
to His gracious purpose. He would have to act towards His own people as He
once acted towards their foes. This was the most paradoxical thing of all that
they would have to experience.

Isa. 28:22. But the possibility of repentance was still open to them, and at least
a modification of what had been threatened was attainable. V. 22.

“And now drive ye not mockeries, lest your fetters be strengthened; for I have heard
from the Lord, Jehovah of hosts, a judgment of destruction, and an irrevocable one,
upon the whole earth.”

It is assumed that they are already in fetters, namely, the fetters of Asshur
(Nah. 1:13). Out of these fetters they wanted to escape by a breach of faith, and
with the help of Egypt without Jehovah, and consequently they mocked at the
warnings of the prophet. He therefore appeals to them at any rate to stop their
mocking, lest they should fall out of the bondage in which they now ere, into
one that would bind them still more closely, and lest the judgment should
become even more severe than it would otherwise be. For it was coming
without fail. It might be modified, and with thorough repentance they might
even escape; but that it would come, and that upon the whole earth, had been
revealed to the prophet by Jehovah of hosts. This was the shêmuÝÿaÑh which the
prophet had heard from Jehovah, and which he gave them to hear and
understand, though hitherto he had only been scoffed at by their wine-bibbing
tongues.

Isa. 28:23-26. The address of the prophet is here apparently closed. But an
essential ingredient is still wanting to the second half, to make it correspond to
the first. There is still wanting the fringe of promise coinciding with vv. 5, 6.
The prophet has not only to alarm the scoffers, that if possible he may pluck
some of them out of the fire through fear (Jud. 5:23); he has also to comfort
believers, who yield themselves as disciples to him and to the word of God
(Isa. 8:16). He does this here in a very peculiar manner. He has several times
assumed the tone of the mashal, more especially in Isa. 26; but here the
consolation is dressed up in a longer parabolical address, which sets forth in
figures drawn from husbandry the disciplinary and saving wisdom of God.



Isaiah here proves himself a master of the mashal. In the usual tone of a mashal
song, he first of all claims the attention of his audience as a teacher of wisdom.
V. 23.

“Lend me your ear, and hear my voice; attend, and hear my address!”

Attention is all the more needful, that the prophet leaves his hearers to interpret
and apply the parable themselves. The work of a husbandman is very manifold,
as he tills, sows, and plants his field. Vv. 24-26.

“Does the ploughman plough continually to sow? to furrow and to harrow his land?
Is it not so: when he levels the surface thereof, he scatters black poppy seed, and
strews cummin, and puts in wheat in rows, and barley in the appointed piece, and
spelt on its border? And He has instructed him how to act rightly: his God teaches it
him.”

The ploughing (chaÑrash) which opens the soil, i.e., turns it up in furrows, and
the harrowing (siddeÝd) which breaks the clods, take place to prepare for the
sowing, and therefore not interminably, but only so long as it necessary to
prepare the soil to receive the seed. When the seed-furrows have been drawn in
the levelled surface of the ground (shivvaÑh), then the sowing and planting
begin; and this also takes place in various ways, according to the different kinds
of fruit. Qetsach is the black poppy (nigella sativa, Arab. habbe soda, so called
from its black seeds), belonging to the ranunculaceae. KammoÝn was the
cummin (cuminum cyminum) with larger aromatic seeds, Ar. kammuÑn, neither
of them our common carraway (Kümmel, carum). The wheat he sows carefully
in rows (soÝraÑh, ordo; ad ordinem, as it is translated by Jerome), i.e., he does not
scatter it about carelessly, like the other two, but lays the grains carefully in the
furrows, because otherwise when they sprang up they would get massed
together, and choke one another. NismaÑn, like soÝraÑh, is an acc. loci: the barley
is sown in a piece of the field specially marked off for it, or specially furnished
with signs (siÝmaÑniÝm); and kussemeth, the spelt (zeiaÂ, also mentioned by Homer,
Od. iv. 604, between wheat and barley), along the edge of it, so that spelt forms
the rim of the barley field. It is by a divine instinct that the husbandman acts in
this manner; for God, who established agriculture at the creation (i.e., Jehovah,
not Osiris), has also given men understanding. This is the meaning of vÿyissêroÝ
lammishpaÑt: and (as we may see from all this) He (his God: the subject is given
afterwards in the second clause) has led him (Pro. 31: 1) to the right (this is the
rendering adopted by Kimchi, whilst other commentators have bee misled by
Jer. 30:11, and last of all Malbim Luzzatto, “Cosi Dio con giustizia corregge;”
he would have done better, however, to say, con moderazione).

Isa. 28:27-29. Again, the labour of the husbandman is just as manifold after
the reaping has been done. Vv. 27-29.



“For the black poppy is not threshed with a threshing sledge, nor is a cart wheel
rolled over cummin; but black poppy is knocked out with a stick, and cummin with a
staff. Is bread corn crushed? No; he does not go on threshing it for ever, and drive
the wheel of his cart and his horses over it: he does not crush it. This also, it goeth
forth from Jehovah of hosts: He gives wonderful intelligence, high understanding.”

Ki (for) introduces another proof that the husbandman is instructed by God,
from what he still further does. He does not use the threshing machine (chaÑruÝts,
syn. moÝrag, Ar. naureg, noÑreg), or the threshing cart (ÿaÔgaÑlaÑh: see Winer’s
Real-Wörterbuch, art. Dreschen), which would entirely destroy the more tender
kinds of fruit, but knocks them out with a staff (baculo excutit: see at
Isa. 27:12). The sentence lechem yuÝdaÑq is to be accentuated as an interrogative:
Is bread corn crushed? Oh no, he does not crush it. This would be the case if he
were to cause the wheel (i.e., the wheels, gilgal , constr. to galgal) of the
threshing cart with the horses harnessed in front to rattle over it with all their
might (haÑmam, to set in noisy violent motion). Lechem, like the Greek sitos, is
corn from which bread is made (Isa. 30:23; Psa. 104:14). ŠŒDJF is metaplastic
(as if fromŠDAJF) for ŠŒD (see Ewald, § 312, b). Instead of WYŠFRFPFw, the
pointing ought to be WYŠFRFPiw (from ŠRFpF with kametz before the tone = Arab.
faÔraÔs, as distinguished from ŠRFpF with a fixed kametz, equivalent to farras, a
rider): “his horses,” here the threshing horses, which were preferred to asses
and oxen. Even in this treatment of the fruit when reaped, there is an evidence
of the wonderful intelligence (JLIPiHI, as written JLFPiHI) and exalted
understanding (on HyFŠIwt, from YŠAWF, see at Job. 26: 3) imparted by God. The
expression is one of such grandeur, that we perceive at once that the prophet
has in his mind the wisdom of God in a higher sphere. The wise, divinely
inspired course adopted by the husbandman in the treatment of the field and
fruit, is a type of the wise course adopted by the divine Teacher Himself in the
treatment of His nation. Israel is Jehovah’s field. The punishments and
chastisements of Jehovah are the ploughshare and harrow, with which He
forcibly breaks up, turns over, and furrows this field. But this does not last for
ever. When the field has been thus loosened, smoothed, and rendered fertile
once more, the painful process of ploughing is followed by a beneficent sowing
and planting in a multiform and wisely ordered fulness of grace. Again, Israel is
Jehovah’s child of the threshing-floor (see Isa. 21:10). He threshes it; but He
does not thresh it only: He also knocks; and when He threshes, He does not
continue threshing for ever, i.e., as Caspari has well explained it, “He does not
punish all the members of the nation with the same severity; and those whom
He punishes with greater severity than others He does not punish incessantly,
but as soon as His end is attained, and the husks of sin are separated from those
that have been punished, and the punishment ceases, and only the worst in the
nation, who are nothing but husks, and the husks on the nation itself, are swept



away by the punishments” (compare Isa. 1:25; 29:20, 21). This is the solemn
lesson and affectionate consolation hidden behind the veil of the parable.
Jehovah punishes, but it is in order that He may be able to bless. He sifts, but
He does not destroy. He does not thresh His own people, but He knocks them;
and even when He threshes, they may console themselves in the face of the
approaching period of judgment, that they are never crushed or injured.

The Second Woe: The Oppression and Deliverance of Ariel
— Ch. 29

Isa. 29: 1-4. The prophecy here passes from the fall of Samaria, the crown of
flowers (Isa. 28: 1-4), to its formal parallel. Jerusalem takes its place by the side
of Samaria, the crown of flowers, and under the emblem of a hearth of God.
ÿAriÝÿeÝl might, indeed, mean a lion of God. It occurs in this sense as the name of
certain Moabitish heroes (2Sa. 23:20; 1Ch. 11:22), and Isaiah himself used the
shorter form LJERiJE for the heroes of Judah (Isa. 33: 7). But as LJỸRIJá (God’s
heart, interchanged with LJR̃iHA, God’s height) is the name given in Eze. 43:15,
16, to the altar of burnt-offering in the new temple, and as Isaiah could not say
anything more characteristic of Jerusalem, than that Jehovah had a fire and
hearth there (Isa. 31: 9); and, moreover, as Jerusalem the city and community
within the city would have been compared to a lioness rather than a lion, we
take LJỸRIJá in the sense of ara Dei (from HRFJF, to burn). The prophet
commences in his own peculiar way with a grand summary introduction, which
passes in a few gigantic strides over the whole course from threatening to
promise. V. 1.

“Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the castle where David pitched his tent! Add year to year,
let the feasts revolve: then I distress Ariel, and there is groaning and moaning; and
so she proves herself to me as Ariel.”

By the fact that David fixed his headquarters in Jerusalem, and then brought the
sacred ark thither, Jerusalem became a hearth of God. Within a single year, after
only one more round of feasts (to be interpreted according to Isa. 32:10, and
probably spoken at the passover), Jehovah would make Jerusalem a besieged
city, full of sighs (vahaÔtsiÝqoÝthiÝ, perf. cons., with the tone upon the ultimate); but
“she becomes to me like an ArÑel,” i.e., being qualified through me, she will
prove herself a hearth of God, by consuming the foes like a furnace, or by their
meeting with their destruction at Jerusalem, like wood piled up on the altar and
then consumed in flame. The prophecy has thus passed over the whole ground
in a few majestic words. It now starts from the very beginning again, and first of
all expands the hoi. Vv. 3 and 4.

“And I encamp in a circle round about thee, and surround thee with watch-posts,
and erect tortoises against thee. And when brought down thou wilt speak from out of



the ground, and thy speaking will sound low out of the dust; and thy voice cometh up
like that of a demon from the ground, and thy speaking will whisper out of the dust.”

It would have to go so far with Ariel first of all, that it would be besieged by a
hostile force, and would lie upon the ground in the greatest extremity, and then
would whisper with a ghostlike softness, like a dying man, or like a spirit
without flesh and bones. KadduÝr signifies sphaera, orbis, as in Isa. 22:18 and in
the Talmud (from kaÑdar = kaÑthar; cf., kudur in the name Nabu-kudur-ussur,
Nebo protect the crown, kiÂdarin), and is used here poetically for BYBISF. Jerome
renders it quasi sphaeram (from duÝr, orbis). BcFMU (from BCÁNF, BCÁYF) might
signify “firmly planted” (Luzzatto, immobilmente; compare shuÝth, Isa. 2: 7); but
according to the parallel it signifies a military post, like BcFMÁ, BYCINi. MêtsuroÝth
(from maÑtsoÝr, Deu. 20:20) are instruments of siege, the nature of which can
only be determined conjecturally. On ÿoÝbh, see Isa. 8:19; f142 there is no
necessity to take it as standing for baÿal ÿoÝbh.

Isa. 29: 5-8. Thus far does the unfolding of the hoi reach. Now follows an
unfolding of the words of promise, which stand at the end of v. 1: “And it
proves itself to me as Ariel.” Vv. 5-8.

“And the multitude of thy foes will become like finely powdered dust , and the
multitude of the tyrants like chaff flying away; and it will take place suddenly, very
suddenly. From Jehovah of hosts there comes a visitation with crash of thunder and
earthquake and great noise, whirlwind and tempest, and the blazing up of devouring
fire. And the multitude of all the nations that gather together against Ariel, and all
those who storm and distress Ariel and her stronghold, will be like a vision of the
night in a dream. And it is just as a hungry man dreams, and behold he eats; and
when he wakes up his soul is empty: and just as a thirsty man dreams, and behold he
drinks; and when he wakes up, behold, he is faint, and his soul is parched with
thirst: so will it be to the multitude of the nations which gather together against the
mountain of Zion.”

The hostile army, described four times as haÑmoÝn, a groaning multitude, is
utterly annihilated through the terrible co-operation of the forces of nature
which are let loose upon them (Isa. 30:30, cf., Isa. 17:13). “There comes a
visitation:” tippaÑqeÝd might refer to Jerusalem in the sense of “it will be visited”
in mercy, viz., by Jehovah acting thus upon its enemies. But it is better to take it
in a neuter sense: “punishment is inflicted.” The simile of the dream is applied in
two different ways:

(1.) V. 7. They will dissolve into nothing, as if they had only the same apparent
existence as a vision in a dream.
(2.) V. 8. Their plan for taking Jerusalem will be put to shame, and as utterly
brought to nought as the eating or drinking of a dreamer, which turns out to be a
delusion as soon as he awakes.



Just as the prophet emphatically combines two substantives from the same
verbal root in v. 1, and two adverbs from the same verb in v. 5; so does he
place JBFCF and HBFCF together in v. 7, the former with LJA relating to the
crowding of an army for the purpose of a siege, the latter with an objective
suffix (compare Psa. 53: 6) to the attack made by a crowded army. The
mêtsoÝdaÑh of Ariel (i.e., the watch-tower, specula, from tsuÝd, to spy f143 ) is the
mountain of Zion mentioned afterwards in v. 8. RŠEJák, as if; comp. Zec. 10: 6,
Job. 10:19. LKŒ̃J HnH̃IWi without JwH; the personal pronoun is frequently
omitted, not only in the leading participial clause, as in this instance (compare
Isa. 26: 3; 40:19; Psa. 22:29; Job. 25: 2; and Köhler on Zec. 9:12), but also
with a minor participial clause, as in Psa. 7:10; 55:20, and Hab. 2:10. The
hungering and thirsting of the waking man are attributed to his nephesh (soul:
cf., Isa. 32: 6; 5:14; Pro. 6:30), just because the soul is the cause of the physical
life, and without it the action of the senses would be followed by no sensation
or experience whatever. The hungry stomach is simply the object of feeling, and
everything sensitive in the bodily organism is merely the medium of sensation or
feeling; that which really feels is the soul. The soul no sooner passes out of the
dreaming state into a waking condition, than it feels that its desires are as
unsatisfied as ever. Just like such a dream will the army of the enemy, and that
victory of which it is so certain before the battle is fought, fade away into
nothing.

Isa. 29: 9a. This enigma of the future the prophet holds out before the eyes of
his contemporaries. The prophet received it by revelation of Jehovah; and
without the illumination of Jehovah it could not possibly be understood. The
deep degradation of Ariel, the wonderful deliverance, the sudden elevation from
the abyss to this lofty height, — all this was a matter of faith. But this faith was
just what the nation wanted, and therefore the understanding depending upon it
was wanting also. The shêmuÿaÑh was there, but the biÝnaÑh was absent; and all
H ŴMŠ†YBH was wrecked on the obtuseness of the mass. The prophet,
therefore, who had received the unhappy calling to harden his people, could not
help exclaiming (v. 9a), “Stop, and stare; blind yourselves, and grow blind!”
hMÁHiMÁTiHI, to show one’s self delaying (from hHAMF, according to Luzzatto the
reflective of hMÁHiMÁti, an emphatic form which is never met with), is connected
with the synonymous verb hMÁTf, to be stiff with astonishment; but to ĴAŠF, to
be plastered up, i.e., incapable of seeing (cf., Isa. 6:10), there is attached the
hithpalpel of the same verb, signifying “to place one’s self in such
circumstances,” se oblinere (differently, however, in Psa. 119:16, 47, compare
Isa. 11: 8, se permulcere). They could not understand the word of God, but
they were confused, and their eyes were, so to speak, festered up: therefore this



self-induced condition would become to them a God-appointed punishment.
The imperatives are judicial words of command.

Isa. 29: 9-12. This growth of the self-hardening into a judicial sentence of
obduracy, is proclaimed still more fully by the prophet. Vv. 9b -12.

“They are drunken, and not with wine; they reel, and not with meth. For Jehovah
hath poured upon you a spirit of deep sleep, and bound up your eyes; the prophets
and your heads, the seers, He has veiled. And the revelation of all this will be to you
like words of a sealed writing, which they give to him who understands writing,
saying, Pray, read this; but he says , I cannot, it is sealed. And they give the writing
to one who does not understand writing, saying, Pray, read this; but he says, I do not
understand writing.”

They were drunken and stupid; not, however, merely because they gave
themselves up to sensual intoxication (†YIYA, dependent upon wRKiŠF, ebrii vino),
but because Jehovah had given them up to spiritual confusion and self-
destruction. All the punishments of God are inflicted through the medium of His
no less world-destroying than world-sustaining Spirit, which, although not
willing what is evil, does make the evil called into existence by the creature the
means of punishing evil. TardeÝmaÑh is used here to signify the powerless, passive
state of utter spiritual insensibility. This judgment had fallen upon the nation in
all its members, even upon the eyes and heads of the nation, i.e., the prophets.
Even they whose duty is was to see to the good of the nation, and lead it, were
blind leaders of the blind; their eyes were fast shut („c˜̂I, the intensive form of
the kal, Isa. 33:15; Aram. „cJ̃A; Talmud also ƒmJ̃A: to shut the eyes, or press
them close), and over their heads a cover was drawn, as over sleepers in the
night. Since the time of Koppe and Eichhorn it has become a usual thing to
regard „YJIYBIniHA‰TJE and „YZIXOHA as a gloss, and indeed as a false one (compare
Isa. 9:13, 14); but the reason assigned — namely, that Isaiah’s polemics are
directed not against the prophets, but against the stupid staring people — is
utterly groundless (compare Isa. 28: 7, and the polemics of his contemporary
Micah, e.g., Mic. 3: 5-8). Moreover, the author of a gloss would have been
more likely to interpret „KEYŠ̃JRF by „YRIvFHA or „YNIHáKOHA (compare Job. 9:24).
And vv. 11 and 12 are also opposed to this assumption of a gloss. For by those
who understood what was written (seÝpher), it is evident that the prophets and
rulers of the nation are intended; and by those who did not understand it, the
great mass of the people. To both of them, “the vision of all,” i.e., of all and
everything that God had shown to His true prophets, was by the judgment of
God completely sealed. Some of them might have an outward knowledge; but
the inward understanding of the revelation was sealed to them. Some had not
even this, but stared at the word of the prophet, just as a man who cannot read
stares at what is written. The chethib has RPEsH̃A; the keri RPES,̃ though without



any ground, since the article is merely generic. Instead of HZ‰JN JRQ, we
should write HZ JN‰JRQ in both cases, as certain codices and old editions do.

Isa. 29:13, 14. This stupefaction was the self-inflicted punishment of the dead
works with which the people mocked God and deceived themselves. Vv. 13,
14.

“The Lord hath spoken: Because this people approaches me with its mouth, and
honours me with its lips, and keeps its heart far from me, and its reverence of me has
become a commandment learned from men: therefore, behold, I will proceed
wondrously with this people, wondrously and marvellously strange; and the wisdom
of its wise men is lost, and the understanding of its intelligent men becomes
invisible.”

Ever since the time of Asaph (Psa. 50, cf., 78:36, 37), the lamentation and
condemnation of hypocritical ceremonial worship, without living faith or any
striving after holiness, had been a leading theme of prophecy. Even in Isaiah’s
introductory address (Isa. 1) this complain was uttered quite in the tone of that
of Asaph. In the time of Hezekiah it was peculiarly called for, just as it was
afterwards in that of Josiah (as the book of Jeremiah shows). The people had
been obliged to consent to the abolition of the public worship of idols, but their
worship of Jehovah was hypocrisy. Sometimes it was conscious hypocrisy,
arising from the fear of man and favour of man; sometimes unconscious,
inasmuch as without any inward conversion, but simply with work-
righteousness, the people contented themselves with, and even prided
themselves upon, an outward fulfilment of the law (Mic. 6: 6-8; 3:11). Instead
of ŠgANI (LXX, Vulg., Syr., Mat. 15: 8, Mar. 7: 6), we also meet with the reading
VgANI, “because this people harasses itself as with tributary service;” but the
antithesis to richaq (LXX poÂrÏrÎw aÏpeÂxei) favours the former reading niggash,
accedit; and bêphiÝv (with its moth) must be connected with this, though in
opposition to the accents. This self-alienation and self-blinding, Jehovah would
punish with a wondrously paradoxical judgment, namely, the judgment of a
hardening, which would so completely empty and confuse, that even the
appearance of wisdom and unity, which the leaders of Israel still had, would
completely disappear. ‡YSIŒY (as in Isa. 38: 5) is not the third person fut. hiphil
here (so that it could be rendered, according to Isa. 28:16, “Behold, I am he
who;” or more strictly still, “Behold me, who;” which, however, would give a
prominence to the subject that would be out of place here), but the part. kal for
‡SŒ̃Y. That the language really allowed of such a lengthening of the primary
form qatiÔl into qatÑl, and especially in the case of ‡YSIŒY, is evident from
Ecc. 1:18 (see at Psa. 16: 5). In JLEPEWF JLP̃iHA, JLEPE (cf., Lam. 1: 9) alternates
with the gerundive (see at Isa. 22:17): the fifth example in this one address of



the emphatic juxtaposition of words having a similar sound and the same
derivation (vid., vv. 1, 5, 7, 9).

Isa. 29:15, 16. Their hypocrisy, which was about to be so wonderfully
punished according to the universal law (Psa. 18:26, 27), manifested itself in
their self-willed and secret behaviour, which would not inquire for Jehovah, nor
suffer itself to be chastened by His word. Vv. 15, 16.

“Woe unto them that hide plans deep from Jehovah , and their doing occurs in a
dark place, and they say, Who saw us then, and who knew about us? Oh for your
perversity! It is to be regarded as potters’ clay; that a work could say to its maker,
He has not made me; and an image to its sculptor, He does not understand it!”

Just as Ahaz had carefully kept his appeal to Asshur for help secret from the
prophet; so did they try, as far as possible, to hide from the prophet the plan for
an alliance with Egypt. RYtISiLÁ is a syncopated hiphil for RYtISiHALi, as in
Isa. 1:12; 3: 8; 23:11. QYMÎ åHE adds the adverbial notion, according to our mode
of expression (comp. Joe. 2:20, and the opposite thought in Joe. 2:26; Ges. §
142). To hide from Jehovah is equivalent to hiding from the prophet of
Jehovah, that they might not have to listen to reproof from the word of
Jehovah. We may see from Isa. 8:12 how suspiciously they watched the prophet
in such circumstances as these. But Jehovah saw them in their secrecy, and the
prophet saw through the whole in the light of Jehovah. „KEkiPiHF is an
exclamation, like ¦tiCiLÁPitI in Jer. 49:16. They are perverse, or (‘im) “is it not
so?” They think they can dispense with Jehovah, and yet they are His creatures;
they attribute cleverness to themselves, and practically disown Jehovah, as if the
pot should say to the potter who has turned it, He does not understand it.

Isa. 29:17-21. But the prophet’s God, whose omniscience, creative glory, and
perfect wisdom they so basely mistook and ignored, would very shortly turn the
present state of the world upside down, and make Himself a congregation out
of the poor and wretched, whilst He would entirely destroy this proud ungodly
nation. Vv. 17-21.

“Is it not yet a very little, and Lebanon is turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful
field esteemed as a forest? And in that day the deaf hear scripture words, and the
eyes of the blind will see out of obscurity and out of darkness. And the joy of the
humble increases in Jehovah, and the poor among men will rejoice in the Holy One
of Israel. For tyrants are gone, and it is over with scoffers; and all who think evil are
rooted out, who condemn a man for a word, and lay snares for him that is free-
spoken in the gate, and overthrow the righteous through shameful lies.”

The circumstances themselves, as well as the sentence passed, will experience a
change, in complete contrast with the present state of things. This is what is
affirmed in v. 17; probably a proverb transposed into a more literary style. What



is now forest becomes ennobled into garden ground; and what is garden ground
becomes in general estimation a forest (LMRKLÁ, R ŶLÁ, although we should
rather expect Li, just as in Isa. 32:15). These emblems are explained in vv. 18ff.
The people that are now blind and deaf, so far as the word of Jehovah is
concerned, are changed into a people with open ears and seeing eyes. Scripture
words, like those which the prophet now holds before the people so
unsuccessfully, are heard by those who have been deaf. The unfettered sight of
those who have been blind pierces through the hitherto surrounding darkness.
The heirs of the new future thus transformed are the ÿaÔnaÑviÝm (“meek”) and the
ÿebhyoÝniÝm (“poor”). „DFJF (the antithesis of „YŠINFJá, e.g., v. 13) heightens the
representation of lowliness; the combination is a superlative one, as in †JCH
YRY Ĉ, Jer. 49:20, and †JCH YYN în Zec. 11: 7 (cf., TWYX ƒYRP in Isa. 35: 9):
needy men who present a glaring contrast to, and stand out from, the general
body of men. Such men will obtain ever increasing joy in Jehovah (yaÑsaph as in
Isa. 37:31). Such a people of God would take the place of the oppressors (cf.,
Isa. 28:12) and scoffers (cf., Isa. 28:14, 22), and those who thought evil
(shaÑqad, invigilare, sedulo agere), i.e., the wretched planners, who made a J‹X̃O
of every one who did not enter into their plans (i.e., who called him a choÝteÝÿ;
cf., Deu. 24: 4, Ecc. 5: 5), and went to law with the man who openly opposed
them in the gate (Amo. 5:10; yêqoÝshuÝn, possibly the perf. kal, cf., Jer. 50:24;
according to the syntax, however, it is the fut. kal of quÝsh = yaÑqoÝsh: see at
Isa. 26:16; Ges. § 44, Anm. 4), and thrust away the righteous, i.e., forced him
away from his just rights (Isa. 10: 2), by toÝhuÝ, i.e., accusations and pretences of
the utmost worthlessness; for these would all have been swept away. This is the
true explanation of the last clause, as given in the Targum, and not “into the
desert and desolation,” as Knobel and Luzzatto suppose; for with Isaiah toÝhuÝ is
the synonym for all such words as signify nothingness, groundlessness, and
fraud. The prophet no doubt had in his mind, at the time that he uttered these
words, the conduct of the people towards himself and his fellow-prophets, and
such as were like-minded with them. The charge brought against him of being a
conspirator, or a traitor to his country, was a toÝhuÝ of this kind. All these
conspirators and persecutors Jehovah would clear entirely away.

Isa. 29:22-24. Everything that was incorrigible would be given up to
destruction; and therefore the people of God, when it came out of the
judgment, would have nothing of the same kind to look for again. Vv. 22-24.

“Therefore thus saith Jehovah of the house of Jacob, He who redeemed Abraham:
Jacob shall not henceforth be ashamed, nor shall his face turn pale any more. For
when he, when his children see the work of my hands in the midst of him, they will
sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and shudder before the God



of Israel. And those who were of an erring spirit discern understanding, and
murmurers accept instruction.”

With LJE (for which Luzzatto, following Lowth, reads LJ,̃ “the God of the
house of Jacob”) the theme is introduced to which the following utterance
refers. The end of Israel will correspond to the holy root of its origin. Just as
Abraham was separated from the human race that was sunk in heathenism, to
become the ancestor of a nation of Jehovah, so would a remnant be separated
from the great mass of Israel that was sunk in apostasy from Jehovah; and this
remnant would be the foundation of a holy community well pleasing to God.
And this would never be confounded or become pale with shame again (on
boÝsh, see at Isa. 1:29; chaÑvar is a poetical Aramaism); for both sins and sinners
that called forth the punishments of God, which had put them to shame, would
have been swept away (cf., Zep. 3:11). In the presence of this decisive work of
punishment (maÿaÔseh as in Isa. 28:21; 10:12; 5:12, 19), which Jehovah would
perform in the heart of Israel, Israel itself would undergo a thorough change.
WYDFLFYi is in apposition to the subject in ŒTJORibI, “when he, namely his children”
(comp. Job. 29: 3); and the expression “his children” is intentionally chosen
instead of “his sons” (baÑniÝm), to indicate that there would be a new generation,
which would become, in the face of the judicial self-manifestation of Jehovah, a
holy church, sanctifying Him, the Holy One of Israel. YaqdiÝshuÝ is continued in
vêhiqdiÝshuÝ: the prophet intentionally repeats this most significant word, and
heÿeÔriÝts is the parallel word to it, as in Isa. 8:12, 13. The new church would
indeed not be a sinless one, or thoroughly perfect; but, according to v. 24, the
previous self-hardening in error would have been exchanged for a willing and
living appropriation of right understanding, and the former murmuring
resistance to the admonitions of Jehovah would have given place to a joyful and
receptive thirst for instruction. There is the same interchange of Jacob and
Israel here which we so frequently met with in Isa. 40ff. And, in fact,
throughout this undisputedly genuine prophecy of Isaiah, we can detect the
language of Isa. 40-66. Through the whole of the first part, indeed, we may
trace the gradual development of the thoughts and forms which predominate
there.

The Third Woe: The Momentous Result of the Alliance with Egypt
— Ch. 30

Isa. 30: 1-5. The plan which, according to Isa. 29:15, was already projected
and prepared in the deepest secrecy, is now much further advanced. The
negotiations by means of ambassadors have already been commenced; but the
prophet condemns what he can no longer prevent. Vv. 1-5.



“Woe to the stubborn children, saith Jehovah , to drive plans, and not by my
impulse, and to plait alliance, and not according to my Spirit, to heap sin upon sin:
that go away to travel down to Egypt, without having asked my mouth, to fly to
Pharaoh’s shelter, and to conceal themselves under the shadow of Egypt. And
Pharaoh’s shelter becomes a shame to them, and the concealment under the shadow
of Egypt a disgrace. For Judah’s princes have appeared in Zoan, and his
ambassadors arrive in Hanes. They will all have to be ashamed of a people useless
to them, that brings no help and no use, but shame, and also reproach.”

SoÝrêriÝm is followed by infinitives with Lamed (cf., Isa. 5:22; 3: 8): who are bent
upon it in their obstinacy. MasseÝkhaÑh designates the alliance as a plait
(masseÝkheth). According to Cappellus and others, it designates it as formed
with a libation (spondhÂ, from speÂndesqai); but the former is certainly the more
correct view, inasmuch as masseÝkhaÑh (from naÑsakh, fundere) signifies a cast,
and hence it is more natural here to take naÑsakh as equivalent to saÑkhakh,
plectere (Jerome: ordiremini telam). The context leaves no doubt as to the
meaning of the adverbial expressions YnIMI‰JLOWi and YXIwR‰JLOWi, viz., without its
having proceeded from me, and without my Spirit being there. “Sin upon sin:”
inasmuch as they carry out further and further to perfect realization the thought
which was already a sinful one in itself. The prophet now follows for himself the
ambassadors, who are already on the road to the country of the Nile valley. He
sees them arrive in Zoan, and watches them as they proceed thence into Hanes.
He foresees and foretells what a disgraceful opening of their eyes will attend the
reward of this untheocratical beginning. On laÑÿoÝz bÿ, see at Isa. 10:31: ÿoÝz is the
infinitive constr. of ÿuÝz; maÑÿoÝz, on the contrary, is a derivative of ÿaÑzaz, to be
strong. The suffixes of WYRFVF (his princes) and WYKFJFLiMÁ (his ambassadors) are
supposed by Hitzig, Ewald, and Knobel, who take a different view of what is
said, to refer to the princes and ambassadors of Pharaoh. But this is by no
means warranted on the ground that the prophet cannot so immediately transfer
to Zoan and Hanes the ambassadors of Judah, who were still on their journey
according to v. 2. The prophet’s vision overleaps the existing stage of the desire
for this alliance; he sees the great men of his nation already suing for the favour
of Egypt, first of all in Zoan, and then still further in Hanes, and at once
foretells the shameful termination of this self-desecration of the people of
Jehovah. The LXX give for w ŶgIYA SNX̃F, maÂthn kopiaÂsousin, i.e., w ĜFYYI „nFXI,
and Knobel approves this reading; but it is a misunderstanding, which only
happens to have fallen out a little better this time than the rendering wÎj DauiÂd
given for RwdkA in Isa. 29: 3. If chinnaÑm had been the original reading, it would
hardly have entered any one’s mind to change it into chaÑneÝs. The latter was the
name of a city on an island of the Nile in Central Egypt, the later Heracleopolis
(Eg. HneÝs; EhneÝs), the Anysis of Herodotus (ii. 137). On Zoan, see at
Isa. 19:11. At that time the Tanitic dynasty was reigning, the dynasty preceding
the Ethiopian. Tanis and Anysis were the two capitals. ŠYJBIHO (= ŠYBIHO, a



metaplastic hiphil of ŠBÁYF = ŠŒb, a different word from ŠBỸF) is incorrectly
pointed for ŠYJIBiHI, like HNFŠOYJRI (keri) for HNFŠOYJIRi in Jos. 21:10. ŠYJIBiHI
signifies elsewhere, “to make stinking” (to calumniate, Pro. 13: 5), or “to come
into ill odour” (1Sa. 27:12); here, however, it means to be put to shame (ŠJÁbF
= ŠŒb).

Isa. 30: 6, 7. The prophet’s address is hardly commenced, however, when a
heading is introduced of the very same kind as we have already met with several
times in the cycle of prophecies against the heathen nations. Gesenius, Hitzig,
Umbreit, and Knobel, rid themselves of it by pronouncing it a gloss founded
upon a misunderstanding. But nothing is more genuine in the whole book of
Isaiah than the words massaÑÿ bahaÔmoÝth negebh. The heading is emblematical,
like the four headings in Isa. 21, 22. And the massaÑÿ embraces vv. 6, 7. Then
follows the command to write it on a table by itself. The heading is an integral
part of the smaller whole. Isaiah breaks off his address to communicate an
oracle relating to the Egyptian treaty, which Jehovah has specially commanded
him to hand down to posterity. The same interruption would take place if we
expunged the heading; for in any case it was vv. 6, 7 that he was to write upon
a table. This is not an address to the people, but the preliminary text, the
application of which is determined afterwards. The prophet communicates in
the form of a citation what has been revealed to him by God, and then states
what God has commanded him to do with it. We therefore enclose vv. 6, 7 in
inverted commas as a quotation, and render the short passage, which is written
in the tone of Isa. 21, as follows: Vv. 6, 7.

“Oracle concerning the water-oxen of the south: Through a land of distress and
confinement, whence the lioness and lion, adders and flying dragons; they carry
their possessions on the shoulders of asses’ foals, and their treasures on the humps
of camels, to a nation that profits nothing. And Egypt, worthlessly and hollowly will
they help; therefore I call this Egypt, Great-mouth that sits still.”

The “water-ox of the south” is the Nile-horse; and this is the emblem of Egypt,
the land of the south (in Daniel and Zechariah Babylonia is “the land of the
north”). BahaÔmoÝth is the construct of bêheÝmoÝth (Job. 40), which is a Hebraized
from of an Egyptian word, p-ehe-mau (though the word itself has not yet been
met with), i.e., the ox of the water, or possibly p-ehe-mau-t (with the feminine
article at the close, though in hesmut, another name for a female animal, mut =
t. mau signifies “the mother:” see at Job. 40:15). The animal referred to is the
hippopotamus, which is called bomarino in Italian, Arab. the Nile-horse or
water-pig. The emblem of Egypt in other passages of the Old Testament is
tannin, the water-snake, or leviathan, the crocodile. In Psa. 78:31 this is called
chayyath qaÑneh, “the beast of the reed,” though Hengstenberg supposes that
the Nile-horse is intended there. This cannot be maintained, however; but in the



passage before us this emblem is chosen, just because the fat, swine-like, fleshy
colossus, whose belly nearly touches the ground as it walks, is a fitting image of
Egypt, a land so boastful and so eager to make itself thick and broad, and yet so
slow to exert itself in the interest of others, and so unwilling to move from the
spot. This is also implied in the name rahabh-heÝm-shaÑbheth. Rahab is a name
applied to Egypt in other passages also (Isa. 51: 9; Psa. 87: 4; 89:11), and that
in the senses attested by the LXX at Job. 26:12 (cf., 9:13), viz., khÌtoj, a sea-
monster, monstrum marinum. Here the name has the meaning common in other
passages, viz., violence, domineering pride, boasting (aÏlazoneiÂa, as one
translator renders it). „H ĩs a term of comparison, as in Ge. 14: 2, 3, etc.; the
plural refers to the people called rahabh. Hence the meaning is either, “The
bragging people, they are sit-still;” or, “Boast-house, they are idlers.” To this
deceitful land the ambassadors of Judah were going with rich resources
(chaÔyaÑliÝm, opes) on the shoulder of asses’ foals, and on the hump (dabbesheth,
from daÑbhash, according to Luzzatto related to gaÑbhash, to be hilly) of camels,
without shrinking from the difficulties and dangers of the road through the
desert, where lions and snakes spring out now here and now there („HEM,̃
neuter, as in Zep. 2: 7, comp. Isa. 38:16; see also Deu. 8:15, Num. 21: 6).
Through this very desert, through which God had led their fathers when He
redeemed them out of the bondage of Egypt, they were now marching to
purchase the friendship of Egypt, though really, whatever might be the pretext
which they offered, it was only to deceive themselves; for the vainglorious land
would never keep the promises that it made.

Isa. 30: 8. So runs the divine oracle to which the following command refers.
V. 8.

“Now go , write it on a table with them, and note it in a book , and let it stand there
fore future days, for ever, to eternity.”

The suffixes of kothbaÑh (write it) and chuqqaÑh (note it) refer in a neuter sense
to vv. 6, 7; and the expression “go” is simply a general summons to proceed to
the matter (cf., Isa. 22:15). SeÝpher could be used interchangeably with luÝaÔch,
because a single leaf, the contents of which were concluded, was called seÝpher
(Exo. 17:14). Isaiah was to write the oracle upon a table, a separate leaf of
durable material; and that “with them,” i.e., so that his countrymen might have
it before their eyes (compare Isa. 8: 1, Hab. 2: 2). It was to be a memorial for
posterity. The reading Dˆ̃LF (Sept., Targ., Syr.) for DJALF is appropriate, though
quite unnecessary. The three indications of time form a climax: for futurity, for
the most remote future, for the future without end.

Isa. 30: 9-11. It was necessary that the worthlessness of the help of Egypt
should be placed in this way before the eyes of the people. Vv. 9-11.



“For it is a refractory people , lying children, children who do not like to hear the
instruction of Jehovah, who say to the seers, See not; and to the prophets, Prophesy
not unto us right things! Speak flatteries to us! Get out of the way, turn aside from
the path, remove from our face the Holy One of Israel.”

On the expression ÿam mêriÝ (a people of stubbornness), see at Isa. 3: 8. The
vowel-pointing of „YŠIXFkE follows the same rule as that of „KFXFHE. The prophet
traces back their words to an unvarnished expression of their true meaning, just
as he does in Isa. 28:15. They forbid the prophets of Jehovah to prophesy, more
especially nêkhoÝchoÝth, straight or true things (things not agreeable to their own
wishes), but would rather hear chaÔlaÑqoÝth, i.e., smooth, insinuating, and
flattering things, and even mahaÔthalloÝth (from haÑthal, Talm. tal, ludere), i.e.,
illusions or deceits. Their desire was to be entertained and lauded, not repelled
and instructed. The prophets are to adopt another course (YnM̃I only occurs here,
and that twice, instead of the more usual YnIMI = †MI, after the form YLJ̃å, YL˜̂á),
and not trouble them any more with the Holy One of Israel, whom they (at least
Isaiah, who is most fond of calling Jehovah by this name) have always in their
mouths.

Isa. 30:12-14. Thus do they fall out with Jehovah and the bearers of His word.
Vv. 12-14.

“Therefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel, Because ye dislike this word, and put
your trust in force and shufflings, and rely upon this; therefore will this iniquity be
to you like a falling breach, bent forwards in a high-towering wall , which falls to
ruin suddenly, very suddenly. And He smites it to pieces, as a potter’s vessel falls to
pieces, when they smash it without sparing, and of which, when it lies smashed to
pieces there, you cannot find a sherd to fetch fire with from the hearth, or to take
water with out of a cistern.”

The “word” towards which they cherished mêÿoÝs (read mo’oskhem), was the
word of Jehovah through His prophet, which was directed against their
untheocratic policy of reckoning upon Egypt. NaÑloÝz, bent out or twisted, is the
term used to denote this very policy, which was ever resorting to bypaths and
secret ways; whilst ÿoÝsheq denotes the squeezing out of the money required to
carry on the war of freedom, and to purchase the help of Egypt (compare
2Ki. 15:20). The guilt of Judah is compared to the broken and overhanging part
of a high wall (nibh’eh, bent forwards; compare b̂Á̂ ibÁ, a term applied to a
diseased swelling). Just as such a broken piece brings down the whole of the
injured wall along with it, so would the sinful conduct of Judah immediately
ruin the whole of its existing constitution. Israel, which would not recognise
itself as the image of Jehovah, even when there was yet time (Isa. 29:16), would
be like a vessel smashed into the smallest fragments. It is the captivity which is
here figuratively threatened by the prophet; for the smashing had regard to



Israel as a state. The subject to hRFBFŠiw in v. 14 is Jehovah, who would make
use of the hostile power of man to destroy the wall, and break up the kingdom
of Judah into such a diaspora of broken sherds. The reading is not hRFBiŠIWi
(LXX, Targum), but hRFBFŠiw, et franget eam. KaÑthoÝth is an infinitive statement
of the mode; the participle kaÑthuÝth, which is adopted by the Targum, Kimchi,
Norzi, and others, is less suitable. It was necessary to proceed with LMOXiYA JLO
(without his sparing), simply because the infinitive absolute cannot be
connected with JLO (Ewald, § 350, a) . ‡ŒvXiLÁ (to be written thus with dagesh
both here and Hag. 2:16) passes from the primary meaning nudare to that of
scooping up, as HRF̂ d̃oes to that of pouring out.

Isa. 30:15-17. Into such small sherds, a heap thus scattered hither and thither,
would the kingdom of Judah be broken up, in consequence of its ungodly thirst
for self- liberation. Vv. 15-17.

“For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, Through turning and rest
ye would be helped; your strength would show itself in quietness and confidence; but
ye would not. And ye said, No, but we will fly upon horses; therefore ye shall flee:
and, We will ride upon racehorses; therefore your pursuers will race. A thousand , ye
will flee from the threatening of one, from the threatening of five, until ye are
reduced to a remnant, like a pine upon the top of the mountain, and like a banner
upon the hill.”

The conditions upon which their salvation depended, and by complying with
which they would attain to it, were shuÝbhaÑh, turning from their self-chosen way,
and nachath, rest from self-confident work of their own (from nuÝaÔch, like
rachath, ventilabrum, from ruÝaÔch, and shachath, fovea, from shuÝaÔch). Their
strength (i.e., what they would be able to do in opposition to the imperial
power) would show itself (haÑyaÑh, arise, come to the light, as in Isa. 29: 2), in
hashqeÝt, laying aside their busy care and stormy eagerness, and bitchaÑh, trust,
which cleaves to Jehovah and, renouncing all self-help, leaves Him to act alone.
This was the leading and fundamental principle of the prophet’s politics even in
the time of Ahaz (Isa. 7: 4). But from the very first they would not act upon it;
nor would they now that the alliance with Egypt had become an irreversible
fact. To fly upon horses, and ride away upon racehorses (kal, like keÂlhj, celer
f144 ) had been and still was their proud and carnal ambition, which Jehovah
would answer by fulfilling upon them the curses of the thorah (Lev. 26: 8, 36;
Deu. 28:25; 32:30). One, or at the most five, of the enemy would be able with
their snorting to put to flight a whole thousand of the men of Judah. The verb
nuÝs (v. 16), which rhymes with suÝs, is used first of all in its primary sense of
“flying” (related to nuÝts, cf., Exo. 14:27), and then in its more usual sense of
“fleeing.” (Luzzatto, after AbulwalÑd: vogliamo far sui cavalli gloriosa
comparsa, from nuÝs, or rather naÑsas, hence naÑnoÝs, from which comes neÝs,



excellere.) wlqAYI, the fut. niphal, signifies to be light, i.e., swift; whereas LQAY,̃
the fut. kal, had become a common expression for light in the sense of despised
or lightly esteemed. The horses and chariots are Judah’s own (Isa. 2: 7;
Mic. 5: 9), though possibly with the additional allusion to the Egyptian cavalry,
of world-wide renown, which they had called to their help. In v. 17a the subject
of the first clause is also that of the second, and consequently we have not
YNp̃iMIw (compare the asyndeta in Isa. 17: 6). The insertion of rêbhaÑbhaÑh (ten
thousand) after chaÔmisshaÑh (five), which Lowth, Gesenius, and others propose,
is quite unnecessary. The play upon the words symbolizes the divine law of
retribution (talio), which would be carried out with regard to them. The nation,
which had hitherto resembled a thick forest, would become like a lofty pine
(toÝrne, according to the talmudic tuÝrniÝthaÑÿ, Pinus pinea), standing solitary upon
the top of a mountain, and like a flagstaff planted upon a hill — a miserable
remnant in the broad land so fearfully devastated by war. For „JI DJA followed
by a preterite (equivalent to the fut. exactum), compare Isa. 6:11 and
Gen. 24:19.

Isa. 30:18. The prophet now proceeds with †KL̃FWi, to which we cannot give any
other meaning than et propterea, which it has everywhere else. The thought of
the prophet is the perpetually recurring one, that Israel would have to be
reduced to a small remnant before Jehovah would cease from His wrath. V. 18.

“And therefore will Jehovah wait till He inclines towards you, and therefore will He
withdraw Himself on high till He has mercy upon you; for Jehovah is a God of right ,
salvation to those who wait for Him.”

In other places laÑkheÝn (therefore) deduces the punishment from the sin; here it
infers, from the nature of the punishment, the long continuance of the divine
wrath. ChikkaÑh, to wait, connected as it is here with Lamed, has at least the
idea, if not the actual signification, of delay (as in 2Ki. 9: 3; compare
Job. 32: 4). This helps to determine the sense of yaÑruÝm, which does not mean,
He will show Himself exalted as a judge, that through judgment He may render
it possible to have mercy upon you (which is too far-fetched a meaning); but,
He will raise Himself up, so as to be far away (cf., Num. 16:45, “Get you up
from among this congregation;” and Psa. 10: 5, maÑroÝm = “far above,” as far as
heaven, out of his sight), that thus (after having for a long time withdrawn His
gracious presence; cf., Hos. 5: 6) He may bestow His mercy upon you. A dark
prospect, but only alarming to unbelievers. The salvation at the remotest end of
the future belongs to believers even now. This is affirmed in the word ÿashreÝ
(blessed), which recals Psa. 2:12. The prophet uses chaÑkhaÑh in a very significant
double sense here, just as he did nuÝs a short time before. Jehovah is waiting for
the time when He can show His favour once more, and blessed are they who
meet His waiting with their own waiting.



Isa. 30:19-22. None but such are heirs of the grace that follows the judgment
— a people, newly pardoned in response to its cry for help, conducted by
faithful teachers in the right way, and renouncing idolatry with disgust. Vv. 19-
22.

“For a people continues dwelling in Zion , in Jerusalem; thou shalt not weep for
ever: He will prove Himself gracious to thee at the sound of thy cry for help; as soon
as He hears, He answers thee. And the Lord giveth you bread in penury, and water
for your need; and thy teachers will not hide themselves any more, and thine eyes
come to see thy teachers. And thine ears will hear words behind thee, saying, ‘This
is the way, walk ye in it!’ whether ye turn to the right hand or to the left. And ye
defile the covering of thy graven images of silver, and the clothing of thy molten
images of gold; thou wilt scatter them like filthy thing: ‘Get out!’ thou sayest to it.”

We do not render v. 19a, “For O people that dwelleth in Zion, in Jerusalem!”
For although the personal pronoun may be omitted after Vav in an
apostrophizing connection (Pro. 8: 5; Joe. 2:23), we should certainly expect to
find HTfJÁ here. The accent very properly marks these words as forming an
independent clause. The apparent tautology in the expression, “in Zion, in
Jerusalem,” is emphatic and explanatory. The fate of Zion-Jerusalem will not be
the same as that of the imperial city (Isa. 13:20; 25: 2); for it is the city of
Jehovah, which, according to His promise, cannot become an eternally deserted
ruin. After this promising declaration, the prophet turns and addresses the
people of the future in the people of his own time; baÑkhoÝ strengthens the verbal
notion with the mark of duration; chaÑnoÝn with the mark of certainty and fulness.
¦NiXiYF, with an advanced oÔ, as in Gen. 43:29, for ¦NiXFYi. ki is the shortest
expression used to denote simultaneous occurrence; answering and hearing
would coincide (shomÿaÑh, nomen actionis, as in Isa. 47: 9; 55: 2; Ges. § 45, 1b;
ÿaÑnaÑkh, the pausal form here, as in Jer. 23:37). From this lowest stage of
response to the penitential cry for help, the promise rises higher and higher. The
next stage is that in which Jerusalem is brought into all the distress consequent
upon a siege, as threatened by the prophet in Isa. 29: 3, 4; the besieged would
not be allowed by God to die of starvation, but He would send them the
necessary support. The same expression, but very little altered, viz., “to give to
eat lechem lachatz uÝmayim lachatz,” signifies to put any one upon the low
rations of a siege or of imprisonment, in 1Ki. 22:27 and 2Ch. 18:26; but here it
is a promise, with the threat kept in the background. RCÁ and ƒXÁLÁ are
connected with the absolute nouns „XELE and „YIMÁ, not as adverbial, but as
appositional definitions (like HLF̂ R̃itÁ †YIYA, “wine which is giddiness,” in
Psa. 60: 5; and „YIkARibI „YIMÁ, “water which is knees,” i.e., which has the
measure of the knees, where birkayim is also in apposition, and not the
accusative of measurement): literally, bread which is necessity, and water which
is affliction; that is to say, nourishment of which there is extreme need, the very



opposite of bread and water in abundance. Umbreit and Drechsler understand
this spiritually. But the promise rises as it goes on. There is already an advance,
in the fact that the faithful and well-meaning teachers (moÝriÝm) no longer keep
themselves hidden because of the hard-heartedness and hatred of the people, as
they have done ever since the time of Ahaz (‡NAKiNI, a denom.: to withdraw into
‡NFkF, pteÂruc, the utmost end, the most secret corner; though kaÑnaph in itself
signifies to cover or conceal). Israel, when penitent, would once more be able
to rejoice in the sight of those whom it longed to have back again. ¦YRŒEM is a
plural, according to the context (on the singular of the previous predicate, see
Ges. § 147). As the shepherds of the flock, they would follow the people with
friendly words of admonition, whilst the people would have their ears open to
receive their instruction. wNYMIJátÁ is here equivalent to wNYMIYitÁ, wNYMIYtI. The
abominations of idolatry (which continued even in the first years of Hezekiah’s
reign: Isa. 31: 7; Mic. 1: 5; 5:11-13; 6:16) would now be regarded as
abominations, and put away. Even gold and silver, with which the images that
were either carved or cast in inferior metal were overlaid, would be made
unclean (see 2Ki. 28: 8ff.); that is to say, no use would be made of them. DaÑvaÑh
is a shorter expression for kêliÝ daÑvaÑh, the cloth worn by a woman at the monthly
period. On zaÑraÑh, to dispense — to which daÑvaÑh would be inappropriate if
understood of the woman herself, as it is by Luzzatto — compare 2Ki. 23: 6.
With ¦BEHFZi, the plural used in the general address passes over into the
individualizing singular; ŒL is to be taken as a neuter pointing back to the
plunder of idols.

Isa. 30:23-25. The promise, after setting forth this act of penitence, rises
higher and higher; it would not stop at bread in time of need. Vv. 23-25.

“And He gives rain to thy seed, with which thou sowest the land; and bread of the
produce of the land, and it is full of sap and fat: in that day your flocks will feed in
roomy pastures. And the oxen and the young asses, which work the land, salted mash
will they eat, which is winnowed with the winnowing shovel and winnowing fork! And
upon every high mountain, and every hill that rises high, there are springs , brooks
in the day of the great massacre, when the towers fall.”

The blessing which the prophet depicts is the reverse of the day of judgment,
and stands in the foreground when the judgment is past. The expression “in that
day” fixes, as it were, the evening of the day of judgment, which is followed by
the depicted morning of blessing. But the great mass of the Jewish nation would
be first of all murdered in war; the towers must fall, i.e., (though without any
figure, and merely as an exemplifying expression) all the bulwarks of self-
confidence, self-help, and pride (Isa. 2:15; Mic. 5: 9, 10). In the place of the
self-induced calamities of war, there would now come the God-given rich
blessings of peace; and in the place of the proud towers, there would come



fruitful heights abounding with water. The field would be cultivated again, and
produce luxuriant crops of nutritious corn; so that not only the labour of man,
but that of the animals also, would receive a rich reward. “Rain to thy seed:”
this is the early rain commencing about the middle of October. RŠEJá as an
accusative, R̂ÁZF being construed with a double accusative, as in Deu. 22: 9.
¦YNEQiMI might be the singular, so far as the form is concerned (see 1:30; 5:12;
22:11); but, according to Exo. 17: 3, it must be taken as a plural, like ¦YRŒEM.
The ÿaÔlaÑphiÝm are the oxen used in ploughing and threshing; the ÿaÔyaÑriÝm, the
asses used for carrying manure, soil, the sheaves, or the grain. BêliÝl chaÑmiÝts is a
mash (composed of oats, barley, and vetches, or things of that kind) made more
savoury with salt and sour vegetables; f145 that is to say, a farrago (from baÑlal,
to mix; Comm. on Job, at 40:19-24). According to Wetzstein, it is ripe barley
(unthreshed during the harvest and threshing time, and the grain itself for the
rest of the year) mixed with salt or salt vegetables. In any case, bêliÝl is to be
understood as referring to the grain; this is evident from the relative clause,
“which has been winnowed” (= mêzoÝreh, Ewald, § 169, d), or perhaps more
correctly, “which he (one) winnows” (part. kal), the participle standing for the
third person, with the subject contained within itself (Ewald, § 200), i.e., not
what was generally given from economy, viz., barley, etc., mixed with chopped
straw (tibn), but pure grain (habb mahd, as they say at the present day).
Rachath is a winnowing shovel, which is still used, according to Wetzstein, in
Merj. Gedur, and Hauran; mizreh, on the other hand, is the winnowing fork
with six prongs. Dainty food, such as was only given occasionally to the cattle,
as something especially strengthening, would then be their regular food, and
would be prepared in the most careful manner. “Who cannot see,” exclaims
Vitringa, “that this is to be taken spiritually?” He appeals to what Paul says in
1Co. 9: 9, viz., that God does not trouble Himself about oxen. But Paul did not
mean this in the same sense as Aristotle, who maintained that the minima were
entirely excluded from the providence of God. What the Scriptures say
concerning cattle, they do not say for the sake of the cattle, but for the sake of
men; though it does not follow that the cattle are to be understood figuratively,
as representing men. And this is the case here. What the prophet paints in this
idyllic style, in colours furnished by the existing customs, f146 is not indeed
intended to be understood in the letter; and yet it is to be taken literally. In the
age of glory, even on this side of eternity, a gigantic stride will be taken forward
towards the glorification of universal nature, and towards the end of all those
sighs which are so discernible now, more especially among domestic animals.
The prophecy is therefore to be interpreted according to Rom. 8:19ff.; from
which we may clearly see that God does trouble Himself about the sighing of an
ox or ass that is overburdened with severe toil, and sometimes left to starve.



Isa. 30:26. The promise now rises higher and higher, and passes from earth to
heaven. V. 26.

“And the light of the moon will be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun
will be multiplied sevenfold, like the light of seven days, in the day that Jehovah
bindeth the hurt of His people, and healeth the crushing of His stroke.”

Modern commentators from Lowth downwards for the most part pronounce
„YMIyFHA TJABiŠI RŒJki a gloss; and there is one external evidence in favour of
this, which is wanting in the case of the other supposed glosses in Isaiah,
namely, that the words are omitted by the LXX (though not by the Targum, the
Syriac, or Jerome). Even Luther (although he notices these words in his
exposition and sermons) merely renders them, der Sonnen schein wird
siebenmal heller sein denn jtzt (the sunlight will be seven times as bright as it is
now). But the internal evidence does not favour their spuriousness even in the
case before us; for the fact that the regularity of the verse, as consisting of four
members, is thereby disturbed, is no evidence at all, since the verse could be
warranted in a pentastic quite as well as in a tetrastic form. We therefore decide
in this instance also in favour of the conclusion that the prophet composed the
gloss himself. But we cannot maintain, with Umbreit, that the addition was
necessary, in order to guard against the idea that there would be seven suns
shining in the sky; for the prophet does not predict a multiplication of the sun by
seven, but simply the multiplication of its light. The seven days are the length of
an ordinary week. Drechsler gives it correctly: “The radiated light, which is
sufficient to produce the daylight for a whole week according to the existing
order of things, will then be concentrated into a single day.” Luther renders it in
this way, als wenn sieben tag ynn eynander geschlossen weren (as if seven days
were enclosed in one another). This also is not meant figuratively, any more
than Paul means is figuratively, when he says, that with the manifestation of the
“glory” of the children of God, the “corruption” of universal nature will come
to an end. Nevertheless, it is not of the new heaven that the prophet is speaking,
but of the glorification of nature, which is promised by both the Old Testament
prophecy and by that of the New at the closing period of the world’s history,
and which will be the closing typical self-annunciation of that eternal glory in
which everything will be swallowed up. The brightest, sunniest days then
alternate, as the prophet foretells, with the most brilliant moonlight nights. No
other miracles will be needed for this than that wonder-working power of God,
which even now produces those changes of weather, the laws of which no
researches of natural science have enabled us to calculate, and which will then
give the greatest brilliancy and most unchangeable duration to what is now
comparatively rare, — namely, a perfectly unclouded sky, with sun or moon
shining in all its brilliancy, yet without any scorching from the one, or injurious
effects from the other. Heaven and earth will then put on their sabbath dress;



for it will be the Sabbath of the world’s history, the seventh day in the world’s
week. The light of the seven days of the world’s week will be all concentrated
in the seventh. For the beginning of creation was light, and its close will be light
as well. The darkness all comes between, simply that it may be overcome. At
last will come a boÝqer (morning), after which it will no more be said, “And
evening was, and morning was.” The prophet is speaking of the last type of this
morning. What he predicts here precedes what he predicted in Isa. 24:23, just as
the date of its composition precedes that of Isa. 24-27; for there the imperial
city was Babylon, whereas here the glory of the latter day is still placed
immediately after the fall of Assyria.

Isa. 30:27, 28.

“Behold, the name of Jehovah cometh from far, burning His wrath, and quantity of
smoke: His lips are full of wrathful foam, and His tongue like devouring fire. And
His breath is like an overflowing brook, which reaches half-way to the neck, to sift
nations in the sieve of nothingness; and a misleading bridle comes to the cheeks of
the nations.”

Two figures are here melted together, — namely, that of a storm coming up
from the farthest horizon, which turns the sky into a sea of fire, and kindles
whatever it strikes, so that there rises up a heavy burden, or thick mass of
smoke (koÝbhed massaÑÿaÑh, like masÿeÝth in Jud. 20:40, cf., 38; on this attributive
combination, burning His wrath (Ewald, § 288, c) and a quantity, etc., see
Isa. 13: 9); and that of a man burning with wrath, whose lips foam, whose
tongue moves to and fro like a flame, and whose breath is a snorting that
threatens destruction, which when it issues from Jehovah swells into a stream,
which so far covers a man that only his neck appears as the visible half. We had
the same figure in Isa. 8: 8, where Asshur, as it came upon Judah, was
compared to such an almost overwhelming and drowning flood. Here, again, it
refers to Judah, which the wrath of Jehovah had almost though not entirely
destroyed. For the ultimate object of the advancing name of Jehovah (sheÝm,
name, relating to His judicial coming) is to sift nations, etc.: lahaÔnaÑphaÑh for
lêhaÑniÝph (like lahaÔzaÑdaÑh in Dan. 5:20), to make it more like naÑphaÑh in sound.
The sieve of nothingness is a sieve in which everything, that does not remain in
it as good corn, is given up to annihilation; JWiŠF is want of being, i.e., of life
from God, and denotes the fate that properly belongs to such worthlessness. In
the case of v’resen (and a bridle, etc.) we must either supply in thought „wVLF
(„VF), or, what is better, take it as a substantive clause: “a misleading bridle” (or
a bridle of misleading, as Böttcher renders it, math’eh being the form mashqeh)
holds the cheeks of the nations. The nations are regarded as wild horses, which
could not be tamed, but which were now so firmly bound and controlled by the
wrath of God, that they were driven down into the abyss.



Isa. 30:29. This is the issue of the judgment which begins at the house of God,
then turns against the instrument employed, namely the heathen, and becomes
to the Israel that survives a counterpart of the deliverance from Egypt. V. 29.

“Your song will then sound as in the night, when the feast is celebrated; and ye will
have joy of heart like those who march with the playing of flutes, to go up to the
mountain of Jehovah, to the Rock of Israel.”

In the word chaÑg (feast), which is generally used with special reference to the
feast of tabernacles, there is here an unmistakeable allusion to the passover, as
we may see from the introduction of “the night,” which evidently means the
night before the passover (leÝl shimmuriÝm, Exo. 12:42), which was so far a
festal night, that it preceded and introduced the feast of unleavened bread. The
prophet has taken his figure from the first passover-night in Egypt, when Israel
was rejoicing in the deliverance which it was just about to receive, whilst the
destroying angel was passing through the land. Such would be the song which
they would be able to sing, when Jehovah poured out His judgment upon His
people’s enemies outside. The church is shut up in its chamber (Isa. 26:20), and
its joy resembles the heartfelt joy of those who go on pilgrimage on one of the
three great feasts, or in the procession that carries up the first-fruits to
Jerusalem (Biccurim, iii. 3), going up with the sound of flutes to the mountain
of Jehovah, to appear before Him, the Rock of Israel.

Isa. 30:30-33. Israel is marching in such a joyful way to a sacred and glorious
height, whilst outside Jehovah is sweeping the world-power entirely away, and
that without any help from Israel. Vv. 30-33.

“And Jehovah causes His majestic voice to be heard, and causes the lowering of
His arm to be seen, with the snorting of wrath and the blazing of devouring fire, the
bursting of a cloud, and pouring of rain and hailstones. For Asshur will be terrified
at the voice of Jehovah, when He smites with the staff. And it will come to pass,
every stroke of the rod of destiny, which Jehovah causes to fall upon Asshur, is dealt
amidst the noise of drums and the playing of guitars; and in battles of swinging arm
He fights it. For a place for the sacrifice of abominations has long been made ready,
even for the king is it prepared; deep, broad has He made it: its funeral-pile has fire
and wood in abundance; the breath of Jehovah like a stream of brimstone sets it on
fire.”

The imposing crash (on hoÝd, see Job. 39:20) of the cry which Jehovah causes to
be heard is thunder (see Psa. 29); for the catastrophe occurs with a discharge of
all the destructive forces of a storm (see Isa. 29: 6). Nephets is the “breaking
up” or “bursting,” viz., of a cloud. It is through such wrath-announcing
phenomena of nature that Jehovah manifests the otherwise invisible letting
down of His arm to smite (nachath may possibly not be the derivative of nuÝaÔch,
“settling down,” but of naÑchath, “the coming down,” as in Psa. 38: 3; just as
shebheth in 2Sa. 23: 7 is not derived from shuÝbh, but from shaÑbhath, to go to



ruin). V. 31, commencing with ki (for), explains the terrible nature of what
occurs, from the object at which it is directed: Asshur is alarmed at the voice of
Jehovah, and thoroughly goes to pieces. We must not render this, as the
Targum does, “which smites with the rod,” i.e., which bears itself so haughtily,
so tyrannically (after Isa. 10:24). The smiter here is Jehovah (LXX, Vulg.,
Luther); and bassheÝbhet yakkeh is either an attributive clause, or, better still, a
circumstantial determining clause, eo virga percutiente. According to the
accents, vêhaÑyaÑh in v. 32 is introductory: “And it will come to pass, every
stroke of the punishing rod falls (supply HYEHiYI) with an accompaniment of
drums and guitars” (the Beth is used to denote instrumental accompaniment, as
in v. 29, Isa. 24: 9, Psa. 49: 5, etc.), — namely, on the part of the people of
Jerusalem, who have only to look on and rejoice in the approaching deliverance.
MuÝsaÑdaÑh with matteÝh is a verbal substantive used as a genitive, “an appointment
according to decree’ (comp. yaÑsad in Hab. 1:12, and yaÑÿad in Mic. 6: 9). The
fact that drums and guitars are heard along with every stroke, is explained in v.
32b: “Jehovah fights against Asshur with battles of swinging,” i.e., not with
darts or any other kind of weapon, but by swinging His arm incessantly, to
smite Asshur without its being able to defend itself (cf., Isa. 19:16). Instead of
hbF, which points back to Asshur, not to matteh, the keri has „bF, which is not
so harsh, since it is immediately preceded by WYLF̂ F. This cutting down of the
Assyrians is accounted for in v. 33, (ki, for), from the fact that it had long ago
been decreed that they should be burned as dead bodies. ÿEthmuÝl in contrast
with maÑchaÑr is the past: it has not happened to-day, but yesterday, i.e., as the
predestination of God is referred to, “long ago.”

Tophteh is the primary form of toÝpheth (from tuÝph, not in the sense of the Neo-
Persian taÑften, Zend. tap, to kindle or burn, from which comes tafedra, melting;
but in the Semitic sense of vomiting or abhorring: see at Job. 17: 6), the name
of the abominable place where the sacrifices were offered to Moloch in the
valley of Hinnom: a Tophet-like place. The word is variously treated as both a
masculine and feminine, possibly because the place of abominable sacrifices is
described first as baÑmaÑh in Jer. 7:31. In the clause †KAwH ¥LEmELÁ JWHI‰„gA, the
gam, which stands at the head, may be connected with lammelekh, “also for the
king is it prepared” (see at Job. 2:10); but in all probability lammelekh is a play
upon lammolekh (e.g., Lev. 18: 2), “even this has been prepared for the
Melekh,” viz., the king of Asshur. Because he was to be burned there, together
with his army, Jehovah had made this Tophet-like place very deep, so that it
might have a far-reaching background, and very broad, so that in this respect
also there might be room for many sacrifices. And their mêduÝraÑh, i.e., their pile
of wood (as in Eze. 24: 9, cf., 5, from duÝr, Talm. dayyeÝr, to lay round, to
arrange, pile), has abundance of fire and wood (a hendiadys, like “cloud and



smoke” in Isa. 4: 5). Abundance of fire: for the breath of Jehovah, pouring upon
the funeral pile like a stream of brimstone, sets it on fire. bI RJAbF, not to burn
up, but to set on fire. hbF points back to tophteh, like the suffix of mêduraÑthaÑh.
f147

The Fourth Woe — The False Help; the Despised One Pitied; and
the New Era — Ch. 31-32: 1-8

Isa. 31: 1-3. There is nothing to surprise us in the fact, that the prophet returns
again and again to the alliance with Egypt. After his warning had failed to
prevent it, he wrestled with it in spirit, set before himself afresh the curse which
would be its certain fruit, brought out and unfolded the consolation of believers
that lay hidden in the curse, and did not rest till the cursed fruit, that had
become a real thing, had been swallowed up by the promise, which was equally
real. The situation of this fourth woe is just the same as that of the previous
one. The alliance with Egypt is still in progress. Vv. 1-3.

“Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help, and rely upon horses, and put their
trust in chariots, that there are many of them; and in horsemen, that there is a
powerful multitude of them; and do not look up to the Holy One of Israel, and do not
inquire for Jehovah! And yet He also is wise; thus then He brings evil, and sets not
His words aside; and rises up against the house of miscreants, and against the help
of evil-doers. And Egypt is man, and not God; and its horses flesh, and not spirit.
And when Jehovah stretches out His hand, the helper stumbles, and he that is helped
falls, and they all perish together.”

The expression “them that go down” (hayyoÝrêdiÝm) does not imply that the
going down was taking place just then for the first time. It is the participle of
qualification, just as God is called JRb̃OHA. HRFZî ELi with Lamed of the object, as
in Isa. 20: 6. The horses, chariots, and horsemen here, as those of Egypt, which
Diodorus calls iÎppaÂsimoj, on account of its soil being so suitable for cavalry
(see Lepsius in Herzog’s Cyclopaedia). The participle is combined in the finite
verb. Instead of „YSIwS‰LJAWi, we also find the reading preferred by Norzi, of
LJA without Vav, as in Isa. 5:11 (cf., 23). The perfects, w Š̂F JLO and wŠRFdF JLO,
are used without any definite time, to denote that which was always wanting in
them. The circumstantial clause, “whilst He is assuredly also wise,” i.e., will
bear comparison with their wisdom and that of Egypt, is a touching meiÂwsij. It
was not necessary to think very highly of Jehovah, in order to perceive the
reprehensible and destructive character of their apostasy from Him. The fut.
consec. JBỹFWA is used to indicate the inevitable consequence of their despising
Him who is also wise. He will not set aside His threatening words, but carry
them out. The house of miscreants is Judah (Isa. 1: 4); and the help (abstr. pro
concr., just as Jehovah is frequently called “my help,” ÿezraÑthiÝ, by the Psalmist)



of evil-doers is Egypt, whose help has been sought by Judah. The latter is
“man” (ÿaÑdaÑm), and its horses “flesh” (baÑsaÑr); whereas Jehovah is God (El) and
spirit (ruÝaÔch; see Psychol. p. 85). Hofmann expounds it correctly: “As ruÝaÔch has
life in itself, it is opposed to the baÑsaÑr, which is only rendered living through the
ruÝaÔch; and so El is opposed to the corporeal ÿaÑdaÑm, who needs the spirit in
order to live at all.” Thus have they preferred the help of the impotent and
conditioned, to the help of the almighty and all-conditioning One. Jehovah, who
is God and spirit, only requires to stretch out His hand (an anthropomorphism,
by the side of which we find the rule for interpreting it); and the helpers, and
those who are helped (i.e., according to the terms of the treaty, though not in
reality), that is to say, both the source of the help and the object of help, are all
cast into one heap together.

Isa. 31: 4. And things of this kind would occur. V. 4.

“For thus hath Jehovah spoken to me, As the lion growls, and the young lion over
its prey, against which a whole crowd of shepherds is called together; he is not
alarmed at their cry, and does not surrender at their noise; so will Jehovah of hosts
descend to the campaign against the mountain of Zion, and against their hill.”

There is no other passage in the book of Isaiah which sounds so Homeric as this
(vid., Il. xviii. 161, 162, xii. 299ff.). It has been misunderstood by Knobel,
Umbreit, Drechsler, and others, who suppose LJA JbOCiLI to refer to Jehovah’s
purpose to fight for Jerusalem: Jehovah, who would no more allow His city to
be taken from Him, than a lion would give up a lamb that it had taken as its
prey. But how could Jerusalem be compared to a lamb which a lion holds in its
claws as tereph? (Isa. 5:29). We may see, even from Isa. 29: 7, what
construction is meant to be put upon LJA JBFCF. Those sinners and their
protectors would first of all perish; for like a fierce indomitable lion would
Jehovah advance against Jerusalem, and take it as His prey, without suffering
Himself to be thwarted by the Judaeans and Egyptians, who set themselves in
opposition to His army (The Assyrians). The mountain of Zion was the citadel
and temple; the hill of Zion the city of Jerusalem (Isa. 10:32). They would both
be given up to the judgment of Jehovah, without any possibility of escape. The
commentators have been misled by the fact, that a simile of a promising
character follows immediately afterwards, without anything to connect the one
with the other. But this abrupt metaÂbasij was intended as a surprise, and was a
true picture of the actual fulfilment of the prophecy; for in the moment of the
greatest distress, when the actual existence of Jerusalem was in question (cf.,
Isa. 10:33, 34), the fate of Ariel took suddenly and miraculously a totally
different turn (Isa. 29: 2). In this sense, a pleasant picture is placed side by side
with the terrible one (compare Mic. 5: 6, 7).



Isa. 31: 5. Jehovah suddenly arrests the work of punishment, and the love
which the wrath enfolds within itself begins to appear. V. 5.

“Like fluttering birds, so will Jehovah of Hosts screen Jerusalem; screening and
delivering, sparing and setting free.”

The prophet uses the plural, “like fluttering birds,” with an object — namely,
not so much to represent Jehovah Himself, as the tender care and, as it were,
maternal love, into which His leonine fierceness would be changed. This is
indicated by the fact, that he attaches the feminine ÿaÑphoÝth to the common
gender tsippoÔriÝm. The word paÑsoÝaÔch recals to mind the deliverance from Egypt
(as in Isa. 30:29) in a very significant manner. The sparing of the Israelites by
the destroyer passing over their doors, from which the passover derived its
name, would be repeated once more. We may see from this, that in and along
with Assyria, Jehovah Himself, whose instrument of punishment Assyria was,
would take the filed against Jerusalem (Isa. 29: 2, 3); but His attitude towards
Jerusalem is suddenly changed into one resembling the action of birds, as they
soar round and above their threatened nests. On the inf. abs. kal (gaÑnoÝn) after
the hiphil , see Ewald, § 312, b; and on the continuance of the inf. abs. in the
finite verb, § 350, a. This generally takes place through the future, but here
through the preterite, as in Jer. 23:14, Gen. 26:13, and 1Sa. 2:26 (if indeed
vêgaÑdeÝl is the third pers. preterite there).

Isa. 31: 6. On the ground of this half terrible, half comforting picture of the
future, the call to repentance is now addressed to the people of the prophet’s
own time. V. 6.

“Then turn, O sons of Israel, to Him from whom men have so deeply departed.”

Strictly speaking, “to Him with regard to whom (RŠEJá) ye are deeply fallen
away” (heÿeÔmiÝq, as in Hos. 9: 9, and saÑraÑh, that which is alienated, alienation,
as in Isa. 1: 5); the transition to the third person is like the reverse in Isa. 1:29.
This call to repentance the prophet strengthens by two powerful motives drawn
from the future.

Isa. 31: 7. The first is, that idolatry would one day be recognised in all its
abomination, and put away. V. 7.

“For in that day they will abhor every one their silver idols and their gold idols,
which your hands have made you for a sin,”

i.e., to commit sin and repent, with the preponderance of the latter idea, as in
Hos. 8:11b (compare 1Ki. 13:34). J‹iX,̃ a second accusative to wV F̂, indicating
the result. The prospect is the same as that held out in Isa. 30:22; 27: 9; 17: 8;
2:20.



Isa. 31: 8, 9. The second motive is, that Israel will not be rescued by men, but
by Jehovah alone; so that even He from whom they have now so deeply fallen
will prove Himself the only true ground of confidence. Vv. 8, 9.

“And Asshur falls by a sword not of a man, and a sword not of a man will devour
him; and he flees before a sword, and his young men become tributary. And his rock,
for fear will it pass away, and his princes be frightened away by the flags: the saying
of Jehovah, who has His fire in Zion, and His furnace in Jerusalem.”

The LXX and Jerome render this falsely feuÂcetai ouÏk (JLO) aÏpoÃ proswÂpou
maxaiÂraj. ŒL is an ethical dative, and the prophet intentionally writes “before a
sword” without any article, to suggest the idea of the unbounded, infinite, awful
(cf., Isa. 28: 2, bêyaÑd; Psalter, vol. i. p. 15). A sword is drawn without any
human intervention, and before this Asshur falls, or at least so many of the
Assyrians as are unable to save themselves by flight. The power of Asshur is for
ever broken; even its young men will henceforth become tributary, or perform
feudal service. By “his rock” most commentators understand the rock upon
which the fugitive would gladly have taken refuge, but did not dare
(Rosenmüller, Gesenius, Knobel, etc.); others, again, the military force of
Asshur, as its supposed invincible refuge (Saad., etc.); others, the apparently
indestructible might of Asshur generally (Vulgate, Rashi, Hitzig). But the
presence of “his princes” in the parallel clause makes it most natural to refer
“his rock” to the king; and this reference is established with certainty by what
Isa. 32: 2 affirms of the king and princes of Judah. Luther also renders it thus:
und jr Fels wird fur furcht wegzihen (and their rock will withdraw for fear).
Sennacherib really did hurry back to Assyria after the catastrophe in a most
rapid flight. MinneÝs are the standards of Asshur, which the commanders of the
army fly away from in terror, without attempting to rally those that were
scattered. Thus speaks Jehovah, and this is what He decrees who has His ÿuÝr
and tannuÝr in Jerusalem. We cannot suppose that the allusion here is to the fire
and hearth of the sacrifices; for tannuÝr does not mean a hearth, but a furnace
(from nuÝr, to burn). The reference is to the light of the divine presence, which
was outwardly a devouring fire for the enemies of Jerusalem, an
unapproachable red-hot furnace (ignis et caminus qui devorat peccatores et
ligna, faenum stipulamque consumit: Jerome).

Isa. 32: 1, 2. For Judah, sifted, delivered, and purified, there now begins a new
ear. Righteous government, as a blessing for the people, is the first beneficent
fruit. Ch. 32: 1, 2.

“Behold, the king will reign according to righteousness; and the princes, according
to right will they command. And every one will be like a shelter from the wind, and a
covert from the storm; like water-brooks in a dry place, like the shadow of a gigantic
rock in a languishing land.”



The kingdom of Asshur is for ever destroyed; but the kingdom of Judah rises
out of the state of confusion into which it has fallen through its God- forgetting
policy and disregard of justice. King and princes now rule according to the
standards that have been divinely appointed and revealed. The Lamed in
uÝlêsaÑriÝm (and the princes) is that of reference (quod attinet ad, as in Psa. 16: 3
and Ecc. 9: 4), the exponent of the usual casus abs. (Ges. § 146, 2); and the
two other Lameds are equivalent to kataÂ, secundum (as in Jer. 30:11). The
figures in v. 2 are the same as in Isa. 25: 4. The rock of Asshur (i.e.,
Sennacherib) has departed, and the princes of Asshur have deserted their
standards, merely to save themselves. The king and princes of Judah are now
the defence of their nation, and overshadow it like colossal walls of rock. This
is the first fruit of the blessing.

Isa. 32: 3, 4. The second is an opened understanding, following upon the ban
of hardening. Vv. 3, 4.

“And the eyes of the seeing no more are closed, and the ears of the hearing attend.
And the heart of the hurried understands to know, and the tongue of stammerers
speaks clear things with readiness.”

It is not physical miracles that are predicted here, but a spiritual change. The
present judgment of hardening will be repealed: this is what v. 3 affirms. The
spiritual defects, from which many suffer who do not belong to the worst, will
be healed: this is the statement in v. 4. The form HNFY ÊŠitI is not the future of
H F̂ŠF here, as in Isa. 31: 1; 22: 4; 17: 7, 8 (in the sense of, they will no longer
stare about restlessly and without aim), but of H F̂ŠF = ĴAŠF, a metaplastic
future of the latter, in the sense of, to be smeared over to closed (see Isa. 29: 9;
6:10; cf., tach in Isa. 44:18). On qaÑshabh (the kal of which is only met with
here), see at Isa. 21: 7. The times succeeding the hardening, of which Isaiah is
speaking here, are “the last times,” as Isa. 6 clearly shows; though it does not
therefore follow that the king mentioned in v. 1 (as in Isa. 11: 1ff.) is the
Messiah Himself. In v. 1 the prophet merely affirms, that Israel as a national
commonwealth will then be governed in a manner well pleasing to God; here he
predicts that Israel as a national congregation will be delivered from the
judgment of not seeing with seeing eyes, and not hearing with hearing ears, and
that it will be delivered from defects of weakness also. The nimhaÑriÝm are those
that fall headlong, the precipitate, hurrying, or rash; and the „YGIlî I,
stammerers, are not scoffers (Isa. 28: 7ff., 19:20), as Knobel and Drechsler
maintain, but such as are unable to think and speak with distinctness and
certainty, more especially concerning the exalted things of God. The former
would now have the gifts of discernment (yaÑbhiÝn), to perceive things in their
true nature, and to distinguish under all circumstances that which is truly
profitable (laÑdaÿath); the latter would be able to express themselves suitably,



with refinement, clearness, and worthiness. TsachoÝth (old ed. tsaÑchoÝth) signifies
that which is light, transparent; not merely intelligible, but refined and elegant.
RHM̃Áti gives the adverbial idea to lêdabbeÝr (Ewald, § § 285, a).

Isa. 32: 5-8. A third fruit of the blessing is the naming and treating of every
one according to his true character. Vv. 5-8.

“The fool will no more be called a nobleman, nor the crafty a gentleman. For a fool
speaks follies, and his heart does godless things, to practise tricks and to speak
error against Jehovah, to leave the soul of hungry men empty, and to withhold the
drink of thirsty ones. And the craft of a crafty man is evil, who devises stratagems to
destroy suffering ones by lying words, even when the needy exhibits his right. But a
noble man devises noble things, and to noble things he adheres.”

Nobility of birth and wealth will give place to nobility of character, so that the
former will not exist or not be recognised without the latter. NaÑdiÝbh is properly
one who is noble in character, and then, dropping the ethical meaning, one who
is noble by rank. The meaning of the word generosus follows the same course
in the opposite direction. ShoÝaÔÿ is the man who is raised to eminence by the
possession of property; the gentleman, as in Job. 34:19. The prophet explains
for himself in what sense he uses the words naÑbhaÑl and kiÝlai. We see from his
explanation that kiÝlai neither signifies the covetous, from kuÝl (Saad.), nor the
spendthrift, from killaÑh (Hitzig). Jerome gives the correct rendering, viz.,
fraudulentus; and Rashi and Kimchi very properly regard it as a contraction of
nêkhiÝlai. It is an adjective form derived from LYkI = LYKINi, like JYVI = JYVINi
(Job. 20: 6). The form YLÁk ĩn v. 1 is used interchangeably with this, merely for
the sake of the resemblance in sound to WYLFk (̃machinatoris machinae pravae).
In v. 6, commencing with ki (for), the fact that the naÑbhaÑl (fool) and kiÝlai
(crafty man) will lose their titles of honour, is explained on the simple ground
that such men are utterly unworthy of them. NaÑbhaÑl is a scoffer at religion, who
thinks himself an enlightened man, and yet at the same time has the basest heart,
and is a worthless egotist. The infinitives with Lamed show in what the
immorality (ÿaÑven) consists, with which his heart is so actively employed. In v.
6, uÝbhêdabbeÝr (“and if he speak”) is equivalent to, “even in the event of a needy
man saying what is right and well founded:” VaÑv = et in the sense of etiam ((cf.,
2Sa. 1:23; Psa. 31:12; Hos. 8: 6; Ecc. 5: 6); according to Knobel, it is
equivalent to et quidem, as in Ecc. 8: 2, Amo. 3:11; 4:10; whereas Ewald
regards it as Vav conj. (§ 283, d), “and by going to law with the needy,” but
†ŒYBiJE‰TJE would be the construction in this case (vid., 2Ki. 25: 6). According
to v. 8, not only does the noble man devise what is noble, but as such (JwH) he
adheres to it. We might also adopt this explanation, “It is not upon gold or
upon chance that he rises;” but according to the Arabic equivalents, quÝm
signifies persistere here.



Against the Women of Jerusalem — Ch. 32: 9-20

APPENDIX TO THE FOURTH WOE

This short address, although rounded off well, is something more than a
fragment complete in itself, like the short parabolic piece in Isa. 28:23-29,
which commences in a similar manner. It is the last part of the fourth woe, just
as that was the last part of the first. It is a side piece to the threatening prophecy
of the time of Uzziah-Jotham (Isa. 3:16ff.), and chastises the frivolous self-
security of the women of Jerusalem, just as the former chastises their vain and
luxurious love of finery. The prophet has now uttered many a woe upon
Jerusalem, which is bringing itself to the verge of destruction; but
notwithstanding the fact that women are by nature more delicate, and more
easily affected and alarmed, than men, he has made no impression upon the
women of Jerusalem, to whom he now foretells a terrible undeceiving of their
carnal ease, whilst he holds out before them the ease secured by God, which can
only be realized on the ruins of the former.

Isa. 32: 9-14. The first part of the address proclaims the annihilation of their
false ease. Vv. 9-14.

“Ye contented women, rise up, hear my voice; ye confident daughters, hearken to
my speech! Days to the year: then will ye tremble, confident ones! for it is all over
with the vintage, the fruit harvest comes to nought. Tremble, contented ones! Quake,
ye confident ones! Strip, make yourselves bare, and gird your loins with sackcloth!
They smite upon their breasts for the pleasant fields, for the fruitful vine. On the
land of my people there come up weeds, briers; yea , upon all joyous houses of the
rejoicing city. For the palace is made solitary; the crowd of the city is left desolate;
the ofel and watch-tower serve as caves for ever, for the delight of wild asses, for the
tending of flocks.”

The summons is the same as in Gen. 4:23 and Jer. 9:19 (comp. Isa. 28:23); the
attributes the same as in Amo. 6: 1 (cf., Isa. 4: 1, where Isaiah apostrophizes
the women of Samaria). †NFJáŠA, lively, of good cheer; and XÁ‹b̃O, trusting, namely
to nothing. They are to rise up (qoÝmnaÑh), because the word of God must be
heard standing (Jud. 3:20). The definition of the time “days for a year” (yaÑmiÝm
ÿal-shaÑnaÑh) appears to indicate the length of time that the desolation would last,
as the word tirgaznaÑh is without any Vav apod. (cf., Isa. 65:24, Job. 1:16-18);
but Isa. 29: 1 shows us differently, and the Vav is omitted, just as it is, for
example, in Dan. 4:28. ShaÑnaÑh is the current year. In an undefined number of
days, at the most a year from the present time (which is sometimes the meaning
of yaÑmiÝm), the trembling would begin, and there would be neither grapes nor
fruit to gather. Hence the spring harvest of corn is supposed to be over when
the devastation begins. „YMIYF is an acc. temporis; it stands here (as in Isa. 27: 6,



for example; vid., Ewald, § 293, 1) to indicate the starting point, not the period
of duration. The milel -forms H‹FŠOpi, HRF Ô, HRFGOXá, are explained by Ewald,
Drechsler, and Luzzatto, as plur. fem. imper. with the Nun of the termination
naÑh dropped, — an elision that is certainly never heard of. Others regard it as
inf. with He femin. (Credner, Joel, p. 151); but HLF‹OQi for the infinitive HLF‹iQF
is unexampled; and equally unexampled would be the inf. with He indicating the
summons, as suggested by Böttcher, “to the shaking!” “to the stripping!” They
are sing. masc. imper., such as occur elsewhere apart from the pause, e.g.,
HKŒFLMi (for which the keri has HKFLiMF) in Jud. 9: 8; and the singular in the place
of the plural is the strongest form of command. The masculine instead of the
feminine appears already in wDRiXI, which is used in the place of HNFDiRÁXá. The
prophet then proceeds in the singular number, comprehending the women as a
mass, and using the most massive expression. The He introduced into the
summons required that the feminine forms, YZIGiRI, etc., should be given up. HRF Ô,
from RRÁ̂ F, to be naked, to strip one’s self. HRFGOXá absolute, as in Joe. 1:13 (cf.,
Isa. 3:24), signifies to gird one’s self with sackcloth (saq). We meet with the
same remarkable enall. generis in v. 12. Men have no breasts (shaÑdaim), and
yet the masculine soÝphediÝm is employed, inasmuch as the prophet had the
whole nation in his mind, throughout which there would be such a plangere
ubera on account of the utter destruction of the hopeful harvest of corn and
wine. ShaÑdaim (breasts) and YDṼi (construct to saÑdoÝth) have the same common
ring as ubera and ubertas frugum. In v. 13 taÿaÔleh points back to qoÝts shaÑmiÝr,
which is condensed into one neuter idea. The ki in v. 13b has the sense of the
Latin imo (Ewald, § 330, b). The genitive connection of HZFYlIJA HYFRiQI with
VŒVMF YTb̃F (joy-houses of the jubilant city) is the same as in Isa. 28: 1. The
whole is grammatically strange, just as in the Psalms the language becomes all
the more complicated, disjointed, and difficult, the greater the wrath and
indignation of the poet. Hence the short shrill sentences in v. 14: palace given
up (cf., Isa. 13:22); city bustle forsaken (i.e., the city generally so full of bustle,
Isa. 22: 2). The use of DJAbI is the same as in Pro. 6:26, Job. 2: 4. ‘Ofel, i.e., the
south-eastern fortified slope of the temple mountain, and the bachan (i.e., the
watch-tower, possibly the flock-tower which is mentioned in Mic. 4: 8 along
with ‘ofel), would be pro speluncis, i.e., would be considered and serve as
such. And in the very place where the women of Jerusalem had once led their
life of gaiety, wild asses would now have their delight, and flocks their pasture
(on the wild asses, pêraÑÿiÝm, that fine animal of the woodless steppe, see at
Job. 24: 5; 39: 5-8). Thus would Jerusalem, with its strongest, proudest places,
be laid in ruins, and that in a single year, or ever less than a year.



Isa. 32:15-19. The state would then continue long, very long, until at last the
destruction of the false rest would be followed by the realization of the true.
Vv. 15-19.

“Until the Spirit is poured out over us from on high, and the wilderness becomes a
fruitful field, and the fruitful field is counted as the forest. And justice makes its
abode in the desert, and righteousness settles down upon the fruit-field. And the
effect of righteousness will be peace, and the reward of righteousness rest and
security for ever. And my people dwells in a place of peace, and in trustworthy, safe
dwellings, and in cheerful resting-places. And it hails with the overthrow of the
forest, and into lowliness must the city be brought low.”

There is a limit, therefore, to the “for ever” of v. 14. The punishment would last
till the Spirit, which Israel had not then dwelling in the midst of it (see Hag.
2: 5), and whose fulness was like a closed vessel to Israel, should be emptied
out over Israel from the height of heaven (compare the piel HRF̂ ,̃ Gen. 24:20),
i.e., should be poured out in all its fulness. When that was done, a great change
would take place, the spiritual nature of which is figuratively represented in the
same proverbial manner as in Isa. 29:17. At the same time, a different turn is
given to the second half in the passage before us. The meaning is, not that what
was now valued as a fruit-bearing garden would be brought down from its false
eminence, and be only regarded as forest; but that the whole would be so
glorious, that what was now valued as a fruit-garden, would be thrown into the
shade by something far more glorious still, in comparison with which it would
have the appearance of a forest, in which everything grew wild. The whole land,
the uncultivated pasture-land as well as the planted fruitful fields of corn and
fruit, would then become the tent and seat of justice and righteousness. “Justice
and righteousness’ (mishpaÑt and tsêdaÑqaÑh) are throughout Isaiah the stamp of
the last and perfect time. As these advance towards self-completion, the
produce and result of these will be peace (maÿaÔseh and ÿaÔbhoÝdaÑh are used to
denote the fruit or self-reward of work and painstaking toil; compare HlF̂ Upi).
But two things must take place before this calm, trustworthy, happy peace, of
which the existing carnal security is only a caricature, can possibly be realized.
In the first place, it must hail, and the wood must fall, being beaten down with
hail. We already know, from Isa. 10:34, that “the wood” was an emblem of
Assyria; and in Isa. 30:30, 31, we find “the hail” mentioned as one of the forces
of nature that would prove destructive to Assyria. And secondly, “the city”
(RY ÎHF, a play upon the word, and a counterpart to RJAyAHA) must first of all be
brought low into lowliness (i.e., be deeply humiliated). Rosenmüller and others
suppose the imperial city to be intended, according to parallels taken from
Isa. 24-27; but in this cycle of prophecies, in which the imperial city is never
mentioned at all, “the city” must be Jerusalem, whose course from the false



peace to the true lay through a humiliating punishment (Isa. 29: 2-4; 30:19ff.,
31: 4ff.).

Isa. 32:20. In the face of this double judgment, the prophet congratulates those
who will live to see the times after the judgment. V. 20.

“Blessed are ye that sow by all waters , and let the foot of the oxen and asses rove in
freedom.”

Those who lived to see these times would be far and wide the lords of a quiet
and fruitful land, cleared of its foes, and of all disturbers of peace. They would
sow wherever they pleased, by all the waters that fertilized the soil, and
therefore in a soil of the most productive kind, and one that required little if any
trouble to cultivate. And inasmuch as everything would be in the most copious
abundance, they would no longer need to watch with anxiety lest their oxen and
asses should stray into the corn-fields, but would be able to let them wander
wherever they pleased. There cannot be the slightest doubt that this is the
correct explanation of the verse, according to Isa. 30:23-25 (compare also
Isa. 7:21ff.).

This concludes the four woes, from which the fifth, that immediately follows, is
distinguished by the fact, that in the former the Assyrian troubles are still in the
future, whereas the fifth places us in the very midst of them. The prophet
commenced (Isa. 28: 1-4) with the destruction of Samaria; he then threatened
Judah and Jerusalem also. But it is uncommonly difficult to combine the
different features of the threat into a complete picture. Sifting even to a small
remnant is a leading thought, which runs through the threat. And we also read
throughout the whole, that Asshur will meet with its own destruction in front of
that very Jerusalem which it is seeking to destroy. But the prophet also knows,
on the one hand, that Jerusalem is besieged by the Assyrians, and will not be
rescued till the besieged city has been brought to the last extremity
(Isa. 29: 1ff., 31: 4ff.); and, on the other hand, that this will reach even to the
falling of the towers (Isa. 30:25), the overthrow of the wall of the state
(Isa. 30:13, 14), the devastation of the land, and the destruction of Jerusalem
itself (Isa. 32:12ff.); and for both of these he fixes the limit of a year (Isa. 29: 1;
32:10). This double threat may be explained in the following manner. The
judgments which Israel has still to endure, and the period of glory that will
follow them, lie before the mental eye of the prophet like a long deep diorama.
While threatening the existing generation, he penetrates more or less deeply into
the judgments which lie in perspective before him. He threatens at one time
merely a siege that will continue till it is brought to the utmost extremity; at
another time utter destruction. But the imperial power intended, by which this
double calamity is to be brought upon Judah, must be Assyria; since the prophet
knew of no other in the earliest years of Hezekiah, when these threatening



addresses were uttered. And this gives rise to another difficulty. Not only was
the worst prediction — namely, that of the destruction of Jerusalem — not
fulfilled; but even the milder prophecy — namely, that of a siege, which would
bring them to the deepest distress — was not accomplished. There never was
any actual siege of Jerusalem by the Assyrians. The explanation of this is, that,
according to Jer. 18: 7, 8, and 9, 10, neither the threatenings of punishment nor
the promises of blessing uttered by the prophets were so unconditional, that
they were certain to be fulfilled and that with absolute necessity, at such and
such a time, or upon such and such a generation. The threatened punishment
might be repealed or modified, if repentance ensued on the part of the persons
threatened (Jon. 3: 4; 1Ki. 21:29; 2Ki. 22:15-20; 2Ch. 12: 5-8). The words of
the prophecy did not on that account fall to the ground. If they produced
repentance, they answered the very purpose for which they were intended; but
if the circumstances which called for punishment should return, their force
returned as well in all its fulness. If the judgment was one irrevocably
determined, it was merely delayed by this, to be discharged upon the generation
which should be ripest for it. And we have also an express historical testimony,
which shows that this is the way in which the non-fulfilment of what Isaiah
threatened as about to take place within a year is to be accounted for. Not only
Isaiah, but also his contemporary Micah, threatened, that along with the
judgment upon Samaria, the same judgment would also burst upon Jerusalem.
Zion would be ploughed as a field, Jerusalem would be laid in ruins, and the
temple mountain would be turned into a wooded height (Mic. 3:12). This
prophecy belongs to the first year of Hezekiah’s reign, for it was then that the
book of Micah was composed. But we read in Jer. 26:18, 19, that, in their
alarm at this prophecy, Hezekiah and all Judah repented, and that Jehovah
withdrew His threat in consequence. Thus, in the very first year of Hezekiah, a
change for the better took place in Judah; and this was necessarily followed by
the withdrawal of Isaiah’s threatenings, just as those threatenings had co-
operated in the production of this conversion (see Caspari, Micha, p. 160ff.).
Not one of the three threats (Isa. 29: 1-4; 32: 9-14; Mic. 3:12), which form an
ascending climax, was fulfilled. Previous threatenings so far recovered their
original force, when the insincerity of the conversion became apparent, that the
Assyrians did unquestionably march through Judah, devastating everything as
they went along. But because of Hezekiah’s self-humiliation and faith, the threat
was turned from that time forward into a promise. In direct opposition to his
former threatening, Isaiah now promised that Jerusalem would not be besieged
by the Assyrians (Isa. 37:33-35), but that, before the siege was actually
established, Assyria would fall under the walls of Jerusalem.

The Fifth Woe — Woe concerning Asshur; Deliverance and Glory
of Jerusalem — Ch. 33



Isa. 33: 1. We are now in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign. The
threatenings of the first years, which the repentance of the people had delayed,
are now so far in force again, and so far actually realized, that the Assyrians are
already in Judah, and have not only devastated the land, but are threatening
Jerusalem. The element of promise now gains the upper hand, the prophet
places himself between Asshur and his own nation with the weapons of
prophecy and prayer, and the woe turns from the latter to the former. V. 1.

“Woe , devastator, and thyself not devastated; and thou spoiler, and still not
spoiled! Hast thou done with devastating? thou shalt be devastated. Hast thou
attained to rob? men rob thee.”

Asshur is described as not devastated and not spoiled (which could not be
expressed by a participle as with us, since baÑgad is construed with Beth, and not
with the accusative of the person), because it had not yet been visited by any
such misfortune as that which had fallen upon other lands and nations. But it
would be repaid with like for the like as soon as (ki indicating simultaneousness,
as in Isa. 30:19 and 18: 5, for example) its devastating and spoiling had reached
the point determined by Jehovah. Instead of ¥BF, we find in some codd. and
editions the reading ŒB, which is equally admissible. In ¦MiYTIHákA (from „MÁTf)
the radical syllable is lengthened, instead of having dagesh. ¦TiLOnikA is equivalent
to ¦TiŒLNiHAki, a hiphil syncopated for the sake of rhythm (as in Isa. 3: 8,
Deu. 1:33, and many other passages), written here with dagesh dirimens, from
the verb naÑlaÑh, which is attested also by Job. 15:29. The coincidence in meaning
with the Arab. verb naÑl (fut. i and u), to acquire or attain (see Comm. on Job, at
15:29 and 30:24-27), has been admitted by the earliest of the national
grammarians, Ben-Koreish, Chayug, etc. The conjecture ¦TiŒlKAki (in addition
to which Cappellus proposed ¦TiŒJLiNIki) is quite unnecessary. The play upon
the sound sets forth the punishment of the hitherto unpunished one as the
infallible echo of its sin.

Isa. 33: 2. In v. 2 the prophet’s word of command is changed into a believing
prayer:

“Jehovah, be gracious to us; we wait for Thee: be their arm with every morning,
yea, our salvation in time of need!”

“Their arm,” i.e., the power which shelters and defends them, viz., Thy people
and my own. “Yea,” ‘aph, is emphatic. Israel’s arm every morning, because the
danger is renewed every day; Israel’s salvation, i.e., complete deliverance
(Isa. 25: 9), because the culminating point of the trouble is still in prospect.

Isa. 33: 3, 4. While the prophet is praying thus, he already sees the answer.
Vv. 3, 4.



“At the sound of a noise peoples pass away ; at Thy rising nations are scattered.
And your booty is swept away as a swarm of locusts sweeps away; as beetles run,
they run upon it.”

The indeterminate haÑmoÝn, which produces for that very reason the impression
of something mysterious and terrible, is at once explained. The noise comes
from Jehovah, who is raising Himself judicially above Assyria, and thunders as a
judge. Then the hostile army runs away (wCPiNF = wcPANF, from the niphal ƒPANF,
1Sa. 13:11, fromƒCÁpF = ƒŒPNF, from ƒwp); and your booty (the address returns
to Assyria) is swept away, just as when a swarm of locusts settles on a field, it
soon eats it utterly away. Jerome, Cappellus, and others follow the Septuagint
rendering, oÎÃn troÂpon eÏaÂn tij sunagaÂghÄ aÏkriÂdaj. The figure is quite as
appropriate, but the article in hechaÑsiÝl makes the other view the more natural
one; and v. 4b places this beyond all doubt. ShaÑqaq, from which the participle
shoÝqeÝq and the substantive masshaÑq are derived, is sued here, as in Joe. 2: 9, to
signify a busy running hither and thither (discursitare). The syntactic use of
shoÝqeÝq is the same as that of JRQ̃O (they call) in Isa. 21:11, and soÝphêdiÝm (they
smite) in Isa. 32:12. The inhabitants of Jerusalem swarm in the enemy’s camp
like beetles; they are all in motion, and carry off what they can.

Isa. 33: 5, 6. The prophet sees this as he prays, and now feasts himself on the
consequences of this victory of Jehovah, prophesying in vv. 5, 6:

“Jehovah is exalted; for, dwelling on high, He has filled Zion with justice and
righteousness. And there will be security of thy times, riches of salvation, of wisdom,
and knowledge. Fear of Jehovah is then the treasure of Judah.”

Exalted: for though highly exalted in Himself, He has performed an act of
justice and righteousness, with the sight and remembrance of which Zion is
filled as with an overflowing rich supply of instruction and praise. A new time
has dawned for the people of Judah. The prophet addresses them in v. 6; for
there is nothing to warrant us in regarding the words as addressed to Hezekiah.
To the times succeeding this great achievement there would belong ÿeÔmuÝnaÑh,
i.e., (durability (Exo. 17:12), — a uniform and therefore trustworthy state of
things (compare Isa. 39: 8, “peace and truth”). Secondly, there would also
belong to them †SEXO, a rich store of salvation, wisdom, and knowledge
(compare the verb in Isa. 23:18). We regard these three ideas as all connected
with choÝsen. The prophet makes a certain advance towards the unfolding of the
seven gifts in Isa. 11: 2, which are implied in “salvation;” but he hurries at once
to the lowest of them, which forms the groundwork of all the rest, when he
says, thirdly, that the fear of Jehovah will be the people’s treasure. The
construct form, chokhmath, instead of chokhmaÑh, is a favourite one, which
Isaiah employs, even apart from the genitive relation of the words, for the
purpose of securing a closer connection, as Isa. 35: 2; 51:21 (compare paÑrash in



Eze. 26:10), clearly show. In the case before us, it has the further advantage of
consonance in the closing sound.

Isa. 33: 7-10. The prophet has thus run through the whole train of thought
with a few rapid strides, in accordance with the custom which we have already
frequently noticed; and now he commences afresh, mourning over the present
miserable condition of things, in psalm-like elegiac tones, and weeping with his
weeping people. Vv. 7-9.

“Behold, their heroes weep without; the messengers of peace weep bitterly.
Desolate are roads, disappeared are travellers; he has broken covenant, insulted
cities, despised men. The land mourns, languishes; Lebanon stands ashamed,
parched; the meadow of Sharon has become like a steppe , and Bashan and Carmel
shake their leaves.”

„lFJERiJE is probably chosen with some allusion to ‘Ariel, the name of Jerusalem
in Isa. 29; but it has a totally different meaning. We have rendered it “heroes,”
because LJERiJE is here synonymous with LJR̃IJá in the Nibelung -like piece
contained in 2Sa. 23:20 and 1Ch. 11:22. This ÿaÔriÝÿeÝl, which is here contracted
into ‘er’el (compare the biblical name ÿArÿeÝliÝ and the post-biblical name of the
angels, ÿErÿelliÝm), is compounded of ÿaÔriÝ (a lion) and ‘El (God), and therefore
signifies “the lion of God,” but in this sense, that El (God) gives to the idea of
leonine courage merely the additional force of extraordinary or wonderful; and
as a composite word, it contents itself with a singular, with a collective sense
according to circumstances, without forming any plural at all. The dagesh is to
be explained from the fact that the word (which tradition has erroneously
regarded as a compound of „HELF HJERFJ)̃ is pointed in accordance with the
form LMERikA (ŒlMIRikA). The heroes intended by the prophet were the messengers
sent to Sennacherib to treat with him for peace. They carried to him the amount
of silver and gold which he had demanded as the condition of peace
(2Ki. 18:14). But Sennacherib broke the treaty, by demanding nothing less than
the surrender of Jerusalem itself. Then the heroes of Jerusalem cried aloud,
when they arrived at Jerusalem, and had to convey this message of disgrace and
alarm to the king and nation; and bitterly weeping over such a breach of faith,
such deception and disgrace, the embassy, which had been sent off, to the deep
self-humiliation of Judah and themselves, returned to Jerusalem. Moreover,
Sennacherib continued to storm the fortified places, in violation of his
agreement (on maÑÿas ÿaÑriÝm, see 2Ki. 18:13). The land was more and more laid
waste, the fields were trodden down; and the autumnal aspect of Lebanon, with
its faded foliage, and of Bashan and Carmel, with their falling leaves, looked
like shame and grief at the calamities of the land. It was in the autumn,
therefore, that the prophet uttered these complaints; and the definition of the
time given in his prophecy (Isa. 32:10) coincides with this. LMÁQF is the pausal



form for LMQ̃F, just as in other places an eÝ with the tone, which has sprung from
i, easily passes into a in pause; the sharpening of the syllable being preferred to
the lengthening of it, not only when the syllable which precedes the tone syllable
is an open one, but sometimes even when it is closed (e.g., Jud. 6:19, ŠgAyAWA).
Instead of HBR k̂F we should read HBR k̂A (without the article), as certain
codd. and early editions do. f148

Isaiah having mourned in the tone of the Psalms, now comforts himself with the
words of a psalm. Like David in Psa. 12: 6, he hears Jehovah speak. The
measure of Asshur’s iniquity is full; the hour of Judah’s redemption is come;
Jehovah has looked on long enough, as though sitting still (Isa. 18: 4). V. 10.
“Now will I arise, saith Jehovah, now exalt myself, now lift up myself.” Three
times does the prophet repeat the word ÿattaÑh (now), which is so significant a
word with all the prophets, but more especially with Hosea and Isaiah, and
which always fixes the boundary-line and turning-point between love and wrath,
wrath and love. „MŒFRJ (̃in half pause for „MŒ̃RJ)̃ is contracted from „MŒ̃RTiJE
(Ges. § 54, 2, b). Jehovah would rise up from His throne, and show Himself in
all His greatness to the enemies of Israel.

Isa. 33:11. After the prophet has heard this from Jehovah, he knows how it
will fare with them. He therefore cries out to them in triumph (v. 11),

“Ye are pregnant with hay, ye bring forth stubble! Your snorting is the fire that will
devour you.”

Their vain purpose to destroy Jerusalem comes to nothing; their burning wrath
against Jerusalem becomes the fire of wrath, which consumes them (for
chaÔshash and qash, see at Isa. 5:24).

Isa. 33:12. The prophet announces this to them, and now tells openly what has
been exhibited to him in his mental mirror as the purpose of God. V. 12. “And
nations become as lime burnings, thorns cut off, which are kindled with fire.”
The first simile sets forth the totality of the destruction: they will be so
completely burned up, that nothing but ashes will be left, like the lump of lime
left at the burning of lime. The second contains a figurative description of its
suddenness: they have vanished suddenly, like dead brushwood, which is cut
down in consequence, and quickly crackles up and is consumed (Isa. 5:24, cf.,
9:17): kaÑsach is the Targum word for zaÑmar, amputare, whereas in Arabic it has
the same meaning as saÑchaÑh, verrere.

Isa. 33:13, 14. But the prophet, while addressing Asshur, does not overlook
those sinners of his own nation who are deserving of punishment. The judgment
upon Asshur is an alarming lesson, not only for the heathen, but for Israel also;
for there is no respect of persons with Jehovah. Vv. 13, 14.



“Hear , ye distant ones, what I have accomplished; and perceive , ye near ones, my
omnipotence! The sinners in Zion are afraid; trembling seizes the hypocrites: who of
us can abide with devouring fire? who of us abide with everlasting burnings?”

Even for the sinners in Jerusalem also there is no abiding in the presence of the
Almighty and Just One, who has judged Asshur (the act of judgment is regarded
by the prophet as having just occurred); they must either repent, or they cannot
remain in His presence. Jehovah, so far as His wrath is concerned, is “a
consuming fire” (Deu. 4:24; 9: 3); and the fiery force of His anger is
“everlasting burnings” (moÝkêdeÝ ÿoÝlaÑm), inasmuch as it consists of flames that
are never extinguished, never burn themselves out. And this God had His fire
and His furnace in Jerusalem (Isa. 31: 9), and had just shown what His fire
could do, when once it burst forth. Therefore do the sinners inquire in their
alarm, whilst confessing to one another (laÑnuÝ; cf., Amo. 9: 1) that none of them
can endure it, “Who can dwell with devouring fire?” etc. (guÝr with the acc. loci,
as in Psa. 5: 5).

Isa. 33:15, 16. The prophet answers their question. Vv. 15, 16.

“He that walketh in righteousness , and speaketh uprightness; he that despiseth gain
of oppressions, whose hand keepeth from grasping bribes; he that stoppeth his ear
from hearing murderous counsel, and shutteth his eyes from looking at evil; he will
dwell upon high places; rocky fastnesses are his castle; his bread is abundant, his
waters inexhaustible.”

Isaiah’s variation of Psa. 15 and 24: 3-6 (as Jer. 17: 5-8 contains Jeremiah’s
variation of Psa. 1). TsêdaÑqoÝth is the accusative of the object, so also is
meÝshaÑriÝm: he who walks in all the relations of life in the full measure of
righteousness, i.e., who practises it continually, and whose words are in perfect
agreement with his inward feelings and outward condition. The third quality is,
that he not only does not seek without for any gain which injures the interests
of his neighbour, but that he inwardly abhors it. The fourth is, that he diligently
closes his hands, his ears, and his eyes, against all danger of moral pollution.
Bribery, which others force into his hand, he throws away (cf., Neh. 5:13);
against murderous suggestions, or such as stimulate revenge, hatred, and
violence, he stops his ear; and from sinful sights he closes his eyes firmly, and
that without even winking. Such a man has no need to fear the wrath of God.
Living according to the will of God, he lives in the love of God; and in that he is
shut in as it were upon the inaccessible heights and in the impregnable walls of a
castle upon a rock. He suffers neither hunger nor thirst; but his bread is
constantly handed to him (nittaÑn, partic.), namely, by the love of God; and his
waters never fail, for God, the living One, makes them flow. This is the picture
of a man who has no need to be alarmed at the judgment of God upon Asshur.



Isa. 33:17. Over this picture the prophet forgets the sinners in Zion, and greets
with words of promise the thriving church of the future. V. 17.

“Thine eyes will see the king in his beauty, will see a land that is very far off.”

The king of Judah, hitherto so deeply humbled, and, as Micah instances by way
of example, “smitten upon the cheeks,” is then glorified by the victory of his
God; and the nation, constituted as described in vv. 15, 16, will see him in his
God-given beauty, and see the land of promise, cleared of enemies as far as the
eye can reach and the foot carry, restored to Israel without reserve, and under
the dominion of this sovereign enjoying all the blessedness of peace.

Isa. 33:18, 19. The tribulation has passed away like a dream. Vv. 18, 19.

“Thy heart meditates upon the shuddering. Where is the valuer? where the
weigher? where he who counted the towers? The rough people thou seest no more,
the people of deep inaudible lip, of stammering unintelligible tongue.”

The dreadful past is so thoroughly forced out of mind by the glorious present,
that they are obliged to turn back their thoughts (haÑgaÑh, meditari, as Jerome
renders it) to remember it at all. The soÝpheÝr who had the management of the
raising of the tribute, the shoÝqeÝl who tested the weight of the gold and silver,
the soÝpheÔr ÿeth hammigdaÑliÝm who drew up the plan of the city to be besieged
or stormed, are all vanished. The rough people (Z Œ̂FN „JA, the niphal of ZZÂ F,
from ZJAYF), that had shown itself so insolent, so shameless, and so insatiable in
its demands, has become invisible. This attribute is a perfectly appropriate one;
and the explanation given by Rashi, Vitringa, Ewald, and Fürst, who take it in
the sense of loÝÿeÝz in Psa. 114: 1, is both forced and groundless. The expressions
ÿimkeÝ and nil’ag refer to the obscure and barbarous sound of their language;
misshêmoÝaÔ to the unintelligibility of their speech; and HNFYbI †YJ t̃o the obscurity
of their meaning. Even if the Assyrians spoke a Semitic language, they were of
so totally different a nationality, and their manners were so entirely different,
that their language must have sounded even more foreign to an Israelite than
Dutch to a German.

Isa. 33:20. And how will Jerusalem look when Asshur has been dashed to
pieces on the strong fortress? The prophet passes over here into the tone of
Psa. 48 (vv. 13, 14). Psa. 46 and 48 probably belong to the time of
Jehoshaphat; but they are equally applicable to the deliverance of Jerusalem in
the time of Hezekiah. V. 20.

“Look upon Zion, the castle of our festal meeting. Thine eyes will see Jerusalem , a
pleasant place, a tent that does not wander about, whose pegs are never drawn, and
none of whose cords are ever broken.”



Jerusalem stands there unconquered and inviolable, the fortress where the
congregation of the whole land celebrates its feasts, a place full of good cheer
(Isa. 32:18), in which everything is now arranged for a continuance. Jerusalem
has come out of tribulation stronger than ever, — not a nomadic wandering tent
(tsaÑÿam, a nomad word, to wander, lit., to pack up = taÑÿan in Gen. 45:17), but
one set up for a permanent dwelling.

Isa. 33:21, 22. It is also a great Lord who dwells therein, a faithful and
almighty defender. Vv. 21, 22.

“No, there dwells for us a glorious One, Jehovah; a place of streams, canals of
wide extent, into which no fleet of rowing vessels ventures, and which no strong man
of war shall cross. For Jehovah is our Judge; Jehovah is our war-Prince; Jehovah is
our King; He will bring us salvation.”

Following upon the negative clauses in v. 20b, the next verse commences with
kiÝ ÿim (imo). Glorious (ÿaddiÝr) is Jehovah, who has overthrown Lebanon, i.e.,
Assyria (Isa. 10:34). He dwells in Jerusalem for the good of His people, — a
place of streams, i.e., one resembling a place of streams, from the fact that He
dwells therein. Luzzatto is right in maintaining, that Œb and wnREBiJAYA point back
to „ŒQMi, and therefore that mêkoÝm is neither equivalent to loco (tachath,
instead of), which would be quite possible indeed, as 1Ki. 21:19, if not
Hos. 2: 1, clearly proves (cf., Isa. 22:38), nor used in the sense of substitution
or compensation. The meaning is, that, by virtue of Jehovah’s dwelling there,
Jerusalem had become a place, or equivalent to a place, or broad streams, like
those which in other instances defended the cities they surrounded (e.g.,
Babylon, the “twisted snake,” Isa. 27: 1), and of broad canals, which kept off
the enemy, like moats around a fortification. The word „YRIJOYi was an Egyptian
word, that had become naturalized in Hebrew; nevertheless it is a very natural
supposition, that the prophet was thinking of the No of Egypt, which was
surrounded by waters, probably Nile-canals (see Winer, R.W. Nah. 3: 8). The
adjective in which yaÑdaim brings out with greater force the idea of breadth, as
in Isa. 22:18 (“on both sides”), belongs to both the nouns, which are placed side
by side, aÏsundeÂtwj (because permutative). The presence of Jehovah was to
Jerusalem what the broadest streams and canals were to other cities; and into
these streams and canals, which Jerusalem had around it spiritually in Jehovah
Himself, no rowing vessels ventured (bI ¥LÁHF , ingredi). Luzzatto renders the
word “ships of roving,” i.e., pirate ships; but this is improbable, as shuÝt, when
used as a nautical word, signifies to row. Even a majestic tsiÝ, i.e., trieris magna,
could not cross it: a colossal vessel of this size would be wrecked in these
mighty and dangerous waters. The figure is the same as that in Isa. 26: 1. In the
consciousness of this inaccessible and impenetrable defence, the people of
Jerusalem gloried in their God, who watched as a shoÝpheÝt over Israel’s rights



and honour, who held as mêchoqeÝq the commander’s rod, and ruled as melekh
in the midst of Israel; so that for every future danger it was already provided
with the most certain help.

Isa. 33:23, 24. Now indeed it was apparently very different from this. It was
not Assyria, but Jerusalem, that was like a ship about to be wrecked; but when
that which had just been predicted should be fulfilled, Jerusalem, at present so
powerless and sinful, would be entirely changed. Vv. 23, 24.

“Thy ropes hang loose; they do not hold fast the support of thy mast; they do not
hold the flag extended: then is booty of plunder divided in abundance; even lame
men share the prey. And not an inhabitant will say, I am weak: the people settled
there have their sins forgiven.”

Nearly every commentator (even Luzzatto) has taken v. 23 as addressed to
Assyria, which, like a proud vessel of war, would cross the encircling river by
which Jerusalem was surrounded. But Drechsler has very properly given up this
view. The address itself, with the suffix ayikh (see at Isa. 1:26), points to
Jerusalem; and the reference to this gives the most appropriate sense, whilst the
contrast between the now and then closes the prophecy in the most glorious
manner. Jerusalem is now a badly appointed ship, dashed about by the storm,
the sport of the waves. Its rigging hangs loose (Jerome, laxati sunt); it does not
hold the keÝn tornaÑm fast, i.e., the support of their mast, or cross beam with a
hole in it, into which the mast is slipped (the mesodme of Homer, Od. xv. 289),
which is sure to go to ruin along with the falling mast, if the ropes do not assist
its bearing power (malum sustinentes thecae succurrant, as Vitruvius says).
And so the ropes of the ship Jerusalem do not keep the neÝs spread out, i.e., the
eÏpiÂshmon of the ship, whether we understand by it a flag or a sail, with a device
worked upon it (see Winer, R.W. s. v. Schiffe) . And this is the case with
Jerusalem now; but then (ÿaÑz) it will be entirely different. Asshur is wrecked,
and Jerusalem enriches itself, without employing any weapons, from the wealth
of the Assyrian camp. It was with a prediction of this spoiling of Asshur that the
prophet commenced in v. 1; so that the address finishes as it began. But the
closing words of the prophet are, that the people of Jerusalem are now strong in
God, and are †WÔ F JVUNi (as in Psa. 32: 1), lifted up, taken away from their guilt.
A people humbled by punishment, penitent, and therefore pardoned, would then
dwell in Jerusalem. The strength of Israel, and all its salvation, rest upon the
forgiveness of its sins.

Part VI



FINALE OF THE JUDGMENT UPON ALL THE WORLD (MORE
ESPECIALLY UPON EDOM), AND REDEMPTION OF THE

PEOPLE OF JEHOVAH — CH. 34-35

Isa. 34-35. These two chapters stand in precisely the same relation to Isa. 28-
33 as Isa. 24-27 to Isa. 13-23. In both instances the special prophecies
connected with the history of the prophet’s own times are followed by a
comprehensive finale of an apocalyptic character. We feel that we are carried
entirely away from the stage of history. There is no longer that foreshortening,
by which the prophet’s perspective was characterized before the fall of Assyria.
The tangible shapes of the historical present, by which we have been hitherto
surrounded, are now spiritualized into something perfectly ideal. We are
transported directly into the midst of the last things; and the eschatological
vision is less restricted, has greater mystical depth, belongs more to another
sphere, and has altogether more of a New Testament character. The totally
different impression which is thus made by Isa. 34-35, as compared with
Isa. 28-33, must not cause any misgivings as to the authenticity of this closing
prophecy. The relation in which Jeremiah and Zephaniah stand to Isa. 34 and
35, is quite sufficient to drive all doubts away. (Read Caspari’s article,
“Jeremiah a Witness to the Genuineness of Isa. 34, and therefore also to the
Genuineness of Isa. 40-66, 13-14:23, and 21: 1-10,” in the Lutherische
Zeitschrift, 1843, 2; and Nägelsbach’s Jeremia und Babylon, pp. 107-113, on
the relation of Jer. 50-51 more especially to Isa. 34-35.) There are many
passages in Jeremiah (viz., Jer. 25:31, 22, 23; 46:10; 50:27, 39; 51:40) which
cannot be explained in any other way than on the supposition that Jeremiah had
the prophecy of Isaiah in Isa. 34 before him. We cannot escape from the
conclusion, that just as we find Jeremiah introducing earlier prophecies
generally into his cycle of prophecies against the nations, and, in the addresses
already mentioned, borrowing from Amos and Nahum, and placing side by side
with a passage from Amos (compare Jer. 25:30 with Amo. 1: 2) one of a similar
character, and agreeing with Isa. 34, so he also had Isa. 34 and 35 before him,
and reproduced it in the same sense as he did other and earlier models. It is
equally certain that Zep. 1: 7, 8, and 2:14, stand in a dependent relation to
Isa. 34: 6, 11; just as Zep. 2:15 was taken from Isa. 47: 8, and Zep. 1: 7 fin. and
3:11 from Isa. 13: 3; whilst Zep. 2:14 also points back to Isa. 13:21, 22. We
might, indeed, reverse the relation, and make Jeremiah and Zephaniah into the
originals in the case of the passages mentioned; but this is opposed to the
generally reproductive and secondary character of both these prophets, and also
to the evident features of the passages in question. We might also follow
Movers, De Wette, and Hitzig, who get rid of the testimony of Isaiah by
assuming that the passages resting upon Is. 34, and other disputed prophecies
of Isaiah, are interpolated; but this is opposed to the moral character of all



biblical prophecy, and, moreover, it could only apply to Jeremiah, not to
Zephaniah. We must in this case “bring reason into captivity to obedience” to
the external evidence; though internal evidence also is not wanting to set a seal
upon these external proofs. Just as Isa. 24-27 are full of the clearest marks of
Isaiah’s authorship, so is it also with Isa. 34-35. It is not difficult to understand
the marked contrast which we find between these two closing prophecies and
the historical prophecies of the Assyrian age. These two closing prophecies
were appended to Isa. 13-23 and 28-33 at the time when Isaiah revised the
complete collection. They belong to the latest revelations received by the
prophet, to the last steps by which he reached that ideal height at which he
soars in Isa. 40-66, and from which he never descends again to the stage of
passing history, which lay so far beneath. After the fall of Assyria, and when
darkness began to gather on the horizon again, Isaiah broke completely away
from his own times. “The end of all things” became more and more his own true
home. The obscure foreground of his prophecies is no longer Asshur, which he
has done with now so far as prophecy is concerned, but Babel (Babylon). And
the bright centre of his prophecies is not the fall of Asshur (for this was already
prophetically a thing of the past, which had not been followed by complete
salvation), but deliverance from Babylon. And the bright noon-day background
of his prophecies is no longer the realized idea of the kingdom of prophecy, —
realized, that is to say, in the one person of the Messiah, whose form had lost
the sharp outlines of Isa. 7-12 even in the prophecies of Hezekiah’s time, — but
the parousia of Jehovah, which all flesh would see. It was the revelation of the
mystery of the incarnation of God, for which all this was intended to prepare
the way. And there was no other way in which that could be done, than by
completing the perfect portrait of the Messiah in the light of the ultimate future,
so that both the factors in the prophecy might be assimilated. The spirit of
Isaiah, more than that of any other prophet, was the laboratory of this great
process in the history of revelation. The prophetic cycles in Isa. 24-27 and 34-
35 stand in the relation of preludes to it. In Isa. 40-66 the process of
assimilation is fully at work, and there is consequently no book of the Old
Testament which has gone so thoroughly into New Testament depths, as this
second part of the collection of Isaiah’s prophecies, which commences with a
prediction of the parousia of Jehovah, and ends with the creation of the new
heaven and new earth. Ch. 34 and 35 are, as it were, the first preparatory
chords. Edom here is what Moab was in Isa. 24-27. By the side of Babylon, the
empire of the world, whose policy of conquest led to its enslaving Israel, it
represents the world in its hostility to Israel as the people of Jehovah. For Edom
was Israel’s brother-nation, and hated Israel as the chosen people. In this its
unbrotherly, hereditary hatred, it represented the sum-total of all the enemies
and persecutors of the church of Jehovah. The special side-piece to Isa. 34 is
Isa. 63: 1-6.



Isa. 34: 1-3. What the prophet here foretells relates to all nations, and to every
individual within them, in their relation to the congregation of Jehovah. He
therefore commences with the appeal in vv. 1-3:

“Come near , ye peoples, to hear; and he nations, attend. Let the earth hear, and
that which fills it, the world, and everything that springs from it. For the indignation
of Jehovah will fall upon all nations, and burning wrath upon all their host; He has
laid the ban upon them, delivered them to the slaughter. And their slain are cast
away, and their corpses — their stench will arise, and mountains melt with their
blood.”

The summons does not invite them to look upon the completion of the
judgment, but to hear the prophecy of the future judgment; and it is issued to
everything on the earth, because it would all have to endure the judgment upon
the nations (see at Isa. 5:25; 13:10). The expression qetseph layehoÝvaÑh implies
that Jehovah was ready to execute His wrath (compare yoÝm layehoÝvaÑh in v. 8
and Isa. 2:12). The nations that are hostile to Jehovah are slaughtered, the
bodies remain unburied, and the streams of blood loosen the firm masses of the
mountains, so that they melt away. On the stench of the corpses, compare
Eze. 39:11. Even if chaÑsam, in this instance, does not mean “to take away the
breath with the stench,” there is no doubt that Ezekiel had this prophecy of
Isaiah in his mind, when prophesying of the destruction of Gog and Magog
(Eze. 39).

Isa. 34: 4. The judgment foretold by Isaiah also belongs to the last things; for
it takes place in connection with the simultaneous destruction of the present
heaven and the present earth. V. 4.

“And all the host of the heavens moulder away, and the heavens are rolled up like a
scroll, and all their host withers as a leaf withers away from the vine, and like
withered leaves from the fig-tree”

(NaÑmaq, to be dissolved into powdered mother (Isa. 3:24; 5:24); naÑgoÝl (for
naÑgal, like naÑzoÝl in Isa. 63:19; 64: 2, and naÑroÝts in Ecc. 12: 6), to be rolled up,
— a term applied to the cylindrical book-scroll. The heaven, that is to say, the
present system of the universe, breaks up into atoms, and is rolled up like a
book that has been read through; and the stars fall down as a withered leaf falls
from a vine, when it is moved by even the lightest breeze, or like the withered
leaves shaken from the fig-tree. The expressions are so strong, that they cannot
be understood in any other sense than as relating to the end of the world
(Isa. 65:17; 66:22; compare Mat. 24:29). It is not sufficient to say that “the
stars appear to fall to the earth,” though even Vitringa gives this explanation.

When we look, however, at the following kiÝ (for), it undoubtedly appears
strange that the prophet should foretell the passing away of the heavens, simply
because Jehovah judges Edom. But Edom stands here as the representative of



all powers that are hostile to the church of God as such, and therefore expresses
an idea of the deepest and widest cosmical signification (as Isa. 24:21 clearly
shows). And it is not only a doctrine of Isaiah himself, but a biblical doctrine
universally, that God will destroy the present world as soon as the measure of
the sin which culminates in unbelief, and in the persecution of the congregation
of the faithful, shall be really full.

Isa. 34: 5-7. If we bear this in mind, we shall not be surprised that the prophet
gives the following reason for the passing away of the present heavens. Vv. 5-7.

“For my sword has become intoxicated in the heaven; behold, it comes down upon
Edom, and upon the people of my ban to judgment. The sword of Jehovah fills itself
with blood, is fattened with fat, with blood of lambs and he-goats, with kidney-fat of
rams; for Jehovah has a sacrifice in Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the land of
Edom. And buffaloes fall with them, and bullocks together with bulls; and their land
become intoxicated with blood, and their dust fattened with fat.”

Just as in Isa. 63 Jehovah is represented as a treader of the wine-press, and the
nations as the grapes; so here He is represented as offering sacrifice, and the
nations as the animals offered (zebhach: cf., Zep. 1: 7; Jer. 46:10);
Eze. 39:17ff.: all three passages founded upon this). Jehovah does not appear
here in person as judge, as He does there, but His sword appears; just as in
Gen. 3:24, the “sword which turned every way” is mentioned as an independent
power standing by the side of the cherub. The sword is His executioner, which
has no sooner drunk deeply of wrath in heaven, i.e., in the immediate sphere of
the Deity (rivvêthaÑh, an intensive form of the kal, like pitteÝaÔch, Isa. 48: 8;
Ewald, § 120, d), than it comes down in wild intoxication upon Edom, the
people of the ban of Jehovah, i.e., the people upon whom He has laid the ban,
and there, as His instrument of punishment, fills itself with blood, and fattens
itself with fat. HNFŠidAHU is the hothpaal = HNFŠidATiHU, with the T of the
preformative syllable assimilated (compare wkzAHI in Isa. 1:16, and HmEdAJE in
Isa. 14:14). The penultimate has the tone, the naÑh being treated as in the plural
forms of the future. The dropping of the dagesh in the Šis connected with this.
The reading BLEXEM,̃ in v. 6, is an error that has been handed down in modern
copies (in opposition to both codices and ancient editions); for BLEX (̃primary
form, chilb) is the only form met with in the Old Testament. The lambs, he-
goats, and rams, represent the Edomitish nation, which is compared to these
smaller sacrificial animals. Edom and Bozrah are also placed side by side in
Isa. 63: 1. The latter was one of the chief cities of the Edomites (Gen. 36:33;
Amo. 1:12; Jer. 49:13, 22), — not the Bozrah in Auranitis (HauraÑn), however,
which is well known in church history, but Bozrah in the mountains of Edom,
upon the same site as the village of Buzaire (i.e., Minor Bozrah), which is still
surrounded by its ruins. In contrast with the three names of the smaller animals



in v. 6, the three names of oxen in v. 7 represent the lords of Edom. They also
will fall, smitten by the sword (yaÑrêduÝ: cf., Jer. 50:27; 51:40; also Jer. 48:15).
The feast of the sword is so abundant, that even the earth and the dust of the
land of Edom are satiated with blood and fat.

Isa. 34: 8-10. Thus does Jehovah avenge His church upon Edom. Vv. 8-10.

“For Jehovah hath a day of vengeance, a year of recompense, to contend for Zion.
And the brooks of Edom are turned into pitch, and its dust into brimstone, and its
land becomes burning pitch. Day and night it is not quenched; the smoke of Edom
goes up for ever: it lies waste from generation to generation; no one passes through
it for ever and ever.”

The one expression, “to contend for Zion,” is like a flash of lightning, throwing
light upon the obscurity of prophecy, both backwards and forwards. A day and
a year of judgment upon Edom (compare Isa. 61: 2; 63: 4) would do justice to
Zion against its accusers and persecutors (riÝbh, vindicare, as in Isa. 51:22). The
everlasting punishment which would fall upon it is depicted in figures and
colours, suggested by the proximity of Edom to the Dead Sea, and the volcanic
character of this mountainous country. The unquenchable fire (for which
compare Isa. 66:24), and the eternally ascending smoke (cf., Rev. 19: 3), prove
that the end of all things is referred to. The prophet meant primarily, no doubt,
that the punishment announced would fall upon the land of Edom, and within its
geographical boundaries; but this particular punishment represented the
punishment of all nations, and all men who were Edomitish in their feelings and
conduct towards the congregation of Jehovah.

Isa. 34:11, 12. The land of Edom, in this geographical and also emblematical
sense, would become a wilderness; the kingdom of Edom would be for ever
destroyed. Vv. 11, 12.

“And pelican and hedgehog take possession of it, and eared-owl and raven dwell
there; and he stretches over it the measure of Tohu and the level of Bohu. Its nobles
— there is no longer a monarchy which they elected; and all its princes come to
nought.”

The description of the ruin, which commences in v. 11a with a list of animals
that frequent marshy and solitary regions, is similar to the one in Isa. 13:20-22;
14:23 (compare Zep. 2:14, which is founded upon this). Isaiah’s was the
original of all such pictures of ruin which we meet with in the later prophets.
The qippoÝd is the hedgehog, although we find it here in the company of birds
(from qaÑphad, to draw one’s self together, to roll up; see Isa. 14:23). TJFQF is
written here with a double kametz, as well as in Zep. 2:14, according to codd.
and Kimchi, W.B. (Targ. qaÑth, elsewhere qaÑq; Saad. and Abulwalid, quÑq: see at
Psa. 102: 7). According to well-established tradition, it is the long-necked



pelican, which lives upon fish (the name is derived either from JŒQ, to vomit,
or, as the construct is TJÁQi, from a word HJFQF, formed in imitation of the
animal’s cry). YanshuÝph is rendered by the Targum qiÝppoÝphiÝn (Syr. kafuÑfo),
i.e., eared-owls, which are frequently mentioned in the Talmud as birds of ill
omen (Rashi, or Berachoth 57b, chouette). As the parallel to qaÑv, we have
YNB̃iJÁ (stones) here instead of TLEQEŠiMI, the level, in Isa. 28:17. It is used in the
same sense, however, — namely, to signify the weight used in the plumb or
level, which is suspended by a line. The level and the measure are commonly
employed for the purpose of building up; but here Jehovah is represented as
using these fore the purpose of pulling down (a figure met with even before the
time of Isaiah: vid., Amo. 7: 7-9, cf., 2Ki. 21:13, Lam. 2: 8), inasmuch as He
carries out this negative reverse of building with the same rigorous exactness as
that with which a builder carries out his well-considered plan, and throws Edom
back into a state of desolation and desert, resembling the disordered and
shapeless chaos of creation (compare Jer. 4:23, where toÝhuÝ vaÑbhoÝhuÝ represents,
as it does here, the state into which a land is reduced by fire). wHTO has no
dagesh lene; and this is one of the three passages in which the opening mute is
without a dagesh, although the word not only follows, but is closely connected
with, one which has a soft consonant as its final letter (the others are Psa. 68:18
and Eze. 23:42). Thus the primeval kingdom with its early monarchy, which is
long preceded that of Israel, is brought to an end (Gen. 36:31). HFYREXO stands at
the head as a kind of protasis. Edom was an elective monarchy; the hereditary
nobility electing the new king. But this would be done no more. The electoral
princes of Edom would come to nothing. Not a trace would be left of all that
had built up the glory of Edom.

Isa. 34:13-15. The allusion to the monarchy and the lofty electoral dignity
leads the prophet on to the palaces and castles of the land. Starting with these,
he carries out the picture of the ruins in vv. 13-15.

“And the palaces of Edom break out into thorns, nettles and thistles in its castles;
and it becomes the abode of wild dogs, pasture for ostriches. And martens meet with
jackals, and a wood-devil runs upon its fellow; yea, LiÝliÝth dwells there, and finds
rest for itself. There the arrow-snake makes its nest, and breeds and lays eggs, and
broods in the shadow there; yea, there vultures gather together one to another.”

The feminine suffixes refer to Edom, as they did in the previous instance, as
„ŒDJå‰TbÁ or „ŒDJå ƒREJE. On the tanniÝm, tsiyyiÝm, and ÿiyyiÝm, see at
Isa. 13:21, 22. It is doubtful whether chaÑtsiÝr here corresponds to the Arabic
word for an enclosure (= RCX̃F), as Gesenius, Hitzig, and others suppose, as
elsewhere to the Arabic for green, a green field, or garden vegetable. We take it
in the latter sense, viz., a grassy place, such as was frequented by ostriches,
which live upon plants and fruits. The word tsiyyim (steppe animals) we have



rendered “martens,” as the context requires a particular species of animals to be
named. This is the interpretation given by Rashi (in loc.) and Kimchi in
Jer. 50:39 to the Targum word tamvaÑn. We do not render ÿiyyiÝm “wild cats”
(chattuÝliÝn), but “jackals,” after the Arabic. JRFQF with LJA we take in the sense
of HRFQF (as in Exo. 5: 3). LiÝliÝth (Syr. and Zab. lelitho), lit., the creature of the
night, was a female demon (sheÝdaÑh) of the popular mythology; according to the
legends, it was a malicious fairy that was especially hurtful to children, like
some of the fairies of our own fairy tales. There is life in Edom still; but what a
caricature of that which once was there! In the very spot where the princes of
Edom used to proclaim the new king, satyrs now invite one another to dance
(Isa. 13:21); and there kings and princes once slept in their palaces and country
houses, the liÝliÝth, which is most at home in horrible places, finds, as though after
a prolonged search, the most convenient and most comfortable resting-place.
Demons and serpents are not very far distant from one another. The prophet
therefore proceeds in v. 15 to the arrow-snake, or springing-snake (Arabic
qiffaÑze, from qaÑphaz, related to qaÑphats, Son. 2: 8, to prepare for springing, or
to spring; a different word from qippoÝd, which has the same root). This builds
its nest in the ruins; there it breeds (milleÝt, to let its eggs slide out) and lays eggs
(baÑqaÿ, to split, i.e., to bring forth); and then it broods in the shade (daÑgar is the
Targum word in Job. 39:14 for chimmeÝm (ithpael in Lam. 1:20 for RMÁRiMÁXf),
and is also used in the rabbinical writings for fovere, as Jerome renders it here).
The literal sense of the word is probably to keep the eggs together (Targum,
Jer. 17:11, †Y Îb Š̃nK̃AMi, LXX sunhÂgagen), since RGAdi (syn. RmX̃Á) signifies “to
collect.” Rashi has therefore explained it in both passages as meaning glousser,
to cluck, the noise by which a fowl calls its brood together. The dayyaÑh is the
vulture. These fowls and most gregarious birds of prey also collect together
there.

Isa. 34:16, 17. Whenever any one compared the prophecy with the fulfilment,
they would be found to coincide. Vv. 16, 17.

“Search in the book of Jehovah, and read! Not one of the creatures fails, not one
misses the other: for my mouth — it has commanded it; and His breath — it has
brought them together. And He has cast the lot for them, and His hand has assigned
it (this land) to them by measure: they will possess it for ever; to generation and
generation they will dwell therein.”

The phrase LJA BTAkF is used for entering in a book, inasmuch as what is written
there is placed upon the page; and LJAM Š̃RÁdF for searching in a book, inasmuch
as a person leans over the book when searching in it, and gets the object of his
search out of it. The prophet applied the title “The Book of Jehovah” to his
collection of the prophecies with which Jehovah had inspired him, and which
He had commanded him to write down. Whoever lived to see the time when the



judgment should come upon Edom, would have only to look inquiringly into
this holy scripture; and if he compared what was predicted there with what had
been actually realized, he would find the most exact agreement between them.
The creatures named, which loved to frequent the marshes and solitary places,
and ruins, would all really make their homes in what had once been Edom. But
the satyrs and the liÝliÝth, which were only the offspring of the popular belief —
what of them? They, too, would be there; for in the sense intended by the
prophet they were actual devils, which he merely calls by well-known popular
names to produce a spectral impression. Edom would really become a
rendezvous for all the animals mentioned, as well as for such unearthly spirits as
those which he refers to here. The prophet, or rather Jehovah, whose temporary
organ he was, still further confirms this by saying, “My mouth hath commanded
it, and His breath has brought them (all these creatures) together.” As the first
creating word proceeded from the mouth of Jehovah, so also does the word of
prophecy, which resembles such a word; and the breath of the mouth of
Jehovah, i.e., His Spirit, is the power which accomplishes the fiat of prophecy,
as it did that of creation, and moulds all creatures and their history according to
the will and counsel of God (Psa. 33: 6). In the second part of v. 16b the
prophet is speaking of Jehovah; whereas in the first Jehovah speaks through
him, — a variation which vanishes indeed if we read WYpI (Olshausen on
Job. 9: 2), or, what would be better, wHYpI, but which may be sustained by a
hundred cases of a similar kind. There is a shadow, as it were, of this change in
the „HELF , which alternates with †HELF in connection with the animals named. The
suffix of chillêqattaÑh (without mappik, as in 1Sa. 1: 6) refers to the land of
Edom. Edom is, as it were, given up by a divine lot, and measured off with a
divine measure, to be for ever the horrible abode of beasts and demons such as
those described. A prelude of the fulfilment of this swept over the mountainous
land of Edom immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem (see Köhler on
Mal. 1: 2-5); and it has never risen to its previous state of cultivation again. It
swarms with snakes, and the desolate mountain heights and barren table-lands
are only inhabited by wild crows and eagles, and great flocks of birds. But the
ultimate fulfilment, to which the appeal in v. 16 refers, is still in the future, and
will eventually fall upon the abodes of those who spiritually belong to that circle
of hostility to Jehovah (Jesus) and His church, of which ancient Edom was
merely the centre fixed by the prophet.

Isa. 35: 1, 2. Edom falls, never to rise again. Its land is turned into a horrible
wilderness. But, on the other hand, the wilderness through which the redeemed
Israel returns, is changed into a flowery field. Isa. 35: 1, 2.

“Gladness fills the desert and the heath; and the steppe rejoices, and flowers like
the crocus. It flowers abundantly, and rejoices; yea, rejoicing and singing: the glory



of Lebanon is given to it, the splendour of Carmel and the plain of Sharon; they will
see the glory of Jehovah, the splendour of our God.”

RbFDiMI „wVVUYi (to be accentuated with tiphchah munach, not with mercha
tiphchah) has been correctly explained by Aben-Ezra. The original Nun has
been assimilated to the following Mem, just as pidyoÝn in Num. 3:49 is
afterwards written pidyoÝm (Ewald, § 91, b) . The explanation given by Rashi,
Gesenius, and others (laetabuntur his), is untenable, if only because suÝs (siÝs)
cannot be construed with the accusative of the object (see at Isa. 8: 6); and to
get rid of the form by correction, as Olshausen proposes, is all the more
objectionable, because “the old full plural in uÝn is very frequently met with
before Mem” (Böttcher), in which case it may have been pronounced as it is
written here. f149

According to the Targum on Son. 2: 1 (also Saad., Abulw.), the chaÔbhatstseleth
is the narcissus; whilst the Targum on the passage before us leaves it indefinite
— sicut lilia. The name (a derivative of baÑtsal) points to a bulbous plant,
probably the crocus and primrose, which were classed together. f150

The sandy steppe would become like a lovely variegated plain covered with
meadow flowers. f151

On giÝlath, see at Isa. 33: 6 (cf., Isa. 65:18): the infin. noun takes the place of an
inf. abs., which expresses the abstract verbal idea, though in a more rigid
manner; ‘aph (like gam in Gen. 31:15; 46: 4) is an exponent of the increased
emphasis already implied in the gerunds that come after. So joyful and so
gloriously adorned will the barren desert, which has been hitherto so mournful,
become, on account of the great things that are in store for it. Lebanon, Carmel,
and Sharon have, as it were, shared their splendour with the desert, that all
might be clothed alike in festal dress, when the glory of Jehovah, which
surpasses everything self in its splendour, should appear; that glory which they
would not only be privileged to behold, but of which they would be honoured
to be the actual scene.

Isa. 35: 3, 4. The prophet now exclaims to the afflicted church, in language of
unmixed consolation, that Jehovah is coming. Vv. 3, 4.

“Strengthen ye the weak hands, and make the trembling knees strong! Say to those
of a terrified heart, Be strong! Fear ye not! Behold, your God will come for
vengeance, for a divine retribution: He will come, and bring you salvation.”

Those who have become weak in faith, hopeless and despairing, are to cheer
up; and the stronger are to tell such of their brethren as are perplexed and timid,
to be comforted now: for Jehovah is coming naÑqaÑm (i.e., as vengeance), and
gêmuÝl ÿEloÝhiÝm (i.e., as retribution, such as God the highly exalted and Almighty



Judge inflicts; the expression is similar to that in Isa. 30:27; 13: 9, cf., 40:10,
but a bolder one; the words in apposition stand as abbreviations of final
clauses). The infliction of punishment is the immediate object of His coming,
but the ultimate object is the salvation of His people („KE á̂ŠAYOWi a contracted
future form, which is generally confined to the aorist). Vv. 5-7.

“Then the eyes of the blind will be opened, and the ears of the deaf unstopped. Then
will the lame man leap as the stag, and the tongue of the dumb man shout; for waters
break out in the desert, and brooks in the steppe. And the mirage becomes a fish-
pond, and the thirsty ground gushing water-springs; in the place of jackals, where it
lies, there springs up grass with reeds and rushes.”

The bodily defects mentioned here there is no reason for regarding as figurative
representations of spiritual defects. The healing of bodily defects, however, is
merely the outer side of what is actually effected by the coming of Jehovah (for
the other side, comp. Isa. 32: 3, 4). And so, also, the change of the desert into a
field abounding with water is not a mere poetical ornament; for in the last times,
he era of redemption, nature itself will really share in the doxa which proceeds
from the manifested God to His redeemed. ShaÑraÑbh (Arab. saraÑb) is essentially
the same thing as that which we call in the western languages the mirage, or
Fata morgana; not indeed every variety of this phenomenon of the refraction of
light, through strata of air of varying density lying one above another, but more
especially that appearance of water, which is produced as if by magic in the dry,
sandy desert f152 (literally perhaps the “desert shine,” just as we speak of the
“Alpine glow;” see Isa. 49:10). The antithesis to this is ÿaÔgam (Chald. ÿagmaÑÿ,
Syr. egmo, Ar. ageÈam), a fish-pond (as in Isa. 41:18, different from ÿaÑgaÑm in
Isa. 19:10). In the arid sandy desert, where the jackal once had her lair and
suckled her young (this is, according to Lam. 4: 3, the true explanation of the
permutative ribhtsaÑh, for which ribhtsaÑm would be in some respects more
suitable), grass springs up even into reeds and rushes; so that, as Isa. 43:20
affirms, the wild beasts of the desert praise Jehovah.

Isa. 35: 8-10. In the midst of such miracles, by which all nature is glorified, the
people of Jehovah are redeemed, and led home to Zion. Vv. 8-10.

“And a highway rises there, and a road, and it will be called the Holy Road; no
unclean man will pass along it, as it is appointed for them: whoever walks the road,
even simple ones do not go astray. There will be no lion there, and the most
ravenous beast of prey will not approach it, will not be met with there; and
redeemed ones walk. And the ransomed of Jehovah will return, and come to Zion
with shouting, and everlasting joy upon their head: they lay hold of gladness and
joy, and sorrow and sighing flee away.”

Not only unclean persons from among the heathen, but even unclean persons
belonging to Israel itself, will never pass along that holy road; none but the
church purified and sanctified through sufferings, and those connected with it.



ŒMLF JwH, to them, and to them alone, does this road belong, which Jehovah
has made and secured, and which so readily strikes the eye, that even an idiot
could not miss it; whilst it lies to high, that no beast of prey, however powerful
(pêriÝts chayyoÝth, a superlative verbal noun: Ewald, § 313, c), could possibly
leap up to it: not one is ever encountered by the pilgrim there. The pilgrims are
those whom Jehovah has redeemed and delivered, or set free from captivity and
affliction (LJÁgF, LG, related to LX, solvere; HDFpF, DP, scindere, abscindere).
Everlasting joy soars above their head; they lay fast hold of delight and joy
(compare on Isa. 13: 8), so that it never departs from them. On the other hand,
sorrow and sighing flee away. The whole of v. 10 is like a mosaic from
Isa. 51:11; 61: 7; 51: 3; and what is affirmed of the holy road, is also affirmed in
Isa. 52: 1 of the holy city (compare Isa. 62:12; 63: 4). A prelude of the
fulfilment is seen in what Ezra speaks of with gratitude to God in Ezr. 8:31. We
have intentionally avoided crowding together the parallel passages from Isa. 40-
66. The whole chapter is, in every part, both in thought and language, a prelude
of that book of consolation for the exiles in their captivity. Not only in its
spiritual New Testament thoughts, but also in its ethereal language, soaring high
as it does in majestic softness and light, the prophecy has now reached the
highest point of its development.

Part VII

FULFILMENTS OF PROPHECY; AND PROPHECIES BELONGING
TO THE FOURTEENTH YEAR OF HEZEKIAH'S REIGN, AND THE

TIMES IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING. — CH. 36-39

Isa. 36-39. To the first six books of Isaiah’s prophecies there is now
appended a seventh. The six form three syzygies. In the “Book of Hardening,”
Isa. 1-6 (apart from Isa. 1, which belonged to the times of Uzziah and Jotham),
we saw Israel’s day of grace brought to an end. In the “Book of Immanuel,”
Isa. 7-12 (from the time of Ahaz), we saw the judgment of hardening and
destruction in its first stage of accomplishment; but Immanuel was pledge that,
even if the great mass should perish, neither the whole of Israel nor the house of
David would be destroyed. The separate judgments through which the way was
to be prepared for the kingdom of Immanuel, are announced in the “Book
concerning the Nations,” Isa. 13-23 (from the time of Ahaz and Hezekiah); and
the general judgment in which they would issue, and after which a new Israel
would triumph, is foretold in the “Book of the great Catastrophe,” Isa. 24-27
(after the fifteenth year of Hezekiah). These two syzygies form the first great
orbit of the collection. A second opens with the “Book of Woes, or of the
Precious Corner-stone,” Isa. 28-33 (28-32, from the first years of Hezekiah,
and 33 from the fourteenth year), by the side of which is placed the “Book of



the Judgment upon Edom, and of the Restoration of Israel,” Isa. 34-35 (after
Hezekiah’s fifteenth year). The former shows how Ephraim succumbs to the
power of Asshur, and Judah’s trust in Egypt is put to shame; the latter, how the
world, with its hostility to the church, eventually succumbs to the vengeance of
Jehovah, whereas the church itself is redeemed and glorified. Then follows, in
Isa. 36-39, a “Book of Histories,” which returns from the ideal distances of
Isa. 34-35 to the historical realities of Isa. 33, and begins by stating that “at the
conduit of the upper pool in the highway of the fuller’s field,” where Ahaz had
formerly preferred the help of Asshur to that of Jehovah, there stood an
embassy from the king of Asshur with a detachment of his army (Isa. 36: 2),
scornfully demanding the surrender of Jerusalem.

Just as we have found throughout a well-considered succession and dovetailing
of the several parts, so here we can see reciprocal bearings, which are both
designed and expressive; and it is à priori a probable thing that Isaiah, who
wrote the historical introduction to the Judaeo-Assyrian drama in the second
book, is the author of the concluding act of the same drama, which is here the
subject of Book 7. The fact that the murder of Sennacherib is related in
Isa. 37:37, 38, in accordance with the prophecy in Isa. 37: 7, does not render
this impossible, since, according to credible tradition, Isaiah outlived Hezekiah
(see p. 28). The assertion made by Hitzig and others — that the speciality of the
prophecy, and the miraculous character of the events recorded in Isa. 36-39,
preclude the possibility of Isaiah’s authorship, inasmuch as, “according to a
well-known critical rule,” such special prophecies as these are always vaticinia
ex eventu, and accounts of miracles are always more recent than their historical
germ — rests upon a foregone conclusion which was completed before any
investigation took place, and which we have good ground for rejecting,
although we are well acquainted with the valuable service that has been
rendered by this philosopher’s stone. The statement that accounts of miracles as
such are never contemporaneous with the events themselves, is altogether at
variance with experience; and if the advance from the general to the particular
were to be blotted out of Isaiah’s prophecy in relation to Asshur, this would be
not only unhistorical, but unpsychological also.

The question whether Isaiah is the author of Isa. 36-39 or not, is bound up with
the question whether the original place of these histories is in the book of Isaiah
or the book of Kings, where the whole passage is repeated with the exception
of Hezekiah’s psalm of thanksgiving (2Ki. 18:13-20:19). We shall find that the
text of the book of Kings is in several places the purer and more authentic of
the two (though not so much so as a biassed prejudice would assume), from
which it apparently follows that this section is not in its original position in the
book of Isaiah, but has been taken from some other place and inserted there.
But this conclusion is a deceptive one. In the relation in which Jer. 52 and



2Ki. 24:18-25 stand to one another, we have a proof that the text of a passage
may be more faithfully preserved in a secondary place than in its original one.
For in this particular instance it is equally certain that the section relating to
king Zedekiah and the Chaldean catastrophe was written by the author of the
book of Kings, whose style was formed on that of Deuteronomy, and also, that
in the book of Jeremiah it is an appendix taken by an unknown hand from the
book of the Kings. But it is also an acknowledged fact, that the text of Jer. 52 is
incomparably the purer of the two, and also that there are many other instances
in which the passage in the book of Kings is corrupt — that is to say, in the
form in which it lies before us now — whereas the Alexandrian translator had it
in his possession in a partially better form. Consequently, the fact that Is. 36-39
is in some respects less pure than 2Ki. 18:13-20:19, cannot be any argument in
itself against the originality of this section in the book of Isaiah.

It is indeed altogether inconceivable, that the author of the book of Kings
should have written it; for, on the one hand, the liberality of the prophetic
addresses communicated point to a written source (see p. 10); and, on the other
hand, it is wanting in that Deuteronomic stamp, by which the hand of this
author is so easily recognised. Nor can it have been copied by him out of the
annals of Hezekiah (dibhreÝ hayyaÑmiÝm), as is commonly supposed, since it is
written in prophetic and not in annalistic style. Whoever has once made himself
acquainted with these two different kinds of historical composition, the
fundamentally different characteristics of which we have pointed out in the
Introduction (p. 1ff.), can never by any possibility confound them again. And
this passage is written in a style so peculiarly prophetical, that, like the
magnificent historical accounts of Elijah, for example, which commence so
abruptly in 2Ki. 17: 1, it must have been taken from some special and
prophetical source, which had nothing to do with other prophetico-historical
portions of the book of Kings. And the following facts are sufficient to raise the
probability, that this source was no other than the book of Isaiah itself, into an
absolute certainty. In the first place, the author of the book of Kings had the
book of Isaiah amongst the different sources, of which his apparatus was
composed; this is evident from 2Ki. 16: 5, a passage which was written with
Isa. 7: 1 in view. And secondly, we have express, though indirect, testimony to
the effect that this section, which treats of the most important epoch in
Hezekiah’s reign, is in its original place in the book of Isaiah. The author of the
book of Chronicles says, in 2Ch. 32:32: “Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah,
and the gracious occurrences of his life, behold, they are written in the vision
(chaÑzoÝn) of Isaiah the son of Amoz, and in the book of the kings of Judah and
Israel.” This notice clearly proves that a certain historical account of Hezekiah
had either been taken out of the collection of Isaiah’s prophecies, which is
headed chaÑzoÝn (vision), and inserted in the “book of the kings of Judah and



Israel,” or else had been so inserted along with the whole collection. The book
of the Kings was the principal source employed by the chronicler, which he calls
“the midrash of the book of the Kings” in 2Ch. 24:27. Into this Midrash, or else
into the still earlier work upon which it was a commentary, the section in
question was copied from the book of Isaiah; and it follows from this, that the
writer of the history of the kings made use of our book of Isaiah for one portion
of the history of Hezekiah’s reign, and made extracts from it. The chronicler
himself did not care to repeat the whole section, which he knew to be already
contained in the canonical book of Kings (to say nothing of the book of Isaiah).
At the same time, his own historical account of Hezekiah in 2Ch. 27 clearly
shows that he was acquainted with it, and also that the historical materials,
which the annals supplied to him through the medium of the Midrash, were
totally different both in substance and form from those contained in the section
in question. These two testimonies are further strengthened by the fact, that
Isaiah is well known to us as a historian through another passage in the
Chronicles, namely, as the author of a complete history of Uzziah’s reign (see p.
25); also by the fact, that the prophetico-historical style of Isa. 36-39, with their
fine, noble, pictorial prose, which is comparable to the grandest historical
composition to be met with in Hebrew, is worthy of Isaiah, and bears every
mark of Isaiah’s pen; thirdly, by the fact, that there are other instances in which
Isaiah has interwoven historical accounts with his prophecies (Isa. 7-8 and 20),
and that in so doing he sometimes speaks of himself in the first person (Isa. 6: 1;
8: 1-4), and sometimes in the third (Isa. 7: 3ff., and 20), just as in Isa. 36-39;
and fourthly, by the fact that, as we have already observed, Isa. 7: 3 and 36: 2
bear the clearest marks of having had one and the same author; and, as we shall
also show, the order in which the four accounts in Isa. 36-39 are arranged,
corresponds to the general plan of the whole collection of prophecies, —
Isa. 36 and 37 looking back to the prophecies of the Assyrian era, and Isa. 38
and 39 looking forwards to those of the Babylonian era, which is the prophet’s
ideal present from Isa. 40 onwards.

A. First Assyrian Attempt to Compel the Surrender of Jerusalem —
Ch. 36-37:

Isa. 36: 1, 2. Marcus v. Niebuhr, in his History of Asshur and Babel (p. 164),
says, “Why should not Hezekiah have revolted from Asshur as soon as he
ascended the throne? He had a motive for doing this, which other kings had not,
— namely, that as he held his kingdom in fief from his God, obedience to a
temporal monarch was in his case sin.” But this assumption, which is founded
upon the same idea as that in which the question was put to Jesus concerning
the tribute money, is not at all in accordance with Isaiah’s view, as we may see
from Isa. 28-32; and Hezekiah’s revolt cannot have occurred even in the sixth



year of his reign (see p. 33). For Shalmanassar, or rather Sargon, made war
upon Egypt and Ethiopia after the destruction of Samaria (Isa. 20; cf., Oppert,
Les Inscriptions des Sargonides, pp. 22, 27), without attempting anything
against Hezekiah. It was not till the time of Sargon, who overthrew the reigning
house of Assyria, that the actual preparations for the revolt were commenced,
by the formation of an alliance between the kingdom of Judah on the one hand,
and Egypt, and probably Philistia, on the other, the object of which was the
rupture of the Assyrian yoke. f153

The campaign of Sennacherib the son of Sargon, into which we are transported
in the following history, was the third of his expeditions, the one to which
Sennacherib himself refers in the inscription upon the prism: “dans ma 3e

campagne je marchai vers la Syrie.” The position which we find Sennacherib
taking up between Philistia and Jerusalem, to the south-west of the latter, is a
very characteristic one in relation to both the occasion and the ultimate object
of the campaign. Ch. 36: 1. f154

“And it came to pass in the (K. and in the) fourteenth year of king HizkÑyahu,
SancherÑb king of Asshur came up against all the fortified cities of Judah, and took
them. (K. adds: Then Hizkiyah king of Judah sent to the king of Asshur to Lachish,
saying, I have sinned , withdraw from me again; what thou imposest upon me I will
raise. And the king of Asshur imposed upon Hizkiyah king of Judah three hundred
talents of silver, and thirty talents of gold. And Hizkiyah gave up all the silver that
was in the house of Jehovah, and in the treasures of the king’s house. At the same
time Hizkiyah mutilated the doors of the temple of Jehovah, and the pillars which
Hizkiyah king of Judah had plated with gold, and gave it to the king of Asshur).”

This long addition, which is distinguished at once by the introduction of HYQZX
in the place of WHYQZX, is probably only an annalistic interpolation, though one
of great importance in relation to Isa. 33: 7. What follows in Isaiah does not
dovetail well into this addition, and therefore does not presuppose its existence.
V. 2.

“Then the king of Asshur sent Rabshakeh (K.: Tartan, and Rabsaris, and
Rabshakeh) from Lachish towards Jerusalem to king Hizkiyahu with a great army,
and he advanced (K.: to king H. with a great army to Jerusalem; and they went up
and came to Jerusalem, and went up, and came and advanced) to the conduit of the
upper pool by the road of the fuller’s field.”

Whereas in K. the repeated WJBYW WL ŶW (and went up and came) forms a
“dittography,” the names Tartan and Rab-saris have apparently dropped out of
the text of Isaiah, as Isa. 37: 6 and 24 presuppose a plurality of messengers.
The three names are not names of persons, but official titles, viz., the
commander-in-chief (Tartan, which really occurs in an Assyrian list of offices;
see Rawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 412), the chief cup-bearer (HQŠ̃FBiRI with tzere =



JQŠ̃FBiRÁ). The situation of Lachish is marked by the present ruins of Umm
Lakis, to the south-west of Bet-Gibrin ( (Eleutheropolis) in the Shephelah. The
messengers come from the south-west with the ultima ratio of a strong
detachment (LYX ã connecting form, from LYIXÁ, like HLWDG JYg,̃ Zec. 14: 4;
Ewald, § 287, a); they therefore halt on the western side of Jerusalem (on the
locality, see at Isa. 7: 3; 22: 8-11; compare Keil on Kings).

Isa. 36: 3-10. Hezekiah’s confidential ministers go there also. V.

(K. “And they called to the king), and there went out to him (K. to them) Eliakim
son of Hilkiyahu, the house-minister, and Shebna the chancellor, and Joah son of
Asaph, the recorder.”

On the office of the house-minister, or major-domo, which was now filled by
Eliakim instead of Shebna (JNBŠ, K. twice HNBŠ), see Isa. 22:15ff.; and on
that of soÝpheÝr and mazkiÝr, see pp. 5, 6. Rabshakeh’s message follows in vv. 4-
10:

“And Rabshakeh said to them , Say now to Hizkiyahu, Thus saith the great king, the
king of Asshur, What sort of confidence is this that thou hast got? I say (K. thou
sayest, i.e., thou talkest), vain talk is counsel and strength for war: now, then, in
whom dost thou trust, that thou hast rebelled against me? (K. Now) Behold, thou
trustest (K. ¦li) in this broken reed-staff there, in Egypt, on which one leans, and it
runs into his hand and pierces it; so does Pharaoh king of Egypt to all who trust in
him. But if thou sayest to me (K. ye say), We trust in Jehovah our God; is it not He
whose high places and altars Hizkiyahu has removed, and has said to Judah and
Jerusalem, Ye shall worship before the altar (K. ads, in Jerusalem)? And now take a
wager with my lord (K. with) the king of Asshur; I will deliver thee two thousand
horses, if thou art able for thy part to give horsemen upon them. And how couldst
thou repel the advance of a single satrap among the least of the servants of my
lord?! Thou puttest thy trust then in Egypt for chariots and riders! And (omitted in
K.) now have I come up without Jehovah against this land to destroy it (K. against
this place, to destroy it)? Jehovah said to me, Go up to (K. against) this land, and
destroy it.”

The chronicler has a portion of this address of Rabshakeh in 2Ch. 32:10-12.
And just as the prophetic words in the book of Kings have a Deuteronomic
sound, and those in the Chronicles the ring of a chronicle, so do Rabshakeh’s
words, and those which follow, sound like the words of Isaiah himself. “The
great king” is the standing royal title appended to the names of Sargon and
Sennacherib upon the Assyrian monuments (compare Isa. 10: 8). Hezekiah is
not thought worthy of the title of king, ether here or afterwards. The reading
TfRiMÁJF in v. 5 (thou speakest vain talk) is not the preferable one, because in that
case we should expect TfRibÁdI, or rather (according to the usual style) TfRibÁdI
¥JÁ. The meaning is, that he must look upon Hezekiah’s resolution, and his



strength (HRFwBGiw HCF̂ c̃onnected as in Isa. 11: 2) for going to war, as mere
boasting (“lip-words,” as in Pro. 14:23), and must therefore assume that there
was something in the background of which he was well aware. And this must be
Egypt, which would not only be of no real help to its ally, but would rather do
him harm by leaving him in the lurch. The figure of a reed-staff has been
borrowed by Ezekiel in Eze. 29: 6, 7. It was a very appropriate one for Egypt,
with its abundance of reeds and rushes (Isa. 19: 6), and it has Isaiah’s peculiar
ring (for the expression itself, compare Isa. 42: 3; and for the fact itself,
Isa. 30: 5, and other passages). ƒwCRF does not mean fragile (Luzz. quella
fragil canna), but broken, namely, in consequence of the loss of the throne by
the native royal family, from whom it had been wrested by the Ethiopians
(Isa. 18), and the defeats sustained at the hands of Sargon (Isa. 20). The
construction cui quis innitur et intrat is paratactic for cui si quis. In v. 7 the
reading †wRMiJTO commends itself, from the fact that the sentence is not
continued with TFROYSIHá; but as Hezekiah is addressed throughout, and it is to
him that the reply is to be made, the original reading was probably RMÁJTO. The
fact that Hezekiah had restricted the worship of Jehovah to Jerusalem, by
removing the other places of worship (2Ki. 18: 4), is brought against him in a
thoroughly heathen, and yet at the same time (considering the inclination to
worship other gods which still existed in the nation) a very crafty manner. In vv.
8, 9, he throws in his teeth, with most imposing scorn, his own weakness as
compared with Asshur, which was chiefly dreaded on account of its strength in
cavalry and war-chariots. JNF BRÊ FTiHI does not refer to the performance and
counter-performance which follow, in the sense of “connect thyself” (Luzz.
associati), but is used in a similar sense to the Omeric mighÌnai, though with the
idea of vying with one another, not of engaging in war (the synonym in the
Talmud is himraÑh, to bet, e.g., b. Sabbath 31a): a bet and a pledge are kindred
notions (Heb. †ŒBRFˆ̃, cf., Lat. vadari) . On pechaÑh (for pachaÑh), which also
occurs as an Assyrian title in Eze. 23: 6, 23, see p. 173, note 2. DXÁJÁ TXÁPA, two
constructives, the first of which is to be explained according to Ewald, § 286, a
(compare above, v. 2, DBK LYX)̃, form the logical regens of the following
servorum dominin mei minimorum; and heÝshiÝbh pêneÝ does not mean here to
refuse a petitioner, but to repel an antagonist (Isa. 28: 6). The fut. consec.
X‹ABitIWA deduces a consequence: Hezekiah could not do anything by himself,
and therefore he trusted in Egypt, from which he expected chariots and
horsemen. In v. 10, the prophetic idea, that Asshur was the instrument
employed by Jehovah (Isa. 10: 5, etc.), is put into the mouth of the Assyrian
himself. This is very conceivable, but the colouring of Isaiah is undeniable.



Isa. 36:11. The concluding words, in which the Assyrian boasts of having
Jehovah on his side, affect the messengers of Hezekiah in the keenest manner,
especially because of the people present. V. 11.

“Then said Eliakim (K. the son of Hilkiyahu), and Shebna, and Joah, to Rabshakeh,
Pray, speak to thy servants in Aramaean , for we understand it; and do not speak to
(K. with) us in Jewish, in the ears of the people that are on the wall.”

They spoke YêhuÝdiÝth, i.e., the colloquial language of the kingdom of Judah.
The kingdom of Israel was no longer in existence, and the language of the
Israelitish nation, as a whole, might therefore already be called Judaean
(Jewish), as in Neh. 13:24, more especially as there may have been a far greater
dialectical difference between the popular speech of the northern and southern
kingdoms, than we can gather from the biblical books that were written in the
one or the other. Aramaean (ÿaÔraÑmiÝth), however, appears to have been even
then, as it was at a later period (Ezr. 4: 7), the language of intercourse between
the empire of Eastern Asia and the people to the west of the Tigris (compare
Alex. Polyhistor in Euseb. chron. arm. i. 43, where Sennacherib is said to have
erected a monument with a Chaldean inscription); and consequently educated
Judaeans not only understood it, but were able to speak it, more especially
those who were in the service of the state. Assyrian, on the contrary, was
unintelligible to Judaeans (Isa. 28:11; 33:19), although this applied
comparatively less to the true Assyrian dialect, which was Semitic, and can be
interpreted for the most part from the Hebrew (see Oppert’s “Outlines of an
Assyrian Grammar” in the Journal Asiatique, 1859), than to the motley
language of the Assyrian army, which was a compound of Arian and Turanian
elements. The name Sennacherib (SancheÝriÝbh = BRIY‰̃YXIJÁ‰†S i.e., “Sin, the
moon-god, had multiplied the brethren”) is Semitic; on the other hand, the name
Tartan, which cannot be interpreted either from the Semitic or the Arian, is an
example of the element referred to, which was so utterly strange to a Judaean
ear.

Isa. 36:12. The harsh reply is given in v. 12.

“Then Rabshakeh said (K. to them), Has my lord sent me to (K. LJAHA) the men who
sit upon the wall, to eat their dung, and to drink their urine together with you?”

— namely, because their rulers were exposing them to a siege which would
involve the most dreadful state of famine.

Isa. 36:13-20. After Rabshakeh had refused the request of Hezekiah’s
representatives in this contemptuous manner, he turned in defiance of them to
the people themselves. Vv. 13-20.



“Then Rabshakeh went near , and cried with a loud voice in the Jewish language (K.
and spake), and said, Hear the words (K. the word) of the great king, the king of
Asshur. Thus saith the king, Let not Hizkiyahu practise deception upon you (JªIYA, K.
JYªIYA); for he cannot deliver you (K. out of his hand). And let not Hizkiyahu feed you
with hope in Jehovah, saying, Jehovah will deliver, yea, deliver us: (K. and) this city
will not be delivered into the hand of the king of Asshur. Hearken not to Hizkiyahu:
for thus saith the king (hammelekh, K. melekh) of Asshur, Enter into a connection of
mutual good wishes with me, and come out to me: and enjoy every one his vine, and
every one his fig-tree, and drink every one the water of his cistern; till I come and
take you away into a land like your land, a land of corn and wine, a land of bread-
corn and vineyards (K. a land full of fine olive-trees and honey, and live and do not
die, and hearken not to Hizkiyahu); that Hizkiyahu to not befool you (K. for he
befools you), saying, Jehovah will deliver us! Have the gods of the nations delivered
(K. really delivered) every one his land out of the hand of the king of Asshur? Where
are the gods of Hamath and Arpad? where the gods of Sepharvayim (K. adds, Hena’
and ‘Ivah)? and how much less (YKIWi, K. YkI) have they delivered that Samaria out of
my hand? Who were they among all the gods of these (K. of the) lands, who
delivered their land out of my hand? how much less will Jehovah deliver Jerusalem
out of my hand!?”

The chronicler also has this continuation of Rabshakeh’s address in part
(2Ch. 32:13-15), but he has fused into one the Assyrian self-praise uttered by
Rabshakeh on his first and second mission. The encouragement of the people,
by referring to the help of Jehovah (2Ch. 32: 6-8), is placed by him before this
first account is given by Isaiah, and forms a conclusion to the preparations for
the contest with Asshur as there described. Rabshakeh now draws nearer to the
wall, and harangues the people. JYªIHI is construed here with a dative (to excite
treacherous hopes); whereas in 2Ch. 32:15 it is written with an accusative. The
reading ŒDyFMI is altered from YDIyFMI in v. 20, which is inserted still more
frequently by the chronicler. The reading RY ÎHF‰TJE with †TñFTI is incorrect; it
would require †TñFYI (Ges. § 143, 1a) . To make a bêraÑkhaÑh with a person was
equivalent to entering into a relation of blessing, i.e., into a state of mind in
which each wished all prosperity to the other. This was probably a common
phrase, though we only meet with it here. JCFYF, when applied to the besieged, is
equivalent to surrendering (e.g., 1Sa. 11: 3). If they did that, they should remain
in quiet possession and enjoyment, until the Assyrian fetched them away (after
the Egyptian campaign was over), and transported them to a land which he
describes to them in the most enticing terms, in order to soften down the
inevitable transportation. It is a question whether the expansion of this picture
in the book of Kings is original or not; since HwF ÎWi N̂AH ĩn v. 19 appears to be
also tacked on here from Isa. 37:13 (see at this passage). On Hamath and
Arpad (to the north of Haleb in northern Syria, and a different place from Arvad
= Arad), see Isa. 10: 9. Sepharvayim (a dual form, the house of the SêpharviÝm,
2Ki. 17:31) is the Sipphara of Ptol. v. 18, 7, the southernmost city of



Mesopotamia, on the left bank of the Euphrates; Pliny’s Hipparenum on the
Narraga, i.e., the canal, nêhar malkaÑÿ, the key to the irrigating or inundating
works of Babylon, which were completed afterwards by Nebuchadnezzar (Plin.
h. n. vi. 30); probably the same place as the sun-city, Sippara, in which
Xisuthros concealed the sacred books before the great flood (see K. Müller’s
Fragmenta Historicorum Gr. ii. 501-2). †pE in v. 18 has a warning meaning (as
if it followed „KL WRMªFH); and both YKIWi and YkI in vv. 19, 20, introduce an
exclamatory clause when following a negative interrogatory sentence: and that
they should have saved,” or “that Jehovah should save,” equivalent to “how
much less have they saved, or will He save” (Ewald, § 354, c; comp. YkI‰‡JÁ,
2Ch. 32:15). Rabshakeh’s words in vv. 18-20 are the same as those in
Isa. 10: 8-11. The manner in which he defies the gods of the heathen, of
Samaria, and last of all of Jerusalem, corresponds to the prophecy there. It is
the prophet himself who acts as historian here, and describes the fulfilment of
the prophecy, though without therefore doing violence to his character as a
prophet.

Isa. 36:21, 22. The effect of Rabshakeh’s words. Vv. 21, 22.

“But they held their peace (K. and they, the people, held their peace), and
answered him not a word; for it was the king’s commandment, saying, Ye shall not
answer him. Then came Eliakim son of Hilkiyahu (K. Hilkiyah), the house-minister,
and Shebna the chancellor, and Joah son of Asaph, the recorder, to Hizkiyahu, with
torn clothes, and told him the words of Rabshakeh.”

It is only a superficial observation that could commend the reading in Kings,
“They, the people, held their peace,” which Hitzig and Knobel prefer, but which
Luzzatto very properly rejects. As the Assyrians wished to speak to the king
himself (2Ki. 18:18), who sent the three to them as his representatives, the
command to hear, and to make no reply, can only have applied to them (and
they had already made the matter worse by the one remark which they had
made concerning the language); and the reading wŠYRIXáyAWA in the text of Isaiah is
the correct one. The three were silent, because the king had imposed the duty of
silence upon them; and regarding themselves as dismissed, inasmuch as
Rabshakeh had turned away from them to the people, they hastened to the king,
rending their clothes, in despair and grief and the disgrace they had experienced.

Isa. 37: 1-4. The king and the deputation apply to Isaiah. Ch. 37: 1-4.

“And it came to pass , when king Hizkiyahu had heard, he rent his clothes, and
wrapped himself in mourning linen, and went into the house of Jehovah. And sent
Eliakim the house- minister, and Shebna (K. omits TJE) the chancellor, and the
eldest of the priests, wrapped in mourning linen, to Isaiah son of Amoz, the prophet
(K. has what is inadmissible: the prophet son of Amoz). And they said to him, Thus
saith Hizkiyahu, A day of affliction, and punishment , and blasphemy is this day; for



children are come to the matrix, and there is no strength to bring them forth.
Perhaps Jehovah thy God will hear the words (K. all the words) of Rabshakeh, with
which the king of Asshur his lord has sent him to revile the living God; and Jehovah
thy God will punish for the words which He hath heard, and thou wilt make
intercession for the remnant that still exists.”

The distinguished embassy is a proof of the distinction of the prophet himself
(Knobel). The character of the deputation accorded with its object, which was
to obtain a consolatory word for the king and people. In the form of the
instructions we recognise again the flowing style of Isaiah. HXFKŒ̃t, as a
synonym of RSFwM, „QFNF, is used as in Hos. 5: 9; HCFJFNi (from the kalƒJÁNF)
according to Isa. 1: 4; 5:24; 52: 5, like HCFJFNE (from the piel ƒJÑI), Neh. 9:18,
26 (reviling, i.e., reviling of God, or blasphemy). The figure of there not being
sufficient strength to bring forth the child, is the same as in ch. 86: 9. RbŠ̃iMÁ
(from RBÁŠF, syn. ƒRÁpF , Gen. 38:29) does not signify the actual birth (Luzzatto,
punto di dover nascere), nor the delivering-stool (Targum), like mashbeÝr shel-
chayyaÑh, the delivering-stool of the midwife (Kelim xxiii. 4); but as the subject
is the children, and not the mother, the matrix or mouth of the womb, as in
Hos. 13:13, “He (Ephraim) is an unwise child; when it is time does he not stop
in the children’s passage” (mashbeÝr baÑniÝm), i.e., the point which a child must
pass, not only with its head, but also with its shoulders and its whole body, for
which the force of the pains is often not sufficient? The existing condition of the
state resembled such unpromising birth-pains, which threatened both the mother
and the fruit of the womb with death, because the matrix would not open to
give birth to the child. HDFL l̃ike H F̂d ĩn Isa. 11: 9. The timid inquiry, which
hardly dared to hope, commences with ÿuÝlai. The following future is continued
in perfects, the force of which is determined by it: “and He (namely Jehovah,
the Targum and Syriac) will punish for the words,” or, as we point it, “there
will punish for the words which He hath heard, Jehovah thy God (hoÝkhiÝaÔch,
referring to a judicial decision, as in a general sense in Isa. 2: 4 and 11: 4); and
thou wilt lift up prayer” (i.e., begin to offer it, Isa. 14: 4). “He will hear,”
namely as judge and deliverer; “He hath heard,” namely as the omnipresent
One. The expression, “to revile the living God” (lêchaÑreÝph ÿEloÝhiÝm chai),
sounds like a comparison of Rabshakeh to Goliath (1Sa. 17:26, 36). The
“existing remnant” was Jerusalem, which was not yet in the enemy’s hand
(compare Isa. 1: 8, 9). The deliverance of the remnant is a key-note of Isaiah’s
prophecies. But the prophecy would not be fulfilled, until the grace which
fulfilled it had been met by repentance and faith. Hence Hezekiah’s weak faith
sues for the intercession of the prophet, whose personal relation to God is here
set forth as a closer one than that of the king and priests.

Isa. 37: 5-7. Isaiah’s reply. Vv. 5-7.



“And the servants of king Hizkiyahu came to Isaiah. And Isaiah said to them
(„HEYLJ̃á, K. „HELF), Speak thus to your lord, Thus saith Jehovah, Be not afraid of the
words which thou hast heard, with which the servants of the king of Asshur have
blasphemed me! Behold, I will bring a spirit upon him, and he will hear a hearsay ,
and return to his land; and I cut him down with the sword in his own land.”

Luzzatto, without any necessity, takes wRMiJyOWA in v. 3 in the modal sense of
what they were to do (e dovevano dirgli): they were to say this to him, but he
anticipated them at once with the instructions given here. The fact, so far as the
style is concerned, is rather this, that v. 5, while pointing back, gives the ground
for v. 6: “and when they had come to him (saying this), he said to them.” YR˜̂áNA
we render “servants” (Knappen f155) after Est. 2: 2; 6: 3, 5; it is a more
contemptuous expression than YDB̃iJA. The ruÝaÔch mentioned here as sent by God
is a superior force of a spiritual kind, which influences both thought and
conduct, as in such other connections as Isa. 19:14; 28: 6; 29:10 (Psychol. p.
295, Anm.).

The external occasion which determined the return of Sennacherib, as described
in Isa. 37:36, 37, was the fearful mortality that had taken place in his army. The
shêmuÝÿaÑh (rumour, hearsay), however, was not the tidings of this catastrophe,
but, as the continuation of the account in vv. 8, 9, clearly shows, the report of
the advance of Tirhakah, which compelled Sennacherib to leave Palestine in
consequence of this catastrophe. The prediction of his death is sufficiently
special to be regarded by modern commentators, who will admit nothing but the
most misty figures as prophecies, as a vaticinium post eventum. At the same
time, the prediction of the event which would drive the Assyrian out of the land
is intentionally couched in these general terms. The faith of the king, and of the
inquirers generally, still needed to be tested and exercised. The time had not yet
come for him to be rewarded by a clearer and fuller announcement of the
judgment.

B. Second Attempt of the Assyrians to Force the Surrender of
Jerusalem. Its Miraculous Deliverance. — Ch. 37: 8ff.

Isa. 37: 8, 9. Rabshakeh, who is mentioned alone in both texts as the leading
person engaged, returns to Sennacherib, who is induced to make a second
attempt to obtain possession of Jerusalem, as a position of great strength and
decisive importance. Vv. 8, 9.

“Rabshakeh thereupon returned, and found the king of Asshur warring against
Libnah: for he had heard that he had withdrawn from Lachish. And he heard say
concerning Tirhakah king of Ethiopia, (K. Behold), he has come out to make war
with thee; and heard, and sent (K. and repeated, and sent) messengers to Hizkiyahu,
saying.”



Tirhakah was cursorily referred to in Isa. 18. The twenty-fifth dynasty of
Manetho contained three Ethiopian rulers: Sabakon, SebichoÝs (JŒS = JWS̃i,
although, so far as we know, the Egyptian names begin with Sh), and Tarakos
(Tarkos), Egypt. Taharka, or Heb. with the tone upon the penultimate,
TirhaÑqaÑh. The only one mentioned by Herodotus is Sabakon, to whom he
attributes a reign of fifty years (ii. 139), i.e., as much as the whole three amount
to, when taken in a round sum. If Sebichos is the biblical So’, to whom the lists
attribute from twelve to fourteen years, it is perfectly conceivable that Tirhakah
may have been reigning in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah. But if this took
place, as Manetho affirms, 366 years before the conquest of Egypt by
Alexander, i.e., from 696 onwards (and the Apis-stele, No. 2037, as deciphered
by Vic. de Rougé, Revue archéol. 1863, confirms it), it would be more easily
reconcilable with the Assyrian chronology, which represents Sennacherib as
reigning from 702-680 (Oppert and Rawlinson), than with the current biblical
chronology, according to which Hezekiah’s fourteenth year is certainly not
much later than the year 714. f156

It is worthy of remark also, that Tirhakah is not described as Pharaoh here, but
as the king of Ethiopia (melekh KuÝsh; see at v. 36). Libnah, according to the
Onom. a place in regione Eleutheropolitana, is probably the same as Tell es-
Safieh (“hill of the pure” = of the white), to the north-west of Bet Gibrin, called
Alba Specula (Blanche Garde) in ten middle ages. The expression M̂ÁŠiyIWA (“and
he heard”), which occurs twice in the text, points back to what is past, and also
prepares the way for what follows: “having heard this, he sent,” etc. At the
same time it appears to have been altered from BŠFyFWA.

Isa. 37:10-13. The message. Vv. 10-13.

“Thus shall ye say to Hizkiyahu king of Judah, saying, Let not thy God in whom
thou trustest deceive thee, saying, Jerusalem will not be given into the hand of the
king of Asshur. Behold, thou hast surely heard what (K. that which (the kings of
Asshur have done to all lands, to lay the ban upon them ; and thou, thou shouldst be
delivered?! Have the gods of the nations, which my fathers destroyed, delivered
them: Gozan, and Haran, and Rezeph, and the BêneÝ-ÿEden, which are in Tellasar?

Where is (K. where is he) the king of Hamath, and the king of Arpad, and the
king of ‘Ir-Sepharvaim, Hena’, and ‘Ivah?’ AlthoughƒREJE is feminine, „TŒFJ
(K. „TFJO), like „MFYRIXáHALi, points back to the lands (in accordance with the
want of any thoroughly developed distinction of the genders in Hebrew);
likewise RŠEJá quas pessumdederunt. There is historical importance in the fact,
that here Sennacherib attributes to his fathers (Sargon and the previous kings of
the Derketade dynasty which he had overthrown) what Rabshakeh on the
occasion of the first mission had imputed to Sennacherib himself. On Gozan,



see p. 33. It is no doubt identical with the Zuzan of the Arabian geographers,
which is described as a district of outer Armenia, situated on the Chabur, e.g.,
in the Merasid. (“The Chabur is the Chabur of el-Hasaniye, a district of Mosul,
to the east of the Tigris; it comes down from the mountains of the land of
Zuzan, flows through a broad and thickly populated country in the north of
Mosul, which is called outer Armenia, and empties itself into the Tigris.”
Ptolemy, on the other hand (v. 18, 14), is acquainted with a Mesopotamian
Gauzanitis; and, looking upon northern Mesopotamia as the border land of
Armenia, he says, kateÂxei deÃ thÌj xwÂraj taÃ meÃn proÃj thÌÄ AÏrmeniÂaÄ hÎ AÏnqemousiÂa
(not far from Edessa) uÎf’ hÎÃn hÎ XalkiÌtij, uÎpoÃ deÃ tauÂthn hÎ GauzaniÌtij, possibly
the district of Gulzan, in which Nisibin, the ancient Nisibis, still stands. f157

For HaÑraÑn (Syr. Horon; Joseph. Charran of Mesopotamia), the present HarraÑn,
not far from Charmelik, see Genesis, p. 327. The Harran in the Guta of
Damascus (on the southern arm of the Harus), which Beke has recently
identified with it, is not connected with it in any way. Retseph is the Rhesapha
of Ptol. v. 18, 6, below Thapsacus, the present Rusafa in the Euphrates-valley
of ez-Zor, between the Euphrates and Tadmur (Palmyra; see Robinson, Pal.).
Telassar, with which the Targum (ii. iii.) and Syr. confound the Ellasar of
Gen. 14: 1, i.e., Artemita (Artamita), is not the Thelseae of the Itin. Antonini
and of the Notitia dignitatum, — in which case the BêneÝ-ÿEden might be the
tribe of BeÑt Genn (Bettegene) on the southern slope of Lebanon (i.e., the ‘Eden
of Coelesyria, Amo. 1: 5; the Paradeisos of Ptol. v. 15, 20; Paradisus, Plin. v.
19), — but the Thelser of the Tab. Peuting., on the eastern side of the Tigris;
and BêneÝ ÿEden is the tribe of the ‘Eden mentioned by Ezekiel (Eze. 27:23)
after Haran and Ctesiphon. Consequently the enumeration of the warlike deeds
describes a curve, which passes in a north-westerly direction through Hamath
and Arpad, and then returns in Sepharvaim to the border of southern
Mesopotamia and Babylonia. ‘Ir-Sepharvaim is like ÿIr-NaÑchaÑsh, ‘Ir-Shemesh,
etc. The legends connect the name with the sacred books. The form of the name
is inexplicable; but the name itself probably signifies the double shore (after the
Aramaean), as the city, which was the southernmost of the leading places of
Mesopotamia, was situated on the Euphrates. The words HwF ÎWi N̂AH,̃ if not take
as proper names, would signify, “he has taken away, and overthrown;” but in
that case we should expect ww ÎWi w ŶNIH õr YTIYwÎ IWi YTÎ OYNIHá. They are really the
names of cities which it is no longer possible to trace. Hena’ is hardly the well-
known Avatho on the Euphrates, as Gesenius, v. Niebuhr, and others suppose;
and ‘Ivah, the seat of the AvviÝm (2Ki. 17:31), agrees still less, so far as the
sound of the word is concerned, with “the province of Hebeh (? Hebeb: Ritter,
Erdk. xi. 707), situated between Anah and the Chabur on the Euphrates,” with
which v. Niebuhr combines it. f158



Isa. 37:14, 15. This intimidating message, which declared the God of Israel to
be utterly powerless, was conveyed by the messengers of Sennacherib in the
form of a latter. Vv. 14, 15.

“And Hizkiyahu took the letter out of the hand of the messengers, and read it (K.
read them), and went up to the house of Jehovah; and Hizkiyahu spread it before
Jehovah.”

SêphaÑriÝm (the sheets) is equivalent to the letter (not a letter in duplo), like
literae (cf., grammata). wHJR̃FQiyIWA (changed by K. into „—)̃ is construed
according to the singular idea. Thenius regards this spreading out of the letter
as a naiveté; and Gesenius even goes so far as to speak of the praying machines
of the Buddhists. But it was simply prayer without words — an act of prayer,
which afterwards passed into vocal prayer. Vv. 16-20.

“And Hizkiyahu prayed to (K. before) Jehovah, saying (K. and said), Jehovah of
hosts (K. omits tsêbhaÑÿoÝth), God of Israel, enthroned upon the cherubim, Thou, yea
Thou alone, art God of all the kingdoms of the earth; Thou, Thou hast made the
heavens and the earth. Incline Thine ear, Jehovah, and year ( M̂FŠiw, various reading
in both texts M̂FŠáw)! Open Thine eyes (K. with Yod of the plural), Jehovah, and see;
and hear the K. all the) words of Sennacherib, which he hath sent (K. with which he
hath sent him, i.e., Rabshakeh) to despise the living God! Truly, O Jehovah, the
kings of Asshur have laid waste all lands, and their land (K. the nations and their
land), and have put (vênaÑthoÝn, K. vênaÑthênuÝ) their gods into the fire: for they were
not gods, only the work of men’s hands, wood and stone; therefore they have
destroyed them. And now, Jehovah our God, help us (K. adds pray) out of his hand,
and all the kingdoms of the earth may know that Thou Jehovah (K. Jehovah Elohim)
art it alone.”

On „YBIRUki (no doubt the same word as grupeÂj, though not fabulous beings
like these, but a symbolical representation of heavenly beings), see my Genesis,
p. 626; and on yoÝsheÝbh hakkêrubhiÝm (enthroned on the cherubim), see at
Psa. 18:11 and 80: 2. JwH in JwH‰HTfJÁ is an emphatic repetition, that is to say
a strengthening, of the subject, like Isa. 43:25; 51:12, 2Sa. 7:28, Jer. 49:12,
Psa. 44: 5, Neh. 9: 6, 7, Ezr. 5:11: tu ille (not tu es ille, Ges. § 121, 2) = tu,
nullus alius. Such passages as Isa. 41: 4, where JwH is the predicate, do not
belong here. ¦NEYˆ̃is not a singular (like YNIYˆ̃in Psa. 32: 8, where the LXX have
YNAŶ )̃, but a defective plural, as we should expect after paÑqach. On the other
hand, the reading shêlaÑchoÝ (“hath sent him”), which cannot refer to dêbhaÑriÝm
(the words), but only to the person bringing the written message, is to be
rejected. Moreover, Knobel cannot help giving up his preference for the reading
vênaÑthoÝn (compare Gen. 41:43; Ges. § 131, 4a); just as, on the other hand, we
cannot help regarding the reading „CFRiJÁ‰TJEWi TŒCRFJáHF‰LkF‰TJE as a mistake,
when compared with the reading of the book of Kings. Abravanel explains the



passage thus: “The Assyrians have devastated the lands, and their own land”
(cf., Isa. 14:20), of which we may find examples in the list of victories given
above; compare also Beth-Arbel in Hos. 10:14, if this is Irbil on the Tigris,
from which Alexander’s second battle in Persia, which was really fought at
Gaugamela, derived its name. But how does this tally with the fact that they
threw the gods of these lands — that is to say, of their own land also (for
„HEYHL̃OJå could not possibly refer to TWCRJH, to the exclusion of „CRJ) —
into the fire? If we read haggoÝyiÝm (the nations), we get rid both of the reference
to their own land, which is certainly purposeless here, and also of the otherwise
inevitable conclusion that they burned the gods of their own country. The
reading TWCRJH appears to have arisen from the fact, that after the verb
BYRXH the lands appeared to follow more naturally as the object, than the
tribes themselves (compare, however, Isa. 60:12). The train of thought is the
following: The Assyrians have certainly destroyed nations and their gods,
because these gods were nothing but the works of men: do Thou then help us,
O Jehovah, that the world may see that Thou alone art it, viz., God (ÿEloÝhiÝm, as
K. adds, although, according to the accents, Jehovah Elohim are connected
together, as in the books of Samuel and Chronicles, and very frequently in the
mouth of David: see Symbolae in Psalmos, pp. 15, 16).

Isa. 37:21, 22a. The prophet’s reply. Vv. 21, 22a.

“And Isaiah the son of Amoz sent to Hizkiyahu, saying, Thus saith Jehovah the God
of Israel, That which thou hast prayed to me concerning Sennacherib the king of
Asshur (K. adds, I have heard): this is the utterance which Jehovah utters
concerning him.”

He sent, i.e., sent a message, viz., by one of his disciples (limmuÝdiÝm, Isa. 8:16).
According to the text of Isaiah, RŠEJá would commence the protasis to RBFdFHA
HZE (as for that which — this is the utterance); or, as the Vav of the apodosis is
wanting, it might introduce relative clauses to what precedes (“I, to whom:”
Ges. § 123, 1, Anm. 1). But both of these are very doubtful. We cannot
dispense with YtÎ iMÁŠF (I have heard), which is given by both the LXX and Syr.
in the text of Isaiah, as well as that of Kings.

Isa. 37:22b,23. The prophecy of Isaiah which follows here, is in all respects
one of the most magnificent that we meet with. It proceeds with strophe-like
strides on the cothurnus of the Deborah style: Vv. 22b, 23.

“The virgin daughter of Zion despiseth thee , laugheth thee to scorn; the daughter of
Jerusalem shaketh her head after thee. Whom hast thou reviled and blasphemed,
and over whom hast thou spoken loftily, that thou hast lifted up thine eyes on high?
Against the Holy One of Israel.”



The predicate is written at the head, in v. 22b, in the masculine, i.e., without
any precise definition; since HZFbF is a verb H›L, and neither the participle nor the
third pers. fem. of Zwb. Zion is called a virgin, with reference to the shame with
which it was threatened though without success (Isa. 23:12); bêthuÝlath bath are
subordinate appositions, instead of co-ordinate. With a contented and
heightened self-consciousness, she shakes her head behind him as he retreats
with shame, saying by her attitude, as she moves her head backwards and
forwards, that it must come to this, and could not be otherwise (Jer. 18:16;
Lam. 2:15, 16). The question in v. 23 reaches as far as ¦YNỸˆ̃, although,
according to the accents, v. 23 is an affirmative clause: “and thou turnest thine
eyes on high against the Holy One of Israel” (Hitzig, Ewald, Drechsler, and
Keil). The question is put for the purpose of saying to Asshur, that He at whom
they scoff is the God of Israel, whose pure holiness breaks out into a consuming
fire against all by whom it is dishonoured. The fut. cons. JvFtIWA is essentially the
same as in Isa. 51:12, 13, and „ŒRMF is the same as in Isa. 40:26.

Isa. 37:24. Second turn, v. 24.

“By thy servants (K. thy messengers) hast thou reviled the Lord, in that thou sayest,
With the multitude (K. chethib BKRB) of my chariots have I climbed the height of
the mountains, the inner side of Lebanon; and I shall fell the lofty growth of its
cedars, the choice (mibhchar, (K. mibhchoÝr) of its cypresses: and I shall penetrate
(K. and will penetrate) to the height (K. the halting-place) of its uttermost border,
the grove of its orchard.”

The other text appears, for the most part, the preferable one here. Whether
malÿaÔkhekhaÑ (thy messengers, according to Isa. 9:14) or ÿaÔbhaÑdekhaÑ (thy
servants, viz., Rabshakeh, Tartan, and Rabsaris) is to be preferred, may be left
undecided; also whether YBKR BKRB is an error or a superlative expression,
“with chariots of my chariots,” i.e., my countless chariots; also, thirdly, whether
Isaiah wrote mibhchoÝr. He uses mistoÝr in Isa. 4: 6 for a special reason; but such
obscure forms befit in other instances the book of Kings, with its colouring of
northern Palestine; and we also meet with mibhchoÝr in 2Ki. 3:19, in the strongly
Aramaic first series of histories of Elisha. On the other hand, HcOQI †ŒLMi is
certainly the original reading, in contrast with ŒcQI „ŒRMi. It is important, as
bearing upon the interpretation of the passage, that both texts have TRKJWi, not
TRKJWF, and that the other text confirms this pointing, inasmuch as it has
HJŒFBJFWi instead of JWBJWi. The Lebanon here, if not purely emblematical (as in
Jer. 22: 6 = the royal city Jerusalem; Eze. 17: 3 = Judah-Jerusalem), has at any
rate a synecdochical meaning (cf., 14: 8), signifying the land of Lebanon, i.e.,
the land of Israel, into which he had forced a way, and all the fortresses and
great men of which he would destroy. He would not rest till Jerusalem, the



most renowned height of the land of Lebanon, was lying at his feet. Thenius is
quite right in regarding the “resting-place of the utmost border” and “the
pleasure-garden wood” as containing allusions to the holy city and its royal
citadel (compare the allegory in Isa. 5, pp. 107-8).

Isa. 37:25. Third turn, v. 25.

“I, I have digged and drunk (K. foreign) waters, and will make dry with the sole of
my feet all the Nile-arms (YRJ̃OYi, K. YRŒ̃JYi) of Matsor.”

If we take YTIYLI F̂ in v. 24 as a perfect of certainty, v. 25a would refer to the
overcoming of the difficulties connected with the barren sandy steppe on the
way to Egypt (viz., et-Tih); but the perfects stand out against the following
futures, as statements of what was actually past. Thus, in places where there
were no waters at all, and it might have been supposed that his army would
inevitably perish, there he had dug them (quÝr, from which maÑqoÝr is derived,
fodere; not scaturire, as Luzzatto supposes), and had drunk up these waters,
which had been called up, as if by magic, upon foreign soil; and in places where
there were waters, as in Egypt (maÑtsoÝr is used in Isaiah and Micah for
mitsrayim, with a play upon the appellative meaning of the word: an enclosing
fence, a fortifying girdle: see Psa. 31:22), the Nile-arms and canals of which
appeared to bar all farther progress, it was an easy thing for him to set at
nought all these opposing hindrances. The Nile, with its many arms, was
nothing but a puddle to him, which he trampled out with his feet.

Isa. 37:26, 27. And yet what he was able to do was not the result of his own
power, but of the counsel of God, which he subserved. Fourth turn, vv. 26, 27.

“Hast thou not heart? I have done it long ago, from (K. lemin, since) the days of
ancient time have I formed it, and now brought it to pass (HFYTIJBH̃á, L. HFYTIJOYBH̃á):
that thou shouldst lay waste fortified cities into desolate stone heaps; and their
inhabitants, powerless, were terrified, and were put to shame (wŠBOWF, K. wŠBOyW̃A):
became herb of the field and green of the turf, herb of the house-tops, and a corn-
field (HMFDŠ̃iw, K. and blighted corn) before the blades.”

LÿmeÝraÑchoÝq (from afar) is not to be connected with the preceding words, but
according to the parallel with those which follow. The historical reality, in this
instance the Assyrian judgment upon the nations, had had from all eternity an
ideal reality in God (see at Isa. 22:11). The words are addressed to the
Assyrian; and as his instrumentality formed the essential part of the divine
purpose, YHITiw does not mean “there should,” but “thou shouldest,” eÏÂmellej
eÏchremwÌsai (cf., Isa. 44:14, 15, and Hab. 1:17). K. has TŒŠHiLÁ instead of
TŒJŠiHALi (though not as chethib, in which case it would have to be pointed
TŒŠHALi), a singularly syncopated hiphil (for TŒJŠiLÁ). The point of comparison



in the four figures is the facility with which they can be crushed. The nations in
the presence of the Assyrian became, as it were, weak, delicate grasses, with
roots only rooted in the surface, or like a cornfield with the stalk not yet formed
(shêdeÝmaÑh, Isa. 16: 8), which could easily be rooted up, and did not need to be
cut down with the sickle. This idea is expressed still more strikingly in Kings,
“like corn blighted (shêdeÝphaÑh, compare shiddaÑphoÝn, corn-blight) before the
shooting up of the stalk;” the Assyrian being regarded as a parching east wind,
which destroys the seed before the stalk is formed.

Isa. 37:28, 29. Asshur is Jehovah’s chosen instrument while thus casting down
the nations, which are “short-handed against him,” i.e., incapable of resisting
him. But Jehovah afterwards places this lion under firm restraint; and before it
has reached the goal set before it, He leads it back into its own land, as if with a
ring through its nostril. Fifth turn, vv. 28, 29.

“And thy sitting down, and thy going out, and thy entering in , I know; and thy
heating thyself against me. On account of thy heating thyself against me, and
because thy self-confidence has risen up into mine ears, I put my ring into thy nose,
and my muzzle into thy lips, and lead thee back by the way by which thou hast
come.”

Sitting down and rising up (Psa. 139: 2), going out and coming in (Psa. 121: 8),
denote every kind of human activity. All the thoughts and actions, the purposes
and undertakings of Sennacherib, more especially with regard to the people of
Jehovah, were under divine control. †JAYA is followed by the infinitive, which is
then continued in the finite verb, just as in Isa. 30:12. ¦NiNAJáŠA (another reading,
¥NNFJŠ) is used as a substantive, and denotes the Assyrians’ complacent and
scornful self-confidence (Psa. 123: 4), and has nothing to do with †ŒJŠF
(Targum, Abulw., Rashi, Kimchi, Rosenmüller, Luzzatto). The figure of the
leading away with a nose-ring (chachiÝ with a latent dagesh, JX to prick, hence
choÝaÔch, Arab. choÑch, choÑcha, a narrow slit, literally means a cut or aperture) is
repeated in Eze. 38: 4. Like a wild beast that had been subdued by force, the
Assyrian would have to return home, without having achieved his purpose with
Judah (or with Egypt).

Isa. 37:30. The prophet now turns to Hezekiah. V. 30.

“And let this be a sign to thee, Men eat this year what is self-sown; and in the
second year what springs from the roots (shaÑchiÝs, K. saÑchiÝsh); and in the third year
they sow and reap and plant vineyards, and eat (chethib LWKJ) their fruit.”

According to Thenius, hasshaÑnaÑh (this year) signifies the first year after
Sennacherib’s invasions, hasshaÑnaÑh hassheÝniÝth (the second year) the current
year in which the words were uttered by Hezekiah, hasshaÑnaÑh hasshêliÝshiÝth (the



third year) the year that was coming in which the land would be cleared of the
enemy. But understood in this way, the whole would have been no sign, but
simply a prophecy that the condition of things during the two years was to
come to an end in the third. It would only be a “sign” if the second year was
also still in the future. By hasshaÑnaÑh, therefore, we are to understand what the
expression itself requires (cf., Isa. 29: 1; 32:10), namely the current year, in
which the people had been hindered from cultivating their fields by the Assyrian
who was then in the land, and therefore had been thrown back upon the
saÑphiÝaÔch, i.e., the after growth (auÏtoÂmata, LXX, the self-sown), or crop which
had sprung up from the fallen grains of the previous harvest (from saÑphach,
adjicere, see at Hab. 2:15; or, according to others, effundere, see p. 107). It
was autumn at the time when Isaiah gave this sign (Isa. 33: 9), and the current
civil year was reckoned from one autumnal equinox to the other, as, for
example, in Exo. 23:16, where the feast of tabernacles or harvest festival is said
to fall at the close of the year; so that if the fourteenth year of Hezekiah was the
year 714, the current year would extend from Tishri 714 to Tishri 713. But if in
the next year also, 713-712, there was no sowing and reaping, but the people
were to eat shaÑchiÝs, i.e., that which grew of itself (auÏtofueÂj, Aq., Theod.), and
that very sparingly, not from the grains shed at the previous harvest, but from
the roots of the wheat, we need not assume that this year, 713-712, happened
to be a sabbatical year, in which the law required all agricultural pursuits to be
suspended. f159

It is very improbable in itself that the prophet should have included a
circumstance connected with the calendar in his “sign;” and, moreover,
according to the existing chronological data, the year 715 had been a sabbatical
year (see Hitzig). It is rather presupposed, either that the land would be too
thoroughly devastated and desolate for the fields to be cultivated and sown
(Keil); or, as we can hardly imagine such an impossibility as this, if we picture
to ourselves the existing situation and the kind of agriculture common in
Palestine, that the Assyrian would carry out his expedition to Egypt in this
particular year (713-12), and returning through Judah, would again prevent the
sowing of the corn (Hitzig, Knobel). But in the third year, that is to say the year
712-11, freedom and peace would prevail again, and there would be nothing
more to hinder the cultivation of the fields or vineyards. If this should be the
course of events during the three years, it would be a sign to king Hezekiah that
the fate of the Assyrian would be no other than that predicated. The year 712-
11 would be the peremptory limit appointed him, and the year of deliverance.

Isa. 37:31, 32. Seventh turn, vv. 31, 32.

“And that which is escaped of the house of Judah, that which remains will again
take root downward, and bear fruit upward. For from Jerusalem will a remnant go



forth, and a fugitive from Mount Zion; the zeal of Jehovah of hosts (K. chethib omits
tsêbhaÑÿoÝth) will carry this out.”

The agricultural prospect of the third year shapes itself there into a figurative
representation of the fate of Judah. Isaiah’s watchword, “a remnant shall
return,” is now fulfilled; Jerusalem has been spared, and becomes the source of
national rejuvenation. You year the echo of Isa. 5:24; 9: 6, and also of
Isa. 27: 6. The word tsêbhaÑÿoÝth is wanting in Kings, here as well as in v. 17; in
fact, this divine name is, as a rule, very rare in the book of Kings, where it only
occurs in the first series of accounts of Elijah (1Ki. 18:15; 19:10, 14; cf.,
2Ki. 3:14).

Isa. 37:33-35. The prophecy concerning the protection of Jerusalem becomes
more definite in the last turn than it ever has been before. Vv. 33-35.

“Therefore thus saith Jehovah concerning the king of Asshur , He will not enter into
this city, nor shoot off an arrow there; nor do they assault it with a shield , nor cast
up earthworks against it. By the way by which he came (K. will come) will he return;
and he will not enter into this city, saith Jehovah. And I shield this city (LJA, K. LJE),
to help it, for mine own sake, and for the sake of David my servant.”

According to Hitzig, this conclusion belongs to the later reporter, on account of
its “suspiciously definite character.” Knobel, on the other hand, sees no reason
for disputing the authorship of Isaiah, inasmuch as in all probability the
pestilence had already set in (Isa. 33:24), and threatened to cripple the Assyrian
army very considerably, so that the prophet began to hope that Sennacherib
might now be unable to stand against the powerful Ethiopian king. To us,
however, the words “Thus saith Jehovah” are something more than a flower of
speech; and we hear the language of a man exalted above the standard of the
natural man, and one how has been taken, as Amos says (Amo. 3: 7), by God,
the moulder of history into “His secret.” Here also we see the prophecy at its
height, towards which it has been ascending from Isa. 6:13 and 10:33, 34
onwards, through the midst of obstacles accumulated by the moral condition of
the nation, but with the same goal invariably in view. The Assyrian will not
storm Jerusalem; there will not even be preparations for a siege. The verb
qiddeÝm is construed with a double accusative, as in Psa. 21: 4: soÝlêlaÑh refers to
the earthworks thrown up for besieging purposes, as in Jer. 32:24. The reading
JBOYF instead of JbF has arisen in consequence of the eye having wandered to the
following JBY. The promise in v. 35a sounds like Isa. 31: 5. The reading LJE for
LJA is incorrect. One motive assigned (“for my servant David’s sake”) is the
same as in 1Ki. 15: 4, etc.; and the other (“for mine own sake”) the same as in
Isa. 43:25; 48:11 (compare, however, Isa. 55: 3 also). On the one hand, it is in
accordance with the honour and faithfulness of Jehovah, that Jerusalem is
delivered; and, on the other hand, it is the worth of David, or, what is the same



thing, the love of Jehovah turned towards him, of which Jerusalem reaps the
advantage.

Isa. 37:36-38. To this culminating prophecy there is now appended an account
of the catastrophe itself. Vv. 36-38.

“Then (K. And it came to pass that night, that) the angel of Jehovah went forth and
smote (vayyakkeh, K. vayyakh) in the camp of Asshur a hundred and eight-five
thousand; and when men rose up in the morning, behold, they were all lifeless
corpses. Then Sennacherib king of Asshur decamped, and went forth and returned,
and settled down in Nineveh. And it cam to pass, as he was worshipping in the
temple of Misroch, his god, Adrammelech and Sharezer his sons (L. chethib omits
‘his sons’) smote him with the sword; and when they escaped to the land of Ararat,
Esarhaddon ascended the throne in his stead.”

The first pair of histories closes here with a short account of the result of the
Assyrian drama, in which Isaiah’s prophecies were most gloriously fulfilled: not
only the prophecies immediately preceding, but all the prophecies of the
Assyrian era since the time of Ahaz, which pointed to the destruction of the
Assyrian forces (e.g., Isa. 10:33-4), and to the flight and death of the king of
Assyrian (Isa. 31: 9; 30:33). If we look still further forward to the second pair
of histories (Isa. 38-39), we see from Isa. 38: 6 that it is only by anticipation
that the account of these closing events is finished here; for the third history
carries us back to the period before the final catastrophe. We may account in
some measure for the haste and brevity of this closing historical fragment, from
the prophet’s evident wish to finish up the history of the Assyrian
complications, and the prophecy bearing upon it. But if we look back, there is a
gap between Isa. 37:36 and the event narrated here. For, according to v. 30,
there was to be an entire year of trouble between the prophecy and the
fulfilment, during which the cultivation of the land would be suspended. What
took place during that year? There can be no doubt that Sennacherib was
engaged with Egypt; for

(1) when he made his second attempt to get Jerusalem into his power, he had
received intelligence of the advance of Tirhakah, and therefore had withdrawn the
centre of his army from Lachish, and encamped before Libnah (Isa. 37: 8, 9);
(2) according to Josephus (Ant. x. 1, 4), there was a passage of Berosus, which has
been lost, in which he stated that Sennacherib “made an expedition against all Asia
and Egypt;”
(3) Herodotus relates (ii. 141) that, after Anysis the blind, who lost his throne for
fifty years in consequence of an invasion of Egypt by the Ethiopians under Sabakoa,
but who recovered it again, Sethon the priest of Hephaestus ascended the throne.

The priestly caste was so oppressed by him, that when Sanacharibos, the king
of the Arabians and Assyrians, led a great army against Egypt, they refused to
perform their priestly functions. but the priest-king went into the temple to



pray, and his God promised to help him. He experienced the fulfilment of this
prophecy before Pelusium, where the invasion was to take place, and where he
awaited the foe with such as continued true to him. “Immediately after the
arrival of Sanacharibos, an army of field-mice swarmed throughout the camp of
the foe, and devoured their quivers, bows, and shield-straps, so that when
morning came on they had to flee without arms, and lost many men in
consequence. This is the origin of the stone of Sethon in the temple of
Hephaestus (at Memphis), which is standing there still, with a mouse in one
hand, and with this inscription: Whosoever looks at me, let him fear the gods!”
This SeÂqwj (possibly the Zet whose name occurs in the lists at the close of the
twenty-third dynasty, and therefore in the wrong place) is to be regarded as one
of the Saitic princes of the twenty-sixth dynasty, who seem to have ruled in
Lower Egypt contemporaneously with the Ethiopians f160 (as, in fact, is stated in
a passage of the Armenian Eusebius, Aethiopas et Saitas regnasse aiunt eodem
tempore), until they succeeded at length in ridding themselves of the hateful
supremacy. Herodotus evidently depended in this instance upon the hearsay of
Lower Egypt, which transferred the central point of the Assyrian history to their
own native princely house. The question, whether the disarming of the Assyrian
army in front of Pelusium merely rested upon a legendary interpretation of the
mouse in Sethon’s hand, f161 which may possibly have been originally intended
as a symbol of destruction; or whether it was really founded upon an actual
occurrence which was exaggerated in the legend, f162 may be left undecided.

But it is a real insult to Isaiah, when Thenius and G. Rawlinson place the scene
of v. 36 at Pelusium, and thus give the preference to Herodotus. Has not Isaiah
up to this point constantly prophesied that the power of Asshur was to be
broken in the holy mountain land of Jehovah (Isa. 14:25), that the Lebanon
forest of the Assyrian army would break to pieces before Jerusalem (Isa. 10:32-
34), and that there the Assyrian camp would become the booty of the
inhabitants of the city, and that without a conflict? And is not the catastrophe
that would befal Assyria described in Isa. 18 as an act of Jehovah, which would
determine the Ethiopians to do homage to God who was enthroned upon Zion?
We need neither cite 2Ch. 32:21 nor Psa. 76 (LXX wÏÄdhÃ proÃj toÃn AÏssuÂrion),
according to which the weapons of Asshur break to pieces upon Jerusalem;
Isaiah’s prophecies are quite sufficient to prove, that to force this Pelusiac
disaster f163 into v. 36 is a most thoughtless concession to Herodotus. The final
catastrophe occurred before Jerusalem, and the account in Herodotus gives us
no certain information even as to the issue of the Egyptian campaign, which
took place in the intervening year. Such a gap as the one which occurs before v.
36 is not without analogy in the historical writings of the Bible; see, for
example, Num. 20: 1, where an abrupt leap is made over the thirty-seven years
of the wanderings in the desert. The abruptness is not affected by the addition



of the clause in the book of Kings, “It came to pass that night.” For, in the face
of the “sign” mentioned in v. 30, this cannot mean “in that very night” (viz., the
night following the answer given by Isaiah); but (unless it is a careless
interpolation) it must refer to vv. 33, 34, and mean illa nocte, viz., the night in
which the Assyrian had encamped before Jerusalem. The account before us
reads just like that of the slaying of the first-born in Egypt (Exo. 12:12; 11: 4).
The plague of Egypt is marked as a pestilence by the use of the word naÑgaph in
connection with hikkaÑh in Exo. 12:23, 13 (compare Amo. 4:10, where it seems
to be alluded to under the name RBEdE); and in the case before us also we cannot
think of anything else than a divine judgment of this kind, which even to the
present day defies all attempts at an aetiological solution, and which is
described in 2Sa. 24 as effected through the medium of angels, just as it is here.
Moreover, the concise brevity of the narrative leaves it quite open to assume, as
Hensler and others do, that the ravages of the pestilence in the Assyrian army,
which carried off thousands in the night (Psa. 91: 6), even to the number of
185,000, may have continued for a considerable time. f164

The main thing is the fact that the prophecy in Isa. 31: 8 was actually fulfilled.
According to Josephus (Ant. x. 1, 5), when Sennacherib returned from his
unsuccessful Egyptian expedition, he found the detachment of his army, which
he had left behind in Palestine, in front of Jerusalem, where a pestilential disease
sent by God was making great havoc among the soldiers, and that on the very
first night of the siege. The three verses, “he broke up, and went away, and
returned home,” depict the hurried character of the retreat, like “abiit excessit
evasit erupit” (Cic. ii. Catil. init.). The form of the sentence in v. 38 places
Sennacherib’s act of worship and the murderous act of his sons side by side, as
though they had occurred simultaneously. The connection would be somewhat
different if the reading had been wHkUyAWA (cf., Ewald, § 341, a).

Nisroch apparently signifies the eagle-like, or hawk-like (from nisr, nesher),
possibly like “Arioch from ÿaÔriÝ. (The LXX transcribe it nasarax, A. asarax, J
asarak (K. eÏsqrax, where B. has meserax), and explorers of the monuments
imagined at one time that they had discovered this god as Asarak; f165 but they
have more recently retracted this, although there really is a hawk-headed figure
among the images of the Assyrian deities or genii. f166

The name has nothing to do with that of the supreme Assyrian deity, Asur,
Asshur. A better derivation of Nisroch would be from ¥RÁSi, ¥RÁVF, GRÁVF; and
this is confirmed by Oppert, who has discovered among the inscriptions in the
harem of Khorsabad a prayer of Sargon to Nisroch, who appears there, like the
Hymen of Greece, as the patron of marriage, and therefore as a “uniter.” f167



The name ‘Adrammelekh (a god in 2Ki. 17:31) signifies, as we now known,
gloriosus (ÿaddiÝr) est rex;” and Sharetser (for which we should expect to find
Saretser), dominator tuebitur. The Armenian form of the latter name (in Moses
Chroen. i. 23), San-asar (by the side of Adramel, who is also called
Arcamozan), probably yields the original sense of “Lunus (the moon-god Sin)
tuebitur.” Polyhistorus (in Euseb. chron. arm. p. 19), on the authority of
Berosus, mentions only the former, Ardumuzan, as the murderer, and gives
eighteen years as the length of Sennacherib’s reign. The murder did not take
place immediately after his return, as Josephus says (Ant. x. 1, 5; cf., Tobit i.
21-25, Vulg.); and the expression used by Isaiah, he “dwelt (settled down) in
Nineveh,” suggests the idea of a considerable interval. This interval embraced
the suppression of the rebellion in Babylon, where Sennacherib made his son
Asordan king, and the campaign in Cilicia (both from Polyhistorus), f168 and
also, according to the monuments, wars both by sea and land with Susiana,
which supported the Babylonian thirst for independence. The Asordan of
Polyhistorus is Esar-haddon (also written without the makkeph, Esarhaddon),
which is generally supposed to be the Assyrian form of †DY‰XJ‰RWŠJ, Assur
fratrem dedit. It is so difficult to make the chronology tally here, that Oppert,
on Isa. 36: 1, proposes to alter the fourteenth year into the twenty-ninth, and
Rawlinson would alter it into the twenty-seventh. f169

They both of them assign to king Sargon a reign of seventeen (eighteen) years,
and to Sennacherib (in opposition to Polyhistorus) a reign of twenty-three
(twenty-four) years; and they both agree in giving 680 as the year of
Sennacherib’s death. This brings us down below the first decade of Manasseh’s
reign, and would require a different author from Isaiah for vv. 37, 38. But the
accounts given by Polyhistorus, Abydenus, and the astronomical canon,
however we may reconcile them among themselves, do not extend the reign of
Sennacherib beyond 693. f170

It is true that even then Isaiah would have been at least about ninety years old.
But the tradition which represents him as dying a martyr’s death in the reign of
Manasseh, does really assign him a most unusual old age. Nevertheless, vv. 37,
38 may possibly have been added by a later hand. The two parricides fled to the
“land of Ararat,” i.e., to Central Armenia. The Armenian history describes them
as the founders of the tribes of the Sassunians and Arzerunians. From the
princely house of the latter, among whom the name of Sennacherib was a very
common one, sprang Leo the Armenian, whom Genesios describes as of
Assyrio-Armenian blood. If this were the case, there would be no less than ten
Byzantine emperors who were descendants of Sennacherib, and consequently it
would not be till a very late period that the prophecy of Nah. was fulfilled. f171



C. Hezekiah's Illness. Isaiah Assures Him of His Recovery — Ch.
38

Isa. 38: 1-3. There is nothing to surprise us in the fact that we are carried back
to the time when Jerusalem was still threatened by the Assyrian, since the
closing verses of Isa. 37 merely contain an anticipatory announcement,
introduced for the purpose of completing the picture of the last Assyrian
troubles, by adding the fulfilment of Isaiah’s prediction of their termination. It is
within this period, and indeed in the year of the Assyrian invasion (Isa. 36: 1),
since Hezekiah reigned twenty-nine years, and fifteen of these are promised
here, that the event described by Isaiah falls, — an event not merely of private
interest, but one of importance in connection with the history of the nation also.
— Vv. 1-3.

“In those days Hizkiyahu became dangerously ill. And Isaiah son of Amoz, the
prophet, came to him, and said to him, Thus saith Jehovah, Set thine house in order:
for thou wilt die, and not recover. Then Hizkiyahu turned (K. om.) his face to the
wall, and prayed to Jehovah, and said (K. saying), O Jehovah, remember this, I
pray, that I have walked before thee in truth, and with the whole heart, and have
done what was good in Thine eyes! And Hizkiyahu wept with loud weeping.”

“Give command to thy house” (Li, cf., LJE, 2Sa. 17:23) is equivalent to, “Make
known thy last will to thy family” (compare the rabbinical tsavvaÑÿaÑh, the last
will and testament); for though tsivvaÑh is generally construed with the
accusative of the person, it is also construed with Lamed (e.g., Exo. 1:22; cf.,
LJE, Exo. 16:34). HYFXF in such a connection as this signifies to revive or recover.
The announcement of his death is unconditional and absolute. As Vitringa
observes, “the condition was not expressed, because God would draw it from
him as a voluntary act.” The sick man turned his face towards the wall (WYNFpF
BSH̃,̃ hence the usual fut. cons. BsỹAWA as in 1Ki. 21: 4, 8, 14), to retire into
himself and to God. The supplicatory HnFJF (here, as in Psa. 116: 4, 16, and in all
six times, with H) always has the principal tone upon the last syllable before
HWHY = YNFDOJá (Neh. 1:11). The metheg has sometimes passed into a conjunctive
accent (e.g., Gen. 50:17, Exo. 32:31). RŠEJá TJ d̃oes not signify that which, but
this, that, as in Deu. 9: 7, 2Ki. 8:12, etc. “In truth,” i.e., without wavering or
hypocrisy. „LŠ̃F BLB̃i, with a complete or whole heart, as in 1Ki. 8:61, etc. He
wept aloud, because it was a dreadful thing to him to have to die without an
heir to the throne, in the full strength of his manhood (in the thirty-ninth year of
his age), and with the nation in so unsettled a state.

Isa. 38: 4-6. The prospect is now mercifully changed. Vv. 4-6.



“And it came to pass (K. Isaiah was not yet out of the inner city; keri RCX̃F, the
forecourt, and) the word of Jehovah came to Isaiah (K. to him) as follows: Go (K.
turn again) and say to Hizkiyahu (K. adds, to the prince of my people), Thus saith
Jehovah, the God of David thine ancestor, I have heard thy prayer, seen thy tears;
behold, I (K. will cure thee , on the third day thou shalt go up to the house of
Jehovah) add (K. and I add) to thy days fifteen years. And I will deliver thee ad this
city out of the hand of the king of Asshur, and will defend this city (K. for mine own
sake and for David my servant’s sake).”

In the place of RY ÎHF (the city) the keri and the earlier translators have RCX̃F.
The city of David is not called the “inner city” anywhere else; in fact, Zion, with
the temple hill, formed the upper city, so that apparently it is the inner space of
the city of David that is here referred to, and Isaiah had not yet passed through
the middle gate to return to the lower city, where he dwelt (pp. 46, 254). The
text of Kings is the more authentic throughout; except that YmIJA DYGINi, “the
prince of my people,” is an annalistic adorning which is hardly original. ¥ŒLHF in
Isaiah is an inf. abs. used in an imperative sense; BwŠ, on the other hand, which
we find in the other text, is imperative. On yoÝsiph, see at Isa. 29:14.

Isa. 38:21, 22. The text of Isaiah is not only curtailed here in a very forced
manner, but it has got into confusion; for vv. 21 and 22 are removed entirely
from their proper place, although even the Septuagint has them at the close of
Hezekiah’s psalm. They have been omitted from their place at the close of v. 6
through an oversight, and then added in the margin, where they now stand
(probably with a sign, to indicate that they were supplied). We therefore insert
them here, where they properly belong. Vv. 21, 22.

“Then Isaiah said they were to bring (K. take) a fig-cake; and they plaistered (K.
brought and covered) the boil, and he recovered. And Hizkiyahu said (K. to Isaiah),
What sign is there that (K. Jehovah will heal me, so that I go up) I shall go up into
the house of Jehovah?”

As shêchiÝn never signifies a plague-spot, but an abscess (indicated by
heightened temperature), more especially that of leprosy (cf., Exo. 9: 9,
Lev. 13:18), there is no satisfactory ground, as some suppose, for connecting
Hezekiah’s illness (taken along with Isa. 33:24) with the pestilence which broke
out in the Assyrian army. The use of the figs does not help us to decide whether
we are to assume that it was a boil (bubon) or a carbuncle (charbon). Figs were
a well-known emmoliens or maturans, and were used to accelerate the rising of
the swelling and the subsequent discharge. Isaiah did not show any special
medical skill by ordering a softened cake of pressed figs to be laid upon the boil,
nor did he expect it to act as a specific, and effect a cure: it was merely intended
to promote what had already been declared to be the will of God. LJA wXRiMiyIWA is
probably more original than the simpler but less definite LJA wMYVIyFWA. Hitzig is



wrong in rendering YXIYEWA, “that it (the boil) may get well;” and Knobel in
rendering it, “that he may recover.” It is merely the anticipation of the result so
common in the historical writings of Scripture (see at Isa. 7: 1 and 20: 1), after
which the historian goes back a step or two.

Isa. 38: 7, 8. The pledge desired. Vv. 7, 8.

“(K. Then Isaiah said) and (K. om.) let this be the sign to thee on the part of
Jehovah, that (RŠEJá, K. YkI) Jehovah will perform this (K. the) word which He has
spoken; Behold, I make the shadow retrace the steps , which it has gone down upon
the sun-dial of Ahaz through the sun, ten steps backward. And the sun went back ten
steps upon the dial, which it had gone down”

(K. “Shall the shadow go forward [¥LÁHF, read ¥LOHF according to Job. 40: 2, or
¥LỸH̃á] ten steps, or shall it go back ten steps? Then Yechizkiyahu said, It is
easy for the shadow to go down ten steps; no, but the shadow shall go back ten
steps. Then Isaiah the prophet cried to Jehovah, and turned back the shadow
by the steps that it had gone down upon the sun-dial of Ahaz, ten steps
backward”). “Steps of Ahaz” was the name given to a sun-dial erected by him.
As maÿaÔlaÑh may signify either one of a flight of steps or a degree (syn.
madrigaÑh), we might suppose the reference to be to a dial-plate with a gnomon;
but, in the first place, the expression points to an actual succession of steps, that
is to say, to an obelisk upon a square or circular elevation ascended by steps,
which threw the shadow of its highest point at noon upon the highest steps, and
in the morning and evening upon the lowest either on the one side or the other,
so that the obelisk itself served as a gnomon. It is in this sense that the Targum
on 2Ki. 9:13 renders gerem hammaÿaÔloÝth by dêrag shaÑÿayyaÑÿ, step (flight of
steps) of the sun-dial; and the obelisk of Augustus, on the Field of Mars at
Rome, was one of this kind, which served as a sun-dial. The going forward,
going down, or declining of the shadow, and its going back, were regulated by
the meridian line, and under certain circumstances the same might be said of a
vertical dial, i.e., of a sun-dial with a vertical dial-plate; but it applies more
strictly to a step-dial, i.e., to a sun-dial in which the degrees that measure
definite periods of time are really gradus. The step-dial of Ahaz may have
consisted of twenty steps or more, which measured the time of day by half-
hours, or even quarters. If the sign was given an hour before sunset, the
shadow, by going back ten steps of half-an-hour each, would return to the point
at which it stood at twelve o’clock. But how was this effected? Certainly not by
giving an opposite direction to the revolution of the earth upon its axis, which
would have been followed by the most terrible convulsions over the entire
globe; and in all probability not even by an apparently retrograde motion of the
sun (in which case the miracle would be optical rather than cosmical); but as the
intention was to give a sign that should serve as a pledge, and therefore had not



need whatever to be supernatural (p. 139), it may have been simply through a
phenomenon of refraction, since all that was required was that the shadow
which was down at the bottom in the afternoon should be carried upwards by a
sudden and unexpected refraction. HammaÿaÔloÝth (the steps) in v. 8 does not
stand in a genitive relation to tseÝl (the shadow), as the accents would make it
appear, but is an accusative of measure, equivalent to TŒL á̂mAbÁ in the sum of
the steps (2Ki. 20:11). To this accusative of measure there is appended the
relative clause: quos (gradus) descendit (HDFRiYF; LC b̃eing used as a feminine) in
scala Ahasi per solem, i.e., through the onward motion of the sun. When it is
stated that “the sun returned,” this does not mean the sun in the heaven, but the
sun upon the sun-dial, upon which the illuminated surface moved upwards as
the shadow retreated; for when the shadow moved back, the sun moved back as
well. The event is intended to be represented as a miracle; and a miracle it really
was. The force of will proved itself to be a power superior to all natural law; the
phenomenon followed upon the prophet’s prayer as an extraordinary result of
divine power, not effected through his astronomical learning, but simply
through that faith which can move mountains, because it can set in motion the
omnipotence of God.

Isa. 38: 9. As a documentary proof of this third account, a psalm of Hezekiah
is added in the text of Isaiah, in which he celebrates his miraculous rescue from
the brink of death. The author of the book of Kings has omitted it; but the
genuineness is undoubted. The heading runs thus in v. 9:

“Writing of Hizkiyahu king of Judah, when he was sick , and recovered from his
sickness.”

The song which follows might be headed Mikhtam, since it has the
characteristics of this description of psalm (see at Psa. 16: 1). We cannot infer
from bachaÔloÝthoÝ (when he was sick) that it was composed by Hezekiah during
his illness (see at Psa. 51: 1); vayyechi (and he recovered) stamps it as a song of
thanksgiving, composed by him after his recovery. In common with the two
Ezrahitish psalms, Psa. 88 and 89, it has not only a considerable number of
echoes of the book of Job, but also a lofty sweep, which is rather forced than
lyrically direct, and appears to aim at copying the best models.

Isa. 38:10-12. Strophe 1 consists indisputably of seven lines:



“I said, In quiet of my days shall I depart into the gates of Hades:
I am mulcted of the rest of my years.

I said, I shall not see Jah, Jah, in the land of the living:
I shall behold man no more, with the inhabitants of the regions of the dead.

My home is broken up, and is carried off from me like a shepherd’s tent:
I rolled up my life like a weaver; He would have cut me loose from the roll:

From day to night Thou makest an end of me.”

“In quiet of my days” is equivalent to, in the midst of the quiet course of a
healthy life, and is spoken without reference to the Assyrian troubles, which still
continued. YMIdi, from HMFdF, to be quiet, lit., to be even, for the radical form „D
has the primary idea of a flat covering, of something stroked smooth, of that
which is level and equal, so that it could easily branch out into the different
ideas of aequabilitas, equality of measure, aequitas, equanimity, aequitas,
equality, and also of destruction = complanatio, levelling. On the cohortative, in
the sense of that which is to be, see Ewald, § 228, a; HKFLJ̃,̃ according to its
verbal idea, has the same meaning as in Psa. 39:14 and 2Ch. 21:20; and the
construction with bI (= HJŒFBJFWi HKLJ) is constructio praegnans (Luzzatto).
The pual YtIDiqApU does not mean, “I am made to want” (Rashi, Knobel, and
others), which, as the passive of the causative, would rather be YtIDiVAQAPiHF, like
YtILiXÁNiHF, I am made to inherit (Job. 7: 3); but, I am visited with punishment as
to the remnant, mulcted of the remainder, deprived, as a punishment, of the rest
of my years. The clause, “Jah in the land of the living,” i.e., the God of
salvation, who reveals Himself in the land of the living, is followed by the
corresponding clause, LDEXF YBŠ̃iŒY‰„ Î, “I dwelling with the inhabitants of the
region of the dead;” for whilst DLEXE signifies temporal life (from chaÑlad, to glide
imperceptibly away, Job. 11:17), LDEXE signifies the end of this life, the negation
of all conscious activity of being, the region of the dead. The body is called a
dwelling (doÝr, Arab. daÑr), as the home of a man who possesses the capacity to
distinguish himself from everything belonging to him (Psychol. p. 227). It is
compared to a nomadic tent. Y ÎRO (a different word from that in Zec. 11:17,
where it is the chirek compaginis) is not a genitive (= H ÊRO, Ewald, § 151, b),
but an adjective in i, like YLIYWIJå H ÊRO in Zec. 11:15. With niglaÑh (in connection
with ŝANI, as in Job. 4:21), which does not mean to be laid bare (Luzz.), nor to
be wrapt up (Ewald), but to be obliged to depart, compare the New Testament
eÏkdhmeiÌn eÏk touÌ swÂmatoj (2Co. 5: 8). The aÎp. gegr. DPAQF might mean to cut
off, or shorten (related to qaÑphach); it is safer, however, and more appropriate,
to take it in the sense of rolling up, as in the name of the badger (Isa. 14:23;
34:11), since otherwise what Hezekiah says of himself and of God would be
tautological. I rolled or wound up my life, as the weaver rolls up the finished



piece of cloth: i.e., I was sure of my death, namely, because God was about to
give me up to death; He was about to cut me off from the thrum (the future is
here significantly interchanged with the perfect). DallaÑh is the thrum, licium, the
threads of the warp upon a loom, which becomes shorter and shorter the further
the weft proceeds, until at length the piece is finished, and the weaver cuts
through the short threads, and so sets it free (JAcb̃I, cf., Job. 6: 9; 27: 8). The
strophe closes with the deep lamentation which the sufferer poured out at that
time: he could not help feeling that God would put an end to him (shaÑlam, syn.
kaÑlaÑh, taÑmam, gaÑmar) from day to night, i.e., in the shortest time possible
(compare Job. 4:20).

Isa. 38:13, 14. In strophe 2 the retrospective glance is continued. His
sufferings increased to such an extent, that there was nothing left in his power
but a whining moan — a languid look for help.

“I waited patiently till the morning; like the lion,
So He broke in pieces all my bones:

From day to night Thou makest it all over with me.
Like a swallow, a crane, so I chirped;

I cooed like the dove;
Mine eyes pined for the height.

O Lord, men assault me! Be bail for me.”

The meaning of shivvithi may be seen from Psa. 131: 2, in accordance with
which an Arabic translator has rendered the passage, “I smoothed, i.e., quieted
(saÑweitu) my soul, notwithstanding the sickness, all night, until the morning.”
But the morning brought no improvement; the violence of the pain, crushing
him like a lion, forced from him again and again the mournful cry, that he must
die before the day had passed, and should not live to see another. The Masora
here has a remark, which is of importance, as bearing upon Psa. 22:17, viz., that
YRIJákF occurs twice, and YNŠYL YRTB with two different meanings. The
meaning of RwG F̂ SwSki is determined by Jer. 8: 7, from which it is evident that
RwG F̂ is not an attribute of SwS here, in the sense of “chirping mournfully,” or
“making a circle in its flight,’; but is the name of a particular bird, namely the
crane. For although the Targum and Syriac both seem to render SWS in that
passage (keri SYSI, which is the chethib here, according to the reading of
Orientals) by JYFkiRiwk (a crane, Arab. Kurki), and RwG F̂, by JTFYNIwNSi (the
ordinary name of the swallow, which Haji Gaon explains by the Arabic chuttaf),
yet the relation is really the reverse: suÝs (siÝs) is the swallow, and ÿaÑguÝr the crane.
Hence Rashi, on b. Kiddusin 44a (“then cried Res Lakis like a crane”), gives
ÿaÑguÝr, Fr. grue, as the rendering of JYKWRK; whereas Parchon (s.v. ÿaÑguÝr),
confounds the crane with the hoarsely croaking stork (ciconia alba). The verb



ÿaÔtsaphtseÝph answers very well not only to the flebile murmur of the swallow
(into which the penitential Progne was changed, according to the Grecian
myth), but also to the shrill shriek of the crane, which is caused by the
extraordinary elongation of the windpipe, and is onomatopoetically expressed in
its name ÿaÑguÝr. f172

TsiphtseÝph, like triÂzein, is applied to every kind of shrill, penetrating,
inarticulate sound. The ordinary meaning of dalluÝ, to hang long and loose, has
here passed over into that of pining (syn. kaÑlaÑh) . The name of God in v. 14b is
Adonai, not Jehovah, being one of the 134 †YJIdFWA, i.e., words which are really
written Adonai, and not merely to be read so. f173

It is impossible to take YlI‰HQFŠi F̂ as an imperative. The pointing, according to
which we are to read ‘ashqa, admits this (compare shaÑmraÑh in Psa. 86: 2;
119:167; and on the other hand, zochraÝlli, in Neh. 5:19, etc.); f174 but the usage
of the language does not yield any appropriate meaning for such an imperative.
It is either the third person, used in a neuter sense, “it is sorrowful with me;” or,
what Luzzatto very properly considers still more probable, on account of the
antithesis of ÿashqaÑh and ÿaÑrbeÝni, a substantive (‘ashqah for ‘osheq), “there is
pressure upon me” (compare YLI‰YZIRF, Isa. 24:16), i.e., it presses me like an
unmerciful creditor; and to this there is appended the petition, Guarantee me,
i.e., be bail for me, answer for me (see at Job. 17: 3).

Isa. 38:15-17. In strophe 3 he now describes how Jehovah promised him help,
how this promise put new life into him, and how it was fulfilled, and turned his
sufferings into salvation.

“What shall I say, that He promised me, and He hath carried it out:
I should walk quietly all my years, on the trouble of my soul?!

‘O Lord, by such things men revive, and the life of my spirit is always therein:
And so wilt Thou restore me, and make me to live!’

Behold, bitterness became salvation to me, bitterness;
And Thou, Thou hast delivered my soul in love out of the pit of destruction

For Thou hast cast all my sins behind Thy back.”

The question, “What shall I say?” is to be understood as in 2Sa. 7:20, viz.,
What shall I say, to thank Him for having promised me, and carried out His
promise? The Vav in RMÁJFWi introduces the statement of his reason (Ges. § 155,
1, c). On HdFdAHI (= HdFdATiHI), from HDFdF (= JDFJdF), see at Psa. 42: 5. The
future here, in v. 15b, gives the purpose of God concerning him. He was to
walk (referring to the walk of life, not the walk to the temple) gently (without
any disturbance) all his years upon the trouble of his soul, i.e., all the years that
followed upon it, the years that were added to his life. This is the true



explanation of LJA, as in Isa. 38: 5; 32:10, Lev. 15:25; not “in spite of” (Ewald),
or “with,” as in Psa. 31:24, Jer. 6:14, where it forms an adverb. A better
rendering than this would be “for,” or “on account of,” i.e., in humble salutary
remembrance of the way in which God by His free grace averted the danger of
death. What follows in v. 16 can only be regarded in connection with the
petition in v. 16b, as Hezekiah’s reply to the promise of God, which had been
communicated to him by the prophet. Consequently the neuters „HEYL˜̂á and
†HEbF( (cf., Isa. 64: 4, Job. 22:21, Eze. 33:18, 19) refer to the gracious words
and gracious acts of God. These are the true support of life (LJA as in Deu. 8: 3)
for every man, and in these does the life of his spirit consist, i.e., his inmost and
highest source of life, and that “on all sides” (LKFLi, which it would be more
correct to point LKOLÁ, as in 1Ch. 7: 5; cf., bakkoÝl, in every respect, 2Sa. 23: 5).
With this explanation, the conjecture of Ewald and Knobel, that the reading
should beŒXwR, falls to the ground. From the general truth of which he had
made a personal application, that the word of God is the source of all life, he
drew this conclusion, which he here repeats with a retrospective glance, “So
wilt Thou then make me whole (see the kal in Job. 39: 4), and keep me alive”
(for YNIYX̃áHAWi; with the hope passing over into a prayer). The praise for the
fulfilment of the promise commences with the word hinneÝh (behold). His severe
illness had been sent in anticipation of a happy deliverance (on the radical
signification of mar, which is here doubled, to give it a superlative force, see
Comm. on Job, at 16: 2-5). The Lord meant it for good; the suffering was
indeed a chastisement, but it was a chastisement of love. Casting all his sins
behind Him, as men do with things which they do not wish to know, or have no
desire to be reminded of (compare e.g., Neh. 9:26), He “loved him out,” i.e.,
drew him lovingly out, of the pit of destruction (chaÑshaq, love as a firm inward
bond; bêliÝ, which is generally used as a particle, stands here in its primary
substantive signification, from baÑlaÑh, to consume).

Isa. 38:18-20. In strophe 4 he rejoices in the preservation of his life as the
highest good, and promises to praise God for it as long as he lives.

“For Hades does not praise Thee; death does not sing praises to Thee:
They that sink into the grave do not hope for Thy truth.
The living, the living, he praises Thee, as I do to-day;

The father to the children makes known Thy truth.
Jehovah is ready to give me salvation;

Therefore will we play my stringed instruments all the days of my life
In the house of Jehovah.”

We have here that comfortless idea of the future state, which is so common in
the Psalms (vid., Psa. 6: 6; 30:10; 88:12, 13, cf., 115:17), and also in the book



of Ecclesiastes (Ecc. 9: 4, 5, 10). The foundation of this idea, notwithstanding
the mythological dress, is an actual truth (vid., Psychol. p. 409), which the
personal faith of the hero of Job endeavours to surmount (Comment. pp. 150-
153, and elsewhere), but the decisive removal of which was only to be effected
by the progressive history of salvation. The verse is introduced with “for” (kiÝ),
inasmuch as the gracious act of God is accounted for on the ground that He
wished to be still further glorified by His servant whom He delivered. JLO, in v.
18a, is written only once instead of twice, as in Isa. 23: 4. They “sink into the
grave,” i.e., are not thought of as dying, but as already dead. “Truth” (ÿeÔmeth)
is the sincerity of God, with which He keeps His promises. V. 19b reminds us
that Manasseh, who was twelve years old when he succeeded his father, was
not yet born (cf., Isa. 39: 7). The YNÎ ỸŠIŒHLi HŒFHYi, meÂllei swÂzein me, is the
same as in Isa. 37:26. The change in the number in v. 20b may be explained
from the fact that the writer thought of himself as the choral leader of his
family; ay is a suffix, not a substantive termination (Ewald, § 164, p. 427). The
impression follows us to the end, that we have cultivated rather than original
poetry here. Hezekiah’s love to the older sacred literature is well known. He
restored the liturgical psalmody (2Ch. 29:30). He caused a further collection of
proverbs to be made, as a supplement to the older book of Proverbs
(Pro. 25: 1). The “men of Hezekiah” resembled the Pisistratian Society, of
which Onomacritos was the head.

Isa. 38:21, 22. On vv. 21, 22, see the notes at the close of vv. 4-6, where
these two verses belong.

D. Threatening of the Babylonian Captivity Occasioned by
Hezekiah — Ch. 39

Isa. 39: 1. From this point onwards the text of the book of Kings (2Ki. 20:12-
19, cf., 2Ch. 32:24-31) runs parallel to the text before us. Babylonian
ambassadors have an interview with the convalescent king of Judah. V. 1.

“At that time Merodach Bal’adan (K. Berodach Bal’adan), son of Bal’adan king of
Babel, sent writings and a present to Hizkiyahu, and heard (K. for he had heard)
that he (K. Hizkiyahu) had been sick, and was restored again.”

The two texts here share the original text between them. Instead of the
unnatural M̂ÁŠiyIWA (which would link the cause on to the effect, as in 2Sa. 14: 5),
we should read M̂ÁŠF YkI, whereas QZAXåYEWA in our text appears to be the genuine
word out of which WHYQZX in the other text has sprung, although it is not
indispensable, as HLFXF has a pluperfect sense. In a similar manner the name of
the king of Babylon is given here correctly as ¥DAJROMi (Nissel, ¥DAROMi without
J, as in Jer. 50: 2), whilst the book of Kings has ¥DAJRObI (according to the



Masora with J), probably occasioned by the other name BalÿaÔdaÑn, which begins
with Beth. It cannot be maintained that the words ben BalÿaÔdaÑn are a mistake;
at the same time, BalÿaÔdaÑn (Jos. Baladas) evidently cannot be a name by itself if
MêroÝÿdakh BalÿaÔdaÑn signifies “Merodach (the Babylonian Bel or Jupiter f175)
filium dedit.” f176

In the Canon Ptol. Mardokempados is preceded by a Jugaeus; and the
inscriptions, according to G. Rawlinson, Mon. ii. 395, indicate Merodach-
Baladan as the “son of Yakin.” They relate that the latter acknowledged
Tiglath-pileser as his feudal lord; that, after reigning twelve years as a vassal, he
rose in rebellion against Sargon in league with the Susanians and the Aramaean
tribes above Babylonia, and lost everything except his life; that he afterwards
rebelled against Sennacherib in conjunction with a Chaldean prince named
Susub, just after Sennacherib had returned from his first f177

Judaean campaign to Nineveh; and that having been utterly defeated, he took
refuge in an island of the Persian Gulf. He does not make his appearance any
more; but Susub escaped from his place of concealment, and being supported by
the Susanians and certain Aramaean tribes, fought a long and bloody battle with
Sennacherib on the Lower Tigris. this battle he lost, and Nebo-som-iskun, a son
of Merodach Baladan, fell into the hands of the conqueror. In the midst of these
details, as given by the inscriptions, the statement of the Can. Ptol. may still be
maintained, according to which the twelve years of Mardokempados (a
contraction, as Ewald supposes, of Mardokempalados) commence with the
year 721. From this point onwards the biblical and extra-biblical accounts
dovetail together; whereas in Polyhistor (Eus. chron. arm.) the following
Babylonian rulers are mentioned: “a brother of Sennacherib, Acises, who
reigned hardly a month; Merodach Baladan, six months; Elibus into the third
year; Asordan, Sennacherib’s son, who was made king after the defeat of
Elibus.” Now, as the Can. Ptolem. also gives a Belibos with a three years’
reign, the identity of Mardokempados and Marodach Baladan is indisputable.
The Can. Ptol. seems only to take into account his legitimate reign as a vassal,
and Polyhistor (from Berosus) only his last act of rebellion. At the same time,
this is very far from removing all the difficulties that lie in the way of a
reconciliation, more especially the chronological difficulties. Rawlinson, who
places the commencement of the (second) Judaean campaign in the year 698,
and therefore transfers it to the end of the twenty-ninth year of Hezekiah’s reign
instead of the middle, sets himself in opposition not only to Isa. 36: 1, but also
to Isa. 38: 5 and 2Ki. 18: 2. According to the biblical accounts, as compared
with the Can. Ptol. , the embassy must have been sent by Merodach Baladan
during the period of his reign as vassal, which commenced in the year 721.
Apparently it had only the harmless object of congratulating the king upon his



recovery (and also, according to 2Ch. 32:31, of making some inquiry, in the
interests of Chaldean astrology, into the moÝpheÝth connected with the sun-dial);
but it certainly had also the secret political object of making common cause
with Hezekiah to throw off the Assyrian yoke. All that can be maintained with
certainty beside this is, that the embassy cannot have been sent before the
fourteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign; for as he reigned twenty-nine years, his
illness must have occurred, according to Isa. 38: 5, in the fourteenth year itself,
i.e., the seventh year of Mardokempados. Such questions as whether the
embassy came before or after the Assyrian catastrophe, which was till in the
future at the time referred to in Isa. 38: 4-6, or whether it came before or after
the payment of the compensation money to Sennacherib (2Ki. 18:14-16), are
open to dispute. In all probability it took place immediately before the Assyrian
campaign, f178 as Hezekiah was still able to show off the abundance of his riches
to the Babylonian ambassadors.

Isa. 39: 2.

“And Hezekiah rejoiced (K. heard, which is quite inappropriate) concerning them,
and showed them (K. all) his storehouse: the silver, and the gold, and the spices,
and the fine oil (hasshaÑmen, (K. shemen), and all his arsenal, and all that was in his
treasures: there was nothing that Hezekiah had not shown them, in his house or in
all his kingdom.”

Although there were spices kept in TKN TYb ,̃ TKN is not equivalent to TJKONi
(from JKFNF, to break to pieces, to pulverize), which is applied to gum-dragon
and other drugs, but is the niphal TKONF fromTwk (piel, Arab. kayyata, to cram
full, related to Swk (SYkI), SKANF (SKENE), and possibly also to „TAkF, katama
(Hitzig, Knobel, Fürst), and consequently it does not mean “the house of his
spices,” as Aquila, Symmachus, and the Vulgate render it, but his “treasure-
house or storehouse” (Targ., Syr., Saad.). It differs, however, from beÝth keÝliÝm,
the wood house of Lebanon (Isa. 22: 8). He was able to show them all that was
worth seeing “in his whole kingdom,” inasmuch as it was all concentrated in
Jerusalem, the capital.

Isa. 39: 3-8. The consequences of this coqueting with the children of the
stranger, and this vain display, are pointed out in vv. 3-8:

“Then came Isaiah the prophet to king Hizkiyahu, and said to him, What have these
men said, and whence come they to thee? Hizkiyahu said, They came to me from a
far country (K. omits to me), out of Babel. He said further , What have they seen in
thy house? Hizkiyahu said, All that is in my house have they seen: there was nothing
in my treasures that I had not shown them. Then Isaiah said to Hizkiyahu, Hear the
word of Jehovah of hosts (K. omits tsêbhaÑÿoÝth); Behold, days come, that all that is in
thy house, and all that thy fathers have laid up unto this day, will be carried away to
Babel (LBEbF, K. HLFBEbF): nothing will be left behind, saith Jehovah. And of thy



children that proceed from thee, whom thou shalt beget, will they take (K. chethib,
‘will he take’); and they will be courtiers in the palace of the king of Babel. Then
said Hizkiyahu to Isaiah, Good is the word of Jehovah which thou hast spoken. And
he said further, Yea (YkI, K. „JI JŒLHá), there shall be peace and stedfastness in my
days.”

Hezekiah’s two candid answers in vv. 3 and 4 are an involuntary condemnation
of his own conduct, which was sinful in two respects. This self-satisfied display
of worthless earthly possessions would bring its own punishment in their loss;
and this obsequious suing for admiration and favour on the part of strangers,
would be followed by plundering and enslaving on the part of those very same
strangers whose envy he had excited. The prophet here foretells the Babylonian
captivity; but, in accordance with the occasion here given, not as the destiny of
the whole nation, but as that of the house of David. Even political sharp-
sightedness might have foreseen, that some such disastrous consequences
would follow Hezekiah’s imprudent course; but this absolute certainty, that
Babylon, which was then struggling hard for independence, would really be the
heiress to the Assyrian government of the world, and that it was not from
Assyria, which was actually threatening Judah with destruction for its rebellion,
but from Babylon, that this destruction would really come, was impossible
without the spirit of prophecy. We may infer from v. 7 (cf., Isa. 38:19, and for
the fulfilment, Dan. 1: 3) that Hezekiah had no son as yet, at least none with a
claim to the throne; and this is confirmed by 2Ki. 21: 1. So far as the concluding
words are concerned, we should quite misunderstand them, if we saw nothing in
them but common egotism. YkI (for) is explanatory here, and therefore
confirmatory. „JI JŒLHá, however, does not mean “yea, if only,” as Ewald
supposes (§ 324, b), but is also explanatory, though in an interrogative form,
“Is it not good (i.e., still gracious and kind), if,” etc.? He submits with humility
to the word of Jehovah, in penitential acknowledgement of his vain,
shortsighted, untheocratic conduct, and feels that he is mercifully spared by
God, inasmuch as the divine blessings of peace and stability (TMEJå a self-
attesting state of things, without any of those changes which disappoint our
confident expectations) would continue. “Although he desired the prosperity of
future ages, it would not have been right for him to think it nothing that God
had given him a token of His clemency, by delaying His judgment” (Calvin).

Over the kingdom of Judah there was now hanging the very same fate of
captivity and exile, which had put an end to the kingdom of Israel eight years
before. When the author of the book of Kings prefaces the four accounts of
Isaiah in 2Ki. 18:13-20, with the recapitulation in 2Ki. 18: 9-12 (cf., Isa. 17: 5,
6), his evident meaning is, that the end of the kingdom of Israel, and the
beginning of the end of the kingdom of Judah, had their meeting-point in
Hezekiah’s time. As Israel fell under the power of the Assyrian empire, which



foundered upon Judah, though only through a miraculous manifestation of the
grace of God (see Hos. 1: 7); so did Judah fall a victim to the Babylonian
empire. The four accounts are so arranged, that the first two, together with the
epilogue in Isa. 37:36ff., which contains the account of the fulfilment, bring the
Assyrian period of judgment to a close; and the last two, with the eventful
sketch in Isa. 39: 6, 7, open the way for the great bulk of the prophecies which
now follow in Isa. 40-66, relating to the Babylonian period of judgment. This
Janus-headed arrangement of the contents of Isa. 36-39 is a proof that this
historical section formed an original part of the “vision of Isaiah.” At any rate, it
leads to the conclusion that, whoever arranged the four accounts in their
present order, had Isa. 40-66 before him at the time. We believe, however, that
we may, or rather, considering the prophetico-historical style of Isa. 36-39, that
we must, draw the still further conclusion, that Isaiah himself, when he revised
the collection of his prophecies at the end of Hezekiah’s reign, or possibly not
till the beginning of Manasseh’s, bridged over the division between the two
halves of the collection by the historical trilogy in the seventh book.

Second Half of the Collection

CH. 40-66

Isa. 40-66. The first half consisted of seven parts; the second consists of
three. The trilogical arrangement of this cycle of prophecies has hardly been
disputed by any one, since Rückert pointed it out in his Translation of the
Hebrew Prophets (1831). And it is equally certain that each part consists of 3 ×
3 addresses. The division of the chapters furnishes an unintentional proof of
this, though the true commencement is not always indicated. The first part
embraces the following nine addresses: Isa. 40; 41, 42: 1-43:13; 43:14-44: 5;
44: 6-23; 44:24-45; 46; 47; 48. The second part includes the following nine:
Isa. 49; 50; 51; 52: 1-12; 52:13-53; 54; 55; 56: 1-8; 56: 9-57. The third part the
following nine: Isa. 58; 59; 60; 61; 62; 63: 1-6; 63: 7-64; 65; 66. It is only in the
middle of the first part that the division is at all questionable. In the other two it
is hardly possible to err. The theme of the whole is the comforting
announcement of the approaching deliverance, and its attendant summons to
repentance. For the deliverance itself was for the Israel, which remained true to
the confession of Jehovah in the midst of affliction and while redemption was
delayed, and not for the rebellious, who denied Jehovah in word and deed, and
thus placed themselves on the level of the heathen. “There is no peace, saith
Jehovah, for the wicked:” with these words does the first part of the twenty-
seven addresses close in Isa. 48:22. The second closes in Isa. 57:21 in a more
excited and fuller tone: “There is no peace, saith my God, for the wicked.” And
at the close of the third part (Isa. 66:24) the prophet drops this form of refrain,



and declares the miserable end of the wicked in deeply pathetic though
horrifying terms: “Their worm shall not die, and their fire shall not be
quenched, and they shall be an abhorrence to all flesh;” just as, at the close of
the fifth book of the Psalms, the shorter form of bêraÑkhaÑh (blessing) is dropt,
and an entire psalm, the Hallelujah (Psa. 150), takes its place.

The three parts, which are thus marked off by the prophet himself, are only
variations of the one theme common to them all. At the same time, each has its
own leading thought, and its own special key-note, which is struck in the very
first words. In each of the three parts, also, a different antithesis stands in the
foreground: viz., in the first part, Isa. 40-48, the contrast between Jehovah and
the idols, and between Israel and the heathen; in the second part, Isa. 49-57, the
contrast between the present suffering of the Servant of Jehovah and His future
glory; in the third part, Isa. 58-66, the contrast observable in the heart of Israel
itself, between the hypocrites, the depraved, the rebellious, on the one side, and
the faithful, the mourning, the persecuted, on the other. The first part sets forth
the deliverance from Babylon, in which the prophecy of Jehovah is fulfilled, to
the shame ad overthrow of the idols and their worshippers; the second part, the
way of the Servant of Jehovah through deep humiliation to exaltation and glory,
which is at the same time the exaltation of Israel to the height of its world-wide
calling; the third part, the indispensable conditions of participation in the future
redemption and glory. There is some truth in Hahn’s opinion, that the
distinctive characteristics of the three separate parts are exhibited in the three
clauses of Isa. 40: 2:

“that her distress is ended, that her debt is paid, that she has received (according to
his explanation, ‘will receive’) double for all her sins.”

For the central point of the first part is really the termination of the Babylonian
distress; that of the second, the expiation of guilt by the self-sacrifice of the
Servant of Jehovah; and that of the third, the assurance that the sufferings will
be followed by “a far more exceeding weight of glory.” The promise rises
higher and higher in the circular movements of the 3 × 9 addresses, until at
length it reaches its zenith in Isa. 65 and 66, and links time and eternity
together.

So far as the language is concerned, there is nothing more finished or more
elevated in the whole of the Old Testament than this trilogy of addresses by
Isaiah. In Isa. 1-39 of the collection, the prophet’s language is generally more
compressed, chiselled (lapidarisch), plastic, although even there his style passes
through all varieties of colour. But here in Isa. 40-66, where he no longer has
his foot upon the soil of his own time, but is transported into the far distant
future, as into his own home, even the language retains an ideal and, so to
speak, ethereal character. It has grown into a broad, pellucid, shining stream,



which floats us over as it were into the world beyond, upon majestic yet gentle
and translucent waves. There are only two passages in which it becomes more
harsh, turbid, and ponderous, viz., Isa. 53 and 56: 9-57:11a. In the former it is
the emotion of sorrow which throws its shadow upon it; in the latter, the
emotion of wrath. And in every other instance in which it changes, we may
detect at once the influence of the object and of the emotion. In Isa. 63: 7 the
prophet strikes the note of the liturgical têphillaÑh; in Isa. 63:19b -64: 4 it is
sadness which chokes the stream of words; in Isa. 64: 5 you year, as in
Jer. 3:25, the key-note of the liturgical vidduy, or confessional prayer.

And when we turn to the contents of his trilogy, it is more incomparable still. It
commences with a prophecy, which gave to Joh. the Baptist the great theme of
his preaching. It closes with the prediction of the creation of a new heaven and
new earth, beyond which even the last page of the New Testament Apocalypse
cannot go. And in the centre (Isa. 52:13-53) the sufferings and exaltation of
Christ are proclaimed as clearly, as if the prophet had stood beneath the cross
itself, and had seen the Risen Saviour. He is transported to the very
commencement of the New Testament times, and begins just like the New
Testament evangelists. He afterwards describes the death and resurrection of
Christ as completed events, with all the clearness of a Pauline discourse. And
lastly, he clings to the heavenly world beyond, like Joh. in the Apocalypse. Yet
the Old Testament limits are not disturbed; but within those limits, evangelist,
apostle, and apocalyptist are all condensed into one. Throughout the whole of
these addresses we never meet with a strictly Messianic prophecy; and yet they
have more christological depth than all the Messianic prophecies taken together.
The bright picture of the coming King, which is met with in the earlier
Messianic prophecies, undergoes a metamorphosis here, out of which it issues
enriched by many essential elements, viz., those of the two status, the mors
vicaria, and the munus triplex. The dark typical background of suffering, which
the mournful Davidic psalms give to the figure of the Messiah, becomes here
for the first time an object of direct prediction. The place of the Son of David,
who is only a King, is now take by the Servant of Jehovah, who is Prophet and
Priest by virtue of His self-sacrifice, and King as well; the Saviour of Israel and
of the Gentiles, persecuted even to death by His own nation, but exalted by God
to be both Priest and King. So rich and profound a legacy did Isaiah leave to the
church of the captivity, and to the church of the future also, yea, even to the
New Jerusalem upon the new earth. Hengstenberg has very properly compared
these prophecies of Isaiah to the Deuteronomic “last words” of Moses in the
steppes of Moab, and to the last words of the Lord Jesus, within the circle of
His own disciples, as reported by John. It is a thoroughly esoteric book, left to
the church for future interpretation. To none of the Old Testament prophets
who followed him was the ability given perfectly to open the book. Nothing but



the coming of the Servant of Jehovah in the person of Jesus Christ could break
all the seven seals. But was Isaiah really the author of this book of consolation?
Modern criticism visits all who dare to assert this with the double ban of want
of science and want of conscience. It regards Isaiah’s authorship as being quite
as impossible as any miracle in the sphere of nature, of history, or of the spirit.
No prophecies find any favour in its eyes, but such as can be naturally
explained. It knows exactly how far a prophet can see, and where he must
stand, in order to see so far. But we are not tempted at all to purchase such
omniscience at the price of the supernatural. We believe in the supernatural
reality of prophecy, simply because history furnishes indisputable proofs of it,
and because a supernatural interposition on the part of God in both the inner
and outer life of man takes place even at the present day, and can be readily put
to the test. But this interposition varies greatly both in degree and kind; and
even in the far-sight of the prophets there were the greatest diversities,
according to the measure of their charisma. It is quite possible, therefore, that
Isaiah may have foreseen the calamities of the Babylonian age and the
deliverance that followed “by an excellent spirit,” as the son of Sirach says
(Ecclus. 48:24), and may have lived and moved in these “last things,” even at a
time when the Assyrian empire was still standing. But we do not regard all that
is possible as being therefore real. We can examine quite impartially whether
this really was the case, and without our ultimate decision being under the
constraint of any unalterable foregone conclusion, like that of the critics
referred to. All that we have said in praise of Isa. 40-66 would retain its fullest
force, even if the author of the whole should prove to be a prophet of the
captivity, and not Isaiah.

We have already given a cursory glance at the general and particular grounds
upon which we maintain the probability, or rather the certainty, that Isaiah was
the author of Isa. 40-66 (vid., pp. 37-40); and we have explained them more
fully in the concluding remarks to Drechsler’s Commentary (vol. iii. pp. 361-
416), to which we would refer any readers who wish to obtain a complete
insight into the pro and con of this critical question. All false supports of
Isaiah’s authorship have there been willingly given up; for the words of Job to
his friends (Job. 13: 7, 8) are quite as applicable to a biblical theologian of the
present day.

We have admitted, that throughout the whole of the twenty-seven prophecies,
the author of Isa. 40-66 has the captivity as his fixed standpoint, or at any rate
as a standpoint that is only so far a fluctuating one, as the eventual deliverance
approaches nearer and nearer, and that without ever betraying the difference
between the real present and this ideal one; so that as the prophetic vision of the
future has its roots in every other instance in the soil of the prophet’s own time,
and springs out of that soil, to all appearance he is an exile himself. But



notwithstanding this, the following arguments may be adduced in support of
Isaiah’s authorship. In the first place, the deliverance foretold in these
prophecies, with all its attendant circumstances, is referred to as something
beyond the reach of human foresight, and known to Jehovah alone, and as
something the occurrence of which would prove Him to be the God of Gods.
Jehovah, the God of the prophecy, new the name of Cyrus even before he knew
it himself; and He demonstrated His Godhead to all the world, inasmuch as He
caused the name and work of the deliverer of Israel to be foretold (Isa. 45: 4-7).
Secondly, although these prophecies rest throughout upon the soil of the
captivity, and do not start with the historical basis of Hezekiah’s time, as we
should expect them to do, with Isaiah as their author; yet the discrepancy
between this phenomenon and the general character of prophecy elsewhere,
loses its full force as an argument against Isaiah’s authorship, if we do not
separate Isa. 40-66 from Isa. 1-39 and take it as an independent work, as is
generally done. The whole of the first half of the collection is a staircase,
leading up to these addresses to the exiles, and bears the same relation to them,
as a whole, as the Assyrian pedestal in Isa. 14:24-27 to the Babylonian massaÑÿ
in Isa. 13-14:26 (see p. 205). This relation between the two — namely, that
Assyrian prophecies lay the foundation for Babylonian — runs through the
whole of the first half. It is so arranged, that the prophecies of the Assyrian
times throughout have intermediate layers, which reach beyond those times; and
whilst the former constitute the groundwork, the latter form the gable. This is
the relation in which Isa. 24-27 stand to Isa. 13-23, and Isa. 34-35 to Isa. 28-
33. And within the cycle of prophecies against the nations, three Babylonian
prophecies — viz. Isa. 13-14:23; 21: 1-10, and 23 — form the commencement,
middle, and end. The Assyrian prophecies lie within a circle, the circumference
and diameter of which consist of prophecies that have a longer span. And are all
these prophecies, that are inserted with such evident skill and design, to be
taken away from our prophet? The oracle concerning Babel, in Isa. 13-14:23,
has all the ring of a prophecy of Isaiah’s, as we have already seen; and in the
epilogue, in Isa. 14:24-27, it has Isaiah’s signature. The second oracle
concerning Babel, in Isa. 21: 1-10, is not only connected with three passages of
Isaiah’s that are acknowledged as genuine, so as to form a tetralogy; but in style
and spirit it is most intimately bound up with them. The cycle of prophecies of
the final catastrophe (Isa. 24-27) commences so thoroughly in Isaiah’s style,
that nearly every word and every turn in the first three verses bears Isaiah’s
stamp; and in Isa. 27:12, 13, it dies away, just like the book of Immanuel,
Isa. 11:11ff. And the genuineness of Isa. 34 and 35 has never yet been disputed
on any valid grounds. Knobel, indeed, maintains that the historical background
of this passage establishes its spuriousness; but it is impossible to detect any
background of contemporaneous history. Edom in this instance represents the
world, as opposed to the people of God, just as Moab does in Isa. 25. Consider,



moreover, that these disputed prophecies form a series which constitutes in
every respect a prelude to Isa. 40-66. Have we not in Isa. 13: 1, 2, the
substance of Isa. 40-66, as it were, in nuce? Is not the trilogy “Babel,” in
Isa. 46-48, like an expansion of the vision in Isa. 21: 1-10? Is not the prophecy
concerning Edom in Isa. 34 the side-piece to Isa. 63: 1-6? And do we not hear
in Isa. 35 the direct prelude to the melody, which is continued in Isa. 40-66?
And to this we may add still further the fact, that prominent marks of Isaiah are
common alike to the disputed prophecies, and to those whose genuineness is
acknowledged. The name of God, which is so characteristic of Isaiah, and
which we meet with on every hand in acknowledged prophecies in Isa. 1-39,
viz., “the Holy One of Israel,” runs also through Isa. 40-66 (p. 125). And so
again do the confirmatory words, “Thus saith Jehovah,” and the interchange of
the national names Jacob and Israel (compare, for example, Isa. 40:27 with
Isa. 29:23). f179

The rhetorical figure called epnanaphora, which may be illustrated by an Arabic
proverb, f180 —

“Enjoy the scent of the yellow roses of Negd;
For when the evening is gone, it is over with the yellow roses,” —

is very rare apart from the book of Isaiah (Gen. 6: 9; 35:12; Lev. 25:41;
Job. 11: 7); whereas in the book of Isaiah itself it runs like a favourite oratorical
turn from beginning to end (vid., Isa. 1: 7; 4: 3; 6:11; 13:10; 14:25; 15: 8;
30:20; 34: 9; 40:19; 42:15, 19; 48:21; 51:13; 53: 6, 7; 54: 5, 13; 50: 4; 58: 2;
59: 8, — a collection of examples which could probably be still further
increased). But there are still deeper lines of connection than these. How
strikingly, for example, does Isa. 28: 5 ring in harmony with Isa. 62: 3, and
Isa. 29:23 (cf., 5: 7) with Isa. 60:21! And does not the leading thought which is
expressed in Isa. 22:11; 37:26 (cf., Isa. 25: 1), viz., that whatever is realized in
history has had its pre-existence as an idea in God, run with a multiplied echo
through Isa. 40-66? And does not the second half repeat, in Isa. 65:25, in
splendidly elaborate paintings, and to some extent in the very same words
(which is not unlike Isaiah), what we have already found in Isa. 11: 6ff., 30:26,
and other passages, concerning the future glorification of the earthly and
heavenly creation? Yea, we may venture to maintain (and no one has ever
attempted to refute it), that the second half of the book of Isaiah (Isa. 40-66),
so far as its theme, its standpoint, its style, and its ideas are concerned, is in a
state of continuous formation throughout the whole of the first (Isa. 1-39). On
the frontier of the two halves, the prediction in Isa. 39: 5, 7 stands like a sign-
post, with the inscription, “To Babylon.” There, viz., in Babylon, is henceforth
Isaiah’s spiritual home; there he preaches to the church of the captivity the way



of salvation, and the consolation of redemption, but to the rebellious the terrors
of judgment.

That this is the case, is confirmed by the reciprocal relation in which Isa. 40-66
stand to all the other literature of the Old Testament with which we are
acquainted. In Isa. 40-66 we find reminiscences from the book of Job (compare
Isa. 40:23 with Job. 12:24; 44:25 with Job. 12:17, 20; 44:24 with Job. 9: 8;
40:14 with Job. 21:22; 59: 4 with Job. 15:35 and Psa. 7:15). And the first half
points back to Job in just the same manner. The poetical words ẐAGE, Rbg̃ATiHI,
„YJICFJåCE, are only met with in the book of Isaiah and the book of Job. Once at
least, namely Isa. 59: 7, we are reminded of mishleÝ (Pro. 1:16); whilst in the
first half we frequently met with imitations of the maÑshaÑl of Solomon. The two
halves stand in exactly the same relation to the book of Micah; compare
Isa. 58: 1 with Mic. 3: 8, like 2: 2-4 with Mic. 4: 1-4, and 26:21 with Mic. 1: 3.
And the same relation to Nah. runs through the two; compare Nah. 3: 4, 5 with
Isa. 47, 2: 1 with 52: 7a, 1b, and 2:11 with 24: 1; 3:13 with 19:16. We leave
the question open, on which side the priority lies. But when we find in
Zephaniah and Jeremiah points of contact not only with Isa. 40-66, but also
with Isa. 13-14:23; 21: 1-10, 34-35, which preclude the possibility of accident,
it is more than improbable that these two prophets should have been imitated by
the author of Isa. 40-66, since it is in them above all others that we meet with
the peculiar disposition to blend the words and thoughts of their predecessors
with their own. Not only does Zephaniah establish points of contact with Isa. 13
and 34 in by no means an accidental manner, but compare ch. 2:15 with
Isa. 47: 8, 10, and ch. 3:10 with Isa. 56:20. The former passage betrays its
derivative character by the fact that ZYlIJA is a word that belongs exclusively to
Isaiah; whilst the latter is not only a compendium of Isa. 66:20, but also points
back to Isa. 18: 1, 7, in the expressionŠwK‰YRH̃áNALi RBÊ M̃.̃ In Jeremiah, the
indication of dependence upon Isaiah comes out most strongly in the prophecy
against Babylon in Jer. 50-51; in fact, it is so strong, that Movers, Hitzig, and
De Wette regard the anonymous author of Isa. 40-66 as the interpolator of this
prophecy. But it also contains echoes of Isa. 13, 14, 21, and 34, and is
throughout a Mosaic or earlier prophecies. The passage in Jer. 10: 1-16
concerning the nothingness of the gods of the nations, sounds also most
strikingly like Isaiah’s; compare more especially Isa. 44:12-15; 41: 7; 46: 7,
though the attempt has also been made to render this intelligible by the
interpolation hypothesis. It is not only in vv. 6-8 and 10, which are admitted to
be Jeremiah’s, that we meet with the peculiar characteristics of Jeremiah; but
even in passages that are rejected we find such expressions of his as HpFYI, „TŒFJ
for „TfJI, RJABiNI, „Y ÎtU îtÁ, HdFQUpi, a penal visitation, such as we never meet
with in Isaiah II. And the whole of the consolatory words in Jer. 30:10, 11, and



again in Jer. 46:27, 28, which sound so much like the deutero-Isaiah, are set
down as having been inserted in the book of Jeremiah by Isaiah II. But Caspari
has shown that this is impossible, because the concluding words of the promise,
“I will correct thee in measure, and will not leave thee altogether unpunished,”
would have no meaning at all if uttered at the close of the captivity; and also,
because such elements as are evidently Jeremiah’s, and in which it coincides
with prophecies of Jeremiah that are acknowledged to be genuine, far outweigh
those of the deutero-Isaiah. And yet in this passage, when Israel is addressed as
“my servant,” we hear the tone of the deutero-Isaiah. Jeremiah fuses in this
instance, as in many other passages, the tones of Isaiah with his own. There are
also many other passages which coincide with passages of the second part of
Isaiah, both in substance and expression, though not so conclusively as those
already quoted, and in which we have to decide between regarding Jeremiah as
an imitator, or Isaiah II as an interpolator. But if we compare Jer. 6:15 with
Isa. 56:11, and Isa. 48: 6 with Jer. 33: 3, where Jeremiah, according to his usual
custom, gives a different turn to the original passages by a slight change in the
letters, we shall find involuntary reminiscences of Isaiah in Jeremiah, in such
parallels as Jer. 3:16, Isa. 65:17; Jer. 4:13, Isa. 66:15; Jer. 11:19, Isa. 53; and
shall hear the ring of Isa. 51:17-23 in Jeremiah’s qiÝnoÝth, and that of Isa. 56: 9-
57:11a in the earlier reproachful addresses of Jeremiah, and not vice versa.

In conclusion, let us picture to ourselves the gradual development of Isaiah’s
view of the captivity, that penal judgment already threatened in the law.

(1.) In the Uzziah-Jotham age the prophet refers to the captivity, in the most general
terms that can be conceived, in Isa. 6:12, though he mentions it casually by its own
name even in Isa. 5:13.
(2.) In the time of Ahaz we already see him far advanced beyond this first sketchy
reference to the captivity. In Isa. 11:11ff. he predicts a second deliverance,
resembling the Egyptian exodus. Asshur stands at the head of the countries of the
diaspora, as the imperial power by which the judgment of captivity is carried out.
(3.) In the early years of Hezekiah, Isa. 22:18 appears to indicate the carrying away
of Judah by Asshur.

But when the northern kingdom had succumbed to the judgment of the
Assyrian banishment, and Judah had been mercifully spared this judgment, the
eyes of Isaiah were directed to Babylon as the imperial power destined to
execute the same judgment upon Judah. We may see this from Isa. 39: 5-7.
Micah also speaks of Babylon as the future place of punishment and deliverance
(Mic. 4:10). The prophecies of the overthrow of Babylon in Isa. 13:14, 21, are
therefore quite in the spirit of the prophecies of Hezekiah’s time. And Isa. 40-
66 merely develop on all sides what was already contained in germ in Isa. 14: 1,
2; 21:10. It is well known that in the time of Hezekiah Babylon attempted to
break loose from Assyria; and so also the revolt of the Medes from Asshur, and



the union of their villages and districts under one monarch named Deyoces,
occurred in the time of Hezekiah. f181

It is quite characteristic of Isaiah that he never names the Persians, who were at
that time still subject to the Medes. He mentions Madai in Isa. 13:17 and 21: 2,
and KoÝresh (Kurus), the founder of the Persian monarchy; but not that one of
the two leading Iranian tribes, which gained its liberty through him in the time
of Astyages, and afterwards rose to the possession of the imperial sway.

But how is it possible that Isaiah should have mentioned Cyrus by name
centuries before this time (210 years, according to Josephus, Ant. xi. 1, 2)?
Windischmann answers this question in his Zoroastrische Studien, p. 137. “No
one,” he says, “who believes in a living, personal, omniscient God, and in the
possibility of His revealing future events, will ever deny that He possesses the
power to foretell the name of a future monarch.” And Albrecht Weber, the
Indologian, finds in this answer “an evidence of self-hardening against the
scientific conscience,” and pronounces such hardening nothing less than
“devilish.”

It is not possible to come to any understanding concerning this point, which is
the real nerve of the prevailing settled conclusion as to Isa. 40-66. We therefore
hasten on to our exposition. And in relation to this, if we only allow that the
prophet really was a prophet, it is of no essential consequence to what age he
belonged. For in this one point we quite agree with the opponents of its
genuineness, namely, that the standpoint of the prophet is the second half of the
captivity. If the author is Isaiah, as we feel constrained to assume for reasons
that we have already stated here and elsewhere, he is entirely carried away from
his own times, and leads a pneumatic life among the exiles. There is, in fact, no
more “Johannic” book in the whole of the Old Testament than this book of
consolation. It is like the produce of an Old Testament gift of tongues. The
fleshly body of speech has been changed into a glorified body; and we hear, as it
were, spiritual voices from the world beyond, or world of glory.

Part I

First Prophecy — Ch. 40

WORDS OF COMFORT, AND THE GOD OF COMFORT

Isa. 40: 1. In this first address the prophet vindicates his call to be the preacher
of the comfort of the approaching deliverance, and explains this comfort on the
ground that Jehovah, who called him to this comforting proclamation, was the
incomparably exalted Creator and Ruler of the world. The first part of this
address (vv. 1-11) may be regarded as the prologue to the whole twenty-seven.



The theme of the prophetic promise, and the irresistible certainty of its
fulfilment, are here declared. Turning of the people of the captivity, whom
Jehovah has neither forgotten nor rejected, the prophet commences thus in v. 1:
“Comfort ye, comfort ye may people, saith your God.” This is the divine
command to the prophets. NachaÔmuÝ (piel, literally, to cause to breathe again) is
repeated, because of its urgency (anadiplosis, as in Isa. 41:27; 43:11, 25, etc.).
The word RMÁJYO, which does not mean “will say” here (Hofmann, Stier), but
“saith” (LXX, Jerome), — as, for example, in 1Sa. 24:14, — affirms that the
command is a continuous one. The expression “saith your God” is peculiar to
Isaiah, and common to both parts of the collection (Isa. 1:11, 18; 33:10; 40: 1,
25; 41:21; 66: 9). The future in all these passages is expressive of that which is
taking place or still continuing. And it is the same here. The divine command
has not been issued once only, or merely to one prophet, but is being
continually addressed to many prophets. “Comfort ye, comfort ye my people,”
is the continual charge of the God of the exiles. who has not ceased to be their
God even in the midst of wrath, to His messengers and heralds the prophets.

Isa. 40: 2. The summons is now repeated with still greater emphasis, the
substance of the consoling proclamation being also given. V. 2.

“Speak ye to the heart of Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her affliction is ended,
that her debt is paid, that she has received from the hand of Jehovah double for all
her sins.”

The holy city is thought of here in connection with the population belonging to
it. BL‰̃LJA RbEdI (to speak to the heart) is an expression applied in Gen. 34: 3
and Jud. 19: 3 to words adapted to win the heart; in Gen. 50:21, to the words
used by Joseph to inspire his brethren with confidence; whilst here it is used in
precisely the same sense as in Hos. 2:16, and possibly not without a
reminiscence of this earlier prophecy. LJE JRFQF (to call to a person) is applied to
a prophetic announcement made to a person, as in Jer. 7:27, Zec. 1: 4. The
announcement to be made to Jerusalem is then introduced with YkI, oÎÂti, which
serves as the introduction to either an indirect or a direct address (Ges. § 155,
1, e).

(1.) Her affliction has become full, and therefore has come to an end. JBFCF, military
service, then feudal service, and hardship generally (Job. 7: 1); here it applies to the
captivity or exile — that unsheltered bivouac, as it were, of the people who had bee
transported into a foreign land, and were living there in bondage, restlessness, and
insecurity.
(2.) Her iniquity is atoned for, and the justice of God is satisfied: nirtsaÑh, which
generally denotes a satisfactory reception, is used here in the sense of meeting with a
satisfactory payment, like †WÔ F HCFRF in Lev. 26:41, 43, to pay off the debt of sin by
enduring the punishment of sin.



(3.) The third clause repeats the substance of the previous ones with greater
emphasis and in a fuller tone: Jerusalem has already suffered fully for her sins.

In direct opposition to HXFQiLF, which cannot, when connected with two actual
perfects as it is here, be take as a perfect used to indicate the certainty of some
future occurrence, Gesenius, Hitzig, Ewald, Umbreit, Stier, and Hahn suppose
kiphlayim to refer to the double favour that Jerusalem was about to receive
(like mishneh in Isa. 61: 7, and possibly borrowed from Isaiah in Zec. 9:12),
instead of to the double punishment which Jerusalem had endured (like mishneh
in Jer. 16:18). It is not to be taken, however, in a judicial sense; in which case
God would appear over-rigid, and therefore unjust. Jerusalem had not suffered
more than its sins had deserved; but the compassion of God regarded what His
justice had been obliged to inflict upon Jerusalem as superabundant. This
compassion also expresses itself in the words “for all” (bekhol, c. Beth pretii):
there is nothing left for further punishment. The turning-point from wrath to
love has arrived. The wrath has gone forth in double measure. With what
intensity, therefore, will the love break forth, which has been so long restrained!

Isa. 40: 3. There is a sethume in the text at this point. The first two verses
form a small parashah by themselves, the prologue of the prologue. After the
substance of the consolation has been given on its negative side, the question
arises, What positive salvation is to be expected? This question is answered for
the prophet, inasmuch as, in the ecstatic stillness of his mind as turned to God,
he hears a marvellous voice. V. 3.

“Hark , a crier! In the wilderness prepare ye a way for Jehovah, make smooth in the
desert a road for our God.”

This is not to be rendered “a voice cries” (Ges., Umbreit, etc.); but the two
words are in the construct state, and form an interjectional clause, as in
Isa. 13: 4; 52: 8; 66: 6: Voice of one crying! Who the crier is remains
concealed; his person vanishes in the splendour of his calling, and falls into the
background behind the substance of his cry. The cry sounds like the long-drawn
trumpet-blast of a herald (cf., Isa. 16: 1). The crier is like the outrider of a king,
who takes care that the way by which the king is to go shall be put into good
condition. The king is Jehovah; and it is all the more necessary to prepare the
way for Him in a becoming manner, that this way leads through the pathless
desert. BammidbaÑr is to be connected with pannuÝ, according to the accents on
account of the parallel (zakeph katan has a stronger disjunctive force here than
zekpeh gadol, as in Deu. 26:14; 28: 8, 2Ki. 1: 6), though without any
consequent collision with the New Testament description of the fulfilment itself.
And so also the Targum and Jewish expositors take RBDMB JRWQ LWQ
together, like the LXX, and after this the Gospels. We may, or rather apparently
we must, imagine the crier as advancing into the desert, and summoning the



people to come and make a road through it. But why does the way of Jehovah
lie through the desert, and whither does it lead? It was through the desert that
He went to redeem Israel out of Egyptian bondage, and to reveal Himself to
Israel from Sinai (Deu. 33: 2; Jud. 5: 4; Psa. 88: 8); and in Psa. 88: 4 (5) God
the Redeemer of His people is called haÑroÝkheÝbh baÑÿaÔraÑbhoÝth. Just as His people
looked for Him then, when they were between Egypt and Canaan; so was He to
be looked for by His people again, now that they were in the “desert of the sea”
(Isa. 21: 1), and separated by Arabia deserta from their fatherland. If He were
coming at the head of His people, He Himself would clear the hindrances out of
His way; but He was coming through the desert to Israel, and therefore Israel
itself was to take care that nothing should impede the rapidity or detract from
the favour of the Coming One. The description answers to the reality; but, as
we shall frequently find as we go further on, the literal meaning spiritualizes
itself in an allegorical way.

Isa. 40: 4. The summons proceeds in a commanding tone. V. 4.

“Let every valley be exalted, and every mountain and hill made low; and let the
rugged be made a plain, and the ledges of rocks a valley.”

HYFHFWi, which takes its tone from the two jussive verbs, is also itself equivalent to
YHIYWI. Instead of JYg (̃from JYigA), the pointing in Zec. 14: 4, we have here
(according to Kimchi) the vowel-pointing JYGE; at the same time, the editions of
Brescia, Pesaro, Venice 1678, have JYg (̃with tzere), and this is also the reading
of a codex of Luzzatto without Masoretic notes. The command, according to
its spiritual interpretation, points to the encouragement of those that are cast
down, the humiliation of the self-righteous and self-secure, the changing of
dishonesty into simplicity, and of unapproachable haughtiness into submission
(for ÿaÑqoÝbh, hilly, rugged, f182 compare Jer. 17: 9 together with Hab. 2: 4). In
general, the meaning is that Israel is to take care, that the God who is coming to
deliver it shall find it in such an inward and outwards state as befits His
exaltation and His purpose.

Isa. 40: 5. The cry of the crier proceeds thus in v. 5: “And the glory of
Jehovah will be revealed, and all flesh seeth together: for the mouth of
Jehovah hath spoken it.” The pret. cons. HLFGiNIWi is here apodosis imper. When
the way is prepared for Jehovah the Coming One, the glory of the God of
salvation will unveil itself (on the name Jehovah, which is applied to God, the
absolute I, as living and revealing Himself in history, more especially in the
history of salvation, see p. 45). His parousia is the revelation of His glory
(1Pe. 4:13). This revelation is made for the good of Israel, but not secretly or
exclusively; for all the human race, called here designedly “all flesh” (kol baÑsaÑr),
will come to see it (compare Luke 3: 6, “the salvation of God”). Man, because



he is flesh, cannot see God without dying (Exo. 33:20); but the future will fill
up this gulf of separation. The object to the verb “see” is not what follows, as
Rosenmüller supposes, viz., “that the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken,” for the
word of promise which is here fulfilled is not one addressed to all flesh; nor
does it mean, “see that Jehovah hath spoken with His own mouth,” i.e., after
having become man, as Stier maintains, for the verb required in this case would
be RbD̃AMi, not Rbd̃I. The clause, “for the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it,” is
rather Isaiah’s usual confirmation of the foregoing prophecy (see p. 278). Here
the crier uses it to establish the certainty of what he foretells, provided that
Israel will do what he summons it to perform.

Isa. 40: 6-8. The prophet now hears a second voice, and then a third, entering
into conversation with it. Vv. 6-8.

“Hark , one speaking, Cry! And he answers, What shall I cry? All flesh is grass , and
all its beauty as the flower of the field. Grass is withered, flower faded: for the
breath of Jehovah has blown upon it. Surely grass is the people; grass withereth,
flower fadeth: yet the word of our God will stand for ever.”

A second voice celebrates the divine word of promise in the face of the
approaching fulfilment, and appoints a preacher of its eternal duration. The verb
is not RMÁJOWF (et dixi, LXX, Vulg.), but RMÁJFWi; so that the person asking the
question is not the prophet himself, but an ideal person, whom he has before
him in visionary objectiveness. The appointed theme of his proclamation is the
perishable nature of all flesh (v. 5 paÌsa saÂrc, here paÌsa hÎ saÂrc), and, on the
other hand, the imperishable nature of the word of God. Men living in the flesh
are universally impotent, perishing, limited; God, on the contrary (Isa. 31: 3), is
the omnipotent, eternal, all-determining; and like Himself, so is His word,
which, regarded as the vehicle and utterance of His willing and thinking, is not
something separate from Himself, and therefore is the same as He. ChasdoÝ is
the charm or gracefulness of the outward appearance (LXX; 1Pe. 1:24, doÂca:
see Schott on the passage, Jam. 1:11, euÏpreÂpeia). The comparison instituted
with grass and flower recals Isa. 37:27 and Job. 8:12, and still more Psa. 90: 5,
6, and Job. 14: 2. V. 7a describes what happens to the grass and flower. The
preterites, like the Greek aoristus gnomicus (cf., Isa. 26:10), express a fact of
experience sustained by innumerable examples: exaruit gramen, emarcuit flos;
f183 consequently the YkI which follows is not hypothetical (granting that), but
explanatory of the reason, viz., “because ruÝaÔch Jehovah hath blown upon it,”
i.e., the “breath” of God the Creator, which pervades the creation, generating
life, sustaining life, and destroying life, and whose most characteristic
elementary manifestation is the wind. Every breath of wind is a drawing of the
breath of the whole life of nature, the active indwelling principle of whose
existence is the ruÝaÔch of God. A fresh verse ought to commence now with †KJ̃F.



The clause „ F̂HF RYCIXF †KJ̃F is genuine, and thoroughly in Isaiah’s style,
notwithstanding the LXX, which Gesenius and Hitzig follow. †KJ is not
equivalent to a comparative †K (̃Ewald, § 105, a), but is assuring, as in
Isa. 45:15; 49: 4; 53: 4; and haÑÿaÑm (the people) refers to men generally, as in
Isa. 42: 5. The order of thought is in the form of a triolet. The explanation of
the striking simile commences with ÿaÑkheÝn (surely); and then in the repetition of
the words, “grass withereth, flower fadeth,” the men are intended, resemble the
grass and the flower. Surely grass is the human race; such grass withereth and
such flower fadeth, but the word of our God (Jehovah, the God of His people
and of sacred history) yaÑquÝm lêÿoÝlaÑm, i.e., it rises up without withering or
fading, and endures for ever, fulfilling and verifying itself through all times. This
general truth refers, in the preset instance, to the word of promise uttered by
the voice in the desert. If the word of God generally has an eternal duration,
more especially is this the case with the word of the parousia of God the
Redeemer, the word in which all the words of God are yea and amen. The
imperishable nature of this word, however, has for its dark foil the perishable
nature of all flesh, and all the beauty thereof. The oppressors of Israel are
mortal, and their chesed with which they impose and bribe is perishable; but the
word of God, with which Israel can console itself, preserves the fields, and
ensures it a glorious end to its history. Thus the seal, which the first crier set
upon the promise of Jehovah’s speedy coming, is inviolable; and the comfort
which the prophets of God are to bring to His people, who have now been
suffering so long, is infallibly sure.

Isa. 40: 9. The prophet accordingly now takes, as his standpoint, the time
when Jehovah will already have come. V. 9.

“Upon a high mountain get thee up, O evangelistess Zion; lift up they voice with
strength, evangelistess Jerusalem: lift up, be not afraid; say to the cities of Judah ,
Behold your God.”

Knobel and others follow the LXX and Targum, and regard Zion and Jerusalem
as accusatives of the object, viz., “preacher of salvation (i.e., a chorus of
preachers) to Zion-Jerusalem;” but such parallels as Isa. 52: 7 and 62:11 are
misleading here. The words are in apposition (A. S. Th. euÏaggelizomeÂnh SiwÂn).
Zion-Jerusalem herself is called an evangelistess: the personification as a female
renders this probable at the outset, and it is placed beyond all doubt by the fact,
that it is the cities of Judah (the daughters of Zion-Jerusalem) that are to be
evangelized. The prophet’s standpoint here is in the very midst of the parousia.
When Jerusalem shall have her God in the midst of her once more, after He has
broken up His home there for so long a time; she is then, as the restored
mother-community, to ascend a high mountain, and raising her voice with
fearless strength, to bring to her daughters the joyful news of the appearance of



their God. The verb bisseÝr signifies literally to smooth, to unfold, then to make
glad, more especially with joyful news. f184

It lies at the root of the New Testament euÏaggeliÂzein (evangelize), and is a
favourite word of the author of Isa. 40-66, that Old Testament evangelist,
though it is no disproof of Isaiah’s authorship (cf., Nah. 2: 1). Hitherto
Jerusalem has been in despair, bowed down under the weight of the punishment
of her sins, and standing in need of consolation. But now that she has Jehovah
with her again, she is to lift up her voice with the most joyful confidence,
without further anxiety, and to become, according to her true vocation, the
messenger of good tidings to all Judaea.

Isa. 40:10. In v. 10 the prophet goes back from the standpoint of the fulfilment
to that of the prophecy.

“Behold the Lord, Jehovah, as a mighty one will He come, His arm ruling for Him;
behold, His reward is with Him, and His retribution before Him.”

We must not render the first clause “with strong,” i.e., with strength, as the
LXX and Targum do. The Beth is Beth essentiae (cf., Isa. 26: 4; Ges. § 154, 3,
a). He will come in the essence, strength, and energy of a strong one; and this is
still further defined by the participial, circumstantial clause, “His arm ruling for
Him” (brachio suo ipsi dominante). It is His arm that rules for Him, i.e., that
either brings into subjection to Him, or else overthrows whatever opposes Him.
Nevertheless, v. 10b does not present Him merely in one aspect, namely as
coming to judge and punish, but in both aspects, viz., that of the law and that of
the gospel, as a righteous rewarder; hence the double name of God, Adonai
Jehovah (compare Isa. 3:15; 28:16; 30:15, all in the first part), which is used
even in the Pentateuch, and most frequently by Amos and Ezekiel, and which
forms, as it were, an anagram. HlF̂ Upi is already met with in Lev. 19:13 as a
synonym of RKFVF, passing from the general idea of work to that of something
earned and forfeited. Jehovah brings with Him the penal reward of the enemies
of His people, and also the gracious reward of the faithful of His people, whom
He will compensate for their previous sufferings with far exceeding joys (see
Isa. 62:11).

Isa. 40:11. The prophet dwells upon this, the redeeming side not the judicial,
as he proceeds to place the image of the good shepherd by the side of that of
the Lord Jehovah. V. 11.

“He will feed His flock like a shepherd, take the lambs in His arm, and carry them
in His bosom, and gently lead those that are giving suck.”

The flock is His people, now dispersed in a foreign land. The love with which
He tends this flock is shown, by way of example, in His conduct towards the



„YJILF‹i (= „YYILF‹i from YLI‹i = HLE‹F), the young lambs that have not long been
born, and the TŒL F̂, those giving suck, lactantes (Vulg. fetae), not those that
are sucking, sugentes (from Lwˆmed. Vav, to nourish, cf., p. 90). Such as
cannot keep pace with the flock he takes in his arms, and carries in the bosom
of his dress; and the mothers he does not overdrive, but LHÑAYi (see at
Psa. 23: 2), lets them go gently alone, because they require care (Gen. 33:13).
With this loving picture the prologue in vv. 1-11 is brought to a close. It stands
at the head of the whole, like a divine inauguration of the prophet, and like the
quintessence of what he is commanded to proclaim. Nevertheless it is also an
integral part of the first address. For the questions which follow cannot possibly
be the commencement of the prophecy, though it is not very clear how far they
form a continuation.

The connection is the following: The prophet shows both didactically and
paraenetically what kind of God it is whose appearance to redeem His people
has been prophetically announced in vv. 1-11. He is the incomparably exalted
One. This incomparable exaltation makes the ignorance of the worshipers of
idols the more apparent, but it serves to comfort Israel. And Israel needs such
consolation in its present banishment, in which it is so hard for it to comprehend
the ways of God.

Isa. 40:12. In order to bring His people to the full consciousness of the
exaltation of Jehovah, the prophet asks in v. 12,

“Who hath measured the waters with the hollow of his hand, and regulated the
heavens with a span, and taken up the dust of the earth in a third measure, and
weighed the mountains with a steelyard, and hills with balances?”

Jehovah, and He alone, has given to all these their proper quantities, their
determinate form, and their proportionate place in the universe. How very little
can a man hold in the hollow of his hand (shoÝÿal)! f185 how very small is the
space which a man’s span will cover! how little is contained in the third of an
ephah (shaÑliÝsh; see at Psa. 80: 6)! and how trifling in either bulk or measure is
the quantity you can weight in scales, whether it be a peles, i.e., a steelyard
(statera), or moÝÿzênayim, a tradesman’s balance (bilances), consisting of two
scales. f186

But what Jehovah measures with the hollow of His hand, and with His span, is
nothing less than the waters beneath and the heavens above. He carries a scoop,
in which there is room for all the dust of which the earth consists, and a scale on
which He has weighed the great colossal mountains.

Isa. 40:13, 14. A second question follows in vv. 13, 14.



“Who regulated the Spirit of Jehovah, and (who) instructed Him as His counsellor?
With whom took He counsel, and who would have explained to Him and instructed
Him concerning the path of right, and taught Him knowledge, and made known to
Him a prudent course?”

The first question called to mind the omnipotence of Jehovah; this recalls His
omniscience, which has all fulness in itself, and therefore precludes all
instruction from without. “The Spirit of Jehovah” is the Spirit which moved
upon the waters at the creation, and by which chaos was reduced to order.
“Who,” inquires this prophet, — ”who furnished this Spirit with the standard,
according to which all this was to be done?” †kt̃I as in v. 12, to bring into
conformity with rule, and so to fit for regulated working. Instead of mercha
tifchah athnach, which suggests the Targum rendering, “quis direxit spiritum?
Jehova” (vid., Pro. 16: 2), it would be more correct to adopt the accentuation
tifchah munach athnach (cf., Exo. 21:24; 23: 9), and there are certain codices
in which we find this (see Dachselt). In v. 13b we might follow the Septuagint
translation, kaiÃ tiÂj auÏtouÌ suÂmbouloj eÏgeÂneto, oÎÃj suÂmbibaÌ (Rom. 11:34;
1Co. 2:16, sumbibaÂsei) auÏtoÂn, but in this case we miss the verb HYFHF. The
rendering we have given above is not so harsh, and the accentuation is
indifferent here, since silluk is never written without tifchah if only a single
word precedes it. In v. 14 the reciprocal ƒJAŒN is connected with TJ =̃ „JI. The
futt. cons. retain their literal meaning: with whom did He consult, so that he
supplied Him with understanding in consequence (heÝbhiÝn, generally to
understand, here in a causative sense). The verbs of instruction are sometimes
construed with bI of the lesson taught, sometimes with a double accusative. In
reply to the questions in vv. 13, 14, which are essentially one, Israel must
acknowledge that its God is the possessor of absolute might, and also of
absolute wisdom.

Isa. 40:15. From His exaltation as Creator, the prophet now proceeds to His
exaltation as Governor of the world. V. 15.

“Behold, nations like a little drop on a bucket, and like a grain of sand in a
balance, are they esteemed; behold, islands like an atom of dust that rises in the
air.”

Upon Jehovah, the King of the world, does the burden rest of ruling over the
whole human race, which is split up into different nations; but the great masses
of people over whom Jehovah rules are no more burden to Him than a drop
hanging upon a bucket is a burden to the man who carries it (min is used in the
same sense as in Son. 4: 1; 6: 5), no more than the weight in a balance is
perceptibly increased or diminished by a grain of sand that happens to lie upon
it (shachaq, from shaÑchaq, to grind to powder). The islands, those fragments of
firm ground in the midst of the ocean (YJI = ivy, from HWFJF, to betake one’s self



to a place, and remain there), upon which the heathen world was dispersed
(Gen. 10), are to Him who carries the universe like the small particle of dust
(QdA from QQAdF, to crush or pulverize), which is lifted up, viz., by the slightest
breath of wind (LŒ«YI metaplastic fut. niph. of tuÝl = naÑtal, cf., 63: 9). The
rendering of Knobel, “dust which is thrown,” would require RPF̂ F (Isa. 41: 2);
and neither that of Gesenius, viz., “He takes up islands like a particle of dust,”
nor that of Hitzig, “He carries islands,” etc., is admissible, for Lw‹ = L‹ANF
signifies tollere, not portare; and the former, viz., insulas tollit, furnishes no
answer to the question, “How so, and to what end?”

Isa. 40:16. By the side of this vanishing diminutiveness on the part of man as
contrasted with Jehovah, everything by which man could express his adoration
of the exalted One comes incomparably short of His exaltation. V. 16. “And
Lebanon is not a sufficiency of burning, nor its game a sufficiency of burnt-
offerings;” i.e., there is not enough wood to sustain the fire, nor a sufficient
supply of sacrificial animals to be slaughtered, and to ascend in fire. YdA (constr.
Yd)̃ signifies that which suffices (and then that which is plentiful); it differs
therefore from toÃ deÂon, what is requisite. f187

Isa. 40:17. From the obverse of the thought in v. 15 the prophet returns to the
thought itself, and dwells upon it still further. V. 17.

“All the nations are as nothing before Him; they are regarded by Him as belonging
to nullity and emptiness.”

‘Ephes is the end at which a thing ceases, and in an absolute sense that at which
all being ceases, hence non-existence or nullity. ToÝhuÝ (from taÑhaÑh, related to
shaÑÿaÑh; vid., Comm. on Job, at 37: 6), a horrible desolation, like the chaos of
creation, where there is nothing definite, and therefore as good as nothing at all
(see p. 25); min is hardly comparative in the sense of “more nothing than
nothing itself” (Like Job. 11:17, where “brighter” is to be supplied, or
Mic. 7: 4, where “sharper” is similarly required), but is used in the same
partitive sense as in Isa. 41:24 (cf., 44:11 and Psa. 62:10).

Isa. 40:18. The conclusion drawn from v. 17, that Jehovah is therefore the
matchless Being, shapes itself into a question, which is addressed not to
idolaters, but to such of the Israelites as needed to be armed against the
seductive power of idolatry, to which the majority of mankind had yielded. V.
18.

“And to whom can ye liken God, and what kind of image can ye place beside Him!”

The Wi before LJEWi is conclusive, as in Isa. 28:26, and the futures are modi
potent.: with what can ye bring into comparison (LJE as in Isa. 14:10) El, i.e.,



God, the one Being who is absolutely the Mighty? and what kind of dêmuÝth
(i.e., divine, like Himself) can ye place by His side?

Isa. 40:19. Least of all can an idol bear comparison with Him. V. 19.

“The idol, when the smith has cast it, the melter plates it with gold, and melteth
silver chains for it.”

The object (happesel, the idol), which is here placed first as the theme in the
accusative (lit. the image hewn out), denotes in this instance an idol generally.
ŠRFXF is as comprehensive as faber. BHFzFbÁ JAqR̃I signifies here to cover over
with a BHFZF JAqURI (laminaÑ auri), the verb being used in a denominative sense,
and not in its primary meaning. As we must assume, according to v. 20, that the
prophet intends to carry us into the midst of the process of manufacturing the
idol, the paratactic expression is to be pointed as above, viz., “after the (a)
smith has cast it (compare Arab. nasik, a piece of cast metal), the (a) melter
(goldsmith) covers it with gold plate;” and tsoÝreÝph, which is palindromically
repeated, according to Isaiah’s custom (p. 387), is not the third pers. poel (on
the poel of strong stems, see at Job. 9:15 and Psa. 109:10), but a participle,
equivalent to JwH ‡RŒ̃C (as in Isa. 29: 8, which see; and also, according to the
accents, Isa. 33: 5), “and he melteth chains of silver,” viz., to fasten the image.

Isa. 40:20. This is the origin of a metal idol. The wooden idol is described in v.
20:

“The man who is impoverished in oblations, he chooseth a block of wood that will
not rot; he seeketh for himself a skilful smith, to prepare an idol that will not shake.”

He who has fallen into such poverty that he can only offer to his God a poor
oblation (têruÝmaÑh, accusative, according to Ewald, § 284, c), has an idol cut for
himself out of a block of wood. That saÑkhan (Arab. sakana or sakuna) f188 is an
ancient word, is evident from Deu. 8: 9. The verb yimmoÝt, like yittoÝl in v. 15, is
a fut. niphal, to be made to shake. A wooden image, which is planed at the
bottom, and made heavier below than above, to prevent its falling over with
every shock, is to be a god! The thing carries its own satire, even when
described with the greatest seriousness.

Isa. 40:21. Having thus depicted in a few strokes the infatuation of idolatry,
the prophet addresses the following question to such of the Israelites as are
looking at it with longing eye, even if they have not already been deluded by it.
V. 21.

“Do ye not know? Do ye not hear? Is it not proclaimed to you from the beginning?
Have ye not obtained an insight into the foundations of the earth?”



We have here four questions chiastically arranged. The absolute being of God,
which is above all created things, is something which may be either inferred per
ratiocinationem, or learned per traditionem. When Israel failed to acknowledge
the absolute distinctness and unequalled supremacy of Jehovah its God, it
hardened itself against the knowledge which it might acquire even in a natural
way (cf., Psa. 19 and Rom. 1:20), and shut its ears against the teaching of
revelation and tradition, which had come down from the very beginning of its
history. The first two questions are construed with futures, the other two with
perfects; the former refer to what is possible, the latter to what is an actual fact.
Have you — this is the meaning of the four questions — have you obtained no
knowledge of the foundations of the earth, namely, as to the way in which they
were laid?

Isa. 40:22. The prophet now proceeds to describe the God whom both His
works and word proclaim. The participles which follow are predicates of the
subject, which filled the consciousness of the prophet as well as that of every
believer. V. 22.

“He who is enthroned above the vault of the earth, and its inhabitants resemble
grasshoppers; who has spread out the heavens like gauze, and stretched them out
like a tent-roof to dwell in.”

He, the manifested and yet unknown, is He who has for His throne the circle of
the heavens (chuÝg shaÑmayim, Job. 22:14), which arches over the earth, and to
whom from His inaccessible height men appear as diminutive as grasshoppers
(Num. 13:33); He who has spread out the blue sky like a thin transparent
garment (doÝq, a thin fabric, like daq, fine dust, in v. 15), and stretched it out
above the earth like a tent for dwelling in (ÿoÝhel f189 laÑshebheth). The participle
brings to view the actions and circumstances of all times. In the present
instance, where it is continued in the historical sense, it is to be resolved into the
perfect; in other cases, the preservation of the world is evidently thought of as a
creatio continua (see Psychol. p. 111).

Isa. 40:23, 24. This is followed by a series of predicates of God the Ruler of
the universe. Vv. 23, 24.

“He who giveth up rulers to annihilation; maketh judges of the earth like a
desolation. They are hardly planted, hardly sown , their stem has hardly taken root
in the earth, and He only blows upon them, and they dry up, and the storm carries
them away like stubble.”

There is nothing so high and inaccessible in the world, that He cannot bring it to
nothing, even in the midst of its most self-confident and threatening exaltation.
RoÝzêniÝm are solemn persons, semnoiÂ, possessors of the greatest distinction and
influence (p. 134); shoÝphêliÝm, those who combine in themselves the highest



judicial and administrative power. The former He gives up to annihilation; the
latter He brings into a condition resembling the negative state of the toÝhuÝ out of
which the world was produced, and to which it can be reduced again. We are
reminded here of such descriptions as Job. 12:17, 24 (p. 388). The suddenness
of the catastrophe is depicted in v. 24. LbÁ ‡JÁ (which only occurs here), when
followed by „GAWi in the apodosis (cf., 2Ki. 20: 4), signifies that even this has not
yet taken place when the other also occurs: hence vixdum plantati sunt, etc.
The niphal «̂ANI and the pual R̂ÁZO denote the hopeful commencement; the poel
ŠRŠ̃O the hopeful continuation. A layer or seed excites the hope of blossom and
fruit, more especially when it has taken root; but nothing more is needed than a
breath of Jehovah, and it is all over with it (the verb naÑshaph is used in this
verse, where plants with stems are referred to; a verb with a softer labial,
naÑshabh, was employed above in connection with grass and flowers). A single
withering breath lays them at rest; and by the power of Jehovah there rises a
stormy wind, which carries them away like light dry stubble (JVFNF; compare, on
the other hand, the verb used in v. 15, viz., tuÝl = naÑtal, to lift up, to keep in the
air).

Isa. 40:25. The thought of v. 18 now recurs like a refrain, a conclusion being
appended to the premises by means of W, as was the case there. V. 25.

“And to whom will ye compare me , to whom I can be equal? saith the Holy One.”

Not haqqaÑdoÝsh, because a poetical or oratorical style omits the article wherever
it can be dispensed with. The Holy One asks this, and can ask it, because as
such He is also exalted above the whole world (Job. 15:15; 25: 5).

Isa. 40:26. After the questions in vv. 18 and 25, which close syllogistically, a
third start is made, to demonstrate the incomparable nature of Jehovah. V. 26.

“Lift up your eyes on high, and see: who hath created these things? It is He who
bringeth out their host by number, calleth them all by names, because of the
greatness of (His) might, and as being strong in power: there is not one that is
missing.”

Jehovah spoke in v. 25; now the prophet speaks again. We have here the same
interchange which occurs in every prophetic book from Deuteronomy
downwards, and in which the divine fulness of the prophets is displayed. The
answer does not begin with JYCIŒmHA, in the sense of “He who brings them out
has created them;” but the participle is the predicate to the subject of which the
prophet’s soul is full: Jehovah, it is He who brings out the army of stars upon
the plane of heaven, as a general leads out his army upon the field of battle, and
that bêmispaÑr, by number, counting the innumerable stars, those children of light
in armour of light, which meet the eye as it looks up by night. The finite verb



JRFQiYI denotes that which takes place every night. He calls them all by name
(comp. the derivative passage, Psa. 147: 4): this He does on account of the
greatness and fulness of His might (ÿoÝniÝm, vires, virtus), and as strong in
power, i.e., because He is so. This explanation is simpler than Ewald’s (§ 293,
c), viz., “because of the power (toÃ krateroÃn) of the Strong One.” The call
addressed to the stars that are to rise is the call of the Almighty, and therefore
not one of all the innumerable host remains behind.ŠYJI individualizes; RdF̂ iNE
(participle), as in Isa. 34:16, suggests the idea of a sheep that is missed from the
flock through staying behind. The second part of the address closes here, having
demonstrated the folly of idolatry from the infinite superiority of God; and from
this the third part deduces consolation for Israel in the midst of its despair.

Isa. 40:27. Such of the Israelites are required first of all to be brought to a
consciousness of the folly of idolatry are not called Israel at all, because they
place themselves on a part with the goÝyiÝm. But now the prophet addresses
those of little faith, who nevertheless desire salvation; those who are cast down,
but not in utter despair. V. 27.

“Why sayest thou , O Jacob, and speakest, O Israel, My way is hidden from
Jehovah, and my right is overlooked by my God?”

The name Jacob stands here at the head, as in Isa. 29:22, as being the more
exquisite name, and the one which more immediately recalled their patriarchal
ancestor. They fancied that Jehovah had completely turned away from them in
wrath and weariness. “My way” refers to their thorny way of life; “my right”
(mishpaÑtiÝ) to their good right, in opposition to their oppressors. Of all this He
appeared to take no notice at all. He seemed to have no thought of vindicating
it judicially (on the double min, away from him, see Ges. § 154, 3, c).

Isa. 40:28. The groundlessness of such despondency is set before them in a
double question. V. 28.

“Is it not known to thee, or hast thou not heard, an eternal God is Jehovah, Creator
of the ends of the earth: He fainteth not, neither becomes weary; His understanding
is unsearchable.”

Those who are so desponding ought to know, if not from their own experience,
at least from information that had been handed down, that Jehovah, who
created the earth from one end to the other, so that even Babylonian was not
beyond the range of His vision or the domain of His power, was an eternal God,
i.e., a God eternally the same and never varying, who still possessed and
manifested the power which He had displayed in the creation. Israel had already
passed through a long history, and Jehovah had presided over this, and ruled
within it; and He had not so lost His power in consequence, as to have now left
His people to themselves. He does not grow faint, as a man would do, who



neglected to take the repeated nourishment requisite to sustain the energy of his
vital power; nor does He become weary, like a man who has exhausted his
capacity for work by over-exertion. And if He had not redeemed His people till
then, His people were to know that His course was pure têbhuÝnaÑh or
understanding, which was in the possession of infallible criteria for determining
the right point of time at which to interpose with His aid.

Isa. 40:29. Jehovah is so far from becoming faint, that it is He who gives
strength to the fainting. V. 29.

“Giving power to the faint, and to the incapable He giveth strength in abundance.”

„YNIŒJ †YJL̃i is equivalent to „YNŒJ †YJ RŠJL; †YJ ĩs used exactly like a
privative to form a negative adjective (e.g., Psa. 88: 5; Pro. 25: 3).

Isa. 40:30, 31. Faith is all that is needed to ensure a participation in the
strength (HMFCî F after the form HMFKiXF), which He so richly bestows and so
powerfully enhances. Vv. 30, 31.

“And youths grow faint and weary, and young men suffer a fall. But they who wait
for Jehovah gain fresh strength; lift up their wings like eagles; run, and are not
weary; go forward, and do not faint.”

Even youths, even young men in the early bloom of their morning of life
(bachuÝriÝm, youths, from RXÁbF, related to RKAbF, RGAbF), succumb to the effects of
the loss of sustenance or over-exertion (both futures are defective, the first
letter being dropped), and any outward obstacle is sufficient to cause them to
fall (LŠAKiNI with inf. abs. kal, which retains what has been stated for
contemplation, according to Ges. § 131, 3, Anm. 2). In v. 30a the verb stands
first, v. 30 being like a concessive clause in relation to v. 31. “Even though this
may happen, it is different with those who wait for Jehovah,” i.e., those who
believe in Him; for the Old Testament applies to faith a number of synonyms
denoting trust, hope, and longing, and thus describes it according to its inmost
nature, as fiducia and as hope, directed to the manifestation and completion of
that which is hoped for. The Vav cop. introduces the antithesis, as in v. 8.
‡YLIXåHE, to cause one to pursue, or new to take the place of the old (Lat.
recentare). The expression `WGW wL á̂YA is supposed by early translators, after the
Sept., Targ. Jer., and Saad., to refer to the moulting of the eagle and the growth
of the new feathers, which we meet with in Psa. 103: 5 (cf., Mic. 1:16) as a
figurative representation of the renewal of youth through grace. But Hitzig
correctly observes that HLF̂ åHE is never met with as the causative of the kal used
in Isa. 5: 6, and moreover that it would require HCŒFN instead of RBEJ.̃ The
proper rendering therefore is, “they cause their wings to rise, or lift their wings



high, like the eagles” (ÿeÝbher as in Psa. 55: 7). Their course of life, which has
Jehovah for its object, is as it were possessed of wings. They draw from Him
strength upon strength (see Psa. 84: 8); running does not tire them, nor do they
become faint from going ever further and further.

The first address, consisting of three parts (vv. 1-11, 12-26, 27-31), is here
brought to a close.

Second Prophecy — Ch. 41

THE GOD OF THE WORLD’S HISTORY, AND OF PROPHECY

Jehovah comes forward here, and speaking in the tone in which He already
began to speak in Isa. 40:25, invites the idolatrous nations to contend with Him,
declares the raising up of the conqueror from the east to be His work, and
adduces this as the sign that He has been the Author and Guider of the world’s
history from the beginning. But what if the question should be asked on the part
of the nations, With what right does He do this? The acts of the conqueror
prove themselves to be a work of the God who is exalted above the idols, from
the fact that they bring destruction to the idolatrous nations, and to the people
of Jehovah the long-desired redemption. It is in this that the conclusiveness of
the illustration lies. The argument, however, presupposes that Cyrus has already
entered upon his victorious course. It is evident at the outset that future events,
or events still unfulfilled, would have no force as present proofs. And the words
also clearly imply, that the work which Jehovah attributes to Himself, in
opposition to the gods of the nations, is already in progress.

Isa. 41: 1. Summons to the contest:

“Be silent to me, ye islands; and let the nations procure fresh strength: let them
come near, then speak ; we will enter into contest together.”

The words are addressed to the whole of the heathen world, and first of all to
the inhabitants of the western islands and coasts. This was the expression
commonly employed in the Old Testament to designate the continent of
Europe, the solid ground of which is so deeply cut, and so broken up, by seas
and lakes, that it looks as if it were about to resolve itself into nothing but
islands and peninsulas. LJE ŠYRIXåHE is a pregnant expression for turning in
silence towards a person; just as in Job. 13:13 it is used with min, in the sense
of forsaking a person in silence. That they may have no excuse if they are
defeated, they are to put on fresh strength; just as in Isa. 40:31 believers are
spoken of as drawing fresh strength out of Jehovah’s fulness. They are to draw
near, then speak, i.e., to reply after hearing the evidence, for Jehovah desires to
go through all the forms of a legal process with them in pro et contra. The



mishpaÑt is thought of here in a local sense, as a forum or tribunal. But if
Jehovah is one party to the cause, who is the judge to pronounce the decision?
The answer to this question is the same as at Isa. 5: 3. “The nations,” says
Rosenmüller, “are called to judgment, not to the tribunal of God, but to that of
reason.” The deciding authority is reason, which cannot fail to recognise the
facts, and the consequences to be deduced from them.

Isa. 41: 2. The parties invited are now to be thought of as present, and
Jehovah commences in v. 2:

“Who hath raised up the man from the rising of the sun, whom justice meets at his
foot, He giveth up nations before him, and kings He subdues, giveth men like the
dust to his sword, and like driven stubble to his bow?”

The sentence governed by “who” (miÝ) ends at lêragloÝ (at his foot); at the same
time, all that follows is spoken with the echo of the interrogative accent. The
person raised up is Cyrus, who is afterwards mentioned by name. The coming
one (if, that is to say, we adhere to the belief in Isaiah’s authorship of these
addresses) first approaches gradually within the horizon of the prophet’s ideal
present; and it is only little by little that the prophet becomes more intimately
acquainted with a phenomenon which belongs to so distant a future, and has
been brought so close to his own eyes. Jehovah has raised up the new great
hero “from the east” (mimmizraÑch), and, according to v. 25, “from the north”
also. Both of these were fulfilled; for Cyrus was a Persian belonging to the clan
of Achaemenes (HakhaÑmanis), which stood at the head of the tribe, or of the
Pasargadae. He was the son of Cambyses; and even if the Median princess
Mandane were not his mother, yet, according to nearly all the ancient accounts,
he was connected with the royal house of Media; at any rate, after Astyages
was dethroned, he became head and chief of the Medes as well as of the
Persians (hence the name of “Mule” which was give to him by the oracle, and
that given by Jerome, “agitator bigae”). Now Media was to the north of
Babylonia, and Persia to the east; so that his victorious march, in which, even
before the conquest of Babylon, he subjugated all the lands from the heights of
Hinduku to the shores of the Aegean Sea, had for its starting-point both the
east and north. f190

The clause ŒLGiRÁLi wHJR̃FQiYI QDECE is an attributive clause, and as such a virtual
object: “him whom (supply RŠEJá‰TJE) justice comes to meet (JRFQF = HRFQF,
Ges. § 75, vi.) on his track” (cf., Gen. 30:30; Job. 18:11; Hab. 3: 5). The idea
of tsedeq is determined by what follows: Jehovah gives up nations before him,
and causes kings to be trodden down (causative of raÑdaÑh). Accordingly, tsedeq
is either to be understood here in an attributive sense, as denoting the justice
exercised by a person (viz., the justice executed successfully by Cyrus, as the
instrument of Jehovah, by the force of arms); or objectively of the justice



awarded to a person (to which the idea of “meeting” is more appropriate), viz.,
the favourable result, the victory which procures justice for the just cause of the
combatant. Rosenmüller, Knobel, and others, are wrong in maintaining that
tsedeq (tsêdaÑqaÑh) in Isa. 40-66 signifies primarily justice, and the prosperity and
salvation as its reward. The word means straightness, justice, righteousness, and
nothing more (from tsaÑdaq, to be hard, firm, extended, straight, e.g., rumh-un-
tsadq, a hard, firm, and straight lance); but it has a double aspect, because
justice consists, according to circumstances, of either wrath of favour, and
therefore has sometimes the idea of the strict execution of justice, as in this
instance, sometimes of a manifestation of justice in fidelity to promises, as in v.
10. †TỸI is repeated here in v. 2 (just like WHDMLYW in Isa. 40:14) with the same
subject, but in a different sense. To make sword and bow the subject, in the
sense of “his sword gives (sc., ‘the foe’),” is a doubtful thing in itself; and as
cherebh and qesheth are feminines, it is by no means advisable. Moreover, in
other instances, the comparative K leaves it to the reader to carry out the figure
indicated according to his own fancy. And this is the case here: He (Jehovah)
makes his sword as if there were dust, his bow as if there were hunted stubble
(Böttcher), i.e., pounding the enemy like dust, and hunting it like flying stubble.
Our text has RPF̂ FkE, but in certain codices we find RPF̂ Fk w̃ith tzere; and this
reading, which is contrary to rule, has in its favour the express testimony of
Moses the punctuator. f191

Isa. 41: 3. The conqueror is now still further described in futures, which might
be defined by RY ÎH,̃ and so express a simultaneous past (synchronistic
imperfects), but which it is safer to take as standing traits in the picture drawn
of the conqueror referred to. V. 3.

“He pursueth them and marcheth in peace by a course which he never trod with his
feet.”

He marches victoriously further and further, shaÑloÝm,” i.e., “in safety” (or, as an
adjective, safely; Job. 21: 9), without any one being able to do him harm, by a
course (accus. Ges. § 138, 1) which he has not been accustomed to tread with
his feet (ingredi).

Isa. 41: 4. The great fact of the present time, which not one of the gods of the
heathen can boast of having brought to pass, is now explained. Jehovah is its
author. V. 4.

“Who hath wrought and executed it? He who calleth the generations of men from
the beginning, I Jehovah am first, and with the last am I He.”

The synonyms LJApF and HVF̂ F are distinguished from each other in the same
way as “to work” (or bring about) and “to realize” (or carry out). Hence the



meaning is, Who is the author to whom both the origin and progress of such an
occurrence are to be referred? It is He who “from the beginning,” i.e., ever
since there has been a human history, has called into existence the generations
of men through His authoritative command. And this is no other than Jehovah,
who can declare of Himself, in contrast with the heathen and their gods, who
are of yesterday, and to-morrow will not be: I am Jehovah, the very first, whose
being precedes all history; and with the men of the latest generations yet to
come “I am it.” JwH is not introduced here to strengthen the subject, ego ille “I
and no other,” as in Isa. 37:16, which see); but, as in Isa. 43:10, 13; 56: 4;
48:12, it is a predicate of the substantive clause, ego sum is (ille), viz., ÿEloÝhiÝm;
or even as in Psa. 102:28 (cf., Job. 3:19 and Heb. 13: 8), ego sum idem
(Hitzig). They are both included, without any distinction in the assertion. He is
this, viz., God throughout all ages, and is through all ages He, i.e., the Being
who is ever the same in this His deity. It is the full meaning of the name Jehovah
which is unfolded here; for God is called Jehovah as the absolute I, the
absolutely free Being, pervading all history, and yet above all history, as He
who is Lord of His own absolute being, in revealing which He is purely self-
determined; in a word, as the unconditionally free and unchangeably eternal
personality.

Isa. 41: 5-7. In the following verse we have not a description of the impression
made upon the heathen by the argument of Jehovah, but the argument itself is
continued. V. 5.

“Islands have seen it, and shuddered; the ends of the earth trembled; they have
approached, and drawn near.”

We have here a description of the effects which the victorious course of Cyrus
had begun to produce in the heathen world. The perfects denote the past, and
the futures a simultaneous past; so that we have not to compare v. 5a with
Hab. 3:10 so much as with Psa. 77:17. The play upon the words wJRFYYIWi …
wJRF pairs together both seeing and fearing. The Cumaeans, when consulting the
oracle, commenced thus: hÎmeiÌj deÃ deimaiÂnontej thÃn PerseÂwn duÂnamin. The
perfect with the aorist following in v. 5b places the following picture upon the
stage: They have approached and drawn near (from all directions) to meet the
threatening danger; and how? Vv. 6, 7.

“One helped his companion, and he said to his brother, Only firm! The caster put
firmness into the melter, the hammer-smoother into the anvil-smiter, saying of the
soldering, It is good; and made him firm with nails, that he should not shake.”

Him, viz., the idol. Everything is in confusion, from the terror that prevails; and
the gods from which they expect deliverance are not made till now, the
workmen stimulating one another to work. The chaÑraÑsh, who casts the image,



encourages the tsoÝreÝph, whose task it is to provide it with the plating of gold
and silver chains (Isa. 40:19), to work more bravely; and the man who smooths
with the hammer (pattish, instrumentalis) does the same to the man who smites
the anvil („LŒEH with seghol, whereas in other cases, e.g., Eze. 22:25, the tone
generally gives way without any change in the vowel-pointing). The latter finds
the soldering all right, by which the gold plates of the covering are fastened
together, so as to give to the golden idol a massive appearance. He is the last
into whose hands it comes; and nothing more is wanting, than that he should
forge upon the anvil the nails with which it is fastened, to prevent it from
falling. To such foolish, fruitless proceedings have the nations resorted when
threatened with subjugation by Cyrus.

Isa. 41: 8-10. The proof adduced by Jehovah of His own deity closes here.
But instead of our hearing whether the nations, with which He has entered upon
the contest, have any reply to make, the address turns to Israel, upon which
deliverance dawns from that very quarter, from which the others are threatened
with destruction. Vv. 8-10.

“And thou, Israel my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, seed of Abraham my
friend, thou whom I have laid hold of from the ends of the earth, and called from the
corners thereof, and said to thee, Thou art my servant, I have chosen and not
despised thee; fear thou not, for I am with thee; be not afraid, for I am thy God: I
have chosen thee, I also help thee, I also hold thee with the right hand of my
righteousness.”

The Wi before HTfJÁWi connects together antitheses, which show themselves at
once to be antitheses. Whereas the nations, which put their trust in idols that
they themselves had made, were thrown into alarm, and yielded before the
world-wide commotions that had originated with the eastern conqueror, Israel,
the nation of Jehovah, might take comfort to itself. Every word here breathes
the deepest affection. The address moves on in soft undulating lines. The
repetition of the suffix ¦, with which RŠEJá forms a relative of the second
person, for which we have no equivalent in our language (Ges. § 123, Anm. 1),
gives to the address a pressing, clinging, and, as it were, loving key-note. The
reason, which precedes the comforting assurance in v. 10, recals the intimate
relation in which Jehovah had placed Himself towards Israel, and Israel towards
Himself. The leading thought, “servant of Jehovah,” which is characteristic of
Isa. 40-46, and lies at the root of the whole spirit of these addresses, more
especially of their Christology, we first meet with here, and that in a popular
sense. It has both an objective and a subjective side. On the one hand, Israel is
the servant of Jehovah by virtue of a divine act; and this act, viz., its election
and call, was an act of pure grace, and was not to be traced, as the expression
“I have chosen and not despised thee’ indicates, to any superior excellence or



merit on the part of Israel. On the contrary, Israel was so obscure that Jehovah
might have despised it; nevertheless He had anticipated it in free unmerited love
with this stamp of the character indelibilis of a servant of Jehovah. On the
other hand, Israel was the servant of Jehovah, inasmuch as it acted out what
Jehovah had made it, partly in reverential worship of this God, and partly in
active obedience. `H‰TJE DBÁ F̂, i.e., “serving Jehovah,” includes both liturgical
service (also DBÁ F̂ absolutely, Isa. 19:23) and the service of works. The divine
act of choosing and calling is dated from Abraham. From a Palestinian point of
view, Ur of Chaldaea, within the old kingdom of Nimrod, and Haran in northern
Mesopotamia, seemed like the ends and corners of the earth (ÿaÔtsiÝliÝm, remote
places, from ÿaÑtsal, to put aside or apart). Israel and the land of Israel were so
inseparably connected, that whenever the origin of Israel was spoken of, the
point of view could only be taken in Palestine. To the far distant land of the
Tigris and Euphrates had Jehovah gone to fetch Abraham, “the friend of God”
(Jam. 2:23), who is called in the East even to the present day, chalil ollah, the
friend of God. This calling of Abraham was the furthest terminus a quo of the
existence of Israel as the covenant nation; for the leading of Abraham was
providentially appointed with reference to the rise of Israel as a nation. The
latter was pre-existent in him by virtue of the counsel of God. And when
Jehovah adopted Abraham as His servant, and called him “my servant”
(Gen. 26:24), Israel, the nation that was coming into existence in Abraham,
received both the essence and name of a “servant of Jehovah.” Inasmuch then
as, on looking back to its past history, it would not fail to perceive that it was
so thoroughly a creation of divine power and grace, it ought not to be fearful,
and look about with timidity and anxiety; for He who had presented Himself at
the very beginning as its God, was still always near. The question arises, in
connection with the word ¦ytICimAJI, whether it means to strengthen (Isa. 35: 3;
Psa. 89:22), or to lay firm hold of, to attach firmly to one’s self, to choose. We
decide in favour of the latter meaning, which is established by Isa. 44:14, cf.,
Psa. 80:16, 18. The other perfects affirm what Jehovah has ever done, and still
continues to do. In the expression “by the right hand of my righteousness,” the
justice or righteousness is regarded pre-eminently on its brighter side, the side
turned towards Israel; but it is also regarded on its fiery side, or the side turned
towards the enemies of Israel. It is the righteousness which aids the oppressed
congregation against its oppressors. The repeated ‡JÁ heaps one synonym upon
another, expressive of the divine love; for Wi simply connects, „gA appends, ‡JÁ
heaps up (cumulat). Language is too contracted to hold all the fulness of the
divine love; and for this reason the latter could not find words enough to
express all that it desired.



Isa. 41:11-13. With the exclamation heÝn (behold) the eyes of Israel are now
directed to the saving interposition of Jehovah in the immediate future. Vv. 11-
13.

“Behold, all they that were incensed against thee must be ashamed and
confounded; the men of thy conflict become as nothing, and perish. Thou wilt seek
them, and not find them, the men of thy feuds; the men of thy warfare become as
nothing, and nonentity. For I, Jehovah thy God, lay hold of thy right hand, He who
saith to thee, Fear not; I will help thee.”

The comprehensive expression omnes inflammati in te (niphal, as in Isa. 45:24)
stands at the head; and then, in order that every kind may be included, the
enemies are called by a different name every time. The three substantives bear
much the same relation to one another as lis, rixa, bellum (milchaÑmaÑh, lit.,
throng = war-tumult, like the epic kloÂnoj), hence adversarii, inimici, hostes.
The suffixes have the force of objective genitives. We have founded our
translation upon the reading ¦YTEwcMÁ. The three names of the enemies are
placed emphatically at the close of the sentences, and these are long drawn out,
whilst the indignation gives vent to itself; whereas in v. 13 there follows nothing
but short sentences, in which the persecuted church is encouraged and
affectionately embraced. Two clauses, which are made to rhyme with eÝm,
announce the utter destruction of their foes; then the inflective rhyme ekha is
repeated five times; and the sixth time it passes over into iÝkha.

Isa. 41:14-16. The consolatory words, “Fear not,” are now repeated, for the
purpose of once more adding the promise that Israel will not succumb to its
foes, but will acquire power over its enemies. Vv. 14-16.

“Fear not, thou worm Jacob, and handful Israel: I will help thee, saith Jehovah;
and thy Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel. Behold, I have made thee a threshing
roller, a sharp new one, with double edges: thou wilt thresh mountains, and pound
them; and hills thou wilt make like chaff. Thou wilt winnow them, and wind carries
them away, and tempest scatters them: and thou wilt rejoice in Jehovah , and glory
in the Holy One of Israel.”

Israel, which is now helplessly oppressed, is called “worm of Jacob” (gen.
appos.) in compassion, i.e., Jacob that is like a worm, probably with some
allusion to Psa. 22: 7; for the image of the Messiah enriches itself in these
discourses, inasmuch as Israel itself is looked upon in a Messianic light, so that
the second David does not stand by the side of Israel, but appears as Israel’s
heart, or true and inmost essence. The people are then addressed as the “people
of Israel,” with some allusion to the phrase RpFSiMI YTM̃i (i.e., few men, easily
numbered) in Gen. 34:30, Deu. 4:27 (LXX oÏligostoÃj IÏsrahÂl; Luther, Ir armer
hauffe Israel, ye poor crowd of Israel). They no longer formed the compact
mass of a nation; the band of the commonwealth was broken: they were melted



down into a few individuals, scattered about hither and thither. But it would not
continue so. “I help thee” (perfect of certainty) is Jehovah’s solemn declaration;
and the Redeemer (redemtor, Lev. 25:48, 49) of His now enslaved people is the
Holy One of Israel, with His love, which perpetually triumphs over wrath. Not
only will He set it free, but He will also endow it with might over its
oppressors; samtiÝkh is a perfect of assurance (Ges. § 126, 4); moÝrag (roller)
signifies a threshing-sledge (Arab. naureg, noÑreg), which has here the term
ƒwRXF (Isa. 28:27) as a secondary name along with ŠDFXF, and is described as
furnished on the under part of the two arms of the sledge not only with sharp
knives, but with two-edged knives (TŒyPiYpI a reduplication, like HJFsiJSA in
Isa. 27: 8, whereas YMỸM ĩs a double plural). Just like such a threshing machine
would Israel thresh and grind to powder from that time forth both mountains
and hills. This is evidently a figurative expression for proud and mighty foes,
just as wind and tempest denote the irresistible force of Jehovah’s aid. The
might of the enemy would be broken down to the very last remnant, whereas
Israel would be able to rejoice and glory in its God.

Isa. 41:17-20. At the present time, indeed, the state of His people was a
helpless one, but its cry for help was not in vain. Vv. 17-20.

“The poor and needy, who seek for water and there is none, their tongue faints for
thirst. I Jehovah will hear them, I the God of Israel will not forsake them. I open
streams upon hills of the field, and springs in the midst of the valleys; I make the
desert into a pond, and dry land into fountains of water. I give in the desert cedars,
acacias, and myrtles, and oleasters; I set in the steppe cypresses, plane-trees, and
sherbin-trees together, that they may see, and know, and lay to heart and understand
all together, that the hand of Jehovah hath accomplished this, and the Holy One of
Israel hath created it.”

Kimchi, Hitzig, and others refer these promises to the returning exiles; but there
is also a description, without any restriction to the return home, of the
miraculous change which would take place in the now comfortless and helpless
condition of the exiles. The shêphaÑyiÝm, i.e., bare, woodless hills rising up from
the plain, Jer. 12:12, the bêqaÑÿoÝth, or deep valleys, by the sides of which there
rise precipitous mountains, and the ÿerets tsiyyaÑh, the land of burning heat or
drought (cf., Psa. 63: 2), depict the homeless condition of Israel, as it wandered
over bald heights and through waterless plains about a land with parched and
gaping soil. For the characteristics of the object, which is placed before „N˜̂åJE,
we may therefore compare such passages as Isa. 44: 3; 55: 1. HTfŠFNF is either a
pausal form for HTfŠANF, and therefore the niphal of TTAŠF (to set, become
shallow, dry up), or a pausal form for HTFŠiNF, and therefore the kal of TŠANF with
dagesh affectuosum, like wnTFNF in Eze. 27:19 (Olshausen, § 83, b). The form
HTFŠiNF in Jer. 51:30 may just as well be derived from TTAŠF (Ges. § 67, Anm. 11)



as from TŠANF, whereas wTªiNI may certainly be taken as the niphal of TTAŠF after
the form LmONI, RXÁNI (Ges. § 67, Anm. 5), though it would be safer to refer it to a
kal TŠANF, which seems to be also favoured by wŠTinFYI in Jer. 18:14 as a
transposition of wTŠinFYI. The root §N, of which TŠANF would be a further
expansion, really exhibits the meaning to dry up or thirst, in the Arabic nassa;
whereas the verbs ŠwN, ŠNAJF, SSANF (Isa. 10:18), HŠFNF , Syr. nas’, nos’, Arab. naÑsa,
nasnasa, with the primary meaning to slacken, lose their hold, and JŠFNF, HŠFNF,
ŜANF, to deceive, derange, and advance, form separate families. Just when they

are thus on the point of pining away, they receive an answer to their prayer:
their God opens streams, i.e., causes streams to break forth on the hills of the
field, and springs in the midst of the valleys. The desert is transformed into a
lake, and the steppe of burning sand into fountains of water. What was
predicted in Isa. 35: 6, 7 is echoed again here, — a figurative representation of
the manifold fulness of refreshing, consolation, and marvellous help which was
to burst all at once upon those who were apparently forsaken of God. What is
depicted in vv. 19, 20, is the effect of these. It is not merely a scanty vegetation
that springs up, but a corresponding manifold fulness of stately, fragrant, and
shady trees; so that the steppe, where neither foot nor eye could find a resting-
place, is changed, as by a stroke of magic, into a large, dense, well- watered
forest, and shines with sevenfold glory, — an image of the many-sided
manifestations of divine grace which are experienced by those who are
comforted now. Isaiah is especially fond of such figures as these (vid., Isa. 5: 7;
6:13; 27: 6; 37:31). There are seven (4 + 3) trees named; seven indicating the
divine character of this manifold development (Psychol. p. 188). ‘Erez is the
generic name for the cedar; shittaÑh, the acacia, the Egyptian spina (aÏÂkanqa),
Copt. shont; haÔdas, the myrtle, ÿeÝts shemen, the wild olive, as distinguished
from zayith (hÎ aÏgrieÂlaioj, opposed to hÎ eÏlaiÂa in Rom. 11:17); bêroÝsh, the
cypress, at any rate more especially this; tidhaÑr we have rendered the “plane-
tree,” after Saad.; and têÿasshuÝr the “sherbin” (a kind of cedar), after Saad. and
Syr. The crowded synonyms indicating sensual and spiritual perception in v.
20a (wMYVIYF, sc. „bFLI, v. 22) are meant to express as strongly as possible the
irresistible character of the impression. They will be quite unable to regard all
this as accidental or self- produced, or as anything but the production of the
power and grace of their God.

Isa. 41:21-23. There follows now the second stage in the suit. Vv. 21-23.

“Bring hither your cause , saith Jehovah; bring forward your proofs, saith the king
of Jacob. Let them bring forward, and make known to us what will happen: make
known the beginning, what it is, and we will fix our heart upon it, and take
knowledge of its issue; or let us hear what is to come. Make known what is coming



later, and we will acknowledge that ye are gods: yea , do good, and do evil, and we
will measure ourselves, and see together.”

In the first stage Jehovah appealed, in support of His deity, to the fact that it
was He who had called the oppressor of the nations upon the arena of history.
In this second stage He appeals to the fact that He only knows or can predict
the future. There the challenge was addressed to the worshippers of idols, here
to the idols themselves; but in both cases both of these are ranged on the one
side, and Jehovah with His people upon the other. It is with purpose that
Jehovah is called the “King of Jacob,” as being the tutelar God of Israel, in
contrast to the tutelar deities of the heathen. The challenge to the latter to
establish their deity is first of all addressed to them directly in v. 21, and then
indirectly in v. 22a, where Jehovah connects Himself with His people as the
opposing party; but in v. 22b He returns again to a direct address. TŒMcUJA are
evidences (lit. robara, cf., oÏxurwÂmata, 2Co. 10: 4, from „CÁ F̂, to be strong or
stringent; mishn. „cJ̃ATiNI, to contend with one another pro et contra); here it
signifies proofs that they can foresee the future. Jehovah for His part has
displayed this knowledge, inasmuch as, at the very time when He threatened
destruction to the heathen at the hands of Cyrus, He consoled His people with
the announcement of their deliverance (vv. 8-20). It is therefore the turn of the
idol deities now: “Let them bring forward and announce to us the things that
will come to pass.” the general idea of what is in the future stands at the head.
Then within this the choice is given them of proving their foreknowledge of
what is afterwards to happen, by announcing either TŒNŠOJRI, or even TŒJbF.
These two ideas, therefore, are generic terms within the range of the things that
are to happen. Consequently TWNŠJRH cannot mean “earlier predictions,” prius
praedicta, as Hitzig, Knobel, and others suppose. This explanation is precluded
in the present instance by the logic of the context. Both ideas lie upon the one
line of the future; the one being more immediate, the other more remote, or as
the expression alternating with TWJBH implies RŒXJFLi TŒyTIJOHF, ventura in
posterum (“in later times,” compare Isa. 42:23, “at a later period;” from the
participle HTEJO, radical form YTAJO, vid., Ges. § 75, Anm. 5, probably to
distinguish it from TŒTJO). This is the explanation adopted by Stier and Hahn,
the latter of whom has correctly expounded the word, as denoting “the events
about to happen first in the immediate future, which it is not so difficult to
prognosticate from signs that are discernible in the present.” The choice is given
them, either to foretell “things at the beginning” (haggiÝduÝ in our editions is
erroneously pointed with kadma instead of geresh), i.e., that which will take
place first or next, “what they be” (quae et qualia sint), so that now, when the
achaÔriÝth, “the latter end” (i.e., the issue of that which is held out to view), as
prognosticated from the standpoint of the present, really occurs, the prophetic



utterance concerning it may be verified; or “things to come,” i.e., things further
off, in later times (in the remote future), the prediction of which is incomparably
more difficult, because without any point of contact in the present. They are to
choose which they like (ŒJ from HWFJF, like vel from velle): “ye do good, and do
evil,” i.e., (according to the proverbial use of the phrase; cf., Zep. 1:12 and
Jer. 10: 5) only express yourselves in some way; come forward, and do either
the one or the other. The meaning is, not that they are to stir themselves and
predict either good or evil, but they are to show some sign of life, no matter
what. “And we will measure ourselves (i.e., look one another in the face,
testing and measuring), and see together,” viz., what the result of the contest
will be. H F̂TfŠiHI like HJFRFTiHI in 2Ki. 14: 8, 11, with a cohortative aÑh, which is
rarely met with in connection with verbs H›L, and the tone upon the
penultimate, the aÑh being attached without tone to the voluntative t̂ÁŠiNI in v. 5
(Ewald, § § 228, c). For the chethib HJERiNIWi, the keri has the voluntative JRENW̃i.

Isa. 41:24. Jehovah has thus placed Himself in opposition to the heathen and
their gods, as the God of history and prophecy. It now remains to be seen
whether the idols will speak, to prove their deity. By no means; not only are
they silent, but they cannot speak. Therefore Jehovah breaks out into words of
wrath and contempt. V. 24.

“Behold, ye are of nothing, and your doing of nought: an abomination whoever
chooseth you.”

The two †MI are partitive, as in Isa. 40:17; and P̂AJFM ĩs not an error of the pen
for SPEJEM,̃ as Gesenius and others suppose, but P̂AJE from P̂A F̂ = HpF (from
which comes HpE), H F̂pF, Isa. 42:14 (from which comes H ÊPiJE, Isa. 59: 5), to
breathe, stands as a synonym to †WEJF, LBEHE, XÁwR. The attributive clause „KEbF
RXÁBiYI (supply RŠEJá JwH) is a virtual subject (Ewald, § 333, b): ye and your
doings are equally nil; and whoever chooses you for protectors, and makes you
the objects of his worship, is morally the most degraded of beings.

Isa. 41:25. The more conclusively and incontrovertibly, therefore, does
Jehovah keep the field as the moulder of history and foreteller of the future, and
therefore as God above all gods. V. 25.

“I have raised up from the north, and he came: from the rising of the sun one who
invokes my name; and he treads upon satraps as mud, and like a potter kneadeth
clay.”

The object of the verb haÑÿiÝroÝthiÝ (I have wakened up) is he who came when
wakened up by Jehovah from the north and east, i.e., from Media and Persia
(TJyAWA = tiJiyAWA for TJÁyAWA, with evasion of the auxiliary pathach, Ges. § 76, 2, c),



and, as the second clause affirms, who invokes or will invoke the name of
Jehovah (at any rate, qui invocabit is the real meaning of qui invocat). For
although the Zarathustrian religion, which Cyrus followed, was nearest to the
Jehovah religion of all the systems of heathenism, it was a heathen religion after
all. The doctrine of a great God (baga vazarka), the Creator of heaven and
earth, and at the same time of a great number of Bagas and Yazatas, behind
whose working and worship the great God was thrown into the shade, is (apart
from the dualism condemned in Isa. 45: 7) the substance of the sacred writings
of the Magi in our possession, as confirmed by the inscriptions of the
Achemenides. f192

But the awakened of Jehovah would, as is here predicted, “call with the name,
or by means of the name, of Jehovah,” which may mean either call upon this
name (Zep. 3: 9; Jer. 10:25), or call out the name (compare Exo. 33:19; 34: 5,
with Exo. 35:30) in the manner in which he does make use of it in the edict
setting the exiles free (Ezr. 1: 2). The verb JBOYF which follows (cf., v. 2)
designated him still further as a conqueror of nations; the verb construed with
an accusative is used here, as is very frequently the case, in the sense of hostile
attack. The word SaÑgaÑn, which is met with first in Ezekiel — apart, that is to
say, from the passage before us — may have owed its meaning in the Hebrew
vocabulary to its similarity in sound to soÝkheÝn (Isa. 22:15); at any rate, it is no
doubt a Persian word, which became naturalized in the Hebrew (zwgaÂnhj in
Athenaeus, and Neo-Pers. sichne, a governor: see Ges. Thes.), though this
comparison is by no means so certain f193 as that satraÂphj is the same as the
KsatrapaÑvan of the inscriptions, i.e., protector of the kingdom. f194

Without at all overlooking the fact that this word sêgaÑniÝm, so far as it can really
be supposed to be a Persian word, favours the later composition of this portion
of the book of Isaiah, we cannot admit that it has any decisive weight, inasmuch
as the Persian word pardeÝs occurs even in the Song of Solomon. And the
indications which might be found in the word sêgaÑniÝm unfavourable to Isaiah’s
authorship are abundantly counterbalanced by what immediately follows.

Isa. 41:26-28. As v. 25 points back to the first charge against the heathen and
their gods (vv. 2-7), so vv. 26-28 point back to the second. Not only did
Jehovah manifest Himself as the Universal Ruler in the waking up of Cyrus, but
as the Omniscient Ruler also. Vv. 26-28.

“Who hath made it known from the beginning, we will acknowledge it, and from
former time, we will say He is in the right?! Yea, there was none that made known;
yea, none that caused to hear; yea, none that heard your words. As the first I saith to
Zion, Behold, behold, there it is: and I bestow evangelists upon Jerusalem. And I
looked, and there was no man; and of these there was no one answering whom I
would ask, and who would give me an answer.”



If any one of the heathen deities had foretold this appearance of Cyrus so long
before as at the very commencement of that course of history which had thus
reached its goal, Jehovah with His people, being thus taught by experience,
would admit and acknowledge their divinity. ŠJROM ĩs used in the same sense as
in Isa. 48:16: and also in Isa. 41: 4 and 40:21, where it refers according to the
context in each case, to the beginning of the particular line of history. QYdICÁ
signifies either “he is right,” i.e., in the right (compare the Arabic siddik,
genuine), or in a neuter sense, “it is right” (= true), i.e., the claim to divine
honours is really founded upon divine performances. But there was not one
who had proclaimed it, or who gave a single sound of himself; no one had heard
anything of the kind from them. †YJ r̃eceives a retrospective character from the
connection; and bearing this in mind, the participles may be also resolved into
imperfects. The repeated ‡JÁ, passing beyond what is set down as possible,
declares the reality of the very opposite. What Jehovah thus proves the idols to
want, He can lay claim to for Himself. In v. 27 we need not assume that there is
any hyperbaton, as Louis de Dieu, Rosenmüller, and others have done: “I first
will give to Zion and Jerusalem one bringing glad tidings: behold, behold them.”
After what has gone before in v. 26 we may easily supply YtIRiMÁJF, “I said,” in v.
27a (compare Isa. 8:19; 14:16; 27: 2), not RMÁJO, for the whole comparison
drawn by Jehovah between Himself and the idols is retrospective, and looks
back from the fulfilment in progress to the prophecies relating to it. The only
reply that we can look for to the question in v. 26 is not, “I on the contrary do
it,” but “I did it.” At the same time, the rendering is a correct one: “Behold,
behold them” (illa; for the neuter use of the masculine, compare Isa. 48: 3;
38:16; 45: 8). “As the first,” Jehovah replies (i.e., without any one anticipating
me), “Have I spoken to Zion: behold, behold, there it is,” pointing with the
finger of prophecy to the coming salvation, which is here regarded as present;
“and I gave to Jerusalem messengers of joy;” i.e., long ago, before what is now
approaching could be known by any one, I foretold to my church, through the
medium of prophets, the glad tidings of the deliverance from Babylon. If the
author of Isa. 40-66 were a prophet of the captivity, his reference here would
be to such prophecies as Isa. 11:11 (where Shinar is mentioned as a land of
dispersion), and more especially still Mic. 4:10, “There in Babylon wilt thou be
delivered, there will Jehovah redeem thee out of the hand of thine enemies;” but
if Isaiah were the author, he is looking back from the ideal standpoint of the
time of the captivity, and of Cyrus more especially, to his own prophecies
before the captivity (such as Isa. 13: 1-14:23, and 21: 1-10), just as Ezekiel,
when prophesying of Gog and Magog, looks back in Eze. 38:17 fro the ideal
standpoint of this remote future, more especially to his own prophecies in
relation to it. In that case the mêbhasseÝr, or evangelist, more especially referred
to is the prophet himself (Grotius and Stier), namely, as being the foreteller of



those prophets to whom the commission in Isa. 40: 1, “Comfort ye, comfort
ye,” is addressed, and who are greeted in Isa. 52: 7, 8 as the bearers of the
joyful news of the existing fulfilment of the deliverance that has appeared, and
therefore as the mêbhasseÝr or evangelist of the future „YRVBM. In any case, it
follows from vv. 26, 27 that the overthrow of Babylon and the redemption of
Israel had long before been proclaimed by Jehovah through His prophets; and if
our exposition is correct so far, the futures in v. 28 are to be taken as
imperfects: And I looked round (JREJW̃i, a voluntative in the hypothetical
protasis, Ges. § 128, 2), and there was no one (who announced anything of the
kind); and of these (the idols) there was no adviser (with regard to the future,
Num. 24:14), and none whom I could ask, and who answered me (the
questioner). Consequently, just as the raising up of Cyrus proclaimed the sole
omnipotence of Jehovah, so did the fact that the deliverance of Zion-Jerusalem,
for which the raising up of Cyrus prepared the way, had been predicted by Him
long before, proclaim His sole omniscience.

Isa. 41:29. This closing declaration of Jehovah terminates with similar words
of wrath and contempt to those with which the judicial process ended in v. 24.
V. 29.

“See them all, vanity; nothingness are their productions, wind and desolation their
molten images.”

„HEYV˜̂áMÁ are not the works of the idols, but, as the parallel shows, the
productions (plural, as in Eze. 6: 6, Jer. 1:16) of the idolaters, — in other
words, the idols themselves, — a parallel expression to „HEYkS̃iNI (from ¥SENE, as
in Isa. 48: 5 = masseÝkhaÑh, Isa. 42:17). SPEJE †WEJF is an emotional asyndeton
(Ges. § 155, 1, a). The address is thus rounded off by returning to the idolaters,
with whom it first started. The first part, vv. 1-24, contains the judicial
pleadings; the second part, vv. 25ff., recapitulates the evidence and the verdict.

Third Prophecy — Ch. 42: 1-43:13

THE MEDIATOR OF ISRAEL AND SAVIOUR OF THE GENTILES

Isa. 42: 1. The heÝn (behold) in Isa. 41:29 is now followed by a second heÝn.
With the former, Jehovah pronounced sentence upon the idolaters and their
idols; with the latter, He introduces His “servant.” In Isa. 41: 8 this epithet was
applied to the nation, which had been chosen as the servant and for the service
of Jehovah. But the servant of Jehovah who is presented to us here is distinct
from Israel, and has so strong an individuality and such marked personal
features, that the expression cannot possibly be merely a personified collective.
Nor can the prophet himself be intended; for what is here affirmed of this



servant of Jehovah goes infinitely beyond anything to which a prophet was ever
called, or of which a man was ever capable. It must therefore be the future
Christ; and this is the view taken in the Targum, where the translation of our
prophecy commences thus: ”HaÑÿ ÿabhdiÝ MêshiÝchaÑÿ.” Still there must be a
connection between the national sense, in which the expression “servant of
Jehovah” was used in Isa. 41: 8, and the personal sense in which it is used here.
The coming Saviour is not depicted as the Son of David, as in Isa. 7-12, and
elsewhere, but appears as the embodied idea of Israel, i.e., as its truth and
reality embodied in one person. The idea of “the servant of Jehovah” assumed,
to speak figuratively, the from of a pyramid. The base was Israel as a whole; the
central section was that Israel, which was not merely Israel according to the
flesh, but according to the spirit also; the apex is the person of the Mediator of
salvation springing out of Israel. And the last of the three is regarded

(1) as the centre of the circle of the promised kingdom — the second David;
(2) the centre of the circle of the people of salvation — the second Israel ;
(3) the centre of the circle of the human race — the second Adam.

Throughout the whole of these prophecies in Isa. 40-66 the knowledge of
salvation is still in its second stage, and about to pass into the third. Israel’s true
nature as a servant of God, which had its roots in the election and calling of
Jehovah, and manifested itself in conduct and action in harmony with this
calling, is all concentrated in Him, the One, as its ripest fruit. The gracious
purposes of God towards the whole human race, which were manifested even in
the election of Israel, are brought by Him to their full completion. Whilst
judgments are inflicted upon the heathen by the oppressor of the nations, and
display the nothingness of idolatry, the servant of Jehovah brings to them in a
peaceful way the greatest of all blessings. V. 1.

“Behold my servant, whom I uphold; mine elect, whom my soul loveth: I have laid
my Spirit upon Him; He will bring out right to the Gentiles.”

We must not render the first clause “by whom I hold.” TaÑmakh bÿ means to lay
firm hold of and keep upright (sustinere). YŠIPiNA HTFCiRF (supply ŒB or ŒTJO,
Job. 33:26) is an attributive clause. The amplified subject extends as far as
naphshiÝ; then follows the predicate: I have endowed Him with my Spirit, and by
virtue of this Spirit He will carry out mishpaÑt, i.e., absolute and therefore divine
right, beyond the circle in which He Himself is to be found, even far away to the
Gentiles. MishpaÑt is the term employed here to denote true religion regarded on
its practical side, as the rule and authority for life in all its relations, i.e., religion
as the law of life, nomoÂj.



Isa. 42: 2. The prophet then proceeds to describe how the servant of Jehovah
will manifest Himself in the world outside Israel by the promulgation of this
right. V. 2.

“He will not cry, nor lift up, nor cause to be heard in the street, His voice.”

“His voice” is the object of “lift up,” as well as “cause to be heard.” With our
existing division of the verse, it must at least be supplied in thought. Although
he is certain of His divine call, and brings to the nations the highest and best,
His manner of appearing is nevertheless quiet, gentle, and humble; the very
opposite of those lying teachers, who endeavoured to exalt themselves by noisy
demonstrations. He does not seek His own, and therefore denies Himself; He
brings what commends itself, and therefore requires no forced trumpeting.

Isa. 42: 3. With this unassuming appearance there is associated a tender
pastoral care. V. 3.

“A bruised reed He does not break, and a glimmering wick He does not put out:
according to truth He brings out right.”

“Bruised:” raÑtsuÝts signifies here, as in Isa. 36: 6, what is cracked, and therefore
half-broken already. Glimmering: keÝheh (a form indicative of defects, like
Rw˜̂I), that which is burning feebly, and very nearly extinguished. Tertullian
understands by the “bruised reed” (arundinem contusam) the faith of Israel, and
by the “glimmering wick” (linum ardens) the momentary zeal of the Gentiles.
But the words hardly admit of this distinction; the reference is rather a general
one, to those whose inner and outer life is only hanging by a slender thread. In
the statement that in such a case as this He does not completely break or
extinguish, there is more implied than is really expressed. Not only will He not
destroy the life that is dying out, but He will actually save it; His course is not
to destroy, but to save. If we explain the words that follow as meaning, “He will
carry out right to truth,” i.e., to its fullest efficacy and permanence (LXX eiÏj
aÏlhÂqeian; instead of which we find eiÏj niÌkoj, “unto victory,” in Mat. 12:20, f195

as if the reading were XCÁNL̃F, as in Hab. 1: 4), the connection between the first
and last clauses of v. 3 is a very loose one. It becomes much closer if we take
the L as indicating the standard, as in Isa. 11: 3 and 32: 1, and adopt the
rendering “according to truth” (Hitzig and Knobel). It is on its subjective and
practical side that truth is referred to here, viz., as denoting such a knowledge,
and acknowledgement of the true facts in the complicated affairs of men, as will
promote both equity and kindness.

Isa. 42: 4. The figures in v. 3a now lead to the thought that the servant of God
will never be extinguished or become broken Himself. V. 4.



“He will not become faint or broken, till He establish right upon earth, and the
islands wait for His instruction.”

As HHEKiYI (become faint) points back to HHK HTŠP (the finat or glimmering
wick), so ƒwRYF must point back to ƒWCR HNQ (the bruised or broken reed); it
cannot therefore be derived from ƒwR (to run) in the sense of “He will not be
rash or impetuous, but execute His calling with wise moderation,” as
Hengstenberg supposes, but as in Ecc. 12: 6, from ƒCÁRF = ƒROYF (Ges. § 67,
Anm. 9), in the neuter sense of infringetur (will break). His zeal will not be
extinguished, nor will anything break His strength, till He shall have secured for
right a firm standing on the earth („YVIYF is a fut. ex. so far as the meaning is
concerned, like ĉABÁYi in Isa. 10:12). The question arises now, whether what
follows is also governed by DJA, in the sense of “and until the islands shall have
believed his instruction,” as Hitzig supposes; or whether it is an independent
sentence, as rendered by the LXX and in Mat. 12:21. We prefer the latter, both
because of Isa. 51: 5, and also because, although `H RBÁDiLI LXỸI may certainly
mean to exercise a believing confidence in the word of God (Psa. 119:74, 81),
ŒTRŒFTLi LXỸI can only mean “to wait with longing for a person’s instruction”
(Job. 29:23), and especially in this case, where no thought is more naturally
suggested, than that the messenger to the Gentile world will be welcomed by a
consciousness of need already existing in the heathen world itself. There is a
gratia praeparans at work in the Gentile world, as these prophecies all
presuppose, in perfect harmony with the Gospel of John, with which they have
so much affinity; and it is an actual fact, that the cry for redemption runs
through the whole human race, i.e., an earnest longing, the ultimate object of
which, however unconsciously, is the servant of Jehovah and his instruction
from Zion (Isa. 2: 3), — in other words, the gospel.

Isa. 42: 5-7. The words of Jehovah are now addressed to His servant himself.
He has not only an exalted vocation, answering to the infinite exaltation of Him
from whom he has received his call; but by virtue of the infinite might of the
caller, he may be well assured that he will never be wanting in power to execute
his calling. Vv. 5-7.

“Thus saith God , Jehovah, who created the heavens, and stretched them out; who
spread the earth, and its productions; who gave the spirit of life to the people upon
it, and the breath of life to them that walk upon it: I, Jehovah, I have called thee in
righteousness, and grasped thy hand ; and I keep thee, and make thee the covenant of
the people, the light of the Gentiles, to open blind eyes, to bring out prisoners out of
the prison, them that sit in darkness out of the prison-house.”

The perfect ÿaÑmar is to be explained on the ground that the words of God, as
compared with the prophecy which announces them, are always the earlier of



the two. LJH̃F (the absolutely Mighty) is an anticipatory apposition to Jehovah
(Ges. § 113**). The attributive participles we have resolved into perfects,
because the three first at least declare facts of creation, which have occurred
once for all. „HEY‹Œ̃N is not to be regarded as a plural, after Isa. 54: 5 and
Job. 35:10; but as JRŒ̃b precedes it, we may take it as a singular with an
original quiescent Yod, after Isa. 5:12; 22:11; 26:12 (cf., p. 71). On Q̂ARO
(construct of JAQR̃O), see Isa. 40:19. The W of HFYJECFJåCEWI (a word found both in
Job and Isaiah, used here in its most direct sense, to signify the vegetable
world) must be taken in accordance with the sense, as the Vav of appurtenance;
since Q̂R may be affirmed of the globe itself, but not of the vegetable
productions upon it (cf., Gen. 4:20; Jud. 6: 5; 2Ch. 2: 3). NêshaÑmaÑh and ruÝaÔch
are epithets applied to the divine principle of life in all created corporeal beings,
or, what is the same thing, in all beings with living souls. At the same time,
nêshaÑmaÑh is an epithet restricted to the self-conscious spirit of man, which gives
him his personality (Psychol. p. 76, etc.); whereas ruÝaÔch is applied not only to
the human spirit, but to the spirit of the beast as well. Accordingly, „ F̂ signifies
the human race, as in Isa. 40: 7. What is it, then, that Jehovah, the Author of all
being and all life, the Creator of the heaven and the earth, says to His servant
here? “I Jehovah have called thee ‘in righteousness’” (betsedeq: cf., Isa. 45:13,
where Jehovah also says of Cyrus, “I have raised him up in righteousness”).
QDECE, derived from QDACF, to be rigid, straight, denotes the observance of a fixed
rule. The righteousness of God is the stringency with which He acts, in
accordance with the will of His holiness. This will of holiness is, so far as the
human race is concerned, and apart from the counsels of salvation, a will of
wrath; but from the standpoint of these counsels it is a will of love, which is
only changed into a will of wrath towards those who despise the grace thus
offered to them. Accordingly, tsedeq denotes the action of God in accordance
with His purposes of love and the plan of salvation. It signifies just the same as
what we should call in New Testament phraseology the holy love of God,
which, because it is a holy love, has wrath against its despisers as its obverse
side, but which acts towards men not according to the law of works, but
according to the law of grace. The word has this evangelical sense here, where
Jehovah says of the Mediator of His counsels of love, that He has called Him in
strict adherence to the will of His love, which will show mercy as right, but at
the same time will manifest a right of double severity towards those who
scornfully repel the offered mercy. That He had been called in righteousness, is
attested to the servant of Jehovah by the fact that Jehovah has taken Him by the
hand (QZX̃iJÁWi contracted after the manner of a future of sequence), and guards
Him, and appoints Him „YIŒg RŒJLi „ F̂ TYRIBiLI. These words are a decisive
proof that the idea of the expression “servant of Jehovah” has been elevated in



Isa. 42: 1ff., as compared with Isa. 41: 8, from the national base to the personal
apex. Adherence to the national sense necessarily compels a resort to artifices
which carry their own condemnation, such as that „ˆTYRB signifies the
“covenant nation,” as Hitzig supposes, or “the mediating nation,” as Ewald
maintains, whereas either of these would require TYRB „ ;̂ or “national
covenant” (Knobel), in support of which we are referred, though quite
inconclusively, to Dan. 11:28, where ŠDEQO TYRIbI does not mean the covenant
of the patriots among themselves, but the covenant religion, with its distinctive
sign, circumcision; or even that „ îs collective, and equivalent to „YMˆ
(Rosenmüller), whereas „ ând „YWG, when standing side by side, as they do
here, can only mean Israel and the Gentiles; and so far as the passage before us
is concerned, this is put beyond all doubt by Isa. 49: 8 (cf., v. 6).

An unprejudiced commentator must admit that the “servant of Jehovah” is
pointed out here, as He in whom and through whom Jehovah concludes a new
covenant with His people, in the place of the old covenant that was broken, —
namely, the covenant promised in Isa. 54:10; 61: 8, Jer. 31:31-34, Eze. 16:60ff.
The mediator of this covenant with Israel cannot be Israel itself, not even the
true Israel, as distinguished from the mass (where do we read anything of this
kind?); on the contrary, the remnant left after the sweeping away of the mass is
the object of this covenant. f196

Nor can the expression refer to the prophets as a body, or, in fact, have any
collective meaning at all: the form of the word, which is so strongly personal, is
in itself opposed to this. It cannot, in fact, denote any other than that Prophet
who is more than a prophet, namely, Malachi’s “Messenger of the covenant”
(Isa. 3: 1). Amongst those who suppose that the “servant of Jehovah” is either
Israel, regarded in the light of its prophetic calling, or the prophets as a body,
Umbreit at any rate is obliged to admit that this collective body is looked at
here in the ideal unity of one single Messianic personality; and he adds, that “in
the holy countenance of this prophet, which shines forth as the idea of future
realization, we discern exactly the loved features of Him to whom all prophecy
points, and who saw Himself therein.” This is very beautiful; but why this
roundabout course? Let us bear in mind, that the servant of Jehovah appears
here not only as one who is the medium of a covenant to the nation, and of light
to the Gentiles, but as being himself the people’s covenant and heathen’s light,
inasmuch as in his own person he is the band of a new fellowship between Israel
and Jehovah, and becomes in his own person the light which illumines the dark
heathen world. This is surely more than could be affirmed of any prophet, even
of Isaiah or Jeremiah. Hence the “servant of Jehovah” must be that one Person
who was the goal and culminating point to which, from the very first, the
history of Israel was ever pressing on; that One who throws into the shade not



only all that prophets did before, but all that had been ever done by Israel’s
priests of kings; that One who arose out of Israel, for Israel and the whole
human race, and who stood in the same relation not only to the wider circle of
the whole nation, but also to the inner circle of the best and noblest within it, as
the heart to the body which it animates, or the head to the body over which it
rules. All that Cyrus did, was simply to throw the idolatrous nations into a state
of alarm, and set the exiles free. But the Servant of Jehovah opens blind eyes;
and therefore the deliverance which He brings is not only redemption from
bodily captivity, but from spiritual bondage also. He leads His people (cf.,
Isa. 49: 8, 9), and the Gentiles also, out of night into light; He is the Redeemer
of all that need redemption and desire salvation.

Isa. 42: 8. Jehovah pledges His name and honour that this work of the Servant
of Jehovah will be carried into effect. V. 8.

“I am Jehovah; that is my name, and my glory I give not to another, nor my renown
to idols.”

That is His name, which affirms how truly He stands alone in His nature, and
recals to mind the manifestations of His life, His power, and His grace from the
very earliest times (cf., Exo. 3:15). He to whom this name belongs cannot
permit the honour due to Him to be permanently transferred to sham gods. He
has therefore made preparations for putting an end to idolatry. Cyrus does this
provisionally by the tempestuous force of arms; and the Servant of Jehovah
completes it by the spiritual force of His simple word, and of His gentle,
unselfish love.

Isa. 42: 9. First the overthrow of idolatry, then the restoration of Israel and
conversion of the Gentiles: this is the double work of Jehovah’s zeal which is
already in progress. V. 9.

“The first, behold, is come to pass, and new things am I proclaiming; before it
springs up, I let you hear it.”

The “first” is the rise of Cyrus, and the agitation of the nations which it
occasioned, — events which not only formed the starting-point of the prophecy
in these addresses, whether the captivity was the prophet’s historical or ideal
standpoint, but which had no less force in themselves, as the connection
between the first and second halves of the verse before us imply, as events both
foreknown and distinctly foretold by Jehovah. The “new things” which Jehovah
now foretells before their visible development (Isa. 43:19), are the restoration
of Israel, for which the defeat of their oppressors prepares the say, and the
conversion of the heathen, to which an impulse is given by the fact that God
thus glorifies Himself in His people.



Isa. 42:10-13. The prediction of these “new things,” which now follows, looks
away from all human mediation. They are manifestly the work of Jehovah
Himself, and consist primarily in the subjugation of His enemies, who are
holding His people in captivity. Vv. 10-13.

“Sing ye to Jehovah a new song, His praise from the end of the earth, ye navigators
of the sea, and its fulness; ye islands, and their inhabitants. Let the desert and the
cities thereof strike up, the villages that Kedar doth inhabit; the inhabitants of the
rock-city may rejoice, shout from the summits of the mountains. Let them give glory
to Jehovah, and proclaim His praise in the islands. Jehovah, like a hero will He go
forth, kindle jealousy like a man of war; He will breath forth into a war-cry, a
yelling war-cry, prove Himself a hero upon His enemies.”

The “new things” furnish the impulse and materials of “a new song,” such as
had never been heard in the heathen world before. This whole group of verses is
like a variation of Isa. 24:14, 15. The standing-place, whence the summons is
uttered, is apparently Ezion-geber, at the head of the Elanitic Gulf, that seaport
town from which in the time of the kings the news of the nations reached the
Holy Land through the extensive commerce of Israel. From this point the eye
stretches to the utmost circle of the earth, and then returns from the point
where it meets with those who “go down to the sea,” i.e., who navigate the
ocean which lies lower than the solid ground. These are to sing, and everything
that lives and moves in the sea is to join in the sailors’ song. The islands and
coast lands, that are washed by the sea, are likewise to sing together with their
inhabitants. After the summons has drawn these into the net of the song of
praise, it moves into the heart of the land. The desert and its cities are to lift up
(viz., “their voice”), the villages which Kedar inhabits. The reference to Sela’,
the rock-city of Edomitish Nabataea, which is also mentioned in Isa. 16: 1 (the
Wadi Musa, which is still celebrated for its splendid ruins), shows by way of
example what cities are intended. Their inhabitants are to ascend the steep
mountains by which the city is surrounded, and to raise a joyful cry (yitsvaÑchuÝ,
to cry out with a loud noise; cf., Isa. 24:11). Along with the inhabitants of
cities, the stationary Arabs, who are still called Hadariye in distinction from
Wabariye, the Arabs of the tents, are also summoned; hadar (chaÑtseÝr) is a fixed
abode, in contrast to beduÑ, the steppe, where the tents are pitched for a short
time, now in one place and now in another. In v. 12 the summons becomes
more general. The subject is the heathen universally and in every place; they are
to give Jehovah the glory (Psa. 56: 2), and declare His praise upon the islands,
i.e., to the remotest ends of the whole world of nations. In v. 13 there follows
the reason for this summons, and the theme of the new song in honour of the
God of Israel, viz., His victory over His enemies, the enemies of His people.
The description is anthropomorphically dazzling and bold, such as the self-
assurance and vividness of the Israelitish idea of God permitted, without any
danger of misunderstanding. Jehovah goes out into the conflict like a hero; and



like a “man of war,” i.e., like one who has already fought many battles, and is
therefore ready for war, and well versed in warfare, He stirs up jealousy (see at
Isa. 9: 6). His jealousy has slumbered as it were for a long time, as if
smouldering under the ashes; but now He stirs it up, i.e., makes it burn up into a
bright flame. Going forward to the attack, JAYRIYF, “He breaks out into a cry,”
XÁYRICiYA‰‡JÁ, “yea, a yelling cry” (kal Zep. 1:14, to cry with a yell; hiphil, to
utter a yelling cry). In the words, “He will show Himself as a hero upon His
enemies,” we see Him already engaged in the battle itself, in which He proves
Himself to possess the strength and boldness of a hero (hithgabbar only occurs
again in the book of Job). The overthrow which heathenism here suffers at the
hand of Jehovah is, according to our prophet’s view, the final and decisive one.
The redemption of Israel, which is thus about to appear, is redemption from the
punishment of captivity, and at the same time from all the troubles that arise
from sin. The period following the captivity and the New Testament times here
flow into one.

Isa. 42:14. The period of punishment has now lasted sufficiently long; it is time
for Jehovah to bring forth the salvation of His people. V. 14.

“I have been silent eternally long, was still , restrained myself; like a travailing
woman, I now breathe again, snort and snuff together.”

The standpoint of these prophecies has the larger half of the captivity behind it.
It has already lasted a long time, though only for several decades; but in the
estimation of Jehovah, with His love to His people, this time of long-suffering
towards their oppressors is already an “eternity” (see Isa. 57:11; 58:12; 61: 4;
63:18, 19; 64: 4, cf., vv. 10, 11). He has kept silence, has still forcibly
restrained Himself, just as Joseph is said to have done to prevent himself from
breaking out into tears (Gen. 43:31). Love impelled Him to redeem His people;
but justice was still obliged to proceed with punishment.

Three real futures now take the place of imperfects regulated by YTIYŠ̃XåHE. They
are not to be understood as denoting the violent breathing and snorting of a
hero, burning with rage and thirsting for battle (Knobel); nor is „ªOJE to be
derived from „MŠ̃F, as Hitzig supposes, through a mistaken comparison of
Eze. 36: 3, though the latter does not mean to lay waste, but to be waste (see
Hitzig on Eze. 36: 3). The true derivation is from „ŠANF, related to ‡ŠANF, ŠPANF,
BŠANF. To the figure of a hero there is now added that of a travailing woman;
H F̂pF is short breathing (with the glottis closed); „ŠANF the snorting of violent
inspiration and expiration; ‡JÁŠF the earnest longing for deliverance pressing
upon the burden in the womb; and DXÁYA expresses the combination of all these
several strainings of the breath, which are associated with the so-called labour-



pains. Some great thing, with which Jehovah has, as it were, long been
pregnant, is now about to be born.

Isa. 42:15. The delivery takes place, and the whole world of nature undergoes
a metamorphosis, which is subservient to the great work of the future. V. 15.

“I make waste mountains and hills, and all their herbage I dry up, and change
streams into islands, and lakes I dry up.”

Here is another example of Isaiah’s favourite palindromy, as Nitzsch calls this
return to a word that has been used before, or linking on the close of a period
of its commencement (see p. 387). Jehovah’s panting in labour is His almighty
fiery breath, which turns mountains and hills into heaps of ruins, scorches up the
vegetation, condenses streams into islands, and dries up the lakes; that is to say,
turns the strange land, in which Israel has been held captive, into a desert, and
at the same time removes all the hindrances to His people’s return, thus
changing the present condition of the world into one of the very opposite kind,
which displays His righteousness in wrath and love.

Isa. 42:16. The great thing which is brought to pass by means of this
catastrophe is the redemption of His people. V. 16.

“And I lead the blind by a way that they know not ; by steps that they know not, I
make them walk: I turn dark space before them into light, and rugged places into a
plain. These are the things that I carry out, and do not leave.”

The “blind” are those who have been deprived of sight by their sin, and the
consequent punishment. The unknown ways in which Jehovah leads them, are
the ways of deliverance, which are known to Him alone, but which have now
been made manifest in the fulness of time. The “dark space” (machshaÑk) is their
existing state of hopeless misery; the “rugged places” (maÿaÔqasshiÝm) the
hindrances that met them, and dangers that threatened them on all sides in the
foreign land. The mercy of Jehovah adopts the blind, lights up the darkness, and
clears every obstacle away. “These are the things” (haddêbhaÑriÝm): this refers
to the particulars already sketched out of the double manifestation of Jehovah in
judgment and in mercy. The perfects of the attributive clause are perfects of
certainty.

Isa. 42:17. In connection with this, the following verse declares what effect
this double manifestation will produce among the heathen. V. 17.

“They fall back , are put deeply to shame, that trust in molten images, that say to the
molten image, Thou art our God.”

BoÝsheth takes the place of an inf. intens.; cf., Hab. 3: 9. Jehovah’s glorious acts
of judgment and salvation unmask the false gods, to the utter confusion of their
worshippers. And whilst in this way the false religions fall, the redemption of



Israel becomes at the same time the redemption of the heathen. The first half of
this third prophecy is here brought to a close.

Isa. 42:18. The thought which connects the second half with the first is to be
found in the expression in v. 16, “I will bring the blind by a way.” It is the blind
whom Jehovah will lead into the light of liberty, the blind who bring upon
themselves not only His compassion, but also His displeasure; for it is their own
fault that they do not see. And to them is addressed the summons, to free
themselves from the ban which is resting upon them. V. 18.

“Ye deaf, hear; and ye blind, look up, that ye may see.”

„YŠIRiXIHA and „YRIWî IHA (this is the proper pointing, according to the codd. and
the Masora f197) are vocatives. The relation in which ‹YbIHI and HJFRF stand to
one another is that of design and accomplishment (Isa. 63:15, Job. 35: 5,
2Ki. 3:14, etc.); and they are used interchangeably with WYNFYˆ̃XQApF and HJFRF
(e.g., 2Ki. 19:16), which also stand in the same relation of design and result.

Isa. 42:19. The next verse states who these self-willed deaf and blind are, and
how necessary this arousing was. V. 19.

“Who is blind, but my servant? and deaf, as my messenger whom I send? who blind
as the confidant of God, and blind as the servant of Jehovah?”

The first double question implies that Jehovah’s servant and messenger is blind
and deaf in a singular and unparalleled way. The words are repeated, the
questioner dwelling upon the one predicate ÿiÝvveÝr, “blind,” in which everything
is affirmed, and, according to Isaiah’s favourite custom, returning
palindromically to the opening expression “servant of Jehovah” (cf., Isa. 40:19;
42:15, and many other passages). „lFŠUMi does not mean “the perfect one,” as
Vitringa renders it, nor “the paid, i.e., purchased one,” as Rosenmüller
supposes, but one allied in peace and friendship, the confidant of God. It is the
passive of the Arabic muslim, one who trusts in God (compare the hophal in
Job. 5:23). It is impossible to read the expression, “My messenger whom I
send,” without thinking of Isa. 42: 1ff., where the “servant of Jehovah” is
represented as a messenger to the heathen. (Jerome is wrong in following the
Jewish commentators, and adopting the rendering, ad quem nuntios meos misi.)
With this similarity both of name and calling, there must be a connection
between the “servant” mentioned here, and the “servant” referred to there. Now
the “servant of Jehovah” is always Israel. But since Israel might be regarded
either according to the character of the overwhelming majority of its members
(the mass), who had forgotten their calling, or according to the character of
those living members who had remained true to their calling, and constituted
the kernel, or as concentrated in that one Person who is the essence of Israel in



the fullest truth and highest potency, statements of the most opposite kind could
be made with respect to this one homonymous subject. In Isa. 41: 8ff. the
“servant of Jehovah” is caressed and comforted, inasmuch as there the true
Israel, which deserved and needed consolation, is addressed, without regard to
the mass who had forgotten their calling. In Isa. 42: 1ff. that One person is
referred to, who is, as it were, the centre of this inner circle of Israel, and the
head upon the body of Israel. And in the passage before us, the idea is carried
from this its highest point back again to its lowest basis; and the servant of
Jehovah is blamed and reproved for the harsh contrast between its actual
conduct and its divine calling, between the reality and the idea. As we proceed,
we shall meet again with the “servant of Jehovah” in the same systole and
diastole. The expression covers two concentric circles, and their one centre.
The inner circle of the “Israel according to the Spirit” forms the connecting link
between Israel in its widest sense, and Israel in a personal sense. Here indeed
Israel is severely blamed as incapable, and unworthy of fulfilling its sacred
calling; but the expression “whom I send” nevertheless affirms that it will fulfil
it, — namely, in the person of the servant of Jehovah, and in all those members
of the “servant of Jehovah” in a national sense, who long for deliverance from
the ban and bonds of the present state of punishment (see Isa. 29:18). For it is
really the mission of Israel to be the medium of salvation and blessing to the
nations; and this is fulfilled by the servant of Jehovah, who proceeds from
Israel, and takes his place at the head of Israel. And as the history of the
fulfilment shows, when the foundation for the accomplishment of this mission
had been laid by the servant of Jehovah in person, it was carried on by the
servant of Jehovah in a national sense; for the Lord became “a covenant of the
people” through His own preaching and that of His apostles. But “a light of the
Gentiles” He became purely and simply through the apostles, who represented
the true and believing Israel.

Isa. 42:20-22. The reproof, which affects Israel a potiori, now proceeds still
further, as follows. Vv. 20-22.

“Thou hast seen much, and yet keepest not; opening the ears, he yet doth not hear.
Jehovah was pleased for His righteousness’ sake: He gave a thorah great and
glorious. And yet it is a people robbed and plundered; fastened in holes all of them,
and they are hidden in prison-houses: they have become booty, without deliverers; a
spoil, without any one saying, Give it up again!”

In v. 20 “thou” and “he” alternate, like “they” and “ye” in Isa. 1:29, and “I” and
“he” in Isa. 14:30. TFYJIRF, which points back to the past, is to be preserved. The
reading of the keri is TŒJRF (inf. abs. like TŒTŠF, Isa. 22:13, and TŒR F̂,
Hab. 3:13), which makes the two half-verses uniform. Israel has had many and
great things to see, but without keeping the admonitions they contained;



opening its ears, namely to the earnestness of the preaching, it hears, and yet
does not hear, i.e., it only hears outwardly, but without taking it into itself. V.
21 shows us to what v. 20 chiefly refers. ƒPX̃F is followed here by the future
instead of by Lamed with an infinitive, just as in Isa. 53:10 it is followed by the
perfect (Ges. § 142, 3, b). Jehovah was pleased for His righteousness’ sake
(which is mentioned here, not as that which recompenses for works of the law,
but as that which bestows mercy according to His purpose, His promise, and
the plan of salvation) to make thoraÑh, i.e., the direction, instruction, revelation
which He gave to His people, great and glorious. The reference is primarily and
chiefly to the Sinaitic law, and the verbs relate not to the solemnity of the
promulgation, but to the riches and exalted character of the contents. But what
a glaring contrast did the existing condition of Israel present to these
manifestations and purposes of mercy on the part of its God! The intervening
thought expressed by Hosea (Hos. 8:12b), viz., that this condition was the
punishment of unfaithfulness, may easily be supplied. The inf. abs. XÁPH̃F is
introduced to give life to the picture, as in Isa. 22:13. Hahn renders it, “They
pant (hiphil of puÝaÔch) in the holes all of them,” but kullaÑm (all of them) must be
the accusative of the object; so that the true meaning is, “They have fastened
(hiphil of paÑchach) all of them,” etc. (Ges. § 131, 4, b). Schegg adopts the
rendering, “All his youths fall into traps,” which is wrong in two respects; for
bachuÝriÝm is the plural of chuÝr (Isa. 11: 8), and it is parallel to the double plural
„YJILFKi YTb̃F, houses of custodies. The whole nation in all its members is, as it
were, put into bonds, and confined in prisons of all kinds (an allegorizing
picture of the homelessness and servitude of exile), without any one thinking of
demanding it back (BŠAHF = BŠ̃HF, as in Eze. 21:35; a pausal form here: vid.,
Ges. § 29, 4 Anm.).

Isa. 42:23-25. When they ceased to be deaf to this crying contradiction, they
would recognise with penitence that it was but the merited punishment of God.
Vv. 23-25.

“Who among you will give ear to this , attend, and hear afar off? Who has give up
Jacob to plundering, and Israel to the spoilers? Is it not Jehovah, against whom we
have sinned? and they would not walk in His ways, and hearkened not to His law.
Then He poured upon it in burning heat His wrath, and the strength of the fury of
war: and this set it in flames round about, and it did not come to be recognised; it
set it on fire, and it did not lay it to heart.”

The question in v. 23 has not the force of a negative sentence, “No one does
this,” but of a wish, “O that one would” (as in 2Sa. 23:15; 15: 4; Ges. § 136, 1).
If they had but an inward ear for the contradiction which the state of Israel
presented to its true calling, and the earlier manifestations of divine mercy, and
would but give up their previous deafness for the time to come: this must lead



to the knowledge and confession expressed in v. 24. The names Jacob and
Israel here follow one another in the same order as in Isa. 29:23; 40:27
(compare Isa. 41: 8, where this would have been impracticable). wZ belongs to
ŒL in the sense of cui. The punctuation does not acknowledge this relative use
of WZ (on which, see at Isa. 43:21), and therefore puts the athnach in the wrong
place (see Rashi). In the words “we have sinned” the prophet identifies himself
with the exiles, in whose sin he knew and felt that he was really involved (cf.,
Isa. 6: 5). The objective affirmation which follows applies to the former
generations, who had sinned on till the measure became full. ¥ŒLHF takes the
place of the object to wBJF (see Isa. 1:17); the more usual expression would be
TKELELF; the inverted order of the words makes the assertion all the more
energetic. In v. 25 the genitive relation ŒpJÁ TMÁXá is avoided, probably in favour
of the similar ring of HMFX ãnd HMFXFLiMI. HMFX ĩs either the accusative of the
object, and ŒpJÁ a subordinate statement of what constituted the burning heat
(cf., Ewald, § 287, k), or else an accusative, of more precise definition = HMFXb̃I
in Isa. 66:15 (Ges. § 118, 3). The outpouring is also connected by zeugma with
the “violence of war.” The milchaÑmaÑh then becomes the subject. The war-fury
raged without result. Israel was not brought to reflection.

Isa. 43: 1, 2. The tone of the address is now suddenly changed. The sudden
leap from reproach to consolation was very significant. It gave them to
understand, that no meritorious work of their own would come in between
what Israel was and what it was to be, but that it was God’s free grace which
came to meet it. Isa. 43: 1, 2.

“But now thus saith Jehovah thy Creator, O Jacob, and thy Former, O Israel! Fear
not, for I have redeemed thee; I have called thee by name, thou art mine. When thou
goest through the water, I am with thee; and through rivers, they shall not drown
thee: when thou goest into fire, thou shalt not be burned; and the flame shall not set
thee on fire.”

The punishment has now lasted quite long enough; and, as HTfJAWi affirms, the
love which has hitherto retreated behind the wrath returns to its own
prerogatives again. He who created and formed Israel, by giving Abraham the
son of the promise, and caused the seventy of Jacob’s family to grow up into a
nation in Egypt, He also will shelter and preserve it. He bids it be of good
cheer; for their early history is a pledge of this. The perfects after YkI in v. 1b
stand out against the promising futures in v. 2, as retrospective glances: the
expression “I have redeemed thee” pointing back to Israel’s redemption out of
Egypt; “I have called thee by thy name” (lit. I have called with thy name, i.e.,
called it out), to its call to be the peculiar people of Jehovah, who therefore
speaks of it in Isa. 48:12 as “My called.” This help of the God of Israel will also



continue to arm it against the destructive power of the most hostile elements,
and rescue it from the midst of the greatest dangers, from which there is
apparently no escape (cf., Psa. 66:12; Dan. 3:17, 27; and Ges. § 103, 2).

Isa. 43: 3, 4. Just as in v. 1b, kiÝ (for), with all that follows, assigns the reason
for the encouraging “Fear not;” so here a second kiÝ introduces the reason for
the promise which ensures them against the dangers arising from either water or
fire. Vv. 3, 4.

“For I Jehovah am thy God; (I) the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour: I give up Egypt
as a ransom for thee, Ethiopia and Seba in thy stead. Because thou art dear in my
eyes, highly esteemed, and I loved thee; I give up men in thy stead, and peoples for
thy life.”

Both “Jehovah” and “the Holy One of Israel” are in apposition to “I” (ÿaÔniÝ), the
force of which is continued in the second clause. The preterite naÑthattiÝ (I have
given), as the words “I will give” in v. 4b clearly show, states a fact which as
yet is only completed so far as the purpose is concerned. “A ransom:” koÝpher
(luÂtron) is literally the covering (see pp. 258 and 307), — the person making
the payment. JBFSi is the land of Meroë, which is enclosed between the White
and Blue Nile, the present DaÑr SennaÑr, district of SennaÑr (Sen-aÑrti, i.e., island
of SenaÑ), or the ancient Meriotic priestly state settled about this enclosed land,
probably included in the MudraÑya (Egypt) of the Achaemenidian arrowheaded
inscriptions; though it is uncertain whether the Kusiya (Heb. KuÝshiÝm)
mentioned there are the predatory tribe of archers called KossaiÌoi (Strabo, xi.
13, 6), whose name has been preserved in the present Chuzistan, the eastern
Ethiopians of the Greeks (as Lassen and Rawlinson suppose), or the African
Ethiopians of the Bible, as Oppert imagines. The fact that Egypt was only
conquered by Cambyses, and not by Cyrus, who merely planned it (Herod. i.
153), and to whom it is only attributed by a legend (Xen. Cyr. viii. 6, 20,
leÂgetai katastreÂyasqai AiÏÂgupton), does no violence to the truth of the
promise. It is quite enough that Egypt and the neighbouring kingdoms were
subjugated by the new imperial power of Persia, and that through that empire
the Jewish people recovered their long-lost liberty. The free love of God was
the reason for His treating Israel according to the principle laid down in
Pro. 11: 8; 21:18. RŠEJáM d̃oes not signify ex quo tempore here, but is
equivalent to RŠEJá YNp̃iMI in Exo. 19:18, Jer. 44:23; for if it indicated the
terminus a quo, it would be followed by a more distinct statement of the fact of
their election. The personal pronoun “and I” (vaÿaÔniÝ) is introduced in
consequence of the change of persons. In the place of YtITANFWi (perf. cons.), †TJ̃EWi
commended itself, as the former had already been used in a somewhat different
function. All that composed the chosen nation are here designated as “man”



(aÑdaÑm), because there was nothing in them but what was derived from Adam.
TXÁtÁ has here a strictly substitutionary meaning throughout.

Isa. 43: 5-7. The encouraging “Fear not” is here resumed, for the purpose of
assigning a still further reason. Vv. 5-7.

“Fear not; for I am with thee: I bring thy seed from the east , and from the west will
I gather them; I will say to the north, Give up; and to the south, Keep not back:
bring my sons from far, and my daughters from the end of the earth; everything that
is called by my name, and I have created for my glory, that I have formed, yea
finished!”

The fact that Jehovah is with Israel will show itself in this, that He effects its
complete restoration from all quarters of the heaven (compare the lands of the
diaspora in all directions already mentioned by Isaiah in Isa. 11:11, 12).
Jehovah’s command is issued to north and south to give up their unrighteous
possession, not to keep it back, and to restore His sons and daughters (compare
the similar change in the gender in Isa. 11:12), which evidently implies the help
and escort of the exiles on the part of the heathen (Isa. 14: 2). The four quarters
and four winds are of the feminine gender. In v. 7 the object is more precisely
defined from the standpoint of sacred history. The three synonyms bring out the
might, the freeness, and the riches of grace, with which Jehovah called Israel
into existence, to glorify Himself in it, and that He might be glorified by it. They
form a climax, for JRFbF signifies to produce as a new thing; RCÁYF, to shape what
has been produced; and HVF̂ F, to make it perfect or complete, hence creavi,
formavi, perfeci.

Isa. 43: 8-10. We come now to the third turn in the second half of this
prophecy. It is linked on to the commencement of the first turn (“Hear, ye deaf,
and look, ye blind, that ye may see”), the summons being now addressed to
some one to bring forth the Israel, which has eyes and ears without seeing or
hearing; whilst, on the other hand, the nations are all to come together, and this
time not for the purpose of convincing them, but of convincing Israel. Vv. 8-10.

“Bring out a blind people, and it has eyes; and deaf people, and yet furnished with
ears! All ye heathen, gather yourselves together, and let peoples assemble! Who
among you can proclaim such a thing? And let them cause former things to be
heard, appoint their witnesses, and be justified. Let these hear, and say, True! Ye
are my witnesses, saith Jehovah, and my servant whom I have chosen; that ye may
know and believe me, and see that it is I: before me was no God formed, and there
will be none after me.”

“Bring out” does not refer here to bringing out of captivity, as in Eze. 20:34,
41; 34:13, since the names by which Israel is called are hardly applicable to this,
but rather to bringing to the place appointed for judicial proceedings. The verb



is in the imperative. The heathen are also to gather together en masse; wCbIQiNI is
also an imperative here, as in Joe. 4:11 = wCBiqFHI (cf., wWLiNI, Jer. 50: 5; Ewald, §
226, c). In v. 9b we have the commencement of the evidence adduced by
Jehovah in support of His own divine right: Who among the gods of the nations
can proclaim this? i.e., anything like my present announcement of the
restoration of Israel? To prove that they can, let them cause “former things” to
be heard, i.e., any former events which they had foretold, and which had really
taken place; and let them appoint witnesses of such earlier prophecies, and so
prove themselves to be gods, that is to say, by the fact that these witnesses have
publicly heard their declaration and confirm the truth thereof. The subject to
`WGW w M̂iŠiYIWi (they may hear, etc.) is the witnesses, not as now informing
themselves for the first time, but as making a public declaration. The
explanation, “that men may hear,” changes the subject without any necessity.
But whereas the gods are dumb and lifeless, and therefore cannot call any
witnesses for themselves, and not one of all the assembled multitude can come
forward as their legitimate witness, or as one able to vindicate them, Jehovah
can call His people as witnesses, since they have had proofs in abundance that
He possesses infallible knowledge of the future. It is generally assumed that
“and my servant” introduces a second subject: “Ye, and (especially) my servant
whom I have chosen.” In this case, “my servant” would denote that portion of
the nation which was so, not merely like the mass of the people according to its
divine calling, but also by its own fidelity to that calling; that is to say, the
kernel of the nation, which was in the midst of the mass, but had not the
manners of the mass. At the same time, the sentence which follows is much
more favourable to the unity of the subject; and why should not “my servant” be
a second predicate? The expression “ye” points to the people, who were
capable of seeing and hearing, and yet both blind and deaf, and who had been
brought out to the forum, according to v. 8. Ye, says Jehovah, are my witnesses,
and ye are my servant whom I have chosen; I can appeal to what I have enabled
you to experience and to perceive, and to the relation in which I have in mercy
caused you to stand to myself, that ye may thereby be brought to consider the
great difference that there is between what ye have in your God and that which
the heathen (here present with you) have in their idols. “I am He,” i.e., God
exclusively, and God for ever. His being has no beginning and no end; so that
any being apart from His, which could have gone before or could follow after,
so as to be regarded as divine (in other words, the deity of the artificial and
temporal images which are called gods by the heathen), is a contradiction in
itself.

Isa. 43:11-13. The address now closes by holding up once more the object and
warrant of faith. Vv. 11-13.



“I, I am Jehovah; and beside me there is no Savour. I, I have proclaimed and
brought salvation, and given to perceive, and there was no other god among you:
and ye are my witnesses, saith Jehovah, and I am God. Even from the day onwards I
am so; and there is no deliverer out of my hand: I act, and who can turn it back?”

The proper name “Jehovah” is used here (v. 13) as a name indicating essence:
“I and no other am the absolutely existing and living One,” i.e., He who proves
His existence by His acts, and indeed by His saving acts. JAYŠIŒM and Jehovah
are kindred epithets here; just as in the New Testament the name Jehovah sets,
as it were, but only to rise again in the name Jesus, in which it is historically
fulfilled. Jehovah’s previous self-manifestation in history furnished a pledge of
the coming redemption. The two synonyms YtIDigAHI and tI îMÁŠiHI have YtÎ iŠAŒH
in the midst. He proclaimed salvation, brought salvation, and in the new
afflictions was still ever preaching salvation, without there having been any zaÑr,
i.e., any strange or other god in Israel (Deu. 32:16; see above, Isa. 17:10), who
proved his existence in any such way, or, in fact, gave any sign of existence at
all. This they must themselves confess; and therefore (Vav in sense equivalent to
ergo, as in Isa. 40:18, 25) He, and He alone, is El, the absolutely mighty One,
i.e., God. And from this time forth He is so, i.e., He, and He only, displays
divine nature and divine life. There is no reason for taking „ŒyMI in the sense of
„ŒY TŒYHiMI, “from the period when the day, i.e., time, existed” (as the LXX,
Jerome, Stier, etc., render it). Both the gam (also) and the future ‘eph’al (I will
work) require the meaning supported by Eze. 48:35, “from the day onwards,”
i.e., from this time forth (syn. „ŒY‰YNP̃iLI, Isa. 48: 7). The concluding words give
them to understand, that the predicted salvation is coming in the way of
judgment. Jehovah will go forward with His work; and if He who is the same
yesterday and to-day sets this before Him, who can turn it back, so that it shall
remain unaccomplished? The prophecy dies away, like the massaÑÿ BaÑbhel with
its epilogue in Isa. 14:27. In the first half (Isa. 42: 1-17) Jehovah introduced His
servant, the medium of salvation, and proclaimed the approaching work of
salvation, at which all the world had reason to rejoice. The second half
(Isa. 42:18-43:13) began with reproaching, and sought to bring Israel through
this predicted salvation to reflect upon itself, and also upon its God, the One
God, to whom there was no equal.

Fourth Prophecy — Ch. 43:14-44:

AVENGING AND DELIVERANCE;
AND OUTPOURING OF THE SPIRIT

Isa. 43:14, 15. In close connection with the foregoing prophecy, the present
one commences with the dissolution of the Chaldean empire. Vv. 14, 15.



“Thus saith Jehovah, your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, For your sake I have
sent to Babel, and will hurl them all down as fugitives, and the Chaldeans into the
ships of their rejoicing. I, Jehovah, am your Holy One; (I) Israel’s Creator, your
King.”

Hitzig reads TWYNJáB, and adopts the rendering, “and drowned the shouting of
the Chaldeans in groaning.” Ewald also corrects v. 14a thus: “And plunge their
guitars into groanings, and the rejoicing of the Chaldeans into sighs.” We
cannot see any good taste in this un-Hebraic bombast. Nor is there any more
reason for altering „YXYRBF (LXX feuÂgontaj) into „YXYRBi (Jerome, vectes),
as Umbreit proposes: “and make all their bolts f198 fall down, and the Chaldeans,
who rejoice in ships” (baÝoÔniyoÝth). None of these alterations effect any
improvement. For your sakes, says Jehovah, i.e., for the purpose of releasing
you, I have sent to Babylon (sc., the agents of my judgments, Isa. 13: 3), and
will throw them all down (viz., the paÂmmiktoj oÏÂxloj of this market of the
world; see Isa. 13:14; 47:15) as fugitives (baÑriÝchiÝm with a fixed kametz,
equivalent to barriÝchiÝm), i.e., into a hurried flight; and the Chaldeans, who have
been settled there from a hoary antiquity, even they shall be driven into the
ships of their rejoicing (boÔoÔniyoÝth, as in Pro. 31:14), i.e., the ships which were
previously the object of their jubilant pride and their jubilant rejoicing.
YtIDiRÁŒHWi stands in the perf. consec., as indicating the object of all the means
already set in motion. The ships of pleasure are not air-balloons, as Hitzig
affirms. Herodotus (i. 194) describes the freight ships discharging in Babylon;
and we know from other sources that the Chaldeans not only navigated the
Euphrates, but the Persian Gulf as well, and employed vessels built by
Phoenicians for warlike purposes also. f199

DYRIŒH itself might indeed signify “to hurl to the ground” (Psa. 56: 8; 59:12);
but the allusion to ships shows that bI DYRIŒH are to be connected (cf.,
Isa. 63:14), and that a general driving down both by land and water to the
southern coast is intended. By thus sweeping away both foreigners and natives
out of Babylon into the sea, Jehovah proves what He is in Himself, according to
v. 15, and also in His relation to Israel; we must supply a repetition of YNIJá here
(v. 15b), as in v. 3a. The congregation which addresses Him as the Holy One,
the people who suffer Him to reign over them as their King, cannot remain
permanently despised and enslaved.

Isa. 43:16-21. There now follows a second field of the picture of redemption;
and the expression “for your sake” is expounded in vv. 16-21:

“Thus saith Jehovah, who giveth a road through the sea, and a path through
tumultuous waters; who bringeth out chariot and horse, army and hero; they lie
down together, they never rise: they have flickered away, extinguished like a wick.
Remember not things of olden time, nor meditate upon those of earlier times!



Behold, I work out a new thing: will ye not live to see it? Yea, I make a road through
the desert, and streams through solitudes. The beast of the field will praise me, wild
dogs and ostriches: for I give water in the desert, streams in solitude, to give drink
to my people, my chosen. The people that I formed for myself, they shall show forth
my praise.”

What Jehovah really says commences in v. 18. Then in between He is described
as Redeemer out of Egypt; for the redemption out of Egypt was a type and
pledge of the deliverance to be looked for out of Babylon. The participles must
not be rendered qui dedit, eduxit; but from the mighty act of Jehovah in olden
time general attributes are deduced: He who makes a road in the sea, as He
once showed. The sea with the tumultuous waters is the Red Sea (Neh. 9:11);
ÿizzuÝz, which rhymes with vaÑsuÝs, is a concrete, as in Psa. 24: 8, the army with
the heroes at its head. The expression “bringeth out,” etc., is not followed by
“and suddenly destroys them,” but we are transported at once into the very
midst of the scenes of destruction. wBkiŠiYI shows them to us entering upon the
sleep of death, in which they lie without hope (Isa. 26:14). The close
(kappishtaÑh khaÑbhuÝ) is iambic, as in Jud. 5:27. The admonition in v. 18 does
not commend utter forgetfulness and disregard (see Isa. 66: 9); but that
henceforth they are to look forwards rather than backward. The new thing
which Jehovah is in the process of working out eclipses the old, and deserves a
more undivided and prolonged attention. Of this new thing it is affirmed, “even
now it sprouts up;” whereas in Isa. 42: 9, even in the domain of the future, a
distinction was drawn between “the former things” and “new things,” and it
could be affirmed of the latter that they were not yet sprouting up. In the
passage before us the entire work of God in the new time is called chaÔdaÑshaÑh
(new), and is placed in contrast with the riÿshoÝnoÝth, or occurrences of the olden
time; so that as the first part of this new thing had already taken place
(Isa. 42: 9), and there was only the last part still to come, it might very well be
affirmed of the latter, that it was even now sprouting up (not already, which
HTˆmay indeed also mean, but as in Isa. 48: 7). In connection with this,
HFw D̂FT J̃ŒLHá (a verbal form with the suffix, as in Jer. 13:17, with kametz in the
syllable before the tone, as in Isa. 6: 9; 47:11, in pause) does not mean, “Will ye
then not regard it,” as Ewald, Umbreit, and others render it; but, “shall ye not,
i.e., assuredly ye will, experience it.” The substance of the chaÔdaÑshaÑh (the new
thing) is unfolded in v. 19b. It enfolds a rich fulness of wonders: ‡JÁ affirming
that, among other things, Jehovah will do this one very especially. He
transforms the pathless, waterless desert, that His chosen one, the people of
God, may be able to go through in safety, and without fainting. And the benefits
of this miracle of divine grace reach the animal world as well, so that their
joyful cries are an unconscious praise of Jehovah. (On the names of the animals,
see pp. 197f.; and Köhler on Mal. 1: 3.) In this we can recognise the prophet,



who, as we have several times observed since Isa. 11 (compare especially
Isa. 30:23, 24; 35: 7), has not only a sympathizing heart for the woes of the
human race, but also an open ear for the sighs of all creation. He knows that
when the sufferings of the people of God shall be brought to an end, the
sufferings of creation will also terminate; for humanity is the heart of the
universe, and the people of God (understanding by this the people of God
according to the Spirit) are the heart of humanity. In v. 21 the promise is
brought to a general close: the people that (zuÝ personal and relative, as in
Isa. 42:24 f200) I have formed for myself will have richly to relate how I glorified
myself in them.

Isa. 43:22-24. It would be the praise of God, however, and not the merits of
their own works, that they would have to relate; for there was nothing at all
that could give them any claim to reward. There were not even acts of
ceremonial worship, but only the guilt of grievous sins. Vv. 22-24.

“And thou hast not called upon me , O Jacob, that thou shouldst have wearied
thyself for me, O Israel! Thou hast not brought me sheep of thy burnt-offerings , and
thou hast not honoured me with thy slain-offerings. I have not burdened thee with
meat-offerings, and have not troubled thee about incense. Thou hast bought me no
spice-cane for silver, nor hast thou refreshed me with fat of thy slain- offerings. No;
thou hast wearied me with thy sins, troubled me with thine iniquities.”

We cannot agree with Stier, that these words refer to the whole of the previous
worship of Israel, which is treated here as having no existence, because of its
heartlessness and false-holiness. And we must also not forget, that all these
prophecies rested on either the historical or the ideal soil of the captivity. The
charge commences with the worship of prayer (with calling upon Jehovah, as in
Psa. 14: 4; 18: 7), to which the people were restricted when in exile, since the
law did not allow them to offer sacrifice outside the holy land. The personal
pronoun YTIJO, in the place of the suffix, is written first of all for the sake of
emphasis, as if the meaning were, “Israel could exert itself to call upon other
gods, but not upon Jehovah.” The following kiÝ is equivalent to ut (Hos. 1: 6),
or ÿad-kiÝ in 2Sa. 23:10, adeo ut laborasses me colendo (so as to have wearied
thyself in worshipping me). They are also charged with having offered no
sacrifices, inasmuch as in a foreign land this duty necessarily lapsed of itself,
together with the self-denial that it involved. The spelling TFJYBH̃ (̃as in
Num. 14:31) appears to have been intended for the pronunciation TFJOYBIHá
(compare the pronunciation in 2Ki. 19:25, which comes between the two). The
ÿoÝloÝth (burnt-offerings) stand first, as the expression of adoration, and are
connected with seÝh, which points to the daily morning and evening sacrifice (the
taÑmiÝd). Then follow the zêbaÑchiÝm (slain-offerings), the expression of the
establishment of fellowship with Jehovah (¦YXEBFZiw is equivalent to ‚YXBZiBIw,



like HMFX =̃ HMXb, Isa. 43:25). The “fat” (cheÝlebh) in v. 24 refers to the
portions of fat that were placed upon the altar in connection with this kind of
sacrifice. After the zêbaÑchiÝm comes the michaÑh, the expression of desire for the
blessing of Jehovah, a portion of which, the so-called remembrance portion
(ÿazkaÑraÑh), was placed upon the altar along with the whole of the incense. And
lastly, the qaÑneh (spice-cane), i.e., some one of the Amoma, f201 points to the
holy anointing oil (Exo. 30:23), or if it refer to spices generally, to the sacred
incense, though qaÑneh is not mentioned as one of the ingredients in Exo. 30:34.
The nation, which Jehovah was now redeeming out of pure unmingled grace,
had not been burdened with costly tasks of this description (see Jer. 6:20); on
the contrary, it was Jehovah only who was burdened and troubled. He denies
that there was any “causing to serve” (DYBÎ áHA, lit., to make a person a servant,
to impose servile labour upon him) endured by Israel, but affirms this rather of
Himself. The sins of Israel pressed upon Him, as a burden does upon a servant.
His love took upon itself the burden of Israel’s guilt, which derived its
gravitating force from His won holy righteous wrath; but it was a severe task to
bear this heavy burden, and expunge it, — a thoroughly divine task, the
significance of which was first brought out in its own true light by the cross on
Golgotha. When God creates, He expresses His fiat, and what He wills comes
to pass. But He does not blot out sin without balancing His love with His
justice; and this equalization is not effected without conflict and victory.

Isa. 43:25. Nevertheless, the sustaining power of divine love is greater than the
gravitating force of divine wrath. V. 25.

“I, I alone, blot out thy transgressions for my own sake , and do not remember thy
sins.”

Jehovah Himself here announces the sola gratia and sola fides. We have
adopted the rendering “I alone,” because the threefold repetition of the subject,
“I, I, He is blotting out thy transgressions,” is intended to affirm that this
blotting out of sin is so far from being in any way merited by Israel, that it is a
sovereign act of His absolute freedom; and the expression “for my own sake,”
that it has its foundation only in God, namely, in His absolute free grace, that
movement of His love by which wrath is subdued. For the debt stands written in
God’s own book. Justice has entered it, and love alone blots it out (maÑchaÑh,
eÏcaleiÂfei, as in Isa. 44:22, Psa. 51: 3, 11; 109:14); but, as we know from the
actual fulfilment, not without paying with blood, and giving the quittance with
blood.

Isa. 43:26. Jehovah now calls upon Israel, if this be not the case, to remind
Him of any merit upon which it can rely. V. 26.



“Call to my remembrance; we will strive with one another: tell now, that thou mayst
appear just.”

Justification is an actus forensis (see Isa. 1:18). Justice accuses, and grace
acquits. Or has Israel any actual merits, so that Justice would be obliged to
pronounce it just? The object to hazkiÝreÝniÝ and sappeÝr, which never have the
closed sense of pleading, as Böttcher supposes, is the supposed meritorious
works of Israel.

Isa. 43:27. But Israel has no such works; on the contrary, its history has been a
string of sins from the very first. V. 27.

“Thy first forefather sinned, and thy mediators have fallen away from me.”

By the first forefather, Hitzig, Umbreit, and Knobel understand Adam; but
Adam was the forefather of the human race, not of Israel; and the debt of Adam
was the debt of mankind, and not of Israel. The reference is to Abraham, as the
first of the three from whom the origin and election of Israel were dated;
Abraham, whom Israel from the very first had called with pride “our father”
(Mat. 3: 9). Even the history of Abraham was stained with sin, and did not shine
in the light of meritorious works, but in that of grace, and of faith laying hold of
grace. The mêliÝtsiÝm, interpreters, and mediators generally (2Ch. 32:31;
Job. 33:23), are the prophets and priests, who stood between Jehovah and
Israel, and were the medium of intercourse between the two, both in word and
deed. They also had for the most part become unfaithful to God, by resorting to
ungodly soothsaying and false worship. Hence the sin of Israel was as old as its
very earliest origin; and apostasy had spread even among those who ought to
have been the best and most godly, because of the office they sustained.

Isa. 43:28. Consequently the all-holy One was obliged to do what had taken
place. V. 28.

“Then I profaned holy princes, and gave up Jacob to the curse, and Israel to
blasphemies.”

LLXJWA might be an imperfect, like LKJ̃OWi, “I ate,” in Isa. 44:19, and ‹YbIJÁWi, “I
looked,” in Isa. 63: 5; but HNFtiJEWi by the side of it shows that the pointing
sprang out of the future interpretation contained in the Targum; so that as the
latter is to be rejected, we must substitute LLXJWF, HNFtiJEWF (Ges. § 49, 2). The
“holy princes” (saÑreÝ qoÝdesh) are the hierarchs, as in 1Ch. 24: 5, the supreme
spiritual rulers as distinguished from the temporal rulers. The profanation
referred to was the fact that they were ruthlessly hurried off into a strange land,
where their official labours were necessarily suspended. This was the fate of the
leaders of the worship; and the whole nation, which bore the honourable names



of Jacob and Israel, was give up to the ban (cheÝrem) and the blasphemies
(gidduÝphiÝm) of the nations of the world.

Isa. 44: 1-4. The prophet cannot bear to dwell any longer upon this dark
picture of their state of punishment; and light of the promise breaks through
again, and in this third field of the fourth prophecy in all the more intensive
form. Isa. 44: 1-4.

“And now hear, O Jacob my servant, and Israel whom I have chosen. Thus saith
Jehovah, thy Creator, and thy Former from the womb, who cometh to thy help; Fear
not, my servant Jacob; and Jeshurun, whom I have chosen! For I will pour out water
upon thirsty ones, and brooks upon the dry ground; will pour out my Spirit upon thy
seed, and my blessing upon thine after-growth; and they shoot up among the grass,
as willows by flowing waters.”

In contrast with the cheÝrem, i.e., the setting apart for destruction, there is here
presented the promise of the pouring out of the Spirit and of blessing; and in
contrast with the gidduÝphiÝm, the promise of general eagerness to come and
honour Israel and its God (v. 5). The epithets by which Jehovah designates
Himself, and those applied to Israel in vv. 1, 2, make the claim to love all the
more urgent and emphatic. The accent which connects †‹EbEMI ¦RiCEYOWi , so as to
make kFREZî iYA by itself an attributive clause like ŒB YtIRiXÁbF, is confirmed by v.
24 and Isa. 49: 5: Israel as a nation and all the individuals within it are, as the
chosen servant of Jehovah (Isa. 49: 1), the direct formation of Jehovah Himself
from the remotest point of their history. In v. 26, Jeshurun is used
interchangeably with Jacob. This word occurs in three other passages (viz.,
Deu. 32:15; 33: 5, 26), and is always written with kibbutz, just as it is here. The
rendering IÏsraeliÂskoj in Gr. Ven. is founded upon the supposition that the
word is equivalent to †wLJR̃FViYI, — a strange contraction, which is inadmissible,
if only on account of the substitution of Šfor V. The Špoints back to RŠY, to
be straight or even; hence A. S. Th. euÏquÂj (elsewhere euÏquÂtatoj), Jerome
rectissimus (though in Deu. 32:15 he renders it, after the LXX, dilectus). It is
an offshoot of RŠUYi = RŠEYO (Psa. 25:21), like †wLBUZi, †wTDUYi from LBUZi, TDUYi; and
uÝn (= oÝn) does not stamp it as a diminutive (for †ŒŠYJI, which Kamphausen
adduces in opposition to Hengstenberg and Volck, does not stand in the same
relation to ŠYJI as mannikin to man, but rather as the image of a man to a man
himself; compare the Arabic insaÑn) . We must not render it therefore as an
affectionate diminutive, as Gesenius does, the more especially as Jehovah,
though speaking in loving terms, does not adopt the language of a lover. The
relation of Jeshurun to RŠUYi is rather the same as that of HMOLOŠi to „ŒLŠF, so
that the real meaning is “gentleman,” or one of gentlemanly or honourable
mind, though this need not appear in the translation, since the very nature of a
proper name would obliterate it. In v. 3, the blessings to be expected are



assigned as the reason for the exhortation to be of good cheer. In v. 3a water is
promised in the midst of drought, and in v. 3b the Spirit and blessing of God,
just as in Joel the promise of rain is first of all placed in contrast with drought;
and this is followed by the promise of the far surpassing antitype, namely, the
outpouring of the Spirit. There is nothing at variance with this in the fact that
we have not the form HJFMC̃i in the place of JMC̃F (according to the analogy of
HPFY˜̂á ƒREJE, HyFCI, HJFLiNI, Psa. 68:10). By JMC̃F we understand the inhabitants of
the land who are thirsting for rain, and by yabbaÑshaÑh the parched land itself.
Further on, however, an express distinction is made between the abundance of
water in the land and the prosperous growth of the nation planted by the side of
water-brooks (Psa. 1: 3). We must not regard 3a, therefore, as a figure, and 3b
as the explanation, or turn 3a into a simile introduced in the form of a protasis,
although unquestionably water and mountain streams are made the symbol, or
rather the anagogical type, of spiritual blessings coming down from above in the
form of heavenly gifts, by a gradual ascent from „YIMÁ and „YLIZiŒN (from LZANF, to
trickle downwards, Son. 4:15, Jer. 18:14) to `H XÁwR and `H TKARibI (TkARibI).
When these natural and spiritual waters flow down upon the people, once more
restored to their home, they spring up among (†YBb̃I only met with here, LXX
and Targum †YBk̃i) the grass, like willows by water-brooks.

The willows f202 are the nation, which has hitherto resembled withered plants in
a barren soil, but is now restored to all the bloom of youth through the Spirit
and blessing of God. The grass stands for the land, which resembles a green
luxuriant plain; and the water-brooks represent the abundant supply of living
waters, which promote the prosperity of the land and its inhabitants.

Isa. 44: 5. When Jehovah has thus acknowledged His people once more, the
heathen, to whose gidduÝphiÝm (blasphemies) Israel has hitherto been given up,
will count it the greatest honour to belong to Jehovah and His people. V. 5.

“One will say, I belong to Jehovah; and a second will solemnly name the name of
Jacob; and a third will inscribe himself to Jehovah, and name the name of Israel
with honour.”

The threefold zeh refers to the heathen, as in Psa. 87: 4, 5. One will declare
himself to belong to Jehovah; another will call with the name of Jacob, i.e.,
(according to the analogy of the phrase `H „Š̃Bi JRFQF) make it the medium and
object of solemn exclamation; a third will write with his hand (ŒDYF, an acc. of
more precise definition, like HMFX ĩn Isa. 42:35, and ¥YXBZ in Isa. 43:23), “To
Jehovah,” thereby attesting that he desires to belong to Jehovah, and Jehovah
alone. This is the explanation given by Gesenius, Hahn, and others; whereas
Hitzig and Knobel follow the LXX in the rendering, “he will write upon his



hand ÿlayêhoÝvaÑh,ÿ i.e., mark the name of Jehovah upon it.” But apart from the
fact that kaÑthabh, with an accusative of the writing materials, would be
unprecedented (the construction required would beŒDYF‰LJA), this view is
overthrown by the fact that tatooing was prohibited by the Israelitish law
(Lev. 19:28; compare the mark of the beast in Rev. 13:16). „ŠB JRQ is
interchanged with „§B HnFkI, to surname, or entitle (the Syriac and Arabic are
the same; compare the Arabic kunye, the name given to a man as the father of
such and such a person, e.g., Abu-Muhammed, rhetorically called metonymy).
The name Israel becomes a name or title of honour among the heathen. This
concludes the fourth prophecy, which opens out into three distinct fields. With
HTfJAWi in Isa. 44: 1 it began to approach the close, just as the third did in
Isa. 43: 1, — a well-rounded whole, which leaves nothing wanting.

Fifth Prophecy — Ch. 44: 6-23

THE RIDICULOUS GODS OF THE NATIONS; AND THE GOD OF
ISRAEL, WHO MAKES HIS PEOPLE TO REJOICE

Isa. 44: 6, 7. A new pledge of redemption is given, and a fresh exhortation to
trust in Jehovah; the wretchedness of the idols and their worshippers being
pointed out, in contrast with Jehovah, the only speaking and acting God. V. 6.

“Thus saith Jehovah the King of Israel, and its Redeemer, Jehovah of hosts; I am
first, and I last; and beside me there is no God.”

The fact that His deity, which rules over not only the natural world, but history
as well, is thus without equal and above all time, is now proved by Him from
the fact that He alone manifests Himself as God, and that by the utterance of
prophecy. V. 7.

“And who preaches as I do? Let him make it known, and show it to me; since I
founded the people of ancient time! And future things, and what is approaching, let
them only make known.”

Jehovah shows Himself as the God of prophecy since the time that He founded
„LŒF ‰̂„JA (JRFQiYI refers to the continued preaching of prophecy). ÿAm ÿoÝlaÑm is
the epithet applied in Eze. 26:20 to the people of the dead, who are sleeping the
long sleep of the grave; and here it does not refer to Israel, which could neither
be called an “eternal” nation, nor a people of the olden time, and which would
have been more directly named; but according to Isa. 40: 7 and 42: 5, where
‘am signifies the human race, and Job. 22:15ff., where ÿoÝlaÑm is the time of the
old world before the flood, it signifies humanity as existing from the very
earliest times. The prophecies of Jehovah reach back even to the history of
paradise. The parenthetical clause, “Let him speak it out, and tell it me,” is like



the apodosis of a hypothetical protasis: “if any one thinks that he can stand by
my side.” The challenge points to earlier prophecies; with TŒyTIJOWi it takes a
turn to what is future, TWYTJ itself denoting what is absolutely future,
according to Isa. 41:23, and HNFJBOTf RŠEJá what is about to be realized
immediately; laÑmoÝ is an ethical dative.

Isa. 44: 8. Of course, none of the heathen gods could in any way answer to the
challenge. So much the more confident might Israel be, seeing that it had quite
another God. V. 8.

“Despair ye not , neither tremble: have not I told thee long ago, and made known,
and ye are my witnesses: is there a God beside me? And nowhere a rock; I know of
none.”

The Jewish lexicographers derive wHRitI (with the first syllable closed) from
HHFRF (HR); whereas modern lexicographers prefer some of them to read wHRitI,
tiÝrêhuÝ, from hRÁYF (Ges., Knobel), and others wJRiYtI (Ewald). But the possibility
of there being a verb HHFRF, to tremble or fear, cannot for a moment be doubted
when we think of such words as JRỸF, R̂ÁYF, compare also Arab. r’h (applied to
water moving to and fro). It was not of the heathen deities that they were
directed not to be afraid, as in Jer. 10: 5, but rather the great catastrophe
coming upon the nations, of which Cyrus was the instrument. In the midst of
this, when one nation after another would be overthrown, and its tutelar gods
would prove to be worthless, Israel would have nothing to fear, since its God,
who was no dumb idol, had foretold all this, and that indeed long ago (ZJFM,̃ cf.,
ŠJROM,̃ Isa. 41:26), as they themselves must bear witness. Prophecies before
the captivity had foretold the conquest of Babylon by Medes and Elamites, and
the deliverance of Israel from the Babylonian bondage; and even these
prophecies themselves were like a spirit’s voice from the far distant past,
consoling the people of the captivity beforehand, and serving to support their
faith. On the ground of such well-known self-manifestations, Jehovah could
well ask, “Is there a God beside me?” — a virtual denial in the form of an
interrogation, to which the categorical denial, “There is no rock (i.e., no ground
of trust, Isa. 26: 4; 17:10), I know of none (beside me),” is attached.

Isa. 44: 9-11. The heathen gods are so far from being a ground of trust, that
all who trust in them must discover with alarm how they have deceived
themselves. Vv. 9-11.

“The makers of idols , they are all desolation, and their bosom-children worthless;
and those who bear witness for them see nothing and know nothing, that they may be
put to shame. Who hath formed the god, and cast the idol to no profit? Behold, all



its followers will be put to shame; and the workmen are men: let them all assemble
together, draw near, be alarmed, be all put to shame together.”

The chaÔmuÝdiÝm (favourites) of the makers of idols are the false gods, for whose
favour they sue with such earnestness.If we retain the word HmFH,̃ which is
pointed as critically suspicious, and therefore is not accentuated, the
explanation might possibly be, “Their witnesses (i.e., witnesses against
themselves) are they (the idols): they see not, and are without consciousness,
that they (those who trust in them) may be put to shame.” In any case, the
subject to yeÝbhoÝshuÝ (shall be put to shame) is the worshippers of idols. If we
erase HMFH,̃ „HEYD˜̂̃will be those who come forward as witnesses for the idols.
This makes the words easier and less ambiguous. At the same time, the
Septuagint retains the word (kaiÃ maÂrturej auÏtwÌn eiÏsiÂn). As “not seeing” here
signifies to be blind, so “not knowing” is also to be understood as a self-
contained expression, meaning to be irrational, just as in Isa. 45:20; 56:10 (in
Isa. 1: 3, on the other hand, we have taken it in a different sense). †JAMÁLi implies
that the will of the sinner in his sin has also destruction for its object; and this is
not something added to the sin, but growing out of it. The question in v. 10
summons the maker of idols for the purpose of announcing his fate, and in
LY ÎŒH YtILiBILi (to no profit) this announcement is already contained. V. 11 is
simply a development of this expression, “to no profit.” RCÁYF, like ‹̂ANF in v. 14,
is contrary to the rhythmical law milra which prevails elsewhere. WYRFBX̃á (its
followers) are not the fellow-workmen of the maker of idols (inasmuch as in
that case the maker himself would be left without any share in the threat), but
the associates (i.e., followers) of the idols (Hos. 4:17; 1Co. 10:20). It is a
pernicious work that they have thus had done for them. And what of the makers
themselves? They are numbered among the men. So that they who ought to
know that they are made by God, become makers of gods themselves. What an
absurdity! Let them crowd together, the whole guild of god-makers, and draw
near to speak to the works they have made. All their eyes will soon be opened
with amazement and alarm.

Isa. 44:12, 13. The prophet now conducts us into the workshops. Vv. 12, 13.

“The iron-smith has a chisel, and works with red-hot coals, and shapes it with
hammers, and works it with his powerful arm. He gets hungry thereby, and his
strength fails; if he drink no water, he becomes exhausted. The carpenter draws the
line, marks it with the pencil , carries it out with planes, and makes a drawing of it
with the compass, and carries it out like the figure of a man, like the beauty of a
man, which may dwell in the house.”

The two words chaÑrash barzel are connected together in the sense of faber
ferrarius, as we may see from the expression chaÑrash ÿeÝtsiÝm (the carpenter,
faber lignarius), which follows in v. 13. ChaÑrash is the construct of chaÑraÑsh (=



charraÑsh), as in Exo. 28:11. The second kametz of this form of noun does
indeed admit of contraction, but only to the extent of a full short vowel;
consequently the construct of the plural is not YŠ̃RiXF, but YŠ̃RFXF (Isa. 45:16,
etc.). Hence v. 12 describes how the smith constructs an idol of iron, v. 13 how
the carpenter makes one of wood. But the first clause, DCÁ á̂MÁ LZERibÁ ŠRÁXF , is
enigmatical. In any case, DCF á̂MÁ is a smith’s tool of some kind (from DCÁ F̂,
related to DCÁXá). And consequently Gesenius, Umbreit, and others, adopt the
rendering, “the smith an axe, that does he work,...;” but the further account of
the origin of an idol says nothing at all about this axe, which the smith supplies
to the carpenter, that he may hew out an idol with it. Hitzig renders it, “The
smith, a hatchet does he work, and forms it (viz., into an idol);” but what a
roundabout way! first to make a hatchet and then make it into an idol, which
would look very slim when made. Knobel translates it, “As for the cutting-
smith, he works it;” but this guild of cutting-smiths certainly belongs to Utopia.
The best way to render the sentence intelligible, would be to supply ŒL: “The
smith has (uses) the maÿaÔtsaÑd.” But in all probability a word has dropped out;
and the Septuagint rendering, oÎÂti wÏÂcunen teÂktwn siÂdhron skepaÂrnwÄ
eiÏrgaÂsato, k.t.l., shows that the original reading of the text was DC M̂ LZRB
§RX DDX, and that DDX got lost on account of its proximity to DXY. The
meaning therefore is, “The smith has sharpened, or sharpens (chiddeÝd, syn.
shinneÝn) the maÿaÔtsaÑd,” possibly the chisel, to cut the iron upon the anvil; and
works with red-hot coals, making the iron red-hot by blowing the fire. The
piece of iron which he cuts off is the future idol, and this he shapes with
hammers (wHRc̃iYI the future of RCÁYF). And what of the carpenter? He stretches
the line upon the block of wood, to measure the length and breadth of the idol;
he marks it upon the wood with red-stone (sered, rubrica, used by carpenters),
and works it with planes (maqtsuÿoÝth, a feminine form of JAŒCQiMI, from ĈÁQF, to
cut off, pare off, plane; compare the Arabic mikta’), and with the compasses
(mêchuÝgaÑh, the tool used, laÑchuÝg, i.e. for making a circle) he draws the outline
of it, that is to say, in order that the different parts of the body may be in right
proportion; and he constructs it in such a manner that it acquires the shape of a
man, the beautiful appearance of a man, to be set up like a human inmate in
either a temple or private house. The piel RJT̃ (̃RJtI), from which comes
yêtaÝaÔreÝhuÝ, is varied here (according to Isaiah’s custom; cf., Isa. 29: 7; 26: 5)
with the poel RJt̃O, which is to be understood as denoting the more exact
configuration. The preterites indicate the work for which both smith and
carpenter have made their preparations; the futures, the work in which they are
engaged.



Isa. 44:14-17. The prophet now traces the origin of the idols still further back.
Their existence or non-existence ultimately depends upon whether it rains or
not. Vv. 14-17.

“One prepares to cut down cedars, and takes holm and oak-tree, and chooses for
himself among the trees of the forest. He has planted a fig, and the rain draws it up.
And it serves the man for firing: he takes thereof, and warms himself; he also heats,
and bakes bread; he also works it into a god, and prostrates himself; makes an idol
of it, and falls down before it. The half of it he has burned in the fire: over the half
of it he eats flesh, roasts a roast, and is satisfied; he also warms himself, and says,
Hurrah, I am getting warm, I feel the heat. And the rest of it he makes into a god,
into his idol, and says, Save me, for thou art my god.”

The subject of the sentence is not the carpenter of the previous verse, but “any
one.” „YZIRFJá apparently stands first, as indicating the species; and in the Talmud
and Midrash the trees named are really described as „YZRJ YNYM. But tirzaÑh
(from taÑraz, to be hard or firm) does not appear to be a coniferous tree; and the
connection with ÿalloÝn, the oak, is favourable to the rendering aÏgriobaÂlanoj
(LXX, A. Th.), ilex (Vulg.). On ÿimmeÝts, to choose, see Isa. 41:10. †REJO (with
Nun minusculum), plur. „YNIŒRJá (b. Ros-ha Sana 23a) or „YNIRFJá (Para iii. 8), is
explained by the Talmud as YRÎ F, sing. JRF̂ F, i.e., according to Aruch and Rashi,
laurier, the berries of which are called baies. We have rendered it “fig,”
according to the LXX and Jerome, since it will not do to follow the seductive
guidance of the similarity in sound to ornus (which is hardly equivalent to
oÏreinoÂj f203). The description is genealogical, and therefore moves
retrogressively, from the felling to the planting. HYFHFWi in v. 15a refers to the
felled and planted tree, and primarily to the ash. „HEM (̃of such as these) is
neuter, as in Isa. 30: 6; at the same time, the prophet had the „YCÎ (̃the wood,
both as produce and material) in his mind. The repeated ‡JÁ lays emphasis upon
the fact, that such different things are done with the very same wood. It is sued
for warming, and fore the preparation of food, as well as for making a god. On
the verbs of adoration, hishtachaÔvaÑh (root shach, to sink, to settle down) and
saÑgad, which is only applied to idolatrous worship, and from which mes’gid, a
mosque, is derived, see Holemann’s Bibelstudien, i. 3. ŒMLF may no doubt be
take as a plural (= „HELF, as in Isa. 30: 5), “such things (talia) does he worship,”
as Stier supposes; but it is probably pathetic, and equivalent to ŒL, as in
Isa. 53: 8 (compare Psa. 11: 7; Ewald, § 247, a). According to the double
application of the wood mentioned in v. 15, a distinction is drawn in vv. 16, 17
between the one half of the wood and the other. The repeated chetsyoÝ (the half
of it) in v. 16 refers to the first half, which furnishes not only fuel for burning,
but shavings and coals for roasting and baking as well. And as a fire made for
cooking warms quite as much as one made expressly for the purpose, the



prophet dwells upon this benefit which the wood of the idol does confer. On the
tone upon the last syllable of chammoÝthiÝ, see at Job. 19:17; and on the use of
the word HJFRF as a comprehensive term, embracing every kind of sensation and
perception, see my Psychologie, p. 234. Diagoras of Melos,a pupil of
Democritus, once threw a wooden standing figure of Hercules into the fire, and
said jocularly, “Come now, Hercules, perform thy thirteenth labour, and help
me to cook the turnips.”

Isa. 44:18, 19. So irrational is idolatry; but yet, through self-hardening, they
have fallen under the judgment of hardness of heart (Isa. 6: 9, 10; 19: 3; 29:10),
and have been given up to a reprobate mind (Rom. 1:28). Vv. 18, 19.

“They perceive not, and do not understand: for their eyes are smeared over, so that
they do not see; their hearts, so that they do not understand. And men take it not to
heart, no perception and no understanding, that men should say, The half of it I
have burned in the fire, and also baked bread upon the coals thereof; roasted flesh,
and eaten: and ought I to make the rest of it an abomination, to fall down before the
produce of a tree?”

Instead of X‹F, Lev. 14:42, the third person is written X‹A (from taÑchach, Ges. §
72, Anm. 8) in a circumstantial sense: their eyes are, as it were, smeared over
with plaster. The expression BL‰̃LJE BYŠIH õr BL‰̃LJA (Isa. 46: 8), literally to
carry back into the heart, which we find as well as BL‰̃LJA „YVI, to take to heart
(Isa. 42:25), answers exactly to the idea of reflection, here with reference to the
immense contrast between a piece of wood and the Divine Being. The second
and third JLO in v. 19 introduce substantive clauses, just as verbal clauses are
introduced by †YJW̃i. RMOJL ĩs used in the same manner as in Isa. 9: 8:
“perception and insight showing themselves in their saying.” On buÝl, see
Job. 40:20; the meaning “block” cannot be established: the talmudic buÝl, a lump
or piece, which Ewald adduces, is the Greek bwÌloj.

Isa. 44:20. This exposure of the infatuation of idolatry closes with an
epiphonem in the form of a gnome (cf., Isa. 26: 7, 10). V. 20.

“He who striveth after ashes , a befooled heart has led him astray, and he does not
deliver his soul, and does not think, Is there not a lie in my right hand?”

We have here a complete and self-contained sentence, which must not be
broken up in the manner proposed by Knobel, “He hunts after ashes; his heart is
deceived,” etc. He who makes ashes, i.e., things easily scattered, perishable, and
worthless, the object of his effort and striving (compare ruÝaÔch in Hos. 12: 2),
has bee led astray from the path of truth and salvation by a heart overpowered
by delusion; he is so certain, that he does not think of saving his soul, and it
never occurs to him to say, “Is there not a lie in my right hand?” All that



belongs to idolatry is sheqer — a fabrication and a lie. H F̂RF means primarily to
pasture or tend, hence to be concerned about, to strive after. LTAwH is an
attributive, from taÑlal - haÑthal, ludere, ludificare (see at Isa. 30:10).

Isa. 44:21, 22. The second half of the prophecy commences with v. 21. It
opens with an admonition. V. 21.

“Remember this, Jacob and Israel; for thou art my servant: I have formed thee;
thou art servant to me, O Israel: thou art not forgotten by me.”

The thing to which the former were blind, — namely, that idolatry is a lie, —
Jacob was to have firmly impressed upon its mind. The words “and Israel,”
which are attached, are a contract for “and remember this, O Israel” (compare
the vocatives after VaÑv in Pro. 8: 5 and Joe. 2:23). In the reason assigned, the
tone rests upon my in the expression “my servant,” and for this reason “servant
to me” is used interchangeably with it. Israel is the servant of Jehovah, and as
such it was formed by Jehovah; and therefore reverence was due to Him, and
Him alone. The words which follow are rendered by the LXX, Targum, Jerome,
and Luther as though they read YNIŠ̃NiTI JLO, though Hitzig regards the same
rendering as admissible even with the reading YNIŠ̃nFTI, inasmuch as the niphal
HªFNI has the middle sense of eÏpilanqaÂnesqai, oblivisci. But it cannot be shown
that nizkar is ever used in the analogous sense of mimnhÂskesqai, recordari. The
niphal, which was no doubt originally reflective, is always used in Hebrew to
indicate simply the passive endurance of something which originated with the
subject of the action referred to, so that nisshaÑh could only signify “to forget
one’s self.” We must indeed admit the possibility of the meaning “to forget
one’s self” having passed into the meaning “to be forgetful,” and this into the
meaning “to forget.” The Aramaean YŠ̃NiTiJI also signifies to be forgotten and
(with an accent following) to forget, and the connection with an objective suffix
has a support in YNIwMXálFyIWi in Psa. 109: 3. But the latter is really equivalent to
YtIJI WMXLYW, so that it may be adduced with equal propriety in support of the
other rendering, according to which YNIŠ̃nFtI is equivalent to YLI H§NT (Ges.,
Umbr., Ewald, Stier). There are many examples of this brachyological use of
the suffix (Ges. § 121, 4), so that this rendering is certainly the safer of the two.
It also suits the context quite as well as the former, “Oh, forget me not;” the
assurance “thou wilt not be forgotten by me” (compare Isa. 49:15 and the
lamentation of Israel in Isa. 40:27) being immediately followed by an
announcement of the act of love, by which the declaration is most gloriously
confirmed. — V. 22.

“I have blotted out thy transgressions as a mist , and thy sins as clouds: return to
me; for I have redeemed thee.”



We have adopted the rendering “mist” merely because we have no synonym to
“cloud;” we have not translated it “thick cloud,” because the idea of darkness,
thickness, or opacity, which is the one immediately suggested by the word, had
become almost entirely lost (see Isa. 25: 5). Moreover, LQA B F̂ is evidently
intended here (see Isa. 19: 1), inasmuch as the point of comparison is not the
dark, heavy multitude of sins, but the facility and rapidity with which they are
expunged. Whether we connect with YTIYXIMF the idea of a stain, as in Psa. 51: 3,
11, or that of a debt entered in a ledge, as in Col. 2:14, and as we explained it in
Isa. 43:25 (cf., maÑchaÑh, Exo. 32:32, 33), in any case sin is regarded as
something standing between God and man, and impeding or disturbing the
intercourse between them. This Jehovah clears away, just as when His wind
sweeps away the clouds, and restores the blue sky again (Job. 26:13). Thus
does God’s free grace now interpose at the very time when Israel thinks He has
forgotten it, blotting out Israel’s sin, and proving this by redeeming it from a
state of punishment. What an evangelical sound the preaching of the Old
Testament evangelist has in this passage also! Forgiveness and redemption are
not offered on condition of conversion, but the mercy of God comes to Israel in
direct contrast to what its works deserve, and Israel is merely called upon to
reciprocate this by conversion and renewed obedience. The perfects denote that
which has essentially taken place. Jehovah has blotted out Israel’s sin, inasmuch
as He does not impute it any more, and thus has redeemed Israel. All that yet
remains is the outward manifestation of this redemption, which is already
accomplished in the counsel of God.

Isa. 44:23. There is already good ground, therefore, for exuberant rejoicing;
and the reply of the church to these words of divine consolation is as follows:
V. 23.

“Exult, O heavens; for Jehovah hath accomplished it: shout, ye depths of the earth;
break out, ye mountains, into exulting; thou forest, and all the wood therein: for
Jehovah hath redeemed Jacob, and He showeth Himself glorious upon Israel.”

All creation is to rejoice in the fact that Jehovah has completed what He
purposed, that He has redeemed His people, and henceforth will show Himself
glorious in them. The heavens on high are to exult; also the depths of the earth,
i.e., not Hades, which would be opposed to the prevailing view of the Old
Testament (Psa. 66, cf., 88:13), but the interior of the earth, with its caves, its
pits, and its deep abysses (see Psa. 139:15); and the mountains and woods
which rise up from the earth towards heaven — all are to unite in the exultation
of the redeemed: for the redemption that is being accomplished in man will
extend its effects in all directions, even to the utmost limits of the natural world.

This exulting finale is a safe boundary-stone of this fifth prophecy. It opened
with “Thus saith the Lord,” and the sixth opens with the same.



Sixth Prophecy — Ch. 44:24-45

CYRUS, THE ANOINTED OF JEHOVAH,
AND DELIVERER OF ISRAEL

Isa. 44:24-28. The promise takes a new turn here, acquiring greater and
greater speciality. It is introduced as the word of Jehovah, who first gave
existence to Israel, and has not let it go to ruin. Vv. 24-28.

“Thus saith Jehovah, thy Redeemer, and He that formed thee from the womb, I
Jehovah am He that accomplisheth all; who stretched out the heavens alone , spread
out the earth by Himself; who bringeth to nought the signs of the prophets of lies,
and exposeth the soothsayers as raging mad; who turneth back the wise men, and
maketh their science folly; who realizeth the word of His servant, and accomplisheth
the prediction of His messengers; who saith to Jerusalem, She shall be inhabited!
and to the cities of Judah, They shall be built, and their ruins I raise up again! who
saith to the whirlpool, Dry up; and I dry its streams! who saith to Koresh, My
shepherd and he will perform all my will; and will say to Jerusalem, She shall be
built, and the temple founded!”

The prophecy which commences with v. 24a is carried on through this group of
verses in a series of participial predicates to YKINOJF (I). Jehovah is ÿoÝseh koÝl,
accomplishing all (perficiens omnia), so that there is nothing that is not
traceable to His might and wisdom as the first cause. It was He who alone,
without the co-operation of any other being, stretched out the heavens, who
made the earth into a wide plain by Himself, i.e., so that it proceeded from
Himself alone: YtIJIM ,̃ as in Jos. 11:20 (compare YnIMI, Isa. 30: 1; and mimmenniÝ
in Hos. 8: 4), chethib YtIJI YMI, “who was with me,” or “who is it beside me?”
The Targum follows the keri; the Septuagint the chethib, attaching it to the
following words, tiÂj eÎÂteroj diaskedaÂsei. V. 25 passes on from Him whom
creation proves to be God, to Him who is proving Himself to be so in history
also, and that with obvious reference to the Chaldean soothsayers and wise men
(Isa. 47: 9, 10), who held out to proud Babylon the most splendid and hopeful
prognostics. “Who brings to nought (meÝpheÝr, opp. meÝqiÝm) the signs,” i.e., the
marvellous proofs of their divine mission which the false prophets adduced by
means of fraud and witchcraft. The LXX render baddiÝm, eÏggastrimuÂqwn, Targ.
biÝdiÝn (in other passages = ÿoÝb, Lev. 20:27; ÿoÝboÝth, Lev. 19:31; hence = puÂqwn,
puÂqwnej). At Isa. 16: 6 and Job. 11: 3 we have derived it as a common noun
from HDFbF = J‹FbF, to speak at random; but it is possible that HDFbF may
originally have signified to produce or bring forth, without any reference to
battologeiÌn, then to invent, to fabricate, so that baddiÝm as a personal name (as
in Jer. 50:36) would be synonymous with baddaÑÿiÝm, mendaces. On qoÝsêmiÝm,
see Isa. 3: 2 (p. 86); on yêhoÝleÝl, (Job. 12:17, where it occurs in connection with
a similar predicative description of God according to His works.



In v. 26 a contrast is draw between the heathen soothsayers and wise men, and
the servant and messengers of Jehovah, whose word, whose ÿeÝtsaÑh, i.e.,
determination or disclosure concerning the future (cf., yaÑÿats, Isa. 41:28), he
realizes and perfectly fulfils. By “his servant” we are to understand Israel itself,
according to Isa. 42:19, but only relatively, namely, as the bearer of the
prophetic word, and therefore as the kernel of Israel regarded from the
standpoint of the prophetic mission which it performed; and consequently “his
messengers” are the prophets of Jehovah who were called out of Israel. The
singular “his servant” is expanded in “his messenger” into the plurality
embraced in the one idea. This is far more probable than that the author of these
prophetic words, who only speaks of himself in a roundabout manner even in
Isa. 40: 6, should here refer directly to himself (according to Isa. 20: 3). In v.
26b the predicates become special prophecies, and hence their outward limits
are also defined. As we have BŠFwt and not YBIŠFwt, we must adopt the
rendering habitetur and oedificentur, with which the continuation of the latter
et vastata ejus erigam agrees. In v. 27 the prophecy moves back from the
restoration of Jerusalem and the cities of Judah to the conquest of Babylon. The
expression calls to mind the drying up of the Red Sea (Isa. 51:10; 43:16); but
here it relates to something future, according to Isa. 42:15; 50: 2, — namely, to
the drying up of the Euphrates, which Cyrus turned into the enlarged basin of
Sepharvaim, so that the water sank to the depth of a single foot, and men could
“go through on foot” (Herod. i. 191). But in the complex view of the prophet,
the possibility of the conqueror’s crossing involved the possibility or the exiles’
departing from the prison of the imperial city, which was surrounded by a
natural and artificial line of waters (Isa. 11:15). HLFwC (from LwC = LLÁCF, to
whiz or whirl) refers to the Euphrates, just as mêtsuÝlaÑh in Job. 41:23,
Zec. 10:11, does to the Nile; HFYTEROHáNA is used in the same sense as the Homeric
WÏkeaÂnoio rÎeÂeqra. In v. 28 the special character of the promise reaches its
highest shoot. The deliverer of Israel is mentioned by name: “That saith to
Koresh, My shepherd (i.e., a poimhÃn lawÌn appointed by me), and he who
performs all my will” (cheÝphets, qeÂlhma, not in the generalized sense of
praÌgma), and that inasmuch as he (Cyrus) saith to (or of) Jerusalem, It shall be
built (tibbaÑneh, not the second pers. tibbaÑniÝ), and the foundation of the temple
laid (heÝkhaÑl a masculine elsewhere, here a feminine). This is the passage which
is said by Josephus to have induced Cyrus to send back the Jews to their native
land: “Accordingly, when Cyrus read this, and admired the divine power, an
earnest desire and ambition seized upon him to fulfil what was so written” (Jos.
Ant. xi. 2). According to Ctesias and others, the name of Cyrus signifies the
sun.But all that can really be affirmed is, that it sounds like the name of the sun.
For in Neo-Pers. the sun is called chår, in Zendic hvareÔ (kareÔ), and from this
proper names are formed, such as chaærsÿÑd (Sunshine, also the Sun); but Cyrus



is called Kuru or Khuru upon the monuments, and this cannot possibly be
connected with our chur, which would be uwara in Old Persian (Rawlinson,
Lassen, Spiegel), and KoÝresh is simply the name of Kuru (KuÌr-oj) Hebraized
after the manner of a segholate. There is a marble-block, for example, in the
Murghab valley, not far from the mausoleum of Cyrus, which contained the
golden coffin with the body of the king (see Strabo, xv. 3, 7); and on this we
find an inscription that we also meet with elsewhere, viz., adam. kÿurÿus.khsaÑya
| thiya.hakhaÑmanisiya, i.e., I am Kuru the king of the Achaemenides. f204

This name is identical with the name of the river Kur (KuÌroj; see p. 256, note);
and what Strabo says is worthy of notice, — namely, that “there is also a river
called Cyrus, which flows through the so-called cave of Persis near Pasargadae,
and whence the king took his name, changing it from Agradates into Cyrus”
(Strab. xv. 3, 6). It is possible also that there may be some connection between
the name and the Indian princely title of Kuru.

Isa. 45: 1-3. The first strophe of the first half of this sixth prophecy
(Isa. 44:24ff.), the subject of which is Cyrus, the predicted restorer of
Jerusalem, of the cities of Judah, and of the temple, is now followed by a
second strophe (Isa. 45: 1-8), having for its subject Cyrus, the man through
whose irresistible career of conquest the heathen would be brought to recognise
the power of Jehovah, so that heavenly blessings would come down upon the
earth. The naming of the great shepherd of the nations, and the address of him,
are continued in Isa. 45: 1-3:

“Thus saith Jehovah to His anointed, to Koresh, whom I have taken by his right
hand to subdue nations before him; and the loins of kings I ungird, to open before
him doors and gates, that they may not continue shut. I shall go before thee, and
level what is heaped up: gates of brass shall I break in pieces, and bolts of iron shall
I smite to the ground. And I shall give thee treasures of darkness, and jewels of
hidden places, that thou mayest know that I Jehovah am He who called out thy
name, (even) the God of Israel.”

The words addressed to Cyrus by Jehovah commence in v. 2, but promises
applying to him force themselves into the introduction, being evoked by the
mention of his name. He is the only king of the Gentiles whom Jehovah ever
mêshiÝchiÝ (my anointed; LXX twÌÄ xristwÌÄ mou). The fundamental principle of the
politics of the empire of the world was all-absorbing selfishness. But the politics
of Cyrus were pervaded by purer motives, and this brought him eternal honour.
The very same thing which the spirit of Darius, the father of Xerxes, is
represented as saying of him in the Persae of Aeschylus (v. 735), QeoÃj gaÃr ouÏk
hÏÂxqhsen, wÎj euÏÂfrwn eÏÂfu (for he was not hateful to God, because he was well-
disposed), is here said by the Spirit of revelation, which by no means regards
the virtues of the heathen as splendida vitia. Jehovah has taken him by his right



hand, to accomplish great things through him while supporting him thus. (On
the inf. rad for roÝd, from raÑdad, to tread down, see Ges. § 67, Anm. 3.) The
dual dêlaÑthaim has also a plural force: “double doors” (fores) in great number,
viz., those of palaces. After the two infinitives, the verb passes into the finite
tense: “loins of kings I ungird” (discingo; pitteÝaÔch, which refers primarily to the
loosening of a fastened garment, is equivalent to depriving of strength). The
gates — namely, those of the cities which he storms — will not be shut, sc. in
perpetuity, that is to say, they will have to open to him. Jerome refers here to
the account given of the elder Cyrus in Xenophon’s Cyropaedia. A general
picture may no doubt be obtained from this of his success in war; but particular
statements need support from other quarters, since it is only a historical
romance. Instead of RŠ̃ŒJ (RŠIŒJ)? in v. 2, the keri has RªỸAJá; just as in
Psa. 5: 9 it has RŠAYiHA instead of RŠAŒH. A hiphil RYŠIŒH cannot really be shown
to have existed, and the abbreviated future form RŠ̃ŒJ would be altogether
without ground or object here. „YRIwDHá (tumida; like „YMIY ÎNi, amaena, and
others) is meant to refer to the difficulties piled up in the conqueror’s way. The
“gates of brass’ (nêdhuÝshaÑh, brazen, poetical for nêchoÝsheth, brass, as in the
derivative passage, Psa. 107:16) and “bolts of iron” remind one more
especially of Babylon with its hundred “brazen gates,” the very posts and lintels
of which were also of brass (Herod. i. 179); and the treasures laid up in deep
darkness and jewels preserved in hiding-places, of the riches of Babylon
(Jer. 50:37; 51:13), and especially of those of the Lydian Sardes, “the richest
city of Asia after Babylon” (Cyrop. vii. 2, 11), which Cyrus conquered first. On
the treasures which Cyrus acquired through his conquests, and to which allusion
is made in the Persae of Aeschylus, v. 327 (“O Persian, land and harbour of
many riches thou”), see Plin. h. n. xxxiii. 2. Brerewood estimates the quantity of
gold and silver mentioned there as captured by him at no less than
£126,224,000 sterling. And all this success is given to him by Jehovah, that he
may know that it is Jehovah the God of Israel who has called out with his name,
i.e., called out his name, or called him to be what he is, and as what he shows
himself to be.

Isa. 45: 4-7. A second and third object are introduced by a second and third
†JAMÁLi. Vv. 4-7.

“For the sake of my servant Jacob, and Israel my chosen, I called thee hither by
name, surnamed thee when thou knewest me not. I Jehovah, and there is none else,
beside me no God: I equipped thee when thou knewest me not; that they may know
from the rising of the sun, and its going down , that there is none without me: I
Jehovah, and there is none else, former of the light, and creator of the darkness;
founder of peace, and creator of evil: I Jehovah am He who worketh all this.”



The JRFQiJEWF which follows the second reason assigned like an apodosis, is
construed doubly: “I called to thee, calling thee by name.” The parallel ¦niKAJá
refers to such titles of honour as “my shepherd” and “my anointed,” which had
been given to him by Jehovah. This calling, distinguishing, and girding, i.e., this
equipment of Cyrus, took place at a time when Cyrus knew nothing as yet of
Jehovah, and by this very fact Jehovah made known His sole Deity. The
meaning is, not that it occurred while he was still worshipping false gods, but,
as the refrain -like repetition of the words “though thou hast not know me”
affirms with strong emphasis, before he had been brought into existence, or
could know anything of Jehovah. The passage is to be explained in the same
way as Jer. 1: 5, “Before I formed thee in the womb, I knew thee” (see Psychol.
pp. 36, 37, 39); and what the God of prophecy here claims for Himself, must
not be questioned by false criticism, or weakened down by false apologetics
(i.e., by giving up the proper name Cyrus as a gloss in Isa. 44:28 and 45: 1; or
generalizing it into a king’s name, such as Pharaoh, Abimelech, or Agag). The
third and last object of this predicted and realized success of the oppressor of
nations and deliverer of Israel is the acknowledgement of Jehovah, spreading
over the heathen world from the rising and setting of the sun, i.e., in every
direction. The ah of HBFRF á̂mAMIw is not a feminine termination (LXX, Targ.,
Jer.), but a feminine suffix with He raphato pro mappic (Kimchi); compare
Isa. 23:17, 18; 34:17 (but not HcFNI in Isa. 18: 5, or HDFSFwM in Isa. 30:32).
Shemesh (the sun) is a feminine here, as in Gen. 15:17, Nah. 3:17, Mal. 3:20,
and always in Arabic; for the west is invariably called BRF̂ áMÁ (Arab. magrib). In
v. 7 we are led by the context to understand by darkness and evil the penal
judgments, through which light and peace, or salvation, break forth for the
people of God and the nations generally. But as the prophecy concerning Cyrus
closes with this self-assertion of Jehovah, it is unquestionably a natural
supposition that there is also a contrast implied to the dualistic system of
Zarathustra, which divided the one nature of the Deity into two opposing
powers (see Windischmann, Zoroastrische Studien, p. 135). The declaration is
so bold, that Marcion appealed to this passage as a proof that the God of the
Old Testament was a different being from the God of the New, and not the God
of goodness only. The Valentinians and other gnostics also regarded the words
“There is no God beside me” in Isaiah, as deceptive words of the Demiurugs.
The early church met them with Tertullian’s reply, “de his creator profitetur
malis quae congruunt judici,” and also made use of this self-attestation of the
God of revelation as a weapon with which to attack Manicheesism. The
meaning of the words is not exhausted by those who content themselves with
the assertion, that by the evil (or darkness) we are not to understand the evil of
guilt (malum culpae), but the evil of punishment (malum paenae).
Undoubtedly, evil as an act is not the direct working of God, but the



spontaneous work of a creature endowed with freedom. At the same time, evil,
as well as good, has in this sense its origin in God, — that He combines within
Himself the first principles of love and wrath, the possibility of evil, the self-
punishment of evil, and therefore the consciousness of guilt as well as the evil of
punishment in the broadest sense. When the apostle celebrates the glory of free
grace in Rom. 9:11ff., he stands on that giddy height, to which few are able to
follow him without falling headlong into the false conclusions of a decretum
absolutum, and the denial of all creaturely freedom.

Isa. 45: 8. In the prospect of this ultimate and saving purpose of the mission of
Cyrus, viz., the redemption of Israel and the conversion of the heathen, heaven
and earth are now summoned to bring forth and pour down spiritual blessings in
heavenly gifts, according to the will and in the power of Jehovah, who has in
view a new spiritual creation. V. 8.

“Cause to trickle down, ye heavens above, and let the blue sky rain down
righteousness; let the earth open, and let salvation blossom, and righteousness; let
them sprout together: I Jehovah have created it.”

What the heavens are to cause to trickle down, follows as the object to wLziYI.
And what is to flower when the earth opens (paÑthach as in Psa. 106:17;
compare aprilis and the Neo-Greek anoixis, spring), is salvation and
righteousness. But tzedek (righteousness) is immediately afterwards the object
of a new verb; so that HQFDFCiw Š̂AY,̃ which are thought of as combined, as the
word DXÁYA (together) shows, are uncoupled in the actual expression. Knobel
expresses a different opinion, and assumes that Š̂AY ĩs regarded as a collective
noun, and therefore construed with a plural, like HRFMiJI in Psa. 119:103, and
HdFMiXE in Hag. 2: 7. But the use of yachad (together) favours the other
interpretation. The suffix of WYTIJRFbI points to this fulness of righteousness and
salvation. It is a creation of Jehovah Himself. Heaven and earth, when co-
operating to effect this, are endowed with their capacity through Him from
whom cometh every good and perfect gift, and obey now, as at the first, His
creative fiat. This “rorate caeli desuper et nubes pluant justum,” as the
Vulgate renders it, is justly regarded as an old advent cry.

Isa. 45: 9, 10. The promise is now continued in the third strophe (Isa. 45: 9-
13), and increases more and more in the distinctness of its terms; but just as in
Isa. 29:15-21, it opens with a reproof of that pusillanimity (Isa. 40:27; cf.,
Isa. 51:13; 49:24; 58: 3), which goes so far to complain of the ways of Jehovah.
Vv. 9, 10.

“Woe to him that quarreleth with his Maker — a pot among the pots of
earthenware? Can the clay indeed say to him that shapeth it, What makest thou? and



thy work, He hath no hands? Woe to him that saith to his father, What begettest
thou? and to the woman, What bringest thou forth?”

The comparison drawn between a man as the work of God and the clay-work of
a potter suggested itself all the more naturally, inasmuch as the same word
yoÝtseÝr was applied to God as Creator, and also to a potter (figulus). The word
cheres signifies either a sherd, or fragment of earthenware (Isa. 30:14), or an
earthenware vessel (Jer. 19: 1; Pro. 26:23). In the passage before us, where the
point of comparison is not the fragmentary condition, but the earthen character
of the material (ÿadaÑmaÑh), the latter is intended: the man, who complains of
God, is nothing but a vessel of clay, and, more than that, a perishable vessel
among many others of the very same kind. f205

The questions which follow are meant to show the folly of this complaining.
Can it possibly occur to the clay to raise a complaint against him who has it in
hand, that he has formed it in such and such a manner, or for such and such a
purpose (compare Rom. 9:20, “Why hast thou made me thus”)? To the words
“or thy work” we must supply num dicet (shall it say); poÝÿal is a manufacture,
as in Isa. 1:31. The question is addressed to the maker, as those in Isa. 7:25 are
to the husbandman: Can the thing made by thee, O man, possibly say in a
contemptuous tone, “He has no hands?” — a supposition the ridiculous
absurdity of which condemns it at once; and yet it is a very suitable analogy to
the conduct of the man who complains of God. In v. 10 a woe is denounced
upon those who resemble a man who should say to his own father, What
children dost thou beget? or to a wife, What dost thou bring forth? (têchiÝliÝn an
emphatic, and for the most part pausal, fut. parag., as in Ruth 2: 8; 3:18). This
would be the rudest and most revolting attack upon an inviolably tender and
private relation; and yet Israel does this when it makes the hidden providential
government of its God the object of expostulation.

Isa. 45:11. After this double woe, which is expressed in general terms, but the
application of which is easily made, the words of Jehovah are directly addressed
to the presumptuous criticizers. V. 11.

“Thus saith Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, and its Maker, Ask me what is to
come; let my sons and the work of my hands be committed to me!”

The names by which He calls Himself express HIs absolute blamelessness, and
His absolute right of supremacy over Israel. YNIwLJFŠi is an imperative, like
YNIw M̂FŠi in Gen. 23: 8; the third person would be written YNIwLJŠ̃i. The meaning
is: If ye would have any information or satisfaction concerning the future
(“things to come,” Isa. 41:23; 44: 7), about which ye can neither know nor
determine anything of yourselves, inquire of me. HwFCI with an accusative of the
person, and LJA of the thing, signifies to commit anything to the care of another



(1Ch. 22:12). The fault-finders in Israel were to leave the people of whom
Jehovah was the Maker (a retrospective allusion to vv. 10 and 9), in the hands
of Him who has created everything, and on whom everything depends. V. 12.

“I, I have made the earth, and created men upon it; I, my hands have stretched out
the heavens, and all their host have I called forth.”

YDAYF YNIJá, according to Ges. § 121, 3, is equivalent to my hands, and mine alone,
— a similar arrangement of words to those in Gen. 24:27, 2Ch. 28:10,
Ecc. 2:15. Hitzig is wrong in his rendering, “all their host do I command.” That
of Ewald is the correct one, “did I appoint;” for tsivvaÑsh, followed by an
accusative of the person, means to give a definite order or command to any one,
the command in this case being the order to come into actual existence (= esse
jussi, cf., Psa. 33: 9).

Isa. 45:13. He who created all things, and called all things into existence, had
also raised up this Cyrus, whose victorious career had increased the anxieties
and fears of the exiles, instead of leading them to lift up their heads, because
their redemption was drawing nigh. V. 13.

“I, I have raised him up in righteousness, and all his ways shall I make smooth: He
will build my city, and release my banished ones, not for price nor for reward, saith
Jehovah of hosts.”

All the anxieties of the exiles are calmed by the words “in righteousness,” which
trace back the revolutions that Cyrus was causing to the righteousness of
Jehovah, i.e., to His interposition, which was determined by love alone, and
tended directly to the salvation of His people, and in reality to that of all
nations. And they are fully quieted by the promise, which is now expressed in
the clearest and most unequivocal words, that Cyrus would build up Jerusalem
again, and set the captivity free (gaÑluÝth, as in Isa. 20: 4), and that without
redemption with money (Isa. 52: 3), — a clear proof that Jehovah had not only
raised up Cyrus himself, but had put his spirit within him, i.e., had stirred up
within him the resolution to do this (see the conclusion to the books of
Chronicles, and the introduction to that of Ezra). This closes the first half of our
sixth prophecy.

Isa. 45:14. The second half is uttered in the prospect, that the judgment which
Cyrus brings upon the nations will prepare the way for the overthrow of
heathenism, and the universal acknowledgment of the God of Israel. The
heathen submit, as the first strophe or group of verses (Isa. 45:14-17) affirms,
to the congregation and its God; the idolatrous are converted, whilst Israel is
for ever redeemed. With the prospect of the release of the exiles, there is
associated in the prophet’s perspective the prospect of an expansion of the
restored church, through the entrance of “the fulness of the Gentiles.” V. 14.



“Thus saith Jehovah, The productions of Egypt, and gain of Ethiopia, and the
Sabaeans, men of tall stature, will come over to thee, and belong to thee: they will
come after thee; in chains they will come over, and cast themselves down to thee;
they pray to thee, Surely God is in thee, and there is none else; no Deity at all.”

Assuming that wRBO á̂YA has the same meaning in both cases, the prophet’s
meaning appears to be, that the Egyptians, Ethiopians, and Meroites (see
Isa. 43: 3), who had been enslaved by the imperial power of Persia, would enter
the miraculously emancipated congregation of Israel (Ewald). But if they were
thought of as in a state of subjugation to the imperial power of Asia, who could
the promise be at the same time held out that their riches would pass over into
the possession of the church? And yet, on the other hand, the chains in which
they come over cannot be regarded, at least in this connection, where such
emphasis is laid upon the voluntary character of the surrender, as placed upon
them by Israel itself (as in Isa. 60:11 and Psa. 149: 8). We must therefore
suppose that they put chains upon themselves voluntarily, and of their own
accord, and thus offer themselves spontaneously to the church, to be henceforth
its subjects and slaves. Egypt, Ethiopia, and Saba are the nations that we meet
with in other passages, where the haereditas gentium is promised to the church,
and generally in connection with Tyre (vid., Psa. 68:32; 72:10; compare
Isa. 18: 7; 19:16ff., 23:18). Whilst the labour of Egypt (i.e., the productions of
its labour) and the trade of Ethiopia (i.e., the riches acquired by trade) are
mentioned; in the case of Saba the prophecy looks at the tall and handsome
tribe itself, a tribe which Agatharchides describes as having swÂmata
aÏciologwÂtera. These would place themselves at the service of the church with
their invincible strength. The voluntary character of the surrender is pointed
out, not only in the expression “they will come over,” but also in the confession
with which this is accompanied. In other cases the words hithpalleÝl ÿel are only
used of prayer to God and idols; but here it is to the church that prayer is
offered. In the prophet’s view, Jehovah and His church are inseparably one
(compare 1Co. 12:12, where “Christ” stands for the church as one body,
consisting of both head and members; also the use of the word “worship” in
Rev. 3: 9, which has all the ring of a passage taken from Isaiah). ¥JÁ is used
here in its primary affirmative sense, as in Psa. 58:12. There can be no doubt
that Paul had this passage of Isaiah in his mind when writing 1Co. 13:24, 25,
aÏpaggeÂllwn oÎÂti oÎ QeoÃj oÏÂntwj eÏn uÎmiÌn eÏstiÂ, or, according to a better
arrangement of the words, oÎÂti oÏÂntwj (= ¥JÁ) oÎ QeoÃj eÏn uÎmiÌn eÏstiÂn. ‘Ephes does
not signify praeter (as a synonym of YD˜̂áLibI, YTILFwZ) either here or anywhere
else, but is a substantive used with a verbal force, which stands in the same
relation to †YJ ãs “there is not at all (absolutely not)” to “there is not;” compare
Isa. 5: 8; 45: 6; 46: 9, also Deu. 32:36 (derivative passage, 2Ki. 14:26), and
Amo. 6:10, 2Sa. 9: 3; vid., Isa. 47: 8.



Isa. 45:15. What follows in v. 15 is not a continuation of the words of the
Gentiles, but a response of the church to their confession. The nations that have
been idolatrous till now, bend in humble spontaneous worship before the church
and its God; and at the sight of this, the church, from whose soul the prophet is
speaking, bursts out into an exclamation of reverential amazement. V. 15.

“Verily Thou art a mysterious God, Thou God of Israel , Thou Savour.”

Literally, a God who hides Himself (mistatteÝr: the resemblance to musthr-
iwÂdhj is quite an accidental one; the eÝ is retained in the participle even in
pause). The meaning is, a God who guides with marvellous strangeness the
history of the nations of the earth, and by secret ways, which human eyes can
never discern, conducts all to a glorious issue. The exclamation in Rom. 11:33,
“O the depth of the riches,” etc., is a similar one.

Isa. 45:16, 17. The way in which this God who hides Himself is ultimately
revealed as the God of salvation, is then pointed out in vv. 16, 17:

“They are put to shame, and also confounded, all of them; they go away into
confusion together, the forgers of idols. Israel is redeemed by Jehovah with
everlasting redemption: ye are not put to shame nor confounded to everlasting
eternities.”

The perfects are expressive of the ideal past. Jehovah shows Himself as a
Savour by the fact, that whereas the makers of idols perish, Israel is redeemed
an everlasting redemption (acc. obj. as in Isa. 14: 6; 22:17; Ges. § 138, 1, Anm.
1), i.e., so that its redemption is one that lasts for aeons (aiÏwniÂa luÂtrwsij,
Heb. 9:12): — observe that têshuÝÿaÑh does not literally signify redemption or
rescue, but transfer into a state of wide expanse, i.e., of freedom and happiness.
The plural ÿoÝlaÑmiÝm (eternities = aiÏwÌnej, aeua) belongs, according to Knobel, to
the later period of the language; but it is met with as early as in old Asaphite
psalms (Psa. 77: 6). When the further promise is added, Ye shall not be put to
shame, etc., this clearly shows, what is also certain on other grounds, —
namely, that the redemption is not thought of merely as an outward and bodily
one, but also as inward and spiritual, and indeed (in accordance with the
prophetic blending of the end of the captivity with the end of all things) as a
final one. Israel will never bring upon itself again such a penal judgment as that
of the captivity by falling away from God; that is to say, its state of sin will end
with its state of punishment, even DJA YML̃iŒ̂‰DJA, i.e., since DJA has no plural,
eiÏj aiÏwÌnaj twÌn aiÏwÂnwn.

Isa. 45:18, 19. The second and last strophe of this prophecy commences with
v. 18. By the fulfilment of the promise thus openly proclaimed, those of the
heathen who have been saved from the judgment will recognise Jehovah as the



only God; and the irresistible will of Jehovah, that all mankind should worship
Him, be carried out. The promise cannot remain unfulfilled. Vv. 18, 19.

“For thus saith Jehovah, the creator of the heavens (He is the Deity), the former of
the earth, and its finisher; He has established it (He has not created it a desert, He
has formed it to be inhabited): I am Jehovah, and there is none else. I have not
spoken in secret, in a place of the land of darkness; I did not say to the seed of
Jacob, Into the desert seek ye me! I Jehovah am speaking righteousness,
proclaiming upright things.”

The athnach properly divides v. 18 in half. V. 18a describes the speaker, and
what He says commences in v. 18b. The first parenthesis affirms that Jehovah is
God in the fullest and most exclusive sense; the second that He has created the
earth for man’s sake, not “as a desert” (toÝhuÝ: the LXX, Targum, and Jerome
render this with less accuracy, non in vanum), i.e., not to be and continue to be
a desert, but to be inhabited. Even in Gen. 1: 2, chaos is not described as of
God’s creation, because (whatever may be men’s opinions concerning it in
other respects) the creative activity of God merely made use of this as a
starting-point, and because, although it did not come into existence without
God, it was at any rate not desired by God for its own sake. The words of
Jehovah commence, then, with the assertion that Jehovah is the absolute One;
and from this two thoughts branch off:

(1.) The first is, that the prophecy which emanates from Him is an affair of light,
no black art, but essentially different from heathen soothsaying. By “a dark
place of the earth” we are to understand, according to Psa. 139:15, the interior
of the earth, and according to Job. 10:21, Hades; the intention being to point
out the contrast between the prophecies of Jehovah and the heathen cave-
oracles and spirit-voices of the necromancists, which seemed to rise up from the
interior of the earth (see Isa. 65: 4; 8:19; 29: 4).

(2.) The second thought is, that the very same love of Jehovah, which has
already been displayed in the creation, attests itself in His relation to Israel,
which He has not directed to Himself “into the desert” (toÝhuÝ), just as He did not
create the earth a toÝhuÝ. Meier and Knobel suppose that baqshuÝniÝ, which is
written here, according to a well-supported reading, with Koph raphatum
(whereas in other cases the dagesh is generally retained, particularly in the
imperative of biqqeÝsh), refers to seeking for disclosures as to the future; but the
word YNIwŠRiDI would be used for this, as in Isa. 8:19. He has not said, “Seek ye
me (as in Zep. 2: 3) into the desert,” i.e., without the prospect of meeting with
any return for your pains. On the contrary, He has attached promises to the
seeking of Himself, which cannot remain unfulfilled, for He is “one speaking
righteousness, declaring things that are right;” i.e., when He promises, He
follows out the rule of His purpose and of His plan of salvation, and the impulse



of sincere desire for their good, and love which is ever true to itself. The
present word of prophecy points to the fulfilment of these promises.

Isa. 45:20, 21. The salvation of Israel, foretold and realized by Jehovah,
becomes at the same time the salvation of the heathen world. Vv. 20, 21.

“Assemble yourselves and come; draw near together, ye escaped of the heathen!
Irrational are they who burden themselves with the wood of their idol, and pray to a
god that bringeth no salvation. Make known, and cause to draw near; yea, let them
take counsel together: Who has made such things known from the olden time,
proclaimed it long ago? have not I, Jehovah? and there is no Deity beside me; a
God just, and bringing salvation: there is not without me!”

The fulness of the Gentiles, which enters into the kingdom of God, is a remnant
of the whole mass of the heathen: for salvation comes through judgment; and it
is in the midst of great calamities that the work of that heathen mission is
accomplished, which is represented in these prophecies on the one hand as the
mission of Cyrus, and on the other hand as the mission of Jehovah and His
servant. Hence this summons to listen to the self-assertion of the God of
revelation, is addressed to the escaped of the heathen, who are not therefore the
converted, but those who are susceptible of salvation, and therefore spared. By
“the heathen” (haggoÝyiÝm) Knobel understands the allies and auxiliaries of the
Babylonians, whom Cyrus put to flight (according to the Cyropaedia) before
his Lydian campaign. But this is only an example of that exaggerated desire to
turn everything into history, which not only prevented his seeing the poetry of
the form, but obscured the fact that prophecy is both human and divine. For the
future was foreshortened to the telescopic glance of the prophet, so that he
could not see it in all its length and breadth. He saw in one mass what history
afterwards unrolled; and then behind the present he could just see as it were the
summit of the end, although a long eventful way still lay between the two.
Accordingly, our prophet here takes his stand not at the close of any particular
victory of Cyrus, but at the close of all his victories; and, in his view, these
terminate the whole series of catastrophes, which are outlived by a remnant of
the heathen, who are converted to Jehovah, and thus complete the final glory of
the restored people of God. Throughout the whole of these prophecies we see
immediately behind the historical foreground this eschatological background
lifting up its head. The heathen who have been preserved will assemble
together; and from the fact that Jehovah proves Himself the sole foreteller of
the events that are now unfolding themselves, they will be brought to the
conviction that He is the only God. The hithpael hithnaggeÝsh does not occur
anywhere else. On the absolute D̂Y JL, see at Isa. 44: 9 (cf., 1: 3). To the verb
haggiÝshuÝ we must supply, as in Isa. 41:22, according to the same expression in
v. 21, „KEYTM̃OcUJA (your proofs). “This” refers to the fall of Babylon and
redemption of Israel — salvation breaking through judgment. On meÝÿaÑz, from



the olden time, compare Isa. 44: 8. God is “a just God and a Saviour,” as a
being who acts most stringently according to the demands of His holiness, and
wherever His wrath is not wickedly provoked, sets in motion His loving will,
which is ever concerned to secure the salvation of men.

Isa. 45:22. It is in accordance with this holy loving will that the cry is
published in v. 22:

“Turn unto me, and be ye saved, all ye ends of the earth; for I am God, and none
else.”

The first imperative is hortatory, the second promising (cf., Isa. 36:16 and 8: 9):
Jehovah desires both, viz., the conversion of all men to Himself; and through
this their salvation, ad this His gracious will, which extends to all mankind, will
not rest till its object has been fully accomplished. V. 23.

“By myself have I sworn, a word has gone out of a mouth of righteousness, and will
not return, That to me every knee shall bend, every tongue swear.”

Swearing by Himself (see Gen. 22:16), God pledges what He swears with His
own life (compare Rom. 14:11, “as I live”). Parallel to YtI îbÁŠiNI YbI is the clause
BwŠYF JLOWi RBFdF HQFDFCi YpIMI JCFYF. Here Rosenmüller connects RBD HQDC
together as if with a hyphen, in the sense of a truth-word (Jerome, justitiae
verbum) . But this is grammatically impossible, since it would require HQDC
RBÁdi; moreover, it is opposed both to the accents, and to the dagesh in the
Daleth. Hitzig’s rendering is a better one: “Truth (LXX dikaiosuÂnh), a word
that does not return,” — the latter being taken as an explanatory permutative;
but in that case we should require JL for JLW, and tsêdaÑqaÑh is not used in the
sense of truth anywhere else (compare tsaddiÝq, however, in Isa. 41:26). On the
other hand, HQDC might be equivalent to HQDCB “in righteousness;” cf.,
Isa. 42:25, HMFX =̃ HMXbI), if it were not incomparably more natural to connect
together HQDC YPM as a genitive construction; though not in the sense in
which HRWBGH YPM is used in post-biblical writings, — namely, as equivalent
to “out of the mouth of God” (see Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. Col. 385), — but
rather in this way, that the mouth of God is described attributively as regulated
in its words by His holy will (as “speaking righteousness, v. 19b). A word has
gone forth from this mouth of righteousness; and after it has once gone forth, it
does not return without accomplishing its object (Isa. 55:11). What follows is
not so much a promising prediction (that every knee will bend to me), as a
definitive declaration of will (that it shall or must bend to me). According to
Isa. 19:18; 44: 5, “to me” is to be regarded as carried forward, and so to be
supplied after “shall swear” (the Septuagint rendering, oÏmeiÌtai...toÃn QeoÂn, is
false; that of Paul in Rom. 14:11, eÏcomologhÂsetai twÌÄ QewÌÄ, is correct; and in



this case, as in others also, the Cod. Al. of the Sept. has been corrected from the
New Testament quotations).

Isa. 45:24. This bending of the knee, this confession as an oath of homage, will
be no forced one. V. 24.

“Only in Jehovah , do men say of me, is fulness of righteousness and strength; they
come to Him, and all that were incensed against Him are put to shame.”

The parenthetical insertion of RMÁJF YLI (Li, with reference to, as in Isa. 41: 7;
44:26, 28) is the same as in Psa. 119:57. ¥JÁ has a restrictive sense here, which
springs out of the affirmative (cf., Psa. 39: 7; 73: 1), just as, in the case of raq,
the affirmative grows out of the primary restrictive sense. The “righteousness”
is abounding (superabundant) righteousness (Rom. 5:15ff.). Z Ô is the strength
of sanctification, and of the conquest of the world. The subject to JŒBYF (which
is not to be changed, according to the Masora, into the more natural wJBOYF, as it
is by the LXX, Syr., and Vulg.) is, whoever has seen what man has in Jehovah,
and made confession of this; such a man does not rest till he has altogether
come over to Jehovah, whereas all His enemies are put to shame. They separate
themselves irretrievably from the men who serve Him, the restoration of whom
is His direct will, and the goal of the history of salvation. V. 25. “In Jehovah all
the seed of Israel shall become righteous, and shall glory.” Ruetschi has very
properly observed on this verse, that the reference is to the Israel of God out of
all the human race, i.e., the church of the believers in Israel expanded by the
addition of the heathen; which church is now righteous, i.e., reconciled and
renewed by Jehovah, and glories in Him, because by grace it is what it is.

This brings the sixth prophecy to a close. Its five strophes commence with
“Thus saith the Lord;” at the same time, the fifth strophe has two “woes” (hoi)
before this, as the ground upon which it rests.

Seventh Prophecy — Ch. 46

FALL OF THE GODS OF BABEL

Isa. 46: 1, 2. There follows now a trilogy of prophecies referring to Babylon.
After the prophet has shown what Israel has to expect of Cyrus, he turns to
what awaits Babylon at the hands of Cyrus. Vv. 1, 2.

“Bel sinketh down, Nebo stoopeth; its images come to the beast of burden and
draught cattle: your litters are laden, a burden for the panting. They stopped, sank
down all at once, and could not get rid of the burden; and their own self went into
captivity.”



The reference to Babylon comes out at once in the names of the gods. BeÝl was
the Jupiter of the Babylonians and, as Bel-Merodach, the tutelar deity of
Babylon; Nebo was Mercury, the tutelar deity of the later Chaldean royal
family, as the many kings’ names in which it appears clearly show (e.g.,
Mabonassar, Nabo-polassar, etc.). The pryamidal heap of ruins on the right
bank of the Euphrates, which is now called Birs Nimrud, is the ruin of the
temple of Bel, of which Herodotus gives a description in i. 181-183, and
probably also of the tower mentioned in Gen. 11, which was dedicated to Bel, if
not to El = Saturn. Herodotus describes two golden statues of Bel which were
found there (cf., Diodorus, ii. 9, 5), but the way in which Nebo was represented
is still unknown. The judgment of Jehovah falls upon these gods through Cyrus.
Bel suddenly falls headlong, and Nebo stoops till he also falls. Their images
come to (fall to the lot of) the chayyaÑh, i.e., the camels, dromedaries, and
elephants; and bêheÝmaÑh, i.e., horses, oxen, and asses. Your TJOVUNi, gestamina,
the prophet exclaims to the Babylonians, i.e., the images hitherto carried by you
in solemn procession (Isa. 45:20; Amo. 5:26; Jer. 10: 5), are now packed up, a
burden for that which is wearied out, i.e., for cattle that has become weary with
carrying them. In v. 1, as the two participial clauses show, the prophet still
takes his stand in the midst of the catastrophe; but in v. 2 it undoubtedly lies
behind him as a completed act. In v. 2a he continues, as in v. 1, to enter into the
delusion of the heathen, and distinguish between the numina and simulacra.
The gods of Babylon have all stooped at once, have sunken down, and have
been unable to save their images which were packed upon the cattle, out of the
hands of the conquerors. In v. 2b he destroys this delusion: they are going into
captivity (Hos. 10: 5; Jer. 48: 7; 49: 3), even “their ownself” (naphshaÑm), since
the self or personality of the beingless beings consists of nothing more than the
wood and metal of which their images are composed.

Isa. 46: 3-5. From this approaching reduction of the gods of Babylon to their
original nothingness, several admonitions are now derived. The first admonition
is addressed to all Israel. Vv. 3-5.

“Hearken unto me , O house of Jacob, and all the remnant of the house of Israel: ye,
lifted up from the womb; ye, carried from the mother’s lap! And till old age it is I,
and to grey hair I shall bear you on my shoulder: I have done it, and I shall carry;
and I put upon my shoulder, and deliver. To whom can ye compare me, and liken,
and place side by side, that we should be equal?”

The house of Jacob is Judah here, as in Oba. 1:18 (see Caspari on the passage),
Nah. 2: 3, and the house of Israel the same as the house of Joseph in Obadiah;
whereas in Amo. 3:13; 6: 8; 7: 2, Jacob stands for Israel, in distinction from
Judah. The Assyrian exile was earlier than the Babylonian, and had already
naturalized the greater part of the exiles in a heathen land, and robbed them of
their natural character, so that there was only a remnant left by whom there was



any hope that the prophet’s message would be received. What the exiles of both
houses were to hear was the question in v. 5, which called upon them to
consider the incomparable nature of their God, as deduced from what Jehovah
could say of Himself in relation to all Israel, and what He does say from
„YSIMÛ áHF onwards. Babylon carried its idols, but all in vain: they were carried
forth, without being able to save themselves; but Jehovah carried His people,
and saved them. The expressions, “from the womb, and from the mother’s lap,”
point back to the time when the nation which had been in process of formation
from the time of Abraham onwards came out of Egypt, and was born, as it
were, into the light of the world. From this time forward it had lain upon
Jehovah like a willingly adopted burden, and He had carried it as a nurse carries
a suckling (Num. 11:12), and an eagle its young (Deu. 32:11). In v. 4 the
attributes of the people are carried on in direct (not relative) self-assertions on
the part of Jehovah. The senectus and canities are obviously those of the
people, — not, however, as though it was already in a state of dotage (as Hitzig
maintains, appealing erroneously to Isa. 47: 6), but as denoting the future and
latest periods of its history. Even till then Jehovah is He, i.e., the Absolute, and
always the same (see Isa. 41: 4). As He has acted in the past, so will He act at
all times — supporting and saving His people. Hence He could properly ask,
Whom could you place by the side of me, so that we should be equal? (Vav
consec. as in Isa. 40:25).

Isa. 46: 6, 7. The negative answer to this question is the direct result of what
precedes, but a still further proof is given in vv. 6, 7.

“They who pour gold out of the bag, and weigh silver with the balance, hire a
goldsmith to make it into a god, that they may fall down, yea, throw themselves
down. They lift it up, carry it away upon their shoulder, and set it down in its place:
there it stands; from its place it does not move: men also cry to it, but it does not
answer; it saves no one out of distress.”

There is no necessity for assuming that „YLIzFHA is used in the place of the finite
verb, as Hitzig imagines, or as equivalent to „YLIZF „H ,̃ as Rosenmüller and
Gesenius suppose; but up to wRkiViYI the whole is subject, and therefore wLQOŠiYI
is the point at which the change into the finite verb occurs (Ges. § 131, 2). The
point in hazzaÑliÝm is not the extravagant expenditure, as Ewald thinks, but the
mean origin of the god, which commences with the pouring out of gold from a
purse (zuÝl = zaÑlal, to shake, to pour out). QaÑneh is the lever of the scales
(kanwÂn). The metal weighed out is given to a goldsmith, who plates the idol
with the gold, and makes the ornaments for it of silver. When it is finished, they
lift it up, or shoulder it (wHJUvFYI with a distinctive Great Telisha), carry it home,
and set it down in the place which it is to have under it (WYTfXitÁ). There it stands
firm, immoveable, and also deaf and dumb, hearing no one, answering no one,



and helping no one. The subject to QJACiYI is any Qˆ̃CO. The first admonition
closes here. The gods who are carried fall without being able to save
themselves, whereas Israel’s God carries and saves His people; He, the
Incomparable, more especially in contrast with the lifeless puppets of idols.

Isa. 46: 8-11. The second admonition is addressed to those who would imitate
the heathen. Vv. 8-11.

“Remember this, and become firm, take it to heart, ye rebellious ones! Remember
the beginning from the olden time, that I am God, and none else: Deity, and
absolutely none like me: proclaiming the issue from the beginning, and from ancient
times what has not yet taken place, saying, My counsel shall stand, and all my good
pleasure I carry out: calling a bird of prey from the east, the man of my counsel
from a distant land: not only have I spoken, I also bring it; I have purposed it, I also
execute it.”

The object to which “this” points back is the nothingness of idols and idolatry.
The persons addressed are the „Y ÎŠiŒP (those apostatizing), but, as wŠŠFJOTiHI
shows, whether it mean aÏndriÂzesqe or krataiouÌsqe (1Co. 16:13), such as have
not yet actually carried out their rebellion or apostasy, but waver between
Jehovahism and heathenism, and are inclined to the latter. WJTH is hardly a
denom. hithpalel of ŠYJI in the sense of “man yourselves,” since ŠYJI, whether
it signifies a husband or a social being, or like ŠŒNJå, a frail or mortal being, is at
any rate equivalent to ŠNiJI, and therefore never shows the modification u. ŠŠAJF
(HŠFJF) signifies to be firm, strong, compact; in the piel (rabb.), to be well-
grounded; nithpael, to be fortified, established; here hithpoel, “show yourselves
firm” (Targ., Jer.: fundamini ne rursum subitus idololatriae vos turbo
subvertat). That they may strengthen themselves in faith and fidelity, they are
referred to the history of their nation; TŒNŠOJRI are not prophecies given at an
earlier time, — a meaning which the priora only acquire in such a connection as
Isa. 43: 9, — but former occurrences. They are to pass before their minds the
earlier history, and indeed “from the olden time.” “Remember:” zikhruÝ is
connected with the accusative of the object of remembrance, and YkI points to
its result. An earnest and thoughtful study of history would show them that
Jehovah alone was El, the absolutely Mighty One, and ÿEloÝhiÝm, the Being who
united in Himself all divine majesty by which reverence was evoked. The
participles in vv. 10, 11 are attached to the “I” of YNIŒMkF. It is Jehovah, the
Incomparable, who has now, as at other times from the very commencement of
the new turn in history, predicted the issue of which it would lead, and
miqqedem, i.e., long before, predicted things that have not yet occurred, and
which therefore lit outside the sphere of human combination, — another
passage like Isa. 41:26; 45:21, etc., in which what is predicted in these



prophecies lays claim to the character of a prediction of long standing, and not
of one merely uttered a few years before. The TYŠJR, in which the TWNŠJR
are already in progress (Isa. 42: 9), is to be regarded as the prophet’s ideal
present; for Jehovah not only foretells before the appearance of Cyrus what is
to be expected of him, but declares that His determination must be realized, that
He will bring to pass everything upon which His will is set, and summons the
man upon the stage of history as the instrument of its accomplishment, so that
He knew Cyrus before he himself had either consciousness or being (Isa. 45: 4,
5). The east is Persis (Isa. 41: 2); and the distant land, the northern part of
Media (as in Isa. 13: 5). Cyrus is called an eagle, or, strictly speaking, a bird of
prey (‘ayit f206),

just as in Jer. 49:22 and Eze. 17: 3 Nebuchadnezzar is called a nesher.
According to Cyrop. vii. 1, 4, the campaign of Cyrus was aÏetoÃj xrusouÌj eÏpiÃ
doÂratoj makrouÌ aÏnatetameÂnoj. Instead of ŒTCF á̂ ŠYJI, the keri reads more
clearly, though quite unnecessarily, YTICF̂ á ŠYJI (see e.g., Isa. 44:26). The
correlate ‡JÁ (v. 11b), which is only attached to the second verb the second
time, affirms that Jehovah does not only the one, but the other also. His word is
made by Him into a deed, His idea into a reality. RCÁYF is a word used
particularly by Isaiah, to denote the ideal preformation of the future in the mind
of God (cf., Isa. 22:11; 37:26). The feminine suffixes refer in a neuter sense to
the theme of the prophecy — the overthrow of idolatrous Babel, upon which
Cyrus comes down like an eagle, in the strength of Jehovah. So far we have the
nota bene for those who are inclined to apostasy. They are to lay to heart the
nothingness of the heathen gods, and, on the other hand, the self-manifestation
of Jehovah from the olden time, that is to say, of the One God who is now
foretelling and carrying out the destruction of the imperial city through the
eagle from the east.

Isa. 46:12, 13. A third admonition is addressed to the forts esprits in vv. 12,
13.

“Hearken to me , ye strong-hearted, that are far from righteousness! I have brought
my righteousness near; it is not far off, and my salvation tarrieth not: and I give
salvation in Zion, my glory to Israel.”

All that is called in Hellenic and Hellenistic nouÌj, loÂgoj suneiÂdhsij, qumoÂj, is
comprehended in kardiÂa; and everything by which baÑsaÑr and nephesh are
affected comes into the light of consciousness in the heart (Psychol. p. 251).
According to this biblico-psychological idea, BL ỸRỸbIJÁ may signify either the
courageous (Psa. 76: 6), or, as in this instance, the strong-minded; but as a
synonym of BL ỸQZ̃iXI (Eze. 2: 4) and BL ỸŠ̃Qi (Eze. 3: 7), viz., in the sense of
those who resist the impressions of the work and grace of God in their



consciousness of mental superiority to anything of the kind, and not in the sense
of those who have great mental endowments. These are “far from
righteousness” (tsêdaÑqaÑh), that is to say, they have despaired of the true, loving
fidelity of Jehovah, and have no wish for any further knowledge of it. Therefore
they shall hear, and possibly not without impression, that this loving fidelity is
about to manifest itself, and salvation is about to be realized. Jehovah has given
salvation in Zion, that is to say, is giving it even now, so that it will become
once more the centre of the renovated nation, and impart its glory to this, so
that it may shine in the splendour bestowed upon it by its God. We have here
the side of light and love, turned towards us by the two-faced tsêdaÑqaÑh, as a
parallel word to thêshuÝÿaÑh, or salvation. With this admonition to the indifferent
and careless, to whom the salvation of which they have given up all hope is
proclaimed as at the door, this prophecy is brought to a close. In three distinct
stages, commencing with “hearken,” “remember,” “hearken,” it has unfolded
the spiritual influences which the fact declared in vv. 1, 2 ought to have upon
Israel, and resembles a pastoral sermon in its tone.

Eighth Prophecy — Ch. 47

FALL OF BABEL, THE CAPITAL OF THE EMPIRE OF THE WORLD

Isa. 47: 1-4. From the gods of Babylon the proclamation of judgment passes
onto Babylon itself. Vv. 1-4.

“Come down, and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter Babel; sit on the ground without
a throne, O Chaldaeans-daughter! For men no longer call thee delicate and
voluptuous. Take the mill, and grind meal: throw back they veil, lift up the train,
uncover the thigh, wade through streams. Let thy nakedness be uncovered, even let
thy shame be seen; I shall take vengeance, and not spare men. Our Redeemer,
Jehovah of hosts is His name, Holy One of Israel.”

This is the first strophe in the prophecy. As v. 36 clearly shows, what precedes
is a penal sentence from Jehovah. Both TbÁ in relation to TLÁwTbI (Isa. 23:12;
37:22), and LBEbF and „YdIVikA in relation to TbÁ, are appositional genitives;
Babel and Chaldeans („YDVK as in Isa. 48:20) are regarded as a woman, and
that as one not yet dishonoured. The unconquered oppressor is threatened with
degradation from her proud eminence into shameful humiliation; sitting on the
ground is used in the same sense as in Isa. 3:26. Hitherto men have called her,
with envious admiration, rakkaÑh vaÿaÑnuggaÑh (from Deu. 28:56), mollis et
delicata, as having carefully kept everything disagreeable at a distance, and
revelled in nothing but luxury (compare ÿoÝneg, Isa. 13:22). Debauchery with its
attendant rioting (Isa. 14:11; 25: 5), and the Mylitta worship with its licensed
prostitution (Herod. i. 199), were current there; but now all this was at an end.
YPiYSIŒT, according to the Masora, has only one pashta both here and in v. 5,



and so has the tone upon the last syllable, and accordingly metheg in the
antepenult. Isaiah’s artistic style may be readily perceived both in the three
clauses of v. 1 that are comparable to a long trumpet-blast (compare Isa. 40: 9
and Isa. 16: 1), and also in the short, rugged, involuntarily excited clauses that
follow (compare p. 279). The mistress becomes the maid, and has to perform
the low, menial service of those who, as Homer says in Od. vii. 104,
aÏletreuÂousi muÂlhj eÏÂpi mhÂlopa karpoÂn (grind at the mill the quince-coloured
fruit; compare at Job. 31:10). She has to leave her palace as a prisoner of war,
and, laying aside all feminine modesty, to wade through the rivers upon which
she borders. ChespiÝ has eÔ instead of iÔ, and, as in other cases where a sibilant
precedes, the mute p instead of f (compare ÿispiÝ, Jer. 10:17). Both the
prosopopeia and the parallel, “thy shame shall be seen,” require that the
expression “thy nakedness shall be uncovered” should not be understood
literally. The shame of Babel is her shameful conduct, which is not to be
exhibited in its true colours, inasmuch as a stronger one is coming upon it to
rob it of its might and honour. This stronger one, apart from the instrument
employed, is Jehovah: vindictam sumam, non parcam homini. Stier gives a
different rendering here, namely, “I will run upon no man, i.e., so as to make
him give way;” Hahn, “I will not meet with a man,” so destitute of population
will Babylon be; and Ruetschi, “I will not step in as a man.” Gesenius and
Rosenmüller are nearer to the mark when they suggest non pangam (paciscar)
cum homine; but this would require at any rate „DFJF‰TJE, even if the verb ĜApF
really had the meaning to strike a treaty. It means rather to strike against a
person, to assault any one, then to meet or come in an opposite direction, and
that not only in a hostile sense, but, as in this instance, and also in Isa. 64: 4, in
a friendly sense as well. Hence, “I shall not receive any man, or pardon any
man” (Hitzig, Ewald, etc.). According to an old method of writing the passage,
there is a pause here. But v. 4 is still connected with what goes before. As
Jehovah is speaking in v. 5, but Israel in v. 4, and as v. 4 is unsuitable to form
the basis of the words of Jehovah, it must be regarded as the antiphone to vv. 1-
3 (cf., Isa. 45:15). Our Redeemer, exclaims the church in joyfully exalted self-
consciousness, He is Jehovah of Hosts, the Holy One of Israel! The one name
affirms that He possesses the all-conquering might; the other that He possesses
the will to carry on the work of redemption, — a will influenced and
constrained by both love and wrath.

Isa. 47: 5-7. In the second strophe the penal sentence of Jehovah is continued.
Vv. 5-7.

“Sit silent, and creep into the darkness, O Chaldeans-daughter! for men no longer
call thee lady of kingdoms. I was wroth with my people; I polluted mine inheritance,
and gave them into thy hand: thou hast shown them no mercy; upon old men thou



laidst thy yoke very heavily. And thou saidst, I shall be lady for ever; so that thou
didst not take these things to heart: thou didst not consider the latter end thereof.”

Babylon shall sit down in silent, brooding sorrow, and take herself away into
darkness, just as those who have fallen into disgrace shrink from the eyes of
men. She is looked upon as an empress (Isa. 13: 9; the king of Babylon called
himself the king of kings, Eze. 26: 7), who has been reduced to the condition of
a slave, and durst not show herself for shame. This would happen to her,
because at the time when Jehovah made use of her as His instrument for
punishing His people, she went beyond the bounds of her authority, showing ho
pity, and ill-treating even defenceless old men. According to Loppe, Gesenius,
and Hitzig, Israel is here called zaÑqeÝn, as a decayed nation awakening
sympathy; but according to the Scripture, the people of God is always young,
and never decays; on the contrary, its ziqnaÑh, i.e., the latest period of its history
(Isa. 46: 4), is to be like its youth. The words are to be understood literally, like
Lam. 4:16; 5:12: even upon old men, Babylon had placed the heavy yoke of
prisoners and slaves. But in spite of this inhumanity, it flattered itself that it
would last for ever. Hitzig adopts the reading DJA TREBEgi, and renders it, “To all
future times shall I continue, mistress to all eternity.” This may possibly be
correct, but it is by no means necessary, inasmuch as it can be shown from
1Sa. 20:41, and Job. 14: 6, that DJA is used as equivalent to RŠEJá DJA, in the
sense of “till the time that;” and gebhereth, as the feminine of gaÑbheÝr = gebher,
may be the absolute quite as well as the construct. The meaning therefore is,
that the confidence of Babylon in the eternal continuance of its power was such,
that “these things,” i.e., such punishments as those which were now about to
fall upon it according to the prophecy, had never come into its mind; such,
indeed, that it had not called to remembrance as even possible “the latter end of
it,” i.e., the inevitably evil termination of its tyranny and presumption.

Isa. 47: 8-11. A third strophe of this proclamation of punishment is opened
here with HTfJAWi, on the ground of the conduct censured. Vv. 8-11.

“And now hear this , thou voluptuous one, she who sitteth so securely, who sayeth in
her heart, I am it, and none else: I shall not sit a widow, nor experience
bereavement of children. And these two will come upon thee suddenly in one day:
bereavement of children and widowhood; they come upon thee in fullest measure , in
spite of the multitude of thy sorceries, in spite of the great abundance of thy
witchcrafts. Thou trustedst in thy wickedness, saidst, No one seeth me. Thy wisdom
and thy knowledge, they led thee astray; so that thou saidst in thy heart, I am it, and
none else. And misfortune cometh upon thee, which thou dost not understand how to
charm away: and destruction will fall upon thee, which thou canst not atone for;
there will come suddenly upon thee ruin which thou suspectest not.”

In the surnames given to Babylon here, a new reason is assigned for the
judgment, — namely, extravagance, security, and self-exaltation. †YDÎ F is an



intensive from of †D˜̂F (LXX truferaÂ). The i of YSIPiJÁ is regarded by Hahn as
the same as we meet with in YtIJÁ = tiJÁ; but this is impossible here with the first
person. Rosenmüller, Ewald, Gesenius, and others, take it as chirek
compaginis, and equivalent to DWˆ†YJ,̃ which would only occur in this
particular formula. Hitzig supposes it to be the suffix of the word, which is
meant as a preposition in the sense of et praeter me ultra (nemo); but this nemo
would be omitted, which is improbable. The more probable explanation is, that
SPEJE signifies absolute non-existence, and when used as an adverb,
“exclusively, nothing but,” e.g., wHCQ̃F SPEJE, nothing, the utmost extremity
thereof, i.e., only the utmost extremity of it (Num. 23:13; cf., 22:35). But it is
mostly used with a verbal force, like †YJ (̃†YIJÁ), (utique) non est (see
Isa. 45:14); hence YSIPiJÁ, like YNIYJ,̃ (utique) non sum. The form in which the
presumption of Babylon expresses itself, viz., “I (am it), and I am absolutely
nothing further,” sounds like self-deification, by the side of similar self-assertion
on the part of Jehovah (Isa. 45: 5, 6; 18:22; cf., vv. 21:14 and Isa. 46: 9).
Nineveh speaks in just the same way in Zep. 2:15 (on the secondary character
of this passage, see p. 343); compare Martial: “Terrarum Dea gentiumque
Roma cui par est nihil et nihil secundum.” Babylon also says still further (like
the Babylon of the last days in Rev. 18: 7): “I shall not sit as a widow (viz.,
mourning thus in solitude, Lam. 1: 1; 3:28; and secluded from the world,
Gen. 38:11), nor experience the loss of children” (orbitatem). She would
become a widow, if she should lose the different nations, and “the kings of the
earth who committed fornication with her” (Rev. 18: 9); for her relation to her
own king cannot possibly be thought of, inasmuch as the relation in which a
nation stands to its temporal king is never thought of as marriage, like that of
Jehovah to Israel. She would also be a mother bereaved of her children, if war
and captivity robbed her of her population. But both of these would happen to
her suddenly in one day, so that she would succumb to the weight of the double
sorrow. Both of them would come upon her kêthummaÑm (secundum
integritatem eorum), i.e., so that she would come to learn what the loss of men
and the loss of children signified in all its extent and in all its depth, and that in
spite of (bI, with, equivalent to “notwithstanding,” as in Isa. 5:25; not “through
= on account of,” since this tone is adopted for the first time in v. 10) the
multitude of its incantations, and the very great mass (ÿoÔtsmaÑh, an inf. noun, as
in Isa. 30:19; 55: 2, used here, not as in Isa. 40:29, in an intensive sense, but,
like ÿaÑtsuÝm, as a parallel word to rabh in a numerical sense) of its witchcrafts
(chebher, binding by means of incantations, kataÂdesmoj). Babylonia was the
birth-place of astrology, from which sprang the twelve-fold division of the day,
the horoscope and sun-dial (Herod. ii. 109); but it was also the home of magic,
which pretended to bind the course of events, and even the power of the gods,



and to direct them in whatever way it pleased (Diodorus, ii. 29). Thus had
Babylon trusted in her wickedness (Isa. 13:11), viz., in the tyranny and cunning
by which she hoped to ensure perpetual duration, with the notion that she was
exalted above the reach of any earthly calamity.

She thought, “None seeth me” (non est videns me), thus suppressing the voice
of conscience, and practically denying the omnipotence and omnipresence of
God. YNIJFRO (with a verbal suffix, videns me, whereas YJIRO in Gen. 16: 3 signifies
videns mei = meus), also written YNIJÁRO, is a pausal form in half pause for YNIJR̃O
(Isa. 29:15). Tzere passes in pause both into pathach (e.g., Isa. 42:22), and
also, apart from such hithpael forms as Isa. 41:16, into kametz, as in wNMFYQI
(Job. 22:20, which see). By the “wisdom and knowledge” of Babylon, which
had turned her aside from the right way, we are to understand her policy,
strategy, and more especially her magical arts, i.e., the mysteries of the
Chaldeans, their eÏpixwÂrioi filoÂsofoi (Strabo, xxi. 1, 6). On hoÝvaÑh (used here
and in Eze. 7:26, written havvaÑh elsewhere), according to its primary meaning,
“yawning,” xaiÌnon, then a yawning depth, xaÂsma, utter destruction, see at
Job. 37: 6. HJFŠO signifies primarily a desert, or desolate place, here destruction;
and hence the derivative meaning, waste noise, a dull groan. The perfect
consec. of the first clause precedes its predicate H F̂RF in the radical form JBF
(Ges., § 147, a). With the parallelism of hRFpikA, it is not probable that hRFXiŠA,
which rhymes with it, is a substantive, in the sense of “from which thou wilt
experience no morning dawn” (i.e., after the night of calamity), as Umbreit
supposes. The suffix also causes some difficulty (hence the Vulgate rendering,
ortum ejus, sc. mali); and instead of Y ÎDiT,̃ we should expect YJIRiTI. In any
case, shachraÑh is a verb, and Hitzig renders it, “which thou wilt not know how
to unblacken;” but this privative use of shicheÝr as a word of colour would be
without example. It would be better to translate it, “which thou wilt not know
how to spy out” (as in Isa. 26: 9), but better still, “which thou wilt not know
how to conjure away” (shicheÝr = Arab. shåhår, as it were incantitare, and here
incantando averruncare). The last relative clause affirms what shachraÑh would
state, if understood according to Isa. 26: 9: destruction which thou wilt not
know, i.e., which will come suddenly and unexpectedly.

Isa. 47:12-15. Then follows the concluding strophe, which, like the first,
announces to the imperial city in a triumphantly sarcastic tone its inevitable fate;
whereas the intermediate strophes refer rather to the sins by which this fate has
been brought upon it. Vv. 12-15.

“Come near , then, with thine enchantments, and with the multitude of thy
witchcrafts, wherein thou hast laboured from thy youth: perhaps thou canst profit,
perhaps thou wilt inspire terror. Thou art wearied through the multitude of thy



consultations; let the dissectors of the heavens come near, then, and save thee, the
star-gazers, they who with every new moon bring things to light that will come upon
thee. Behold, they have become like stubble: fire has consumed them: there is not a
red-hot coal to warm themselves, a hearth-fire to sit before. So is it with thy people,
for whom thou hast laboured: thy partners in trade from thy youth, they wander
away every one in his own direction; no one who brings salvation to thee.”

Hitzig and others adopt the simple rendering, “Persevere, then, with thine
enchantments.” It is indeed true, that in Lev. 13: 5 bI DMÁ F̂ signifies “to remain
standing by anything,” i.e., to persevere with it, just as in Eze. 13: 5 it signifies
to keep one’s standing in anything; in 2Ki. 23: 3, to enter upon anything; and in
Ecc. 8: 3, to engage in anything; but there is no reason for taking it here in any
other sense than in v. 13. Babylon is to draw near with all the processes of the
black art, wherein (RŠEJábÁ, according to our western mode of expression,
equivalent to „HEbF RŠEJá, Ges. 123, 2*) it had been addicted to abundance of
routine from its youth upwards (tiJÁ ĜFYF with an auxiliary pathach for ti îGFYF);
possibly it may be of some use, possibly it will terrify, i.e., make itself so terrible
to the approaching calamity, as to cause it to keep off. The prophet now sees in
spirit how Babylon draws near, and how it also harasses itself to no purpose; he
therefore follows up the JNF‰YDIMî I, addressed in pleno to Babylon, with a
second challenge commencing with JNF‰wDMiJAYA. Their astrologers are to draw
near, and try that power over the future to which they lay claim, by bringing it
to bear at once upon the approaching destruction for the benefit of Babylon.
¥YITACF̂ á is a singular form connected with a feminine plural suffix, such as we
find in Psa. 9:15, Eze. 35:11, Ezr. 9:15, connected with a masculine plural
suffix. Assuming the correctness of the vowel-pointing, the singular appears in
such cases as these to have a collective meaning, like the Arabic pl. fractus; for
there is no ground to suppose that the Aramaean plural form ÿeÝtsaÑth is used
here in the place of the Hebrew. Instead of „YMŠWRBH (which would be
equivalent to WRBH RŠJ), the keri reads „YIMÁŠF YRB̃iHO, cutters up of the
heavens, i.e., planners or dissectors of them, from haÑbhar, dissecare, resecare
(compare the rabbinical haÔbhaÑraÑh, a syllable, i.e., segmentum vocabuli, and
possibly also the talmudic ÿeÝbhaÑriÝm, limbs of a body). The correction proposed
by Knobel, viz., choÝbhêreÝ, from chaÑbhaÝr, to know, or be versed in, is
unnecessary. ChaÑzaÑh bÿ signifies here, as it generally does, to look with pleasure
or with interest at anything; hence Luther has rendered it correctly, die
Sternkucker (Eng. ver. star-gazers). They are described still further as those
who make known with every new moon (lechoÔdaÑshiÝm, like labbêqaÑriÝm, every
morning, Isa. 33: 2, etc.), things which, etc. RŠEJáM ĩs used in a partitive sense:
out of the great mass of events they select the most important, and prepare a
calendar or almanack (aÏlmenixiakaÂ in Plutarch) for the state every month. But



these very wise men cannot save themselves, to say nothing of others, out of
the power of that flame, which is no comforting coal-fire to warm one’s self by,
no hearth-fire (Isa. 44:16) to sit in front of, but a devouring, eternal, i.e.,
peremptory flame (Isa. 33:14). The rendering adopted by Grotius, Vitringa,
Lowth, Gesenius, and others, “non supererit pruna ad calendum,” is a false
one, if only because it is not in harmony with the figure. “Thus shall they be
unto thee,” he continues in v. 15, i.e., such things shall be endured to thy
disgrace by those about whom thou hast wearied thyself (RŠEJá = „HEbF RŠEJá).
The learned orders of the Chaldeans had their own quarter, and enjoyed all the
distinction and privileges of a priestly caste. What follows cannot possibly be
understood as relating to these masters of astrology and witchcraft, as Ewald
supposes; for, according to the expression hRFXiŠA in v. 11, they would be called
¥YIRÁXáŠO. Moreover, if they became a prey of the flames, and therefore were
unable to flee, we should have to assume that they were burned while taking
flight (Umbreit). ¥YIRÁXáSO are those who carried on commercial intercourse with
the great “trading city” (Eze. 17: 4), as Berossos says, “In Babylon there was a
great multitude of men of other nations who had settled in Chaldea, and they
lived in disorder, like the wild beasts;” compare Aeschylus, Pers. 52-3,
BabulwÃn d’ hÎ poluÂxrusoj paÂmmikton oÏÂxlon peÂmpei. All of these are scattered
in the wildest flight, ŒRBî E‰LJE ŠYJI, every one on his own side, viz., in the
direction of his own home, and do not trouble themselves about Babylon.

Ninth Prophecy — Ch. 48

DELIVERANCE FROM BABYLON

Isa. 48: 1, 2. This third portion of the trilogy (Isa. 46, 47, 48) stands in the
same relation to Isa. 47, as Isa. 46: 3ff. to Isa. 46: 1, 2. The prophecy is
addressed to the great body of the captives. Vv. 1, 2.

“Hear ye this , O house of Jacob, who are called by the name of Israel, and have
flowed out of the waters of Judah, who swear by the name of Jehovah, and extol the
God of Israel, not in truth and not in righteousness! For they call themselves of the
holy city, and stay themselves upon the God of Israel, Jehovah of hosts His name.”

The summons to hear is based upon the Israelitish nationality of those who are
summoned, to which they still cling, and upon the relation in which they place
themselves to the God of Israel. This gives to Jehovah the right to turn to them,
and imposes upon them the duty to hearken to Him. The blame, inserted by the
way, points at the same time to the reason for the address which follows, and to
the form which it necessarily assumes. “The house of Jacob” is not all Israel, as
the following words clearly show, but, as in Isa. 46: 3, the house of Judah,
which shared in the honourable name of Israel, but have flowed out of the



waters, i.e., the source of Judah. The summons, therefore, is addressed to the
Judaean exiles in Babylon, and that inasmuch as they swear by the name of
Jehovah, and remember the God of Israel with praise (hizkiÝr bÿ as in
Psa. 20: 8), though not in truth and not in righteousness (1Ki. 3: 6; Zec. 8: 8),
i.e., without their state of mind (cf., Isa. 38: 3, Jer. 32:41) or mode of action
corresponding to their confession, so as to prove that it was sincerely and
seriously meant. The praise bestowed upon the persons summoned, which is
somewhat spoiled by this, is explained in v. 2; they call themselves after the holy
city (this title is applied to Jerusalem both here and in Isa. 52: 1, as well as in
the books of Daniel and Nehemiah). We may easily supply here, that the
holiness of the city laid an obligation upon its citizens to be holy in their
character and conduct. They also relied upon the God of Israel, whose name is
Jehovah Zebaoth; and therefore He would require of them the fullest confidence
and deepest reverence.

Isa. 48: 3-5. After this summons, and description of those who are summoned,
the address of Jehovah begins. Vv. 3-5.

“The first I have long ago proclaimed, and it has gone forth out of my mouth, and I
caused it to be heard. I carried it out suddenly, and it came to pass. Because I knew
that thou art hard, and thy neck an iron clasp, and thy brow of brass; I proclaimed it
to thee long ago; before it came to pass, I caused thee to hear it, that thou mightest
not say, My idol has done it, and my graven image and molten image commanded
it.”

The word TŒNŠOJRIHF in itself signifies simply priora; and then, according to the
context, it signifies prius facta (Isa. 46: 9), or prius praedicta (Isa. 43: 9), or
prius eventura (Isa. 41:22; 42: 9). In the present passage it refers to earlier
occurrences, which Jehovah had foretold, and, when the time fixed for their
accomplishment arrived, which He had immediately brought to pass. With a
retrospective glance at this, we find plural masc. suffixes (cf., Isa. 41:27) used
interchangeably with plural fem. (cf., v. 7 and Isa. 38:16); the prophet more
frequently uses the sing. fem. in this neuter sense (Isa. 41:20; 42:23, etc.), and
also, though very rarely, the sing. masc. (Isa. 45: 8). On giÝd, a band, a sinew,
but here a clasp (cf., Arab. kaid, a fetter), see Psychology, p. 233. NêchuÝshaÑh is
a poetical equivalent for nêchoÝsheth, as in Isa. 45: 2. The heathen cravings of
Israel, which reached into the captivity, are here presupposed. Hengstenberg is
mistaken in his supposition, that the prophet’s standpoint is always anterior to
the captivity when he speaks in condemnation of idolatry. We cannot draw any
conclusion from the character of the community that returned, with regard to
that of the people of the captivity generally. The great mass even of Judah, and
still more of Israel, remained behind, and became absorbed into the heathen, to
whom they became more and more assimilated. And does not Ezekiel expressly
state in Eze. 20:30ff., that the golah by the Chaboras defiled themselves with



the same abominations of idolatry as their fathers, and that the prevailing
disposition was to combine the worship of Jehovah with heathenism, or else to
exchange the former altogether for the latter? And we know that it was just the
same with the exiles in Egypt, among whom the life and labours of Jeremiah
terminated. Wherever the prophet speaks of „Y Š̂P and „Y Š̂R, these names
invariably include a tendency or falling away to Babylonian idolatry, to which he
describes the exiles as having been addicted, both in Isa. 66:17 and elsewhere.

Isa. 48: 6-8. But in order to determine exactly what “the former things” were,
which Jehovah had foretold in order that Israel might not ascribe them to this
idol or the other, we must add vv. 6-8:

“Thou hast heard it , look then at it all; and ye, must ye not confess it? I give thee
new things to hear from this time forth, and hidden things, and what thou didst not
know. It is created now, and not long ago; and thou hast not heard it before, that
thou mightest not say, Behold, I knew it. Thou hast neither heard it, nor known it,
nor did thine ear open itself to it long ago: for I knew thou art altogether faithless,
and thou art called rebellious from the womb.”

The meaning of the question in v. 6a is very obvious: they must acknowledge
and attest, even thou against their will (Isa. 43:10; 44: 8), that Jehovah has
foretold all that is now confirmed by the evident fulfilment. Consequently the
“former things” are the events experienced by the people from the very earliest
times (Isa. 46: 9) down to the present times of Cyrus, and more especially the
first half or epoch of this period itself, which expired at the time that formed the
prophet’s standpoint. And as the object of the prediction was to guard Israel
against ascribing to its idols that which had taken place (which can only be
understood of events that had occurred in favour of Israel), the “former things”
must include the preparation for the redemption of Israel from the Babylonian
captivity through the revolution brought to pass by Cyrus. Hence the “new
things” will embrace the redemption of Israel with its attendant circumstances,
and that not merely on its outward side, but on its spiritual side as well; also the
glorification of the redeemed people in the midst of a world of nations
converted to the God of Israel, and the creation of a new heaven and a new
earth; in short, the New Testament aeon (compare „ F̂ TYRIBiLI, LXX eiÏj
diaqhÂkhn geÂnouj, Isa. 42: 6), with the facts which contribute to its ultimate
completion (f. Isa. 42: 9). The announcement and realization of these absolutely
new and hitherto secret things (cf., Rom. 16:25) take place from this time
forward; Israel has not heard of them “before to-day” (compare „ŒyMI, “from
this day forward,” Isa. 43:13), that it may not lay claim to the knowledge
conveyed to it by prophecy, as something drawn from itself. This thought is
carried to a climax in v. 8 in three correlated sentences commencing with “yea”
(gam). XÁTp̃I signifies patescere here, as in Isa. 60:11 (Ewald, § 120, a).



Jehovah had said nothing to them of this before, because it was to be feared
that, with their faithlessness and tendency to idolatry, which had run through
their entire history, they would only abuse it. This is strange! On the one hand,
the rise of Cyrus is spoken of here as predicted from of old, because it belonged
to the “former things,” and as knowable through prophecy, — a statement
which favours the opinion that these addresses were written before the
captivity; and, on the other hand, a distinction is drawn between these “former
things” and certain “new things” that were intentionally not predicted before the
expiration of these “former things,” which certainly seems to preclude the
possibility of their having been composed before the captivity; since, as
Ruetschi observes, if “the older Isaiah had predicted this, he would have acted
in direct opposition to Jehovah’s design.” But in actual fact, the dilemma in
which the opponents of the authenticity of these prophecies find themselves, is
comparatively worse than this. For the principal objection — namely, that a
prophet before the captivity could not possibly have known or predicted
anything concerning Cyrus — cannot be satisfactorily removed by attributing
these prophecies to a prophet of the time of the captivity, since they expressly
and repeatedly affirm that the rise of Cyrus was an event foreknown and
predicted by the God of prophecy. Now, if it is Isaiah who thus takes his stand
directly in the midst of the captivity, we can understand both of these: viz., the
retrospective glance at previous prophecies, which issued in the rise of Cyrus
that prepared the way for the redemption from Babylon, since, so far as the
prophet was concerned, such prophecies as Isa. 13-14:23; 21: 1-10, and also
Isa. 11:10-12 (Mic. 4:10), are fused into one with his present predictions; and
also the prospective glance at prophecies which are now first to be uttered, and
events which are now fore the first time about to be accomplished; inasmuch as
the revelations contained in these prophecies concerning Israel’s pathway
through suffering to glory, more especially so far as they grew out of the idea of
the “servant of Jehovah,” might really be set down as absolutely new to the
prophet himself, and never heard of before. Meanwhile our exposition is not
affected by the critical question; for even we most firmly maintain, that the
prophet who is speaking here has his standpoint in the midst of the captivity, on
the boundary line of the condition of suffering and punishment and its
approaching termination.

Isa. 48: 9-11. The people now expiating its offences in exile has been from
time immemorial faithless and inclined to apostasy; nevertheless Jehovah will
save it, and its salvation is therefore an unmerited work of His compassion. Vv.
9-11.

“For my name’s sake I lengthen out my wrath, and for my praise I hold back
towards thee, that I may not cut thee off. Behold, I have refined thee, and not in the
manner of silver: I have proved thee in the furnace of affliction. For mine own sake,



for mine own sake I accomplish it (for how is it profaned!), and my glory I give not
to another.”

The futures in v. 9 affirm what Jehovah continually does. He lengthens out His
wrath, i.e., He retards its outbreak, and thus shows Himself long-suffering. He
tames or chains it („‹AXF, like Arab. chtåm, root „‹, compare domare, root
Sanscr. dam, possibly also to dam or damp) for the sake of Israel, that He may
not exterminate it utterly by letting it loose, and that for the sake of His name
and His praise, which require the carrying out of His plan to salvation, on which
the existence of Israel depends. What Israel has hitherto experienced has been a
melting, the object of which was not destruction, but testing and refinement.
The Beth of‡SEKFBi JLOWi is not Beth pretii in the sense of “not to gain silver,” or
“not so that I should have gained silver as operae pretium,” as Umbreit and
Ewald maintain (and even Knobel, who explains it however as meaning “in the
accompaniment of silver,” though in the same sense). Such a thought would be
out of place and purposeless here. Nor is Rosenmüller’s explanation admissible,
viz., “not with silver, i.e., with that force of fire which is necessary for the
smelting out of silver.” This is altogether unsuitable, because the sufferings
inflicted upon Israel did resemble the smelting out of the precious metal (see
Isa. 1:25). The Beth is rather the Beth essentiae, which may be rendered by
tanquam, and introduces the accusative predicate in this instance, just as it
introduces the nominative predicate in the substantive clause of Job. 23:13, and
the verbal clause of Psa. 39: 7. Jehovah melted Israel, but not like silver (not as
men melt silver); the meaning of which is, not that He melted it more severely,
i.e., even more thoroughly, than silver, as Stier explains it, but, as the thought is
positively expressed in v. 10b, that the afflictions which fell upon Israel served
as a smelting furnace (kuÝr as in Deu. 4:20). It was, however, a smelting of a
superior kind, a spiritual refining and testing (baÑchar is Aramaic in form, and
equivalent to baÑchan). The manifestation of wrath, therefore, as these
expressions affirm, had a salutary object; and in this very object the intention
was involved from the very first, that it should only last for a time. He therefore
puts an end to it now for His own sake, i.e., not because He is induced to do so
by the merits of Israel, but purely as an act of grace, to satisfy a demand made
upon Him by His own holiness, inasmuch as, if it continued any longer, it would
encourage the heathen to blaspheme His name, and would make it appear as
though He cared nothing for His own honour, which was inseparably bound up
with the existence of Israel. The expression here is curt and harsh throughout.
In v. 9b, †JAMÁLi and YpIJÁ are to be supplied in thought from v. 9a; and in the
parenthetical exclamation, LXFY ¥̃YJ (̃niphal of LLÁXF, as in Eze. 22:26), the
distant word YMIŠi (my name), also from v. 9a. “I will do it” refers to the
carrying out of their redemption (cf., Isa. 44:23). In Eze. 36:19-23 we have, as
it were, a commentary upon v. 11.



Isa. 48:12-16. The prophecy opened with “Hear ye;” and now the second half
commences with “Hear.” Three times is the appeal made to Israel: Hear ye;
Jehovah alone is God, Creator, shaper of history, God of prophecy and of
fulfilment. Vv. 12-16.

“Hearken to me , O Jacob, and Israel my called! I am it, I first , also I last. My hand
also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand hath spanned the
heavens: I call to them, and they stand there together. All ye, assemble yourselves,
and hear: Who among them hath proclaimed this? He whom Jehovah loveth will
accomplish his will upon Babel, and his arm upon the Chaldeans. I, I have spoken,
have also called him, have brought him here, and his way prospers. Come ye near to
me! Hear ye this! I have not spoken in secret, from the beginning: from the time that
it takes place, there am I: and now the Lord Jehovah hath sent me and His Spirit.”

Israel is to hearken to the call of Jehovah. The obligation to this exists, on the
one hand, in the fact that it is the nation called to be the servant of Jehovah
(Isa. 41: 9), the people of sacred history; and on the other hand, in the fact that
Jehovah is JwH (ever since Deu. 32:39, the fundamental clause of the Old
Testament credo), i.e., the absolute and eternally unchangeable One, the Alpha
and Omega of all history, more especially of that of Israel, the Creator of the
earth and heavens (tippach, like naÑtaÑh elsewhere, equivalent to the Syriac
tephach, to spread out), at whose almighty call they stand ready to obey, with
all the beings they contain. YNIJá JRQ̃O is virtually a conditional sentence (Ewald,
§ 357, b). So far everything has explained the reason for the exhortation to
listen to Jehovah. A further reason is now given, by His summoning the
members of His nation to assemble together, to hear His own self-attestation,
and to confirm it: Who among them (the gods of the heathen) has proclaimed
this, or anything of the kind? That which no one but Jehovah has ever predicted
follows immediately, in the form of an independent sentence, the subject of
which is ŒBHJ̃á HŒFHYi (cf., Isa. 41:24): He whom Jehovah loveth will accomplish
his will upon Babylon, and his arm (accomplish it) upon the Chaldeans. Œ̂ROZiw is
not an accusative (as Hitzig, Ewald, Stier, and others maintain); for the
expression “accomplish his arm” (? Jehovah’s or his own) is a phrase that is
quite unintelligible, even if taken as zeugmatic; it is rather the nominative of the
subject, whilst „YdIVikA = „YdIVikAbÁ, like YTLHT = YTLHT † M̂L in v. 9.
Jehovah, He alone, is He who has proclaimed such things; He also has raised up
in Cyrus the predicted conqueror of Babylon. The prosperity of his career is
Jehovah’s work.

As certainly now as wCBiqFHI in v. 14 is the word of Jehovah, so certain is it that
YLÁJ w̃BRiQI is the same. He summons to Himself the members of His nation, that
they may hear still further His own testimony concerning Himself. From the
beginning He has not spoken in secret (see Isa. 45:19); but from the time that



all which now lies before their eyes — namely, the victorious career of Cyrus
— has unfolded itself, He has been there, or has been by (shaÑm, there, as in
Pro. 8:27), to regulate what was coming to pass, and to cause it to result in the
redemption of Israel. Hofmann gives a different explanation, viz.: “I have not
spoken in secret from the beginning; not from the time when it came to pass
(not then for the first time, but long before); I was then (when it occurred).”
But the arrangement of the words is opposed to this continued force of the JLO,
and the accents are opposed to this breaking off of the YNIJá „ŠF, which affirms
that, at the time when the revolution caused by Cyrus was preparing in the
distance, He caused it to be publicly foretold, and thereby proclaimed Himself
the present Author and Lord of what was then occurring. Up to this point
Jehovah is speaking; but who is it that now proceeds to say, “And now —
namely, now that the redemption of Israel is about to appear (HTfJAWi being here,
as in many other instances, e.g., Isa. 33:10, the turning-point of salvation) —
now hat the Lord Jehovah sent me and His Spirit?” The majority of the
commentators assume that the prophet comes forward here in his own person,
behind Him whom he has introduced, and interrupts Him. But although it is
perfectly true, that in all prophecy, from Deuteronomy onwards, words of
Jehovah through the prophet and words of the prophet of Jehovah alternate in
constant, and often harsh transitions, and that our prophet has this mark of
divine inspiration in common with all the other prophets (cf., Isa. 62: 5, 6), it
must also be borne in mind, that hitherto he has not spoken once objectively of
himself, except quite indirectly (vid., Isa. 40: 6; 44:26), to say nothing of
actually coming forward in his own person. Whether this takes place further on,
more especially in Isa. 61, we will leave for the present; but here, since the
prophet has not spoken in his own person before, whereas, on the other hand,
these words are followed in Isa. 49: 1ff. by an address concerning himself from
that servant of Jehovah who announces himself as the restorer of Israel and
light of the Gentiles, and who cannot therefore be ether Israel as a nation or the
author of these prophecies, nothing is more natural than to suppose that the
words, “And now hath the Lord,” etc., form a prelude to the words of the One
unequalled servant of Jehovah concerning Himself which occur in Isa. 49. The
surprisingly mysterious way in which the words of Jehovah suddenly pass into
those of His messenger, which is only comparable to Zec. 2:12ff., 4: 9 (where
the speaker is also not the prophet, but a divine messenger exalted above him),
can only be explained in this manner. And in no other way can we explain the
HTfJAWi, which means that, after Jehovah has prepared the way for the
redemption of Israel by the raising up of Cyrus, in accordance with prophecy,
and by his success in arms, He has sent him, the speaker in this case, to carry
out, in a mediatorial capacity, the redemption thus prepared, and that not by
force of arms, but in the power of the Spirit of God (Isa. 42: 1; cf., Zec. 4: 6).



Consequently the Spirit is not spoken of here as joining in the sending (as
Umbreit and Stier suppose, after Jerome and the Targum: the Septuagint is
indefinite, kaiÃ toÃ pneuÌma auÏtouÌ); nor do we ever find the Spirit mentioned in
such co-ordination as this (see, on the other hand, Zec. 7:12, per spiritum
suum). The meaning is, that it is also sent, i.e., sent in and with the servant of
Jehovah, who is peaking here. To convey this meaning, there was no necessity
to write either ŒXwRWi YTIJO XLÁŠF or WXWR‰TJEWi YNXLŠ, since the expression is
just the same as that in Isa. 29: 7, hTFDFCOMiw HFYBECO; and the Vav may be
regarded as the Vav of companionship (Mitschaft, lit., with-ship, as the Arabs
call it; see at Isa. 42: 5).

Isa. 48:17-19. The exhortation is now continued. Israel is to learn the
incomparable nature of Jehovah from the work of redemption thus prepared in
word and deed. The whole future depends upon the attitude which it henceforth
assumes to His commandments. Vv. 17-19.

“Thus saith Jehovah, thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel; I, Jehovah thy God, am
He that teacheth thee to do that which profiteth, and leadeth thee by the way that
thou shouldst go. O that thou hearkenedst to my commandments! then thy peace
becomes like the river, and thy righteousness like waves of the sea; and thy seed
becomes like the sand, and the children of thy body like the grains thereof: its name
will not be cut off nor destroyed away from my countenance.”

Jehovah is Israel’s rightful and right teacher and leader. LY ÎŒHLi is used in the
same sense as in Isa. 30: 5 and 44:10, to furnish what is useful, to produce what
is beneficial or profitable. The optative JwL is followed, as in Isa. 63:19, by the
preterite utinam attenderis, the idea of reality being mixed up with the wish.
Instead of YHIYiWA in the apodosis, we should expect YHIYWI (so would), as in
Deu. 32:29. The former points out the consequence of the wish regarded as
already realized. ShaÑloÝm, prosperity or health, will thereby come upon Israel in
such abundance, that it will, as it were, bathe therein; and tsêdaÑqaÑh, rectitude
acceptable to God, so abundantly, that it, the sinful one, will be covered by it
over and over again. Both of these, shaÑloÝm and tsêdaÑqaÑh, are introduced here as
a divine gift, not merited by Israel, but only conditional upon that faith which
gives heed to the word of God, especially to the word which promises
redemption, and appropriates it to itself. Another consequence of the obedience
of faith is, that Israel thereby becomes a numerous and eternally enduring
nation. The play upon the words in WYTŒF M̂ikI ¦Y ÊM ĩs very conspicuous. Many
expositors (e.g., Rashi, Gesenius, Hitzig, and Knobel) regard TŒ̂M ãs
synonymous with „Y ÎM,̃ and therefore as signifying the viscera, i.e., the beings
that fill the heart of the sea; but it is much more natural to suppose that the
suffix points back to choÝl. Moreover, no such metaphorical use of viscera can
be pointed out; and since in other instances the feminine plural (such as



kênaÑphoÝth, qêraÑnoÝth) denotes that which is artificial as distinguished from what
is natural, it is impossible to see why the interior of the sea, which is elsewhere
called leÝbh (lebhabh, the heart), and indirectly also beten, should be called
TŒ̂M ĩnstead of „Y ÎM.̃ To all appearance WYTŒF M̂i signifies the grains of sand
(LXX, Jerome, Targ.); and this is confirmed by the fact that J F̂Mi (Neo-
Heb. H F̂MF numulus) is the Targum word for HRFg̃, and the Semitic root M̂i,
related to GM; QM, melted, dissolved, signifies to be soft or tender. The
conditional character of the concluding promise has its truth in the word YNFPFliMI.
Israel remains a nation even in its apostasy, but fallen under the punishment of
kareth (of cutting off), under which individuals perish when they wickedly
transgress the commandment of circumcision, and others of a similar kind. It is
still a people, but rooted out and swept away from the gracious countenance of
God, who no more acknowledges it as His own people.

Isa. 48:20-22. So far the address is hortatory. In the face of the approaching
redemption, it demands fidelity and faith. But in the certainty that such a faithful
and believing people will not be wanting within the outer Israel, the prophecy of
redemption clothes itself in the form of a summons. Vv. 20-22.

“Go out of Babel , flee from Chaldaea with voice of shouting: declare ye, preach ye
this, carry it out to the end of the earth! Say ye, Jehovah hath redeemed Jacob His
servant. And they thirsted not: He led them through dry places; He caused water to
trickle out of rocks for them; He split rocks, and waters gushed out. There is no
peace, saith Jehovah, for the wicked.”

They are to go out of Babylon, and with speed and joy to leave the land of
slavery and idolatry far behind. BaÑrach does not mean literally to flee in this
instance, but to depart with all the rapidity of flight (compare Exo. 14: 5). And
what Jehovah has done to them, is to be published by them over the whole
earth; the redemption experienced by Israel is to become a gospel to all
mankind. The tidings which are to be sent forth (JYCIŒH as in Isa. 42: 1), extend
from LJÁGF to the second „YIMF, which is repeated palindromically. Jehovah has
redeemed the nation that He chose to be the bearer of His salvation, amidst
displays of love, in which the miracles of the Egyptian redemption have been
renewed. This is what Israel has to experience, and to preach, so far as it has
remained true to its God. But there is no peace, saith Jehovah, to the rêshaÑÿiÝm:
this is the name given to loose men (for the primary meaning of the verbal root
is laxity and looseness), i.e., to those whose inward moral nature is loosened,
without firm hold, and therefore in a state of chaotic confusion, because they
are without God. The reference is to the godless in Israel. The words express
the same thought negatively which is expressed positively in Gal. 6:16, “Peace
upon the Israel of God.” ”ShaÑloÝm is the significant and comprehensive name
given to the coming salvation. From this the godless exclude themselves; they



have no part in the future inheritance; the sabbatical rest reserved for the people
of God does not belong to them. With this divine utterance, which pierces the
conscience like the point of an arrow, this ninth prophecy is brought to a close;
and not that only, but also the trilogy concerning “Babel” in Isa. 46-49, and the
whole of the first third of these 3 × 9 addresses to the exiles. From this time
forth the name KoÝresh (Cyrus), and also the name Babel, never occur again; the
relation of the people of Jehovah to heathenism, and the redemption from
Babylon, so far as it was foretold and accomplished by Jehovah, not only
proving His sole deity, but leading to the overthrow of the idols and the
destruction of their worshippers. This theme is now exhausted, and comes into
the foreground no more. The expression „YyIJI w M̂iŠI, in its connection with
YmIJA wMXáNA, points at once to the diversity in character of the second section,
which commences here.

Part II

First Prophecy — Ch. 49

SELF-ATTESTATION OF THE SERVANT OF JEHOVAH. THE
DESPONDENCY OF ZION REPROVED

Isa. 49: 1-3. The very same person who was introduced by Jehovah in
Isa. 42: 1ff. here speaks for himself, commencing thus in vv. 1-3:

“Listen , O isles, unto me; and hearken, ye nations afar off: Jehovah hath called me
from the womb; from my mother’s lap hath He remembered my name. And He made
my mouth like a sharp sword; in the shadow of His hand hath He hid me, and made
me into a polished shaft; in His quiver hath He concealed me. And He said to me,
Thou art my servant, O Israel, thou in whom I glorify myself.”

Although the speaker is called Israel in v. 3b, he must not be regarded as either
a collective person representing all Israel, or as the collective personality of the
kernel of Israel, which answered to its true idea. It is not the former, because in
v. 5 he is expressly distinguished from the nation itself, which is the immediate
object of his special work as restorer and (according to v. 8 and Isa. 42: 6)
covenant-mediator also; not the latter, because the nation, whose restoration he
effects, according to v. 5, was not something distinct from the collective
personality of the “servant of Jehovah” in a national sense, but rather the entire
body of the “servants of Jehovah” or remnant of Israel (see, for example,
Isa. 65: 8-16). Moreover, it cannot be either of these, because what he affirms
of himself is expressed in such terms of individuality, that they cannot be
understood as employed in a collective sense at all, more especially where he
speaks of his mother’s womb. In every other case in which Israel is spoken of in
this way, we find only “from the womb” (mibbeten, Isa. 44: 2, 24; 56: 3, along



with minniÝ-racham; also Isa. 48: 8), without the addition of „J (̃mother),
which is quite unsuitable to the collective body of the nation (except in such
allegorical connections as Isa. 51: 1, 2, and Eze. 16: 3). Is it then possibly the
prophet, who is here speaking of himself and refers in v. 1b to his own mother
(compare YmIJI in Jer. 15:10; 20:14, 17)? This is very improbable, if only
because the prophet, who is the medium of the word of God in these
prophecies, has never placed himself in the foreground before. In Isa. 40: 6 he
merely speaks of himself indirectly; in Isa. 44:26, even if he refer to himself at
all (which we greatly doubt), it is only objectively; and in Isa. 48:16, the other
person, into whose words the words of Jehovah pass, cannot be the prophet,
for the simple reason that the transition of the words of Jehovah into those of
His messenger is essentially different in this instance from the otherwise
frequent interchange of the words of Jehovah and those of His prophet, and
also because the messenger of Jehovah speaks of himself there, after the
“former things” have come to pass, as the mediator (either in word or deed) of
the “new things” which were never heard of before, but are to be expected now;
whereas the author of these addresses was also the prophet of the “former
things,” and therefore the messenger referred to rises up within the course of
sacred history predicted by the author of these prophecies. Moreover, what the
speaker in this case (Isa. 49: 1, 2) says of himself is so unique, so glorious, that
it reaches far beyond the vocation and performance of any single prophet, or, in
fact, of any individual man subject to the limitations of human life and human
strength.

There is nothing else left, therefore, than to suppose that the idea implied in the
expression “servant of Jehovah” is condensed in this instance, as in Isa. 42: 1ff.,
into that of a single person. When it is expanded to its widest circumference, the
“servant of Jehovah” is all Israel; when it only covers its smaller and inner
circle, it is the true people of Jehovah contained within the entire nation, like the
kernel in the shell (see the definition of this at Isa. 51: 7; 65:10; Psa. 24: 6;
73:15); but here it goes back to its very centre. The “servant of Jehovah,” in
this central sense, is the heart of Israel. From this heart of Israel the stream of
salvation flows out, first of all through the veins of the people of God, and
thence through the veins of the nations generally. Just as Cyrus is the world-
power in person, as made subservient to the people of God, so the servant of
Jehovah, who is speaking here, is Israel in person, as promoting the glorification
of Jehovah in all Israel, and in all the world of nations: in other words, it is He
in whom the true nature of Israel is concentrated like a sun, in whom the history
of Israel is coiled up as into a knot for a further and final development, in whom
Israel’s world-wide calling to be the Saviour of mankind, including Israel itself,
is fully carried out; the very same who took up the word of Jehovah in
Isa. 48:16b, in the full consciousness of His fellowship with Him, declaring



Himself to be His messenger who had now appeared. It must not be forgotten,
moreover, that throughout these prophecies the breaking forth of salvation, not
for Israel only, but for all mankind, is regarded as bound up with the
termination of the captivity; and from this its basis, the restoration of the people
who were then in exile, it is never separated. This fact is of great importance in
relation to the question of authorship, and favours the conclusion that they
emanated from a prophet who lived before the captivity, and not in the midst of
it. Just as in Isa. 7 Isaiah sees the son of the virgin grow up in the time of the
Assyrian oppressions, and then sees his kingdom rising up on the ruins of the
Assyrian (cf., p. 147); so does he here behold the servant of Jehovah rising up
in the second half of the captivity, as if born in exile, in the midst of the
punishment borne by his people, to effect the restoration of Israel. At the
present time, when he begins to speak, coming forward without any further
introduction, and speaking in his own name (a unique instance of dramatic style,
which goes beyond even Psa. 2), he has already left behind him the
commencement of his work, which was directed towards the salvation of
mankind. His appeal is addressed to the “isles,” which had been frequently
mentioned already when the evangelization of the heathen was spoken of
(Isa. 42: 4, 10, 12; cf., Isa. 24:15), and to the “nations from afar,” i.e., the
distant nations (as in Isa. 5:26; compare, on the other hand, Jer. 23:23). They
are to hear what he says, not merely what he says in the words that follow, but
what he says generally. What follows is rather a vindication of his right to
demand a hearing and obedience, then the discourse itself, which is to be
received with the obedience of faith; at the same time, the two are most
intimately connected. Jehovah has called him ab utero, has thought of his name
from the bowels of his mother (Yˆ̃Mi as in Psa. 71: 6), i.e., even before he was
born; ever since his conception has Jehovah assigned to him his calling, viz., his
saving calling. We call to mind here Jer. 1: 5, Luke 1:41, Gal. 1:15, but above
all the name Immanuel, which is given by anticipation to the Coming One in
Isa. 7:14, and the name Jesus, which God appointed through the mouth of
angels, when the human life of Him who was to bear that name was still
ripening in the womb of the Virgin (Mat. 1:20-23). It is worthy of notice,
however, that the great Coming One, though he is described in the Old
Testament as one who is to be looked for “from the seed of David,” is also
spoken of as “born of a woman,” whenever his entrance into the world is
directly referred to. In the Protevangelium he is called, though not in an
individual sense, “the seed of the woman;” Isaiah, in the time of Ahaz, mentions
“the virgin” as his mother; Micah (Mic. 5: 2) speaks of his HDLWY; even the
typical psalms, as in Psa. 22:10, 11, give prominence to the mother. And is not
this a sign that prophecy is a work of the Spirit, who searches out the deep
things of the counsel of God?



In v. 2 the speaker says still further, that Jehovah has made his mouth kêcherebh
chaddaÑh (like a sharp sword), namely, that he may overcome everything that
resists him as if with a sharp sword, and sever asunder things that are bound up
together in a pernicious bond (Isa. 11: 4; Rev. 1:16; Heb. 4:12); also that He
has made him into cheÝts baÑruÝr (not beÂloj eÏklektoÂn, LXX, but, as in Jer. 51:11,
cleaned, f207 polished, sharpened, pointed), namely, to pierce the hearts
(Psa. 45: 6), and inflict upon them the most wholesome wounds; and again, that
Jehovah has hidden him under the shadow of His almighty hand, and kept him
concealed in the quiver of His loving counsel, just girt as men keep their swords
and arrows in sheaths and quivers ready for the time when they want to use
them, in order that in the fulness of time He might draw out this His sword, and
put this His arrow to the bow. The question whether the allusion here is to the
time preceding the foreknown period of his coming, or whether it is to eternity
that the words refer, does not present any great dilemma; at the same time, the
prophecy in this instance only traces back the being of the person, who now
appears, to the remotest point of his historical coming. V. 3 describes, without
any figure, what Jehovah has made him. He has said to him (cf., Psa. 2: 7b):
Thou art my servant; thou art Israel, in whom (in quo, as in Isa. 44:23) I glorify
myself. Schenkel’s exposition is grammatically impossible: “(It is) in Israel that I
will glorify myself through thee.” The servant himself is called Israel. We call to
mind here the expression in Mat. 16:18, “Thou art Peter;” and the use of the
name “Israel,” as the individuation of a generic name, reminds us of the fact that
the kings of a nation are sometimes called by the name of the nation itself (e.g.,
Asshur, Isa. 10: 5ff.). But Israel was from the very first the God-given name of
an individual. Just as the name Israel was first of all given to a man, and then
after that to a nation, so the name which sprang from a personal root has also a
personal crown. The servant of Jehovah is Israel in person, inasmuch as the
purpose of mercy, upon the basis of which and for the accomplishment of which
Jehovah made Jacob the father of the twelve-tribed nation, is brought by him
into full and final realization. We have already seen that Israel, as an entire
nation, formed the basis of the idea contained in the term “servant of Jehovah;”
Israel, regarded as a people faithful to its calling, the centre; and the personal
servant of Jehovah its apex. In the present instance, where he is called distinctly
“Israel,” the fact is clearly expressed, that the servant of Jehovah in these
prophecies is regarded as the kernel of the kernel of Israel, as Israel’s inmost
centre, as Israel’s highest head. He it is in whom (i.e., on whom and through
whom) Jehovah glorifies Himself, inasmuch as He carried out through him the
counsels of His love, which are the self-glorification of His holy love, its glory
and its triumph.

Isa. 49: 4. In the next verse the speaker meets the words of divine calling and
promise with a complaint, which immediately silences itself, however. V. 4.



“And I, I said, I have wearied myself in vain, and thrown away my strength for
nothing and to no purpose; yet my right is with Jehovah , and my reward with my
God.”

The Vav with which the verse opens introduces the apparent discrepancy
between the calling he had received, and the apparent failure of his work. †KJ̃F,
however, denotes the conclusion which might be drawn from this, that there
was neither reality nor truth in his call. The relation between the clauses is
exactly the same as that in Psa. 31:23 and Jon. 2: 5 (where we find ¥JÁ, which is
more rarely used in this adversative sense); compare also Psa. 30: 7 (but I said),
and the psalm of Hezekiah in Isa. 38:10 with the antithesis in Psa. 38:15. In the
midst of his activity no fruit was to be seen, and the thought came upon him,
that it was a failure; but this disturbance of his rejoicing in his calling was soon
quieted in the confident assurance that his mishpaÑt (i.e., his good right in
opposition to all contradiction and resistance) and his “work” (i.e., the result
and fruit of the work, which is apparently in vain) are with Jehovah, and laid up
with Him until the time when He will vindicate His servant’s right, and crown
his labour with success. We must not allow ourselves to be led astray by such
parallels as Isa. 40:10; 62:11. The words are not spoken in a collective capacity
any more than in the former part of the verse; the lamentation of Israel as a
people, in Isa. 40:27, is expressed very differently.

Isa. 49: 5, 6. The expression “and now” (HTfJAWi), which follows, evidently
indicates a fresh turn in the official life of the person speaking here. At the same
time, it is evident that it is the failure of his labours within his own people,
which has forced out the lamentation in v. 4a. For his reason for addressing his
summons in Isa. 49: 1 to the world of nations, is that Jehovah has not
guaranteed to him, the undaunted one, success to his labours among his own
people, but has assigned him a mission extending far beyond and reaching to all
mankind. Vv. 5, 6.

“And now, saith Jehovah , that formed me from the womb to be His servant, to bring
back Jacob to Him, and that Israel may be gathered together to Him; and I am
honoured in the eyes of Jehovah, and my God has become my strength. He saith, It
is only a small thing that thou becomest my servant, to set up the tribes of Jacob,
and to bring back the preserved of Israel. I have set thee for the light of the
Gentiles, to become my salvation to the end of the earth.”

Both shoÝbheÝbh and haÑshiÝbh unite within themselves the meanings reducere
(Jer. 50:19) and restituere. On JL = ŒL generally, see at Isa. 9: 2; 63: 9. Jerome
is wrong in his rendering, et Israel qui non congregabitur (what could a
prophecy of the rejection of the Jews do here?); so also is Hitzig’s rendering,
“since Israel is not swept away;” and Hofmann’s, “Israel, which is not swept
away.” In the present instance, where the restoration of Israel is the event



referred to, ‡SJ must signify “the gathering together of Israel,” as in
Isa. 11:12. ŒL (parallel WYLFJ )̃ points to Jehovah as the author of the gathering,
and as the object of it also. The transition from the infinitive of design to the
finite verb of desire, is the same as in Isa. 13: 9; 14:25. The attributive clause,
added to the name Jehovah, expresses the lofty mission of the servant of God
with regard to Israel. The parenthesis, “I have honour in the eyes of Jehovah,
and my God has become my strength, i.e., has become mighty in me, the
apparently weak one,” looks beyond to the still loftier mission, by which the
former lofty one is far surpassed. On account of this parenthetically inserted
praise of Jehovah, the RMÁJF is resumed in RMEJyOWA. Instead of ¦TiŒYHe LQÑF
(compare 1Ki. 16:31), i.e., it is a small thing that thou shouldst be, we have it
here, as in Eze. 8:17, with a comparative min, which must not, however, be
logically pressed: “It is smaller than that,” i.e., it is too small a thing that thou
shouldst be. The nêtsiÝreÝ (Keri, nêtsuÝreÝ) of Israel are those who have been
preserved in exile (Eze. 6:12); in other cases, we find RJFŠi, TYRIJŠ̃i, or H‹FLp̃i.
Not only is the restoration of the remnant of Israel the work of the servant of
Jehovah; but Jehovah has appointed him for something higher than this. He has
given or set him for the light of the heathen (“a light to lighten the Gentiles,”
Luke 2:32), to become His salvation to the end of the earth (LXX: touÌ eiçnai se
eiÏj swthriÂan eÎÂwj eÏsxaÂtou thÌj ghÌj). Those who regard Israel as a nation as
speaking here (e.g., Hitzig, Ewald, Umbreit, etc.) go right away from this,
which is the most natural sense of the words, and explain them as meaning,
“that my salvation may be, reach, or penetrate to the end of the earth.” But
inasmuch as the servant of Jehovah is the light of the world, he is through that
very fact the salvation of the world; and he is both of these through Jehovah,
whose counsels of H F̂wŠYi are brought by him into historical realization and
visible manifestation.

Isa. 49: 7. The words of the servant of God, in which he enforces his claim
upon the nations, are now lost in words of Jehovah to him, which are no longer
reported by him, but are appended as an independent address. His present
condition is one of the deepest humiliation. V. 7.

“Thus saith Jehovah, the Redeemer of Israel , His Holy One, to him of contemptible
soul, to the abhorrence of the people, to the servant of tyrants: kings shall see and
arise; princes, and prostrate themselves for the sake of Jehovah, who is faithful, the
Holy One of Israel, that He hath chosen thee.”

As baÑzoÝh with a changeable kamtez (cf., chaÑmoÝts, Isa. 1:17) has, if not exactly a
passive force, yet something very like a passive circumstantial meaning,
ŠPENE‰HZObI must mean the man who is contemptible as regards his soul, i.e., held
in contempt, or, as Hofmann explains it, whom men do not think worthy to live
(though he follows Ewald, and takes bêzoÝh as an infinitive treated as a



substantive). Accordingly Bˆ̃TFMi is also to be taken personally. The meaning
abhorring is unsuitable; but Bˆ̃tI is also used in a causative sense, to cause to
abhor, i.e., to make a thing an abomination (Eze. 16:25), or to excite
abhorrence: hence, “to him who excites the people’s abhorrence,” which is the
same, so far as the sense is concerned, as “to the object of their abhorrence.”
But even as a participial substantive Bˆ̃TFMi would literally mean the thing
exciting abhorrence, i.e., the abhorrence, just as mekhasseh in Isa. 23:18
signifies the thing covering, i.e., the covering. All these participial substantives
of the piel indicate the thing, place, or instrument accomplishing that which the
piel affirms. We need not raise the question whether goÝi refers to Israel or to
the heathen. It signifies the mass of men, the people, like ÿaÑm in Psa. 62: 9, and
in those passages in which it is used by our prophet for the human race
generally. The moÝshêliÝm, of whom the person here addressed is the servant or
enslaved one, are obviously heathen tyrants. What is here affirmed of the “one
servant of Jehovah” was no doubt also applicable to the nation generally, and
more especially to that portion of the nation which was true to its calling and
confession. He in whom Israel’s relation of servant to Jehovah was fully
realized, did indeed spring out of His own nation, when it was under the
oppression of the powers of this world; and all the shame and persecution
which those who remained faithful among His people had to endure from the
heathen oppressors, and also from the ungodly among their own countrymen
(see, for example, Isa. 66: 5), discharge their force like a violent storm upon
Him as an individual. When, therefore, we find the sufferings of the people and
the glory of which they became partakers described in other passages in just the
same terms, we must not infer from this that “servant of Jehovah” is a collective
epithet in the passage before us. The person addressed here is the Restorer of
Israel, the Light of the Gentiles, the Salvation of Jehovah for all mankind. When
kings and princes shall behold Him who was once brought so low, delivered
from His humiliation, and exalted to the glorious height of the work to which
He has been called, they will rise up with reverence from their thrones, and
prostrate themselves upon the ground in worship for the sake of Jehovah, as
before Him who (RŠEJá emphatic, utpote qui) is faithful, showing Himself
sincere in His promises, and for the sake of the Holy One of Israel, in that, as is
now made manifest, “He hath chosen thee.” The fut. consec. particularizes the
general motive assigned, and carries it still further.

Isa. 49: 8, 9a. The next two verses describe (though only with reference to
Israel, the immediate circle) what is the glory of the vocation to which Jehovah,
in accordance with His promise, exalts His chosen One. Vv. 8, 9a.

“Thus saith Jehovah, In a time of favour have I heard thee, and in the day of
salvation have I helped thee: and I form thee, and set thee for a covenant of the



people, to raise up the land, to apportion again desolate inheritances, saying to
prisoners, Go ye out: to those who are in darkness, Come ye to the light.”

Jehovah heard His servant, and came to his help when he prayed to Him out of
the condition of bondage to the world, which he shared with his people. He did
it at the time for the active display of His good pleasure, and for the realizing of
salvation, which had been foreseen by Him, and had now arrived. The futures
which follow are to be taken as such. The fact that Jehovah makes His servant
“a covenant of the people,” i.e., the personal bond which unites Israel and its
God in a new fellowship (see Isa. 42: 6), is the fruit of his being heard and
helped. The infinitives with Lamed affirm in what way the new covenant
relation will be made manifest. The land that has fallen into decay rises into
prosperity again, and the desolate possessions return to their former owners.
This manifestation of the covenant grace, that has been restored to the nation
again, is effected through the medium of the servant of Jehovah. The rendering
of the LXX is quite correct: touÌ katasthÌsai thÃn ghÌn kaiÃ klhronomhÌsai
klhronomiÂaj eÏrhÂmouj leÂgonta. RMOJL ĩs a dicendo governed by both
infinitives. The prisoners in the darkness of the prison and of affliction are the
exiles (Isa. 42:22). The mighty word of the servant of Jehovah brings to them
the light of liberty, in connection with which (as has been already more than
once observed) the fact should be noticed, that the redemption is viewed in
connection with the termination of the captivity, and, in accordance with the
peculiar character of the Old Testament, is regarded as possessing a national
character, and therefore is purely external.

Isa. 49: 9-12. The person of the servant of Jehovah now falls into the
background again, and the prophecy proceeds with a description of the return
of the redeemed. Vv. 9b -12.

“They shall feed by the ways, and there is pasture for them upon all field-hills. They
shall not hunger nor thirst, and the mirage and sun shall not blind them: for He that
hath mercy on them shall lead them, and guide them by bubbling water-springs. And
I make all my mountains ways, and my roads are exalted. Behold these, they come
from afar; and, behold, these from the north and from the sea; and these from the
land of the Sinese.”

The people returning home are represented as a flock. By the roads that they
take to their homes, they are able to obtain sufficient pasture, without being
obliged to go a long way round in order to find a sufficient supply; and even
upon bare sandy hills (Isa. 41:18) there is pasture found for them. Nothing is
wanting; even the shaÑraÑbh (see Isa. 35: 7, p. 350) and the sun do not hurt them,
the former by deceiving and leading astray, the latter by wearying them with its
oppressive heat: for He whose compassion has been excited by their long pining
misery (Isa. 41:17-20) is leading them, and bringing them along in comfort by



bubbling springs of real and refreshing water (LXÑAYi, as Petrarch once says of
shepherds, Move la schieÑra sua soavemente). Jehovah also makes all the
mountains into roads for those who are returning home, and the paths of the
desert are lifted up, as it were, into well-made roads (yêrumuÝn, Ges. § 47, Anm.
4). They are called my mountains and my highways (differently from
Isa. 14:25), because they are His creation; and therefore He is also able to
change them, and now really does change them for the good of His people, who
are returning to the land of their forefathers out of every quarter of the globe.
Although in Psa. 107: 3 yaÑm (the sea) appears to stand for the south, as
referring to the southern part of the Mediterranean, which washes the coast of
Egypt, there is no ground at all in the present instance for regarding it as
employed in any other than its usual sense, namely the west; meÝraÑchoÑq (from
far) is therefore either the south (cf., Isa. 43: 6) or the east, according to the
interpretation that we give to ÿerets SiÝniÝm, as signifying a land to the east or to
the south.

The Phoenician Sinim (Ges. 10:17), the inhabitants of a fortified town in the
neighbourhood of Area, which has now disappeared, but which was seen not
only by Jerome, but also by Mariono Sanuto (de castro Arachas ad dimidiam
leucam est oppidum Sin), cannot be thought of, for the simple reason that this
Sin was too near, and was situated to the west of Babylon and to the north of
Jerusalem; whilst Sin (= Pelusium) in Egypt, to which Ewald refers, did not give
its name to either a tribe or a land. Arias Montanus was among the first to
suggest that the Sinim are the Sinese (Chinese); and since the question has been
so thoroughly discussed by Gesenius (in his Commentary and Thesaursu), most
of the commentators, and also such Orientalists as Langles (in his Recherches
asiatiques), Movers (in his Phoenicians), Lassen (in his Indische
Alterthumskunde, i. 856-7), have decided in favour of this opinion. The
objection brought against the supposition, that the name of the Chinese was
known to the nations of the west at so early a period as this, viz., that this could
not have been the case till after the reign of the emperor Shi-hoang-ti, of the
dynasty of Thsin, who restored the empire that had bee broken up into seven
smaller kingdoms (in the year 247 B.C.), and through whose celebrated reign
the name of his dynasty came to be employed in the western nations as the
name of China generally, is met by Lassen with the simple fact that the name
occurs at a much earlier period than this, and in many different forms, as the
name of smaller states into which the empire was broken up after the reign of
Wu-wang (1122-1115 B.C.). “The name QiÌnai (Strabo), SiÌnai (Ptol.), TziÂnitza
(Kosmas), says the Sinologist Neumann, did not obtain currency for the first
time from the founder of the great dynasty of Tsin; but long before this, Tsin
was the name of a feudal kingdom of some importance in Shen-si, one of the
western provinces of the Sinese land, and Fei-tse, the first feudal king of Tsin,



began to reign as early as 897 B.C.” It is quite possible, therefore, that the
prophet, whether he were Isaiah or any other, may have heard of the land of the
Sinese in the far east, and this is all that we need assume; not that Sinese
merchants visited the market of the world on the Euphrates (Movers and
Lassen), but only that information concerning the strange people who were so
wealthy in rare productions, had reached the remote parts of the East through
the medium of commerce, possibly from Ophir, and through the Phoenicians.
But Egli replies: “The seer on the streams of Babel certainly could not have
described any exiles as returning home from China, if he had not known that
some of his countrymen were pining there in misery, and I most positively
affirm that this was not the case.” What is here assumed — namely, that there
must have been a Chinese diaspora in the prophet’s own time — is overthrown
by what has been already observed in Isa. 11:11; and we may also see that it is
to purely by accident that the land of the Sinese is given as the farthest point to
the east, from my communications concerning the Jews of China in the History
of the Post-biblical Poetry of the Jews (1836, pp. 58-62, cf., p. 21). I have not
yet seen Sionnet’s work, which has appeared since, viz., Essai sur les Juifs de
la Chine et sur l’influence, qu’ils ont eue sur la litérature de ce vaste empire,
avant l’ère chrétienne; but I have read the Mission of Enquiry to the Jews in
China in the Jewish Intelligence, May 1851, where a fac-simile of their thorah
is given. The immigration took place from Persia (cf., ÿElaÑm, Isa. 11:11), at the
latest, under the Han dynasty (205 B.C.-220 A.D.), and certainly before the
Christian era.

Isa. 49:13. In this return of the exiles from every quarter of the globe to their
fatherland, and for this mighty work of God on behalf of His church, which has
been scattered in all directions, the whole creation is to praise Him. V. 13.

“Sing, O heavens; and shout, O earth; and break out into singing, O mountains! for
Jehovah hath comforted His people, and He hath compassion upon His afflicted
ones.”

The phrase HnFRI XCÁpF, like †ñRIWi XCÁpF (which occurs in Psa. 98: 4 as well as in
Isaiah), is peculiarly Isaiah’s (Isa. 14: 7, and several times in Isa. 40-66). “The
afflicted ones” (ÿaÔniyyiÝm) is the usual Old Testament name for the ecclesia
militans. The future alternates with the perfect: the act of consolation takes
place once for all, but the compassion lasts for ever. Here again the glorious
liberty of the children of God appears as the focus from which the whole world
is glorified. The joy of the Israel of God becomes the joy of heaven and earth.
With the summons to this joy the first half of the prophecy closes; for the word
RMJT, which follows, shows clearly enough that the prophecy has merely
reached a resting-point here, since this word is unsuitable for commencing a
fresh prophecy.



Isa. 49:14-16. The prophet, looking back at the period of suffering from the
standpoint of the deliverance, exclaims from the midst of this train of thought:
V. 14.

“Zion said, Jehovah hath forsaken me, and the Lord hath forgotten me.”

The period of suffering which forces out this lamentation still continues. What
follows, therefore, applies to the church of the present, i.e., of the captivity. Vv.
15, 16.

“Does a woman forget her sucking child, so as not to have compassion upon the
child of her womb? Even though mothers should forget, I will not forget thee.
Behold, I have graven thee upon the palms of my hands; thy walls stand continually
before me.”

In reply to the complaining church, which knows that her home is in Zion-
Jerusalem, and which has been kept so long away from her home, Jehovah sets
forth His love, which is as inalienable as a mother’s love, yea, far greater than
even maternal love. On Lw ,̂ see p. 90; the min in meÝracheÝm is equivalent to
wÎÂste mhÂ, as in Isa. 23: 1; 24:10; 33:15, etc. „gA, so far as the actual sense is
concerned, is equivalent to YkI‰„gA (Ewald, § § 362, b): “granted that such
(mothers) should forget, i.e., disown, their love.” The picture of Zion (not
merely the name, as v. 16b clearly shows) is drawn in the inside of Jehovah’s
hands, just as men are accustomed to burn or puncture ornamental figures and
mementoes upon the hand, the arm, and the forehead, and to colour the
punctures with alhenna or indigo (see Tafel, xii., in vol. ii. pp. 33-35 of Lane’s
Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians). There is the figure of Zion,
unapproachable to every creature, as close to Him as He is to Himself, and
facing Him amidst all the emotions of His divine life. There has He the walls of
Zion constantly before Him (on neged, see at Isa. 1:15; 24:23); and even if for a
time they are broken down here below, with Him they have an eternal ideal
existence, which must be realized again and again in an increasingly glorious
form.

Isa. 49:17, 18. It is this fact of a renewed glorification which presents itself
afresh to the prophet’s mind. Vv. 17, 18.

“Thy children make haste, thy destroyers and masters draw out from thee. Lift up
thine eyes round about, and see: all these assemble themselves together, and come
to thee. As truly as I live, saith Jehovah, thou wilt put them all on like jewellery, and
gird them round thee like a bride.”

The pointing adopted by the LXX, Targ., Jer. and Saad., is ¥YINAbO. The antithesis
favours this reading; but ¥YINAbF suits vv. 18, 19 better; and the thought that
Zion’s children come and restore her fallen walls, follows of itself from the very



antithesis: her children come; and those who destroyed their maternal home,
and made it a desolate ruin, have to depart from both city and land. Zion is to
lift up her eyes, that have been cast down till now, yea, to lift them up round
about; for on all sides those whom she thought she had lost are coming in dense
crowds ¥LÁ (cf., JL = ŒL with WYLFJ ,̃ Isa. 49: 5), to her, i.e., henceforth to
belong to her again. Jehovah pledges His life (chai ÿaÔniÝ, zwÌn eÏgwÂ, Ewald, § 329,
a) that a time of glory is coming for Zion and her children. YkI in the affirmative
sense, springing out of the confirmative after an affirming oath, equivalent to
JLO‰„JI elsewhere (e.g., Isa. 5: 9). The population which Zion recovers once
more, will be to her like the ornaments which a woman puts on, like the
ornamental girdle (Isa. 3:20) which a bride fastens round her wedding dress.

Isa. 49:19, 20. Thus will Zion shine forth once more with the multitude of her
children as with a festal adorning. Vv. 19, 20.

“For thy ruins and thy waste places and thy land full of ruin , — yea, now thou wilt
be too narrow for the inhabitants, and thy devourers are far away. Thy children, that
were formerly taken from thee, shall say in thine ears, The space is too narrow for
me; give way for me, that I may have room.”

The word “for” (kiÝ) introduces the explanatory reason for the figures just
employed of jewellery and a bridal girdle. Instead of the three subjects, “thy
ruins,” etc., the comprehensive “thou” is employed permutatively, and the
sentence commenced afresh. YkI is repeated emphatically in HTfJA YkI (for now,
or yea now); this has essentially the same meaning as in the apodosis of
hypothetical protasis (e.g., Gen. 31:42; 43:10), except that the sense is more
decidedly affirmative than in the present instance, where one sees it spring out
of the confirmative. Zion, that has been hitherto desolate, now becomes too
small to hold her inhabitants; and her devourers are far away, i.e., those who
took forcible possession of the land and cities, and made them untenable. DŒ̂ is
to be understood in accordance with Psa. 42: 6, and ¥YINAZiJFBi in accordance with
Psa. 54: 2 (see at Isa. 5: 9). It will even come to this, that the children of which
Zion was formerly robbed will call to one another, so that she becomes a
witness with her ears to that which they have so clearly seen: the space is too
narrow, give way (gêshaÑh, from naÑgash, to advance, then to move generally,
also to move in an opposite direction, i.e., to fall back, as in Gen. 19: 9) for me,
that I may be able to settle down.

Isa. 49:21. The words that sound in the ears of Zion are now followed by the
thought of astonishment and surprise, that rises up in her heart. V. 21.

“And thou wilt say in thy heart, Who hath borne me these, seeing I was robbed of
children, and barren, banished, and thrust away; and these, who hath brought them
up? Behold, I was left alone; these, where were they?”



She sees herself suddenly surrounded by a great multitude of children, and yet
she was robbed of children, and galmuÝdaÑh (lit. hard, stony, Arab. ÿgalmad,
ÿgulmuÑd, e.g., es-sachr el ÿgulmuÑd, the hardest stone, mostly as a substantive,
stone or rock, from gaÑlam, from which comes the Syriac gelomo, stony ground,
related to chaÑlam, whence challaÑmiÝsh, gravel, root gal, gam, to press together,
or heap up in a lump or mass), i.e., one who seemed utterly incapacitated for
bearing children any more. She therefore asks, Who hath borne me these (not,
who hath begotten, and which is an absurd question)? She cannot believe that
they are the children of her body, and her children’s children. As a tree, whose
foliage is all faded away, is called noÝbheleth itself in Isa. 1:30, so she calls
herself goÝlaÑh vêsuÝraÑh, extorris et remota (suÝr = muÝsaÑr, like suÝg in Pro. 14:14 =
naÑsoÝg or mussaÑg), because her children have been carried away into exile. In the
second question, the thought has dawned upon her mind, that those by whom
she finds herself surrounded are her own children; but as she was left alone,
whilst they went forth, as she thought to die in a foreign land, she cannot
comprehend where they have been hitherto concealed, or where they have
grown up into so numerous a people.

Isa. 49:22. The prophecy now takes a step backward in the domain of the
future, and describes the manner in which the children of Zion get back to their
home. V. 22.

“Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I lift up my hand to nations, and set up my
standard to peoples: and they bring thy sons in their bosom; and thy daughters,
upon shoulders are they carried.”

The setting up of a standard (Isa. 5:26; 11:12; 18: 3, cf., 62:10) is a favourite
figure with Isaiah, as well as swaying the hand. Jehovah gives a sign to the
heathen nations with His hand, and points out to them the mark that they are to
keep in view, with a signal pole which is set up. They understand it, and carry
out His instructions, and bring Zion’s sons and daughters thither, and that as a
foster-father (ÿoÝmeÝn) carries an infant in the bosom of his dress (choÝtsen, as in
Neh. 5:13; Arabic as in Psa. 129: 7, hidn, from hadana, to embrace, to press
tenderly to one’s self; vid., Num. 11:12), or upon his arms, so that it reclines
upon his shoulder (ÿal-kaÑtheÝph; cf., ‘al-tsad, Isa. 60: 4; 66:12).

Isa. 49:23. Such affectionate treatment does the church receive, which is
assembling once more upon its native soil, whilst kings and their consorts
hasten to serve the re-assembled community. V. 23.

“And kings become thy foster-fathers, and their princesses they nurses: they bow
down their face to thee to the earth, and they lick the dust of thy feet; and thou
learnest that I am Jehovah, He whose hoping ones are not put to shame.”



As foster-fathers devote all their strength and care to those entrusted to them,
and nurses nourish children from the very marrow of their own life, so will
kings become the shelterers of Zion, and princesses the sustainers of her
growth. All that is true in the regal headship of the church will be realized, and
all that is false in regal territorialism will condemn itself: “vultu in terram
demisso adorabunt te et pulverem pedum tuorum lingent” (Jerome). They do
homage to the church, and kiss the ground upon which she stands and walks.
According to Isa. 45:14, this adoration belongs to the God who is present in the
church, and points the church itself away from all thought of her own merits to
Jehovah, the God of salvation, cui qui confidunt non pudefient (tiJADAYFWi with an
auxiliary pathach, like tiJAGFYF in Isa. 47:15; Ges. § 65, 2: RŠEJá with the first
person made into a relative as in Isa. 41: 8; Ges. § 123, 1, Anm. 1). Observe,
however, that the state will not be swallowed up by the church, — a thing
which never will occur, and is never meant to occur; but by the state becoming
serviceable to the church, there is realized a prelude of the perfected kingdom
of God, in which the dualism of the state and the church is entirely abolished.

Isa. 49:24-26. There follows now a sceptical question prompted by weakness
of faith; and the divine reply. The question, v. 24:

“Can the booty indeed be wrested from a giant, or will the captive host of the
righteous escape?”

The question is logically one, and only divided rhetorically into two (Ges. §
153, 2). The giant, or gigantically strong one, is the Chaldean. Knobel, in
opposition to Hitzig, who supposes the Persian to be referred to, points very
properly to Isa. 51:12, 13, and 52: 5. He is mistaken, however, in thinking that
we must read ƒYRÎ F YBIŠi in v. 24b, as Ewald does after the Syriac and Jerome,
on account of the parallelism. The exiles are called shêbhiÝ tsaddiÝq, not,
however, as captives wrested from the righteous (the congregation of the
righteous), as Meier thinks, taking tsaddiÝq as the gen. obj.; still less as captives
carried off by the righteous one, i.e., the Chaldean, for the Chaldean, even
regarded as the accomplisher of the righteous judgment of God, is not tsaddiÝq,
but “wicked” (Hab. 1:13); but merely as a host of captives consisting of
righteous men (Hitzig). The divine answer, vv. 25, 26:

“Yea, thus saith Jehovah, Even the captive hosts of a giant are wrested from him,
and the booty of a tyrant escapes: and I will make war upon him that warreth with
thee, and I will bring salvation to thy children. And I feed them that pain thee with
their own flesh; and they shall be drunken with their own blood , as if with new wine;
and all flesh sees that I Jehovah am thy Saviour, and that thy Redeemer is the
Mighty One of Jacob.”

We might take the kiÝ in v. 25a as a simple affirmative, but it is really to be taken
as preceded by a tacit intermediate thought. Rosenmüller’s explanation is the



correct one: “that which is hardly credible shall take place, for thus hath
Jehovah said.” He has also given the true interpretation of gam: “although this
really seems incredible, yet I will give it effect.” Ewald, on the contrary, has
quite missed the sense of vv. 24, 25, which he gives as follows: “The booty in
men which a hero has taken in war, may indeed be taken from him again; but
Jehovah will never let the booty that He takes from the Chaldean (viz., Israel)
be wrested from Him again.” This is inadmissible, for the simple reason that it
presupposes the emendationƒYRˆYBŠ; and this ÿaÑriÝts is quite unsuitable,
partly because it would be Jehovah to whom the case supposed referred, and
still more, because the correspondence in character between v. 24 and v. 14 is
thereby destroyed. The gibboÝr and ÿaÑriÝts is called ¥BỸRIYi in v. 25b, with direct
reference to Zion. This is a noun formed from the future, like Jareb in
Hos. 5:13 and 10: 6, — a name chosen as the distinctive epithet of the Asiatic
emperor (probably a name signifying “king Fighting-cock”). The self-laceration
threatened against the Chaldean empire recals to mind Isa. 9:19, 20, and
Zec. 11: 9, and has as revolting a sound as Num. 23:24 and Zec. 9:15, —
passages which Daumer and Ghillany understand in the cannibal sense which
they appear to have, whereas what they understand literally is merely a
hyperbolical figure. Moreover, it must not be forgotten that the Old Testament
church was a nation, and that the spirit of revelation in the Old Testament
assumed the national form, which it afterwards shattered to pieces. Knobel
points to the revolt of the Hyrcanians and several satraps, who fought on the
side of Cyrus against their former rulers (Cyrop. iv. 2, 6, v. 1-3). All this will be
subservient to that salvation and redemption, which form the historical aim of
Jehovah and the irresistible work of the Mighty One of Jacob. The name of God
which we meet with here, viz., the Mighty One of Jacob, only occurs again in
Isa. 1:24, and shows who is the author of the prophecy which is concluded
here. The first half set forth, in the servant of Jehovah, the mediator of Israel’s
restoration and of the conversion of the heathen, and closed with an appeal to
the heaven and the earth to rejoice with the ransomed church. The second half
(vv. 14-26) rebukes the despondency of Zion, which fancies itself forgotten of
Jehovah, by pointing to Jehovah’s more than maternal love, and the
superabundant blessing to be expected from Him. It also rebukes the doubts of
Zion as to the possibility of such a redemption, by pointing to the faithfulness
and omnipotence of the God of Israel, who will cause the exiles to be wrested
from the Chaldean, and their tormentors to devour one another. The following
chapter commences a fresh train of ideas.

Second Prophecy — Ch. 50



ISRAEL’S SELF-REJECTION; AND THE STEDFASTNESS OF THE
SERVANT OF JEHOVAH

Isa. 50: 1. The words are no longer addressed to Zion, but to her children. V.
1.

“Thus saith Jehovah, Where is your mother’s bill of divorce, with which I put her
away? Or where is one of my creditors, to whom I sold you? Behold, for your
iniquities are ye sold, and for your transgressions is your mother put away.”

It was not He who had broken off the relation in which He stood to Zion; for
the mother of Israel, whom Jehovah had betrothed to Himself, had no bill of
divorce to show, with which Jehovah had put her away and thus renounced for
ever the possibility of receiving her again (according to Deu. 24: 1-4), provided
she should in the meantime have married another. Moreover, He had not
yielded to outward constraint, and therefore given her up to a foreign power;
for where was there on of His creditors (there is not any one) to whom He
would have been obliged to relinquish His sons, because unable to pay His
debts, and in this way to discharge them? — a harsh demand, which was
frequently made by unfelling creditors of insolvent debtors (Exo. 21: 7;
2Ki. 4: 1; Mat. 18:25). On noÝsheh, a creditor, see at Isa. 24: 2. Their present
condition was indeed that of being sold and put away; but this was not the
effect of despotic caprice, or the result of compulsion on the part of Jehovah. It
was Israel itself that had broken off the relation in which it stood to Jehovah;
they had been sold through their own faults, and “for your transgressions is
your mother put away.” Instead of HFY ÊŠFPiBIw we have „KEYˆ̃ŠiPiBiw. This may
be because the church, although on the one hand standing higher and being
older than her children (i.e., her members at any particular time), is yet, on the
other hand, orally affected by those to whom she has given birth, who have
been trained by her, and recognised by her as her own.

Isa. 50: 2, 3. The radical sin, however, which has lasted from the time of the
captivity down to the present time, is disobedience to the word of God. This sin
brought upon Zion and her children the judgment of banishment, and it was this
which made it last so long. Vv. 2, 3.

“Why did I come, and there was no one there? Why did I call, and there was no one
who answered? Is my hand too short to redeem? or is there no strength in me to
deliver? Behold, through my threatening I dry up the sea; turn streams into a plain:
their fish rot, because there is no water, and die for thirst. I clothe the heavens in
mourning, and make sackcloth their covering.”

Jehovah has come, and with what? It follows, from the fact of His bidding them
consider, that His hand is not too short to set Israel loose and at liberty, that He
is not so powerless as to be unable to draw it out; that He is the Almighty, who



by His mere threatening word (Psa. 106: 9; 104: 7) can dry up the sea, and turn
streams into a hard and barren soil, so that the fishes putrefy for want of water
(Exo. 7:18, etc.), and die from thirst (thaÑmoÝth a voluntative used as an
indicative, as in Isa. 12: 1, and very frequently in poetical composition); who
can clothe the heavens in mourning, and make sackcloth their (dull, dark)
covering (for the expression itself, compare Isa. 37: 1, 2); who therefore, fiat
applicatio, can annihilate the girdle of waters behind which Babylon fancies
herself concealed (see Isa. 42:15; 44:27), and cover the empire, which is now
enslaving and torturing Israel, with a sunless and starless night of destruction
(Isa. 13:10). It follows from all this, that He has come with a gospel of
deliverance from sin and punishment; but Israel has given no answer, has not
received this message of salvation with faith, since faith is assent to the word of
God. And in whom did Jehovah come? Knobel and most of the commentators
reply, “in His prophets.” This answer is not wrong, but it does not suffice to
show the connection between what follows and what goes before. For there it is
one person who speaks; and who is that, but the servant of Jehovah, who is
introduced in these prophecies with dramatic directness, as speaking in his own
name? Jehovah has come to His people in His servant. We know who was the
servant of Jehovah in the historical fulfilment. It was He whom even the New
Testament Scriptures describe as toÃn paiÌda touÌ kuriÂou, especially in the Acts
(Act. 3:13, 26; 4:27, 30). It was not indeed during the Babylonian captivity that
the servant of Jehovah appeared in Israel with the gospel of redemption; but, as
we shall never be tired of repeating, this is the human element in these
prophecies, that they regard the appearance of the “servant of Jehovah,” the
Saviour of Israel and the heathen, as connected with the captivity: the
punishment of Israel terminating, according to the law of the perspective
foreshortening of prophetic vision, with the termination of the captivity, — a
connection which we regard as one of the strongest confirmations of the
composition of these addresses before the captivity, as well as of Isaiah’s
authorship. But this aÏnqrwÂpinon does not destroy the qeiÌon in them, inasmuch
as the time at which Jesus appeared was not only similar to that of the
Babylonian captivity, but stood in a causal connection with it, since the Roman
empire was the continuation of the Babylonian, and the moral state of the
people under the iron arm of the Roman rule resembled that of the Babylonian
exiles (Eze. 2: 6, 7). At the same time, whatever our opinion on this point may
be, it is perfectly certain that it is to the servant of Jehovah, who was seen by
the prophet in connection with the Babylonian captivity, that the words
“wherefore did I come” refer.

Isa. 50: 4. He in whom Jehovah came to His nation, and proclaimed to it, in
the midst of its self-induced misery, the way and work of salvation, is He who
speaks in v. 4:



“The Lord Jehovah hath given me a disciple’s tongue , that I may know how to set
up the wearied with words: He wakeneth every morning; wakeneth mine ear to
attend in disciple’s manner.”

The word limmuÝdiÝm, which is used in the middle of the verse, and which is the
older word for the later talmidiÝm, maqhtaiÂ, as in Isa. 8:16; 54:13, is repeated at
the close of the verse, according to the figure of palindromy, which is such a
favourite figure in both parts of the book of Isaiah; and the train of thought,
“He wakeneth morning by morning, wakeneth mine ear,” recals to mind the
parallelism with reservation which is very common in the Psalms, and more
especially the custom of a “triolet-like” spinning out of the thoughts, from
which the songs of “degrees” (or ascending steps, shiÝr hammaÿaÔloÝth) have
obtained their name. The servant of Jehovah affords us a deep insight here into
His hidden life. The prophets received special revelations from God, for the
most part in the night, either in dreams or else in visions, which were shown
them in a waking condition, but yet in the more susceptible state of nocturnal
quiet and rest. Here, however, the servant of Jehovah receives the divine
revelations neither in dreams nor visions of the night; but every morning
(babboÝqer babboÝqer as in Isa. 28:19), i.e., when his sleep is over, Jehovah
comes to him, awakens his ear, by making a sign to him to listen, and then takes
him as it were into the school after the manner of a pupil, and teaches him what
and how he is to preach. Nothing indicates a tongue befitting the disciples of
God, so much as the gift of administering consolation; and such a gift is
possessed by the speaker here. “To help with words him that is exhausted”
(with suffering and self-torture): Tw ,̂ Arab. gaÑtÜ, med. Vav, related to Šw ,̂
ŠwX, signifies to spring to a person with words to help, Aq. uÎposthriÂsai,
Jer. sustentare. The Arabic gaÑtÜ, med. Je, to rain upon or water (Ewald,
Umbreit, etc.), cannot possibly be thought of, since this has no support in the
Hebrew; still less, however, can we take Tw âs a denom. from Tˆ̃, upon which
Luther has founded his rendering, “to speak to the weary in due season” (also
Eng. ver.). RBFdF is an accusative of more precise definition, like RŠEJá in v. 1
(cf., Isa. 42:25; 43:23). Jerome has given the correct rendering: “that I may
know how to sustain him that is weary with a word.”

Isa. 50: 5, 6. His calling is to save, not to destroy; and for this calling he has
Jehovah as a teacher, and to Him he has submitted himself in docile
susceptibility and immoveable obedience. V. 5.

“The Lord Jehovah hath opened mine ear ; and I, I was not rebellious, and did not
turn back.”

He put him into a position inwardly to discern His will, that he might become
the mediator of divine revelation; and he did not set himself against this calling



(maÑraÑh, according to its radical meaning stringere, to make one’s self rigid
against any one, aÏntiteiÂnein), and did not draw back from obeying the call,
which, as he well knew, would not bring him earthly honour and gain, but
rather shame and ill-treatment. Ever since he had taken the path of his calling,
he had not drawn timidly back from the sufferings with which it was connected,
but had rather cheerfully taken them upon him. V. 6.

“I offered my back to smiters, and my cheeks to them that pluck off the hair; I hid
not my face from shame and spitting.”

He offered his back to such as smote it, his cheeks to such as plucked out the
hair of his beard (maÑrat as in Neh. 13:25). He did not hide his face, to cover it
up from actual insults, or from being spit upon (on kêlimmoÝth with roÝq, smiting
on the cheek, kolafiÂzein, strokes with rods, rÎapiÂzein, blows upon the head,
tuÂptein eiÏj thÃn kefalhÂn with eÏmptuÂein, compare Mat. 26:67; 27:30,
Joh. 18:22). The way of his calling leads through a shameful condition of
humiliation. What was typified in Job (see Job. 30:10; 17: 6), and prefigured
typically and prophetically in the Psalms of David (see Psa. 22: 7; 69: 8), finds
in him its perfect antitypical fulfilment.

Isa. 50: 7. But no shame makes him faint-hearted; he trusts in Him who hath
called him, and looks to the end. V. 7.

“But the Lord Jehovah will help me; therefore have I not suffered myself to be
overcome by mockery: therefore did I make my face like the flint, and knew that I
should not be put to shame.”

The WA introduces the thought with which his soul was filled amidst all his
sufferings. In YtIMiLFKiNI JLO he affirms, that he did not suffer himself to be
inwardly overcome and overpowered by kêlimmaÑh. The consciousness of his
high calling remained undisturbed; he was never ashamed of that, nor did he
turn away from it. The two †k‰̃LJA stand side by side upon the same line. He
made his face kachallaÑmiÝsh (from chaÑlam, related to gaÑlam in Isa. 49:21, with
the substantive termination iÝsh: see Jeshurun, p. 229), i.e., he made it as
unfelling as a flint-stone to the attacks of his foes (cf., Eze. 3: 8, 9). The LXX
renders this eÏÂqhka toÃ proÂswpon mou wÎj stereaÃn peÂtran; but eÏsthÂrica toÃ
proÂj., which is the rendering given to YNP „YV in Jer. 21:10, would have been
just the proper rendering here (see Luke 9:51). In “holy hardness of
endurance,” as Stier says, he turned his face to his antagonists, without being
subdued or frightened away, and was well assured that He whose cause he
represented would never leave him in the lurch.

Isa. 50: 8, 9. In the midst of his continued sufferings he was still certain of
victory, feeling himself exalted above every human accusation, and knowing



that Jehovah would acknowledge him; whereas his opponents were on the way
to that destruction, the germ of which they already carried with them. Vv. 8, 9.

“He is near that justifieth me; who will contend with me?! We will draw near
together! Who is my adversary in judgment?! Let him draw near to me! Behold, the
Lord Jehovah will help me; who is he that could condemn me?! Behold, they all
shall fall to pieces like a garment; the moth shall eat them up.”

QYdICiHI and JAYŠIRiHI are forensic antitheses: the former signifies to set one forth,
both practically and judicially, as righteous (2Sa. 15: 4; Psa. 82: 3); the latter as
guilty, Š̂FRF (Deu. 25: 1; Psa. 109: 7). HDFMiJANA, which has lost the principal tone
on account of the following DXÁYF (DHAyF), has munach instead of metheg in the
antepenultimate. Baÿal mishpaÑtiÝ means, “he who has a judicial cause of lawsuit
against me,” just as in Roman law the dominus litis is distinguished from the
procurator, i.e., from the person who represents him in court (syn. baÿal
dêbhaÑriÝm, Exo. 24:14, and ÿiÝsh riÝbhiÝ in Job. 31:35; compare Isa. 41:11).
JwH‰YMI are connected, and form an emphatic tiÂj, Rom. 8:34 (Ewald § 325, a).
“All of them” (kullaÑm): this refers to all who are hostile to him. They fall to
pieces like a worn-out garment, and fall a prey to the moth which they already
carry within them: — a figure which we meet with again in Isa. 51: 8 (cf.,
Job. 13:28, Hos. 5:12), and one which, although apparently insignificant, is yet
really a terrible one, inasmuch as it points to a power of destruction working
imperceptibly and slowly, but yet effecting the destruction of the object selected
with all the greater certainty.

Isa. 50:10, 11. Thus far we have the words of the servant. The prophecy
opened with words of Jehovah (vv. 1-3), and with such words it closes, as we
may see from the expression, “this shall ye have at my hand,” in v. 11b. The
first word of Jehovah is addressed to those who fear Him, and hearken to the
voice of His servant. V. 10.

“Who among you is fearing Jehovah, hearkening to the voice of His servant? He
that walketh in darkness, and without a ray of light, let him trust in the name of
Jehovah, and stay himself upon his God.”

The question is asked for the purpose of showing to any one who could reply,
“I am one, or wish to be such an one,” what his duty and his privileges are. In
the midst of the apparent hopelessness of his situation (chaÔsheÝkhiÝm the
accusative of the object, and plural to chaÔsheÝkhaÑh, Isa. 8:22), and of his
consequent despondency of mind, he is to trust in the name of Jehovah, that
firmest and surest of all grounds of trust, and to stay himself upon his God, who
cannot forsake or deceive him. He is to believe (Isa. 7: 9; 28:16; Hab. 2: 4) in
God and the word of salvation, for X‹B and † Š̂N are terms applied to that
fiducia fidei which is the essence of faith. The second word of Jehovah is



addressed to the despisers of His word, of which His servant is the bearer. V.
11.

“Behold, all ye that kindle fire, that equip yourselves with burning darts, away into
the glow of your fire, and into the burning darts that ye have kindled! This comes to
you from my hand; ye shall lie down in sorrow.”

The fire is not the fire of divine wrath (Jer. 17: 4), but the fire of wickedness
(rishÿaÑh, Isa. 9:17), more especially that hellish fire with which an evil tongue is
set on fire (Jam. 3: 6); for the ziÝqoÝth (equivalent to ziqqoÝth, from zeÝq = zinq,
from zaÑnaq, to spring, to let fly, Syr. to shoot or hurl), i.e., shots, and indeed
burning arrows (Psa. 7:14), are figurative, and stand for the blasphemies and
anathemas which they cast at the servant of Jehovah. It is quite unnecessary to
read YRỸJIMi instead of YRz̃iJÁMi, as Hitzig, Ewald, and Knobel propose, or even,
contrary to all usage of speech, YRW̃iJÁMi. The former is the more pictorial: they
gird burning darts, accingunt malleolos, i.e., they equip or arm themselves with
them for the purpose of attack (Isa. 45: 5). But the destruction which they
prepare for the servant of Jehovah becomes their own. They themselves have to
go into the midst of the burning fire and the burning darts, that they have set on
fire. The hand of Jehovah suddenly inverts the position; the fire of wrath
becomes the fire of divine judgment, and this fire becomes their bed of torment.
The LXX has it correctly, eÏn luÂphÄ koimhqhÂsesqe. The Lamed indicates the
situation (Ewald, § 217, d). †wBkFŠitI with the tone upon the last syllable gives a
dictatorial conclusion. It has a terrible sound, but still more terrible (apart from
the future state) is the historical fulfilment that presents itself to the eye.

Third Prophecy — Ch. 51

THE BURSTING FORTH OF SALVATION, AND TURNING AWAY
OF THE CUP OF WRATH

Isa. 51: 1-3. The prophetic address now turns again from the despisers of the
word, whom it has threatened with the torment of fire, to those who long for
salvation. Vv. 1-3.

“Hearken to me , ye that are in pursuit of righteousness, ye that seek Jehovah. Look
up to the rock whence ye are hewn, and to the hollow of the pit whence ye are dug.
Look up toe Abraham your forefather, and to Sara who bare you, that he was one
when I called him, and blessed him, and multiplied him. For Jehovah hath
comforted Zion, comforted all her ruins, and turned her desert like Eden, and her
steppe as into the garden of God; joy and gladness are found in her, thanksgiving
and sounding music.”

The prophecy is addressed to those who are striving after the right kind of life
and seeking Jehovah, and not turning from Him to make earthly things and



themselves the object of their pursuit; for such only are in a condition by faith to
regard that as possible, and in spirit to behold that as real, which seems
impossible, and in spirit to behold that as real, which seems impossible to
human understanding, because the very opposite is lying before the eye of the
senses. Abraham and Sarah they are mentally to set before them, for they are
types of the salvation to be anticipated now. Abraham is the rock whence the
stones were hewn, of which the house of Jacob is composed; and Sarah with
her maternal womb the hollow of the pit out of which Israel was brought to the
light, just as peat is dug out of a pit, or copper out of a mine. The marriage of
Abraham and Sarah was for a long time unfruitful; it was, as it were, out of
hard stone that God raised up children to Himself in Abraham and Sarah. The
rise of Israel was a miracle of divine power and grace. In antithesis to the
masculine tsuÝr, boÝr is made into a feminine through maqqebheth, which is
chosen with reference to nêqeÝbhaÑh. to „tEBicAXU we must supply wnmEMI … RŠEJá,
and to „tERiqANU, HnFmEMI … RŠJ. V. 2a informs them who the rock and the
hollow of the pit are, viz., Abraham your forefather, and Sarah têchoÝlelkhem,
who bare you with all the pains of childbirth: “you,” for the birth of Isaac, the
son of promise, was the birth of the nation. The point to be specially looked at
in relation to Abraham (in comparison with whom Sarah falls into the
background) is given in the words quod unum vocavi eum (that he was one
when I called him). The perfect WYTIJRFQi relates the single call of divine grace,
which removed Abraham from the midst of idolaters into the fellowship of
Jehovah. The futures that follow (with Vav cop.) point out the blessing and
multiplication that were connected with it (Gen. 12: 1, 2). He is called one
(ÿechaÑd as in Eze. 33:24, Mal. 2:15), because he was one at the time of his call,
and yet through the might of the divine blessing became the root of the whole
genealogical tree of Israel, and of a great multitude of people that branched off
from it. This is what those who are now longing for salvation are to remember,
strengthening themselves by means of the olden time in their faith in the future
which so greatly resembles it. The corresponding blessing is expressed in
preterites (nicham, vayyaÑsem), inasmuch as to the eye of faith and in prophetic
vision the future has the reality of a present and the certainty of a completed
fact. Zion, the mother of Israel (Isa. 50: 1), the counterpart of Sarah, the
ancestress of the nation, — Zion, which is now mourning so bitterly, because
she is lying waste and in ruins, — is comforted by Jehovah. The comforting
word of promise (Isa. 40: 1) becomes, in her case, the comforting fact of
fulfilment (Isa. 49:13). Jehovah makes her waste like Eden (LXX wÎj
paraÂdeison), like a garden, as glorious as if it had been directly planted by
Himself (Gen. 13:10; Num. 24: 6). And this paradise is not without human
occupants; but when you enter it you find joy and gladness therein, and hear
thanksgiving at the wondrous change that has taken place, as well as the voice



of melody (zimraÑh as in Amo. 5:23). The pleasant land is therefore full of men
in the midst of festal enjoyment and activity. As Sarah gave birth to Isaac after a
long period of barrenness, so Zion, a second Sarah, will be surrounded by a
joyous multitude of children after a long period of desolation.

Isa. 51: 4, 5. But the great work of the future extends far beyond the
restoration of Israel, which becomes the source of salvation to all the world.
Vv. 4, 5.

“Hearken unto me , my people, and give ear unto me, O my congregation! for
instruction will go forth from me, and I make a place for my right, to be a light of
the nations. My righteousness is near, my salvation is drawn out, and my arms will
judge nations: the hoping of the islands looks to me, and for mine arm is their
waiting.”

It is Israel which is here summoned to hearken to the promise introduced with
kiÝ. YmIwJLi is only used here of Israel, like YŒg in Zep. 2: 9; and the LXX (kaiÃ oiÎ
basileiÌj) have quite misunderstood it. An address to the heathen would be
quite out of harmony with the character of the whole prophecy, which is carried
out quite consistently throughout. YM ând YMWJL, therefore, are not plurals, as
the Syriac supposes, although it cannot be disputed that it is a rare thing to
meet with the plural form apocopated thus, after the form of the talmudic
Aramaean (see, for example, p. 357; and see also at Psa. 45: 9). What
Isa. 42: 1ff. describes as the calling of the servant of Jehovah, viz., to carry out
justice among the nations, and to plant it on the earth, appears here as the act of
Jehovah; but, as a comparison of YtIJIM w̃ith †ŒycIMI (Isa. 2: 3) clearly shows, as
the act of the God who is present in Israel, and works from Israel outwards.
Out of Israel sprang the Saviour; out of Israel the apostleship; and when God
shall have mercy upon Israel again, it will become to the whole world of nations
“life from the dead.” The thoraÑh referred to here is that of Sion, as distinguished
from that of Sinai, the gospel of redemption, and mishpaÑt the new order of life
in which Israel and the nations are united. Jehovah makes for this a place of
rest, a firm standing-place, from which its light to lighten the nations streams
forth in all directions. JAYgIRiHI as in Jer. 31: 2; 50:34, from ĜARF, in the sense of
the Arabic rj’, to return, to procure return, entrance, and rest; a different word
from ĜARF in Isa. 51:15, which signifies the very opposite, viz., to disturb,
literally to throw into trembling. QDECE and Š̂AY,̃ which occur in v. 5a, are
synonyms throughout these prophecies. The meaning of the former is
determined by the character of the thorah, which gives “the knowledge of
salvation” (Luke 1:77), and with that “the righteousness of God” (Rom. 1:17;
cf., Isa. 53:11). This righteousness is now upon the point of being revealed; this
salvation has started on the way towards the fullest realization. The great mass
of the nations fall under the judgment which the arms of Jehovah inflict, as they



cast down to the ground on the right hand and on the left. When it is stated of
the islands, therefore, that they hope for Jehovah, and wait for His arm, the
reference is evidently to the remnant of the heathen nations, which outlives the
judgment, and not only desires salvation, and is susceptible of it, but which
actually receives salvation (compare the view given in Joh. 11:52, which agrees
with that of Isaiah, and which, in fact, is the biblical view generally, e.g.,
Joe. 3: 5). To these the saving arm (the singular only was suitable here; cf.,
Psa. 16:11) now brings that salvation, towards which their longing was more or
less consciously directed, and which satisfied their inmost need. Observe in v. 5
the majestic and self-conscious movement of the rhythm, with the effective tone
of yêyacheÝluÑn.

Isa. 51: 6. The people of God are now summoned to turn their eyes upwards
and downwards: the old world above their heads and under their feet is destined
to destruction. V. 6.

“Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon the earth beneath: for the heavens
will pass away like smoke, and the earth fall to pieces like a garment, and its
inhabitants die out like a nonentity; and my salvation will last for ever, and my
righteousness does not go to ruin.”

The reason for the summons follows with kiÝ. The heavens will be resolved into
atoms, like smoke: nimlaÑchuÝ from maÑlach, related to maÑrach, root mal, from
which comes maÑlal (see at Job. 14: 2), to rub to pieces, to crumble to pieces, or
mangle; Aquila, hÏlohÂqhsan, from aÏloaÌn, to thresh. As mêlaÑchiÝm signifies rags,
the figure of a garment that has fallen to pieces, which was then quite ready to
hand (Isa. 50: 9), presented itself from the natural association of ideas. †K‰̃ŒMki,
however, cannot mean “in like manner” (LXX, Targ., Jerome); for if we keep
to the figure of a garment falling to pieces, the figure is a very insipid one; and if
we refer it to the fate of the earth generally, the thought which it offers is a very
tame one. The older expositors were not even acquainted with what is now the
favourite explanation, viz., “as gnats perish” (Hitzig, Ewald, Umbreit, Knobel,
Stier, etc.); since the singular of kinniÝm is no more keÝn than the singular of
„YCIYb ĩs ƒYIbÁ. The gnat (viz., a species of stinging gnat, probably the
diminutive but yet very troublesome species which is called akol uskut, “eat and
be silent,” in Egyptian) is called kinnaÑh, as the talmudic usage shows, where the
singular, which does not happen to be met with in the Old Testament, is found
in the case of kinniÝm as well as in that of beÝtsiÝm. f208

We must explain the word in the same manner as in 2Sa. 23: 5, Num. 13:33,
Job. 9:35. In all these passages keÝn merely signifies “so” (ita, sic); but just as in
the classical languages, these words often derive their meaning from the gesture
with which they are accompanied (e.g., in Terence’s Eunuch: Cape hoc
flabellum et ventulum sic facito). This is probably Rückert’s opinion, when he



adopts the rendering: and its inhabitants “like so” (so wie so) do they die. But
“like so” is here equivalent to “like nothing.” That the heavens and the earth do
not perish without rising again in a renewed form, is a thought which may
naturally be supplied, and which is distinctly expressed in v. 16, Isa. 65:17;
66:22. Righteousness (tsêdaÑqaÑh) and salvation (yêshuÝÿaÑh) are the heavenly
powers, which acquire dominion through the overthrow of the ancient world,
and become the foundations of the new (2Pe. 3:13). That the tsêdaÑqaÑh will
endure for ever, and the yêshuÝÿaÑh will not be broken (yeÝchath, as in Isa. 7: 8,
confringetur, whereas in v. 7 the meaning is consternemini), is a prospect that
opens after the restoration of the new world, and which indirectly applies to
men who survive the catastrophe, having become partakers of righteousness
and salvation. For righteousness and salvation require beings in whom to exert
their power.

Isa. 51: 7, 8. Upon this magnificent promise of the final triumph of the counsel
of God, an exhortation is founded to the persecuted church, not to be afraid of
men. Vv. 7, 8.

“Hearken unto me , ye that know about righteousness, thou people with my law in
the heart; fear ye not the reproach of mortals, and be ye not alarmed at their
revilings. For the moth will devour them like a garment, and the worm devour them
like woollen cloth; and my righteousness will stand for ever , and my salvation to
distant generations.”

The idea of the “servant of Jehovah,” in its middle sense, viz., as denoting the
true Israel, is most clearly set forth in the address here. They that pursue after
righteousness, and seek Jehovah (Isa. 51: 1), that is to say, the servants of
Jehovah (Isa. 65: 8, 9), are embraced in the unity of a “people,” as in Isa. 65:10
(cf., Isa. 10:24), i.e., of the true people of God in the people of His choice, and
therefore of the kernel in the heart of the whole mass, — an integral
intermediate link in the organism of the general idea, which Hävernick and, to a
certain extent, Hofmann eliminate from it, f209 but not without thereby
destroying the typical mirror in which the prophet beholds the passion of the
One. The words are addressed to those who know from their own experience
what righteousness is as a gift of grace, and as conduct in harmony with the
plan of salvation, i.e., to the nation, which bears in its heart the law of God as
the standard and impulse of its life, the church which not only has it as a letter
outside itself, but as a vital power within (cf., Psa. 40: 9). None of these need to
be afraid of men. Their despisers and blasphemers are men (ÿeÔnoÝsh; cf., v. 12,
Psa. 9:20; 10:18), whose pretended omnipotence, exaltation, and
indestructibility, are an unnatural self-convicted lie. The double figure in v. 8,
which forms a play upon words that cannot well be reproduced, affirms that the
smallest exertion of strength is quite sufficient to annihilate their sham greatness
and sham power; and that long before they are actually destroyed, they carry



the constantly increasing germ of it within themselves. The saÑs, says a Jewish
proverb, is brother to the ÿaÑsh. The latter (from ÿaÑsheÝsh, collabi, Arab. ‘aththa,
trans. corrodere) signifies a moth; the former (like the Arabic suÑs, suÑse, Gr.
shÂj) a moth, and also a weevil, curculio. The relative terms in Greek are shÂj
(Armen. tzetz) and kiÂj. But whilst the persecutors of the church succumb to
these powers of destruction, the righteousness and salvation of God, which are
even now the confidence and hope of His church, and the full and manifest
realization of which it will hereafter enjoy, stand for ever, and from “generation
to generation,” lêdoÝr doÝriÝm, i.e., to an age which embraces endless ages within
itself.

Isa. 51: 9-11. But just as such an exhortation as this followed very naturally
from the grand promises with which they prophecy commenced, so does a
longing for the promised salvation spring out of this exhortation, together with
the assurance of its eventual realization. Vv. 9-11.

“Awake , awake, clothe thyself in might, O arm of Jehovah; awake, as in the days of
ancient time, the ages of the olden world! Was it not thou that didst split Rahab in
pieces, and pierced the dragon? Was it not thou that didst dry up the sea , the waters
of the great billow; that didst turn the depths of the sea into a way for redeemed to
pass through? Ad the emancipated of Jehovah will return, and come to Zion with
shouting, and everlasting joy upon their head: they grasp at gladness and joy, and
sorrow and sighing flee away.”

The paradisaical restoration of Zion, the new world of righteousness and
salvation, is a work of the arm of Jehovah, i.e., of the manifestation of His
might. His arm is now in a sleeping state. It is not lifeless, indeed, but
motionless. Therefore the church calls out to it three times, “Awake” (ÿuÝriÝ: to
avoid monotony, the milra and milel tones are interchanged, as in Jud. 5:12).
f210

It is to arise and put on strength out of the fulness of omnipotence (laÑbheÝsh as
in Psa. 93: 1; cf., lambaÂnein duÂnamin, Rev. 11:17, and duÂseo aÏlkhÂn, arm
thyself with strength, in Il. 19:36; 9:231). The arm of Jehovah is able to
accomplish what the prophecy affirms and the church hopes for; since it has
already miraculously redeemed Israel once. Rahabh is Egypt represented as a
monster of the waters (see Isa. 30: 7), and tanniÝn is the same (cf., 27: 1), but
with particular reference to Pharaoh (Eze. 29: 3). JYHI‰tiJÁ, tu illud, is
equivalent to “thou, yea thou” (see at Isa. 37:16). The Red Sea is described as
the “waters of the great deep” (têhoÝm rabbaÑh), because the great storehouse of
waters that lie below the solid ground were partially manifested there (see
Genesis, p. 259). HMFvFHA has double pashta; it is therefore milel, and therefore
the third pr. = HMFVF RŠEJá (Ges. § 109, Anf.). Ch. 35:10 is repeated in v. 11,
being attached to „YLIwJgi of the previous verse, jut as it is there. Instead of wSNF



†wGYvIYA, which we find here, we have there wSNFWi wGYvIYA; in everything else the
two passages are word for word the same. Hitzig, Ewald, and Knobel suppose
that v. 11 was not written by the author of these addresses, but was interpolated
by some one else. But in Isa. 65:25 we meet with just the same kind of
repetition from Isa. 1-39; and in the first part we find, at any rate, repetitions in
the form of refrains and others of a smaller kind (like Isa. 19:15, cf., Isa. 9:13).
And v. 11 forms a conclusion here, just as it does in Isa. 35:10. An argument is
founded upon the olden time with reference to the things to be expected now;
the look into the future is cleared and strengthened by the look into the past.
And thus will the emancipated of Jehovah return, being liberated from the
present calamity as they were delivered from the Egyptian then. The first half of
this prophecy is here brought to a close. It concludes with expressions of
longing and of hope, the echo of promises that had gone before.

Isa. 51:12-15. In the second half the promise commences again, but with more
distinct reference to the oppression of the exiles and the sufferings of Jerusalem.
Jehovah Himself begins to speak now, setting His seal upon what is longed and
hoped for. Vv. 12-15.

“I, I am your comforter: who art thou, that thou shouldst be afraid of a mortal who
will die, and of a son of man who is made a blade of grass; that thou shouldst forget
Jehovah thy Creator, who stretched out the heavens and founded the earth; that thou
shouldst be afraid continually all the day of the fury of the tormentor, as he aims to
destroy? and where is the fury of the tormentor left? He that is bowed down is
quickly set loose, and does not die to the grave , and his bread does not fail him; as
truly as I Jehovah am thy God, who frighteneth up the sea, so that its waves roar:
Jehovah of hosts is His name.”

JwH after YKINOJF YKINOJF is an emphatic repetition, and therefore a strengthening of
the subject (auÏtoÃj eÏgwÂ), as above, in v. 10, in JYHI‰tiJÁ. From this major, that
Jehovah is the comforter of His church, and by means of a minor, that whoever
has Him for a comforter has no need to fear, the conclusion is drawn that the
church has no cause to fear. Consequently we cannot adopt Knobel’s
explanation, “How small thou art, that thou art afraid.” The meaning is rather,
“Is it really the case with thee (i.e., art thou then so small, so forsaken), that
thou hast any need to fear” (fut. consec., according to Ges. § 129, 1; cf., ki,
Exo. 3:11, Jud. 9:28)? The attributive sentence taÑmuÝth (who will die) brings out
the meaning involved in the epithet applied to man, viz., ÿeÔnoÝsh (compare in the
Persian myth Gayomard, from the old Persian gaya meretan, mortal life); RYCIXF
= RYCIXFkE (Psa. 37: 2; 90: 5; 103:15; compare above, Isa. 40: 6-8) is an
equation instead of a comparison. In v. 12b the address is thrown into a
feminine form, in v. 13a into a masculine one; Zion being the object in the
former, and (what is the same thing) Israel in the latter: that thou forgettest thy



Creator, who is also the almighty Maker of the universe, and soarest about in
constant endless alarm at the wrath of the tormentor, whilst he is aiming to
destroy (pichad, contremiscere, as in Pro. 28:14; kaÿaÔsher as in Psa. 66: 7,
Num. 27:14, lit., according as; koÝneÝn, viz., his arrows, or even his bow, as in
Psa. 11: 2; 7:13, cf., 21:13). We must not translate this quasi disposuisset,
which is opposed to the actual fact, although syntactically possible (Job. 10:19;
Zec. 10: 6). The question with which the fear is met, “And where is the fury of
the tormentor?” looks into the future: “There is not a trace of him to be seen, he
is utterly swept away.” If hammeÝtsiÝq signifies the Chaldean, v. 14, in which the
warning passes into a promise, just as in the first half the promise passed into a
warning, is not to be understood as referring to oppression by their own
countrymen, who were more heathenish than Israelitish in their disposition, as
Knobel supposes; but tsoÝÿeh (from tsaÑÿaÑh, to stoop or bend) is an individualizing
description of the exiles, who were in captivity in Babylon, and some of them
actually in prison (see Isa. 42: 7, 22). Those who were lying there in fetters, and
were therefore obliged to bend, hastened to be loosed, i.e., would speedily be
set at liberty (the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus may be referred to here); they
would not die and fall into the pit (constr. praegnans), nor would their bread
fail; that is to say, if we regard the two clauses as the dissection of one thought
(which is not necessary, however, though Hitzig supports it), “he will not die of
starvation.” The pledge of this is to be found in the all-sufficiency of Jehovah,
who throws the sea into a state of trembling (even by a threatening word,
gêaÑraÑh; ĜARO is the construct of the participle, with the tone upon the last
syllable, as in Lev. 11: 7, Psa. 94: 9: see Bär’s Psalter, p. 132, from raÑgaÿ,
tremefacere), so that its waves roar (cf., Jer. 31:35, and the original passage in
Job. 26:12).

Isa. 51:16. The promise, as the pledge of which Jehovah has staked His
absolute power, to which everything must yield, now rises up to an
eschatological height, from the historical point at which it began. V. 16.

“And I put my words into thy mouth, and in the shadow of my hand have I covered
thee, to plant heavens, and to found an earth, and to say to Zion, Thou art my
people.”

It is a lofty calling, a glorious future, for the preparation and introduction of
which Israel, although fallen as low as v. 7 describes, has been equipped and
kept in the shadow of unapproachable omnipotence. Jehovah has put His words
into the mouth of this Israel — His words, the force and certainty of which are
measured by His all-determining absoluteness. And what is the exalted calling
which it is to subserve through the medium of these words, and for which it is
preserved, without previously, or indeed at any time, passing away? We must
not render it, “that thou mayest plant,” etc., with which the conclusion does not



harmonize, viz., “that thou mayest say,” etc.; for it is not Israel who says this to
Israel, but Jehovah says it to Israel. The planter, founder, speaker, is therefore
Jehovah. It is God’s own work, to which Israel is merely instrumentally
subservient, by means of the words of God place din its mouth, viz., the new
creation of the world, and the restoration of Israel to favour; both of them, the
former as well as the latter, regalia of God. The reference is to the last times.
The Targum explains it thus: “to restore the people of whom it is said, They
will be as numerous as the stars of heaven; and to perfect the church, of which
it is said, They will be as numerous as the dust of the earth.” Knobel
understands by this a completion of the theocracy, and a new arrangement of
the condition of the world; Ewald, a new spiritual creation, of which the
liberation of Israel is the first corner-stone. But the prophecy speaks of a new
heaven and a new earth, in something more than a figurative sense, as a new
creation of God (Isa. 65:17). Jehovah intends to create a new world of
righteousness and salvation, and practically to acknowledge Zion as His people.
The preparation for this great and all-renewing work of the future is aided by
the true Israel, which is now enslaved by the heathen, and disowned and
persecuted by its own countrymen. A future of salvation, embracing Israel and
the heaven and the earth, is implied in the words placed by Jehovah in the
mouth of His church, which was faithful to its calling. These words in their
mouth are the seed-corns of a new world in the midst of the old. The fact that
the very same thing is said here of the true spiritual Israel, as in Isa. 49: 2 of the
one servant of Jehovah, may be explained in the same manner as when the
apostles apply to themselves, in Act. 13:47, a word of God relating to the one
Servant of Jehovah, by saying, “So hath the Lord commanded us.” The One is,
in fact, one with this Israel; He is this Israel in its highest potency; He towers
above it, but only as the head rises above the members of the body, with which
it forms a living whole. There is no necessity, therefore, to assume, as
Hengstenberg and Philippi do, that v. 13 contains an address from the One who
then stood before the mind of the prophet. “There is no proof,” as Vitringa
affirms, “of any change in the object in this passage, nor any solid reason for
assuming it.” The circumference of the idea is always the same. Here, however,
it merely takes the direction towards the centre, and penetrates its smaller inner
circle, but does not go back to the centre itself.

Isa. 51:17-23. Just as we found above, that the exclamation “awake” (ÿuÝriÝ),
which the church addresses to the arm of Jehovah, grew out of the preceding
great promises; so here there grows out of the same another “awake”
(hithÿoÝrêriÝ), which the prophet addresses to Jerusalem in the name of his God,
and the reason for which is given in the form of new promises. Vv. 17-23.

“Wake thyself up, wake thyself up, stand up, O Jerusalem, thou that hast drunk out
of the hand of Jehovah the goblet of His fury: the goblet cup of reeling hast thou



drunk, sipped out. There was none who guided her of all the children that she had
brought forth; and none who took her by the hand of all the children that she had
brought up. There were two things that happened to thee; who should console thee?
Devastation, and ruin, and famine, and the sword: how should I comfort thee? Thy
children were benighted, lay at the corners of all the streets like a snared antelope:
as those who were full of the fury of Jehovah, the rebuke of thy God. Therefore
hearken to this, O wretched and drunken , but not with wine: Thus saith thy Lord,
Jehovah, and thy God that defendeth His people, Behold, I take out of thine hand
the goblet of reeling, the goblet cup of my fury: thou shalt not continue to drink it
any more. And I put it into the hand of thy tormentors; who said to thy soul, Bow
down, that we may go over; and thou madest thy back like the ground, and like a
public way for those who go over it.”

In v. 17, Jerusalem is regarded as a woman lying on the ground in the sleep of
faintness and stupefaction. She has been obliged to drink, for her punishment,
the goblet filled with the fury of the wrath of God, the goblet which throws
those who drink it into unconscious reeling; and this goblet, which is called
qubbaÿath koÝs (kuÂpellon pothriÂou, a genitive construction, though
appositional in sense), for the purpose of giving greater prominence to its
swelling sides, she has not only had to drink, but to drain quite clean (cf.,
Psa. 75: 9, and more especially Eze. 23:32-34). Observe the plaintive falling of
the tone in shaÑthiÝth maÑtsiÝth. In this state of unconscious stupefaction was
Jerusalem lying, without any help on the part of her children; there was not one
who came to guide the stupefied one, or took her by the hand to lift her up. The
consciousness of the punishment that their sins had deserved, and the greatness
of the sufferings that the punishment had brought, pressed so heavily upon all
the members of the congregation, that not one of them showed the requisite
cheerfulness and strength to rise up on her behalf, so as to make her fate at any
rate tolerable to her, and ward off the worst calamities. What elegiac music we
have here in the deep cadences: mikkol-baÑniÝm yaÑlaÑdaÑh, mikkol-baÑniÝm giddeÝlaÑh!
So terrible was her calamity, that no one ventured to break the silence of the
terror, or give expression to their sympathy. Even the prophet, humanly
speaking, is obliged to exclaim, “How (miÝ, literally as who, as in Amo. 7: 2, 5)
should I comfort thee!” He knew of no equal or greater calamity, to which he
could point Jerusalem, according to the principle which experience confirms,
solamen miseris socios habuisse malorum. This is the real explanation,
according to Lam. 2:13, though we must not therefore take miÝ as an accusative
= bêmiÝ, as Hitzig does. The whole of the group is in the tone of the
Lamentations of Jeremiah. There were two kinds of things (i.e., two kinds of
evils: mishpaÑchoÝth, as in Jer. 15: 3) that had happened to her (JRFQF = HRFQF,
with which it is used interchangeably even in the Pentateuch), — namely, the
devastation and ruin of their city and their land, famine and the sword to her
children, their inhabitants.



In v. 20 this is depicted with special reference to the famine. Her children were
veiled (‘ullaph, deliquium pati, lit., obvelari), and lay in a state of
unconsciousness like corpses at the corner of every street, where this horrible
spectacle presented itself on every hand. They lay kêthoÿ mikhmaÑr (rendered
strangely and with very bad taste in the LXX, viz., like a half-cooked turnip; but
given correctly by Jerome, sicut oryx, as in the LXX at Deu. 14: 5, illaqueatus),
i.e., like a netted antelope (see at Job. 39: 9), i.e., one that has been taken in a
hunter’s net and lies there exhausted, after having almost strangled itself by
ineffectual attempts to release itself. The appositional `WGW „YJILM̃iHA, which
refers to ¥YINAbF, gives as a quippe qui the reason for all this suffering. It is the
punishment decreed by God, which has pierced their very heart, and got them
completely in its power. This clause assigning the reason, shows that the
expression “thy children” (baÑnayikh) is not to be taken here in the same manner
as in Lam. 2:11, 12; 4: 3, 4, viz., as referring to children in distinction from
adults; the subject is a general one, as in Isa. 5:25. With laÑkheÝn (therefore, v.
21) the address turns from the picture of sufferings to the promise, in the view
of which the cry was uttered, in v. 17, to awake and arise. Therefore, viz.,
because she had endured the full measure of God’s wrath, she is to hear what
His mercy, that has now begun to move, purposes to do. The connecting form
shekhurath stands here, according to Ges. § 116, 1, notwithstanding the
(epexegetical) Vav which comes between. We may see from Isa. 29: 9 how
thoroughly this “drunk, but not with wine,” is in Isaiah’s own style (from this
distinction between a higher and lower sphere of related facts, compare
Isa. 47:14; 48:10). The intensive plural ÿaÔdoÝniÝm is only applied to human lords
in other places in the book of Isaiah; but in this passage, in which Jerusalem is
described as a woman, it is used once of Jehovah. YaÑriÝbh ÿammoÝ is an
attributive clause, signifying “who conducts the cause of His people,” i.e., their
advocate or defender. He takes the goblet of reeling and wrath, which
Jerusalem has emptied, for ever out of her hand, and forces it newly filled upon
her tormentors. There is no ground whatever for reading ¥YINAŒM (from HNFYF, to
throw down, related to †WAYF, whence comes †WỸF, a precipitate or sediment) in the
place of ¥YIGAŒM (pret. hi. of HGFYF, (laborare, dolere), that favourite word of the
Lamentations of Jeremiah (Lam. 1: 5, 12; 3:32, cf., 1: 4), the tone of which we
recognise here throughout, as Lowth, Ewald, and Umbreit propose after the
Targum ¥YLI †NŒFM ŒWHáDA. The words attributed to the enemies, shêchiÝ
vênaÿaÔbhoraÑh (from shaÑchaÑh, the kal of which only occurs here), are to be
understood figuratively, as in Psa. 129: 3. Jerusalem has been obliged to let her
children be degraded into the defenceless objects of despotic tyranny and
caprice, both at home in their own conquered country, and abroad in exile. But
the relation is reversed now. Jerusalem is delivered, after having been punished,



and the instruments of her punishment are given up to the punishment which
their pride deserved.

Fourth Prophecy — Ch. 52: 1-12

JERUSALEM EXCHANGES SERVITUDE FOR DOMINION, AND
IMPRISONMENT FOR LIBERTY

Isa. 52: 1, 2. The same call, which was addressed in Isa. 51: 9 to the arm of
Jehovah that was then represented as sleeping, is here addressed to Jerusalem,
which is represented as a sleeping woman. Vv. 1, 2.

“Awake , awake; clothe thyself in thy might, O Zion; clothe thyself in thy state
dresses, O Jerusalem, thou holy city: for henceforth there will no more enter into
thee one uncircumcised and unclean! Shake thyself from the dust; arise , sit down, O
Jerusalem: loose thyself from the chains of thy neck, O captive daughter of Zion!”

Jerusalem is lying upon the ground stupefied with the wrath of God, and
exhausted with grief; but this shameful prostration and degradation will now
come to an end. She is to rise up and put on her might, which has long been
broken down, and apparently has altogether disappeared, but which can and
must be constantly renewed, because it rests upon the foundation of an
inviolable promise. She is to wake up and recover her ancient power, and put
on her state robes, i.e., her priestly and royal ornaments, which belong to her as
a “royal city,” i.e., as the city of Jehovah had His anointed one. For henceforth
she will be what she was always intended to be, and that without any further
desecration. Heathen, uncircumcised, and those who were unclean in heart and
flesh (Eze. 44: 9), had entered her by force, and desecrated her: heathen, who
had no right to enter the congregation of Jehovah as they were (Lam. 1:10).
But she should no longer be defiled, not to say conquered, by such invaders as
these (Joe. 4:17; Nah. 2: 1b; compare v. 7 with Nah. 2: 1a). On the
construction non perget intrabit = intrare, see Ges. § 142, 3, c. In v. 2 the idea
of the city falls into the background, and that of the nation takes its place.
„LŠWRY YBIŠi does not mean “captive people of Jerusalem,” however, as Hitzig
supposes, for this would require HyFBIŠi in accordance with the personification,
as in v. 2b. The rendering supported by the LXX is the true one, “Sit down, O
Jerusalem;” and this is also the way in which it is accentuated. The exhortation
is the counterpart of Isa. 47: 1. Jerusalem is sitting upon the ground as a
prisoner, having no seat to sit upon; but this is only that she may be the more
highly exalted; — whereas the daughter of Babylon is seated as a queen upon a
throne, but only to be the more deeply degraded. The former is now to shake
herself free from the dust, and to rise up and sit down (viz., upon a throne,
Targum). The captive daughter of Zion (shêbhiyyaÑh, aiÏxmaÂlwtoj, Exo. 12:29,
an adjective written first for the sake of emphasis, as in Isa. 10:30; 53:11) is to



undo for herself (sibi laxare according to p. 62, note, like hithnacheÝl, Isa. 14: 2,
sibi possidendo capere) the chains of her neck (the chethib WXTPTH, they
loosen themselves, is opposed to the beautiful parallelism); for she who was
mourning in her humiliation is to be restored to honour once more, and she who
was so shamefully laden with fetters to liberty.

Isa. 52: 3-6. The reason for the address is now given in a well-sustained
promise. Vv. 3-6.

“For thus saith Jehovah, Ye have been sold for nothing, and ye shall not be
redeemed with silver. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, My people went down to
Egypt in the beginning to dwell there as guests; and Asshur has oppressed it for
nothing. And now, what have I to do here? saith Jehovah: for my people are taken
away for nothing; their oppressors shriek, saith Jehovah, and my name is
continually blasphemed all the day. Therefore my people shall learn my name;
therefore, in that day, that I am He who saith, There am I.”

Ye have been sold (this is the meaning of v. 3); but this selling is merely a
giving over to a foreign power, without the slightest advantage accusing to Him
who had no other object in view than to cause them to atone for their sins
(Isa. 50: 1), and without any other people taking their place, and serving Him in
their stead as an equivalent for the loss He sustained. And there would be no
need of silver to purchase the favour of Him who had given them up, since a
manifestation of divine power would be all that would be required (Isa. 45:13).
For whether Jehovah show Himself to Israel as the Righteous One or as the
Gracious One, as a Judge or as a Redeemer, He always acts as the Absolute
One, exalted above all earthly affairs, having no need to receive anything, but
able to give everything. He receives no recompense, and gives none. Whether
punishing or redeeming, He always guards His people’s honour, proving
Himself in the one case to be all-sufficient, and in the other almighty, but acting
in both cases freely from Himself.

In the train of thought in vv. 4-6 the reason is given for the general statement in
v. 3. Israel went down to Egypt, the country of the Nile valley, with the
innocent intention of sojourning, i.e., living as a guest (guÝr) there in a foreign
land; and yet (as we may supply from the next clause, according to the law of a
self-completing parallelism) there it fell into the bondage of the Pharaohs, who,
whilst they did not fear Jehovah, but rather despised Him, were merely the blind
instruments of His will. Asshur then oppressed it bephes, i.e., not “at last”
(ultimo tempore, as Hävernick renders it), but (as SPJ is the synonym of †YIJÁ in
Isa. 40:17; 41: 2) “for nothing,” i.e., without having acquired any right to it, but
rather serving in its unrighteousness simply as the blind instrument of the
righteousness of Jehovah, who through the instrumentality of Asshur put an end
first of all to the kingdom of Israel, and then to the kingdom of Judah. The two



references to the Egyptian and Assyrian oppressions are expressed in as brief
terms as possible. But with the words “now therefore” the prophecy passes on
in a much more copious strain to the present oppression in Babylon. Jehovah
inquires, Quid mihi hic (What have I to do here)? Hitzig supposes poÝh (here) to
refer to heaven, in the sense of, “What pressing occupation have I here, that all
this can take place without my interfering?” But such a question as this would
be far more appropriate to the Zeus of the Greek comedy than to the Jehovah
of prophecy. Knobel, who takes poÝh as referring to the captivity, in accordance
with the context, gives a ridiculous turn to the question, viz., “What do I get
here in Babylonia, from the fact that my people are carried off for nothing? Only
loss.” He observes himself that there is a certain wit in the question. But it
would be silly rather than witty, if, after Jehovah had just stated that He had
given up His people for nothing, the prophet represented Him as preparing to
redeem it by asking, “What have I gained by it?” The question can have no
other meaning, according to Isa. 22:16, than “What have I to do here?” Jehovah
is thought of as present with His people (cf., Gen. 46: 4), and means to inquire
whether He shall continue this penal condition of exile any longer (Targum,
Rashi, Rosenmüller, Ewald, Stier, etc.). The question implies an intention to
redeem Israel, and the reason for this intention is introduced with kiÝ. Israel is
taken away (ablatus), viz., from its own native home, chinnaÑm, i.e., without the
Chaldeans having any human claim upon them whatever. The words wLYLIYHỸi
WYLFŠiMO (WLŠM) are not to be rendered, “its singers lament,” as Reutschi and
Rosenmüller maintain, since the singers of Israel are called mêshoÝrêriÝm; nor “its
(Israel’s) princes lament,” as Vitringa and Hitzig supposed, since the people of
the captivity, although they had still their national saÑriÝm, had no other moÝshêliÝm
than the Chaldean oppressors (Isa. 49: 7; 14: 5). It is the intolerable tyranny of
the oppressors of His people, that Jehovah assigns in this sentence as the reason
for His interposition, which cannot any longer be deferred. It is true that we do
meet with heÝliÝl (of which we have the future here without any syncope of the
first syllable) in other passages in the sense of ululare, as a cry of pain; but just
as JAYRIH,̃ †NARF, XZARF signify a yelling utterance of either joy or pain, so heÝliÝl may
also be applied to the harsh shrieking of the capricious tyrants, like Lucan’s
laetis ululare triumphis, and the Syriac ailel, which is used to denote a war-cry
and other noises as well. In connection with this proud and haughty bluster,
there is also the practice of making Jehovah’s name the butt of their incessant
blasphemy: ƒJFnOMI is a part. hithpoel with an assimilated T and a pausal aÝ for eÝ,
although it might also be a passive hithpoal (for the oÝ in the middle syllable,
compare LJFGOMi, Mal. 1: 7; LHFBOMi, Est. 8:14). In v. 6 there follows the closing
sentence of the whole train of thought: therefore His people are to get to learn
His name, i.e., the self-manifestation of its God, who is so despised by the
heathen; therefore laÑkheÝn repeated with emphasis, like LJAki in Isa. 59:18, and



possibly min in Psa. 45: 9) in that day, the day of redemption, (supply “it shall
get to learn”) that “I am he who saith, Here am I,” i.e., that He who has
promised redemption is now present as the True and Omnipotent One to carry
it into effect.

Isa. 52: 7. The first two turns in the prophecy (vv. 1-2, 3-6) close here. The
third turn (vv. 7-10) exults at the salvation which is being carried into effect.
The prophet sees in spirit, how the tidings of the redemption, to which the fall
of Babylon, which is equivalent to the dismission of the prisoners, gives the
finishing stroke, are carried over the mountains of Judah to Jerusalem. V. 7.

“How lovely upon the mountains are the feet of them that bring good tidings , that
publish peace, that bring tidings of good, that publish salvation, that say unto Zion,
Thy God reigneth royally!”

The words are addressed to Jerusalem, consequently the mountains are those of
the Holy Land, and especially those to the north of Jerusalem: mêbhasseÝr is
collective (as in the primary passage, Nah. 2: 1; cf., 41:27, Psa. 68:12),
“whoever brings the glad tidings to Jerusalem.” The exclamation “how lovely”
does not refer to the lovely sound of their footsteps, but to the lovely
appearance presented by their feet, which spring over the mountains with all the
swiftness of gazelles (Son. 2:17; 8:14). Their feet look as if they had wings,
because they are the messengers of good tidings of joy. The joyful tidings that
are left indefinite in mêbhasseÝr, are afterwards more particularly described as a
proclamation of peace, good, salvation, and also as containing the
announcement “thy God reigneth,” i.e., has risen to a right royal sway, or seized
upon the government (¥LÁMF in an inchoative historical sense, as in the theocratic
psalms which commence with the same watchword, or like eÏbasiÂleuse in
Rev. 19: 6, cf., 11:17). Up to this time, when His people were in bondage, He
appeared to have lost His dominion (Isa. 63:19); but now He has ascended the
throne as a Redeemer with greater glory than ever before (Isa. 24:23). The
gospel of the swift-footed messengers, therefore, is the gospel of the kingdom
of God that is at hand; and the application which the apostle makes of this
passage of Isaiah in Rom. 10:15, is justified by the fact that the prophet saw the
final and universal redemption as though in combination with the close of the
captivity.

Isa. 52: 8. How will the prophets rejoice, when they see bodily before them
what they have already seen from afar! V. 8.

“Hark , thy watchers! They lift up the voice together; they rejoice: for they see eye
to eye, how Jehovah bringeth Zion home.”

LŒQ followed by a genitive formed an interjectional clause, and had almost
become an interjection itself (see Gen. 4:10). The prophets are here called



tsoÝphiÝm, spies, as persons who looked into the distance as if from a watch-
tower (specula, Isa. 21: 6, Hab. 2: 1) just as in Isa. 56:10. It is assumed that the
people of the captivity would still have prophets among them: in fact, the very
first word in these prophecies (Isa. 40: 1) is addressed to them. They who saw
the redemption from afar, and comforted the church therewith (different from
mêbhasseÝr, the evangelist of the fulfilment), lift up their voice together with
rejoicing; for they see Jehovah bringing back Zion, as closely as one man is to
another when he looks directly into his eyes (Num. 14:14). bI is the same as in
the construction bI HJFRF; and BwŠhas the transitive meaning reducere,
restituere (as in Psa. 14: 7; 126: 1, etc.), which is placed beyond all doubt by
wNBw̃Šin Psa. 85: 5.

Isa. 52: 9. Zion is restored, inasmuch as Jehovah turns away her misery, brings
back her exiles, and causes the holy city to rise again from her ruins. V. 9.

“Break out into exultation , sing together, ye ruins of Jerusalem: for Jehovah hath
comforted His people, He hath redeemed Jerusalem.”

Because the word of consolation has become an act of consolation, i.e., of
redemption, the ruins of Jerusalem are to break out into jubilant shouting as
they rise again from the ground.

Isa. 52:10. Jehovah has wrought out salvation through judgment in the sight of
all the world. V. 10.

“Jehovah hath made bare His holy arm before the eyes of all nations , and all the
ends of the earth see the salvation of our God.”

As a warrior is accustomed to make bare his right arm up to the shoulder, that
he may fight without encumbrance (exsertare humeros nudamque lacessere
pugnan, as Statius says in Theb. i. 413), so has Jehovah made bare His holy
arm, that arm in which holiness dwells, which shines with holiness, and which
acts in holiness, that arm which has been hitherto concealed and therefore has
appeared to be powerless, and that in the sight of the whole world of nations;
so that all the ends of the earth come to see the reality of the work, which this
arm has already accomplished by showing itself in its unveiled glory — in other
words, “the salvation of our God.”

Isa. 52:11, 12. This salvation in its immediate manifestation is the liberation of
the exiles; and on the ground of what the prophet sees in spirit, he exclaims to
them (as in Isa. 48:20), in vv. 11, 12:

“Go ye forth, go ye forth , go out from thence, lay hold of no unclean thing; go ye
out of the midst of her, cleanse yourselves, ye that bear the vessels of Jehovah. For
ye shall not go out in confusion, and ye shall not go forth in flight: for Jehovah
goeth before you, and the God of Israel is your rear-guard.”



When they go out from thence, i.e., from Babylon, they are not to touch
anything unclean, i.e., they are not to enrich themselves with the property of
their now subjugated oppressors, as was the case at the exodus from Egypt
(Exo. 12:36). It is to be a holy procession, at which they are to appear morally
as well as corporeally unstained. But those who bear the vessels of Jehovah,
i.e., the vessels of the temple, are not only not to defile themselves, but are to
purify themselves (hibbaÑruÝ with the tone upon the last syllable, a regular
imperative niphal of baÑrar). This is an indirect prophecy, and was fulfilled in the
fact that Cyrus directed the golden and silver vessels, which Nebuchadnezzar
had brought to Babylon, to be restored to the returning exiles as their rightful
property (Ezr. 1: 7-11). It would thus be possible for them to put themselves
into the right attitude for their departure, since it would not take place in
precipitous haste (bêchippaÑzon), as the departure from Egypt did (Deu. 16: 3,
cf., Exo. 12:39), nor like a flight, but they would go forth under the guidance of
Jehovah. „KEPisIJÁMi (with the eÝ changed into the original iÔ) does not man, “He
bringeth you, the scattered ones, together,” but according to Num. 10:25,
Jos. 6: 9, 13, “He closes your procession,” — He not only goes before you to
lead you, but also behind you, to protect you (as in Exo. 14:19). For the
mêÿasseÝph, or the rear-guard of an army, is its keystone, and has to preserve the
compactness of the whole.

The division of the chapters generally coincides with the several prophetic
addresses. But here it needs emendation. Most of the commentators are agreed
that the words “Behold my servant,” etc. (hinneÝh yaskiÝl ÿabhdiÝ) commence a
new section, like heÝn ÿabhdiÝ (behold my servant) in Isa. 42: 1.

Fifth Prophecy — Ch. 52:13-53

GOLGOTHA AND SHEBLIMINI, OR THE EXALTATION OF THE
SERVANT OF JEHOVAH OUT OF DEEP DEGRADATION f211

Isa. 52:13-53:12. Victor F. Oehler has recently attempted to establish an
opinion, to which no one had given expression before, viz., that the transition
from the collective idea of the servant of God to the “Servant of God” as an
individual takes place in v. 14, where Israel is addressed in the first clause, and
the Messiah referred to in the second. But our view is a totally different one. In
every case, thus far, in which another than Jehovah has spoken, it has been the
one “Servant of Jehovah” who was the centre of the circle, the heart and head
of the body of Israel. And after having heard him speaking himself in Isa. 50: 4-
9; 49: 1-6; 48:16b, and Jehovah speaking concerning him in Isa. 50:10, 11;
39: 7-9; 42: 1-7, it does not come upon us at all unexpectedly, that Jehovah
begins to speak of him again here. Nor does it surprise us, that the prophet
should pass in so abrupt a manner, from the exaltation of the church to the



exaltation of the servant of Jehovah. If we look back, we find that he has not
omitted anything, that could preclude the possibility of our confounding this
servant of Jehovah with Israel itself. For although Israel itself, in its relation to
Jehovah, is spoken of frequently enough as “my servant” and “his servant;” yet
the passage before us is preceded by the same representation of Israel the
community as a female, which has been sustained from Isa. 51:17 onwards; and
although in Isa. 51: 1-16 the national idea of the “servant of Jehovah” is
expressed in the most definite manner possible (more especially in Isa. 51: 7),
the name employed is not that which the personal “Servant,” whom no one can
possibly mistake in Isa. 50: 4-9, already bears in Isa. 50:10. It is this personal
Servant who is spoken of here. It is his portrait that is here filled out and
completed, and that as a side-piece to the liberation and restoration of Zion-
Jerusalem as depicted just before. It is the servant of Jehovah who conducts His
people through suffering to glory. It is in his heart, as we now most clearly
discern, that the changing of Jehovah’s wrath into love takes place. He suffers
with his people, suffers for them, suffers in their stead; because he has not
brought the suffering upon himself, like the great mass of the people, through
sin, but has voluntarily submitted to it as the guiltless and righteous one, in
order that he might entirely remove it, even to its roots, i.e., the guilt and the sin
which occasioned it, by his own sacrifice of himself. Thus is Israel’s glory
concentrated in him like a sun. The glory of Israel has his glory for a focus. He
is the seed-corn, which is buried in the earth, to bring forth much fruit; and this
“much fruit” is the glory of Israel and the salvation of the nations.

“Christian scholars,” says Abravanel, “interpret this prophecy as referring to
that man who was crucified in Jerusalem about the end of the second temple,
and who, according to their view, was the Son of God, who became man in the
womb of the Virgin. But Jonathan ben Uziel explains it as relating to the
Messiah who has yet to come; and this is the opinion of the ancients in many of
their Midrashim.” So that even the synagogue could not help acknowledging
that the passage of the Messiah through death to glory is predicted here. f212

And what interest could we have in understanding by the “servant of Jehovah,”
in this section, the nation of Israel generally, as many Rabbis, both circumcised
and uncircumcised, have done; whereas he is that One Israelite in whom
Jehovah has effected the redemption of both Israel and the heathen, even
through the medium of Israel itself? Or what interest could we have in
persuading ourselves that Jeremiah, or some unknown martyr-prophet, is
intended, as Grotius, Bunsen, and Ewald suppose; whereas it is rather the great
unknown and misinterpreted One, whom Jewish and Judaizing exegesis still
continues to misinterpret in its exposition of the figure before us, just as His
contemporaries misinterpreted Him when He actually appeared among them.
How many are there whose eyes have been opened when reading this “golden



passional of the Old Testament evangelist,” as Polycarp the Lysian calls it! In
how many an Israelite has it melted the crust of his heart! It looks as if it had
been written beneath the cross upon Golgotha, and was illuminated by the
heavenly brightness of the full YNIYMIYLI BŠ̃. It is the unravelling of Psa. 22 and
Psa. 110. It forms the outer centre of this wonderful book of consolation
(Isa. 40-66), and is the most central, the deepest, and the loftiest thing that the
Old Testament prophecy, outstripping itself, has ever achieved.

And yet it does not belie its Old Testament origin. For the prophet sees the
advent of “the servant of Jehovah,” and His rejection by His own people, bound
up as it were with the duration of the captivity. It is at the close of the captivity
that he beholds the exaltation of the Servant of Jehovah, who has died and been
buried, and yet lives for ever; and with His exaltation the inward and outward
return of Israel, and the restoration of Jerusalem in its renewed and final glory;
and with this restoration of the people of God, the conversion of the nations
and the salvation of mankind. f213

Isa. 52:13. In this sense there follows here, immediately after the cry. “Go ye
out from Babylon,” an index pointing from the suffering of the Servant to His
reward in glory. Isa. 52:13.

“Behold, my servant will act wisely; he will come forth, and arise, and be very
high.”

Even apart from Isa. 42: 1, hinneÝh (heÝn) is a favourite commencement with
Isaiah; and this very first verse contains, according to Isaiah’s custom, a brief,
condensed explanation of the theme. The exaltation of the Servant of Jehovah is
the theme of the prophecy which follows. In v. 13a the way is shown, by which
He reaches His greatness; in v. 13b the increasing greatness itself. LYkIViHI by
itself means simply to gain, prove, or act with intelligence (LXX sunhÂsei); and
then, since intelligent action, as a rule, is also effective, it is used as synonymous
with XÁYLICiHI, RYŠIKiHI, to act with result, i.e., so as to be successful. Hence it is
only by way of sequence that the idea of “prosperously” is connected with that
of “prudently” (e.g., Jos. 1: 8; Jer. 10:21). The word is never applied to such
prosperity as a man enjoys without any effort of his own, but only to such as he
attains by successful action, i.e., by such action as is appropriate to the desired
and desirable result. In Jer. 23: 2, where hiskiÝl is one feature in the picture of
the dominion exercised by the Messiah, the idea of intelligent action is quite
sufficient, without any further subordinate meaning. But here, where the
exaltation is derived from LYKVY as the immediate consequence, without any
intervening †K‰L ,̂ there is naturally associated with the idea of wise action,
i.e., of action suited to the great object of his call, that of effective execution or
abundant success, which has as its natural sequel an ever-increasing exaltation.



Rosenmüller observes, in v. 13b, “There is no need to discuss, or even to
inquire, what precise difference there is in the meaning of the separate words;”
but this is a very superficial remark. If we consider that ruÝm signifies not only to
be high, but to rise up (Pro. 11:11) and become exalted, and also to become
manifest as exalted (Psa. 21:14), and that JvFNI, according to the immediate and
original reflective meaning of the niphal, signifies to raise one’s self, whereas
gaÑbhah expresses merely the condition, without the subordinate idea of activity,
we obtain this chain of thought: he will rise up, he will raise himself still higher,
he will stand on high. The three verbs (of which the two perfects are defined by
the previous future) consequently denote the commencement, the continuation,
and the result or climax of the exaltation; and Stier is not wrong in recalling to
mind the three principal steps of the exaltatio in the historical fulfilment, viz.,
the resurrection, the ascension, and the sitting down at the right hand of God.
The addition of the word DJOMi shows very clearly that hBÁGFWi is intended to be
taken as the final result: the servant of Jehovah, rising from stage to stage,
reaches at last an immeasurable height, that towers above everything besides
(comp. uÎperuÂywse in Phi. 2: 9, with uÎywqeiÂj in Act. 2:33, and for the nature of
the uÎperuÂywse, Eph. 1:20-23).

Isa. 52:14, 15. The prophecy concerning him passes now into an address to
him, as in Isa. 49: 8 (cf., v. 7), which sinks again immediately into an objective
tone. Vv. 14, 15.

“Just as many were astonished at thee: so disfigured , his appearance was not
human, and his form not like that of the children of men: so will he make many
nations to tremble; kings will shut their mouth at him: for they see what has not been
told them, and discover what they have not heard.”

Both Oehler and Hahn suppose that the first clause is addressed to Israel, and
that it is here pointed away from its own degradation, which excited such
astonishment, to the depth of suffering endured by the One man. Hahn’s
principal reason, which Oehler adopts, is the sudden leap that we should
otherwise have to assume from the second person to the third, — an example of
“negligence” which we can hardly impute to the prophet. But a single glance at
Isa. 42:20 and Isa. 1:29 is sufficient to show how little force there is in this
principal argument. We should no doubt expect „KEYL˜̂á or ¥YILÁ̂ F after what has
gone before, if the nation were addressed; but it is difficult to see what end a
comparison between the sufferings of the nation and those of the One man,
which merely places the sufferings of the two in an external relation to one
another, could be intended to answer; whilst the second keÝn (so), which
evidently introduces an antithesis, is altogether unexplained. The words are
certainly addressed to the servant of Jehovah; and the meaning of the sicut (just
as) in v. 14, and of the sic (so) which introduces the principal sentence in v. 15,



is, that just as His degradation was the deepest degradation possible, so His
glorification would be of the loftiest kind. The height of the exaltation is held up
as presenting a perfect contrast to the depth of the degradation. The words, “so
distorted was his face, more than that of a man,” form, as has been almost
unanimously admitted since the time of Vitringa, a parenthesis, containing the
reason for the astonishment excited by the servant of Jehovah. Stier is wrong in
supposing that this first “so” (keÝn) refers to kaÿaÔsher (just as), in the sense of “If
men were astonished at thee, there was ground for the astonishment.” V. 15
would not stand out as an antithesis, if we adopted this explanation; moreover,
the thought that the fact corresponded to the impression which men received, is
a very tame and unnecessary one; and the change of persons in sentences
related to one another in this manner is intolerably harsh; whereas, with our
view of the relation in which the sentences stand to one another, the parenthesis
prepares the way for the sudden change from a direct address to a declaration.
Hitherto many had been astonished at the servant of Jehovah: shaÑmeÝm, to be
desolate or waste, to be thrown by anything into a desolate or benumbed
condition, to be startled, confused, as it were petrified, by paralyzing
astonishment (Lev. 26:32; Eze. 26:16). To such a degree (keÝn, adeo) was his
appearance mishchath meÝÿiÝsh, and his form mibbêneÝ ÿaÑdaÑm (sc., mishchath).
We might take mishchath as the construct of mishchaÑth, as Hitzig does, since
this connecting form is sometimes used (e.g., 33: 6) even without any genitive
relation; but it may also be the absolute, syncopated from tTiXÁŠiMI = TTEXEŠiMI
(Hävernick and Stier), like moshchath in Mal. 1:14, or, what we prefer, after
the form mirmas (Isa. 10: 6), with the original aÔ, without the usual lengthening
(Ewald, § 160, c, Anm. 4). His appearance and his form were altogether
distortion (stronger than moshchaÑth, distorted), away from men, out beyond
men, i.e., a distortion that destroys all likeness to a man; f214 ÿiÝsh does not signify
man as distinguished from woman here, but a human being generally.

The antithesis follows in v. 15: viz., the state of glory in which this form of
wretchedness has passed away. As a parallel to the “many” in v. 14, we have
here “many nations,” indicating the excess of the glory by the greater fulness of
the expression; and as a parallel to “were astonished at thee,” “he shall make to
tremble” (yazzeh), in other words, the effect which He produces by what He
does to the effect produced by what He suffers. The hiphil hizzaÑh generally
means to spirt or sprinkle (adspergere), and is applied to the sprinkling of the
blood with the finger, more especially upon the capporeth and altar of incense
on the day of atonement (differing in this respect from zaÑraq, the swinging of
the blood out of a bowl), also to the sprinkling of the water of purification upon
a leper with the bunch of hyssop (Lev. 14: 7), and of the ashes of the red heifer
upon those defiled through touching a corpse (Num. 19:18); in fact, generally,
to sprinkling for the purpose of expiation and sanctification. And Vitringa,



Hengstenberg, and others, accordingly follow the Syriac and Vulgate in
adopting the rendering adsperget (he will sprinkle). They have the usage of the
language in their favour; and this explanation also commends itself from a
reference to JAwGNF in Isa. 53: 4, and ĜANE in Isa. 53: 8 (words which are generally
used of leprosy, and on account of which the suffering Messiah is called in b.
Sanhedrin 98b by an emblematical name adopted from the old synagogue, “the
leper of Rabbi’s school”), since it yields the significant antithesis, that he who
was himself regarded as unclean, even as a second Job, would sprinkle and
sanctify whole nations, and thus abolish the wall of partition between Israel and
the heathen, and gather together into one holy church with Israel those who had
hitherto been pronounced “unclean” (Isa. 52: 1). But, on the other hand, this
explanation has so far the usage of the language against it, that hizzaÑh is never
construed with the accusative of the person or thing sprinkled (like adspergere
aliqua re aliquem; since ‘eth in Lev. 4: 6, 17 is a preposition like ‘al, ‘el
elsewhere); moreover, there would be something very abrupt in this sudden
representation of the servant as a priest. Such explanations as “he will scatter
asunder” (disperget, Targum, etc.), or “he will spill” (sc., their blood), are
altogether out of the question; such thoughts as these would be quite out of
place in a spiritual picture of salvation and glory, painted upon the dark ground
we have here. The verb naÑzaÑh signified primarily to leap or spring; hence
hizzaÑh, with the causative meaning to sprinkle. The kal combines the
intransitive and transitive meanings of the word “spirt,” and is used in the
former sense in Isa. 63: 3, to signify the springing up or sprouting up of any
liquid scattered about in drops. The Arabic nazaÑ (see Ges. Thes.) shows that
this verb may also be applied to the springing or leaping of living beings, caused
by excess of emotion. And accordingly we follow the majority of the
commentators in adopting the rendering exsilire faciet. The fact that whole
nations are the object, and not merely individuals, proves nothing to the
contrary, as Hab. 3: 6 clearly shows. The reference is to their leaping up in
amazement (LXX qaumaÂsontai); and the verb denotes less an external than an
internal movement. They will tremble with astonishment within themselves (cf.,
paÑchaÔduÝ vêraÑgêzuÝ in Jer. 33: 9), being electrified, as it were, by the surprising
change that has taken place in the servant of Jehovah. The reason why kings
“shut their mouths at him” is expressly stated, viz., what was never related they
see, and what was never heard of they perceive; i.e., it was something going far
beyond all that had ever been reported to them outside the world of nations, or
come to their knowledge within it. Hitzig’s explanation, that they do not trust
themselves to begin to speak before him or along with him, gives too feeble a
sense, and would lead us rather to expect WYNFPFLi than WYLF̂ F. The shutting of the
mouth is the involuntary effect of the overpowering impression, or the
manifestation of their extreme amazement at one so suddenly brought out of the



depths, and lifted up to so great a height. The strongest emotion is that which
remains shut up within ourselves, because, from its very intensity, it throws the
whole nature into a suffering state, and drowns all reflection in emotion (cf.,
yachaÔriÝsh in Zep. 3:17). The parallel in Isa. 49: 7 is not opposed to this; the
speechless astonishment, at what is unheard and inconceivable, changes into
adoring homage, as soon as they have become to some extent familiar with it.
The first turn in the prophecy closes here: The servant of Jehovah, whose
inhuman sufferings excite such astonishment, is exalted on high; so that from
utter amazement the nations tremble, and their kings are struck dumb.

Isa. 53: 1-3. But, says the second turn in Isa. 53: 1-3, the man of sorrows was
despised among us, and the prophecy as to his future was not believed. We hear
the first lamentation (the question is, From whose mouth does it come?) in v. 1:
“Who hath believed our preaching; and the arm of Jehovah, over whom has it
been revealed?” “I was formerly mistaken,” says Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 1,
159, 160), “as to the connection between Isa. 53: 1 and Isa. 52:13-15, and
thought that the Gentiles were the speakers in the former, simply because it was
to them that the latter referred. But I see now that I was in error. It is affirmed
of the heathen, that they have never heard before the things which they now see
with their eyes. Consequently it cannot be they who exclaim, or in whose name
the inquiry is made, Who hath believed our preaching?” Moreover, it cannot be
they, both because the redemption itself and the exaltation of the Mediator of
the redemption are made known to them from the midst of Israel as already
accomplished facts, and also because according to Isa. 52:15 (cf., Isa. 49: 7;
42: 4; 51: 5) they hear the things unheard of before, with amazement which
passes into reverent awe, as the satisfaction of their own desires, in other
words, with the glad obedience of faith. And we may also add, that the
expression in Isa. 53: 8, “for the transgression of my people,” would be quite
out of place in the mouths of Gentiles, and that, as a general rule, words
attributed to Gentiles ought to be expressly introduced as theirs. Whenever we
find a “we” introduced abruptly in the midst of a prophecy, it is always Israel
that speaks, including the prophet himself (Isa. 42:24; 64: 5; 16: 6; 24:16, etc.).
Hofmann therefore very properly rejects the view advocated by many, from
Calvin down to Stier and Oehler, who suppose that it is the prophet himself
who is speaking here in connection with the other heralds of salvation; “for,” as
he says, “how does all the rest which is expressed in the 1st pers. plural tally
with such a supposition?” If it is really Israel, which confesses in vv. 2ff. how
blind it has been to the calling of the servant of Jehovah, which was formerly
hidden in humiliation but is now manifested in glory; the mournful inquiry in v.
1 must also proceed from the mouth of Israel. The references to this passage in
Joh. 12:37, 38, and Rom. 10:16, do not compel us to assign v. 1 to the prophet
and his comrades in office. It is Israel that speaks even in v. 1. The nation,



which acknowledges with penitence how shamefully it has mistaken its own
Saviour, laments that it has put no faith in the tidings of the lofty and glorious
calling of the servant of God. We need not assume, therefore, that there is any
change of subject in v. 2; and (what is still more decisive) it is necessary that we
should not, if we would keep up any close connection between Isa. 53: 1 and
Isa. 52:15. The heathen receive with faith tidings of things which had never
been heard of before; whereas Israel has to lament that it put no faith in the
tidings which it had heard long, long before, not only with reference to the
person and work of the servant of God, but with regard to his lowly origin and
glorious end. H F̂wMŠi (a noun after the form H F̂wŠYi, H F̂wBŠi, a different form
from that of HlFDUgi, which is derived from the adjective LDOgF) signifies the
hearsay (aÏkohÂ), i.e., the tidings, more especially the prophetic announcement in
Isa. 28: 9; and wNT˜̂FMUŠi, according to the primary subjective force of the suffix,
is equivalent to wN îMÁŠF RŠEJá H F̂wMŠi (cf., Jer. 49:14), i.e., the hearsay which
we have heard. There were some, indeed, who did not refuse to believe the
tidings which Israel heard: aÏll’ ouç paÂntej uÎphÂkousan twÌÄ euÏaggeliÂwÄ
(Rom. 10:16); the number of the believers was vanishingly small, when
compared with the unbelieving mass of the nation. And it is the latter, or rather
its remnant which had eventually come to its senses, that here inquires, Who
hath believed our preaching, i.e., the preaching that was common among us?
The substance of the preaching, which had not been believed, was the exaltation
of the servant of God from a state of deep degradation. This is a work
performed by the “arm of Jehovah,” namely, His holy arm that has been made
bare, and that now effects the salvation of His people, and of the nations
generally, according to His own counsel (Isa. 52:10; 51: 5). This arm works
down from on high, exalted far above all created things; men have it above
them, and it is made manifest to those who recognise it in what is passing
around them. Who, asks Israel, has had any faith in the coming exaltation of the
servant of God? who has recognised the omnipotence of Jehovah, which has set
itself to effect his exaltation? All that follows is the confession of the Israel of
the last times, to which this question is the introduction. We must not overlook
the fact that this golden “passional” is also one of the greatest prophecies of the
future conversion of the nation, which has rejected the servant of God, and
allowed the Gentiles to be the first to recognise him. At last, though very late, it
will feel remorse. And when this shall once take place, then and not till then will
this chapter — which, to use an old epithet, will ever be carnificina
Rabbinorum — receive its complete historical fulfilment.

Isa. 53: 2. The confession, which follows, grows out of the great lamentation
depicted by Zechariah in Zec. 12:11ff. V. 2.



“And he sprang up like a layer-shoot before Him, and like a root-sprout out of dry
ground: he had no form, and no beauty; and we looked, and there was no look , such
that we could have found pleasure in him.”

V. 2, as a sequel to v. 1b, looks back to the past, and describes how the arm of
Jehovah manifested itself in the servant’s course of life from the very beginning,
though imperceptibly at first, and unobserved by those who merely noticed the
outside. The suffix of WYNFPFLi cannot refer to the subject of the interrogative
sentence, as Hahn and Hofmann suppose, for the answer to the quis there is
nemo; it relates to Jehovah, by which it is immediately preceded. Before
Jehovah, namely, so that He, whose counsel thus began to be fulfilled, fixed His
eye upon him with watchfulness and protecting care, he grew up QNŒ̃ykA, like the
suckling, i.e., (in a horticultural sense) the tender twig which sucks up its
nourishment from the root and stem (not as Hitzig supposes, according to
Eze. 31:16, from the moisture in the soil); for the tender twig upon a tree, or
trunk, or stalk, is called TQENEYO (for which we have QNŒ̃Y here): vid., Eze. 17:22,
the twig of a cedar; Psa. 80:12 (11), of a vine; Job. 8:16, of a liana. It is thought
of here as a layer, as in Eze. 17:22; and, indeed, as the second figure shows
when taken in connection with Isa. 11: 1, as having been laid down after the
proud cedar of the Davidic monarchy from which it sprang had been felled; for
elsewhere it is compared to a shoot which springs from the root left in the
ground after the tree has been felled. Both figures depict the lowly and
unattractive character of the small though vigorous beginning. The expression
“out of dry ground,” which belongs to both figures, brings out, in addition, the
miserable character of the external circumstances in the midst of which the birth
and growth of the servant had taken place. The “dry ground” is the existing
state of the enslaved and degraded nation; i.e., he was subject to all the
conditions inseparable from a nation that had been given up to the power of the
world, and was not only enduring all the consequent misery, but was in utter
ignorance as to its cause; in a word, the dry ground is the corrupt character of
the age. In what follows, the majority of the commentators have departed from
the accents, and adopted the rendering, “he had no form and no beauty, that we
should look at Him” (should have looked at Him), viz., with fixed looks that
loved to dwell upon Him. This rendering was adopted by Symmachus and
Vitringa (iÎÂna eiÏÂdwmen auÏtoÂn; ut ipsum respiceremus). But Luther, Stier, and
others, very properly adhere to the existing punctuation; since the other would
lead us to expect Œb HJERiNIWi instead of wHJR̃iNIWi, and the close reciprocal relation
of HJERiMÁ‰JLOWi wHJR̃iNIWi, which resembles a play upon the words, is entirely
expunged. The meaning therefore is, “We saw Him, and there was nothing in
His appearance to make us desire Him, or feel attracted by Him.” The literal
rendering of the Hebrew, with its lively method of transferring you into the
precise situation, is ut concupisceremus eum (delectaremur eo); whereas, in our



oriental style, we should rather have written ut concupivissemus, using the
pluperfect instead of the imperfect, or the tense of the associated past. Even in
this sense wHJR̃iNIWi is very far from being unmeaning: He dwelt in Israel, so that
they had Him bodily before their eyes, but in His outward appearance there was
nothing to attract or delight the senses.

Isa. 53: 3. On the contrary, the impression produced by His appearance was
rather repulsive, and, to those who measured the great and noble by a merely
worldly standard, contemptible. V. 3.

“He was despised and forsaken by men; a man of griefs, and well acquainted with
disease; and like one from whom men hide their face: despised, and we esteemed
Him not.”

All these different features are predicates of the erat that is latent in non species
ei neque decor and non adspectus. Nibhzeh is introduced again palindromically
at the close in Isaiah’s peculiar style; consequently Martini’s conjecture `WGW JLO
wHZB̃iNI is to be rejected. This nibhzeh (cf., baÑzoÝh, Isa. 49: 7) is the keynote of
the description which looks back in this plaintive tone. The predicate chaÔdal
ÿiÝshiÝm is misunderstood by nearly all the commentators, inasmuch as they take
„YŠIYJI as synonymous with „DJ‰YNB, whereas it is rather used in the sense of
ŠYJ‰YNB (lords), as distinguished from bêneÝ ÿaÑdaÑm, or people generally (see
Isa. 2: 9, 11, 17). The only other passages in which it occurs are Pro. 8: 4 and
Psa. 141: 4; and in both instances it signifies persons of rank. Hence Cocceius
explains it thus: “wanting in men, i.e., having no respectable men with Him, to
support Him with their authority.” It might also be understood as meaning the
ending one among men, i.e., the one who takes the last place (S. eÏlaÂxistoj,
Jer. novissimus); but in this case He Himself would be described as ŠYJI,
whereas it is absolutely affirmed that He had not the appearance or distinction
of such an one. But the rendering deficiens (wanting) is quite correct; compare
Job. 19:14, “my kinsfolk have failed” (defecerunt, chaÑdêluÝ, cognati mei). The
Arabic chadhalahu or chadhala ‘anhu (also points to the true meaning; and
from this we have the derivatives chaÑdhil, refusing assistance, leaving without
help; and machdhuÑl, helpless, forsaken (see Lane’s Arabic Lexicon). In Hebrew,
chaÑdal has not only the transitive meaning to discontinue or leave off a thing,
but the intransitive, to case or be in want, so that chaÔdal ÿiÝshiÝm may mean one
in want of men of rank, i.e., finding no sympathy from such men. The chief men
of His nation who towered above the multitude, the great men of this world,
withdrew their hands from Him, drew back from Him: He had none of the men
of any distinction at His side. Moreover, He was TŒBJOKiMÁ ŠYJI, a man of
sorrow of heart in all its forms, i.e., a man whose chief distinction was, that His
life was one of constant painful endurance. And He was also YLIXO JAwDYi, that is



to say, not one known through His sickness (according to Deu. 1:13, 15),
which is hardly sufficient to express the genitive construction; nor an
acquaintance of disease (S. gnwstoÃj noÂswÄ, familiaris morbo), which would be
expressed by d̂AYUMi or D̂AŒM; but scitus morbi, i.e., one who was placed in a
state to make the acquaintance of disease. The deponent passive JAwDYF,
acquainted (like baÑtuaÔch, confisus; zaÑkhuÝr, mindful; peritus, pervaded,
experienced), is supported by JAwdMÁ = JAwDyF‰HMÁ; Gr. tiÂ maqwÂn. The meaning is
not, that He had by nature a sickly body, falling out of one disease into another;
but that the wrath instigated by sin, and the zeal of self-sacrifice (Psa. 69:10),
burnt like the fire of a fever in His soul and body, so that even if He had not
died a violent death, He would have succumbed to the force of the powers of
destruction that were innate in humanity in consequence of sin, and of His own
self-consuming conflict with them. Moreover, He was kêmasteÝr paÑniÝm
mimmennuÝ. This cannot mean, “like one hiding his face from us,” as
Hengstenberg supposes (with an allusion to Lev. 13:45); or, what is
comparatively better, “like one causing the hiding of the face from him:” for
although the feminine of the participle is written TREtESiMÁ, and in the plural
„YRItiSiMÁ for „YRIYtISiMÁ is quite possible, we never meet with masteÝr for mastiÝr,
like hasteÝr for hastiÝr in the infinitive (Isa. 29:15, cf., Deu. 26:12). Hence masteÝr
must be a noun (of the form marbeÝts, marbeÝq, mashcheÝth); and the words mean
either “like the hiding of the face on our part,” or like one who met with this
from us, or (what is more natural) like the hiding of the face before his presence
(according to Isa. 8:17; 50: 6; 54: 8; 59: 2, and many other passages), i.e., like
one whose repulsive face it is impossible to endure, so that men turn away their
face or cover it with their dress (compare Isa. 50: 6 with Job. 30:10). And
lastly, all the predicates are summed up in the expressive word nibhzeh: He was
despised, and we did not think Him dear and worthy, but rather “esteemed Him
not,” or rather did not estimate Him at all, or as Luther expresses it, “estimated
Him at nothing” (chaÑshabh, to reckon, value, esteem, as in Isa. 13:17; 33: 8,
Mal. 3:16).

The second turn closes here. The preaching concerning His calling and His
future was not believed; but the Man of sorrows was greatly despised among
us.

Isa. 53: 4. Those who formerly mistook and despised the Servant of Jehovah
on account of His miserable condition, now confess that His sufferings were
altogether of a different character from what they had supposed. V. 4.

“Verily He hath borne our diseases and our pains: He hath laden them upon
Himself; but we regarded Him as one stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted.”



It might appear doubtful whether †KJ̃F (the fuller form of ¥JÁ) is affirmative
here, as in Isa. 40: 7; 45:15, or adversative, as in Isa. 49: 4. The latter meaning
grows out of the former, inasmuch as it is the opposite which is strongly
affirmed. We have rendered it affirmatively (Jer. vere), not adversatively
(verum, ut vero), because v. 4 itself consists of two antithetical halves, — a
relation which is expressed in the independent pronouns JwH and wNXiNAJá, that
answer to one another. The penitents contrast themselves and their false notion
with Him and His real achievement. In Matthew (Mat. 8:17) the words are
rendered freely and faithfully thus: auÏtoÃj taÃj aÏsqeneiÂaj hÎmwÌn eÏÂlabe, kaiÃ taÃj
noÂsouj eÏbaÂstasen. Even the fact that the relief which Jesus afforded to all
kinds of bodily diseases is regarded as a fulfilment of what is here affirmed of
the Servant of Jehovah, is an exegetical index worth noticing. In 4a it is not
really sin that is spoken of, but the evil which is consequent upon human sin,
although not always the direct consequence of the sins of individuals (Joh. 9: 3).
But in the fact that He was concerned to relieve this evil in all its forms,
whenever it came in His way in the exercise of His calling, the relief implied as a
consequence in v. 4a was brought distinctly into view, though not the bearing
and lading that are primarily noticed here. Matthew has very aptly rendered JVFNF
by eÏÂlabe, and LBÁSF by eÏbaÂstase. For whilst LBÁSF denotes the toilsome bearing
of a burden that has been taken up, JVFNF combines in itself the ideas of tollere
and ferre. When construed with the accusative of the sin, it signifies to take the
debt of sin upon one’s self, and carry it as one’s own, i.e., to look at it and feel
it as one’s own (e.g., Lev. 5: 1, 17), or more frequently to bear the punishment
occasioned by sin, i.e., to make expiation for it (Lev. 17:16; 20:19, 20; 24:15),
and in any case in which the person bearing it is not himself the guilty person, to
bear sin in a mediatorial capacity, for the purpose of making expiation for it
(Lev. 10:17). The LXX render this JVN both in the Pentateuch and Ezekiel
labeiÌn aÎmartiÂan, once aÏnafeÂrein; and it is evident that both of these are to be
understood in the sense of an expiatory bearing, and not merely of taking away,
as has been recently maintained in opposition to the satisfactio vicaria, as we
may see clearly enough from Eze. 4: 4-8, where the †WO F̂ TJV ĩs represented by
the prophet in a symbolical action.

But in the case before us, where it is not the sins, but “our diseases” (wNYL̃FXf is a
defective plural, as the singular would be written wNYL̃iXF) and “our pains” that
are the object, this mediatorial sense remains essentially the same. The meaning
is not merely that the Servant of God entered into the fellowship of our
sufferings, but that He took upon Himself the sufferings which we had to bear
and deserved to bear, and therefore not only took them away (as Mat. 8:17
might make it appear), but bore them in His own person, that He might deliver
us from them. But when one person takes upon himself suffering which another



would have had to bear, and therefore not only endures it with him, but in his
stead, this is called substitution or representation, — an idea which, however
unintelligible to the understanding, belongs to the actual substance of the
common consciousness of man, and the realities of the divine government of the
world as brought within the range of our experience, and one which has
continued even down to the present time to have much greater vigour in the
Jewish nation, where it has found it true expression in sacrifice and the kindred
institutions, than in any other, at least so far as its nationality has not been
entirely annulled. f215

Here again it is Israel, which, having been at length better instructed, and now
bearing witness against itself, laments its former blindness to the mediatorially
vicarious character of the deep agonies, both of soul and body, that were
endured by the great Sufferer. They looked upon them as the punishment of His
own sins, and indeed — inasmuch as, like the friends of Job, they measured the
sin of the Sufferer by the sufferings that He endured — of peculiarly great sins.
They saw in Him JAwGNF, “one stricken,” i.e., afflicted with a hateful, shocking
disease (Gen. 12:17; 1Sa. 6: 9), — such, for example, as leprosy, which was
called ĜANE kat’ eÏc. (2Ki. 15: 5, A. aÏfhÂmenon, S. eÏn aÎfhÌÄ oÏÂnta = leprosum, Th.
memastigwmeÂnon, cf., maÂstigej, Mar. 3:10, scourges, i.e., bad attacks); also
„YHILOJå HkM̃U, “one smitten of God” (from naÑkhaÑh, root ‚N, GN; see Comm. on
Job, at 30: 8), and HnE ÛMi, bowed down (by God), i.e., afflicted with sufferings.
The name Jehovah would have been out of place here, where the evident
intention is to point to the all-determining divine power generally, whose
vengeance appeared to have fallen upon this particular sufferer. The
construction mukkeÝh ÿEloÝhiÝm signifies, like the Arabic muqaÑtal rabbuh, one
who has been defeated in conflict with God his Lord (see Comm. on Job, at
15:28); and ÿEloÝhiÝm has the syntactic position between the two adjectives,
which it necessarily must have in order to be logically connected with them
both.

Isa. 53: 5. In v. 5, JwHWi, as contrasted with wNXiNAJáWA, continues the true state of
the case as contrasted with their false judgment. V. 5.

“Whereas He was pierced for our sins, bruised for our iniquities: the punishment
was laid upon Him for our peace; and through His stripes we were healed.”

The question is, whether v. 5a describes what He was during His life, or what
He was in His death. The words decide in favour of the latter. For although
chaÑlaÑl is applied to a person mortally wounded but not yet dead (Jer. 51:52;
Psa. 69:27), and chaÑlal to a heart wounded to death (Psa. 109:22); the pure
passives used here, which denote a calamity inflicted by violence from without,
more especially mêchoÝlaÑl, which is not the participle polal of chiÝl (made to twist



one’s self with pain), but the participle poal of chaÑlal (pierced, transfossus, the
passive of mêchoÝleÝl, Isa. 51: 9), and the substantive clauses, which express a
fact that has become complete in all its circumstances, can hardly be understood
in any other way than as denoting, that “the servant of God” floated before the
mind of the speaker in all the sufferings of death, just as was the case with
Zechariah in Zec. 12:10. There were no stronger expressions to be found in the
language, to denote a violent and painful death. As min, with the passive, does
not answer to the Greek uÎpoÂ, but to aÏpoÂ, the meaning is not that it was our sins
and iniquities that had pierced Him through like swords, and crushed Him like
heavy burdens, but that He was pierced and crushed on account of our sins and
iniquities. It was not His own sins and iniquities, but ours, which He had taken
upon Himself, that He might make atonement for them in our stead, that were
the cause of His having to suffer so cruel and painful a death.

The ultimate cause is not mentioned; but WYLF̂ F wNMŒ̃LŠi RSAwM which follows
points to it. His suffering was a muÝsaÑr, which is an indirect affirmation that it
was God who had inflicted it upon Him, for who else could the yoÝseÝr
(mêyasseÝr) be? We have rendered muÝsaÑr “punishment;” and there was no other
word in the language for this idea; for though „QFNF and HdFQUpi (to which
Hofmann refers) have indeed the idea of punishment associated with them, the
former signifies eÏkdiÂkhsij, the latter eÏpiÂskeyij, whereas muÝsaÑr not only
denotes paideiÂa, as the chastisement of love (Pro. 3:11), but also as the
infliction of punishment (= timwriÂa, koÂlasij , Pro. 7:22, Jer. 30:14), just as
David, when he prayed that God might not punish him in His anger and hot
displeasure (Psa. 6: 2), could not find a more suitable expression for
punishment, regarded as the execution of judgment, than RsAYI (XÁYKIŒH). The
word itself, which follows the form of muÝsaÑd (Isa. 28:16), signifies primarily
being chastised (from yaÑsar = vaÑsar, constringere, coercere), and included from
the very outset the idea of practical chastisement, which then passed over into
that of admonition in words, of warning by example, and of chastity as a moral
quality. In the case before us, in which the reference is to a sufferer, and to a
muÝsaÑr resting upon him, this can only mean actual chastisement. If the
expression had been WYLF̂ F wNRS̃FwM , it would merely mean that God had caused
Him, who had taken upon Himself our sins and iniquities and thus made Himself
representatively or vicariously guilty, to endure the chastisement which those
sins deserved. but it is wNMŒ̃LŠi RSAwM. The connection of the words is the same
as that of „YyIXÁ TXÁKAŒt in Pro. 15:31. As the latter signifies “reproof leading to
life,” so the former signifies “the chastisement which leads to our peace.” It is
true that the suffix belongs to the one idea, that that has grown up through this
combination of the words, like bêriÝth shêloÝmiÝ, “my peace-covenant”
(Isa. 54:10); but what else could our “peace-chastisement” be, than the



chastisement that brings us peace, or puts us into a state of salvation? This is
the idea involved in Stier’s rendering, “restoring chastisement,” and Hofmann’s,
“the chastisement wholesome for us.” The difference in the exposition simply
lies in the view entertained of the muÝsaÑr, in which neither of these
commentators will allow that there is any idea of a visitation of justice here. But
according to our interpretation, the genitive WNMŒLŠ, which defines the muÝsaÑr
so far as its object and results are concerned, clearly shows that this
manifestation of the justice of God, this satisfaction procured by His holiness,
had His love for its foundation and end. It was our peace, or, what is more in
accordance with the full idea of the word, our general well-being, our
blessedness, which these sufferings arrived at and secured (the synonyms of
shaÑloÝm are toÝbh and yêshuÝÿaÑh, Isa. 52: 7). In what follows, “and by His stripes
(chaÔbhuÝraÑh = chabbuÝraÑh, Isa. 1: 6) we have been healed,” shaÑloÝm is defined as a
condition of salvation brought about by healing. “Venustissimum oÏcuÂmwron,”
exclaims Vitringa here. He means the same as Jerome when he says, suo
vulnere vulnera nostra curavit. The stripes and weals that were inflicted upon
Him have made us sound and well (the LXX keeps the collective singular, and
renders it very aptly twÌÄ mwÂlwpi auÏtouÌ; cf., 1Pe. 2:24). We were sick unto
death because of our sins; but He, the sinless one, took upon Himself a
suffering unto death, which was, as it were, the concentration and essence of
the woes that we had deserved; and this voluntary endurance, this submission to
the justice of the Holy One, in accordance with the counsels of divine love,
became the source of our healing.

Isa. 53: 6. Thus does the whole body of the restored Israel confess with
penitence, that it has so long mistaken Him whom Jehovah, as is now distinctly
affirmed, had made a curse for their good, when they had gone astray to their
own ruin. V. 6.

“All we like sheep went astray; we had turned every one to his own way; and
Jehovah caused the iniquity of us all to fall on Him.”

It is the state of exile, upon which the penitent Israel is here looking back; but
exile as being, in the prophet’s view, the final state of punishment before the
final deliverance. Israel in its exile resembled a scattered flock without a
shepherd; it had lost the way of Jehovah (Isa. 63:17), and every one had turned
to his own way, in utter selfishness and estrangement from God (Isa. 56:11).
But whereas Israel thus heaped up guilt upon guilt, the Servant of Jehovah was
He upon whom Jehovah Himself caused the punishment of their guilt to fall,
that He might make atonement for it through His own suffering. Many of the
more modern expositors endeavour to set aside the paena vicaria here, by
giving to JAYgIPiHI a meaning which it never has. Thus Stier renders it, “Jehovah
caused the iniquity of all to strike or break upon Him.” Others, again, give a



meaning to the statement which is directly at variance with the words
themselves. Thus Hahn renders it: Jehovah took the guilt of the whole into His
service, causing Him to die a violent death through their crime. Hofmann very
properly rejects both explanations, and holds fast to the fact that bI JAYgIPiHI,
regarded as a causative of bI ĜApF, signifies “to cause anything to strike or fall
upon a person,” which is the rendering adopted by Symmachus: kuÂrioj
katanthÂsai eÏpoiÂhsen eiÏj auÏtoÃn thÃn aÏnomiÂan paÂntwn hÎmwÌn. “Just as the blood
of a murdered man comes upon the murderer, when the bloody deed committed
comes back upon him in the form of blood-guiltiness inflicting vengeance; so
does sin come upon, overtake (Psa. 40:13), or meet with the sinner. It went
forth from him as his own act; it returns with destructive effect, as a fact by
which he is condemned. But in this case God does not suffer those who have
sinned to be overtaken by the sin they have committed; but it falls upon His
servant, the righteous One.” These are Hofmann’s words. But if the sin turns
back upon the sinner in the shape of punishment, why should the sin of all men,
which the Servant of God has taken upon Himself as His own, overtake Him in
the form of an evil, which, even it if be a punishment, is not punishment inflicted
upon Him? For this is just the characteristic of Hofmann’s doctrine of the
atonement, that it altogether eliminates from the atoning work the reconciliation
of the purposes of love with the demands of righteousness. Now it is indeed
perfectly true, that the Servant of God cannot become the object of punishment,
either as a servant of God or as an atoning Saviour; for as servant of God He is
the beloved of God, and as atoning Saviour He undertakes a work which is well
pleasing to God, and ordained in God’s eternal counsel. So that the wrath
which pours out upon Him is not meant for Him as the righteous One who
voluntarily offers up Himself but indirectly it relates to Him, so far as He has
vicariously identified Himself with sinners, who are deserving of wrath. How
could He have made expiation for sin, if He had simply subjected Himself to its
cosmical effects, and not directly subjected Himself to that wrath which is the
invariable divine correlative of human sin? And what other reason could there
be for God’s not rescuing Him from this the bitterest cup of death, than the
ethical impossibility of acknowledging the atonement as really made, without
having left the representative of the guilty, who had presented Himself to Him
as though guilty Himself, to taste of the punishment which they had deserved?
It is true that vicarious expiation and paena vicaria are not coincident ideas.
The punishment is but one element in the expiation, and it derives a peculiar
character from the fact that one innocent person voluntarily submits to it in His
own person. It does not stand in a thoroughly external relation of identity to
that deserved by the many who are guilty; but the latter cannot be set aside
without the atoning individual enduring an intensive equivalent to it, and that in
such a manner, that this endurance is no less a self-cancelling of wrath on the



part of God, than an absorption of wrath on the part of the Mediator; and in this
central point of the atoning work, the voluntarily forgiving love of God and the
voluntarily self-sacrificing love of the Mediator meet together, like hands
stretched out grasp one another from the midst of a dark cloud. Hermann
Schultz also maintains that the suffering, which was the consequence of sin and
therefore punishment to the guilty, is borne by the Redeemer as suffering,
without being punishment. But in this way the true mystery is wiped out of the
heart of the atoning work; and this explanation is also at variance with the
expression “the chastisement of our peace” in v. 5b, and the equally distinct
statement in v. 6b, “He hath laid on Him the iniquity of us all.” It was the sin of
all Israel, as the palindromically repeated kullaÑnuÝ emphatically declares, which
pressed upon Him with such force when His atoning work was about to be
decided. but †WO F̂ is used to denote not only the transgression itself, but also the
guilt incurred thereby, and the punishment to which it gives rise. All this great
multitude of sins, and mass of guilt, and weight of punishment, came upon the
Servant of Jehovah according to the appointment of the God of salvation, who
is gracious in holiness. The third turn ends here. It was our sins that He bore,
and for our salvation that God caused Him to suffer on our account.

Isa. 53: 7. The fourth turn describes how He suffered and died and was buried.
V. 7.

“He was ill treated; whilst He suffered willingly, and opened not His mouth, like the
sheep that is led to the slaughter-bench, and like a lamb that is dumb before its
shearers, and opened not His mouth.”

The third pers. niphal stands first in a passive sense: He has been hard pressed
(1Sa. 13: 6): He is driven, or hunted (1Sa. 14:24), treated tyrannically and
unsparingly; in a word, plagued (vexatus; compare the niphal in a reciprocal
sense in Isa. 3: 5, and according to the reading VGN in Isa. 29:13 in a reflective
sense, to torment one’s self). Hitzig renders the next clause, “and although
tormented, He opened not His mouth.” But although an explanatory
subordinate clause may precede the principal clause which it more fully
explains, not example can be found of such a clause with (a retrospective) JwHWi
explaining what follows; for in Job. 2: 8 the circumstantial clause, “sitting down
among the ashes,” belongs to the principal fact which stands before. And so
here, where HNF á̂NA (from which comes the participle HNÊ áNA, usually met with in
circumstantial clauses) has not a passive, but a reflective meaning, as in
Exo. 10: 3: “He was ill treated, whilst He bowed Himself (=suffered
voluntarily), and opened not His mouth” (the regular leap from the participle to
the finite). The voluntary endurance is then explained by the simile “like a sheep
that is led to the slaughter” (an attributive clause, like Jer. 11:19); and the
submissive quiet bearing, by the simile “like a lamb that is dumb before its



shearers.” The commentators regard HMFLFJáNE as a participle; but this would have
the tone upon the last syllable (see Isa. 1:21, 26, Nah. 3:11; cf., Comm. on Job,
at 20:27, note). The tone shows it to be the pausal form for HMFLiJáNE, and so we
have rendered it; and, indeed, as the interchange of the perfect with the future in
the attributive clause must be intentional, not quae obmutescit, but obmutuit.
The following words, WYpI XtÁPiYI JLOWi, do not form part of the simile, which
would require tiphtach, for nothing but absolute necessity would warrant us in
assuming that it points back beyond LXR̃F to HVE, as Rashi and others suppose.
The palindromical repetition also favours the unity of the subject with that of
the previous XTPY and the correctness of the delicate accentuation, with which
the rendering in the LXX and Act. 8:32 coincides. All the references in the New
Testament to the Lamb of God (with which the corresponding allusions to the
passover are interwoven) spring from this passage in the book of Isaiah.

Isa. 53: 8. The description of the closing portion of the life of the Servant of
Jehovah is continued in v. 8.

“He has been taken away from prison and from judgment; and of His generation
who considered: ‘He was snatched away out of the land of the living; for the
wickedness of my people punishment fell upon Him’?”

The principal emphasis is not laid upon the fact that He was taken away from
suffering, but that it was out of the midst of suffering that He was carried off.
The idea that is most prominent in luqqaÑch (with aÑ in half pause) is not that of
being translated (as in the accounts of Enoch and Elijah), but of being snatched
or hurried away (abreptus est, Isa. 52: 5, Eze. 33: 4, etc.). The parallel is
abscissus (cf., nikhrath, Jer. 11:19) a terra viventium, for which RZAGiNI by itself is
supposed to be used in the sense of carried away (i.e., out of the sphere of the
living into that of the dead, Lam. 3:54; cf., Eze. 37:11, “It is all over with us”).
RCÊ O (from RCÁ̂ F, compescere) is a violent constraint; here, as in Psa. 107:39, it
signifies a persecuting treatment which restrains by outward force, such as that
of prison or bonds; and mishpaÑt refers to the judicial proceedings, in which He
was put upon His trial, accused and convicted as worthy of death, — in other
words, to His unjust judgment. The min might indeed be understood, as in v.
5a, not as referring to the persons who swept Him away (= uÎpoÃ), but, as in Ps
107:39, as relating to the ground and cause of the sweeping away. But the local
sense, which is the one most naturally suggested by luqqach (e.g., Isa. 49:24),
is to be preferred: hostile oppression and judicial persecution were the
circumstances out of which He was carried away by death. With regard to what
follows, we must in any case adhere to the ordinary usage, according to which
doÝr (= Arab. daur, dahr, a revolution or period of time) signifies an age, or the
men living in a particular age; also, in an ethical sense, the entire body of those



who are connected together by similarity of disposition (see, for example,
Psa. 14: 5); or again (= Arab. daÑr) a dwelling, as in Isa. 38:12, and possibly also
(of the grave) in Psa. 49:20. Such meanings as length of life (Luther and
Grotius), course of life (Vitringa), or fate (Hitzig), it is impossible to sustain.
Hence the Sept. rendering, thÃn geneaÃn auÏtouÌ tiÂj dihghÂsetai, which Jerome also
adopts, can only mean, so far as the usage of the language is concerned, “who
can declare the number of His generation” (i.e., of those inspire by His spirit,or
filled with His life); but in this connection such a thought would be premature.
Moreover, the generation intended would be called Œ̂RiZA rather than WRWD, as
springing from Him.

Still less can we adopt the meaning “dwelling,” as Knobel does, who explains
the passage thus: “who considers how little the grave becomes Him, which He
has received as His dwelling-place.” The words do not admit of this
explanation. Hofmann formerly explained the passage as meaning, “No one
takes His dwelling-place into his mind or mouth, so as even to think of it, or
inquire what had become of Him;” but in His Schriftbeweis he has decided in
favour of the meaning, His contemporaries, or the men of His generation. It is
only with this rendering that we obtain a thought at all suitable to the picture of
suffering given here, or to the words which follow (compare Jer. 2:31, O ye
men of this generation). ŒRŒd‰TJEWi in that case is not the object to XÁXŒ̃VYi, the
real object to which is rather the clause introduced by YkI, but an adverbial
accusative, which may serve to give emphatic prominence to the subject, as we
may see from Isa. 57:12, Eze. 17:21, Neh. 9:34 (Ges § 117, Anm.); for TJE
cannot be a preposition, since inter aequales ejus would not be expressed in
Hebrew by RWRD‰TJ, but by WRWDB. The pilel soÝcheÝaÔch with be signifies in
Psa. 143: 5 a thoughtful consideration or deliberation, in a word, meditationem
alicujus rei (compare the kal with the accusative, Psa. 145: 5). The following kiÝ
is an explanatory quod: with regard to His contemporaries, who considered
that, etc. The words introduced with kiÝ are spoken, as it were, out of the heart
of His contemporaries, who ought to have considered, but did not. We may see
from YmIJA that it is intended to introduce a direct address; and again, if we leave
kiÝ untranslated, like oÎÂti recitativum (see, for example, Jos. 2:24; compare di,
Dan. 2:25), we can understand why the address, which has been carried on thus
far in such general terms, assumes all at once an individual form. It cannot be
denied, indeed, that we obtain a suitable object for the missing consideration, if
we adopt this rendering: “He was torn away (3rd praet.) out of the land of the
living, through (min denoting the mediating cause) the wicked conduct of my
people (in bringing Him to death), to their own punishment; i.e., none of the
men of His age (like miÝ in v. 1, no one = only a very few) discerned what had
befallen them on account of their sin, in ridding themselves of Him by a violent



death.” Hofmann and V. F. Oehler both adopt this explanation, saying, “Can the
prophet have had the person of the Ecce Homo before his eye, without
intimating that his people called down judgment upon themselves, by laying
violent hands upon the Servant of God?” We cannot, however, decide in favour
of this explanation; since the impression produced by this ŒMLF ĜANE YmIJA Š̂ApEMI
is, that it is intended to be taken as a rectification of ŴGN WHNBŠX WNXNJW in v.
4b, to which it stands in a reciprocal relation. This reciprocal relation is brought
out more fully, if we regard the force of the min as still continued (ob plagam
quae illis debebatur, Seb. Schmid, Kleinert, etc.); though not in the sense of
“through the stroke proceeding from them, my people” (Hahn), which would be
opposed to the general usage of ĜANE; or taking WML ĜN as a relative clause,
populi mei quibus plaga debebatur (Hengstenberg, Hävernick). But the most
natural course is to take laÑmoÝ as referring to the Servant of God, more
especially as our prophet uses laÑmoÝ pathetically for loÝ, as Isa. 54:15
unquestionably shows (notwithstanding the remonstrance of Stier, who renders
the passage, “He was all plague, or smiting, for them”). ĜANE always signifies
suffering as a calamity proceeding from Go (e.g., Exo. 11: 1, Psa. 39:11, and in
every other passage in which it does not occur in the special sense of leprosy,
which also points back, however, to the generic idea of a plague divinely sent);
hence Jerome renders it, “for the sin of my people have I smitten Him.” The
text does not read so; but the smiter is really Jehovah. Men looked upon His
Servant as a ŴGN; and so He really was, but not in the sense of which men
regarded Him as such. Yet, even if they had been mistaken concerning His
during His lifetime; now that He no longer dwelt among the living, they ought
to see, as they looked back upon His actions and His sufferings, that it was not
for His own wickedness, but for that of Israel, viz., to make atonement for it,
that such a visitation from God had fallen upon Him (Li as in Isa. 24:16 and
Isa. 26:16, where the sentence is in the same logical subordination to the
previous one as it is here, where Dachselt gives this interpretation, which is
logically quite correct: propter praevaricationem populi mei plaga ei
contingente).

Isa. 53: 9. After this description in v. 7 of the patience with which He suffered,
and in v. 8 of the manner in which He died, there follows a retrospective glance
at His burial. V. 9.

“And they assigned Him His grave with sinners, and with a rich man in His
martyrdom, because He had done no wrong, and there was no deceit in His mouth.”

The subject to †TỹIWA (assigned) is not Jehovah, although this would not be
impossible, since ĜANE has Jehovah as the latent subject; but it would be
irreconcilable with v. 10, where Jehovah is introduced as the subject with



antithetical prominence. It would be better to assume that “my people” is the
subject; but as this would make it appear as if the statement introduced in v. 8b
with kiÝ (for) were continued here, we seem compelled to refer it to doÝroÝ (His
generation), which occurs in the principal clause. No objection could be offered
to our regarding “His own generation” as the subject; but doÝroÝ is somewhat too
far removed for this; and if the prophet had had the contemporaries of the
sufferer in his mind, he would most likely have used a plural verb (vayyittênuÝ).
Some, therefore, supply a personal subject of the most general kind to yitteÝn
(which occurs even with a neuter subject, like the German es gibt, Fr. il y a,
Eng. “there is;” cf., Pro. 13:10): “they (on) gave;” and looking at the history of
the fulfilment, we confess that this is the rendering we prefer. In fact, without
the commentary supplied by the fulfilment, it would be impossible to understand
v. 9a at all. The earlier translators did great violence to the text, and yet failed
to bring out any admissible thought. And the explanation which is most
generally adopted now, viz., that RYŠI F̂ is the synonymous parallel to „Y ÎŠFRi
(as even Luther rendered it, “and died like a rich man,” with the marginal gloss,
“a rich man who sets all his heart upon riches, i.e., a wicked man”), is also
untenable; for even granting that ÿaÑshiÝr could be proved by examples to be
sometimes used as synonymous with Š̂R , as YNÎ F and †ŒYBiJE are as synonyms
of QYdICÁ, this would be just the passage in which it would be least possible to
sustain any such use of the word; since he who finds his grave with rich men,
whether with the godly or the ungodly, would thereby have received a decent,
and even honourable burial. This is so thoroughly sustained by experience, as to
need no confirmation from such passages as Job. 21:32. Hitzig has very good
ground, therefore, for opposing this “synonymous” explanation; but when he
adopts the rendering lapsator, after the Arabic ÿtuÑr, this is quite as much in
opposition to Arabic usage (according to which this word merely signifies a
person who falls into error, and makes a mistake in speaking), as it is to the
Hebrew. Ewald changes RYŠ̂ into QYªIJA (a word which has no existence); and
Böttcher alters it into R̂F YV˜̂O, which is comparatively the best suggestion of
all. Hofmann connects the two words WYTŒFMbI RYŠI F̂, “men who have become
rich through the murders that they have treacherously caused” (though without
being able to adduce any proof that moÝth is ever applied to the death which one
person inflicts upon another). At any rate, all these attempts spring from the
indisputable assumption, that to be rich is not in itself a sin which deserves a
dishonourable burial, to say nothing of its receiving one.

If, therefore, „Y Š̂R and RYŠ̂ are not kindred ideas, they must be antithetical;
but it is no easier to establish a purely ethical antithesis than an ethical
coincidence. If, however, we take the word „Y Š̂R as suggesting the idea of
persons found guilty, or criminals (an explanation which the juridical context of



the passage well sustains; see at Isa. 50: 9), we get a contrast which our own
usage of speech also draws between a rich man who is living in the enjoyment
of his own possessions, and a delinquent who has become impoverished to the
utmost, through hatred, condemnation, ruin. And if we reflect that the Jewish
rulers would have given to Jesus the same dishonourable burial as to the two
thieves, but that the Roman authorities handed over the body to Joseph the
Arimathaean, a “rich man” (Mat. 27:57), who placed it in the sepulchre in his
own garden, we see an agreement at once between the gospel history and the
prophetic words, which could only be the work of the God of both the
prophecy and its fulfilment, inasmuch as no suspicion could possibly arise of
there having been any human design of bringing the former into conformity with
the latter. But if it be objected, that according to the parallel the ÿaÑshiÝr must be
regarded as dead, quite as much as the rêshaÑÿiÝm, we admit the force of this
objection, and should explain it in this way: “They assigned Him His grave with
criminals, and after He had actually died a martyr’s death, with a rich man;” i.e.,
He was to have lain where the bodies of criminals lie, but He was really laid in a
grave that was intended for the corpse of a rich man. f216

The rendering adopted by Vitringa and others, “and He was with a rich man in
his death,” is open to this objection, that such a clause, to be quite free from
ambiguity, would require WYTWMB JwH RYŠ̂ ‰TJW. Hengstenberg and Stier
very properly refer both †TYW and WRBQ, which must be repeated in thought, to
the second clause as well as the first. The rendering tumulum ejus must be
rejected, since baÑmaÑh never has this meaning; and WYTFMObF, which is the pointing
sustained by three Codd., would not be mausolea, but a lofty burial-hill, after
the fashion of the Hünengräber (certain “giants’ graves,” or barrows, in
Holstein and Saxony). f217

YTŒ̃M is a plur. exaggerativus here, as in Eze. 28:10 (compare mêmoÝtheÝ in
Eze. 28: 8 and Jer. 16: 4); it is applied to a violent death, the very pain of which
makes it like dying again and again. The first clause states with whom they at
first assigned Him His grave; the second with whom it was assigned Him, after
He had really died a painful death. “Of course,” as F. Philippi observes, “this
was not a thorough compensation for the ignominy of having died the death of
a criminal; but the honourable burial, granted to one who had been
ignominiously put to death, showed that there must be something very
remarkable about Him. It was the beginning of the glorification which
commenced with His death.” If we have correctly interpreted the second clause,
there can be no doubt in our minds, since we cannot shake the word of God like
a kaleidoscope, and multiply the sensus complex, as Stier does, that JLO LJA (=
JLO RŠEJá‰LJA) does not mean “notwithstanding that not,” as in Job. 16:17, but



“because not,” like YLIbI‰LJA in Gen. 31:20. The reason why the Servant of God
received such honourable treatment immediately after His ignominious
martyrdom, was to be found in His freedom from sin, in the fact that He had
done no wrong, and there was no deceit in His mouth (LXX and 1Pe. 2:22,
where the clause is correctly rendered ouÏdeÃ euÎreÂqh doÂloj eÏn twÌÄ stoÂmati
auÏtouÌ). His actions were invariably prompted by pure love, and His speech
consisted of unclouded sincerity and truth.

Isa. 53:10. The last turn in the prophecy, which commences here, carries out
v. 6b still further, and opens up the background of His fate. The gracious
counsel of God for our salvation was accomplished thus. V. 10.

“And it pleased Jehovah to bruise Him, to afflict Him with disease; if His soul
would pay a trespass-offering, He should see posterity, should live long days, and
the purpose of Jehovah should prosper through His hand.

YLIXåHE cannot possibly be equivalent to YLIXfHE, as Hitzig supposes. An article
appended to a noun never obliterates the fundamental character of its form (not
even in ƒREJFHF). Nor does Böttcher’s suggestion, that we should read YLIXfHE as
an accusative of more precise definition, commend itself; for what would the
article do in that case? It is the hiphil of HLFXF, like the Syriac agli from gelo; or
rather, as even in Syriac this YLIGiJÁ is equivalent to JYLIGiJÁ, of JLFXF, 2Ch. 16:12
(cf., „YJIwLXátÁ), like Y‹IXåHE in 2Ki. 13: 6 and Jer. 32:35, from J‹FXF. ŒJkidA is
placed under JKEdE (= ŒJKidA with Dag. dirimens) in Gesenius’ Lexicon; but this
substantive is a needless fiction. WJKD is an inf. piel: conterere eum (Jerome),
not kaqariÂsai auÏtoÂn (LXX from JKFdi = HKFZF). According to Mic. 6:13
(¦TŒEkHA YTIYLX̃åHE, I hurt to smite thee, i.e., I smite thee with a painful blow),
YLIXåHE ŒJkidA are apparently connected, in the sense of “And it pleased Jehovah
to bruise Him painfully.” But both logically and syntactically this would require
the opposite construction, viz., WJKD YLXH. ŒJkidA must therefore be an
infinitive, depending uponƒPX̃F, according to Job. 33:32 (= euÏdoÂkhse; the LXX
thoughtlessly renders it bouÂletai). The infinitive construction is then changed
into the finite; for even YLXH is subordinate to ƒPX, as in Hos. 5:11 (cf.,
Isa. 42:21; Ges. § 142, 3); “he would, made ill,” being equivalent to “he would
make ill,” i.e., he would plunge into distress. There is no necessity to repeat
WJKD after YLXH, in the sense of “he caused sore evil therewith,” viz., with the
WJKD. It was men who inflicted upon the Servant of God such crushing
suffering, such deep sorrow; but the supreme causa efficiens in the whole was
God, who made the sin of men subservient to His pleasure, His will, and
predetermined counsel. The suffering of His Servant was to be to Him the way
to glory, and this way of His through suffering to glory was to lead to the



establishment of a church of the redeemed, which would spring from Him; in
other words, it would become the commencement of that fulfilment of the
divine plan of salvation which He, the ever-living, ever-working One, would
carry out to completion. We give up the idea that „YVITf is to be taken as
addressed by Jehovah to “His Servant.” The person acting is the Servant, and it
is to Jehovah that the action refers. But Hofmann’s present view, viz., that
taÑsiÝm is addressed to the people, is still less admissible. It is the people who are
speaking here; and although the confession of the penitent Israel runs on from
v. 11 (where the confessing retrospective view of the past becomes prospective
and prophetic glance at the future) in a direct prophetic tone, and v. 10 might
form the transition to this; yet, if the people were addressed in this word taÑsiÝm,
it would be absolutely necessary that it should be distinctly mentioned in this
connection. And is it really Israel which makes the soul of the Servant an
ÿaÑshaÑm, and not rather the Servant Himself? No doubt it is true, that if nothing
further were stated here than that “the people made the life of the Servant of
God an ÿaÑshaÑm, inasmuch as it treated Him just as if it had a pricking in its
conscience so long as it suffered Him to live,” — which is a natural sequel in
Hofmann’s case to his false assumption, that the passion described in Isa. 53
was merely the culminating point in the sufferings which the Servant was called
to endure as a prophet, whereas the prophet falls into the background here
behind the sacrifice and the priest, — we should no doubt have one scriptural
testimony less to support the satisfactio vicaria. f218

But if we adopt the following rendering, which is the simplest, and the one least
open to exception: if His soul offered (placed, i.e., should have placed; cf.,
Job. 14:14, si mortuus fuerit) an ÿaÑshaÑm, — it is evident that ÿaÑshaÑm has here a
sacrificial meaning, and indeed a very definite one, inasmuch as the ÿaÑshaÑm (the
trespass-offering) was a sacrifice, the character of which was very sharply
defined. It is self-evident, however, that the ÿaÑshaÑm paid by the soul of the
Servant must consist in the sacrifice of itself, since He pays it by submitting to a
violent death; and a sacrifice presented by the nephesh (the soul, the life, the
very self) must be not only one which proceeds from itself, but one which
consists in itself. If, then, we would understand the point of view in which the
self-sacrifice of the Servant of God is placed when it is called an ÿaÑshaÑm, we
must notice very clearly the characteristic distinction between this kind of
sacrifice and every other. Many of the ritual distinctions, however, may be
indicated superficially, inasmuch as they have no bearing upon the present
subject, where we have to do with an antitypical and personal sacrifice, and not
with a typical and animal one. The ÿaÑshaÑm was a sanctissimum, like that of the
sin-offering (Lev. 6:10, 17, and 14:13), and according to Lev. 7: 7 there was
“one law” for them both. This similarity in the treatment was restricted simply
to the fact, that the fat portions of the trespass-offering, as well as of the sin-



offering, were placed upon the altar, and that the remainder, as in the case of
those sin-offerings the blood of which was not taken into the interior of the holy
place, was assigned to the priests and to the male members of the priestly
families (see Lev. 6:22; 7: 6). There were the following points of contrast,
however, between these two kinds of sacrifice:

(1.) The material of the sin-offerings varied considerably, consisting sometimes of a
bullock, sometimes of a pair of doves, and even of meal without oil or incense;
whereas the trespass-offering always consisted of a ram, or at any rate of a male
sheep.

(2.) The choice of the victim, and the course adopted with its blood, was regulated in
the case of the sin-offering according to the condition of the offerer; but in the case
of the trespass-offering they were neither of them affected by this in the slightest
degree.

(3.) Sin-offerings were presented by the congregation, and upon holy days, whereas
trespass-offerings were only presented by individuals, and never upon holy days.

(4.) In connection with the trespass-offering there was none of the smearing of the
blood (nêthiÝnaÑh) or of the sprinkling of the blood (hazzaÑÿaÑh) connected with the sin-
offering, and the pouring out of the blood at the foot of the altar (shêphiÝkhaÑh) is
never mentioned.

The ritual for the blood consisted purely in the swinging out of the blood
(zêriÝqaÑh), as in the case of the whole offering and of the peace-offerings. There
is only one instance in which the blood of the trespass-offering is ordered to be
smeared, viz., upon certain portions of the body of the leper (Lev. 14:14), for
which the blood of the sin-offering that was to be applied exclusively to the
altar could not be used. And in general we find that, in the case of the trespass-
offering, instead of the altar-ritual, concerning which the law is very brief
(Lev. 7: 1-7), other acts that are altogether peculiar to it are brought
prominently into the foreground (Lev. 5:14ff.; Num. 5: 5-8). These are all to be
accounted for from the fact that a trespass-offering was to be presented by the
man who had unintentionally laid hands upon anything holy, e.g., the tithes or
first-fruits, or who had broken any commandment of God “in ignorance” (if
indeed this is to be taken as the meaning of the expression “and wist it not” in
Lev. 5:17-19); also by the man who had in any way defrauded his neighbour
(which was regarded as unfaithfulness towards Jehovah), provided he
anticipated it by a voluntary confession, — this included the violation of
another’s conjugal rights in the case of a bondmaid (Lev. 19:20-22); also by a
leper or a Nazarite defiled by contact with a corpse, at the time of their
purification, because their uncleanness involved the neglect and interruption of
the duties of worship which they were bound to observe. Wherever a material
restitution was possible, it was to be made with the addition of a fifth; and in the
one case mentioned in Lev. 19:20-22, the trespass-offerings was admissible



even after a judicial punishment had been inflicted. But in every case the guilty
person had to present the animal of the trespass-offering “according to thy
valuation, O priest, in silver shekels,” i.e., according to the priests’ taxation, and
in holy coin. Such was the prominence given to the person of the priest in the
ritual of the trespass-offering. In the sin-offering the priest is always the
representative of the offerer; but in the trespass-offering he is generally the
representative of God. The trespass-offering was a restitution or compensation
made to God in the person of the priest, a payment or penance which made
amends for the wrong done, a satisfactio in a disciplinary sense. And this is
implied in the name; for just as TJ«FXÁ denotes first the sin, then the punishment
of the sin and the expiation of the sin, and hence the sacrifice which cancels the
sin; so ÿaÑshaÑm signifies first the guilt or debt, then the compensation or penance,
and hence (cf., Lev. 5:15) the sacrifice which discharges the debt or guilt, and
sets the man free.

Every species of sacrifice had its own primary idea. The fundamental idea of the
ÿoÝlaÑh (burnt-offering) was oblatio, or the offering of worship; that of the
shêlaÑmiÝm (peace-offerings), conciliatio, or the knitting of fellowship that of the
minchaÑh (meat-offering), donatio, or sanctifying consecration; that of the
chattaÑÿth (sin-offering), expiatio, or atonement; that of the ÿaÑshaÑm (trespass-
offering), mulcta (satisfactio), or a compensatory payment. The self-sacrifice of
the Servant of Jehovah may be presented under all these points of view. It is the
complete antitype, the truth, the object, and the end of all the sacrifices. So far
as it is the antitype of the “whole offering,” the central point in its antitypical
character is to be found in the offering of His entire personality (prosforaÃ touÌ
swÂmatoj, Heb. 10:10) to God for a sweet smelling savour (Eph. 5: 2); so far as
it is the antitype of the sin-offering, in the shedding of His blood (Heb. 9:13,
14), the “blood of sprinkling” (Heb. 12:24; 1Pe. 1: 2); so far as it is the antitype
of the shêlaÑmiÝm, and especially of the passover, in the sacramental participation
in His one self-sacrifice, which He grants to us in His courts, thus applying to us
His own redeeming work, and confirming our fellowship of peace with God
(Heb. 13:10; 1Co. 5: 7), since the shêlaÑmiÝm derive their name from shaÑloÝm, pax,
communio; so far as it is the antitype of the trespass-offering, in the equivalent
rendered to the justice of God for the sacrileges of our sins. The idea of
compensatory payment, which Hofmann extends to the whole sacrifice,
understanding by kipper the covering of the guilt in the sense of a debt
(debitum), is peculiar to the ÿaÑshaÑm; and at the same time an idea, which
Hofmann cannot find in the sacrifices, is expressed here in the most specific
manner, viz., that of satisfaction demanded by the justice of God, and of paena
outweighing the guilt contracted (cf., nirtsaÑh, Isa. 40: 2); in other words, the
idea of satisfactio vicaria in the sense of Anselm is brought out most distinctly
here, where the soul of the Servant of God is said to present such an atoning



sacrifice for the whole, that is to say, where He offers Himself as such a
sacrifice by laying down the life so highly valued by God (Isa. 42: 1; 49: 5). As
the verb most suitable to the idea of the ÿaÑshaÑm the writer selects the verb siÝm,
which is generally used to denote the giving of a pledge (Job. 17: 3), and is
therefore the most suitable word for every kind of satisfactio that represents a
direct solutio. The apodoses to “if His soul shall have paid the penalty (paenam
or mulctam)“ are expressed in the future, and therefore state what would take
place when the former should have been done. He should see posterity (vid.,
Gen. 50:23; Job. 42:16), i.e., should become possessed of a large family of
descendants stretching far and wide. The reference here is to the new “seed of
Israel,” the people redeemed by Him, the church of the redeemed out of Israel
and all nations, of which He would lay the foundation. Again, He should live
long days, as He says in Rev. 1:18, “I was dead, and, behold, I am alive for
evermore.” f219

Thirdly, the pleasure of Jehovah should prosper “in His hand,” i.e., through the
service of His mediation, or (according to the primary meaning of tsaÑlach)
should go on advancing incessantly, and pressing on to the final goal. His self-
sacrifice, therefore, merely lays the foundation for a progressively self-realizing
“pleasure of the Lord,” i.e., (cf., Isa. 44:28) for the realization of the purpose of
God according to His determinate counsel, the fuller description of which we
had in Isa. 42 and 49, where it was stated that He should be the mediator of a
new covenant, and the restorer of Israel, the light of the Gentiles and salvation
of Jehovah even to the ends of the earth.

Isa. 53:11. This great work of salvation lies as the great object of His calling in
the hand of the deceased and yet eternally living One, and goes on victoriously
through His mediation. He now reaps the fruit of His self-sacrifice in a
continuous priestly course. V. 11.

“Because of the travail of His soul , He will see, and be refreshed; through His
knowledge will He procure justice, my righteous servant, for the many, and will take
their iniquities upon Himself.”

The prophecy now leaves the standpoint of Israel’s retrospective
acknowledgment of the long rejected Servant of God, and becomes once more
the prophetic organ of God Himself, who acknowledges the servant as His own.
The min of LMÁ á̂M m̃ight be used here in its primary local signification, “far
away from the trouble” (as in Job. 21: 9, for example); or the temporal meaning
which is derived from the local would be also admissible, viz., “from the time of
the trouble,” i.e., immediately after it (as in Psa. 73:20); but the causal sense is
the most natural, viz., on account of, in consequence of (as in Exo. 2:23), which
not only separates locally and links together temporarily, but brings into
intimate connection. The meaning therefore is, “In consequence of the trouble



of His soul (i.e., trouble experienced not only in His body, but into the inmost
recesses of His soul), He will see, satisfy Himself.” Hitzig supplies BŒ«bÁ
(Jer. 29:32); Knobel connects Œt îDAbI, in opposition to the accents (like A. S.
Th. eÏmplhsqhÂsetai eÏn thÌÄ gnwÂsei auÏtouÌ), thus: “He looks at His prudent work,
and has full satisfaction therewith.” But there is nothing to supply, and no
necessity to alter the existing punctuation. The second verb receives its
colouring from the first; the expression “He will see, will satisfy Himself,” being
equivalent to “He will enjoy a satisfying or pleasing sight” (cf., Psa. 17:15),
which will consist, as v. 10b clearly shows, in the successful progress of the
divine work of salvation, of which He is the Mediator. WT D̂B belongs to
QYdICiYA as the medium of setting right (cf., Pro. 11: 9). This is connected with Li
in the sense of “procure justice,” like Li JPFRF (Isa. 6:10); L XÁYNIH ĩn Isa. 14: 3;
28:12 (cf., Dan. 11:33, Li †YBIH,̃ to procure intelligence; Gen. 45: 7, Li HYFXåHE, to
prolong life, — a usage which leads on to the Aramaean combination of the
dative with the accusative, e.g., Job. 37:18, compare 5: 2). TsaddiÝq ÿabhdiÝ do
not stand to one another in the relation of a proper name and a noun in
apposition, as Hofmann thinks, nor is this expression to be interpreted
according to DWIdF ¥LEmEHA (Ges. § 113); but “a righteous man, my servant,” with
the emphatic prominence given to the attribute (cf., Isa. 10:30; 23:12,
Psa. 89:51), is equivalent to “my righteous servant.”

But does WT D̂B mean per cognitionem sui, or per cognitionem suam? The
former gives a sense which is both doctrinally satisfying and practically correct:
the Righteous One makes others partakers of righteousness, through their
knowledge of Him, His person, and His work, and (as the biblical D̂AYF, which
has reference not only to the understanding, but to personal experience also,
clearly signifies) through their entrance into living fellowship with Him. Nearly
all the commentators, who understand by the servant of God the Divine
Redeemer, give the preference to this explanation (e.g., Vitringa, Hengstenberg,
and Stier). But the meaning preferred is not always the correct one. The
subjective rendering of the suffix (cf., Pro. 22:17) is favoured by Mal. 2: 7,
where it is said that “the priest’s lips should keep da’ath (knowledge);” by
Dan. 12: 3, where faithful teachers are called matsdiÝqeÝ haÑrabbiÝm (they that turn
many to righteousness); and by Isa. 11: 2, according to which “the spirit of
knowledge” (ruÝaÔch daÿath) is one of the seven spirits that descend upon the
sprout of Jesse; so that “knowledge” (da’ath) is represented as equally the
qualification for the priestly, the prophetic, and the regal calling. It is a very
unseemly remark, therefore, on the part of a modern commentator, when he
speaks of the subjective knowledge of the Servant as “halting weakly behind in
the picture, after His sacrificial death has already been described.” We need only
recal to mind the words of the Lord in Mat. 11:27, which are not only recorded



both by the synoptists and by John, but supported by testimony outside the
Gospels also: “No man knoweth the Son, but the Father; neither knoweth any
man the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal Him.”
Let us remember also, that the Servant of Jehovah, whose priestly mediatorial
work is unfolded before us here in Isa. 53, upon the ground of which He rises
to more than regal glory (Isa. 52:15, compare 53:12), is no other than He to
whom His God has given the tongue of the learned, “to know how to speak a
word in season to him that is weary, i.e., to raise up the wary and heavy laden”
(Isa. 50: 4). He knows God, with whom He stands in loving fellowship; He
knows the counsels of His love and the will of His grace, in the fulfilment of
which His own life ascends, after having gone down into death and come forth
from death; and by virtue of this knowledge, which rests upon His own truest
and most direct experience, He, the righteous One, will help “the many,” i.e.,
the great mass (haÑrabbiÝm as in Dan. 9:27; 11:33, 39; 12: 3; cf., Exo. 23: 2,
where rabbiÝm is used in the same sense without the article), hence all His own
nation, and beyond that, all mankind (so far as they were susceptible of
salvation; = toiÌj polloiÌj, Rom. 5:19, cf., pollwÌn, Mat. 26:28), to a right state
of life and conduct, and one that should be well-pleasing to God. The primary
reference is to the righteousness of faith, which is the consequence of
justification on the ground of His atoning work, when this is believingly
appropriated; but the expression also includes that righteousness of life, which
springs by an inward necessity out of those sanctifying powers, that are bound
up with the atoning work which we have made our own (see Dan. 9:24). The
ancients recognised this connection between the justitia fidei et vitae better
than many of the moderns, who look askance at the Romish justitia infusa, and
therewith boast of advancing knowledge. Because our righteousness has its
roots in the forgiveness of sins, as an absolutely unmerited gift of grace without
works, the prophecy returns once more from the justifying work of the Servant
of God to His sin-expunging work as the basis of all righteousness: “He shall
bear their iniquities.” This yisboÝl (He shall bear), which stands along with
futures, and therefore, being also future itself, refers to something to be done
after the completion of the work to which He is called in this life (with which
Hofmann connects it), denotes the continued operation of His sêbhaÑlaÑm (v. 4),
through His own active mediation. His continued lading of our trespasses upon
Himself is merely the constant presence and presentation of His atonement,
which has been offered once for all. The dead yet living One, because of His
one self-sacrifice, is an eternal Priest, who now lives to distribute the blessings
that He has acquired.

Isa. 53:12. The last reward of His thus working after this life for the salvation
of sinners, and also of His work in this life upon which the former is founded, is
victorious dominion. V. 12.



“Therefore I give Him a portion among the great , and with strong ones will He
divide spoil; because He has poured out His soul into death: and He let Himself be
reckoned among transgressors; whilst He bare the sin of many, and made
intercession for the transgressors.”

The promise takes its stand between humiliation and exaltation, and rests partly
upon the working of the exalted One, and partly upon the doing and suffering
of One who was so ready to sacrifice Himself. Luther follows the LXX and
Vulgate, and adopts the rendering, “Therefore will I give Him a great multitude
for booty;” and Hävernick, Stier, and others adopt essentially the same
rendering, “Therefore will I apportion to Him the many.” But, as Job. 39:17
clearly shows, this clause can only mean, “Therefore will I give Him a portion in
the many.” If, however, chilleÝq bÿ means to have a portion in anything, and not
to give the thing itself as a portion, it is evident that haÑrabbiÝm here are not the
many, but the great; and this is favoured by the parallel clause. The ideas of
greatness and force, both in multitude and might, are bound up together in rabh
and ÿaÑtsuÝm (see Isa. 8: 7), and the context only can decide which rendering is to
be adopted when these ideas are separated from one another. What is meant by
“giving a portion baÑrabbiÝm,” is clearly seen from such passages as Isa. 52:15;
49: 7, according to which the great ones of the earth will be brought to do
homage to Him, or at all events to submit to Him. The second clause is
rendered by Luther, “and He shall have the strong for a prey.” This is at any
rate better than the rendering of the LXX and Vulgate, “et fortium dividet
spolia.” But Pro. 16:19 shows that TJE is a preposition. Strong ones surround
Him, and fight along with Him. The reference here is to the people of which it is
said in Psa. 110: 3, “They people are thorough devotion in the day of Thy
power;” and this people, which goes with Him to battle, and joins with Him in
the conquest of the hostile powers of the world (Rev. 19:14), also participates
in the enjoyment of the spoils of His victory. With this victorious sway is He
rewarded, because He has poured out His soul unto death, having not only
exposed His life to death, but “poured out” (heÿeÔraÑh, to strip or empty, or pour
clean out, even to the very last remnant) His life-blood into death (lammaÑveth
like the Lamed in Psa. 22:16), and also because He has suffered Himself to be
reckoned with transgressors, i.e., numbered among them (niph. tolerativum),
namely, in the judgment of His countrymen, and in the unjust judgment
(mishpaÑt) by which He was delivered up to death as a wicked apostate and
transgressor of the law. With JwHWi there is attached to HNFMiNI „Y ÎŠipO‰TJEWi (He
was numbered with the transgressors), if not in a subordinate connection (like
JWHW in v. 5; compare Isa. 10: 7), the following antithesis: He submitted
cheerfully to the death of a sinner, and yet He was no sinner, but “bare the sin
of many (cf., Heb. 9:28), and made intercession for the transgressors.” Many
adopt the rendering, “and He takes away the sin of many, and intervenes on



behalf of the transgressors.” But in this connection the preterite JVFNF can only
relate to something antecedent to the foregoing future, so that JAYgIPiYA denotes a
connected past; and thus have the LXX and Vulg. correctly rendered it. Just as
bI JAYgIPiHI in v. 6b signifies to cause to fall upon a person, so in Jer. 15:11 it
signifies to make one approach another (in supplication). Here, however, as in
Isa. 59:16, the hiphil is not a causative, but has the intensive force of the kal,
viz., to press forward with entreaty, hence to intercede (with a LaÑmed of the
person on whose behalf it occurs). According to the cons. temporum, the
reference is not to the intercession (eÏÂnteucij) of the glorified One, but to that of
the suffering One, on behalf of His foes. Every word stands here as if written
beneath the cross on Golgotha. And this is the case with the clause before us,
which was fulfilled (though not exclusively) in the prayer of the crucified
Saviour: “Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do” (Luke 23:34).

“The prophetic view,” says Oehler, who agrees with us in the general opinion
that the idea of the Servant of Jehovah has three distinct stages, “ascends in
these discourses step by step, as it were, from the one broad space covered by
the foundation-walls of a cathedral up to the very summit with its giddy height,
on which the cross is planted; and the nearer it reaches the summit, the more
conspicuous do the outlines of the cross itself become, until at last, when the
summit is reached, it rests in peace, having attained what it desired when it set
its foot upon the first steps of the temple tower.” There is something very
striking in this figure. Here, in the very centre of this book of consolation, we
find the idea of the Servant of Jehovah at the very summit of its ascent. It has
reached the goal. The Messianic idea, which was hidden in the general idea of
the nation regarded as “the servant of Jehovah,” has gradually risen up in the
most magnificent metamorphosis from the depths in which it was thus
concealed. And this fusion has generated what was hitherto altogether strange
to the figure of the Messiah, viz., the unio mystica capitis et corporis. Hitherto
Israel has appeared simply as the nation governed by the Messiah, the army
which He conducted into battle, the commonwealth ordered by Him. But now,
in the person of the Servant of Jehovah, we see Israel itself in personal self-
manifestation: the idea of Israel is fully realized, and the true nature of Israel
shines forth in all its brilliancy. Israel is the body, and He the head, towering
above it. Another element, with which we found the Messianic idea enriched
even before Isa. 53, was the munus triplex. As early as Isa. 7-12 the figure of
the Messiah stood forth as the figure of a King; but the Prophet like unto
Moses, promised in Deu. 18:15, was still wanting. But, according to Isa. 42,
49, 50, the servant of Jehovah is first a prophet, and as the proclaimer of a new
law, and the mediator of a new covenant, really a second Moses; at the close of
the work appointed Him, however, He receives the homage of kings, whilst, as
Isa. 53 clearly shows, that self-sacrifice lies between, on the ground of which



He rules above as Priest after the order of Melchizedek, — in other words, a
Priest and also a King. From this point onward there are added to the Messianic
idea the further elements of the status duplex and the satisfactio vicaria. David
was indeed the type of the twofold state of his antitype, inasmuch as it was
through suffering that he reached the throne; but where have we found, in all
the direct Messianic prophecies anterior to this, the suffering path of the Ecce
Homo even to the grave? But the Servant of Jehovah goes through shame to
glory, and through death to life. He conquers when He falls; He rules after
being enslaved; He lives after He has died; He completes His work after He
Himself has been apparently cut off. His glory streams upon the dark ground of
the deepest humiliation, to set forth which the dark colours were supplied by
the pictures of suffering contained in the Psalms and in the book of Job. And
these sufferings of His are not merely the sufferings of a confessor or a martyr,
like those of the ecclesia pressa, but a vicarious atoning suffering, a sacrifice
for sin. To this the chapter before us returns again and again, being never tired
of repeating it. “Spiritus Sanctus,” says Brentius, “non delectatur inani
battologiÂaÄ, et tamen quum in hoc cap. videatur battoloÂgoj kaiÃ tautoloÂgoj
esse, dubium non est, quin tractet rem cognitu maxime necessariam.” The
banner of the cross is here set up. The curtain of the most holy is lifted higher
and higher. The blood of the typical sacrifice, which has been hitherto dumb,
begins to speak. Faith, which penetrates to the true meaning of the prophecy,
hopes on not only for the Lion of the tribe of Judah, but also for the Lamb of
God, which beareth the sin of the world. And in prophecy itself we see the
after-effect of this gigantic advance. Zechariah no longer prophesies of the
Messiah merely as a king (Zec. 5:13); He not only rules upon His throne, but is
also a priest upon His throne: sovereignty and priesthood go hand in hand,
being peacefully united in Him. And in Zec. 12:13 the same prophet predicts in
Him the good Divine Shepherd, whom His people pierce, though not without
thereby fulfilling the counsel of God, and whom they afterwards long for with
bitter lamentation and weeping. The penitential and believing confession which
would then be made by Israel is prophetically depicted by Isaiah’s pen —
”mourning in bitter sorrow the lateness of its love.”

Sixth Prophecy — Ch. 54

THE GLORY OF JERUSALEM,
THE CHURCH OF THE SERVANTS OF JEHOVAH

Isa. 54: 1. After the “Servant of God” has expiated the sin of His people by the
sacrifice of Himself, and Israel has acknowledged its fault in connection with
the rejected One, and entered into the possession and enjoyment of the salvation
procured by Him, the glory of the church, which has thus become a partaker of



salvation through repentance and faith, is quite ready to burst forth. Hence the
prophet can now exclaim, v. 1:

“Exult, O barren one, thou that didst not bear; break forth into exulting, and cry
aloud, thou that didst not travail with child: for there are more children of the
solitary one than children of the married wife, saith Jehovah.”

The words are addressed to Jerusalem, which was a counterpart of Sarah in her
barrenness at first, and her fruitfulness afterwards (Isa. 41: 1-3). She is not DLT̃˜
JLO HRFQF̂ á (Job. 24:21), but HDFLFYF JLO HRFQF á̂ (Jud. 13: 2); not indeed that she
had never had any children, but during her captivity and exile she had been
robbed of her children, and as a holy city had given birth to no more
(Isa. 49:21). She was shoÝmeÝmaÑh, rendered solitary (2Sa. 13:20; the allusion is
to her depopulation as a city), whereas formerly she was HLFw b̂I, i.e., enjoyed
the fellowship of Jehovah her husband (ba’al). But this condition would not last
(for Jehovah had not given her a divorce): she was therefore to exult and shout,
since the number of children which she would now have, as one desolate and
solitary, would be greater than the number of those which she had as a married
wife.

Isa. 54: 2. With this prospect before her, even her dwelling-place would need
enlarging. V. 2.

“Enlarge the space of thy tent, and let them stretch out the curtains of thy
habitations; forbid not! lengthen thy cords, and fasten thy plugs.”

She is to widen out the space inside her tent, and they (w«YA has no definite
subject, which is often the case where some subordinate servant is to be thought
of) are to spread out far and wide the coverings of the framework of her
dwelling, which is called mishkênoÝth (in the plural) on account of its roominess
and magnificence: she is not to forbid it, thinking in her weakness of faith, “It is
good enough as it is; it would be too large.” The cords which hold up the walls,
she is to lengthen; and the plugs, to which the cords are fastened, she is to ram
fast into the earth: the former because the tent (i.e., the holy city, Jer. 31:38-40,
and the dwelling-place of the church generally, Isa. 26:15) has to receive a large
number of inhabitants; the latter because it will not be broken up so soon again
(Isa. 33:20).

Isa. 54: 3. The reason why the tent is to be so large and strong is given in v. 3:

“For thou wilt break forth on the right and on the left ; and thy seed will take
possession of nations, and they will people desolate cities.”

“On the right and on the left” is equivalent to “on the south and north”
(Psa. 89:13, the speaker being supposed to have his face turned towards the



east: compare the Sanscrit apaÑn, situated at the back, i.e., towards the west).
We must supply both west and east, since the promises contained in such
passages as Gen. 15:18-21 remained unfulfilled even in the age of David and
Solomon. Jerusalem will now spread out, and break through all her former
bounds (paÑrats is used in the same sense in Gen. 28:14); and her seed (i.e., the
seed acquired by the Servant of Jehovah, the dead yet eternally living One, the
speÂrma, whose speÂrma He Himself is) will take possession of nations (yaÑrash,
yaÑreÝsh, capessere, occupare; more especially klhronomeiÌn, syn. naÑchal); and
they (i.e., the children born to her) will people desolate cities (hoÝshiÝbh, the
causative of yaÑshabh, to be inhabited, Isa. 14:20). Thus will the promise be
fulfilled, that “the meek shall inherit the earth,” — a promise not confined to the
Preacher on the mount, but found also in Psa. 37: 9-11, and uttered by our own
prophet in Isa. 60:21; 65: 9.

Isa. 54: 4. The encouraging promise is continued in v. 4:

“Fear not, for thou wilt not be put to shame; and bid defiance to reproach, for thou
wilt not blush: no, thou wilt forget the shame of thy youth, and wilt no more
remember the reproach of thy widowhood.”

Now that redemption was before the door, Israel was not to fear any more, or
to be overcome (as the niphal nikhlam implies) by a felling of the shame
consequent upon her state of punishment, or so to behave herself as to leave no
room for hope. For a state of things was about to commence, in which she
would have no need to be ashamed (on boÝsh and chaÑpheÝr or hechpiÝr, see p. 70
note), but which, on the contrary (YkI, imo, as in Isa. 10: 7; 55: 9), would be so
glorious that she would forget the shame of her youth, i.e., of the Egyptian
bondage, in which the national community of Israel was still but like a virgin
(ÿalmaÑh), who entered into a betrothal when redeemed by Jehovah, and became
His youthful wife through a covenant of love (ehe = bêriÝth) when the law was
given at Sinai (Jer. 2: 2; Eze. 16:60); so glorious indeed, that she would never
again remember the shame of her widowhood, i.e., of the Babylonian captivity,
in which she, the wife whom Jehovah had taken to Himself, was like a widow
whose husband had died.

Isa. 54: 5. It was no real widowhood, however, but only an apparent one
(Jer. 51: 5), for the husband of Jerusalem was living still, V. 5.

“For thy husband is thy Creator; Jehovah of hosts is His name; and thy Redeemer
the Holy One of Israel; God of the whole earth is He called.”

The plurals ¥YILÁ á̂BO and ¥YIVÂ O (see at Isa. 22:11) are to be explained from the
plural ÿEloÝhiÝm, which is connected with plural attributes in Jos. 24:19,
1Sa. 17:26, Psa. 58:12 (compare WYMFYRIMi in Isa. 10:15), and with plural



predicates in Gen. 20:13; 35: 7, and 2Sa. 7:23. By such expressions as these,
which represent all the plurality of the divine nature as inherent in the One, the
religion of revelation, both Israelitish and Christian, exhibits itself as embodying
all that is true in polytheism. He who has entered into the relation of husband to
Jerusalem (¥YILÁ̂ áBO, not ¥YILÁ̂ FBi, Isa. 1: 3) is the very same through whom she
first came into existence, the God whose bidding the heavenly hosts obey; and
the Redeemer of Jerusalem, the Holy One of Israel, is called the God of the
whole earth, and therefore has both the power and the means to help her, as
prompted by the relation of love which exists between them.

Isa. 54: 6. And this relation He now renews. V. 6.

“For Jehovah calleth thee as a wife forsaken and burdened with sorrow, and as a
wife of youth, when once she is despised, saith thy God.”

The verb JRFQF, which is the one commonly used in these prophecies to denote
the call of grace, on the ground of the election of grace, is used here to signify
the call into that relation, which did indeed exist before, but had apparently been
dissolved. ¥JFRFQi is used here out of pause (cf., Isa. 60: 9); it stands, however,
quite irregularly for the form in eÝkh, which is the one commonly employed
(Jud. 4:20; Eze. 27:26). “And as a wife:” TŠEJW̃i is equivalent to TŠEJK̃iw. The
hypothetical SJm̃FTI YkI belongs to the figure. Jehovah calls His church back to
Himself, as a husband takes back the wife he loved in his youth, even though he
may once have been angry with her. It is with intention that the word HSFJáMiNI is
not used. The future (imperfect) indicates what partially happens, but does not
become an accomplished or completed fact: He is displeased with her, but He
has not cherished aversion or hatred towards her.

Isa. 54: 7, 8. Thus does Jehovah’s displeasure towards Jerusalem pass quickly
away; and all the more intense is the manifestation of love which follows His
merely momentary anger. Vv. 7, 8.

“For a small moment have I forsaken thee, and with great mercy will I gather thee.
In an effusion of anger I hid my face from thee for a moment, and with everlasting
grace I have compassion upon thee, saith Jehovah thy Redeemer.”

“For a small moment” carries us to the time of the captivity, which was a small
moment in comparison with the duration of the tender and merciful love, with
which Jehovah once more received the church into His fellowship in the person
of its members. ĜARE in v. 8a is not an adverb, meaning momentarily, as in
Isa. 47: 9, but an accusative of duration, signifying a single moment long.
Ketseph signifies wrath regarded as an outburst (fragor), like the violence of a
storm or a clap of thunder; shetseph, which rhymes with it, is explained by A.
Schultens, after the Arabic, as signifying durum et asperum esse: and hence the



rendering adopted by Hitzig, “in hard harshness.” But this yields no antithesis to
“everlasting kindness,” which requires that shetseph should be rendered in some
way that expresses the idea of something transitory or of short duration. The
earlier translators felt this, when like the LXX for example, they adopted the
rendering eÏn qumwÌÄ mikrwÌÄ, and others of a similar kind; and Ibn LabraÑt, in his
writing against Menahem b. ZeruÑk, who gives choÔriÝ, burning heat, as a gloss to
shetseph, explains it by ‹JAMi (as Kimchi and others did afterwards). But, as
Jakob Tam correctly observes, “this makes the sense purely tautological.” In all
probability, shaÑtsaph is a form allied to shaÑtaph, as naÑshabh (Isa. 40: 7) is to
naÑshaph (Isa. 40:24), and qaÑmat (Job. 16: 8) to qaÑmats, which stand in the same
relation to one another, so far as the sense is concerned, as bubbling over to
flowing over: so that the proper rendering would not be “in the overflowing of
glowing heat,” as Umbreit thinks, which would require ‡CQ ‡‹EŠ̃bI
(Pro. 27: 4), but in the gushing up of displeasure, the overflowing of indignation
(Meier). The ketseph is only a shetseph, a vanishing moment (Jer. in momento
indignationis), when compared with the true feeling of Jehovah towards
Jerusalem, which is chesed ÿoÝlaÑm, everlasting kindness.

Isa. 54: 9. The ground of this “everlasting kindness” is given in v. 9:

“For it is now as at the waters of Noah, when I swore that the waters of Noah
should not overflow the earth any more; so have I sworn not to be wroth with thee,
and not to threaten thee.”

The commencement of this verse has been a fluctuating one from the earliest
times. The Sept. reading is YmM̃I; that of the Targ., S., Jerome, Syriac, and
Saad., YMỸkI; and even the Codd. read sometimes YM‰̃YkI, sometimes YMỸkI
(compare Mat. 24:37, wÎÂsper aiÎ hÎmeÂrai touÌ NwÌe, ouÎÂtwj, k.t.l., — a passage
which appears to derive its shape from the one before us, with the reading
YMYK, and which is expounded in Luke 17:26). If we read YMYK, the word TJZO
must refer to the present, as the turning-point between wrath and mercy; but if
we read YM‰YK, TJZO denotes the pouring out of wrath in connection with the
captivity. Both readings are admissible; and as even the Septuagint, with its aÏpoÃ
touÌ uÎÂdatoj (from the water), gives an indirect support to the reading YMỸkI as
one word, this may probably merit the preference, as the one best sustained.
RŠEJá is ubi, quum, as in Num. 20:13, Psa. 95: 9, etc., although it might also be
taken as the correlate of the keÝn which follows, as in Jer. 33:22 (cf., 48: 8); and
in accordance with the accents, we prefer the former. The present turning-point
resembles, in Jehovah’s esteem, the days of Noah, — those days in which He
swore that a flood should not any more come upon the earth (min as in Isa. 5: 6
and many other passages): for so does He now confirm with an oath His fixed
purpose that no such judgment of wrath as that which has just been endured



shall ever fall upon Jerusalem again (RJAgF denotes threatening with a judicial
word, which passes at once into effect, as in Isa. 51:20). Hendewerk has the
following quibbling remark here: “What the comparison with the flood is worth,
we may gather from the alter history, which shows how soon the new Jerusalem
and the renovated state succumbed to the judicial wrath of God again.” To this
we reply:

(1.) That the prophecy refers to the converted Israel of the last days, whose
Jerusalem will never be destroyed again. These last days appear to the prophet,
according to the general character of all prophecy, as though linked on to the
close of the captivity. For throughout all prophecy, along with the far-
sightedness imparted by the Spirit, there was also a short-sightedness which the
Spirit did not remove; that is to say, the directly divine element of insight into
the future was associated with a human element of hope, which was
nevertheless also indirectly divine, inasmuch as it subserved the divine plan of
salvation; and this hope brought, as it were, the far distant future into the
closest proximity with the troubled present. If, the, we keep this in mind, we
shall see that it was quite in order for the prophet to behold the final future on
the very edge of the present, and not to see the long and undulating way
between.

(2.) The Israel which has been plunged by the Romans into the present exile of
a thousand years is that part of the nation (Rom. 11:25), which has thrust away
the eternal mercy and the unchangeable covenant of peace; but this rejection has
simply postponed, and not prevented, the full realization of the salvation
promised to Israel as a people. The covenant still exists, primarily indeed as an
offer on the part of Jehovah, so that it rests with Israel whether it shall
continued one-sided or not; but all that is wanted on the part of Israel is faith, to
enable it to exchange the shifting soil of its present exile for the rocky
foundation of that covenant of peace which has encircled the ages since the
captivity (see Hag. 2: 9), as the covenant with Noah encircled those after the
flood with the covenant sign of the rainbow in the cloud.

Isa. 54:10.

“For the mountains may depart, and the hills may shake; my grace will not depart
from thee, and my covenant of peace will not shake, saith Jehovah who hath
compassion on thee.”

Jehovah’s grace and covenant of peace (cf., Num. 25:12) stand as firm as the
mountains of God (Psa. 36: 7), without departing from Jerusalem (¥TJ̃IM˜
instead of the usual ¥TfJIM)̃ and without shaking; and they will be fulfilled. This
fulfilment will not take place either by force or by enchantment; but the church
which is to be glorified must pass through sufferings, until it has attained the



form which answers to the glory promised to it on oath. And this will also take
place; for the old Jerusalem will come forth as a new one out of the furnace of
affliction.

Isa. 54:11, 12.

“O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, not comforted, behold, I lay thy stones in
stibium, and lay thy foundations with sapphires; and make thy minarets of ruby, and
thy gates into carbuncles, and all thy boundary into jewels.”

At the present time the church, of which Jerusalem is the metropolis, is sunk in
misery, driven with tempest like chaff of the threshing-floor (Hos. 13: 3),
without comfort; because till now it has waited in vain for any act of
consolation on the part of God, and has been scorned rather than comforted by
man (HRF̂ áSO is a part. kal, not pual; and HMFXFNU 3rd pers. praet. like HBFZF å̂NE,
Isa. 62:12, and HMFXFRU, Hos. 1: 6; 2: 3). But this will be altered; Jerusalem will
rise again from the dust, like a glorious building of God. Jerome makes the
following apt remark on v. 11b: “in stibio, i.e., in the likeness of an elegant
woman, who paints her eyes with stibium; referring to the beauty of the city.”
PuÝkh is eye-black (kohl, cf., kaÑchal, Eze. 23:40), i.e., a sooty compound, the
chief component of which was powdered antimony, or else manganese or lead,
and with which oriental women coloured their eyebrows, and more particularly
the eyelids both above and below the eyes, that the beauty of the latter might be
all the more conspicuous (2Ki. 9:30). The classic fuÌkoj, fucus, has a meaning
foreign to the Hebrew word, viz., that of rouge for the cheeks. If, then, stibium
(antimony), or any blackening collyrium generally, served the purpose of mortar
in the rebuilding of Jerusalem, the stones of its walls (not its foundation-stones,
¥YINADFJá, which is the reading adopted by Ewald, but, on the contrary, the visible
stones of its towering walls) would look like the eyes of a woman shining forth
from the black framework of their painted lids, i.e., they would stand out in
splendour from their dark ground. The Beth in bassappiÝriÝm indicates the means
employed. Sapphires serve as foundation-stones, for the foundation of
Jerusalem stands as immoveably firm as the covenant of God. The sapphire blue
is the colour of the heaven, of revelation, and of the covenant. The shêmaÑshoÝth,
however, i.e., the minarets which stand out like rays of the sun, and also the
gates, have a red appearance. Red is the colour of blood, and hence of life and
of imperishableness; also the colour of fire and of lightning, and hence of wrath
and victory. Jehovah makes the minarets of “ruby.” The Sept. and Jerome adopt
the rendering iaspidem (a jasper); at any rate, DKODikA (which is the proper way
of writing the word: Ewald, § 48, c f220) is a red sparkling jewel (from kidkeÝd;
cf., kiÝdoÝd, scintilla). The arches of the gates He forms of XdFQiJE YNB̃iJÁ, stones of
fiery splendour (from qaÑdach, to burn: hence qaddachath, puretoÂj), that is to
say, or carbuncle stones (from carbunculus, a small red-hot coal), like ruby,



garnet, etc. Jerome has adopted the false rendering lapides sculptos, after
Symm. liÂqoi glufhÌj (from XDQ = DDQ, findere?). The accusative of the
predicate DKDK is interchanged with XDQJ YNBJL, and then with
ƒPEX‰̃YNB̃iJÁLi, to denote the materia ex qua. The whole territory (precinct) of
Jerusalem is turned by Jehovah into precious stones, that is to say, it appears to
be paved with such stones, just as in Tobit 13:17 the streets are said to be
“paved with beryl, and carbuncle, and stones of Ophir,” i.e., to be covered with
a mosaic formed of precious stones. It is upon the passage before us that Tobit
13:16, 17, and Rev. 21:18-21, are founded. The motley colours of the precious
stones, with which the new Jerusalem is adorned, are something more than a
mere childish fancy. Whence, then, do the precious stones derive their charm?
The ultimate ground of this charm is the fact, that in universal nature everything
presses to the light, and that in the mineral world the jewels represent the
highest stage of this ascending process. It is the self-unfolding process of the
divine glory itself, which is reflected typologically in the several gradations of
the manifold play of colours and the transparency of the precious stones. For
this reason, the high priest wore a breastplate with twelve precious stones, upon
which were the names of the twelve tribes of Israel; and for this same reason,
the author of the Apocalypse carries out into detail in Isa. 21 the picture of the
new Jerusalem, which is here sketched by the prophet of the Old Testament
(without distinguishing time from eternity), adding crystals and pearls to the
precious stones which he there mentions one by one. How can all this be
explained, except on the ground that even the mineral world reflects the glory
of those eternal lights from which God is called the “Father of lights,” or except
on the assumption that the saints in light will one day be able to translate these
stony types into the words of God, out of which they have their being?

Isa. 54:13. The outward glory of the city is only the manifestation, which
strikes the senses, of the spiritual glory of the church dwelling therein. V. 13.

“And all thy children will be the learned of Jehovah; and great the peace of thy
children.”

We translate both halves of the verse as substantive clauses, although they
might be accusatives of both the object and predicate, dependent upon YtIMiVA.
`H YDw̃mLI are disciples of Jehovah, but, as in Isa. 50: 4, with the subordinate
idea of both docility and learning. The children of Jerusalem will need no
instruction from man, but carry within them the teaching of heaven, as those
who are “taught of God” (didaktoiÃ QeouÌ, Joh. 6:45; qeodiÂdaktoi, 1 Thess.
4: 9). Essentially the same promise is given in Joe. 3: 1, 2, and Jer. 31:34; and
represented in 1Jo. 2:20 (“Ye have the anointing of the Holy One, and know all
things”) as already fulfilled. In the place of the former inward and outward



distress, there has no entered shaÑloÝm, perfect inward and outward peace,
complete salvation, and blessedness as its result. BRÁ is an adjective, for this
form cannot be shown to have existed as a syncopated third pers. praet., like
XŠA, YXÁ (= YYAXF). The verse closes palindromically.

Isa. 54:14, 15. In perfect keeping with this grace through righteousness,
Jerusalem will then stand firm and impregnable. Vv. 14, 15.

“Through righteousness wilt thou be fortified: be far from anxiety, for thou hast
nothing to fear; and from terror, for it will not come near thee. Behold , men crowd
together in crowds; my will is not there. Who crowd together against thee? — he
shall fall by thee.”

Both the thought and action of Jerusalem will be righteousness then, and it will
thereby acquire strength; YNINŒFktI is a pausal future hithpalel, with the T of the
reflective opening syllable assimilated (Ges. § 53, 2, b). With this reciprocal
influence of its moral character and imparted glory, it can, and is to keep far
away from all thought of oppression and terror; for, through divine grace and a
corresponding divine nature, it has nothing to fear. †H (̃v. 15a), when pointing
to any transaction as possible (as, for example, in Job. 12:14; 23: 8), acquires
almost the significance of a conditional particle (Ewald, § 103, g). The equally
hypothetical parallel clause is clothed in the form of an interrogative. For the
verb guÝr, the meaning “to gather together” (related to RGAJF), more especially to
join together with hostile intention (cf., sunaÂgesqai, Rev. 19:19; 20: 8), is
sustained by Psa. 56: 7; 59: 4; and with HRFg̃, lacessere, it has nothing to do
(Hitzig and Ewald). ¥TfJI has the force of contra te, as in the case of verbs of
combat. The first apodosis is this: “but it takes place entirely away from me,”
i.e., without and against my will; YTIŒJM =̃ YtIJIM (̃as in Isa. 59:21), and „TŒFJ =
„TfJI, are no sure signs of a later usage; for this alternation of the two forms of
TJ ĩs met with as early as Jos. 14:12. The second apodosis is, “he will fall upon
(or against) thee,” or, as we should say, “founder,” or “be wrecked.” It is far
more likely that this is the meaning of the words, than that they mean “he will
fall to thy lot” (LJA LPANF, like Li LPANF elsewhere, to fall to a person); for the
context here is a totally different one from Isa. 45:14, and we look for nothing
more than a declaration of the utter failure and ruin of the undertaking.

Isa. 54:16, 17. Jerusalem will be thus invincible, because Jehovah, the
Almighty One, is its protector. Vv. 16, 17.

“Behold, I have created the smith who bloweth the coal-fire, and brings to the light
a weapon according to his trade; and I have created the destroyer to destroy. Every
weapon formed against thee has no success, and every tongue that cometh before



the judgment with thee thou wilt condemn. This the inheritance of the servants of
Jehovah; and their righteousness from me, saith Jehovah.”

If Jehovah has created the armourer, who forges a weapon wHV˜̂áMÁLi (i.e.,
according to his trade, or according to the thing he has to finish, whether an
arrow, or a sword, or a spear; not “for his own use,” as Kimchi supposes), to be
used in the hostile army against Jerusalem, He has also created a destroyer
(LbX̃ÁLi) to destroy. The very same creative might, to which the origin of the
weapon is to be traced as its primary cause, has opposed to it beforehand a
defender of Jerusalem. And as every hostile weapon fails, Jerusalem, in the
consciousness of its divine right, will convict every accusing tongue as guilty
and deserving of utter condemnation (JAYŠIRiHI as in Isa. 50: 9, cf., 1Sa. 14:47,
where it denotes the punishment of the guilty). The epiphonem in v. 17b, with
the retrospective TJZO and the words “saith the Lord,” which confirm the
certainty of the fulfilment, forms an unmistakeable close to the prophecy. This is
the position in which Jehovah has placed His servants as heirs of the future
salvation; and this the righteousness which they have received as His gift, and
which makes them strong within and victorious without. The individual idea of
the church, which we find elsewhere personified as “the servant of Jehovah,”
equivalent to “the people in whose heart is my law” (Isa. 51: 7), or “my people
that have sought me” (Isa. 65:10), is here expanded into “the servants of
Jehovah” (as in Isa. 65: 8, 9; compare Isa. 59:21 with Isa. 51:16). But totally
different colours are employed in Isa. 52:13-Isa. 53 to depict the exaltation of
the one “Servant of Jehovah,” from those used here to paint the glory of the
church of the “servants of Jehovah,” — a proof that the ideas do not cover one
another. That which is the reward of suffering in the case of the former, is the
experience of divine mercy in that of the latter: it becomes a partaker of the
salvation purchased by the other. The one “Servant of Jehovah” is the heart of
the church, in which the crisis which bursts forth into life is passing; the
righteousness of the “servants of Jehovah” is the fruit of the sufferings of this
one “Servant of Jehovah,” who is Himself QYDC and QYDCM. He is the
Mediator of all the salvation of the church. He is not only its “head,” but its
“fulness” (plhÂrwma) also.

Seventh Prophecy — Ch. 55

COME AND TAKE THE SURE SALVATION OF JEHOVAH

Isa. 55: 1, 2. All things are ready; the guests are invited; and nothing is
required of them except to come. Vv. 1, 2.

“Alas, all ye thirsty ones, come ye to the water; and ye that have no silver, come ye,
buy, and eat! Yea, come, buy wine and milk without money and without payment!



Wherefore do ye weigh silver for that which is not bread, and the result of your
labour for that which satisfieth not? O hearken ye to me, and eat the good, and let
your soul delight itself in fat.”

Hitzig and Knobel understand by water, wine, and milk, the rich material
blessings which awaited the exiles on their return to their fatherland, whereas
they were now paying tribute and performing service inf Babylon without
receiving anything in return. But the prophet was acquainted with something
higher than either natural water (Isa. 54: 3, cf., 41:17) or natural wine
(Isa. 25: 6). He knew of an eating and drinking which reached beyond the mere
material enjoyment (Isa. 65:13); and the expression `H Bw‹, whilst it includes
material blessings (Jer. 31:12), is not exhausted by them (Isa. 63: 7, cf.,
Psa. 27:13), just as GnJ̃ATiHI in Isa. 58:14 (cf., Psa. 37: 4, 11) does not denote a
feeling or worldly, but of spiritual joy. Water, wine, and milk, as the fact that
water is placed first clearly shows, are not the produce of the Holy Land, but
figurative representations of spiritual revival, recreation, and nourishment (cf.,
1Pe. 2: 2, “the sincere milk of the word”). The whole appeal is framed
accordingly. When Jehovah summons the thirsty ones of His people to come to
the water, the summons must have reference to something more than the water
to which a shepherd leads his flock. And as buying without money or any other
medium of exchange is an idea which neutralizes itself in the sphere of natural
objects, wine and ilk are here blessings and gifts of divine grace, which are
obtained by grace (xaÂriti, gratis), their reception being dependent upon
nothing but a sense of need, and a readiness to accept the blessings offered.
Again, the use of the verb wRBiŠI, which is confined in other passages to the
purchase of cereals, is a sufficient proof that the reference is not to natural
objects, but to such objects as could properly be compared to cereals. The
bread and other provisions, which Israel obtained in its present state of
punishment, are called “not bread,” and “not serving to satisfy,” because that
which truly satisfies the soul comes from above, and being of no earthly nature,
is to be obtained by those who are the most destitute of earthly supplies. Can
any Christian reader fail to recal, when reading the invitation in v. 1, the words
of the parable in Mat. 22: 4, “All things are now ready?” And does not v. 2
equally suggest the words of Paul in Rom. 11: 6, “If by grace, then is it no more
of works?” Even the exclamation hoi (alas! see Isa. 18: 1), with which the
passage commences, expresses deep sorrow on account of the unsatisfied thirst,
and the toilsome labour which affords nothing but seeming satisfaction. The
way to true satisfaction is indicated in the words, “Hearken unto me:” it is the
way of the obedience of faith. In this way alone can the satisfaction of the soul
be obtained.



Isa. 55: 3-5. And in this way it is possible to obtain not only the satisfaction of
absolute need, but a superabundant enjoyment, and an overflowing fulfilment of
the promise. Vv. 3-5.

“Incline your ear, and come to me: hear, and let your soul revive; and I will make
an everlasting covenant with you, the true mercies of David. Behold, I have set him
as a witness for nations, a prince and commander of nations. Behold, thou wilt call a
mass of people that thou knowest not; and a mass of people that knoweth thee not
will hasten to thee, for the sake of Jehovah thy God, and for the Holy One of Israel,
that He hath made thee glorious.”

The expression “make a covenant” (kaÑrath bêriÝth) is not always applied to a
superior in relation to an inferior (compare, on the contrary, Ezr. 10: 3); but
here the double-sided idea implied in pactio is confined to one side alone, in the
sense of a spontaneous sponsio having all the force of a covenant (Isa. 61: 8;
compare 2Ch. 7:18, where kaÑrath by itself signifies “to promise with the force
of a covenant”), and also of the offer of a covenant or anticipated conclusion of
a covenant, as in Eze. 34:25, and in the case before us, where “the true mercies
of David” are attached to the idea of offering or granting involved in the
expression, “I will make an everlasting covenant with you,” as a more precise
definition of the object. All that is required on the part of Israel is hearing, and
coming, and taking: let it do this, and it will be pervaded by new life; and
Jehovah will meet with with an everlasting covenant, viz., the unchangeable
mercies of David. Our interpretation of this must be dependent chiefly upon
whether v. 4 is regarded as looking back to the history of David, or looking
forward to something future. In the latter case we are either to understand by
“David” the second David (according to Hos. 3: 5, Jer. 30: 9, Eze. 34:24), so
that the allusion is to the mercies granted in the Messiah, and according to
Isa. 9: 7, enduring “from henceforth even for ever;” or else David is the son of
Jesse, and “the mercies of David” are the mercies bestowed upon him, which
are called “the true mercies” as mercies promised and running into the future
(Psa. 89:50; 2Ch. 6:42), in which case v. 4 explains what David will become in
the person of his antitype the second David. The directly Messianic application
of the name “David” is to be objected to, on the ground that the Messiah is
never so called without further remark; whilst the following objections may be
adduced to the indirectly Messianic interpretation of v. 4 (David in the
Messiah):

(1.) The change of the tense in vv. 4, 5, which requires that we should assume
that v. 4 points backwards into the past, and v. 5 forwards into the future: f221

(2.) That the choice of the expression in vv. 4, 5 is designed to represent what
Israel has to look for in the future as going beyond what was historically



realized in David; for in v. 5 the mass of the heathen world, which has hitherto
stood out of all relation to Israel, answers to the „YmIJULi:

(3.) That the juxtaposition of the Messiah and Israel would be altogether
without parallel in these prophecies (Isa. 40-66), and contrary to their peculiar
character; for the earlier stereotype idea of the Messiah is here resolved into the
idea of the “servant of Jehovah,” from which it returns again to its primary use,
i.e., from the national basis to the individual, by means of the ascending
variations through which this expression passes, and thus reaches a more
comprehensive, spiritual, and glorified form. The personal “servant of Jehovah”
is undoubtedly no other than the “Son of David” of the earlier prophecy; but the
premises, from which we arrive at this conclusion in connection with our
prophet, are not that the “servant of Jehovah” is of the seed of David and the
final personal realization of the promise of a future king, but that he is of the
nation of Israel, and the final personal realization of the idea of Israel, both in its
inward nature, and in its calling in relation to the whole world of nations.

Consequently vv. 4 and 5 stand to one another in the relation of type and
antitype, and the “mercies of David” are called “the true mercies” (Probably
with an allusion to 2Sa. 7:16; cf., Psa. 89:29, 30), as being inviolable, —
mercies which had both been realized in the case of David himself, and would
be realized still further, inasmuch as they must endure for an everlasting future,
and therefore be further and further fulfilled, until they have reached that lofty
height, on the summit of which they will remain unchangeable for ever. It is of
David the son of Jesse that Jehovah says in v. 4, “I have given him for a witness
to peoples, a leader and commander to the peoples.” So far as the sense is
concerned, DYGINF is as much a construct as HwC̃ÁMi. In the application to David of
the term Dˆ̃, which never means anything but testis, witness, in these
prophecies, we may clearly see the bent of the prophet’s mind towards what is
spiritual. David had subdued nations by the force of arms, but his true and
loftiest greatness consisted in the fact that he was a witness of the nations, — a
witness by the victorious power of his word, the conquering might of his
Psalms, the attractive force of his typical life. What he expresses so frequently
in the Psalms as a resolution and a vow, viz., that he will proclaim the name of
Jehovah among the nations (Psa. 18:50; 57:10), he has really fulfilled: he has
not only overcome them by bloody warfare, but by the might of his testimony,
more especially as “the sweet psalmist of Israel” (2Sa. 23: 1). What David
himself was able to say in Psa. 18:43, “People that I did not know served me,”
will be fulfilled to a still wider extent in the experience of Israel. Having been
presented with the promised “inviolable mercies of David,” it will effect a
spiritual conquest over the heathen world, even over that portion which has
hitherto stood in no reciprocal relation to it, and gain possession of it for itself



for the sake of Jehovah, whom it has for its God, and to the Holy One of Israel
(Li of the object, in relation to which, or at the instigation of which, anything is
done), because He hath glorified it (His people: ¥RFJáPi is not a pausal form for
¥RJ̃áPi, cf., Isa. 54: 6, but for ¦RiJEP,̃ ¦RiJÁP,̃ hence = ¦REJáP,̃ cf., ¥NF̂ F,
Isa. 30:19); so that joining themselves to Israel is the same as joining themselves
to God and to the church of the God of revelation (cf., Isa. 60: 9, where v. 5b is
repeated almost word for word).

Isa. 55: 6, 7. So gracious is the offer which Jehovah now makes to His people,
so great are the promises that He makes to it, viz., the regal glory of David, and
the government of the world by virtue of the religion of Jehovah. Hence the
exhortation is addressed to it in vv. 6 and 7:

“Seek ye Jehovah while He may be found, call ye upon Him while He is near. Let
the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him
return to Jehovah, and He will have compassion upon him; and to our God , for He
will abundantly pardon.”

They are to seek to press into the fellowship of Jehovah (daÑrash with the radical
meaning terere, to acquire experimental knowledge or confidential acquaintance
with anything) now that He is to be found (Isa. 65: 1, compare the parallelism
of words and things in Jer. 29:14), and to call upon Him, viz., for a share in that
superabundant grace, ow that He is near, i.e., now that He approaches Israel,
and offers it. In the admonition to repentance introduced in v. 7, both sides of
the metaÂnoia find expression, viz., turning away from sinful self-will, and
turning to the God of salvation. The apodosis with its promises commences
with wHMX̃áRÁYWI — then will He have compassion upon such a man; and
consequently XÁŒLSiLI HbERiYA‰YkI (with YkI because the fragmentary sentence
wNYHL̃OJå‰LJEWi did not admit of the continuation with Wi) has not a general, but an
individual meaning (vid., Psa. 130: 4, 7), and is to be translated as a future (for
the expression, compare Isa. 26:17).

Isa. 55: 8, 9. The appeal, to leave their own way and their own thoughts, and
yield themselves to God the Redeemer, and to His word, is now urged on the
ground of the heaven-wide difference between the ways and thoughts of this
God and the despairing thoughts of men (Isa. 40:27; 49:24), and their aimless
labyrinthine ways. Vv. 8, 9.

“For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith
Jehovah: no, heaven is high above the earth; so high are my ways above your ways,
and my thoughts above your thoughts.”

The kiÝ (imo) introduces the undeniable statement of a fact patent to the senses,
for the purpose of clearly setting forth, by way of comparison, the relation in



which the ways and thoughts of God stand to those of man. There is no
necessity to supply RŠEJáKA after YkI, as Hitzig and Knobel do. It is simply
omitted, as in Isa. 62: 5 and Jer. 3:20, or like †k ĩn Pro. 26:11, etc. On what
side the heaven-wide elevation is to be seen, is shown in what follows. They are
not so fickle, so unreliable, or so powerless.

Isa. 55:10, 11. This is set forth under a figure drawn from the rain and the
snow. Vv. 10, 11.

“For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven, and returneth not thither,
till it has moistened the earth, and fertilized it, and made it green, and offered seed
to the sower and bread to the eater; so will my word be which goeth forth out of my
mouth: it will not return to me fruitless, till it has accomplished that which I willed,
and prosperously carried out that for which I sent it.”

The rain and snow come down from the sky, and return not thither till they
have.... The perfects after „JI YkI are all to be understood as such (Ewald, §
356, a). Rain and snow return as vapour to the sky, but not without having first
of all accomplished the purpose of their descent. And so with the word of
Jehovah, which goeth forth out of His mouth (JCỸ,̃ not JCFYF, Isa. 45:23,
because it is thought of as still going on in the preaching of the prophet): it will
not return without having effected its object, i.e., without having accomplished
what was Jehovah’s counsel, or “good pleasure” — without having attained the
end for which it was sent by Jehovah (constr. as in 2Sa. 11:22, 1Ki. 14: 6). The
word is represented in other places as the messenger of God (Isa. 9: 8;
Psa. 107:20; 147:15ff.). The personification presupposes that it is not a mere
sound or letter. As it goeth forth out of the mouth of God it acquires shape, and
in this shape is hidden a divine life, because of its divine origin; and so it runs,
with life from God, endowed with divine power, supplied with divine
commissions, like a swift messenger through nature and the world of man, there
to melt the ice, as it were, and here to heal and to save; and does not return
from its course till it has given effect to the will of the sender. This return of the
word to God also presupposes its divine nature. The will of God, which
becomes concrete and audible in the word, is the utterance of His nature, and is
resolved into that nature again as soon as it is fulfilled. The figures chosen are
rich in analogies. As snow and rain are the mediating causes of growth, and
therefore the enjoyment of what is reaped; so is the soil of the human heart
softened, refreshed, and rendered productive or prolific by the word out of the
mouth of Jehovah; and this word furnishes the prophet, who resembles the
sower, with the seed which he scatters, and brings with it bread which feeds the
souls: for every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God is bread
(Deu. 8: 3).



Isa. 55:12, 13. The true point of comparison, however, is the energy with
which the word is realized. Assuredly and irresistibly will the word of
redemption be fulfilled. Vv. 12, 13.

“For ye will go out with joy, and be led forth in peace: the mountains and the hills
will break out before you into shouting, and all the trees of the field will clap their
hands. Instead of the thorn will cypresses shoot up, and instead of the fleabane will
myrtles shoot up: and it will be to Jehovah for a name, for an everlasting memorial
that will not be swept away.”

“With joy,” i.e., without the hurry of fear (Isa. 52:12); “in peace,” i.e., without
having to fight their way through or flee. The idea of the sufferer falls back in
LBÁwH behind that of a festal procession (Psa. 45:15, 16). In applying the term
kaph (hand) to the trees, the prophet had in his mind their kippoÝth, or branches.
The psalmist in Psa. 98: 8 transfers the figure created by our prophet to the
waves of the streams. NaÿaÔtsuÝts (from naÑÿats, to sting) is probably no particular
kind of thorn, such, for example, as the fuller’s thistle, but, as in Isa. 7:19, briers
and thorns generally. On sirpad, see Ges. Thes.; we have followed the
rendering, koÂnuza, of the LXX. That this transformation of the vegetation of
the desert is not to be taken literally, any more than in Isa. 41:17-20, is evident
from the shouting of the mountains, and the clapping of hands on the part of the
trees. On the other hand, however, the prophet says something more than that
Israel will return home with such feelings of joy as will cause everything to
appear transformed. Such promises as those which we find here and in
Isa. 41:19 and 35: 1, 2, and such exhortations as those which we find in
Isa. 44:23; 49:13, and 52: 9, arise from the consciousness, which was common
to both prophets and apostles, that the whole creation will one day share in the
liberty and glory of the children of God (Rom. 8:21). This thought is dressed up
sometimes in one for, and sometimes in another. The psalmists after the
captivity borrowed the colours in which they painted it from our prophet (see at
Psa. 96 and 98). HYFHFWi is construed as a neuter (cf., WYTIJRFbI , Isa. 45: 8),
referring to this festal transformation of the outer world on the festive return of
the redeemed. TŒJ is treated in the attributive clause as a masculine, as if it
came from TwJ, to make an incision, to crimp, as we have already indicated on
p. 138; but the Arabic aÑyat, shows that it comes from HWFJF, to point out, and is
contracted from aÔwaÔyat, and therefore was originally a feminine.

Eighth Prophecy — Ch. 56: 1-8



SABBATICAL ADMONITIONS, AND CONSOLATION FOR
PROSELYTES AND EUNUCHS

Isa. 56: 1, 2. The note of admonition struck in the foregoing prophecy is
continued here, the sabbatical duties being enforced with especial emphasis as
part of the general righteousness of life. Vv. 1, 2.

“Thus saith Jehovah, Keep ye right, and do righteousness: for my salvation is near
to come, and my righteousness to reveal itself. Blessed is the mortal that doeth this,
and the son of man that layeth fast hold thereon; who keepeth the Sabbath, that he
doth not desecrate it, and keepeth his hand from doing any kind of evil.”

Jehovah and Israel have both an objective standard in the covenant relation into
which they have entered: ‹pFŠiMI (right) is practice answering to this; H F̂wŠYi
(salvation) the performance promised by God; HQFDFCi (righteousness) on both
sides such personal activity as is in accordance with the covenant relation, or
what is the same thing, with the purpose and plan of salvation. The nearer the
full realization on the part of Jehovah of what He has promised, the more
faithful ought Israel to be in everything to which it is bound by its relation to
Jehovah. TJZO (this) points, as in Psa. 7: 4, to what follows; and so also does
hbF, which points back to TJZO. Instead of RŒMŠF or RMOŠiLI we have here RMŠ̃O,
the TJZ being described personally instead of objectively. TbFªA is used as a
masculine in vv. 2 and 6 (cf., Isa. 58:13), although the word is not formed after
the same manner as L«FQA, but is rather contracted from TTEbEŠA (a festive time,
possibly with Tˆ̃= TDEˆ̃understood), and therefore was originally a feminine;
and it is so personified in the language employed in the worship of the
synagogue. f222

The prophet here thinks of TbFŠA as TbFªAHA „ŒY, and gives it the gender of „ŒY.

Isa. 56: 3-5. The YRXJ (blessed) of v. 2 is now extended to those who might
imagine that they had no right to console themselves with the promises which it
contained. V. 3.

“And let not the foreigner, who hath not joined himself to Jehovah, speak thus:
Assuredly Jehovah will cut me off from His people; and let not the eunuch say, I am
only a dry tree.”

As HWLN is not pointed as a participle (HWELiNI), but as a 3rd pers. pres., the H of
HWFLinIHA is equivalent to RŠEJá, as in Jos. 10:24, Gen. 18:21; 21: 3; 46:27,
1Ki. 11: 9 (Ges. § 109). By the eunuchs we are to understand those of
Israelitish descent, as the attributive clause is not repeated in their case.
Heathen, who professed the religion of Jehovah, and had attached themselves to
Israel, might be afraid lest, when Israel should be restored to its native land,



according to the promise, as a holy and glorious community with a thoroughly
priestly character, Jehovah would no longer tolerate them, i.e., would forbid
their receiving full citizenship. YNILÁYdIBiYA has the connecting vowel á, as in
Gen. 19:19; 29:32, instead of the usual eÝ. And the Israelitish eunuchs, who had
been mutilated against their will, that they might serve at heathen courts or in
the houses of foreign lords, and therefore had not been unfaithful to Jehovah,
might be afraid lest, as unfruitful trees, they should be pronounced unworthy of
standing in the congregation of Jehovah. There was more ground for the
anxiety of the latter than for that of the former. For the law in Deu. 23: 4-7
merely prohibits Ammonites and Moabites for all time to come from reception
into the congregation, on account of their unbrotherly conduct towards the
Israelites as they came out of Egypt, whilst that in Deu. 23: 8, 9 prohibits the
reception of Edomites and Egyptians to the third generation; so that there was
no prohibition as to other allies — such, for example, as the Babylonians. On
the other hand, the law in Deu. 23: 2 expressly declares, as an expression of the
horror of God at any such mutilation of nature, and for the purpose of
precluding it, that no kind of emasculated person is to enter the congregation of
Jehovah. But prophecy breaks through these limits of the law. Vv. 4, 5.

“For thus saith Jehovah to the circumcised, Those who keep my Sabbaths, and
decide for that in which I take pleasure, and take fast hold of my covenant; I give to
them in my house and within my walls a memorial and a name better than sons and
daughters: I give such a man an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off.”

The second condition after the sanctification of the Sabbath has reference to the
regulation of life according to the revealed will of God; the third to fidelity with
regard to the covenant of circumcision. DYF also means a side, and hence a place
(Deu. 23:13); but in the passage before us, where „Š̃WF DYF form a closely
connected pair of words, to which TŒNbFMIw „YNIbFMI is appended, it signifies the
memorial, equivalent to TBEcEMÁ (2Sa. 18;18; 1Sa. 15:12), as an index lifted up
on high (Eze. 21:24), which strikes the eye and arrests attention, pointing like a
signpost to the person upon whom it is placed, like monumentum a monendo.
They are assured that they will not be excluded from close fellowship with the
church (“in my house and within my walls”), and also promised, as a
superabundant compensation for the want of posterity, long life in the memory
of future ages, by whom their long tried attachment to Jehovah and His people
in circumstances of great temptation will not be forgotten.

Isa. 56: 6, 7. The fears of proselytes from among the heathen are also
removed. Vv. 6, 7.

“And the foreigners, who have joined themselves to Jehovah, to serve Him, and to
love the name of Jehovah, to be His servants, whoever keepeth the Sabbath from
desecrating it, and those who hold fast to my covenant, I bring them to my holy



mountain, and make them joyful in my house of prayer; their whole-offerings and
their slain-offerings are well-pleasing upon mine altar: for my house, a house of
prayer shall it be called for all nations.”

The proselytes, who have attached themselves to Jehovah (̀ H‰L ŝi ,6 .v ni
ereh tub ,3 .v ni ton ,gnidaer latneiro f223), the God of Israel, with the pure
intention of serving Him with love, are not to be left behind in the strange land.
Jehovah will bring them along with His people to the holy mountain, upon
which His temple rises once more; there will He cause them to rejoice, and all
that they place upon His altar will find a most gracious acceptance. It is
impossible that the prophet should be thinking here of the worship of the future
without sacrifice, although in Isa. 53 he predicts the self-sacrifice of the
“Servant of Jehovah,” which puts an end to all animals sacrifices. But here the
temple is called “the house of prayer,” from the prayer which is the soul of all
worship. It will be called a house of prayer for all nations; and therefore its
nature will correspond to its name. This ultimate intention is already indicated in
Solomon’s dedicatory prayer (1Ki. 8:41-43); but our prophet was the first to
give it this definite universal expression. Throughout this passage the spirit of
the law is striving to liberate itself from its bondage. Nor is there anything to
surprise us in the breaking down of the party wall, built up so absolutely
between the eunuchs on the one hand and the congregation on the other, or the
one partially erected between the heathen and the congregation of Israel; as we
may see from ch. 56:21, where it is affirmed that Jehovah will even take priests
and Levites out of the midst of the heathen whom Israel will bring back with it
into its own land.

Isa. 56: 8. The expression “saying of the Lord” (Ne‘um Jehovah), which is so
solemn an expression in itself, and which stands here at the head of the
following declaration, is a proof that it contains not only something great, but
something which needs a solemn confirmation because of its strangeness. Not
only is there no ground for supposing that Gentiles who love Jehovah will be
excluded from the congregation; but it is really Jehovah’s intention to gather
some out of the heathen, and add them to the assembled diaspora of Israel. V.
8.

“Word of the Lord, Jehovah: gathering the outcasts of Israel, I will also gather
beyond itself to its gathered ones.”

We only find `H „JN at the commencement of the sentence, in this passage and
Zec. 12: 1. The double name of God, Adonai Jehovah, also indicates something
great. WYLF F̂ (to it) refers to Israel, and WYCFbFQiNILi is an explanatory permutative,
equivalent to WYCBQN‰LJA; or else LJA denotes the fact that the gathering will
exceed the limits of Israel (cf., Gen. 48:22), and Li the addition that will be



made to the gathered ones of Israel. The meaning in either case remains the
same. Jehovah here declares what Jesus says in Joh. 10:16: “Other sheep I have
which are not of this fold: them also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice;
and there shall be one fold and one Shepherd:” “Jehovah one, and His name
one,” as it is expressed in Zec. 14: 9. Such as the views and hopes that have
grown up out of the chastisement inflicted by their captivity. God has made it a
preparatory school for New Testament times. It has been made subservient to
the bursting of the fetters of the law, the liberation of the spirit of the law, and
the establishment of friendship between Israel and the Gentile world as called to
one common salvation.

Ninth Prophecy — Ch. 56: 9-57:21

NEGLECT OF DUTY BY THE LEADERS OF ISRAEL; AND ERRORS
OF THE PEOPLE

Isa. 56: 9. It is a question whether Isa. 56: 9 forms the commencement of a
fresh prophecy, or merely the second half of the prophecy contained in
Isa. 56: 1-8. We decide, for our part, in favour of the former. If Isa. 56: 9ff.
formed an antithetical second half to the promising first half in Isa. 56: 1-8, we
should expect to find the prophets and leaders of Israel, whose licentiousness
and want of principle are here so severely condemned, threatened with
destruction in the heathen land, whilst true proselytes and even eunuchs were
brought to the holy mountain. But we meet with this antithesis for the first time
in Isa. 57:13, where we evidently find ourselves in the midst of another
prophetic address. And where can that address commence, if not at Isa. 56: 9,
from which point onwards we have that hard, dull, sharp, and concise language
of strong indignation (see p. 385), which recals to mind psalms written “in a
thundering style” (Psalter, i. 80) and the reproachful addresses of Jeremiah, and
which passes again in Isa. 57:11ff. into the lofty crystalline language peculiar to
our prophet’s “book of consolation?” The new prophetic address commences,
like Isa. 55: 1, with a summons. V. 9. “All ye beasts of the field, come near! To
devour, all ye beasts in the forest!” According to the accentuation before us
(LKJL mercha, WTYX‰LK tiphchah), the beasts of the field are summoned to
devour the beasts in the forest. This accentuation, however, is false, and must
be exchanged for another which is supported by some MSS, viz., LKJL
tiphchah, WTYX‰LK mercha, and R ŶB Beth raphatum. It is true that even with
these accents we might still adhere to the view favoured by Jewish
commentators, viz., that the beasts of the field are to be devoured by the beasts
of the forest, if this view yielded any admissible sense (compare, for example,
that supported by Meyer, “Ye enemies, devour the scattered ones of my
congregation”), and had not against it the synonymous parallelism of YD§ WTYX



and R ŶB WTYX (Isa. 43:20; Psa. 104:11, 20; cf., Gen. 3:14). But there remains
another view, according to which R ŶB WTYX‰LK is a second vocative
answering to YDV WTYX‰LK. According to the Targum, what is to be devoured
is the great body of heathen kings attacking Jerusalem; according to Jerome,
Cyril, Stier, etc., the pasture and food provided by the grace of God. But what
follows teaches us something different from this. Israel has prophets and
shepherds, who are blind to every coming danger, and therefore fail to give
warning of its approach, because they are sunken in selfishness and debauchery.
It resembles a flock with a keeper, and therefore an easy prey (Eze. 34: 5); and
the meaning of the appeal, which is certainly addressed to the nations of the
world, the enemies of the people of God, is this: “Ye have only to draw near; ye
can feed undisturbed, and devour as much as ye please.” This is the explanation
adopted by most of the more modern commentators. In Jer. 12: 9, which is
founded upon this (“Assemble all ye beasts of the field, bring them hither to
devour”), it is also Jerusalem which is assigned as food to the heathen. The
parallel in v. 9 is both synonymous and progressive. The writer seeks for rare
forms, because he is about to depict a rare inversion of the proper state of
things. ŒTYiXÁ (with the first syllable loosely closed) is the antiquated form of
connection, which was admissible even with RJAyABÁ following (cf., Isa. 5:11;
9: 1, 2; 2Sa. 1:21). On wYTFJ (̃= wTJå), see at Isa. 21:12 (cf., v. 14).

Isa. 56:10, 11. The prophet now proceeds with WPC (WYPFCO): the suffix refers
to Israel, which was also the object to LKOJåLE. Vv. 10, 11.

“His watchmen are blind: they (are) all ignorant, they (are) all dumb dogs that
cannot bark; raving, lying down, loving to slumber. And the dogs are mightily
greedy, they know no satiety; and such are shepherds! They know no understanding;
they have all turned to their own ways, every one for his own gain throughout his
border.”

The “watchmen” are the prophets here, as everywhere else (Isa. 52: 8, cf.,
Isa. 21: 6, Hab. 2: 1; Jer. 6:17; Eze. 3:17). The prophet is like a watchman
(tsoÝpheh) stationed upon his watch-tower (specula), whose duty it is, when he
sees the sword come upon the land, to blow the shoÝphaÑr, and warn the people
(Eze. 33: 1-9). But just as Jeremiah speaks of bad prophets among the captives
(Jer. 29: 1-32), and the book of Ezekiel is full of reproaches at the existing
neglect of the office of watchman and shepherd; so does the prophet here
complain that the watchmen of the nation are blind, in direct opposition to both
their title and their calling; they are all without either knowledge or the capacity
for knowledge (vid., Isa. 44: 9; 45:20). They ought to resemble watchful sheep-
dogs (Job. 30: 1), which bark when the flock is threatened; but they are dumb,
and cannot bark (naÑbhach, root nab), and leave the flock to all its danger.



Instead of being “seers” (choÝziÝm), they are ravers (hoÝziÝm; cf., Isa. 19:18, where
we have a play upon SREXEHA in SREHEHA). „YZIHO, from HZFHF, to rave in sickness, n.
act. hadhajan (which Kimchi compares to parlare in soÑnno); hence the Targum
„YMIYiNF, LXX eÏnupniazoÂmenoi A fantazoÂmenoi, S oÎramatistaiÂ, Jer. videntes
vana. The predicates which follow are attached to the leading word hoÝziÝm
(raving), if not precisely as adjectives, yet as more minutely descriptive. Instead
of watching, praying, wrestling, to render themselves susceptible of visions of
divine revelations for the good of their people, and to keep themselves in
readiness to receive them, they are idle, loving comfortable ease, talkers in their
sleep. And the dogs, viz., those prophets who resemble the worst of them (see
at Isa. 40: 8, p. 394), are ŠPENE YzJ̃A, of violent, unrestrained soul, insatiable.
Their soul lives and moves in the lowest parts of their nature; it is nothing but
selfish avarice, self-indulgent greediness, violent restlessness of passion, that
revolves perpetually around itself. With the words “and these are shepherds,”
the range of the prophet’s vision is extended to the leaders of the nation
generally; for when the prophet adds as an exclamation, “And such (hi = tales)
are shepherds!” he applies the glaring contrast between calling and conduct to
the holders of both offices, that of teacher and that of ruler alike. For, apart
from the accents, it would be quite at variance with the general use of the
personal pronoun HMH, to apply it to any other persons than those just
described (viz., in any such sense as this: “And those, who ought to be
shepherds, do not know”). Nor is it admissible to commence an adversative
minor clause with HMHW, as Knobel does, “whereas they are shepherds;” for,
since the principal clause has „YBLKH (dogs) as the subject, this would
introduce a heterogeneous mixture of the two figures, shepherds’ dogs and
shepherds. We therefore take „Y R̂ HMHW as an independent clause: “And it is
upon men of such a kind, that the duty of watching and tending the nation
devolves!” These „Y ÎRO (for which the Targum reads „Y ÎRF) are then still
further described: they know not to understand, i.e., they are without spiritual
capacity to pass an intelligible judgment (compare the opposite combination of
the two verbs in Isa. 32: 4); instead of caring for the general good, they have all
turned to their own way (lêdarkaÑm), i.e., to their own selfish interests, every one
bent upon his own advantage ( ĈÁbE from ĈÁbF, abscindere, as we say, seinen
Schnitt zu machen, to reap an advantage, lit., to make an incision). wHCq̃FMI,
from his utmost extremity (i.e., from that of his own station, including all its
members), in other words, “throughout the length and breadth of his own
circle;” qaÑtseh, the end, being regarded not as the terminal point, but as the
circumference (as in Gen. 19: 4; 47:21, and Jer. 51:31).



Isa. 56:12. An office-bearer of the kind described is now introduced per
mimesin as speaking. V. 12.

“Come here, I will fetch wine, and let us drink meth; and to-morrow shall be like to-
day, great, excessively abundant.”

He gives a banquet, and promises the guests that the revelry shall be as great to-
morrow as to-day, or rather much more glorious. RXFMF „ŒY is the day of to-
morrow, toÃ eÏpauÂrion, for maÑchaÑr is always without an article; hence et fiet uti
hic (dies) dies crastinus, viz., magnus supra modum valde. RTEYE, or RTEY (̃as it
is to be pointed here according to Kimchi, Michlol 167b, and Wörterbuch),
signifies superabundance; it is used here adverbially in the sense of extra-
ordinarily, beyond all bounds (differing therefore from RTŒ̃Y, “more,” or
“singularly,” in the book of Ecclesiastes).

Isa. 57: 1, 2. Whilst watchmen and shepherds, prophets and rulers, without
troubling themselves about the flock which they have to watch and feed, are
thus indulging their own selfish desires, and living in debauchery, the righteous
man is saved by early death from the judgment, which cannot fail to come with
such corruption as this. Ch. 57: 1, 2.

“The righteous perisheth, and no man taketh it to heart ; and pious men are swept
away, without any one considering that the righteous is swept away from misfortune.
He entereth into peace: they rest upon their beds, whoever has walked straight
before him.”

With “the righteous” the prophet introduces, in glaring contrast to this
luxurious living on the part of the leading men of the nation, the standing figure
used to denote the fate of its best men. With this prevailing demoralization and
worldliness, the righteous succumbs to the violence of both external and
internal sufferings. DBÁJF, he dies before his time (Ecc. 7:15); from the midst of
the men of his generation he is carried away from this world (Psa. 12: 2;
Mic. 7: 2), and no one lays it to heart, viz., the divine accusation and threat
involved in this early death. Men of piety (chesed, the love of God and man) are
swept away, without there being any one to understand or consider that (kiÝ
unfolds the object to be considered and laid to heart, viz., what is involved in
this carrying away when regarded as a providential event) the righteous is swept
away “from the evil,” i.e., that he may be saved from the approaching
punishment (compare 2Ki. 22:20). For the prevailing corruption calls for
punishment from God; and what is first of all to be expected is severe judgment,
through which the coming salvation will force its way. In v. 2 it is intimated that
the righteous man and the pious do not lose the blessings of this salvation
because they lose this life: for whereas, according to the prophet’s watchword,
there is no peace to the wicked, it is true, on the other hand, of the departing



righteous man, that “he enters into peace” (shaÑloÝm, acc. loci s. status; Ges. 118,
1); “they rest upon their beds,” viz., the bottom of the grave, which has become
their mishkaÑbh (Job. 17:13; 21:26), “however has walked in that which lay
straight before him,” i.e., the one straight plain path which he had set before
him (WXKN acc. obj. as in Isa. 33:15; 50:10, Ewald, § 172, b, from XÁKONF, that
which lies straight before a person; whereas XKANO with XKAN Œ̃XKiNI, signifying
probably fixedness, steadiness of look, related to Arab. nkhå, to pierce, HKFNF,
percutere, is used as a preposition: compare Pro. 4:25, XKANOLi, straight or
exactly before him). The grave, when compared with the restlessness of this life,
is therefore “peace.” He who has died in faith rests in God, to whom he has
committed himself and entrusted his future. We have here the glimmering light
of the New Testament consolation, that the death of the righteous is better than
life in this world, because it is the entrance into peace.

Isa. 57: 3, 4. The reproachful language of the prophet is now directed against
the mass of the nation, who have occasioned the “evil” from which the
righteous is swept away, i.e., the generation that is hostile to the servants of
Jehovah, and by whom those sins of idolatry are still so shamelessly carried on,
which first led to the captivity. Vv. 3, 4.

“And ye, draw nearer hither, children of the sorceress, seed of the adulterer, and of
her that committed whoredom! Over whom do ye make yourselves merry? Over
whom do ye open the mouth wide, and put the tongue out long? Are ye not the brook
of apostasy, seed of lying?”

They are to draw nearer hither (heÝnnaÑh as in Gen. 15:16), to the place where
God is speaking through His prophet, to have themselves painted, and to hear
their sentence. Just as elsewhere the moral character of a man is frequently
indicated by the mention of his father (2Ki. 6:32), or his mother (1Sa. 20:30),
or both parents (Job. 30: 8), so here the generation of the captivity, so far as it
continued to practise the idolatry by which its ancestors had brought upon
themselves the Chaldean catastrophe, is called first HNFNî O YNb̃I (or more correctly
HNFNá̂ O), sons of the sorceress (possibly the maker of clouds or storm, Isa. 2: 6, p.
78: Jer. auguratricis), one who made heathen and superstitious customs her
means of livelihood, viz., the community as it existed before the captivity, which
really deserved no better name, on account of the crying contradiction between
its calling and its conduct; and secondly, with regard to both the male and
female members of the community, HNEZitIWA ‡JÑFMi R̂ÁZE, semen adulteri et
fornicariae (Jer.), though Stier, Hahn, and others adopt the rendering semen
adulterum et quod (qui) scortaris. A better rendering than this would be, “Seed
of an adulterer, and one who committest adultery thyself,” viz., (what would be
indicated with this explanation by the fut. consec.) in consequence of this



descent from an adulterer. But as R̂ÁZE (seed, posterity), wherever it is more
minutely defined, is connected with a genitive, and not with an adjective, the
presumption is that HNZTW ‡JNM denotes the father and mother. HNEZitIWA is an
attributive clause regarded as a genitive (Ges. § 123, 3, Anm. 1), and more
closely connected with ‡JNM than if it was written HNZTWi = HNŒFZWi, Isa. 1:21):
Seed of an adulterer, and consequently (Ewald, § 351, b), or similarly, of one
who gave herself up to whoredom. Idolatry, prostitution, and magic are most
closely allied. The prophet now asks, “Over whom do ye find your pleasure?
For whom are your common contemptuous actions intended?” GñJATiHI is only
used here, and denotes the feeling which finds pleasure in the sufferings of
another. The objects of this malicious contemptuous pleasure (Psa. 22: 8ff.,
35:21) are the servants of Jehovah; and the question, as in Isa. 37:23, is one of
amazement at their impudence, since the men over whom they make merry are
really deserving of esteem, whereas they themselves are the refuse of Israel: Are
ye not a brook of apostasy, seed of lying? As apostasy and lying, when regarded
as parents, can only produce something resembling themselves; the character of
those from whom they are descended is here imputed to the men themselves,
even more clearly than before. The genitives of origin are also genitives of
attribute. Instead of YDL̃iYA (e.g., Isa. 2: 6) we have here YDL̃iYI before makkeph,
with the shortening of a into i.

Isa. 57: 5, 6. The participles which follow in the next verse are in apposition to
„tEJÁ, and confirm the predicates already applied to them. They soon give place,
however, to independent sentences. Vv. 5, 6.

“Ye that inflame yourselves by the terebinths, under every green tree, ye slayers of
children in the valleys under the clefts of the rocks. By the smooth ones of the brook
was thy portion; they, they were thy lot: thou also pouredst out libations to them,
thou laidst meat-offerings upon them. Shall I be contented with this?”

The people of the captivity are addressed, and the idolatry handed down to
them from their ancestors depicted. The prophet looks back from the standpoint
of the captivity, and takes his colours from the time in which he himself lived,
possibly from the commencement of Manasseh’s reign, when the heathenism
that had for a long time been suppressed burst forth again in all its force, and
the measure of iniquity became full. The part. niphal „YMIXFnH̃A is formed like †XÁÑ
in Jer. 22:23, if the latter signifies miserandum esse. The primary form is „XÁNI,
which is doubled like RgFNI from RRÁgF in Job. 20:28, and from which „XÁN ĩs
formed by the resolution of the latent reduplication. Stier derives it from „XÁYF;
but even if formed from this, „XÁN w̃ould still have to be explained from „XÁNI,
after the form TcANI. ÿEliÝm signifies either gods or terebinths (see p. 70, note 2).
But although it might certainly mean idols, according to Exo. 15:11, Dan. 11:36



(LXX, Targ., and Jerome), it is never used directly in this sense, and Isaiah
always uses the word as the name of a tree (Isa. 1:29; 61: 3). The terebinths are
introduced here, exactly as in Isa. 1:29, as an object of idolatrous lust: “who
inflame themselves with the terebinths;” Bi denotes the object with which the
lust is excited and inflamed. The terebinth (ÿeÝlaÑh) held the chief place in tree-
worship (hence „NLJ, lit., oak-trees, together with „LJ, is the name of one of
the Phoenician gods f224), possibly as being the tree sacred to Astarte; just as the
Samura Acacia among the heathen Arabs was the tree sacred to the goddess
‘Uzza. f225

The following expression, “under every green tree,” is simply a permutative of
the words “with the terebinths” in the sense of “with the terebinths, yea, under
every green tree” (a standing expression from Deu. 12: 2 downwards), — one
tree being regarded as the abode and favourite of this deity, and another of that,
and all alluring you to your carnal worship.

From the tree-worship with its orgies, which was so widely spread in antiquity
generally, the prophet passes to the leading Canaanitish abomination, viz.,
human sacrifices, which had been adopted by the Israelites (along with Y‹XŠ
we find the false reading Y‹XV, which is interpreted as signifying self-abuse).
Judging from the locality named, “under the clefts of the rocks,” the reference is
not to the slaying of children sacrificed to Moloch in the valley of Hinnom, but
to those offered to Baal upon his baÑmoÝth or high places (Jer. 19: 5; Eze. 16:20,
21; Hos. 13: 2; Psa. 106:37, 38). As we learn from the chronique scandaleuse
many things connected with the religious history of Israel, which cannot be
found in its historical books, there is nothing to surprise us in the stone-worship
condemned in v. 6. The dagesh of YQl̃iXÁ is in any case dagesh dirimens. The
singular is wither QLFXF after the form YMK̃iXÁ (cf., YBC̃iJA, Isa. 58: 3), or QLEXE
after the form YDL̃iYA. But QLEXE, smoothness, never occurs; and the explanation,
“in the smoothnesses, i.e., the smooth places of the valley, is thy portion,” has
this also against it, that it does not do justice to the connection bI QLEX,̃ in
which the preposition is not used in a local sense, and that it leaves the emphatic
„H „̃H q̃uite unexplained. The latter does not point to places, but to objects of
worship for which they had exchanged Jehovah, of whom the true Israelite
could say `H YQILiXE, Psa. 119:57, etc., or `HBi YLI QLEX,̃ Jos. 22:25, and YLIRŒFg
¥YMIŒt HTfJÁ (Thou art He that maintaineth my lot), Psa. 16: 5. The prophet
had such expressions as these in his mind, and possibly also the primary
meaning of LRWG = klhÌroj, which may be gathered from the rare Arabic word
‘garal, gravel, stones worn smooth by rolling, when he said, “In the smooth
ones of the valley is thy portion; they, they are thy lot.” In the Arabic also,
achlaq (equilvaent to chaÑlaÑq, smooth, which forms here a play upon the word



with QLEX,̃ chaÑlaÑq) is a favourite word for stones and rocks. LXÁNA‰YQl̃UXÁ,
however, according to 1Sa. 17:40 (where the intensive form QwlXÁ, like LwkŠA,
is used), are stones which the stream in the valley has washed smooth with time,
and rounded into a pleasing shape. The mode of the worship, the pouring out of
libations, f226 and the laying of meat-offerings upon them, confirm this view. In
Carthage such stones were called abbadires (= RYDJ, †BJ); and among the
ancient Arabs, the asnaÑm or idols consisted for the most part of rude blocks of
stone of this description. Herodotus (Isa. 3: 8) speaks of seven stones which the
Arabs anointed, calling upon the god Orotal. Suidas (s.v. QeuÌj aÏÂrhj) states that
the idol of Ares in Petra was a black square stone; and the black stone of the
Ka’aba was, according to a very inconvenient tradition for the Mohammedans,
an idol of Saturn (zuhal). f227

Stone-worship of this kind had been practised by the Israelites before the
captivity, and their heathenish practices had been transmitted to the exiles in
Babylon. The meaning of the question, Shall I comfort myself concerning such
things? — i.e., Shall I be contented with them („XñFJE niphal, not hithpael)? —
is, that it was impossible that descendants who so resembled their fathers should
remain unpunished.

Isa. 57: 7, 8. The prophet now proceeds with perfects, like tiKiPAŠF and TYLÎ åHE
(addressed to the national community generally, the congregation regarded as a
woman). The description is mostly retrospective. Vv. 7, 8.

“Upon a lofty and high mountain hast thou set up thy bed; thou also ascendedst
thither to offer slain offerings. And behind the door and the post thou didst place thy
reminder: for thou uncoveredst away from me, and ascendedst ; thou madest thy bed
broad, and didst stipulate for thyself what they had to do: thou lovedst their lying
with thee; thou sawest their manhood.”

The lovers that she sought for herself are the gods of the heathen. Upon lofty
mountains, where they are generally worshipped, did she set up her bed, and did
all that was needed to win their favour. The zikkaÑroÝn, i.e., the declaration that
Jehovah is the only God, which the Israelites were to write upon the posts of
their houses, and upon the entrances (Deu. 6: 9; 11:20), for a constant
reminder, she had put behind the door and post, that she might not be reminded,
to her shame, of her unfaithfulness. That this explanation, which most of the
commentators adopt, is the true one, is proved by the expression YtIJIM ỸkI
which follows, and according to which ¥NŒ̃RKiZI is something inconvenient,
which might and was intended to remind them of Jehovah. YtIJIM,̃ away, far
from me, as in Jer. 3: 1, and like YtÁXitÁMI, which is still more frequently used. It
is unnecessary to take gilliÝth with ¥TW̃FRi Ê understood (Eze. 23:18) as
equivalent to “thou makest thyself naked,” or with reference to the clothes =



aÏnasuÂreij. ¥Bk̃FŠiMI is the common object of all three verbs, even of YLÎ átÁWA
(with double metheg), after Gen. 49: 4. On TRFKitIWA for YTIRiKitIWA (cf., Jer. 3: 5),
see Ewald, § 191, b. The explanation “thou didst bind,” or “thou didst choose
(some) of them to thyself,” is contrary to the general usage, according to which
Li TRÁkF signifies spondere (2Ch. 7:18), and „ Î TRÁkF pacisci (1Sa. 22: 8), in
both cases with TYRIbI to be supplied, so that †M (TYRIbI) TRÁkF would mean
stipulari ab aliquo, i.e., to obtain from a person a solemn promise, with all the
force of a covenant. What she stipulated from them was, either the wages of
adultery, or the satisfaction of her wanton lust. What follows agrees with this;
for it is there distinctly stated, that the lovers to whom she offered herself
gratified her lust abundantly: adamasti concutibum eorum (mishkaÑbh, cubile,
e.g., Pro. 7:17, and concubitus, e.g., Ezr. 23:17), manum conspexisit. The
Targum and Jewish commentators adopt this explanation, loco quem delegisti,
or (postquam) locum delegisti. This also is apparently the meaning of the
accents, and most of the more modern commentators have adopted it, taking DYF
in the sense of place or side. But this yields only a very lame and unmeaning
thought. Doederlein conjectured that DYF was employed here in the sense of
iÏquÂfalloj; and this is the explanation adopted by Hitzig, Ewald, and others.
The Arabic furnishes several analogies to this obscene use of the word; and by
the side of Eze. 16:26 and 23:20, where the same thing is affirmed in even
plainer language, there is nothing to astonish in the passage before us. The
meaning is, that after the church of Jehovah had turned away from its God to
the world and its pleasures, it took more and more delight in the pleasures
afforded it by idolatry, and indulged its tastes to the full.

Isa. 57: 9, 10. In the closest reciprocal connection with this God-forgetting,
adulterous craving for the favour of heathen gods, stood their coquetting with
the heathen power of the world. Vv. 9, 10.

“And thou wentest to the king with oil, and didst measure copiously thy spices, and
didst send thy messengers to a great distance, and didst deeply abase thyself, even to
Hades. Thou didst become weary of the greatness of thy way; yet thou saidst not, It
is unattainable: thou obtainedst the revival of thy strength: therefore thou wast not
pained.”

The first thing to be noticed here, is one that has been overlooked by nearly all
the modern commentators, viz., that we have here a historical retrospect before
us. And secondly, a single glance at v. 11 is sufficient to show that the words
refer to a servile coquetry from the fear of man, and therefore to a wicked
craving for the favour of man; so that “the king,” is not Baal, or any heathen
god whatever (according to Isa. 8:21 and Zep. 1: 5), but the Asiatic ruler of the
world. Ahaz sent messengers, as we read in 2Ki. 16: 7ff., to Tiglath-pileser, the
king of Assyria, to say to Him, “I am thy servant and thy son.” And Ahaz took



the silver and gold that were in the house of Jehovah, and in the treasures of the
palace, and sent a bribe to the king of Assyria. And again, at vv. 10ff., Ahaz
went to Damascus to meet the king of Assyria, and there he saw an altar, and
sent a model of it to Jerusalem, and had one like it put in the place of the altar
of burnt-offering. Such acts as these are here described in the figure of Israel
travelling with oil to the king, and taking a quantity of choice spices with it to
gain his favour, and also sending messengers, and not only bowing itself to the
earth, but even stooping to Hades, that is to say, standing as it were on its head
in its excessive servility, for the purpose of obtaining allies. It seems most
natural to take †MEªEbÁ as equivalent to †M§B HXFwŠMi: thou wentest in oil
(dripping with pomade), and didst apply to thyself many spices; but Beth after
verbs of going signifies to go with anything, to take it with one and bring it, so
that the oil and spices are thought of here as presents, which she took with her
as sensual stimulants, with a view to the amorous pleasures she was seeking
(Eze. 23:41, cf., Hos. 12: 2). LYpIŠiHI signifies to go deep down in Jer. 13:18;
the meaning here is, to bow very low, or to degrade one’s self. By “the
greatness or breadth of the way” (a similar expression to that in Jos. 9:13), all
the great sacrifices are intended which it cost her to purchase the favour of the
heathen ruler. Although they were a great trouble to her, yet she did not say
ŠJŒFN, “it is hopeless;” the niphal of ŠJÁYF signifies in 1Sa. 27: 1, to betake one’s
self to a thing with despair of its success. The participle in Job. 6:26 means a
despairing person; it also occurs in a neuter sense in Jer. 2:26; 18:12, viz., given
up, i.e., absolutely in vain. She did not give up hope, although the offerings
nearly exhausted her strength; on the contrary, she gained DYF TyAXÁ, “life of her
arm,” i.e., (according to the use of HYFXF in the sense of reviving, and HYFXåHE, to
bring to life again) new life in her arm, in other words, “the renewing of her
strength” (recentem vigorem virium suarum). Thus, without noticing the sighs
and groans forced from her by the excessive toil and fatigue, but stirring herself
up again and again, she pursued the plan of strengthening her alliances with the
heathen. Ezekiel’s picture of Aholah and Aholibah is like a commentary on vv.
3-10 (see Eze. 23).

Isa. 57:11a. From fear of man, Israel, and still more Judah, had given up the
fear of Jehovah. V. 11a.

“And of whom hast thou been afraid, and (whom) didst thou fear, that thou
becamest a liar, and didst not continue mindful of me, and didst not take it to
heart?”

It was of men — only mortal men, with no real power (Isa. 51:12) — that
Israel was so needlessly afraid, that it resorted to lies and treachery to Jehovah
(kiÝ, ut, an interrogative sentence, as in 2Sa. 7:18, Psa. 8: 5): purchasing the
favour of man out of the fear of man, and throwing itself into the arms of false



tutelar deities, it banished Jehovah its true shelter out of its memory, and did
not take it to heart, viz., the sinfulness of such infidelity, and the eventful
consequences by which it was punished (compare Isa. 47: 7 and 42:25).

Isa. 57:11b. With v. 11b the reproaches are addressed to the present. The
treachery of Israel had been severely punished in the catastrophe of which the
captivity was the result, but without effecting any improvement. The great mass
of the people were as forgetful of God as ever, and would not be led to
repentance by the long-suffering of God, which had hitherto spared them from
other well-merited punishments. V. 11b.

“Am I not silent, and that for a long time, whereas thou wast not afraid of me?”

A comparison with Isa. 42:14 will show that the prophecy returns here to its
ordinary style. The LXX and Jerome render the passage as if the reading were
„LÎ iMÁ (viz., YNAYˆ̃= parorwÌn, quasi non videns), and this is the reading which
Lowth adopts. We may see from this, that the original text had a defective
„L M̂W, which was intended, however, to be read „LF̂ OMw̃. The prophet applies
the term ÿoÝlaÑm (see Isa. 42:14) to the captivity, which had already lasted a long
time — a time of divine silence: the silence of His help so fas as the servants of
Jehovah were concerned, but the silence of His wrath as to the great mass of
the people.

Isa. 57:12, 13. But this silence would not last for ever. Vv. 12, 13.

“I, I will proclaim thy righteousness; and thy works, they will not profit thee. When
thou criest, let thy heaps of idols save thee: but a wind carries them all away; a
breath takes them off; and whoever putteth trust in me will inherit the land, and take
possession of my holy mountain.”

According to the context, ¥TQ̃FDiCI cannot be a synonym of H F̂wŠYi here. It is
neither salvation nor the way of salvation that is intended; nor is this even
included, as Stier supposes. But the simple reference is to what Israel in its
blindness regarded as righteousness; whereas, if it had known itself, it would
have seen that it was the most glaring opposite. This lying-righteousness of
Israel would be brought to a judicial exposure by Jehovah. ¥YIVÂ áMÁ‰TJEWi is not
a second accusative to DYgIJÁ, for in that case we should have ‚YV M̂W
‚TQDC‰TJ; but it commences a second sentence, as the accents really
indicate. When Jehovah begins thus to speak and act, the impotence of the false
gods which His people have made for themselves will soon be exposed; and “as
for thy works (i.e., thine idols, Isa. 41:29, cf., Isa. 1:31), they will do thee no
good” (Isa. 44: 9, 10, compare Jer. 23:33; for the question JVM‰HM, here an
empatic elevation of the subject, compare Isa. 53: 8, WRWD‰TJEWi, Ewald, § 277,



p. 683). This determines the meaning of ¥YICÁwbQI, which Knobel supposes to
refer to the large army of the Babylonians, with which the apostates among the
exiles had formed an offensive and defensive alliance. But the term is really
applied to the heaps (qibbuÝts, collectio, not an adjective of the form limmuÝd) of
different idols, with which Israel had furnished itself even in its captivity
(compare qibbaÑtsaÑh in Mic. 1:17). It was in vain for them to turn to these
pantheons of theirs; a single ruÝaÔch would carry them all away, a hebhel would
sweep them off, for they themselves were nothing but hebhel and ruÝaÔch
(Isa. 41:29). The proper punctuation here is LBEHF‰XqAYA; the first syllable of XQY,
which is attached to a word with a disjunctive accent, has a so-called heavy
Gaya, the second a euphonic Gaya, according to rules which are too little
discussed in our grammars. When Knobel supports his explanation of ¥YCWBQ
on the ground that the idols in v. 13a and the worshippers of Jehovah in v. 13b
do not form a fitting antithesis, the simple reply is, that the contrast lies between
the idols, which cannot save, and Jehovah, who not only saves those who trust
in Him, but sends them prosperity according to His promises. With the promise,
“Whoso trusts in me will inherit the land,” this prophecy reaches the thought
with which the previous prophecy (Isa. 51: 7, 8) closed; and possibly what is
here affirmed of ¥YICÁwbQI forms an intentional antithesis to the promise there,
WYCFbFQiNILi WYLF̂ F ƒbQ̃AJá DŒ̂: when Jehovah gathers His faithful ones from the
dispersion, and gathers others to them (from among the heathen), then will the
plunder which the faithless have gathered together be all scattered to the winds.
And whilst the latter stand forsaken by their powerless works, the former will
be established in the peaceful inheritance of the promised land.

The first half of the prophecy closes here. It is full of reproach, and closes with
a brief word of promise, which is merely the obverse of the threat. The second
half follows an opposite course. Jehovah will redeem His people, provided it
has been truly humbled by the sufferings appointed, for He has seen into what
errors it has fallen since He has withdrawn His mercy from it. “But the wicked,”
etc. The whole closes here with words of threatening, which are the obverse of
the promise. V. 13b forms the transition from the first half to the second.

Isa. 57:14. The promise is now followed by a appeal to make ready the way
which the redeemed people have to take.

V. 14. “And He saith, Heap up, heap up, prepare a way, take away every
obstruction from the way of my people.”

This is the very same appeal which occurs once in all three books of these
prophecies (Isa. 40: 3, 4; 57:14; 62:10). The subject of the verb (ÿaÑmar) is not
Jehovah; but the prophet intentionally leaves it obscure, as in Isa. 40: 3, 6 (cf.,
26: 2). It is a heavenly cry; and the crier is not to be more precisely named.



Isa. 57:15. The primary ground for this voice being heard at all is, that the
Holy One is also the Merciful One, and not only has a manifestation of glory on
high, but also a manifestation of grace below. V. 15.

“For thus saith the high and lofty One, the eternally dwelling One, He whose name
is Holy One; I dwell on high and in the holy place, and with the contrite one and him
that is of a humbled spirit, to revive the spirit of humbled ones, and to revive the
heart of contrite ones.”

He inflicts punishment in His wrath; but to those who suffer themselves to be
urged thereby to repentance and the desire for salvation, He is most inwardly
and most effectually near with His grace. For the heaven of heavens is not too
great for Him, and a human heart is not too small for Him to dwell in. And He
who dwells upon cherubim, and among the praises of seraphim, does not scorn
to dwell among the sighs of a poor human soul. He is called raÑm (high), as
being high and exalted in Himself; JvFNI (the lofty One), as towering above all
besides; and DJA †KŠ̃O. This does not mean the dweller in eternity, which is a
thought quite outside the biblical range of ideas; but, since DJA stands to †KŠ
not in an objective, but in an attributive or adverbial relation (Psa. 45: 7, cf.,
Pro. 1:33), and †KAŠF, as opposed to being violently wrested from the ordinary
sphere of life and work (cf., Psa. 16: 9; 102:29), denotes a continuing life, a life
having its root in itself, DJA †KŠ̃O must mean the eternally (= DJALF) dwelling
One, i.e., He whose life lasts for ever and is always the same. He is also called
qaÑdoÝsh, as One who is absolutely pure and good, separated from all the
uncleanness and imperfection by which creatures are characterized. This is not
to be rendered sanctum nomen ejus, but sanctus; this name is the facit of His
revelation of Himself in the history of salvation, which is accomplished in love
and wrath, grace and judgment. This God inhabits maÑroÝm vêqaÑdoÝsh, the height
and the Holy Place (accusatives of the object, like maÑroÝm in Isa. 33: 5, and
mêroÝmiÝm in Isa. 33:16), both together being equivalent to fwÌj aÏproÂsiton (1
Tim. 6:16), since qaÑdoÝsh (neuter, as in Psa. 46: 5; 65: 5) answers to fwÌj, and
maÑroÝm to aÏproÂsiton. But He also dwells with (TJE as in Lev. 16:16) the
crushed and lowly of spirit. To these He is most intimately near, and that for a
salutary and gracious purpose, namely “to revive....” HYFXåHE and HyFXI always
signify either to keep that which is living alive, or to restore to life that which is
dead. The spirit is the seat of pride and humility, the heart the seat of all feeling
of joy and sorrow; we have therefore spiritum humilium and cor contritorum.
The selfish egotism which repentance breaks has its root in the heart; and the
self-consciousness, from whose false elevation repentance brings down, has its
seat in the spirit (Psychol. p. 199).



Isa. 57:16. The compassion, by virtue of which God has His abode and His
work of grace in the spirit and heart of the penitent, is founded in that free
anticipating love which called man and his self-conscious spirit-soul into being
at the first. V. 16.

“For I do not contend for ever, and I am not angry for ever: for the spirit would
pine away before me, and the souls of men which I have created.”

The early translators (LXX, Syr., Jer., possibly also the Targum) give to ‡‹Ô áYA
the meaning egredietur, which certainly cannot be established. And so also does
Stier, so far as the thought is concerned, when he adopts the rendering, “A
spirit from me will cover over, and breath of life will I make;” and so Hahn,
“When the spirit pines away before me, I create breath in abundance.” But in
both cases the writer would at any rate have used the perf. consec. YTIYVI F̂Wi, and
the last clause of the verse has not the syntactic form of an apodosis. The
rendering given above is the only one that is unassailable both grammatically
and in fact. YkI introduces the reason for the self-limitation of the divine wrath,
just as in Psa. 78:38, 39 (cf., Psa. 103:14): if God should put no restraint upon
His wrath, the consequence would be the entire destruction of human life,
which was His creative work at first. The verb ‡‹A F̂, from its primary meaning
to bend round (Comm. on Job, at 23: 9), has sometimes the transitive meaning
to cover, and sometimes the meaning to wrap one’s self round, i.e., to become
faint or weak (compare ‡w‹ F̂, fainted away, Lam. 2:19; and ‡«J̃ATiHI in
Psa. 142: 4, which is applied to the spirit, like the kal here). YNAPFliMI is equivalent
to “in consequence of the wrath proceeding from me.” TŒMŠFNi (a plural only
met with here) signifies, according to the fixed usage of the Old Testament
(Isa. 2:22; 42: 5), the souls of men, the origin of which is described as a
creation in the attributive clause (with an emphatic YNIJá), just as in Jer. 38:16
(cf., Zec. 12: 1). Whether the accents are intended to take YTYVˆYNJ in this
attributive sense or not, cannot be decided from the tiphchah attached to
TWMŠNW. The prophet, who refers to the flood in other passages also (e.g.,
Isa. 54: 9), had probably in his mind the promise given after the flood,
according to which God would not make the existing and inherited moral
depravity an occasion for utterly destroying the human race.

Isa. 57:17, 18. This general law of His action is most especially the law of His
conduct towards Israel, in which such grievous effects of its well-deserved
punishment are apparent, and effects so different from those intended, that the
compassion of God feels impelled to put an end to the punishment for the good
of all that are susceptible of salvation. Vv. 17, 18.



“And because of the iniquity of its selfishness , I was wroth, and smote it; hiding
myself, and being angry: then it went on, turning away in the way of its own heart. I
have seen its ways, and will heal it ; and will lead it, and afford consolations to it,
and to its mourning ones.”

The fundamental and chief sin of Israel is here called ĈÁbE, lit., a cut of slice (=
gain, Isa. 56:11); then, like pleoneciÂa, which is “idolatry” according to
Col. 3: 5, or like filarguriÂa, which is “the root of all evil” according to 1 Tim.
6:10, greedy desire for worldly possession, self-seeking, or worldliness
generally. The future wHkJ̃ÁWi, standing as it does by the side of the perfect here,
indicates that which is also past; and ‡COQiJEWi stands in the place of a second
gerund: abscondendo (viz., paÑnai, my face, Isa. 54: 8) et stomachando. When
Jehovah had thus wrathfully hidden His gracious countenance from Israel, and
withdrawn His gracious presence out of the midst of Israel (Hos. 5: 6, „HEM˜
ƒLÁXF), it went away from Him (BBŒFŠwith BBŒ̃Š, like LLŒFˆwith LLŒ̃̂), going
its own ways like the world of nations that had been left to themselves. But
Jehovah had not seen these wanderings without pity. The futures which follow
are promising, not by virtue of any syntactic necessity, but by virtue of an
inward necessity. He will heal His wounded (Isa. 1: 4-6) and languishing
people, and lead in the right way those that are going astray, and afford them
consolation as a recompense for their long sufferings („YMIwXNI is derived from
the piel „XÑA , and not, as in Hos. 11: 8, from the hiphal hinnaÑcheÝm, in the sense
of “feelings of sympathy”), especially (Vav epexeget.; Ges. § 155, 1) its
mourning ones (Isa. 61: 2, 3; 66:10), i.e., those who punishment has brought to
repentance, and rendered desirous of salvation.

Isa. 57:19-21. But when the redemption comes, it will divide Israel into two
halves, with very different prospects. Vv. 19-21.

“Creating fruit of the lips; Jehovah saith, ‘Peace, peace to those that are far off,
and to those that are near; and I heal it.’ But the wicked are like the sea that is cast
up for it cannot rest, and its waters cast out slime and mud. There is no peace, saith
my God, for the wicked.”

The words of God in v. 19 are introduced with an interpolated “inquit Jehova”
(cf., Isa. 45:24, and the ellipsis in Isa. 41:27); and what Jehovah effects by
speaking thus is placed first in a determining participial clause: “Creating fruit
(BWN = BwN, BŒN, keri BYNI) of the lips,” karpoÃn xeiÂlewn (LXX, Heb. 13:15), i.e.,
not of His own lips, to which JRŒ̃b would be inapplicable, but the offering of
praise and thanksgiving springing from human lips (for the figure, see Psychol.
p. 214, trans.; and on the root BN, to press upon forward, Gen. p. 635):
“Jehovah saith shaÑloÝm, shaÑloÝm,” i.e., lasting and perfect peace (as in Isa. 26: 3),
“be the portion of those of my people who are scattered far and near”



(Isa. 43: 5-7; 49:12; compare the application to heathen and Jews in Eph. 2:17);
“and I heal it” (viz., the nation, which, although scattered, is like one person in
the sight of God). But the wicked, who persist in the alienation from God
inherited from the fathers, are incapable of the peace which God brings to His
people: they are like the sea in its tossed and stormy state (ŠRFGiNI pausal third
pers. as an attributive clause). As this cannot rest, and as its waters cast out
slime and mud, so has their natural state become one of perpetual disturbance,
leading to the uninterrupted production of unclean and ungodly thoughts,
words, and works. Thus, then, there is no peace for them, saith my God. With
these words, which have even a more pathetic sound here than in Isa. 48:22, the
prophet seals the second book of his prophecies. The “wicked” referred to are
not the heathen outside Israel, but the heathen, i.e., those estranged from God,
within Israel itself.

The transition form the first to the second half of this closing prophecy is
formed by RMÁJFWi in Isa. 57:14. In the second half, from Isa. 57:11b, we find the
accustomed style of our prophet; but in Isa. 56: 9-57:11a the style is so
thoroughly different, that Ewald maintains that the prophet has here inserted in
his book a fragment from some earlier writer of the time of Manasseh. But we
regard this as very improbable. It is not required by what is stated concerning
the prophets and shepherds, for the book of Ezekiel clearly shows that the
prophets and shepherds of the captivity were thus debased. Still less does what
is stated concerning the early death of the righteous require it; for the
fundamental idea of the suffering servant of Jehovah, which is peculiar to the
second book, is shadowed forth therein. Nor by what is affirmed as to the
idolatrous conduct of the people; for in the very centre (v. 4) the great mass of
the people are reproached for their contemptuous treatment of the servants of
Jehovah. Nor does the language itself force us to any such conjecture, for
Isa. 53 also differs from the style met with elsewhere; and yet (although Ewald
regards it as an earlier, borrowed fragment) it must be written by the author of
the whole, since its grandest idea finds its fullest expression there. At the same
time, we may assume that the prophet described the idolatry of the people
under the influences of earlier models. If he had been a prophet of the captives
after the time of Isaiah, he would have rested his prophecies on Jeremiah and
Ezekiel. For just as Isa. 51:18ff. has the ring of the Lamentations of Jeremiah,
so does Isa. 57: 3ff. resemble in many respects the earlier reproaches of
Jeremiah (compare Jer. 5: 7-9, 29; 9: 8, with the expression, “Should I rest
satisfied with this?”); also ch. 2:25 (ŠJWN), 2:20; 3: 6, 13 (“upon lofty
mountains and under green trees”); also the night scene in Eze. 23.

Part III



First Prophecy — Ch. 58

THE FALSE WORSHIP AND THE TRUE, WITH THE PROMISES
BELONGING TO THE LATTER

Isa. 58: 1, 2. As the last prophecy of the second book contained all the three
elements of prophetic addresses — reproach, threat, and promise, — so this,
the first prophecy of the third book, cannot open in any other way than with a
rehearsal of one of these. The prophet receives the commission to appear as the
preacher of condemnation; and whilst Jehovah is giving the reason for this
commission, the preaching itself commences. Vv. 1, 2.

“Cry with full throat, hold not back; lift up thy voice like a bugle, and proclaim to
my people their apostasy, and to the house of Jacob their sins. And they seek me day
by day, and desire to learn my ways, like a nation which has done righteousness,
and has not forsaken the right of their God: they ask of me judgments of
righteousness; they desire the drawing near of Elohim.”

As the second prophecy of the first part takes as its basis a text from Micah
(Mic. 2: 1-4), so have we here in v. 1b the echo of Mic. 3: 8. Not only with
lisping lips (1Sa. 1:13), but with the throat (Psa. 115: 7; 149: 6); that is to say,
with all the strength of the voice, lifting up the voice like the shoÝphaÑr (not a
trumpet, which is called HRFCiCOXá, nor in fact any metallic instrument, but a
bugle or signal horn, like that blown on new year’s day: see at Psa. 81: 4), i.e.,
in a shrill shouting tone. With a loud voice that must be heard, with the most
unsparing publicity, the prophet is to point out to the people their deep moral
wounds, which they may indeed hide from themselves with hypocritical opus
operatum, but cannot conceal from the all-seeing God. The W of YTIŒJWi does not
stand for an explanatory particle, but for an adversative one: “their
apostasy...their sins; and yet (although they are to be punished for these) they
approach Jehovah every day” („ŒY „ŒY with mahpach under the first „ŒY, and
pasek after it, as is the general rule between two like-sounding words), “that He
would now speedily interpose.” They also desire to know the ways which He
intends to take for their deliverance, and by which He desires to lead them. This
reminds us of the occurrence between Ezekiel and the elders of Gola
(Eze. 20: 1ff.; compare also Eze. 33:30ff.). As if they had been a people whose
rectitude of action and fidelity to the commands of God warranted them in
expecting nothing but what was good in the future, they ask God (viz., in
prayer and by inquiring of the prophet) for mishpêteÝ tsedeq, “righteous
manifestations of judgment” i.e., such as will save them and destroy their foes,
and desire qirbath ÿEloÝhiÝm, the coming of God, i.e., His saving parousia. The
energetic futures, with the tone upon the last syllable, answer to their self-



righteous presumption; and †wCpFXiYE is repeated, according to Isaiah’s most
favourite oratorical figure (see p. 387), at the close of the verse.

Isa. 58: 3, 4. There follow now the words of the work-righteous themselves,
who hold up their fasting before the eyes of God, and complain that He takes
no notice of it. And how could He?! Vv. 3, 4.

“‘Wherefore do we fast and Thou seest not, afflict our soul and Thou regardest
not?’ Behold, on the day of your fasting ye carry on your business, and ye oppress
all your labourers. Behold, ye fast with strife and quarrelling, and with smiting with
the fist maliciously closed: ye do not fast now to make your voice audible on high.”

By the side of „wC (root „C, to press, tie up, constrain) we have here the older
expression found in the Pentateuch, ŠPENE HnF Î, to do violence to the natural life.
In addition to the fasting on the day of atonement (the tenth of the seventh
month Tizri), the only fast prescribed by the law, other fasts were observed
according to Zec. 7: 3; 8:19, viz., fasts to commemorate the commencement of
the siege of Jerusalem (10th Tebeth), its capture (17th Tammuz), its destruction
(9th Abib), and the murder of Gedaliah (3rd Tizri). The exiles boast of this
fasting here; but it is a heartless, dead work, and therefore worthless in the sight
of God. There is the most glaring contrast between the object of the fast and
their conduct on the fast-day: for they carry on their work-day occupation; they
are then, more than at any other time, true taskmasters to their work-people
(lest the service of the master should suffer form the service of God); and
because when fasting they are doubly irritable and ill-tempered, this leads to
quarrelling and strife, and even to striking with angry fist (‡ROGiJEbI, from ‡RÁgF,
to collect together, make into a ball, clench). Hence in their present state the
true purpose of fasting is quite unknown to them, viz., to enable them to draw
near with importunate prayer to God, who is enthroned on high (Isa. 57:15). f228

The only difficulty here is the phrase ƒPEX J̃CFMF. In the face of v. 13, this
cannot have any other meaning than to stretch one’s hand after occupation, to
carry on business, to occupy one’s self with it, — ƒPEX c̃ombining the three
meanings, application or affairs, striving, and trade or occupation. JCFMF,
however, maintains its primary meaning, to lay hold of or grasp (cf., Isa. 10:14;
Targ. †ŒKYKR̃iCF †Y ÎBiTf †wtJÁ, ye seek your livelihood). This is sustained by
what follows, whether we derive „KEYBc̃iJA (cf., YQl̃iXÁ, Isa. 57: 6) from BCE Ê (et
omnes labores vestros graves rigide exigitis), VGANF (from which we have here
wVgONitI for wVgOtI, Deu. 15: 3) being construed as in 2Ki. 23:35 with the
accusative of what is peremptorily demanded; or (what we certainly prefer)
from BCF̂ F; or better still from BC˜̂F (like LM˜̂F): omnes operarios vestros
adigitis (urgetis), VGANF being construed with the accusative of the person



oppressed, as in Deu. 15: 2, where it is applied to the oppression of a debtor.
Here, however, the reference is not to those who owe money, but to those who
owe labour, or to obligations to labour; and BC˜̂F does not signify a debtor (an
idea quite foreign to this verbal root), but a labourer, one who eats the bread of
sorrows, or of hard toil (Psa. 127: 2). The prophet paints throughout from the
life; and we cannot be persuaded by Stier’s false zeal for Isaiah’s authorship to
give up the opinion, that we have here a figure drawn from the life of the exiles
in Babylon.

Isa. 58: 5-7. Whilst the people on the fast-day are carrying on their worldly,
selfish, everyday business, the fasting is perverted from a means of divine
worship and absorption in the spiritual character of the day to the most
thoroughly selfish purposes: it is supposed to be of some worth and to merit
some reward. This work-holy delusion, behind which self-righteousness and
unrighteousness were concealed, is met thus by Jehovah through His prophet:
Vv. 5-7.

“Can such things as these pass for a fast that I have pleasure in, as a day for a man
to afflict his soul? To bow down his head like a bulrush, and spread sackcloth and
ashes under him — dost thou call this a fast and an acceptable day for Jehovah? Is
not this a fast that I have pleasure in: To loose coils of wickedness, to untie the
bands of the yoke, and for sending away the oppressed as free, and that ye break
every kind of yoke? Is it not this, to break thy bread to the hungry, and to take the
poor and houseless to thy home; when thou seest a naked man that thou clothest
him, and dost not deny thyself before thine own flesh?”

The true worship, which consists in works of merciful love to one’s brethren,
and its great promises are here placed in contrast with the false worship just
described. HZEKFHá points backwards: is such a fast as this a fast after Jehovah’s
mind, a day on which it can be said in truth that a man afflicts his soul
(Lev. 16:29)? The Há of‡KOLFHá is resumed in HZELFHá; the second LF is the object to
JRFQitI expressed as a dative. The first LF answers to our preposition “to” with
the infinitive, which stands here at the beginning like a casus absol. (to hang
down; for which the inf. abs. ‡ŒPKFHá might also be used), and as in most other
cases passes over into the finite (et quod saccum et cinerem substernit, viz.,
sibi: Ges. § 132, Anm. 2). To hang down the head and sit in sackcloth and
ashes — this does not in itself deserve the name of fasting and of a day of
gracious reception (Isa. 56: 7; 61: 2) on the part of Jehovah (HWHYL for a
subjective genitive).

Vv. 6 and 7 affirm that the fasting which is pleasant to Jehovah consists in
something very different from this, namely, in releasing the oppressed, and in
kindness to the helpless; not in abstinence form eating as such, but in



sympathetic acts of that self-denying love, which gives up bread or any other
possession for the sake of doing good to the needy. f229

There is a bitter irony in these words, just as when the ancients said, “not eating
is a natural fast, but abstaining form sin is a spiritual fast.” During the siege of
Jerusalem by the Chaldeans a general emancipation of the slaves of Israelitish
descent (who were to be set free, according to the law, every three years) was
resolved upon and carried out; but as soon as the Chaldeans were gone, the
masters fetched their liberated slaves back into servitude again (Jer. 34: 8-22).
And as v. 6 shows, they carried the same selfish and despotic disposition with
them into captivity. The HZE which points forwards is expanded into infin.
absolutes, which are carried on quite regularly in the finite tense. MoÝtaÑh, which
is repeated palindromically, signifies in both cases a yoke, lit., vectis, the cross
wood which formed the most important part of the yoke, and which was
fastened to the animal’s head, and so connected with the plough by means of a
cord or strap (Sir. 30:35; 33:27). f230

It is to this that TŒdGUJá, knots, refers. We cannot connect it with mutteh, a state
of perverted right (Eze. 9: 9), as Hitzig does. „YCIwCRi are persons unjustly and
forcibly oppressed even with cruelty;ƒCÁRF is a stronger synonym to QVA F̂ (e.g.,
Amo. 4: 1). In v. 7 we have the same spirit of general humanity as in
Job. 31:13-23, Eze. 18: 7, 8 (compare what James describes in James 1:27 as
“pure religion and undefiled”). „XELE (VRÁpF) SRÁpF is the usual phrase for klaÌn
(klaÂzein) aÏÂrton. „YDIwRMi is the adjective to „YyINÎ á, and apparently therefore
must be derived from DRÁMF: miserable men who have shown themselves
refractory towards despotic rulers. But the participle maÑruÝd cannot be found
elsewhere; and the recommendation to receive political fugitives has a modern
look. The parallels in Lam. 1: 7 and 3:19 are conclusive evidence, that the word
is intended as a derivative of DwR, to wander about, and it is so rendered in the
LXX, Targ., and Jerome (vagos). But DŒRMF, pl. „YDIwRMi, is no adjective; and
there is nothing to recommend the opinion, that by “wanderers” we are to
understand Israelitish men. Ewald supposes that „YDIwRMi may be taken as a
part. hoph. for „YDIRFwM, hunted away, like „YTWMMH in 2Ki. 11: 2 (keri
„YTIMFmUHA); but it cannot be shown that the language allowed of this shifting of a
vowel-sound. We prefer to assume that „YDIwRMi (persecuted) is regarded as
part. pass., even if only per metaplasmum, from DRÁMF, a secondary form of
DwR (cf., SKAMF, ƒLÁMF, XCÁMF, makuna). V. 7b is still the virtual subject to
wHRX̃FBiJE „ŒC. The apodosis to the hypothetical YkI commences with a perf.
consec., which then passes into the pausal future „lFJATiTI. In ¦RiVFbIMI (from
thine own flesh) it is presupposed that all men form one united whole as being



of the same flesh and blood, and that they form one family, owing to one
another mutual love.

Isa. 58: 8, 9a. The prophet now proceeds to point out the reward of divine
grace, which would follow such a fast as this, consisting of self-renouncing,
self-sacrificing love; and in the midst of the promise he once more reminds of
the fact, that this love is the condition of the promise. This divides the promises
into two. The middle promise is linked on to the first; the morning dawn giving
promise of the “perfect day” (Pro. 4:18). The first series of promises we have in
vv. 8, 9a.

“Then will thy light break forth as the morning dawn, and thy healing will sprout up
speedily, and thy righteousness will go before thee, the glory of Jehovah will follow
thee. Then wilt thou call and Jehovah will answer; thou wilt beseech, and He will
say, Here am I!”

The love of God is called “light” in contrast with His wrath; and a quiet cheerful
life in God’s love is so called, in contrast with a wild troubled life spent in
God’s wrath. This life in God’s love has its dawn and its noon-day. When it is
night both within and around a man, and he suffers himself to be awakened by
the love of God to a reciprocity of love; then does the love of God, like the
rising sun, open for itself a way through the man’s dark night and overcome the
darkness of wrath, but so gradually that the sky within is at first only streaked
as it were with the red of the morning dawn, the herald of the sun. A second
figure of a promising character follows. The man is sick unto death; but when
the love of God stimulates him to reciprocal love, he is filled with new vigour,
and his recovery springs up suddenly; he feels within him a new life working
through with energetic force like a miraculous springing up of verdure from the
earth, or of growing and flowering plants. The only other passages in which
HKFwRJá occurs are in the books of Jeremiah, Chronicles, and Nehemiah. It
signifies recovery (LXX here, taÃ iÏaÂmataÂ sou taxuÃ aÏnateleiÌ, an old mistake for
iÎmaÂtia, vestimenta), and hence general prosperity (2Ch. 24:13). It always
occurs with the predicate HTFLî F (causative HLF̂ åHE, cf., Targ. Psa. 147: 3,
JKFRiJÁ QsJ̃Á, another reading †YKIwRJá), oritur (for which we have here
poetically germinat) alicui sanitas; hence Gesenius and others have inferred,
that the word originally meant the binding up of a wound, bandage (impontiru
alicui fascia). But the primary word is ¥RÁJF = ¥RÁJá, to set to rights, to restore
or put into the right condition (e.g., b. Sabbath 33b, “he cured his wounded
flesh”), connected with ¥YRIJá, Arab. aÑrak, accommodatus; so that HKFwRJá, after
the form HKFwLMi, Arab. (though rarely) arika, signifies properly, setting to
rights, i.e., restoration.



The third promise is: “thy righteousness will go before thee, the glory of
Jehovah will gather thee, or keep thee together,” i.e., be thy rear-guard (LXX
peristeleiÌ se, enclose thee with its protection; ‡SAJF as in ‡sJ̃ÁMi, Isa. 52:12).
The figure is a significant one: the first of the mercies of God is dikaiouÌn, and
the last docaÂzein. When Israel is diligent in the performance of works of
compassionate love, it is like an army on the march or a travelling caravan, for
which righteousness clear and shows the way as being the most appropriate gift
of God, and whose rear is closed by the glory of God, which so conducts it to
its goal that not one is left behind. The fourth promise assures them of the
immediate hearing of prayer, of every appeal to God, every cry for help.

Isa. 58: 9-12. But before the prophet brings his promises up to their
culminating point, he once more lays down the condition upon which they rest.
Vv. 9b -12.

“If thou put away from the midst of thee the yoke , the pointing of the finger, and
speaking of evil, and offerest up thy gluttony to the hungry, and satisfiest the soul
that is bowed down: thy light will stream out in the darkness, and thy darkness
become like the brightness of noon-day. And Jehovah will guide thee continually,
and satisfy thy soul in droughts, and refresh thy bones; and thou wilt become like a
well-watered garden, and like a fountain, whose waters never deceive. And thy
people will build ruins of the olden time, foundations of earlier generations wilt thou
erect; and men will call thee repairers of breaches, restorers of habitable streets.”

H‹ŒFM, a yoke, is here equivalent to yoking or oppression, as in v. 6a, where it
stands by the side of Š̂ARE. b̂ÁCiJE‰XLÁŠi (only met with here, for XÁLOŠi, Ges. §
65, 1, a), the stretching out of the finger, signifies a scornful pointing with the
fingers (Pro. 6:13, daktulodeikteiÌn) at humbler men, and especially at such as
are godly (Isa. 57: 4). †WEJF‰RbEdA, the utterance of things which are wicked in
themselves and injurious to one’s neighbour, hence sinful conversation in
general. The early commentators looked for more under ¦ŠEPiNA, than is really
meant (and so does even Stier: “they soul, thy heart, all thy sympathetic
feelings,” etc.). The name of the soul, which is regarded here as greedily
longing (Isa. 56:11), is used in Deu. 24: 6 for that which nourishes it, and here
for that which it longs for; the longing itself (appetitus) for the object of the
longing (Psychol. p. 204). We may see this very clearly from the choice of the
verb QPT̃f (a voluntative in a conditional clause, Ges. § 128, 2), which, starting
from the primary meaning educere (related to QPANi, Arabic anfaqa, to give out,
distribute, nafaqa, distribution, especially of alms), signifies both to work out,
acquire, carry off (Pro. 3:13; 8:35, etc.), and also to take out, deliver, offer,
expromere (as in this instance and Psa. 140: 9; 144:13). The soul “bowed
down” is bowed down in this instance through abstinence. The apodoses
commence with the perf. cons. XRÁZFWi. HLFPJ̃á is the darkness caused by the utter



absence of light (Arab. afalat esh-shemsu, “the sun has become invisible”); see
at Job. 10:22. This, as the substantive clause affirms, is like the noon-day, which
is called „YIRÁHæCF, because at that point the daylight of both the forenoon and
afternoon, the rising and setting light, is divided as it were into two by the
climax which it has attained. A new promise points to the fat, that such a man
may enjoy without intermission the mild and safe guidance of divine grace, for
which HXFNF (HXFNiHI, syn. LHÑI) is the word commonly employed; and another to
the communication of the most copious supply of strength. The aÎÂpac gegr.
TŒXCFXiCÁbI does not state with what God will satisfy the soul, as Hahn supposes
(after Jerome, “splendoribus”), but according to HXFYXICi (Psa. 68: 7) and such
promises as Isa. 43:20; 48:21; 49:10, the kind of satisfaction and the
circumstances under which it occurs, viz., in extreme droughts (Targ. “years of
drought”). In the place of the perf. cons. we have then the future, which
facilitates the elevation of the object: “and thy bones will He make strong,”
ƒYLIXáYA, for which Hupfeld would read ‡YLIXáYA, “will He rejuvenate.” ƒYLIXåHE is a
denom. ofƒwLXF, expeditus; it may, however, be directly derived from a verb
ƒLÁXF, presupposed by „YICÁLFXá, not, however, in the meaning “to be fat” (LXX
pianqhÂsetai, and so also Kimchi), but “to be strong,” lit., to be loose or ready
for action; and b. Jebamoth 102b has the very suitable gloss YMRG YZWRZ
(making the bones strong). This idea of invigorating is then unfolded in two
different figures, of which that of a well-watered garden sets forth the
abundance received, that of a spring the abundance possessed. Natural objects
are promised, but as a gift of grace; for this is the difference between the two
testaments, that in the Old Testament the natural is ever striving to reach the
spiritual, whereas in the New Testament the spiritual lifts up the natural to its
own level. The Old Testament is ever striving to give inwardness to what was
outward; in the New Testament this object is attained, and the further object
now is to make the outward conformed to the inward, the natural life to the
spiritual.

The last promise (whether the seventh or eighth, depends upon whether we
include the growing of the morning light into the light of noon, or not) takes its
form from the pining of the exiles for their home: “and thy people (¦miMI) build”
(Ewald, § 295, c); and Böttcher would read ¥MM wnBUw; but †MI with a passive,
although more admissible in Hebrew than in Arabic, is very rarely met with, and
then more frequently in the sense of aÏpoÂ than in that of uÎpoÂ, and wnbU followed
by a plural of the thing would be more exact than customary. Moreover, there is
no force in the objection that ¦miMI with the active can only signify “some of
thee,” since it is equivalent to ‚MM RŠEJá, those who sprang from thee and
belong to thee by kindred descent. The members born to the congregation in



exile will begin, as soon as they return to their home, to build up again the ruins
of olden time, the foundations of earlier generations, i.e., houses and cities of
which only the foundations are left (Isa. 61: 4); therefore Israel restored to its
fatherland receives the honourable title of “builder of breaches,” “restorer of
streets (i.e., of places much frequented once) TBEŠFLF“ (for inhabiting), i.e., so
that, although so desolate now (Isa. 33: 8), they become habitable and populous
once more.

Isa. 58:13, 14. The third part of the prophecy now adds to the duties of human
love the duty of keeping the Sabbath, together with equally great promises; i.e.,
it adds the duties of the first table to those of the second, for the service of
works is sanctified by the service of worship. Vv. 13, 14.

“If thou hold back thy foot from the Sabbath, from doing thy business on my holy
day, and callest the Sabbath a delight, the holy of Jehovah, reverer, and honourest
it, not doing thine own ways, not pursuing thy business and speaking words: then
wilt thou have delight in Jehovah, and I will cause thee to ride upon the high places
of the land, and make thee enjoy the inheritance of Jacob thy forefather, for the
mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it.”

The duty of keeping the Sabbath is also enforced by Jeremiah (Jer. 17:19ff.) and
Ezekiel (Eze. 20:12ff., 22: 8, 26), and the neglect of this duty severely
condemned. Ch. 56 has already shown the importance attached to it by our
prophet. The Sabbath, above all other institutions appointed by the law, was the
true means of uniting and sustaining Israel as a religious community, more
especially in exile, where a great part of the worship necessarily feel into
abeyance on account of its intimate connection with Jerusalem and the holy
land; but whilst it was a Mosaic institution so far as its legal appointments were
concerned, it rested, in a way which reached even beyond the rite of
circumcision, upon a basis much older than that of the law, being a ceremonial
copy of the Sabbath of creation, which was the divine rest established by God
as the true object of all motion; for God entered into Himself again after He had
created the world out of Himself, that all created things might enter into Him.
In order that this, the great end set before all creation, and especially before
mankind, viz., entrance into the rest of God, might be secured, the keeping of
the Sabbath prescribed by the law was a divine method of education, which put
an end every week to the ordinary avocations of the people, with their secular
influence and their tendency to fix the mind on outward things, and was
designed by the strict prohibition of all work to force them to enter into
themselves and occupy their minds with God and His word. The prophet does
not hedge round this commandment to keep the Sabbath with any new precepts,
but merely demands for its observance full truth answering to the spirit of the
letter. “If thou turn away thy foot from the Sabbath” is equivalent to, if thou do
not tread upon its holy ground with a foot occupied with its everyday work.



TŒV á̂ which follows is not elliptical (= TŒV á̂M ãnswering to TbFªAMI, an
unnecessary and mistaken assumption), but an explanatory permutative of the
object “thy foot:” “turn away thy foot,” viz., from attending to thy business (a
defective plural) on my holy day. Again, if thou call (i.e., from inward
contemplation and esteem) the Sabbath a pleasure (ÿoÝneg, because it leads thee
to God, and not a burden because it leads thee away from thine everyday life;
cf., Amo. 8: 5) and the holy one of Jehovah (on this masculine personification
of the Sabbath, see Isa. 56: 2), ”mêkhubbaÑd,” honoured = honourable,
honorandus (see p. 278), and if thou truly honourest him, whom Jehovah has
invested with the splendour of His own glory (Gen. 2: 3: “and sanctified it”),
“not” (†MI = wÎÂste mhÃ) “to perform thy ways” (the ordinary ways which relate to
self-preservation, not to God), “not to attend to thine own business’ (see at v.
3) “and make words,” viz., words of vain useless character and needless
multitude (RBFdF‰RbEdA as in Hos. 10: 4, denoting unspiritual gossip and
boasting); f231 then, just as the Sabbath is thy pleasure, so wilt thou have thy
pleasure in Jehovah, i.e., enjoy His delightful fellowship (`H‰LJA GnAJATitI, a
promise as in Job. 22:26), and He will reward thee for thy renunciation of
earthly advantages with a victorious reign, with an unapproachable possession
of the high places of the land — i.e., chiefly, though not exclusively, of the
promised land, which shall then be restored to thee, — and with the free and
undisputed usufruct of the inheritance promised to thy forefather Jacob
(Psa. 105:10, 11; Deu. 32:13 and 33:29);-this will be thy glorious reward, for
the mouth of Jehovah hath spoken it. Thus does Isaiah confirm the predictions
of Isa. 1:20 and 40:25 (compare Isa. 24: 3 and the passages quoted at p. 278).

Second Prophecy — Ch. 59

THE EXISTING WALL OF PARTITION BROKEN DOWN AT LAST

Isa. 59: 1, 2. This second prophetic address continues the reproachful theme
of the first. In the previous prophecy we found the virtues which are well-
pleasing to God, and to which He promises redemption as a reward of grace,
set in contrast with those false means, upon which the people rested their claim
to redemption. In the prophecy before us the sins which retard redemption are
still more directly exposed. Vv. 1, 2.

“Behold, Jehovah’s hand is not too short to help, nor His ear too heavy to hear; but
your iniquities have become a party-wall between you and your God, and your sins
have hidden His face from you, so that He does not hear.”

The reason why redemption is delayed, is not that the power of Jehovah has not
been sufficient for it (cf., Isa. 50: 2), or that He has not been aware of their
desire for it, but that their iniquities („KEYTÑOWO á̂ with the second syllable



defective) have become dividers („YLIdIBiMÁ, defective), have grown into a party-
wall between them and their God, and their sins (cf., Jer. 5:25) have hidden
paÑniÝm from them. As the “hand” (yaÑd) in Isa. 28: 2 is the absolute hand; so
here the “face” paÑniÝm) is that face which sees everything, which is everywhere
present, whether uncovered or concealed; which diffuses light when it unveils
itself, and leaves darkness when it is veiled; the sight of which is blessedness,
and not to see which is damnation. This absolute countenance is never to be
seen in this life without a veil; but the rejection and abuse of grace make this
veil a perfectly impenetrable covering. And Israel had forfeited in this way the
light and sight of this countenance of God, and had raised a party-wall between
itself and Him, and that JAŒMªiMI, so that He did not hear, i.e., so that their
prayer did not reach Him (Lam. 3:44) or bring down an answer from Him.

Isa. 59: 3. The sins of Israel are sins in words and deeds. V. 3.

“For your hands are defiled with blood, and your fingers with iniquity; your lips
speak lies, your tongue murmurs wickedness.”

The verb LJÁgF, to spot (see Isa. 63: 3), is a later softening down of LJAgF (e.g.,
2Sa. 1:21); and in the place of the niphal LJÁGiNI (Zep. 3: 1), we have here, as in
Lam. 4:14, the double passive form LJÁGONi, compounded of niphal and pual. The
post-biblical nithpaël, compounded of the niphal and the hithpael, is a mixed
form of the same kind, though we also meet with it in a few biblical passages
(Deu. 21: 8; Pro. 27:15; Eze. 23:48). The verb haÑgaÑh (LXX meletaÌ) combines
the two meanings of “thought” (meditation or reflection), and of a light low
“expression,” half inward half outward.

Isa. 59: 4-6. The description now passes over to the social and judicial life.
Lying and oppression universally prevail. Vv. 4-6.

“No one speaks with justice, and no one pleads with faithfulness; men trust in
vanity, and speak with deception; they conceive trouble , and bring forth ruin. They
hatch basilisks’ eggs, and weave spiders’ webs. He that eateth of their eggs must
die; and if one is trodden upon, it splits into an adder. Their webs do not suffice for
clothing, and men cannot cover themselves with their works: their works are works
of ruin, and the practice of injustice is in their hands.”

As JRFQF is generally used in these prophetic addresses in the sense of
khruÂssein, and the judicial meaning, citare, in just vocare, litem intendere,
cannot be sustained, we must adopt this explanation, “no one gives public
evidence with justice” (LXX ouÏdeiÃj laleiÌ diÂkaia). QDECE is firm adherence to
the rule of right and truth; HNFwMJå a conscientious reliance which awakens trust;
‹pFŠiMI (in a reciprocal sense, as in Isa. 43:26; 66:16) signifies the
commencement and pursuit of a law-suit with any one. The abstract infinitives



which follow in v. 4b express the general characteristics of the social life of that
time, after the manner of the historical infinitive in Latin (cf., Isa. 21: 5; Ges. §
131, 4, b). Men trust in toÝhuÝ, that which is perfectly destitute of truth, and
speak JWiŠF, what is morally corrupt and worthless. The double figure †WEJF
DYLŒ̃HWi LMF F̂ ŒRHF is taken from Job. 15:35 (cf., Psa. 7:15). ŒRHF (compare the
poel in v. 13) is only another form for HROHF (Ges. § 131, 4, b); and DYLŒ̃H (the
western or Palestinian reading here), or DLŒ̃H (the oriental or Babylonian
reading), is the usual form of the inf. abs. hiph. (Ges. § 53, Anm. 2). What they
carry about with them and set in operation is compared in v. 5a to basilisks’
eggs (YNIŒ̂PiCI, serpens regulus, as in Isa. 11: 8) and spiders’ webs (ŠYBIkFJA, as
in Job. 8:14, from BkFJA, possibly in the sense of squatter, sitter still, with the
substantive ending Ñsh; see Jeshurun, p. 228). They hatch basilisks’ eggs (JAqb̃I
like Q̂AbF, Isa. 34:15, a perfect, denoting that which has hitherto always taken
place and therefore is a customary thing); and they spin spiders’ webs (GRÁJF
possibly related to aÏraÂx-nh; f232 the future denoting that which goes on
occurring). The point of comparison in the first figure is the injurious nature of
all they do, whether men rely upon it, in which case “he that eateth of their eggs
dieth,” or whether they are bold or imprudent enough to try and frustrate their
plans and performances, when that (the egg) which is crushed or trodden upon
splits into an adder, i.e., sends out an adder, which snaps at the heel of the
disturber of its rest. RwZ as in Job. 39:15, here the part. pass. fem. like HRFwS
(Isa. 49:21), with —A instead of —F, like HNELF, the original aÔ of the feminine
(zuÑraÔth) having returned from its lengthening into aÝ to the weaker lengthening
into eÔ. The point of comparison in the second figure is the worthlessness and
deceptive character of their works. What they spin and make does not serve for
a covering to any man (wskATiYI with the most general subject: Ges. § 137, 3),
but has simply the appearance of usefulness; their works are †WEJF‰YV˜̂áMÁ (with
metheg, not munach, under the Mem), evil works, and their acts are all directed
to the injury of their neighbour, in his right and his possession.

Isa. 59: 7. This evil doing of theirs rises even to hatred, the very opposite of
that love which is well-pleasing to God. V. 7.

“Their feet run to evil, and make haste to shed innocent blood: their thoughts are
thoughts of wickedness; wasting and destruction are in their paths.”

Paul has interwoven this passage into his description of the universal corruption
of morals, in Rom. 3:15-17. The comparison of life to a road, and of a man’s
conduct to walking, is very common in proverbial sayings. The prophet has here
taken from them both his simile and his expressions. We may see from v. 7a,
that during the captivity the true believers were persecuted even to death by



their countrymen, who had forgotten God. The verbs wCwRYF and wRHáMÁYWI (the
proper reading, with metheg, not munach, under the M) depict the pleasure
taken in wickedness, when the conscience is thoroughly lulled to sleep.

Isa. 59: 8. Their whole nature is broken up into discord. V. 8.

“The way of peace they know not, and there is no right in their roads: they make
their paths crooked: every one who treads upon them knows no peace.”

With ¥REdE, the way upon which a man goes, the prophet uses interchangeably
(here and in v. 7) HlFSIMi, a high-road thrown up with an embankment; LgF îMÁ
(with the plural in Ñm and oÑth), a carriage-road; and HBFYTINi, a footpath formed
by the constant passing to and fro of travellers. Peaceable conduct, springing
form a love of peace, and aiming at producing peace, is altogether strange to
them; no such thing is to be met with in their path as the recognition of practice
of right: they make their paths for themselves („HELF, dat. ethicus), i.e., most
diligently, twisting about; and whoever treads upon them (baÑh, neuter, as in
Isa. 27: 4), forfeits all enjoyment of either inward or outward peace. ShaÑloÝm is
repeated significantly, in Isaiah’s peculiar style, at the end of the verse. The first
strophe of the prophecy closes here: it was from no want of power or
willingness on the part of God, that He had not come to the help of His people;
the fault lay in their own sins.

Isa. 59: 9-11. In the second strophe the prophet includes himself when
speaking of the people. They now mourn over that state of exhaustion into
which they have been brought through the perpetual straining and
disappointment of expectation, and confess those sins on account of which the
righteousness and salvation of Jehovah have been withheld. The prophet is
speaking communicatively here; for even the better portion of the nation was
involved in the guilt and consequences of the corruption which prevailed among
the exiles, inasmuch as a nation forms an organized whole, and the delay of
redemption really affected them. Vv. 9-11.

“Therefore right remains far from us , and righteousness does not overtake us; we
hope for light, and behold darkness; for brightness — we walk in thick darkness. We
grope along the wall like the blind, and like eyeless men we grope: we stumble in the
light of noon-day as in the darkness, and among the living like the dead. We roar all
like bears, and moan deeply like doves: we hope for right, and it cometh not; for
salvation — it remaineth far off from us.”

At the end of this group of verses, again, the thought with which it sets out is
palindromically repeated. The perfect HQFXáRF denotes a state of things reaching
from the past into the present; the future wNGỸvITA a state of things continuing
unchangeable in the present. By mishpaÑt we understand a solution of existing



inequalities or incongruities through the judicial interposition of God; by
tsêdaÑqaÑh the manifestation of justice, which bestows upon Israel grace as its
right in accordance with the plan of salvation after the long continuance of
punishment, and pours out merited punishment upon the instruments employed
in punishing Israel. The prophet’s standpoint, whether a real or an ideal one, is
the last decade of the captivity. At that time, about the period of the Lydian
war, when Cyrus was making one prosperous stroke after another, and yet
waited so long before he turned his arms against Babylon, it may easily be
supposed that hope and despondency alternated incessantly in the minds of the
exiles. The dark future, which the prophet penetrated in the light of the Spirit,
was indeed broken up by rays of hope, but it did not amount to light, i.e., to a
perfect lighting up (nêgoÝhoÝth, an intensified plural of nêgoÝhaÑh, like nêkhoÝchoÝth in
Isa. 26:10, pl. of nêkhoÝchaÑh in v. 14); on the contrary, darkness was still the
prevailing state, and in the deep thick darkness (ÿaÔpheÝloÝth) the exiles pined
away, without the promised release being effected for them by the oppressor of
the nations. “We grope,” they here complain, “like blind men by a wall, in which
there is no opening, and like eyeless men we grope.” Šªg̃I (only used here) is a
synonym of the older ŠªM̃I (Deu. 28:29); HŠFŠiGANi (with the elision of the
reduplication, which it is hardly possible to render audible, and which comes up
again in the pausal HŠFªG̃ANi) has the aÑh of force, here of the impulse to self-
preservation, which leads them to grope for an outlet in this aÏporiÂa; and „YINAYˆ̃
†YJ ĩs not quite synonymous with „YRIWî I, for there is such a thing as blindness
with apparently sound eyes (cf., Isa. 43: 8); and there is also a real absence of
eyes, on account of either a natural malformation, or the actual loss of the eyes
through either external injury or disease.

In the lamentation which follows, “we stumble in the light of noon-day
(„YIRÁHæCF, meridies = mesidies, the culminating point at which the eastern light
is separated from the western) as if it were darkness, and „YnIMÁŠiJÁbF, as if we
were dead men,” we may infer from the parallelism that since „YnIMÁŠiJÁbF must
express some antithesis to „YTImk̃A, it cannot mean either in caliginosis (Jer.,
Luther, etc.), or “in the graves” (Targ., D. Kimchi, etc.), or “in desolate places”
(J. Kimchi). Moreover, there is no such word in Hebrew as „ŠAJF, to be dark,
although the lexicographers give a Syriac word JNFMFTiwJ, thick darkness
(possibly related to Arab. ‘atamat, which does not mean the dark night, but late
in the night); and the verb shaÑmeÝn, to be fat, is never applied to “fat, i.e., thick
darkness,” as Knobel assumes, whilst the form of the word with N c. dagesh
precludes the meaning a solitary place or desert (from „Š̃JF = „MŠ̃F). The form
in question points rather to the verbal stem †MŠ̃F, which yields a fitting antithesis
to „YTMK, whether we explain it as meaning “in luxuriant fields,” or “among



the fat ones, i.e., those who glory in their abundant health.” We prefer the
latter, since the word mishmanniÝm (Dan. 11:24; cf., Gen. 27:28) had already
been coined to express the other idea; and as a rule, words formed with J
prosth. point rather to an attributive than to a substantive idea. †MFŠiJÁ is a more
emphatic form of †MŠ̃F (Jud. 3:29); f233 and „YnIMÁŠiJÁ indicates indirectly the very
same thing which is directly expressed by „YnIMÁŠiMI in Isa. 10:16. Such
explanations as “in opimis rebus” (Stier, etc.), or “in fatness of body, i.e.,
fulness of life” (Böttcher), are neither so suitable to the form of the word, nor
do they answer to the circumstances referred to here, where all the people in
exile are speaking. The true meaning therefore is, “we stumble (reel about)
among fat ones, or those who lead a merry life,” as if we were dead. “And
what,” as Doederlein observes, “can be imagined more gloomy and sad, than to
be wandering about like shades, while others are fat and flourishing?” The
growling and moaning in v. 11 are expressions of impatience and pain produced
by longing. The people now fall into a state of impatience, and roar like bears
(haÑmaÑh like fremere), as when, for example, a bear scents a flock, and prowls
about it (vespertinus circumgemit ursus ovile: Hor. Ep. xvi. 51); and now again
they give themselves up to melancholy, and moan in a low and mournful tone
like the doves, quarum blanditias verbaque murmur habet (Ovid). HGFHF, like
murmurare, expresses less depth of tone or raucitas than HMFHF. All their
looking for righteousness and salvation turns out again and again to be nothing
but self-deception, when the time for their coming seems close at hand.

Isa. 59:12, 13. The people have already indicated by †k‰̃LJA in v. 9 that this
benighted, hopeless state is the consequence of their prevailing sins; they now
come back to this, and strike the note of penitence (viddui), which is easily
recognised by the recurring rhymes aÝnu and eÑnu. The prophet makes the
confession (as in Jer. 14:19, 20, cf., 3:21ff.), standing at the head of the people
as the leader of their prayer (baÿal têphillaÑh): Vv. 12, 13.

“For our transgressions are many before Thee, and our sins testify against us; for
our transgressions are known to us, and our evil deeds well known: apostasy and
denial of Jehovah, and turning back from following our God, oppressive and false
speaking, receiving and giving out from the heart words of falsehood.”

The people acknowledge the multitude and magnitude of their apostate deeds,
which are the object of the omniscience of God, and their sins which bear
witness against them (HTFNi F̂ the predicate of a neuter plural; Ges. § 146, 3).
The second YkI resumes the first: “our apostate deeds are with us (TJ ãs in
Job. 12: 3; cf., „ Î, Job. 15: 9), i.e., we are conscious of them; and our
misdeeds, we know them” („wN á̂DAYi for †WN D̂Y, as in Gen. 41:23, cf., 6, and
with á̂, as is always the case with verbs ›̂L before N , and with a suffix; Ewald,



§ § 60). The sins are now enumerated in v. 13 in abstract infinitive forms. At
the head stands apostasy in thought and deed, which is expressed as a threefold
sin. `HbÁ (of Jehovah) belongs to both the “apostasy” (treachery; e.g., Isa. 1: 2)
and the “denial” (Jer. 5:12). GŒSNF is an inf. abs. (different from Psa. 80:19).
Then follow sins against the neighbour: viz., such speaking as leads to
oppression, and consists of saÑraÑh, that which deviates from or is opposed to the
law and truth (Deu. 19:16); also the conception (concipere) of lying words, and
the utterance of them from the heart in which they are conceived (Mat. 15:18;
12:35). ŒRHO and ŒGHO are the only poel infinitives which occur in the Old
Testament, just as YTIVŒ̃Š(Isa. 10:13) is the only example of a poel perfect of a
verb H›L. The poël is suitable throughout this passage, because the action
expressed affects others, and is intended to do them harm. According to Ewald,
the poel indicates the object or tendency: it is the conjugation employed to
denote seeking, attacking, or laying hold of; e.g., †Š̃ŒL, lingua petere, i.e., to
calumniate; †YŒ̃̂ , oculo petere, i.e., to envy.

Isa. 59:14, 15a. The confession of personal sins is followed by that of the
sinful state of society. Vv. 14, 15a.

“And right is forced back, and righteousness stands afar off; for truth has fallen in
the market-place, and honesty finds no admission. And truth became missing, and he
who avoids evil is outlawed.”

In connection with mishpaÑt and tsêdaÑqaÑh here, we have not to think of the
manifestation of divine judgment and justice which is prevented from being
realized; but the people are here continuing the confession of their own moral
depravity. Right has been forced back from the place which it ought to occupy
(hissiÝg is the word applied in the law to the removal of boundaries), and
righteousness has to look from afar off at the unjust habits of the people,
without being able to interpose. And why are right and righteousness — that
united pair so pleasing to God and beneficial to man — thrust out of the nation,
and why do they stand without? Because there is no truth or uprightness in the
nation. Truth wanders about, and stands no longer in the midst of the nation;
but upon the open street, the broad market-place, where justice is administered,
and where she ought above all to stand upright and be preserved upright, she
has stumbled and fallen down (cf., Isa. 3: 8); and honesty (nêkhoÝchaÑh), which
goes straight forward, would gladly enter the limits of the forum, but she
cannot: people and judges alike form a barrier which keeps her back. The
consequence of this is indicated in v. 15a: truth in its manifold practical forms
has become a missing thing; and whoever avoids the existing voice is mishtoÝleÝl
(part. hithpoel, not hithpoal), one who is obliged to let himself be plundered
and stripped (Psa. 76: 6), to be made a shoÝlaÑl (Mic. 1: 8), Arab. masluÑb, with a



passive turn given to the reflective meaning, as in VpX̃ÁTiHI, to cause one’s self
to be spied out = to disguise one’s self, and as in the so-called niphal
tolerativum (Ewald, § 133, b, 2).

Isa. 59:15-18. The third strophe of the prophecy commences at v. 15b or v.
16. It begins with threatening, and closes with promises; for the true nature of
God is love, and every manifestation of wrath is merely one phase in its
development. In consideration of the fact that this corrupt state of things
furnishes no prospect of self-improvement, Jehovah has already equipped
Himself for judicial interposition. Vv. 15b -18.

“And Jehovah saw it, and it was displeasing in His eyes, that there was no right.
And He saw that there was not a man anywhere, and was astonished that there was
nowhere an intercessor: then His arm brought Him help, and His righteousness
became His stay. And He put on righteousness as a coat of mail, and the helmet of
salvation upon His head; and put on garments of vengeance as armour, and clothed
Himself in zeal as in a cloak. According to the deeds, accordingly He will repay:
burning wrath to His adversaries, punishment to His foes; the islands He will repay
with chastisement.”

The prophet’s language has now toilsomely worked its way through the
underwood of keen reproach, of dark descriptions of character, and of mournful
confession which has brought up the apostasy of the great mass in all the
blacker colours before his mind, from the fact that the confession proceeds from
those who are ready for salvation. And now, having come to the description of
the approaching judgment, out of whose furnace the church of the future is to
spring, it rises again like a palm-tree that has been violently hurled to the
ground, and shakes its head as if restored to itself in the transforming ether of
the future. Jehovah saw, and it excited His displeasure (“it was evil in His eyes,”
an antiquated phrase from the Pentateuch, e.g., Gen. 38:10) to see that right
(which He loves, Isa. 61: 8; Psa. 37:28) had vanished form the life of His
nation. He saw that there was no man there, no man possessing either the
disposition or the power to stem this corruption (ŠYJI as in Jer. 5: 1, cf.,
1Sa. 4: 9, 1Ki. 2: 2, and the old Jewish saying, “Where there is no man, I strive
to be a man”). He was astonished (the sight of such total depravity exciting in
Him the highest degree of compassion and displeasure) that there was no
JAYgIPiMÁ, i.e., no one to step in between God and the people, and by his
intercession to press this disastrous condition of the people upon the attention
of God (see Isa. 53:12); no one to form a wall against the coming ruin, and
cover the rent with his body; no one to appease the wrath, like Aaron
(Num. 17:12, 13) or Phinehas (Num. 25: 7).

What the fut. consec. affirms from Š̂AŒtWA onwards, is not something to come,
but something past, as distinguished form the coming events announced from v.



18 onwards. Because the nation was so utterly and deeply corrupt, Jehovah had
quipped Himself for judicial interposition. The equipment was already
completed; only the taking of vengeance remained to be effected. Jehovah saw
no man at His side who was either able or willing to help Him to His right in
opposition to the prevailing abominations, or to support His cause. Then His
own arm became His help, and His righteousness His support (cf., Isa. 63: 5);
so that He did not desist from the judgment to which He felt Himself impelled,
until He had procured the fullest satisfaction for the honour of His holiness
(Isa. 5:16). The armour which Jehovah puts on is now described. According to
the scriptural view, Jehovah is never unclothed; but the free radiation of His
own nature shapes itself into a garment of light. Light is the robe He wears
(Psa. 104: 2). When the prophet describes this garment of light as changed into
a suit of armour, this must be understood in the same sense as when the apostle
in Eph. 6 speaks of a Christian’s panoply. Just as there the separate pieces of
armour represent the manifold self-manifestations of the inward spiritual life so
here the pieces of Jehovah’s armour stand for the manifold self-manifestations
of His holy nature, which consists of a mixture of wrath and love. He does not
arm Himself from any outward armoury; but the armoury is His infinite wrath
and His infinite love, and the might in which He manifests Himself in such and
such a way to His creatures is His infinite will. He puts on righteousness as a
coat of mail (†YFRiŠI in half pause, as in 1Ki. 22:34 in full pause, for †ŒYRiŠI, oÝ
passing into the broader å, as is generally the case in ƒpFXiYE, ŠbFXiYE; also in
Gen. 43:14, YTLKFŠ; 49: 3, Z F̂; 49:27, ‡RF‹Y), so that His appearance on every
side is righteousness; and on His head He sets the helmet of salvation: for the
ultimate object for which He goes into the conflict is the redemption of the
oppressed, salvation as the fruit of the victory gained by righteousness. and
over the coat of mail He draws on clothes of vengeance as a tabard (LXX
periboÂlaion), and wraps Himself in zeal as in a war-cloak. The inexorable
justice of God is compared to an impenetrable brazen coat of mail; His joyful
salvation, to a helmet which glitters from afar; His vengeance, with its manifold
inflictions of punishment, to the clothes worn above the coat of mail; and His
wrathful zeal (HJFNiQI fromJNQ̃F, to be deep red) with the fiery-looking chlamys.
No weapon is mentioned, neither the sword nor bow; for His own arm procures
Him help, and this alone. But what will Jehovah do, when He has armed
Himself thus with justice and salvation, vengeance and zeal? As v. 18 affirms,
He will carry out a severe and general retributive judgment. LwMgi and HLFMUgi
signify accomplishment of (on gaÑmal, see at Isa. 3: 9) a rÎhÌma meÂson; TŒLMUgi,
which may signify, according to the context, either manifestations of love or
manifestations of wrath, and either retribution as looked at from the side of
God, or forfeiture as regarded from the side of man, has the latter meaning
here, viz., the works of men and the double-sided gêmuÝl, i.e., repayment, and



that in the infliction of punishment. LJAki, as if, as on account of, signifies,
according to its Semitic use, in the measure (ki) of that which is fitting (LJA); cf.,
Isa. 63: 7, uti par est propter. It is repeated with emphasis (like †KL̃F in
Isa. 52: 6); the second stands without rectum, as the correlate of the first. By
the adversaries and enemies, we naturally understand, after what goes before,
the rebellious Israelites. The prophet does not mention these, however, but “the
islands,” that is to say, the heathen world. He hides the special judgment upon
Israel in the general judgment upon the nations. The very same fate falls upon
Israel, the salt of the world which has lost its savour, as upon the whole of the
ungodly world. The purified church will have its place in the midst of a world
out of which the crying injustice has been swept away.

Isa. 59:19, 20. The prophet now proceeds to depict the H F̂wŠYi, the symbol of
which is the helmet upon Jehovah’s head. Vv. 19, 20.

“And they will fear the name of Jehovah from the west, and His glory from the
rising of the sun: for He will come like a stream dammed up, which a tempest of
Jehovah drives away. And a Redeemer comes for Zion, and for those who turn from
apostasy in Jacob, saith Jehovah.”

Instead of wJRiYIWi, Knobel would strike out the metheg, and read wJRiYIWi, “and
they will see;” but “seeing the name of Jehovah” (the usual expression is “seeing
His glory”) is a phrase that cannot be met with, though it is certainly a passable
one; and the relation in which v. 19b stands to 19a does not recommend the
alteration, since v. 19b attributes that general fear of the name of Jehovah (cf.,
Deu. 28:58) and of His glory (see the parallel overlooked by Knobel,
Psa. 102:16), which follows the manifestation of judgment on the part of
Jehovah, to the manner in which this manifestation occurs. Moreover, the true
Masoretic reading in this passage is not WJRYWI (as in Mic. 7:17), but WJRYYWI
(see Norzi). The two †MI in BRF̂ ámAMI (with the indispensable metheg before the
chateph, and a second to ensure clearness of pronunciation) f234 and
ŠMEŠE‰XRÁZimIMIw (also with the so-called strong metheg) f235 indicate the terminus
a quo. From all quarters of the globe will fear of the name and of the glory of
Jehovah become naturalized among the nations of the world. For when God has
withdrawn His name and His glory from the world’s history, as during the
Babylonian captivity (and also at the present time), the return of both is all the
more intense and extraordinary; and this is represented here in a figure which
recals Isa. 30:27, 28; 10:22, 23 (cf., Eze. 43: 2). The accentuation, which gives
pashta to RHFnFKA, does indeed appear to make RCF the subject, either in the sense
of oppressor or adversary, as in Lam. 4:12, or in that of oppression, as in
Isa. 25: 4; 26:16; 30:20. The former is quite out of the question, since no such
transition to a human instrument of the retributive judgment could well take



place after the WYRFCFLi HMFX ĩn v. 18. In support of the latter, it would be
possible to quote Isa. 48:18 and 66:12, since RC is the antithesis to shaÑloÝm. But
according to such parallels as Isa. 30:27, 28, it is incomparably more natural to
take Jehovah (His name, His glory) as the subject. Moreover, Œb, which must in
any case refer to RHNK, is opposed to the idea that RC is the subject, to which
WB would have the most natural claim to be referred, — an explanation indeed
which Stier and Hahn have really tried, taking HSSWN as in Psa. 60: 4, and
rendering it “The Spirit of Jehovah holds up a banner against him, viz., the
enemy.” If, however, Jehovah is the subject to JBOYF, RCF RHFnFKA must be taken
together (like „YsIKAMi … „YImAkA, Isa. 11: 9; HBŒF‹ ¦XáwR, Psa. 143:10; Ges. §
111, 2, b), either in the sense of “a hemming stream,” one causing as it were a
state of siege (from tsuÝr, Isa. 21: 2; 29: 3), or, better still, according to the
adjective use of the noun RCÁ (here with tzakeph, RCF from RRÁCF) in Isa. 28:20,
Job. 41: 7, 2Ki. 6: 1, a closely confined stream, to whose waters the banks form
a compressing dam, which it bursts through when agitated by a tempest,
carrying everything away with it.

Accordingly, the explanation we adopt is this: Jehovah will come like the
stream, a stream hemmed in, which a wind of Jehovah, i.e., (like “the mountains
of God,” “cedars of God,” “garden of Jehovah,” Isa. 51: 3, cf., Num. 24: 6) a
strong tempestuous wind, sweeps away (Œb HSFSiNO, noÝsêsa-b-boÑ, with the tone
drawn back and dagesh forte conj. in the monosyllable, the pilel of nuÝs with
Beth: to hunt into, to press upon and put to flight), — a figure which also
indicates that the Spirit of Jehovah is the driving force in this His judicially
gracious revelation of Himself. Then, when the name of Jehovah makes itself
legible once more as with letters of fire, when His glory comes like a sea of fire
within the horizon of the world’s history, all the world form west to east, from
east to west, will begin to fear Him. But the true object of the love, which
bursts forth through this revelation of wrath, is His church, which includes not
only those who have retained their faith, but all who have been truly converted
to Him. And He comes (JBFw a continuation of JBOYF) for Zion a Redeemer, i.e.,
as a Redeemer (a closer definition of the predicate), and for those who turn
away from apostasy ( Š̂APE YBŠ̃F, compare Isa. 1:27, and for the genitive
connection Mic. 2: 8, HMFXFLiMI YBw̃Š, those who have turned away form the
war). The Vav here does not signify “and indeed,” as in Isa. 57:18, but “more
especially.” He comes as a Redeemer for Zion, i.e., His church which has
remained true, including those who turn again to Jehovah from their previous
apostasy. In Rom. 11:26 the apostle quotes this word of God, which is sealed
with “Thus saith Jehovah,” as a proof of the final restoration of all Israel; for
HWHY (according to the Apocalypse, oÎ wÏÂn kaiÃ oÎ hçn kaiÃ oÎ eÏrxoÂmenoj) is to him



the God who moves on through the Old Testament towards the goal of His
incarnation, and through the New Testament towards that of His parousia in
Christ, which will bring the world’s history to a close. But this final close does
not take place without its having become apparent at the same time that God
“has concluded all in unbelief. that He may have compassion upon all”
(Rom. 11:32).

Isa. 59:21. Jehovah, having thus come as a Redeemer to His people, who have
hitherto been lying under the curse, makes an everlasting covenant with them.
V. 21.

“And I, this is my covenant with them, saith Jehovah: My Spirit which is upon thee,
and my word which I have put in thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth, and
out of the mouth of thy seed, and out of the mouth of thy seed’s seed, saith Jehovah ,
from henceforth and for ever.”

In the words, “And I, this is my covenant with them,” we have a renewal of the
words of God to Abram in Gen. 17: 4, “As for me, behold, my covenant is with
thee.” Instead of „TfJI we have in the same sense „TFJO (not „TŒFJ, as in
Isa. 54:15); we find this very frequently in Jeremiah. The following prophecy is
addressed to Israel, the “servant of Jehovah,” which has been hitherto partially
faithful and partially unfaithful, but which has now returned to fidelity, viz., the
“remnant of Israel,” which has been rescued through the medium of a general
judgment upon the nations, and to which the great body of all who fear God
from east to west attach themselves. This church of the new covenant has the
Spirit of God over it, for it comes down upon it from above; and the comforting
saving words of God are not only the blessed treasure of its heart, but the
confession of its mouth which spreads salvation all around. The words intended
are those which prove, according to Isa. 51:16, the seeds of the new heaven and
the new earth. The church of the last days, endowed with the Spirit of God, and
never again forsaking its calling, carries them as the evangelist of God in her
apostolic mouth. The subject of the following prophecy is the new Jerusalem,
the glorious centre of this holy church.

Third Prophecy — Ch. 60

THE GLORY OF THE JERUSALEM OF THE LAST DAYS

Isa. 60: 1. It is still night. The inward and outward condition of the church is
night; and if it is night followed by a morning, it is so only for those who
“against hope believe in hope.” The reality which strikes the senses is the night
of sin, of punishment, of suffering, and of mourning, — a long night of nearly
seventy years. In this night, the prophet, according to the command of God, has
bee prophesying of the coming light. In his inward penetration of the substance



of his own preaching, he has come close to the time when faith is to be turned
to sight. And now in the strength of God, who has made him the mouthpiece of
His own creative fiat, he exclaims to the church, v. 1:

“Arise, grow light; for thy light cometh, and the glory of Jehovah riseth upon thee.”

The appeal so addressed to Zion-Jerusalem, which is regarded (as in Isa. 49:18;
50: 1; 52: 1, 2; 54: 1) as a woman, and indeed as the mother of Israel. Here,
however, it is regarded as the church redeemed from banishment, and settled
once more in the holy city and the holy land, the church of salvation, which is
now about to become the church of glory. Zion lies prostrate on the ground,
smitten down by the judgment of God, brought down to the ground by inward
prostration, and partly overcome by the sleep of self-security. She now hears
the cry, “Arise” (quÝmiÝ). This is not a mere admonition, but a word of power
which puts new life into her limbs, so that she is able to rise from the ground,
on which she has lain, as it were, under the ban. The night, which has brought
her to the ground mourning, and faint, and intoxicated with sleep, is now at an
end. The mighty word quÝmiÝ, “arise,” is supplemented by a second word: ÿoÝriÝ.
What creative force there is in these two trochees, quÝmiÝ ÿoÝriÝ, which hold on, as
it were, till what they express is accomplished; and what force of consolation in
the two iambi, ki-bhaÑ ÿoÝreÝkh, which affix, as it were, to the acts of Zion the seal
of the divine act, and add to the aÏÂrsij (or elevation) its qeÂsij (or foundation)!
Zion is to become light; it is to, because it can. But it cannot of itself, for in
itself it has no light, because it has so absolutely given itself up to sin; but there
is a light which will communicate itself to her, viz., the light which radiates from
the holy nature of God Himself. And this light is salvation, because the Holy
One loves Zion: it is also glory, because it not only dispels the darkness, but
sets itself, all glorious as it is, in the place of the darkness. ZaÑrach is the word
commonly applied to the rising of the sun (Mal. 3:20). The sun of suns is
Jehovah (Psa. 84:12), the God who is coming (Isa. 59:20).

Isa. 60: 2, 3. It is now all darkness over mankind; but Zion is the east, in which
this sun of suns will rise. V. 2.

“For, behold, the darkness covereth the earth, and deep darkness the nations; and
Jehovah riseth over thee, and His glory becomes visible over thee.”

The night which settles upon the world of nations is not to be understood as
meaning a night of ignorance and enmity against God. This prophecy no doubt
stands in progressive connection with the previous one; but, according to
Isa. 59:19, the manifestation of judgment, through which Zion is redeemed,
brings even the heathen from west to east, i.e., those who survive the judgment,
to the fear of Jehovah. The idea is rather the following: After the judgments of
God have passed, darkness in its greatest depth still covers the earth, and a



night of clouds the nations. It is still night as on the first day, but a night which
is to give place to light. Where, then, will the sun rise, by which this darkness is
to be lighted up? The answer is, “Over Zion, the redeemed church of Israel.”
But whilst darkness still covers the nations, it is getting light in the Holy Land,
for a sun is rising over Zion, viz., Jehovah in His unveiled glory. The
consequence of this is, that Zion itself becomes thoroughly light, and that not
for itself only, but for all mankind. When Jehovah has transformed Zion into the
likeness of His own glory, Zion transforms all nations into the likeness of her
own. V. 3. “And nations walk to thy light, and kings to the shining of thy
rays.” Zion exerts such an attractive force, that nations move towards her light
(Li ¥LÁHF as in ŒTYBL̃i ¥LÁHF and other similar expressions), and kings to the
splendour of her rays, to share in them for themselves, and enjoy them with her.
All earthly might and majesty station themselves in the light of the divine glory,
which is reflected by the church.

Isa. 60: 4. Zion is now exhorted, as in Isa. 49:18, to lift up her eyes, and turn
them in all directions; for she is the object sought by an approaching multitude.
V. 4.

“Lift up thine eyes round about, and see: they all crowd together, they come to
thee: thy sons come from afar, and thy daughters are carried hither upon arms.”

The multitude that are crowding together and coming near are the diaspora of
her sons and daughters that have been scattered far away (Isa. 11:12), and
whom the heathen that are now drawing near to her bring with them,
conducting them and carrying them, so that they cling “to the side” (Isa. 66:12)
of those who are carrying them upon their arms and shoulders (Isa. 49:22).
HNFMÁJFT ĩs softened from HnFMÁJT, the pausal form for HnFMJ̃T (compare the
softening in Ruth 1:13), from †MÁJF, to keep, fasten, support; whence †MJ̃O,
TNEMEJO, a foster-father, a nurse who has a child in safe keeping.

Isa. 60: 5. When this takes place, Zion will be seized with the greatest delight,
mingled with some trembling. V. 5.

“Then wilt thou see and shine , and thine heart will tremble and expand; for the
abundance of the sea will be turned to thee, the wealth of the nations cometh to
thee.”

It is a disputed question whether the proper reading is YJIRitI, YJIRátI, or YJIRiYtI
— all three point to JRỸF — or YJIRitI, from HJFRF. The last is favoured by the
LXX, Targ., Syr., Jerome, Saad., and all the earlier Jewish commentators
except AE, and is also the Masoretic reading; for the Masora finalis (f. 1, col.
6) observes that this YJRT is the only instance of such a form from HJFRF
(differing therefore from YJIRiYTI in Zep. 3:15, where we also find the readings



YJIRiYTI and YJIRiTI); and there is a note in the margin of the Masora, ‡‹X TYL,
to the effect that this YJRT is the only one with chateph, i.e., Sheva. Moreover,
YJIRitI (thou shalt see) is the more natural reading, according to Isa. 66:14 and
Zec. 10: 7; more especially as JRỸF is not a suitable word to use (like paÑchad
and raÑgaz in Jer. 33: 9) in the sense of trembling for joy (compare, on the
contrary, R̂ÁYF, Isa. 15: 4, and HHFRF in Isa. 44: 8). The true rendering therefore
is, “Then wilt thou see and shine,” i.e., when thou seest this thou wilt thine, thy
face will light up with joy; naÑhar as in Psa. 34: 6. Luther render it, “Then wilt
thou see thy desire, and break out,” viz., into shouting; Jerome, on the contrary,
has, “Thou wilt overflow, i.e., thou wilt be inundated with waters coming
suddenly like rivers.”

The impression produced by this revolution is so overpowering, that Zion’s
heart trembles; yet at the same time it is so elevating, that the straitened heart
expands (BXÁRFWi, a figure quite unknown to the classical languages, although
they have angor and angustia; the LXX renders it kaiÃ eÏksthÂshÄ, after the
reading BHARFWi in Chayug, and Isaac Nathan in his Concordance, entitled BYTN
RYJM): for haÔmoÝn yaÑm, i.e., everything of value that is possessed by islands and
coast lands (haÑmoÝn, groaning, a groaning multitude, more especially of
possessions, Psa. 37:16, etc.), is brought to her; and cheÝl goÝyim, the property,
i.e., (looking at the plural of the predicate which follows; cf., Hag. 2: 7) the
riches (gold, silver, etc., Zec. 14:14) of the heathen, are brought into her, that
she may dispose of them to the glory of her God.

Isa. 60: 6, 7. The nations engaged in commerce, and those possessing cattle,
vie with one another in enriching the church. Vv. 6, 7.

“A swarm of camels will cover thee , the foals of Midian and Ephah: they come all
together from Saba; they bring gold and incense , and they joyfully make known the
praises of Jehovah. All the flocks, of Kedar gather together unto thee, the rams of
Nebaioth will serve thee: they will come up with acceptance upon mine altar, and I
will adorn the house of my adorning.”

The trading nations bring their wares to the church. The tribe of Midian, which
sprang from Abraham and Keturah (Gen. 25: 2), and of which Ephah (Targ.
HoÝlaÑd, the Hutheilites?) formed one of the several branches (Gen. 25: 4), had its
seat on the eastern coast of the Elanitic Gulf, which is still indicated by the town
of Madyan, situated, according to the geographers of Arabia, five days’ journey
to the south of Aila. These come in such long and numerous caravans, that all
the country round Jerusalem swarms with camels. TJAPiŠI as in Job. 22:11; and
YRK̃ibI (parallel to „YlIMÁgi) from RKEb =̃ Arabic bakr or bikr, a young male
camel, or generally a camel’s foal (up to the age of not more than nine years;



see Lane’s Lexicon, i. 240). All of these, both Midianites and Ephaeans, come
out of Sheba, which Strabo (xvi. 4, 10) describes as “the highly blessed land of
the Sabaeans, in which myrrh, frankincense, and cinnamon grow.” There, viz.,
in Yemen, f236 where spices, jewels, and gold abound, they have purchased gold
and frankincense, and these valuable gifts they now bring to Jerusalem, not as
unwilling tribute, but with the joyful proclamation of the glorious deeds and
attributes of Jehovah, the God of Israel.

And not only do the trading nations come, but the nomad tribes also: viz.,
Kedar, the Kedarenes, with their bows (Isa. 21:17), who lived in the desert,
between Babylonia and Syria, in „YRICX̃á (Isa. 42:11), i.e., fixed settlements; and
Nebaitoh, also in Ishmaelitish tribe (according to the incontrovertible account
of Gen. 25:13), a nomad tribe, which was still of no note even in the time of the
kings of Israel, but which rose into a highly cultivated nation in the centuries
just before Christ, and had a kingdom extending from the Elanitic Gulf to the
land on the east of the Jordan, and across Belka as far as Hauran; for the
monuments reach from Egypt to Babylonia, though Arabia Petraea is the place
where they chiefly abound. f237

The Kedarenes drive their collected flocks to Jerusalem, and the rams (YLỸJ,̃
arietes, not principes) of the Nabataeans, being brought by them, are at the
service of the church (¦NEwTRiŠFYi a verbal form with a toneless contracted suffix,
as in Isa. 47:10), and ascend †ŒCRF‰LJA, according to good pleasure =
acceptably (with the LJA used to form adverbs, Ewald, § 217, i; cf., lêraÑtsoÝn in
Isa. 66: 7), the altar of Jehovah (aÑlaÑh with the local object in the accusative, as
in Ge. 49: 4, Num. 13:17). The meaning is, that Jehovah will graciously accept
the sacrifices which the church offers from the gifts of the Nabataeans (and
Kedarenes) upon His altar. It would be quite wrong to follow Antistes Hess and
Baumgarten, and draw the conclusion from such prophecies as these, that
animal sacrifices will be revived again. The sacrifice of animals has been
abolished once for all by the self-sacrifice of the “Servant of Jehovah;” and by
the spiritual revolution which Christianity, i.e., the Messianic religion, as
produced, so far as the consciousness of modern times is concerned, even in
Israel itself, it is once for all condemned (see Holdheim’s Schrift über das
Ceremonial-gesetz im Messiasreich, 1845). The prophet, indeed, cannot
describe even what belongs to the New Testament in any other than Old
Testament colours, because he is still within the Old Testament limits. But from
the standpoint of the New Testament fulfilment, that which was merely
educational and preparatory, and of which there will be no revival, is naturally
transformed into the truly essential purpose at which the former aimed; so that
all that was real in the prophecy remains unaffected and pure, after the
dedication of what was merely the unessential medium employed to depict it.



The very same Paul who preaches Christ as the end of the law, predicts the
conversion of Israel as the topstone of the gracious counsels of God as they
unfold themselves in the history of salvation, and describes the restoration of
Israel as “the riches of the Gentiles;” and the very same Joh. who wrote the
Gospel was also the apocalyptist, by whom the distinction between Israel and
the Gentiles was seen in vision as still maintained even in the New Jerusalem. It
must therefore be possible (though we cannot form any clear idea of the manner
in which it will be carried out), that the Israel of the future may have a very
prominent position in the perfect church, and be, as it were, the central leader of
its worship, though without the restoration of the party-wall of particularism
and ceremonial shadows, which the blood of the crucified One has entirely
washed away. The house of God in Jerusalem, as the prophet has already stated
in Isa. 56: 7, will be a house of prayer (beÝth têphillaÑh) for all nations. Here
Jehovah calls the house built in His honour, and filled with His gracious
presence, “the house of my glory.” He will make its inward glory like the
outward, by adorning it with the gifts presented by the converted Gentile world.

Isa. 60: 8, 9. From the mainland, over which caravans and flocks are coming,
the prophet now turns his eyes to the sea. Vv. 8, 9.

“Who are these who fly hither as a cloud, and like the doves to their windows? Yea,
the islands wait for me; and the ships of Tarshish come first, to bring thy children
from far, their silver and gold with them, to the name of thy God , and to the holy
One of Israel, because He hath ornamented thee.”

Upon the sea there appear first of all enigmatical shapes, driving along as
swiftly as if they were light clouds flying before the wind (Isa. 19: 1; 54:22), or
like doves flying to their dovecots (celeres cavis se turribus abdunt, as Ovid
says), i.e., to the round towers with their numerous pigeon-holes, which are
provided for their shelter. The question is addressed to Zion, and the answer
may easily be anticipated, — namely, that this swarm of swiftly flying figures
are hurrying to a house which they long to reach, as much as pigeons do to
reach their pigeon-house. The kiÝ which follows is explanatory: this hurrying
presents itself to thine eyes, because the isles wait for me. The reason for all this
haste is to be found in the faith of those who are hurrying on. The Old
Testament generally speaks of faith as hope (Li HwFQI as in Isa. 51: 5; 42: 4); not
that faith is the same as hope, but it is the support of hope, just as hope is the
comfort of faith. In the Old Testament, when the true salvation existed only in
promise, this epithet, for which there were many synonyms in the language, was
the most appropriate one. The faith of the distant lands of the west is now
beginning to work. The object of all this activity is expressed in the word
JYBIHFLi. The things thus flying along like clouds and doves are ships; with the
Tartessus ships, which come from the farthest extremity of the European insular



quarter of the globe, at their head (HNFŠOJRIbF with munach instead of metheg, in
the same sense as in Num. 10:14; LXX eÏn prwÂtoij; Jerome, in principio, in the
foremost rank), i.e., acting as the leaders of the fleet which is sailing to Zion
and bringing Zion’s children from afar, and along with them the gold and silver
of the owners of the vessels themselves, to the name („Š̃Li, to the name, dative,
not equivalent to †JAMÁLi; LXX diaÃ, as in Isa. 55: 5) of thy God, whom they
adore, and to the Holy One of Israel, because He hath ornamented thee, and
thereby inspired them with reverence and love to thee (¥RFJáP f̃or ¥RJ̃áP,̃ as in
Isa. 54: 6, where it even stands out of pause).

Isa. 60:10-12. The first turn (vv. 1-3) described the glorification of Zion
through the rising of the glory of Jehovah; the second (vv. 4-9) her glorification
through the recovery of her scattered children, and the gifts of the Gentiles who
bring them home; and now the third depicts her glorification through the service
of the nations, especially of her former persecutors, and generally through the
service of all that is great and glorious in the world of nature and the world of
men. Not only do the converted heathen offer their possessions to the church on
Zion, but they offer up themselves and their kings to pay her homage and render
service to her. Vv. 10-12.

“And sons of strangers build thy walls, and their kings serve thee: for in my wrath I
have smitten thee, and in my favour I have had mercy upon thee. And thy gates
remain open continually day and night, they shall not be shut, to bring in to thee the
possessions of the nations and their kings in triumph. For the nation and the
kingdom which will not serve thee will perish, and the nations be certainly laid
waste.”

The walls of Zion (¥YITAMOXO doubly defective) rise up from their ruins through
the willing co-operation of converted foreigners (Isa. 56: 6, 7), and foreign
kings place themselves at the service of Zion (Isa. 49:23); the help rendered by
the edicts of Cyrus, Darius, and Artaxerxes Longimanus being only a prelude to
events stretching on to the end of time, though indeed, in the view of the
prophet himself, the period immediately succeeding the captivity really would
be the end of time. Of the two perfects in v. 10b, ¥YTIYkIHI points to the more
remote past; ¥YtIMiXÁRI to the nearer past, stretching forward into the present
(cf., Isa. 54: 8). On pitteÝaÔch, patescere, hiscere, see Isa. 48: 8, where it is
applied to the ear, as in Son. 7:13 to a bud. The first clause of v. 11a closes
with HLFYiLÁWF; tiphchah divides more strongly than tebir, which is subordinate to
it. At the same time, “day and night” may be connected with “shall not be shut,”
as in Rev. 21:25, 26. The gates of Zion may always be left open, for there is no
more fear of a hostile attack; and they must be left open ad importandum, that
men may bring in the possession of the heathen through them (a thing which



goes on uninterruptedly), „YGIwHNi „HEYKL̃iMÁw. The last words are rendered by
Knobel, “and their kings are leaders (of the procession);” but naÑhuÝg would be a
strange substantive, having nothing to support it but the obscure ŠwQYF from
ŠŒQYF, for ZwXJF in Cant. 3: 8 does not mean a support, but amplexus (Ewald, §
149, d). The rendering “and their kings escorted,” i.e., attended by an escort,
commends itself more than this; but in the passage quoted in support of this use
of naÑhag, viz., Nah. 2: 8, it is used as a synonym of haÑgaÑh, signifying gemere. It
is better to follow the LXX and Jerome, and render it, “and their kings
brought,” viz., according to Isa. 20: 4, 1Sa. 30: 2, as prisoners (Targ. zêqiÝqiÝn,
i.e., bêziqqiÝm, in fetters), — brought, however, not by their several nations who
are tired of their government and deliver them up (as Hitzig supposes), but by
the church, by which they have been irresistibly bound in fetters, i.e., inwardly
conquered (compare Isa. 45:14 with Psa. 149: 8), and thus suffer themselves to
be brought in a triumphal procession to the holy city as the captives of the
church and her God. V. 12 is connected with this nêhuÝgiÝm; for the state of
every nation and kingdom is henceforth to be determined by its subjection to
the church of the God of sacred history (DBÁ F̂, douleuÂein, in distinction from
sheÝreÝth, diakoneiÌn, qerapeuÂein), and by its entrance into this church — the very
same thought which Zechariah carries out in Isa. 14:16ff. Instead of YWGH‰YK,
YK is more properly pointed according to certain MSS with munach (without
makkeph); the article before haggoÝyim is remonstrative, and the inf. intens.
chaÑroÝbh makes the thing threatened unquestionable.

Isa. 60:13. From the thought that everything great in the world of man is to be
made to serve the Holy One and His church, the prophet passes to what is great
in the world of nature. V. 13.

“The glory of Lebanon will come to thee, cypresses, plane-trees and Sherbin-trees
all together, to beautify the place of my sanctuary, and to make the place of my feet
glorious.”

The splendid cedars, which are the glory of Lebanon, and in fact the finest trees
of all kinds, will be brought to Zion, not as trunks felled to be used as building
materials, but dug up with their roots, to ornament the holy place of the temple
(Jer. 17:12), and also to this end, that Jehovah may glorify the “holy place of
His feet,” i.e., the place where He, who towers above the heaven of all heavens,
has as it were to place His feet. The temple is frequently called His footstool
(haÔdoÝm raglaÑiv), with especial reference to the ark of the covenant (Psa. 99: 5;
132: 7; Lam. 2: 1; 1Ch. 28: 2) as being the central point of the earthly presence
of God (cf., Isa. 66: 1). The trees, that is to say, which tower in regal glory
above all the rest of the vegetable world, are to adorn the environs of the
temple, so that avenues of cedars and plane-trees lead into it; a proof that there



is no more fear of any further falling away to idolatry. On the names of the
trees, see Isa. 41:19. Three kinds are mentioned here; we found seven there.
The words WDXY RWŠJTW RHDT ŠWRB are repeated verbatim from Isa. 41:19
(on these repetitions of himself, see p. 489).

Isa. 60:14. The prophecy now returns to the world of man. V. 14.

“The children also of thy tormentors come bending unto thee, and all thy despisers
stretch themselves at the soles of thy feet, and call thee ‘City of Jehovah, Zion of the
Holy One of Israel.’”

The persecutors of the church both in work and word are now no more
(Isa. 26:14), and their children fell themselves disarmed. They are seized with
shame and repentance, when they see the church which was formerly tormented
and despised so highly exalted. They come shêchoÝaÔch (an inf. noun of the form
†ŒX‹i, Lam. 5:13; used here as an accusative of more precise definition, just as
nouns of this kind are frequently connected directly with the verb ¥LÁHF, Ewald,
§ 279, c), literally a bow or stoop, equivalent to bowing or stooping (the
opposite to roÝmaÑh in Micah 2: 3), and stretch themselves “at the soles of thy
feet,” i.e., clinging to thee as imploringly and obsequiously as if they would lay
themselves down under thy very feet, and were not worthy to lie anywhere but
there (as in Isa. 49:23); and whereas formerly they called thee by nicknames,
they now give thee the honourable name of “City of Jehovah, Zion of the Holy
One of Israel,” not “Sanctuary of Israel,” as Meier supposes, since qêdoÝsh Israel
is always a name of Jehovah in the book of Isaiah. It is a genitive construction
like Bethlehem of Judah, Gibeah of Saul, and others.

Isa. 60:15, 16. The fourth turn (vv. 15-18) describes the glorification of Zion
through the growth and stability of its community both without and within. A
glorious change takes place in the church, not only in itself, but also in the
judgment of the nations. Vv. 15, 16.

“Whereas thou wast forsaken , and hated, and no one walked through thee, I make
thee now into eternal splendour, a rapture from generation to generation. And thou
suckest the milk of nations, and the breast of kings thou wilt suck, and learn that I
Jehovah am thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the Mighty One of Jacob.”

Of the two ideas of a church (the mother of Israel) and a city (Metropolis)
involved in the term Zion, the former prevails in v. 15, the latter in v. 16. For
although HBFwZ á̂ and HJFwNVi are equally applicable to a city and a church
(Isa. 54: 6, 11), the expression “no one walked through thee” applies only to
the desolate city as she lay in ruins (see Isa. 34:10). The fusion of the two ideas
in v. 15 is similar to Isa. 49:21. Jerusalem will now become thoroughly a
splendour, and in fact an eternal splendour, a rapture of successive generations
so long as the history of this world continues. The nations and their kings give



up their own vital energy to the church, just as a mother or nurse gives the milk
of her breasts to a child; and the church has thereby rich food for a prosperous
growth, and a constant supply of fresh material for grateful joy. We cannot for a
moment think of enriching by means of conquest, as Hitzig does; the sucking is
that of a child, not of a vampyre. We should expect mêlaÑkhoÝth (Isa. 49:23)
instead of mêlaÑkhiÝm (kings); but by DŠO (as in Isa. 56:11 for YDŠ̃i) the natural
character of what is promised is intentionally spiritualized. The figure proves
itself to be only a figure, and requires an ideal interpretation. The church sees in
all this the gracious superintendence of her God; she learns from experience that
Jehovah is her Saviour, that He is her Redeemer, He the Mighty One of Jacob,
who has conquered for her, and now causes her to triumph (YNIJá YkI with
munach yethib, as in Isa. 49:26b, which passage is repeated almost verbatim
here, and Isa. 61: 8).

Isa. 60:17, 18. The outward and inward beauty of the new Jerusalem is now
depicted by the materials of her structure, and the powers which prevail within
her. Vv. 17, 18.

“For copper I bring gold , and for iron I bring silver, and for wood copper, and for
stones iron, and make peace thy magistracy, and righteousness thy bailiffs. Injustice
is no more seen in thy land, wasting and destruction in thy borders; and thou callest
salvation thy walls, and renown thy gates.”

Wood and stone are not used at all in the building of the new Jerusalem. Just as
in the time of Solomon silver was counted as nothing (1Ki. 10:21) and had only
the value of stones (1Ki. 10:27), so here Jehovah gives her gold instead of
copper, silver instead of iron; whilst copper and iron are so despised with this
superabundance of the precious metals, that they take the place of such building
materials as wood and stones. Thus the city will be a massive one, and not even
all of stone, but entirely built of metal, and indestructible not only by the
elements, but by all kinds of foes. The allegorical continuation of the prophecy
shows very clearly that the prophet does not mean his words to be taken
literally. The LXX, Saad., and others, are wrong in adopting the rendering, “I
make thy magistracy peace,” etc.; since shaÑloÝm and tsêdaÑqaÑh are not accusatives
of either the predicate or the object, but such personifications as we are
accustomed to in Isaiah (vid., Isa. 32:16, 17; 59:14; cf., Isa. 45: 8). Jehovah
makes peace its pêquddaÑh, i.e., its “overseership” (like gêbhuÝraÑh, heroship, in
Isa. 3:25, and ÿezraÑh, helpership, in Isa. 31: 2), or magistracy; and righteousness
its bailiffs. The plural ¥YIVAGiNO is no disproof of the personification; the meaning
is, that tsêdaÑqaÑh (righteousness) is to Jerusalem what the whole body of civil
officers together are: that is to say, righteousness is a substitute for the police
force in every form. Under such magistracy and such police, nothing is ever
heard within the land, of which Jerusalem is the capital, of either chaÑmaÑs, i.e., a



rude and unjust attack of the stronger upon the weaker, or of shoÝd, i.e.,
conquest and devastation, and shebher, i.e., dashing to pieces, or breaking in
two. It has walls (v. 10); but in truth “salvation,” the salvation of its God, is
regarded as its impregnable fortifications. It has gates (v. 11) but têhillaÑh, the
renown that commands respect, with which Jehovah has invested it, is really
better than any gate, whether for ornament or protection.

Isa. 60:19, 20. The fifth turn celebrates the glorifying of Jerusalem, through
the shining of Jehovah as its everlasting light and through the form of its ever-
growing membership, which is so well-pleasing to God. The prophecy returns
to the thought with which it set out, and by which the whole is regulated, viz.,
that Jerusalem will be light. This leading thought is now unfolded in the most
majestic manner, and opened up in all its eschatological depth. Vv. 19, 20.

“The sun will be no more thy light by day, neither for brightness will the moon
shine upon thee: Jehovah will be to thee an everlasting light, and thy God thy glory.
Thy sun will no more go down, and thy moon will not be withdrawn; for Jehovah will
be to thee an everlasting light, and the days of thy mourning will be fulfilled.”

Although, in the prophet’s view, the Jerusalem of the period of glory in this
world and the Jerusalem of the eternal glory beyond flow into one another; the
meaning of this prophecy is not that the sun and moon will no longer exist.
Even of the Jerusalem which is not to be built by Israel with the help of
converted heathen, but which comes down from heaven to earth, the seer in
Rev. 21:23 merely says, that the city needs neither the shining of the sun nor of
the moon (as the Targum renders the passage before us, “thou wilt not need the
shining of the sun by day”), for the glory of God lightens it, and the Lamb is the
light thereof, i.e., God Himself is instead of a sun to her, and the Lamb instead
of a moon. Consequently we do not agree with Stier, who infers from this
passage that “there is a final new creation approaching, when there will be no
more turning round into the shadow (Jam. 1:17), when the whole planetary
system, including the earth, will be changed, and when the earth itself will
become a sun, yea, will become even more than that, in the direct and primary
light which streams down upon it from God Himself.” We rather agree with
Hofmann, that “there will still be both sun and moon, but the Holy Place will be
illuminated without interruption by the manifestation of the presence of God,
which outshines all besides.” The prophet has here found the most complete
expression, for that which has already been hinted at in such prophecies in
Isa. 4: 5; 30:26; 24:23. As the city receives its light neither from the sun nor
from the moon, this implies, what Rev. 21:25 distinctly affirms, that there will
be no more night there. The prophet intentionally avoids a HLFYiLÁ RŒJLi parallel
to „MŒFY RŒJLi. We must not render the second clause in v. 19, “and it will not
become light to thee with the shining of the moon,” for RYJIH ñever means to



get light; nor “and as for the shining of the moon, it does not give the light,” as
Hitzig and Knobel propose, for hGANOLiw is used alone, and not XÁRỹFHA hGANOLiw as the
antithesis to „MWY RWJL, in the sense of “to light up the night” (compare hGANF as
applied to the shining of the moon in Isa. 13:10, and hGANO to the glittering of the
stars in Joe. 2:10), and even the use of HLYLH is avoided. The true rendering is
either, “and for lighting, the moon will not shine upon thee” (Stier, Hahn, etc.);
or, what is more in accordance with the accentuation, which would have given
HGNLW tifchah and not tsakeph gadol, if it had been intended to indicate the
object, “and as for the lighting” (Li as in Isa. 32: 1b). The glory of Jehovah,
which soars above Jerusalem, and has come down into her, is henceforth her
sun and her moon, — a sun that never sets, a moon ‡SJ̃FY J̃LO which is not
taken in towards morning, like a lamp that has been hung out at night (compare
‡SAJåNE, Isa. 16:10, withdrawn, disappeared). The triumph of light over darkness,
which is the object of the world’s history, is concentrated in the new Jerusalem.
How this is to be understood, is explained in the closing clause of v. 20. The
sum of the days of mourning allotted to the church is complete. The darkness of
the corruption of sin and state of punishment is overcome, and the church is
nothing but holy blessed joy without change or disturbance; for it walks no
longer in sidereal light, but in the eternally unchangeable light of Jehovah, which
with its peaceful gentleness and perfect purity illumines within as well as
without. The seer of the Apocalypse also mentions the Lamb. The Lamb is also
known to our prophet; for the “Servant of Jehovah” is the Lamb. But the light
of transfiguration, in which he sees this exalted Lamb, is not great enough to
admit of its being combined with the light of the Divine Nature itself.

Isa. 60:21. The next verse shows how deep was his consciousness of the close
connection between darkness, wrath, and sin. V. 21.

“And thy people, they are all righteous; they possess the land for ever, a sprout of
my plantations, a work of my hands for glorification.”

The church of the new Jerusalem consists of none but righteous ones, who have
been cleansed from guilt, and keep themselves henceforth pure from sinning,
and therefore possess the land of promise for ever, without having to fear
repeated destruction and banishment: a “sprout” (neÝtser as in Isa. 11: 1; 14:19;
Arab. nadr, the green branch) “of my plantations” (YJA«FMÁ chethib, erroneously
Œ̂«FMÁ or W F̂«FMÁ), i.e., of my creative acts of grace (cf., Isa. 5: 7), a “work of my
hands” (cf., Isa. 19:25), “to glorify me,” i.e., in which I possess that in which I
glory (RJp̃FTiHILi as in Isa. 61: 3).



Isa. 60:22a. The life of this church, which is newly created, new-born, through
judgment and grace, gradually expands from the most unassuming centre in
ever widening circles until it has attained the broadest dimensions. V. 22a.

“The smallest one will become thousands , and the meanest one a powerful nation.”

“The small and mean one,” or, as the idea is a relative one, “the smallest and
meanest one” (Ges. § 119, 2), is either a childless one, or one blessed with very
few children. At the same time, the reference is not exclusively to growth
through the blessing of children, but also to growth through the extension of
fellowship. We have a similar expression in Mic. 4: 7 (cf., 5: 1), where ‘eleph is
employed, just as it is here, in the sense of ‡LEJELF, “to thousands (or chiliads).”

Isa. 60:23b. The whole of the prophetic address is now sealed with this
declaration: V. 22b. “I Jehovah, will hasten it in His time.” The neuter HnF—E
(as in Isa. 43:13; 46:11) refers to everything that has been predicted from v. 1
downwards. Jehovah will fulfil it rapidly, when the point of time (kairoÂj) which
He has fixed for it shall have arrived. As this point of time is known to Him
only, the predicted glory will burst all at once with startling suddenness upon
the eyes of those who have waited believingly for Him.

This chapter forms a connected and self-contained whole, as we may see very
clearly from the address to Zion-Jerusalem, which is sustained throughout. If
we compare together such passages as Isa. 51:17-23 (“Awake, awake, stand
up, O Jerusalem”), Isa. 52: 1, 2 (“Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O Zion”),
and Isa. 54 (“Sing, O barren”), which are all closely related so far as their
contents are concerned, we shall find that these addresses to Zion form an
ascending series, Isa. 60 being the summit to which they rise, and that the whole
is a complete counterpart to the address to the daughter of Babylon in Isa. 47.

Fourth Prophecy — Ch. 61

THE GLORY OF THE OFFICE COMMITTED TO THE SERVANT
OF JEHOVAH

Isa. 61: 1-3. The words of Jehovah Himself pass over here into the words of
another, whom He has appointed as the Mediator of His gracious counsel. Vv.
1-3.

“The Spirit of the Lord Jehovah is over me, because Jehovah hath anointed me, to
bring glad tidings to sufferers, hath sent me to bind up broken-hearted ones, to
proclaim liberty to those led captive, and emancipation to the fettered; to proclaim a
year of grace from Jehovah, and a day of vengeance from our God; to comfort all
that mourn; to put upon the mourners of Zion, to give them a head-dress for ashes,



oil of joy for mourning, a wrapper of renown for an expiring spirit, that they may be
called terebinths of righteousness, a planting of Jehovah for glorification.”

Who is the person speaking here? The Targum introduces the passage with
JyFBINi RMÁJá. Nearly all the modern commentators support this view. Even the
closing remarks to Drechsler (iii. 381) express the opinion, that the prophet
who exhibited to the church the summit of its glory in Isa. 60, an evangelist of
the rising from on high, an apocalyptist who sketches the painting which the
New Testament apocalyptist is to carry out in detail, is here looking up to
Jehovah with a grateful eye, and praising Him with joyful heart for his exalted
commission. But this view, when looked at more closely, cannot possibly be
sustained. It is open to the following objections:

(1.) The prophet never speaks of himself as a prophet at any such length as this;
on the contrary, with the exception of the closing words of Isa. 57:21, “saith my
God,” he has always most studiously let his own person fall back into the shade.

(2.) Wherever any other than Jehovah is represented as speaking, and as
referring to his own calling, or his experience in connection with that calling, as
in Isa. 49: 1ff., 50: 4ff., it is the very same “servant of Jehovah” of whom and to
whom Jehovah speaks in Isa. 42: 1ff., 52:13-53, and therefore not the prophet
himself, but He who had been appointed to be the Mediator of a new covenant,
the light of the Gentiles, the salvation of Jehovah for the whole world, and who
would reach this glorious height, to which He had been called, through self-
abasement even to death.

(3.) All that the person speaking here says of himself is to be found in the
picture of the unequalled “Servant of Jehovah,” who is highly exalted above the
prophet. He is endowed with the Spirit of Jehovah (Isa. 42: 1); Jehovah has sent
Him, and with Him His Spirit (Isa. 48:16b); He has a tongue taught of God, to
help the exhausted with words (Isa. 50: 4); He spares and rescues those who
are almost despairing and destroyed, the bruised reed and expiring wick
(Isa. 42: 7). “To open blind eyes, to bring out prisoners from the prison, and
them that sit in darkness out of the prison-house:” this is what He has chiefly to
do for His people, both in word and deed (Isa. 42: 7; 49: 9).

(4.) We can hardly expect that, after the prophet has described the Servant of
Jehovah, of whom He prophesied, as coming forward to speak with such
dramatic directness as in Isa. 49: 1ff., 50: 4ff. (and even Isa. 48:16b), he will
now proceed to put himself in the foreground, and ascribe to himself those very
same official attributes which he has already set forth as characteristic features
in his portrait of the predicted One. For these reasons we have no doubt that we
have here the words of the Servant of Jehovah. The glory of Jerusalem is
depicted in Isa. 60 in the direct words of Jehovah Himself, which are well



sustained throughout. And now, just as in Isa. 48:16b, though still more
elaborately, we have by their side the words of His servant, who is the mediator
of this glory, and who above all others is the pioneer thereof in his evangelical
predictions. Just as Jehovah says of him in Isa. 42: 1, “I have put my Spirit upon
him;” so here he says of himself, “The Spirit of Jehovah is upon me.” And when
he continues to explain this still further by saying, “because” (†JAYA from HNF̂ F,
intention, purpose; here equivalent to RŠEJá †JAYA) “Jehovah hath anointed me”
(maÑshach ÿoÝthiÝ, more emphatic than mêshaÑchaÔniÝ), notwithstanding the fact that
maÑshach is used here in the sense of prophetic and not regal anointing
(1Ki. 19:16), we may find in the choice of this particular word a hint at the fact,
that the Servant of Jehovah and the Messiah are one and the same person. So
also the account given in Luke 4:16-22 — viz. that when Jesus was in the
synagogue at Nazareth, after reading the opening words of this address, He
closed the book with these words, “This day is this scripture fulfilled in your
ears” — cannot be interpreted more simply in any other way, than on the
supposition that Jesus here declares Himself to be the predicted and divinely
anointed Servant of Jehovah, who brings the gospel of redemption to His
people. Moreover, though it is not decisive in favour of our explanation, yet this
explanation is favoured by the fact that the speaker not only appears as the
herald of the new and great gifts of God, but also as the dispenser of them
(“non praeco tantum, sed et dispensator,” Vitringa).

The combination of the names of God (‘Adonai YehovaÑh) is the same as in
Isa. 50: 4-9. On bisseÝr, euÏaggeliÂzein (-esqai), see p. 395. He comes to put a
bandage on the hearts’ wounds of those who are broken-hearted: Li ŠBÁXF
(ŠbX̃I) as in Eze. 34: 4, Psa. 147: 3; cf., Li JPFRF (JpR̃I), p. 130; Li QYDICiHI, p.
520. RŒRDi JRFQF is the phrase used in the law for the proclamation of the
freedom brought by the year of jubilee, which occurred every fiftieth year after
seven sabbatical periods, and was called shênath haddêroÝr (Eze. 46:17); deror
from daÑrar, a verbal stem, denoting the straight, swift flight of a swallow (see at
Psa. 84: 4), and free motion in general, such as that of a flash of lightning, a
liberal self-diffusion, like that of a superabundant fulness. Pêqach-qoÝaÔch is
written like two words (see at Isa. 2:20). The Targum translates it as if peqach
were an imperative: “Come to the light,” probably meaning undo the bands. But
qoÝaÔch is not a Hebrew word; for the qiÝchoÝth of the Mishna (the loops through
which the strings of a purse are drawn, for the purpose of lacing it up) cannot
be adduced as a comparison. Parchon, AE, and A, take pêqachqoÝaÔch as one
word (of the form LtOLiTApi, RXORiXÁŠi), in the sense of throwing open, viz., the
prison. But as paÑqach is never used like paÑthach (Isa. 14:17; 51:14), to signify
the opening of a room, but is always applied to the opening of the eyes
(Isa. 35: 5; 42: 7, etc.), except in Isa. 42:20, where it is used for the opening of



the ears, we adhere to the strict usage of the language, if we understand by
pêqachqoÝaÔch the opening up of the eyes (as contrasted with the dense darkness
of the prison); and this is how it has been taken even by the LXX, who have
rendered it kaiÃ tufloiÌj aÏnaÂbleyin, as if the reading had been „YRIWî ILÁWi
(Psa. 146: 8). Again, he is sent to promise with a loud proclamation a year of
good pleasure (raÑtsoÝn: syn. yêshuÝÿaÑh) and a day of vengeance, which Jehovah
has appointed; a promise which assigns the length of a year for the thorough
accomplishment of the work of grace, and only the length of a day for the work
of vengeance. The vengeance applies to those who hold the people of God in
fetters, and oppress them; the grace to all those whom the infliction of
punishment has inwardly humbled, though they have been strongly agitated by
its long continuance (Isa. 57:15). The ÿaÔbheÝliÝm, whom the Servant of Jehovah
has to comfort, are the “mourners of Zion,” those who take to heart the fall of
Zion. In v. 3, „wVLF … TTL̃F, he corrects himself, because what he brings is not
merely a diadem, to which the word suÝm (to set) would apply, but an abundant
supply of manifold gifts, to which only a general word like naÑthan (to give) is
appropriate. Instead of RPEJ,̃ the ashes of mourning or repentance laid upon the
head, he brings RJp̃i, a diadem to adorn the head (a transposition even so far as
the letters are concerned, and therefore the counterpart of RPJ); the “oil of
joy” (from Psa. 45: 8; compare also ¦XáŠFMi there with YTIJO XŠAMF here) instead
of mourning; “a wrapper (cloak) of renown” instead of a faint and almost
extinguished spirit. The oil with which they henceforth anoint themselves is to
be joy or gladness, and renown the cloak in which they wrap themselves (a
genitive connection, as in Isa. 59:17). And whence is all this? The gifts of God,
though represented in outward figures, are really spiritual, and take effect
within, rejuvenating and sanctifying the inward man; they are the sap and
strength, the marrow and impulse of a new life. The church thereby becomes
“terebinths of righteousness” (YLỸJ:̃ Targ., Symm., Jer., render this, strong
ones, mighty ones; Syr. dechre, rams; but though both of these are possible, so
far as the letters are concerned, they are unsuitable here), i.e., possessors of
righteousness, produced by God and acceptable with God, having all the
firmness and fulness of terebinths, with their strong trunks, their luxuriant
verdure, and their perennial foliage, — a planting of Jehovah, to the end that He
may get glory out of it (a repetition of Isa. 60:21).

Isa. 61: 4-6. Even in v. 3b with „HELF JRFQOWi a perfect was introduced in the
place of the infinitives of the object, and affirmed what was to be accomplished
through the mediation of the Servant of Jehovah. The second turn in the
address, which follows in vv. 4-9, continues the use of such perfects, which
afterwards pass into futures. But the whole is still governed by the
commencement in v. 1. The Servant of Jehovah celebrates the glorious office



committed to him, and expounds the substance of the gospel given him to
proclaim. It points to the restoration of the promised land, and to the elevation
of Israel, after its purification in the furnace of judgment, to great honour and
dignity in the midst of the world of nations. Vv. 4-6.

“And they will build up wastes of the olden time , raise up desolations of the
forefathers, and renew desolate cities, desolations of former generations. And
strangers stand and feed your flocks, and foreigners become your ploughmen and
vinedressers. But ye will be called priests of Jehovah; Servants of our God, will men
say to you: ye will eat the riches of the nations, and pride yourselves in their glory.”

The desolations and wastes of ÿoÝlaÑm and doÝr vaÑdoÝr, i.e., of ages remote and
near (Isa. 58:12), are not confined to what had lain in ruins during the seventy
years of the captivity. The land will be so thickly populated, that the former
places of abode will not suffice (Isa. 49:19, 20); so that places must be referred
to which are lying waste beyond the present bounds of the promised land
(Isa. 54: 3), and which will be rebuilt, raised up, and renewed by those who
return from exile, and indeed by the latest generations (Isa. 58:12, ¦miMI; cf.,
Isa. 60:14). ChoÝrebh, in the sense of desolation, is a word belonging to the alter
period of the language (Zeph., Jer., and Ezek.). The rebuilding naturally
suggests the thought of assistance on the part of the heathen (Isa. 60:10). But
the prophet expresses the fact that they will enter into the service of Israel (v.
5), in a new and different form. They “stand there” (viz., at their posts ready for
service, ÿal-mishmartaÑm, 2Ch. 7: 6), “and feed your flocks” (†JCO
singularetantum, cf., Gen. 30:43), and foreigners are your ploughmen and
vinedressers. Israel is now, in the midst of the heathen who have entered into
the congregation of Jehovah and become the people of God (ch 19:25), what
the Aaronites formerly were in the midst of Israel itself. It stands upon the
height of its primary destination to be a kingdom of priests (Exo. 19: 6). They
are called “priests of Jehovah,” and the heathen call them “servants of our
God;” for even the heathen speak with believing reverence of the God, to whom
Israel renders priestly service, as “our God.” This reads as if the restored
Israelites were to stand in the same relation to the converted heathen as the
clergy to the laity; but it is evident, from Isa. 66:21, that the prophet has no
such hierarchical separation as this in his mind. All that we can safely infer from
his prophecy is, that the nationality of Israel will not be swallowed up by the
entrance of the heathen into the community of the God of revelation. The
people created by Jehovah, to serve as the vehicle of the promise of salvation
and the instrument in preparing the way for salvation, will also render Him
special service, even after that salvation has been really effected. At the same
time, we cannot take the attitude, which is here assigned to the people of sacred
history after it has become the teacher of the nations, viz., as the leader of its
worship also, and shape it into any clear and definite form that shall be



reconcilable with the New Testament spirit of liberty and the abolition of all
national party-walls. The Old Testament prophet utters New Testament
prophecies in an Old Testament form. Even when he continues to say, “Ye will
eat the riches of the Gentiles, and pride yourselves in their glory,” i.e., be proud
of the glorious things which have passed from their possession into yours, this
is merely colouring intended to strike the eye, which admits of explanation on
the ground that he saw the future in the mirror of the present, as a complete
inversion of the relation in which the two had stood before. The figures present
themselves to him in the form of contrasts. The New Testament apostle, on the
other hand, says in Rom. 11:12 that the conversion of all Israel to Christ will be
“the riches of the Gentiles.” But if even then the Gentile church should act
according to the words of the same apostle in Rom. 15:27, and show her
gratitude to the people whose spiritual debtor she is, by ministering to them in
carnal things, all that the prophet has promised here will be amply fulfilled. We
cannot adopt the explanation proposed by Hitzig, Stier, etc., “and changing
with them, ye enter into their glory” (hithyammeÝr from yaÑmar = muÝr, Hiph.:
heÝmiÝr, Jer. 2:11; lit., to exchange with one another, to enter into one another’s
places); for yaÑmar = ÿaÑmar (cf., yaÑchad = ÿaÑchad; yaÑsham = ÿaÑsham; yaÑlaph =
ÿaÑlaph), to press upwards, to rise up (related to taÑmar, see at Isa. 17: 9; saÑmar,
Symm. oÏrqotrixeiÌn, possibly also ÿaÑmar with the hithpael hithÿammeÝr, LXX
katadunasteuÂein), yields a much simpler and more appropriate meaning. From
this verb we have hithÿammeÝr in Psa. 94: 4, “to lift one’s self up (proudly),” and
here hithyammeÝr; and it is in this way that the word has been explained by
Jerome (superbietis), and possibly by the LXX (qaumasqhÂsesqe, in the sense of
spectabiles eritis), by the Targum, and the Syriac, as well as by most of the
ancient and modern expositors.

Isa. 61: 7-9. The shame of banishment will then be changed into an excess of
joy, and honourable distinction. Vv. 7-9.

“Instead of shame ye will have double, and (instead) of insult they rejoice at their
portion: thus in their land they will possess double; everlasting joy will they have.
For I Jehovah love right, hate robbery in wickedness; and give them their reward in
faithfulness, and conclude an everlasting covenant with them. And their family will
be known among the nations, and their offspring in the midst of the nations: all who
see them will recognise them, for they are a family that Jehovah hath blessed.”

The enigmatical first half of v. 7 is explained in v. 2, where mishneh is shown to
consist of double possession in the land of their inheritance, which has not only
been restored to them, but extended far beyond the borders of their former
possession; and yaÑroÝnnuÝ chelqaÑm (cf., Isa. 64:14) denotes excessive rejoicing in
the ground and soil belonging to them (according to the appointment of
Jehovah): chelqaÑm as in Mic. 2: 4; and mishneh as equivalent not to DŒBKF
HNŠ̃iMI, but to HªFRUYi HNŠ̃iMI. Taking this to be the relation between v. 7b and 7a,



the meaning of laÑkheÝn is not, “therefore, because they have hitherto suffered
shame and reproach;” but what is promised in v. 7a is unfolded according to its
practical results, the effects consequent upon its fulfilment being placed in the
foreground (cf., p. 292); so that there is less to astonish us in the elliptically
brief form of v. 7a which needed explanation. The transition from the form of
address to that of declaration is the same as in Isa. 1:29; 31: 6; 52:14, 15.
HmFLIKiw is a concise expression for HMLK TXÁTAWi, just as YTIlFHITiw in Isa. 48: 9 is
for YTLHT †JAMÁLiw. ChelqaÑm is either the accusative of the object, according to
the construction of †ñRI, which occurs in Psa. 51:16; or what I prefer, looking at
HMFX ĩn Isa. 42:25, and ¦YXEBFZiw in Isa. 43:23, an adverbial accusative =
„QLXBi. The LXX, Jerome, and Saad. render the clause, in opposition to the
accents, “instead of your double shame and reproach;” but in that case the
principal words of the clause would read „KEQiLiHE wnROTf. The explanation
adopted by the Targum, Saad., and Jerome, “shame on the part of those who
rejoice in their portion,” is absolutely impossible. The great majority of the
modern commentators adopt essentially the same explanation of v. 7a as we
have done, and even A. E. Kimchi does the same. Hahn’s modification, “instead
of your shame is the double their portion, and (instead) of the insult this, that
they will rejoice,” forces a meaning upon the syntax which is absolutely
impossible. The reason for the gracious recompense for the wrong endured is
given in v. 8, “Jehovah loves the right,” which the enemies of Israel have so
shamefully abused. “He hates HLŒF b̂I LZG̃F, i.e., not rapinam in holocausto (as
Jerome, Talmud b. Succa 30a, Luther, and others render it; Eng. ver. “robbery
for burnt- offering”), — for what object would there be in mentioning sacrifices
here, seeing that only heathen sacrifices could be intended, and there would be
something worse than gaÑzeÝl to condemn in them? — but robbery, or, strictly
speaking, “something robbed in or with knavery” (LXX, Targ., Syr., Saad.),
which calls to mind at once the cruel robbery or spoiling that Israel had
sustained from the Chaldeans, its boÝzêziÝm (Isa. 42:24), — a robbery which
passed all bounds. HLŒF îs softened from HLFWiJA (from LWA F̂, LWA á̂), like HTFLF̂ O in
Job. 5:16, and TLOŒ̂ in Psa. 58: 3 and 64: 7; though it is doubtful whether the
punctuation assumes the latter, as the Targum does, and not rather the meaning
holocaustum supported by the Talmud. For the very reason, therefore, that
Israel had been so grievously ill-treated by the instruments of punishment
employed by Jehovah, He would give those who had been ill-treated their due
reward, after He had made the evil, which He had not approved, subservient to
His own salutary purposes. HlF̂ Upi is the reward of work in Lev. 19:13, of
hardship in Eze. 29:20; here it is the reward of suffering. This reward He would
give TMEJåbE, exactly as He had promised, without the slightest deduction. The
posterity of those who have been ill-treated and insulted will be honourably



known ( D̂AŒN as in Pro. 31:23) in the world of nations, and men will need only
to catch sight of them to recognise them (by prominent marks of blessing), for
they are a family blessed of God. YkI, not quod (because), although it might
have this meaning, but nam (for), as in Gen. 27:23, since hikkiÝr includes the
meaning agnoscere (to recognise).

Isa. 61:10, 11. This is the joyful calling of the Servant of Jehovah to be the
messenger of such promises of God to His people. Vv. 10, 11.

“Joyfully I rejoice in Jehovah; my soul shall be joyful in my God, that He hath
given me garments of salvation to put on, hath wrapped me in the robe of
righteousness, as a bridegroom who wears the turban like a priest , and as a bride
who puts on her jewellery. For like the land which brings forth its sprouts, and as a
garde which causes the things sown in it to sprout up; so the Lord Jehovah bringeth
righteousness to sprouting, and renown before all nations.”

The Targum precedes this last turn with “Thus saith Jerusalem.” But as vv. 4-9
are a development of the glorious prospects, the realization of which has to be
effected through the instrumentality of the person speaking in vv. 1-3 both in
word and deed, the speaker here is certainly the same as there. Nor is it even
the fact that he is here supposed to commence speaking again; but he is simply
continuing his address by expressing at the close, as he did at the beginning, the
relation in which he stands in his own person to the approaching elevation of
His people. Exalted joy, which impels him to exult, is what he experiences in
Jehovah his God (bI denoting the ground and orbit of his experience): for the
future, which so abounds in grace, and which he has to proclaim as a prophet
and as the evangelist of Israel, and of which he has to lay the foundation as the
mediator of Israel, and in which he is destined to participate as being himself an
Israelite, consists entirely of salvation and righteousness; so that he, the bearer
and messenger of the divine counsels of grace, appears to himself as one to
whom Jehovah has given clothes of salvation to put on, and whom He has
wrapped in the robe of righteousness. TsêdaÑqaÑh (righteousness), looked at from
the evangelical side of the idea which it expresses, is here the parallel word to
yêshuÝÿaÑh (salvation). The figurative representation of both by different articles
of dress is similar to Isa. 59:17: yaÑÿat, which only occurs here, is synonymous
with ÿaÑtaÑh, from which comes maÿaÔteh, a wrapper or cloak (v. 3). He appears to
himself, as he stands there hoping such things for his people, and preaching
such things to his people, to resemble a bridegroom, who makes his turban in
priestly style, i.e., who winds it round his head after the fashion of the priestly
migbaÑÿoÝth (Exo. 29: 9), which are called „YRIJp̃i in Exo. 39:28 (cf.,
Eze. 54:18). Rashi and others think of the mitsnepheth of the high priest, which
was of purple-blue; but †HKY does not imply anything beyond the migbaÑÿaÑh, a
tall mitra, which was formed by twisting a long linen band round the head so as



to make it stand up in a point. †Hk̃I is by no means equivalent to koÝneÝn, or
heÝkhiÝn, as Hitzig and Hahn suppose, since the verb kaÑhan = kuÝn only survives
in koÝheÝn. KiÝheÝn is a denom., and signifies to act or play the priest; it is
construed here with the accusative RJp̃i, which is either the accusative of more
precise definition (“who play the priest in a turban;” A. wÎj nuÂmfion
iÎerateuoÂmenon stefaÂnwÄ), or what would answer better to the parallel member,
“who makes the turban like a priest.” As often as he receives the word of
promise into his heart and takes it into his mouth, it is to him like the turban of
a bridegroom, or like the jewellery which a bride puts on (ta’deh, kal, as in
Hos. 2:15). For the substance of the promise is nothing but salvation and
renown, which Jehovah causes to sprout up before all nations, just as the earth
causes its vegetation to sprout, or a garden its seed (K as a preposition in both
instances, instar followed by attributive clauses; see Isa. 8:23). The word in the
mouth of the servant of Jehovah is the seed, out of which great things are
developed before all the world. The ground and soil (‘erets) of this
development is mankind; the enclosed garden therein (gannaÑh) is the church;
and the great things themselves are tsêdaÑqaÑh, as the true inward nature of His
church, and têhillaÑh as its outward manifestation. The force which causes the
seed to germinate is Jehovah; but the bearer of the seed is the servant of
Jehovah, and the ground of his festive rejoicing is the fact that he is able to
scatter the seed of so gracious and glorious a future.

Fifth Prophecy — Ch. 62

THE GRADUAL EXTENSION OF THE GLORY OF JERUSALEM

Isa. 62: 1-3. Nearly all the more recent commentators regard the prophet
himself as speaking here. Having given himself up to praying to Jehovah and
preaching to the people, he will not rest or hold his peace till the salvation,
which has begun to be realized, has been brought fully out to the light of day. It
is, however, really Jehovah who commences thus: Vv. 1-3.

“For Zion’s sake I shall not be silent , and for Jerusalem’s sake I shall not rest, till
her righteousness breaks forth like morning brightness, and her salvation like a
blazing torch. And nations will see they righteousness, and all kings thy glory; and
men will call thee by a new name, which the mouth of Jehovah will determine. And
thou wilt be an adorning coronet in the hand of Jehovah, and a royal diadem in the
lap of thy God.”

It is evident that Jehovah is the speaker here, both from v. 6 and also from the
expression used; for chaÑshaÑh is the word commonly employed in such
utterances of Jehovah concerning Himself, to denote His leaving things in their
existing state without interposing (Isa. 65: 6; 57:11; 64:11). Moreover, the
arguments which may be adduced to prove that the author of Isa. 40-66 is not



the speaker in Isa. 61, also prove that it is not he who is continuing to speak of
himself in Isa. 62 Jehovah, having now begun to speak and move on behalf of
Zion, will “for Zion’s sake,” i.e., just because it is Zion, His own church, neither
be silent nor give Himself rest, till He has gloriously executed His work of
grace. Zion is now in the shade, but the time will come when her righteousness
will go forth as noÝgah, the light which bursts through the night (Isa. 60:19;
59: 9; here the morning sunlight, Pro. 4:18; compare shachar, the morning red,
Isa. 58: 8); or till her salvation is like a torch which blazes. R F̂BiYI belongs to
DYpILÁki (mercha) in the form of an attributive clause = Rˆ̃bO, although it might
also be assumed that R B̂Y stands by attraction for R B̂T (cf., Isa. 2:11;
Ewald, § 317, c). The verb RJAbF, which is generally applied to wrath (e.g.,
Isa. 30:27), is here used in connection with salvation, which has wrath towards
the enemies of Zion as its obverse side: Zion’s tsedeq (righteousness) shall
become like the morning sunlight, before which even the last twilight has
vanished; and Zion’s yêshuÝÿaÑh is like a nightly torch, which sets fire to its own
material, and everything that comes near it. The force of the conjunction DJA
(until) does not extend beyond v. 1. From v. 2 onwards, the condition of things
in the object indicated by D îs more fully described. The eyes of the nations
will be directed to the righteousness of Zion, the impress of which is now their
common property; the eyes of all kings to her glory, with which the glory of
none of them, nor even of all together, can possibly compare. And because this
state of Zion is a new one, which has never existed before, her old name is not
sufficient to indicate her nature. She is called by a new name; and who could
determine this new name? He who makes the church righteous and glorious,
He, and He alone, is able to utter a name answering to her new nature, just as it
was He who called Abram Abraham, and Jacob Israel. The mouth of Jehovah
will determine it (BQANF, to pierce, to mark, to designate in a signal and
distinguishing manner, nuncupare; cf., Amo. 6: 1, Num. 1:17). It is only in
imagery that prophecy here sees what Zion will be in the future: she will be “a
crown of glory,” “a diadem,” or rather a tiara (tsêniÝph; Chethib tsênuÝph =
mitsnepheth, the head-dress of the high priest, Exo. 28: 4, Zec. 3: 5; and that of
the king, Eze. 21:31) “of regal dignity,” in the hand of her God (for want of a
synonym of “hand,” we have adopted the rendering “in the lap” the second time
that it occurs). Meier renders HWHY DYAbI (‡KAbI) Jovae sub praesidio, as though
it did not form part of the figure. But it is a main feature in the figure, that
Jehovah holds the crown in His hand. Zion is not the ancient crown which the
Eternal wears upon His head, but the crown wrought out in time, which He
holds in His hand, because He is seen in Zion by all creation. The whole history
of salvation is the history of the taking of the kingdom, and the perfecting of the



kingdom by Jehovah; in other words, the history of the working out of this
crown.

Isa. 62: 4, 5. Zion will be once more the beloved of God, and her home the
bride of her children. Vv. 4, 5.

“Men will no more call thee ‘Forsaken one;’ and thy land they will no more call
‘Desert:’ but men will name thee ‘My delight in her,’ and thy home ‘Married one:’
for Jehovah hath delight in thee, and thy land is married. For the young man
marrieth the maiden, thy children will marry thee; and as the bridegroom rejoiceth
in the bride, thy God will rejoice in thee.”

The prophecy mentions new names, which will now take the place of the old
ones; but these names indicate what Zion appears to be, not her true nature
which is brought to the light. In the explanatory clause ¥LF stands at the head,
because the name of Zion is given first in distinction from the name of her land.
Zion has hitherto been called ÿaÔzuÝbhaÑh, forsaken by Jehovah, who formerly
loved her; but she now receives instead the name of chephtsiÝ-bhaÑh (really the
name of a woman, viz., the wife of Hezekiah, and mother of Manasseh,
2Ki. 21: 1), for she is now the object of true affection on the part of Jehovah.
With the rejoicing of a bridegroom in his bride (the accusative is used here in
the same sense as in HLFDOGi HXFMiVI XMV; Ges. § 138, 1) will her God rejoice in
her, turning to her again with a love as strong and deep as the first love of a
bridal pair. And the land of Zion’s abode, the fatherland of her children, was
hitherto called shêmaÑmaÑh; it was turned into a desert by the heathen, and the
connection that existed between it and the children of the land was severed; but
now it shall be called bêÿuÝlaÑh, for it will be newly married. A young man marries
a virgin, thy children will marry thee: the figure and the fact are placed side by
side in the form of an emblematical proverb, the particle of comparison being
omitted (see Herzog’s Cyclopaedia, xiv. 696, and Ges. § 155, 2, h). The church
in its relation to Jehovah is a weak but beloved woman, which has Him for its
Lord and Husband (Isa. 54: 5); but in relation to her home she is the totality of
those who are lords or possessors (baÿaÔleÝ, 2Sa. 6: 2) of the land, and who call
the land their own as it were by right of marriage. Out of the loving relation in
which the church stands to its God, there flows its relation of authority over
every earthly thing of which it stands in need. In some MSS there is a break
here.

Isa. 62: 6, 7. Watchmen stationed upon the walls of Zion (says the third
strophe) do not forsake Jehovah till He has fulfilled all His promise. Vv. 6, 7.

“Upon thy walls, O Jerusalem, have I stationed watchmen; all the day and all the
night continually they are not silent. O ye who remember Jehovah, leave yourselves
no rest! And give Him no rest, till He raise up, and till He set Jerusalem for a praise
in the earth.”



As the phrase hiphqiÝd ÿal signifies to make a person an overseer (president)
over anything, it seems as though we ought to render the sentence before us, “I
have set watchmen over thy walls.” But hiphqiÝd by itself may also mean “to
appoint” (2Ki. 25:23), and therefore ¥YITAMOŒX‰LJA may indicate the place of
appointment (LXX eÏpiÃ twÌn teixeÂwn sou, upon thy walls: IÎerousalhÂm,
kateÂsthsa fuÂlakaj). Those who are stationed upon the walls are no doubt
keepers of the walls; not, however, as persons whose exclusive duty it is to
keep the walls, but as those who have committed to them the guarding of the
city both within and without (Son. 5: 7). The appointment of such watchmen
presupposes the existence of the city, which is thus to be watched from the
walls. It is therefore inadmissible to think of the walls of Jerusalem as still lying
in ruins, as the majority of commentators have done, and to understand by the
watchmen pious Israelites, who pray for their restoration, or (according to b.
Menachoth 87a; cf., Zec. 1:12) angelic intercessors. The walls intended are
those of the city, which, though once destroyed, is actually imperishable
(Isa. 49:16) and has now been raised up again. And who else could the
watchmen stationed upon the walls really be, but prophets who are called
tsoÝphiÝm (e.g., Isa. 52: 8), and whose calling, according to Eze. 33, is that of
watchmen? And if prophets are meant, who else can the person appointing them
be but Jehovah Himself? The idea that the author of these prophecies is
speaking of himself, as having appointed the shoÝmêriÝm, must therefore be
rejected. Jehovah gives to the restored Jerusalem faithful prophets, whom He
stations upon the walls of the city, that they may see far and wide, and be heard
afar off. And from those walls does their warning cry on behalf of the holy city
committed to their care ascent day and night to Jehovah, and their testimony go
round about to the world. For after Jerusalem has been restored and re-peopled,
the further end to be attained is this, that Jehovah should build up the newly
founded city within (coÝneÝn the consequence of baÑnaÑh, Num. 21:27, and ÿaÑsaÑh,
Isa. 45:18, Deu. 32: 6; cf., Isa. 54:14, and Psa. 87: 5), and help it to attain the
central post of honour in relation to those without, which He has destined for it.
Such prophets of the times succeeding the captivity (nêbhiÝÿiÝm ÿachaÔroÝniÝm; cf.,
Zec. 1: 4) were Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. Haggai stands upon the walls
of Jerusalem, and proclaims the glory of the second temple as surpassing that of
the first. Zechariah points from Joshua and Zerubbabel onwards to the sprout of
Jehovah, who is priest and prince in one person, and builds the true temple of
God. Malachi predicts the coming of the Lord to His temple, and the rising of
the Sun of righteousness. Under the eyes of these prophets the city of God rose
up again, and they stand upon its pinnacles, and look thence into the glorious
future that awaits it, and hasten its approach through the word of their
testimony. Such prophets, who carry the good of their people day and night
upon their anxious praying hearts, does Jehovah give to the Jerusalem after the
captivity, which is one in the prophet’s view with the Jerusalem of the last days;



and in so lively a manner does the prophet here call them up before his own
mind, that he exclaims to them, “Ye who remind Jehovah, to finish gloriously
the gracious work which He has begun,” give yourselves to rest (doÔmi from
daÑmaÑh = daÑmam, to grow dumb, i.e., to cease speaking or working, in
distinction from chaÑshaÑh, to be silent, i.e., not to speak or work), and allow
Him no rest till He puts Jerusalem in the right state, and so glorifies it, that it
shall be recognised and extolled as glorious over all the earth. Prophecy here
sees the final glory of the church as one that gradually unfolds itself, and that
not without human instrumentality. The prophets of the last times, with their
zeal in prayer, and in the exercise of their calling as witnesses, form a striking
contrast to the blind, dumb, indolent, sleepy hirelings of the prophet’s own time
(Isa. 56:10).

Isa. 62: 8, 9. The following strophe expresses one side of the divine promise,
on which the hope of that lofty and universally acknowledged glory of
Jerusalem, for whose completion the watchers upon its walls so ceaselessly
exert themselves, is founded. Vv. 8, 9.

“Jehovah hath sworn by His right hand, and by His powerful arm, Surely I no more
give thy corn for food to thine enemies; and foreigners will to drink thy must , for
which thou hast laboured hard. No, they that gather it in shall eat it, and praise
Jehovah; and they that store it, shall drink it in the courts of my sanctuary.”

The church will no more succumb to the tyranny of a worldly power. Peace
undisturbed, and unrestricted freedom, reign there. With praise to Jehovah are
the fruits of the land enjoyed by those who raised and reaped them. tiJAGAYF (with
an auxiliary pathach, as in Isa. 47:12, 15) is applied to the cultivation of the
soil, and includes the service of the heathen who are incorporated in Israel
(Isa. 61: 5); whilst ‡sJ̃I (whence WYPFSiJÁMi with S raphatum) or ‡SJ̃O (poel,
whence the reading WYPFSiJFMi, cf., Psa. 101: 5, mêloshniÝ; 109:10, vê-dorshuÝ, for
which in some codd. and editions we find WYPFSiJFMi, an intermediate form
between piel and poel; see at Psa. 62: 4) and ƒbQ̃I stand in the same relation to
one another as condere (horreo) and colligere (cf., Isa. 11:12). The expression
bêchatsroÝth qodshiÝ, in the courts of my sanctuary, cannot imply that the produce
of the harvest will never be consumed anywhere else than there (which is
inconceivable), but only that their enjoyment of the harvest-produce will be
consecrated by festal meals of worship, with an allusion to the legal regulation
that two-tenths (maÿaÔseÝr sheÝniÝ) should be eaten in a holy place (liphneÝ Jehovah)
by the original possessor and his family, with the addition of the Levites and the
poor (Deu. 14:22-27: see Saalschütz, Mosaisches Recht, cap. 42). Such
thoughts, as that all Israel will then be a priestly nation, or that all Jerusalem
will be holy, are not implied in this promise. All that it affirms is, that the
enjoyment of the harvest-blessing will continue henceforth undisturbed, and be



accompanied with the grateful worship of the giver, and therefore, because
sanctified by thanksgiving, will become an act of worship in itself. This is what
Jehovah has sworn “by His right hand,” which He only lifts up with truth, and
“by His powerful arm,” which carries out what it promises without the
possibility of resistance. The Talmud (b. Nazir 3b) understand by WZˆ ŴRZ the
left arm, after Dan. 12: 7; but the W of ŴRZBW is epexegetical.

Isa. 62:10-12. The concluding strophe goes back to the standpoint of the
captivity. Vv. 10-12.

“Go forth, go forth through the gates, clear the way of the people. Cast up, cast up
the road, clear it of stones; lift up a banner above the nations! Behold , Jehovah hath
caused tidings to sound to the end of the earth. Say to the daughter of Zion, Behold,
thy salvation cometh; behold, His reward is with Him, and His recompense before
Him. And men will call them the holy people, the redeemed of Jehovah; and men will
call thee, Striven after, A city that will not be forsaken.”

We cannot adopt the rendering proposed by Gesenius, “Go ye into the gates,”
whether of Jerusalem or of the temple, since the reading would then be „YRÎ FŠi
wJbO (Gen. 23:10) or „YRI F̂ªiBÁ (Jer. 7: 2). For although bI RBÁ̂ F may under
certain circumstances be applied to entrance into a city (Jud. 9:26), yet it
generally denotes either passing through a land (Isa. 8:21; 34:10; Gen. 41:46;
Lev. 26: 6, etc.), or through a nation (2Sa. 20:14), or through a certain place
(Isa. 10:28); so that the phrase RJAªAbÁ RBÁ̂ F, which does not occur anywhere
else (for in Mic. 2:13, which refers, however, to the exodus of the people out of
the gates of the cities of the captivity, RJAŠA wRBO á̂yAWA do not belong together),
must refer to passing through the gate; and the cry „YR Š̂B wRBi Î means just
the same as LBEbFMI wJCi (“Go ye forth from Babylon”) in Isa. 48:20; 52:11.

The call to go out of Babylon forms the conclusion of the prophecy here, just as
it does in Isa. 48:20, 21; 52:11, 12. It is addressed to the exiles; but who are
they to whom the command is given, “Throw up a way,” — a summons
repeatedly found in all the three books of these prophecies (Isa. 40: 3; 57:14)?
They cannot be the heathen, for this is contradicted by the conclusion of the
charge, “Lift ye up a banner above the nations;” nor can we adopt what seems
to us a useless fancy on the part of Stier, viz., that v. 10 is addressed to the
watchmen on the walls of Zion. We have no hesitation, therefore, in concluding
that they are the very same persons who are to march through the gates of
Babylon. The vanguard (or pioneers) of those who are coming out are here
summoned to open the way by which the people are to march, to throw up the
road (viz., by casting up an embankment, hamsillaÑh, as in Isa. 11:16; 49:11;
masluÝl, Isa. 35: 8), to clear it of stones (siqqeÝl, as in Isa. 5: 2; cf., Hos. 9:12,
shikkeÝl meÝÿaÑdaÑm), and lift up a banner above the nations (one rising so high as



to be visible far and wide), that the diaspora of all places may join those who
are returning home with the friendly help of the nations (Isa. 11:12; 49:22). For
Jehovah hath caused tidings to be heard to the end of the earth, i.e., as we may
see from what follows, the tidings of their liberation; in other words, looking at
the historical fulfilment, the proclamation of Cyrus, which he caused to be
issued throughout his empire at the instigation of Jehovah (Ezr. 1: 1). Hitzig
regards JAYMIŠiHI as expressing what had actually occurred at the time when the
prophet uttered his predictions; and in reality the standpoint of the prophets was
so far a variable one, that the fulfilment of what was predicted did draw nearer
and nearer to it eÏn pneuÂmati (p. 380). But as hinneÝh throughout the book of
Isaiah (p. 278), even when followed by a perfect (p. 306), invariably points to
something future, all that can be said is, that the divine announcement of the
time of redemption, as having now arrived, stands out before the soul of the
prophet with all the certainty of a historical fact. The conclusion which Knobel
draws from the expression “to the end of the earth,” as to the Babylonian
standpoint of the prophet, is a false one. In his opinion, “the end of the earth” in
such passages as Psa. 72: 8, Zec. 9:10 (ÿaphseÝ-ÿaÑrets), and Isa. 24:16 (kênaph
haÑÿaÑrets), signifies the western extremity of the orbis orientalis, that is to say,
the region of the Mediterranean, more especially Palestine; whereas it was
rather a term applied to the remotest lands which bounded the geographical
horizon (compare Isa. 42:10; 48:20, with Psa. 2: 8; 22:28, and other passages).
The words that follow (“Say ye,” etc.) might be taken as a command issued on
the ground of the divine hishmiÝaÔÿ (“the Lord hath proclaimed”); but hishmiÝaÔÿ
itself is a word that needs to be supplemented, so that what follows is the divine
proclamation: Men everywhere, i.e., as far as the earth or the dispersion of
Israel extends, are to say to the daughter of Zion — that is to say, to the church
which has its home in Zion, but is now in foreign lands — that “its salvation
cometh,” i.e., that Jehovah, its Saviour, is coming to bestow a rich reward upon
His church, which has passed through sever punishment, but has been so
salutarily refined. Those to whom the words “Say ye,” etc., are addressed, are
not only the prophets of Israel, but all the mourners of Zion, who become
mêbhassêriÝm, just because they respond to this appeal (compare the meaning of
this “Say ye to the daughter of Zion” with Zec. 9: 9 in Mat. 21: 5). The whole
of the next clause, “Behold, His reward,” etc., is a repetition of the prophet’s
own words in Isa. 40:10. It is a question whether the words “and they shall call
thee,” etc., contain the gospel which is to be proclaimed according to the will of
Jehovah to the end of the earth (see Isa. 48:20), or whether they are a
continuation of the prophecy which commences with “Behold, Jehovah hath
proclaimed.” The latter is the more probable, as the address here passes again
into an objective promise. The realization of the gospel, which Jehovah causes
to be preached, leads men to call those who are now still in exile “the holy
people,” “the redeemed” (lit. ransomed, Isa. 51:10; like pêduÝyeÝ in Isa. 35:10).



“And thee” — thus does the prophecy close by returning to a direct address to
Zion-Jerusalem — ”thee will men call dêruÝshaÑh,” sought assiduously, i.e., one
whose welfare men, and still more Jehovah, are zealously concerned to promote
(compare the opposite in Jer. 30:17), — ”a city that will not be forsaken,” i.e.,
in which men gladly settle, and which will never be without inhabitants again
(the antithesis to ÿaÔzuÝbhaÑh in Isa. 60:15), possibly also in the sense that the
gracious presence of God will never be withdrawn from it again (the antithesis
to ÿaÔzuÝbhaÑh in v. 4). HBZF N̂ is the third pers. pr., like nuchaÑmaÑh in Isa. 54:11:
the perfect as expressing the abstract present (Ges. § 126, 3).

The following prophecy anticipates the question, how Israel can possibly rejoice
in the recovered possession of its inheritance, if it is still to be surrounded by
such malicious neighbours as the Edomites.

Sixth Prophecy — Ch. 63: 1-6

JUDGMENT UPON EDOM, AND UPON THE WHOLE WORLD THAT
IS HOSTILE TO THE CHURCH

Isa. 63: 1-6. Just as the Ammonites had been characterized by a thirst for
extending their territory as well as by cruelty, and the Moabites by boasting and
a slanderous disposition, so were the Edomites, although the brother-nation to
Israel, characterised from time immemorial by fierce, implacable, bloodthirsty
hatred towards Israel, upon which they fell in the most ruthless and malicious
manner, whenever it was surrounded by danger or had suffered defeat. The
knavish way in which they acted in the time of Joram, when Jerusalem was
surprised and plundered by Philistines and Arabians (2Ch. 21:16, 17), has been
depicted by Obadiah. A large part of the inhabitants of Jerusalem were then
taken prisoners, and sold by the conquerors, some to the Phoenicians and some
to the Greeks (Oba. 1:20; Joe. 4: 1-8); to the latter through the medium of the
Edomites, who were in possession of the port and commercial city of Elath on
the Elanitic Gulf (Amo. 1: 6). Under the rule of the very same Joram the
Edomites had made themselves independent of the house of David (2Ki. 8:20;
2Ch. 21:10), and a great massacre took place among the Judaeans settled in
Idumaea; an act of wickedness for which Joel threatens them with the judgment
of God (ch. 4:19), and which was regarded as not yet expiated even in the time
of Uzziah, notwithstanding the fact that Amaziah had chastised them
(2Ki. 14: 7), and Uzziah had wrested Elath from them (2Ki. 14:22). “Thus
saith Jehovah,” was the prophecy of Amos (Amos. 1:11, 12) in the first half of
Uzziah’s reign,

“for three transgressions of Edom, ad for four, I will not take it back, because he
pursued his brother with the sword, and stifled his compassion, so that his anger



tears in pieces for ever, and he keeps his fierce wrath eternally: And I let fire loose
upon Teman, and it devours the palaces of Bozrah.”

So also at the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, and the carrying away
of the people, Edom took the side of the Chaldeans, rejoiced over Israel’s
defeat, and flattered itself that it should eventually rule over the territory that
had hitherto belonged to Israel. They availed themselves of this opportunity to
slake their thirst for revenge upon Israel, placing themselves at the service of its
enemies, delivering up fugitive Judaeans or else massacring them, and really
obtaining possession of the southern portion of Judaea, viz., Hebron (1 Macc.
5:65; cf., Josephus, Wars of the Jews, iv. 9, 7). With a retrospective glance at
these, the latest manifestations of eternal enmity, Edom is threatened with
divine vengeance by Jeremiah in the prophecy contained in Jer. 49: 7-22, which
is taken for the most part from Obadiah; also in the Lamentations (Lam. 4:21,
22), as well as by Ezekiel (Eze. 25:12-14, and especially 35), and by the author
of Psa. 137, which looks back upon the time of the captivity. Edom is not
always an emblematical name for the imperial power of the world: this is
evident enough from Psa. 137, from Isa. 21, and also from Isa. 34 in connection
with Isa. 13, where the judgment upon Edom is represented as a different one
from the judgment upon Babylon. Babylon and Edom are always to be taken
literally, so far as the primary meaning of the prophecy is concerned; but they
are also representative, Babylon standing for the violent and tyrannical world-
power, and Edom for the world as cherishing hostility and manifesting hostility
to Israel as Israel, i.e., as the people of God. Babylon had no other interest, so
far as Israel was concerned, than to subjugate it like other kingdoms, and
destroy every possibility of its ever rising again. But Edom, which dwelt in
Israel’s immediate neighbourhood, and sprang from the same ancestral house,
hated Israel with hereditary mortal hatred, although it knew the God of Israel
better than Babylon ever did, because it knew that Israel had deprived it of its
birthright, viz., the chieftainship. If Israel should have such a people as this, and
such neighbouring nations generally round about it, after it had been delivered
from the tyranny of the mistress of the world, its peace would still be
incessantly threatened. Not only must Babylon fall, but Edom also must be
trodden down, before Israel could be redeemed, or be regarded as perfectly
redeemed. The prophecy against Edom which follows here is therefore a well-
chosen side-piece to the prophecy against Babel in Isa. 47, at the point of time
to which the prophet has been transported.

Isa. 63: 1. This is the smallest of all the twenty-seven prophecies. In its
dramatic style it resembles Psa. 24; in its visionary and emblematical character it
resembles the tetralogy in Isa. 21-22:14. The attention of the seer is attracted by
a strange and lofty form coming from Edom, or more strictly from Bozrah; not
the place in Auranitis or Hauran (Jer. 48:24) which is memorable in church



history, but the place in Edomitis or Gebal, between Petra and the Dead Sea,
which still exists as a village in ruins under the diminutive name of el-Busaire.
V. 1.

“Who is this that cometh from Edom, in deep red clothes from Bozrah? This,
glorious in his apparel, bending to and fro in the fulness of his strength?”

The verb chaÑmats means to be sharp or bitter; but here, where it can only refer
to colour, it means to be glaring, and as the Syriac shows, in which it is
generally applied to blushing from shame or reverential awe, to be a staring red
(oÏceÂwj). The question, what is it that makes the clothes of this new-comer so
strikingly red? is answered afterwards. But apart from the colour, they are
splendid in their general arrangement and character. The person seen
approaching is ŒŠwBLibI RwDHF (cf., Arab. hådr and hdr, to rush up, to shoot up
luxuriantly, ahdar used for a swollen body), and possibly through the medium
of haÑdaÑr (which may signify primarily a swelling, or pad, oÏÂgkoj, and secondarily
pomp or splendour), “to honour or adorn;” so that haÑduÝr signifies adorned,
grand (as in Gen. 24:65; Targ. II LXX wÎraiÌoj), splendid. The verb tsaÑÿaÑh, to
bend or stoop, we have already met with in Isa. 51:14. Here it is used to denote
a gesture of proud self-consciousness, partly with or without the idea of the
proud bending back of the head (or bending forward to listen), and partly with
that of swaying to and fro, i.e., the walk of a proud man swinging to and fro
upon the hips. The latter is the sense in which we understand tsoÝÿeh here, viz.,
as a syn. of the Arabic mutamaÑil, to bend proudly from one side to the other
(Vitringa: se huc illuc motitans). The person seen here produces the impression
of great and abundant strength; and his walk indicates the corresponding pride
of self-consciousness.

Isa. 63: 1b. “Who is this?” asks the seer of a third person. But the answer
comes from the person himself, though only seen in the distance, and therefore
with a voice that could be heard afar off. V. 1b. “I am he that speaketh in
righteousness, mighty to aid.” Hitzig, Knobel, and others, take righteousness as
the object of the speaking; and this is grammatically possible (bI = periÂ, e.g.,
Deu. 6: 7). But our prophet uses QDCB in Isa. 42: 6; 45:13, and HQDCB in an
adverbial sense: “strictly according to the rule of truth (more especially that of
the counsel of mercy or plan of salvation) and right.” The person approaching
says that he is great in word and deed (Jer. 32:19). He speaks in righteousness;
in the zeal of his holiness threatening judgment to the oppressors, and promising
salvation to the oppressed; and what he threatens and promises, he carries out
with mighty power. He is great (BRÁ, not BRF; S. uÎpermaxwÌn, Jer. propugnator)
to aid the oppressed against their oppressors. This alone might lead us to
surmise, that it is God from whose mouth of righteousness (Isa. 45:23) the



consolation of redemption proceeds, and whose holy omnipotent arm
(Isa. 52:10; 59:16) carries out the act of redemption.

Isa. 63: 2. The seer surmises this also, and now inquires still further, whence
the strange red colour of his apparel, which does not look like the purple of a
king’s talar or the scarlet of a chlamys. V. 2.

“Whence the red on thine apparel, and thy clothes like those of a wine-presser?”

JAwdMÁ inquires the reason and cause; HmFLF, in its primary sense, the object or
purpose. The seer asks, “Why is there red (ÿaÑdoÝm, neuter, like rabh in v. 7) to
thine apparel?” The Lamed, which might be omitted (wherefore is thy garment
red?), implies that the red was not its original colour, but something added (cf.,
Jer. 30:12, and laÑmoÝ in Isa. 26:16; 53: 8). This comes out still more distinctly in
the second half of the question: “and (why are) thy clothes like those of one
who treads (wine) in the wine-press” (begath with a pausal á not lengthened,
like baz in Isa. 8: 1), i.e., saturated and stained as if with the juice of purple
grapes?

Isa. 63: 3-6. The person replies: Vv. 3-6.

“I have trodden the wine-trough alone, and of the nations no one was with me: and
I trode them in my wrath, and trampled them down in my fury; and their life-sap
spirted upon my clothes, and all my raiment was stained. For a day of vengeance
was in my heart, and the year of my redemption was come. And I looked round, and
there was no helper; and I wondered there was no supporter: then mine own arm
helped me; and my fury, it became my support. And I trode down nations in my
wrath, and made them drunk in my fury, and made their life-blood run down to the
earth.”

He had indeed trodden the wine-press (puÝraÑh = gath, or, if distinct from this, the
pressing-trough as distinguished from the pressing-house or pressing-place;
according to Fürst, something hollowed out; but according to the traditional
interpretation from puÝr = paÑrar, to crush, press, both different from yeqebh: see
at Isa. 5: 2), and he alone; so that the juice of the grapes had saturated and
coloured his clothes, and his only. When he adds, that of the nations no one was
with him, it follows that the press which he trode was so great, that he might
have needed the assistance of whole nations. And when he continues thus: And
I trod them in my wrath, etc., the enigma is at once explained. It was to the
nations themselves that the knife was applied. They were cut off like grapes and
put into the wine-press (Joe. 4:13); and this heroic figure, of which there was
no longer any doubt that it was Jehovah Himself, had trodden them down in the
impulse and strength of His wrath. The red upon the clothes was the life-blood
of the nations, which had spirted upon them, and with which, as He trode this
wine-press, He had soiled all His garments. NeÝtsach, according to the more



recently accepted derivation from naÑtsach, signifies, according to the traditional
idea, which is favoured by Lam. 3:18, vigor, the vital strength and life-blood,
regarded as the sap of life. ZYW̃i (compare the historical tense ZyIWA in 2Ki. 9:33) is
the future used as an imperfect, and it spirted, from naÑzaÑh (see at Isa. 52:15).
YtILiJFGiJE (from LJÁgF = LJAgF, Isa. 59: 3) is the perfect hiphil with an Aramaean
inflexion (compare the same Aramaism in Psa. 76: 6, 2Ch. 20:35; and YNIJFLiHE,
which is half like it, in Job. 16: 7); the Hebrew form would be YTLJGJI f238.

AE and A regard the form as a mixture of the perfect and future, but this is a
mistake. This work of wrath had been executed by Jehovah, because He had in
His heart a day of vengeance, which could not be delayed, and because the year
(see at Isa. 61: 2) of His promised redemption had arrived. YLÁJUgi (this is the
proper reading, not YLÁwJgi, as some codd. have it; and this was the reading
which Rashi had before him in his comm. on Lam. 1: 6) is the plural of the
passive participle used as an abstract noun (compare „YyIXÁ vivi, vitales, or
rather viva, vitalia = vita). And He only had accomplished this work of wrath.
V. 5 is the expansion of YdIBÁLi, and almost a verbal repetition of Isa. 59:16. The
meaning is, that no one joined Him with conscious free-will, to render help to
the God of judgment and salvation in His purposes. The church that was
devoted to Him was itself the object of the redemption, and the great mass of
those who were estranged from Him the object of the judgment. Thus He found
Himself alone, neither human co-operation nor the natural course of events
helping the accomplishment of His purposes. And consequently He renounced
all human help, and broke through the steady course of development by a
marvellous act of His own. He trode down nations in His wrath, and intoxicated
them in His fury, and caused their life-blood to flow down to the ground. The
Targum adopts the rendering “et triturabo eos,” as if the reading were
„Rb̃IŠAJáWF, which we find in Sonc. 1488, and certain other editions, as well as in
some codd. Many agree with Cappellus in preferring this reading; and in itself it
is not inadmissible (see Lam. 1:15). But the LXX and all the other ancient
versions, the Masora (which distinguishes „RKŠJW with K, as only met with
once, from „RBŠJW with B in Deu. 9:17), and the great majority of the MSS,
support the traditional reading. There is nothing surprising in the transition to
the figure of the cup of wrath, which is a very common one with Isaiah.
Moreover, all that is intended is, that Jehovah caused the nations to feel the full
force of this His fury, by trampling them down in His fury.

Even in this short ad highly poetical passage we see a desire to emblematize,
just as in the emblematic cycle of prophetical night-visions in Isa. 21-22:14. For
not only is the name of Edom made covertly into an emblem of its future fate,
„DOJå becoming „DOJF upon the apparel of Jehovah the avenger, when the blood



of the people, stained with blood-guiltiness towards the people of God, is
spirted out, but the name of Bozrah also; for baÑtsar means to cut off bunches of
grapes (vindemiare), and botsraÑh becomes baÑtsiÝr, i.e., a vintage, which Jehovah
treads in His wrath, when He punishes the Edomitish nation as well as all the
rest of the nations, which in their hostility towards Him and His people have
taken pleasure in the carrying away of Israel and the destruction of Jerusalem,
and have lent their assistance in accomplishing them. Knobel supposes that the
judgment referred to is the defeat which Cyrus inflicted upon the nations under
Croesus and their allies; but it can neither be shown that this defeat affected the
Edomites, nor can we understand why Jehovah should appear as if coming from
Edom-Bozrah, after inflicting this judgment, to which Isa. 41: 2ff. refers.
Knobel himself also observes, that Edom was still an independent kingdom, and
hostile to the Persians (Diod. xv. 2) not only under the reign of Cambyses
(Herod. iii. 5ff.), but even later than that (Diod. xiii. 46). But at the time of
Malachi, who lived under Artaxerxes Longimanus, if not under his successor
Darius Nothus, a judgment of devastation was inflicted upon Edom (Mal. 1: 3-
5), from which it never recovered. The Chaldeans, as Caspari has shown (Obad.
p. 142), cannot have executed it, since the Edomites appear throughout as their
accomplices, and as still maintaining their independence even under the first
Persian kings; nor can any historical support be found to the conjecture, that it
occurred in the wars between the Persians and the Egyptians (Hitzig and
Köhler, Mal. p. 35). What the prophet’s eye really saw was fulfilled in the time
of the Maccabaeans, when Judas inflicted a total defeat upon them,
Joh. Hyrcanus compelled them to become Jews, and Alexander Jannai
completed their subjection; and in the time of the destruction of Jerusalem by
the Romans, when Simon of Gerasa avenged their cruel conduct in Jerusalem in
combination with the Zelots, by ruthlessly turning their well-cultivated land into
a horrible desert, just as it would have been left by a swarm of locusts (Jos.
Wars of the Jews, iv. 9, 7).

The New Testament counterpart of this passage in Isaiah is the destruction of
Antichrist and his army (Rev. 19:11ff.). He who effects this destruction is called
the Faithful and True, the Logos of God; and the seer beholds Him sitting upon
a white horse, with eyes of flaming fire, and many diadems upon His head,
wearing a blood-stained garment, like the person seen by the prophet here. The
vision of Joh. is evidently formed upon the basis of that of Isaiah; for when it is
said of the Logos that He rules the nations with a staff of iron, this points to
Psa. 2; and when it is still further said that He treads the wine-press of the wrath
of Almighty God, this points back to Isa. 63. The reference throughout is not to
the first coming of the Lord, when He laid the foundation of His kingdom by
suffering and dying, but to His final coming, when He will bring His regal sway
to a victorious issue. Nevertheless Isa. 63: 1-6 has always been a favourite



passage for reading in Passion week. It is no doubt true that the Christian
cannot read this prophecy without thinking of the Saviour streaming with
blood, who trode the wine-press of wrath for us without the help of angels and
men, i.e., who conquered wrath for us. But the prophecy does not relate to this.
The blood upon the garment of the divine Hero is not His own, but that of His
enemies; and His treading of the wine-press is not the conquest of wrath, but
the manifestation of wrath. This section can only be properly used as a lesson
for Passion week so far as this, that Jehovah, who here appears to the Old
Testament seer, was certainly He who became man in His Christ, in the
historical fulfilment of His purposes; and behind the first advent to bring
salvation there stood with warning form the final coming to judgment, which
will take vengeance upon that Edom, to whom the red lentil-judgment of
worldly lust and power was dearer than the red life-blood of that loving Servant
of Jehovah who offered Himself for the sin of the whole world.

There follows now in Isa. 63: 7-64:11 a prayer commencing with the
thanksgiving as it looks back to the past, and closing with a prayer for help as it
turns to the present. Hitzig and Knobel connect this closely with Isa. 63: 1-6,
assuming that through the great event which had occurred, viz., the overthrow
of Edom, and of the nations hostile to the people of God as such, by which the
exiles were brought one step nearer to freedom, the prophet was led to praise
Jehovah for all His previous goodness to Israel. There is nothing, however, to
indicate this connection, which is in itself a very loose one. The prayer which
follows is chiefly an entreaty, and an entreaty appended to Isa. 63: 1-6, but
without any retrospective allusion to it: it is rather a prayer in general for the
realization of the redemption already promised. Ewald is right in regarding
Isa. 63: 7-66 as an appendix to this whole book of consolation, since the traces
of the same prophet are unmistakeable; but the whole style of the description is
obviously different, and the historical circumstances must have been still further
developed in the meantime.

The three prophecies which follow are the finale of the whole. The
announcement of the prophet, which has reached its highest point in the
majestic vision in Isa. 63: 1-6, is now drawing to an end. It is standing close
upon the threshold of all that has been promised, and nothing remains but the
fulfilment of the promise, which he has held up like a jewel on every side. And
now, just as in the finale of a poetical composition, all the melodies and
movements that have been struck before are gathered up into one effective
close; and first of all, as in Hab. 3, into a prayer, which forms, as it were, the
lyrical echo of the preaching that has gone before.

The Three Closing Prophecies



First Closing Prophecy — Ch. 63: 7-64

THANKSGIVING, CONFESSION, AND SUPPLICATION OF THE
CHURCH OF THE CAPTIVITY

Isa. 63: 7, 8. The prophet, as the leader of the prayers of the church, here
passes into the expanded style of the tephillah. V. 7.

“I will celebrate the mercies of Jehovah , the praises of Jehovah, as is seemly for all
that Jehovah hath shown us, and the great goodness towards the house of Israel,
which He hath shown them according to His pity, and the riches of His mercies.”

The speaker is the prophet, in the name of the church, or, what is the same
thing, the church in which the prophet includes himself. The prayer commences
with thanksgiving, according to the fundamental rule in Psa. 50:23. The church
brings to its own remembrance, as the subject of praise in the presence of God,
all the words and deeds by which Jehovah has displayed His mercy and secured
glory to Himself. YDS̃iXÁ (this is the correct pointing, with D protected by gaya;
cf., DKODikA in Isa. 54:12) are the many thoughts of mercy and acts of mercy into
which the grace of God, i.e., His one purpose of grace and His one work of
grace, had been divided. They are just so many têhilloÝth, self-glorifications of
God, and impulses to His glorification. On LJAki, as is seemly, see at Isa. 59:18.
There is no reason for assuming that Bw‹‰BRÁWi is equivalent to BW‹‰BR LJAKiw,
as Hitzig and Knobel do. BW‹‰BR commences the second object to RYkIZiJÁ, in
which what follows is unfolded as a parallel to the first. Rabh, the much, is a
neuter formed into a substantive, as in Psa. 145: 7; roÝbh, plurality or
multiplicity, is an infinitive used as a substantive. TuÝbh is God’s benignant
goodness; rachaÔmiÝm, His deepest sympathizing tenderness; chesed (root SX,
used of violent emotion; cf., Syr. chaÔsad, chaÔsam, aemulari; Arab. håss, to be
tender, full of compassion), grace which condescends to and comes to meet a
sinful creature. After this introit, the prayer itself commences with a
retrospective glance at the time of the giving of law, when the relation of a
child, in which Israel stood to Jehovah, was solemnly proclaimed and legally
regulated. V. 8. “He said, They are my people, children who will not lie; and
He became their Saviour.” ¥JÁ is used here in its primary affirmative sense.
wRqIŠAYi is the future of hope. When He made them His people, His children, He
expected from them a grateful return of His covenant grace in covenant fidelity;
and whenever they needed help from above, He became their Saviour
(moÝshiÝaÔÿ) . We can recognise the ring of Exo. 15: 2 here, just as in Isa. 12: 2.
MoÝshiÝaÔÿ is a favourite word in Isa. 40-66 (compare, however, Isa. 19:20 also).



Isa. 63: 9. The next verse commemorates the way in which He proved Himself
a Saviour in heart and action. V. 9.

“In all their affliction He was afflicted , and the Angel of His face brought them
salvation. In His love and in His pity He redeemed them, and lifted them up, and
bare them all the days of the olden time.”

This is one of the fifteen passages in which the chethib has JL, the keri ŒL. It is
only with difficulty that we can obtain any meaning from the chethib: “in all the
affliction which He brought upon them He did not afflict, viz., according to
their desert” (Targ., Jer., Rashi); or better still, as tsaÑr must in this case be
derived from tsuÝr, and tsaÔr is only met with in an intransitive sense, “In all their
distress there was no distress” (Saad.), with which J. D. Michaelis compares
2Co. 4: 8, “troubled on every side, yet not distressed.” The oxymoron is
perceptible enough, but the „HELF (RC JL), which is indispensable to this
expression, is wanting. Even with the explanation, “In all their affliction He was
not an enemy, viz., Jehovah, to them” (Döderlein), or “No man persecuted
them without the angel immediately,” etc. (Cocceius and Rosenmüller), we miss
„HELF or „TFJO. There are other still more twisted and jejune attempts to explain
the passage with JL, which are not worth the space they occupy. Even in the
older translators did not know how to deal with the JL in the text. The Sept.
takes tsaÔr as equivalent to tsiÝr, a messenger, and renders the passage according
to its own peculiar interpunctuation: ouÏ preÂsbuj ouÏdeÃ aÏÂggeloj, aÏll’ auÏtoÃj
eÏÂswsen auÏtouÂj (neither a messenger nor an angel, but His face, i.e., He Himself
helped them: Exo. 33:14, 15; 2Sa. 17:11). Everything forces to the conclusion
that the keri WL is to be preferred. The Masora actually does reckon this as one
of the fifteen passages in whichŒL is to be read for JL. f239

Jerome was also acquainted with this explanation. He says: “Where we have
rendered it, ‘In all their affliction He was not afflicted,’ which is expressed in
Hebrew by LO, the adverb of negation, we might read IPSE; so that the sense
would be, ‘In all their affliction He, i.e., God, was afflicted.’ “ If we take the
sentence in this way, “In all oppression there was oppression to Him,” it yields a
forcible thought in perfect accordance with the Scripture (compare e.g.,
Jud. 10:16), an expression in harmony with the usage of the language (compare
tsar-liÝ, 2Sa. 1:26), and a construction suited to the contents (ŒL = ipsi). There is
nothing to surprise us in the fact that God should be said to feel the sufferings
of His people as His own sufferings; for the question whether God can feel pain
is answered by the Scriptures in the affirmative. He can as surely as everything
originates in Him, with the exception of sin, which is a free act and only
originates in Him so far as the possibility is concerned, but not in its actuality.
Just as a man can feel pain, and yet in his personality keep himself superior to it,



so God feels pain without His own happiness being thereby destroyed. And so
did He suffer with His people; their affliction was reflected in His own life in
Himself, and shared Him inwardly. But because He, the all-knowing, all-feeling
One, is also the almighty will, He sent the angel of His face, and brought them
salvation. “The angel of His face,” says Knobel, “is the pillar of cloud and fire,
in which Jehovah was present with His people in the march through the desert,
with His protection, instruction, and guidance, the helpful presence of God in
the pillar of cloud and fire.” But where do we ever read of this, that it brought
Israel salvation in the pressure of great dangers? Only on one occasion
(Exo. 14:19, 20) does it cover the Israelites from their pursuers; but in that very
instance a distinction is expressly made between the angel of God and the pillar
of cloud.

Consequently the cloud and the angel were two distinct media of the
manifestation of the presence of God. They differed in two respects. The cloud
was a material medium — the evil, the sign, and the site of the revealed
presence of God. The angel, on the other hand, was a personal medium, a
ministering spirit (leitourgikoÃn pneuÌma), in which the name of Jehovah was
indwelling for the purpose of His own self-attestation in connection with the
historical preparation for the coming of salvation (Exo. 23:21). He was the
mediator of the preparatory work of God in both word and deed under the Old
Testament, and the manifestation of that redeeming might and grace which
realized in Israel the covenant promises given to Abraham (Gen. 15). A second
distinction consisted in the fact that the cloud was a mode of divine
manifestation which was always visible; whereas, although the angel of God did
sometimes appear in human shape both in the time of the patriarchs and also in
that of Joshua (Jos. 5:13ff.), it never appeared in such a form during the history
of the exodus, and therefore is only to be regarded as a mode of divine
revelation which was chiefly discernible in its effects, and belonged to the
sphere of invisibility: so that in any case, if we search in the history of the
people that was brought out of Egypt for the fulfilment of such promises as
Exo. 23:20-23, we are forced to the conclusion that the cloud was the medium
of the settled presence of God in His angel in the midst of Israel, although it is
never so expressed in the thorah. This mediatorial angel is called “the angel of
His face,” as being the representative of God, for “the face of God” is His self-
revealing presence (even though only revealed to the mental eye); and
consequently the presence of God, which led Israel to Canaan, is called directly
“His face” in Deu. 4:37, apart from the angelic mediation to be understood; and
“my face” in Exo. 33:14, 15, by the side of “my angel” in Exo. 32:34, and the
angel in Exo. 33: 2, appears as something incomparably higher than the
presence of God through the mediation of that one angel, whose personality is
completely hidden by his mediatorial instrumentality. The genitive WYNP,



therefore, is not to be taken objectively in the sense of “the angel who sees His
face,” but as explanatory, “the angel who is His face, or in whom His face is
manifested.” The JwH which follows does not point back to the angel, but to
Jehovah, who reveals Himself thus. But although the angel is regarded as a
distinct being from Jehovah, it is also regarded as one that is completely hidden
before Him, whose name is in him. He redeemed them by virtue of His love and
of His chemlaÑh, i.e., of His forgiving gentleness (Arabic, with the letters
transposed, chilm; compare, however, chamuÝl, gentle-hearted), and lifted them
up, and carried them (JvFNI the consequence of L«ÑI, which is similar in sense,
and more Aramaean; cf., tollere root tal, and ferre root bhar, perf. tuli) all the
days of the olden time.

The prayer passes now quite into the tone of Psa. 78 and 106, and begins to
describe how, in spite of Jehovah’s grace, Israel fell again and again away from
Jehovah, and yet was always rescued again by virtue of His grace. For it is
impossible that it should leap at once in HmFHW̃i to the people who caused the
captivity, and RKOZiyIWA have for its subject the penitential church of the exiles
which was longing for redemption (Ewald). The train of thought is rather this:
From the proofs of grace which the Israel of the olden time had experienced,
the prophet passes to that disobedience to Jehovah into which it fell, to that
punishment of Jehovah which it thereby brought upon itself, and to that longing
for the renewal of the old Mosaic period of redemption, which seized it in the
midst of its state of punishment. But instead of saying that Jehovah did not
leave this longing unsatisfied, and responded to the penitence of Israel with ever
fresh help, the prophet passes at once from the desire of the old Israel for
redemption, to the prayer of the existing Israel for redemption, suppressing the
intermediate thought, that Israel was even now in such a state of punishment
and longing.

Isa. 63:10. Israel’s ingratitude. V. 10.

“But they resisted and vexed His Holy Spirit: then He turned to be their enemy ; He
made war upon them.”

Not only has wBcî IWi (to cause cutting pain) ŒŠDiQF XÁwR‰TJE as its object, but
wRMF has the same (on the primary meaning, see at Isa. 3: 8). In other cases, the
object of mêroÝth (hamroÝth) is Jehovah, or His word, His promise, His
providence, hence Jehovah himself in the revelations of His nature in word and
deed; here it is the spirit of holiness, which is distinguished from Him as a
personal existence. For just as the angel who is His face, i.e., the representation
of His nature, is designated as a person both by His name and also by the
redeeming activity ascribed to Him; so also is the Spirit of holiness, by the fact
that He can be grieved, and therefore can feel grief (compare Eph. 4:30,



“Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God”). Hence Jehovah, and the angel of His face,
and the Spirit of His holiness, are distinguished as three persons, but so that the
two latter derive their existence from the first, which is the absolute ground of
the Deity, and of everything that is divine. Now, if we consider that the angel of
Jehovah was indeed an angel, but that he was the angelic anticipation of the
appearance of God the Mediator “in the flesh,” and served to foreshadow Him
“who, as the image of the invisible God” (Col. 1:15), as “the reflection of His
glory and the stamp of His nature” (Heb. 1: 3), is not merely a temporary
medium of self-manifestation, but the perfect personal self-manifestation of the
divine paÑniÝm, we have here an unmistakeable indication of the mystery of the
triune nature of God the One, which was revealed in history in the New
Testament work of redemption. The subject to ¥PH̃FyW̃A is Jehovah, whose Holy
Spirit they troubled. He who proved Himself to be their Father (cf., Deu. 32: 6),
became, through the reaction of His holiness, the very reverse of what He
wished to be. He turned to be their enemy; JwH, He, the most fearful of all foes,
made war against them. This is the way in which we explain v. 10b, although
with this explanation it would have to be accentuated differently, viz., ‚PHYW
mahpach, „HL pashta, BYWJL zakeph, JWH tiphchah, „B‰„XLN silluk. The
accentuation as we find it takes „B‰„XLN JWH as an attributive clause: “to an
enemy, who made war against them.”

Isa. 63:11-14. Israel being brought to a right mind in the midst of this state of
punishment, longed fro the better past to return. Vv. 11-14.

“Then His people remembered the days of the olden time , of Moses: Where is He
who brought them up out of the sea with the shepherd of his flock? where is He who
put the spirit of His holiness in the midst of them; who caused the arm of His majesty
to go at the right of Moses; who split the waters before them, to make Himself an
everlasting name: who caused them to pass through abysses of the deep, like the
horse upon the plain, without their stumbling? Like the cattle which goeth down into
the valley, the Spirit of Jehovah brought them to rest: thus hast Thou led Thy people,
to make Thyself a majestic name.”

According to the accentuation before us, v. 11a should be rendered thus: “Then
He (viz., Jehovah) remembered the days of the olden time, the Moses of His
people” (LXX, Targ., Syr., Jerome). But apart from the strange expression “the
Moses of His people,” which might perhaps be regarded as possible, because
the proper name moÝsheh might suggest the thought of its real meaning in
Hebrew, viz., extrahens = liberator, but which the Syriac rejects by introducing
the reading ÿabhdoÝ (Moses, His servant), we have only to look at the questions
of evidently human longing which follow, to see that Jehovah cannot be the
subject to RKOZiyIWA (remembered), by which these reminiscences are introduced. It
is the people which begins its inquiries with HyJ̃Á, just as in Jer. 2: 6 (cf.,



Isa. 51: 9, 10), and recals “the days of olden time,” according to the admonition
in Deu. 32: 7. Consequently, in spite of the accents, such Jewish commentators
as Saad. and Rashi regard “his people” (ÿammoÝ) as the subject; whereas others,
such as AE, Kimchi, and Abravanel, take account of the accents, and make the
people the suppressed subject of the verb “remembered,” by rendering it thus,
“Then it remembered the days of olden time, (the days) of Moses (and) His
people,” or in some similar way. But with all modifications the rendering is
forced and lame. The best way of keeping to the accents is that suggested by
Stier, “Then men (indef. man, the French on) remembered the days of old, the
Moses of His people.”

But why did the prophet not say wRkiZiyIWA, as the proper sequel to v. 10? We
prefer to adopt the following rendering and accentuation: Then remembered
(zakeph gadol) the days-of-old (mercha) of Moses (tiphchah) His people. The
object stands before the subject, as for example in 2Ki. 5:13 (compare the
inversions in Isa. 8:22 extr., 22: 2 init.); and mosheh is a genitive governing the
composite “days of old” (for this form of the construct state, compare Isa. 28: 1
and Ruth 2: 1). The retrospect commences with “Where is He who led them
up?” etc. The suffix of „L˜̂ámAHA (for „LF̂ MH, like „DR̃O in Psa. 68:28, and
therefore with the verbal force predominant) refers to the ancestors; and
although the word is determined by the suffix, it has the article as equivalent to
a demonstrative pronoun (ille qui sursum duxit, eduxit eos). “The shepherd of
his flock” is added as a more precise definition, not dependent upon vayyizkoÝr,
as even the accents prove. TJ ĩs rendered emphatic by yethib, since here it
signifies unaÑ cum. The Targum takes it in the sense of instar pastoris gregis sui;
but though „ Î is sometimes used in this way, TJ ñever is. Both the LXX and
Targum read Hˆ̃RO; Jerome, on the other hand, adopts the reading Yˆ̃RO, and this
is the Masoretic reading, for the Masora in Gen. 47: 3 reckons four Hˆ̃RO,
without including the present passage. Kimchi and Abravanel also support this
reading, and Norzi very properly gives it the preference. The shepherds of the
flock of Jehovah are Moses and Aaron, together with Miriam (Psa. 77:21;
Mic. 6: 4). With these (i.e., in their company or under their guidance) Jehovah
led His people up out of Egypt through the Red Sea. With the reading Yˆ̃RO, the
question whether bêqirboÑ refers to Moses or Israel falls to the ground. Into the
heart of His people (Neh. 9:20) Jehovah put the spirit of His holiness: it was
present in the midst of Israel, inasmuch as Moses, Aaron, Miriam, the Seventy,
and the prophets in the camp possessed it, and inasmuch as Joshua inherited it
as the successor of Moses, and all the people might become possessed of it. The
majestic might of Jehovah, which manifested itself majestically, is called the
“arm of His majesty;” an anthropomorphism to which the expression “who
caused it to march at the right hand of Moses” compels us to give an



interpretation worthy of God. Stier will not allow that ŒtRiJÁPitI JAROZi is to be
taken as the object, and exclaims, “What a marvellous figure of speech, an arm
walking at a person’s right hand!” But the arm which is visible in its deeds
belongs to the God who is invisible in His own nature; and the meaning is, that
the active power of Moses was not left to itself, but he overwhelming
omnipotence of God went by its side, and endowed it with superhuman
strength. It was by virtue of this that the elevated staff and extended hand of
Moses divided the Red Sea (Exo. 14:16). JAQŒ̃b has mahpach attached to the
B, and therefore the tone drawn back upon the penultimate, and metheg with
the tsere , that it may not be slipped over in the pronunciation. The clause `WGW
TŒV á̂LÁ affirms that the absolute purpose of God is in Himself. But He is holy
love, and whilst willing for Himself, He wills at the same time the salvation of
His creatures. He makes to Himself an “everlasting name,” by glorifying
Himself in such memorable miracles of redemption, as that performed in the
deliverance of His people out of Egypt. According to the general order of the
passage, v. 13 apparently refers to the passage through the Jordan; but the
psalmist, in Psa. 106: 9 (cf., Psa. 77:17), understood it as referring to the
passage through the Red Sea. The prayer dwells upon this chief miracle, of
which the other was only an after-play. “As the horse gallops over the plain,” so
did they pass through the depths of the sea wLŠ̃kFYI JLO (a circumstantial minor
clause), i.e., without stumbling. Then follows another beautiful figure: “like the
beast that goeth down into the valley,” not “as the beast goeth down into the
valley,” the Spirit of Jehovah brought it (Israel) to rest, viz., to the mênuÝchaÑh of
the Canaan flowing with milk and honey (Deu. 12: 9; Psa. 95:11), where it
rested and was refreshed after the long and wearisome march through the sandy
desert, like a flock that had descended from the bare mountains to the brooks
and meadows of the valley. The Spirit of God is represented as the leader here
(as in Psa. 143:10), viz., through the medium of those who stood, enlightened
and instigated by Him, at the head of the wandering people. The following †k ĩs
no more a correlate of the foregoing particle of comparison than in Isa. 52:14.
It is a recapitulation, and refers to the whole description as far back as v. 9,
passing with TfGiHANI into the direct tone of prayer.

Isa. 63:15. The way is prepared for the petitions for redemption which follow,
outwardly by the change in v. 14b, from a mere description to a direct address,
and inwardly by the thought, that Israel is at the present time in such a
condition, as to cause it to look back with longing eyes to the time of the
Mosaic redemption. V. 15.

“Look from heaven and see, from the habitation of Thy holiness and majesty!
Where is Thy zeal and Thy display of might? The pressure of Thy bowels and Thy
compassions are restrained towards me.”



On the relation between ‹YbIHI, to look up, to open the eyes, and HJFRF, to fix
the eye upon a thing, see p. 421. It is very rarely that we meet with the words in
the reverse order, ‹YBHW HJR (vid., Hab. 1: 5; Lam. 1:11). In the second
clause of v. 15a, instead of misshaÑmayim (from heaven), we have “from the
dwelling-place (mizzebhul) of Thy holiness and majesty.” The all-holy and all-
glorious One, who once revealed Himself so gloriously in the history of Israel,
has now withdrawn into His own heaven, where He is only revealed to the
spirits. The object of the looking and seeing, as apparent from what follows, is
the present helpless condition of the people in their sufferings, to which there
does not seem likely to be any end. There are no traces now of the kinÿaÑh (zeal)
with which Jehovah used to strive on behalf of His people, and against their
oppressors (Isa. 26:11), or of the former displays of His gêbhuÝraÑh (¦TEROwBGiw, as
it is correctly written in Ven. 1521, is a defective plural). In v. 15b we have not
a continued question (“the sounding of Thy bowels and Thy mercies, which are
restrained towards me?”), as Hitzig and Knobel suppose. The words ÿeÝlai
hithÿappaÑquÝ have not the appearance of an attributive clause, either according
to the new strong thought expressed, or according to the order of the words
(with YLÁJ w̃ritten first). On strepitus viscerum, as the effect and sign of deep
sympathy, see at Isa. 16:11. „YMIXáRÁ and „YIJAM,̃ or rather „Y ÎM (̃from H ÊM,̃ of
the form H ÊR)̃ both signify primarily splaÂgxna, strictly speaking the soft
inward parts of the body; the latter from the root M̂, to be pulpy or soft, the
former from the root XR, to be slack, loose, or soft. †ŒMHá, as the plural of the
predicate shows, does not govern ¦YMEXáRÁ also. It is presupposed that the love
of Jehovah urges Him towards His people, to relieve their misery; but His
compassion and sympathy apparently put constraint upon themselves
(hithÿappeÝq as in Isa. 42:14, lit., se superare, from ÿaÑphaq, root QP), to abstain
from working on behalf of Israel.

Isa. 63:16. The prayer for help, and the lamentation over its absence, are now
justified in v. 16:

“For Thou art our Father; for Abraham is ignorant of us, and Israel knoweth us
not. Thou, O Jehovah, art our Father; our Redeemer is from olden time Thy name.”

Jehovah is Israel’s Father (Deu. 32: 6). His creative might, and the gracious
counsels of His love, have called it into being: wNYBIJF has not yet the deep and
unrestricted sense of the New Testament “Our Father.” The second kiÝ
introduces the reason for this confession that Jehovah was Israel’s Father, and
could therefore look for paternal care and help from Him alone. Even the
dearest and most honourable men, the forefathers of the nation, could not help
it. Abraham and Jacob-Israel had been taken away from this world, and were



unable to interfere on their own account in the history of their people. D̂AYF and
RYkIHI suggest the idea of participating notice and regard, as in Deu. 33: 9 and
Rut. 2:10, 19. wNRFYkIYA has the vowel aÑ (pausal for a, Isa. 56: 3) in the place of eÝ,
to rhyme with wN F̂DFYi (see Ges. § 60, Anm. 2). In the concluding clause,
according to the accents, „LŒF M̂ w̃NLJ̃ágO are connected together; but the more
correct accentuation is WNLJG tiphchah, „LW M̂ mercha, and we have rendered
it so. From the very earliest time the acts of Jehovah towards Israel had been
such that Israel could call Him WNLJG.

Isa. 63:17. But the in the existing state of things there was a contrast which
put their faith to a severe test. V. 17.

“O Jehovah , why leadest Thou us astray from Thy ways, hardenest our heart, so as
not to fear Thee? Return for Thy servants’ sake, the tribes of Thine inheritance.”

When men have scornfully and obstinately rejected the grace of God, God
withdraws it from them judicially, gives them up to their wanderings, and makes
their heart incapable of faith (hiqshiÝaÔch, which only occurs again in Job. 39:16,
is here equivalent to hiqshaÑh in Psa. 95: 8, Deu. 2:30). The history of Israel
from Isa. 6 onwards has been the history of such a gradual judgment of
hardening, and such a curse, eating deeper and deeper, and spreading its
influence wider and wider round. The great mass are lost, but not without the
possibility of deliverance for the better part of the nation, which now appeals to
the mercy of God, and sighs for deliverance from this ban. Two reasons are
assigned for this petition for the return of the gracious presence of God: first,
that there are still “servants of Jehovah” to be found, as this prayer itself
actually proves; and secondly, that the divine election of grace cannot perish.

Isa. 63:18, 19 (Isa. 64: 1). But the existing condition of Israel looks like a
withdrawal of this grace; and it is impossible that these contrasts should cease,
unless Jehovah comes down from heaven as the deliverer of His people. Vv. 8,
19 (Isa. 64: 1).

“For a little time Thy holy people was in possession. Our adversaries have trodden
down Thy sanctuary. We have become such as He who is from everlasting has not
ruled over, upon whom Thy name was not called. O that Thou wouldst rend the
heaven, come down, the mountains would shake before thy countenance.”

It is very natural to try whether yaÑrêshuÝ may not have tsaÑreÝnuÝ for its subject (cf.,
Jer. 49: 2); but all the attempts made to explain the words on this supposition,
show that lammitsÿaÑr is at variance with the idea that yaÑrêshuÝ refers to the foes.
Compare, for example, Jerome’s rendering “quasi nihilum (i.e., ad nihil et
absque allo labore) possederunt populum sanctum tuum;” that of Cocceius,
“propemodum ad haereditatem;” and that of Stier, “for a little they possess



entirely Thy holy nation.” MitsÿaÑr is the harsher form for mizÿaÑr, which the
prophet uses in Isa. 10:25; 16:14; 29:17 for a contemptibly small space of time;
and as Li is commonly used to denote the time to which, towards which, within
which, and through which, anything occurs (cf., 2Ch. 11:17; 29:17; Ewald, §
217, d), lammitsÿaÑr may signify for a (lit. the well-known) short time (per breve
tempus; like eiÏj, eÏp’, kat’ eÏniautoÂn, a year long). If miqdaÑsh could mean the
holy land, as Hitzig and others suppose, miqdaÑshekhaÑ might be the common
object of both sentences (Ewald, § 351, p. 838). But miqdash Jehovah (the
sanctuary of Jehovah) is the place of His abode and worship; and “taking
possession of the temple” is hardly an admissible expression. On the other hand,
yaÑrash haÑÿaÑrets, to take possession of the (holy) land, is so common a phrase
(e.g., Isa. 60:21; 65: 9; Psa. 44: 4), that with the words “Thy holy people
possessed for a little (time)” we naturally supply the holy land as the object. The
order of the words in the two clauses is chiastic. The two strikingly different
subjects touch one another as the two inner members. Of the perfects, the first
expresses the more remote past, the second the nearer past, as in Isa. 60:10b.
The two clauses of the verse rhyme, — the holiest thing in the possession of the
people, which was holy according to the choice and calling of Jehovah, being
brought into the greatest prominence; boÝseÝs = pateiÌn, Luke 21:24, Rev. 11: 2.
Hahn’s objection, that the time between the conquest of the land and the
Chaldean catastrophe could not be called mitsÿaÑr (a little while), may be
answered, from the fact that a time which is long in itself shrinks up when
looked back upon or recalled, and that as an actual fact from the time of David
and Solomon, when Israel really rejoiced in the possession of the land, the
coming catastrophe began to be foreboded by many significant preludes.

The lamentation in v. 19 proceeds from the same feeling which caused the
better portion of the past to vanish before the long continuance of the mournful
present (compare the reverse at p. 527). Hitzig renders wNYYIHF “we were;” Hahn,
“we shall be;” but here, where the speaker is not looking back, as in Isa. 26:17,
at a state of things which has come to an end, but rather at one which is still
going on, it signifies “we have become.” The passage is rendered correctly in
S.: eÏgenhÂqhmen (or better, gegoÂnamen) wÎj aÏp’ aiÏwÌnoj wÌn ouÏk eÏcousiÂasaj ouÏdeÃ
eÏpiklhÂqh toÃ oÏÂnomaÂ sou auÏtoiÌj. The virtual predicate to haÑyiÝnuÝ commences
with meÝÿoÝlaÑm: “we have become such (or like such persons) as,” etc.; which
would be fully expressed by RŠEJá „ F̂ki, or merely RŠE á̂kA, or without RŠEJá,
and simply by transposing the words, `WGW TfLiŠAMF JLOki (cf., Obad. 1:16):
compare the virtual subject ŒBHJ̃á HWHY in Isa. 48:14, and the virtual object
YMIŠiBI JRFQiYI in Isa. 41:25 (Ewald, § 333, b). Every form of “as if” is
intentionally omitted. The relation in which Jehovah placed Himself to Israel,
viz., as its King, and as to His own people called by His name, appears not only



as though it had been dissolved, but as though it had never existed at all. The
existing state of Israel is a complete practical denial of any such relation.
Deeper tones than these no lamentation could possibly utter, and hence the
immediate utterance of the sigh which goes up to heaven: “O that Thou wouldst
rend heaven!” It is extremely awkward to begin a fresh chapter with XÁDOQikI (“as
when the melting fire burneth”); at the same time, the Masoretic division of the
verses is unassailable. f240

For v. 19b (Isa. 64: 1) could not be attached to Isa. 64: 1, 2, since this verse
would be immensely overladen; moreover, this sigh really belongs to v. 19a
(Isa. 63:19), and ascends out of the depth of the lamentation uttered there. On
utinam discideris = discinderes, see at Isa. 48:18. The wish presupposes that
the gracious presence of God had been withdrawn from Israel, and that Israel
felt itself to be separated from the world beyond by a thick party-wall,
resembling an impenetrable black cloud. The closing member of the optative
clause is generally rendered (utinam) a facie tua montes diffluerent (e.g.,
Rosenmüller after the LXX takhÂsontai), or more correctly, defluerent
(Jerome), as naÑzal means to flow down, not to melt. The meaning therefore
would be, “O that they might flow down, as it were to the ground melting in the
fire” (Hitzig). The form naÑzollu cannot be directly derived from naÑzal, if taken
in this sense; for it is a pure fancy that naÑzoÝlluÝ may be a modification of the
pausal wLZFNF with oÝ for aÝ, and the so-called dagesh affectuosum). Stier invents a
verb med. o. LZONF. The more probable supposition is, that it is a niphal formed
from zaÑlaÝl = naÑzal (Ewald, § § 193, c). But zaÑlal signifies to hang down slack, to
sway to and fro (hence zoÝleÝl, lightly esteemed, and zalzalliÝm, Isa. 18: 5, pliable
branches), like zuÝl in Isa. 46: 6, to shake, to pour down; f241 and naÑzoÝllu, if
derived from this, yields the appropriate sense concuterentur (compare the
Arabic zalzala, which is commonly applied to an earthquake). The nearest
niphal form would be wlZANF (or resolved, wLZiNF, Jud. 5: 5); but instead of the a of
the second syllable, the niphal of the verbs ›̂ ĥas sometimes o, like the verb
W› (̂e.g., wlGONF, Isa. 34: 4; Ges. § 67, Anm. 5).

Isa. 64: 1, 2 (2, 3). The similes which follow cannot be attached to this
naÑzoÝlluÝ, however we may explain it. Yet Isa. 64: 1 (2) does not form a new and
independent sentence; but we must in thought repeat the word upon which the
principal emphasis rests in Isa. 63:19b (Isa. 64: 1). Ch. 643: 1, 2 (2, 3).

“(Wouldst come down) as fire kindles brushwood, fire causes water to boil; to make
known Thy name to Thine adversaries, that the heathen may tremble before Thy
face! When Thou doest terrible things which we hoped not for; wouldst come down,
(and) mountains shake before Thy countenance!”



The older expositors gave themselves a great deal of trouble in the attempt to
trace haÔmaÑsiÝm to maÑsas, to melt. But since Louis de Dieu and Albert Schultens
have followed Saadia and AbulwaÑlid in citing the Arabic hms, to crack, to
mutter, to mumble, etc., and hsÔm, to break in pieces, confringere, from which
comes hashim, broken, dry wood, it is generally admitted that haÔmaÑsim is from
hemes (lit. crackling, rattling, Arab. hams), and signifies “dry twigs,” arida
sarmenta. The second simile might be rendered, “as water bubbles up in the
fire;” and in that case mayim would be treated as a feminine (according to the
rule in Ges. § 146, 3), in support of which Job. 14:19 may be adduced as an
unquestionable example (although in other cases it is masculine), and ŠJ =̃
ŠJb̃I would be used in a local sense, like lehaÑbhaÑh, into flames, in Isa. 5:24. But
it is much more natural to take ŠJ,̃ which is just as often a feminine as „YM is a
masculine, as the subject of H ÊBitI, and to give to the verb H F̂bF, which is
originally intransitive, judging from the Arabic bgaÑ, to swell, the Chald. JAwb, to
spring up (compare TŒ̂bU îBÁJá, blisters, pustules), the Syr. JGFbI, to bubble up,
etc., the transitive meaning to cause to boil or bubble up, rather than the
intransitive to boil (comp. Isa. 30:13, H ÊBiNI, swollen = bent forwards, as it were
protumidus). Jehovah is to come down with the same irresistible force which
fire exerts upon brushwood or water, when it sets the former in flames and
makes the latter boil; in order that by such a display of might He may make His
name known (viz., the name thus judicially revealing itself, hence “in fire,”
Isa. 30:27; 66:15) to His adversaries, and that nations (viz., those that are
idolaters) may tremble before Him (¦YNEpFMI: cf., Psa. 68: 2, 3). The infinitive
clause denoting the purpose, like that indicating the comparison, passes into the
finite (cf., Isa. 10: 2; 13: 9; 14:25). Modern commentators for the most part
now regard the optative luÝÿ (O that) as extending to v. 2 also; and, in fact,
although this continued influence of luÝÿ appears to overstep the bounds of the
possible, we are forced to resort to this extremity. V. 2 cannot contain a
historical retrospect: the word “formerly” would be introduced if it did, and the
order of the words would be a different one. Again, we cannot assume that wlZONF
„YRIHF ¦YNEpFMI TfDiRÁYF contains an expression of confidence, or that the prefects
indicate certainty. Neither the context, the foregoing TŒJRŒFN ¦TiŒV á̂bÁ (why
not HVE Ô?), nor the parenthetical assertion HwEQANi JLO, permits of this. On the
other hand, `WGW ‚TWV B̂ connects itself very appropriately with the purposes
indicated in v. 1 (2): “may tremble when Thou doest terrible things, which we,
i.e., such as we, do not look for,” i.e., which surpass our expectations. And
now nothing remains but to recognise the resumption of Isa. 63:19 (Isa. 64: 1)
in the clause “The mountains shake at Thy presence,” in which case Isa. 63:19b
-64: 2 (Isa. 64: 1-3) forms a grand period rounded off palindromically after
Isaiah’s peculiar style.



Isa. 64: 3 (4). The following clause gives the reason for this; W being very
frequently the logical equivalent for kiÝ (e.g., Isa. 3: 7 and 38:15). The
justification of this wish, which is forced from them by the existing misery, is
found in the incomparable acts of Jehovah for the good of His own people,
which are to be seen in a long series of historical events. V. 3 (4).

“For from olden time men have not heard, nor perceived, nor hath an eye seen , a
God beside Thee, who acted on behalf of him that waiteth for Him.”

No ear, no eye has ever been able to perceive the existence of a God who acted
like Jehovah, i.e., really interposed on behalf of those who set their hopes upon
Him. This is the explanation adopted by Knobel; but he wrongly supplies
TWJRWN to HV Ŷ, whereas HVF F̂ is used here in the same pregnant sense as in
Psa. 22:32; 37: 5; 52:11 (cf., gaÑmar in Psa. 57: 3; 138: 8). It has been objected
to this explanation, that †YZIJåHE is never connected with the accusative of the
person, and that God can neither be heard nor seen. But what is terrible in
relation to M̂Š̃F in Job. 42: 5 cannot be untenable in relation to †YZJH. Hearing
and seeing God are here equivalent to recognising His existence through the
perception of His works. The explanation favoured by Rosenmüller and Stier,
viz., “And from olden time men have not heard it, nor perceived with ears, no
eye has seen it, O God, beside Thee, what (this God) doth to him that waiteth
for Him,” is open to still graver objections. The thought is the same as in
Psa. 31:20, and when so explained it corresponds more exactly to the free
quotation in 1Co. 2: 9, which with our explanation there is no necessity to trace
back to either Isa. 42:15, 16, or a lost book, as Origen imagined (see
Tischendorf’s ed. vii. of the N.T. on this passage). This which no ear has heard,
no eye seen, is not God Himself, but He who acts for His people, and justifies
their waiting for Him (cf., Hofmann, Die h. Schrift Neuen Testaments, ii. 2, 51).
Another proof that Paul had no other passage than this in his mind, is the fact
that the same quotation is met with in Clement’s Epistle to the Corinthians (ch.
34), where, instead of “those that love Him,” we have “those that wait for
Him,” a literal rendering ofŒL‰HkEXÁMiLI. The quotation by Paul therefore by no
means leads us to take Elohim as a vocative or `WGW HV Ŷ as the object,
although it must not be concealed that this view of the passage and its reference
to the fulness of glory in the eternal life is an old rabbinical one, as Rashi
expressly affirms, when he appeals to R. Jose (Joseph Kara) as bondsman for
the other (see b. Sanhedrin 99a) . Hahn has justly objected to this traditional
explanation, which regards Elohim as a vocative, that the thought, that God
alone has heard and perceived and seen with His eye what He intends to do to
His people, is unsuitable in itself, and at variance with the context, and that if
`WGW HV Ŷ was intended as the object, R§J (TJ) would certainly be inserted.
And to this we may add, that we cannot find the words Elohim zuÝlaÑthêkhaÑ (God



beside Thee) preceded by a negation anywhere in Isa. 40-66 without receiving
at once the impression, that they affirm the sole deity of Jehovah (comp.
Isa. 45: 5, 21). The meaning therefore is, “No other God beside Jehovah has
ever been heard or seen, who acted for (ageret pro) those who waited for
Him.” MêchakkeÝh is the construct, according to Ges. § 116, 1; and yaÿaÔseÝh has
tsere here, according to Kimchi (Michlol 125b) and other testimonies, just as
we meet with HV˜̂átÁ four times (in Gen. 26:29; Jos. 7: 9; 2Sa. 13:12;
Jer. 40:16) and HV˜̂ánAWA once (Jos. 9:24), mostly with a disjunctive accent, and
not without the influence of a whole or half pause, the form with tsere being
regarded as more emphatic than that with seghol. f242

Isa. 64: 4a. (5a) . After the long period governed by JwL has thus been
followed by the retrospect in v. 3 (4), it is absolutely impossible that v. 4a (5a)
should be intended as an optative, in the sense of “O that thou wouldst receive
him that,” etc., as Stier and others propose. The retrospect is still continued
thus, v. 4a (5a):

“Thou didst meet him that rejoiceth to work righteousness, when they remembered
Thee in Thy ways.”

QDECE HV˜̂OWi VVF is one in whom joy and right action are paired, and is therefore
equivalent to TŒV á̂LÁ VVF. At the same time, it may possibly be more correct to
take QDECE as the object of both verses, as Hofmann does in the sense of “those
who let what is right be their joy, and their action also;” for though VwV (VYVI)
cannot be directly construed with the accusative of the object, as we have
already observed at Isa. 8: 6 and 35: 1, it may be indirectly, as in this passage
and Isa. 65:18. On paÑgaÿ, “to come to meet,” in the sense of “coming to the
help of,” see at Isa. 47: 3; it is here significantly interchanged with ¦YKERFDibI of
the minor clause bidraÑkhekhaÑ yizkêruÝkhaÑ, “those who remember Thee in Thy
ways” (for the syntax, compare Isa. 1: 5 and 26:16): “When such as love and do
right, walking in Thy ways, remembered Thee (i.e., thanked Thee for grace
received, and longed for fresh grace), Thou camest again and again to meet
them as a friend.”

Isa. 64: 4b. (5b) . But Israel appeared to have been given up without hope to
the wrath of this very God. V. 4b (5b).

“Behold, Thou, Thou art enraged, and we stood as sinners there; already have we
been long in this state, and shall we be saved?”

Instead of heÝn ÿattaÑh (the antithesis of now and formerly), the passage proceeds
with heÝn ÿattaÑh. There was no necessity for ÿattaÑh with qaÑtsaphtaÑ; so that it is
used with special emphasis: “Behold, Thou, a God who so faithfully accepts His



own people, hast broken out in wrath” (see p. 527). The following word J‹FXånEWA
cannot mean “and we have sinned,” but is a fut. consec., and therefore must
mean at least, “then we have sinned” (the sin inferred from the punishment). It
is more correct, however, to take it, as in Gen. 43: 9, in the sense of, “Then we
stand as sinners, as guilty persons:” the punishment has exhibited Israel before
the world, and before itself, as what it really is (consequently the fut. consec.
does not express the logical inference, but the practical consequence). As
J‹XNW has tsakeph, and therefore the accents at any rate preclude Shelling’s
rendering, “and we have wandered in those ways from the very earliest times,”
we must take the next two clauses as independent, if indeed „HB is to be
understood as referring to ¥YKRDB. Stier only goes halfway towards this when
he renders it, “And indeed in them (the ways of God, we sinned) from of old,
and should we be helped?” This is forced, and yet not in accordance with the
accents. Rosenmüller and Hahn quite satisfy this demand when they render it,
“Tamen in viis tuis aeternitas ut salvemur;” but ÿoÝlaÑm, aiÏwÂn, in this sense of
aiÏwnioÂthj, is not scriptural. The rendering adopted by Besser, Grotius, and
Starck is a better one: “ (Si vero) in illis (viis tuis) perpetuo (mansissemus),
tunc servati fuerimus” (if we had continued in Thy ways, then we should have
been preserved). But there is no succession of tenses here, which could warrant
us in taking JAŠ̃wFNIWi as a paulo-post future; and Hofmann’s view is syntactically
more correct, “In them (i.e., the ways of Jehovah) eternally, we shall find
salvation, after the time is passed in which He has been angry and we have
sinned” (or rather, been shown to be guilty). But we question the connection
between „HB and ‚YKRD in any form. In our view the prayer suddenly takes a
new turn from heÝn (behold) onwards, just as it did with luÝÿ (O that) in
Isa. 64: 1; and ‚YKRD in v. 5a stands at the head of a subordinate clause.
Hence „HB must refer back to J‹XNW TPCQ (“in Thine anger and in our sins,”
Schegg). There is no necessity, however, to search for nouns to which to refer
„HEbF. It is rather to be taken as neuter, signifying “therein” (Eze. 33:18, cf.,
Psa. 90:10), like „HEYL˜̂á, thereupon = thereby (Isa. 38:16), †HEbF therein
(Isa. 37:16), „HEM t̃hereout (Isa. 30: 6), therefrom (Isa. 44:15). The idea
suggested by such expressions as these is no doubt that of plurality (here a
plurality of manifestations of wrath and of sins), but one which vanishes into the
neuter idea of totality. Now we do justice both to the clause without a verb,
which, being a logical copula, admits simply of a present sumus; and also to
ÿoÝlaÑm, which is the accusative of duration, when we explain the sentence as
meaning, “In this state we are and have been for a long time.” ÿOlaÑm is used in
other instances in these prophecies to denote the long continuance of the sate of
punishment (see Isa. 42:14; 57:11), since it appeared to the exiles as an eternity
(a whole aeon), and what lay beyond it as but a little while (mitsÿaÑr, Isa. 63:18).



The following word JAŠ̃wFNIWi needs no correction. There is no necessity to change
it into T̂AnW̃A, as Ewald proposes, after the LXX kaiÃ eÏplanhÂqhmen (“and we fell
into wandering”), or what would correspond still more closely to the LXX (cf.,
Isa. 46: 8, „Y Š̂P, LXX peplanhÂmenoi), but is less appropriate here, into
Š̂APinIWA (“and we fell into apostasy”), the reading supported by Lowth and

others. If it were necessary to alter the text at all, we might simply transpose the
letters, and read JAwŠ̃ANiw, “and cried for help.” But if we take it as a question,
“And shall we experience salvation — find help?” there is nothing
grammatically inadmissible in this (compare Isa. 28:28), and psychologically it
is commended by the state of mind depicted in Isa. 40:27; 59:10-12. Moreover,
what follows attaches itself quite naturally to this.

Isa. 64: 5 (6). The people who ask the question in v. 5 do not regard
themselves as worthy of redemption, as their self-righteousness has been so
thoroughly put to shame. V. 5 (6).

“We all became like the unclean thing, and all our virtues like a garment soiled with
blood; and we all faded away together like the leaves; and our iniquities, like the
storm they carried us away.”

The whole nation is like one whom the law pronounces unclean, like a leper,
who has to cry ”taÑmeÝÿ, taÑmeÝÿ “ as he goes along, that men may get out of his
way (Lev. 13:45). Doing right in all its manifold forms (tsêdaÑqoÝth, like
Isa. 33:15, used elsewhere of the manifestations of divine righteousness), which
once made Israel well-pleasing to God (Isa. 1:21), has disappeared and become
like a garment stained with menstruous discharge (cf., Eze. 36:17); (LSS wÎj
rÎaÂkoj aÏpokaqhmeÂnhj = daÑvaÑ, Isa. 30:22; niddaÑh, Lam. 1:17; têmeÝÿaÑh,
Lev. 15:33). ÿIddiÝm (used thus in the plural in the Talmud also) signifies the
monthly period (menstrua). In the third figure, that of fading falling foliage, the
form vannaÑbhel is not kal (= vannibboÝl or vannibbal; Ewald, § 232, b), which
would be an impossibility according to the laws of inflexion; still less is it niphal
= vanninnaÑbhel (which Kimchi suggests as an alternative); but certainly a
hiphil. It is not, however, from naÑbheÝl = vannabbel, “with the reduplication
dropped to express the idea of something gradual,” as Böttcher proposes (a
new and arbitrary explanation in the place of one founded upon the simple laws
of inflexion), but either from baÑlal (compare the remarks on bêliÝl in Isa. 30:24,
which hardly signifies “ripe barley” however), after the form LGEyFWA (from LLÁgF)
¥SEyFWA (from ¥KASF), or from buÝl, after the form „QEyFWA, etc. In any case, therefore,
it is a metaplastic formation, whether from baÑlal or buÝl = naÑbheÝl, like RVAyFWA (in
1Ch. 20: 3, after the form RSAyFWA, from RwV = RVANF, or after the form R̂ÁyFWA, from
RRÁVF = RVANF (compare the rabbinical explanation of the name of the month Bul
from the falling of the leaves, in Buxtorf, Lex. talm. col. 271). The hiphil LBH̃˜



or LYBIH ĩs to be compared to „YDIJåHE, to stream out red (= to be red); ¥YRIJåHE,
to make an extension (= to be long); ŠYRIŠiHI, to strike root (= to root), etc.,
and signifies literally to produce a fading (= to fade away). In the fourth figure,
wNNW̃Ô á (as it is also written in v. 6 according to correct codices) is a defective
plural (as in Jer. 14: 7, Eze. 28:18, Dan. 9:13) for the more usual wNYTÑOWO á̂
(Isa. 59:12). †WÔ F is the usual term applied to sin regarded as guilt, which
produces punishment of itself. The people were robbed by their sins of all vital
strength and energy, like dry leaves, which the guilt and punishment springing
from sin carried off as a very easy prey.

Isa. 64: 6 (7). Universal forgetfulness of God was the consequence of this self-
instigated departure from God. V. 6 (7).

“And there was no one who called upon Thy name, who aroused himself to lay firm
hold of Thee: for Thou hadst hidden Thy face from us, and didst melt us into the
hand of our transgressions.”

There was no one (see Isa. 59:16) who had risen up in prayer and intercession
out of this deep fall, or had shaken himself out of the sleep of security and
lethargy of insensibility, to lay firm hold of Jehovah, i.e., not to let Him go till
He blessed him and his people again. The curse of God pressed every one
down; God had withdrawn His grace from them, and given them up to the
consequences of their sins. The form wNGw̃MtiWA is not softened from the pilel
wNGG̃iMOtiWA, but is a kal like wnNEwKYiWA in Job. 31:15 (which see), GwM being used in a
transitive sense, as kuÝn is there (cf., shuÝbh, Isa. 52: 8; muÝsh, Zec. 3: 9). The
LXX, Targ., and Syr. render it et tradidisti nos; but we cannot conclude from
this with any certainty that they read wNNg̃iMÁtiWA, which Knobel follows Ewald in
correcting into the incorrect form wngM̃ÁtiWA. The prophet himself had the
expression miggeÝn bêyad (Gen. 14:20, cf., Job. 8: 4) in his mind, in the sense of
liquefecisti nos in manum, equivalent to liquefecisti et tradidisti (pareÂdwkaj,
Rom. 1:28), from which it is evident that DYABi is not a mere diaÂ (LXX), but the
“hand” of the transgressions is their destructive and damning power.

Isa. 64: 7, 8 (8, 9). This was the case when the measure of Israel’s sins had
become full. They were carried into exile, where they sank deeper and deeper.
The great mass of the people proved themselves to be really massa perdita, and
perished among the heathen. But there were some, though a vanishingly small
number, who humbled themselves under the mighty hand of God, and, when
redemption could not be far off, wrestled in such prayers as these, that the
nation might share it in its entirety, and if possible not one be left behind. With
HTfJAWi the existing state of sin and punishment is placed among the things of the



past, and the petition presented that the present moment of prayer may have all
the significance of a turning-point in their history. Vv. 7, 8 (8, 9).

“And now, O Jehovah, Thou art our Father: we are the clay , and Thou our Maker;
and we are all the work of Thy hand. Be not extremely angry, O Jehovah, and
remember not the transgression for ever! Behold, consider, we beseech Thee, we are
all Thy people.”

The state of things must change at last; for Israel is an image made by Jehovah;
yea, more than this, Jehovah is the begetter of Israel, and loves Israel not
merely as a sculptor, but as a father (compare Isa. 45: 9, 10, and the
unquestionable passage of Isaiah in Isa. 29:16). Let Him then not be angry
DJOMi‰DJA, “to the utmost measure” (cf., Psa. 119: 8), or if we paraphrase it
according to the radical meaning of DJM, “till the weight becomes intolerable.”
Let Him not keep in mind the guilt for ever, to punish it; but, in consideration of
the fact that Israel is the nation of His choice, let mercy take the place of
justice. †H s̃trengthens the petition in its own way (see Gen. 30:34), just as JNF
does; and ‹YbIHI signifies here, as elsewhere, to fix the eye upon anything. The
object, in this instance, is the existing fact expressed in “we are all Thy people.”
Hitzig is correct in regarding the repetition of “all of us” in this prayer as
significant. The object throughout is to entreat that the whole nation may
participate in the inheritance of the coming salvation, in order that the exodus
from Babylonia may resemble the exodus from Egypt.

Isa. 64: 9-11. The re-erection of the ruins of the promised land requires the
zeal of every one, and this state of ruin must not continue. It calls out the love
and faithfulness of Jehovah. Vv. 9-11.

“The cities of Thy holiness have become a pasture-ground; Zion has become a
pasture-ground, Jerusalem a desert. The house of our holiness and of our adorning,
where our fathers praised Thee, is given up to the fire, and everything that was our
delight given up to devastation. Wilt Thou restrain Thyself in spite of this, O
Jehovah, be silent, and leave us to suffer the utmost?”

Jerusalem by itself could not possibly be called “cities” (ÿaÑreÝ), say with
reference to the upper and lower cities (Vitringa). It is merely mentioned by
name as the most prominent of the many cities which were all “holy cities,”
inasmuch as the whole of Canaan was the land of Jehovah (Isa. 14:25), and His
holy territory (Psa. 78:54). The word midbaÑr (pasture-land, heath, different
from tsiyyaÑh, the pastureless desert, Isa. 35: 1) is repeated, for the purpose of
showing that the same fate had fallen upon Zion-Jerusalem as upon the rest of
the cities of the land. The climax of the terrible calamity was the fact, that the
temple had also fallen a prey to the burning of the fire (compare for the fact,
Jer. 52:13). The people call it “house of our holiness and of our glory.”
Jehovah’s qoÝdesh and tiph’ereth have, as it were, transplanted heaven to earth



in the temple (compare Isa. 63:15 with Isa. 60: 7); and this earthly dwelling-
place of God is Israel’s possession, and therefore Israel’s qoÝdesh and tiph’ereth.
The relative clause describes what sublime historical reminiscences are attached
to the temple: RŠEJá is equivalent to „ŠF RŠEJá, as in Gen. 39:20, Num. 20:13
(compare Psa. 84: 4), Deu. 8:15, etc. ¦wLLáHI has chateph-pathach, into which,
as a rule, the vocal sheva under the first of two similar letters is changed.
MachaÔmaddeÝnuÝ (our delights) may possibly include favourite places,
ornamental buildings, and pleasure grounds; but the parallel leads us rather to
think primarily of things associated with the worship of God, in which the
people found a holy delight. LK, contrary to the usual custom, is here followed
by the singular of the predicate, as in Pro. 16: 2, Eze. 31:15 (cf., Gen. 9:29).
Will Jehovah still put restraint upon Himself, and cause His merciful love to
keep silence, TJZO‰LJA, with such a state of things as this, or notwithstanding
this state of things (Job. 10: 7)? On QpJ̃ÁTiHI, see Isa. 63:15; 42:14. The
suffering would indeed increase DJOMi‰DJA (to the utmost), if it caused the
destruction of Israel, or should not be followed at last by Israel’s restoration.
Jehovah’s compassion cannot any longer thus forcibly restrain itself; it must
break forth, like Joseph’s tears in the recognition scene (Gen. 45: 1).

Second Closing Prophecy — Ch. 65

JEHOVAH’S ANSWER TO THE CHURCH’S PRAYER

Isa. 65: 1, 2. After the people have poured out their heart before Jehovah, He
announces what they may expect from Him. But instead of commencing with a
promise, as we might anticipate after the foregoing prayer, He begins with
reproach and threatening; for although the penitential portion of the community
had included the whole nation in their prayer, it was destruction, and not
deliverance, which awaited one portion of the nation, and that portion was the
greater one. The great mass were in that state of “sin unto death” which defies
all intercession (1Jo. 5:16), because they had so scornfully and obstinately
resisted the grace which had been so long and so incessantly offered to them.
Vv. 1, 2.

“I was discernible to those who did not inquire, discoverable by those who did not
seek me. I said, ‘Here am I, here am I,’ to a nation where my name was not called. I
spread out my hands all the day to a refractory people, who walked in the way that
was not good, after their own thoughts.”

The LXX (A) render v. 1a, “I was found by those who did not seek me, I
became manifest to those who did not ask for me” (B reverses the order); and
in Rom. 10:20, 21, Paul refers v. 1 to the Gentiles, and v. 2 to Israel. The
former, to whom He has hitherto been strange, enter into fellowship with Him;



whilst the latter, to whom He has constantly offered Himself, thrust Him away,
and lose His fellowship. Luther accordingly adopts this rendering: “I shall be
sought by those who did not ask for me, I shall be found by those who did not
seek me. And to the heathen who did not call upon my name, I say, Here am I,
here am I.” Zwingli, again, observes on v. 1, “This is an irresistible testimony to
the adoption of the Gentiles.” Calvin also follows the apostle’s exposition, and
observes, that “Paul argues boldly for the calling of the Gentiles on the ground
of this passage, and says that Isaiah dared to proclaim and assert that the
Gentiles had been called by God, because he announced a greater thing, and
announced it more clearly than the reason of those times would bear.” Of all the
Jewish expositors, where is only one, viz., Gecatilia, who refers v. 1 to the
Gentiles; and of all the Christina expositors of modern times, there is only one,
viz., Hendewerk, who interprets it in this way, without having been influenced
by the quotation made by Paul. Hofman, however, and Stier, feel obliged to
follow the apostle’s exposition, and endeavour to vindicate it. But we have no
sympathy with any such untenable efforts to save the apostle’s honour. In
Rom. 9:25, 26, he also quotes Hos. 2:25 and 2: 1 in support of the calling of
the Gentiles; whereas he could not have failed to know, that it is the restoration
of Israel to favour which is alluded to there. He merely appeals to Hos. 2 in
support of the New Testament fact of the calling of the Gentiles, so far as it is
in these words of the Old Testament prophet that the fact is most adequately
expressed. And according to 1Pe. 2:10, Peter received the same impression
from Hosea’s words.

But with the passage before us it is very different. The apostle shows, by the
way in which he applies the Scripture, how he depended in this instance upon
the Septuagint translation, which was in his own hands and those of his readers
also, and by which the allusion to the Gentiles is naturally suggested, even if not
actually demanded. And we may also assume that the apostle himself
understood the Hebrew text, with which he, the pupil of Rabban Gamaliel, was
of course well acquainted, in the same sense, viz., as relating to the calling of
the Gentiles, without being therefore legally bound to adopt the same
interpretation. The interchange of YŒg (cf., Isa. 55: 5) and „JA; the attribute
YMIŠiBI JRFQO JLO, which applies to heathen, and heathen only; the possibility of
interpreting Isa. 65: 1, 2, in harmony with the context both before and after, if
v. 1 be taken as referring to the Gentiles, on the supposition that Jehovah is
here contrasting His success with the Gentiles and His failure with Israel: all
these certainly throw weight into the scale. Nevertheless they are not decisive, if
we look at the Hebrew alone, apart altogether from the LXX. For nidrashtiÝ
does not mean “I have become manifest;” but, regarded as the so-called niphal
tolerativum (according to Eze. 14: 3; 20: 3, 31; 36:37), “I permitted myself to
be explored or found out;” and consequently YTIJCM̃iNI, according to Isa. 55: 6,



“I let myself be found.” And so explained, v. 1 stands in a parallel relation to
Isa. 55: 6: Jehovah was searchable, was discoverable (cf., Zep. 1: 6) to those
who asked no questions, and did not seek Him (JŒLLi = JLO RŠEJáLÁ, Ges. § 123,
3), i.e., He displayed to Israel the fulness of His nature and the possibility of His
fellowship, although they did not bestir themselves or trouble themselves in the
least about Him, — a view which is confirmed by the fact that v. 1b merely
refers to offers made to them, and not to results of any kind. Israel, however, is
called YMŠB JRFQO‰JL YWG, not as a nation that was not called by Jehovah’s
name (which would be expressed by JRFQiNI, Isa. 43: 7; cf., YJIRFQOMi, klhtoÂj mou,
Isa. 48:12), but as a nation where (supply ÿaÔsher) Jehovah’s name was not
invoked (LXX “who called not upon my name”), and therefore as a thoroughly
heathenish nation; for which reason we have goÝi (LXX eÏÂqnoj) here, and not ‘am
(LXX laoÂj). Israel was estranged from Him, just like the heathen; but He still
turned towards them with infinite patience, and (as is added in v. 2) with ever
open arms of love. He spread out His hands (as a man does to draw another
towards him to embrace him) all the day (i.e., continually, cf., Isa. 28:24)
towards an obstinate people, who walked in the way that was not good (cf.,
Psa. 36: 5, Pro. 16:29; here with the article, which could not be repeated with
the adjective, because of the JLO), behind their own thoughts. That which led
them, and which they followed, was not the will of God, but selfish views and
purposes, according to their won hearts’ lusts; and yet Jehovah did not let them
alone, but they were the constant thought and object of His love, which was
ever seeking, alluring, and longing for their salvation.

Isa. 65: 3-5. But through this obstinate and unyielding rejection of His love
they have excited wrath, which, though long and patiently suppressed, now
bursts forth with irresistible violence. Vv. 3-5.

“The people that continually provoketh me by defying me to my face, sacrificing in
the gardens, and burning incense upon the tiles; who sit in the graves, and spend the
night in closed places; to eat the flesh of swine, and broken pieces of abominations
is in their dishes; who say, Stop! come not too near me; for I am holy to thee: they
are a smoke in my nose, a fire blazing continually.”

HlEJ (̃these) in v. 5b is retrospective, summing up the subject as described in
vv. 3-5a, and what follows in v. 5b contains the predicate. The heathenish
practices of the exiles are here depicted, and in v. 7 they are expressly
distinguished from those of their fathers. Hence there is something so peculiar
in the description, that we look in vain for parallels among those connected with
the idolatry of the Israelites before the time of the captivity. There is only one
point of resemblance, viz., the allusion to gardens as places of worship, which
only occurs in the book of Isaiah, and in which our passage, together with
Isa. 57: 5 and 66:17, strikingly coincides with Isa. 1:29. “Upon my face” (ÿal-



paÑnai) is equivalent to “freely and openly, without being ashamed of me, or
fearing me;” cf., Job. 1:11; 6:28; 21:31. “Burning incense upon the bricks”
carries us to Babylonia, the true home of the cocti lateres (laterculi). The
thorah only mentions lêbheÝniÝm in connection with Babylonian and Egyptian
buildings. The only altars that it allows are altars of earth thrown up, or of
unhewn stones and wooden beams with a brazen covering. “They who sit in the
graves,” according to Vitringa, are they who sacrifice to the dead. He refers to
the Greek and Roman inferiae and februationes, or expiations for the dead, as
probably originating in the East. Sacrifices for the dead were offered, in fact,
not only in India and Persia, but also in Hither Asia among the Ssabians, and
therefore probably in ancient Mesopotamia and Babylonia. But were they
offered in the graves themselves, as we must assume from „YRIBFqibÁ (not
„YRBQ‰LJA)? Nothing at all is known of this, and Böttcher (de inferis, § 234)
is correct in rendering it “among (inter) the graves,” and supposing the object
to be to hold intercourse there with the dead and with demons. The next point,
viz., passing the night in closed places (i.e., places not accessible to every one:
nêtsuÝriÝm, custodita = clausa, like nêÿiÝmiÝm, amaena), may refer to the mysteries
celebrated in natural caves and artificial crypts (on the mysteries of the
Ssabians, see Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier u. der Ssabismus, ii. 332ff.). But the
LXX and Syriac render it eÏn toiÌj sphlaiÂoij koimwÌntai di’ eÏnuÂpnia, evidently
understanding it to refer to the so-called incubare, eÏgkoimaÌsqai; and so Jerome
explains it. “In the temples of idols,” he says, “where they were accustomed to
lie upon the skins of the victims stretched upon the ground, to gather future
events from their dreams.” The expression ubhannêtsuÝriÝm points not so much to
open temples, as to inaccessible caves or subterraneous places. G. Rawlinson
(Monarchies, ii. 269) mentions the discovery of “clay idols in holes below the
pavement of palaces.” From the next charge, “who eat there the flesh of the
swine,” we may infer that the Babylonians offered swine in sacrifice, if not as a
common thing, yet like the Egyptians and other heathen, and ate their flesh
(“the flesh taken from the sacrifice,” 2 Macc. 6:21); whereas among the later
Ssabians (Harranians) the swine was not regarded as either edible or fit for
sacrifice.

On the synecdochical character of the sentence „HEYLk̃i „YLIgUpI QRÁPiw, see at
Isa. 5:12a, cf., Jer. 24: 2. Knobel’s explanation, “pieces” (but it is not YQR̃iPiw)
“of abominations are their vessels, i.e., those of their iÎeroskopiÂa,” is a needless
innovation. LwgpI signifies a stench, putrefaction (Eze. 4:14, bêsar pigguÝl), then
in a concrete sense anything corrupt or inedible, a thing to be abhorred
according to the laws of food or the law generally (syn. LwspI, LwSpF); and
when connected with QRÁPi (chethib), which bears the same relation to QRÁMi as
crumbs or pieces (from QRÁpF, to crumble) to broth (from QRÁMF, to rub off or



scald off), it means a decoction, or broth made either of such kinds of flesh or
such parts of the body as were forbidden by the law. The context also points to
such heathen sacrifices and sacrificial meals as were altogether at variance with
the Mosaic law. For the five following words proceed from the mouths of
persons who fancy that they have derived a high degree of sanctity either from
the mysteries, or from their participation in rites of peculiar sacredness, so that
to every one who abstains from such rites, or does not enter so deeply into
them as they do themselves, they call out their “odi profanum vulgus et arceo.”
¦YLEJ B̃RÁQi, keep near to thyself, i.e., stay where you are, like the Arabic idhab
ileika, go away to thyself, for take thyself off. YbI‰ŠgAtI‰LJÁ (according to some
MSS with mercha tifchah), do not push against me (equivalent to HJFLiHF‰ŠGE or
¦Li‰HŠFgi, get away, make room; Gen. 19: 9, Isa. 49:20), for qêdashtikhaÑ, I am
holy to thee, i.e., unapproachable. The verbal suffix is used for the dative, as in
Isa. 44:21 (Ges. § 121, 4), for it never occurred to any of the Jewish expositors
(all of whom give sanctus prae te as a gloss) that the Kal qaÑdash was used in a
transitive sense, like chaÑzaq in Jer. 20: 7, as Luther, Calvin, and even Hitzig
suppose. Nor is the exclamation the well-meant warning against the
communication of a burdensome qêdusshaÑh, which had to be removed by
washing before a man could proceed to the duties of every-day life (such, for
example, as the qêdusshaÑh of the man who had touched the flesh of a sin-
offering, or bee sprinkled with the blood of a sin-offering; Lev. 6:20, cf.,
Eze. 44:19; 46:20). It is rather a proud demand to respect the sacro-sanctus,
and not to draw down the chastisement of the gods by the want of reverential
awe. After this elaborate picture, the men who are so degenerate receive their
fitting predicate. They are fuel for the wrath of God, which manifests itself, as it
were, in smoking breath. This does not now need for the first time to seize upon
them; but they are already in the midst of the fire of wrath, and are burning
there in inextinguishable flame.

Isa. 65: 6, 7. The justice of God will not rest till it has procured for itself the
fullest satisfaction. Vv. 6, 7.

“Behold, it is written before me: I will not keep silence without having
recompensed, and I will recompense into their bosom. Your offences, and the
offences of your fathers together, saith Jehovah, that they have burned incense upon
the mountains, and insulted me upon the hills, and I measure their reward first of all
into their bosom.”

Vitringa has been misled by such passages as Isa. 10: 1, Job. 13:26, Jer. 22:30,
in which kaÑthabh (kitteÝbh) is used to signify a written decree, and understands
by khêthuÝbhaÑh the sentence pronounced by God; but the reference really is to
their idolatrous conduct and contemptuous defiance of the laws of God. This is
ever before Him, written in indelible characters, waiting for the day of



vengeance; for, according to the figurative language of Scripture, there are
heavenly books, in which the good and evil works of men are entered. And this
agrees with what follows: “I will not be silent, without having first repaid,” etc.
The accentuation very properly places the tone upon the penultimate of the first
shillamtiÝ as being a pure perfect, and upon the last syllable of the second as a
perf. consec. „JI YkI preceded by a future and followed by a perfect signifies,
“but if (without having) first,” etc. (Isa. 55:10; Gen. 32:27; Lev. 22: 6; Ruth
3:18; cf., Jud. 15: 7). The original train of thought was, “I will not keep silence,
for I shall first of all keep silence when,” etc. Instead of ÿal cheÝqaÑm, “Upon their
bosom,” we might have ÿel cheÝqaÑm, into their bosom, as in Jer. 32:18,
Psa. 79:12. In v. 7 the keri really has ‘el instead of ‘al, whilst in v. 9 the chethib
is ‘al without any keri (for the figure itself, compare Luke 6:38, “into your
bosom”). The thing to be repaid follows in v. 7a; it is not governed, however,
by shillamtiÝ, as the form of the address clearly shows, but by ÿaÔshalleÝm
understood, which may easily be supplied. Whether ÿaÔsher is to be taken in the
sense of qui or quod (that), it is hardly possible to decide; but the construction
of the sentence favours the latter. Sacrificing “upon mountains and hills” (and,
what is omitted, here, “under every green tree”) is the well-known standing
phrase used to describe the idolatry of the times preceding the captivity (cf.,
Isa. 57: 7; Hos. 4:13; Eze. 6:13). YTIdOMÁw points back to vêshillamtiÝ in v. 6b,
after the object has been more precisely defined. Most of the modern expositors
take HNFŠOJRI „TFlF ÛPi together, in the sense of “their former wages,” i.e., the
recompense previously deserved by their fathers. But in this case the concluding
clause would only affirm, by the side of v. 7a, that the sins of the fathers would
be visited upon them. Moreover, this explanation has not only the accents
against it, but also the parallel in Jer. 16:18 (see Hitzig), which evidently stands
in a reciprocal relation to the passage before us. Consequently riÿshoÝnaÑh must
be an adverb, and the meaning evidently is, that the first thing which Jehovah
had to do by virtue of His holiness was to punish the sins of the apostate
Israelites; and He would so punish them that inasmuch as the sins of the
children were merely the continuation of the fathers’ sins, the punishment would
be measured out according to the desert of both together.

Isa. 65: 8, 9. As the word riÿshoÝnaÑh (first of all) has clearly intimated that the
work of the future will not all consist in the execution of penal justice, there is
no abruptness in the transition from threatening to promises. Vv. 8, 9.

“Thus saith Jehovah, As when the must is found in the cluster , men say, Do not
destroy it, for there is a blessing within it, so will I do for the sake of my servants,
that I may not destroy the whole. And I will bring forth a seed out of Jacob, and an
heir of my mountains out of Judah, and my chosen ones shall inherit it, and my
servants shall dwell there.”



Of the two co-ordinate clauses of the protasis (v. 8a), the first contains the
necessary condition of the second. HattiÝroÝsh (must, or the juice of the grapes,
from yaÑrash, possibly primarily nothing more than receipt, or the produce of
labour) and baÑÿeshkoÝl have both of them the article generally found in
comparisons (Ges. § 109, Anm. 1); RMÁJFWi signifies, as in Isa. 45:24, “men say,”
with the most general and indefinite subject. As men to not destroy a juicy
cluster of grapes, because they would thereby destroy the blessing of God
which it contains; so will Jehovah for His servants’ sake not utterly destroy
Israel, but preserve those who are the clusters in the vineyard (Isa. 3:14; 5: 1-7)
or upon the vine (Psa. 80: 9ff.) of Israel. He will not destroy hakkoÝl, the whole
without exception; that is to say, keeping to the figure, not “the juice with the
skin and stalk,” as Knobel and Hahn explain it, but “the particular clusters in
which juice is contained, along with the degenerate neglected vineyard or vine,
which bears for the most part only sour grapes (Isa. 5: 4) or tendrils without
fruit (cf., Isa. 18: 5). The servants of Jehovah, who resemble these clusters,
remain preserved. Jehovah brings out, causes to go forth, calls to the light of
day (JYCIŒH as in Isa. 54:16; here, however, it is by means of sifting:
Eze. 20:34ff.), out of Jacob and Judah, i.e., the people of the two captivities
(see Isa. 56: 3), a seed, a family, that takes possession of His mountains, i.e.,
His holy mountain-land (Isa. 14:25, cf., Psa. 121: 1, and har qodshiÝ, which is
used in the same sense in Isa. 11: 9; 65:25). As “my mountain” is equivalent in
sense to the “land of Israel,” for which Ezekiel is fond of saying “the mountains
of Israel” (e.g., Eze. 6: 2, 3), the promise proceeds still further to say, “and my
chosen ones will take possession thereof” (viz., of the land, Isa. 60:21, cf.,
8:21).

Isa. 65:10. From west to east, i.e., in its whole extent, the land then presents
the aspect of prosperous peace. V. 10.

“And the plain of Sharon becomes a meadow for flocks, and the valley of Achor a
resting-place for oxen, for my people that asketh for me.”

HasshaÑroÝn (Sharon) is the plain of rich pasture-land which stretches along the
coast of the Mediterranean from Yafo to the neighbourhood of Carmel. ÿEmeq
ÿAkhoÝr is a valley which became renowned through the stoning of Achan, in a
range of hills running through the plain of Jericho (see Keil on Jos. 7:24ff.).
From the one to the other will the wealth in flocks extend, and in the one as
well as in the other will that peace prevail which is now enjoyed by the people
of Jehovah, who inquired for Him in the time of suffering, and therefore bear
this name in truth. The idyllic picture of peace is thoroughly characteristic of
Isaiah: see, for example, Isa. 32:20; and for reÝbhets with naÑveh, compare
Isa. 35: 7.



Isa. 65:11, 12. The prophecy now turns again to those already indicated and
threatened in vv. 1-7. Vv. 11, 12.

“And ye, who are enemies to Jehovah, O ye that are unmindful of my holy
mountain, who prepare a table for Gad, and fill up mixed drink for the goddess of
destiny, — I have destined you to the sword, and ye will all bow down to the
slaughter, because I have called and ye have not replied, I have spoken and ye have
not heard; and ye did evil in mine eyes, and ye chose that which I did not like.”

It may be taken for granted as a thing generally admitted, that v. 11b refers to
two deities, and to the lectisternia (meals of the gods, cf., Jer. 7:18; 51:44) held
in their honour. †XFLiŠU ¥RÁ̂ F is the other side of the lectum sternere, i.e., the
spreading of the cushions upon which the images of the gods were placed
during such meals of the gods as these. In the passage before us, at any rate, the
lectus answering to the shulchaÑn (like the sella used in the case of the
goddesses) is to be taken as a couch for eating, not for sleeping on. In the
second clause, therefore, ¥SFMiMI YNIMiLÁ „YJILiMÁMiHAWi (which is falsely accentuated
in our editions with tifchah mercha silluk, instead of mercha tifchah silluk),
‚SMM JlM̃I signifies to fill with mixed drink, i.e., with wine mixed with spices,
probably oil of spikenard. JlM̃I may be connected not only with the accusative
of the vessel filled, but also with that of the thing with which it is filled (e.g.,
Exo. 28:17). Both names have the article, like LJAbÁHA. DgAHA is perfectly clear; if
used as an appellative, it would mean “good fortune.” The word has this
meaning in all the three leading Semitic dialects, and it also occurs in this sense
in Gen. 30:11, where the chethib is to be read DGFbI (LXX eÏn tuÂxhÄ). The
Aramaean definitive is JdFgA (not JDFgF), as the Arabic ‘gadd evidently shows.
The primary word is DDAgF (Arab. ‘gadda), to cut off, to apportion; so that Arab.
jaddun, like the synonymous håadådåun, signifies that which is appointed, more
especially the good fortune appointed. There can be no doubt, therefore, that
Gad, the god of good fortune, more especially if the name of the place Baal-
Gad is to be explained in the same way as Baal-hammaÑn, is Baal (Bel) as the
god of good fortune. Gecatilia (Mose ha-Cohen) observes, that this is the
deified planet Jupiter. This star is called by the Arabs “the greater luck” as being
the star of good fortune; and in all probability it is also the rabb-el-bacht (lord
of good fortune) worshipped by the Ssabians (Chwolsohn, ii. 30, 32). It is true
that it is only from the passage before us that we learn that it was worshipped
by the Babylonians; for although H. Rawlinson once thought that he had found
the names Gad and Menni in certain Babylonian inscriptions (Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society, xii. p. 478), the Babylonian Pantheon in G. Rawlinson’s
Monarchies contains neither of these names. With this want of corroborative
testimony, the fact is worthy of notice, that a Rabbi named ‘Ulla, who sprang
from Babylon, explains the ŠGRD of the Mishna by JDGD JSR (̂a sofa



dedicated to the god of prosperity, and often left unused) (b. Nedarim 56a; cf.,
Sanhedrin 20a). f243

But if Gad is Jupiter, nothing is more probable than that Meni is Venus; for the
planet Venus is also regarded as a star of prosperity, and is called by the Arabs
“the lesser luck.” The name Meni in itself, indeed, does not necessarily point to
a female deity; for meni from maÑnaÑh, if taken as a passive participial noun (like
YRIbI HYFRibI, a creature), signifies “that which is apportioned;” or if taken as a
modification of the primary form many, like YDIgi, YLI‹i, YBICi, and many others,
allotment, destination, fate. We have synonyms in the Arabic mana-n and
meniye, and the Persian bacht (adopted into the Arabic), which signify the
general fate, and from which bago-bacht is distinguished as signifying that
which is exceptionally allotted by the gods. The existence of a deity of this
name meni is also probably confirmed by the occurrence of the personal name
YNMDB ôn certain Aramaeo-Persian coins of the Achaemenides, f244 with which
Fürst associates the personal name Achiman (see his Lex.), combining †M with
MhÂn, and YNM with MhÂnh, as Movers (Phönizier, i. 650) and Knobel have also
done. †M and YNM would then be Semitic forms of these Indo-Germanic names
of deities; for MhÂn is Deus Lunus, the worship of which in Carrae (Charran) is
mentioned by Spartian in ch. vi. of the Life of Caracalla, whilst Strabo (xii. 3,
31, 32) speaks of it as being worshipped in Pontus, Phrygia, and other places;
and MhÂnh is Dea Luna (cf., GeneiÂth MaÂnh in Plut. quaest. rom. 52, Genita
Mana in Plin. h. n. 29, 4, and Dea Mena in Augustine, Civ. 4, 11), which was
worshipped, according to Diodorus (iii. 56) and Nonnus (Dionys. v. 70 ss.), in
Phoenicia and Africa. The rendering of the LXX may be quoted in favour of the
identity of the latter with YNM (eÎtoimaÂzontej twÌÄ daimoniÂwÄ (another reading
daiÂmoni) traÂpezan kaiÃ plhrouÌntej thÌÄ tuÂxhÄ keÂrasma), especially if we compare
with this what Macrobius says in Saturn. i. 19, viz., that “according to the
Egyptians there are four of the gods which preside over the birth of men,
DaiÂmwn, TuÂxh, EÏÂrwj, AÏnaÂgkh. Of these DaimoÝn is the sun, the author of spirit,
of warmth, and of light. TycheÝ is the moon, as the goddess through whom all
bodies below the moon grow and disappear, and whose ever changing course
accompanies the multiform changes of this mortal life.” f245

In perfect harmony with this is the following passage of Vettius Valens, the
astrologer of Antioch, which has been brought to light by Selden in his
Syntagma de Diis Syris: KlhÌroi thÌj tuÂxhj kaiÃ touÌ daiÂmonoj shmaiÂnousin
(viz., by the signs of nativity) hÎÂlion te kaiÃ selhÂnhn. Rosenmüller very properly
traces back the Sept. rendering to this Egyptian view, according to which Gad
is the sun-god, and Meni the lunar goddess as the power of fate. Now it is quite
true that the passage before us refers to Babylonian deities, and not to



Egyptian; at the same time there might be some relation between the two views,
just as in other instances ancient Babylonia and Egypt coincide.

But there are many objections that may be offered to the combination of YNIMi
(Meni) and MhÂnh:

(1) The Babylonian moon-deity was either called SiÝn, as among the ancient
Shemites generally, or else by other names connected with XRÁYE (XÁRỸF) and
chaÑmar.

(2) The moon is called maÑs is Sanscrit, Zendic maÑo, Neo-Pers. maÑh (mah); but
in the Arian languages we meet with no such names as could be traced to a root
maÑn as the expansion of maÑ (to measure), like mhÂn, mhÂnh), Goth. mena; for the
ancient proper names which Movers cites, viz., AÏriameÂnhj, AÏrtameÂnhj, etc.,
are traceable rather to the Arian manas = meÂnoj, mens, with which Minerva
(Menerva, endowed with mind) is connected.

(3) If meni were the Semitic form of the name for the moon, we should expect a
closer reciprocal relation in the meanings of the words. We therefore subscribe
to the view propounded by Gesenius, who adopts the pairing of Jupiter and
Venus common among the Arabs, as the two heavenly bodies that preside over
the fortunes of men; and understands by Meni Venus, and by Gad Jupiter. There
is nothing at variance with this in the fact that ‘Ashtoreth (Ishtar, with
ÿAsheÝraÑh) is the name of Venus (the morning star), as we have shown at
Isa. 14:12. M eni is her special name as the bestower of good fortune and the
distributor of fate generally; probably identical with ManaÑt, one of the three
leading deities of the prae-Islamitish Arabs. f246

The address proceeds with umaÑniÝthiÝ (and I have measured), which forms an
apodosis and contains a play upon the name of Meni, v. 11 being as it were a
protasis indicating the principal reason of their approaching fate. Because they
sued for the favour of the two gods of fortune (the Arabs call them es-saÿdaÑni,
“the two fortunes”) and put Jehovah into the shade, Jehovah would assign them
to the sword, and they would all have to bow down (̂ RÁkF as in Isa. 10: 4).
Another reason is now assigned for this, the address thus completing the circle,
viz., because when I called ye did not reply, when I spake ye did not hear (this
is expressed in the same paratactic manner as in Isa. 5: 4; 12: 1; 50: 2), and ye
have done, etc.: an explanatory clause, consisting of four members, which is
repeated almost word for word in Isa. 66: 4 (cf., 56: 4).

Isa. 65:13-16. On the ground of the sin thus referred to again, the
proclamation of punishment is renewed, and the different fates awaiting the
servants of Jehovah and those by whom He is despised are here announced in
five distinct theses and antitheses. Vv. 13-16.



“Therefore thus saith the Lord , Jehovah: Behold my servants will eat, but ye will
hunger; behold my servants will drink, but ye will thirst; behold my servants will
rejoice, but ye will be put to shame; behold my servants will exult for delight of
heart, but ye will cry for anguish of heart , and ye will lament for brokenness of
spirit. And ye will leave your name for a curse to my chosen ones, and the Lord,
Jehovah, will slay thee; but His servants He will call by another name, to that
whoever blesseth himself in the land will bless himself by the God of truthfulness,
and whoever sweareth in the land will swear by the God of truthfulness, because the
former troubles are forgotten, and because they have vanished from mine eyes.”

The name Adonai is connected with the name Jehovah for the purpose of
affirming that the God of salvation and judgment has the power to carry His
promises and threats into execution. Starving, confounded by the salvation they
had rejected (wŠBOT ãs in Isa. 66: 5), crying and wailing (wLYLIYt̃i, fut. hiph. as in
Isa. 15: 2, with a double preformative; Ges. § 70, 2 Anm.) for sorrow of heart
and crushing of spirit (shebher, rendered very well by the LXX suntribhÂ, as in
Isa. 61: 1, suntetrimmeÂnouj), the rebellious ones are left behind in the land of
captivity, whilst the servants of Jehovah enjoy the richest blessings from God in
the land of promise (Isa. 62: 8, 9). The former, perishing in the land of
captivity, leave their name to the latter as shêbhuÝÿaÑh, i.e., to serve as a formula
by which to swear, or rather to execrate or curse (Num. 5:21), so that men will
say, “Jehovah slay thee, as He slew them.” This, at any rate, is the meaning of
the threat; but the words `WGW ¦TiYMIHeWE cannot contain the actual formula, not
even if we drop the Vav, as Knobel proposes, and change YRÁYXBL into
WYRFYXBL; for, in the first place, although in the doxologies a Hebrew was in the
habit of saying ”bêruÝkh shêmoÝ” (bless his name) instead of yêhiÝ shêmoÝ baÑrukh
(his name be blessed), he never went so far as the Arab with his AllaÑhu
tabaÑraka, but said rather ‚RBTY. Still less could he make use of the perfect
(indicative) in such sentences as “may he slay thee,” instead of the future
(voluntative) ¦TiYMIYi, unless the perfect shared the optative force of the
previous future by virtue of the consecutio temporum. And secondly, the
indispensable „HEkF or HlEJk̃F would be wanting (see Jer. 29:22, cf.,
Gen. 48:20). We may therefore assume, that the prophet has before his mind
the words of this imprecatory formula, though he does not really express them,
and that he deduces from it the continuation of the threat. And this explains his
passing from the plural to the singular. Their name will become an execration;
but Jehovah will call His servants by another name (cf., Isa. 62: 2), so that
henceforth it will be the God of the faithfully fulfilled promise whose name men
take into their mouth when they either desire a blessing or wish to give
assurance of the truth (hithbaÑreÝkh bê, to bless one’s self with any one, or with
the name of any one; Ewald, § 133, Anm. 1). No other name of any god is now
heard in the land, except this gloriously attested name; for the former troubles,



which included the mixed condition of Israel in exile and the persecution of the
worshippers of Jehovah by the despisers of Jehovah, are now forgotten, so that
they no longer disturb the enjoyment of the present, and are eve hidden from
the eyes of God, so that all thought of ever renewing them is utterly remote
from His mind. This is the connection between v. 16 and vv. 13-15. RŠEJá does
not mean eo quod here, as in Gen. 31:49 for example, but ita ut, as in
Gen. 13:16. What follows is the result of the separation accomplished and the
promise fulfilled. For the same reason God is called EloheÝ ÿaÑmeÝn, “the God of
Amen,” i.e., the God who turns what He promises into Yea and Amen
(2Co. 1:20). The epithet derived from the confirmatory Amen, which is thus
applied to Jehovah, is similar to the expression in Rev. 3:14, where Jesus is
called “the Amen, the faithful and true witness.” The explanatory kiÝ (for) is
emphatically repeated in YKIWi, as in Gen. 33:11 and 1Sa. 19: 4 (compare
Job. 38:20). The inhabitants of the land stand in a close and undisturbed relation
to the God who has proved Himself to be true to His promises; for all the
former evils that followed from the sin have entirely passed away.

Isa. 65:17-19. The fact that they have thus passed away is now still further
explained; the prophet heaping up one kiÝ (for) upon another, as in Isa. 9: 3-5.
Vv. 17-19.

“For behold I create a new heaven and a new earth ; and men will not remember the
first, nor do they come to any one’s mind. No, be ye joyful and exult for ever at that
which I create: for behold I turn Jerusalem into exulting, and her people into joy.
And I shall exult over Jerusalem, and be joyous over my people, and the voice of
weeping and screaming will be heard in her no more.”

The promise here reaches its culminating point, which had already been seen
from afar in Isa. 51:16. Jehovah creates a new heaven and a new earth, which
bind so fast with their glory, and which so thoroughly satisfy all desires, that
there is no thought of the former ones, and no one wishes them back again.
Most of the commentators, from Jerome to Hahn, suppose the riÿshoÝnoÝth in v.
16 to refer to the former sorrowful times. Calvin says, “The statement of the
prophet, that there will be no remembrance of former things, is supposed by
some to refer to the heaven and the earth, as if he meant, that henceforth neither
the fame nor even the name of either would any more be heard; but I prefer to
refer them to the former times.” But the correctness of the former explanation is
shown by the parallel in Jer. 3:16, which stands in by no means an accidental
relation to this passage, and where it is stated that in the future there will be no
ark of the covenant, “neither shall it come to mind, neither shall they remember
it,” inasmuch as all Jerusalem will be the throne of Jehovah, and not merely the
capporeth with its symbolical cherubim. This promise is also a glorious one; but
Jeremiah and all the other prophets fall short of the eagle-flight of Isaiah, of



whom the same may be said as of John, “volat avis sine meta.” Luther (like
Zwingli and Stier) adopts the correct rendering, “that men shall no more
remember the former ones (i.e., the old heaven and old earth), nor take it to
heart.” But ÿaÑlaÑh ÿal-leÝbh signifies to come into the mind, not “to take to heart,”
and is applied to a thing, the thought of which “ascends” within us, and with
which we are inwardly occupied. There is no necessity to take the futures in v.
17b as commands (Hitzig); for wVYVI‰„JI YkI (YK with muach, as in Ven. 1521,
after the Masora to Num. 35:33) fits on quite naturally, even if we take them as
simple predictions. Instead of such a possible, though not actual, calling back
and wishing back, those who survive the new times are called upon rather to
rejoice for ever in that which Jehovah is actually creating, and will have created
then. RŠEJá, if not regarded as the accusative-object, is certainly regarded as the
object of causality, “in consideration of that which” (cf., Isa. 31: 6, Gen. 3:17,
Jud. 8:15), equivalent to, “on account of that which” (see at Isa. 64: 4; 35: 1).
The imperatives siÝsuÝ vêgiÝluÝ are not words of admonition so much as words of
command, and kiÝ gives the reason in this sense: Jehovah makes Jerusalem giÝlaÑh
and her people maÑsoÝs (accusative of the predicate, or according to the
terminology adopted in Becker’s syntax, the “factitive object,” Ges. § 139, 2),
by making joy its perpetual state, its appointed condition of life both inwardly
and outwardly. Nor is it joy on the part of the church only, but on the part of its
God as well (see the primary passages in Deu. 30: 9). When the church thus
rejoices in God, and God in the church, so that the light of the two commingle,
and each is reflected in the other; then will no sobbing of weeping ones, no
sound of lamentation, be heard any more in Jerusalem (see the opposite side as
expressed in Isa. 51: 3b).

Isa. 65:20. There will be a different measure then, and a much greater one, for
measuring the period of life and grace. V. 20.

“And there shall no more come thence a suckling of a few days, and an old man
who has not lived out all his days; for the youth in it will die as one a hundred years
old, and the sinner be smitten with the curse as one a hundred years old.”

Our editions of the text commence v. 20 with HYHY‰JL, but according to the
Masora (see Mas. finalis, p. 23, col. 7), which reckons five HYHY‰JLW at the
commencement of verses, and includes our verse among them, it must read
HYHY‰JLW, as it is also rendered by the LXX and Targum. The meaning and
connection are not affected by this various reading. Henceforth there will not
spring from Jerusalem (or, what haÑyaÑh really means, “come into existence;”
“thence,” misshaÑm, not “from that time,” but locally, as in Hos. 2:17 and
elsewhere, cf., Isa. 58:12) a suckling (see p. 90) of days, i.e., one who has only
reached the age of a few days (yaÑmiÝm as in Gen. 24:55, etc.), nor an old man
who has not filled his days, i.e., has not attained to what is regarded as a rule as



the full measure of human life. He who dies as a youth, or is regarded as having
died young, will not die before the hundredth year of his life; and the sinner
(J‹ŒEXHAWi with seghol, as in Eccl. 8:12; 9:18; Ges. § 75, Anm. 21) upon whom
the curse of God falls, and who is overwhelmed by the punishment, will not be
swept away before the hundredth year of his life. We cannot maintain with
Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 2, 567), that it is only in appearance that less is here
affirmed than in Isa. 25: 8. The reference there is to the ultimate destruction of
the power of death; here it is merely to the limitation of its power.

Isa. 65:21-23. In the place of the threatened curses of the law in Lev. 26:16
(cf., Deu. 28:30), the very opposite will now receive their fullest realization.
Vv. 21-23.

“And they will build houses and inhabit them, and plant vineyards and enjoy the
fruit thereof. They will not build and another inhabit, nor plant and another enjoy;
for like the days of trees are the days of my people, ad my chosen ones will consume
the work of their hands. They will not weary themselves in vain, nor bring forth for
sudden disaster; for they are a family of the blessed of Jehovah, and their offspring
are left to them.”

They themselves will enjoy what they have worked for, without some one else
stepping in, whether a countryman by violence or inheritance, or a foreigner by
plunder or conquest (Isa. 62: 8), to take possession of that which they have
built and planted (read w ‹̂iYI without dagesh); for the duration of their life will
be as great as that of trees (i.e., of oaks, terebinths, and cedars, which live for
centuries), and thus they will be able thoroughly to enjoy in their own person
what their hands have made. BillaÑh does not mean merely to use and enjoy, but
to use up and consume. Work and generation will be blessed then, and there
will be no more disappointed hopes. They will not weary themselves (w ĜiYI with
a preformative Y without that of the root) for failure, not get children
labbehaÑlaÑh, i.e., for some calamity to fall suddenly upon them and carry them
away (Lev. 26:16, cf., Psa. 78:33). The primary idea of baÑhal is either acting,
permitting, or bearing, with the characteristic of being let loose, of suddenness,
of overthrow, or of throwing into confusion. The LXX renders it eiÏj kataÂran,
probably according to the Egypto-Jewish usage, in which behaÑlaÑh may have
signified cursing, like bahle, buhle in the Arabic (see the Appendices). The two
clauses of the explanation which follows stand in a reciprocal relation to the
two clauses of the previous promise. They are a family of the blessed of God,
upon whose labour the blessing of God rests, and their offspring are with them,
without being lost to them by premature death. This is the true meaning, as in
Job. 21: 8, and not “their offspring with them,” i.e., in like manner, as Hitzig
supposes.

Isa. 65:24. All prayer will be heard then. V. 24.



“And it will come to pass: before they call , I will answer; they are still speaking,
and I already hear.”

The will of the church of the new Jerusalem will be so perfectly the will of
Jehovah also, that He will hear the slightest emotion of prayer in the heart, the
half-uttered prayer, and will at once fulfil it (cf., Isa. 30:19).

Isa. 65:25. And all around will peace and harmony prevail, even in the animal
world itself. V. 25.

“Wolf and lamb then feed together, and the lion eats chopped straw like the ox, and
the serpent — dust is its bread. They will neither do harm not destroy in all my holy
mountain, saith Jehovah.”

We have frequently observed within Isa. 40-66 (last of all at Isa. 65:12, cf.,
66: 4), how the prophet repeats entire passages from the earlier portion of his
prophecies almost word for word. Here he repeats Isa. 11: 6-9 with a
compendious abridgment. V. 25b refers to the animals just as it does there. But
whilst this custom of self-repetition favours the unity of authorship, DXFJEki for
WdFXiYA = unaÑ, which only occurs elsewhere in Ezra and Ecclesiastes (answering
to the Chaldee HDFXákA), might be adduced as evidence of the opposite. The only
thing that is new in the picture as here reproduced, is what is said of the
serpent. This will no longer watch for human life, but will content itself with the
food assigned it in Gen. 3:14. It still continues to wriggle in the dust, but
without doing injury to man. The words affirm nothing more than this, although
Stier’s method of exposition gets more out, or rather puts more in. The
assertion of those who regard the prophet speaking here as one later than
Isaiah, viz., that v. 25 is only attached quite loosely to what precedes, is unjust
and untrue. The description of the new age closes here, as in Isa. 11, with the
peace of the world of nature, which stands throughout Isa. 40-66 in the closest
reciprocal relation to man, just as it did in Isa. 1-39. If we follow Hahn, and
change the animals into men by simply allegorizing, we just throw our
exposition back to a standpoint that has been long passed by. But to what part
of the history of salvation are we to look for a place for the fulfilment of such
prophecies as these of the state of peace prevailing in nature around the church,
except in the millennium? A prophet was certainly no fanatic, so that we could
say, these are beautiful dreams. And if, what is certainly true, his prophecies are
not intended to be interpreted according to the letter, but according to the spirit
of the letter; the letter is the sheath of the spirit, as Luther calls it, and we must
not give out as the spirit of the letter what is nothing more than a quid-pro-quo
of the letter. The prophet here promises a new age, in which the patriarchal
measure of human life will return, in which death will no more break off the life
that is just beginning to bloom, and in which the war of man with the animal
world will be exchanged for peace without danger. And when is all this to



occur? Certainly not in the blessed life beyond the grave, to which it would be
both absurd and impossible to refer these promises, since they presuppose a
continued mixture of sinners with the righteous, and merely a limitation of the
power of death, not its utter destruction. But when then? This question ought
to be answered by the anti-millenarians. They throw back the interpretation of
prophecy to a stage, in which commentators were in the habit of lowering the
concrete substance of the prophecies into mere doctrinal loci communes. They
take refuge behind the enigmatical character of the Apocalypse, without
acknowledging that what the Apocalypse predicts under the definite form of the
millennium is the substance of all prophecy, and that no interpretation of
prophecy on sound principles is any longer possible from the standpoint of an
orthodox antichiliasm, inasmuch as the antichiliasts twist the word in the
mouths of the prophets, and through their perversion of Scripture shake the
foundation of all doctrines, every one of which rests upon the simple
interpretation of the words of revelation. But one objection may be made to the
supposition, that the prophet is here depicting the state of things in the
millennium; viz., that this description is preceded by an account of the creation
of a new heaven and a new earth. The prophet appears, therefore, to refer to
that Jerusalem, which is represented in the Apocalypse as coming down from
heaven to earth after the transformation of the globe. But to this it may be
replied, that the Old Testament prophet was not yet able to distinguish from one
another the things which the author of the Apocalypse separates into distinct
periods. From the Old Testament point of view generally, nothing was known
of a state of blessedness beyond the grave. Hades lay beyond this present life;
and nothing was known of a heaven in which men were blessed. Around the
throne of God in heaven there were angels and not men. And, indeed, until the
risen Saviour ascended to heaven, heaven itself was not open to men, and
therefore there was no heavenly Jerusalem whose descent to earth could be
anticipated then. Consequently in the prophecies of the Old Testament the
eschatological idea of the new Cosmos does unquestionably coincide with the
millennium. It is only in the New Testament that the new creation intervenes as
a party-wall between this life and the life beyond; whereas the Old Testament
prophecy brings down the new creation itself into the present life, and knows
nothing of any Jerusalem of the blessed life to come, as distinct from the new
Jerusalem of the millennium. We shall meet with a still further illustration in
Isa. 66 of this Old Testament custom of reducing the things of the life to come
within the limits of this present world.

Third Closing Prophecy — Ch. 66



EXCLUSION OF SCORNERS FROM THE COMING SALVATION

Isa. 66: 1-4. Although the note on which this prophecy opens is a different one
from any that has yet been struck, there are many points in which it coincides
with the preceding prophecy. For not only is Isa. 65:12 repeated here in v. 4,
but the sharp line of demarcation drawn in Isa. 65, between the servants of
Jehovah and the worldly majority of the nation with reference to the
approaching return to the Holy Land, is continued here. As the idea of their
return is associated immediately with that of the erection of a new temple, there
is nothing at all to surprise us, after what we have read in Isa. 65: 8ff., in the
fact that Jehovah expresses His abhorrence at the thought of having a temple
built by the Israel of the captivity, as the majority then were, and does so in
such words as those which follow in vv. 1-4:

“Thus saith Jehovah: The heaven is my throne, and the earth my footstool. What
kind of house is it that ye would build me, and what kind of place for my rest? My
hand hath made all these things; then all these thing arose, saith Jehovah; and at
such persons do I look, at the miserable and broken-hearted , and him that trembleth
at my word. He that slaughtereth the ox is the slayer of a man; he that sacrificeth the
sheep is a strangler of dogs; he that offereth a meat-offering, it is swine’s blood; he
that causeth incense to rise up in smoke, blesseth idols. As they have chosen their
ways, and their soul cheriseth pleasure in their abominations; so will I choose their
ill-treatments, and bring their terrors upon them, because I called and no one
replied, I spake and they did not hear, and they did evil in mine eyes, and chose that
in which I took no pleasure.”

Hitzig is of opinion that the author has broken off here, and proceeds quite
unexpectedly to denounce the intention to build a temple for Jehovah. Those
who wish to build he imagines to be those who have made up their minds to
stay behind in Chaldea, and who, whilst their brethren who have returned to
their native land are preparing to build a temple there, want to have one of their
own, just as the Jews in Egypt built one for themselves in Leontopolis (see pp.
235-238). Without some such supposition as this, Hitzig thinks it altogether
impossible to discover the thread which connects the different verses together.
This view is at any rate better than that of Umbreit, who imagines that the
prophet places us here “on the loftiest spiritual height of the Christian
development.” “In the new Jerusalem,” he says, “there will be no temple seen,
nor any sacrifice; Jehovah forbids these in the strongest terms, regarding them
as equivalent to mortal sins.” But the prophet, if this were his meaning, would
involve himself in self-contradiction, inasmuch as, according to Isa. 56 and 60,
there will be a temple in the new Jerusalem with perpetual sacrifice, which this
prophecy also presupposes in vv. 20ff. (cf., v. 6); and secondly, he would
contradict other prophets, such as Ezekiel and Zechariah, and the spirit of the
Old Testament generally, in which the statement, that whoever slaughters a
sacrificial animal in the new Jerusalem will be as bad as a murderer, has no



parallel, and is in fact absolutely impossible. According to Hitzig’s view, on the
other hand, v. 3a affirms, that the worship which they would be bound to
perform in their projected temple would be an abomination to Jehovah,
however thoroughly it might be made to conform to the Mosaic ritual. But
there is nothing in the text to sustain the idea, that there is any intention here to
condemn the building of a temple to Jehovah in Chaldaea, nor is such an
explanation by any means necessary to make the text clear. The condemnation
on the part of Jehovah has reference to the temple, which the returning exiles
intend to build in Jerusalem. The prophecy is addressed to the entire body now
ready to return, and says to the whole without exception, that Jehovah, the
Creator of heaven and earth, does not stand in need of any house erected by
human hands, and then proceeds to separate the penitent from those that are at
enmity against God, rejects in the most scornful manner all offerings in the form
of worship on the part of the latter, and threatens them with divine retribution,
having dropped in vv. 3b -4 the form of address to the entire body. Just as in
the Psalm of Asaph (Psa. 50) Jehovah refuses animal and other material
offerings as such, because the whole of the animal world, the earth and the
fulness thereof, are His possession, so here He addresses this question to the
entire body of the exiles: What kind of house is there that ye could build, that
would be worthy of me, and what kind of place that would be worthy of being
assigned to me as a resting-place? On maÑqoÝm mênuÝchaÑthiÝ, locus qui sit requies
mea (apposition instead of genitive connection), see p. 322. He needs no
temple; for heaven is His throne, and the earth His footstool. He is the Being
who filleth all, the Creator, and therefore the possessor, of the universe; and if
men think to do Him a service by building Him a temple, and forget His infinite
majesty in their concern for their own contemptible fabric, He wants to temple
at all. “All these” refer, as if pointing with the finger, to the world of visible
objects that surround us. wYHiyIWA (from HYFHF, existere, fieri) is used in the same
sense as the YHIYiWA which followed the creative YHIYi. In this His exaltation He is
not concerned about a temple; but His gracious look is fixed upon the man who
is as follows (zeh pointing forwards as in Isa. 58: 6), viz., upon the mourner, the
man of broken heart, who is filled with reverential awe at the word of His
revelation.

We may see from Psa. 51: 9 what the link of connection is between vv. 2 and 3.
So far as the mass of the exiles were concerned, who had not been humbled by
their sufferings, and whom the preaching of the prophet could not bring to
reflection, He did not want any temple or sacrifice from them. The sacrificial
acts, to which such detestable predicates are here applied, are such as end with
the merely external act, whilst the inward feelings of the person presenting the
sacrifice are altogether opposed to the idea of both the animal sacrifice and the
meat-offering, more especially to that desire for salvation which was symbolized



in all the sacrifices; in other words, they are sacrificial acts regarded as nekraÃ
eÏÂrga, the lifeless works of men spiritually dead. The articles of hasshoÝr and
hasseh are used as generic with reference to sacrificial animals. The slaughter of
an ox was like the slaying (makkeÝh construct with tzere) of a man (for the
association of ideas, see Gen. 49: 6); the sacrifice (zoÝbheÝaÔch like shaÑchat is
sometimes applied to slaughtering for the purpose of eating; here, however, it
refers to an animal prepared for Jehovah) of a sheep like the strangling of a dog,
that unclean animal (for the association of ideas, see Job. 30: 1); the offerer up
(mêÿoÝleÝh) of a meat-offering (like one who offered up) swine’s blood, i.e., as if
he was offering up the blood of this most unclean animal upon the altar; he who
offered incense as an ÿazkaÑraÑh (see at Isa. 1:13a) like one who blessed ÿaÑven,
i.e., godlessness, used here as in 1Sa. 15:23, and also in Hosea in the change of
the name of Bethel into Beth ‘Aven, for idolatry, or rather in a concrete sense
for the worthless idols themselves, all of which, according to Isa. 41:29, are
nothing but ÿaÑven. Rosenmüller, Gesenius, Hitzig, Stier, and even Jerome, have
all correctly rendered it in this way, “as if he blessed an idol” (quasi qui
benedicat idolo); and Vitringa, “cultum exhibens vano numini” (offering
worship to a vain god). Such explanations as that of Luther, on the other hand,
viz., “as if he praised that which was wrong,” are opposed to the antithesis, and
also to the presumption of a concrete object to ‚RBM (blessing); whilst that of
Knobel, “praising vainly” (ÿaÑven being taken as an acc. adv.), yields too tame an
antithesis, and is at variance with the usage of the language. In this
condemnation of the ritual acts of worship, the closing prophecy of the book of
Isaiah coincides with the first (Isa. 1:11-15). But that it is not sacrifices in
themselves that are rejected, but the sacrifices of those whose hearts are divided
between Jehovah and idols, and who refuse to offer to Him the sacrifice that is
dearest to Him (Psa. 51:19, cf., 50:23), is evident from the correlative double-
sentence that follows in vv. 3b and 4, which is divided into two masoretic
verses, as the only means of securing symmetry. Gam...gam, which means in
other cases, “both...and also,” or in negative sentences “neither...nor,” means
here, as in Jer. 51:12, “as assuredly the one as the other,” in other words,
“as...so.” They have chosen their own ways, which are far away from those of
Jehovah, and their soul has taken pleasure, not in the worship of Jehovah, but in
all kinds of heathen abominations (shiqquÝtseÝhem, as in many other places, after
Deu. 29:16); therefore Jehovah wants no temple built by them or with their co-
operation, nor any restoration of sacrificial worship at their hands. But
according to the law of retribution, He chooses thaÿaÔluÝleÝhem, vexationes eorum
(LXX taÃ eÏmpaiÂgmata auÏtwÌn: see at Isa. 3: 4), with the suffix of the object: fates
that will use them ill, and brings their terrors upon them, i.e., such a condition
of life as will inspire them with terror (mêguÝroÝth, as in Psa. 34: 5).



Isa. 66: 5. From the heathenish majority, with their ungodly hearts, the prophet
now turns to the minority, consisting of those who tremble with reverential awe
when they hear the word of God. They are called to hear how Jehovah will
accept them in defiance of their persecutors. V. 5.

“Hear ye the word of Jehovah, ye that tremble at His word: your brethren that hate
you, that thrust you from them for my name’s sake, say, ‘Let Jehovah get honour,
that we may see your joy:’ they will be put to shame.”

They that hate them are their own brethren, and (what makes the sin still
greater) the name of Jehovah is the reason why they are hated by them.
According to the accents, indeed („KYDNM rebia, YM§ pashta), the meaning
would be, “your brethren say... ‘for my name’s sake (i.e., for me = out of
goodness and love to us) will Jehovah glorify Himself,’ — then we shall see
your joy, but — they will be put to shame.” Rashi and other Jewish expositors
interpret it in this or some similar way; but Rosenmüller, Stier, and Hahn are the
only modern Christian expositors, who have done so, following the precedent
of earlier commentators, who regarded the accents as binding. Luther, however,
very properly disregarded them. If YM§ † M̂L be taken in connection with
DBKY, it gives only a forced sense, which disturbs the relation of all the clauses;
whereas this is preserved in all respects in the most natural and connected
manner if we combine YM§ † M̂L with „KEYdÑAMi „KEYJÑiVO, as we must do,
according to such parallels as Mat. 24: 9. HdFNI from DN, to scare away or thrust
away (Amo. 6: 3, with the object in the dative), corresponds to aÏforiÂzein in
Luke 6:22 (compare Joh. 16:22, “to put out of the synagogue”). The practice of
excommunication, or putting under the ban (nidduÝi), reaches beyond the period
of the Herodians (see Eduyoth v. 6), f247 at any rate as far back as the times
succeeding the captivity; but in the passage before us it is quite sufficient to
understand niddaÑh in the sense of a defamatory renunciation of fellowship. To
the accentuators this YM§ † M̂L „KYDNM appeared quite unintelligible. They
never considered that it had a confessional sense here, which certainly does not
occur anywhere else: viz., “for my name’s sake, which ye confess in word and
deed.” With unbelieving scorn they say to those who confess Jehovah, and
believe in the word of the true redemption: Let Jehovah glorify Himself (lit. let
Him be, i.e., show Himself, glorious = yikkaÑbheÝd, cf., Job. 14:21), that we may
thoroughly satisfy ourselves with looking at your joy. They regard their hope as
deceptive, and the word of the prophet as fanaticism. These are they, who,
when permission to return is suddenly given, will desire to accompany them, but
will be disappointed, because they did not rejoice in faith before, and because,
although they do now rejoice in that which is self-evident, they do this in a
wrong way.



Isa. 66: 6. The city and temple, to which they desire to go, are nothing more,
so far as they are concerned, than the places from which just judgment will
issue. V. 6.

“Sound of tumult from the city! Sound from the Temple! Sound of Jehovah, who
repays His enemies with punishment.”

All three LWQ, to the second of which †ŒJŠF must be supplied in thought, are in
the form of interjectional exclamations (as in Isa. 52: 8). In the third, however,
we have omitted the note of admiration, because here the interjectional clause
approximates very nearly to a substantive clause (“it is the sound of Jehovah”),
as the person shouting announces here who is the originator and cause of the
noise which was so enigmatical at first. The city and temple are indeed still lying
in ruins as the prophet is speaking; but even in this state they both preserve the
holiness conferred upon them. They are the places where Jehovah will take up
His abode once more; and even now, at the point at which promise and
fulfilment coincide, they are in the very process of rising again. A loud noise
(like the tumult of war) proceeds from it. It is Jehovah, He who is enthroned in
Zion and rules from thence (Isa. 31: 9), who makes Himself heard in this loud
noise (compare Joe. 4:16 with the derivative passage in Amo. 1: 2); it is He
who awards punishment or reckons retribution to His foes. In other cases LwMgi
(BYŠIH)̃ „lŠ̃I generally means to repay that which has been worked out (what
has been deserved; e.g., Psa. 137: 8, compare Isa. 3:11); but in Isa. 59:18 gêmuÝl
was the parallel word to cheÝmaÑh, and therefore, as in Isa. 35: 4, it did not apply
to the works of men, but to the retribution of the judge, just as in Jer. 51: 6,
where it is used quite as absolutely. We have therefore rendered it
“punishment;” “merited punishment” would express both sides of this double-
sided word. By “His enemies,” according to the context, we are to understand
primarily the mass of the exiles, who were so estranged from God, and yet
withal so full of demands and expectations.

Isa. 66: 7-9. All of these fall victims to the judgment; and yet Zion is not left
either childless or without population. Vv. 7-9.

“Before she travailed she brought forth; before pains came upon her, she was
delivered of a boy. Who hath heard such a thing? Who hath seen anything like it?
Are men delivered of a land in one day? or is a nation begotten at once? For Zion
hath travailed, yea , hath brought forth her children. Should I bring to the birth, and
not cause to bring forth? saith Jehovah: or should I, who cause to bring forth, shut
it? saith thy God.”

Before Zion travaileth, before any labour pains come upon her (cheÝbhel with
tzere), she has already given birth, or brought with ease into the world a male
child (himliÝt like milleÝt, in Isa. 34:15, to cause to glide out). This boy, of whom



she is delivered with such marvellous rapidity, is a whole land full of men, an
entire nation. The seer exclaims with amazement, like Zion herself in Isa. 49:21,
“who hath heard such a thing, or seen anything like it? is a land brought to the
birth (haÔyuÝchal followed by ‘erets for haÔthuÝchal, as in Gen. 13: 6, Isa. 9:18;
Ges. § 147), i.e., the population of a whole land (as in Jud. 18:30), and that in
one day, or a nation born all at once (yivvaÑleÝd, with munach attached to the
kametz, and metheg to the tzere)? This unheard-of event has taken place now,
for Zion has travailed, yea, has also brought forth her children,” — not one
child, but her children, a whole people that calls her mother. f248

“For” (kiÝ) presupposes the suppressed thought, that this unexampled event has
now occurred: yaÑlêdaÑh follows chaÑlaÑh with gam, because chiÝl signifies strictly
parturire; yaÑlad, parere. Zion, the mother, is no other than the woman of the
sun in Rev. 12; but the child born of her there is the shepherd of the nations,
who proceeds from her at the end of the days, whereas here it is the new Israel
of the last days; for the church, which is saved through all her tribulations, is
both the mother of the Lord, by whom Babel is overthrown, and the mother of
that Israel which inherits the promises, that the unbelieving mass have failed to
obtain. V. 9 follows with an emphatic confirmation of the things promised.
Jehovah inquires: “Should I create the delivery (cause the child to break
through the matrix) and not the birth (both hiphil, causative), so that although
the child makes an effort to pass the opening of the womb, it never comes to
the light of day? Or should I be one to bring it to the birth, and then to have
closed, viz., the womb, so that the word of bringing forth should remain
ineffectual, when all that is required is the last effort to bring to the light the
fruit of the womb?” From the expression “thy God,” we see that the questions
are addressed to Zion, whose faith they are intended to strengthen. According
to Hofmann (Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, 149, 150), the future RMÁJYO affirms what
Jehovah will say, when the time for bringing forth arrives, and the perfect RMÁJF
what He is saying now: “Should I who create the bringing forth have shut up?”
And He comforts the now barren daughter Zion (Isa. 54: 1) with the assurance,
that her barrenness is not meant to continue for ever. “The prediction,” says
Hofmann, “which is contained in `H RMJY, of the ultimate issue of the fate of
Zion, is so far connected with the consolation administered for the time present,
that she who is barren now is exhorted to anticipate the time when the former
promise shall be fulfilled.” But this change in the standpoint is artificial, and
contrary to the general use of the expression `H RMJY elsewhere (see at
Isa. 40: 1). Moreover, the meaning of the two clauses, which constitute here as
elsewhere a disjunctive double question in form more than in sense, really runs
into one. The first member affirms that Jehovah will complete the bringing to
the birth; the second, that He will not ultimately frustrate what He has almost



brought to completion: an ego sum is qui parere faciat et (uterum) occluserim
(occludam)? There is no other difference between RMJY and RMJ, than that
the former signifies the word of God which is sounding at the present moment,
the latter the word that has been uttered and is resounding still. The prophetic
announcement of our prophet has advanced so far, that the promised future is
before the door. The church of the future is already like the fruit of the body
ripe for the birth, and about to separate itself from the womb of Zion, which has
been barren until now. The God by whom everything has been already so far
prepared, will suddenly cause Zion to become a mother; — a boy, viz., a whole
people after Jehovah’s own heart, will suddenly lie in her lap, and this new-born
Israel, not the corrupt mass, will build a temple for Jehovah.

Isa. 66:10, 11. In the anticipation of such a future, those who inwardly
participate in the present sufferings of Zion are to rejoice beforehand in the
change of all their suffering into glory. Vv. 10, 11.

“Rejoice ye with Jerusalem, and exult over her, all ye that love her; be ye
delightfully glad with her, all ye that mourn over her, that he may suck and be
satisfied with the breast of her consolations, that ye may sip and delight yourselves
in the abundance of her glory.”

Those who love Jerusalem (the abode of the church, and the church itself), who
mourn over her (hithÿabbeÝl, inwardly mourn, 1Sa. 15:35, prove and show
themselves to be mourners and go into mourning, b. Moëd katan 20b, the word
generally used in prose, whereas LBJ̃F, to be thrown into mourning, to mourn,
only occurs in the higher style; compare †ŒyCI YLB̃J̃á, Isa. 57:18; 61: 2, 3;
60:20), these are even now to rejoice in spirit with Jerusalem and exult on her
account (baÑh), and share her ecstatic delight with her (ÿittaÑh), in order that
when that in which they now rejoice in spirit shall be fulfilled, they may suck
and be satisfied, etc. Jerusalem is regarded as a mother, and the rich actual
consolation, which she receives (Isa. 51: 3), as the milk that enters her breasts
(shoÝd as in Isa. 60:16), and from which she now supplies her children with
plentiful nourishment. ZYZI, which is parallel to DŠO (not WYZI, a reading which none
of the ancients adopted), signifies a moving, shaking abundance, which
oscillates to and fro like a great mass of water, from JZJ̃ZI, to move by fits and
starts, for pellere movere is the radical meaning common in such combinations
of letters as JZ, Ẑ, JD, Psa. 42: 5, to which Bernstein and Knobel have
correctly traced the word; whereas the meaning emicans fluxus (Schröder), or
radians copia (Kocher), to pour out in the form of rays, has nothing to sustain
it in the usage of the language.

Isa. 66:12. The reason is now given, why the church of the future promises
such abundant enjoyment to those who have suffered with her. V. 12.



“For thus saith Jehovah, Behold, I guide peace to her like a river, and the glory of
the Gentiles like an overflowing stream, that ye may suck; ye shall be borne upon
arms, and fondled upon knees.”

Jehovah guides or turns (Gen. 39:21) peace to Jerusalem, the greatest of all
inward blessings, and at the same time the most glorious of all the outward
blessings, that are in the possession of the Gentile world (kaÑbhoÝd as in
Isa. 56: 6), both of them in the richest superabundance (“like a river,” as in
Isa. 48:18), so that (perf. cons.) “ye may be able to suck yourselves full
according to your heart’s desire” (Isa. 60:16). The figure of the new maternity
of Zion, and of her children as quasimodogeniti, is still preserved. The members
of the church can then revel in peace and wealth, like a child at its mother’s
breasts. The world is now altogether in the possession of the church, because
the church is altogether God’s. The allusion to the heathen leads on to the
thought, which was already expressed in a similar manner in Isa. 49:22 and
60: 4: “on the side (arm or shoulder) will ye be carried, and fondled ( Š̂A f̂ŠF,
pulpal of the pilpel Š̂A á̂ŠI, Isa. 11: 8) upon the knees,” viz., by the heathen,
who will vie with one another in the effort to show you tenderness and care
(Isa. 49:23).

Isa. 66:13. The prophet now looks upon the members of the church as having
grown up, as it were, from childhood to maturity: they suck like a child, and are
comforted like a grown-up son. V. 13.

“Like a man whom his mother comforteth, so will I comfort you, and ye shall be
comforted in Jerusalem.”

Hitzig says that ÿiÝsh is not well chosen; but how easily could the prophet have
written beÝn (son), as in Isa. 49:15! He writes ÿiÝsh, however, not indeed in the
unmeaning sense in which the LXX has taken it, viz., wÎj eiÏÂ tina mhÂthr
parakaleÂsei, but looking upon the people, whom he had previously thought of
as children, as standing before him as one man. Israel is now like a man who has
escaped from bondage and returned home from a foreign land, full of mournful
recollections, the echoing sounds of which entirely disappear in the maternal
arms of divine love there in Jerusalem, the beloved home, which was the home
of its thoughts even in the strange land.

Isa. 66:14. Wherever they look, joy now meets their eye. V. 14.

“And ye will see, and your heart will be joyful, and your bones will flourish like
young herbage; and thus does the hand of Jehovah make itself known in His
servants, and fiercely does He treat His enemies.”

They will see, and their heart will rejoice, i.e., (cf., Isa. 53:11; 60: 5) they will
enjoy a heart-cheering prospect, and revive again with such smiling scenery all
around. The body is like a tree The bones are its branches. These will move and



extend themselves in the fulness of rejuvenated strength (compare Isa. 58:11, et
ossa tua expedita faciet); and thus will the hand of Jehovah practically become
known (vênoÝdêÿaÑh, perf. cons.) in His servants, — that hand under whose
gracious touch all vernal life awakens, whether in body or in mind. And thus is
it with the surviving remnant of Israel, whereas Jehovah is fiercely angry with
His foes. The first TJE is used in a prepositional sense, as in Psa. 67: 2, viz., “in
His servants, so that they come to be acquainted with it”; the second in an
accusative sense, for zaÑÿam is either connected with LJA, or as in Zec. 1:12,
Mal. 1: 4, with the accusative of the object. It is quite contrary to the usage of
the language to take both TJ according to the phrase (H R̂) HBWM HV (̂„ )̂
TJ.

Isa. 66:15. The prophecy now takes a new turn with the thought expressed in
the words, “and fiercely does He treat His enemies.” The judgment of wrath,
which prepares the way for the redemption and ensures its continuance, is
described more minutely in v. 15:

“For behold Jehovah, in the fire will He come, and His chariots are like the
whirlwind, to pay out His wrath in burning heat, and His threatening passeth into
flames of fire.”

Jehovah comes baÑÿeÝsh, in igne (Jerome; the LXX, on the contrary, render it
arbitrarily wÎj puÌr, kaÑÿeÝsh), since it is the fiery side of His glory, in which He
appears, and fire pours from Him, which is primarily the intense excitement of
the powers of destruction within God Himself (Isa. 10:17; 30:27; Psa. 18: 9),
and in these is transformed into cosmical powers of destruction (Isa. 29: 6;
30:30; Psa. 18:13). He is compared to a warrior, driving along upon war-
chariots resembling stormy wind, which force everything out of their way, and
crush to pieces whatever comes under their wheels. The plural WYTFBOkiRiMÁ (His
chariots) is probably not merely amplifying, but a strict plural; for Jehovah, the
One, can manifest Himself in love or wrath in different places at the same time.
The very same substantive clause WYTBKRM HPWSKW occurs in Jer. 4:13, where
it is not used of Jehovah, however, but of the Chaldeans. Observe also that
Jeremiah there proceeds immediately with a derivative passage from Hab. 1: 8.
In the following clause denoting the object, ŒpJÁ HMFXb̃I BYŠIHFLi, we must not
adopt the rendering, “to breathe out His wrath in burning heat” (Hitzig), for
heÝshiÝbh may mean respirare, but not exspirare (if this were the meaning, it
would be better to read BYªIHALi from BŠANF, as Lowth does); nor “ut iram suam
furore sedet” (Meier), for even in Job. 9:13, Psa. 78:38, WPJ BY§H does not
mean to still or cool His wrath, but to turn it away or take it back; not even “to
direct His wrath in burning heat” (Ges., Kn.), for in this sense heÝshiÝbh would be
connected with an object with L, LJE (Job. 15:13), LJA (Isa. 1:25). It has rather



the meaning reddere in the sense of retribuere (Arab. athaÑba, syn. shilleÝm), and
“to pay back, or pay out, His wrath” is equivalent to heÝshiÝbh naÑqaÑm
(Deu. 32:41, 43), Hence WPJ HMXB does not stand in a permutative relation
instead of a genitive one (viz., in fervore, iraÑ suaÑ = irae suae), but is an
adverbial definition, just as in Isa. 42:25. That the payment of the wrath
deserved takes place in burning heat, and His rebuke (gêÿaÑraÑh) in flames of fire,
are thoughts that answer to one another.

Isa. 66:16. Jehovah appears with these warlike terrors because He is coming
for a great judgment. V. 16.

“For in the midst of fire Jehovah holds judgment , and in the midst of His sword
with all flesh; and great will be the multitude of those pierced through by Jehovah.”

The fire, which is here introduced as the medium of judgment, points to
destructive occurrences of nature, and the sword to destructive occurrences of
history. At the same time all the emphasis is laid here, as in Isa. 34: 5, 6 (cf.,
Isa. 27: 1), upon the direct action of Jehovah Himself. The parallelism in v. 16a
is progressive. Nishpat ÿeÝth, “to go into judgment with a person,” as in
Eze. 38:22 (cf., „ Î in Isa. 3:14, Joe. 4: 2, 2Ch. 22: 8; metaÂ, Luke 11:31, 32).
We find a resemblance to v. 16b in Zep. 2:12, and this is not the only
resemblance to our prophecy in that strongly reproductive prophet.

Isa. 66:17. The judgment predicted here is a judgment upon nations, and falls
not only upon the heathen, but upon the great mass of Israel, who have fallen
away from their election of grace and become like the heathen. V. 17.

“They that consecrate themselves and purify themselves for the gardens behind one
in the midst, who eat swine’s flesh and abomination and the field-mouse — they will
come to an end together, saith Jehovah.”

The persons are first of all described; and then follows the judgment
pronounced, as the predicate of the sentence. They subject themselves to the
heathen rites of lustration, and that with truly bigoted thoroughness, as is
clearly implied by the combination of the two synonyms hammithqaddêshiÝm and
hammittahaÔriÝm (hithpael with an assimilated tav), which, like the Arabic
qadusa and tahura, are both traceable to the radical idea aÏforiÂzein. The LJE of
TŒngAHA‰LJE is to be understood as relating to the object or behoof: their
intention being directed to the gardens as places of worship (Isa. 1:29; 65: 3),
ad sacra in lucis obeunda, as Shelling correctly explains. In the chethib ¥WETfbÁ
DXJ RXÁJÁ, the DXFJE (for which we may also read DXÁJÁ, the form of
connection, although the two pathachs of the text belong to the keri) is in all
probability the hierophant, who leads the people in the performances of the rites
of religious worship and as he is represented as standing in the midst (¥WETfbÁ) of



the worshipping crowd that surrounds him, ‘achar (behind, after) cannot be
understood locally, as if they formed his train or tail, but temporally or in the
way of imitation. He who stands in their midst performs the ceremonies before
them, and they follow him, i.e., perform them after him. This explanation leaves
nothing to be desired. The keri, ‘achath, is based upon the assumption that
‘achad must refer to the idol, and substitutes therefore the feminine, no doubt
with an allusion to ÿaÔsheÝraÑh, so that battaÑvekh (in the midst) is to be taken as
referring not to the midst of the worshipping congregation, but to the midst of
the gardens. This would be quite as suitable; for even if it were not expressly
stated, we should have to assume that the sacred tree of Astarte, or her statue,
occupied the post of honour in the midst of the garden, and ‘achar would
correspond to the phrase in the Pentateuch, „YRIXJ̃Á „YHILOJå YRX̃áJÁ HNFZF. But the
foregoing expression, sanctificantes et mundantes se (consecrating and
purifying), does not favour this sense of the word ‘achar (why not L =
DŒBKiLI?), nor do we see why the name of the goddess should be suppressed, or
why she should be simply hinted at in the word TXÁJÁ (one). DXFJE (DXÁJÁ) has its
sufficient explanation in the antithesis between the one choir-leader and the
many followers; but if we take ‘achath as referring to the goddess, we can find
no intelligible reason or object.

Some again have taken both ‘achad and ‘achath to be the proper name of the
idol. Ever since the time of Scaliger and Groitus, ‘achad has been associated
with the Phoenician AÏÂdwdoj basileuÃj qewÌn mentioned by Sanchuniathon in
Euseb. praep. ev. 1, 10, 21, or with the Assyrian sun-god Adad, of whom
Macrobius says (Saturn. 1, 23), Ejus nominis interpretatio significat unus; but
we should expect the name of a Babylonian god here, and not of a Phoenician
or Assyrian (Syrian) deity. Moreover, Macrobius’ combination of the Syrian
Hadad with ‘achad was a mere fancy, arising from an imperfect knowledge of
the language. Clericus’ combination of ‘achath with Hecate, who certainly
appears to have been worshipped by the Harranians as a monster, though not
under this name, and not in gardens (which would not have suited her
character), is also untenable. Now as ‘achath cannot be explained as a proper
name, and the form of the statement does not favour the idea that ‘achar
‘achath or ‘achar ‘achad refers to an idol, we adopt the reading ‘achad, and
understand it to refer to the hierophant or mystagogue. Jerome follows the keri,
and renders it post unam intrinsecus. The reading post januam is an ancient
correction, which is not worth tracing to the Aramaean interpretation of ‘achar
‘achad, “behind a closed door,” and merely rests upon some rectification of the
unintelligible post unam. The Targum renders it, “one division after another,”
and omits battaÑvekh. The LXX, on the other hand, omits ‘achar ‘achad, reads
uÝbhattaÑvekh, and renders it kaiÃ eÏn toiÌj proquÂroij (in the inner court).



Symmachus and Theodoret follow the Targum and Syriac, and render it oÏpiÂsw
aÏllhÂlwn, and then pointing the next word ¥ŒTbI (which Schelling and Böttcher
approve), render the rest eÏn meÂswÄ eÏsqioÂntwn toÃ kreÂaj toÃ xoireiÌon (in the midst
of those who eat, etc.). But YLK̃iJO commences the further description of those
who were indicated first of all by their zealous adoption of heathen customs.
Whilst, on the one hand, they readily adopt the heathen ritual; they set
themselves on the other hand, in the most daring way, altogether above the law
of Jehovah, by eating swine’s flesh (Isa. 65: 4) and reptiles (sheqets,
abomination, used for disgusting animals, such as lizards, snails, etc., Lev. 7:21;
11:11 f249), and more especially the mouse (Lev. 11:29), or according to Jerome
and Zwingli the dormouse (glis esculentus), which the Talmud also mentions
under the name JRBD JRBK (̂wild mouse) as a dainty bit with epicures, and
which was fattened, as is well known, by the Romans in their gliraria. f250

However inward and spiritual may be the interpretation given to the law in
these prophecies, yet, as we see here, the whole of it, even the laws of food,
were regarded as inviolable. So long as God Himself had not taken away the
hedges set about His church, every wilful attempt to break through them was a
sin, which brought down His wrath and indignation.

Isa. 66:18. The prophecy now marks out clearly the way which the history of
Israel will take. It is the same as that set forth by Paul, the prophetic apostle, in
Rom. 9-11 as the winding but memorable path by which the compassion of God
will reach its all-embracing end. A universal judgment is the turning-point. V.
18.

“And I, their works and their thoughts — — it comes to pass that all nations and
tongues are gathered together, that they come and see my glory.”

This verse commences in any case with a harsh ellipsis. Hofmann, who regards
v. 17 as referring not to idolatrous Israelites, but to the idolatrous world outside
Israel, tries to meet the difficulty by adopting this rendering: “And I, saith
Jehovah, when their thoughts and actions succeed in bringing together all
nations and tongues (to march against Jerusalem), they come and see my glory
(i.e., the alarming manifestation of my power).” But what is the meaning of the
opening YKINOJFWi (and I), which cannot possibly strengthen the distant YDIŒBki, as
we should be obliged to assume? Or what rule of syntax would warrant our
taking HJFbF „HEYTB̃OŠiXiMÁw „HEYV˜̂áMÁ as a participial clause in opposition to the
accents? Again, it is impossible that YKNJW should mean “et contra me;” or
„HYTBŠXMW „HYV M̂, “in spite of their works and thoughts,” as Hahn
supposes, which leaves YKNJW quite unexplained; not to mention other
impossibilities which Ewald, Knobel, and others have persuaded themselves to



adopt. If we wanted to get rid of the ellipsis, the explanation adopted by Hitzig
would recommend itself the most strongly, viz., “and as for me, their works and
thoughts have come, i.e., have become manifest (hÎÂkasin, Susanna, v. 52), so
that I shall gather together.” But this separation of ƒbQ̃ALi HJFbF (it is going to
gather together) is improbable: moreover, according to the accents, the first
clause reaches as far as „HYTB§XMW (with the twin-accent zakeph-munach
instead of zakeph and metheg); whereupon the second clause commences with
HJB, which could not have any other disjunctive accent than zakeph gadol
according to the well-defined rules (see, for example, Num. 13:27). But if we
admit the elliptical character of the expression, we have not to supply YtÎ iDAYF (I
know), as the Targ., Syr., Saad., Ges., and others do, but, what answers much
better to the strength of the emotion which explains the ellipsis, DQOPiJE (I will
punish). The ellipsis is similar in character to that of the “Quos ego” of Virgil
(Aen. i. 139), and comes under the rhetorical figure aposiopesis: “and I, their
works and thoughts (I shall now how to punish).” The thoughts are placed after
the works, because the reference is more especially to their plans against
Jerusalem, that work of theirs, which has still to be carried out, and which
Jehovah turns into a judgment upon them. The passage might have been
continued with kiÝ mishpaÑtiÝ (for my judgment), like the derivative passage in
Zep. 3: 8; but the emotional hurry of the address is still preserved: HJFbF
(properly accented as a participle) is equivalent to (JbF) HJFbF Tˆ̃HF in
Jer. 51:33, Eze. 7: 7, 12 (cf., „YJIbFHA, Isa. 27: 6). At the same time there is no
necessity to supply anything, since HJB by itself may also be taken in a neuter
sense, and signify venturum (futurum) est (Eze. 39: 8). The expression “peoples
and tongues” (as in the genealogy of the nations in Gen. 10) is not tautological,
since, although the distinctions of tongues and nationalities coincided at first,
yet in the course of history they diverged from one another in many ways. All
nations and all communities of men speaking the same language does Jehovah
bring together (including the apostates of Israel, cf., Zec. 14:14): these will
come, viz., as Joel describes it in Joe. 4: 9ff., impelled by enmity towards
Jerusalem, but not without the direction of Jehovah, who makes even what is
evil subservient to His plans, and will see His glory, — not the glory manifest in
grace (Ewald, Umbreit, Stier, Hahn), but His majestic manifestation of
judgment, by which they, viz., those who have been encoiled by sinful conduct,
are completely overthrown.

Isa. 66:19, 20. But a remnant escapes; and this remnant is employed by
Jehovah to promote the conversion of the Gentile world and the restoration of
Israel. Vv. 19, 20.



“And I set a sign upon them, and send away those that have escaped from them to
the Gentiles to TarshiÝsh, PhuÑl, and LuÑd, to the stretchers of the bow, TuÑbal and
Javan — the distant islands that have not heard my fame and have not seen my
glory, and they will proclaim my glory among the Gentiles. And they will bring your
brethren out of all heathen nations, a sacrifice for Jehovah, upon horses and upon
chariots, and upon litters and upon mules and upon dromedaries, to my holy
mountain, to Jerusalem, saith Jehovah, as the children of Israel bring the meat-
offering in a clear vessel to the house of Jehovah.”

The majority of commentators understand vêsamtiÝ baÑhem ÿoÝth (and I set a sign
upon them) as signifying, according to Exo. 10: 2, that Jehovah will perform
such a miraculous sign upon the assembled nations as He formerly performed
upon Egypt (Hofmann), and one which will outweigh the ten Egyptian ÿoÝthoÝth
and complete the destruction commenced by them. Hitzig supposes the ÿoÝth to
refer directly to the horrible wonder connected with the battle, in which
Jehovah fights against them with fire and sword (compare the parallels so far as
the substance is concerned in Joe. 4:14-16, Zep. 3: 8, Eze. 38:18ff.,
Zec. 14:12ff.). But since, according to the foregoing threat, the expression
“they shall see my glory” signifies that they will be brought to experience the
judicial revelation of the glory of Jehovah, if vêsamtiÝ baÑhem ÿoÝth (and I set a
sign upon them) were to be understood in this judicial sense, it would be more
appropriate for it to precede than to follow. Moreover, this vêsamtiÝ baÑhem ÿoÝth
would be a very colourless description of what takes place in connection with
the assembled army of nations. It is like a frame without a picture; and
consequently Ewald and Umbreit are right in maintaining that what follows
directly after is to be taken as the picture for this framework. The ÿoÝth (or sign)
consists in the unexpected and, with this universal slaughter, the surprising fact,
that a remnant is still spared, and survives this judicial revelation of glory. This
marvellous rescue of individuals out of the mass is made subservient in the
midst of judgment to the divine plan of salvation. those who have escaped are
to bring to the far distant heathen world the tidings of Jehovah, the God who
has been manifested in judgment and grace, tidings founded upon their own
experience. It is evident from this, that notwithstanding the expression “all
nations and tongues,” the nations that crowd together against Jerusalem and are
overthrown in the attempt, are not to be understood as embracing all nations
without exception, since the prophet is able to mention the names of many
nations which were beyond the circle of these great events, and had been
hitherto quite unaffected by the positive historical revelation, which was
concentrated in Israel. By Tarshish Knobel understand the nation of the
Tyrsenes, Tuscans, or Etruscans; but there is far greater propriety in looking for
Tarshish, as the opposite point to ‘Ophir, in the extreme west, where the name
of the Spanish colony Tartessus resembles it in sound. In the middle ages Tunis
was combined with this. Instead of DwLWi Lwp we should probably read with the



LXX DwLW ‹wp, as in Eze. 27:10; 30: 5. Stier decides in favour of this, whilst
Hitzig and Ewald regard LWP as another form of‹WP. The epithet TŠEQE YKŠ̃iMO
(drawers of the bow) is admirably adapted to the inhabitants of PuÝt, since this
people of the early Egyptian Phet (Phaiat) is represented ideographically upon
the monuments by nine bows. According to Josephus, Ant. i. 6, 2, a river of
Mauritania was called Phout, and the adjoining country Phoute; and this is
confirmed by other testimonies. As Lud is by no means to be understood as
referring to the Lydians of Asia Minor here, if only because they could not well
be included among the nations of the farthest historico-geographical horizon in
a book which traces prophetically the victorious career of Cyrus, but signifies
rather the undoubtedly African tribe, the DWL which Ezekiel mentions in
Eze. 30: 5 among the nations under Egyptian rule, and in Isa. 27:10 among the
auxiliaries of the Tyrians, and which Jeremiah notices in Jer. 46: 9 along with
Put as armed with bows; Put and Lud form a fitting pair in this relation also,
whereas Pul is never met with again. The Targum renders it by YJL̃FwP, i.e.,
(according to Bochart) inhabitants of FilaiÂ, a Nile island of Upper Egypt,
which Strabo (xvii. 1, 49) calls “a common abode of Ethiopians and Egyptians”
(see Parthey’s work, De Philis insula); and this is at any rate better than
Knobel’s supposition, that either Apulia (which was certainly called Pul by the
Jews of the middle ages) or Lower Italy is intended here. Tubal stands for the
Tibarenes on the south-east coast of the Black Sea, the neighbours of the
Moschi (¥ŠEME), with whom they are frequently associated by Ezekiel
(Isa. 27:13; 38: 2, 3; 39: 1); according to Josephus (Ant. i. 6, 1), the
(Caucasian) Iberians. Javan is a name given to the Greeks, from the aboriginal
tribe of the IÏanonej. The eye is now directed towards the west: the “isles afar
off” are the islands standing out of the great western sea (the Mediterranean),
and the coastlands that project into it. To all these nations, which have hitherto
known nothing of the God of revelation, either through the hearing of the word
or through their own experience, Jehovah sends those who have escaped; and
they make known His glory there, that glory the judicial manifestation of which
they have just seen for themselves.

The prophet is speaking here of the ultimate completion of the conversion of
the Gentiles; for elsewhere this appeared to him as the work of the Servant of
Jehovah, for which Cyrus the oppressor of the nations prepared the soil. His
standpoint here resembles that of the apostle in Rom. 11:25, who describes the
conversion of the heathen world and the rescue of all Israel as facts belonging
to the future; although at the time when he wrote this, the evangelization of the
heathen foretold by our prophet in Isa. 42: 1ff. was already progressing most
rapidly. A direct judicial act of God Himself will ultimately determine the
entrance of the Pleroma of the Gentiles into the kingdom of God, and this



entrance of the fulness of the Gentiles will then lead to the recovery of the
diaspora of Israel, since the heathen, when won by the testimony borne to
Jehovah by those who have been saved, “bring your brethren out of all nations.”
On the means employed to carry this into effect, including kirkaÑroÝth, a species
of camels (female camels), which derives its name from its rapid swaying
motion, see the Lexicons. f251

The words are addressed, as in v. 5, to the exiles of Babylonia. The prophet
presupposes that his countrymen are dispersed among all nations to the farthest
extremity of the geographical horizon. In fact, the commerce of the Israelites,
which had extended as far as India and Spain ever since the time of Solomon,
the sale of Jewish prisoners as slaves to Phoenicians, Edomites, and Greeks in
the time of king Joram (Oba. 1:20; Joe. 4: 6; Amo. 1: 6), the Assyrian
captivities, the free emigrations, — for example, of those who stayed behind in
the land after the destruction of Jerusalem and then went down to Egypt, —
had already scattered the Israelites over the whole of the known world (see at
Isa. 49:12). Umbreit is of opinion that the prophet calls all the nations who had
turned to Jehovah “brethren of Israel,” and represents them as marching in the
most motley grouping to the holy city. In that case those who were brought
upon horses, chariots, etc., would be proselytes; but who would bring them?
This explanation is opposed not only to numerous parallels in Isaiah, such as
Isa. 60: 4, but also to the abridgment of the passage in Zep. 3:10: “From the
other side of the rivers of Ethiopia (taken from Isa. 18) will they offer my
worshippers, the daughters of my dispersed ones, to me for a holy offering.” It
is the diaspora of Israel to which the significant name “my worshippers, the
daughters of my dispersed ones,” is there applied. The figure hinted at in
minchaÑthiÝ (my holy offering) is given more elaborately here in the book of
Isaiah, viz., “as the children of Israel are accustomed (fut. as in Isa. 6: 2) to
offer the meat-offering” (i.e., that which was to be placed upon the altar as
such, viz., wheaten flour, incense, oil, the grains of the first-fruits of wheat,
etc.) “in a pure vessel to the house of Jehovah,” not in the house of Jehovah, for
the point of comparison is not the presentation in the temple, but the bringing to
the temple. The minchah is the diaspora of Israel, and the heathen who have
become vessels of honour correspond to the clean vessels.

Isa. 66:21. The latter, having been incorporated into the priestly congregation
of Jehovah (Isa. 61: 6), are not even excluded from the priestly and Levitical
service of the sanctuary. V. 21.

“And I will also add some of them to the priests, to the Levites, saith Jehovah.”

Hitzig and Knobel suppose meÝhem to refer to the Israelites thus brought home.
But in this case something would be promised, which needed no promise at all,
since the right of the native cohen and Levites to take part in the priesthood and



temple service was by no means neutralized by their sojourn in a foreign land.
And even if the meaning were that Jehovah would take those who were brought
home for priests and Levites, without regard to their Aaronic or priestly
descent, or (as Jewish commentators explain it) without regard to the apostasy,
of which through weakness they had made themselves guilty among the
heathen; this ought to be expressly stated. But as there is nothing said about any
such disregard of priestly descent or apostasy, and what is here promised must
be something extraordinary, and not self-evident, meÝhem must refer to the
converted heathen, by whom the Israelites had been brought home. Many
Jewish commentators even are unable to throw off the impression thus made by
the expression meÝhem (of them); but they attempt to get rid of the apparent
discrepancy between this statement and the Mosaic law, by understanding by
the Gentiles those who had been originally Israelites of Levitical and Aaronic
descent, and whom Jehovah would single out again. David Friedländer and
David Ottensosser interpret it quite correctly thus: ”MeÝhem, i.e., of those
heathen who bring them home, will He take for priests and Levites, for all will
be saints of Jehovah; and therefore He has just compared them to a clean vessel,
and the Israelites offered by their hand to a minchaÑh.” The majority of
commentators do not even ask the question, in what sense the prophet uses
lakkoÝhaÔniÝm lalêvayyim (to the priests, to the Levites) with the article. Joseph
Kimchi, however, explains it thus: “„YNHKH ‚RWCL, to the service of the
priests, the Levites, so that they (the converted heathen) take the place of the
Gibeonites (cf., Zec. 14:21b), and therefore of the former Cananaean nêthiÝniÝm”
(see Köhler, Nach-exil. Proph. iii. p. 39). But so interpreted, the substance of
the promise falls behind the expectation aroused by „HM „GW. Hofmann has
adopted a more correct explanation, viz.: “God rewards them for this offering,
by taking priests to Himself out of the number of the offering priests, who are
added as such to the Levitical priests.” Apart, however, from the fact that
„YWLL „YNHKL cannot well signify “for Levitical priests” according to the
Deuteronomic „YWLH „YNHKH, since this would require „YWLH „YNHKL
(inasmuch as such permutative and more precisely defining expressions as
Gen. 19: 9, Jos. 8:24 cannot be brought into comparison); the idea “in addition
to the priests, to the Levites,” is really implied in the expression (cf., Isa. 56: 8),
as they would say HªFJILi XQL and not HŠJOLF, and would only use „YŠInFLÁ XQL
in the sense of adding to those already there. The article presupposes the
existence of priests, Levites (asyndeton, as in Isa. 38:14; 41:29; 66: 5), to
whom Jehovah adds some taken from the heathen. When the heathen shall be
converted, and Israel brought back, the temple service will demand a more
numerous priesthood and Levitehood than ever before; and Jehovah will then
increase the number of those already existing, not only from the „YJBWM, but
from the „YJYBM also. The very same spirit, which broke through all the



restraints of the law in Isa. 56, is to be seen at work here as well. Those who
suppose meÝhem to refer to the Israelites are wrong in saying that there is no
other way, in which the connection with v. 22 can be made intelligible.
Friedländer had a certain feeling of what was right, when he took v. 21 to be a
parenthesis and connected v. 22 with v. 20. There is no necessity for any
parenthesis, however. The reason which follows, relates to the whole of the
previous promise, including v. 21; the election of Israel, as Hofmann observes,
being equally confirmed by the fact that the heathen exert themselves to bring
back the diaspora of Israel to their sacred home, and also by the fact that the
highest reward granted to them is, that some of them are permitted to take part
in the priestly and Levitical service of the sanctuary.

Isa. 66:22.

“For as the new heaven and the new earth , which I am about to make, continue
before me, saith Jehovah, so will your family and your name continue.”

The great mass of the world of nations and of Israel also perish; but the seed
and name of Israel, i.e., Israel as a people with the same ancestors and an
independent name, continues for ever, like the new heaven and the new earth;
and because the calling of Israel towards the world of nations is now fulfilled
and everything has become new, the former fencing off of Israel from other
nations comes to an end, and the qualification for priesthood and Levitical
office in the temple of God is no longer merely natural descent, but inward
nobility. The new heaven and the new earth, God’s approaching creation (quae
facturus sum), continue eternally before Him (lêphaÑnai as in Isa. 49:16), for the
old ones pass away because they do not please God; but these are pleasing to
Him, and are eternally like His love, whose work and image they are. The
prophet here thinks of the church of the future as being upon a new earth and
under a new heaven. But he cannot conceive of the eternal in the form of
eternity; all that he can do is to conceive of it as the endless continuance of the
history of time.

Isa. 66:23.

“And it will come to pass: from new moon to new moon, and from Sabbath to
Sabbath, all flesh will come, to worship before me, saith Jehovah.”

New moons and Sabbaths will still be celebrated therefore; and the difference is
simply this, that just as all Israel once assembled in Jerusalem at the three great
feasts, all flesh now journey to Jerusalem every new moon and every Sabbath.
YdA (construct Yd)̃ signifies that which suffices, then that which is plentiful (see
Isa. 40:16), that which is due or fitting, so that (TbFŠA) ŠDEXO YdM̃I (with a
temporal, not an explanatory min, as Gesenius supposes) signifies “from the



time when, or as often as what is befitting to the new moon (or Sabbath)
occurs” (cf., Isa. 28:19). If (TBŠB) ŠDXB be added, bI is that of exchange: as
often as new moon (Sabbath) for new moon (Sabbath) is befitting, i.e., ought to
occur: 1Sa. 7:16; Zec. 14:16 (cf., 1Sa. 1: 7, 1Ki. 5:25, 1Ch. 27: 1: “year by
year,” “month by month”). When we find (ŒtbÁŠAbI) ŒŠDiXFbI as we do here, the
meaning is, “as often as it has to occur on one new moon (or Sabbath) after the
other,” i.e., in the periodical succession of one after another. At the same time it
might be interpreted in accordance with 1Ki. 8:59, ŒMŒYbI „ŒY RBÁdi, which
does not mean the obligation of one day after the other, but rather “of a day on
the fitting day” (cf., Num. 28:10, 14), although the meaning of change and not
of a series might be sustained in the passage before us by the suffixless mode of
expression which occurs in connection with it.

Isa. 66:24. They who go on pilgrimage to Jerusalem every new moon and
Sabbath, see there with their own eyes the terrible punishment of the rebellious.
V. 24.

“And they go out and look at the corpses of the men that have rebelled against me,
for their worm will not die and their fire will not be quenched, and they become an
abomination to all flesh.”

They perfects are perf. cons. regulated by the foregoing JŒBYF. wJCiYFWi (accented
with pashta in our editions, but more correctly with munach) refers to their
going out of the holy city. The prophet had predicted in v. 18, that in the last
times the whole multitude of the enemies of Jerusalem would be crowded
together against it, in the hope of getting possession of it. This accounts for the
fact that the neighbourhood of Jerusalem becomes such a scene of divine
judgment. bI HJFRF always denotes a fixed, lingering look directed to any object;
here it is connected with the grateful feeling of satisfaction at the righteous acts
of God and their own gracious deliverance. †ŒJRFD,̃ which only occurs again in
Dan. 12: 2, is the strongest word for “abomination.” It is very difficult to
imagine the picture which floated before the prophet’s mind. How is it possible
that all flesh, i.e., all men of all nations, should find room in Jerusalem and the
temple? Even if the city and temple should be enlarged, as Ezekiel and
Zechariah predict, the thing itself still remains inconceivable. And again, how
can corpses be eaten by worms at the same time as they are being burned, or
how can they be the endless prey of worms and fire without disappearing
altogether from the sight of man? It is perfectly obvious, that the thing itself, as
here described, must appear monstrous and inconceivable, however we may
suppose it to be realized. The prophet, by the very mode of description adopted
by him, precludes the possibility of our conceiving of the thing here set forth as
realized in any material form in this present state. He is speaking of the future



state, but in figures drawn from the present world. The object of his prediction
is no other than the new Jerusalem of the world to come, and the eternal
torment of the damned; but the way in which he pictures it, forces us to
translate it out of the figures drawn from this life into the realities of the life to
come; as has already been done in the apocryphal books of Judith (Judith
16:17) and Wisdom (Wis. 7:17), as well as in the New Testament, e.g.,
Mar. 9:43ff., with evident reference to this passage. This is just the distinction
between the Old Testament and the New, that the Old Testament brings down
the life to come to the level of this life, whilst the New Testament lifts up this
life to the level of the life to come; that the Old Testament depicts both this life
and the life to come as an endless extension of this life, whilst the New
Testament depicts is as a continuous line in two halves, the last point in this
finite state being the first point of the infinite state beyond; that the Old
Testament preserves the continuity of this life and the life to come by
transferring the outer side, the form, the appearance of this life to the life to
come, the New Testament by making the inner side, the nature, the reality of
the life to come, the dunaÂmeij meÂllontoj aiÏwÌnoj, immanent in this life. The new
Jerusalem of our prophet has indeed a new heaven above it and a new earth
under it, but it is only the old Jerusalem of earth lifted up to its highest glory
and happiness; whereas the new Jerusalem of the Apocalypse comes down from
heaven, and is therefore of heavenly nature. In the former dwells the Israel that
has been brought back from captivity; in the latter, the risen church of those
who are written in the book of life. And whilst our prophet transfers the place in
which the rebellious are judged to the neighbourhood of Jerusalem itself; in the
Apocalypse, the lake of fire in which the life of the ungodly is consumed, and
the abode of God with men, are for ever separated. The Hinnom-valley outside
Jerusalem has become Gehenna, and this is no longer within the precincts of the
new Jerusalem, because there is no need of any such example to the righteous
who are for ever perfect.

In the lessons prepared for the synagogue v. 23 is repeated after v. 24, on
account of the terrible character of the latter, “so as to close with words of
consolation.” f252

But the prophet, who has sealed the first two sections of these prophetic
orations with the words, “there is no peace to the wicked,” intentionally closes
the third section with this terrible picture of their want of peace. The promises
have gradually soared into the clear light of the eternal glory, to the new
creation in eternity; and the threatenings have sunk down to the depth of eternal
torment, which is the eternal foil of the eternal light. More than this we could
not expect from our prophet. His threefold book is now concluded. It consists
of twenty-seven orations. The central one of the whole, i.e., the fourteenth, is
Isa. 52:13-53; so that the cross forms the centre of this prophetic trilogy. Per



crucem ad lucem is its watchword. The self-sacrifice of the Servant of Jehovah
lays the foundation for a new Israel, a new human race, a new heaven and a
new earth.

Appendix
In the commentary on the second half of Isa. 40-66, I have referred here and
there to the expositions of J. Heinemann (Berlin 1842) and Isaiah Hochstädter
(Carlsruhe 1827), both written in Hebrew, — the former well worthy of notice
for criticism of the text, the latter provided with a German translation. For the
psalm of Hezekiah (Isa. 38) Professor Sam. David Luzzatto of Padua lent me
his exposition in manuscript. Since then this great and noble-minded man has
departed this life (on the 29th Sept. 1865). His commentary on Isaiah, so far as
it has been printed, is full of information and of new and stirring explanations,
written in plain, lucid, rabbinical language. It would be a great misfortune for
the second half of this valuable work to remain unprinted. I well remember the
assistance which the deceased afforded me in my earlier studies of the history of
the post-biblical Jewish poetry (1836), and the affection which he displayed
when I renewed my former acquaintance with him on the occasion of his
publishing his Isaiah; so that I lament his loss on my own account as well as in
the interests of science. “Why have you allowed twenty-five years to pass,” he
wrote to me on the 22nd Feb. 1863, “without telling me that you remembered
me? Is it because we form different opinions of the HML ând the WNL DLY DLY
of Isaiah? Are you a sincere Christian? Then you are a hundred times dearer to
me than so many Israelitish scholars, the partizans of Spinoza, with whom our
age swarms.” These words indicate very clearly the standpoint taken in his
writings.

Of the commentaries written in English, I am acquainted not only with Lowth,
but with the thoroughly practical commentary of Henderson (1857), and that of
Joseph Addison Alexander, Pro. in Princeton (1847, etc.), which is very much
read as an exegetical repertorium in England also. But I had neither of them in
my possession.

What I have said here on Isa. 1: 1 as the heading to the whole book, or at any
rate to Isa. 1-39, has been said in part by Photios also in his Amphilochia,
which Sophocles the M.D. has published complete from a MS of Mount Athos
(Athens 1858, 4).

On Isa. 6:13 — Hofmann in his Schriftbeweis (ii. 2, 541) maintains with
Knobel, that TBEcEMÁ cannot be shown to have any other meaning than “plant.” It
is never met with in this sense, which it might have (after BCÁNi = ‹̂ANF), though it
is in the sense of statua and cippus, which, when applied to a tree deprived of



its crown, can only mean stipes or truncus. — We take this opportunity of
referring to a few other passages of his work: — Isa. 8:22. “And the deep
darkness is scared away: mênuddaÑch with the accusative of the object used with
the passive.” But this is only possible with the finite verb, not with the passive
participle. Isa. 9: 2. “By the fact that Thou hast made the people many, Thou
hast not made the joy great; but now they rejoice before Thee (who hast
appeared).” It is impossible that TYBRH and TLDGH, when thus surrounded
with perfects relating to the history of the future, should itself relate to the
historical past. — Ch. 18. “It is Israel in its dispersion which is referred to here
as a people carried away and spoiled, but which from that time forward is an
object of reverential awe, — a people that men have cut in pieces and trampled
under foot, whose land streams have rent in pieces.” But does not this
explanation founder on HJLHW JWH‰†M JRWN? In the midst of attributes which
point to ill-treatment, can this passage be meant to describe the position which
Israel is henceforth to hold as one commanding respect (see our exposition)? —
Isa. 19:28. “Egypt the land of cities will be reduced to five cities by the
judgment that falls upon it.” But how can the words affirm that there will be
only five cities in all, when there is nothing said about desolation in the
judgment predicted before? — Isa. 21: 1-10. “What the watchman on the
watch-tower see is not the hostile army marching against Babel, but the march
of the people of God returning home from Babel.” Consequently tsemed
paÑraÑshiÝm does not mean pairs of horsemen, but carriages full of men and drawn
by horses. But we can see what tsemed paÑraÑshiÝm is from 2Ki. 9:25 (roÝkhêbhiÝm
tsêmaÑdiÝm), and from the combination of rekhebh and paÑraÑshiÝm (chariots and
horsemen) in Isa. 22: 7; 31: 1. And the rendering “carriages” will never do for
Isa. 21: 7, 9. Carriages with camels harnessed to them would be something
unparalleled; and rekhebh gaÑmaÑl (cf., 1Sa. 30:17) by the side of tsemed
paÑraÑshiÝm has a warlike sound.

On Isa. 10:28-32 — Professor Schegg travelled by this very route to Jerusalem
(cf., p. 560, Anm. 2): From Gifneh he went direct to Tayibeh (which he
imagined to be the ancient Ai), and then southwards through Muchmas, Geba,
Hizmeh, ‘Anata, and el-Isawiye to Jerusalem.

No (NoÝÿ ÿAmoÝn in Nah. 3: 8) is the Egyptian nu-Amun = DioÂspolij (nu the
spelling of the hieroglyphic of the plan of the city, with which the name of the
goddess Nu. t = Rhea is also written). The ordinary spelling of the name of this
city corresponds to the Greek AÏmmwnoÂpolij.

Isa. 33:23 — (Compare Grashof, Ueber das Schiff bei Homer und Hesiod,
Gymnasial-programm 1834, p. 23ff.). The mesoÂdmh (= mesodoÂmh) is the cross
plank which connects the two sides of the ship. A piece is cut out of this on the
side towards the rudder, in which the mast is supported, being also let into a



hole in the boards of the keel (iÎstopeÂdh) and there held fast. The mast is also
prevented from falling backwards by ropes or stays carried forward to the bows
(proÂtonoi). On landing, the mast is laid back into a hollow place in the bottom
of the ship (iÎstodoÂkh). If the stays are not drawn tight, the mast may easily fall
backwards, and so slip not only out of the mesoÂdmh but out of the iÎstopeÂdh
also. This is the meaning of the words „NFRiTf‰†K w̃QziXÁYi‰LbÁ. It would be better
to understand keÝn as referring to the iÎstopeÂdh than to the mesoÂdmh. The latter
has no “hole,” but only a notch, i.e., a semicircular piece cut out, and serves as
a support to the mast; the former, on the contrary, has the mast inserted into it,
and serves as a keÝn, i.e., a basis, theca, loculamentum. Vitringa observes
(though without knowing the difference between mesoÂdmh and iÎstopeÂdh):

“Oportet accedere funes, qui thecam firment, h. e. qui malum sustinentes thecae
succurrant, qui quod theca sola per se praestare nequit absque funibus cum ea
veluti concurrentes efficiant.”

On Isa. 34:16 — This transition from words of Jehovah concerning Himself to
words relating to Him, may also be removed by adopting the following
rendering: “For my mouth, it has commanded it, and its (my mouth’s) breath, it
has brought it together” (ruÝchoÝ = ruÝaÔch piÝ, Psa. 30: 6, Job. 15:30).

I am wrong in describing it here as improbable that the land would have to be
left uncultivated during the year 713-12 in consequence of the invasion that had
taken place, even after the departure of the Assyrians. Wetzstein has referred me
to his Appendix on the Monastery of Job (see Comm. on Job, Appendix),
where he has shown that the fallow-land (waÑgiha) of a community, which is
sown in the autumn of 1865 and reaped in the summer of 1866, must have been
broken up, i.e., ploughed for the first time, in the winter of 1864-65. “If this
breaking up of the fallow (el-BuÑr) were obliged to be omitted in the winter of
1864-65, because of the enemy being in the land, whether from the necessity for
hiding the oxen in some place of security, or from the fact that they had been
taken from the peasants and consumed by the foe, it would be impossible to
sow in the autumn of 1865 and reap a harvest in the summer of 1866. And if the
enemy did not withdraw till the harvest of 1865, only the few who had had their
ploughing oxen left by the war would find it possible to break up the fallow. But
neither the one nor the other could sow, if the enemy’s occupation of the land
had prevented them from ploughing in the winter of 1864-65. If men were to
sow in the newly broken fallow, they would reap no harvest, and the seed
would only be lost. It is only in the volcanic and therefore fertile region of
HauraÑn (Bashan) that the sowing of the newly broken fallow (es-sikak) yields a
harvest, and there it is only when the winter brings a large amount of rain; so
that even in HauraÑn nothing but necessity leads any one to sow upon the sikak.
In western Palestine, even in the most fruitful portions of it (round Samaria and



Nazareth), the farmer is obliged to plough three times before he can sow; and a
really good farmer follows up the breaking up of the fallow (sikak) in the
winter, the second ploughing (thaÑnia) in the spring, and the third ploughing
(tethlith) in the summer, with a fourth (terbÑa) in the latter part of the summer.
Consequently no sowing could take place in the autumn of 713, if the enemy
had been in the land in the autumn of 714, in consequence of his having
hindered the farmer from the sikak in the winter of 714-3, and from the thaÑnia
and tethlith in the spring and summer of 713. There is no necessity, therefore,
to assume that a second invasion took place, which prevented the sowing in the
autumn of 713.”

On 2Ki. 20: 9 — Even ¥LÁHF is syntactically admissible in the sense of iveritne;
see Gen. 21: 7, Psa. 11: 3, Job. 12: 9.

aÏlmenixiakaÂ in Plut., read Porph., viz., in the letter of Porphyrios to the
Egyptian Anebo in Euseb. praep. iii. 4, init.: taÂj te eiÏj touÃj dekanouÃj tomaÃj
kaiÃ touÃj wÎroskoÂpouj kaiÃ touÃj legomeÂnouj krataiouÃj hÎgemoÂnaj, wÌn kaiÃ
oÏnoÂmata eÏn toiÌj aÏlmenixiakoiÌj feÂretai; compare Jamblichos, de Mysteriis, viii.
4: taÂ te eÎn toiÌj salmesxiniakoiÌj meÂroj ti braxuÂtaton perieÂxei twÌn EÎrmaiÔkwÌn
diataÂcewn. This reading salmesxiniakoiÌj has been adopted by Parthey after
two codices and the text in Salmasius, de annis clim. 605. But aÏlmenixiakoiÌj is
favoured by the form Almanach (Hebr. QNMLJ, see Steinschneider, Catal.
Codd. Lugduno-Batav. p. 370), in which the word was afterwards adopted as
the name of an astrological handbook or year-book. In Arabic the word appears
to me to be equivalent to ÿl-mnaÑch, the encampment (of the stars); but to all
appearance it was originally an Egyptian word, and possibly the Coptic monk
(old Egyptian mench), a form or thing formed, is hidden beneath it.

On Isa. 57:10, ŠJŒFN — Fleischer says: “Just as in Arabic ‘ml and rj’ the
meaning of hope springs out of the idea of stretching and drawing out, so do
Arabic ayisa and ya’isa (spem deposuit, desperavit) signify literally to draw in,
to compress; hence the old Arabic ya’asun = sillun, consumption, phthisis. And
the other old Arabic word waysun, lit., squeezing, res angustae = fakr wa-faka,
want, need, and penury, or in a concrete sense the need, or thing needed, is also
related to this.”

On Isa. 65:11 — MhÂnh appears in mhnaguÂrthj = mhtraguÂrthj as the name of
Cybele, the mother of the gods. In Egyptian, Menhi is a form of Isis in the city
of Hat-uer. The Ithyphallic Min, the cognomen of Amon, which is often written
in an abbreviated form with the spelling men (Copt. MHIN, signum), is further
removed.



On Isa. 65:23 — HLFHFbELÁ. Fleischer says: “LHb̃I and Arabic bahala are so far
connected, that the stem LHB, like hLB, signifies primarily to let loose, or let
go. This passes over partly into outward overtaking or overturning, and partly
into internal surprise and bewildering, and partly also (in Arabic) into setting
free on the one hand, and outlawing on the other (compare the Azazel-goat of
the day of atonement, which was sent away into the wilderness); hence it is
used as an equivalent for Arabic la’ana (execrare).”



FOOTNOTES

ft1 The title Tirshatha is probably to be explained according to the Armenian tir-
saÑt, “lord of the kingdom or province.” Shatha is another form of the
terminations to such names of towns as Artaxata (= Artasata, for saÑt is
equivalent to the Persian khsatra), Samosata, etc.

ft2 See my article on Daniel in Herzog’s Cyclopaedia.
ft3 The office of national annalist among the ancient Persians (see Brissonius, De

regno Persarum, i. § 229), and that of wakaÑjinuwÑs, or historian, which still
exists at the Persian court, are perfectly similar in character. The Chinese
have had their national historians from the time of Emperor Wu-ti of the
Han dynasty (in the second century after Christ), and the annals of each
dynasty are published on its extinction. The same institution existed in the
kingdom of Barma, where the annals of every king were written after his
death.

ft4 Isaiah was regarded as the consolatory prophet pre-eminently, and more
especially on account of Isa. 40-66, so that, according to b. Berachoth, 57b,
whoever saw Isaiah in a dream might look for consolation; and, according
to the Midrash on the Lamentations, Isaiah had previously rectified all the
evils that Jeremiah foretold.

ft5 See my article on Isaiah in the Bible Cyclopaedia, edited by Professor
Fairbairn.

ft6 According to b. Jebamoth, 49b, it was found in a roll containing the history
of a Jerusalem family; and according to Sanhedrin, 103b, in the Targum on
2Ki. 21:16.

ft7 On the temple at Damascus, whose altar Ahaz imitated, see the Commentary
on the Book of Job.

ft8 This mode of spelling the name, also the one adopted by the chronicler
(Tiglath-pilnezer), are both incorrect. Pal is the Assyrian for son, and
according to Oppert (Expédition Scientifique en Mésopotamie), the whole
name would read thus: Tiglath-palli-sihar, i.e., reverence to the son of the
zodiac (the Assyrian Hercules).

ft9 The Chabor nehar Gozan (Eng. ver.: Habor by the river of Gozan), which is
mentioned in both passages among the districts to which the Israelitish
exiles were taken, is no doubt the ChaÑbuÑr, which flows into the Tigris from
the east above Mosul, and of which it is stated in MeraÑsid ed. Juynboll, that



“it comes from the mountains of the land of ZauzaÑn,” a district of outer
Armenia lying towards the Tigris, which is described by Edrisi in Jaubert’s
translation, Pt. ii. p. 330. Another river, on the banks of which Ezekiel’s
colony of exiles lived, is the Chebar, which flows from the north-east into
the Euphrates, and the source of which is in the Mesopotamian town of
RaÑs-el-ÿain, a place celebrated through the marvellous springs of this
Chaboras, the praises of which have often been sung.

ft10 E.g., that of Abenezra, who regarded king Jehoiakim, who was set free in the
thirty-seventh year of his Babylonian captivity, as the author of Isa. 40-60.

ft11 Nedarim iv. 4 jer. Demai viii. The stable is called repheth. Even in jer.
Shebuoth viii. 1, where cattle are spoken of as standing b’evus, the word
signifies a crib or manger, not a stable. Luzzatto tries to prove that evus
signifies a threshing-floor, and indeed an enclosed place, in distinction from
geren; but he is mistaken.

ft12 The primary idea of hithpallel and tephillah is not to be obtained from
Deu. 9:18 and Ezr. 10: 1, as Dietrich and Fürst suppose, who make
hithpallel equivalent to hithnappel, to throw one’s self down; but from
1Sa. 2:25, “If a man sin against a man, the authorities right him” („YHILOJå
ŒLLiPiw: it is quite a mistake to maintain that Elohim cannot have this
meaning), i.e., they can set right the relation which he has disturbed. “But if
one sin against Jehovah, who shall mediate for him (ŒL‰LlEPATiYI YMI, quis
intercedat pro eo)?” We may see from this that prayer is regarded as
mediation, which sets right and establishes fellowship; and hithpallel
signifies to make one’s self a healer of divisions, or to settle for one’s self,
to strive after a settlement (sibi, pro se, intercedere: cf., Job. 19:16,
hithchannen, sibi propitium facere; 13:27, hithchakkah, sibi insculpere,
like the Arabic ichtatta, to bound off for one’s self).

ft13 As chittah signified corn standing in the field, and chittim corn threshed and
brought to the market, so damim was not blood when flowing through the
veins, but when it had flowed out, — in other words, when it had been
violently shed. (For the Talmudic misinterpretation of the true state of the
case, see my Genesis, p. 626.)

ft14 The Talmud varies in its explanation of chamoz: in one instance it is applied
to a judge who lets his sentence be thoroughly leavened before pronouncing
it; in another the chamuz is said to signify a person robbed and injured, in
opposition to chomez (b. Sanhedrin 35a) . It is an instructive fact in relation
to the idea suggested by the word, that, according to Joma 39b, a man who
had not only taken possession of his own inheritance, but had seized upon
another person’s also, bore the nickname of ben chimzon as long as he
lived.



ft15 We have translated the word kiryah “citadel” (Burg), instead of “city;” but
Burg also became the name of the town which sprang up around the citadel,
and the persons living in and around the Burg or citadel were called
burgenses, “burghers.” Jerusalem, which was also called Zion, might be
called, with quite as much right, a citadel (Burg), as a city.

ft16 It is well known that rebia has less force as a disjunctive than tiphchah, and
that zakeph is stronger then either. With regard to the law, according to
which baÑh has rebia instead of zakeph, see Bär, Thorath Emeth, p. 70. To
the copies enumerated by Luzzatto, as having the correct accentuation
(including Brescia 1494, and Venice, by J. B. Chayim, 1526), we may add
Plantin (1582), Buxtorf (1618), Nissel (1662), and many others (cf.,
Dachselt’s Biblia accentuata, which is not yet out of date).] Formerly
righteousness, now “murderers” (merazzechim), and indeed, as
distinguished from rozechim, murderers by profession, who formed a band,
like king Ahab and his son (2Ki. 6:32). The contrast was as glaring as
possible, since murder is the direct opposite, the most crying violation, of
righteousness.

ft17 The so-called Assyrian mode of pointing, which was entirely supplanted,
with the exception of a few relics, by the Tiberian mode which now lies
before us, has no seghol (see DMZ. xviii. 322). According to Luzzatto
(Proleg. p. 200), they wrote ektol instead of iktol, to avoid confounding it
with L‹OQiYI, which was pronounced iktol, and not yiktol.

ft18 Plumbum nigrum, says Pliny, n. n. xxiv. 16, is sometimes found alone, and
sometimes mixed with silver: ejus qui primus fluic in fornacibus liquor,
stannum appellatur. The reference here is to the lead separated from the ore
in the process of obtaining pure silver. In the form of powder this dross is
called bedil, and the pieces bedilim; whereas ophereth is the name of solid
lead, obtained by simply melting down from ore which does not contain
silver. The fact that bedil is also apparently used as a name for tin, may be
explained in the same way as the homonymy of iron and basalt (com. on
Job. 28: 2), and of the oak and terebinth. The two metals are called by the
same name on account of their having a certain outward resemblance, viz.,
in softness, pliability, colour, and specific gravity.

ft19 It is perfectly certain that chaÑpher (Arab. chafira, as distinguished from
chaÑphar, hafara, to dig) signifies to blush, erubescere; but the combination
of bosh and yaÑbash (baÑda), which would give albescere or expallescere (to
turn white or pale) as the primary idea of bosh, has not only the Arabic use
of bayyada and ibyadda (to rejoice, be made glad) against it, but above all
the dialectic bechath, bahita (bahuta), which, when taken in connection



with bethath (batta), points rather to the primary idea of being cut off
(abscindi: cf., spes abscissa). See Lane’s Arabic-English Lexicon, i. 263.

ft20 With regard to the derivation, eÑlim, whether used in the sense of strong men,
or gods, or rams, or terebinths, is still but one word, derived from iÝl or uÝl,
so that in all three senses it may be written either with or without Yod.
Nevertheless elim in the sense of “rams” only occurs without Yod in
Job. 42: 8. In the sense of “gods” it is always written without Yod; in that of
“strong men” with Yod. In the singular the name of the terebinth is always
written elah without Yod; in the plural, however, it is written either with or
without. But this no more presupposes a singular eÑl (ayil) in common use,
than beÑtzim presupposes a singular beÑts (bayits); still the word eÑl with Yod
does occur once, viz., in Gen. 14: 6. AllaÑh and alloÝn, an oak, also spring
from the same root, namely aÑlal = il; just as in Arabic both Ñl and ill are used
for eÝl (God); and aÑl and ill, in the sense of relationship, point to a similar
change in the form of the root.

ft21 The historical statement in Jer. 26:18, from which we learn that it was in the
days of Hezekiah that Micah uttered the threat contained in Mic. 3:12 (of
which the promise sin Mic. 4: 1-4 and Isa. 2: 2-4 are the direct antithesis),
apparently precludes the idea that Isaiah borrowed from Micah, whilst the
opposite is altogether inadmissible, for reasons assigned above. Ewald and
Hitzig have therefore come to the conclusion, quite independently of each
other, that both Micah and Isaiah repeated the words of a third and earlier
prophet, most probably of Joel. And the passage in question has really very
much in common with the book of Joel, viz., the idea of the melting down
of ploughshares and pruning-hooks (Joe. 3:10), the combination of raÑb
(many) and aÑtsum (strong), of gephen (vine) and te’enah (fig-tree), as
compared with Mic. 4: 4; also the attesting formula, “For Jehovah hath
spoken it” (chi Jehovah dibber: Joe. 3 (4):8), which is not found in Micah,
whereas it is very common in Isaiah, — a fact which makes the sign itself a
very feeble one (cf., 1Ki. 14:11, also Oba. 1:18). Hitzig, indeed, maintains
that it is only by restoring this passage that the prophetic writings of Joel
receive their proper rounding off and an appropriate termination; but
although swords and spears beaten into ploughshares and pruning-hooks
form a good antithesis to ploughshares and pruning-hooks beaten into
swords and spears (Joe. 4:10), the coming of great and mighty nations to
Mount Zion after the previous judgment of extermination would be too
unprepared or much too abrupt a phenomenon. On the other hand, we
cannot admit the force of the arguments adduced either by E. Meier (Joel,
p. 195) or by Knobel and G. Baur (Amos, p. 29) against the authorship of
Joel, which rest upon a misapprehension of the meaning of Joel’s
prophecies, which the former regards as too full of storm and battle, the



latter as too exclusive and one-sided, for Joel to be the author of the
passage in question. At the same time, we would call attention to the fact,
that the promises in Micah form the obverse side to the previous
threatenings of judgment, so that there is a presumption of their originality;
also that the passage contains as many traces of Micah’s style (see above at
v. 3) as we could expect to find in these three verses; and, as we shall show
at the conclusion of this cycle of predictions (Isa. 1-6), that the historical
fact mentioned in Jer. 26:18 may be reconciled in the simplest possible
manner with the assumption that Isaiah borrowed these words of promise
from Micah. (See Caspari, Micha, p. 444ff.)

ft22 There is no force in the explanation “concealing,” i.e., practising secret arts;
for the meaning “cover” or “conceal” is arbitrarily transferred to the verb
onen, from gaÑnan and caÑnan, which are supposed to be cognate roots. As a
denominative of aÑnaÑn, the cloud, however (on this name for the clouds, see
at Isa. 4: 5), onen might mean “he gathered auguries from the clouds.” Or if
we take onen as a synonym of innen in Gen. 9:14, it would mean “to raise
storms,” which would give the rendering nefodiwÌktai, tempestarii, storm-
raisers. The derivation of onen from †Y Î, in the sense of the Arabic ÿaÑna
(impf. ya ÿÑnu), as it were to ogle, oculo maligno petere et fascinare,
founders on annen, the word used in the Targums, which cannot possibly be
traced to †Y Î. From a purely philological standpoint, however, there is still
another explanation possible. From the idea of coming to meet we get the
transitive meaning to hold back, shut in, or hinder, particularly to hold back
a horse by the reins (ÿinaÑn), or when applied to sexual relations, ‘unna
(‘unnina, u’inna) ‘an el-mar’ati, “he is prevented (by magic) from
approaching his wife,” Beside the Arabic ÿinnÑn and maÿnuÑn (to render
sexually impotent by witchcraft), we find the Syriac ‘anono used in the
same sense.

ft23 On the meaning of the name of this region, Bashan (Basanitis), see Comm.
on Job, Appendix, Eng. Tr.

ft24 AbulwalÑd Parchon and others regard the double word as the singular of a
substantive, applied to a particular bird (possibly a woodpecker), as a
pecker of fruit (peroth). Kimchi would rather take lachpor as an infinitive
(as in Jos. 2: 2), to dig pits; and compares with it the talmudic word peÝr, a
pit or grave. No one adopts the rendering “into mouse-holes,” simply
because peÝrah, a mouse (from an Arabic word fa’ara, to dig, or root up),
was not a Hebrew word at all, but was adopted at a later period from the
Arabic (hence the Hebraeo-Arabic purah, a mousetrap).

ft25 According to the primary meaning of the whole thema, which is one of
hardness, rigidity, firmness, aksama (hi. of kaÑsam) signifies, strictly



speaking, to make sure, i.e., to swear, either by swearing to the truth and
certainty of a thing, or by making a person swear that he will do or not do a
certain thing, by laying as it were a kasam upon him. The kal, on the other
hand (kasama), gets its meaning to divide from the turn given to the radical
idea in the substantive kism, which signifies, according to the original
lexicographers, something fixed (= nasÑb), definite, i.e., a definite portion.
There is just the same association of ideas in ‘azama as in aksama, namely,
literally to be firm or make firm, i.e., to direct one’s will firmly towards an
object or place; also to direct one’s will firmly towards a person, to adjure
him to do a thing or not to do it; sometimes with a softer meaning, to urge
or invite a person to anything, at other times to recite conjuring formulas
(ÿazaÑim).

ft26 As a rule, the name of a people (apart from the personification of the people
as beth, a house) is only used as a feminine, when the name of the land
stands for the nation itself (see Gesenius, Lehrbegr. p. 469).

ft27 It may now be accepted as an established fact, that the verb gaÑmal is
connected with the Arabic ‘gamala, to collect together, ‘gamula, to be
perfect, kamala, kamula id., and gaÑmar, to finish (see Hupfeld on Psa. 7: 5,
and Fürst, Heb. Lex.).]).

ft28 Also b. Sota 47b: “Since women have multiplied with extended necks and
winking eyes, the number of cases has also multiplied in which it has been
necessary to resort to the curse water (Num. 5:18).” In fact, this increased
to such an extent, that Johanan ben Zakkai, the pupil of Hillel, abolished the
ordeal (divine-verdict) of the Sota (the woman suspected of adultery)
altogether. The people of his time were altogether an adulterous
generation.]).

ft29 The Mishna (Kelim xxiv. 13) mentions three different sedinin: night dresses,
curtains, and embroidery. The sindon is frequently referred to as a covering
wrapped round the person; and in b. Menachoth 41a, it is stated that the
sindom is the summer dress, the sarbal (cloak) the winter dress, which may
help to explain Mar. 14:51, 52.

ft30 Rashi, however, makes a different statement (Sabbath 65a), viz., that
“Israelitish women in Arabia go out with veils which conceal the face, and
those in Media with their mantles fastened about the mouth.”

ft31 Credner (Joel, p. 147) renders the word “tatters,” from naÑkaph, to rub in
pieces; but the word has no such meaning, whereas the meaning vulnus, lit.,
percussio, is admissible (see at Job. 19:26), but does not suit the antithesis.
Luzzatto connects it with n’kaph, to bind (from which the makkeph derives
its name), and understands it as referring to the dressing applied to wounds,
to lint into which the girdle was torn. The most plausible derivation is from



kaÑphaÑh, which is really employed in post-biblical usage to signify not only to
congeal and wrinkle, but also to thicken (Sabbath 21a, l’hakpoth: “Make
the wick thicker, that it may burn the brighter”). It is probably radically akin
to the Arabic nukbe (explained in Lamachzari as equivalent to the Persian
mijaÑn-bend, a girdle), which is apparently used to denote the coarse girdle
worn by peasants or by Arab women of the wandering tribes, resembling a
rope of goat’s hair, as distinguished from the artistic and costly girdle worn
by women of the upper classes in the towns.

ft32 It is so understood in b. Sabbath 62b, with an allusion to the proverb, “The
end of beauty is burning” (viz., inflammation). In Arabia, the application of
the cey with a red-hot iron (mikwaÑh) plays a very important part in the
medical treatment of both man and beast. You meet with many men who
have been burned not only on their legs and arms, but in their faces as well,
and, as a rule, the finest horses are disfigured by the cey. — Wetzstein.

ft33 From a New Testament point of view we might say that the “sprout of
Jehovah” or “fruit of the earth” was the grain of wheat which redeeming
love sowed in the earth on Good Friday; the grain of wheat which began to
break through the ground and grow towards heaven on Easter Sunday; the
grain of wheat whose golden blade ascended heavenwards on Ascension
Day; the grain of wheat whose myriad-fold ear bent down to the earth on
the day of Pentecost, and poured out the grains, from which the holy church
not only was born, but still continues to be born. But such thoughts as these
lie outside the historico-grammatical meaning.

ft34 The cloud derived its name, ÿaÑnaÑn, not from the idea of covering, but from
that of coming to meet one. The clouds come towards the man who gazes
at them, inserting themselves between him and the sky, and thus forcing
themselves upon his notice instead of the sky; hence the visible outer side of
the vault of heaven is also called ‘anan (plur. ÿanaÑn), just as the same word
is used to denote the outermost portion of the branches or foliage of a tree
which is the first to strike the eye (in contradistinction to the inner portions,
which are not so easily seen, seven if visible at all).

ft35 Such codices and ancient editions as Soncino (1488), Brescia (1494), and
many others, have the word with the yod of the plural.

ft36 It is doubtful whether the form L F̂PiMI (LJAPiMÁ) is ever strictly a nomen
actionis kal (Ges. § 84, 14). Its meaning seems rather to be always
concrete, even in Arabic, where menaÑm signifies a sleeping-place, sleeping-
time, or a dream, but never sleep, or sleeping (like inse, Heb. shenaÑh, or
naum, Heb. nuÑm).

ft37 In the Jerusalem Talmud such grapes are called uÝbshin, the letters being
transposed; and in the Mishnah (Ma’aseroth i. 2, ZebÑÿith iv. 8) ŠYJIBiHI is



the standing word applied to grapes that are only half ripe (see Löwy’s
Leshon Chachamim, or Wörterbuch des talmudischen Hebräisch, Prag
1845). With reference to the wild grape (toÃ aÏgrioÂklhma), a writer,
describing the useful plants of Greece, says, “Its fruit (taÃ aÏgriostaÂfula)
consists of very small berries, not much larger than bilberries, with a harsh
flavour.”

ft38 Cassel associates shaÑmir as the name of a plant (saxifraga) with smuÂrij, and
shaith with sentis, aÏÂkanqa; but the name shaÑmir is not at all applicable to
those small delicate plants, which are called saxifraga (stone-breakers) on
account of their growing out of clefts in the rock, and so appearing to have
split the rock itself. Both shaÑmir vaÑshaith and koÝts vÿdardar, in Gen. 3:18,
seem rather to point to certain kinds of rhamnus, together with different
kinds of thistles. The more arid and waste the ground is, the more does it
abound, where not altogether without vegetation, in thorny, prickly, stunted
productions.

ft39 On the jugerum, see Hultsch, Griechische und römische Metrologie, 1862.
The Greek plethron, which was smaller by two and a half, corresponded to
some extent to this; also the Homeric tetraguon, which cannot be more
precisely defined (according to Eustathius, it was a piece of land which a
skilful labourer could plough in one day). According to Herod. ii. 168, in
the Egyptian square-measure an aÏÂroura was equal to 150 cubits square.
The Palestinian, according to the tables of Julian the Ashkalonite, was the
plethron. “The plethron,” he says, “was ten perches, or fifteen fathoms, or
thirty paces, sixty cubits, ninety feet” (for the entire text, see L. F. v.
Fennersberg’s Untersuchungen über alte Langen-, Feld-, und Wegemaase,
1859). Fennersberg’s conclusion is, that the tzemed was a plethron, equal in
length to ten perches of nine feet each. But the meaning of the word tzemed
is of more importance in helping to determine the measure referred to, than
the tables of long measure of the architect of Ashkalon, which have been
preserved in the imperial collection of laws of Constantine Harmenopulos,
and which probably belong to a much later period.

ft40 Or rather 7 1/2 Attic medimnoi = 10 Attic metretoi = 45 Roman modia (see
Böckh, Metrologische Untersuchungen, p. 259).

ft41 It is a question, therefore, whether the name of sugar is related to it or not.
The Arabic sakar corresponds to the Hebrew shecaÑr; but sugar is called
sukkar, Pers. ‘sakkar, ‘sakar, no doubt equivalent to saÂkxari (Arrian in
Periplus, meÂli toÃ kalaÂminon toÃ legoÂmenou saÂkxari), saccharum, an Indian
word, which is pronounced ccÄarkaraÑ in Sanscrit and sakkara in Prakrit, and
signifies “forming broken pieces,” i.e., sugar in grains or small lumps
(brown sugar). The art of boiling sugar from the cane was an Indian
invention (see Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, i. 269ff.). The early



Egyptian name for beer is hek (Brugsch, Recueil, p. 118); the demotic and
hieratic name henk, the Coptic henke. The word zuÌqoj, zuÂqoj) is also old
Egyptian. In the Book of the Dead (79, 8) the deceased says, “I have taken
sacrificial cakes from the table, I have drunk seth-t in the evening.” Moses
Stuart wrote an Essay upon the Wines and Strong Drinks of the Ancient
Hebrews, which was published in London (1831), with a preface by J. Pye
Smith.

ft42 The meaning “to be hollow” is not very firmly established, however; as the
primary meaning of L Š̂, and the analogy sometimes adduced of hell =
hollow (Hölle = Höhle), is a deceptive one, as Hölle (hell), to which Luther
always gives the more correct form Helle, does not mean a hollow, but a
hidden place (or a place which renders invisible: from hëln, to conceal), Lat.
celans (see Jütting, Bibl. Wörterbuch, 1864, pp. 85, 86). It is much more
probable that the meaning of sheol is not the hollow place, but the
depression or depth, from L§, which corresponds precisely to the Greek
xalaÌn so far as its primary meaning is concerned (compare the talmudic
shilsheÝl, to let down; shilshul, sinking or depression, Erubin 83b; shul, the
foundation, fundus): see Hupfeld on Psa. 6: 6. Luzzatto on this passage also
explains sheol as signifying depth, and compares the talmudic hishchil =
heÝshil, to let down (or, according to others, to draw up, — two meanings
which may easily be combined in the same word, starting from its radical
idea, which indicates in a general a loosening of the previous connection).
Fürst has also given up the meaning cavitas, a hollow, and endeavours to
find a more correct explanation of the primary signification of shaÑÿal (see at
Isa. 40:12).

ft43 In Arabic also, chashÑsh signifies hay; but in common usage (at least in
Syriac) it is applied not to dried grass, but to green grass or barley: hence
the expression yachush there is green fodder. Here, however, in Isaiah,
chashash is equivalent to chashish yaÑbis, and this is its true etymological
meaning (see the Lexicons). But kash is still used in Syro-Arabic, to signify
not stubble, but wheat that has been cut and is not yet threshed; whereas the
radical word itself signifies to be dry, and chaÑshash consequently is used for
mown grass, and kash for the dry halm of wheat, whether as stubble left
standing in the ground, or as straw (vid., Comm. on Job, at Job. 39:13-18).

ft44 In Arabic, en-nehem is used to signify greediness (see Ali’s Proverbs, No.
16).

ft45 It is to this, and not to ‘Adonai, as the Targum and apparently the accents
imply, that the words “high and exalted” refer.

ft46 Seraphic love is the expression used in the language of the church to denote
the ne plus ultra of holy love in the creature. The Syriac fathers regarded



the burning coal as the symbol of the incarnate Son of God, who is often
designated in poetry as the “live or burning coal” (Kemurto denuro): DMZ.
1860, pp. 679, 681.

ft47 The Hauran inscriptions contain several such composite names formed like
TaÑbÿeÑl with el: see Wetzstein, Ausgewählte griechische und lateinische
Inschriften, pp. 343-4, 361-363). By the transformation into Tab’al, as
Luzzatto says, the name is changed from Bonus Deus to Bonus minime.

ft48 The meaning of this king’s name is Assur fratrem dedit (Asur-ach-yiddin):
vid., Oppert, Expedition, t. ii. p. 354.

ft49 Jerome discusses this diversity in a very impartial and intelligent manner, in
his ep. ad Pammachium de optimo genere interpretandi.

ft50 The pointing makes a distinction between TJRFQF (she calls) and TiJRFQF, as
Gen. 16:11 should be pointed (thou callest); and Olshausen (§ 35, b) is
wrong in pronouncing the latter a mistake.

ft51 On the development of the meanings of ÿaÑlam and chaÑlam, see Ges. Thes.,
and my Psychol. p. 282 (see also the commentary on Job. 39: 4). According
to Jerome, alma was Punic also. In Arabic and Aramaean the diminutive
form guleime, ‘alleimtah, was the favourite one, but in Syriac ÿalÑmto (the
ripened).

ft52 A young and newly-married wife might be called callaÑh (as in Homer nuÂmfh
= nubilis and nupta; Eng. bride); and even in Homer a married woman, if
young, is sometimes called kouridiÂh aÏÂloxoj, but neither kouÂrh nor nehÌnij.

ft53 Egypt abounds in gnats, etc., more especially in flies (muscariae), including a
species of small fly (nemaÑth), which is a great plague to men throughout all
the country of the Nile (see Hartmann, Natur-geschichtlich-medicinische
Skizze der Nilländer, 1865, pp. 204-5).

ft54 It is with perfect propriety, therefore, that Jerome sometimes speaks in the
fons Siloe as flowing ad radices Montis Zion, and at other times as flowing
in radicibus Montis Moria.

ft55 Malbim observes quite correctly, that “the pach catches, but does not hurt;
the mokesh catches and hurts (e.g., by seizing the legs or nose, Job. 40:24):
the former is a simple snare (or net), the latter a springe, or snare which
catches by means of a spring” (Amo. 3: 5).]).

ft56 The Mishnah Sanhedrin 65a gives this definition: “Baal’ob is a python, i.e.,
a soothsayer (‘with a spirit of divination’), who speaks from his arm-pit;
yidd’oni, a man who speaks with his mouth.” The baal ob, so far as he had
to do with the bones of the dead, is called in the Talmud ÿobaÑÿ temayyaÿ,
e.g., the witch of Endor (b. Sabbath 152b). On the history of the
etymological explanation of the word, see Böttcher, de inferis, § 205-217.



If ‘ob, a skin or leather bottle, is a word from the same root (rendered
“bellows” by the LXX at Job. 32:19), as it apparently is, it may be applied
to a bottle as a thing which swells or can be blown out, and to a wizard of
spirit of incantation on account of this puffing and gasping. The explanation
“le revenant,” from BwJ = Arab. aÑba, to return, has only a very weak
support in the proper name BWYJ = avvaÑb (the penitent, returning again and
again to God: see again at Isa. 29: 4).

ft57 Strangely enough, vv. 19 and 20 are described in Lev. Rabba, ch. xv., as
words of the prophet Hosea incorporated in the book of Isaiah.

ft58 The Zohar was not the first to teach that the Messiah would appear in
Galilee, and that redemption would break forth from Tiberias; but this is
found in the Talmud and Midrash (see Litteratur-blatt des Orients, 1843,
Col. 776).

ft59 The shadow or shade, zeÝl, Arab. zill (radically related to tall = L‹, dew),
derived its name ab obtegendo, and according to the idea attached to it as
the opposite of heat or of light, was used as a figure of a beneficent shelter
(Isa. 16: 3), or of what was dark and horrible (cf., Targ. tallaÑni, a night-
demon). The verb zaÑlam, in the sense of the Arabic zalima, bears the same
relation to zaÑlal as baÑham to baÑhaÑh (Gen. p. 93), ÿaÑram, to be naked, to
ÿaÑraÑh (Jeshurun, p. 159). The noun zelem, however, is either formed from
this zaÑlam, or else directly from zeÝl, with the substantive termination em.

ft60 On the passages in which JLO chethib is ŒL keri, see at Psa. 100: 3 and
Job. 13:15.

ft61 The telisha in JLP is the smallest of all disjunctive accents; the geresh in
WMŠseparates rather more strongly than this; the pashta in ƒ̂ WY separates
somewhat more than the other two, but less than the zakeph in RWBG; and
this zakeph is the greatest divider in the sentence. The whole sentence,
therefore, distributes itself in the following manner: | D ‰̂YBJ |||| RWBG LJ
||| ƒ̂ WY | JLP || „WLŠ‰RV WMŠJRQYW. All the words from JRQYW
onwards are subordinate to the zakeph attached to RWBG, which is, to all
appearance, intended to have the force of an introductory colon: as, for
example, in 2Sa. 18: 5 (in the case of RMJL in the clause RMJL YTJ‰TJW
Y§YBJ‰TJW BJWY). In smaller subdivisions, again, JLP (telisha) is
connected with ƒ̂ WY (pashta), and both together with RWBG LJ (munach
zakeph). If only sar shalom (Prince of Peace) were intended as the name of
the child, it would necessarily be accentuated in the following manner: WM§
JRQYW kadma geresh, ƒ̂ WY JLP telisha gershayim, RWBG LJ mercha
tebir, DˆYBJ tifchah, „WLŠ‰RV silluk; and the principal disjunctive



would stand at D înstead of RWBG. But if the name of the child were
intended to form a declaratory clause, commencing with ƒ̂ WY JLP,
“determines wonderful things,” as Luzzatto assumes, we should expect to
find a stronger disjunctive than telisha at JLP, the watchword of the whole;
and above all, we should expect a zakeph at WMŠ, and not at RWBG. This
also applies to our (the ordinary) explanation. It does not correspond to the
accentuation. The introductory words WMŠJRQYW ought to have a stronger
distinctive accent, in order that all which follows might stand as the name
which they introduce. Francke (see Psalter, ii. 521) perceived this, and in
his Abyssus mysteriorum Esa (ix. 6) he lays great stress upon the fact, that
God who gives the name has Himself a threefold name.

ft62 When Bar-Kappara says (b. Sanhedrin 94a) that God designed to make
Hezekiah the Messiah and Sennacherib Gog and Magog, but that Hezekiah
was not found worthy of this, and therefore the Mem of l’marbeh was
closed, there is so far some sense in this, that the Messianic hopes really
could centre for a certain time in Hezekiah; whereas the assertion of a
certain Hillel (ib. 98b), that Hezekiah was actually the Messiah of Israel,
and no other was to be expected, is nothing but the perverted fancy of an
empty brain. For an instance of the opposite, see Neh. 2:13, „YCWRP „H,
on which passage the Midrash observes, “The broken walls of Jerusalem
will be closed in the day of salvation, and the government which has been
closed up to the time of the King Messiah will be opened then.”])

ft63 We have already observed at p. 101, that this substantive formation had not a
purely abstract meaning even at the first. Fürst has given the correct
explanation in his Lehrgebäude der Aram. Idiome, § 130.

ft64 Cf., Weber, On the Wrath of God (p. xxxv.). It is evident that by kinÿaÑh,
zhÌloj, we are to understand the energy of love following up its violated
claims upon the creature, from the comparison so common in the Scriptures
between the love of God to His church and connubial affection. It is the
jealousy of absolute love, which seeks to be loved in return, and indeed
demands undivided love, and asserts its claim to reciprocity of love
wherever this claim is refused. In a word, it is the self-vindication of
scornful love. But this idea includes not only jealousy seeking the recovery
of what it has lost, but also jealousy that consumes what cannot be saved
(Nah. 1: 2; Heb. 10:27); and the Scriptures therefore deduce the wrath, by
which the love resisted affirms itself, and the wrath which meets those who
have resisted love in the form of absolute hostility, — in other words, the
jealousy of love as well as the jealousy of hatred, — not from love and
holiness as two entirely distinct sources, but from the single source of



absolute holy love, which, just because it is absolute and holy, repels and
excludes whatever will not suffer itself to be embraced (Jos. 24:19).

ft65 Rosen, Topographisches aus Jerusalem.
ft66 The noun agam is used in the Old Testament as well as in the Talmud to

signify both a marshy place (see Baba mesi’a 36b, and more especially
Aboda zara 38a, where giloi agmah signifies the laying bare of the marshy
soil by the burning up of the reeds), and also the marsh grass (Sabbath 11a,
“if all the agmim were kalams, i.e., writing reeds, or pens;” and KidduÑsin
62b, where agam signifies a talk of marsh-grass or reed, a rush or bulrush,
and is explained, with a reference to Isa. 58: 5, as signifying a tender, weak
stalk). The noun agmon, on the other hand, signifies only the stalk of the
marsh-grass, or the marsh-grass itself; and in this sense it is not found in the
Talmud (see Comm on Job, at 41:10-13). The verbal meaning upon which
these names are founded is evident from the Arabic maÑ aÝgim (maguÑm), “bad
water” (see at Isa. 19:10). There is no connection between this and maugil,
literally a depression of the soil, in which water lodges for a long time, and
which is only dried up in summer weather.

ft67 This is the way in which it should be written in Comm on Job, at 13:16;
‘adala has also the indifferent meaning of return or decision.

ft68 Nevertheless this reading is also met with, and according to Masora finalis,
p. 52, col. 8, this is the correct reading (as in Pro. 17: 4, where it is doubtful
whether the meaning is a friend or a malevolent person). The question is not
an unimportant one, as we may see from Olshausen, § 258, p. 581.

ft69 The metheg (gaya) in YKB̃iSI (to be pronounced sib-che) has simply the
caphonic effect of securing a distinct enunciation to the sibilant letter (in
other instances to the guttural, vid., ‘arboth, Num. 31:12), in cases where
the second syllable of the word commences with a guttural or labial letter,
or with an aspirate.

ft70 The current accentuation, „YBTKMW mercha, LMF̂ F tiphchah, is wrong. The
true accentuation would be the former with tiphchah and metheg, the latter
with mercha; for aÑmaÑl citteÝbu is an attributive (an elliptical relative) clause.
According to its etymon, ÿaÑmaÑl seems to stand by the side of mwÌloj, moles,
molestus (see Pott in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, ix. 202); but within the Semitic
itself it stands by the side of LMJ̃F, to fade, marcescere, which coincides
with the Sanscrit root mlaÑ and its cognates (see Leo Meyer, Vergleichende
Grammatik, i. 353), so that ÿaÑmaÑl is, strictly speaking, to wear out or tire
out (vulg. to worry).

ft71 In the Arabic, such a separation does occur as a poetical licence (see De
Sacy, Gramm. t. ii. § 270).



ft72 The question is expressed in Hebrew phraseology, since sar in Assyrian was
a superior title to that of melek, as we may see from inscriptions and proper
names.

ft73 Satrapes is the old Persian (arrow-headed) khshatra (Sanscr. xatra) paÑvan,
i.e., keeper of government. PaÑvan (nom. paÑvaÑ), which occurs in the Zendik
as an independent word pavan (nom. pavao) in the sense of sentry or
watchman, is probably the original of the Hebrew pechaÑh (see Spiegel, in
Kohler on Mal. 1: 8).

ft74 Thronende, lit., those who sat (on thrones).
ft75 This passage is not included in the 134 vaddaÑÿiÝn (i.e., “real”) adonai, or

passages in which adonai is written, and not merely to be read, that are
enumerated by the Masora (see Bär’s Psalterium, p. 133).

ft76 I also find the name written Magrum (read Magrun), which is probably taken
from a more correct hearsay than the MachruÑn of Robinson (ii. 127).

ft77 This is supported by Robinson in his Later Biblical Researches in Palestine
(1857), by Valentiner (pastor at Jerusalem), and by Keil in the Commentary
on Joshua, Judges, etc. (Jos. 18:21-28), where all the more recent writings
on this topographical question are given.

ft78 This is the opinion of Valentiner, who also regards the march of the
Assyrians as an “execution-march” in two columns, one of which took the
road through the difficult ground to the east, whilst the other inflicted
punishment upon the places that stood near the road. The text does not
require this, however, but describes a march, which spread alarm both right
and left as it went along.

ft79 We say possibly, for the Indo-Germanic root bhar, to bear (Sanscr. bharaÑmi
= feÂrw, fero, cf., ferax, fertilis), which Gesenius takes as determining the
radical meaning of paÑrach, cannot be traced with any certainty in the
Semitic. Nevertheless peri and perach bear the same relation to one
another, in the ordinary usage of the language, as fruit and blossom: the
former is so called, as that which has broken through (cf., peÔteÔr); the latter,
as that which has broken up, or budded.

ft80 This moving forward of the tone to the last syllable is also found before Ayin
in Gen. 26:10, and very commonly with kuÝmaÑh, and verbs of a similar kind;
also before Elohim and Jehovah, to be read Adonai, and before the half-
guttural resh, Psa. 43: 1; 119:154, but nowhere on any other ground than
the orthophonic rather than euphonic one mentioned above; compare also
HRFSFWi in v. 13, with wRSFWi (with H following) in Exo. 8: 7.



ft81 The same occurs in w ŜiyIWA, wJViyIWA, wJNiQAYiWA, wJLiMI, wXLiŠI, wXQitI. In every
case the dagesh has fallen out because of the following guttural (Luzzatto,
Gramm. § 180).

ft82 The root is the same as, for example, in wCLi îYA (they rejoice) and wCLiJAYA;
here, however, it is more striking, because the singular is written †YF̂ iMÁ, and
not †YF á̂MÁ. At the same time, it is evident that the connecting sound ay was
rather preferred than avoided, as Ewald maintains, — as we may see, for
example, from the repeated aychi in Psa. 103.

ft83 In Zec. 12: 1ff. the promise has, at any rate, a dark side. In Lam. 2:14 there
is no necessity to think of promises in connection with the mas’oth; and
Pro. 30: 1 and 31: 1 cannot help us to determine the prophetic use of the
word.

ft84 For the seven passages, see Ewald, Lehrbuch (ed. 7), p. 224.
ft85 When R. Samuel of Nehardea, the astronomer, says in his b. Berachoth 58b,

“If it were not for the heat of the cesil, the world would perish from the
cold of the Scorpion, and vice versa,” — he means by the cesil Orion; and
the true meaning of the passage is, that the constellations of Orion and the
Scorpion, one of which appears in the hot season, and the other in the cold,
preserve the temperature in equilibrium.

ft86 See Spiegel’s Eran das Land zwischen dem Indus und Tigris (1863), p.
308ff.

ft87 See Wilkinson’s paper in the Athenaeum (London, Nov. 1862).
ft88 It is singular, however, that among the Semitic nations the morning star is

not personified as a male (HeoÝsphoros or PhoÝsphoros), but as a female
(Astarte, see at Isa. 17: 8), and that it is called NaÑghaÑh, Ashtoreth, Zuhara,
but never by a name derived from haÑlal; whilst the moon is regarded as a
male deity (Sin), and in Arabic hilaÑl signifies the new moon (see p. 94),
which might be called ben-shacar (son of the dawn), from the fact that,
from the time when it passes out of the invisibility of its first phase, it is seen
at sunrise, and is as it were born out of the dawn.

ft89 In a similar manner, the sun-god (San) is called the “conqueror of the king’s
enemies,” “breaker of opposition,” etc., on the early Babylonian monuments
(see G. Rawlinson, The Five Great Monarchies, i. 160).

ft90 At the same time, the Masora on this passage before us is for geru’ah with
Resh, and we also find this reading in Nissel, Clodius, Jablonsky, and in
earlier editions; whilst Sonc. 1486, Ven. 1521, and others, have gedu’ah,
with Daleth.



ft91 Hence the Targ. II renders nachal zered “the brook of the willows.” See
Buxtorf, Lex. chald. s.v. Zerad.

ft92 „DF wJLiMF, with munach (which also represents the metheg) at the first
syllable of the verb (compare v. 4, Œl H F̂RiYF, with mercha), according to
Vened. 1521, and other good editions. This is also grammatically correct.

ft93 In MSS Shibmah is written with gaya, in order that the two labials may be
distinctly expressed.

ft94 Instead of kaÑtzar (to cut off, or shorten), they now say kaÑratz in the whole of
the land to the east of the Jordan, which gives the idea of sawing off, — a
much more suitable one where the Syrian sickle is used.

ft95 See Levy, Phönizisches Wörterbuch (1864), p. 19; and Otto Strauss on
Nahum, p. xxii. ss.

ft96 See Krehl, Religion der vorislamischen Araber (1863), p. 11.
ft97 This was the tutelar deity of Damascus; see Comm. on Job, Appendix.
ft98 “Ishtar,” says Rawlinson in his Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient

Eastern World, — a work which challenges criticism through its dazzling
results, — ”Ishtar is the goddess who rejoices mankind, and her most
common epithet is Amra, ‘the fortunate’ or ‘the happy.’ But otherwise her
epithets are vague and general, insomuch that she is often scarcely
distinguishable from Beltis (the wife of Bel-Nimrod).” Vid., vol. i. p. 175
(1862).

ft99 The planet Venus, according to a Midrash relating to Gen. 6: 1, 2, is ‘Istehar
transferred to the sky; and this is the same as Zuhare (see Geiger, Was hat
Muhammed, etc. 1833, pp. 107-109).

ft100 The plural Ashtaroth, Hathors, which occurs upon Assyrian and Egyptian
monuments, has a different meaning.

ft101 See Brugsch, Histoire d’Egypte, i. (1859) 244-246.
ft102 Schröring supposes tziltzal to be the scarabaeus sacer (Linn.); but it would

be much more natural, if any particular animal is intended, to think of the
tzaltzalya, as it is called in the language of the Gallas, the tzetze in the
Betschuana language, the most dreaded diptera of the interior of Africa, a
species of glossina which attacks all the larger mammalia (though not men).
Vid., Hartmann, Naturgeschichtlich-medic. Skizze der Nilländer, Abth. i. p.
205.

ft103 ZTAH =̃ ZTH̃ w̃ith a pausal sharpening of the tzere, which is lengthened by the
tone, from taÑzaz or tiÝz in post-biblical Hebrew, to knock off, knock to
pieces, or weaken (compare taÑshash). On this change of vowels in pause,
see at Gen. 17:14; and compare Olshausen, § 91, d. For an example of the



post-biblical use of the word, vid., b. Sanhedrin 102a, “like two sticks
hammattiÝzoÝth,” i.e., one of which “hits the other in two” (hittiz, apparently
from tuÝz, or tiz, like hinniÝach from nuach).

ft104 See Leo, Universalgesch. i. 152, and what Brugsch says in his Histoire
d’Egypte, i. 250, with regard to the brusques changements that Egypt
endured under Psammetichus.

ft105 It is not unparalleled as a hiph. denom. (compare RYHICiHI, oil, RHACiYI, to
press, Job. 24:11, Talm. JAYLITiHI, to become worm-eaten, and many others
of a similar kind); and as a mixed form (possibly a mixture of two readings,
as Gesenius and Böttcher suppose, though it is not necessarily so), the
language admitted of much that was strange, more especially in the vulgar
tongue, which found its way here and there into written composition.

ft106 From the fact that aur in old Egyptian means the Nile, we may explain the
FrouorwÌ hÏÂtoi NeiÌloj, with which the Laterculus of Eratosthenes closes.

ft107 Pharaoh does not mean “the king” (equivalent to the Coptic p-ouro), but
according to Brugsch, “great house” (Upper Egyptian peraÝa, Lower
Egyptian pher-aÝo; vid., aus dem Orient, i. 36). Lauth refers in confirmation
of this to Horapollo, i. 62, oÏÂfij kaiÃ oiçkoj meÂgaj eÏn meÂswÄ auÏtouÌ shmaiÂnei
basileÂa, and explains this Coptic name for a king from that of the OuÏraiÌoj,
basiliÂskoj) upon the head of the king, which was a specifically regal sign.

ft108 What the lexicons say with reference to Zoan and Noph needs rectifying.
Zoan (old Egyptian Zane, with the hieroglyphic of striding legs, Copt.
‘Gane) points back to the radical idea of pelli or fugere; and according to
the latest researches, to which the Turin papyrus No. 112 has led, it is the
same as AuÏÂarij, AÏÂbarij), which is said to mean the house of flight (Ha-
uare), and was the seat of government under the HykshoÝs. But Memphis is
not equivalent to Ma-m-ptah, as Champollion assumed (although this city is
unquestionably sometimes called Ha-ka-ptah, house of the essential being
of Ptah); it is rather equivalent to Men-nefer (with the hieroglyphic of the
pyramids), place of the good (see Brugsch, Histoire d’Egypte, i. 17). In the
later language it is called pa-nuf or ma-nuf, which has the same meaning
(Copt. nufi, good). Hence Moph is the contraction of the name commencing
with ma, and Noph the abbreviation of the name commencing with ma or pa
by the rejection of the local prefix; for we cannot for a moment think of
Nup, which is the second district of Upper Egypt (Brugsch, Geogr. i. 66).
Noph is undoubtedly Memphis.

ft109 See Frankel on this Egyptian auxiliary temple, in his Monatschrift für
Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums, 1852, p. 273ff.; Herzfeld,
Geschichte des Volkes Israel, iii. 460ff., 557ff.; and Grätz, Geschichte der
Juden, iii. 36ff.



ft110 But no Greek codex has the reading poÂlij aÏxereÂj (see Holmes-Parsons’ V.
T. Graecum c. var. lect. t. iv. on this passage), as the Complutensian has
emended it after the Vulgate (see the Vocabluarium Hebr. 37a, belonging
to the Complutensian).

ft111 Heliopolis answers to the sacred name Pe-ra, house of the sun-god (like Pe-
Ramesses, house of Ramses), which was a name borne by the city that was
at other times called On (old Egyptian anu). Cyrill, however, explains even
the latter thus, WÏÂn deÂ eÏsti kat’ auÏtouÃj oÎ hÎÂlioj (“On, according to their
interpretation, is the sun”), which is so far true according to Lauth, that Ain,
Oin, Oni, signifies the eye as an emblem of the sun; and from this, the tenth
month, which marks the return of the sun to the equinoctial point, derives
its name of Pa-oni, Pa-one, Pa-uni. It may possibly be with reference to
this that Heliopolis is called Ain es-sems in Arabic (see Arnold, Chrestom.
Arab. p. 56 s.). Edrisi (iii. 3) speaks of this Ain es-sems as “the country-seat
of Pharaoh, which may God curse;” just as Ibn el-Faraun is a common
expression of contempt, which the Arabs apply to the Coptic fellahs.

ft112 We are acquainted with two cities called Leontopolis, viz., the capital of the
nomos called by its name, which was situated between the Busiritic and the
Tanitic nomoi; and a second between HeroÝoÝn-polis and MagdoÝlon (see
Brugsch, Geogr. i. 262). The Leontopolis of Josephus, however, must have
been another, or third. It may possibly have derived its name, as Lauth
conjectures, from the fact that the goddess Bast (from which comes
Boubastos, House of Bast) was called Pacht when regarded in her
destructive character (Todtenbuch, 164, 12). The meaning of the name is
“lioness,” and, as her many statues show, she was represented with a lion’s
head. At the same time, the boundaries of the districts fluctuated, and the
Heliopolitan Leontopolis of Josephus may have originally belonged to the
Bubastic district.

ft113 See Oppert, Expédition, i. 328-350, and the picture of Sargon in his war-
chariot in Rawlinson’s Five Great Monarchies, i. 368; compare also p. 304
(prisoners taken by Sargon), p. 352 (the plan of his palace), p. 483 (a glass
vessel with his name), and many other engravings in vol. ii.

ft114 See Oppert, Les Inscriptions Assyriennes des Sargonides et les Fastes de
Ninive (Versailles, 1862), and Rawlinson (vol. ii. 406ff.), who here agrees
with Oppert in all essential points. Consequently there can no longer be any
thought of identifying Sargon with Shalmanassar (see Brandis, Ueber den
historischen Gewinn aus der Entzifferung der assyr. Inschriften, 1856, p.
48ff.). Rawlinson himself at first thought they were the same person (vid.,
Journal of the Asiatic Society, xii. 2, 419), until gradually the evidence
increased that Sargon and Shalmanassar were the names of two different



kings, although no independent inscription of the latter, the actual besieger
of Samaria, has yet been found.

ft115 Hitzig ventures a derivation of the name from the Zend; and Grotefend
compares it with the Chaldee SaÑreÝk, Dan. 6: 3 (in his Abhandlung über
Anlage und Zerstörung der Gebäude von Nimrud, 1851).

ft116 Five Great Monarchies, vol. ii. pp. 416-7; compare Oppert, Sargonides, pp.
22, 26-7. With regard to one passage of the annals, which contains an
account of a successful battle fought at Ra-bek (Heliopolis), see Journal
Asiat. xii. 462ff.; Brandis, p. 51.

ft117 Among the pictures from Khorsabad which have been published by Botta,
there is a burning fortress that has been taken by storm. Isidor Löwenstern
(in his Essai, Paris 1845) pronounced it to be Ashdod; but Rödiger
regarded the evidence as inconclusive. Nevertheless, Löwenstern was able
to claim priority over Rawlinson in several points of deciphering
(Galignani’s Messenger, Rev. 28, 1850). He read in the inscription the
king’s name, Sarak.

ft118 See C. Masson’s “Illustration of the route from Seleucia to Apobatana, as
given by Isid. of Charax,” in the Asiatic Journal, xii. 97ff.

ft119 See Rawlinson’s route as described in Ritter’s Erdkunde, ix. 3 (West-asien),
p. 397ff.

ft120 Böttcher has very correctly compared kaÑshab (kasuba) with kaÑshaÑh (kasa),
and Fleischer with sarra (tzaÑrar), which is applied in the kal and hiphil
(asarra) to any animal (horse, ass, etc.) when it holds its ears straight and
erect to listen to any noise (sarra udhneihi, or udhnahu bi-udhneihi, or bi-
udhnihi iv., asarra bi-udhnihi, and also absolutely asarra, exactly like
hikshib).

ft121 See Wetzstein, ut supra, p. 202; compare Job, ii. 425.
ft122 See Sprenger, Post und Reise-routen des Orients, Heft i. (1864), pp. 118,

119.
ft123 See the work of v. Martius on the Indians of Brazil, i. 395, 411, etc.
ft124 The name Gurgistan (= Georgia) has nothing to do with the river Kur; and

it is a suspicious fact that Kir has k at the commencement, and i in the
middle, whereas the name of the river which joins the Araxes, and flows
into the Caspian sea, is pronounced Kur, and is written in Persian with k
(answering to the Armenian and old Persian, in which Kuru is equivalent to
KuÌroj). Wetzstein considers Kir a portion of Mesopotamia.

ft125 In the later form of the language, this verbal stem signifies generally to move
onward; hence tiyyuÝl, motion, or a walk, and metalteliÝn, furniture, i.e.,
moveable goods.



ft126 Compare the old saying, “The heart of man is an apple driven by a tempest
over an open plain.”

ft127 ¦DiMF á̂mAMIw has not only the metheg required by the kametz on account of
the long vowel, and the metheg required by the patach on account of the
following chateph patach (the latter of which also takes the place of the
metheg, as the sign of a subordinate tone), but also a third metheg with the
chirek, which only assists the emphatic pronunciation of the preposition, out
which would not stand there at all unless the word had had a disjunctive
accent (compare Isa. 55: 9, Psa. 18:45, Hos. 11: 6).

ft128 Böttcher derives the form from †ZE ÔMF, a supposed diminutive; see, however,
Jesurun, pp. 212-216.

ft129 Arpachshad (Gen. 10:22), probably the ancestor of the oldest Chaldeans,
was also Semitic, whether his name is equivalent to Armachshad (the
Chaldean high-land) or not. Arrapachitis rings like Albagh, the name of the
table-land between the lake of Urmia and that of Van, according to which
shad was the common Armenian termination for names of places.

ft130 The same view is held by Oppert, though he regards the Casdim as the
primitive Turanian (Tatar) inhabitants of Shinar, and supposes this passage
to relate to their subjugation by the Semitic Assyrians.

ft131 For an impartial examination of this migration or transplantation hypothesis,
which is intimately connected with the Scythian hypothesis, see M. v.
Niebuhr’s Geschichte Assurs und Babels seit Phul (1857, pp. 152-154).
Rawlinson (Monarchies, i. 71-74) decidedly rejects the latter as at variance
with the testimonies of Scripture, of Berosus, and of the monuments.

ft132 This destruction of Nineveh was really such an one as could be called yesor
l’ziyyim (a preparation for beasts of the desert), for it has been ever since a
heap of ruins, which the earth gradually swallowed up; so that when
Xenophon went past it, he was not even told that these were the ruins of the
ancient Ninus. On the later buildings erected upon the ruins, see Marcus v.
Niebuhr, p. 203.

ft133 The view held by Johann Brandis is probably the more correct one, —
namely, that Shalmanassar commenced the contest by sending an army over
to the island against the Chittaeans (eÏpiÃ not in the sense of ad, to, but of
contra, against, just as in the expression further on, eÏp’ auÏtouÃj uÎpeÂstreye,
contra eos rediit), probably to compel them to revolt again from the
Tyrians. Rawlinson (Monarchies, ii. 405) proposes, as an emendation of the
text, eÏpiÃ touÌton, by which the Cyprian expedition is got rid of altogether.

ft134 The genuineness is supported by Rosenmüller, Hensler (Jesaia neu
übersetzt, mit Anm.), Paulus (Clavis über Jesaia), Augusti (Exeg.



Handbuch), Beckhaus (über Integrität der proph. Schriften des A. T.
1796), Kleinert (über die Echtheit sämmtlicher in d. Buche Jesaia enth.
Weissagungen, 1829), Küper (Jeremias librorum sacr. interpres atque
vindex, 1837), and Jahn, Hävernick, Keil (in their Introductions). In
monographs, C. F. L. Arndt (De loco, c. xxiv.-xxvii., Jesaiae vindicando et
explicando, 1826), and Ed. Böhl (Vaticinium Jes. cap. xxiv.-xxvii.
commentario illustr. 1861).

ft135 Vid., Isa. 1:20; 21:17; 22:25; 25: 8; 40: 5; 58:14; also compare Isa. 19: 4;
16:13, and 37:22.

ft136 Vid., Ob. 18, Joe. 4: 8, Mic. 4: 4, 1Ki. 14:11.
ft137 In correct texts chaÑru has two pashtas, the former indicating the place of the

tone.
ft138 Cf., Targ., Saad., “they will come into remembrance again.”
ft139 In point of fact, not only does Arab. tyr signify both an arrow and the Tigris,

according to the Neo-Persian lexicons, but the old explanation “Tigris, swift
as a dart, since the Medes call the Tigris toxeuma” (the shot or shot arrow;
Eustath, on Dion Perieg. v. 984), is confirmed by the Zendic tighri, which
has been proved to be used in the sense of arrow or shot (Yesht 8, 6, yatha
tighris mainyavacÄaÑo), i.e., like a heavenly arrow.

ft140 Böttcher refers to a Talmudic word, JYSH (to remove), but this is to be
pronounced JYsIHI (= ŶsIHI), and is moreover, very uncertain.

ft141 Rhinokoloura (or Rhinokoroura): for the origin of this name of the Wady
el-Arish, see Strabo, xvi. 2, 31.

ft142 The ÿakkuÝbh mentioned there is equivalent to anbuÑb, Arab. a knot on a reed
stalk, then that part of such a reed which comes between two knots, then
the reed stalk itself; root BN, to rise up, swell, or become convex without
and concave within (Fl.). It is possible that it would be better to trace ÿoÝbh
back to this radical and primary meaning of what is hollow (and therefore
has a dull sound), whether used in the sense of a leather-bag, or applied to a
spirit of incantation, and the possessor of such a spirit.

ft143 In Arabic, also, masaÑd signifies a lofty hill or mountain-top, from a
secondary form of tsud; and massara, to lay the foundations of a fortified
city (ÿiÝr maÑtsoÝr, Psa. 31:22), from tsuÝr.

ft144 We regard the Sanscrit kal, to drive or hunt, the Greek keÂll(oÏkeÂll)ein, and
the Semitic qal, as all having the same root: cf., Vurtius, Grundzüge der
griech. Etymol. i. 116.

ft145 Such as Salsola kali, Salsola tragus, Salsola soda, and other plants of the
family of the chenopodiaceae.



ft146 Asses particularly, even those of a guest, are generally very much neglected.
The host throws them a little grass, and then hangs up the fodder-sack full
of chopped straw; and it is a sign of extraordinary hospitality of corn is
given to the asses as well as to the horses. — Wetzstein.

ft147 So far as the form of the text is concerned, koÝl has the disjunctive yethib
before pashta, which occurs eleven times according to the Masora.
Nevertheless the word is logically connected in the closest manner with
what follows (comp. ÿeÝth toÝrath in Isa. 5:24). The aÑh of muÝsaÑdaÑh is rafatum
pro mappicato, according to the Masora; in which case the suffix would
refer to Asshur. In the place of JWHI „G we also meet with JyH „G, with this
chethib and keri reversed; but the former, according to which †KWH is
equivalent to HNKWH, has many examples to support it in the Masora. †KWH
has kametz in correct MSS in half pause; whereas Kimchi (Michlol, 117b)
regards it as a participle.

ft148 We find the same in Zec. 14:10, and „YBR k̂A in Isa. 44: 4, whereas we
invariably have HBR b̂F (see Michlol, 45b), just as we always find „YNBJbF,
and on the other hand „YNBJkA.

ft149 Böttcher calls uÑm the oldest primitive form of the plural; but it is only a
strengthening of uÑn; cf., tanniÝm = tanniÝn, Hanameel = Hananeel, and such
Sept. forms as Gesem, Madiam, etc. (see Hitzig on Jer. 32: 7). Wetzstein
told me of a Bedouin tribe, in whose dialect the third pers. praet. regularly
ended in m, e.g., akalum (they have eaten).

ft150 The crocus and the primrose (JTFYFLiCÁMiXÁ in Syriac) may really be easily
confounded, but not the narcissus and primrose, which have nothing in
common except that they are bulbous plants, like most of the flowers of the
East, which shoot up rapidly in the spring, as soon as the winter rains are
over. But there are other colchicaceae beside our colchicum autumnale,
which flowers before the leaves appear and is therefore called filius ante
patrem (e.g., the eastern colchicum variegatum).

ft151 Layard, in his Nineveh and Babylon, describes in several places the
enchantingly beautiful and spring-like variation of colours which occurs in
the Mesopotamian “desert;” though what the prophet had in his mind was
not the real midaÑr, or desert of pasture land, but, as the words tsiyaÑh and
ÿaÔraÑbhaÑh show, the utterly barren sandy desert.

ft152 See. G. Rawlinson, Monarchies, i. p. 38.
ft153 The name Amgarron upon the earthenware prism of Sennacherib does not

mean Migron (Oppert), but Ekron (Rawlinson).



ft154 We shall show the variations in the text of 2Ki. 18:13ff., as far as we
possibly can, in our translation. K. signifies the book of Kings. But the task
of pronouncing an infallible sentence upon them all we shall leave to those
who know everything.

ft155 Knappe is the same word as “Knave;” but we have no word in use now
which is an exact equivalent, and knave has entirely lost its original sense of
servant. — Tr.

ft156 On the still prevailing uncertainty with regard to the synchronism, see Keil
on Kings; and Duncker, Geschichte des Alterthums. pp. 713-4.

ft157 See Oppert, Expédition, i. 60.
ft158 For other combinations of equal value, see Oppert, Expédition, i. 220.
ft159 There certainly is no necessity for a sabbatical year followed by a year of

jubilee, to enable us to explain the “sign,” as Hofmann supposes.
ft160 A seal of Pharaoh Sabakon has been found among the ruins of the palace of

Kuyunjik. The colossal image of Tarakos is found among the bas-reliefs of
Mediet-Habu. He is holding firmly a number of Asiatic prisoners by the hair
of their head, and threatening them with a club. There are several other
stately monuments in imitation of the Egyptian style in the ruins of Nepata,
the northern capital of the Meriotic state, which belong to him (Lepsius,
Denkmäler, p. 10 of the programme).

ft161 This Sethos monument has not yet been discovered (Brugsch,
Reiseberichte, p. 79). The temple of Phta was on the south side of
Memphis; the site is marked by the ruins at Mitrahenni.

ft162 The inhabitants of Troas worshipped mice, “because they gnawed the
strings of the enemies’ bows” (see Wesseling on Il. i. 39).

ft163 G. Rawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 445.
ft164 The pestilence in Mailand in 1629 carried off, according to Tadino, 160,000

men; that in Vienna, in 1679, 122,849; that in Moscow, at the end of the
last century, according to Martens, 670,000; but this was during the whole
time that the ravages of the pestilence lasted.

ft165 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, xii. 2, pp. 426-7.
ft166 Rawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 265.
ft167 Expédition Scientifique en Mesopotamie, t. ii. p. 339.
ft168 Vid., Richter, Berosi quae supersunt (1825), p. 62; Müller, Fragmenta Hist.

Gr. ii. 504.
ft169 Sargonides, p. 10, and Monarchies, ii. 434.
ft170 See Duncker, Gesch. des Alterthums. i. pp. 708-9.



ft171 Duncker, on the contrary (p. 709), speaks of the parricides as falling very
shortly afterwards by their brother’s hand, and overlooks the Armenian
tradition (cf., Rawlinson, Monarchies, ii. 465), which transfers the flight of
the two, who were to have been sacrificed, as is reported by their own
father, to the year of the world 4494, i.e., B.C. 705 (see the historical
survey of Prince Hubbof in the Miscellaneous Translations, vol. ii. 1834).
The Armenian historian Thomas (at the end of the ninth century) expressly
states that he himself had sprung from the Arzerunians, and therefore from
Sennacherib; and for this reason his historical work is chiefly devoted to
Assyrian affairs (see Aucher on Euseb. chron. i. p. xv.).

ft172 The call of the parent cranes, according to Naumann (Vögel Deutschlands,
ix. 364), is a rattling kruh (gruh), which is uncommonly violent when close,
and has a trumpet-like sound, which makes it audible at a very great
distance. With the younger cranes it has a somewhat higher tone, which
often passes, so to speak, into a falsetto.

ft173 Vid., Bär, Psalterium, p. 133.
ft174 Vid., Bär, Thorath Emeth, pp. 22, 23.
ft175 Rawlinson, Monarchies, i. 169.
ft176 Oppert, Expédition, ii. 355.
ft177 The inscription is mention two campaigns.
ft178 A reviewer in the Theol. L. Bl. 1857, p. 12, inquires: “How could the

prophet have known that all that Hezekiah showed to the Babylonian
ambassador would one day be brought to Babylon, when in a very short
time these treasures would all have been given by Hezekiah to the king of
Assyria?” Answer: The prophecy is so expressed in Isa. 39: 6, 7, that this
intervening occurrence does not prejudice its truth at all.

ft179 The remark which we made at p. 77, to the effect that Isaiah prefers Israel,
is therefore to be qualified, inasmuch as in Isa. 40-66 Jacob takes
precedence of Israel.

ft180 See Mehren, Rhetorik der Araber, p. 161ff.
ft181 Spiegel (Eran, p. 313ff.) places the revolt of the Medes in the year 714, and

Deyoces in the year 708.
ft182 In this ethical sense Essex applied the word to Queen Elizabeth. See Hefele,

Ximenes, p. 90 (ed. 2).
ft183 LBÑF has munach here and in v. 8 attached to the penultimate in all correct

texts (hence milel, on account of the monosyllable which follows), and
mehteg on the tzere to sustain the lengthening.



ft184 The verb bisseÝr signifies primarily to stroke, rub, shave, or scratch the
surface of anything; then to stroke off or rub off the surface, or anything
which covers it; then, suggested by the idea of “rubbing smooth” (glatt), “to
smooth a person” (jemanden glätten; compare the English, to gladden a
person), i.e., vultum ejus diducere, to make him friendly and cheerful, or “to
look smoothly upon a person,” i.e., to show him a friendly face; and also as
an intransitive, “to be glad,” to be friendly and cheerful; and lastly, in a
general sense, aliquid attingere, tractare, attrectare, to grasp or handle a
thing (from which comes baÑsaÑr, the flesh, as something tangible or material).
In harmony with the Hebrew bisseÝr (Jer. 20:15), they say in Arabic
basarahu (or intensive, bassarahu) bi-mauluÑdin, he has gladdened him with
the news of the birth of a son.

ft185 The root LŠ, Arab. sl has the primary meaning of easily moving or being
easily moved; then of being loose or slack, of hanging down, or sinking, —
a meaning which we meet with in L Š̂and LJŠ. Accordingly, shoÝÿal
signifies the palm (i.e., the depression made by the hand), and shêÿoÝl not
literally a hollowing or cavity, but a depression or low ground.

ft186 According to the meaning, to level or equalize, which is one meaning of
pilleÝs, the noun peles is applied not only to a level used to secure
equilibrium, which is called mishqeleth in Isa. 28:17, but also to a steelyard
used for weighing, the beam of which consists of a lever with unequal arms,
which flies up directly the weight is removed.

ft187 The derivation of YdA is still more obscure than that of deiÌ, which signifies,
according to Benfey (Wurzelwörterbuch, ii. 205), “there needs;” according
to Sonne, “it binds, scil. hÎ aÏnaÂgkh.”

ft188 Both forms occur in this sense, according to the evidence of original
sources, with the common imperative yaskunu, the infinitive sukuÑne passed
over by Freytag, the verbal substantive maskane, and the adjective miskin or
meskin, primarily to be forced to inactivity through weakness, destitution,
or outward influences, not to be able to move and exert one’s self; or, more
particularly, not to be able to defend one’s self (as it were to be obliged to
sit still or keep still). Hence more especially opibus et facultatibus carens,
being in distress, destitute, poor.

ft189 The noun ÿoÝhel is derived from the root LJ, from which come Arab. ‘wl,
coaluit, cohaesit, to thicken within or gain consistency (hence, regarded on
another side, to lose in outward extent or outward bulk, to shrink; to go
back to its original or essential condition; to issue in something as the final
result; or generally, to draw back or return from a distance), and Arab. ‘h’,
to attach one’s self or accustom one’s self to a person or thing, equivalent
to alifa and anisa; to take up one’s abode in a place, or absolutely, to



commence housekeeping by marrying, like the Italian accasarsi, Turkish
ewlenmek (from ew, a house); or, when applied to a place itself, to be
habitable, inhabited, and cultivated (= pass. uhila, more especially in the
participle aÑhil, = ÿaÑmir = maÿmuÑr). (Hence ahl, one who belongs to a person
or place, with its numerous applications, and also LHEJO, a tent (primarily a
dwelling generally, Engl. abode), which stands at the end of this
etymological series.

ft190 See Pahl’es Geschichte des Oriental. Alterthums. (1864), p. 170ff.
ft191 In his DWQNH YKRD (rules of pointing), with which the Masora finalis is

surrounded.
ft192 Windischmann, Zoroastrische Studien, pp. 134, 135.
ft193 Spiegel has the following remarks upon the subject: There is but very little

probability in the etymologies which can be suggested for the word saÑgaÑn
through the help of the old Persian. The new Persian shihne cannot be
traced beyond Neo-Persian, and even there it is somewhat suspicious on
account of the hå which it contains, and which is not Persian. The only real
Persian word to which I could think of tracing it is shahr, a city (old
Bactrian khshathra, or shoithra, a place of abode); or it might possibly have
sprung from shoithraka, a supposititious word, in the sense of governor of a
district, but with the r changed into n (a change which only occurs in
Huzvaresh) and the h into hå . There are also difficulties in the comparison of
the old Bactrian çanh, to say or express solemnly. An adjective cÄanhaÑna
(expressing, commanding), formed from this verb, would be pronounced
cÄanhaÑna or even cÄaÑna in old Persian; and from this SaÑgaÑn would have to be
obtained, so that we should still want the n to take the place of the Gimel.
At the same time, there is a still harsher form of the root cÄanh in the Gatha
dialect, namely cÄak (not the same as the Sanskrit cÄak, to be strong, as Haug
supposes), from which the Neo-Persian sachan, sachun, a word, is derived;
so that it appears to have been also current in old Persian. Accordingly, the
form cÄakaÑna may also have been used in the place of cÄanhaÑna, and this
might suit in some degree for saÑgaÑn.

ft194 See H. Rawlinson, Asiatic Journal, xi. 1, p. 116 ss.; and Spiegel,
Keilinschriften, p. 194.

ft195 “Ad victoriam enim kriÂsin perducit qui ad veritatem perducit.” — Anger.
ft196 This is equally applicable to V. F. Oehler (Der Knecht Jehova’s im

Deuterojesaia, 2 Theile, 1865), who takes the “servant of Jehovah” as far
as Isa. 52:14 in a national sense, and supposes “the transition from the
‘servant’ as a collective noun, to the ‘servant’ as an individual,” to be
effected there; whereas two younger theologians, E. Schmutz (Le Serviteur



de Jéhova, 1858) and Ferd. Philippi (Die bibl. Lehre vom Knechte Gottes,
1864), admit that the individualizing commences as early as Isa. 42: 1.

ft197 The Masora observes expressly †YXTPW †YWPR †YYMS LK, omnes caeci
raphati et pathachati; but our editions have both here and in 2Sa. 5: 6, 8,
„YRW Ĥ.

ft198 This would require HFYXEYRIbI‰LkF.
ft199 See G. Rawlinson, Monarchies, i. 128, ii. 448.
ft200 The pointing connects wZ‰„JA with makkeph, so that the rendering would be,

“The people there I have formed for myself;” but according to our view, „ˆ
should be accented with yethib, and zuÝ with munach. In just the same way,
zuÝ is connected with the previous noun as a demonstrative, by means of
makkeph, in Exo. 15:13, 16, Psa. 9:16; 62:12; 142: 4; 143: 8, and by means
of a subsidiary accent in Psa. 10: 2; 12: 8. The idea which underlies
Isa. 42:24 appears to be, “This is the retribution that we have met with from
him.” But in none of these can we be bound by the punctuation.

ft201 The qaÑneh is generally supposed to be the Calamus; but the calamus forms
no stalk, to say nothing of a cane or hollow stalk. It must be some kind of
aromatic plant, with a stalk like a cane, either the Cardamum, Ingber, or
Curcuma; at any rate, it belonged to the species Amomum. The aroma of
this was communicated to the anointing oil, the latter being infused, and the
resinous parts of the former being thereby dissolved.

ft202 “The garab,” says Wetzstein, “was only met with by me in one locality, or,
at any rate, I only noticed it once, namely in the Wady SoÿeÑb, near to a ford
of the river which is called the HoÑd ford, from the chirbet el-HoÑd, a
miserable ruin not far off. It is half an hour to the west of Nimrin (Nimrim,
Isa. 15: 6), or, speaking more exactly, half an hour above (i.e., to the east
of) ZafaÑt NimriÝn, an antique road on the northern bank of the river, hewn in
a precipitous wall of rock, like the ladder of Tyre. I travelled through the
valley in June 1860, and find the following entry in my diary: ‘At length the
ravine opened up into a broader valley, so that we could get down to the
clear, copious, and rapid stream, and were able to cross it. Being exhausted
by the heat, we lay down near the ford among the oleanders, which the mass
of flowers covered with a rosy glow. The reed grows here to an unusual
height, as in the Wady YarmuÑk, and willows (zafzaf) and garab are mingled
together, and form many-branched trees of three or four fathoms in height.
The vegetation, which is fresh and luxuriant by the water-side, is scorched
up with the heat in the valley within as little as ten paces from the banks of
the stream. The farthest off is the ‘osar plant, with its thick, juicy, dark
green stalks and leaves, and its apple-like fruit, which is of the same colour,



and therefore not yet ripe. The garab tree has already done flowering. The
leaves of this tree stand quite close around the stem, as in the case of the
Sindiana (the Syrian oak), and, like the leaves of the latter, are fringed with
little thorns; but, like the willow, it is a water plant, and our companions
Abdallah and Nasrallah assured us that it was only met with near flowing
water and in hot lowlands. Its bunches of flowers are at the points of the
slender branches, and assume an umbelliferous form. This is the BRF̂ F of the
Bible.’ Consequently the garab (or (as nom. unitatis) the garaba cannot be
regarded as a species of willow; and Winer’s assumption (Real-Wörterbuch,
s.v. Weiden), that the weeping willow is intended at any rate in Psa. 137: 2,
is an error. In Arabic the weeping willow is always called shafshaf mustachi
(the drooping tree). At the same time, we may render „YBR ‘̂willows,’
since the garab loves running water as well as the willow, and apparently
they seek one another’s society; it is quite enough that the difference should
be clearly pointed out in the commentary. The reason why the garab did not
find its way into my herbarium was the following. On my arrival in Salt, I
received the first intelligence of the commencement of the slaughter of the
Christians on Antilibanus, and heard the report, which was then commonly
believed, that a command had been sent from Constantinople to exterminate
Christianity from Syria. This alarming report compelled me to inquire into
the actual state of affairs; therefore, leaving my luggage and some of my
companions behind, I set off with all speed to Jerusalem, where I hoped to
obtain reliable information, accompanied by Herr Dörgen, my kavas, and
two natives, viz., Abdallah the smith, from Salt, and Nasrallah the smith,
from Ain Genna. For a ride like this, which did not form part of the original
plan of my journey, everything but weapons, even a herbarium, would have
been in the way. Still there are small caravans going every week between
Salt and Jerusalem, and they must always cross the HoÑd ford, so that it
would be easy to get a twig of the garab. So far as I remember, the remains
of the blossom were of a dirty white colour.” (Compare p. 213, where we
have taken nachal haÑÿaÔraÑbhiÝm, according to the meaning of the words, as a
synonym of Wady Sufsaf, or, more correctly, SafsaÑf. From the description
given above, the garab is a kind of viburnum with indented leaves. This
tree, which is of moderate height, is found by the side of streams along with
the willow. According to Sprengel (Gesch. der Botanik. i. 25), the safsaÑf is
the salix subserrata of Wildenow).

ft203 The aìriÂa of Theophrastus is probably quercus ilex, which is still called
aÏriaÂ; the laurus nobilis is now called baiÔhaÂ, from the branches which serve
instead of palm-branches.

ft204 See the engraving of this tomb of Cyrus, which is now called the “Tomb of
Solomon’s mother,” in Vaux’s Nineveh and Persepolis (p. 345). On the



identity of MurghaÑb and Pasargadae, see Spiegel, Keil-inschriften, pp. 71,
72; and with regard to the discovery of inscriptions that may still be
expected around the tomb of Cyrus, the Journal of the Asiatic Society, x.
46, note 4 (also compare Spiegel’s Geschichte der Entzifferung der Keil-
schrift, im “Ausland,” 1865, p. 413).

ft205 The Septuagint reads shin for sin in both instances, and introduces here the
very unsuitable thought already contained in Isa. 28:24, “Shall the
ploughman plough the land the whole day?”

ft206 The resemblance to aÏetoÂj, aiÏetoÂj) is merely accidental. This name for the
eagle is traceable, like avid, to a root vaÑ, to move with the swiftness of the
wind. This was shown by Passow, compare Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, i. 29, where
we also find at 10, 126 another but less probable derivation from a root i, to
go (compare eva, a course).

ft207 The comparison to purus is one that naturally suggests itself; but this, like
putus, is derived from a root puÑ.

ft208 KinnaÑm, in Exo. 8:13, 14, whether it be a collective plural or a singular, also
proves nothing in support of keÝn, any more than middaÑh in Job. 11: 9
(which see) in favour of mad, in the sense of measure. It does not follow,
that because a certain form lies at the foundation of a derivative, it must
have been current in ordinary usage.

ft209 Hävernick, in his Lectures on the Theology of the Old Testament, published
by H. A. Hahn, 1848, and in a second edition by H. Schultz, 1863;
Drechsler, in his article on the Servant of Jehovah, in the Luth. Zeitschrift,
1852; v. Hofmann, in his Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, 147. The first two understand
by the servant of Jehovah as an individual, the true Israel personified: the
idea has simply Israel as a whole at its base, i.e., Israel which did not answer
to its ideal, and the Messiah as the summit, in whom the ideal of Israel was
fully realized. Drechsler goes so far as to call the central link, viz., an Israel
true to its vocation, a modern abstraction that has no support in the
Scriptures. Hofmann, however, says that he has no wish to exclude this
central idea, and merely wishes to guard against the notion that a number of
individuals, whether Israelites generally or pious Israelites, are ever intended
by the epithet “servant of Jehovah.” “The nation,” he says himself at p. 145,
“was called as a nation to be the servant of God, but it fulfilled its calling as
a church of believers.” And so say we; but we also add that this church is a
kernel always existing within the outer ecclesia mixta, and therefore always
a number of individuals, though they are only known to God.

ft210 See Norzi and Luzzatto’s Grammatica della Lingua Ebr. § 513.
ft211 YNIYMIYLI BŠ̃: “sit thou at my right hand.” — Tr.



ft212 See A. M. M’Caul’s tract on Isa. 53, and the “Old Jewish Midrash of the
Suffering Redeemer” in our Mag. Saat auf Hoffnung, i. 3, pp. 37-39.

ft213 I cannot refrain from repeating here a passage taken from by closing
remarks on Drechsler (iii. 376), simply because I cannot find any better way
of expressing what I have to say upon this point: “When Isaiah sang his
dying song on the border line of the reigns of Hezekiah and Manasseh, all
the coming sufferings of his people appeared to be concentrated in the one
view of the captivity in Babylon. And it was in the midst of this period of
suffering, which formed the extreme limit of his range of vision, that he saw
the redemption of Israel beginning to appear. He saw the servant of Jehovah
working among the captives, just as at His coming He actually did appear in
the midst of His people, when they were in bondage to the imperial power
of the world; he also saw the Servant of Jehovah passing through death to
glory, and Israel ascending with Him, as in fact the ascension of Jesus was
the completion of the redemption of Israel; and it was only the unbelief of
the great mass of Israel which occasioned the fact, that this redemption was
at first merely the spiritual redemption of believers out of the nation, and
not the spiritual and physical redemption of the nation as a whole. So far,
therefore, a broad gap was made in point of time between the exaltation of
the servant of Jehovah and the glorious restoration of Israel which is still in
the future; and this gap was hidden from the prophet’s view. It is only the
coming of Christ in glory which will fully realize what was not yet realized
when He entered into glory after the sufferings of death, on account of
Israel’s unbelief.”

ft214 The church before the time of Constantine pictured to itself the Lord, as He
walked on earth, as repulsive in His appearance; whereas the church after
Constantine pictured Him as having quite an ideal beauty (see my tract,
Jesus and Hillel, 1865, p. 4). They were both right: unattractive in
appearance, though not deformed, He no doubt was in the days of His flesh;
but He is ideally beautiful in His glorification. The body in which He was
born of Mary was no royal form, though faith could see the doxa shining
through. It was no royal form, for the suffering of death was the portion of
the Lamb of God, even from His mother’s womb; but the glorified One is
infinitely exalted above all the idea of art.

ft215 See my Jesus and Hillel, pp. 26, 27.
ft216 A clairvoyant once said of the Lord: “Died like a criminal; buried like a

prince of the earth” (vid., Psychol. pp. 262, 364).
ft217 The usage of the language shows clearly that baÑmaÑh had originally the

meaning of “height” (e.g., 2Sa. 1:19). The primary meaning suggested by
Böttcher, of locus clausus, septus (from „WB = „HB, Arab. bhm), cannot



be sustained. We still hold that „B is the expanded JB, and HMB an ascent,
steep place, or stair. In the Talmud, baÑmaÑh is equivalent to bwmoÂj, an altar,
and HMFYbI (Syr. bim) equivalent to the bhÌma of the orator and judge;
bwmoÂj, root ba, like the Hebrew baÑmaÑh, signifies literally an elevation, and
actually occurs in the sense of a sepulchral hill, which this never has, not
even in Eze. 43: 7.

ft218 In the first edition of Hofmann’s Schriftbeweis (i. 2, 137), in which he
regarded taÑsiÝm as addressed to God, he set aside the orthodox view with the
remark, that God Himself makes good the injury that men have done to Him
by giving up the life of His Servant. In the second edition (i. 2, 208) he
supposes the people to be addressed, and it is therefore the people who
make the Servant’s life an ÿaÑshaÑm. The first edition contained the following
correct definition of ÿaÑshaÑm: “In general, it denotes what one person pays to
make good an injury done by him to another.” The exposition which follows
above will show how we are forced to adopt the orthodox view, if we
adhere to this definition and regard the Servant Himself as presenting the
ÿaÑshaÑm.

ft219 Knobel observes here: “The statement that a person first offers himself as a
trespass-offering, and then still lives for a long time, and still continues
working, is a very striking one; but it may be explained on the ground that
the offerer is a plurality.” But how are we to explain the striking expression
in our creed, “rose again from the dead?”

ft220 The first K is dagessatum, the second raphatum: see Norzi. The word forms
one of the eighteen which have a dagesh after a word ending with a vowel
sound (L‹BM JLB JW›HY RTB †Y§GD): see Masora Magna on Dan. 5:11,
and Heidenheim’s „YM ‹̂H Y‹P§M, 41a. The object is to secure greater
euphony, as inŠYMKRiKAki (JLH), Isa. 10: 9, which is one of the eighteen
words.

ft221 F. Philippi observes that †H,̃ which refers to the future in v. 5 at any rate,
must be taken as referring to the same sphere of time as that which
immediately precedes. But heÝn in Isaiah points sometimes backwards
(Isa. 50: 1; 64: 4), sometimes forwards; and where two follow one another,
of which the one points backwards and the other forwards, the former is
followed by the perfect, the latter by the future (Isa. 50: 1, 2). But if they
both point to the future, the future tense is used in both instances
(Isa. 50: 9). A better argument in favour of the prophetic interpretation of v.
4 might be drawn from the fact that YtITANF †H may mean “I give (set, lay, or
make) even now” (e.g., Jer. 1: 9). But what we have said above is sufficient



proof that this is not the meaning here (if this were the meaning, we should
rather expect WYtITANi †H)̃.

ft222 According to b. Sabbath 119a, R. Chanina dressed himself on Friday
evening in his sabbath-clothes, and said, “Come, and let us go to meet
Queen Sabbath.” And so did also Jannai, saying, “Come, O bride; come, O
bride.” Hence the customary song with which the Sabbath was greeted had
HLFbIQANi TbFŠA YNp̃i HlFkA TJRÁQiLI YDIŒD HKFLi as it commencement and
refrain.

ft223 The oriental reading, not in ver. 3, but here in ver. 6, is H‰L Â; the western,
`H‰LJE. The Masora follows the western (YJBR M̂), i.e., the Palestinian,
and reckons this passage as one of the 31 `H‰L în the Old Testament
Scriptures.

ft224 See Levy, Phönizische Studien, i. 19.
ft225 Krehl, Religioin der vorisl. Araber, p. 74ff.
ft226 Compare the remarks made in the Comm. on the Pentateuch, at Gen. 29:20,

on the heathen worship of anointed stones, and the Baetulian worship.
ft227 See Krehl, p. 72. In the East Indies also we find stone-worship not only

among the Vindya tribes (Lassen, A.K. i. 376), but also among the
Vaishnavas, who worship Vishnu in the form of a stone, viz., the saÑlagraÑma,
a kind of stone from the river Gandak (see Wilson’s Sanscrit Lexicon s.h.v.
and Vishnu-PuraÑna, p. 163). The fact of the great antiquity of stone and tree
worship has been used in the most ridiculous manner by Dozy in his work
on the Israelites at Mecca (1864). He draws the following conclusion from
Deu. 32:18: “Thus the Israelites sprang from a divine block of stone; and
this is, in reality, the true old version of the origin of the nation.” From
Isa. 51: 1, 2, he infers that Abraham and Sara were not historical persons at
all, but that the former was a block of stone, and the latter a hollow; and
that the two together were a block of stone in a hollow, to which divine
worship was paid. “This fact,” he says, “viz. that Abraham and Sarah in the
second Isaiah are not historical persons, but a block of stone and a hollow,
is one of great worth, as enabling us to determine the time at which the
stories of Abraham in Genesis were written, and to form a correct idea of
the spirit of those stories.”

ft228 The ancient church called a fast statio, because he who fasted had to wait in
prayer day and night like a soldier at his post. See on this and what follows,
the Shepherd of Hermas, iii. Sim. 5, and the Epistle of Barnabas, c. iii.

ft229 The ancient church connected fasting with almsgiving by law. Dressel, Patr.
Ap. p. 493.



ft230 I have already observed at Isa. 47: 6, in vindication of what was stated at
Isa. 10:27, that the yoke was not in the form of a collar. I brought the
subject under the notice of Prof. Schegg, who wrote to me immediately
after his return from his journey to Palestine to the following effect: “I saw
many oxen ploughing in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and the neighbourhood of
Ephesus; and in every case the yoke was a cross piece of wood laid upon
the neck of the animal, and fastened to the pole of the plough by a cord
which passed under the neck of the animal.”

ft231 Hitzig observes, that “the law of the Sabbath has already received the
Jewish addition, ‘speaking is work.’ “ But from the premiss that the
sabbatical rest of God was rest from speaking His creating word
(Psa. 33: 6), all the conclusion that tradition has ever drawn is, that on the
Sabbath men must to a certain extent rest RWBDHM as well as HV M̂M; and
when R. Simon b. Jochai exclaimed to his loquacious old mother on the
Sabbath, “Keeping the Sabbath means keeping silence,” his meaning was
not that talking in itself was working and therefore all conversation was
forbidden on the Sabbath. Tradition never went as far as this. The rabbinical
exposition of the passage before us is the following: “Let not thy talking on
the Sabbath be the same as that on working days;” and when it is stated
once in the Jerusalem Talmud that the Rabbins could hardly bring
themselves to allow of friendly greetings on the Sabbath, it certainly follows
from this, that they did not forbid them. Even the author of the HL›§
(TYRBH TWXWL YNV) with its excessive ceremonial stringency goes no
further than this, that on the Sabbath men must abstain from LWX YRBD.
And is it possible that our prophet can have been more stringent than the
strictest traditionalists, and wished to make the keeper of the Sabbath a
Carthusian monk? There could not be a more thorough perversion of the
spirit of prophecy than this.

ft232 Neither kaiÌroj nor aÏraÂxnh has hitherto been traced to an Indian root in any
admissible way. Benfey deduces the former from the root dhvri (to twist);
but this root has to perform an immense number of services. M. Müller
deduces the latter from rak; but this means to make, not to spin.

ft233 The name of the Phoenician god of health and prosperity, viz., Esmoun,
which Alois Müller (Esmun, ein Beitrag zur Mythologie des orient.
Alterthums. 1864) traces to †MÁŠiXÁ (Psa. 68:32) from „ŠJ = „ŠX, “the
splendid one (illustris),“ probably means “the healthy one, or one of full
health” (after the form RwXŠiJÁ, HRFwMŠiJÁ), which agrees somewhat better
with the account of Photios: EÏÂsmounon uÎpoÃ FoiniÂkwn wÏnomasmeÂnon eÏpiÃ thÌÄ
qeÂrmh thÌj zwhÌj.

ft234 See the law in Bär’s Metheg-Setzung, § 29.



ft235 See idem, § 28.
ft236 Seba (JBFSi, Isa. 43: 3; 45:14) is Meroe generally, or (according to Strabo

and Steph. Byz.) more especially a port in northern Ethiopia; Sheba (JBFŠi),
the principal tribe of southern Arabia, more especially its capital Marib
(Mariaba), which, according to an Arabian legend, contained the palace of
Bilkis, the JBFŠi TkALiMÁ (see Exc. iv. in Krüger’s Feldzug von Aelius Gallus,
1862). It is true that the following passage of Strabo (xvi. 14, 21) is
apparently at variance with the opinion that the seat of the Sabaeans was in
southern Arabia. “First of all,” he says, “above Syria, Arabia Felix is
inhabited by the Nabataeans and Sabaeans, who frequently marched through
the former before it belonged to the Romans.” But as, according to every
other account given by Strabo, the Sabaeans had their home in Arabia Felix,
and the Nabataeans at the northern extremity of the Red Sea, in Arabia
Petraea, all that this passage can imply is, that at that part of Arabia which
stretches towards the Syrian boundary, the expeditions of the Sabaeans
came upon the Nabataeans.

ft237 Quatremère rejects the identity of the Nabataeans and the Ishmaelitish
Nebaioth; but it has been justly defended by Winer, Kless, Knobel, and
Krehl (Religion der vorisl. Araber, p. 51).

ft238 The Babylonian MSS. have YTLJGJI with chirek, since the Babylonian
(Assyrian) system of punctuation has no seghol.

ft239 There are fifteen passages in which the keri substitutesŒL for JL . See
Masora magna on Lev. 11:21 (Psalter, ii. 60). If we add Isa. 49: 5,
1Ch. 11:20, 1Sa. 2:16, there are eighteen (Comm. on Job, at 13:15). But
the first two of these are not reckoned, because they are doubtful; and in the
third, instead of ŒL being substituted for JL, JLO is substituted for ŒL (Ges.
Thes. 735, b). 2Sa. 19: 7 also is not a case in point, for there the keri is wL
for JL.

ft240 In the Hebrew Bibles, Isa. 64 commences at the second verse of our
version; and the first verse is attached to v. 19 of the previous chapter. —
Tr.

ft241 Just as the Greek has in addition to sal-euÏein the much simpler and more
root-like seiÂ-ein; so the Semitic has, besides LZ, the roots JZ, Ẑ: compare
the Arabic LZLZ, ẐJZ, Ẑ Ẑ, all three denoting restless motion.

ft242 In addition to the examples given above, we have the following forms of the
same kind in kal: HCm̃FYI (with tiphchah) in Jer. 17:17; HJR̃itI (with tsakpeh)
in Dan. 1:13, compare HlG̃Ati (with athnach) in Lev. 18: 7, 8, and HlEGATi



(with the smaller disjunctive tiphchah) in vv. 9-11; HqÑAYi (with athnach) in
Nah. 1: 3; HRZ̃FJå (with tsakeph) in Eze. 5:12. This influence of the
accentuation has escaped the notice of the more modern grammarians (e.g.,
Ges. § 75, Anm. 17).

ft243 The foreign formula of incantation given in b. Sabbath 67a, YK§WBW
YK§WJ JL QWNYSW YDG DG (according to the glosses, “O Fortune, give
good fortune, and be not tardy day and night”), also belongs here; whereas
the name of a place not far from Siloah, called Gad-yavan (Gad of Greece),
contains some allusion to the mythology of Greece, which we are unable to
trace. In the later usage of the language Gad appears to have acquired the
general meaning of numen (e.g., b. Chullin 40a; RHD JDG, the mountain-
spirit); and this helps to explain the fact that in Pehlewi †MDG signifies
majesty in a royal, titular sense (see Vuller’s Lex.; and Spiegel in the
Indische Studien, 3, 412).

ft244 See Rödiger in the concluding part of the thes. p. 97.
ft245 See Ge. Zoega’s Abhandlungen, edited by Welcker (1817), pp. 39, 40.
ft246 See Krehl, Religion der vorislamischen Araber, p. 78. Sprenger in his Life

of Mohammad, 1862, compares the Arabic ManaÑt with YNM.
ft247 Compare Wiesner: Der Bann in seiner gesch. Entwickelung auf dem Boden

des Judenthums, 1864.
ft248 There is a certain similarity in the saying, with which a talmudic teacher

roused up the sleepy scholars of the Beth ha-Midrash: “There was once a
woman, who was delivered of 600,000 children in one day,” viz., Jochebed,
who, when she gave birth to Moses, brought 600,000 to the light of
freedom (Exo. 12:37).

ft249 See Levysohn, Zoologie des Talmuds, pp. 218-9.
ft250 See Levysohn, id. pp. 108-9. A special delicacy was glires isicio porcino,

dormice with pork stuffing; see Brillat-Savarin’s Physiologie des
Geschmacks, by C. Vogt, p. 253.

ft251 The LXX render it skiadiÂwn, i.e., probably palanquins. Jerome observes on
this, quae nos dormitoria interpretari possumus vel basternas. (On this
word, with which the name of the Bastarnians as AÎmacoÂbioi is connected,
see Hahnel’s Bedeutung der Bastarner für das german. Alterthum, 1865, p.
34.)

ft252 Isaiah is therefore regarded as an exception to the rule, that the prophets
close their orations „YMWXNTW XB§ YRBDB (b. Berachoth 31a), although,
on the other hand, this exception is denied by some, on the ground that the



words “they shall be an abhorring” apply to the Gentiles (j. Berachoth c. V.
Anf. Midras Tillim on Psa. 4: 8).]
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